
United Kingdom
EAN/GTIN Prod.No. Item Description RRP price*
4251285528697 CF6144 1x key stone "little rock" - stone with secret 

compartment - key hiding place in stone look - geocachi
13,99 £

4250847140810 CF2430 World Travel Adapter CEE 7/7 to Global Plug-in Systems 
(4-Pieces EU - Global White)

15,99 £
4250847100050 CF0218 Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for Tablet 

and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Transparent / Bl
13,99 £

4250847100067 CF0217 waterproof protective cover - dustproof cover for tablet 
and e-book reader - protective bag in blue - 8.8"

17,99 £
4250847100074 CF0070 USB 2.0 extension cable for left USB inputs - A male 90 

° right angled (male) to A female (female) - 10 cm
11,99 £

4251285578685 CF0002 Waterproof Case - dustproof case for tablet and e-book 
reader - protective case in black - 8,8"

8,99 £
4251285537330 CF0004 Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for Tablet 

and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Black - 11.6 "
13,99 £

4250847143200 CF0011 SIM to Nano SIM card cutter punch cutter for iPhone 6 
7 8 X XS 10 iPad Air Pro mini Galaxy S8 S9 S10 huawai 

8,99 £
4250847100906 CF0039 Nano SIM Card Card Adapter Nano to micro / nano + 

micro to Standard SIM Card for Smartphones + Eject Pi
15,99 £

4250847101316 CF0071 USB 3.0 extension cable, 90 ° angled, male to female 
adapter

13,99 £
4250847101606 CF0087 USB 3.0 Adapter // Male to female socket left angled 

270 ° // vertical striped // Color: Black
8,99 £

4250847101613 CF0088 Adapter USB 3.0-A female to USB 3.0-A female 
connector

8,99 £
4250847101682 CF0095 Dual Micro SDHC to MS Pro Duo Adapter Memory Card 

microSD to Memory Stick for Sony PSP Camera Mobile P
13,99 £

4250847101682 CF0095 Dual Micro SDHC to MS Pro Duo Adapter Memory Card 
microSD to Memory Stick for Sony PSP Camera Mobile P

13,99 £
4250847134208 CF0126 COM-FOUR AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 

extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 
8,99 £

4250847134208 CF0126 COM-FOUR AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 
extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 

8,99 £
4250847101781 CF0127 adapter USB 2.0 male to female angled left 270 ° 

horizontal - 1 piece
8,99 £

4250847101798 CF0128 adapter USB 2.0 male to right angled 270 ° horizontal - 
1 piece

8,99 £
4250847101804 CF0129 USB 2.0 extension cable for right-hand USB inputs - A 

male 90 ° left angled (male) to A female (female) - 10 c
11,99 £

4250847104188 CF0136 camping hammer with peg puller - tent hammer with 
hand strap - peg hammer made of carbon steel

8,99 £
4250847101972 CF0146 Memory Card Adapter-Micro SD / Micro SDHC to MS Pro 

Duo for mobile Phone, Camera, Sony PSP
8,99 £

4250847102047 CF0153 USB 3.0 // Type A socket to socket extension // coupler 
adapter coupling // color: blue

8,99 £
4250847102245 CF0186 satellite cable - Robust satellite cable for indoor use - 

For fast and stable transmission of digital television sign
11,99 £

4250847102320 CF0182 HDMI male to female angle 90 ° adapter right angled 
gold plated black

8,99 £
4250847102399 CF0188 mini HDMI plug right angled to HDMI plug straight 

spiral cable gold-plated black
15,99 £

4250847102405 CF0187 Micro HDMI Male Straight to HDMI Male Straight Spiral 
Cable Gold Plated Black

15,99 £
4250847102412 CF0189 mini HDMI plug straight to HDMI plug straight spiral 

cable gold-plated black
15,99 £

4250847102535 CF0192 USB 3.0 extension cable, 90 ° angled, male to female 
adapter

13,99 £
4250847102962 CF0225 set of 3 passive aluminum heat sinks in various sizes 

suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B - to stick on
8,99 £

4250847102962 CF0225 set of 3 passive aluminum heat sinks in various sizes 
suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B - to stick on

8,99 £
4250847103150 CF0039 Nano SIM Card Card Adapter Nano to micro / nano + 

micro to Standard SIM Card for Smartphones + Eject Pi
11,99 £

4250847103167 CF0039 Nano SIM Card Card Adapter Nano to micro / nano + 
micro to Standard SIM Card for Smartphones + Eject Pi

11,99 £
4250847103174 CF0039 Nano SIM Card Card Adapter Nano to micro / nano + 

micro to Standard SIM Card for Smartphones + Eject Pi
17,99 £

4251285553590 CF0290 2x tube press in an unusual design, tube squeezer in 
red and pink

11,99 £
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4250847103280 CF0247 Classic Thread Scissors Mini Scissors Sewing Tool 
Thread Cutter Sewing Accessories (Black)

11,99 £
4250847103310 CF0250 ceramic peeling knife extremely hard & very sharp 

100% rustproof
8,99 £

4250847118161 CF0251 5x 48 L plant sack for potatoes - Tomato tubs with 
handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio

17,99 £
4250847103389 CF0257 garlic press in a set with silicone peeler and cleaning 

brush - garlic rocker with bottle opener
13,99 £

4251285559509 CF0262 Mobile Phone / Smartphone Charger Holder, foldable 8,99 £
4250847103549 CF0273 washing-up brush with washing-up liquid dispenser - 

washing-up brush with integrated washing-up liquid con
8,99 £

4250847103600 CF0277 audio stereo cable 2x 3.5mm jack plug to 3.5mm jack 
socket for connecting a headset to the PC black 20cm

8,99 £
4250847103655 CF0282 Adapter USB 2.0 male to female angled upwards at 90 ° 

black - 1 piece
8,99 £

4250847103778 CF2109 5x F connector 90 ° elbow adapter screwable F 
connector to F coupling metal

11,99 £
4250847103785 CF2109 10x F connector 90 ° angle adapter screwable F 

connector to F coupling metal
13,99 £

4250847104010 CF0225 set of 3 passive aluminum heat sinks in various sizes, 
suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B - for sticking on - 

8,99 £
4250847104010 CF0225 set of 3 passive aluminum heat sinks in various sizes, 

suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B - for sticking on - 
8,99 £

4250847104188 CF0136 camping hammer with peg puller - tent hammer with 
hand strap - peg hammer made of carbon steel

8,99 £
4250847104249 CF0321 6x Plastic Battery Case - Storage box for batteries and 

rechargeable batteries - Battery box for AA and AAA
13,99 £

4250847104256 CF0322 6x Plastic Battery Case - Storage box for batteries and 
rechargeable batteries - Battery box for AA and AAA

13,99 £
4250847104263 CF0323 6x Plastic Battery Case - Storage box for batteries and 

rechargeable batteries - Battery box for AA and AAA
11,99 £

4250847104270 CF0324 6x Plastic battery case - Storage box for batteries and 
rechargeable batteries - Battery storage case - Battery o

13,99 £
4250847104522 CF0336 com-four adapter micro HDMI-D socket> D socket, 

Micro HDMI connector black
13,99 £

4250847104553 CF0339 Adapter HDMI female to micro HDMI + mini HDMI male 
2 in 1 black

11,99 £
4250847104577 CF0341 Adapter HDMI male to HDMI female 90 ° upwards 

angled black
8,99 £

4250847104584 CF0342 Cable USB-A Male to USB micro-B male right angled 270 
° 1m black

11,99 £
4250847104812 CF0351 Infrared Remote Control for Canon EOS450D 400D 

350D 300D EOS30V Remote Release - 1 Piece
13,99 £

4251285540712 CF0307_787 4-Piece Set Battery Adapter, Converter / Switcher from 
AAA to AA Micro / Mignon size, 50 x 14 mm

11,99 £
4250847106342 CF0225 set of 3 passive aluminum heat sinks in different sizes 

suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B - to stick on - eco
8,99 £

4250847122113 CF0440 Case for Brush Pens Make Up Brush Cosmetic Leather 
Brown (1 piece)

8,99 £
4250847106656 CF0456 Fuseholder for Cars Truck flat fuse waterproof 12V 24V 

(with 15A fuse - 34 cm)
11,99 £

4250847106663 CF0457 Flat fuse adapter for voltage tap for motor vehicle flat 
fuse 12V (with 15A fuse mini - 16 cm)

11,99 £
4250847106670 CF0458 Flat fuse adapter for voltage tap for automotive flat fuse 

12V (with 20A fuse - 16 cm)
11,99 £

4250847106717 CF0462 4x Passive heat sink in different sizes for Raspberry Pi 
models A + B and Pi 2, 3, 4 - passive cooling for stickin

11,99 £
4250847106724 CF0463 3x Passive Heat Sink 1x Alu + 2x Copper for Raspberry 

Pi 2, 3, 4 Model A + B - passive cooling for sticking
8,99 £

4250847106731 CF0464 set of 3 passive heat sinks 2x aluminum (large) + 1x 
aluminum (small) suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B

8,99 £
4250847106823 CF0473 3-Piece Passive Heat Sink Black Edition Set in various 

sizes for Raspberry Pi A / B models - passive cooling for 
11,99 £

4250847106885 CF2251 Audio Y Splitter
 - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket Coupling

11,99 £
4250847106892 CF0479 Audio Adapter Stereo plug, 3.5mm to 2.5mm jack for 

headphones
8,99 £

4250847107424 CF0528 Audio Aux Cable 3.5mm Jack Male to 3.5mm Jack Male 
M / M 1m White (1 piece)

8,99 £
4251805471397 CF0562 camping match, everlasting matches, permanent 

matches, survival lighter with flint as a key ring
8,99 £
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4250847107783 CF0473 9-Piece Passive Heatsink Black Edition set in various 
sizes for Raspberry Pi A / B models - passive cooling for 

8,99 £
4250847107790 CF0473 6-Piece Passive Heat Sink Black Edition Set in various 

sizes for Raspberry Pi A / B models - passive cooling for 
8,99 £

4250847107806 CF0563 4x Passive Heatsink Black Edition in different sizes for 
Raspberry Pi 2, 3, 4 A + B and - passive cooling for stic

11,99 £
4250847107844 CF0466 USB Mini LED Flashlight Rechargeable Waterproof 

Keychain (Set of 2 Green)
13,99 £

4250847107899 CF0471 USB Mini LED Flashlight Rechargeable Waterproof 
Keychain (Set of 2 Red)

13,99 £
4250847108216 CF0580 stainless steel wire saw for wood and plastic, saw for 

outdoor and camping
8,99 £

4250847108346 CF0503 Stylus Pen Metal Touch Stylus Pen For Smartphones and 
Tablets with Touchscreens

8,99 £
4250847108377 CF0506 Touch pen metal touch pen for smartphones and tablets 

with touchscreen (green set of 3)
8,99 £

4251285589063 CF0236 2x angle adapter set USB 3.0 Super-Speed, adapter 
plug on socket left angled in blue

11,99 £
4251285589056 CF0235 2x angle adapter set USB 3.0 Super-Speed, adapter 

plug to female right angled in blue
13,99 £

4251285589056 CF0235 2x angle adapter set USB 3.0 Super-Speed, adapter 
plug to female right angled in blue

13,99 £
4250847149837 CF0607 2x angle adapter set USB 3.0 Super-Speed, adapter 

plug to female left and right angled in blue
13,99 £

4250847108766 CF0611 2 USB 3.0 extension cable, 90 ° angled, male to female 
adapter

17,99 £
4250847108858 CF0615 Anti-Slip Mat Glue Mat Adhesive Pad 1 Piece 

(Transparent)
8,99 £

4250847109145 CF0633 5x craft scissors, handmade scissors with many patterns 
- colorful children's scissors for creative handicrafts - de

13,99 £
4250847109183 CF0634 9x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey coolers 

with fabric storage bags - no more watering down
15,99 £

4250847109237 CF0639 9x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey coolers 
with fabric storage bags - no more watering down

15,99 £
4250847171166 CF0637 24x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 

coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do
17,99 £

4250847109350 CF0634 18x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 
coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do

15,99 £
4250847109572 CF0664 Mini OTG Adapter USB Micro-B Male to USB 2.0 Female 

- 1 Piece (Green)
8,99 £

4250847109619 CF0668 reindeer figure Rudolf size XL, winter moose figure with 
pine cone body, Christmas decoration, gorgeous table d

17,99 £
4250847109626 CF0669 snowman figure size XL, sweet Christmas decoration, 

ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati
17,99 £

4250847110011 CF0688 2x SAT cable flat, flexible window lead-through with 
standard coaxial cable, F socket - window adapter for S

8,99 £
4250847110028 CF0688 4x SAT cable flat, flexible window lead-through with 

standard coaxial cable, F socket - window adapter for S
8,99 £

4251285597815 CF0688 6x SAT cable flat, flexible window lead-through with 
standard coaxial cable, F socket - window adapter for S

15,99 £
4250847110042 CF0688 10x SAT cable flat, flexible window lead-through with 

standard coaxial cable, F socket - window adapter for S
17,99 £

4250847110073 CF0070 2x USB 2.0 extension cable for left-hand USB inputs - A 
male 90 ° right angled (male) to A female (female) - 10 

15,99 £
4250847110080 CF0129 2x USB 2.0 extension cable for right-hand USB inputs - 

A male 90 ° left angled (male) to A female (female) - 10
13,99 £

4250847110097 CF0690 2x USB 2.0 Extension Cable - A male 90 ° left / right 
angled (male) to A female (female) - 10 cm

15,99 £
4250847110103 CF0128 adapter USB 2.0 male to right angled 270 ° horizontal - 

2 pieces
11,99 £

4250847110110 CF0127 adapter USB 2.0 male to female angled left 270 ° 
horizontal - 2 pieces

11,99 £
4250847110110 CF0127 adapter USB 2.0 male to female angled left 270 ° 

horizontal - 2 pieces
11,99 £

4250847110127 CF2661 Adapter USB 2.0 male to female left + right angled 270 
° horizontal - set of 2

8,99 £
4250847110172 CF0256 8x corner protectors, edge protectors for tables, chairs, 

shelves - child safety silicone bumpers, protection for ba
15,99 £

4250847110219 CF0619 5x decanter pourer with aerator for wine - drip-free 
wine decanter - pourer - wine pourer with decanter - wi

15,99 £
4251285570436 CF0619 2x decanter pourer with aerator for wine - drip-free 

wine decanter - pourer - wine pourer with decanter - wi
11,99 £
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4250847110356 CF0692 Anti-slip mat adhesive mat adhesive pad 4 pieces (set 
II)

8,99 £
4250847110462 CF0689 SAT Angle adapter F-connector to F-coupling 90 ° 

angled (5 pieces)
11,99 £

4250847110479 CF2109 10x F connector 90 ° angle adapter screwable F 
connector to F coupling metal

13,99 £
4250847110592 CF0703 Cable Manager for Winding Headphone Cables PVC Clip 

(Pink)
8,99 £

4250847110608 CF0704 Cable Manager for Winding Headphone Cables PVC Clip 
(Turquoise)

8,99 £
4250847111186 CF0146 2x Micro SDHC to MS Pro Duo adapter memory card 

microSD to Memory Stick for Sony PSP camera mobile p
13,99 £

4250847111346 CF0738 10-piece set of premium Christmas pendants for the 
Christmas tree, winter pendants as tree hangings, Christ

17,99 £
4251285585119 CF0562 2x Camping Match, Eternal Matches, Permanent 

Matches, Survival Lighter with Flint as Keychain
15,99 £

4251285585119 CF0562 2x Camping Match, Eternal Matches, Permanent 
Matches, Survival Lighter with Flint as Keychain

15,99 £
4250847197234 CF0256 4x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 

shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f
13,99 £

4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 
Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con

11,99 £
4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 

Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con
11,99 £

4250847111728 CF0745 USB Stick Mini Adapter MicroSD TF Card Reader Card 
Card Reader Writer (1 Piece - Black)

11,99 £
4250847111735 CF0745 USB Flash Drive Mini Adapter MicroSD TF Card Reader 

Card Card Reader Writer (White) (1 Piece - White)
11,99 £

4250847111803 CF0353 Universal Camera Hot Shoe Cover Protector SLR for 
Canon Nikon Pentax Olympus BS-1 Black - 2 Pcs

11,99 £
4251285556423 CF0479 2 Audio Adapter Stereo plug, 3.5mm to 2.5mm jack for 

headphones
11,99 £

4250847151502 CF0754 Citrus Deo Sticks Vacuum Cleaner Long-lasting pleasant 
fragrance (1 piece)

11,99 £
4250847151519 CF0754 Citrus Deo Sticks Vacuum Cleaner Long-lasting pleasant 

fragrance (3 pieces)
11,99 £

4251805403336 CF0278 2x Audio stereo cable 3.5mm - 4-pin jack plug to 2x 
3.5mm jack - Socket for connecting a headset

13,99 £
4251805403336 CF0278 2x Audio stereo cable 3.5mm - 4-pin jack plug to 2x 

3.5mm jack - Socket for connecting a headset
13,99 £

4250847127934 CF0482 stereo adapter jack 3.5mm female to male 6.3mm for 
headphones gold-plated - 2 pieces

8,99 £
4250847112251 CF0477 adapter 6.3mm to 3.5mm for headphones gold-plated 

(2 pieces)
8,99 £

4250847112367 CF0678 3x LED flashlight in mini with snap hook for the 
keychain for sports, camping, hiking, climbing keeps rai

8,99 £
4250847112510 CF0580 2 stainless steel wire saws for wood and plastic, saws 

for outdoor and camping
13,99 £

4250847112695 CF0528 Audio Aux Cable 3.5mm Jack Male to 3.5mm Jack Male 
M / M 1m White (2 pieces)

11,99 £
4250847112701 CF0457 Flat fuse adapter for voltage tap for motor vehicle flat 

fuse 12V (set of 2 - with 15A fuse mini- 16 cm)
13,99 £

4251285553972 CF0290 4x tube press in an unusual design, tube squeezing in 
red and pink

13,99 £
4250847113920 CF0813 AUX 3.5mm Stereo Audio Male to Male Spring Spiral 

Cable for MP3, PC, HDTV (1 piece)
8,99 £

4250847113937 CF0813 AUX 3.5 mm Stereo Audio Male to Male Spring Spiral 
Cable for MP3, PC, HDTV (2 pieces)

8,99 £
4250847113944 CF0814 AUX 3.5mm Stereo Audio Male to Female Spring Spiral 

Cable for MP3, PC, HDTV Extension (1 Piece)
11,99 £

4250847113944 CF0814 AUX 3.5mm Stereo Audio Male to Female Spring Spiral 
Cable for MP3, PC, HDTV Extension (1 Piece)

11,99 £
4250847150703 CF0817 Smart Mini USB Bluetooth Adapter Dongle Plug n Play 

(V4.0 WIN 7/8 - 2 pcs)
15,99 £

4251285530706 CF0822 awning triangle - canvas with UV protection - sun 
protection for terrace, balcony, garden and camping - s

13,99 £
4250847114248 CF0830 COM-FOUR touch pen with extremely durable microfiber 

touch pen for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC iP
11,99 £

4250847114279 CF0831 COM-FOUR touch pen with extremely durable microfibre 
touch pen for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC iP

11,99 £
4250847114354 CF0834 touch pen with extremely durable microfiber touch pen 

for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC iPhone LG S
11,99 £
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4250847114385 CF0835 touch pen with extremely durable microfiber touch pen 
for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC iPhone LG S

11,99 £
4250847114415 CF0836 COM-FOUR touch pen with extremely durable microfibre 

touch pen for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC iP
11,99 £

4250847114705 CF0696 Cable Manager for winding headphone cables different 
animal shapes made of silicone (cat mix - 2 pieces)

8,99 £
4250847114828 CF0701 Cable Manager for Winding Headphone Cables PVC Clip 

(Mix - 4 Pieces)
11,99 £

4250847114842 CF0707 cable manager for winding headphone cables different 
animal shapes made of silicone (Giraffe Rosa - 3 pieces)

11,99 £
4250847114842 CF0707 cable manager for winding headphone cables different 

animal shapes made of silicone (Giraffe Rosa - 3 pieces)
11,99 £

4250847114866 CF0706 Cable Manager for Winding Headphone Cables Different 
Animal Molds Made of Silicone (Giraffe Mix - 2 Pieces)

13,99 £
4250847114866 CF0706 Cable Manager for Winding Headphone Cables Different 

Animal Molds Made of Silicone (Giraffe Mix - 2 Pieces)
13,99 £

4250847114873 CF0708 4x Cable ties for headphones - Cable holders and cable 
managers for winding headphone cables - Silicone cable

8,99 £
4250847114873 CF0708 4x Cable ties for headphones - Cable holders and cable 

managers for winding headphone cables - Silicone cable
8,99 £

4250847114897 CF0708 4x Cable ties for headphones - Cable holders and cable 
managers for winding headphone cables - Silicone cable

13,99 £
4250847114927 CF0710 2x Cable ties for headphones - Cable holder and cable 

manager for winding headphone cables - Cable winder 
8,99 £

4250847114989 CF0717 3x Cable manager to wind up - Cable tie for 
headphones - Silicone fixing for cable

8,99 £
4250847115047 CF0830 touch pen with extremely durable microfiber touch pen 

for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC iPhone LG S
11,99 £

4250847115054 CF0830 touch pen with extremely durable microfiber touch pen 
for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC iPhone LG S

11,99 £
4250847115184 CF0848 2x USB extension set - USB extension cable with plug at 

90 ° to socket, adapter angled 20 cm (left and right)
8,99 £

4250847115184 CF0848 2x USB extension set - USB extension cable with plug at 
90 ° to socket, adapter angled 20 cm (left and right)

8,99 £
4250847115191 CF0849 USB extension - USB extension cable with plug at a 90 ° 

angle to socket, adapter angled 20 cm (left)
13,99 £

4250847115283 CF0852 5x SAT antennas coax/F adapter, coax plug to F plug 11,99 £
4250847115368 CF0855 5x SAT Angle Adapter - Coax Angle Plug 90° - Antenna 

Plug Angle with Coax Socket to F Socket
8,99 £

4250847115573 CF0861 USB extension - USB extension cable with plug at a 90 ° 
angle to socket, adapter angled 20 cm (right)

13,99 £
4250847115580 CF0455 Fuseholder for truck flat fuse waterproof 12V 24V (set 

of 2 - with 20A fuse - 34 cm)
15,99 £

4250847115603 CF0456 Fuseholder for Cars Truck flat fuse waterproof 12V 24V 
(set of 2 - with 15A fuse - 35 cm)

13,99 £
4250847115610 CF0458 Flat fuse adapter for voltage tap for motor vehicle flat 

fuse 12V (set of 2 - with 20A fuse - 16 cm)
11,99 £

4250847115634 CF0857 5x Ethernet CAT 6 LAN modular coupling adapter from 
socket RJ45 to socket RJ45 - patch cable coupling - LAN

13,99 £
4250847115627 CF0857 2x Ethernet CAT 6 LAN Modular Coupling Adapter from 

female RJ45 to female RJ45 - patch cable coupling - LA
11,99 £

4250847115665 CF0868 SAT cable extremely flat window opening - flexible 17.5 
cm - standard coaxial cable, F socket - window adapter 

8,99 £
4250847115665 CF0868 SAT cable extremely flat window opening - flexible 17.5 

cm - standard coaxial cable, F socket - window adapter 
8,99 £

4250847115689 CF0868 2x SAT cable extremely flat window lead-through - 
flexible 17.5 cm - standard coaxial cable, F-socket - win

13,99 £
4250847115689 CF0868 2x SAT cable extremely flat window lead-through - 

flexible 17.5 cm - standard coaxial cable, F-socket - win
13,99 £

4250847115672 CF0868 4x SAT cable extremely flat window lead-through - 
flexible 17.5 cm - standard coaxial cable, F-socket - win

17,99 £
4250847115689 CF0868 2x SAT cable extremely flat window lead-through - 

flexible 17.5 cm - standard coaxial cable, F-socket - win
13,99 £

4250847115689 CF0868 2x SAT cable extremely flat window lead-through - 
flexible 17.5 cm - standard coaxial cable, F-socket - win

13,99 £
4250847115818 CF0876 cake knives and cake servers - cake knives for cutting 

and lifting
26,99 £

4251285537330 CF0004 Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for Tablet 
and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Black - 11.6 "

13,99 £
4251285578692 CF0004 Waterproof Protective Case with Anti-Dust Plugs - 

Dustproof Case for Tablet and E-Book Reader - Protectiv
15,99 £
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4250847116303 CF0918 tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea infuser for 
loose tea and spices - fine-meshed tea filter

15,99 £
4250847182506 CF0918 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel 304 - tea infuser 

for loose tea, spices and herbs - fine-mesh tea filter wit
15,99 £

4250847116440 CF0930 ceramic paring knife, peeler, very sharp, 100% stainless 
for fruits and vegetables

8,99 £
4250847116600 CF0943 COM-FOUR splash-proof case for credit cards business 

cards banknotes (blue)
8,99 £

4250847116648 CF0947 COM-FOUR splash-proof case for credit cards business 
cards banknotes (red)

8,99 £
4250847116655 CF0948 COM-FOUR splash-proof case for credit cards business 

cards banknotes (purple)
8,99 £

4250847116884 CF0125 Smart Mini USB Bluetooth Adapter Dongle Plug n Play 
10m range (V2.0 WIN 7 - 2 pieces)

8,99 £
4250847117041 CF0979 Elegant Ladies Necklace Cubic Zirconia Drop Turquoise, 

length: 26 cm
11,99 £

4250847117386 CF1012 coffee mug cup with curved handle in brass knuckle 
look, knock out mug in black made of ceramic with han

15,99 £
4250847117393 CF1013 Coffee Mug "Knock Out" Tea Pott Ceramic Cup - the 

slightly different cup
15,99 £

4250847117409 CF1014 coffee mug cup with curved handle in brass knuckle 
look, knock-out mug in black made of ceramic with gold

15,99 £
4250847117416 CF1015 coffee mug cup with curved handle in brass knuckle 

look, black ceramic knock out mug with silver-colored h
13,99 £

4250847117645 CF1029 Set of 8 banana plugs Gold coated with screw terminal 
Color coded Black / Red - 4 x 2 pieces

8,99 £
4250847117669 CF0943 COM-FOUR splash-proof case for credit cards business 

cards banknotes (blue - 2 pieces)
11,99 £

4250847117683 CF0945 COM-FOUR Splash-proof case for credit cards, business 
cards, banknotes (gold-colored - 2 pieces)

13,99 £
4250847117706 CF0947 COM-FOUR splash-proof case for credit cards business 

cards banknotes (red - 2 pieces)
13,99 £

4250847117713 CF0948 COM-FOUR splash-proof case for credit cards business 
cards banknotes (purple - 2 pieces)

13,99 £
4250847117973 CF0348 2x Breadboard MB102 / board with 830 connection 

contacts
15,99 £

4250847118130 CF0251 2 ceramic paring knife, peeler, very sharp, 100% 
stainless for fruits and vegetables

8,99 £
4250847103310 CF0250 ceramic peeling knife extremely hard & very sharp 

100% rustproof
8,99 £

4250847118161 CF0251 5x 48 L plant sack for potatoes - Tomato tubs with 
handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio

17,99 £
4250847118185 CF0955 magnifying glass for seniors, magnifying glass in credit 

card format, reading magnifier with 3x magnification for
11,99 £

4250847118192 CF0955 2x magnifying glass for seniors, magnifying glass in 
credit card format, magnifying glass with 3x magnificati

8,99 £
4250847118208 CF0957 magnifying glass for seniors, magnifying glass in credit 

card format, reading magnifier with 3x magnification for
11,99 £

4250847118291 CF1048 3x Pen Blood Syringe - Ballpoint Pen in Syringe Shape - 
Ideal for Nurse and Doctor Costumes for Halloween

11,99 £
4250847118307 CF1048 6x pen blood syringe - pen in syringe form - ideal for 

nurse and doctor costumes for Halloween
13,99 £

4250847118833 CF1082 Splitter Audio 6 x Stereo 3.5mm Jacks & 20cm Aux 
Cable White

13,99 £
4250847197241 CF0256 16x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 

shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f
17,99 £

4250847110172 CF0256 8x corner protectors, edge protectors for tables, chairs, 
shelves - child safety silicone bumpers, protection for ba

15,99 £
4251805444360 CF1130 4x locker and drawer lock - locker lock to stick - 90 ° 

angle - child lock locker doors without drilling - security 
11,99 £

4251805444360 CF1130 4x locker and drawer lock - locker lock to stick - 90 ° 
angle - child lock locker doors without drilling - security 

11,99 £
4251805444384 CF1130 8x locker and drawer security - cabinet lock to glue - 90 

° angle - child lock cabinet doors without drilling - securi
13,99 £

4251805444384 CF1130 8x locker and drawer security - cabinet lock to glue - 90 
° angle - child lock cabinet doors without drilling - securi

13,99 £
4250847120157 CF1146 Mini HDMI Adapter Cable - Mini HDMI Male to Standard 

HDMI Female - HDMI Connection Cable for SLR Camera,
8,99 £

4250847120157 CF1146 Mini HDMI Adapter Cable - Mini HDMI Male to Standard 
HDMI Female - HDMI Connection Cable for SLR Camera,

8,99 £
4250847120775 CF1161 USB 2.0 cable micro male to micro female 90 ° left 

angled
11,99 £
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4250847197234 CF0256 4x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 
shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f

13,99 £
4250847197241 CF0256 16x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 

shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f
17,99 £

4250847110172 CF0256 8x corner protectors, edge protectors for tables, chairs, 
shelves - child safety silicone bumpers, protection for ba

15,99 £
4250847150338 CF1162 2x data and charging cable USB2.0 A male to micro USB 

connector for your new smartphone 20-50 cm spiral cab
13,99 £

4250847121215 CF1177 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas

11,99 £
4250847121482 CF1182 Accessories for Breadboard Board (40 Pieces W / M 

Jumper Set)
8,99 £

4250847121505 CF1187 Accessories for Breadboard Board (40 Pieces M / M 
Jumper Set)

11,99 £
4250847121512 CF1187 Accessories for Breadboard Board (40 Pieces M / M 

Jumper Set - 02 Pieces)
11,99 £

4250847121550 CF1184 USB 2.0 Swivel Adapter 360 ° rotatable Micro USB male 
to female type A black - 2 pieces

13,99 £
4250847121581 CF0166 USB 2.0 Swivel Adapter 360 ° rotatable Type A male to 

female black - 2 pieces
8,99 £

4250847101316 CF0071 USB 3.0 extension cable, 90 ° angled, male to female 
adapter

13,99 £
4250847121826 CF1194 COM-FOUR USB 2.0 Audio Video Adapter TV DVD VHS 

Capture Grabber Recorder Video Recording Card for Wi
30,99 £

4250847121987 CF1200 2x door and window handle stoppers to protect walls 
and furniture, avoid scratches and dents, door buffers f

13,99 £
4250847121994 CF1200 4x door and window handle stoppers to protect walls 

and furniture, avoid scratches and dents, door buffers f
15,99 £

4250847122014 CF1201 2x door and window handle stoppers to protect walls 
and furniture, avoid scratches and dents, door buffers f

8,99 £
4250847122021 CF1201 4x door and window handle stoppers to protect walls 

and furniture, avoid scratches and dents, door buffers f
11,99 £

4250847122045 CF1202 2x door and window handle stoppers to protect walls 
and furniture, avoid scratches and dents, door buffers f

11,99 £
4250847122052 CF1202 4x door and window handle stoppers to protect walls 

and furniture, avoid scratches and dents, door buffers f
15,99 £

4250847122076 CF1203 2x door and window handle stoppers to protect walls 
and furniture, avoid scratches and dents, door buffers f

13,99 £
4250847122083 CF1203 4x door and window handle stoppers to protect walls 

and furniture, avoid scratches and dents, door buffers f
15,99 £

4250847122113 CF0440 Case for Brush Pens Make Up Brush Cosmetic Leather 
Brown (1 piece)

8,99 £
4250847122151 CF1204 Loom rubber bands Bands Rubber colors mix - design 

your own costume jewelery (1200 pieces)
8,99 £

4251285559554 CF1222 3x Mobile Phone / Smartphone Charger Holder, foldable 11,99 £
4251285559516 CF0262 3x Mobile Phone / Smartphone Charger Holder, foldable 11,99 £
4251285559530 CF1206 2x mobile phone / smartphone charger holder, foldable 11,99 £
4251285578463 CF1242 Door Stopper - Floor door buffer made of stainless steel 

for screw - Ø 4,5 cm
13,99 £

4250847122663 CF1242 2x Door Stopper - Floor door buffer made of stainless 
steel for screw - Ø 4,5 cm

11,99 £
4250847122830 CF10565 draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 

stopper with double seal - protection against drafts and 
15,99 £

4251285527348 CF1300 2-piece premium baby hair care set, mini bamboo hair 
brush with soft bristles made of lambswool and small ba

15,99 £
4250847123332 CF1310 2x Cosmetic bag - Striped toiletry bag - Wash bag for 

storing make-up
8,99 £

4251285516694 CF1324_898 24x hair ties made of high quality material 5 mm thick - 
cable ties as hair accessories for women and men with t

11,99 £
4250847123592 CF1363 1x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 

shopping trolley chips - parking meter made of plastic
8,99 £

4250847123592 CF1363 1x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 
shopping trolley chips - parking meter made of plastic

8,99 £
4250847123677 CF7216 4x cohesive adhesive bandage - athlete tape self-

adhesive - elastic fixing bandage for sport and leisure - 
11,99 £

4250847123790 CF1442 Craft Scissors Sewing Pattern with 5 different 
replaceable attachments (1 piece)

13,99 £
4250847124421 CF1358 3-piece set of styling brushes in white, various 

hairbrushes with ergonomic handles, hair care for all hai
13,99 £
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4250847124551 CF1454 Towel hook stainless steel hook hanger self-adhesive 
(set 2 - 8 pieces)

8,99 £
4250847124698 CF1496 4x vinyl place mats for children - colorful place mats 

with motifs of mouse, bear mushroom turtle
13,99 £

4251285559981 CF1503 20-Piece Mini Nail Set Manicure Pedicure for on the go 13,99 £
4250847124728 CF1518 4x hand brush - nail brush with handle - hand wash 

brush, cleaning brush in different colors [selection varie
13,99 £

4250847124742 CF1521 4x Hand washing brush in bright colours - Nail brush for 
hand and nail cleaning - Cleaning product for home - Cl

11,99 £
4250847124742 CF1521 4x Hand washing brush in bright colours - Nail brush for 

hand and nail cleaning - Cleaning product for home - Cl
11,99 £

4250847124759 CF1522 4-piece set of styling brushes in white, various 
hairbrushes with ergonomic handles, hair care for all hai

15,99 £
4250847124766 CF1525 bathing poncho with hood - beach towel with shark 

motif - hooded throw for the beach, swimming pool and
13,99 £

4250847124797 CF1532 6x shower sponge - bath sponge in great colors - wash 
sponge for the shower - massage sponge - shower stick

17,99 £
4250847126241 CF1608 80x Self-adhesive furniture glides - Felt glides for chair 

& table - Chair glides in 3 sizes
11,99 £

4250847126265 CF1610 80x Self-adhesive furniture glides - Felt glides for chair 
& table - Chair glides in 3 sizes

11,99 £
4250847126319 CF7823 4-piece set of styling brushes in white, various 

hairbrushes with ergonomic handles, hair care for all hai
13,99 £

4250847126326 CF7823 4-piece set of styling brushes in white, various 
hairbrushes with ergonomic handles, hair care for all hai

13,99 £
4250847126630 CF1644 6x craft scissors, handmade scissors with many patterns 

- colorful children's scissors for creative handicrafts - de
15,99 £

4250847126869 CF10565 2x draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 
stopper with double seal - protection against drafts and 

26,99 £
4250847126883 CF1669 Bendable magic pencil ideal for children, grade 2B 

(colors mix - 15 pieces)
8,99 £

4250847127095 CF1672 10x Mini wooden board with chalk for Valentine's Day 
and wedding - Small chalk board also for herbs and plan

17,99 £
4250847127095 CF1672 10x Mini wooden board with chalk for Valentine's Day 

and wedding - Small chalk board also for herbs and plan
17,99 £

4250847127224 CF1672 20x mini wooden board with chalk for Valentine's Day 
and wedding - small chalk board also for herbs and plan

17,99 £
4250847127347 CF1464 Hair Clips Clamp Clip Clip Hair Accessories Claw Clasp 11,99 £
4250847127408 CF1376 2-piece premium set bamboo hair comb, hair combs 

made of bamboo wood, sustainable wooden comb mad
13,99 £

4250847127842 CF1678 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 

11,99 £
4250847127842 CF1678 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 
11,99 £

4250847127859 CF1679 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La

13,99 £
4250847127859 CF1679 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La
13,99 £

4250847127866 CF1680 1x medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 
7 days - 3 compartments each - pill box - tablet box - w

13,99 £
4250847127873 CF1681 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 
13,99 £

4250847127873 CF1681 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 

13,99 £
4250847127880 CF1682 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La
11,99 £

4250847127897 CF1683 1x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 
pill box - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispenser for stor

13,99 £
4250847127903 CF1684 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La
13,99 £

4250847127903 CF1684 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La

13,99 £
4250847127910 CF1685 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box, 

tray box, weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [Lan
13,99 £

4250847127910 CF1685 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box, 
tray box, weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [Lan

13,99 £
4250847130613 CF1687 Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill Box 

- Tablet Box - Week Dosage Device [Language: German
13,99 £

4250847127521 CF1688 tablet box 7 days with French labeling (Lundi - 
Dimanche) - medicine box 3 compartments (Matin, Midi,

15,99 £
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4250847127538 CF1689 tablet box 7 days with French labeling (Lundi - 
Dimanche) - medicine box 3 compartments (Matin, Midi,

15,99 £
4250847127545 CF1690 tablet box 7 days with French labeling (Lundi - 

Dimanche) - medicine box 3 compartments (Matin, Midi,
13,99 £

4250847127552 CF1691 tablet box 7 days with French labeling (Lundi - 
Dimanche) - medicine box 3 compartments (Matin, Midi,

15,99 £
4250847127569 CF1692 tablet box 7 days with French labeling (Lundi - 

Dimanche) - medicine box 3 compartments (Matin, Midi,
13,99 £

4250847127576 CF1693 tablet box 7 days with Polish inscription (Poniedzialek - 
Niedziela) - medicine box 4 compartments (rano, poludn

17,99 £
4250847127583 CF1694 tablet box 7 days with French labeling (Lundi - 

Dimanche) - medicine box 3 compartments (Matin, Midi,
13,99 £

4250847127590 CF1695 tablet box 7 days with French labeling (Lundi - 
Dimanche) - medicine box 3 compartments (Matin, Midi,

13,99 £
4250847127606 CF1696 Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - Weekly 

dispenser for morning, noon, evening - Pill box with 3 c
15,99 £

4250847127613 CF1697 Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - Weekly 
dispenser for morning, noon, evening - Pill box with 3 c

15,99 £
4250847127620 CF1698 Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - Weekly 

dispenser for morning, noon, evening - Pill box with 3 c
13,99 £

4250847127637 CF1699 Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - Weekly 
dispenser for morning, noon, evening - Pill box with 3 c

13,99 £
4250847127644 CF1700 Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - Weekly 

dispenser for morning, noon, evening - Pill box with 3 c
15,99 £

4250847127651 CF1701 Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - Weekly 
dispenser for morning, noon, evening - Pill box with 3 c

11,99 £
4250847127668 CF1702 Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - Weekly 

dispenser for morning, noon, evening - Pill box with 3 c
11,99 £

4250847127675 CF1703 Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - Weekly 
dispenser for morning, noon, evening - Pill box with 3 c

11,99 £
4250847129778 CF1704 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129778 CF1704 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129785 CF1705 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129785 CF1705 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129792 CF1706 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
15,99 £

4250847129808 CF1707 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129808 CF1707 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129815 CF1708 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129822 CF1709 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129839 CF1710 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129761 CF1711 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129761 CF1711 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847127835 CF1717 4-piece tablet accessory set tablet box - mortar for 

crushing tablets - tablet divider - tube press for toothpa
13,99 £

4250847127842 CF1678 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 

11,99 £
4250847127842 CF1678 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 
11,99 £

4250847127859 CF1679 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La

13,99 £
4250847127859 CF1679 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La
13,99 £

4250847127866 CF1680 1x medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 
7 days - 3 compartments each - pill box - tablet box - w

13,99 £
4250847127873 CF1681 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 
13,99 £

4250847127873 CF1681 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 

13,99 £
4250847127880 CF1682 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La
11,99 £
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4250847127897 CF1683 1x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 
pill box - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispenser for stor

13,99 £
4250847127903 CF1684 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La
13,99 £

4250847127903 CF1684 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [La

13,99 £
4250847127910 CF1685 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box, 

tray box, weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [Lan
13,99 £

4250847127910 CF1685 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box, 
tray box, weekly doser + box with 3 compartments [Lan

13,99 £
4250847127934 CF0482 stereo adapter jack 3.5mm female to male 6.3mm for 

headphones gold-plated - 2 pieces
8,99 £

4250847128740 CF1750 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute cat design, 
functional living accessory, stopper for windows and do

26,99 £
4250847128771 CF1764 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 

functional home accessory, stopper for windows and do
17,99 £

4250847128771 CF1764 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 
functional home accessory, stopper for windows and do

17,99 £
4251285529137 CF1781 door stopper with handle, heavy door holder, functional 

living accessory, stopper for windows and doors, ideal f
26,99 £

4250847129174 CF1781 door stopper with handle, heavy door holder, functional 
living accessory, stopper for windows and doors, ideal f

26,99 £
4251805460469 CF1686 medication dispenser 7 days - medication box 

(Morgens, Mittags, Abends) - pill box - tablet box - wee
13,99 £

4250847129679 CF1825 2x earthing contact plug angled white earthing contact 
angled plug mountable break-proof

11,99 £
4250847129686 CF1825 5x earthing contact plug angled white earthing contact 

angled plug mountable break-proof
15,99 £

4250847129778 CF1704 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129778 CF1704 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129761 CF1711 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129761 CF1711 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129761 CF1711 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129761 CF1711 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129778 CF1704 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129778 CF1704 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129785 CF1705 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129785 CF1705 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129792 CF1706 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

15,99 £
4250847129808 CF1707 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129808 CF1707 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129815 CF1708 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129822 CF1709 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4250847129839 CF1710 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £

4250847129853 CF1828 7-day drug dosing for morning, noon, evening, night 11,99 £
4250847129914 CF1834 4x Place mats for children - Colorful place mats with 

motifs of horse, cat, dog, lion
15,99 £

4250847130118 CF1849 9x LED tealight light diver monochrome lamp mood 
light wedding party lounge waterproof Ø 3,0 cm

8,99 £
4250847132839 CF1780 3D Chrome Car Car Devil Emblem Decal Devil for all 

vehicle models (05 pieces)
13,99 £

4250847132846 CF1780 3D Chrome Car Car Devil Emblem Decal Devil for All 
Vehicle Models (10 Pieces)

11,99 £
4250847130613 CF1687 Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill Box 

- Tablet Box - Week Dosage Device [Language: German
13,99 £
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4250847130613 CF1687 Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill Box 
- Tablet Box - Week Dosage Device [Language: German

13,99 £
4251285588875 CF1860 5-piece nail dotting pen set for applying UV gel, nail 

point pen for nail art, tools for accessories, rhinestones, 
8,99 £

4251285588875 CF1860 5-piece nail dotting pen set for applying UV gel, nail 
point pen for nail art, tools for accessories, rhinestones, 

8,99 £
4250847199634 CF1861 15-piece nail art brush set - manicure set with several 

brushes - modeling set for designing nails - nail design s
11,99 £

4250847199634 CF1861 15-piece nail art brush set - manicure set with several 
brushes - modeling set for designing nails - nail design s

11,99 £
4250847130668 CF1862 7-piece acrylic gel brush for fingernails brush set purple 13,99 £
4250847130675 CF1863 Set of 5 Nail Art Dotting Tools, Spot, French-Ball, 

Dotting Tool, Dotti, Spooti - Professional set with 5 diffe
11,99 £

4250847130682 CF1864 car holder for the CD slot - suitable for mobile phone, 
smartphone and navigation system black (magnetic hol

26,99 £
4250847131979 CF1929 Water Filter 97765 Espresso Machine (18 pieces) 61,99 £
4250847134680 CF1678 2x medication dispenser 7 days - medication box - pill 

box - tablet box - weekly dispenser [Language: German
17,99 £

4250847132716 CF2005 moth trap 15,99 £
4250847132792 CF2006 lithium battery 3V button cell 13,99 £
4250847142661 CF2006 lithium battery 3V button cell 15,99 £
4250847132822 CF1780 3D Chrome Car Car Devil Emblem Decal Devil for All 

Vehicle Models (02 Pieces)
11,99 £

4250847132839 CF1780 3D Chrome Car Car Devil Emblem Decal Devil for all 
vehicle models (05 pieces)

13,99 £
4250847132846 CF1780 3D Chrome Car Car Devil Emblem Decal Devil for All 

Vehicle Models (10 Pieces)
11,99 £

4250847132860 CF2007 lithium battery 3V button cell 11,99 £
4250847132877 CF2007 lithium battery 3V button cell 11,99 £
4250847132884 CF2007 lithium battery 3V button cell 17,99 £
4250847132907 CF2008 lithium battery 3V button cell 11,99 £
4250847132952 CF2009 lithium battery 3V button cell 13,99 £
4250847132976 CF2009 lithium battery 3V button cell 26,99 £
4250847132990 CF2010 Alkaline battery 1.5V button cell LR44 without mercury 8,99 £
4250847133003 CF2010 Alkaline battery 1.5V button cell LR44 without mercury 11,99 £
4250847102245 CF0186 satellite cable - Robust satellite cable for indoor use - 

For fast and stable transmission of digital television sign
11,99 £

4250847133126 CF0619 10x decanter pourer with aerator for wine - drip-free 
wine decanter - pourer - wine pourer with decanter - wi

26,99 £
4250847133263 CF3053 3x Gripping pliers made of aluminium

 - Gripper, gripper arm, waste tongs for everyday use
39,99 £

4250847133270 CF3400 football ball rain poncho - disposable emergency poncho 
for concerts, stadiums, hiking, camping in a practical tra

11,99 £
4250847133287 CF3400 Safety Warning Vest 100% Polyester One Size DIN 471 

(Yellow - 5 Pieces)
26,99 £

4250847133317 CF3403 roasting thermometer made of stainless steel - analog 
meat thermometer up to 120 ° C - barbecue thermomet

11,99 £
4250847133324 CF3399 luggage scale with hook - hand scale up to 32 kg - 

analogue hanging scale - luggage scale for vacation - fis
13,99 £

4250847133324 CF3399 luggage scale with hook - hand scale up to 32 kg - 
analogue hanging scale - luggage scale for vacation - fis

13,99 £
4250847133355 CF3054 20x wick for oil lamps - replacement wick for garden 

torches, bamboo torches - lamp wick oil lamp - torch wi
30,99 £

4250847133508 CF3052 awning triangle - canvas with UV protection - sun 
protection for terrace, balcony, garden and camping - s

26,99 £
4250847133522 CF3409 practical kitchen helper set 6 pcs. including hook strip 26,99 £
4251805440591 CF3038 solar lantern chain - LED light chain with 10 lanterns - 

colorful decoration for house and garden - outdoor deco
15,99 £
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4250847134161 CF2019 4x Pocket warmer in heart shape - Hand warmer in red 
for cold days - Heart-shaped pocket heating pad

13,99 £
4250847134178 CF1858 COM-FOUR AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 

extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 
11,99 £

4250847134185 CF0126 COM-FOUR 2x AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 
extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 

8,99 £
4250847172613 CF0126 AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack extendable / 

retractable with gold-plated contacts black (black - 80c
13,99 £

4250847134208 CF0126 COM-FOUR AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 
extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 

8,99 £
4250847134208 CF0126 COM-FOUR AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 

extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 
8,99 £

4250847134208 CF0126 COM-FOUR AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 
extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 

8,99 £
4250847134208 CF0126 COM-FOUR AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 

extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 
8,99 £

4250847134291 CF2059 25x flexible pencils - bending pencils - present part - 
party gift - children's birthdays

17,99 £
4250847134369 CF1870 2x Santa Hat X-Mas Santa Hat Santa Claus Plush 

Christmas Plush Hat
13,99 £

4250847134376 CF1872 3x Santa Hat X-Mas Santa Hat Santa Claus Plush 
Christmas Plush Hat

15,99 £
4250847134383 CF1869 2x Santa Hat X-Mas Santa Hat Santa Claus Plush 

Christmas Plush Hat
15,99 £

4250847134628 CF1013 2x Coffee Mug "Knock Out" Tea Pott Ceramic Cup - the 
slightly different cup

26,99 £
4250847134642 CF1014 2x coffee mug cup with curved handle in brass knuckle 

look, knock out mug in black ceramic with gold-colored 
26,99 £

4250847134680 CF1678 2x medication dispenser 7 days - medication box - pill 
box - tablet box - weekly dispenser [Language: German

17,99 £
4250847134840 CF3024 LED light string warm white, battery powered lighting 

for decoration with 30 LEDs
13,99 £

4250847134864 CF3026 Halloween LED light chain white, battery-operated 
lighting for decoration with 10 LEDs

11,99 £
4250847135014 CF3067 4x Pocket warmer in heart shape - Hand warmer with 

different patterns - Pocket heating pad
11,99 £

4250847135021 CF3061 2x Keychain Guardian angel with shopping cart chip, 
angel with removable shopping chip for the shopping ca

13,99 £
4250847135038 CF3061 Keychain Guardian angel with shopping cart chip - 

Angel with removable shopping chip for the shopping ca
8,99 £

4250847135137 CF2088 Coffee Mug - Temperature Sensitive Color Change - Tea 
Pot Ceramic Cup Black with Motif (Cup)

15,99 £
4250847135199 CF2091 coffee mug gun tea pot ceramic cup - the slightly 

different cup (black / silver-colored)
26,99 £

4250847135205 CF2091 coffee mug gun tea pot ceramic cup - the slightly 
different cup (black / silver-colored - 2 pieces)

30,99 £
4250847135236 CF2093 coffee mug gun tea pot ceramic cup - the slightly 

different cup (black / black)
26,99 £

4250847135243 CF2093 coffee mug gun tea pot ceramic cup - the slightly 
different cup (black / black - 2 pieces)

30,99 £
4250847135304 CF2099 Digital Frying Thermometer - Meat Thermometer for 

cooking - Barbecue Thermometer - Meat Needle, 23cm
13,99 £

4250847135311 CF2100 Digital Frying Thermometer, Meat Thermometer - 
Barbecue Thermometer - Meat Needle

13,99 £
4250847135762 CF2135 Cook Bottle 2.0, practical 8 in 1 kitchen helper, 

multifunctional kitchen tool in bottle shape
13,99 £

4250847135786 CF2137 mini tripod head with ball head / tripod mini ball head 
with 1/4 "thread for DSLR camera tripod rotatable 360 °

11,99 £
4250847135793 CF2138 mini tripod head with ball head / tripod mini ball head 

with 1/4 "thread for DSLR camera tripod rotatable 360 °
8,99 £

4250847136103 CF2160 7-Piece Set Nail Art Decorations Nail Art Stones Slice 
Decoration Rhinestones Rhinestones Rhinestones in a R

8,99 £
4250847136110 CF2161 7-Piece Set Nail Art Decorations Nail Art Stones Slice 

Decoration Rhinestones Rhinestones Rhinestones in a R
8,99 £

4250847136127 CF2162 7-Piece Set Nail Art Decorations Nail Art Stones Slice 
Decoration Rhinestones Rhinestones Rhinestones in a R

8,99 £
4250847136134 CF2163 6pcs Set Nail Art Decorations Nail Art Stones Slice 

Decoration Rhinestones Rhinestones Rhinestones in a R
11,99 £

4250847136165 CF2165 10x Nipple Cover 58mm Round in Skin Color Set 8,99 £
4250847136714 CF2201 4x BH Extender Extension 3 rows of 3 hooks each 11,99 £
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4250847136721 CF2202 5x BH Extender Extension 3 rows of 2 hooks each 11,99 £
4250847136738 CF2203 4x Bra Clip - Bra Strap Connector in "H" Design - Bra 

Clip Back for Hiding and Shortening the Bra Straps
15,99 £

4250847136752 CF2204 3x Toothbrush Case, transport and storage box for 
manual toothbrushes in purple, green and white, 20.5 c

13,99 £
4250847137117 CF1644 12x craft scissors, handmade scissors with many 

patterns - colorful children's scissors for creative handicr
11,99 £

4250847137254 CF2246 smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of wood 
for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - telepho

8,99 £
4250847137261 CF2247 smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of wood 

for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - telepho
8,99 £

4250847137278 CF2248 smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of wood 
for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - telepho

8,99 £
4250847137292 CF2250 smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of wood 

for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - telepho
8,99 £

4250847106885 CF2251 Audio Y Splitter
 - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket Coupling

11,99 £
4250847137315 CF0635 18x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 

coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do
26,99 £

4250847137643 CF1828 2x 7-day drug dispenser blue / white with 2 pill cans on 
the go

17,99 £
4250847137834 CF2290 Nail accessories Nail design Modeling Pedicure Manicure 

Nail Art Stripes Tape decorative strips Package with 20 r
13,99 £

4250847137841 CF2291 nail accessories nail design modeling pedicure manicure 
- ideal for natural, acrylic and gel nails

11,99 £
4250847137841 CF2292 nail accessories nail design modeling pedicure manicure 

- ideal for natural, acrylic and gel nails
11,99 £

4250847137926 CF2293 7-piece nail brush set + 5-piece nail dotting pen set for 
applying UV gel for the most beautiful nail art / color: p

13,99 £
4250847137872 CF1863 15x Nail Art Dotting Tools, Spot, French-Ball, Dotting 

Tool, Dotti, Spooti - Professional set with different tips
13,99 £

4250847137926 CF2293 7-piece nail brush set + 5-piece nail dotting pen set for 
applying UV gel for the most beautiful nail art / color: p

13,99 £
4250847137926 CF2293 7-piece nail brush set + 5-piece nail dotting pen set for 

applying UV gel for the most beautiful nail art / color: p
13,99 £

4250847137933 CF2297 2x Digital Frying Thermometer, Meat Thermometer - 
Barbecue Thermometer - Meat Needle

11,99 £
4250847137940 CF2298 nail accessories nail design modeling pedicure manicure 

- ideal for natural, acrylic and gel nails
11,99 £

4250847137957 CF2299 10-piece nail design set with nail polish brushes, ideal 
for natural, acrylic and gel nails

13,99 £
4250847137971 CF2301 21pcs Set Nail Art Decorations Nail Art Stones Slice 

Decoration Rhinestones Rhinestones Rhinestones in a R
26,99 £

4250847137988 CF2304 4x LED tealights - for an atmospheric atmosphere in 
your living area

13,99 £
4250847138008 CF2304 12x LED Tealights | with battery operation | Color tone: 

yellow-orange | flickering | without flames
26,99 £

4250847138183 CF2310 1x lens cap, protective cap with quick release lock, lens 
front cover, photo accessories for 58 mm lenses

8,99 £
4250847138190 CF2310 2x lens cap, protective cap with quick-release fastener, 

lens front cover, photo accessories for 58 mm lenses
13,99 £

4250847138206 CF2311 1x lens cap, protective cap with quick-release fastener, 
lens front cover, photo accessories for 67 mm lenses

8,99 £
4250847138213 CF2311 2x lens cap, protective cap with quick-release fastener, 

lens front cover, photo accessories for 67 mm lenses
8,99 £

4250847138251 CF2313 lens cover with snap on closure black 13,99 £
4250847138374 CF2318 10x Scented oils in a set - Natural room scent - Scented 

oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water vaporizers, 
26,99 £

4250847138374 CF2318 10x Scented oils in a set - Natural room scent - Scented 
oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water vaporizers, 

26,99 £
4250847138381 CF2319 10x scented oils in a set - room scent fruit - scented oil 

for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water vaporizers, air
26,99 £

4250847138381 CF2319 10x scented oils in a set - room scent fruit - scented oil 
for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water vaporizers, air

26,99 £
4250847138725 CF7373 Power Adapter Set DC Socket + DC Plug 2.1 x 5.5 mm 

Plug; Terminal Block 2 Pin & DC 2.1 x 5.5mm Jack, 1-24
15,99 £

4250847138749 CF7374 Power Adapter Set DC Socket + DC Plug 2.1 x 5.5 mm 
Plug; Terminal Block 2 Pin & DC 2.1 x 5.5mm Jack, 1-24

13,99 £
4250847138787 CF2334 3x Smart Key Button - programmable button for 

smartphones and tablets - quick functions for Android S
8,99 £
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4251285561830 CF2334 5x Smart Key Button - programmable button for 
smartphones and tablets - quick functions for Android S

8,99 £
4250847138787 CF2334 3x Smart Key Button - programmable button for 

smartphones and tablets - quick functions for Android S
8,99 £

4251285561830 CF2334 5x Smart Key Button - programmable button for 
smartphones and tablets - quick functions for Android S

8,99 £
4250847138800 CF2335 3 Universal Lens Cap Holder with rubber band, in black 11,99 £
4250847138817 CF2335 5 Universal lens cover holder rubber band black 11,99 £
4250847138947 CF2342 3x Adapter ISO antenna to DIN antenna connector male 

/ female
11,99 £

4250847138954 CF2342 5x adapter ISO antenna to DIN antenna connector male 
/ female

8,99 £
4250847138954 CF2342 5x adapter ISO antenna to DIN antenna connector male 

/ female
8,99 £

4250847138961 CF2342 10x adapter ISO antenna to DIN antenna connector 
male / female

13,99 £
4250847138985 CF2343 3x adapter ISO plug Antenna plug, antenna connection 

solderable 50 Ohm
8,99 £

4250847138985 CF2343 3x adapter ISO plug Antenna plug, antenna connection 
solderable 50 Ohm

8,99 £
4250847138992 CF2343 5x adapter ISO plug Antenna plug, antenna connection 

solderable 50 Ohm
8,99 £

4250847138992 CF2343 5x adapter ISO plug Antenna plug, antenna connection 
solderable 50 Ohm

8,99 £
4251285588974 CF2343 10x adapter ISO plug Antenna plug, antenna connection 

solderable 50 Ohm
13,99 £

4251285588974 CF2343 10x adapter ISO plug Antenna plug, antenna connection 
solderable 50 Ohm

13,99 £
4250847160498 CF2346 Set of 3 silicone tongs for grilling and cooking stainless 

steel Green Red Black
15,99 £

4250847139166 CF4894 3-piece set magnifying glass with cover - plastic 
magnifying glass in credit card size - reading magnifying

8,99 £
4250847139210 CF2349 2x mini tripod head with ball head / tripod mini ball 

head with 1/4 "thread for DSLR camera tripod rotatable 
13,99 £

4250847139272 CF2355 2x smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of 
wood for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - t

8,99 £
4250847139289 CF7375 3x smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of 

wood for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - t
8,99 £

4250847139340 CF2358 snowman figure size L, sweet Christmas decoration, 
ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati

13,99 £
4250847139395 CF3143 Continuous baking paper with Teflon coating reusable 

cut to size 33x40cm (2 pieces)
15,99 £

4250847139418 CF2363 2 USB 2.0 cable micro male to micro female 90 ° right 
+ left angled

13,99 £
4250847139494 CF2371 Hand Strap Grip Camera hand strap for SLR cameras 

black
8,99 £

4250847139500 CF2371 2x Hand Strap Grip Camera hand strap for SLR cameras 
black

8,99 £
4250847139548 CF2373 4x LED tealights in white with pop function - for an 

atmospheric atmosphere in your living area
13,99 £

4250847139609 CF2375 T-Cobbler Plus 40 Pin GPIO Extension Board with 40 Pin 
Rainbow Cable for Raspberry Pi B + (1 Piece)

13,99 £
4250847139616 CF2375 T-Cobbler Plus 40 Pin GPIO Extension Board with 40 Pin 

Rainbow Cable for Raspberry Pi B + (2 Pieces)
15,99 £

4250847139630 CF2376 GPIO Reference Board for Raspberry Pi Rev.1 + Rev.2 
incl. 40x 20cm jumper cable M / W (3 pieces)

8,99 £
4250847139685 CF3139 10x fondue forks made of stainless steel - fondue 

cutlery - fondue skewers with plastic handle
30,99 £

4250847139708 CF0148 USB 3.0 Type A Female to Female Extension Coupler 
Adapter Coupling Gender Changer Blue (2 Pieces)

11,99 £
4250847140056 CF2395 20x Mini Deko clothespin in white with ladybird motif, 

small wooden clip for pictures, collages, post cards, pho
8,99 £

4250847140230 CF2399 20x mini chalk board with cord - wooden board for 
writing on with chalk - place card for wedding - name ta

11,99 £
4250847140339 CF2402 20x mini chalk board with clip - wooden board for 

writing on with chalk - place card for wedding - name ta
13,99 £

4250847140384 CF2403 20x mini chalk board with cord - wooden board for 
writing on with chalk - place card for wedding - name ta

15,99 £
4250847140421 CF2404 10x mini chalk board with stand - wooden board for 

writing on with chalk - place card for wedding - name ta
15,99 £
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4250847140438 CF2405 18x mini decorative wooden stickers with a stroller 
motif in pink

11,99 £
4250847140445 CF2406 18x mini decorative wooden stickers with a stroller 

motif in blue
8,99 £

4250847140469 CF2408 6x mini decorative clothes pegs with a stroller motif in 
blue, small wooden clips for pictures, collages, post card

8,99 £
4250847140711 CF2422 10x mini decorative clothes peg with heart motif in red 

with white clip, small wooden clip for pictures, collages, 
8,99 £

4251285525764 CF2424 5x child protection for sockets, socket protection - child 
protection with rotating mechanism - optimal socket pro

8,99 £
4251285525764 CF2424 5x child protection for sockets, socket protection - child 

protection with rotating mechanism - optimal socket pro
8,99 £

4251285525771 CF2424 10x child protection for sockets, socket protection - 
child protection with rotating mechanism - optimal sock

13,99 £
4251285525771 CF2424 10x child protection for sockets, socket protection - 

child protection with rotating mechanism - optimal sock
13,99 £

4251805441963 CF2424 20x child protection for sockets, socket protection - 
child protection with rotating mechanism - optimal sock

13,99 £
4250847140766 CF2425 101-piece car fuse set in plastic box with Safety puller 

(7 ampere values)
13,99 £

4250847140810 CF2430 World Travel Adapter CEE 7/7 to Global Plug-in Systems 
(4-Pieces EU - Global White)

15,99 £
4250847140872 CF2431 USB2.0 3 Port HUB black for 60mm / 6cm   desk 

openings
15,99 £

4250847140889 CF2432 USB3.0 4 Port HUB + Audio In / Out black for 80cm 
desk openings

43,99 £
4250847141060 CF3155 stainless steel key bar with shelf and magnetic wall - 

memo chalkboard in modern design - key board with 5 
26,99 £

4250847141060 CF3155 stainless steel key bar with shelf and magnetic wall - 
memo chalkboard in modern design - key board with 5 

26,99 £
4250847141077 CF3154 stainless steel key bar with shelf and magnetic wall - 

memo chalkboard in modern design - key board with 7 
30,99 £

4250847141077 CF3154 stainless steel key bar with shelf and magnetic wall - 
memo chalkboard in modern design - key board with 7 

30,99 £
4250847141121 CF3158 stainless steel key box key box key cabinet with 

magnetic lock (double door - square)
26,99 £

4250847141145 CF2380 USB Mini LED Flashlight Rechargeable Waterproof 
Keychain (Set of 2 Black)

13,99 £
4250847141169 CF2381 USB Mini LED Flashlight Rechargeable Waterproof 

Keychain (Set of 2 Pink)
13,99 £

4250847141176 CF2448 LED hanging lantern, wireless hanging light, battery-
operated storm lantern for camping, festivals, cupboard

13,99 £
4250847141190 CF2450 HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Module Range Finder Sensor for 

Raspberry Pi and Arduino (1 Piece)
8,99 £

4250847141220 CF2453 DHT22 / AM2302 Digital Sensor Humidity & 
Temperature Sensor

13,99 £
4250847141244 CF2455 PL2303HX USB to TTL RS232 microcontroller module for 

Arduino
11,99 £

4250847141251 CF2456 Magic Twisty Worm Fluffy Spell Worm (Set of 6) 13,99 £
4250847141268 CF2456 Magic Twisty Worm Fluffy Spell Worm (Set of 12) 26,99 £
4250847141305 CF2461 2x ashtray with folding function - lockable folding 

ashtray made of chrome-plated metal - ashtray with lid 
17,99 £

4250847141350 CF1079 All in One Card Reader USB 2.0 Stick SD SDHC Micro MS 
M2 TF Mini SD MS Pro (Set of 2: White / Blue)

11,99 £
4251805440195 CF3148 metal ashtray with rotating function for inside and 

outside - rotating ashtray closed - wind ashtray - storm 
15,99 £

4250847141404 CF2461 ashtray with folding function - lockable folding ashtray 
made of chrome-plated metal - ashtray with lid for indo

13,99 £
4251285573420 CF3148 2x metal ashtrays with rotating lids - for indoor and 

outdoor use - removable lid
26,99 £

4250847141756 CF3140 3-piece bowl set made of stainless steel, kitchen bowls 
in various sizes with aroma protection lids

35,99 £
4250847141831 CF3141 7-piece plastic chopping board set - breakfast boards 

with board holder - small sustainable serving platters - b
26,99 £

4250847141893 CF3161 cash box, cash box made of steel with insert and 
cylinder lock

15,99 £
4250847141909 CF3146 cash box, cash box made of steel with insert and 

cylinder lock
15,99 £

4251285522626 CF3160 cash box, cash box made of steel with insert and 
cylinder lock

35,99 £
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4250847141947 CF3150 shower head with stainless steel hose chrome 17,99 £
4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 

Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con
11,99 £

4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 
Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con

11,99 £
4250847142142 CF2517 USB Mini LED Flashlight Rechargeable Waterproof 

Keychain (Set of 2 Purple + Pink)
13,99 £

4250847142258 CF2525 2x candlesticks for tapered candles - metal candlesticks 
- high quality candlesticks in a classic design for one can

15,99 £
4250847142326 CF2528 tea strainer tea strainer tea strainer for tea lovers 15,99 £
4250847142333 CF2528 2x tea infuser tea infuser tea strainer for tea lovers 15,99 £
4251285564312 CF2530 6x glasses drinking straw - straw in glasses design - 

funny party drinking straw for birthdays
13,99 £

4250847142388 CF2530 12x glasses drinking straw - straw in glasses design - 
funny party drinking straw for birthdays

15,99 £
4250847142418 CF2532 2x stainless steel pipe cleaner for drinking straws etc. 

(pipe cleaner - 2 pieces)
8,99 £

4250847142425 CF2485 pocket warmer "hot water bottle" - hand warmer in 
classic red design - pocket heating pad in hot water bott

13,99 £
4250847142449 CF1503 10-Piece Mini Nail Set Manicure Pedicure for on the go 11,99 £
4250847142487 CF3149 cutlery draining basket - plastic kitchen utensil holder - 

cutlery basket with removable partition - wooden spoon 
15,99 £

4250847142494 CF2533 outdoor storm flint ideal for camping tents hiking fire 
lighters

8,99 £
4250847142500 CF2534 SIM to Micro / Nano SIM Card Cutter Punch Cutter for 

iPhone 6 5 5S 5C 4 4S iPad 2 3 4 Air Galaxy S3 S4 S5 L
13,99 £

4250847142517 CF2535 SIM to Micro / Nano SIM Card Cutter Punch Cutter for 
iPhone 6 5 5S 5C 4 4S iPad 2 3 4 Air Galaxy S3 S4 S5 L

15,99 £
4250847142555 CF2537 fuse holder for 5 x 20 mm glass fuse with loose cable 

ends 23cm (10 pieces)
8,99 £

4250847142579 CF2538 GY-271 Compass Module 3-Axis Compass Magnetic 
Sensor 3.3-5V for Arduino

13,99 £
4250847142630 CF2542 GPIO Breakout Expansion Kit 26 Pin Adapter Plate V 2.2 

+ GPIO Cable for Raspberry A / B (1 Piece)
11,99 £

4250847142647 CF2543 USB Charger Doctor Multimeter Charger Detector 
Current and Voltage Meter Digital Voltmeter Tester 3.5V

11,99 £
4250847142661 CF2006 lithium battery 3V button cell 15,99 £
4251805445046 CF0042 2x Fire steel with scraper - flint for making fire - outdoor 

fire starter for camping, camping, hiking
11,99 £

4251805445046 CF0042 2x Fire steel with scraper - flint for making fire - outdoor 
fire starter for camping, camping, hiking

11,99 £
4250847142791 CF1361 6x hand wash brush in bright colors - nail brush for 

hand and nail cleaning [selection varies]
11,99 £

4250847142838 CF1305 3-part massage brush set "Wellness" 15,99 £
4251285535930 CF2555_989 6-piece air travel adapter set with 5x audio adapter and 

1x retractable cable 80cm for your flight
13,99 £

4250847142982 CF2568 37x clown noses made of foam - false noses in red for 
costumes, Ø 5cm, for carnival, carnival or other theme 

17,99 £
4250847143071 CF2577 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill 

Box - Tablet Box - Week Dosage Box + Box with 3 Com
26,99 £

4250847143088 CF2578 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - 
Tablet Box - Week Dosage Box + Pill Box with 3 Compa

17,99 £
4250847143095 CF2579 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill 

Box - Tablet Box - Week Dosage Box + Pill Box with 3 C
17,99 £

4250847143163 CF2584 4 in 1 Nano SIM Card Card Adapter Nano to micro / 
nano + micro to Standard SIM Card for Smartphones + 

11,99 £
4250847143200 CF0011 SIM to Nano SIM card cutter punch cutter for iPhone 6 

7 8 X XS 10 iPad Air Pro mini Galaxy S8 S9 S10 huawai 
8,99 £

4250847143200 CF0011 SIM to Nano SIM card cutter punch cutter for iPhone 6 
7 8 X XS 10 iPad Air Pro mini Galaxy S8 S9 S10 huawai 

8,99 £
4250847143286 CF2533 outdoor storm flint ideal for camping tents hiking fire 

lighters
8,99 £

4250847143330 CF2589 2X Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - weekly 
dispenser for morning, noon, evening - 2 pillboxes with 

26,99 £
4250847143347 CF2590 2X Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - weekly 

dispenser for morning, noon, evening - 2 pillboxes with 
26,99 £
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4250847143354 CF2591 2X Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - weekly 
dispenser for morning, noon, evening - 2 pillboxes with 

13,99 £
4250847143378 CF1355 Set of 6 dish brushes Scrub brush in different colors, 20 

cm long, brush head Ø 4 cm
13,99 £

4250847143415 CF1306 3x Scissors perfect for the kitchen or for dressmaking in 
black/red - Household scissors - Kitchen scissors multi-p

11,99 £
4250847143538 CF2203 8x Bra Clip - Bra Strap Connector in "H" Design - Bra 

Clip Back for Hiding and Shortening the Bra Straps
8,99 £

4250847173658 CF2601 12x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance wellness - 
fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v

26,99 £
4250847143583 CF1349 Set of 2 faucets "Aquaset" water saving insert - save 

50% water
11,99 £

4250847143637 CF1363 2x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 
shopping cart chip - plastic parking meter

11,99 £
4250847143637 CF1363 2x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 

shopping cart chip - plastic parking meter
11,99 £

4251285549555 CF2608 900g Black Sea Bath Salt Bath Additive - Lavender 
Rosemary Eucalypt 300g each

15,99 £
4250847143743 CF1450 100 meter flat binding wire with plastic-coated wire on 

spool with cutter in green, with cutting device, ideal for 
13,99 £

4250847197241 CF0256 16x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 
shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f

17,99 £
4250847197241 CF0256 16x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 

shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f
17,99 £

4250847110172 CF0256 8x corner protectors, edge protectors for tables, chairs, 
shelves - child safety silicone bumpers, protection for ba

15,99 £
4250847143873 CF2400 52x wooden clamp with letters from A to Z, clips with 

sea creatures
15,99 £

4250847143903 CF2408 12x mini decorative clothes pegs with a stroller motif in 
blue, small wooden clips for pictures, collages, post card

8,99 £
4250847143910 CF2407 12x mini decorative clothes pegs with a stroller motif in 

pink, small wooden clips for pictures, collages, post card
8,99 £

4250847144450 CF2644 USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Cable A-Male to Micro-B-Plug 
11cm black - connection cable / data cable for smartpho

11,99 £
4250847144474 CF2646 USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Cable A-plug right angled to 

Micro-B-plug 10cm white - connection cable / data cable
8,99 £

4250847144481 CF2647 USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Cable A-plug right angled on 
Micro-B-plug 10cm black - connection cable / data cable

11,99 £
4250847144498 CF2648 USB 3.0 Super Speed Cable A-Male to Micro-B Male with 

gold plated contacts 30cm white for PC & Mac
13,99 £

4250847144504 CF2649 USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Cable A Male to A Female with 
Gold Plated Contacts 30cm White - For connecting and 

11,99 £
4251285526303 CF2651 USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Y Cable A Male to 10 Pin Mini 

Male and USB 2.0 Male (Additional Power) 60cm Black
13,99 £

4250847144542 CF2653 USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Cable A-plug right angled on 
Micro-B-plug 30cm black - For connecting smartphone, t

13,99 £
4250847144559 CF2654 USB 3.0 to SATA 22-Pin - with USB Power - for 2.5 

"SATA HDD / SSD Hard Drive
13,99 £

4250847144566 CF2655 USB 3.0 Super Speed A female to 19-pin header 
Internal approx. 26 cm - Extends your PC by two intern

13,99 £
4250847144573 CF2656 Slot Blade 2x USB 3.0 Super Speed ??A Female External 

to 19-pin Header Internal 43cm - Extends your PC by tw
13,99 £

4250847144672 CF0188 2x mini HDMI 1.4 plug right angled to HDMI 1.4 plug 
straight spiral cable gold-plated black

17,99 £
4250847144887 CF2666 2x picture frames 13 x 18 cm for the most beautiful 

photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures
15,99 £

4250847144948 CF2667 2x picture frames 13 x 18 cm for the most beautiful 
photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures

13,99 £
4250847144986 CF2668 3x picture frames 10 x 15 cm for the most beautiful 

photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures
17,99 £

4250847144986 CF2668 3x picture frames 10 x 15 cm for the most beautiful 
photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures

17,99 £
4250847144993 CF2669 3x picture frames 13 x 18 cm for the most beautiful 

photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures
17,99 £

4250847145044 CF2672 Girls Hair Accessories Set Scrunchy Hairpin Hair Clip 
(Hairband Pink 3x 13pcs)

15,99 £
4250847145051 CF2673 60x hair tie set made of high quality material in 

different thicknesses - cable tie as hair accessory for bo
13,99 £

4250847145068 CF2674 Bookmark string for children - great colorful motifs 
made of wood

15,99 £
4250847145228 CF3253 pirate flag for various occasions, rag flag for carnival, 

carnival or Halloween [selection varies]
13,99 £
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4250847145280 CF2706 2x apple cutter, apple cutter, apple divider made of 
stainless steel with plastic frame

11,99 £
4250847145471 CF2677 43-piece party crockery and accessories set - decoration 

and crockery - for pirate parties, children's birthday part
35,99 £

4250847145488 CF7377 25-piece party tableware set - plates, mugs, napkins, 
flags - for pirate parties, children's birthdays & Hallowee

26,99 £
4250847145402 CF2526 5 stainless steel drinking straws, 21.5 cm, rust-free, 

straw with cleaning brush, reusable
11,99 £

4250847145402 CF2526 5 stainless steel drinking straws, 21.5 cm, rust-free, 
straw with cleaning brush, reusable

11,99 £
4250847145419 CF2526 10x straws made of stainless steel, drinking straws, 

rustproof, straw with cleaning brush, reusable - 21.5 cm
13,99 £

4250847145457 CF3176 6x fondue forks made of stainless steel - dishwasher-
safe fondue cutlery - fondue skewers with stainless stee

13,99 £
4250847145464 CF3177 6x fondue forks made of stainless steel - fondue cutlery 

- fondue skewers with plastic handle
8,99 £

4250847145471 CF2677 43-piece party crockery and accessories set - decoration 
and crockery - for pirate parties, children's birthday part

35,99 £
4250847145488 CF7377 25-piece party tableware set - plates, mugs, napkins, 

flags - for pirate parties, children's birthdays & Hallowee
26,99 £

4250847145495 CF3176 12x fondue forks made of stainless steel - fondue 
cutlery - fondue skewers with stainless steel handle

26,99 £
4250847145501 CF3177 12x fondue forks made of 430 stainless steel - fondue 

cutlery with 6 colors - fondue skewers with plastic handl
13,99 £

4250847145518 CF3177 18x fondue forks made of stainless steel - fondue 
cutlery - fondue skewers with plastic handle

26,99 £
4250847145525 CF2668 2x picture frames 10 x 15 cm for the most beautiful 

photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures
15,99 £

4250847145532 CF2669 2x picture frames 13 x 18 cm for the most beautiful 
photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures

15,99 £
4250847143163 CF2584 4 in 1 Nano SIM Card Card Adapter Nano to micro / 

nano + micro to Standard SIM Card for Smartphones + 
11,99 £

4250847146102 CF2246 2x smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of 
wood for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - t

8,99 £
4250847146119 CF2250 2x smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of 

wood for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - t
8,99 £

4250847146126 CF7379 2x smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of 
wood for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - t

8,99 £
4250847146270 CF2708 Sled rope, light and tearproof pull strap, sledding 

accessories pull rope for sleds, Made in Germany
15,99 £

4250847146287 CF3299 Valentine's Day and Birthday Gift Set (Plush Heart 11,99 £
4250847146362 CF2712 2x paracord bracelet in green and black with plastic 

closure and accessories
11,99 £

4250847146379 CF2713 4x paracord bracelet in green and black with plastic 
closure and accessories

13,99 £
4250847146430 CF2719 3 Paracord bracelets with plastic closure 15,99 £
4250847146447 CF2720 2 paracord bracelets with plastic closure 13,99 £
4250847146454 CF2721 3 Paracord bracelets with plastic closure 15,99 £
4250847146584 CF2732 2x decorative figure for Easter hand-painted - 

decoration & gift set - rooster and hen made of ceramic 
17,99 £

4250847146775 CF2751 grass mats for decoration, artificial grass with flowers as 
spring or Easter decoration

8,99 £
4250847146904 CF2764 alkaline battery 1.5V button cell LR 63 without mercury 13,99 £
4250847146911 CF2765 Alkaline battery 1,5V button cell LR 60 without mercury 11,99 £
4250847146928 CF2766 Alkaline battery 1,5V button cell LR 59 8,99 £
4250847146942 CF2768 Alkaline battery 1,5V button cell LR 69 11,99 £
4250847146959 CF2769 Alkaline battery 1,5V button cell LR 57 8,99 £
4250847146973 CF2771 Alkaline battery 1,5V button cell LR 45 13,99 £
4250847146997 CF2773 alkaline battery 1.5V button cell LR 43 without mercury 11,99 £
4250847147321 CF2806 Snowflake Snow Slide Carriage Slide (3 Pieces - Mix2) 17,99 £
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4250847147413 CF2814 Premium disposable shoe covers - plastic shoe covers 
with non-slip soles - disposable shoes extra strong and 

35,99 £
4250847147932 CF2138 2x mini tripod head with ball head / tripod mini ball 

head with 1/4 "thread for DSLR camera tripod rotatable 
15,99 £

4250847147932 CF2138 2x mini tripod head with ball head / tripod mini ball 
head with 1/4 "thread for DSLR camera tripod rotatable 

15,99 £
4250847148762 CF2827 Doorstop Sand Fabric Decoration Home Accessory 

Window Doors Gift Idea (Owl Gray)
15,99 £

4250847148779 CF2828 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 
functional living accessory, stopper for windows and do

17,99 £
4250847148762 CF2827 Doorstop Sand Fabric Decoration Home Accessory 

Window Doors Gift Idea (Owl Gray)
15,99 £

4250847148779 CF2828 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 
functional living accessory, stopper for windows and do

17,99 £
4251285527492 CF2829 classic egg timer made of stainless steel - mechanical 

kitchen timer - timer with signal tone - egg-shaped kitch
13,99 £

4250847149257 CF2866 Do it Yourself stamp set 9 pieces in metal box (birds) 11,99 £
4250847149325 CF2873 6-piece Easter decoration set with wooden flowers, felt 

bag with sheep motif and Easter grass - Easter gift - spr
13,99 £

4250847149400 CF2881 decorative Easter bunny for Easter decoration - straw 
figures for Easter - decorative bunny made of straw

17,99 £
4250847149479 CF2888 48x white decorative Easter eggs made of plastic - 

plastic eggs for painting and hanging up - plastic eggs f
17,99 £

4250847149523 CF2893 USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Y Cable A-Male to Micro-B-Plug 
and USB 2.0 Plug (additional power supply) 60cm black 

13,99 £
4250847149561 CF2895 5 MPixel Camera Module for Raspberry Pi A / B 1080p 

Videos CSI Interface
26,99 £

4250847149813 CF2899 12x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 
wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the Easter bouqu

17,99 £
4250847149837 CF0607 2x angle adapter set USB 3.0 Super-Speed, adapter 

plug to female left and right angled in blue
13,99 £

4250847149905 CF2905 2x decorative bird's nest with eggs, lifelike nest made of 
twigs and straw with artificial eggs, great decorations fo

17,99 £
4250847149905 CF2905 2x decorative bird's nest with eggs, lifelike nest made of 

twigs and straw with artificial eggs, great decorations fo
17,99 £

4250847149929 CF2906 3D Chrome Car Car Devil Emblem Decal Devil for All 
Vehicle Models (Gold-colored / Silver-colored - Set of 2)

13,99 £
4250847149974 CF0095 2 Dual Micro SDHC to MS Pro Duo Adapter Memory 

Card microSD to Memory Stick for Sony PSP Camera Mo
15,99 £

4250847149974 CF0095 2 Dual Micro SDHC to MS Pro Duo Adapter Memory 
Card microSD to Memory Stick for Sony PSP Camera Mo

15,99 £
4250847110356 CF0692 Anti-slip mat adhesive mat adhesive pad 4 pieces (set 

II)
8,99 £

4250847108858 CF0615 Anti-Slip Mat Glue Mat Adhesive Pad 1 Piece 
(Transparent)

8,99 £
4250847150192 CF2916 Hair Removal Pads Depilation Epilator - the gentle 

removal of body and facial hair (epilator - 3 pieces)
15,99 £

4250847150338 CF1162 2x data and charging cable USB2.0 A male to micro USB 
connector for your new smartphone 20-50 cm spiral cab

13,99 £
4250847150352 CF2820 data and charging cable USB2.0 A plug to mini USB plug 

for your new Navi 20-50 cm spiral cable black (2 pieces)
13,99 £

4250847150369 CF2820 data and charging cable USB2.0 A plug to mini USB plug 
for your new Navi 20-50 cm spiral cable black (3 pieces)

15,99 £
4250847150383 CF0153 2x USB 3.0 // Type A socket to socket extension // 

coupler adapter coupling // color: blue
13,99 £

4250847150413 CF3424 18-piece artist brush set with paint pots - school set 
with specialist brush, round brush for art, watercolor, ac

13,99 £
4250847150420 CF3425 13-piece artist brush set with paint box - school set with 

specialist brush, round brush for art, watercolor, acrylic 
15,99 £

4250847150437 CF3426 paint box brushes school supplies art lessons painting 15,99 £
4250847150451 CF3428 12x artist brush - school accessories set with special 

brush, round brush for teaching art, watercolor, acrylic 
13,99 £

4250847150499 CF3430 B04-E fan control for 4 fans with eSATA + 2x USB - 
incl.4x 80mm anti-vibration frame UV red, 16x long rub

11,99 £
4250847150505 CF3431 B04-E fan control for 4 fans with eSATA + 2x USB - 

incl.4x 120mm anti-vibration frame UV red, 16x long ru
13,99 £

4250847179056 CF3432 2-part set - 1x plug + 1x coupling - high quality TV 
antenna coax plug coupling in white

8,99 £
4250847150550 CF3435 GY-521 MPU-6050 3-axis gyroscope and 3-axis 

accelerometer module for Arduino
11,99 £
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4250847150598 CF3438 ashtray with folding function - lockable folding ashtray 
made of chrome-plated metal - ashtray with lid for indo

15,99 £
4250847150604 CF3439 ashtray with folding function - lockable folding ashtray 

made of chrome-plated metal - ashtray with lid for indo
13,99 £

4250847150642 CF2335 10 Universal Lens Cap Holder Rubber Band black 15,99 £
4250847150659 CF3395 Wooden Train - just right for locomotive fans (21 

pieces)
26,99 £

4250847150680 CF2829 2x classic egg timer made of stainless steel - 
mechanical kitchen timer - timer with signal tone - egg-

17,99 £
4250847150703 CF0817 Smart Mini USB Bluetooth Adapter Dongle Plug n Play 

(V4.0 WIN 7/8 - 2 pcs)
15,99 £

4250847150710 CF3441 2x ashtray with folding function - lockable folding 
ashtray made of chrome-plated metal - ashtray with lid 

17,99 £
4250847150727 CF3440 2x metal ashtrays in mini grill design - grill ashtray - 

ashtray for outdoor use - gift for smokers - cigarette hol
17,99 £

4250847150734 CF3440 metal ashtray in mini grill design - grill ashtray - ashtray 
for outdoor use - gift for smokers - cigarette holder

15,99 £
4251285503830 CF3446 2x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove bulb 

40W, E14, P45, 230V
13,99 £

4251285550261 CF3447 2x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove light bulb 
15W, E14, 230V

13,99 £
4250847150864 CF3451 solar LED light chain with lanterns for inside and outside 

4.7 meters
15,99 £

4250847150901 CF3452 Solar LED house number house number light made of 
stainless steel (30x20x4cm)

30,99 £
4250847150932 CF1716 10x mini tablet box with three compartments - 

medication dispenser for the household - transportable 
11,99 £

4250847150949 CF3455 4x mini tablet box with three and four compartments - 
medication dispenser for the household - transportable 

11,99 £
4250847150956 CF3456 tablet box set - mini tablet box with three 

compartments and tablet divider - medicine box - pill bo
11,99 £

4250847151014 CF3458 TV antenna coax connector - spare parts for coaxial 
cable - connection socket for television cable

13,99 £
4250847179063 CF3432 10 piece set - 5x plugs + 5x couplings - high quality TV 

antenna coax plug coupling in white
13,99 £

4250847151045 CF3303 Penis warmer "Willy Warmer" Rainbow Cocksock knit 
cover, a fun gimmick, sexy gift for the best piece

15,99 £
4250847151052 CF7349 Luxury metal corkscrew set black with capsule cutter, 

spare spiral and 2 wine pourers in a fancy gift box
30,99 £

4250847151199 CF2854 2x mask "Japanese soldier" for carnival, carnival, 
Halloween - face mask to protect identity

11,99 £
4250847151205 CF2848 2x panda mask "panda bear" costume accessory the 

eye-catcher for carnival & carnival a great disguise in on
11,99 £

4250847151229 CF2844 2x cat mask Black-Kitty children's costume accessory 
the eye-catcher for carnival & carnival a great disguise i

8,99 £
4250847151373 CF3474 Audio Jack Y Cable 3.5mm Jack Plug Stereo to 2 x 

3.5mm Jack Jack Stereo Coupling Adapter with about 2
8,99 £

4250847151380 CF3475 7-day drug dispenser blue / white with 1 pill cans on the 
go

13,99 £
4250847151397 CF2203 4x Bra "H" Clip - for hiding and shortening the bra 

straps in black, white and transparent
11,99 £

4251285563742 CF3478 2x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove bulb 
26W, E14, 230V, 165 lumen

13,99 £
4251285579811 CF3478 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm-white stove bulb 

26W, E14, 230V, 165 lumen
15,99 £

4250847151441 CF2203 4x Bra "H" clip - for concealing and shortening the bra 
straps in black

11,99 £
4250847151472 CF3479 Gecko Car Sticker 11,99 £
4250847151502 CF0754 Citrus Deo Sticks Vacuum Cleaner Long-lasting pleasant 

fragrance (1 piece)
11,99 £

4250847151519 CF0754 Citrus Deo Sticks Vacuum Cleaner Long-lasting pleasant 
fragrance (3 pieces)

11,99 £
4250847151649 CF3484 20x artist brushes with palette - school accessories set 

with flat brush, round brush for teaching art, watercolor
11,99 £

4250847151656 CF2543 USB Charger Doctor Multimeter Charger Detector Power 
and Voltmeter Digital Voltmeter Tester 3.5V-7.0V, 0-3A 

15,99 £
4250847151663 CF3485 37-piece giveaway set pirates, goodies and party favors 

for children's birthday parties, pirate party accessories [
30,99 £

4250847152356 CF3499 Eyecups fits Canon EOS 700D 650D 600D 550D 1000D 
1100D 450D 400D 350D

11,99 £
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4250847152363 CF0954 Camera Shoe Cover Protector SLR black with spirit level 
(5 pieces)

13,99 £
4251285556805 CF3502 7-Day Drug Dispenser blue / white Set - with 1x pill 

cans for on the go, tablet divider and tablet mortar
15,99 £

4250847152400 CF3504 Set of 3 passive aluminum heatsinks 2x 13x14 + 1x 
9x8,5 mm in black for Raspberry Pi model A + B - for sti

11,99 £
4250847152417 CF3505 80x Self-adhesive felt glides - Furniture glides for chair 

& table - Chair glides in 3 sizes
11,99 £

4250847152424 CF3506 80x Self-adhesive felt glides - Furniture glides for chair 
& table - Chair glides in 3 sizes

11,99 £
4250847152448 CF3498 Replacement Eyecup and Eyepiece for Nikon SLR 

Cameras D600, D610, D7000, D90, D200, D80, D70S, D
13,99 £

4250847152455 CF3499 2 eyecups suitable for Canon EOS 700D 650D 600D 
550D 1000D 1100D 450D 400D 350D

13,99 £
4250847152592 CF3512 Nano Bluetooth USB Adapter Black V2.1 + EDR 10m 

range
13,99 £

4251285563933 CF3514 5x Velvet Bags, Protective Case for Tablets, E-Books 
and Netbooks, Tablet Case in Black, 27 x 19.5 cm

11,99 £
4250847152660 CF2766 Alkaline battery 1,5V button cell LR59 11,99 £
4250847152745 CF3515 USB Mini LED Flashlight Rechargeable Waterproof 

Keychain (Set of 5: 2x Black + 2x Gray + 1x Purple)
26,99 £

4250847152776 CF2448 USB Mini LED Flashlight Rechargeable Waterproof 
Keychain (Set of 5 Black)

26,99 £
4250847152783 CF3518 38-piece party crockery and accessories set - party 

decorations and crockery - for pirate parties, children&#
30,99 £

4251285589001 CF2294 10-piece nail design set with nail polish brushes, ideal 
for natural, acrylic and gel nails

13,99 £
4251285571778 CF3530 2x Mikado play set in a wooden box to slide on, board 

game for the whole family
13,99 £

4250847152943 CF3532 3x fragrance lamp Fragrance teapots Fragrance oil 
dispenser around 8x8x8cm made of the finest ceramic h

15,99 £
4250847152981 CF3536 4x Barbecue cleaning sponges made of thick fleece with 

strong abrasive power
15,99 £

4250847153032 CF3338 Flyscreen black (120x120cm - 02 pieces) 11,99 £
4250847153131 CF3541 450 rose petals roses rose petals red (about 450 pieces) 15,99 £
4250847153216 CF3547 Stationery Pens Painting accessories with football 

erasers
15,99 £

4250847153261 CF1447 Stationery Pens Painting Supplies (6x 3g Superglue) 13,99 £
4250847153278 CF3551 4x drain strainer, chromed stainless steel sink strainer Ø 

70/40 mm
8,99 £

4250847153360 CF3560 4x Textile pencil with bullet tip - Fabric painting colours 
washable - Textile markers in strong colours - Fabric pai

8,99 £
4250847166759 CF3563 set of 4 travel toothbrushes ideal for traveling or 

camping the toothbrushes fit in almost any hand luggag
11,99 £

4250847153551 CF1530 5x Mini Luggage Padlock - Luggage Lock Made of Brass 
- Small Baggage Lock for Suitcases, Travel Bags and Tra

15,99 £
4250847153551 CF1530 5x Mini Luggage Padlock - Luggage Lock Made of Brass 

- Small Baggage Lock for Suitcases, Travel Bags and Tra
15,99 £

4250847153551 CF1530 5x Mini Luggage Padlock - Luggage Lock Made of Brass 
- Small Baggage Lock for Suitcases, Travel Bags and Tra

15,99 £
4250847153667 CF3339 1350x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks for everyday use 

- toothpicks - wooden toothpicks - 6.5 cm
13,99 £

4250847153681 CF3584 25-piece colouring pencil set - stationery with coloured 
pencils and pencils - colouring accessories and magic pe

13,99 £
4250847153704 CF3341 1800x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks for everyday use 

- toothpicks - wooden toothpicks - 6.5 cm
15,99 £

4250847153735 CF3586 2x tea tongs, ball-shaped tea infuser made of 304 
stainless steel, tea strainers for loose tea, strainer tongs

11,99 £
4251285560529 CF3590 12x LED finger ring made of rubber with flashing color 

changing light - in great bright colors [selection varies]
11,99 £

4250847153834 CF2449 HC-SR501 Pyroelectric Infrared PIR Motion Detector 
Module (2 Pieces)

11,99 £
4250847153841 CF2449 HC-SR501 Pyroelectric Infrared PIR Motion Detector 

Module (5 Pieces)
17,99 £

4250847153858 CF3575 400x kinkable drinking straws - straws in bright colors 15,99 £
4250847153865 CF3579 375x drinking straws - colorful straws - food safe 15,99 £
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4250847153889 CF2450 HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Module Rangefinder Sensor for 
Raspberry Pi and Arduino (3 Pieces)

15,99 £
4250847153995 CF3603 4x Frisbee for children and adults - Frisbee disc 20 cm - 

Throwing disc also for dogs - Flying disc in four colors [s
15,99 £

4251285583382 CF3609 4x soap bubble wand for large and small soap bubbles - 
soap bubble swords in different colors for weddings and

15,99 £
4250847154268 CF3630 160x fertilizer sticks - flower fertilizer for green plants 

and flowering plants - plant fertilizer for growth and hea
15,99 £

4251285553569 CF3643 20 piece pin garland set with male and female 40 pin 
headers

13,99 £
4250847154404 CF2451 Pin Strip Single Row 10x Female 40 Pin PCB Header 

2.54mm
11,99 £

4250847154411 CF2539 Pin Header Single Row 10x Male 40 Pin PCB Header 
2.54mm

11,99 £
4250847154596 CF3658 16x Pot cleaner - Steel wool - Sponge - Cleaning wool - 

Scouring sponge for cleaning - Oven cleaning brush wir
17,99 £

4251285525757 CF3663 8x door hooks made of stainless steel - multi-purpose 
hooks on the inside of the door for jackets and clothes -

17,99 £
4250847154763 CF2453 2x DHT22 / AM2302 Digital Sensor Humidity & 

Temperature Sensor
13,99 £

4250847154855 CF3682 3x plant binding wire set, binding wire in green 300 
wires

11,99 £
4250847175225 CF3684 Hello Kitty Aufkleber Sticker Collection (4er Set) 13,99 £
4250847154893 CF3685 3x keyring with spring and carabiner for attaching to 

the waistband or pockets
11,99 £

4250847154909 CF3687 10x Key Tags Key Ring for Labeling in 5 Colors 8,99 £
4250847154916 CF3687 50x Key Tags Key Ring for Labeling in 5 Colors 11,99 £
4250847154923 CF3688 5x measuring tape in great colors for handicrafts, 

tailoring or for the construction site - dimensions in cm 
11,99 £

4251285572034 CF3690 2x luggage strap for luggage, strollers, bags and bulky 
luggage - high-quality luggage strap with combination l

17,99 £
4250847154992 CF2452 2x DHT11 Digital Sensor Humidity & Temperature 

Sensor for Raspberry and Arduino
8,99 £

4250847155005 CF2452 3x DHT11 Digital Sensor Humidity & Temperature 
Sensor for Raspberry and Arduino

15,99 £
4250847155012 CF2452 5x DHT11 Digital Sensor Humidity & Temperature 

Sensor for Raspberry and Arduino
15,99 £

4250847155043 CF3696 Sexy Lingerie Underwear Sexy Underwear Chemise (Set 
of 4 Strumphalter + String)

13,99 £
4250847155081 CF2542 awning triangle - canvas with UV protection - sun 

protection for terrace, balcony, garden and camping - s
26,99 £

4251285575028 CF3705 metal chimney, robust charcoal lighter with practical 
wooden handle

26,99 £
4250847155180 CF3709 rear seat organizer with several compartments and 

black cooler compartment - backrest protection and ute
13,99 £

4250847155210 CF3712 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 
and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han

26,99 £
4250847155364 CF3727 camping shower - compact solar shower with 15 L - 

mobile outdoor shower for camping, garden, beach and 
39,99 £

4250847155371 CF3728 parasol holder for balcony railing - parasol balcony 
holder - parasol stand - umbrella holder up to 28 mm Ø,

15,99 £
4250847155371 CF3728 parasol holder for balcony railing - parasol balcony 

holder - parasol stand - umbrella holder up to 28 mm Ø,
15,99 £

4250847155395 CF3730 garden hose holder made of cast iron in antique design 
- hose holder for the garden - wall holder for the garden

35,99 £
4250847155425 CF3733 Bird protection net - Ideal protection of your garden 

pond, trees and beds 6 x 5 m green
15,99 £

4250847155463 CF3737 key rail made of stainless steel with five key hooks and 
picture frame for two pictures

13,99 £
4251285556867 CF2455 2x PL2303HX USB to TTL RS232 microcontroller module 

for Arduino
15,99 £

4250847155739 CF2454 PL2303HX USB to TTL RS232 COM Cable Module 
Converter 1 Meter (2 PCS)

15,99 £
4250847155791 CF2538 2x GY-271 Compass Module 3-Axis Compass Magnetic 

Sensor 3.3-5V for Arduino
15,99 £

4250847155807 CF3435 2x GY-521 MPU-6050 3-axis gyroscope and 3-axis 
accelerometer module for Arduino

13,99 £
4250847155814 CF2446 2x SD Card Reader Module SPI SD Card Socket for 

Arduino ARM MCU
13,99 £
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4250847155821 CF3768 Ironing board cover Jumbo - cover for the ironing board 
148 x 57 cm 100% cotton

26,99 £
4250847155852 CF3771 pineapple cutter 3 in 1 - pineapple peeler made of 

stainless steel, dishwasher-safe - pineapple corer - pine
15,99 £

4250847155869 CF3734 tree fastening binding tape 50 meters - tree cord - plant 
ties for the garden - flower ties - plant tape

13,99 £
4250847156019 CF3709 2x rear seat organizer with several compartments and 

black cooler compartment - backrest protection and ute
30,99 £

4250847156088 CF3746 12x Barbecue shish kebab skewers made of chrome-
plated stainless steel, 34 cm

15,99 £
4250847156101 CF3787 grill starter + grill cleaning brush, charcoal lighter made 

of metal
26,99 £

4250847156118 CF3740 3 Grill Cleaning Brushes, 3 in 1 Grill Cleaning Brushes 
for easy and quick cleaning of your grill [color choice va

15,99 £
4250847156125 CF3718 COM-FOUR ® Knee Pillow – To Protect Your 

Knees/Garden, The, Leisure or for the Car Fischnetz 2 S
17,99 £

4250847156132 CF3732 2x knee pads for the garden - knee pads for gardening - 
knee pads for crafts and leisure - knee protection mats, 

13,99 £
4250847156132 CF3732 2x knee pads for the garden - knee pads for gardening - 

knee pads for crafts and leisure - knee protection mats, 
13,99 £

4250847156149 CF3732 4x knee pads for the garden - knee pads for gardening - 
knee pads for crafts and leisure - knee protection mats, 

15,99 £
4250847156149 CF3732 4x knee pads for the garden - knee pads for gardening - 

knee pads for crafts and leisure - knee protection mats, 
15,99 £

4251285550506 CF3788 2-part set consisting of a parasol holder for balcony 
railings and a protective cover for parasols - for parasol 

13,99 £
4251285535824 CF3728 2x parasol holder for balcony railing - parasol balcony 

holder - parasol stand - umbrella holder up to 28 mm Ø,
30,99 £

4251285535824 CF3728 2x parasol holder for balcony railing - parasol balcony 
holder - parasol stand - umbrella holder up to 28 mm Ø,

30,99 £
4250847156200 CF3790 2x Ethernet CAT 6 LAN Modular Coupling Adapter from 

female RJ45 to female RJ45 - patch cable coupling - LA
8,99 £

4250847156217 CF3790 5x Ethernet CAT 6 LAN Modular coupling Adapter from 
female RJ45 to female RJ45 - patch cable coupling - LA

13,99 £
4250847156224 CF3790 10x Ethernet CAT 6 LAN Modular Coupling Adapter from 

female RJ45 to female RJ45 - patch cable coupling - LA
17,99 £

4250847156262 CF3600 3x Putzstein Universal Cleaner 220g each 17,99 £
4250847156378 CF3799 100x garden wire green - coated wire for plants - pintle 

wire - craft wire - binding wire for modeling and fixing p
11,99 £

4250847156385 CF3802 134-piece tool set - Tool case for home, car and hobby - 
Complete set in case

35,99 £
4250847156408 CF3803 Y-Adapter Jack 3.5 mm stereo - 2 x RCA female - Audio 

jack plug to 2x RCA in plastic housing
8,99 £

4250847156415 CF3804 2x splitter Y-adapter - 1x cinch plug to 2x cinch coupling 
- audio cinch plug and socket in a plastic housing

8,99 £
4250847156446 CF3806 Y adapter 3.5 mm stereo jack - 2 x RCA female - Audio 

jack female to 2x RCA in plastic housing
8,99 £

4251285578593 CF3807 Y-adapter jack 3.5 mm stereo - 2 x RCA plug - audio 
jack socket on 2x RCA plug in plastic housing

8,99 £
4251285526990 CF3628 4 pairs of washing glove Massage glove Peeling glove in 

yellow, pink, orange, pink
15,99 £

4251285524927 CF3809 3 pairs of wash gloves Massage glove Peeling glove in 
purple and blue

13,99 £
4250847156514 CF3629 3x pocket ashtray - closed cigarette pocket ashtray - 

mini ashtray as a key ring [selection varies]
13,99 £

4250847156613 CF3748 set of 2 silicone bakeware for 2x 8 mini Gugelhupfs 15,99 £
4250847156682 CF1351 4x rain poncho with hood - rain protection with reusable 

poncho - emergency poncho for concert, stadium, hikin
15,99 £

4250847156705 CF3428 24x artist brush - school accessories set with special 
brush, round brush for teaching art, watercolor, acrylic 

15,99 £
4250847156729 CF3823 40x felt pens with transparent bag 8,99 £
4250847156736 CF3823 60x Felt-tip pens in a transparent bag - pens in 20 

colors of the rainbow - crayons with a thin lead for child
8,99 £

4250847156811 CF3833 6x Mini Glitter purse, wallet with glitter and sequins, 6.5 
x 5.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285526099 CF3447 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove light bulb 

15W, E14, 230V
26,99 £

4250847157009 CF3848 Touch pen with extremely durable microfiber and pen 
Touch pen for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC i

8,99 £
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4250847157016 CF3849 Touch pen with extremely durable microfiber and pen 
Touch pen for smartphones and tablets Samsung HTC i

8,99 £
4250847157078 CF3302 2-piece set of storage boxes - cabinet organizer in 

different sizes - storage box for drawer and shelf
26,99 £

4250847157139 CF3852 Stainless steel julienne cutter - cut vegetable strips to 
make decorative salads

15,99 £
4250847157153 CF3854 Mini Duo Stainless steel peelers - Multi-functional 

peelers: peel, plane and garnish
15,99 £

4251285579811 CF3478 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm-white stove bulb 
26W, E14, 230V, 165 lumen

15,99 £
4250847157207 CF2423 Fingerfood bowls wood boat sushi boat biodegradable 

(Set of 60 - 14cm / 19cm / 22cm)
35,99 £

4251285563827 CF3446 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm-white stove bulb 
40W, E14, 230-240V

26,99 £
4251285540095 CF3666 2x jet regulator, mixing jet for jet or shower jet, for all 

taps with 1/2 inch thread
13,99 £

4250847157610 CF3879 fuse holder for automotive fuses (max.20A) with fully 
encapsulated housing (01 piece)

8,99 £
4250847157627 CF3879 fuse holder for automotive fuses (max.20A) with fully 

encapsulated housing (10 pieces)
15,99 £

4250847157634 CF3879 fuse holder for automotive fuses (max.20A) with fully 
encapsulated housing (20 pieces)

26,99 £
4250847157641 CF1468 5-piece set styling brushes in white, various hairbrushes 

with ergonomic handles, hair care for all hair types and 
15,99 £

4250847157764 CF3889 2x bath brush with long handle - back brush for 
showering and bathing - shower brush for massage and

11,99 £
4250847157863 CF3899 4x plastic breakfast chopping board with drainage 

groove - sturdy breakfast board for the kitchen - 23 x 1
15,99 £

4251285562981 CF3853 2x Garnier with julienne blade - garnish like a pro: 
simple and fast beautiful vegetable spirals

26,99 £
4250847158037 CF2429 Travel Adapter CEE 7/7 to UK plug-in system (set of 5: 

EU - UK White)
17,99 £

4250847158051 CF3347 4x colorful children's hand toothbrush medium with cool 
brush head cap - child's toothpaste 50ml

8,99 £
4250847158068 CF3347 6x colorful children's hand toothbrush medium with cool 

brush head cap - child's toothpaste 50ml
11,99 £

4250847158075 CF3347 2x colorful children's hand toothbrush Medium with cool 
brush head cap - child's toothpaste 50ml

11,99 £
4251285578715 CF3919 Waterproof Case - dustproof case for tablet and e-book 

reader - protective case in black - 8,8"
8,99 £

4251285532090 CF3920_989 Waterproof Case - dustproof case for tablet and e-book 
reader - protective case in black - 9,4"

8,99 £
4250847158129 CF3923 5x Protective Toothbrush Head Kit - Ideal for traveling 

while traveling
8,99 £

4250847158358 CF3689 2 love locks with engraved heart, padlock with 2 keys 
each

11,99 £
4250847158372 CF3689 5 love locks with engraved heart, padlock with 2 keys 

each
15,99 £

4250847158372 CF3689 5 love locks with engraved heart, padlock with 2 keys 
each

15,99 £
4251285575943 CF3923 10 Protective covers for toothbrush heads - Protective 

cap as a pouch ideal for transport when traveling
11,99 £

4251285575936 CF3923 20 Protective covers for toothbrush heads - Protective 
cap as a case ideal for transport when traveling

13,99 £
4250847158532 CF3798 3x LED Push Touch Light Lamp with adhesive pad black 15,99 £
4250847158549 CF3798 5x LED Push Touch Light Lamp with adhesive pad black 26,99 £
4250847158716 CF3967 6 metal pill boxes, tray box with different motives 

[selection varies]
15,99 £

4250847158730 CF3986 Sexy Lingerie Underwear Sexy Underwear Chemise 
(Babydoll white + Thong black)

11,99 £
4250847158945 CF3989 4-part mask set with 2 gel eye masks and 2 eye relax 

masks
11,99 £

4250847158952 CF2204 3x toothbrush case, transport and storage box for 
manual toothbrushes in blue, pink and white, 20.5 cm

13,99 £
4250847158969 CF2204 5x toothbrush case, transport and storage box for 

manual toothbrushes in different colors, 20.5 cm [select
8,99 £

4250847159003 CF5696 40x clown noses made of foam - false noses in red for 
costumes, Ø 5cm, for carnival, carnival or other theme 

17,99 £
4250847159065 CF3997 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill 

Box - Tablet Box - Week Dosage Box + Pill Box with 3 C
26,99 £
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4250847159072 CF3998 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - 
Tablet Box - Week Dosage Box + Pill Box with 3 Compa

17,99 £
4250847159089 CF3999 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - 

Tablet Box - Week Dosage Box + Pill Box with 3 Compa
17,99 £

4250847159096 CF4000 2X Medication dispenser 7 days in ENGLISH - weekly 
dispenser for morning, noon, evening - 2 pillboxes with 

13,99 £
4250847159102 CF4001 12x bows gorgeous temporary metallic flash tattoos 

gold silvery black - the hot trend of summer!
26,99 £

4251285561557 CF4005 12 sheets of beautiful temporary metallic silver flash 
tattoos - the hot trend of summer!

13,99 £
4250847127842 CF1678 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 
11,99 £

4250847127842 CF1678 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 

11,99 £
4250847159195 CF1678 Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill Box 

- Tablet Box - Week Dosage Device [Language: German
11,99 £

4251285578708 CF0001 2x Waterproof Mobile Phone Case - Dustproof Case for 
Smartphone - Mobile Phone Case in Black - 6,5"

13,99 £
4250847159249 CF0002 2x Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for 

Tablet and E-Book Readers - Protective Case in Black - 
11,99 £

4250847159294 CF1457 40x Water-repellent plasters for children - Colourful 
plaster strips for children - Plaster set with animal motif

11,99 £
4250847159195 CF1678 Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill Box 

- Tablet Box - Week Dosage Device [Language: German
11,99 £

4250847159690 CF4041 4x hook-and-loop fastener strips with reflector stripes 
Neon Yellow - ideal for cycling and jogging

17,99 £
4251285549937 CF4045 4-Piece Set hook-and-loop fastener strips with reflector 

strip + Trouser clip with reflector Pants Clip Neon Yello
15,99 £

4251805417562 CF4052 Dog toy ball on a rope - dog ball for romping and 
playing - play ball for dogs and cats - throwing ball with

13,99 £
4250847159812 CF4053 dog toy ball with rope - dog ball to run around and play 

- play ball for dogs and cats - 52 x 17 x 7 cm
11,99 £

4250847159911 CF1503 20-Piece Mini Nail Set of 4 Manicure Pedicure for on the 
go

11,99 £
4250847160092 CF4079 Medicine cabinet made of stainless steel with matt glass 

door lockable 30x15x30cm (high-gloss housing)
26,99 £

4250847160146 CF4084 Steak Knife Set - extra sharp blades with serrated edge, 
non-stick coating and blade protection 6 pieces

26,99 £
4250847160153 CF4085 5x Premium knife sharpener with 3 levels, also suitable 

for scissors - professional knife sharpener
26,99 £

4250847160214 CF3334 2x Gummitwist - Bouncy rubber for children - Girls 
Gummitwist 5 m - Bouncy game for garden, schoolyard,

15,99 £
4250847160283 CF3919 2x Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for 

Tablet and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Black - 8,
8,99 £

4251285515147 CF3920 2x Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for 
Tablet and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Black - 9,

11,99 £
4250847160399 CF4104 2x Bows Gorgeous Temporary Metallic Flash Tattoos 

Gold Silver Black - The Hot Trend of Summer!
13,99 £

4250847160429 CF4005 Wonderful Temporary Metallic Flash Tattoos - the hot 
trend of summer! - Set 1

13,99 £
4250847160443 CF4005 Wonderful Temporary Metallic Flash Tattoos - the hot 

trend of summer! - Set 3
13,99 £

4250847160450 CF4005 Wonderful Temporary Metallic Flash Tattoos - the hot 
trend of summer! - Set 4

11,99 £
4250847160498 CF2346 Set of 3 silicone tongs for grilling and cooking stainless 

steel Green Red Black
15,99 £

4250847160511 CF1394 4x Elastic bandage, fixation bandage with 16 fastening 
clips for sport and leisure

15,99 £
4250847160597 CF0251 2x ceramic peeler for fruits and vegetables - universal 

peeler particularly sharp - peeler with pendulum blade
13,99 £

4250847160924 CF2203 8x Bra Clip - Bra Strap Connector in "H" Design - Bra 
Clip Back for Hiding and Shortening the Bra Straps

11,99 £
4250847160931 CF2203 4x Bra "H" Clip - for concealing and shortening the bra 

straps in transparent
11,99 £

4250847160948 CF2203 8x Bra "H" Clip - for concealing and shortening the bra 
straps in transparent

13,99 £
4250847160955 CF2203 4x Bra "H" clip - for concealing and shortening the bra 

straps in white
11,99 £

4250847160979 CF4145 sticky notes set in different sizes and shapes - 950 
sheets

15,99 £
4251285549876 CF4086 2x silicone heat protection glove in gray, oven gloves up 

to 200 ° C heat resistant with anti-slip profile
13,99 £
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4250847161259 CF4163 Medicine cabinet made of stainless steel with matt glass 
door lockable 30x15x30cm (matt housing)

35,99 £
4250847161334 CF4171 boomerang - throwing toy for children and adults - 

boomerang in 2 designs
15,99 £

4250847132716 CF2005 moth trap 15,99 £
4251285559608 CF4145 Sticky Note Set in various sizes and shapes - 1900 

sheets for your notes and thoughts
17,99 £

4251285505094 CF4177 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 
to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go

13,99 £
4250847161716 CF0955 3x magnifying glass for seniors, magnifying glass made 

of plastic in credit card format, magnifying glass with 3x
11,99 £

4250847161723 CF0955 6x magnifying glass for seniors, magnifying glass made 
of plastic in credit card format, reading magnifying glass

15,99 £
4250847161846 CF2815 African Butterfly - African Hair Clip Hair Clip Hair Comb 

(Set of 3 - 1x Beige / 2x Black)
30,99 £

4251285508057 CF4183 2x fly screen in black for the door, 75 x 220 cm, perfect 
insect protection

26,99 £
4250847161860 CF4206 LED tealight lamp diver monochrome lamp mood light 

wedding party lounge waterproof Ø 3,0 cm (flower shap
17,99 £

4250847162294 CF4247 12x carabiner with key ring, snap hook made of 
rustproof aluminum, key ring carabiner for outdoor, hiki

13,99 £
4250847162294 CF4247 12x carabiner with key ring, snap hook made of 

rustproof aluminum, key ring carabiner for outdoor, hiki
13,99 £

4250847162331 CF4251 3x Cowboy hats for adults for Carnival - Brown cowboy 
hat for parties - Country and western costume

30,99 £
4250847162362 CF4236 USB voltage converter 5V to 12V, mobile power supply 

for router (TP-LINK) WLAN amplifier and other compati
11,99 £

4250847162386 CF4254 Ruler & Stencil Set 10 Pieces colorful - with different 
animals, shapes, numbers, letters and spirographs

15,99 £
4251285542839 CF4179 8-part pop-up flash diffuser soft screen for your DSLR 

camera
15,99 £

4251285542822 CF4286 5-Piece Pop-Up Flash Diffuser Soft Screen for your DSLR 
camera

13,99 £
4250847163079 CF1458 6x hand wash brush in bright colors - nail brush for 

hand and nail cleaning [selection varies]
11,99 £

4251285578524 CF4314 2x Universal microfibre cloth - Cleaning cloth with 
flower pattern - Cleaning cloth for glass, kitchen and bat

8,99 £
4250847163529 CF4311 9x Microfibre cloth - Universal cleaning cloth in 3 

colours - Cleaning cloth for glass, kitchen and bathroom
11,99 £

4250847163567 CF4339 set of 8 magnetic note clips - for fridge or pin board - 
including free 10x pencils with eraser

15,99 £
4250847163574 CF4305 set of 3 white Vaseline 3x 100ml - protects your skin 

and makes it supple
15,99 £

4251285517196 CF4351 economy set nurse watch "Nurse Clock", 6 colors and 
designs made of silicone, nurse watch - FOB

15,99 £
4250847163710 CF4353 71-piece stamp set Rubber stamp in a rustic wooden 

box with letters (alphabet), numbers & special character
17,99 £

4250847163765 CF4357 passive heat sink made of copper for RAM GPU cooling- 
passive cooling for sticking 22 x 8 x 5 mm

8,99 £
4250847164144 CF4391 3-piece set of magnetic trays for the garage, tool tray 

for screws and bits, magnetic tray for workshop accesso
13,99 £

4251805461725 CF4420 skipping rope with metal handles - can be used as a 
gymnastics rope, hopping and play rope - sports equip

15,99 £
4250847165110 CF4421 jump rope jump rope 2.60 meters - ideal for an 

extensive strength and endurance training!
13,99 £

4250847165127 CF4422 jump rope jump rope 2.60 meters - ideal for an 
extensive strength and endurance training!

13,99 £
4250847165745 CF4437 H2O Activated Carbon Filter Replacement Carbon Filter 

Replacement Filter (Replacement Carbon Filter) (02 piec
15,99 £

4250847165769 CF4478 geometry set - set square, compass, ruler, triangular 
ruler, parabola, mechanical pencil, eraser and spare lea

17,99 £
4250847165806 CF4481 2x 9 mm cutter knife, carpet knife with aluminum 

handle
11,99 £

4250847165844 CF4439 24-piece mustache set of different mustaches, false 
beard for theme parties, Halloween, carnival, carnival a

8,99 £
4250847165851 CF4484 Set of 2 Adapter USB 3.0 male to female right and left 

angled 270 ° horizontally
11,99 £

4250847165875 CF2525 2x candlesticks for tapered candles - metal candlesticks 
- high quality candlesticks in a classic design for one can

15,99 £
4251285540729 CF0307_787 8-Piece Set Battery Adapter, Converter / Switcher from 

AAA to AA Micro / Mignon size, 50 x 14 mm
13,99 £
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4250847165936 CF0301 Battery Adapter AA to C / Baby Size 50mm x 25mm 
Converter Switcher white / milky - 8 pieces

15,99 £
4250847165943 CF4488 2x coffee mug cup with curved handle in brass knuckle 

look, black ceramic knock out mug with handle
26,99 £

4251285578739 CF0004 2x Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for 
Tablet and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Black - 1

15,99 £
4250847165998 CF0217 2x waterproof protective cover - dustproof cover for 

tablet and e-book reader - protective bag in blue - 8.8"
11,99 £

4250847166032 CF0321 12x Plastic Battery Box - Storage box for batteries and 
rechargeable batteries - Battery box for AA and AAA

15,99 £
4250847166049 CF0322 12x Plastic Battery Box - Storage box for batteries and 

rechargeable batteries - Battery box for AA and AAA
15,99 £

4250847166056 CF0323 12x Plastic Battery Box - Storage box for batteries and 
rechargeable batteries - Battery box for AA and AAA

15,99 £
4250847166063 CF0324 12x Plastic battery case - Storage box for batteries and 

rechargeable batteries - Battery storage case - Battery o
15,99 £

4250847166148 CF4498 6x Dishwashing brush - Cleanin product for home - 
Universal dishwashing brush for the kitchen in various c

15,99 £
4250847166148 CF4498 6x Dishwashing brush - Cleanin product for home - 

Universal dishwashing brush for the kitchen in various c
15,99 £

4250847166292 CF4513 Set of 3 headscarf scarf bandana - trendy fashion 
accessory

13,99 £
4250847166339 CF4517 set of 4 velvet hair ties ponytail tie ponytail band brown 

blue red black
8,99 £

4250847166346 CF4518 3-piece crochet hook set "hardworking Lieschen" in 3 
sizes

11,99 £
4251285526099 CF3447 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove light bulb 

15W, E14, 230V
26,99 £

4251285524910 CF4515 15x scourer metal scouring pad metal 15,99 £
4250847166476 CF4525 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 

to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go
13,99 £

4250847166513 CF4528 Brushed Stainless Steel Door Hooks Door Hooks Coat 
Hooks Hooks (3 pieces)

15,99 £
4251285556935 CF4529 6x cutting board with wooden holder, breakfast board, 

kitchen board, bread board
26,99 £

4250847166759 CF3563 set of 4 travel toothbrushes ideal for traveling or 
camping the toothbrushes fit in almost any hand luggag

11,99 £
4250847166797 CF4362 2 strawberry and tomato stalk remover, dishwasher 

safe
13,99 £

4250847166858 CF4392 3-piece set of magnetic trays for the garage, tool tray 
for screws and bits, magnetic tray for workshop accesso

15,99 £
4250847166889 CF4530 2x sausage roast with wooden handle, grilled grill for 

sausages, meat, fish and vegetables
17,99 £

4250847166902 CF4516 12x Bottle bags in a beautiful design - Wine bottle 
packaging - Gift bag for wine and champagne bottles

15,99 £
4250847166919 CF4516 gift bag sack gift gift packaging gift bag gift (set of 16) 26,99 £
4250847166926 CF4557 4x cereal bowl made of porcelain - dessert bowl in a 

modern design - snack bowl for dessert, snacks or ice cr
17,99 £

4250847166940 CF4559 4x tapas bowl, small flat ovenproof clay bowls, 
terracotta-colored rustic serving bowl, traditional for tap

17,99 £
4250847167039 CF4568 4x vinyl placemats with different motifs 43.5x28.3cm 15,99 £
4250847167046 CF4569 4x vinyl placemats with different motifs 43.5x28.3cm 15,99 £
4250847167091 CF3688 10x measuring tape in great colors for handicrafts, 

tailoring or for the construction site - dimensions in cm 
15,99 £

4251285577350 CF4574 4x place mats for children, table set with different 
motives, 44 x 28 cm

15,99 £
4250847167138 CF4519 640x Shish kebab skewers - 25 cm long skewers - 

vegetable skewers in a set
15,99 £

4250847167145 CF4575 2x Mini HDMI adapter cable angled - Mini HDMI plug to 
standard HDMI socket - HDMI connection cable for SLR 

15,99 £
4251285540149 CF4596_989 12x snap hooks with ballpoint pen and pull back zipper 

in 6 great colors
17,99 £

4250847167398 CF4582 2x Rescue blanket - Rescue foil silver - First aid blanket 
130 x 210 cm - Heat foil for protection against hypother

8,99 £
4250847167411 CF4598 2x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 

relaxing massage spider for the head - head-pawl for m
11,99 £

4251285516052 CF4604 Double Towel Holder Tea Towel Holder 40cm 17,99 £
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4250847167534 CF4609 2-in-1 salt and pepper grinder made of stainless steel 
with ceramic grinder - kitchen accessories - salt mill - sa

17,99 £
4250847167541 CF4610 coffee grinder with ceramic conical grinder from fine to 

coarse stainless steel
26,99 £

4251285549579 CF4611 2-in-1 electric salt and pepper grinder with ceramic 
grinder - kitchen accessories - salt mill - salt and pepper

15,99 £
4250847167619 CF4617 Collapsible Colander Plastic White / Orange (Square - 2 

pieces) - Silicone Molds
13,99 £

4250847167664 CF4622 Digital kitchen scale with LCD display up to 5 kg (apple 
motive)

26,99 £
4251285548589 CF4624 pilot's case, elegant black briefcase, lockable business 

case, many compartments, hand luggage dimensions, cl
52,99 £

4250847167701 CF4626 2-part set of beige underbed cabinets with zipper and 
handholds, 103 x 45 x 16 cm

11,99 £
4250847167787 CF4587 16x Premium fly trap - Fly catcher rolls indoor - Fruit fly 

catchers for the home indoor - Fly paper environmentall
13,99 £

4250847167787 CF4587 16x Premium fly trap - Fly catcher rolls indoor - Fruit fly 
catchers for the home indoor - Fly paper environmentall

13,99 £
4250847167787 CF4587 16x Premium fly trap - Fly catcher rolls indoor - Fruit fly 

catchers for the home indoor - Fly paper environmentall
13,99 £

4250847167855 CF4588 12x premium moth stop wooden rings made of cedar 
wood, moth protection strap rings without chemicals - n

11,99 £
4250847167862 CF4589 6 pairs of terry cloth slippers - comfortable slippers with 

non-slip soles - size 36/37 - color: white
26,99 £

4250847167886 CF5442 Anti-slip pads "Feet" blue for the shower and bath (08 
pieces / blue)

13,99 £
4250847167923 CF4591 Set of 6 Slingshot Dino - Finger Catapult Orange, 

Yellow, Green (Set II.)
15,99 £

4250847167930 CF4603 Stainless steel kitchen towel rail 40cm (2 pieces) 26,99 £
4250847167954 CF4641 3x tea tongs, ball-shaped tea infuser made of 304 

stainless steel, tea strainers for loose tea, strainer tongs
13,99 £

4250847167961 CF4383 2x tea tongs, stainless steel tea infuser, tea strainer for 
tea lovers, Ø 4 cm

15,99 £
4250847167978 CF4384 2x tea tongs, ball-shaped tea infuser made of 304 

stainless steel, tea strainers for loose tea, strainer tongs
11,99 £

4250847167985 CF4640 2x tea tongs, ball-shaped tea infuser made of 304 
stainless steel, tea strainers for loose tea, strainer tongs

13,99 £
4250847167992 CF4589 6 pairs of terry cloth slippers - comfortable slippers with 

non-slip soles - size 38/39 - color: white
26,99 £

4250847168005 CF4589 6 pairs of terry cloth slippers - comfortable slippers with 
non-slip soles - size 40/41 - color: white

26,99 £
4250847168012 CF4589 6 Pairs of terry cloth slippers - Comfortable slippers with 

non-slip soles - Cleaning slippers for adults - Washable s
26,99 £

4250847168029 CF4589 6 pairs of terry cloth slippers - comfortable slippers with 
non-slip soles - size 44/45 - color: white

26,99 £
4251285556515 CF4594 2x soap bubble gun made of plastic, each with 20 ml 

soap bubble water, transparent soap bubble machine fo
15,99 £

4250847168173 CF4597 5x whistle with band for hanging - Safety whistle - 
Metal football whistle for acoustic signal

11,99 £
4250847168180 CF4597 10x whistle with band for hanging - safety whistle - 

metal football whistle for acoustic signal
13,99 £

4250847168265 CF4612 Kitchen Knife Set for Peeling Potatoes, Fruits & 
Vegetables 15,5cm (10 Pieces Green / Blue)

13,99 £
4250847168289 CF4616 Sausage and cheese plate made of birch wood 25cm - 

Ideal for cutting, chopping and serving (2 pieces)
15,99 £

4251285545748 CF4661_989 6x garment bag with moth protection strap rings, 
garment cover with window, protective cover for storing

35,99 £
4250847168319 CF4662 1x 10m roll of covering fleece, reusable painting fleece 

with anti-slip coating as surface protection, 180g / m²
30,99 £

4250847168326 CF4663 telescopic shoe rack with 2 levels for up to 12 pairs of 
shoes - pull-out storage for shoes - shoe rack, shoe rack

26,99 £
4251805444360 CF1130 4x locker and drawer lock - locker lock to stick - 90 ° 

angle - child lock locker doors without drilling - security 
11,99 £

4251805444360 CF1130 4x locker and drawer lock - locker lock to stick - 90 ° 
angle - child lock locker doors without drilling - security 

11,99 £
4251805444384 CF1130 8x locker and drawer security - cabinet lock to glue - 90 

° angle - child lock cabinet doors without drilling - securi
13,99 £

4251805444384 CF1130 8x locker and drawer security - cabinet lock to glue - 90 
° angle - child lock cabinet doors without drilling - securi

13,99 £
4250847168456 CF4671 10x glasses drinking straw in bright colors - straw in 

glasses design - funny party straw for birthdays
15,99 £
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4251285564480 CF4672 16x glasses drinking straw in bright colors - straw in 
glasses design - funny party drinking straw for birthdays

17,99 £
4251285547285 CF4673 6x glasses drinking straw in bright colors - straw in 

glasses design - funny party drinking straw for birthdays
13,99 £

4250847168487 CF4674 4x omelette pan shape heart, for fried eggs and 
pancake, silicone heart with heat protection handle - fryi

11,99 £
4250847168494 CF4675 3x omelette pan heart, for fried egg and pancake, heart 

made of silicone with heat protection handle - roasting 
17,99 £

4250847168500 CF4676 4x omelette pan form - circle, flower, star and heart - 
for fried eggs and pancake, silicone form with heat prot

11,99 £
4250847168524 CF4678 4x omelette pan shape heart & star, for fried egg and 

pancakes, silicone mold with heat protection handle - ro
15,99 £

4251805403763 CF4679 4x Fine mesh kitchen sieve - Stainless steel sieve with 
reinforced handle - Stainless steel sieve in 2 variants

15,99 £
4250847168593 CF4684 4x detangling brush to detangle and untangle hair - 

anti-tangle hairbrush - detangler for all hair types
13,99 £

4250847168678 CF5609 poultry shears stainless steel 25cm 15,99 £
4250847168784 CF1525 8x hooded rain poncho - disposable poncho in bright 

colors - emergency poncho for concerts, stadiums, hikin
15,99 £

4250847168845 CF4347 2 tea strainers, tea filters in bright colors for tea lovers, 
tea eggs

11,99 £
4250847168869 CF4343 5-piece tea set, teapot and 4 tea cups made of ceramic, 

artfully glazed tea service for tea ceremonies, stonewar
15,99 £

4250847168890 CF4341 2x tea strainer for cups, tea filter for loose tea and tea 
leaves, tea tea for tea lovers

17,99 £
4250847163710 CF4353 71-piece stamp set Rubber stamp in a rustic wooden 

box with letters (alphabet), numbers & special character
17,99 £

4250847169156 CF4721 4x Bra "O" clip - for hiding and shortening the bra 
straps in black, white, beige and transparent

8,99 £
4250847169163 CF4723 10x Straws made of stainless steel, drinking straws, 

rustproof, straw with cleaning brush, reusable - 21.5 cm
17,99 £

4250847169163 CF4723 10x Straws made of stainless steel, drinking straws, 
rustproof, straw with cleaning brush, reusable - 21.5 cm

17,99 £
4250847169170 CF4723 5x Straws made of stainless steel, drinking straws, 

rustproof, straw with cleaning brush, reusable - 21.5 cm
8,99 £

4250847169170 CF4723 5x Straws made of stainless steel, drinking straws, 
rustproof, straw with cleaning brush, reusable - 21.5 cm

8,99 £
4250847169248 CF4729 32-piece tool set with screwdriver and various bits - 

screwdriver with fine socket wrenches in a practical box
8,99 £

4250847169293 CF4734 Set of 2 mouse doorstops in black and gray, 12.0 x 9.0 
cm made of silicone (2 pieces gray / black)

13,99 £
4250847199603 CF4735 door stopper mouse 12.0 x 9.0 cm made of silicone (set 

of 4 gray / black)
15,99 £

4250847169316 CF4360 5x mouse-door-stopper in black, 12,0 x 9,0 cm made of 
silicone (5 pieces black)

15,99 £
4250847169323 CF4361 5x mouse-door-stopper in gray, 12,0 x 9,0 cm made of 

silicone (5 pieces gray)
15,99 £

4250847169354 CF4737 3 in 1 overcooking protection cover - Protects against 
overcooking & splashing, steaming function

15,99 £
4250847169521 CF4754 Muffin Baking Pan Made of Carbon Steel with 12 

Colourful Silicone Baking Cups, 35 x 26.5 cm - Baking S
26,99 £

4251285585058 CF4755 bottle cooler - champagne cooler - ice cube cooler made 
of stainless steel, wine cooler - ice cube bucket double-

26,99 £
4250847169781 CF4780 Silicone Mold "Roses" for marzipan and fondant - 

homemade cake decoration
8,99 £

4250847169798 CF4781 silicone mold "flowers" for marzipan and fondant - 
homemade cake decoration [color varies]

11,99 £
4251285533202 CF4783_989 11-Piece Cake Modeling Set, Fondant Set- Knife, 

Modeling Tools (8 Pieces), Smoothing, Rolling Rod
17,99 £

4251285589834 CF4784 set of 2 reflective tapes, snap bands ideal for joggers 
and cyclists!

8,99 £
4251285589834 CF4784 set of 2 reflective tapes, snap bands ideal for joggers 

and cyclists!
8,99 £

4251805403763 CF4679 4x Fine mesh kitchen sieve - Stainless steel sieve with 
reinforced handle - Stainless steel sieve in 2 variants

15,99 £
4251285576322 CF4766 3x belt rings - belt holder or tie holder made of metal to 

hang up - clothes hangers - tie ring
11,99 £

4251285576322 CF4766 3x belt rings - belt holder or tie holder made of metal to 
hang up - clothes hangers - tie ring

11,99 £
4251285589599 CF7850 set of 8 passive aluminum heat sinks 15x13 mm 

suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B and RAM GPU co
8,99 £
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4251285589599 CF7850 set of 8 passive aluminum heat sinks 15x13 mm 
suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B and RAM GPU co

8,99 £
4250847170176 CF4357 3x passive heat sink made of copper for RAM GPU 

cooling- passive cooling for sticking 22 x 8 x 5 mm
13,99 £

4250847170701 CF4859 Set of 2 Sexy Black Latex Leggings with Sewn Decor on 
the Calf (XL / XXL)

17,99 £
4250847170770 CF4866 Set of 2 Sexy Black Latex Jegging Legging with pockets 

(M / L)
26,99 £

4250847171050 CF4894 2x magnifying glass for seniors, magnifying glass in 
credit card format, magnifying glass with 3x magnificati

11,99 £
4250847171067 CF4894 6-piece set magnifying glass with cover - plastic 

magnifier in credit card size - reading magnifier with 3x 
8,99 £

4250847171104 CF4894 9-piece set magnifying glass with cover - plastic 
magnifying glass in credit card size - reading magnifier 

8,99 £
4250847171166 CF0637 24x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 

coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do
17,99 £

4250847109350 CF0634 18x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 
coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do

15,99 £
4250847137315 CF0635 18x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 

coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do
26,99 £

4251805406290 CF4974 400x Labels self-adhesive - Household labels for glasses 
and bottles - Stickers writable for kitchen, office, hobby

8,99 £
4250847171975 CF4976 sticky notes in various neon colors and shapes / sizes 3x 

300 sheets (900 sheets) + 5x flexible pencils
13,99 £

4250847172323 CF5010 Set male header single row 10x male and 10x female 40 
pin PCB header 2,54mm + 40x jumpers M / M, 40x jum

17,99 £
4250847172330 CF5011 24-piece nail stamp set for fingernails toenails Great set 

to make fingernails shine in a great design. Nail tattoo s
13,99 £

4250847172347 CF5012 24-piece nail stamp set for fingernails toenails Great set 
to make fingernails shine in a great design. Nail tattoo s

13,99 £
4250847172354 CF5013 24-piece nail stamp set for fingernails toenails Great set 

to make fingernails shine in a great design. Nail tattoo s
13,99 £

4250847172392 CF4914 saving set 5 blocks of 20 sheets, A4 drawing block 
white, extra strong 120 gsm

15,99 £
4250847172408 CF4907 20x folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 

stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free
15,99 £

4250847172446 CF5018 artist painting set for art lessons with 6 paint pots + 
brush cups + 10 artist brushes + mixing palette

13,99 £
4250847172453 CF2137 2x mini tripod head with ball head / tripod mini ball 

head with 1/4 "thread for DSLR camera tripod rotatable 
15,99 £

4250847172538 CF5022 learning set consisting of 21 counting cards + 25 
counting sticks designed in color for the start at school 

13,99 £
4250847172545 CF4635 carabiner economy set aluminum carabiner with screw 

cap silver-colored (3 pieces)
15,99 £

4250847172569 CF4782 100x wooden ice cream sticks - wooden sticks for 
coffee, cakepops, lollies and ice cream - wooden sticks f

8,99 £
4250847172576 CF4782 200x wooden ice cream sticks - wooden sticks for 

coffee, cakepops, lollies and ice cream - wooden sticks f
15,99 £

4250847172583 CF5025 12x Plastic Battery Box - Storage box for batteries and 
rechargeable batteries - Battery box for AA and AAA

15,99 £
4250847134185 CF0126 COM-FOUR 2x AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack 

extendable / retractable with gold-plated contacts black 
8,99 £

4250847172613 CF0126 AUX audio cable stereo 2x 3.5mm jack extendable / 
retractable with gold-plated contacts black (black - 80c

13,99 £
4251285532298 CF5029_989 4x omelette pan shape, hearts and shamrocks, for fried 

egg and pancake, stainless steel with heat protection ha
13,99 £

4251285556829 CF5033 4x Red LED candles - Decorative candles with light - 
battery-operated LED candles - Candles with realistic flic

30,99 £
4251285576100 CF4717 6 bra extensions for backless dresses, shirts, blouses, 

tops
13,99 £

4250847172828 CF5180 kites in bright colors for kids - Wind Dragon - Single 
Dragon in different models

26,99 £
4251285581425 CF4219 96 Chalk sticks for children - Blackboard eraser for 

children - Giant chalks for children for pavement - Toddl
15,99 £

4251285559561 CF5057 2x mobile phone / smartphone charger holder 11,99 £
4251285590038 CF5062 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer with owl 

motif for children - Warming pad for cold days and on t
13,99 £

4250847173160 CF5070 6 pairs of ladies fine socks 15 the one size set in make 
up / amber color

8,99 £
4251805402933 CF4363 2x electric manicure / pedicure set with 5 attachments - 

nail care set for perfect nails on hands and feet
15,99 £
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4250847173269 CF5082 Watch box leather look for wristwatches 15.5 x 11.5 x 
8.5 cm - stylish display case for your treasures

15,99 £
4250847173276 CF5083 Watch box leather look for wristwatches 30.0 x 11.0 x 

8.0 cm - stylish display case for your treasures
26,99 £

4250847173283 CF5084 Watch box leather look for wristwatches 25,0 x 20,0 x 
8,0 cm - stylish showcase for your treasures

26,99 £
4250847173290 CF5085 Watch box leather look for wristwatches 30,0 x 20,0 x 

8,0 cm - stylish showcase for your treasures
30,99 £

4250847173320 CF5087 Decorative Bottle Holder Wine Holder Wine Bottle 
Holder "The Floating Bottle"

17,99 £
4250847173337 CF5027 8x Door hooks made of matted stainless steel for 

hanging coat hooks
15,99 £

4250847173436 CF10565 3x draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 
stopper with double seal - protection against drafts and 

26,99 £
4250847173450 CF5098 20x suction cups with cable slot for fairy lights and 

window decoration - Strong window knobs for window a
13,99 £

4250847173658 CF2601 12x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance wellness - 
fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v

26,99 £
4250847173825 CF7977 12x carabiner with key ring, snap hook made of 

rustproof aluminum, key ring carabiner for outdoor, hiki
15,99 £

4250847173825 CF7977 12x carabiner with key ring, snap hook made of 
rustproof aluminum, key ring carabiner for outdoor, hiki

15,99 £
4250847173900 CF5142 4x white LED real wax candles, flameless, battery 

operated - a nice gift idea
30,99 £

4250847173931 CF5145 LED light chain battery operated - Christmas decoration 
with fir tree motif - warm white

15,99 £
4250847174389 CF7977 6x carabiner with key ring, snap hook made of rustproof 

aluminum, key ring carabiner for outdoor, hiking, fishing
11,99 £

4250847174532 CF5143 10pcs LED String Light Decoration Battery Operated 
Flexible Christmas Lights Colorful - Create Atmosphere (

15,99 £
4250847174556 CF3025 LED cross - XL LED lamp in cross shape - wireless mood 

light - romantic lamp in a modern design - metal lamp 
15,99 £

4251805431476 CF5153 30x bag closure clips, reusable closure clips, with 
stickers for labeling, clips for bags and muesli

13,99 £
4251285516373 CF5216 2x Thermo drinking cup with handle made of stainless 

steel, double-walled cup, 170 ml
15,99 £

4250847174693 CF5218 vacuum flask made of stainless steel double-walled, 
thermo flask with one-hand operation, 0.5 L

15,99 £
4250847174709 CF5219 3-piece premium hair care set, paddle brush and two 

styling combs made of bamboo wood, bamboo hair brus
48,99 £

4250847174747 CF5223 6x drain strainer, sink strainer XXL Ø 7 cm, white 11,99 £
4250847174815 CF5099 Table Tennis Tournament Set - 4x Rackets, 4x Balls, 2x 

Transport Cases (Mix blue / red)
30,99 £

4250847174853 CF5184 10x multiple compresses cold and warm 28 x 11.5 cm - 
microwaves suitable

30,99 £
4251285543096 CF5235 4x double-sided corneal file XL - rasp for foot care - foot 

file for cornea removal
13,99 £

4251285543096 CF5235 4x double-sided corneal file XL - rasp for foot care - foot 
file for cornea removal

13,99 £
4250847174853 CF5184 10x multiple compresses cold and warm 28 x 11.5 cm - 

microwaves suitable
30,99 £

4250847175164 CF5256 face mask skull - half mask skull for carnival, carnival, 
halloween - silver-colored

8,99 £
4250847175218 CF9494 Bargain Pack Multi-Purpose Reusable Compress in 3 

Sizes - Gel Pad Hot & Cold - Cool Pack - Microwave-Safe
26,99 £

4250847175225 CF3684 Hello Kitty Aufkleber Sticker Collection (4er Set) 13,99 £
4250847175232 CF5124 12x Mini wallet, wallet in 6 colors, 6.5 x 6.5 cm 15,99 £
4250847175249 CF5129 12x Mini wallet, purse in blue, purple, pink and silver, 7 

x 5.5 cm
15,99 £

4250847175355 CF5269 Santa Hat X-Mas Santa Hat Santa Claus Plush Christmas 
Plush Hat

8,99 £
4250847176000 CF5333 Set of 6 self-inking teacher's stamps with 6 motifs to 

motivate students and children + 3x ballpoint pen
15,99 £

4250847176024 CF5335 Set of 6 wooden teacher stamps with 6 motifs to 
motivate students and children

26,99 £
4250847176277 CF5360 2x mobile phone / smartphone charger holder 8,99 £
4250847176444 CF5371 Set of 3 Dishwashing Brushes "Face" with Round Plastic 

Brush Head (Blue, Pink, Yellow)
15,99 £
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4250847176512 CF5378 7-piece pumpkin carving set for the family - carving 
tools for Halloween decoration - cutting saw, shovel, ma

15,99 £
4250847176529 CF5378 14-Piece Pumpkin Carving Set for the Family - Carving 

Tools for Halloween Decoration - Cutting Saw, Shovel, 
26,99 £

4250847176628 CF5230 3x Ashtray made of stainless steel - Wind ashtray with 
removable lid to protect against fly ash - Ø 11 cm

17,99 £
4250847176628 CF5230 3x Ashtray made of stainless steel - Wind ashtray with 

removable lid to protect against fly ash - Ø 11 cm
17,99 £

4250847176635 CF5091 Towel hook "Cold" & "Hot" with suction cup 10 x 9 cm 
silver (4 pieces)

13,99 £
4250847176772 CF5398 5x XL gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 

gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies
17,99 £

4250847176970 CF5418 5x gift bag for gifts and presents - gift bag with various 
designs - gift bag for children

17,99 £
4250847177052 CF5425 Set of 2 Breakfast Set: Breakfast Board & Coffee Mug 

"Vögelchen" Blue
15,99 £

4250847177069 CF5426 Set of 2 Breakfast Set: Breakfast Board & Coffee Mug 
"Vögelchen" Rosa

15,99 £
4250847177076 CF5427 2x breakfast board made of melamine "Vögelchen" blue 

/ pink
15,99 £

4250847177090 CF5429 Coffee mug "Magic" 350ml - heat-sensitive and color 
changing cup - cold = dark / hot = bright

17,99 £
4250847177106 CF5430 writing-note set: 900 sticky notes in various neon 

colours and sizes + 9 ballpoint pens (font colour: blue, 
11,99 £

4250847177120 CF5098 40x suction cup with cable slot for fairy lights and 
window decoration - strong window knobs for window a

15,99 £
4250847177137 CF5098 100x suction cup with cable slot for fairy lights and 

window decoration - strong window knobs for window a
30,99 £

4250847177137 CF5098 100x suction cup with cable slot for fairy lights and 
window decoration - strong window knobs for window a

30,99 £
4250847177144 CF5103 20x Universal Suction Cup Holder with Metal Hooks - 

Suction cups for hanging fairy lights, towels, decoration
15,99 £

4250847177205 CF5436 52mm Lens Hood for Canon EOS M - Nikon D40 | D60 |
 D3000 | D3200 | D3300 | D5000 | D5200 etc.

8,99 £
4250847177397 CF1239 6 pieces crafting scissors with wave patterns pink / 

yellow
13,99 £

4250847177403 CF5423 6x TP4056 1A Lithium Lipo Board Battery Charger 
Module with Mini USB Port (06 pieces)

15,99 £
4251285524248 CF5422 24x cork coasters for drinks - round and square drink 

coasters - glass coasters made of cork
15,99 £

4251805445183 CF5449 Mini HDMI adapter cable angled - Mini HDMI plug to 
standard HDMI socket - HDMI connection cable for SLR 

11,99 £
4251805445183 CF5449 Mini HDMI adapter cable angled - Mini HDMI plug to 

standard HDMI socket - HDMI connection cable for SLR 
11,99 £

4250847176000 CF5333 Set of 6 self-inking teacher's stamps with 6 motifs to 
motivate students and children + 3x ballpoint pen

15,99 £
4250847177557 CF5269 5x Christmas Hat X-Mas Santa Hat Santa Claus Plush 

Christmas Plush Hat
15,99 £

4250847178080 CF5485 connection cable / adapter, 1 connection, AR Drone 
light power kit, LED

11,99 £
4250847178202 CF5497 Diamond Art Set - Mosaic painting by numbers - Cross 

embroidery with colorful stones - Diamond painting
15,99 £

4251285560222 CF3771 2x pineapple cutter 3 in 1 - pineapple peeler made of 
stainless steel, dishwasher-safe - pineapple corer - pine

26,99 £
4251285560222 CF3771 2x pineapple cutter 3 in 1 - pineapple peeler made of 

stainless steel, dishwasher-safe - pineapple corer - pine
26,99 £

4250847178929 CF5552 1000 ml soap bubble liquid for refilling for bubble guns 17,99 £
4250847178950 CF1048 10x pen blood syringe - pen in syringe shape - ideal for 

nurse and doctor costumes for Halloween
15,99 £

4250847178998 CF5558 10x comb with different comb strengths, pocket comb 
in black

13,99 £
4250847178998 CF5558 10x comb with different comb strengths, pocket comb 

in black
13,99 £

4250847179032 CF7260 4x replacement cover for floor wipers - wiper cover 
made of microfibre chenille for thorough cleaning of you

17,99 £
4250847179056 CF3432 2-part set - 1x plug + 1x coupling - high quality TV 

antenna coax plug coupling in white
8,99 £

4250847179063 CF3432 10 piece set - 5x plugs + 5x couplings - high quality TV 
antenna coax plug coupling in white

13,99 £
4250847179070 CF5561 8-piece set Dessert mold Food serving dish made of 

stainless steel, 8 x 4 x 4 cm
15,99 £
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4250847179094 CF5563 48-piece decoration set for Christmas presents - gift 
stickers and clips for decoration, magical decoration stic

17,99 £
4251285590694 CF5564 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer in mobile 

phone design - Warming pad for cold days and on the g
15,99 £

4250847179124 CF5029 8x omelette pan shape, hearts and shamrocks, for fried 
egg and pancake, stainless steel with heat protection ha

13,99 £
4250847179179 CF5570 3x fragrance lamp Classic XL, blue, white, red 15,99 £
4250847179254 CF5578 4x flower wire per 45 meters - craft wire in bright colors 

- flower wire for flower arrangements - decorative wire f
13,99 £

4250847179605 CF5599 10x scented oils in a set - Christmas room scent - 
scented oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water va

26,99 £
4250847179605 CF5599 10x scented oils in a set - Christmas room scent - 

scented oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water va
26,99 £

4250847179612 CF5600 10x fragrant oils in a set - room scent winter mood - 
scented oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water va

26,99 £
4250847179612 CF5600 10x fragrant oils in a set - room scent winter mood - 

scented oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water va
26,99 £

4250847179629 CF5601 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance winter fruit - 
fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v

26,99 £
4250847179520 CF5604 accessory set I. for pirate costumes - ideal for carnival, 

theme parties and costume events (11 pieces - for 2 chil
26,99 £

4251285515970 CF5605 15-piece accessory set for pirate costumes - ideal for 
carnivals, themed parties and costume events

26,99 £
4251285552241 CF5606 accessory set II. for pirate costumes - ideal for carnival, 

themed parties and costume events (15 pieces - for 2 c
17,99 £

4250847179582 CF5566 moth trap 13,99 £
4250847179605 CF5599 10x scented oils in a set - Christmas room scent - 

scented oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water va
26,99 £

4250847179605 CF5599 10x scented oils in a set - Christmas room scent - 
scented oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water va

26,99 £
4250847179612 CF5600 10x fragrant oils in a set - room scent winter mood - 

scented oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water va
26,99 £

4250847179612 CF5600 10x fragrant oils in a set - room scent winter mood - 
scented oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water va

26,99 £
4250847179629 CF5601 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance winter fruit - 

fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v
26,99 £

4250847179681 CF5449 2x Mini HDMI adapter cable angled - Mini HDMI plug to 
standard HDMI socket - HDMI connection cable for SLR 

15,99 £
4250847179698 CF5619 8-piece metal key ring set for lovers in various designs 

with large key rings
11,99 £

4250847179728 CF5161 150 pieces self-adhesive Christmas sticker stickers 
(stars in red, silver and gold colors)

13,99 £
4250847179742 CF5623 gift bag with Santa Claus motif for Christmas and Santa 

Claus - Nicholas bag to fill - Christmas bag
15,99 £

4251285548640 CF5630 LED star with great 3D effect by effect foil and 
integrated fairy lights

26,99 £
4250847179858 CF5634 snowman figure size XL, winter decorative figure with 

pine cone body, loving Christmas details, gorgeous table
26,99 £

4250847179865 CF5635 48-piece Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant 
set - Christmas tree decorations to decorate the Christm

15,99 £
4251805406139 CF3615 3x LED grave light - LED candle "eternal light" - Red 

grave candle with flickering effect
17,99 £

4251805406146 CF3615 6x LED grave light - LED candle "eternal light" - Red 
grave candle with flickering effect

30,99 £
4250847179957 CF5641 Pro Micro Board compatible for ATmega32U4 Arduino 

Leonardo with pin headers
17,99 £

4250847179964 CF5642 6x Cookie molds made of stainless steel - Cookie cookie 
cutters with 2 motives in 3 different sizes - fir and angel

13,99 £
4250847179971 CF5643 6 pcs. Cookie mold set made of stainless steel in 3 

different sizes
13,99 £

4250847180007 CF5645 10-piece wine opener set in wooden case with winged 
corkscrew and stopper, thermometer, spare corkscrew, 

35,99 £
4250847180038 CF5648 electric salt and pepper grinder with tilt sensor 15,99 £
4250847180120 CF5655 COM-FOUR 4-piece nail care set, manicure, pedicure 

made of stainless steel - nail scissors, nail clippers, nail 
13,99 £

4250847180168 CF5658 African Butterfly - African Hair Clip Hair Clip Hair Comb 
(Set of 3 - Black)

26,99 £
4250847180229 CF5663 5x Bra Extender Extension 3 rows of 3 hooks each 

(Extender Set of 5: 5x5cm - White / Red / Beige / Black 
8,99 £
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4250847180298 CF5670 Air Travel Adapter Set II. - 6-piece incl. 5x audio 
adapter and 1x retractable cable 80cm for your flight

15,99 £
4250847180311 CF5672 4x pointed candles and 2x pillar candles made of pure 

paraffin in burgundy
13,99 £

4250847137926 CF2293 7-piece nail brush set + 5-piece nail dotting pen set for 
applying UV gel for the most beautiful nail art / color: p

13,99 £
4250847180489 CF1862 14-piece acrylic gel brush set for fingernails, brush set 

in purple
15,99 £

4250847180526 CF5688 10-piece baking set with dough scraper, baking brush, 
whisk, tongs and muffin cases - kitchen utensil set for b

26,99 £
4250847180540 CF4358 4x Robust 8-shaped aluminum carabiner with double 

lock - key fob
13,99 £

4250847180571 CF5341 Dice 16mm Plastic in Ivory Color (2x Set of 6) 11,99 £
4250847180618 CF5578 3x flower wire - craft wire in bright colors - flower wire 

for flower arrangements - decorative wire for handicraft
17,99 £

4250847180663 CF5697 Remote Control Shoulder Strap for Drones, eg DJI 
Phantom 2, 3, 4, Inspire 1, Inspire 2 or Spark

13,99 £
4250847180717 CF5701 Eyepiece eyepiece cover for Nikon DSLR (5 pieces) 15,99 £
4251285560826 CF5706 telescopic drawer for 60 cm kitchen cupboard - retrofit 

drawers - pull-out built-in drawer for the kitchen - pull-o
48,99 £

4250847180847 CF5712 2 stainless steel wire saws for wood and plastic, ideal 
for outdoor, camping etc.

13,99 £
4251285534001 CF5732 fruit and vegetable peeler in green, robust functional 

peeler with practical planing attachment for the kitchen
8,99 £

4250847181127 CF5733 fruit and vegetable peeler in orange, robust functional 
peeler with practical planing attachment for the kitchen

11,99 £
4251285580213 CF5734 terry cloth slippers, 36 pairs - white closed hotel slippers 

- comfortable slippers - bathing shoes - size 34/35 - col
26,99 £

4251285528819 CF5721_898 4x snap hooks made of aluminum with ballpoint pen 
with foam grip, in bright colors

13,99 £
4250847181301 CF5714 200x Christmas gift labels - self-adhesive labels with 

Christmas motifs - name stickers
17,99 £

4250847181325 CF5751 Adapter USB 3.0 male to female left angled 270 ° 
horizontal (1 piece - left)

11,99 £
4250847181332 CF5752 Adapter USB 3.0 male to female right angled 270 ° 

horizontal (1 piece - right)
8,99 £

4250847181349 CF5753 set of 2 adapter USB 3.0 male to male left and right 
angled 270 ° horizontal (1 piece - right / left gew.)

13,99 £
4250847181356 CF5754 mini HDMI plug left angled to HDMI plug straight spiral 

cable gold-plated black
13,99 £

4250847181530 CF7385 9x pan protection made of felt - pan protectors to 
protect against scratches - checkered pan protection ma

15,99 £
4250847181530 CF7385 9x pan protection made of felt - pan protectors to 

protect against scratches - checkered pan protection ma
15,99 £

4250847181608 CF5774 7x Fragrant oils in a set - Room fragrance spring for 
aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water vaporizers, air hu

13,99 £
4250847181622 CF5764 2x tea egg made of stainless steel, tea strainer for tea 

lovers
11,99 £

4250847181646 CF5656 chip cutter made of plastic, dishwasher-safe with 2 
cutting inserts - chip press

30,99 £
4250847181653 CF5775 handheld fan - mini fan with water tank and fastening 

clip - travel fan for on the go
13,99 £

4251285577770 CF5776 solar light for outside - garden light for the ground - 
path light - solar light - 8 hours running time

11,99 £
4250847181684 CF5778 handheld fan - mini fan with water tank and fastening 

clip - travel fan for on the go
13,99 £

4250847181837 CF5792 Kinesiotape, 5cm x 5m, skin-friendly, elastic, 
breathable, water-resistant, turquoise / blue

11,99 £
4250847181974 CF5805 2x multipurpose whistle in olive green, whistle, 

compass, thermometer, lamp, loupe and mirror in one, 
15,99 £

4250847182315 CF5838 Placemat 44x28 cm black / white transparent 15,99 £
4250847182353 CF5789 candle holder for taper candles - candle holder made of 

metal
13,99 £

4250847182506 CF0918 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel 304 - tea infuser 
for loose tea, spices and herbs - fine-mesh tea filter wit

15,99 £
4250847182513 CF5849 10x nail accessories nail design modeling pedicure 

manicure decorative strips Pack of 10 rolls of striping ta
11,99 £

4251285542532 CF5850 Butterfly wings Pink and Purple each with headband 
and wand, costume set, children's costume

15,99 £
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4251285575899 CF5836 3 current and voltage tester, multitool with screwdriver 
and phase tester, electrical accessories

13,99 £
4251285575899 CF5836 3 current and voltage tester, multitool with screwdriver 

and phase tester, electrical accessories
13,99 £

4250847182544 CF5851 2 voltage tester, current tester, screwdriver, phase 
tester / electrical accessories plus electrical tape

13,99 £
4250847182728 CF5867 18x mini automotive fuses, set of flat fuses for the car, 

standard plug-in fuse for all brands of vehicles, 7.5-30 a
8,99 £

4250847182735 CF5867 30x mini automotive fuses, set of flat fuses for the car, 
standard plug-in fuse for all brands of vehicles, 7.5-30 a

13,99 £
4250847182827 CF5877 3x LED grave light - LED Candle "Eternal Light" in red - 

Battery-powered grave candle with flickering effect
17,99 £

4250847183015 CF5895 5-piece children's make-up set, make-up make-up set 
for the princess with paints and brushes, silver, yellow, 

13,99 £
4250847183084 CF5717 Children's stamp set 2 x 8 pieces, 6 different motives 13,99 £
4250847183091 CF5902 Deco skull with glitter - Skull decoration for Día de los 

Muertos - Colored skull for Day of the Dead
13,99 £

4250847183169 CF5908 face mask "Dia de los Muertos" for carnival, carnival or 
Halloween - color: white / colorful

11,99 £
4250847183220 CF5914 anti-stress ball - squeeze toy - squeeze figure for 

children and adults - anti-stress shape to relieve tension
13,99 £

4250847183237 CF5915 multitool with carabiner - key tool - key ring with 8 
functions - bottle opener - screwdriver

8,99 £
4250847183244 CF5916 Camera mount Stand for bike and Montorrad Handlebar 

in black eg suitable for Nikon, Canon, Olympus, Fujifilm,
15,99 £

4251285540637 CF5917 Camera mount tripod with clamp, tripod head with ball 
head on clamp, in black

15,99 £
4250847183329 CF5923 4x gecko suction cup wall hooks - small approx. 7 x 5.5 

cm - lizard towel holder - lizard coat hook in bright color
13,99 £

4250847183503 CF5941 2 large floating candles, three wick candle for outside 
and inside, Ø 16 cm

15,99 £
4251285539228 CF4358 2x Robust 8-shaped aluminum carabiner with double 

lock - key fob
11,99 £

4251285516380 CF5914 2x Sheep decoration stand for Easter - Sheep with fur - 
Decoration figures for Easter decoration - Easter sheep i

15,99 £
4250847183558 CF5915 Multifunctional key tool with 8 functions (2 pieces) 15,99 £
4251285595750 CF5948 vegetable / raw food grater made of stainless steel, 

universal grater with different friction surfaces
11,99 £

4250847183633 CF5951 Fingermassage Relax ring, acupressure ring for wellness 
treatment and stress management

13,99 £
4251805403381 CF5956 garlic press in a set with silicone peeler and cleaning 

brush - garlic rocker with bottle opener - garlic cutter
17,99 £

4251285589629 CF5957 apple divider made of stainless steel 13,99 £
4250847183800 CF4381 2x vacuum bag set Large 80 x 100 cm, storage bag, 

space savings up to 75%
13,99 £

4250847183824 CF5771 9x pan protection made of felt - pan protector to protect 
against scratches - pan protection mat for frying pans, p

15,99 £
4250847183824 CF5771 9x pan protection made of felt - pan protector to protect 

against scratches - pan protection mat for frying pans, p
15,99 £

4250847183831 CF7455 2x cheerleader PomPom in pink 17,99 £
4250847183978 CF5879 3x Venetian eye mask in shiny red metallic look in a set 13,99 £
4250847184012 CF5891 2 collars with large priest's crosses for dressing up at 

Mardi Gras or Halloween
11,99 £

4250847184135 CF5995 wooden tags for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decorations made of wood - wooden decorations Christ

13,99 £
4251805432930 CF5948 2x Vegetable grater - stainless steel vegetable slicer - 

universal grater with different grating surfaces for veget
13,99 £

4250847184357 CF6014 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

17,99 £
4250847184364 CF6015 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
17,99 £

4250847184371 CF6016 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

17,99 £
4250847184388 CF1704 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
17,99 £

4250847184395 CF6018 2x USB Type B mini 5 pin male to mini female angled 
90 ° left and right

11,99 £
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4250847184432 CF6022 5x pairs of high-quality guest slippers in a set - guest 
slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child

26,99 £
4250847184470 CF5226 2x grill tongs made of stainless steel, multi-purpose 

kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip, appr
15,99 £

4250847184500 CF6028 coaxial adapter, coaxial socket to MCX plug, 13 cm total 
length, versatile MCX coaxial coupling

8,99 £
4250847184555 CF6033 2x SAT cable flat, flexible window lead-through with 

standard coaxial plug and socket - window adapter for S
15,99 £

4250847184579 CF6035 3x coffee paddies - coffee cans for coffee pods - 
storage containers for coffee pods - decorative cans wit

26,99 £
4250847184586 CF6036 3x coffee paddies - coffee cans for coffee pods - 

storage containers for coffee pods - decorative cans wit
26,99 £

4251285550513 CF5793_989 20x nose strips for better breathing, nose strips to 
reduce snoring

13,99 £
4250847184661 CF0770 5x USB Flash Drive mini Adapter microSD TF Card 

Reader Card Card Reader Writer (Black / Red)
15,99 £

4250847184692 CF6041 COM-FOUR 3-part nail care set, manicure, pedicure 
made of high-quality stainless steel - nail scissors, nail cl

13,99 £
4250847184708 CF5651 3x microwave cover made of plastic, 26.5 cm Ø, 

transparent
15,99 £

4250847184715 CF5913 3x universal hot shoe adapter, 1/4 "screw aluminum 
adapter, holder for hot shoe, flash holder, lamp holder

13,99 £
4251285552265 CF5911 3x hot shoe adapter with 1/4 "inch thread 8,99 £
4250847184739 CF5912 3x hot shoe adapter with 3/8 "inch thread 15,99 £
4250847184746 CF3899 8x brightly colored plastic breakfast cutting boards 26,99 £
4250847184753 CF3899 4x brightly colored plastic breakfast cutting boards 15,99 £
4250847184760 CF5659 12x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, Vitra 

rods - adhesive hooks for windows, window hooks - whi
13,99 £

4250847184760 CF5659 12x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, Vitra 
rods - adhesive hooks for windows, window hooks - whi

13,99 £
4250847184784 CF5659 24x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, 

Vitragestangen - adhesive hooks for windows, window h
13,99 £

4250847184784 CF5659 24x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, 
Vitragestangen - adhesive hooks for windows, window h

13,99 £
4250847184791 CF5865 30x Ice Cube Bag for up to 720 Ice Cubes - Bags for 

Preparing Ice Cubes - Ice Cube Foil - Ice Balls for Cold 
13,99 £

4251285536029 CF5865 50 Ice cube bags - Ice trays for drinks up to 1200 ice 
cubes - Ice ball cubes for juices or cocktails - Ice mould

15,99 £
4250847184814 CF5951 2x finger massage Relax ring, acupressure ring for 

wellness treatment and stress management
8,99 £

4250847184821 CF6045 burger press, hamburger press set made of cast 
aluminum for delicious hamburgers, patties, BBQ, burge

13,99 £
4250847184920 CF5935 1 pair of wellness gloves, double-sided massage glove 13,99 £
4250847185002 CF6065 Mini Carabiner in Set of 2, Black & Silver 8,99 £
4251285546424 CF6065 Mini carabiner in set of 4, 2x black & 2x silver 13,99 £
4250847185064 CF5991 2x decorative reindeer horse for Christmas - reindeer 

made of wood artificial fur and bells - reindeer figure as 
17,99 £

4250847185071 CF5992 24 x shower curtain rings clear - for shower curtain rods 
made of polyethylene in C-shape - easy and very easy t

13,99 £
4250847185095 CF6067 3-piece scented candle set to relax and feel good 

(jasmine essence, lavender moments, french vanilla)
15,99 £

4250847185132 CF3141 14-piece plastic chopping board set - breakfast boards 
with board holder - small sustainable serving platters - b

35,99 £
4250847185170 CF6072 cat transport box with toy cat, educational toy also for 

other stuffed animals such as dog, mouse and rabbit
15,99 £

4250847185514 CF6106 06-piece Police Car Set with various vehicles, 
helicopters and motorcycle - Car Toy for Children

13,99 £
4250847185538 CF6394 adapter set Toslink, female / female & female / 3.5mm 

jack
13,99 £

4250847185545 CF6108 15-piece Police Car Set with helicopter, motorcycle and 
street signs for children to play and collect

11,99 £
4251285550520 CF6109 15-Piece Toy Car Set - Mini Fire Brigade Vehicles for 

Gambling and Collecting - Toy Cars and Motorcycles wit
13,99 £

4250847185569 CF6110 Red tractor with different trailers 11,99 £
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4250847185576 CF6111 Green tractor with trailer (green trailer) 15,99 £
4250847185620 CF6116 garbage truck in green metal 17,99 £
4250847185699 CF6123 UV and Protection Filter, 52 mm, Digital, for various 

cameras
8,99 £

4250847185705 CF6124 6-piece Animal Mask Set, Lion, Tiger, Giraffe, Zebra, 
Monkey and Bear

13,99 £
4250847185729 CF6126 Bamboo shoe rack with 2 levels, approx. 75 x 33 x 33 

cm
35,99 £

4251285541009 CF6134 Stainless steel door stop - door holder in chrome design 
- door protection Ø 10 cm - door stop - stop protection

15,99 £
4250847185828 CF6136 espresso maker up to 6 cups, aluminum 26,99 £
4250847185842 CF6138 Stainless Steel Facial Tissue Box - Handkerchief Box 

suitable for attaching to the Wall - High Quality Tissue B
17,99 £

4250847185859 CF6139 bathtub shelf made of bamboo - practical bathtub 
support - bathtub caddy made of wood - bathtub tray w

13,99 £
4251285539976 CF6140_996 4x egg cups made of stainless steel, with a matt look 15,99 £
4251285531420 CF6141 hair dryer holder, hair dryer holder, chrome-plated, with 

suction cups (2 kg load capacity)
15,99 £

4251285528697 CF6144 1x key stone "little rock" - stone with secret 
compartment - key hiding place in stone look - geocachi

13,99 £
4250847186054 CF6159 10x large capacity refill type "G2", metal, black, ISO 

12757-2
11,99 £

4250847186061 CF6160 10x large capacity refill type "G2", metal, blue, ISO 
12757-2

11,99 £
4250847186115 CF6165 8-piece mouth / ring spanner set made of steel in a 

practical holder
15,99 £

4250847186122 CF6166 6-piece bath set in white, cosmetic bucket (5 l), toilet 
brush, lotion dispenser, toothbrush tumbler, soap dish a

30,99 £
4250847186207 CF6174 potato press made of stainless steel, dishwasher-safe - 

spaetzle press - spaghetti ice cream press - potato mas
30,99 £

4250847186733 CF6227 door stopper with handle - chrome-plated door holder - 
door stop in a modern design

15,99 £
4250847186788 CF6232 garbage bag stand with lid, can be set up in 3 possible 

heights, ideal for home, garden, workshop and camping
17,99 £

4251285547223 CF6233_989 baking sheet adjustable, non-stick coated, 33 - 52 cm 26,99 £
4250847186955 CF6249 Outdoor brush heavy duty - House broom with 

horsehair mixture - Garden broom - Furwell pet hair bro
13,99 £

4250847187341 CF6748 3x ice cube molds in three bright colors (3 
green/orange/blue)

8,99 £
4250847187365 CF6124 12-piece animal mask set, lion, tiger, giraffe, zebra, 

monkey and bear
17,99 £

4250847187471 CF6300 thermal glass fabric tape & adhesive - sealing cord for 
stove and fireplace - sealing tape length 2m with firepro

15,99 £
4250847187556 CF6123 2x UV and protection filter, 52 mm, digital, for different 

cameras
11,99 £

4250847187914 CF6343 pond cover net, 2 x 3 meters, with 6 net anchors 11,99 £
4250847187921 CF6344 pond cover net, 6 x 3 meters, with 10 net anchors 26,99 £
4250847187938 CF6345 pond cover net, 6 x 5 meters, with 10 net anchors 26,99 £
4250847187945 CF6346 pond cover net, 6 x 10 meters, with 20 net anchors 35,99 £
4251285570399 CF6355 basket mouse trap, mouse trap, round, with 2 entrances 15,99 £
4250847189109 CF6385 3x hair glitter, each 125ml (375 ml), silver, gold and 

colored
15,99 £

4250847188386 CF6390 4x shower sponge XL - bath sponge in great colors - 
washing sponge for the shower - massage sponge - sho

26,99 £
4250847188447 CF6395 3-piece set - growing dinosaur in the egg - 12x 3D dino 

stickers with googly eyes - dino set as a fun factor, toy, 
11,99 £

4251285528147 CF6396 3x Slime in a barrel in bright colors - party gift for 
children's birthdays - anti stress Slime - kneading Slime 

15,99 £
4251285528154 CF6397 3x Slime in a barrel in bright colors - party gift for 

children's birthdays - anti stress slime - kneading slime t
15,99 £

4250847188478 CF6398 4-piece bouncy rubber set in various colors, 3 meters 
(per band) elastic twist for children

15,99 £
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4251285505919 CF13377 2x Hula-Hoop to put together - divisible Hullahub tire - 
fitness tire - HoolaHoop for children and adults - blue, y

15,99 £
4250847188690 CF6232 garbage bag stand with lid, can be set up in 3 possible 

heights, ideal for home, garden, workshop and camping
17,99 £

4250847189017 CF3663 4x door hooks made of stainless steel - multi-purpose 
hooks on the inside of the door for jackets and clothes -

17,99 £
4250847189109 CF6385 3x hair glitter, each 125ml (375 ml), silver, gold and 

colored
15,99 £

4250847189109 CF6385 3x hair glitter, each 125ml (375 ml), silver, gold and 
colored

15,99 £
4250847189666 CF6000 2x adapter, for PDA / PNA / mobile phone / smartphone 

holder, self-adhesive Ø 70 mm
13,99 £

4250847189673 CF6512 Rubber band rainbow colors, 4m 11,99 £
4250847189840 CF10483 9-piece hot stone set, basalt massage stones for heat 

therapy
13,99 £

4250847189895 CF5999 2x adapter, for PDA / PNA / mobile phone / smartphone 
holder, self-adhesive Ø 78 mm

13,99 £
4250847189925 CF6531 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea-egg for 

loose tea and spices - fine mesh tea filter
13,99 £

4250847189949 CF6532 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea-egg for 
loose tea and spices - fine mesh tea filter

13,99 £
4250847190020 CF6528 2x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 

relax massage spider for the head - head-pawl for more
13,99 £

4250847190037 CF6528 4x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 
relax massage spider for the head - head-pawl for more

17,99 £
4250847190051 CF6536 10x Nail Polish Presentation Display, White, Perfect 

Presentation for Nail Art, Nail Polish, Airbrush, One-stro
11,99 £

4250847190068 CF6537 10x Nail Polish Presentation Display, Clear Transparent, 
Perfect Presentation for Nail Art, Nail Polish, Airbrush, O

11,99 £
4250847190105 CF5436 2x 52mm Lens Hood for Canon EOS M - Nikon D40 |

 D60 | D3000 | D3200 | D3300 | D5000 | D5200 etc.
15,99 £

4250847190266 CF6550 2-pack skipping rope set with wooden handle in red and 
yellow, 230 cm

15,99 £
4250847190273 CF6553 Salad spinner with crank and practical spout, 

transparent, green
15,99 £

4250847190341 CF6560 30x clothespins in a practical basket with a handle - 
basket with a handle for hanging and clips in trendy col

15,99 £
4250847190365 CF6562 4x tea infuser made of stainless steel and silicone - tea 

strainer with lid and saucer - tea filter for tea lovers - di
15,99 £

4250847190372 CF6563 2x tea egg strainer tea tea strainer for tea lovers - set 
of 2 - blue, red

26,99 £
4250847190389 CF6564 2x Tea Egg Strainer Teeei tea strainer for tea lovers - 

set of 2 - green, orange
26,99 £

4250847190501 CF6576 slate plate, 25 x 25 cm, natural slate buffet top, saucer 17,99 £
4250847190525 CF6535 Nail polish presentation compartments set of 4, perfect 

presentation for nail art, nail polish, airbrush, one-stroke
8,99 £

4250847190532 CF6534 2 Breadboards, electronic plugboard with 400 contacts 
for experiments

8,99 £
4250847190556 CF6578 1x self-inflating air mattress / mattress, 188x55x3,8cm 35,99 £
4250847190570 CF6579 Textil Marker Laundry Towel Round Tip (Pack of 4 - 

Yellow Green Red Blue)
8,99 £

4250847190594 CF6581 Set of 3 WC brushes colored, blue, neon green, pink 15,99 £
4250847190808 CF6602 Bookmark gilt, Set of 3, Monkey, Shamrock, Feather 11,99 £
4250847190891 CF6610 17-piece costume set for photos with different outfits 11,99 £
4250847190921 CF6565 clothespin dress with hanger in different motifs - 

clothespins in a basket as a set [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285553576 CF6613 fishing net with shells for decoration - photo net for 
hanging - maritime wall decoration - sea decoration - 1 

15,99 £
4250847191003 CF6618 set photo wire rope with 12 magnets, approx. 200 cm x 

1.2 mm, made of metal - photo wire with magnets for h
11,99 £

4250847191003 CF6618 set photo wire rope with 12 magnets, approx. 200 cm x 
1.2 mm, made of metal - photo wire with magnets for h

11,99 £
4250847191010 CF6619 coffee mug cup with handle in brass knuckles, knock 

out mug in black ceramic with silver-colored handle
15,99 £

4250847191027 CF6620 Table bell, clear bell mouthpiece as a reception bell for 
Porter, kitchen, restaurant hotels & bars, approx. 8 cm 

11,99 £
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4251285527454 CF6642 Magic Echo Microphone, party fun every karaoke night, 
33cm

8,99 £
4250847191348 CF6652 21-piece wall & floor sticker set, wall sticker horror & 

splatter bloodbath - Halloween decoration
15,99 £

4250847191355 CF6250 120x wooden clothespins - sustainable wooden pegs 
made of birch wood - untreated wooden clothespins for 

15,99 £
4250847191355 CF6250 120x wooden clothespins - sustainable wooden pegs 

made of birch wood - untreated wooden clothespins for 
15,99 £

4250847191577 CF6674 Jumbo pencil XXL with eraser, 40 cm 15,99 £
4250847191751 CF6692 6x espresso cup made of ceramic - Mocha cups with 

chrome stand - Small coffee cups for espresso, mocha a
26,99 £

4250847191775 CF6694 12-piece pirate costume set for photos with different 
outfits (12 pieces)

11,99 £
4251285509696 CF6701 snowman figure size L, sweet Christmas decoration, 

ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati
15,99 £

4250847191867 CF6703 Skull Ashtray for Cigarettes - Portable Skeleton Ashtray 
for Halloween - Scary Gothic Ashtray - Skull Decor - Sku

15,99 £
4250847191898 CF6191 24x clothespins with softgrip, strong staples for hanging 

bedding, clothespins for hanging laundry
8,99 £

4250847192161 CF6729 6-part stamp set, wooden stamp in different motives 8,99 £
4250847192222 CF6735 3 in 1 overcooking protection cover - Protects against 

overcooking & splashing, steaming function
15,99 £

4250847192260 CF6739 2x feather duster with telescopic handle - dust wiper 
extra long and extendable - cobweb brooms in bright co

26,99 £
4250847192260 CF6739 2x feather duster with telescopic handle - dust wiper 

extra long and extendable - cobweb brooms in bright co
26,99 £

4250847192291 CF6741 Breakfast Board Set of 2 "Papa indispensable" & "Mama 
indispensable" (Set 1)

13,99 £
4251285551251 CF6746 2 Stainless Steel Telescopic Back Scratcher, back and 

head massager in blue and pink
13,99 £

4250847192369 CF6748 9x ice cube molds in three bright colors (9er 
green/orange/blue)

15,99 £
4250847192611 CF7391 20x Deco Pendant Easter - Deco Set made of wood with 

different Easter motives for the Easter shrub
15,99 £

4250847192628 CF6576 2 slates, 25 x 25 cm, buffet plate, coasters 26,99 £
4250847193861 CF6897 2-piece set with cake lifter and cake divider

 - Plastic cake savers and cake decorators
13,99 £

4250847193892 CF6899 5-piece rubber long set, in different colors, 46cm and 
17cm

13,99 £
4250847193915 CF6590 Rubber band set, 2 big snakes in different colors, 46cm 11,99 £
4250847193939 CF6234 2x Premium permanent baking foil, reusable and heat-

resistant baking paper, non-stick coated and dishwasher
13,99 £

4250847193946 CF6223 6x bar spoons made of stainless steel - long drink 
spoons - long spoons for latte macchiato - ice cream sp

13,99 £
4251285557925 CF6159 20x large capacity refill type "G2", metal, black, ISO 

12757-2
15,99 £

4250847193984 CF6160 20x large capacity refill type "G2", metal, blue, ISO 
12757-2

15,99 £
4251285514782 CF6353 8x mouse trap economy pack 11,99 £
4251285565531 CF6357 3x vole trap, Bavarian shape, made of copper-plated 

steel wire, ca. 15,5 x 8 x 5,5 cm
15,99 £

4250847194035 CF6906 stainless steel coffee mug - 350 ml per coffee mug - 
thermal drinking mug made of high-quality stainless ste

26,99 £
4250847194066 CF6909 set of 2 cereal bowl & jumbo cup "Faces", yellow / 

green, XXL cup with large cereal bowl
17,99 £

4250847194097 CF6912 set of 2 cereal bowl & jumbo cup "Faces", blue / yellow, 
XXL cup with large cereal bowl

17,99 £
4250847194110 CF6913 3x cereal bowl colored, 350ml, porcelain, soup bowl, 

gray, dark-green, dark-purple
26,99 £

4250847194127 CF6915 3 pieces ragout fin bowls, pie cases, creme brulee, in 
bright colors

15,99 £
4250847194165 CF6918 4x coffee mug Black & White, 325 ml, porcelain, coffee 

cup, coffee pot, black & white, white & black
26,99 £

4250847194189 CF6920 6x ceramic egg cups - egg holder in great colors - egg 
cup set for the whole family

17,99 £
4250847194219 CF6923 pink piggy bank - money box with lock - money box 

that can be opened - lucky pig for saving, for weddings,
15,99 £
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4251285538955 CF6325 3x fly screens with hook-and-loop fastener tape - insect 
protection for windows - mosquito protection that can b

13,99 £
4250847194561 CF6957 pin-on watch - nurse watch with a smiling face, heart 

rate monitor
11,99 £

4250847194578 CF6957 pin-up watch - nurse watch with a smiling face, heart 
rate monitor

11,99 £
4250847194677 CF6162 2x reading lamps with LED illumination, 5x 

magnification
15,99 £

4250847194707 CF6904 2 back scraper with telescopic rod and anti-slip handle 
in different colors [selection varies]

13,99 £
4250847194721 CF6168 12x Adhesive Hooks Stainless Steel, brushed, round, 6 x 

2 pieces
13,99 £

4250847194738 CF6169 12x adhesive hook stainless steel, brushed, square, 6 x 
2 pieces

15,99 £
4250847194752 CF6974 6x silicone teacup, Ø 10 cm, in three colors red, blue, 

orange
8,99 £

4250847195056 CF7001 5x Fuseholder for 5 x 20 mm Closed End Glass Fuse, 27 
cm (5 pieces - white)

8,99 £
4250847195148 CF7008 30x clothes pegs in the basket + 12 softgrip clips with 

strong hold for hanging up bed linen - clothes pegs for 
15,99 £

4250847195230 CF7001 10x Fuse Holder for 5 x 20 mm Glass Fastener with 
Closed Ends, 27 cm (10 Pieces - White)

8,99 £
4250847195247 CF7002 10x Fuse Holder for 5 x 20 mm Glass Fastener with 

Closed Ends, 27 cm (10 Pieces - Black)
8,99 £

4250847195254 CF6225 3 pairs Thermo-Grips, handle protection for cast 
aluminum cooking pots

17,99 £
4250847195261 CF6256 16x kebab skewers made of stainless steel - 22 cm long 

meat skewers - premium vegetable skewers in a set
13,99 £

4250847195261 CF6256 16x kebab skewers made of stainless steel - 22 cm long 
meat skewers - premium vegetable skewers in a set

13,99 £
4250847195315 CF6226 2x glass lid with stainless steel rim, approx. 14 cm 17,99 £
4250847195346 CF4994 20x folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 

stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free
15,99 £

4250847195421 CF7026 4x coffee mug colored with dots, coffee pot made of 
ceramic, exterior color white, inside black, green, blue, r

17,99 £
4250847195452 CF7393 All-weather mat, 60 x 40 cm, green 17,99 £
4250847195506 CF7398 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 

with a load capacity of up to 150 kg - Foldable step stoo
30,99 £

4250847195513 CF7398 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 
with a load capacity of up to 150 kg - Foldable step stoo

30,99 £
4250847195544 CF7029 3x glass lantern - Tealight holder with linen fabric - 

Candle holder with colorful flower motifs
15,99 £

4250847195612 CF7038 4x soup bowl - flat muesli bowl in a modern design - 
porcelain bowl for muesli, soups and other dishes

26,99 £
4250847195629 CF7039 cereal bowl - 4-piece chocolate fondue set - ceramic 

bowl with 2 forks for 2 people with tealight holder - cera
17,99 £

4250847195681 CF7045 1x ceramic lantern - colorful tealight holder for a cozy 
ambience - candle holder with colorful flower motifs

13,99 £
4250847195766 CF7053 2x XXL LED light heart decoration hanger - LED lighting 

with flower pattern made of wood for windows, walls an
13,99 £

4251285529144 CF6776 1x decorative pendant Easter/Spring - door window 
wreath made of felt - felt wreath as Easter decoration fo

26,99 £
4251805429428 CF7062 18x Easter eggs to hang + 23x self-adhesive pictures 

with Easter motifs - Easter decoration in different colour
17,99 £

4250847195919 CF7063 40x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in 
great colors - Easter eggs - Size: 6 cm

26,99 £
4250847195926 CF3233 10x pirate eye patches in black for pirate costumes for 

carnival, carnival, Halloween or other themed parties [s
13,99 £

4250847197234 CF0256 4x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 
shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f

13,99 £
4250847197241 CF0256 16x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 

shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f
17,99 £

4250847195964 CF7065 8-piece Easter decoration set with Easter eggs for 
filling, Easter grass and egg colors - colored eggs from c

8,99 £
4250847195988 CF6851 125g Easter grass in green for Easter nests - Easter 

decorations for handicrafts - wood wool for Easter bask
13,99 £

4250847195995 CF6851 250g Easter grass in green for Easter nests - Easter 
decorations for handicrafts - Wood wool for Easter bask

17,99 £
4250847196749 CF6858 200x name stickers for gifts - gift stickers with different 

motifs - stickers for name tags
13,99 £
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4250847196787 CF7143 2-piece baking set with dough scraper and silicone cake 
brush - silicone spatula for the kitchen - pink baking bru

15,99 £
4250847196800 CF7141 6x candles in the shape of Easter eggs - Easter candles 

sorted by color - Candles for Easter decoration
15,99 £

4250847196817 CF7142 Easter sticker set consisting of 50x name stickers for 
gifts + 64x decorative stickers with great motifs - gift sti

15,99 £
4250847196824 CF6259 4000x Toothpicks Made of Bamboo Wood - Toothpicks 

for Everyday Use - Wooden Cocktail Sticks - 6.3 cm
15,99 £

4250847196848 CF6158 4x espresso cup with saucer, earthenware, black 17,99 £
4250847196879 CF6286 8x cork coasters for drinks - round drink coasters - glass 

coasters made of cork - pot coasters
15,99 £

4250847196879 CF6286 8x cork coasters for drinks - round drink coasters - glass 
coasters made of cork - pot coasters

15,99 £
4250847196985 CF6157 4x espresso cup with saucer, earthenware, white 17,99 £
4250847196992 CF7152 2x Magical tealight holder with pattern in a vintage look 

- in trendy pastel colors - candle holder made of robust 
15,99 £

4250847197005 CF7021 1x decorative stand for Easter and spring - cute felt 
flowers - Easter decoration to put down - Easter decorat

17,99 £
4250847197029 CF6171 4x adhesive hook strip stainless steel with 4 hooks, 

brushed stainless steel (4 hooks)
15,99 £

4250847197067 CF7021 12x Easter eggs - Colorful eggs with a chick motif - 
Easter decoration in three colors to attach - Decoration f

26,99 £
4250847197074 CF6342 100 meters of binding wire in silver color - 2 rolls with 

50 meters of galvanized wire each - Garden wire in silve
13,99 £

4250847197081 CF6341 100 Meters of Binding Wire - 2 Rolls, Each with 50 
Meters of Plastic-Coated Wire in Green - Plant Wire for 

15,99 £
4250847197098 CF6172 4x Towel hook self-adhesive - Towel holder made of 

stainless steel - Coat hook bathroom without drilling
13,99 £

4250847197104 CF6161 2x Universal hook made of stainless steel, self-adhesive 13,99 £
4250847197135 CF7161 2x Brass padlock outdoor - Security lock with 3 keys - 

Padlock for household and work - Heavy duty padlock w
13,99 £

4250847197159 CF6183 4x Padlocks made of Brass - Padlock with 3 Keys - 
Security Lock for Household, Leisure, Work

13,99 £
4250847197159 CF6183 4x Padlocks made of Brass - Padlock with 3 Keys - 

Security Lock for Household, Leisure, Work
13,99 £

4251285546011 CF6182 4x Padlocks - Compact padlocks with lock openers: 3 
keys - Tiny suitcase lock for luggage and travel bag

13,99 £
4250847197173 CF6361 16x Universal hook, S-shape, 6cm, chrome plated (16 

pieces / 6 cm)
8,99 £

4250847197203 CF6269 12x Universal hook, S-shape, 10cm, chrome plated (12 
pieces)

11,99 £
4250847197234 CF0256 4x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 

shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f
13,99 £

4250847197241 CF0256 16x corner protection, edge protection for table, chair, 
shelf - child safety bumper made of silicone, protection f

17,99 £
4251285598737 CF6270 12x Meat hooks in S-shape - Chromed multi-purpose 

hooks - Universal hooks - Hanger connector steel for me
13,99 £

4250847197289 CF6220 8x espresso spoons made of stainless steel - stylish 
cutlery in a simple design - small mocha spoons - 10 cm

15,99 £
4250847197302 CF7168 100 white decorative Easter eggs made of plastic for 

Easter with hanger
26,99 £

4250847197449 CF6611 2x heart-shaped omelette pan, for fried egg or 
pancakes, stainless steel heart with heat protection han

8,99 £
4250847197456 CF6255 50x roulade needles made of stainless steel - 11 cm 

long meat skewers - premium skewers in a set
11,99 £

4250847197456 CF6255 50x roulade needles made of stainless steel - 11 cm 
long meat skewers - premium skewers in a set

11,99 £
4250847197463 CF6255 100x roulade needles made of stainless steel - 11 cm 

long meat skewers - premium skewers in a set
15,99 £

4250847197463 CF6255 100x roulade needles made of stainless steel - 11 cm 
long meat skewers - premium skewers in a set

15,99 £
4251805400694 CF7167 24x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 

wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the Easter bouqu
30,99 £

4250847197494 CF3268 48x white plastic Easter decorations, plastic eggs with 
ribbon for hanging up for Easter - plastic eggs for Easte

15,99 £
4250847197517 CF7167 12x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 

wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the Easter bouqu
26,99 £

4250847197555 CF7183 6-piece placemat with Easter motifs - wipeable 
placemat - place mats - Easter decoration - 42 x 27 cm

26,99 £
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4250847197609 CF6269 24x S-shaped universal hooks - chrome coat hooks - 
coat hooks

15,99 £
4250847197616 CF6266 18x stainless steel roller clips - premium brackets in a 

set
13,99 £

4250847197623 CF6361 32x Universal hook, S-shape, 6cm, chrome plated (32 
pieces / 6 cm)

11,99 £
4250847197630 CF7185 4x rubber tensioner - colored luggage tensioner - 

tensioning rope with hooks - tensioning rubbers for bicy
17,99 £

4250847197647 CF7186 4x rubber tensioner - colored luggage tensioner - 
tension rope with hook - elastic cords for bicycles, cars, 

17,99 £
4250847197661 CF7187 Gutter protection set 6 meters for house, carport, stable 

with 8 clips can be cut to size and weatherproof - rain g
15,99 £

4250847197678 CF7188 1 pair of knee pads for garden work - knee pads in 
green - knee pads made of light EVA

13,99 £
4250847197685 CF7188 1 pair of knee pads for garden work - knee pads in 

black - knee pads made of lightweight EVA
15,99 £

4250847197739 CF7194 Grill Cover - Weather Protection Cover for Grill Carts 90 
x 60 x 115 cm (W x D x H) made of Oxford Polyester

30,99 £
4250847197746 CF7195 Grill Cover - weather protection cover for round grilles 

50 x 80 cm (Ø x H) made of Oxford Polyester
17,99 £

4250847197760 CF7197 9x guy rope for camping, reflective in green - luminous 
tent cord - tension cord - camping cord - rope tensioner

26,99 £
4250847197777 CF7198 Balcony light protection, 6m & 24m rope for fixing, 

striped (1 piece - blue / white)
26,99 £

4250847197791 CF7200 parasol holder for balcony railing - parasol balcony 
holder wide - umbrella holder for umbrella poles up to 3

26,99 £
4250847197821 CF7203 4x coffee paddies for the coffee machine - decorative 

box - storage container for coffee pods
26,99 £

4250847197838 CF7204 Laundry basket, collapsible, 30 liters, green 30,99 £
4250847197951 CF6449 2x Placemat "Jessica" - 45 x 30 cm 11,99 £
4250847197890 CF6274 2x closed metal ashtray for indoor and outdoor use with 

swivel function, Ø 9.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285514393 CF6740 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance plants - 
fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v

26,99 £
4250847197913 CF6246 2x Placemat "Jessica" - 45 x 30 cm 11,99 £
4250847197920 CF6205 16x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 

weighters - weatherproof tablecloth holders
13,99 £

4250847197920 CF6205 16x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 
weighters - weatherproof tablecloth holders

13,99 £
4250847197920 CF6205 16x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 

weighters - weatherproof tablecloth holders
13,99 £

4250847197944 CF6457 2x Placemat "Jana" - 45 x 30 cm 11,99 £
4250847197951 CF6449 2x Placemat "Jessica" - 45 x 30 cm 11,99 £
4250847197982 CF6231 4x placemat "herbs" transparent, 43 x 28 cm 11,99 £
4250847198002 CF7212 4x place mat "Breakfast" blue/ yellow, 43 x 28 cm 11,99 £
4250847198040 CF7216 3x Elastic adhesive bandage, fixation bandage for sports 

and leisure
8,99 £

4250847198088 CF7236 2x mugs Mr. and Mrs. as a wedding gift for the bride 
and groom - couple mugs, wedding mugs - gift for coup

26,99 £
4250847198101 CF6296 2x Placemat "Jodie" - 45 x 30 cm 11,99 £
4250847198118 CF6424 2x Placemat "Jodie" - 45 x 30 cm 11,99 £
4250847198125 CF6280 4x Cutting Mat, Cutting Pad, Crafting Pad, Placemat, 

Transparent & Flexible, 38 x 30.5 cm, Protects against S
13,99 £

4250847198149 CF6444 2x Placemat "Jutta" - 45 x 30 cm 11,99 £
4250847198156 CF6247 2x Placemat "Jutta" - 45 x 30 cm 11,99 £
4251285517189 CF7237 5-piece garden tool set - garden set with double hoe, 

small cultivator, joint scraper, hand rake, flower trowel -
26,99 £

4250847198309 CF7239 4x Ceramic coffee mug - coffee cup in modern design - 
coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 300 ml

26,99 £
4251285539259 CF7239 4x Ceramic coffee mug - coffee cup in modern design - 

coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 300 ml
26,99 £
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4250847198330 CF6197 4 pieces wall hook, solid, double version for garden 
tools and more

11,99 £
4250847198408 CF6309 2x planting machine, powder coated, Ø 5 cm 15,99 £
4250847198415 CF7246 2x Bag shovel for porting food - Weighing scoop for 

grain and flour - Filling scoop - Feed scoop for pets - W
17,99 £

4250847198460 CF7251 5x Pair of guest slippers in set - guest slippers in 
decorative storage - warm felt shoes for children, wome

13,99 £
4250847198477 CF7252 5x Pair of high-quality guest slippers in set - guest 

slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child
17,99 £

4250847198484 CF7253 4x Pairs of guest slippers in set - Guest slippers in 
decorative storage - Warm felt shoes for the family - Gu

17,99 £
4250847198491 CF7254 4x pairs of high-quality guest slippers in a set - guest 

slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child
26,99 £

4250847198521 CF7257 4x pairs of high-quality guest slippers in set - guest 
slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child

17,99 £
4250847198613 CF7266 Set of 4 dishwashing brushes with scraping edge, with 

suspension hook, blue and red, 27 cm (mix of 4)
15,99 £

4250847198620 CF7267 4x dish brush - kitchen brush - dish brush set - dish 
brush - dish brush - 24 cm

13,99 £
4250847198644 CF7269 anti-slip storage box, car, workplace or home, 180 x 83 

x 28mm
15,99 £

4251285505117 CF7272 Set of 2 door edges - reflectors, each 185 mm 11,99 £
4250847198729 CF6235 30x cake tips, Ø 36 cm, white 15,99 £
4250847198743 CF7278 2-piece set grill and kitchen tongs - grill tongs made of 

stainless steel with anti-slip handle - grill accessories for
15,99 £

4250847198774 CF6208 1000x Shish kebab skewers - 20 cm long skewers - 
Vegetable skewers in a set

15,99 £
4250847198781 CF6208 500x skewers made of bamboo wood - 20 cm long 

skewers - vegetable skewers in a set
11,99 £

4251285517769 CF7288 10x scented oils in a set - room scent flowers - scented 
oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water vaporizers, 

26,99 £
4250847198927 CF7291 2 pieces LED lamp, with hook and magnet, blue & gray 15,99 £
4250847199016 CF7300 Jumbo mixing bowl made of stainless steel - Bowl for te 

kitchen - Large mixing bowl, approx. 7 l
26,99 £

4250847199436 CF7274 2x Ethernet CAT 6a LAN Modular Coupling Adapter from 
female RJ45 to female RJ45 - patch cable coupling - LA

11,99 £
4250847199474 CF6096 2-Piece Set Bamboo cutting boards, serving tray - two-

tone
15,99 £

4250847199528 CF7346 flour sieve made of stainless steel, fine mesh sieve for 
flour and powdered sugar, 15.5 x 10.5 x 9.5 cm

13,99 £
4250847199542 CF7348 4-piece stainless steel dessert and baking ring set 13,99 £
4250847199559 CF7347 universal knife block with fiber insert - slit-free knife 

stand in black - all-purpose box Ø 11 cm
26,99 £

4250847199566 CF7350 Solar Winke cat / lucky cat, lucky charm 13,99 £
4250847199597 CF7353 COM-FOUR square stainless steel grater for your home 

kitchen // Vegetable slicer + peeler (ceramic blade) // L
13,99 £

4250847199603 CF4735 door stopper mouse 12.0 x 9.0 cm made of silicone (set 
of 4 gray / black)

15,99 £
4250847199610 CF7354 4-piece kitchen utensil set made of stainless steel // 

Kitchen set consisting of: slotted spoon, spatula, potato 
13,99 £

4250847199634 CF1861 15-piece nail art brush set - manicure set with several 
brushes - modeling set for designing nails - nail design s

11,99 £
4250847199634 CF1861 15-piece nail art brush set - manicure set with several 

brushes - modeling set for designing nails - nail design s
11,99 £

4250847199658 CF7036 2x coffee capsule holder for storing up to 96 coffee 
capsules, metal stacking stand, capsule stand for the co

26,99 £
4251285577343 CF7379 Stainless Steel Solar LED House number lighting - 4 

LEDs with numbers and letters
26,99 £

4250847199757 CF6263 3x coffee measuring spoons made of stainless steel - 
measuring spoons for tea, coffee, cappuccino, cocoa an

13,99 £
4250847199757 CF6263 3x coffee measuring spoons made of stainless steel - 

measuring spoons for tea, coffee, cappuccino, cocoa an
13,99 £

4250847199931 CF6163 18x striped ribbon in bright colors - 20 m per roll - great 
set of gift ribbons for handicrafts and packaging - poly ri

15,99 £
4250847199979 CF7248 10-pack - pill box / tray box, 7 days, transparent 11,99 £
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4251285500075 CF7420 4-piece set - relaxing creams - warm and refreshing 
horse balm, devil's claw, anti-cellulite gel

26,99 £
4251285500112 CF6333 2x Coconut yarn - Tree tie made of coconut fibre

 - Undyed cord made of environmentally friendly natural
11,99 £

4251285500501 CF7427 2 mailbox locks, furniture lock with key, 30 mm 13,99 £
4251285500525 CF7426 2 mailbox locks, furniture lock with key, 16 mm 8,99 £
4251285500525 CF7426 2 mailbox locks, furniture lock with key, 16 mm 8,99 £
4251285500525 CF7426 2 mailbox locks, furniture lock with key, 16 mm 8,99 £
4251285500525 CF7426 2 mailbox locks, furniture lock with key, 16 mm 8,99 £
4251285530812 CF6279_989 250 Piece furniture glider set - Self-adhesive felt glides - 

Chair glides in various sizes
13,99 £

4251285500594 CF6297 120x labels for glasses and bottles in various designs 
[selection varies]

11,99 £
4251285554481 CF2231 3x jute ribbon for decoration - burlap ribbon made of 

jute - ribbon in variegated colors [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285500617 CF5442 Anti-Slip-Pads "Feet" blue & green for the shower & 
bath (08 pieces / blue & green)

13,99 £
4251285500662 CF7445 Ladies Necklace with Cross Pendant - Silver-colored 

Necklace and Gothic Cross with Floral Motif - Costume J
15,99 £

4251285500662 CF7445 Ladies Necklace with Cross Pendant - Silver-colored 
Necklace and Gothic Cross with Floral Motif - Costume J

15,99 £
4251285554481 CF2231 3x jute ribbon for decoration - burlap ribbon made of 

jute - ribbon in variegated colors [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285500723 CF7450 Necklace with spider pendant in silver with rhinestones, 
chain for carnival, carnival or Halloween

11,99 £
4251285500723 CF7450 Necklace with spider pendant in silver with rhinestones, 

chain for carnival, carnival or Halloween
11,99 £

4251285500730 CF6303 40x plant clamps to secure plants - plant clips in 
different sizes - plant clamps - Ø 6.3 cm, Ø 4.3 cm

13,99 £
4251285500778 CF7454 Sexy Ladybug Costume with Wings and Feeler for 

Carnival, Carnival, Halloween (Size M)
26,99 £

4251285500853 CF7462 Necklace with cross pendant - Ball chain with priest's 
cross made of wood - Costume jewelery for Halloween, 

11,99 £
4251285500860 CF7463 Necklace "Serpent of the Nile" serpent in gold 13,99 £
4251285500884 CF7465 Costume set witch children with witch dress and witch 

hat for carnival and other theme parties
30,99 £

4251285500938 CF6334 45x plant signs - plant pins for labeling - stick-in labels - 
15 cm

15,99 £
4251285500990 CF2233 Set of 2 Flower Bypass Scissors & Flower Trowel, black 15,99 £
4251285501003 CF2233 Set of 2 Flower Bypass Shears & Flower Trowel, blue 15,99 £
4251285501010 CF2233 Set of 2 Flower Bypass Shears & Flower Trowel, green 15,99 £
4251285501027 CF7478 COM-FOUR 2x wing mirror flag - fan article Germany - 

wing mirror cover for European Football Championship 
11,99 £

4251285501041 CF7417 snowman figure size XL, sweet Christmas decoration, 
ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati

15,99 £
4251285501058 CF6317 Set of 2 Gardening Gloves Flower, size 8, green & pink 11,99 £
4251285501218 CF7487 toy truck in red with trailer and helicopter, about 39 cm 11,99 £
4251285501249 CF6273 2x stainless steel funnel - funnel with handle - filling aid 

for glasses and bottles - Ø 10 cm
15,99 £

4251285501263 CF7490 2 x fuse holders for vehicle fuses (max. 15A) with fully 
encapsulated housing for cars, boats and motorcycles

8,99 £
4251285501270 CF6332 3x Coconut yarn - Tree tie made of coconut fibre

 - Undyed cord made of environmentally friendly natural
15,99 £

4251285501430 CF7497 6-piece kitchen utensil set, grill spatula, cooking spoon, 
spatula, slotted spoon, perforated ladle and fork made o

15,99 £
4251285501515 CF7501 Fruit basket with 2 hanging baskets, 36 x 43.5 x 20.5 

cm, chrome-plated
30,99 £

4251285501584 CF7508 salad spinner Salad bowl made of plastic approx. 24 x 
15 cm

13,99 £
4251285501874 CF6219 2 drain plugs with chain, drain plug, Ø 6.5 cm 13,99 £
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4251285570443 CF6268 3x drain plug made of rubber - drain plug with chain 
made of stainless steel - for standard drains

13,99 £
4251285501898 CF6144 2x key stone "little rock", stone with secret 

compartment, key hiding place in stone look, geocachin
15,99 £

4251285501942 CF7521 10x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 
joint for key ring - 55 mm

11,99 £
4251285501942 CF7521 10x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 

joint for key ring - 55 mm
11,99 £

4251285549401 CF7521 20x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 
joint for key ring - 55 mm

11,99 £
4251285549401 CF7521 20x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 

joint for key ring - 55 mm
11,99 £

4251285502093 CF4785 4x Reflective tape with LED flashing light - Pants clip for 
bike riders - Pants tape for joggers - Bike pants protecti

26,99 £
4251285578074 CF6278 124x adhesive buffer for protection against damage - 

transparent stop dampers - self-adhesive protective edg
13,99 £

4251805415940 CF6228 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea tongs for 
tea lovers - tea ball for cups - tea filter

13,99 £
4251805415940 CF6228 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea tongs for 

tea lovers - tea ball for cups - tea filter
13,99 £

4251285502048 CF14208 2 pairs of knee pads for garden work - knee pads in 
black and green - knee pads

17,99 £
4251285502048 CF14208 2 pairs of knee pads for garden work - knee pads in 

black and green - knee pads
17,99 £

4251285552258 CF6260 2x tea tongs, tea strainer for tea lovers, Ø 4.3 cm 15,99 £
4251285502093 CF4785 4x Reflective tape with LED flashing light - Pants clip for 

bike riders - Pants tape for joggers - Bike pants protecti
26,99 £

4251285506299 CF6915 12 ragout fin bowls, Ø 9.5 cm, pie moulds, creme 
brulee, in bright colours

39,99 £
4251285502215 CF7260 4x replacement cover for floor wipers - wiper cover 

made of microfibre chenille for thorough cleaning of you
17,99 £

4251285502246 CF6284 2x parking disc with ice scraper & rubber lip - 3 in 1 
parking meter with 24-hour display for your car

15,99 £
4251285502536 CF7552 3-piece mixing bowl set made of stainless steel - salad 

bowl - fruit bowl - metal bowl - stainless steel bowl - ser
30,99 £

4251285502543 CF7553 3x food storage cans set, storage cans for camping or 
picnic - for fruit, vegetables, snack - storage box with pl

15,99 £
4251285502550 CF7553 3x food storage cans set, storage cans for camping or 

picnic - for fruit, vegetables, snack - storage box with pl
11,99 £

4251285502567 CF7553 3x food storage cans set, storage cans for camping or 
picnic - for fruit, vegetables, snack - storage box with pl

11,99 £
4251285502574 CF7554 5-piece plastic storage jar set, storage container with 

lid, food storage boxes in 5 sizes, suitable for dishwashe
13,99 £

4251285502598 CF7556 lunch box with several compartments - slicer box 
stackable for the refrigerator - lunch box leakproof with 

17,99 £
4251285502604 CF7556 lunch box with several compartments - stackable slice 

box for the refrigerator - leak-proof lunch box with lid - 
17,99 £

4251285502659 CF7559 2x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 
for leaves, leaves, branches - perfect as leaf sieve, leaf 

13,99 £
4251285502697 CF7546 5x damask tablecloth 8x1m assorted colors, 5 paper 

tablecloths with different decors
26,99 £

4251285555860 CF6276 4x reflective tapes, 2x hook-and-loop fastener closure, 
2x snapper

15,99 £
4251285502727 CF7547 18x microfibre face cleaning cloths - GSM 250 gr/m² - 

gentle make-up remover to remove make-up from sensi
15,99 £

4251285502727 CF7547 18x microfibre face cleaning cloths - GSM 250 gr/m² - 
gentle make-up remover to remove make-up from sensi

15,99 £
4251285530041 CF7551_898 200 piece set of safety pins made of metal, in 4 

different sizes, 25mm, 29mm, 34mm, 44mm
13,99 £

4251285542709 CF7548 2x Ashtrays - Outdoor ashtray - Ashtrays windproof - 
Anti-storm ashtray with a luminous lid - Ashtray for the 

11,99 £
4251285502932 CF7007 2x tea strainer - ceramic bowl with tealight holder - 

fondue set with forks - ideal for chocolate fondue
11,99 £

4251285502949 CF7575 knife magnetic strip for wall mounting - magnetic knife 
strip - knife holder

26,99 £
4251285502956 CF7004 2x tea strainer for cups, tea filter for loose tea and tea 

leaves, tea infuser for tea lovers
11,99 £

4251285502963 CF7576 2x XXL ashtrays for outside - wind ashtrays - storm 
mesh cups with lid - car ashtrays, Ø 10 cm

17,99 £
4251285536210 CF7534 2x plastic insect trap to hang up, wasp, fly and hornet 

trap in red and blue for outdoors
15,99 £
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4251285503304 CF7544 2x insect trap made of plastic for hanging - wasp, fly 
and hornet trap for outdoors - insect catcher

11,99 £
4251285503076 CF6327 4x fly screens with hook-and-loop fastener tape - insect 

protection for windows - mosquito protection that can b
15,99 £

4251285503083 CF6323 4x fly screens with hook-and-loop fastener tape - insect 
protection for windows - cut mosquito protection - mosq

15,99 £
4251285503304 CF7544 2x insect trap made of plastic for hanging - wasp, fly 

and hornet trap for outdoors - insect catcher
11,99 £

4251285503311 CF7202 60x Plant clamps large - Rose clamps - Plant clamps for 
tomatoes - Tarpaulin clamps - Clip for tarpaulin - 6 x 4.5

15,99 £
4251285503328 CF7201 100x pPant clamps small - Rose clamps - Plant clamps 

for tomatoes - Tarpaulin clamps - Clip for tarpaulin - 4 x
15,99 £

4251285503335 CF7129 High-quality telescopic folding spade - Stainless steel 
and aluminium spade - Sturdy shovel - Folding field spa

43,99 £
4251285503342 CF7549 6 x elastic cords (straps) for sewing into your things if 

they no longer fit, pants, socks and other things then fit
11,99 £

4251285503359 CF7549 9 x elastic cords (straps) to be sewn into your things if 
they no longer fit, pants, socks and other things then fit

13,99 £
4251285503366 CF6258 2x Fly cover - Cover for food - Fly cover for food, 

eating, fruit - Cover & fly covers - 44 cm
13,99 £

4251285576308 CF7592 grill charcoal lighter made of metal as grill starter + grill 
cleaning brush

26,99 £
4251285503397 CF6946 Set of 2 Siikon trivets in trendy colors, purple and blue, 

flower (set of 2)
8,99 £

4251285503403 CF6946 Set of 4 Siikon trivets in trendy colors, purple and blue, 
flower (set of 4)

11,99 £
4251285592612 CF7594 Melon cutter for all types of melons - Melon knife for 

watermelon or pineapple - Ø 28 cm
26,99 £

4251285559356 CF7597 3-piece grill cutlery - grill tongs, grill spatula and grill 
fork made of stainless steel - BBQ grill accessories

13,99 £
4251285503649 CF6830 set of 2 cutting boards in marble look, 35 x 27.5 cm & 

30 x 20 cm
26,99 £

4251285503830 CF3446 2x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove bulb 
40W, E14, P45, 230V

13,99 £
4251285503922 CF4596 16x snap hook with ballpoint pen and pull back zipper in 

different colors
26,99 £

4251285504004 CF7617 Ironing board cover Titanium cover for the ironing 
board, 4 different motives, 130 x 48 cm, 100% cotton

15,99 £
4251285504028 CF7619 ironing board cover Jumbo - cover for the ironing board, 

different motifs [selection varies], 100% cotton
17,99 £

4251285504080 CF7624 Thermo mug, insulated cup, mobile enjoyment, made of 
stainless steel 380ml, with quick press closure (1 piece /

13,99 £
4251285504103 CF7555 2x ice cube tray for a total of 32 ice cubes - ice cube 

container with lid - safe and without leaks
15,99 £

4251285504110 CF7555 3x ice cube mold for a total of 48 ice cubes - ice cube 
container with lid - safe and without leaks

17,99 £
4251285504202 CF7634 5-piece garden hose adapter set - garden sprayer, hose 

piece, water stop, tap connector, adapter - 13mm, 1/2 "
13,99 £

4251285530096 CF6680 4x Place mats for children - Wipeable place mats - Place 
mats in 2 different designs

17,99 £
4251285504448 CF0096 2x Micro SDHC to MS Pro Duo adapter memory card 

microSD to Memory Stick for Sony PSP camera mobile p
13,99 £

4251285504578 CF7652 Camping shower / garden shower / festival shower, 20 
liters

15,99 £
4251285504622 CF7656 25x clothes pegs in the basket + 12x softgrip pegs with 

a strong hold for hanging up bed linen - clothes pegs fo
26,99 £

4251285504639 CF7647 20x folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 
stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free

15,99 £
4251285527225 CF6678 2x stroller hooks with non-slip rubber studs for diaper 

bag - stroller bag holder - pocket carabiner
15,99 £

4251285504684 CF6347 2 x floor vase inserts - plastic insert for floor vases for 
bouquets and arrangements

26,99 £
4251285504691 CF6200 10x chair angle galvanized, 30 x 30 x 15 mm 13,99 £
4251285504820 CF7666 replacement eyecup and eyepiece suitable for Nikon 

SLR cameras D40, D60, D80, D90, D200, D3, D5200, D
8,99 £

4251285504820 CF7666 replacement eyecup and eyepiece suitable for Nikon 
SLR cameras D40, D60, D80, D90, D200, D3, D5200, D

8,99 £
4251285504837 CF7610 snap hook with adapter screw for camera strap, 1/4 

inch camera adapter
11,99 £

4251285570498 CF7666 2x replacement eyecups and eyepieces suitable for 
Nikon SLR cameras D40, D60, D80, D90, D200, D3, D52

8,99 £
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4251285570498 CF7666 2x replacement eyecups and eyepieces suitable for 
Nikon SLR cameras D40, D60, D80, D90, D200, D3, D52

8,99 £
4251285504875 CF7664 2 snap hooks with screw attachment 11,99 £
4251285504875 CF7664 2 snap hooks with screw attachment 11,99 £
4251285504882 CF6630 2x milk tooth box made of wood, wooden box for 

storing the first baby milk teeth and curls of hair, childre
15,99 £

4251285504899 CF6630 2x milk tooth box made of wood, wooden box for 
storing the first baby milk teeth and curls of hair, childre

13,99 £
4251285504905 CF6630 2x milk tooth box made of wood, wooden box for 

storing the first baby milk teeth and curls of hair, childre
13,99 £

4251285505070 CF6530 10x carabiner in set, snap hook aluminum, snap hook 
with keyring in different colors

15,99 £
4251285505094 CF4177 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 

to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go
13,99 £

4251285505117 CF7272 Set of 2 door edges - reflectors, each 185 mm 11,99 £
4251285505124 CF7296 4 brush set, with safety catch in different colors 15,99 £
4251285505155 CF7403 2x audio connection cable, jack plug angled right to jack 

plug, full metal housing, dark blue, 0.5 m long, high-qu
13,99 £

4251285505179 CF7344 8 stainless steel door hooks, without hooks, 7.5 cm 11,99 £
4251285505223 CF7678 decorative heart for planting - Large plant bowl as a 

grave decoration, for the garden or terrace - Loving gra
35,99 £

4251285505919 CF13377 2x Hula-Hoop to put together - divisible Hullahub tire - 
fitness tire - HoolaHoop for children and adults - blue, y

15,99 £
4251285505384 CF4243 Set of 12 Pirate Keychain / Collar / Lanyard in different 

colors
11,99 £

4251805406276 CF7397 200x green plastic plant binder - stabilize plants - tree 
binding tape - plant attachment - plant clips, 14 cm

11,99 £
4250847117973 CF0348 2x Breadboard MB102 / board with 830 connection 

contacts
15,99 £

4251285505919 CF13377 2x Hula-Hoop to put together - divisible Hullahub tire - 
fitness tire - HoolaHoop for children and adults - blue, y

15,99 £
4251285505919 CF13377 2x Hula-Hoop to put together - divisible Hullahub tire - 

fitness tire - HoolaHoop for children and adults - blue, y
15,99 £

4251285506015 CF7644 Set of 5 with 5 different designs, 44 x 28.5 cm 11,99 £
4251285506190 CF4246 2x tea strainer for cups, tea filter for loose tea and tea 

leaves, tea infuser for tea lovers
11,99 £

4251285506268 CF7708 Knee cushion for the garden - Knee mat for gardening - 
Knee cushion for crafts and leisure - Knee protection ma

17,99 £
4251285506275 CF7526 Set of 2 duster, telescopic pole, extendable up to 107 

cm
17,99 £

4251285506299 CF6915 12 ragout fin bowls, Ø 9.5 cm, pie moulds, creme 
brulee, in bright colours

39,99 £
4251285506503 CF7688 10x LED lantern tealight Partylight in 5 different colors, 

battery operated
15,99 £

4251285506565 CF6077 16x fluorescent various insects, plastic, glow in the dark 
(16 pieces)

13,99 £
4251285547193 CF6589 9 shuttlecocks for training and competitions, badminton 

balls in an economy pack
15,99 £

4251285506589 CF5859 12x Sparpack - Germany Wristbands, WM / EM 
Fanartikel

13,99 £
4251285506619 CF6683 16-piece costume set for photos in 2 different outfits / 

Mr. & Mrs.
8,99 £

4251285506633 CF6013 1x Foldable kitchen sieve in white / blue 15,99 £
4251285506671 CF7720 porcelain fondue plate, grill plate with 5 recesses for 

dishes and dips, 34 x 28.5 x 2.2 cm
39,99 £

4251285506718 CF7722 Hammock - Mobile Hammock up to 120 kg - Velour 
Guest Bed - Airbed 191 x 97 x 46 cm

48,99 £
4251285506787 CF6099 2 x fuse holders for vehicle fuses (max. 20A) with fully 

encapsulated housing for cars, boats and motorcycles
8,99 £

4251285506794 CF6581 2er WC brush set colored, blue, pink 15,99 £
4251285506800 CF7725 16x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel and plastic, 

transparent (16 pieces - transparent)
13,99 £

4251285573451 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 
table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl

17,99 £
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4251285507265 CF7749 4x coffee paddies for the coffee machine - decorative 
box - storage container for coffee pods

17,99 £
4251285507494 CF5050 6x hand brush with handle - plastic nail brush - hand 

wash brush in various colors [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285507524 CF4736 Set of 10 plastic drinking tips for beverage cans - 
perfect for kids, cycling and traveling (blue, pink, green,

15,99 £
4251285558908 CF7717 4x soap bubble wand - soap bubble sword - large soap 

bubbles for birthdays, garden parties and weddings - 37
15,99 £

4251285507593 CF7766 Coffee mill in nostalgic design, classic 30,99 £
4251285507609 CF7767 "Fresh Brewed" storage box for coffee and coffee pads, 

black / copper-colored coffee can, 20 x 10.7 x 10.7 cm
15,99 £

4251285523814 CF7774 soap bubble ring - soap bubble sun, multi-bubble with 
420 ml soap suds for up to 13 soap bubbles simultaneo

15,99 £
4251285507692 CF7776 Back Scratcher with Metal Telescopic Pole with Black 

Rubber Grip (1 Piece)
11,99 £

4251285507883 CF7756 4x soap bubble wand - soap bubble sword - large soap 
bubbles for birthdays, garden parties and weddings - 37

17,99 £
4251285525566 CF7784 Anti Stress Ball - Squeeze Ball in the Net - Crumple Ball, 

Squeeze Ball, Toy
13,99 £

4251285507883 CF7756 4x soap bubble wand - soap bubble sword - large soap 
bubbles for birthdays, garden parties and weddings - 37

17,99 £
4251285507890 CF7727 4x air freshener for cars - scented tree in "Germany 

Fan" design - football fan article - vanilla, new car, cherr
8,99 £

4251285507906 CF7727 4x air freshener for cars - scented tree in "Germany 
Fan" design - football fan article - vanilla, new car, fruit,

8,99 £
4251285507920 CF5423 2x TP4056 1A Lithium Lipo Board Battery Charger 

Module with Mini USB Port (02 pieces)
11,99 £

4251805414646 CF7790 high-quality trivet made of stainless steel - trivet for 
pot, pan, baking dish and wok - extendable approx. 22 -

15,99 £
4251805418842 CF7792 Ceramic hob scraper with replacement blades - stainless 

steel scraper for the kitchen - ceramic hob scraper with 
8,99 £

4251285508033 CF7792 Ceramic hob scraper with replacement blades - stainless 
steel scraper for the kitchen - ceramic hob scraper with 

8,99 £
4251285508040 CF7793 10x replacement blades for cleaning scrapers, 

accessories for cleaning utensils, scraper blades for repl
8,99 £

4251285508040 CF7793 10x replacement blades for cleaning scrapers, 
accessories for cleaning utensils, scraper blades for repl

8,99 £
4251285508057 CF4183 2x fly screen in black for the door, 75 x 220 cm, perfect 

insect protection
26,99 £

4251285508088 CF7109 24x decorative doilies for mason jars - jam doilies - 
decoration for mason jars - glass doilies for decorating j

13,99 £
4251285537354 CF7692 6x Salt, - Spice, - & Herb spreader made of stainless 

steel and glass, with different stray openings
26,99 £

4251285570351 CF7692 12x salt, - spice, - & herb spreader stainless steel 30,99 £
4251285557185 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 

table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl
17,99 £

4251285557185 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 
table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl

17,99 £
4251285508149 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 

table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl
17,99 £

4251285508149 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 
table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl

17,99 £
4251285508170 CF6702 10x decorative teeth for pumpkins - plastic teeth for 

decorating carved pumpkins - scary pumpkin decoration
13,99 £

4251285508194 CF7797 4x slate plate, 10 x 10 cm, buffet plate, coasters 13,99 £
4251285508231 CF7743 4x espresso cup with saucer, earthenware, red 17,99 £
4251285508323 CF6610 34-piece costume set for photos with different outfits 11,99 £
4251285597419 CF7502 2x Luggage strap in rainbow colours striped

 - Adjustable case strap
11,99 £

4251285508361 CF7684 2x USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Cable A-Male to Micro-B-Plug 
22 cm black - connection cable / data cable for smartph

15,99 £
4251285508378 CF5420 16x Cork Coaster for Drinks - Set of Round Drink Mats - 

Drinking Glass Trivets Made of Cork
13,99 £

4251285508378 CF5420 16x Cork Coaster for Drinks - Set of Round Drink Mats - 
Drinking Glass Trivets Made of Cork

13,99 £
4251285508385 CF5421 16x cork coasters for drinks - square drink coasters - 

glass coasters made of cork
11,99 £
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4251285508392 CF7796 2-piece set strawberry and tomato stalk remover and 
strawberry cutter

13,99 £
4251285508408 CF6694 24-Piece Pirate Costume Stick Set for Photos with 

Different Outfits (24-Piece)
11,99 £

4250847151052 CF7349 Luxury metal corkscrew set black with capsule cutter, 
spare spiral and 2 wine pourers in a fancy gift box

30,99 £
4251285508637 CF7637 Set of 3 birthday candles with music in 3 great colors 

(white/blue/green)
15,99 £

4251285508668 CF7440 200x plant binder - plant binder green - universal binder 
- flower binder - tie shrubs & stabilize plants - 10 cm

8,99 £
4251805401103 CF7645 40x suction cup holder, multi-purpose hook with metal 

hook and slot for fairy lights and other decorations
13,99 £

4251285508767 CF7435 2x padlock with number combination (2 pieces) 15,99 £
4251285585720 CF6936 set of 2 garden gloves for women, flower motif, made 

of latex, anti-slip coating, one size fits all
11,99 £

4251805402988 CF7809 300g creative sand with sand molds, indoor modeling 
clay for playing and modeling, creative modeling clay fo

11,99 £
4251805403008 CF7810 500g creative sand with sand molds, indoor modeling 

clay for playing and modeling, creative modeling clay fo
17,99 £

4251285509252 CF7628 20x sweet-juice caps for 0.7 and 1.0 liter bottles, size 2 15,99 £
4251285549876 CF4086 2x silicone heat protection glove in gray, oven gloves up 

to 200 ° C heat resistant with anti-slip profile
13,99 £

4251285509382 CF6618 set of 2 photo wire rope with 24 magnets, approx. 200 
cm x 1.2 mm, made of metal - photo wire with magnets

13,99 £
4251285509382 CF6618 set of 2 photo wire rope with 24 magnets, approx. 200 

cm x 1.2 mm, made of metal - photo wire with magnets
13,99 £

4251285509399 CF6646 Snore stopper with checkered cushion, joke article (2 
pieces)

15,99 £
4251285509412 CF6622 Set of 2 magnifying glass, 50 mm & 75 mm, reading 

magnifier
11,99 £

4251285509429 CF6888 3x magnifying glass, 50 mm, magnifying glass 13,99 £
4251285539877 CF7753 80-piece clothespins set, XXL clips in 4 different trendy 

colors, extra large for a secure fit
17,99 £

4251285509443 CF7754 120 clothespins in a savings pack in various trend colors 15,99 £
4251285582248 CF7754 200 clothespins in a savings pack in various trend colors 26,99 £
4251805441321 CF7629 2x Garden Sprayer - Garden Hand Sprayer for Water 

Hose - Hose Attachment for Watering Garden, Beds and
15,99 £

4251285509498 CF7632 2x hose connector for the garden hose - hose coupling - 
hose repair - hose connection - 13 mm, 1/2 "(0.5 inch)

11,99 £
4251285557116 CF7389 set of 3 garden hose connectors - water stop, hose 

piece, connecting piece - hose coupling - 13 mm, 1/2 "(
11,99 £

4251285509634 CF7295 5-pack Sticky Notes - Sticky Notes Office, Sticky Notes 
yellow 75 x 75 mm per 480 sheets, total: 2400 sheets

26,99 £
4251285509696 CF6701 snowman figure size L, sweet Christmas decoration, 

ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati
15,99 £

4251285509726 CF7668 4x Bottle brush for cleaning bottles - Long cleaning 
brush for cleaning bottles - 35 x Ø 5 cm

13,99 £
4251285509733 CF7668 8x Bottle brush for cleaning bottles - Long cleaning 

brush for cleaning bottles - 35 x Ø 5 cm
15,99 £

4251285509740 CF7067 5-piece bottle brush set - bottle brushes in 4 sizes for 
cleaning - cleaning brush for bottles, jugs and glasses

13,99 £
4251285552272 CF7757 6x Bottle brush for cleaning - Cleaning brushes in 3 

sizes - Brushes for cleaning bottles, glasses and jugs
13,99 £

4251285555839 CF7263 6-piece garden set with green handles - double hooks, 
joint scratches, small cultivator, small brush, flower trow

30,99 £
4251285509788 CF7264 Official case for Raspberry Pi 3 (raspberry / white) 13,99 £
4251285510425 CF6493 10 pieces yellow safety warning vest 100% polyester 

One size DIN 471 + parking disc with ice scraper and ru
35,99 £

4251285510449 CF7669 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - tablecloth clamp - 42 g

26,99 £
4251285510500 CF7830 2x grill tongs made of stainless steel, multi-purpose 

kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip
11,99 £

4251285510586 CF7714 2 telescopic fly swatters to take off, colors: yellow and 
orange, 24 - 56 cm extendable

13,99 £
4251285510593 CF7714 2 telescopic fly swatters to take off, colors: green and 

pink, 24 - 56 cm extendable
13,99 £
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4251285510609 CF7718 3x extendable telescopic fly swatter for pest control, 
practical insect killer, telescopic swatter against mosquit

11,99 £
4251285510609 CF7718 3x extendable telescopic fly swatter for pest control, 

practical insect killer, telescopic swatter against mosquit
11,99 £

4251285510616 CF7718 Set of 2 Telescopic Fly Swatters, 25 - 72 cm extendable 
(light green / pink)

11,99 £
4251285510623 CF6250 240x wooden clothespins - sustainable wooden pegs 

made of birch wood - untreated wooden clothespins for 
26,99 £

4251285510647 CF7767 "Coffee HotSpot" storage box for coffee and coffee 
pads, black / copper-colored coffee can, 20 x 10.7 x 10.

15,99 £
4251285510685 CF7839 mounting frame 2.5 "hard drive SSD to 3.5" adapter 

hard drive mounting frame (compatible with up to 2x 2.
8,99 £

4251285510821 CF6498 economy set nurse watch "Nurse Clock", 6 colors and 
designs made of silicone, nurse watch - FOB

15,99 £
4251285511293 CF7262 4x table corner protection made of silicone, shock 

protection for babies and toddlers in bear design
13,99 £

4251285556614 CF7262 4x table corner protection made of silicone, shock 
protection for babies and toddlers in the cat design

11,99 £
4251285511316 CF7262 4x table corner protection made of silicone, shock 

protection for babies and toddlers in frog design
11,99 £

4251285528642 CF7833 4x rubber doorstop in black 15,99 £
4251285550483 CF7863 wick for oil lamps - replacement wick for garden 

torches, bamboo torches
26,99 £

4251285511507 CF7864 glass teapot 1200 ml, heat-resistant glass jug with 
stainless steel tea strainer insert, anti-drip spout, carafe 

26,99 £
4251285511514 CF7865 Thermo gravy boat - sauce pot made of double-walled 

stainless steel - insulated sauce container with hinged li
26,99 £

4251285511521 CF7866 strainer for cooking pots - half-moon-shaped strainer - 
draining grid for bowls, pans and 24cm pots - half-roun

13,99 £
4251285511538 CF7867 Vegetable grater set 9 pcs. With 5 different attachments 11,99 £
4251285511545 CF7868 pizza scissors with serving surface, pizza cutter with 

stainless steel blades and integrated pizza shovel
15,99 £

4251285511545 CF7868 pizza scissors with serving surface, pizza cutter with 
stainless steel blades and integrated pizza shovel

15,99 £
4251285511552 CF7869 Set of 3 scissors Universal scissors Household scissors 

Kitchen scissors Multi-purpose scissors Soft-touch scisso
11,99 £

4251285511569 CF7869 Set of 3 scissors Universal scissors Household scissors 
Kitchen scissors Multi-purpose scissors Soft-touch scisso

15,99 £
4251285511699 CF7879 Necklace for women - Women's necklace with silver 

cross pendant and red rhinestones - Beautiful costume j
13,99 £

4251285511699 CF7879 Necklace for women - Women's necklace with silver 
cross pendant and red rhinestones - Beautiful costume j

13,99 £
4251285530089 CF7858 3x striped coffee mug "White & Black", tea cup, cup, 

mug, 330ml
17,99 £

4251285562509 CF7886 door hanger bar owl - hanging wardrobe for doors and 
cupboards with 5 hooks - door hook bar for hanging - m

17,99 £
4251285512009 CF7888 Door hanger with 8 chrome hooks 13,99 £
4251285546998 CF6499 Magic Box, magic wooden box, magic gift box, money 

safe, treasure chest, wooden trick box
13,99 £

4251285512399 CF3736 3x pizza cutter with soft-touch handle - stainless steel 
pizza cutter - pizza roller in various colors - pizza wheel 

13,99 £
4251285512504 CF7893 4x dish brush - kitchen brush - dish brush set - dish 

brush - dish brush - 25 cm
15,99 £

4251285512542 CF7891 set of 2 toilet brushes, in 2 different colours 13,99 £
4251285512610 CF7887 Set of 3 door hook owl made of metal 17,99 £
4251285540941 CF6065 Mini Carabiner Set of 10, 5x Silver & 5x Black 15,99 £
4251285551657 CF7890 2er Set Türhaken "Mr & Mrs" mit je 1 Haken 13,99 £
4251285512870 CF7413 5x tapas bowl, small flat ovenproof clay bowls, 

terracotta-colored rustic serving bowl, traditional for tap
30,99 £

4251285512887 CF7413 5x tapas bowl, small flat ovenproof clay bowls, 
terracotta-colored rustic serving bowl, traditional for tap

39,99 £
4251285512924 CF7919 Ballpoint pen in open-end wrench shape, approx. 15.5 

cm
8,99 £

4251285513112 CF7107 200-piece set of clip-on clips - clip-on clips for flower 
arrangements in floristry for floral decoration - arrange

13,99 £
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4251285513136 CF7674 2x stainless steel thermal mug - 300 ml per mug - 
double-walled insulating mug - shatterproof coffee mug 

26,99 £
4251285576414 CF7106 2x stainless steel coffee mugs - thermal drinking mugs 

made of stainless steel - double-walled insulating mugs
26,99 £

4251285576414 CF7106 2x stainless steel coffee mugs - thermal drinking mugs 
made of stainless steel - double-walled insulating mugs

26,99 £
4251285513150 CF7105 2x stainless steel coffee mug - 260 ml per coffee cup - 

Thermo-drinking mug made of stainless steel - Double-
26,99 £

4251285513198 CF9654 3x Plugs for flower arrangements - Floral foam for 
natural flowers - Sponge for doing floral bouquets for w

15,99 £
4251285513198 CF9654 3x Plugs for flower arrangements - Floral foam for 

natural flowers - Sponge for doing floral bouquets for w
15,99 £

4251285513204 CF10155 3x Floral foam for flower arrangements - Florist foam 
for dried flowers - Flower arranging accessories - Decor

15,99 £
4251285513204 CF10155 3x Floral foam for flower arrangements - Florist foam 

for dried flowers - Flower arranging accessories - Decor
15,99 £

4251285513228 CF6671 starter set - housing for Raspberry Pi 3, with NEW USB 
charging cable and set of 3 passive aluminum heatsinks 

15,99 £
4251285513280 CF7679 4-Piece Raffia Set - Natural Bast for crafting and 

decorating - Craft Bast in natural colors
15,99 £

4251285513297 CF7680 3-Piece Raffia Set - Natural Raffia Bast for Crafting and 
Decorating - Craft Bast in Green

15,99 £
4251285513488 CF6636 Set of 6 Finger Gyros Animals approx. 6 cm made of 

wood, different species
11,99 £

4251805465709 CF7469 3-piece Halloween costume set - disguise for theme 
parties or on Halloween - accessories for scary costume

15,99 £
4251285556935 CF4529 6x cutting board with wooden holder, breakfast board, 

kitchen board, bread board
26,99 £

4251285513860 CF3685 6x key ring with spring and carabiner for attaching to 
the waistband or pockets

13,99 £
4251285534575 CF7922 3x Toilet Brush with Exchangeable Brush Head in Black 

- Elegant Toilet Brush with Stainless Steel Handle, Unive
15,99 £

4251285534575 CF7922 3x Toilet Brush with Exchangeable Brush Head in Black 
- Elegant Toilet Brush with Stainless Steel Handle, Unive

15,99 £
4251285513921 CF7962 2x USB 3.0 Super Speed Micro Adapter Data Cable 1m - 

A-Male to Micro B-Male - up to 5.000 Mbit / s
8,99 £

4251285558380 CF7925 2x LED bubble gun with bubble water, transparent 
bubble machine for children and adults, bubble gun as a

17,99 £
4251285513976 CF7824 3x washing glove for cars and household - microfibre 

glove - chenille glove - cleaning glove for car care, car 
15,99 £

4251285513976 CF7824 3x washing glove for cars and household - microfibre 
glove - chenille glove - cleaning glove for car care, car 

15,99 £
4251285514003 CF7932 Set of 5 LED foam light stick with flashing lights, disco, 

party, festival, gifts, souvenir, approx. 40 cm RGB 5 piec
26,99 £

4251285514034 CF7782 set of 8 vinyl coasters, Ø 11 cm, vinyl-look glass 
coasters for bar and table as table decoration

15,99 £
4251285514089 CF7733 60x Labels with decorative ribbon - gift tags for labelling 

and decorating - tags for gifts, jars and bottles
15,99 £

4251285514102 CF7732 Glass cutting board in pink, green & white striped, 
approx. 52 x 30 x 0,5 cm

15,99 £
4251285514140 CF6503 2x washing glove for car and household - microfibre 

glove - chenille glove - car care - car wash, 28 x 16 cm
17,99 £

4251285514157 CF7926 3x mucus with dumb-sound in the tin, pop-dough ideal 
for birthdays (Furzknete in green, blue, yellow)

13,99 £
4251285514164 CF7926 3x mucus with puffy noise in the tin, plasticine ideal for 

birthdays (farting clay in purple, pink and orange)
13,99 £

4251805413205 CF7700 2-piece set assortment box - sorting box in 2 sizes - 
utensil box with compartments and lid

15,99 £
4251285514232 CF7933 4x luminous top (UFO) with light and sound wind up (4 

pieces - 2x purple / 2x green)
26,99 £

4251285589421 CF4296 4x yo-yo with flashing light - LED yo-yo for children and 
adults - beginner yo-yo for learning cool tricks - super t

17,99 £
4251285514317 CF7933 1x Luminous top (UFO) with light and sound, windable 

(1 piece - purple)
13,99 £

4251285582408 CF0745 2x USB Flash Drive Mini Adapter microSD TF Card 
Reader Card Reader Card Reader

13,99 £
4251285514317 CF7933 1x Luminous top (UFO) with light and sound, windable 

(1 piece - purple)
13,99 £

4250847190341 CF6560 30x clothespins in a practical basket with a handle - 
basket with a handle for hanging and clips in trendy col

15,99 £
4251285523005 CF7928 2x earthing plug angled black with earthing contact 

angle plug mountable break-proof
13,99 £
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4251285514355 CF7928 5x earthing contact plug angled black with earthing 
contact angle plug mountable break-proof

26,99 £
4251285514393 CF6740 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance plants - 

fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v
26,99 £

4251285514416 CF7980 24x felt pens for painting in bright colors - stable fiber 
pens for children

11,99 £
4251285514492 CF8032 36x felt pens for painting in bright colors - stable fiber 

pens for children
13,99 £

4251285514515 CF7987 Set of 3 bath and coat hooks with 2 hooks each 11,99 £
4251285514522 CF7989  set of 2 wire made of stainless steel - craft wire 15,99 £
4251285514553 CF8014 4x lantern with colorful moon motif - Paper lantern for 

Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre
13,99 £

4251285514560 CF8011 4x Lantern with colourful motifs - Paper lantern for St. 
Martin and Halloween - St. Martin's lantern for children [

13,99 £
4251285514560 CF8011 4x Lantern with colourful motifs - Paper lantern for St. 

Martin and Halloween - St. Martin's lantern for children [
13,99 £

4251285514577 CF8009 2x lantern with colorful moon and sun motif - paper 
lantern for Saint Martin and Halloween - martini lantern 

13,99 £
4251285514591 CF8013 2x Lantern with colorful clown motif - Paper lantern for 

Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre
15,99 £

4251285514621 CF8012 2x Lantern with colorful Tiger and Pirate motif - Paper 
lantern for Santa Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern

15,99 £
4251285570641 CF8012 2x Lantern with colorful princess and frog motif - Paper 

lantern for Santa Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern
15,99 £

4251285514669 CF7991 neck pillow - high quality neck pillow for travel - 
comfortable travel pillow for train, plane, car, bus, ship

13,99 £
4251285514775 CF7767 Storage Box "Pulped Natural" for coffee and coffee 

pads, black / copper-colored coffee can, 20 x 10.7 x 10.
15,99 £

4251285514782 CF6353 8x mouse trap economy pack 11,99 £
4251285589346 CF8052 2-piece set - headphone earmuffs and 1 pair of touch 

gloves for touchscreen operation in winter in pink/grey, 
13,99 £

4251285514805 CF4370 neodymium eyelet magnet, snap hook pot magnet, 
strong magnet with hooks up to approx. 20 kg load cap

13,99 £
4251285514805 CF4370 neodymium eyelet magnet, snap hook pot magnet, 

strong magnet with hooks up to approx. 20 kg load cap
13,99 £

4251805466935 CF8052 4-piece set of headphones with touchscreen gloves, in 
the great colors pink/grey, integrated microphone and 3

15,99 £
4251285514829 CF7788 Set of 4 eggcups "Faces", ceramics, in 4 different colors 15,99 £
4251285514836 CF6101 set of 2 coffee mugs with large cereal bowl "Faces" 26,99 £
4251285514850 CF6103 set of 2 coffee mugs with large cereal bowl 13,99 £
4251285514867 CF6104 set of 2 coffee mugs with large cereal bowl 26,99 £
4251285514874 CF4243 Set of 6 Pirate Keychain / Collar / Lanyard in different 

colors
11,99 £

4251285514935 CF1688 2x tablet box 7 days with French lettering (Lundi - 
Dimanche) - medication box 3 compartments (Matin, Mi

26,99 £
4251285514942 CF6658 2x tablet box 7 days with French lettering (Lundi - 

Dimanche) - medication box 3 compartments (Matin, Mi
26,99 £

4251285515024 CF7829 2x stainless steel paracord needle, knitting needle for 
550 paracord ribbons, craft needle for ropes

8,99 £
4251285515024 CF7829 2x stainless steel paracord needle, knitting needle for 

550 paracord ribbons, craft needle for ropes
8,99 £

4251285515086 CF8056 DHT22 / AM2302 Digital Sensor Humidity & 
Temperature Sensor with PCB and Cable

13,99 £
4251285515123 CF0929 3x ceramic peeler for asparagus, fruits and vegetables - 

universal peeler especially hot - peeler with pendulum bl
13,99 £

4251285532090 CF3920_989 Waterproof Case - dustproof case for tablet and e-book 
reader - protective case in black - 9,4"

8,99 £
4251285515147 CF3920 2x Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for 

Tablet and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Black - 9,
11,99 £

4251285533851 CF7748 2x coffee cans in trendy design, for up to 500 g of 
coffee per can, set 2, round, various decors

15,99 £
4251285515222 CF6195 LED mood light pyramid with 33 warm-white LEDs with 

timer function for the windowsill, as a table decoration f
39,99 £

4251285539853 CF6727 4x toothbrush clock for children - hourglass for brushing 
teeth in different colors - 3 minute timer - egg timer - b

13,99 £
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4251285515253 CF7826 2x Magnetic Hook Neodymium - strong workshop 
magnet with hooks - for kitchen, bathroom, garage or o

11,99 £
4251285515277 CF7492 4x toothbrush clock with suction cup for children - 

hourglass for brushing teeth in different colors - 3 minut
15,99 £

4251285515284 CF6066 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea infuser for 
loose tea and spices - fine-meshed tea filter

13,99 £
4251285515307 CF7148 2-piece premium hair care set, paddle brush and a 

styling comb made of bamboo wood, bamboo hair brus
15,99 £

4251285515338 CF8055 18er Mix Bendable magic pencil with glitter effect ideal 
for children, hardness 2B, 18 cm (mix colors - 18 pieces

13,99 £
4251285515345 CF8055 Mix of 30 Flexible magic pencil with glitter effect ideal 

for children, hardness 2B, 18 cm (mix colors - 30 pieces
17,99 £

4251285515406 CF8099 4x Mini scraper - Universal cleaning scraper for smooth 
surfaces - Practical scraper for hobs

13,99 £
4251285515413 CF8009 2x Lantern with colorful sun motif - Paper lantern for 

Santa Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre
15,99 £

4251285515420 CF7852 COM-FOUR 2x pop-up laundry box (foldable) // Color: 
blue // Material: 100% polyester // Dimensions of articl

11,99 £
4251285515444 CF7147 Set of 24 Fiber Pens Pens Painting Accessories + 2 

coloring books "Dwarves" and "Dino" (Coloring Book Set
11,99 £

4251285515451 CF3346 10x drain strainer, sink strainer, chrome-plated & 
rustproof, Ø 70/40 mm

15,99 £
4251285515505 CF6681 2x salad bowl made of stainless steel - mixing bowls 

different sizes - stainless steel bowl for snacks - bowl se
15,99 £

4251285515529 CF6017 2x stainless steel bowl for the kitchen - metal bowl in 
different sizes - salad bowl made of stainless steel - Ø 1

11,99 £
4251285515567 CF6949 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 

days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 
26,99 £

4251285515574 CF6951 2x tablet box 7 days with French lettering (Lundi - 
Dimanche) - medication box 3 compartments (Matin, Mi

26,99 £
4251285515598 CF6558 2x boomerang - throwing toy for children and adults - 

classic boomerang with 2 wings - throwing toy
15,99 £

4251285515642 CF8097 Set of 2 squeak ducks, newlyweds, circa 8 cm 15,99 £
4251285515659 CF8098 2x LED lanterns "Stars" & "Flowers" made of ceramic - 

LED candle with beautiful motifs - Christmas decoration
26,99 £

4251285515666 CF3432 4-piece coax plug-in coupling set - set for TV antenna 
cable - TV plug male & female in white

8,99 £
4251285515673 CF8085 4x dishwashing brush - kitchen brush - dish brush - 

dishwashing brush - pan brush - approx. 29 x 6.5 x 6 c
15,99 £

4251285586659 CF7559 4x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 
for leaves, leaves, branches - perfect as a leaf sieve, lea

15,99 £
4251285586659 CF7559 4x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 

for leaves, leaves, branches - perfect as a leaf sieve, lea
15,99 £

4251285515727 CF7702 Set of 3 - Molds for popsicles - for 12 popsicles, 13 x 14 
x 14 cm

26,99 £
4251285515734 CF7697 6x Freezer blocks in blue - Cool-packs for cool box and 

cool bag- Ice packs - Cooling batteries for household an
15,99 £

4251285515741 CF7697 12x Cooling batteries in blue - Cooling elements for cool 
box and cool bag - Freezer blocks - Cooling batteries for

26,99 £
4251285536739 CF6959 2x Kitchen sieve made of plastic - Powdered sugar sieve 

- Fine-mesh sieve for baking - Mini sieve for tea, coffee,
11,99 £

4251285515789 CF7494 Set of 24 PF magnets in 3 different colors 15,99 £
4251285515796 CF7495 3x Roast cord - Kitchen yarn for cooking and grilling - 

White grill cord for meat, vegetables and fish
13,99 £

4251285515802 CF7496 Set of 2 - Molds for popsicles - for 12 popsicles 15,99 £
4251285515826 CF7500 80x preserving foil with closure and labels for jam 15,99 £
4251285542341 CF7715_989 6x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 

window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh
30,99 £

4251285552487 CF7716 3x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 
window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh

15,99 £
4251285515857 CF7721 Set of 3 peeling knives / household knives with soft-

touch handle
13,99 £

4251285515864 CF7721 Set of 3 paring knives / knives with soft-touch handle in 
black

11,99 £
4251285515888 CF7708 2x Knee cushion for the garden - Knee mat for 

gardening - Knee cushion for crafts and leisure - Knee p
15,99 £

4251285560819 CF8020 Set of 4 hole reinforcement rings 500 pieces each 13,99 £
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4251285515949 CF8010 400x Cocktail Skewers - Skewers for Finger Food - Party 
Picker in Four Colours - Snacks Piekser for Party, Birthd

15,99 £
4251285515956 CF8021 tent pegs made of plastic - pegs with picture holders for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground
13,99 £

4251285515970 CF5605 15-piece accessory set for pirate costumes - ideal for 
carnivals, themed parties and costume events

26,99 £
4251285515994 CF7506 Set of 4 Soap dishes "Heart" & "Flower" of 2 each in 2 

different colors
13,99 £

4251285516007 CF7503 Set of 8 Memomagnets "Butterfly" ca. 5 x 5 cm (Mix1) 11,99 £
4251285516038 CF7513 4x place mats in 2 different coffee motifs, 43 x 28 cm 13,99 £
4251285516045 CF7516 Set of 2 bird feeders with 4 metal hooks each approx. 

14 x 0.6 x 40.5 cm
11,99 £

4251285516052 CF4604 Double Towel Holder Tea Towel Holder 40cm 17,99 £
4251285516083 CF7519 4x shower sponge - bath sponge in great colors - 

washing sponge for the shower - massage sponge - sho
15,99 £

4251285570252 CF7510 4x hand washing brush in blue - nail brush for hand and 
nail cleaning

13,99 £
4251285516113 CF7510 hand wash brush transparent - nail brush for hand and 

nail cleaning
13,99 £

4251285516120 CF8035 12x Plastic Sponges - Washing up Sponges for Stubborn 
Dirt - Scourer for Pots and Pans - Scouring Pads in Diffe

13,99 £
4251285516144 CF7520 6x Egg cups made of chromed metal - elegant egg 

holder with a metallic look - Breakfast egg cups set in a 
13,99 £

4251285516151 CF7520 12x Egg cups made of chromed metal - Elegant egg 
holder with a metallic look - Breakfast set in a spiral des

17,99 £
4251285516182 CF8037 Universal Filter for Kitchen Hoods - Extractor Fan Filter 

Suitable for Various Models of Fume Extraction Hoods - 
17,99 £

4251285516182 CF8037 Universal Filter for Kitchen Hoods - Extractor Fan Filter 
Suitable for Various Models of Fume Extraction Hoods - 

17,99 £
4251285516199 CF8104 funnel made of stainless steel - funnel with handle - 

filling aid for glasses and bottles
17,99 £

4251285516212 CF8039 2 tablet boxes with 10 compartments in 2 different 
colors with white letters + 1x tablet crusher

15,99 £
4251285516304 CF7102 2x padlock made of steel - security lock with three keys 

- padlock with shackle - 50 mm
13,99 £

4251285516328 CF7186 tension rubber - tension rope for banners, posters, 
tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi

15,99 £
4251285516335 CF7100 3x padlock made of steel - Security lock with three keys 

- Padlock with shackle - 32 mm
13,99 £

4251285516366 CF6249 2x Broom with horsehair mix for outdoor - Soft brush 
head for replacement - Broom head for garden cleaning

17,99 £
4251285516373 CF5216 2x Thermo drinking cup with handle made of stainless 

steel, double-walled cup, 170 ml
15,99 £

4251285516380 CF5914 2x Sheep decoration stand for Easter - Sheep with fur - 
Decoration figures for Easter decoration - Easter sheep i

15,99 £
4251285516397 CF8107 3-piece carving set made of stainless steel - carving 

knife, meat fork and poultry shears for cutting meat
26,99 £

4251285516403 CF8108 4-part cooker cover set made of stainless steel, different 
diameters (2 x 16cm, 2 x 20cm)

15,99 £
4251285516410 CF8105 3-Piece Cocktail Shaker set made of rustproof stainless 

steel - cocktail mixer with shaker, measuring cup and co
15,99 £

4251285516427 CF8102 2x toothbrush cups made of stainless steel, toothbrush 
holder in wood look, set of mouth rinsing cups for adult

15,99 £
4251285516441 CF8129 4x wall mount for hanging baskets and wind chimes, 

with 2 screws
15,99 £

4251285516458 CF8130 24x S-shaped universal hooks - chrome coat hooks - 
coat hooks

13,99 £
4251285516472 CF8131 8x key carabiner with swivel, 7,5cm 13,99 £
4251285516496 CF7560 4x cork trivet, round, Ø 19 x 1 cm, round saucer for 

pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resistant, very 
15,99 £

4251285516502 CF7560 8x saucer made of cork round, Ø 19 x 1 cm, round 
saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis

26,99 £
4251285516502 CF7560 8x saucer made of cork round, Ø 19 x 1 cm, round 

saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis
26,99 £

4251285570658 CF8134 4x hooded rain poncho - reusable poncho in 4 colors - 
emergency poncho for concerts, stadiums, hiking, campi

15,99 £
4251285516533 CF8135 2x rain poncho with hood - rain protection with extra 

strong reusable poncho - emergency poncho for concert
15,99 £
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4251285516540 CF8136 set of 4 window clips - window openers, window 
stoppers, window wedges - clamping protection for win

13,99 £
4251285516540 CF8136 set of 4 window clips - window openers, window 

stoppers, window wedges - clamping protection for win
13,99 £

4251285516557 CF8136 Set of 4 window clips - Window openers, window 
stoppers, window wedges - Clamping protection for win

13,99 £
4250847141077 CF3154 stainless steel key bar with shelf and magnetic wall - 

memo chalkboard in modern design - key board with 7 
30,99 £

4250847141077 CF3154 stainless steel key bar with shelf and magnetic wall - 
memo chalkboard in modern design - key board with 7 

30,99 £
4251285563308 CF8144 2 tablet boxes with 10 compartments with labeling, 

weekly dispenser
13,99 £

4251285516670 CF8146 Set of 300 bags 9,5 x 13,2 cm self-adhesive universal 
transparent

8,99 £
4251285516687 CF8147 Set of 150 closing bags Ziplock bags in 3 different sizes 

resealable universal transparent
15,99 £

4251285516694 CF1324_898 24x hair ties made of high quality material 5 mm thick - 
cable ties as hair accessories for women and men with t

11,99 £
4251285516700 CF8187 Universal lid - Saucepan lid - Pan and pot splash guard 

glass with silicone rim for pots and pans - Replacement 
26,99 £

4251285540934 CF7482 4x flashing hedgehog ball with LED light - spiked ball, 
giveaways for children's birthday parties, rubber ball toy

15,99 £
4251285516731 CF8148 200x Sticker gift sticker, birthday gift, gifts, self-

adhesive 55 x 35 mm
15,99 £

4251285516786 CF8151 Set of 10 curtain hooks for bistro curtains with 20x 
screws and 10x double-sided adhesive tape

15,99 £
4251285549234 CF8152 12x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, 

Vitragestangen - adhesive hooks for windows, window h
11,99 £

4251285549234 CF8152 12x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, 
Vitragestangen - adhesive hooks for windows, window h

11,99 £
4251285562998 CF8153 12x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, Vitra 

rods - adhesive hooks for windows, window hooks - tran
11,99 £

4251285516816 CF8154 COM-FOUR set of 16 towel rail clips in 4 great colors 
made of metal

11,99 £
4251285539976 CF6140_996 4x egg cups made of stainless steel, with a matt look 15,99 £
4251285516854 CF7975 2x soap bubble robots in great colors, each with 60ml 

soap bubble water for long-lasting joy in soap bubbles
11,99 £

4251285517073 CF8254 42-piece children's hair accessories set in pink - hair 
towels with clasps and clips to attach, pin and pin up

15,99 £
4251285517080 CF8255 42-piece children's hair accessories set in pink - hair 

towels with clasps and clips to attach, pin and pin up
15,99 £

4251285517097 CF8256 42-piece children's hair accessories set in lilac - hair 
towels with clips and clips to attach, pin and pin up

15,99 £
4251285517103 CF8257 42-piece children's hair accessories set in turquoise - 

hair towels with clasps and clips to attach, clip on and u
15,99 £

4251285517110 CF8258 42-piece children's hair accessories set in green - hair 
towels with clasps and clips to attach, pin and pin up

15,99 £
4251285517141 CF8184 door stopper, door holder weighing 1.4 kg in a 

Christmassy gnome design, stopper for windows and do
26,99 £

4251285528871 CF7042 4x ashtrays made of glass - colored glass ashtrays for 
cigarettes - ashtrays for private and gastronomy - made

15,99 £
4251285517165 CF7126 8 pieces coasters for plants and tubs, 4x 12 cm / 4x 16 

cm
15,99 £

4251285517172 CF8127 20x sweet-juice caps for 0.3 and 0.5 liter bottles, size 1 13,99 £
4251285517189 CF7237 5-piece garden tool set - garden set with double hoe, 

small cultivator, joint scraper, hand rake, flower trowel -
26,99 £

4251285517196 CF4351 economy set nurse watch "Nurse Clock", 6 colors and 
designs made of silicone, nurse watch - FOB

15,99 £
4251285517219 CF8176 4x Tea Glass - Drinking Glasses with Handle - Glass 

Mugs for Tea, Cocoa, Coffee, Latte, Espresso and Cappu
26,99 £

4251285517240 CF6997 25-piece Dia de los Muertos party set for children with 
cardboard tableware with skull faces for Halloween and 

17,99 £
4251285517257 CF8091 3x Bouncy ball with face and rubber hair - Plastic 

bouncing ball - Illuminated rubber in different colors [se
15,99 £

4251285517271 CF8172 Floristry scissors with finger protection, blade SK5 steel, 
non-stick coated, 16 cm

17,99 £
4251285517295 CF8174 garden sieve with two exchangeable sieve inserts 4 

mm, 6 mm - round sieve - bottom sieve, earth sieve, sa
26,99 £

4251285561649 CF8045 ceramic piggy bank with chalk for labeling, money box 
in black

15,99 £
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4251285517332 CF4784 Set of 6 Reflective tapes, snap-on bracelets ideal for 
joggers and cyclists

11,99 £
4251285517349 CF8092 Set of 6 Flashing Hair Clips Clamp Clip Clip Hair 

Accessories Claw Clip with 6 different designs Mix 1
11,99 £

4251285517356 CF8092 Set of 6 Flashing Hair Clips Clamp Clip Clip Hair 
Accessories Claw Clip with 6 different motives Mix 2

8,99 £
4251285517417 CF7942 4-Pack Angle Connector, 100 x 100 x 90 x 3.0 mm, zinc 

plated (Pack 1)
17,99 £

4251285517424 CF7950 Pack of 4 angle connectors with bead, 105 x 105 x 90 x 
3.0 mm, zinc plated (Pack 2)

17,99 £
4251285517462 CF7941 10-piece Angle Connector, 70 x 70 x 55 x 2.5 mm, zinc 

plated (Pack 6)
17,99 £

4251285517479 CF7943 20x chair angle, 25 x 25 x 15 mm, galvanized 8,99 £
4251285517486 CF7944 20x chair angle, 50 x 50 x 15 mm, galvanized 13,99 £
4251285517561 CF7819 3-pack USB LED board, cool white 8,99 £
4251285517585 CF7939 5x mini folding rule, folding rule, 1m, metric, 10 links, 

white
15,99 £

4251285517608 CF7818 3x USB stick LED light - USB light in the form of a USB 
stick - USB stick with LED for laptop, car, power bank, n

11,99 £
4251285536456 CF7936_898 adjustable wrench, from 0 - 28 mm 11,99 £
4251285517646 CF7952 nail brush hand wash brush brush cleaning brush 15,99 £
4251285517660 CF7953 2x back brush - body brush - dry brush - massage brush 

- bath brush - 40 cm
11,99 £

4251285578531 CF7954 2x Microfibre floor cloth - Floor cleaning cloths in yellow 
- Large cleaning cloths for large surfaces

8,99 £
4251285517707 CF8053 18-piece bamboo cutlery set - reusable chopsticks - 

wooden stick set and bamboo spoon - bamboo chopstic
11,99 £

4251285517714 CF5098 60x Suction Cup for Fairy Lights and Decoration - 
Window fixture for Christmas, Easter, Autumn, New Yea

26,99 £
4251285517721 CF5098 80x suction cup with cable slot for fairy lights and 

window decoration - strong window knobs for window a
26,99 £

4251285517738 CF5098 120x suction cup with cable slot for fairy lights and 
window decoration - strong window knobs for window a

30,99 £
4251285517738 CF5098 120x suction cup with cable slot for fairy lights and 

window decoration - strong window knobs for window a
30,99 £

4251285517769 CF7288 10x scented oils in a set - room scent flowers - scented 
oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water vaporizers, 

26,99 £
4251285517790 CF8203 3x ceramic air humidifier - radiator evaporator for 

humidifying the room air - heating evaporator in oval sh
26,99 £

4251285517820 CF4784 Set of 8 Reflective bands, snap bands ideal for joggers 
and cyclists!

13,99 £
4251285517837 CF8206 3x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove light bulb 

15W, E14, 230V
13,99 £

4251285517844 CF8206 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove light bulb 
15W, E14, 230V

15,99 £
4251285517875 CF3403 2x Roast thermometer made of stainless steel - Analog 

meat thermometer up to 120 ° C - Grill thermometer - 
13,99 £

4251805404500 CF8202 8x Ice scraper for the car - Windscreen scraper for the 
car - Window screen scraper - Car window scraper, 12 x

15,99 £
4251285517899 CF8205 100x Delta S8, gray, approx. Ø 8 x 40 mm 17,99 £
4251285517905 CF8204 280x Dowel S5, gray, approx. Ø 5 x 25mm 17,99 £
4251285517912 CF8205 50x Delta S8, gray, approx. Ø 8 x 40 mm 11,99 £
4251285517929 CF8204 140x Dowel S5, gray, approx. Ø 5 x 25mm 8,99 £
4251285573093 CF4588 24x premium moth stop wooden rings made of cedar 

wood, moth protection strap rings without chemicals - n
13,99 £

4251285578869 CF8189 Muffin baking mold for baking muffins, for 12 carbon 
steel muffins approx. 35 x 26.5 x 3 cm

13,99 £
4251285518032 CF8190 3-piece frying and baking mold set for baking and 

frying, high-rim baking dish made of carbon steel in 3 di
17,99 £

4251285518063 CF8220 Secateurs with high quality carbon steel blade, bypass 
scissors

26,99 £
4251285518070 CF8218 tent pegs made of steel - robust pegs with thread for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun
26,99 £
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4251285518124 CF8062 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea infuser for 
loose tea and spices - fine-meshed tea filter

15,99 £
4251285518148 CF8067_898 Gugelhupfform made of silicone with non-stick 

properties, red
13,99 £

4251285518155 CF8069_898 round form springform pan for baking cakes, made of 
silicone with non-stick properties, red

15,99 £
4251285518186 CF8277 96x incense cones in different scents - Christmas 

incense sticks - Christmas scent
13,99 £

4251285518193 CF8278 4x silk ribbon set with bobbin and loops for packing and 
decorating

15,99 £
4251285547520 CF12422 48x gift bows in great colors - self-adhesive decorative 

bows with patterns for Christmas and birthdays
13,99 £

4251285518216 CF10712 4x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree ornaments - 
straw pendant for the Christmas tree - natural Christma

13,99 £
4251285518230 CF8510 6x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - XXL 

gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag
26,99 £

4251285518247 CF8292 12-piece XL loops + reel set in different colors - gift 
wrap for wrapping and decorating gifts

15,99 £
4251285518254 CF8293 4x XL Glitter rattan stars in a savings pack, as a 

decoration of window and Christmas tree
13,99 £

4251285518261 CF8275 4x pocket warmers with 2 motifs - hand warmers in the 
shape of a polar bear and a hot water bottle

15,99 £
4251285566811 CF8276 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer with elk 

motif for children - Warming pad for cold days and on t
13,99 £

4251285566811 CF8276 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer with elk 
motif for children - Warming pad for cold days and on t

13,99 £
4251285518292 CF8282 4x gift bag for Christmas and Santa Claus - Santa bag 

for filling - Christmas bag
15,99 £

4251285518308 CF8283 set of 3 Premium Christmas boots XL with different 
motifs - Santa Claus stocking for filling - Christmas sock

15,99 £
4251285518339 CF8287 48x velvet ribbons for wrapping and decorating gifts - 

Gift bow in red - 5 x 6 cm
17,99 £

4251285518414 CF8299 set of 2 decorative angels with wreath of flowers and 
heart - decoration made of synthetic resin in two variant

26,99 £
4251285577541 CF8303 6x Jute ribbon for decoration and packaging - Jute 

decoration ribbons in variegated colors
15,99 £

4251285518469 CF8305 288x glittering little 3D decoration stars in a great glitter 
look - poinsettia scattered decoration in different colors

26,99 £
4251285518476 CF8306 4x Christmas decorations to decorate - Poinsettia to 

hang - Christmas tree decorations for Christmas
26,99 £

4251285518490 CF7401 set of 4 coffee mugs "little stars" in different designs 26,99 £
4251285518599 CF8317 Christmas gnome size XXL for the Christmas decoration, 

winter figure as a decorative item, cute corner stool as 
17,99 £

4250847141831 CF3141 7-piece plastic chopping board set - breakfast boards 
with board holder - small sustainable serving platters - b

26,99 £
4251285518636 CF8296 2x ceramic lantern in Santa Claus design - decorative 

tealight holder - candle holder Santa Claus
15,99 £

4251285518667 CF8321 4x Cereal bowl for children - Dessert bowl in modern 
design - Snack bowl for dessert, snacks or ice cream

26,99 £
4251285518698 CF8328 3x screw connector - emergency chain link 8 mm - 

carabiner with screw lock - material carabiner - connect
13,99 £

4251285518711 CF8329 2x XL ceramic figure set with cotton scarf and hat, girl 
with pigtails and boy, 20 x 6 x 6 cm

15,99 £
4251285518766 CF8337 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 

decorations, alpine figures as winter decorations, cute c
30,99 £

4251285518780 CF8339 Premium disposable shoe covers - plastic shoe covers 
with non-slip soles - disposable shoes extra strong and 

26,99 £
4251285518797 CF8334 4x Premium Santa Claus stocking XL for filling - 

Christmas socks to hang up - Santa Claus boots as Chris
17,99 £

4251285518803 CF8340 3x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 
Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree

15,99 £
4251285518810 CF8341 4x felt bags Christmas - felt bag with handle - gift bag 

made of felt - Christmas gift bag
13,99 £

4251285518827 CF8342 Set of 4 felt bags with oval bottom, printed on 
Christmas trees with fir trees and snowflakes

11,99 £
4251805403329 CF8345 4x pocket warmer reusable - hand warmer with star 

motif for children - warming pad for cold days and for o
15,99 £

4251285590052 CF8346 4x pocket warmer pocket warmer reusable - hand 
warmer with little stars for children - warming pad for c

15,99 £
4251285518902 CF8349 2x pocket warmers in turtleneck design - hand warmers 

with star motif
15,99 £
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4251285518919 CF8349 4x pocket warmers in a turtleneck design - hand 
warmers in a knitted pocket with a star motif in modern

15,99 £
4251285518919 CF8349 4x pocket warmers in a turtleneck design - hand 

warmers in a knitted pocket with a star motif in modern
15,99 £

4251285518926 CF8350 3x XL Christmas bell set from Dolomeit, in a Christmas 
look, bells in different variants

17,99 £
4251285518940 CF8333 COM-FOUR 4x Santa Claus stocking XL to fill - Christmas 

socks to hang up - Santa Claus boots as Christmas deco
15,99 £

4251285533721 CF8400 30x spice jars 10ml with cork, set of mini glass bottles, 
gift glass set, storage of oils, spices, herbs or tea

15,99 £
4251285519008 CF8400 60x spice jars 10ml with cork, set of mini glass bottles, 

gift glass set, storage of oils, spices, herbs or tea
26,99 £

4251285519053 CF5207 2x Roasting and baking tin set - enamelled non-stick 
coating - casserole dish with high rim in black and 2 size

15,99 £
4251285519077 CF8433 wooden plate with 4 cream-colored LED real wax 

candles in various sizes, with batteries and Christmas de
26,99 £

4251285519084 CF8432 picture frame made of plastic - photo frame for 8 
pictures in different sizes - white frame in antique look t

26,99 £
4251285519121 CF8435 2x picture frames 10 x 15 cm for the most beautiful 

photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures
15,99 £

4251285519183 CF8424 8x Colorful replacement screw lids made of metal for 
drinking glasses - lids with holes for drinking straws

8,99 £
4251285519206 CF8431 picture frame "Baby" for 4 pictures, made of plastic, ca. 

41x17cm
15,99 £

4251285519213 CF8417 Set of 4 unicorn key fob made of rubber, in different 
variants

11,99 £
4251285519220 CF8418 set of 5 plastic cash syringes, with the imprint "cash 

syringe", approx. 27 cm
15,99 £

4251285519244 CF8428 2x Picture frame chrome - Plated made of plastic - 
Noble photo frame approx. 10 x 15 cm - Silver photo fra

17,99 £
4251285519251 CF8425 Set of 3 curved glass picture frames, approx. 15 x 10 

cm
17,99 £

4251285519268 CF8426 Set of 3 curved glass picture frames, approx. 10 x 15 
cm

15,99 £
4251285519275 CF8427 set of 2 curved glass picture frames, approx. 13 x 18 

cm
17,99 £

4251285519282 CF8411 4x pocket warmer - hand warmer in owl design - pocket 
heating pad for cold days and on the go

17,99 £
4251285519299 CF8416 10-LED bulb-shaped light chain - Vintage style 

decorative light chain for a great ambience in the home
15,99 £

4251285519312 CF8413 wooden key box "i love my home" with 6 hooks and 
magnetic lock in the door

26,99 £
4251285519381 CF8415 Felt bag xxl for shopping, magazine rack, toys or picnic 

on the beach, sturdy thick felt, perfect firewood pocket f
26,99 £

4251285519404 CF8422 2x wooden hairbrush - environmentally friendly brush 
for men, women, children - wooden hairbrush with diffe

11,99 £
4251285519503 CF8409 6 pairs of working leather gloves in one size 17,99 £
4251285519527 CF7125 nutcracker made of cast iron (painted black) with 

wooden handle - for cracking many nuts such as hazel, 
15,99 £

4251285519534 CF8115 double hook "Capri", chrome plated 11,99 £
4251285519541 CF8116 3-piece bath set "Marseille" in black, bathroom set 15,99 £
4251285519565 CF8357 6x Dish brush - Cleaning brush - Kitchen brush set - 

Dish brush - Washing-up brush round
15,99 £

4251285590779 CF8118 LED candle arch with timer as Christmas lights - candle 
bridge with 21 LEDs - light arch pyramid - window scon

15,99 £
4251285563469 CF8120 6-piece bath travel set consisting of toothbrush box, 

toothbrush cup and soapbox
13,99 £

4251285519695 CF8126 50x Towel rail clips made of plastic and chromed metal
 - Colorful clamps for towels

13,99 £
4251285519701 CF8128 3x air humidifier made of ceramic - radiator evaporator 

for humidifying the room air - water evaporator with S-s
26,99 £

4251285519732 CF8446 4x Cookie cutters for Christmas - Large cookie molds 
with Christmas motifs - heart, star, fir, angel

11,99 £
4251285519763 CF8407 4x glass with straw and lid, drinking glasses in mason 

jar look with handle, 450ml
26,99 £

4251285519770 CF8408 3x glass with straw and lid, drinking glasses in mason 
jar look with handle, 350ml

17,99 £
4251285565531 CF6357 3x vole trap, Bavarian shape, made of copper-plated 

steel wire, ca. 15,5 x 8 x 5,5 cm
15,99 £
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4251285519794 CF7777 Set of 4 metal cigarette case in various retro variants - 
Tobacco accessories for cigarettes - Vintage cigarette ca

11,99 £
4251285519879 CF1833 4x Place mats for children - Washable place mats - 

Place mats with different, colorful motifs
15,99 £

4251285519916 CF8046 3 funny luggage tag made of flexible plastic for labeling, 
luggage tag in various designs

13,99 £
4251285519923 CF8046 6 funny luggage tags made of flexible plastic to write 

on, luggage tags in different designs
15,99 £

4251285519954 CF8443 Deco heart "In quiet memory", in stone look, as grave 
decoration, approx. 15 x 15 x 6 cm

17,99 £
4251285519961 CF8444 sleeping decoration angel in antique-gray, with 

inscription "Ruhe in Frieden", ca. 19 x 8 x 9 cm
17,99 £

4251805401103 CF7645 40x suction cup holder, multi-purpose hook with metal 
hook and slot for fairy lights and other decorations

13,99 £
4251285520011 CF6689 10x replacement lamp for fairy lights with 20 lamps, 

12V / 1.14W, with green socket
13,99 £

4251285520028 CF6689 15x replacement lamp for fairy lights with 20 lamps, 
12V / 1.14W, with green socket

26,99 £
4251285520035 CF6691 6x corrugated candles for Schwipp arches with 7 lamps 

- replacement bulbs for fairy lights or pyramids - 34V / 
13,99 £

4251285520042 CF6691 9x corrugated candles for Schwipp arches with 7 lamps 
- spare bulbs for fairy lights or pyramids - 34V / 3W, wit

15,99 £
4251285520059 CF6690 6x corrugated candles for Schwipp arches with 16 lamps 

- replacement bulbs for fairy lights or pyramids - 14V / 
13,99 £

4251285520066 CF6690 9x corrugated candles for Schwipp arches with 16 lamps 
- spare bulbs for fairy lights or pyramids - 14V / 3W, wit

15,99 £
4251285520097 CF8381 3-piece Set of cans with Christmas deco glitter - Glitter 

deco made of plastic in metallic optics - Ideal for Christ
15,99 £

4251285520127 CF8383 20x suction cup holder with slot, transparent for fairy 
lights and decoration for Christmas, Easter, New Year's 

17,99 £
4251285520134 CF8383 80x Suction Cup Holder with slit - Suction hooks for 

fairy lights - Window light hooks - Fairy light suction cup
15,99 £

4251285520141 CF8383 40x suction slot holder with slit, transparent for fairy 
lights and decoration for Christmas, Easter, New Year's 

26,99 £
4251285520172 CF8270 2x cutters, cutters for cookies, pasta, dumblings and 

ravioli - dough cutter and biscuit roller - round dough rol
13,99 £

4251285520196 CF8485 2 adult coloring books, relaxation and meditation + 24 
colored pencils

15,99 £
4251285520226 CF8488 2x Christmas boots XL with fur edge - Santa Claus 

stocking for filling - Christmas socks for hanging - 48 x 
15,99 £

4251805413588 CF8483 travel double bowl in a stand, foldable silicone food 
bowls, for dogs and cats, ideal for vacation, travel, cam

15,99 £
4251285520332 CF8456 80ml 2-component epoxy resin adhesive with 4x plastic 

spatula, 40ml resin and 40ml hardener for repairs aroun
11,99 £

4251285520417 CF8463 4x wall bracket "Blume" made of powder-coated steel 
for hanging baskets and wind chimes, with screws and 

26,99 £
4251285520424 CF8463 4x wall bracket "Butterfly" made of powder-coated steel 

for hanging baskets and wind chimes, with screws and 
26,99 £

4251285520431 CF8464 4x wall bracket made of powder-coated steel, hook for 
flower pot, garden, wind chimes, hanging basket, with s

30,99 £
4251285520448 CF8465 4x wall bracket made of powder-coated steel, hook for 

flower pot, garden, wind chimes, hanging basket, with s
26,99 £

4251285520486 CF8461 tent pegs made of steel - robust pegs with thread for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun

26,99 £
4251285520523 CF11017 48x Suction cup holder, multipurpose hook with metal 

hook and slot for the fairy lights and other decoration
17,99 £

4251285520547 CF8265 2x Santa hat in blue with fur trim, pompom and silver 
glitter decoration

11,99 £
4251285520578 CF8268 6x plainly held Santa hat in blue with white fur trim and 

white pompom
11,99 £

4251285588721 CF8390 2x LED star hanger in rattan look - Christmas hanger on 
silk ribbon - window decoration for Christmas

26,99 £
4251285548596 CF8391 decorative Christmas star made of wood with 12 warm 

white LEDs and suction hooks for your window at Christ
26,99 £

4251285548596 CF8391 decorative Christmas star made of wood with 12 warm 
white LEDs and suction hooks for your window at Christ

26,99 £
4251285520615 CF8079 2x ice scraper made of sturdy plastic with lined glove, 

wheel scraper about 23 x 11 cm
15,99 £

4251285550254 CF8226 3-piece set Luxury ice scraper made of sturdy plastic 
with icebreaker and edge, with broom, about 51 x 10 c

15,99 £
4251285520646 CF8082 luxury ice scraper with broom, rubber lip and 

lightweight aluminum handle with foam handle
17,99 £
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4251285520646 CF8082 luxury ice scraper with broom, rubber lip and 
lightweight aluminum handle with foam handle

17,99 £
4251285520660 CF8497 30x locking clips XL made of plastic - locking clips in 

different sizes and colors - freezer bag clip for cornflake
17,99 £

4251285520691 CF8451 Set of 2 cigarette lathes for rotary tobacco, made of 
high quality stainless steel in various designs, approx. 8 

11,99 £
4251285520714 CF8451 tent pegs made of steel - robust pegs with thread for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun
26,99 £

4251285539860 CF8475 6-part plastic hair dye set in black with 2x brush, 2x 
measuring cup and 2x mixing bowl

15,99 £
4251285520752 CF8476 2x silicone washing-up bowl, foldable camping bowl in 

red, approx. 37.5 x 27.5 x 12 cm
26,99 £

4251285520769 CF8476 2x silicone washing-up bowl, foldable camping bowl in 
purple, approx. 37.5 x 27.5 x 12 cm

26,99 £
4251285520776 CF8477 COM-FOUR 6x dog toy chew rope with a figure 8 ball 

made of cotton in yellow, gray and pink
15,99 £

4251285520783 CF8478 6x dog toy Kauseil with ball and handle, made of 
cotton, in different colors

15,99 £
4251285520813 CF8180 professional gastronomy serving tray made of stainless 

steel - stylish presentation of food
26,99 £

4251285520844 CF8188 3x trivet made of chrome wire in a great design - round 
trivet for pots, pans or teapots - Ø approx. 20 cm

15,99 £
4251285520851 CF8192 2x Napkin holder made of chrome wire, round, approx. 

14.5 x 12 x 6 cm
15,99 £

4251285520868 CF8193 napkin holder made of chrome wire, angular, approx. 
18.5 x 18.5 x 8 cm

15,99 £
4251285520899 CF8196 cup stand made of chrome wire - cup tree in a great 

design - stylish cup holder for the kitchen - 39 cm
15,99 £

4251285520943 CF8201 2x meat claw, premium BBQ grill cutlery made of rust-
free stainless steel, bear paws for chopping meat, ideal 

15,99 £
4251285520974 CF8080 heart-shaped cake pan for baking carbon steel cake 13,99 £
4251285520998 CF8264 3x cutters, cutters for cookies, pasta, dumblings and 

ravioli - dough cutter and biscuit roller - round dough rol
15,99 £

4251285538917 CF8086 2x wind ashtray made of dolomite - weatherproof storm 
ashtray made of ceramic - small table ashtray with lid - 

17,99 £
4251285538917 CF8086 2x wind ashtray made of dolomite - weatherproof storm 

ashtray made of ceramic - small table ashtray with lid - 
17,99 £

4251285521100 CF8087 500x Fingerfood skewers made of bamboo wood - 
Wooden skewers with wide grip surface for better hold -

15,99 £
4251285521117 CF8088 300x Fingerfood skewers made of bamboo wood - 

Wooden skewers with wide grip surface for better hold -
15,99 £

4251285521124 CF8089 300x Fingerfood skewers made of bamboo wood - 
Wooden skewers with wide grip surface for better hold -

15,99 £
4251285521131 CF8005 1x silicone baking pan, universally applicable, approx. 

20 x 20 x 4 cm
15,99 £

4251285521155 CF7993 3x trouser hanger made of wood and felt insert for 
tensioning trousers, suspenders for suspending, 25 cm

15,99 £
4251285521186 CF7999 72x Felt glides - Round chair glides with nail - Felt 

glides for furniture, chair & table legs
13,99 £

4251285535534 CF8209 clothes peg set with clips and clothes peg basket in 
various colors - classic clothes pegs in trendy colors

15,99 £
4251285559738 CF8054 43-piece set of clothes pegs and clothes peg basket in 

different colors - basket with clips and handles for hangi
15,99 £

4251285553583 CF7768 2x warmer for tea and coffee pots made of glass, 
round, Ø approx. 12.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285521261 CF5614 12x Cookie cutter for gingerbread, cookies and biscuits

 - Cookie cutters made of metal in various shapes
17,99 £

4251285521285 CF7769 2x warmer for teapots made of chrome wire, suitable 
for 2 tealights, oval, approx. 28.5 x 15 cm

15,99 £
4251285521292 CF8230 COM-FOUR set of 2 picture frames "Style" made of 

wood for pictures 13 x 18 cm, black/white
13,99 £

4251285573086 CF7853 2x Hanging dryer with 13 clamps - Mini rotary clothes 
dryer to hang up - Tumble dryer for socks and small ite

15,99 £
4251285561168 CF7853 2x Hanging Dryer with 13 Clips - Mini Hanging Clothes 

Dryer - Laundry Dryer for Socks and Small Items [select
15,99 £

4251285521377 CF7874 3x anti-slip mat made of foam rubber, washable, easy 
to cut, in cream color, approx. 100 x 40 cm

11,99 £
4251285518148 CF8067_898 Gugelhupfform made of silicone with non-stick 

properties, red
13,99 £

4251285518155 CF8069_898 round form springform pan for baking cakes, made of 
silicone with non-stick properties, red

15,99 £
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4251285521476 CF8229 30x Wooden coat hanger - Coat hanger with rotating 
hook - Solid wood shirt hanger - Suit hanger with trouse

35,99 £
4251285563568 CF8228 4x telescopic fly swatter - mosquito repellent with 

flexibly extendable handle - pest control [selection varie
13,99 £

4251805466607 CF8138 2x decorative glass plates for chocolates, desserts, fruit 
and as a cheese plate - square frosted glass serving plat

17,99 £
4251285521506 CF8141 2x candlestick in oriental design for 2 candles, made of 

metal, ca. 22 x 10 x 7,5 cm
13,99 £

4251285521513 CF8224 6x measuring scoops in various sizes - measuring 
spoons for flour, cereals or animal feed - dosing scoops 

11,99 £
4251285514393 CF6740 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance plants - 

fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v
26,99 £

4251285521544 CF8057 3.5 "RaspberryPi LCD touch screen with stylus and 
stylus, 480x320 pixels

26,99 £
4251285521551 CF8059 3.2 "RaspberryPi TFT LED touch screen with stylus and 

stylus, 320 x 240 pixels
26,99 £

4251285521575 CF7792 ceramic hob scraper with replacement blades - scraper 
made of stainless steel for the kitchen - ceran scraper w

11,99 £
4251285521582 CF7792 2x Ceran field scraper with spare blades - stainless steel 

scraper for the kitchen - ceramic scraper with non-slip h
11,99 £

4251805431438 CF8271 Cheese board with cheese knife - slate board made of 
natural slate - cheese board with fork and cheese knife 

17,99 £
4251285521605 CF8272 Cheese board with cheese knife - Round slate board 

made of natural slate - Cheese board with fork and chee
17,99 £

4251285521612 CF8273 4x slate coasters - glass coasters with non-slip rubber 
feet - decorative table coasters - slate plate - approx. 10

11,99 £
4251285521636 CF4589 6 pairs of terry slippers with non-slip foam rubber sole 

in size 36/37, in gray
26,99 £

4251285521643 CF4589 6 pairs of terry slippers with non-slip foam rubber sole 
in size 38/39, in gray

26,99 £
4251285521650 CF4589 6 pairs of terry slippers with non-slip foam rubber sole 

in size 40/41, in gray
26,99 £

4251285521667 CF4589 6 pairs of terry slippers with non-slip foam sole in size 
42/43, in gray

26,99 £
4251285521674 CF4589 6 pairs of terry slippers with non-slip foam rubber sole 

in size 44/45, in gray
26,99 £

4251285521681 CF8261 4x gecko suction cup wall hooks - large approx. 9 x 6.5 
cm - high suction power - lizard towel holder - lizard coa

8,99 £
4251285521698 CF5855 2x toy horse made of hard rubber in different variants, 

approx. 15 x 13 cm
13,99 £

4251805403107 CF8360 12-piece set with cowboy utensils with pistols, holsters, 
brands and belts - costume accessories for Mardi Gras a

26,99 £
4251285521711 CF8449 18-piece lithium battery set - 3V button cell set with 

CR2016, CR2025 and CR2032
15,99 £

4251285521728 CF8061 7 "LCD Display Touch Screen TFT Monitor AT070TN90 
with HDMI VGA Input Driver Board Controller for Raspb

57,99 £
4251285521735 CF8260 2x rain cover for rucksacks and school satchels, 

waterproof rain cover in green, rain cover with elastic b
13,99 £

4251285521742 CF5615 2x rain cover for satchels, backpacks etc. with elastic 
band and 4x reflector snap band

15,99 £
4251285521773 CF7813 3 x protective pouch for headphones made of 

shockproof material in trendy colors
11,99 £

4251285521797 CF7813 3 x protective pouch for headphones made of 
shockproof material in trendy colors

15,99 £
4251285521803 CF7814 3x protective case for headphones made of shockproof 

material in gray, with loop for key rings or carabiner
11,99 £

4251285521834 CF7813 3 x protective pouch for headphones made of 
shockproof material in trendy colors

15,99 £
4251285521841 CF7814 3x protective case for headphone made of shockproof 

material in purple, with loop for key rings or carabiner
11,99 £

4251285521858 CF7813 3 x protective pouch for headphones made of 
shockproof material in trendy colors

15,99 £
4251285521865 CF7814 3x protective case for headphones made of shock-

resistant material in orange, with loop for key rings or c
11,99 £

4251285521872 CF7813 3 x protective pouch for headphones made of 
shockproof material in trendy colors

13,99 £
4251285521889 CF7814 3x Protective case for headphones made of shockproof 

material in pink, with loop for key rings or carabiner
11,99 £

4251285521896 CF1363 3x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 3 
shopping cart chips - plastic parking meter

13,99 £
4251285521896 CF1363 3x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 3 

shopping cart chips - plastic parking meter
13,99 £
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4251285521902 CF7813 3 x protective pouch for headphones made of 
shockproof material in trendy colors

11,99 £
4251285521919 CF7814 3x Protective case for headphones made of shockproof 

material in pink, with loop for key rings or carabiner
11,99 £

4251285521933 CF7814 3x protective case for headphones in shockproof 
material in red, with loop for key rings or carabiner

11,99 £
4251285521940 CF7813 3 x protective pouch for headphones made of 

shockproof material in trendy colors
11,99 £

4251285521957 CF7814 3x Protective case for headphones made of shockproof 
material in black, with loop for key rings or carabiner

15,99 £
4251285521964 CF7815 3x Protective case for headphones made of shockproof 

material in gray, Ø approx. 10 cm
15,99 £

4251285521971 CF7815 3x Protective case for headphones made of shockproof 
material in black, Ø approx. 10 cm

11,99 £
4251285521988 CF7817 3x Protective case for headphones made of shockproof 

material in black, Ø approx. 8 cm
11,99 £

4251285521995 CF7816 3x Protective case for headphones made of shockproof 
material in black-red, approx. 7.5 x 7.5 x 3 cm

11,99 £
4251285522008 CF7978 3x Protective case for headphones made of shock-

resistant material in black, with loop and ring for Schlüs
11,99 £

4251285584464 CF8223 8-piece porcelain egg cup set - egg cups and spoons in 
white - kitchen accessories

17,99 £
4251285522022 CF8396 Key box for up to 9 keys, made of stainless steel, with 

magnetic lock
17,99 £

4251285522039 CF8399 3-piece set of gel compresses for cold and warm use 
with fabric cover

8,99 £
4251285552272 CF7757 6x Bottle brush for cleaning - Cleaning brushes in 3 

sizes - Brushes for cleaning bottles, glasses and jugs
13,99 £

4251285571327 CF7963 2x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 
relaxing massage spider for the head - head-pawl for m

11,99 £
4251285522121 CF7963 4x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 

relaxing massage spider for the head - head-pawl for m
13,99 £

4251285522138 CF8002 4-piece salad cutlery made of plastic - set with salad 
spoon and salad fork - reusable plastic serving cutlery f

13,99 £
4251285522145 CF8002 4-piece salad cutlery made of plastic - set with salad 

spoon and salad fork - reusable plastic serving cutlery f
15,99 £

4251285522145 CF8002 4-piece salad cutlery made of plastic - set with salad 
spoon and salad fork - reusable plastic serving cutlery f

15,99 £
4251285522176 CF7847 16x Suction cup holder

 - Suction cup hooks with lever up to 1 kg
15,99 £

4251285522183 CF7755 4-piece styling set with different hairbrushes with soft 
handles - all-purpose brush, round brush, skeleton brus

15,99 £
4251285522213 CF7670 8x 20 m² cover film (160 m²), protective film against 

splashes, dust and stains, surface protection when paint
15,99 £

4251285522251 CF7729 8-piece hair claw set in bright colors, approx. 6 cm 11,99 £
4251285522268 CF7565 2x credit card holder, felt case with 12 compartments 

for credit cards, business cards and other cards in gray
13,99 £

4251285522275 CF7563 2x credit card holder, felt case with 12 compartments 
for credit cards, business cards and other cards in green

13,99 £
4251285522282 CF7566 2x credit card holder, felt case with 12 compartments 

for credit cards, business cards and other cards in pink
13,99 £

4251285522299 CF7564 2x credit card holder, felt case with 12 compartments 
for credit cards, business cards and other cards in black

13,99 £
4251285522305 CF7567 2x credit card holder, felt case with 12 compartments 

for credit cards, business cards and other cards in dark 
8,99 £

4251285522312 CF7085 6x Outdoor Web Dominator webbing buckle in different 
colors

11,99 £
4251285522329 CF5783 6x D-shaped outdoor grimloc carabiner made of high-

strength plastic, tactical snap-in safety clip for backpack
11,99 £

4251285522350 CF5783 6x D-shaped outdoor grimloc carabiner made of high-
strength plastic, tactical snap-in safety clip for backpack

11,99 £
4251285522367 CF5783 6x D-shaped outdoor Grimloc carabiner made of high-

strength plastic, tactical snap-in safety clip for backpack
11,99 £

4251285522374 CF5783 6x D-shaped outdoor Grimloc carabiner made of high-
strength plastic, tactical snap-in safety clip for backpack

11,99 £
4251285522381 CF7085 6x Outdoor Web Dominator webbing buckle in khaki 11,99 £
4251285522398 CF7085 6x Outdoor Web Dominator webbing buckle in olive 

green
11,99 £

4251285522404 CF7085 6x Outdoor Web Dominator webbing buckle in black 11,99 £
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4251285522411 CF7080 6x 360 ° rotation Outdoor D-ring made of high-strength 
plastic for backpacks, vests, etc. in various colors

13,99 £
4251285522428 CF7080 6x 360 ° rotation Outdoor D-ring made of high-strength 

plastic for backpacks, vests, etc. in olive green
8,99 £

4251285522435 CF7080 6x 360 ° rotation Outdoor D-ring made of high-strength 
plastic for rucksacks, vests, etc. in khaki

8,99 £
4251285522442 CF7080 6x 360 ° rotation Outdoor D-ring made of high-strength 

plastic for backpacks, vests, etc. in black
13,99 £

4251285522466 CF8501 2x coffee mug "Favorite man" in different designs, 
approx. 350 ml [selection varies]

17,99 £
4251285522473 CF8502 2x Wooden Serving Tray - Rectangular Wooden Tray 

with "I LOVE MY HOME" Motif in Different Sizes û Shabb
26,99 £

4251285522497 CF8494 5x shower cap waterproof to protect the hairstyle, 
flexible bathing cap with elastic rubber band with differe

11,99 £
4251285522497 CF8494 5x shower cap waterproof to protect the hairstyle, 

flexible bathing cap with elastic rubber band with differe
11,99 £

4251285522503 CF8494 10x shower cap waterproof to protect the hairstyle, 
flexible bathing cap with elastic rubber band with differe

15,99 £
4251285522510 CF8397 plant protection bag made of garden fleece for 

protection against weather and animals, approx. 1.20 x 
13,99 £

4251285522527 CF8498 Stainless steel kitchen sieve - Extendable draining sieve 
for washing fruit, vegetables and salad

26,99 £
4251285522534 CF8472 10x glasses case with drawstring closure as a storage 

bag for your glasses, approx. 18.3 x 9.2 cm
11,99 £

4251285522541 CF8500 glass lantern with LED lighting - suspended thread light 
with jute leg - decorative glass for hanging - hanging de

26,99 £
4251285522572 CF8500 glass lantern with LED lighting - suspended thread light 

with jute leg - decorative glass for hanging - hanging de
26,99 £

4251285522626 CF3160 cash box, cash box made of steel with insert and 
cylinder lock

35,99 £
4251285522640 CF7079 10x EDC Mini aluminum carabiner in silver for key 

chains or other outdoor activities
11,99 £

4251285522664 CF7079 10x EDC Mini Carabiner in gray for key chains or other 
outdoor activities

11,99 £
4251285522671 CF7079 20x EDC Mini Carabiner in gray for key chains or other 

outdoor activities
13,99 £

4251285522695 CF7079 20x EDC Mini Carabiner in black for key chains or other 
outdoor activities

15,99 £
4251285522794 CF7078 2x Flashlight Holster made of durable nylon for 

flashlights of up to 17 cm
11,99 £

4251285522817 CF7083 40x S-shaped outdoor carabiner made of high-strength 
plastic in black and with stainless steel spring lock

26,99 £
4251285522824 CF7083 20x S-shaped outdoor carabiner made of high-strength 

plastic in khaki and with stainless steel spring lock
15,99 £

4251285571280 CF7083 40x S-shaped outdoor carabiner made of high-strength 
plastic in khaki and with stainless steel spring lock

15,99 £
4251285522848 CF7086 2x magnifying glass as a reading magnifier in DIN A5 

format for on the go
8,99 £

4251285522862 CF7930 rosary with a large wooden cross, artificial flowers as a 
great Christmas decoration, beautiful room decoration, 

17,99 £
4251285522909 CF8512 sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
13,99 £

4251285522909 CF8512 sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 
accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child

13,99 £
4251285522992 CF7084 4x sports armband - arm pocket for the smartphone - 

MP3 and mobile phone pocket for the upper arm - ideal 
8,99 £

4251285523005 CF7928 2x earthing plug angled black with earthing contact 
angle plug mountable break-proof

13,99 £
4251285523036 CF7082 20x outdoor stainless steel keyring, spiral wire approx. 

16 cm, cable pendant with brass screw and chrome-plat
13,99 £

4251285523081 CF8474 16-piece set corner protection, edge protection, table 
corner protection and child protection with rotating mec

13,99 £
4251285523098 CF9058 3x paracord key ring black with carabiner hook and 

large key ring
8,99 £

4251285523104 CF7076 4 EDC suspension clip made of chrome-plated zinc with 
key ring

11,99 £
4251285597402 CF1781 door stopper with handle, heavy door holder, functional 

living accessory, stopper for windows and doors, ideal f
26,99 £

4251285523135 CF6492 5x silicone bottle holder in blue with carabiner and 
keyring

11,99 £
4251285523142 CF6492 5x silicone bottle holder in red with carabiner and 

keyring
8,99 £
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4251285523159 CF6492 6x silicone bottle holder in different colors with 
carabiner and key ring

11,99 £
4251285559059 CF8536 Nail Art Deco Set with anti-magnetic tweezers and 

decorative glitter stones in 12 different colors
13,99 £

4251285523197 CF5752 2x adapter USB 3.0 male to female right angled 270 ° 
horizontal (2 pieces - right)

8,99 £
4251285523258 CF6629 3x XXL eraser with inscription "For BIG Mistakes", 14 x 

5 x 2 cm
15,99 £

4251285523272 CF8515 4x stair runner jumping spiral in different colors in 
metallic design, approx. 6.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285523296 CF7409 8x stair runner jumping spiral in rainbow colors with 

glitter, Ø ca. 9 cm
17,99 £

4251285523326 CF7489 8-piece rubber-long set, 8 small rubber straps assorted, 
approx. 34 cm

15,99 £
4251285523333 CF7489 16-piece rubber long set, 16 small rubber straps 

assorted, approx. 34 cm
26,99 £

4251285523364 CF5103 40x Universal Suction Cup Holder with Metal Hooks - 
Suction cups for hanging fairy lights, towels, decoration

26,99 £
4251285523388 CF3544 6x mucus with dumb-sound in the tin, pop-dough ideal 

for birthdays (pink, purple, orange, green, blue and yell
26,99 £

4251285556843 CF0251 4x ceramic peeler for fruits and vegetables - universal 
peeler particularly sharp - peeler with pendulum blade

15,99 £
4251285523432 CF8542 4x Reusable Pocket Warmer - Hand Warmer with Dog 

Motif for Children - Warming Pad for Cold Days and for 
15,99 £

4251285523449 CF8543 4x Reusable pocket hand warmer - Gel hand warmers in 
heart motif - Warming pad for cold days and for on the 

13,99 £
4251285523463 CF8512 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
26,99 £

4251285523470 CF6947 24-piece children's writing set "Thea" with ruler, 
notebook and much more

15,99 £
4251285523487 CF7739 4x jump rope "Thea" in purple and pink with glittering 

handle in variegated colors, ca. 210 cm
15,99 £

4251285523500 CF5199 4-piece set of Euro power plug and Euro flat coupling, 
mountable with screw cap, unbreakable

26,99 £
4251285523524 CF8513 24 x shower curtain rings in white - for shower curtain 

rods made of polyethylene in C-shape - easy and very e
11,99 £

4251285523531 CF6590 Rubber band set, 4 big snakes in different colors, 46cm 15,99 £
4251285523579 CF8533 4x pairs of high-quality guest slippers in set - guest 

slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child
17,99 £

4251285523586 CF8533 4x pairs of high-quality guest slippers in set - guest 
slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child

17,99 £
4251285523593 CF8533 4x pairs of high-quality guest slippers in set - guest 

slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child
17,99 £

4251285523630 CF8517 toilet door sign pictogram self-adhesive - hanger for 
spring, Easter and summer - wooden decorative sign

15,99 £
4251285523630 CF8517 toilet door sign pictogram self-adhesive - hanger for 

spring, Easter and summer - wooden decorative sign
15,99 £

4251285523647 CF8495 grave decoration in the shape of a rose - memorial 
stone of hope and purity - weatherproof grave decoratio

15,99 £
4251285577299 CF8528 2x apple divider made of stainless steel - Fruit divider 

also for pears - Apple cutter for de-coring
15,99 £

4251285523692 CF8532 450x Shish kebab skewers - 20 cm long skewers - 
Vegetable skewers in a set

11,99 £
4251285523715 CF8524 4x Porcelain egg cups set - Egg holder in white - Boiled 

egg holder for breakfast, approx. 6,5 cm
15,99 £

4251285541955 CF8496 grave decoration in the shape of a heart - weatherproof 
grave decoration with butterflies - decorated mourning s

17,99 £
4251285523739 CF8496 grave decoration in the shape of a heart - memorial 

stone with inscription - weatherproof grave decoration 
26,99 £

4251285523753 CF5616 Totenkopf tankard "skull" made of polyresin, beer mug 
with stainless steel insert, up to 600 ml

30,99 £
4251285523777 CF4348 3x closed ashtray with skull motif for the bag or as a 

key ring
15,99 £

4251285523807 CF8540 Decorative light bulb with LED light chain for hanging 
and putting down - battery-powered table lamp for a nic

15,99 £
4251285523814 CF7774 soap bubble ring - soap bubble sun, multi-bubble with 

420 ml soap suds for up to 13 soap bubbles simultaneo
15,99 £

4251285523845 CF8541 12x party hat - black cone hats in metallic colors - shiny 
New Year's hats - headgear for theme parties, New Yea

15,99 £
4251285523913 CF8545 6x hanging decoration with starfish made of wood and 

jute cord - hanging decoration - Maritime hanging decor
17,99 £
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4251285523920 CF8546 heart-shaped pocket warmer - hand warmer with 
various deer motifs - pocket heating pad with pattern

13,99 £
4251285523937 CF7128 16-piece reflector set - Reflector pendant with ball chain 

in various motifs
11,99 £

4251285524040 CF8534 6x mucus in barrel, slime in different colors [selection 
varies], each 65 g

15,99 £
4250847190341 CF6560 30x clothespins in a practical basket with a handle - 

basket with a handle for hanging and clips in trendy col
15,99 £

4251285553743 CF7803 32x tattoo bows with pull off tattoos for boys with 
different motives

13,99 £
4251285524125 CF7533 2x stainless steel coffee mug - 260 ml per coffee cup - 

Thermo-drinking mug made of stainless steel - Double-
26,99 £

4251285524132 CF7804 32x tattoo bows with pulling off tattoos for girls with 
different motives

13,99 £
4251285524156 CF8364 12x glitter mask in round shape in different colors, 

Venetian eye masks masquerade mask ideal for parties,
11,99 £

4251285524187 CF8388 20x glitter mask in a round shape in different colors, 
Venetian eye masks masquerade mask ideal for parties,

13,99 £
4251285551206 CF8369 18-piece mustache set of different mustaches, false 

beard to stick on - the mustaches are self-adhesive
13,99 £

4251285524200 CF8369 36-piece mustache set of different mustaches, wrong 
beard to stick on - the mustaches are self-adhesive

15,99 £
4251285524248 CF5422 24x cork coasters for drinks - round and square drink 

coasters - glass coasters made of cork
15,99 £

4251285524309 CF0679 32-piece makeup set with eyeshadow in blue tones and 
cosmetic brushes

15,99 £
4251285524316 CF0679 32-part makeup set with red eye shadow and cosmetic 

brushes
11,99 £

4251285524347 CF5574 48-piece giveaway set pirates, treasure hunt with coins 
and chests, for children's birthdays, pirate party accesso

13,99 £
4251285524354 CF7801 2 Pirate Hats for Children with Integrated Red 

Headscarf for Theme Parties and Other Celebrations
15,99 £

4251285524361 CF7802 2x Pirate Hat with Skull Motif - Hat for Children and 
Adults - Party Hat for Birthdays, Carnival, Halloween an

15,99 £
4251285524392 CF8361 6x pirate mask with rubber band in skeleton skull design 

with gold-colored earring - one size for children and adu
13,99 £

4251285524415 CF7060 48x chalk stick for writing and painting - blackboard 
chalk for school, kitchen and garden - street chalk

8,99 £
4251285574946 CF0680 96 Chalk sticks in bright colors for slates, asphalt, 

concrete and other hard surfaces
13,99 £

4251285524460 CF0681 20-piece pirate set, goodies and gifts for children's 
birthdays, pirate party accessories

15,99 £
4251285524514 CF8563 3x Snow runners for tobogganing - Snow runners for 

the whole family - Sledges in several colours [selection 
30,99 £

4251285524521 CF8562 3x snow racers for sledding - snow slides for the whole 
family - sleds in different colors

30,99 £
4251285524538 CF8561 snow sledge for tobogganing - snow slide carriage with 

wide rim and recessed grips for more safety
35,99 £

4251285524545 CF8561 snow sledge for tobogganing - snow slide carriage with 
wide rim and recessed grips for more safety

35,99 £
4251285524552 CF8561 snow sledge for tobogganing - snow slide carriage with 

wide rim and recessed grips for more safety
35,99 £

4251285552319 CF6367 4x beauty make-up sponges in egg shape - sponges in 
water droplet optics - ideal for powder, cream and liquid

8,99 £
4251285524590 CF6679 6x miracle hooks - transparent wall hooks on self-

adhesive pad without drilling - multi-purpose hooks for 
13,99 £

4251285550148 CF6679 12x miracle hooks - transparent wall hooks on self-
adhesive pad without drilling - multi-purpose hooks for 

15,99 £
4251285524620 CF6502 4x toe spreader, toe separator, 2 pairs, made of soft gel 

silicone, for hammertoes and hallux valgus
17,99 £

4251285524637 CF6500 3-piece premium hair care set, paddle brush and two 
styling combs made of bamboo wood, bamboo hair brus

15,99 £
4251285524644 CF8063 4x Ball castors - Furniture castors - Ball roller bearings 

with bottom flange mounting holes - Castor wheels mad
15,99 £

4251285524651 CF8066 Current Meter Ammeter, 10A, with Digital LED Display 13,99 £
4251285524682 CF7831 3x replacement flex cable for Raspberry PI, flat cable 

for display, camera and other applications, FPC 1.0 pitc
15,99 £

4251285524699 CF7831 3x replacement flex cable for Raspberry PI, flat cable 
for display, camera and other applications, FPC 1.0 pitc

8,99 £
4251285524750 CF8566 3x coffee pad box - coffee box for coffee pads - storage 

container for coffee pads - decorative box in vintage loo
15,99 £
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4251285560727 CF8555 2x warmer for tea and coffee pots made of chrome 
wire, round, Ø approx. 17 cm

15,99 £
4251285572393 CF8553 4x Shoe Horn made of Stainless Steel - Portable Boot 

Horns - Dressing Aid - Short Handled Shoe-Horn for Me
13,99 £

4251285524903 CF7831 3x replacement flex cable for Raspberry PI, flat cable 
for display, camera and other applications, FPC 1.0 pitc

17,99 £
4251285524910 CF4515 15x scourer metal scouring pad metal 15,99 £
4251285524927 CF3809 3 pairs of wash gloves Massage glove Peeling glove in 

purple and blue
13,99 £

4251285572386 CF8591 4x Snow runners for tobogganing - Snow runners for 
the whole family - Sledges in several colours [selection 

35,99 £
4251285524958 CF8465 2x wall bracket made of powder-coated steel, hook for 

flower pot, garden, wind chimes, hanging basket, with s
17,99 £

4251285524965 CF8463 2x wall bracket "Blume" made of powder-coated steel 
for hanging baskets and wind chimes, with screws and 

15,99 £
4251285524972 CF8463 2x wall bracket "Butterfly" made of powder-coated steel 

for hanging baskets and wind chimes
13,99 £

4251285524989 CF8463 2x wall bracket made of powder-coated steel for 
hanging baskets and wind chimes, with screws and dow

15,99 £
4251285524996 CF8464 2x wall bracket made of powder-coated steel, hook for 

flower pot, garden, wind chimes, hanging basket, with s
26,99 £

4251285525009 CF8464 2x wall bracket made of powder-coated steel, hook for 
flower pot, garden, wind chimes, hanging basket, with s

17,99 £
4251285525023 CF7849 150-piece cake pops accessory gift set - transparent gift 

bags for cake pops
13,99 £

4251285525054 CF8571 Double Piggy Bank "Mr. & Mrs." made of ceramic, 
approx. 14 x 20 cm

26,99 £
4251285525085 CF8520 160x plant rings for attaching flowers and stems to 

growth aids
15,99 £

4251285525108 CF8522 2x pop-up laundry box, foldable laundry basket, 
foldable storage box in red

13,99 £
4251285525115 CF8522 2x pop-up laundry box, foldable laundry basket, 

foldable storage box in green
15,99 £

4251285550100 CF8522 2x pop-up laundry box, foldable laundry basket, 
foldable storage box in blue

15,99 £
4251285525139 CF8522 2x Pop-Up laundry box, foldable laundry basket, 

foldable storage box in black
15,99 £

4251285525153 CF8599 4x snow racers for tobogganing - snow slides for the 
whole family - Porsche sledges with handle - sledges in 

35,99 £
4251285525153 CF8599 4x snow racers for tobogganing - snow slides for the 

whole family - Porsche sledges with handle - sledges in 
35,99 £

4251285569720 CF8595 4x snow racers for tobogganing - snow slides for the 
whole family - Porsche sledges with handle - sledges in 

30,99 £
4251285525177 CF8603 Snow runners for tobogganing - snow runner sledge 

with wide edge and recessed grips - piste runners [selec
26,99 £

4251285525191 CF8605 Snow runners for tobogganing - snow runner sledge 
with wide edge and recessed grips - piste runners

35,99 £
4251285525214 CF8525 8x adjustable bed sheet tensioner Fitted sheet holder, 

15 - 30 cm
13,99 £

4251285525276 CF7848 4x Vacuum bags - Large vacuum bags 85 x 53 cm - 
Storage bags as hygienic space savers - Space savings 

15,99 £
4251285528871 CF7042 4x ashtrays made of glass - colored glass ashtrays for 

cigarettes - ashtrays for private and gastronomy - made
15,99 £

4251285525306 CF8607 snowboard track slide in blue, snow glider with pull rope 
and handle, snowflake

26,99 £
4251285549340 CF8603 2x Snow runners for tobogganing - snow runner sledge 

with wide edge and recessed grips - piste runners
26,99 £

4251285525351 CF7455 2x Cheerleader PomPom in red 15,99 £
4251285525368 CF7455 2x Cheerleader PomPom in white 17,99 £
4251285525405 CF7471 2x Cheerleader PomPom in green 13,99 £
4251285525436 CF8374 3x Venetian mask, eye mask in different designs, face 

mask made of high quality lace as a masquerade
8,99 £

4251285525443 CF7556 lunch box with several compartments - stackable slice 
box for the refrigerator - leak-proof lunch box with lid - 

17,99 £
4251285525528 CF8608 Spare paper roll holder, spare roll stand, chrome plated, 

approx. 51 cm high, for kitchen and bath
17,99 £

4251285525467 CF8375 com-four bone hairband - hairband with plastic bone for 
Halloween, carnival and other parties

13,99 £
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4251285549821 CF9684 8-piece set of wrapping paper, unicoloured, in several 
colors, 200 x 70 cm

26,99 £
4251285525481 CF8575 10x rolls of wrapping paper colorful, in different 

designs, 500 x 70 cm
35,99 £

4251285525511 CF8577 4x rolls transparent gift wrap with print or pattern, 
transparency film, in various designs, 250 x 70 cm

26,99 £
4251285525528 CF8608 Spare paper roll holder, spare roll stand, chrome plated, 

approx. 51 cm high, for kitchen and bath
17,99 £

4251285525535 CF8584 Containers transport box, cake container and grocery 
box with 2 floors and lifting insert, in green

30,99 £
4251285525542 CF8584 Containers transport box, cake container and grocery 

box with 2 floors and lifting insert, in turquoise
30,99 £

4251285525566 CF7784 Anti Stress Ball - Squeeze Ball in the Net - Crumple Ball, 
Squeeze Ball, Toy

13,99 £
4251285563131 CF7696 80 meter clothesline with steel wire insert, clothesline in 

different colors [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285525757 CF3663 8x door hooks made of stainless steel - multi-purpose 
hooks on the inside of the door for jackets and clothes -

17,99 £
4251285525764 CF2424 5x child protection for sockets, socket protection - child 

protection with rotating mechanism - optimal socket pro
8,99 £

4251285525764 CF2424 5x child protection for sockets, socket protection - child 
protection with rotating mechanism - optimal socket pro

8,99 £
4251285525771 CF2424 10x child protection for sockets, socket protection - 

child protection with rotating mechanism - optimal sock
13,99 £

4251285525771 CF2424 10x child protection for sockets, socket protection - 
child protection with rotating mechanism - optimal sock

13,99 £
4251805441963 CF2424 20x child protection for sockets, socket protection - 

child protection with rotating mechanism - optimal sock
13,99 £

4251285525795 CF0282 2x adapter USB 2.0 male to female top 90 ° angled 
black (2 pieces)

11,99 £
4251285525832 CF2854 4x mask "Japanese soldier" for carnival, carnival, 

Halloween - face mask to protect identity
11,99 £

4251285525870 CF7912 480x paper clips / staples / letter and file clips in round 
design in variegated colors

11,99 £
4251285525887 CF8114 20x folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 

stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free
15,99 £

4251285525894 CF8114 20x Quick stapler DIN A4 - Stapler with labelling strips - 
Document wallet - Plastic folders for school, office and h

15,99 £
4251285525900 CF8114 20x folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 

stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free
13,99 £

4251285589148 CF8114 20x Folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 
stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free

15,99 £
4251285525924 CF8114 20x Folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 

stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free
15,99 £

4251285525931 CF8114 20x Folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 
stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free - Home s

15,99 £
4251285525948 CF8114 20x folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 

stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free
15,99 £

4251285525962 CF2609 4x artificial lavender branch with 3 flowers, artificial 
flowers about 60 cm long

11,99 £
4251285525979 CF6939 4x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 

dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h
17,99 £

4251285525986 CF8586 BBQ set with grill apron and grill glove in black 13,99 £
4251285526020 CF8556 Ankle cuffs with plush in black, fetish cuffs Cuffs with 

keys
13,99 £

4251285526037 CF8556 ankle cuffs with plush in pink, fetish cuffs cuffs with 
keys

15,99 £
4251285526044 CF8557 2x picture frame with star motif made of plastic - photo 

frame in two colors - 10 x 15 cm
11,99 £

4251285549241 CF8572 Blue glowing lightsaber, laser sword with retractable 
blade and sound

15,99 £
4251285550261 CF3447 2x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove light bulb 

15W, E14, 230V
13,99 £

4251285526099 CF3447 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove light bulb 
15W, E14, 230V

26,99 £
4251285526211 CF6887 3x border punch - motif punch approx. 50x10mm - 

border punch with different motifs [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251285526266 CF8609 Cherry Stone Cushion, 100% Cotton Heat Pad with 
Cherry Seed, 26 x 19.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285526273 CF8617 5x ceramic piggy bank, in pink with "Happy Birthday" -

print, ca. 5 x 4,5 cm
11,99 £
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4251285526280 CF8620 2x bottle opener in sexy girl design in two motives, ca. 
16 cm

15,99 £
4251285526303 CF2651 USB 3.0 Super Speed ??Y Cable A Male to 10 Pin Mini 

Male and USB 2.0 Male (Additional Power) 60cm Black
13,99 £

4251285526327 CF8618 3x LED flashlight as a key ring - mini flashlight made of 
aluminum - hand lamp with key ring - approx. 7.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285526358 CF8615 heart-shaped planter bowl, decorative wicker basket, 

plant basket with foil on the inside, ideal for planting or 
26,99 £

4251285526365 CF8623 3x Snow runners for tobogganing - Snow runners for 
the whole family - Sledges in several colours [selection 

35,99 £
4251285526389 CF3596 4x bracelet fashion jewelry 40x1,6cm with rhinestones 

in beige
11,99 £

4251285526426 CF8611 SAT HQ antenna cable Window lead-through for coaxial 
cables, ultra-flat and waterproof

11,99 £
4251285526426 CF8611 SAT HQ antenna cable Window lead-through for coaxial 

cables, ultra-flat and waterproof
11,99 £

4251285526440 CF8613 SAT HQ antenna cable Window lead-through for coaxial 
cables, ultra-flat and waterproof

17,99 £
4251285526525 CF8637 3x back scraper with metal telescopic rod with rubber 

grip in different colors
13,99 £

4251285526532 CF8626 5-part cosmetic brush set with protective bag for on the 
way

17,99 £
4251285526570 CF8635 2x Picture frame "I love" - Photo frame with heart - 

Romantic plastic frame for photos - Valentine's photo fr
13,99 £

4251285526587 CF5126 Metal keyring with carabiner for lovers, hearts in a 
noble gift box

13,99 £
4251285526594 CF8634 2-Piece Set Metal keyring with carabiner for lovers, 

hearts in gift box [Variety of choices]
13,99 £

4251285526594 CF8634 2-Piece Set Metal keyring with carabiner for lovers, 
hearts in gift box [Variety of choices]

13,99 £
4251285526655 CF0686 10x key ring with LED lamp in black, THE original from 

in leather look
13,99 £

4251285526662 CF8632 20g fragrant bath confetti hearts in a gift packaging, 
ideal as a partner gift

13,99 £
4251285526679 CF8628 20x sun hat for plants, plant protection hood growth 

aid, approx. 23 cm high
26,99 £

4251285526686 CF8628 10x sun hat for plants, plant protection hood growth 
aid, approx. 23 cm high

15,99 £
4251285526693 CF8629 2x vole trap, vole tube trap made of PVC, alive, about 

20 cm
17,99 £

4251285553545 CF8691 8er Pack wall buffer, doorstop, stop damper, ø 3,8 cm 
white

13,99 £
4251285526716 CF8630 3x vole traps with bait tray, vole tong trap made of 

galvanized sheet metal, approx. 18.5 cm
30,99 £

4251285526723 CF8636 3-piece grill set made of stainless steel, approx. 44 cm 17,99 £
4251285526747 CF6746 2 telescopic back scrapers made of stainless steel, 

massage device for the back and head in green and yell
11,99 £

4251285593206 CF8640 2x sledge with handle, toboggan accessories Traction 
cable for sled, tricycle or other children's vehicles

13,99 £
4251285593190 CF8640 Sled rope made of durable rope with yellow, 

ergonomically shaped handle
11,99 £

4251285526860 CF7830 2x grill tongs made of stainless steel, multi-purpose 
kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip

11,99 £
4251285526884 CF8647 3x Replacement Flex Cable, Flat Cable for Display, 

Camera and other Applications, FPC 0.5 Pitch 8mm, 100
15,99 £

4251285539976 CF6140_996 4x egg cups made of stainless steel, with a matt look 15,99 £
4250847176000 CF5333 Set of 6 self-inking teacher's stamps with 6 motifs to 

motivate students and children + 3x ballpoint pen
15,99 £

4251285526952 CF8641 40 meter armored tape, duct tape, 48 mm wide 17,99 £
4251285526976 CF8643 100 meters Double-sided adhesive tape, white, 24 mm 

wide
15,99 £

4251285526990 CF3628 4 pairs of washing glove Massage glove Peeling glove in 
yellow, pink, orange, pink

15,99 £
4251285599543 CF8646 75-piece hair accessories set for girls - headband, hair 

clip and cable tie
15,99 £

4251805441925 CF8649 Stainless steel vacuum flask - Double-walled thermos 
flask - Thermos flask with one-hand operation - 750 ml

17,99 £
4251285527027 CF8651 10 perennial log fire from renewable raw materials, 

firewood
39,99 £
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4251285527034 CF8650 5L Insulated pump jug - 5 litre Stainless steel Airpot - 
Double-walled insulated jug with pump mechanism

48,99 £
4251285552487 CF7716 3x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 

window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh
15,99 £

4251285527096 CF8655 6-part mustache Set of false mustaches, fine fibers, 
self-adhesive

11,99 £
4251285527102 CF8656 10x Fake Giant Cigar for the Mafia Gangster Al Capone 

Costume, Dummy Cigar for Carnival and Party, 12cm
11,99 £

4251285527119 CF8656 20x fake giant cigar for the Mafia gangster Al Capone 
costume, dummy cigar for carnival and carnival, 12cm

15,99 £
4251285527126 CF8657 6x animal mask with elastic in one size for children and 

adults
13,99 £

4251285527133 CF9494 3x Multiple compresses in 3 different sizes with fleece 
cover - Cold and warm compresses - Economy pack mul

17,99 £
4251285527133 CF9494 3x Multiple compresses in 3 different sizes with fleece 

cover - Cold and warm compresses - Economy pack mul
17,99 £

4251285527140 CF8658 6x animal mask with elastic in one size for children and 
adults

15,99 £
4251285527157 CF8659 2-Piece set bracelet and collar with pyramid rivets in 

leather look - Rocker and biker faux leather for partygoe
11,99 £

4251285527164 CF8661 2-piece set leather-look bracelet and fingerlove, rocker 
biker punk steampunk in imitation leather

15,99 £
4251285527171 CF8663 2x shot glass with chain for hanging - Shotglas for 

Carnival, JGA, Carnival etc. - 45 ml (4,5 cl)
13,99 £

4251285527195 CF5123 2x artificial lollipops, fake decorative lollipops made of 
plastic, sweet-sugar candy 22.5cm [color varies]

13,99 £
4251285561663 CF8664 2x color change LED light for mouth and teeth, shining 

mouthguard for real partygoers, Halloween and Carnival
13,99 £

4251285527225 CF6678 2x stroller hooks with non-slip rubber studs for diaper 
bag - stroller bag holder - pocket carabiner

15,99 £
4251285527249 CF8701 36x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in 

bright colors - Decorative Easter eggs made of plastic - 
17,99 £

4251285527324 CF8703 2x LED decoration light, paper lanterns with butterfly 
motif in different colors, 20 x 13.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285527331 CF8706 2x LED decoration light, paper lanterns with heart motif 

in red,   20 x 13.5 cm
11,99 £

4251285527348 CF1300 2-piece premium baby hair care set, mini bamboo hair 
brush with soft bristles made of lambswool and small ba

15,99 £
4251285527355 CF8747 6-piece decoration & gift set for Easter - colorful raffia 

baskets, Easter grass and gift bags - Easter basket - Eas
17,99 £

4251285527362 CF8746 4x Easter baskets with decorative grass and egg colors - 
Easter baskets with green grass - raffia basket with East

26,99 £
4251285527386 CF8750 4x Easter nest nature with hen and chick - Easter 

decoration - mini bird nest - chick decoration - spring de
15,99 £

4251285527409 CF5122 Easter decoration set with felt bag and Easter stickers - 
stickers for decoration with great Easter motifs - felt ba

11,99 £
4251285527416 CF8748 8x Easter decoration pendant - wooden picture to hang 

up with Easter motives - hanging decoration for Easter
8,99 £

4251285599314 CF7010 Easter decoration & gift set - colorful raffia baskets, 
green Easter grass, egg colors - DIY Easter baskets - Ea

26,99 £
4251285527454 CF6642 Magic Echo Microphone, party fun every karaoke night, 

33cm
8,99 £

4251285563742 CF3478 2x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove bulb 
26W, E14, 230V, 165 lumen

13,99 £
4251285527485 CF1519 6x tape measure tape measure tape measure 

measuring tape 3 meters in bright colors, color varies
11,99 £

4251285527492 CF2829 classic egg timer made of stainless steel - mechanical 
kitchen timer - timer with signal tone - egg-shaped kitch

13,99 £
4251285527508 CF8705 Owl shower curtain, shower curtain in owls decor, bath 

curtain patterned, shower curtain 180 x 180 cm
15,99 £

4251285580183 CF8704 2x unicorn LED key fob with sound, 7 x 6cm 15,99 £
4251285527522 CF5121 door stopper, door holder weighing 1.4 kg in a 

Christmassy gnome design, stopper for windows and do
26,99 £

4251285527577 CF8740 4x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 
dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h

26,99 £
4251285527584 CF8743 6-piece spice shaker set made of stainless steel for salt, 

pepper, spices, herbs - herb jar, spice jar, spice contain
15,99 £

4251285527584 CF8743 6-piece spice shaker set made of stainless steel for salt, 
pepper, spices, herbs - herb jar, spice jar, spice contain

15,99 £
4251285527591 CF8701 60x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in 

beautiful pastel colors - Easter eggs - Size: 6 cm
26,99 £
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4251285527621 CF8744 6x glass with lid, reusable drinking glasses in mason jar 
look with handle, 100ml

15,99 £
4251285527676 CF8707 Foam roller for balance and fitness exercises, fascia roll 

for massages, 31cm
26,99 £

4251285527713 CF8708 yoga mat non-slip - workout mat made of PVC foam - 
exercise mat in pink - training mat - 173 x 61 x 0.4 cm

13,99 £
4251285527751 CF3267 24x white decorative Easter eggs made of plastic, 

plastic eggs with ribbon to hang up for Easter - plastic e
17,99 £

4251285527768 CF3267 48x white decorative Easter eggs made of plastic, 
plastic eggs with ribbon to hang up for Easter - plastic e

17,99 £
4251285527775 CF2046 48x white decorative Easter eggs made of plastic with 

46 self-adhesive pictures, plastic eggs with ribbon for ha
26,99 £

4251285527799 CF8797 30x easter eggs to hang up - easter decoration with 
great patterns - decoration easter eggs in different color

26,99 £
4251285527805 CF8691 8er Pack wall buffer, doorstop, stop damper, ø 3,8 cm 

beige
8,99 £

4251285527812 CF8691 8-pack wall buffer, doorstop, stop damper, ø 3,8 cm 
brown

11,99 £
4251285527829 CF8701 69x large locking clips, locking clips for grocery bags 

and bags, stainless steel locking clips, bag clips for mue
26,99 £

4251285527898 CF8765 Easter eggs for filling - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs in great colors - decorative Easter eggs

26,99 £
4251285527911 CF8766 20x Easter eggs for hanging - dotted Easter decoration 

in different colors - Easter decoration - size: 6 cm, 5 cm
17,99 £

4251285527928 CF8766 40x Easter eggs to hang up - dotted Easter decorations 
in different colors - decorative Easter eggs - size: 6cm, 

30,99 £
4251285527935 CF8806 28x hand-painted Easter eggs to hang - Easter 

decorations in great colors - Easter decorations with a b
17,99 £

4251285527942 CF8808 24x hand-painted Easter eggs for hanging - Easter 
decorations in great colors - Easter decorations with bea

15,99 £
4251285527959 CF8808 4x decorative displays for Easter - Easter bunny in 

Easter egg with flower - Easter decoration to put - Easte
26,99 £

4251285527973 CF8809 18x Easter eggs for hanging - speckled Easter 
decorations in great colors - decorative Easter eggs - siz

17,99 £
4251805402995 CF8811 6x Decorative Pendant Easter - Easter decoration made 

of wood in owl design - Decorative pendants for window
11,99 £

4251805402995 CF8811 6x Decorative Pendant Easter - Easter decoration made 
of wood in owl design - Decorative pendants for window

11,99 £
4251285528000 CF8802 2x Easter Egg XXL to Fill - Giant Filling Eggs for Easter - 

Very Large Easter Eggs with Easter Motifs [selection vari
26,99 £

4251285528024 CF8813 3x Easter decoration pendant - XL window wood picture 
in floral design with Easter bunny figure - Easter decora

15,99 £
4251285528055 CF8815 2x Easter decoration pendant - willow rings with 

wooden figures for hanging up - Easter decoration for w
15,99 £

4251285554689 CF8830 5x Easter eggs for filling with different motifs - surprise 
cardboard eggs for self-filling - cardboard egg for Easter

13,99 £
4251285528093 CF6552 4-piece set of window pictures with spring motifs - 

static window decoration for Easter - self-adhesive East
15,99 £

4251285528109 CF6551 4-piece set of window pictures with spring motifs - 
static window decoration for Easter - self-adhesive East

15,99 £
4251285528116 CF6655 4x school bags, small cardboard school bags for 

siblings, foldable sugar bag for school enrollment, gift p
26,99 £

4251285528123 CF6668 3x Christmas window pictures, self-adhesive with 
different motifs - Christmas window decorations - Windo

17,99 £
4251285528147 CF6396 3x Slime in a barrel in bright colors - party gift for 

children's birthdays - anti stress Slime - kneading Slime 
15,99 £

4251285528154 CF6397 3x Slime in a barrel in bright colors - party gift for 
children's birthdays - anti stress slime - kneading slime t

15,99 £
4251285558380 CF7925 2x LED bubble gun with bubble water, transparent 

bubble machine for children and adults, bubble gun as a
17,99 £

4251285528185 CF8685 20x plastic closure clips, great colors, practical sizes, 
with 160 sticky notes for labeling

15,99 £
4251285528215 CF8697 12x Towel Bars Clips in 4 different colors made of 

plastic
13,99 £

4251285528239 CF8694 125-piece curtain roll set - curtain rolls for rails inner 
run - roll rings with carabiners - folding hooks - curtain 

11,99 £
4251285528246 CF8694 250-piece curtain roll set - curtain rolls for rails inner 

run - roll rings with carabiners - folding hooks - curtain 
13,99 £

4251285528253 CF8693 door stopper, heavy door holder in the Christmas 
snowman design, stopper for windows and doors, door 

15,99 £
4251285528291 CF8692 12x multi-purpose adhesive hooks, self-adhesive 

adhesive hooks in chrome look, eg for towels, 3.5 x 2.5 
8,99 £
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4251285528321 CF8690 30x stainless steel shish kebab skewers and skewers, 22 
cm

26,99 £
4251285528345 CF7063 60x Easter eggs for hanging - Easter egg decoration for 

the tree - Easter decorations in different colors - Easter 
30,99 £

4251285528369 CF8680 4x flea and lice comb, nit comb for humans and animals 
in great colors, 9 x 5 cm

8,99 £
4251285597938 CF8680 8x flea and lice comb, nit comb for humans and 

animals, 9 x 5 cm
13,99 £

4251285528383 CF8678 4x replacement pot lid handles, replacement handles for 
pot and pan lid, threaded handle 0.6cm

15,99 £
4251285555891 CF8676 8x melon tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights in fruit 

design - 17g
11,99 £

4251285555877 CF8676 16x tablecloth weight "Fruits-Mix" - Tablecloth weights 
in fruit design - 15-17g

17,99 £
4251285528482 CF8675 16x tablecloth brackets made of unbreakable plastic in 

white, tablecloth weight, tablecloth holder Made in Ger
15,99 £

4251285528499 CF8675 24x tablecloth brackets made of unbreakable plastic in 
white, tablecloth weight, tablecloth holder Made in Ger

15,99 £
4251285528505 CF8675 32x tablecloth brackets made of unbreakable plastic in 

white, tablecloth weight, tablecloth holder Made in Ger
17,99 £

4251285533998 CF8675 12x tablecloth clips made of unbreakable plastic in 
white, tablecloth weight, tablecloth holder Made in Ger

13,99 £
4251285528529 CF8674 2 magnetic room thermometers, thermometer with 

magnet and stand
13,99 £

4251285528543 CF8672 4x wood thermometer, classic thermometer made of 
beech wood, -14 ° C to + 61 ° C, 14cm

15,99 £
4251285528567 CF8670 6x luggage tags made of robust plastic to write on, 

luggage tags in bright colors
11,99 £

4251285528574 CF8670 12x luggage tags made of robust plastic for labeling, 
luggage tags in bright colors

15,99 £
4251285528598 CF8669 16x socket fuse - optimal protection for babies and 

toddlers
11,99 £

4251285528604 CF8667 5x shower cap with great colors and motifs - waterproof 
hair protection for the shower - hair cap with colorful m

11,99 £
4251285528604 CF8667 5x shower cap with great colors and motifs - waterproof 

hair protection for the shower - hair cap with colorful m
11,99 £

4251285528611 CF8667 10x shower cap with great colors and motifs - 
waterproof hair protection for the shower - hair cap wit

11,99 £
4251285528628 CF8665 6x replacement ball chain for drain plugs, chromed, 30 

cm
13,99 £

4251285528642 CF7833 4x rubber doorstop in black 15,99 £
4251285528697 CF6144 1x key stone "little rock" - stone with secret 

compartment - key hiding place in stone look - geocachi
13,99 £

4251285528741 CF5119 10x Socket outlets child safety lock - Child safety socket 
outlet with metal key - Socket outlets protection for babi

15,99 £
4251285528741 CF5119 10x Socket outlets child safety lock - Child safety socket 

outlet with metal key - Socket outlets protection for babi
15,99 £

4251285528758 CF5119 15x Socket outlets child safety lock - Child safety socket 
outlet with metal key - Socket outlets protection for babi

26,99 £
4251285528765 CF8775 20x metal key rings, assortment of metal rings in two 

sizes
13,99 £

4251285528772 CF8775 40x metal key rings, assortment of metal rings in two 
sizes for the bunch of keys, Ø 30, 25 mm

15,99 £
4251285528772 CF8775 40x metal key rings, assortment of metal rings in two 

sizes for the bunch of keys, Ø 30, 25 mm
15,99 £

4251285528802 CF8450 2x Unterbettkommode in blue with zipper and handles, 
103 x 45 x 16 cm

13,99 £
4251285528819 CF5721_898 4x snap hooks made of aluminum with ballpoint pen 

with foam grip, in bright colors
13,99 £

4251285528345 CF7063 60x Easter eggs for hanging - Easter egg decoration for 
the tree - Easter decorations in different colors - Easter 

30,99 £
4251285585126 CF1372 2x facial cleaning sponge - sponge for deep cleansing of 

the skin - beauty facial sponge for noticeably softer skin
13,99 £

4251285528871 CF7042 4x ashtrays made of glass - colored glass ashtrays for 
cigarettes - ashtrays for private and gastronomy - made

15,99 £
4251285528987 CF8874 2x breakfast boards, breakfast and cutting boards in 

owl design, 23.4 x 14.3 x 0.3 cm
13,99 £

4251285529021 CF8877 4x Noble table placemat in wood look - Premium 
placemat - Washable table mat, placemat

30,99 £
4251285529052 CF8870 memo board in country house style, kitchen and memo 

board made of wood with decorative hearts, 38.5 x 24 c
26,99 £
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4251285529069 CF8871 memo board in country house style - kitchen and note 
board made of wood with decorative hearts - small chal

17,99 £
4251285529076 CF8872 memo board - chalk board for hanging - decorative 

board for writing on - 29 x 21.9 cm
13,99 £

4251285529083 CF8875 memo board in country house style, kitchen and note 
board in heart shape made of wood with decorative hea

17,99 £
4251285529090 CF8757 2x serving platter - serving tray made of natural slate 

for serving and serving great dishes - great decorative it
26,99 £

4251285529106 CF8758 6x espresso cup with saucer - Mocha cups made of 
ceramic - Small coffee cups for espresso, mocha and ca

30,99 £
4251285529113 CF8761 4-piece fondue forks - fondue cutlery with plastic handle 

for cozy evenings
26,99 £

4250847103778 CF2109 5x F connector 90 ° elbow adapter screwable F 
connector to F coupling metal

11,99 £
4251285529137 CF1781 door stopper with handle, heavy door holder, functional 

living accessory, stopper for windows and doors, ideal f
26,99 £

4251285529144 CF6776 1x decorative pendant Easter/Spring - door window 
wreath made of felt - felt wreath as Easter decoration fo

26,99 £
4251285529168 CF8759 12x Asian rice spoons - Soup and serving spoons made 

of white porcelain for rice bowls or appetizers - Mini chi
15,99 £

4251285529182 CF8760 8x soufflé molds - creme brulee ceramic bowls - 
ovenproof molds - dessert bowl and pie molds for eg ra

17,99 £
4251285529199 CF8760 12x soufflé molds - creme brulee ceramic bowls - 

ovenproof molds - dessert bowl and pie molds for eg ra
30,99 £

4251285529205 CF8762 12 luxury stainless steel shashlik and grill skewers with 
wooden handle, 38.5 cm

17,99 £
4251805415865 CF8762 20x Luxury stainless steel shashlik and barbecue 

skewers with wooden handle - meat and vegetable ske
17,99 £

4251285529229 CF8763 12x Stainless steel skewers - 24 cm long meat skewers 
- BBQ skewers for meat, fish and vegetables

13,99 £
4251285529236 CF8763 24x Stainless steel skewers - 24 cm long meat skewers 

- BBQ skewers for meat, fish and vegetables
17,99 £

4251285529243 CF8764 Stainless steel chicken roaster - chicken griller with 
aroma container - grill roaster for cooking whole chicken

17,99 £
4251285529304 CF7480 2-piece Mikado and Domino play set in plastic box for 

postponement, board games for the whole family
13,99 £

4251285589513 CF8888 16x Hook-and-loop fastener cable ties for cable 
management - reusable cable ties - 20.5 x 1.2 cm

13,99 £
4251285529335 CF8879 8x spring-clamp clamps, glue clamps made of metal 

with rubber coating for universal use in the home, work
15,99 £

4251285529342 CF8881 5x metal keyring with carabiner and shopping cart chip 
in various designs

17,99 £
4251285529342 CF8881 5x metal keyring with carabiner and shopping cart chip 

in various designs
17,99 £

4251285529359 CF8889 Wooden darning mushroom, Practical helper for stuffing 
socks in toadstool look

13,99 £
4251285529366 CF8889 2x wooden toadstool, Practical helper for stuffing socks 

in toadstool look
15,99 £

4251285529397 CF8887 4 m hook-and-loop fastener for sewing in white made of 
polyamide, 2 cm wide

8,99 £
4251285573635 CF8890 6 Iron-on patches made of 100% cotton, jeans patch, 

10x7.5cm
11,99 £

4251285544475 CF8890 12x ironing patches made of 100% cotton, blue jeans 
patch, 10 x 7.5cm

11,99 £
4251285529465 CF8878 2x metal trouser clip, trouser clip to protect your 

clothing when cycling
8,99 £

4251285529472 CF8878 4x metal trouser clip, trouser clip to protect your 
clothing when cycling

11,99 £
4251285529496 CF8891 4 pairs of transparent rubber bra straps with 

transparent closures, 10mm wide
15,99 £

4251285529502 CF8882 212-piece set Picture hooks made of brass and steel 
wire for handyman and DIY for hanging pictures

13,99 £
4251285529519 CF7110 artificial Christmas tree in green with stand, 90 cm, Ø 

47 cm, 100 tips, Christmas tree for Christmas as a perfe
30,99 £

4251285529526 CF7111 artificial Christmas tree in green with metal stand, 120 
cm, Ø 80 cm, 330 tips, Christmas tree for Christmas as 

39,99 £
4251285529533 CF7112 artificial Christmas tree in green with metal stand, 150 

cm, Ø 87 cm, 480 tips, Christmas tree for Christmas as 
43,99 £

4251285529540 CF7113 artificial Christmas tree in green with metal stand, 180 
cm, Ø 112 cm, 820 tips, Christmas tree for Christmas as

52,99 £
4251285529557 CF7114 artificial Christmas tree in green with metal stand, 210 

cm, Ø 118 cm, 1200 tips, Christmas tree for Christmas a
61,99 £
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4251285529564 CF7115 artificial Christmas tree in pink with stand, 90 cm, Ø 47 
cm, 100 tips, Christmas tree for Christmas as a perfect 

30,99 £
4251285529571 CF7116 artificial Christmas tree in pink with metal stand, 120 

cm, Ø 80 cm, 330 tips, Christmas tree for Christmas as 
35,99 £

4251285529588 CF7118 artificial Christmas tree in pink with metal stand, 150 
cm, Ø 87 cm, 480 tips, Christmas tree for Christmas as 

52,99 £
4251285529601 CF7120 door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with real pine 

cones - decorative wreath - Christmas decoration - table
17,99 £

4251285529618 CF7089 door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with red berries 
and real pine cones - decorative wreath - Christmas dec

30,99 £
4251285529632 CF7091 artificial Christmas tree in green with metal stand, 180 

cm, Ø 104 cm, 639 tips, decorated Christmas tree for C
57,99 £

4251285529649 CF8592 37-piece eyebolts and screw hook set - screw eyelets in 
different sizes - eyebolts - ring hooks

13,99 £
4251285529656 CF8592 74-piece eyebolts and screw hook set - screw eyelets in 

different sizes - eye bolts - ring hooks
11,99 £

4251285529663 CF8809 18x Easter eggs for hanging - speckled Easter 
decorations in great colors - decorative Easter eggs - siz

17,99 £
4251285529717 CF8961 tool holder made of 1 mm sheet steel - wall bracket for 

garden tools with T-handle
17,99 £

4251285529731 CF8965 Pruning saw with hardened teeth and unbreakable 
hollow handle, handsaw for tree care and trimming, 35 

11,99 £
4251285529748 CF8964 2x cold frame film - garden film with ventilation holes - 

perforated garden film with 20 my to cover the bed - 1.
17,99 £

4251285529755 CF8963 2x cold frame fleece - garden fleece for plant protection 
- winter fleece for covering plants - each 1.5 x 10 m

26,99 £
4251285529762 CF8593 2-piece set with cold frame fleece and cold frame film - 

garden fleece for plant protection and garden film with 
17,99 £

4251285529786 CF8911 5-piece door hanger set with different sayings - hanger 
for spring, Easter and summer - wooden decorative sign

11,99 £
4251285529793 CF8793 glass jug with stainless steel spout - glass water carafe - 

1 liter glass carafe for water, milk, juice and lemonade
30,99 £

4251285555235 CF8780 3-piece dog bowl set, with growing dog bowl stand, 
height adjustable up to 38.5 cm, with 2 stainless steel b

35,99 £
4251285529830 CF8783 Spare paper roll holder, spare roll stand for kitchen and 

bath, chrome-plated, approx. 42 cm high
17,99 £

4251285529847 CF3347 4x colorful children's hand toothbrush medium with cool 
brush head cap - child's toothpaste 50ml

13,99 £
4251285529854 CF8786 2x Electronic fly swatter - Insect killer - Fly trap in 

shape of a racket -Electric fly swatter - Fly catcher indoo
26,99 £

4251285529861 CF8785 Shoe rack, Shoe drip tray, 43 x 38.5 cm, with extra high 
edge

17,99 £
4251285529878 CF8785 2x shoe rack, shoe drip tray, 43 x 38.5 cm, with extra 

high rim
30,99 £

4251285529885 CF8792 Gargoyle "Frog Prince", fountain figure made of cast 
iron in frog design with gold crown, with 2.5W pump

35,99 £
4251285592629 CF8788 Cat Scratching Board, Natural Scratching Cat Scratch 

Board with Plush and Wall Hanger, 53x25cm
26,99 £

4251285529922 CF8791 7-piece set of breakfast boards, cutting and breakfast 
boards made of bamboo wood with practical stand, 22x

26,99 £
4251285529960 CF8790 8-part manicure set for men and women made of 

stainless steel in an elegant aluminum case
15,99 £

4251285529977 CF8782 Cookbook holder "COOK", metal bookend for cookbooks 
and tablets, 30x22cm

17,99 £
4251285529984 CF8787 Solar lamp for outdoors with motion detector, LED wall 

light with solar and sensor, solar light with day / night f
26,99 £

4251285530003 CF7833 doorstop with handle, heavy door holder, functional 
home accessory, stopper for windows and doors, ideal f

26,99 £
4251285530027 CF2674 Bookmark string for children - great colorful beetle 

wooden furniture
13,99 £

4251285530034 CF2674 Bookmark Children's string - great colorful animal motifs 
made of wood

11,99 £
4251285530041 CF7551_898 200 piece set of safety pins made of metal, in 4 

different sizes, 25mm, 29mm, 34mm, 44mm
13,99 £

4251285530065 CF8916 Floral foam for heart-shaped flower arrangements - 
Foam for fresh flowers - Sponge for doing bouquets for 

15,99 £
4251285530089 CF7858 3x striped coffee mug "White & Black", tea cup, cup, 

mug, 330ml
17,99 £

4251285530096 CF6680 4x Place mats for children - Wipeable place mats - Place 
mats in 2 different designs

17,99 £
4251285530133 CF8915 1x Potting compound for flower arrangements in ring 

form - Floral foam for fresh flowers - Sponge for craftin
17,99 £
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4251285530201 CF2834 plastic eyelets - eyelets for tarpaulin, tents and sun sails 
- self-sealing snap eyelets

13,99 £
4251285530218 CF8917 coffee can with   airtight closure, storage container for 

coffee, coffee pods, etc., 1.5 liters, decor 1
15,99 £

4251285555839 CF7263 6-piece garden set with green handles - double hooks, 
joint scratches, small cultivator, small brush, flower trow

30,99 £
4251285560260 CF7499 4x glass with reusable drinking straw &amp; lid in bright 

colors, mason jar look, approx. 480 ml
17,99 £

4251285530324 CF8909 water dispenser made of terracotta, water storage in 
blue for watering potted plants for up to 4 days

11,99 £
4251285530331 CF8909 water dispenser made of terracotta, water tank in green 

for watering potted plants for up to 4 days
11,99 £

4251285530355 CF6514 2-piece bowl set, salad bowls made of unbreakable 
plastic with non-slip nubs in two different sizes ideal for 

26,99 £
4251285533998 CF8675 12x tablecloth clips made of unbreakable plastic in 

white, tablecloth weight, tablecloth holder Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285530423 CF8908 blue terracotta irrigation system, water storage for up 
to 4 days

11,99 £
4251285530430 CF7084 4x Bicycle Silicone Band, your universal and flexible 

quick release for your bike, approx. 14 cm
11,99 £

4251285530454 CF8908 Terracotta pink irrigation system, water storage for up 
to 4 days

11,99 £
4251285530478 CF8908 3x terracotta watering system in different colors, water 

storage for up to 4 days
17,99 £

4251285530485 CF8905 3x thermos flask brush in different colors, brush against 
stubborn dirt

15,99 £
4251285530539 CF8606 30x plastic closure clips, in practical sizes, colorful, with 

sticky notes for labeling
13,99 £

4251285530539 CF8606 30x plastic closure clips, in practical sizes, colorful, with 
sticky notes for labeling

13,99 £
4251285530553 CF8989 2 mailbox locks, furniture lock with key, 20 mm 13,99 £
4251285530560 CF8990 2 mailbox locks, furniture lock with key, 25 mm 13,99 £
4251285530560 CF8990 2 mailbox locks, furniture lock with key, 25 mm 13,99 £
4251285530706 CF0822 awning triangle - canvas with UV protection - sun 

protection for terrace, balcony, garden and camping - s
13,99 £

4251285530706 CF0822 awning triangle - canvas with UV protection - sun 
protection for terrace, balcony, garden and camping - s

13,99 £
4251285530799 CF8719 2x sink insert - round sink mat - insert for sink protects 

the surface of the sink and the dishes
15,99 £

4251285530812 CF6279_989 250 Piece furniture glider set - Self-adhesive felt glides - 
Chair glides in various sizes

13,99 £
4251285530829 CF8719 2x Sink insert - Round sink mat - Insert for sink protects 

the surface of the sink and the dishes - Silicone protecto
15,99 £

4251285591417 CF8719 2x Sink insert - Round sink mat - Insert for sink protects 
the surface of the sink and the dishes

17,99 £
4251285597617 CF8720 2x sink mat universal in white, 30.5 x 30.5 cm, sink mat 

protects the surface of the sink and the dishes, can be c
15,99 £

4251285530850 CF8720 2 universal sink mats, protects the surface of the sink 
and the dishes, can be cut into rounds

15,99 £
4251285530867 CF8721 2x Sink liner - Sink mat angular - liner for sink protects 

the surface of the sink and the dishes
15,99 £

4251285530874 CF8721 2x Sink liner - Sink mat angular - liner for sink protects 
the surface of the sink and the dishes

13,99 £
4251285530881 CF8721 2x Sink liner - Sink mat angular - liner for sink protects 

the surface of the sink and the dishes
15,99 £

4251285536463 CF8718 26-Piece set with plastic clothes pegs and a basket for 
clothes pegs - Clothes pegs in green and orange - Baske

26,99 £
4251285530904 CF7088 garden hose holder - hose holder for garden, basement 

and shed - wall holder for garden hose
15,99 £

4251285530911 CF7088 2x garden hose holder - hose holder for garden, 
basement and shed - wall holder for garden hose

17,99 £
4251285530935 CF8723 mowing thread 1.6 mm - grass trimmer cord 30 m - 

replacement thread for grass trimmer - brush cutter thr
13,99 £

4251285530942 CF8724 COM-FOUR 30m grass trimmer line, 2 rolls with 15m 
spare thread for grass trimmer, brush cutter and brushc

11,99 £
4251285530959 CF8733 tomato fleece - tomato ripening cover made of fleece - 

tomato cover for plant protection - fleece hose for toma
13,99 £

4251805403824 CF8726 40x multifunction clips Ø 10mm for plant sticks, plant 
clips in green

15,99 £
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4251285574632 CF8922 40x Tent Pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground - round

26,99 £
4251805440126 CF8954 7-piece plastic storage jar set, storage container with 

lid, food storage boxes in 7 sizes, suitable for dishwashe
17,99 £

4251285531017 CF8947 6-piece plastic storage jar set, storage container with 
lid, food storage boxes in 6 sizes, suitable for dishwashe

15,99 £
4251285577190 CF8727 20-piece hose clamps, hose clamps in various sizes, 

clamping width 16 - 26 mm, belt width 8 mm
13,99 £

4251285531086 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

11,99 £
4251285531086 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 

tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua
11,99 £

4251285531093 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

11,99 £
4251285531093 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 

tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua
11,99 £

4251285531109 CF6880 5x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

15,99 £
4251285531123 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 

tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua
11,99 £

4251285531123 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

11,99 £
4251285531154 CF8770 Revolver punch with 6 different perforated pipes, 2 mm 

- 4.5 mm
13,99 £

4251285531215 CF8935 Wooden Treasure Chest in dark brown, wooden box 
with flamed optic metal clasp, hand-carved, 15.5 x 10 x 

15,99 £
4251285531246 CF8936 2x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 

relaxing massage spider for the head - head-pawl for m
11,99 £

4251285531277 CF8755 10x tapas bowl, small flat ovenproof clay bowls, 
terracotta-colored rustic serving bowl, traditional for tap

26,99 £
4251285531345 CF8728 3x flower and perennial holder, for flowers, tendrils and 

perennials, half-round
26,99 £

4251285531352 CF8729 3x flower and perennial holder, for flowers, tendrils and 
perennials, half-round

26,99 £
4251285531369 CF8753 3x cutting boards with a structured surface, in practical 

colours, 28 x 18.4 cm
15,99 £

4251285531406 CF8919 4-piece bowl set for daily use, in different sizes 15,99 £
4251285531420 CF6141 hair dryer holder, hair dryer holder, chrome-plated, with 

suction cups (2 kg load capacity)
15,99 £

4251285531444 CF8920 6-piece bowl set for daily use, in different sizes 30,99 £
4251285531468 CF8937 6x Ceramik ramekins for cooking - Ovenproof soufflé 

dishes - Creme brulee ceramic bowls 200 ml - Ramekins
26,99 £

4251285531475 CF8937 12x Ceramik Ramekins - Ovenproof Soufflé Dishes - 
Creme Brulee Ceramic Bowls - Ramekin Dishes and pate

39,99 £
4251285583467 CF14041 12x Ceramik Ramekins - ovenproof Soufflé Dishes - 

Creme Brulee Ceramic Bowls - Ramekin Dishes and pate
39,99 £

4251285531499 CF8969 2x trendy coffee tin in decorative designs, 1.3 liter 
capacity

17,99 £
4251285531505 CF8970 4x placemat - wipeable placemat with lettering - 

placemat in 2 colors - modern dining table mat - placem
15,99 £

4251285531512 CF8971 4x placemats with trendy imprint "I Love my Home", 43 
x 28.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285531529 CF8988 18x Fabric hoods for preserving jars in different colors, 

Ø 14.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285531536 CF8597 72x labels for glasses and bottles with different motives, 
6 x 3 cm

15,99 £
4251285531543 CF8598 20x Labels with decorative ribbon - gift tags for labelling 

and decorating - tags for gifts, jars and bottles
13,99 £

4251805448917 CF8598 20x tag labels for preserving jars and bottles, with 
fabric cord, in various designs

8,99 £
4251285531550 CF8938 Muffin baking sheet made of non-stick coated metal 

with colorful molds, 35.5 x 27 cm
17,99 £

4251285531581 CF8731 grave decoration in the shape of a heart - weatherproof 
grave decoration with butterflies - memorial stone with i

26,99 £
4251285531598 CF8731 grave decoration in the shape of a heart - decorated 

mourning stone with commemorative saying - memorial
26,99 £

4251285531604 CF8951 3-piece storage jar set made of plastic, square with lid, 
in 3 different sizes for camping or picnic - for fruits, veg

17,99 £
4251285531611 CF8949 wooden cutting board, beech wood cutting board with 

finger hole for hanging, serving board for snack plates
17,99 £
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4251285531628 CF8950 round wooden cutting board, beech wood cutting board 
with finger hole for hanging, serving board for snack pla

15,99 £
4251285531635 CF8967 wooden cutting board, acacia wood cutting board with 

handle and eyelet, serving board for snack plates
30,99 £

4251285531642 CF8945 universal knife block with wave insert, all-purpose box, 
Ø 11.3 cm, black

26,99 £
4251285531680 CF8973 6-piece retro tin set in various designs, 6x5 cm 15,99 £
4251285531697 CF8918 2x cleaning and washing glove, microfibre, 23x22 cm 15,99 £
4251285531703 CF8980 2x Baking paper reusable - long-lasting baking foil for 

ovens up to 260 °C - baking foil non-stick coated on bot
13,99 £

4251285531741 CF8992 4x Noble table placemat in wood look - Premium 
placemat - Washable table mat, placemat

15,99 £
4251285546837 CF8993 4x Noble table place mat in stone look - Premium 

placemat - Washable table mat, placemat
15,99 £

4251285531789 CF8994 4x Elegant table placemat in board look - Premium 
placemat - Washable table mat, placemat

15,99 £
4251285531925 CF8796 5x sticky note set for the office, colorful, 75 x 75 mm 

each 480 sheets, total: 2400 sheets
26,99 £

4251285531956 CF9064 3x chenille feather duster with telescopic rod - dust 
wiper with flexible head in modern colors

13,99 £
4251285542334 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clamp - 

tablecloth clamp in fruit design - approx. 20 g
13,99 £

4251285542334 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clamp - 
tablecloth clamp in fruit design - approx. 20 g

13,99 £
4251285531970 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clip - 

tablecloth clip - approx. 35 g
15,99 £

4251285531987 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clamp - 
tablecloth clamp in fruit design - approx. 20 g

15,99 £
4251285531987 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clamp - 

tablecloth clamp in fruit design - approx. 20 g
15,99 £

4251285570450 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clamp - 
tablecloth clamp in fruit design - approx. 20 g

13,99 £
4251285552487 CF7716 3x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 

window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh
15,99 £

4251285532090 CF3920_989 Waterproof Case - dustproof case for tablet and e-book 
reader - protective case in black - 9,4"

8,99 £
4251285532144 CF8730 Decorative book "In Memory", in stone look, as grave 

decoration, 28.5x19.5cm
26,99 £

4251285532151 CF8730 Deko book "Memories are little stars", in stone look, as 
grave jewelry, 28.5x19.5cm

26,99 £
4251285532168 CF8732 Decorative book "In quiet remembrance" with angel and 

LED candle, in stone-antique-look, as grave decoration, 
26,99 £

4251285576315 CF9051 2 balcony planters, flower pot, flower bridge, Ø28 cm, 
height 25 cm

30,99 £
4251285532199 CF8767 "Fish" door hook strip, door wardrobe with 8 hooks, 

made of chromed metal, 40x22cm
26,99 £

4251285532205 CF8767 Door hook strip "Waves", door wardrobe with 8 hooks, 
made of chromed metal, 40x22cm

26,99 £
4251285574953 CF8768 Flexible door wardrobe, Pull-out door hook rail with 6 

hooks, 11 - 68 cm
15,99 £

4251285532243 CF8864 2x microwave dishes, plastic microwave dishes, 
tripartite, with ventilation in the hood, Ø 23cm, transpar

17,99 £
4251285532250 CF8864 3x Microwave dishes, plastic microwave dish, tripartite, 

with ventilation in the hood, Ø 23cm, transparent-white
26,99 £

4251805425475 CF9055 3x ice cube trays with lids - ice cube mold with inlet 
opening in the lid - ice cube maker in great colors

15,99 £
4251285532281 CF9057 5x Shoehorn in great colours - Shoehorn with short 

handle ideal for travelling - Long plastic shoe horn - 16 
11,99 £

4251285532298 CF5029_989 4x omelette pan shape, hearts and shamrocks, for fried 
egg and pancake, stainless steel with heat protection ha

13,99 £
4251285553538 CF8596 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance fruit mix - 

fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v
15,99 £

4251285532366 CF9122 2-piece fireplace seal - Stove sealing cord and adhesive 
- Fibreglass door seal for fireplace - Heat-resistant seali

30,99 £
4251285532373 CF9123 Dekofigur "Frog with Guitar" - garden figure made of 

colorful painted metal in frog design - ca. 30x23x16cm
15,99 £

4251285532380 CF9124 Dekofigur "frog with basketball" - garden figure made of 
colorful painted metal in frog design - 45x23x20cm

15,99 £
4251285532397 CF9125 Dekofigur "frog with tennis racket" - garden figure 

made of colorful painted metal in frog design - approx 4
17,99 £
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4251285532403 CF9126 Dekofigur "frog with baseball bat" - garden figure made 
of colorful painted metal in frog design - approx 44x23x

26,99 £
4251285532410 CF9127 Dekofigur "sitting frog" - garden figure made of colorful 

painted metal in frog design - approx 26,5x18x18cm
26,99 £

4251285532427 CF9128 Deco figure "sitting frog with leaf" - Garden figure made 
of colorful painted metal in frog design - approx. 30x18

26,99 £
4251285532434 CF9129 Dekofigur "frog lady with flowers" - Garden figure made 

of colorful painted metal in frog design - about 59x16,5
35,99 £

4251285532441 CF9130 Deco figure "Ant with flower and shovel", garden figure 
made of colorful painted metal in frog design, approx. 7

35,99 £
4251285532458 CF9131 Deco figure "big frog lady with flowers", garden figure 

made of colorful painted metal in frog design, ca. 68x16
39,99 £

4251285532465 CF9132 Deco figure "dog lady with flowers", garden figure made 
of colorful painted metal in a dog design, approx. 63x21

35,99 £
4251285532472 CF9133 Dekofigur "ant with rake and bucket" - garden figure 

made of colorful painted metal in ants design - about 59
35,99 £

4251285532489 CF9134 Dekofigur "bee with net", garden figure of colorful 
painted metal and plant pot in bee design, about 41x34

30,99 £
4251285532496 CF9135 Deco figure "Mole-Miner", garden figure with solar LED 

helmet lamp, made of weatherproof polyresin, approx. 
26,99 £

4251285532502 CF9136 Deco figure "mole with hoe", garden figure with solar 
LED helmet lamp, made of weatherproof polyresin, ca. 

26,99 £
4251805403398 CF12045 80 Meter binding wire - Plastic-coated wire in green - 

Garden wire with cutting device for gardening and hous
15,99 £

4251285532526 CF9110 2x 100 meter Green plant wire - Sheathed garden wire - 
Binding wire for plants with wire cutter - Plant support f

15,99 £
4251285532533 CF9111 3x Flower wrapping wire set - Annealed binding wire 

wound on a wooden stick - Thickness 0.65 mm, 300 g
13,99 £

4251285532533 CF9111 3x Flower wrapping wire set - Annealed binding wire 
wound on a wooden stick - Thickness 0.65 mm, 300 g

13,99 £
4251285532540 CF9111 6x flower wrapping wire set, annealed binding wire 

wound on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 600 g
15,99 £

4251285532540 CF9111 6x flower wrapping wire set, annealed binding wire 
wound on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 600 g

15,99 £
4251285532557 CF9111 10x flower wrapping wire set, annealed binding wire 

wound on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 1000 g
26,99 £

4251285532557 CF9111 10x flower wrapping wire set, annealed binding wire 
wound on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 1000 g

26,99 £
4251285532564 CF9112 3x Flower wrapping wire set - Binding wire in green 

wrapped on wooden stick - Flower wrapping wire thickn
13,99 £

4251285532564 CF9112 3x Flower wrapping wire set - Binding wire in green 
wrapped on wooden stick - Flower wrapping wire thickn

13,99 £
4251285532571 CF9112 6x Flower Wrapping Wire Set - Garden Wire - Green 

Binding Wire Wound on a Wooden Stick, Thickness 0,65
15,99 £

4251285532571 CF9112 6x Flower Wrapping Wire Set - Garden Wire - Green 
Binding Wire Wound on a Wooden Stick, Thickness 0,65

15,99 £
4251285532588 CF9112 10x Flower wrapping wire set - Green binding wire 

wound on a wooden stick - Thickness 0,65 mm, 1000 g
26,99 £

4251285532588 CF9112 10x Flower wrapping wire set - Green binding wire 
wound on a wooden stick - Thickness 0,65 mm, 1000 g

26,99 £
4251285581845 CF9113 3x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire galvanised, 

wrapped on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 300 g
13,99 £

4251285581845 CF9113 3x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire galvanised, 
wrapped on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 300 g

13,99 £
4251285532601 CF9113 6x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire galvanised, 

wrapped on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 600 g
15,99 £

4251285532601 CF9113 6x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire galvanised, 
wrapped on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 600 g

15,99 £
4251285532618 CF9113 10x Flower Wrapping Wire Set - Galvanized Garden 

Wire - Silver-Coloured Binding Wire Wound on a Woode
26,99 £

4251285532618 CF9113 10x Flower Wrapping Wire Set - Galvanized Garden 
Wire - Silver-Coloured Binding Wire Wound on a Woode

26,99 £
4251285532625 CF9147 6x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire in bright 

colors, wrapped on a wooden stick, 600 g
15,99 £

4251285532625 CF9147 6x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire in bright 
colors, wrapped on a wooden stick, 600 g

15,99 £
4251285532656 CF9138 folding chair - camping chair made of aluminum - 

folding director chair in great colors for camping, fishing
26,99 £

4251285532663 CF9138 folding chair - camping chair made of aluminum - 
folding director chair in great colors for camping, fishing

30,99 £
4251285532694 CF9117 balcony seating group in white and blue, beautiful 

garden furniture made of acacia wood
96,99 £
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4251285532700 CF9118 balcony seating group in white and purple, beautiful 
garden furniture made of acacia wood

96,99 £
4251285532724 CF9120 Elegant folding armchair made of acacia wood, garden 

armchair, ideal for your outdoor area
61,99 £

4251285532731 CF9121 Noble folding chair made of acacia wood - Director's 
chair with beautiful cover - Garden chair, ideal for your 

57,99 £
4251285532779 CF9115 3x vole trap with setting plate and 3 replacement plates 

made of galvanized sheet metal
26,99 £

4251285532830 CF9036 toilet set made of chrome-plated metal, 2 in 1, toilet 
brush holder and toilet paper holder, with toilet brush

30,99 £
4251285532861 CF9039 dummy camera for outdoors - dummy camera with wall 

bracket - solar security camera with LED for the home - 
26,99 £

4251285532878 CF9039 2x camera dummy for outside - dummy camera with 
wall bracket - solar security camera with LED for the ho

39,99 £
4251285533127 CF8868 6x stainless steel teaspoons - stylish cutlery in a simple 

design - coffee spoon - dessert spoon - tea set - 13.7 c
15,99 £

4251285557529 CF9138 2x folding chair - camping chair made of aluminum - 
folding director's chair in great colors for camping, fishin

39,99 £
4251285533141 CF9138 2x folding chair - camping chair made of aluminum - 

folding director's chair in great colors for camping, fishin
35,99 £

4251285533158 CF8869 6x Cake fork made of stainless steel - Stylish cutlery in a 
simple design - Dessert forks - Starter forks - 14.5 cm

13,99 £
4251285533165 CF9044 4x Decorative ribbon - gift ribbon in 4 designs for 

wrapping and decorating - ribbon bows for gifts and pre
13,99 £

4251285533172 CF9046 glass lifter for hot preserving jars and preserving jars - 
for jars of any size - ideal help when preserving - chrom

13,99 £
4251285533172 CF9046 glass lifter for hot preserving jars and preserving jars - 

for jars of any size - ideal help when preserving - chrom
13,99 £

4251285533189 CF9046 2x glass jar for hot preserving glasses, chrome-plated, 
19 x 8 x 7.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285544239 CF8773 5x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 

finely woven cloths in white, reusable, high tensile stren
13,99 £

4251285544239 CF8773 5x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 
finely woven cloths in white, reusable, high tensile stren

13,99 £
4251285533202 CF4783_989 11-Piece Cake Modeling Set, Fondant Set- Knife, 

Modeling Tools (8 Pieces), Smoothing, Rolling Rod
17,99 £

4251285533233 CF9079 2x Foldable kitchen strainers with handle, collapsible 
silicone strainer, noodle strainer, strainer for pasta, veg

17,99 £
4251285533240 CF7094 2x Foldable kitchen strainers with handle, collapsible 

silicone strainer, noodle strainer, strainer for pasta, veg
17,99 £

4251285533264 CF7094 2x Foldable kitchen strainers with handle, collapsible 
silicone strainer, noodle strainer, strainer for pasta, veg

17,99 £
4251285533318 CF7093 12x beach balls in summery colors - replacement balls 

for the beach ball game - mini rubber water balls - for b
15,99 £

4251285533325 CF8987 3 anti-stress balls for stress reduction and play in bright 
colors [selection varies], 5.5 cm

13,99 £
4251805410105 CF9109 2x 50 meter green plant wire - sheathed garden wire - 

binding wire for plants with wire cutter - plant support
13,99 £

4251285533356 CF9110 500 meters of flat binding wire with plastic-coated wire, 
100m per spool with one cutter in green each, with cutti

30,99 £
4251285533363 CF9110 1000 meters of flat binding wire with plastic-coated 

wire, 100m per spool with one cutter in green each, wit
35,99 £

4251285533417 CF9078 Mixquirl - whisk made of stainless steel - whisk with 
automatic rotation for mixing

17,99 £
4251285533431 CF8923 2 cheerleading pompoms in purple for carnival, carnival, 

other theme parties or for cheering on
15,99 £

4251285533448 CF8923 2x Cheerleader PomPom in pink, 35 cm 15,99 £
4251285533455 CF8923 2x Cheerleader PomPom in blue, 35 cm 13,99 £
4251285533479 CF8955 8x saucer made of cork round, Ø 19 x 0.5 cm, round 

saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis
15,99 £

4251285533479 CF8955 8x saucer made of cork round, Ø 19 x 0.5 cm, round 
saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis

15,99 £
4251285533486 CF8751 8x toothbrushes in a transparent box, in different 

colours, 19.5 cm
11,99 £

4251285533516 CF9083 36x transparent fly strips, fly bait strips for window 
rebates, food bait for easy attachment - window fly trap

13,99 £
4251285553293 CF9081 8x ant bait boxes, for reliable ant control 15,99 £
4251285534933 CF9080 3x ants with bait 250g each, litter and casting agent ant 

poison, 750g
17,99 £
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4251285558052 CF9084 8x Vermin Bait Traps, Ready-to-Use Bait Tins for 
Reliable Control of Vermin such as Cockroaches, Silverfi

17,99 £
4251285533561 CF9085 60x Moth paper for the wardrobe - Moth trap against 

clothes moths - Moth stop for hanging - Moth repellent f
13,99 £

4251285564237 CF9082 8x Fly-Bait in a flower design, feeding bait for 
attachment to the window, window fly trap as a sticker 

15,99 £
4251805428827 CF9170 3-piece small garden tool set consisting of flower 

trowel, flower rake and small cultivator in sturdy design 
17,99 £

4251285533592 CF9104 20x replacement lid for jam jars "fruit" - screw lid for 
lintel jars and mason jars - TO 66 mm [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285533615 CF9100 20x replacement lid for jam jars "Made with Love" - 

screw lid for lintel jars and mason jars - TO 82 mm
15,99 £

4251285533622 CF9100 40x replacement lid for jam jars "Made with Love" - 
screw lid for lintel jars and mason jars - TO 82 mm

26,99 £
4251285533639 CF9102 20x Replacement Lid for Jam Jars "Fruit" - Screw Lid for 

Weck Jars and Mason Jars - TO 82 mm
13,99 £

4251285533646 CF9102 40x replacement lid for jam jars "fruit" - screw lid for 
lintel jars and mason jars - TO 82 mm

26,99 £
4251285533653 CF9101 20x Replacement lids for jam jars - Lids in red or white 

- Chequered screw lids for tumblers and preserving jars 
15,99 £

4251285533660 CF9101 40x Replacement lids for jam jars - Red/white 
chequered screw lids for tumblers and preserving jars - 

26,99 £
4251285533691 CF9103 20x replacement lid for jam jars "animal motif" - screw 

lid for lintel jars, sausage jars and mason jars - TO 82 
13,99 £

4251285533707 CF9103 40x replacement lid for jam jars "animal motif" - screw 
lid for lintel jars, sausage jars and preserving jars - TO 

26,99 £
4251285533714 CF9159 50x Coat hanger white with swivel hook - Coat rack for 

suit and costume with non-slip surface and trouser bar, 
35,99 £

4251285533721 CF8400 30x spice jars 10ml with cork, set of mini glass bottles, 
gift glass set, storage of oils, spices, herbs or tea

15,99 £
4251285533851 CF7748 2x coffee cans in trendy design, for up to 500 g of 

coffee per can, set 2, round, various decors
15,99 £

4251285533868 CF7095 Container transport box - Cake container and grocery 
box with 2 floors and lifting insert in gray pastel

35,99 £
4251285533868 CF7095 Container transport box - Cake container and grocery 

box with 2 floors and lifting insert in gray pastel
35,99 £

4251285533875 CF7095 Cake Container with 2 Levels and Lifting Insert - Party 
Transport Box for Food - Cupcake Carrier with Handle - 

35,99 £
4251285533875 CF7095 Cake Container with 2 Levels and Lifting Insert - Party 

Transport Box for Food - Cupcake Carrier with Handle - 
35,99 £

4251285533882 CF7095 Cake storage container - Square cake container and 
grocery box with 2 floors and lifting insert in turquoise p

35,99 £
4251285533882 CF7095 Cake storage container - Square cake container and 

grocery box with 2 floors and lifting insert in turquoise p
35,99 £

4251285533905 CF8982 3x coffee mug in bright neon colors, straight shape, up 
to 325 ml

26,99 £
4251285533912 CF8983 4x porcelain coffee mug - coffee mug in a modern 

design - coffee pot for cold and hot beverages - 330 ml
17,99 £

4251285533943 CF8985 4x ceramic coffee mug - colored coffee mug with circle 
design - coffee pot for cold and hot beverages - 325 ml

15,99 £
4251285533967 CF7965 2x Metal money box - Money box with different unicorn 

motifs [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285533981 CF8972 2x serving tray with a star pattern, with two Christmas 
designs, Ø 28.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285533998 CF8675 12x tablecloth clips made of unbreakable plastic in 

white, tablecloth weight, tablecloth holder Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285534001 CF5732 fruit and vegetable peeler in green, robust functional 
peeler with practical planing attachment for the kitchen

8,99 £
4251285534025 CF8975 Money Box, Skull with Mystic Ornaments, 16 x 11 cm, 

black
17,99 £

4251285534032 CF8975 Money Box, Skull with Mystic Ornaments, 16 x 11 cm, 
gray

17,99 £
4251285534049 CF8975 Money Box, Skull with Mystic Ornaments, 16 x 11 cm, 

silver colored
17,99 £

4251285534056 CF8976 Skull - Mug, silver beer mug for Carnival, Carnival or 
Halloween, up to 400 ml

26,99 £
4251285534063 CF8976 Skull - Mug with many skulls, silver colored polyresin 

cup with stainless steel insert, up to 400 ml
26,99 £

4251285534070 CF8978 4x key chain, skull and crossbones with various detailed 
ornaments, gift idea - skull 4 cm

15,99 £
4251285534087 CF8921 wooden treasure chest in brown, wooden box with 

metal closure and flexible dividers, 14.8 x 8.8 x 5.2 cm
15,99 £
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4251285534100 CF6725 Money Box, Skull with Mystic Ornaments, 12 x 11 cm, 
Design 1

13,99 £
4251285534117 CF8932 2x toothbrush case, foldable transport and storage box 

for toothbrushes in blue and pink, 21.2cm
13,99 £

4251285534117 CF8932 2x toothbrush case, foldable transport and storage box 
for toothbrushes in blue and pink, 21.2cm

13,99 £
4251285587847 CF6725 Money Box, Skull with Mystic Ornaments, 12 x 11 cm, 

Design 2
13,99 £

4251285534148 CF6725 Money Box, Skull with Mystic Ornaments, 12 x 11 cm, 
Design 3

13,99 £
4251285534162 CF9161 5x large shoehorn made of plastic - shoehorn with a 

long handle - dressing aid for shoes in different colors - 
26,99 £

4251285534179 CF6862 Skull Ashtray with three cigarette holders, 11.5 x 8, 5 
cm, white

15,99 £
4251285534186 CF6862 Skull Ashtray with three cigarette holders, 11.5 x 8, 5 

cm, red
15,99 £

4251285534193 CF6862 Skull Ashtray with three cigarette holders, 11.5 x 8, 5 
cm, white

15,99 £
4251285534209 CF6862 Skull Ashtray with three cigarette holders, 11.5 x 8, 5 

cm, white
15,99 £

4251285534216 CF8977 Skull Ashtray with various ornaments, 11 cm 11,99 £
4251285534230 CF9156 3x microwave dish, 2-part plate with hood and steam 

valve
17,99 £

4251285534414 CF8848 Table Confetti in Different Colors - Party Confetti Dots - 
Table Decoration for Birthdays, New Year's Eve and We

26,99 £
4251285534421 CF9088 2x Foldable water bottle with lid and snap hook, up to 

500 ml, green / blue
15,99 £

4251285534452 CF9088 2x Foldable water bottle with lid and snap hook, up to 
500 ml, pink / purple

13,99 £
4251285534469 CF8929 2x adapter SMA connection with PIN to UHF / PL-259 

connection without PIN, plug to socket
15,99 £

4251285534483 CF8931 2x adapter SMA connector without PIN to MCX 
connector with PIN, male to female

13,99 £
4251285534506 CF8924 2 adapter cable with straight SMA plug and straight 

CRC9 plug (TS5) for LTE antennas and sticks, 20cm pigt
15,99 £

4251285534513 CF8925 2 adapter cable with straight SMA plug and angled 
CRC9 plug (TS5) for LTE antennas and sticks, 20cm pigt

13,99 £
4251285577213 CF9089 luggage scale for luggage, luggage scale up to 32 kg, 

hand scale with analog display
13,99 £

4251285534568 CF8516 400x flexible striped drinking straws, kinked straws in 
various bright colors

15,99 £
4251285534575 CF7922 3x Toilet Brush with Exchangeable Brush Head in Black 

- Elegant Toilet Brush with Stainless Steel Handle, Unive
15,99 £

4251285534575 CF7922 3x Toilet Brush with Exchangeable Brush Head in Black 
- Elegant Toilet Brush with Stainless Steel Handle, Unive

15,99 £
4251285534582 CF9090 8 luggage tag for labeling, luggage tags in various 

designs and colors
13,99 £

4251285534599 CF9024 3x wrist strap for digital cameras, wrist strap with 
artificial leather in brown, 30cm

15,99 £
4251285534605 CF9025 3x wrist strap for digital cameras, wrist strap with 

artificial leather in black, 30cm
15,99 £

4251285534711 CF6492 5x silicone bottle holder in black with carabiner and 
keyring

11,99 £
4251285534728 CF9092 2x wall decoration "butterfly" made of powder-coated 

steel, decorated with stones
15,99 £

4251285534766 CF9153 24x children reusable drinking cup set in great colors, 
toothbrush cup, Ø8 cm, 280 ml

26,99 £
4251285534773 CF9018 2x UV and protection filter, 58 mm, digital, for different 

cameras
11,99 £

4251285534780 CF9018 UV and protection filter, 58 mm, digital, for various 
cameras

8,99 £
4251285534797 CF9092 2x wall decoration "Flower" made of powder-coated 

steel, decorated with stones
15,99 £

4251285534810 CF9155 3x Plastic Microwave Cover - Microwave Cover 
Transparent - Microwave Cover Ø 26.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285534858 CF9048 Graphics TFT LCD Display Module 2.4 "(240x320 pixels) 

with SD card slot for Arduino and Raspberry Pi
15,99 £

4251285534865 CF9095 12x D-shaped carabiner, strong and robust, in different 
sizes, blue

15,99 £
4251285534902 CF9095 12x D-shaped carabiner, strong and robust, in different 

sizes, red
15,99 £
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4251285534933 CF9080 3x ants with bait 250g each, litter and casting agent ant 
poison, 750g

17,99 £
4251285534940 CF9092 2x wall decoration "butterfly" and "flower" made of 

powder-coated steel, decorated with stones
15,99 £

4251285589339 CF9054 1200x metal film resistors, assortment 1/4 W resistors 
in 30 different values

15,99 £
4251285589339 CF9054 1200x metal film resistors, assortment 1/4 W resistors 

in 30 different values
15,99 £

4251285534995 CF9031 Stereo Adapter Jack Cable 3.5mm Male to Female Jack, 
4 Pole and Gold Plated, 21.5cm

13,99 £
4251285535046 CF3629 6x pocket ashtrays - closed cigarette pocket ashtray - 

mini ashtray as a key ring [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251285535091 CF9003 2x screw adapter for camera accessories, 1/4 "threaded 
spigot on 1/4" threaded hole

13,99 £
4251285535114 CF9163 beverage dispenser with lid, tap and stand, up to 3.6 

liters
30,99 £

4251805428131 CF9164 Wall coat rack - coat rack with 6 hooks - double wall 
hooks made of solid metal for hallway, entrance, living 

15,99 £
4251285535275 CF9022 ET-60 Lens Hood for Canon EF 75-300 / 4-5.6 III USM, 

EF 75-300 / 4-5.6 III
8,99 £

4251285535299 CF9011 58mm aluminum lens hood for eg Canon, Nikon, 
Samsung, Sigma, Tamron, Sony, Minolta, Olympus etc.,

8,99 £
4251285535312 CF9007 52mm aluminum lens hood for eg Canon, Nikon, 

Samsung, Sigma, Tamron, Sony, Minolta, Olympus etc.,
15,99 £

4251285535329 CF9008 58mm aluminum lens hood for eg Canon, Nikon, 
Samsung, Sigma, Tamron, Sony, Minolta, Olympus etc.,

15,99 £
4251285535336 CF9013 52mm ventilated aluminum lens hood for eg Canon, 

Nikon, Samsung, Sigma, Tamron, Sony, Minolta, Olymp
13,99 £

4251285535343 CF9014 58mm ventilated aluminum lens hood for eg Canon, 
Nikon, Samsung, Sigma, Tamron, Sony, Minolta, Olymp

15,99 £
4251285535350 CF9023 ES-68 Lens Hood for Canon EF 50mm F / 1.8 STM 15,99 £
4251285535367 CF9006 ET-60II Lens hood for Canon EF 75-300mm F / 4-5.6 III 

EF-S 55-250MM F / 4-5.6 IS
15,99 £

4251285535381 CF9000 2x universal lightning fabric diffuser in white, fabric 
hood for external push-on flashes

13,99 £
4251285535411 CF9166 grave decoration in the shape of a heart with praying 

hands - memorial stone with inscription - weatherproof 
15,99 £

4251285535428 CF9169 plant heart Amora, open, individual decoration, 44.5 x 
45 x 7 cm, green

30,99 £
4251285535435 CF9148 wooden key rack "I Love My Home" with 4 hooks, 32 x 

24 cm
17,99 £

4251285535459 CF9150 toothbrush holder "frog" made of wood with hourglass, 
8 x 8 cm

15,99 £
4251285535473 CF9150 toothbrush holder "Ladybug" made of wood with 

hourglass, 8 x 8 cm
15,99 £

4251285563759 CF9150 Wooden Toothbrush Holder "Tiger" with hourglass, 8 x 
8 cm

15,99 £
4251285535510 CF9175 5X AM2320 digital sensor, humidity & temperature 

sensor for eg Arduino
26,99 £

4251285535527 CF9152 Retro Metal Bicycle Horn, with adjustable clamp, 18,4 x 
5,5 cm

11,99 £
4251285535534 CF8209 clothes peg set with clips and clothes peg basket in 

various colors - classic clothes pegs in trendy colors
15,99 £

4251285535541 CF8868 12x Teaspoons made of stainless steel - Stylish cutlery 
in a simple design - Coffee spoon - Dessert spoon - Tea 

15,99 £
4251285535541 CF8868 12x Teaspoons made of stainless steel - Stylish cutlery 

in a simple design - Coffee spoon - Dessert spoon - Tea 
15,99 £

4251285535558 CF8868 24x teaspoons made of stainless steel - stylish cutlery in 
a simple design - coffee spoon - dessert spoon - tea ser

30,99 £
4251285535565 CF9167 2in1 cherry pitter and strawberry cutter, Ø 8,5 x 17 cm 15,99 £
4251285535572 CF8776 potato press made of stainless steel with 3 perforated 

discs, hand press for potatoes, fruit and vegetables, wit
26,99 £

4251285535589 CF8777 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 
with a load capacity of up to 150 kg - Foldable step stoo

26,99 £
4251285535602 CF8777 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 

with a load capacity of up to 150 kg - Foldable step stoo
26,99 £

4251285535619 CF9218 Door hook strip with 8 door hooks and black / white 
balls, 31.2 x 18 x 9.7 cm

13,99 £
4251285535824 CF3728 2x parasol holder for balcony railing - parasol balcony 

holder - parasol stand - umbrella holder up to 28 mm Ø,
30,99 £
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4251285535824 CF3728 2x parasol holder for balcony railing - parasol balcony 
holder - parasol stand - umbrella holder up to 28 mm Ø,

30,99 £
4251285535831 CF8794 Glass beverage dispenser in mason jar design, with ice 

and fruit insert, for up to 4 L
35,99 £

4251285535886 CF9204 Retro Storage Tin, Food Container "Delicious", food 
safe, up to 2.5 liters, 20.2 x 19 x 11.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285535893 CF9204 Retro Storage Tin, Food Container "Robot", food safe, 

up to 2.5 liters, 20.2 x 19 x 11.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285575899 CF5836 3 current and voltage tester, multitool with screwdriver 
and phase tester, electrical accessories

13,99 £
4251285575899 CF5836 3 current and voltage tester, multitool with screwdriver 

and phase tester, electrical accessories
13,99 £

4251285535930 CF2555_989 6-piece air travel adapter set with 5x audio adapter and 
1x retractable cable 80cm for your flight

13,99 £
4251285535954 CF9210 2x Schalhalter butterfly with velvet flocking, 12 

openings, 29 x 23.5 cm, pink and black
11,99 £

4251285535992 CF9158 cake container for storing and transporting baked goods 
- transport box, cake container and food box with carryi

26,99 £
4251285555815 CF9158 cake container for storing and transporting baked goods 

- transport box, cake container and food box with carryi
26,99 £

4251285536012 CF9158 cake container for storing and transporting baked goods 
- transport box, cake container and food box with carryi

26,99 £
4251285536029 CF5865 50 Ice cube bags - Ice trays for drinks up to 1200 ice 

cubes - Ice ball cubes for juices or cocktails - Ice mould
15,99 £

4251285536050 CF9162 shopping basket in wicker look, basket with handles in 
anthracite, 43 x 31 x 22 cm

17,99 £
4251285536067 CF9194 all-purpose rope, oil-resistant, abrasion-resistant and 

UV-resistant, black, 25 m
26,99 £

4251285536081 CF8517 2x toilet door sign pictogram self-adhesive - hanger for 
spring, Easter and summer - wooden decorative sign

15,99 £
4251285553293 CF9081 8x ant bait boxes, for reliable ant control 15,99 £
4251285553293 CF9081 8x ant bait boxes, for reliable ant control 15,99 £
4251285536142 CF9195 draft stoppers for doors and windows - 90 cm door 

snake - fluffy wind stoppers - save energy with draft sto
30,99 £

4251285536210 CF7534 2x plastic insect trap to hang up, wasp, fly and hornet 
trap in red and blue for outdoors

15,99 £
4251285536241 CF9196 fitness, yoga and exercise mat, made of non-slip PVC 

foam, 172 x 60 x 0.5 cm, green
26,99 £

4251285536258 CF9196 fitness, yoga and gymnastics mat, made of non-slip PVC 
foam, 172 x 60 x 0.5 cm, blue

26,99 £
4251285536265 CF9196 fitness, yoga and gymnastics mat, made of non-slip PVC 

foam, 172 x 60 x 0.5 cm, yellow
26,99 £

4251285536272 CF9901 2x draft stoppers for doors and windows - microfiber 
wind stoppers - save energy with draft stoppers

26,99 £
4251285536289 CF9901 2x draft stoppers for doors and windows - microfiber 

wind stoppers - save energy with draft stoppers
26,99 £

4251285536302 CF9199 picnic fleece blanket with water-repellent underside, 
carrying handle and hook-and-loop fastener closure, 16

15,99 £
4251285536340 CF9223 4x inflatable water ball - water-repellent beach ball - 

beach ball for the beach, pool and swimming lake - bath
15,99 £

4251285536340 CF9223 4x inflatable water ball - water-repellent beach ball - 
beach ball for the beach, pool and swimming lake - bath

15,99 £
4251285536357 CF9224 2x inflatable beach ball - water-repellent beach ball - 

beach ball for the beach, pool and bathing lake - bath t
13,99 £

4251285536364 CF9228 inflatable helmet with colorful spikes - Iroquois helmet 
for adults - costume for carnival, carnival, JGA - 90 x 60

17,99 £
4251285536449 CF9223 10x inflatable beach ball - water-repellent beach ball - 

beach ball for beach, pool and bathing lake - bathing to
26,99 £

4251285536456 CF7936_898 adjustable wrench, from 0 - 28 mm 11,99 £
4251285536463 CF8718 26-Piece set with plastic clothes pegs and a basket for 

clothes pegs - Clothes pegs in green and orange - Baske
26,99 £

4251285536470 CF6746 4 stainless steel telescopic backcracker, back and head 
massager [selection varies]

11,99 £
4251285536487 CF7926 6x mucus with dumb-sound in the box, pop-dough ideal 

for birthdays (Furzknete in green, blue, yellow, orange, 
26,99 £

4251285536500 CF9254 4x ceramic coffee mug - coffee mug in a modern design 
- coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 300 ml

26,99 £
4251285536517 CF9255 4x Ceramic coffee mug - coffee cup in modern design - 

coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 350 ml
26,99 £
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4251285536524 CF9256 4x coffee mug in star design, coffee mug with gray 
stars on a white mug, coffee pot 300 ml

26,99 £
4251285536579 CF9075 Secateurs, rose shears, secateurs with bypass cutting 

for branches and twigs with coated aluminum handles a
11,99 £

4251285536586 CF9242 2x soup cups, soup to go, soup pan with handle and lid 
for on the go, 700ml, in purple and pink - silicone

15,99 £
4251285578388 CF9242 3x soup pan to go - microwave dishes with handle and 

lid for on the go - 700 ml per container made of silicone
15,99 £

4251285536616 CF9241 2x Knee cushion for the garden - Knee mat for 
gardening - Knee cushion for handicraft and leisure - Kn

26,99 £
4251285557598 CF11203 48x Tent Pegs Made of Plastic - Pegs, Ground Anchor 

for Garden Fleece or Sandpit Cover - Ideal for Normal G
15,99 £

4251285536647 CF11203 72x plastic tent pegs - pegs, ground anchors for garden 
fleece, weed fleece or sandpit cover - ideal for normal g

17,99 £
4251285536654 CF9234 lunch box and drinking bottle set for children - easy-

care lunch box and water bottle for school, kindergarten
13,99 £

4251285536661 CF9234 lunch box and drinking bottle set for children - easy-
care lunch box and water bottle for school, kindergarten

13,99 £
4251285575899 CF5836 3 current and voltage tester, multitool with screwdriver 

and phase tester, electrical accessories
13,99 £

4251285575899 CF5836 3 current and voltage tester, multitool with screwdriver 
and phase tester, electrical accessories

13,99 £
4251285536715 CF8859 5x nail clippers with carabiner in different colors 8,99 £
4251285536722 CF6959 com-four ® 4x Kitchen Sieve Made of Plastic - Icing 

Sugar Sieve - Fine-Mesh Sieve for Baking - Mini Sieve fo
13,99 £

4251285536739 CF6959 2x Kitchen sieve made of plastic - Powdered sugar sieve 
- Fine-mesh sieve for baking - Mini sieve for tea, coffee,

11,99 £
4251285536746 CF8860 Set of 6 Slingshot Turkey - Finger Catapult, yellow 13,99 £
4251285536753 CF8860 Set of 12 Slingshot Turkey - Finger Catapult, yellow 26,99 £
4251285536760 CF8861 6x bottle openers as keyrings in bright colors - party 

giveaways
11,99 £

4251285536777 CF9237 18-piece unicorn school set, Unicorn school beginner set 
with ring binder, erasers with different motives and othe

13,99 £
4251285536784 CF8861 12x bottle openers as keychains in bright colors - party 

giveaways
11,99 £

4251285536791 CF8863 6x keychain owl in many bright colors, with leather 
bobble, ideal as a giveaway, girls birthday

11,99 £
4251285576438 CF8863 12x key ring owl in many bright colors, with leather 

bobble, ideal as a giveaway or for birthdays
15,99 £

4251285536814 CF9243 4x Plastic kitchen sieve - strainer for draining - flour 
sieve for spraying - close meshed in pastel colours

13,99 £
4251285536821 CF9243 2x Plastic kitchen sieve - strainer for draining - flour 

sieve for spraying - close meshed in pastel colours
15,99 £

4251285536838 CF9243 2x plastic kitchen sieve - powdered sugar sieve for 
baking - flour sieve for the kitchen - fine mesh - Ø 14.5c

15,99 £
4251285570368 CF9247 3x silicone molds for chocolates, praline molds for every 

15 chocolates or ice cubes
15,99 £

4251285536982 CF8892 20x flexible pencils - bending pencils - present part - 
party gift - children's birthdays

17,99 £
4251285536999 CF8893 15x football erasers, 4.5 cm, in great colours, ideal as a 

giveaway or for the school cone
13,99 £

4251285537019 CF5179 60x pirate pencils, 19 cm, grade 2B, ideal as a gift or 
for the school, giveaway set

13,99 £
4251285558380 CF7925 2x LED bubble gun with bubble water, transparent 

bubble machine for children and adults, bubble gun as a
17,99 £

4251285586659 CF7559 4x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 
for leaves, leaves, branches - perfect as a leaf sieve, lea

15,99 £
4251285586659 CF7559 4x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 

for leaves, leaves, branches - perfect as a leaf sieve, lea
15,99 £

4251285578562 CF9069 Wind wheel - Wind chime in flower design - Colourful 
windmill for garden, terrace and balcony

15,99 £
4251805434477 CF9069 2x Wind wheel - Wind chime in flower design - Colourful 

windmill for garden, terrace and balcony
26,99 £

4251285537088 CF9073 2x windmill craft set, for children and adults, let your 
creativity run wild

15,99 £
4251285537095 CF9072 Balloon Craft Set, Balloon Figures Animals, for children 

and adults, let your creativity run wild
13,99 £

4251285537170 CF6913 2x Egg Poachers
 - Egg boiler for poached egg

26,99 £
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4251285537200 CF7277 2x BBQ tongs made of stainless steel, multi-purpose 
kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip due t

15,99 £
4251285537217 CF7278 2x BBQ tongs made of stainless steel, multi-purpose 

kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip due t
15,99 £

4251285537248 CF9035 4x underplates - reusable saucers as table decorations - 
plastic decorative plates

13,99 £
4251285537255 CF9185 4x "Oak" placemat with decorative photo print, 44 x 

28.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285537262 CF9034 4x Placemat "from the heart" with various decorative 
photo-prints, 44,1x28,5cm

15,99 £
4251285537279 CF7300 2x Stainless Steel Mixing Bowl - Salad Bowl - Fruit Bowl 

Set of Two - Decorative Serving Bowl - 7l
30,99 £

4251285537286 CF9184 4x Placemat "Unicorn" / unicorn with various magical 
motifs, 44 x 28.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285537293 CF8899 painting set 68 pieces in a practical carrying box, ideal 

for school and kindergarten - colored pencils, wax crayo
17,99 £

4251285537309 CF9183 2x coffee mug "Unicorn" / unicorn, magic coffee cup, 
coffee pot, tea cup, tea pot with magical motives, each 

17,99 £
4251285537316 CF9030 2x plastic breakfast chopping boards with magical 

unicorn motifs and rubber feet, 23.3 x 14.5 x 0.3 cm
11,99 £

4251285537330 CF0004 Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for Tablet 
and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Black - 11.6 "

13,99 £
4251285537354 CF7692 6x Salt, - Spice, - & Herb spreader made of stainless 

steel and glass, with different stray openings
26,99 £

4251285537378 CF9292 3-piece dog bowl set, with growing dog bowl stand, 
height adjustable up to 45cm, with 2 stainless steel bow

30,99 £
4251285560031 CF9342 3x water pistols made of plastic in different colors - 

party fun with cooling
13,99 £

4251285537392 CF9397 dog protection mat for your car, car cover / car seat 
cover for the rear seat made of sturdy material, 135x14

30,99 £
4251285537408 CF9309 4x LED lamp moon, 3-D bedside lamp in moon design 

with automatic color change, romantic mood lighting for
15,99 £

4251285537415 CF9344 10-piece toy set, beach and sandbox game set in funny 
colors

26,99 £
4251285537439 CF9326 2x Water Frisbee, water disc of foam and silicone, extra 

soft, in bright colors, 17.5cm
15,99 £

4251285537446 CF9325 2x Water Frisbee, water discus silicone, in different 
colors, 11,2cm

15,99 £
4251285537453 CF9340 3-piece hook-and-loop fastener ball game set in blue 

with flexible catch plates and ball
15,99 £

4251285537460 CF9333 classic air mattress with integrated pillow and repair 
patches in summery colors for sunbathing, swimming - 

15,99 £
4251285537477 CF9332 paddling pool for children, 3-ring children's pool in blue 

with repair patches, 114x25cm, approx. 132 liters
26,99 £

4251285537484 CF9344 20-piece toy set, beach and sandbox game set in funny 
colors

35,99 £
4251285549821 CF9684 8-piece set of wrapping paper, unicoloured, in several 

colors, 200 x 70 cm
26,99 £

4251285537514 CF9328 3x beach ball inflatable - beach ball water-repellent - 
beach ball for beach, pool and bathing lake - bathing to

15,99 £
4251285537521 CF9328 6x inflatable beach ball - water-repellent beach ball - 

beach ball for beach, pool and bathing lake - bathing to
26,99 £

4251285537538 CF9328 12x beach ball inflatable - beach ball water-repellent - 
beach ball for beach, pool and bathing lake - bathing to

39,99 £
4251285537545 CF9329 3x swim tires - Hawaiian swim ring in summer colors - 

ideal for the beach and pool [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251285537552 CF9329 swimming tire, swimming ring in Hawaiian design in 
summery colors, Ø 89.5 cm

13,99 £
4251285537569 CF9330 2x Inflatable Pool Ring in Tire Design - Swim Ring for 

Children and Adults [Selection Varies]
17,99 £

4251285537576 CF9331 3x swim tires - Large swim ring with handles - Colored 
children's swim tire [selection varies]

26,99 £
4251285598133 CF9224 5x beach ball inflatable - beach ball water-repellent - 

beach ball for beach, pool and bathing lake - bathing to
17,99 £

4251285537613 CF9224 10x beach ball inflatable - beach ball water-repellent - 
beach ball for beach, pool and bathing lake - bath toys -

30,99 £
4251285537705 CF9370 2x burger press, hamburger press set made of cast 

aluminum for delicious hamburgers, patties, BBQ, burge
26,99 £

4251285537743 CF9374 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel in flower 
design, 5x5x1.5cm

15,99 £
4251285537750 CF9398 3x dog toys - dog ball for retrieving and romping - toy 

ball for the dog in different colors - Ø 7.5 cm
13,99 £
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4251285537767 CF9396 3x dog toys - dog ball for retrieving and romping - toy 
ball for the dog in different colors - Ø 7.3 cm

13,99 £
4251285537798 CF9375 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 47 
26,99 £

4251285537798 CF9375 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 47 

26,99 £
4251285537804 CF9375 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 55 
26,99 £

4251285537804 CF9375 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 55 

26,99 £
4251285537811 CF9375 4x Tablecloth weights - Wipeable tablecloth weights - 

Stainless steel clips for outdoor tables - Magnetic table c
15,99 £

4251285537828 CF9375 4x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 55 

15,99 £
4251285537866 CF9417 3x folding box with handles 16l - transport box with 

handles - stable storage box - shopping basket collapsib
30,99 £

4251285537880 CF9417 2x folding box with handles 16l - transport box with 
handles - stable storage box - shopping basket foldable 

26,99 £
4251285537897 CF9417 Plastic shopping basket with handles 16l - Transport 

box with handles - Stable folding storage box - 20 x 40 
17,99 £

4251285550063 CF9417 folding box with handles 16l - transport box with 
handles - stable storage box - shopping basket foldable 

15,99 £
4251285537910 CF9417 Shopping basket with handles 16l - Transport box with 

handles - Plastic storage box - Shopping basket foldable
17,99 £

4251285537927 CF8087 500x Fingerfood skewers made of bamboo wood - 
wooden skewers with two prongs - ideal for buffet or ga

15,99 £
4251285537934 CF9389 2000x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks for everyday use 

- toothpicks in dispenser box - wooden toothpicks - 6.3 
13,99 £

4251285537941 CF6250 300x wooden clothespins - sustainable wooden pegs 
made of birch wood - untreated wooden clothespins for 

30,99 £
4251285537958 CF9494 5x large multiple compress with fleece cover, cold and 

warm compresses, 29 x 12 cm - suitable for microwaves
26,99 £

4251285537965 CF9494 10x Large multiple compress with fleece cover, cold and 
warm compresses, 29 x 12 cm - suitable for microwaves

30,99 £
4251285537989 CF9494 5x Multiple compress - Cold and warm compresses - Ice 

packs suitable for microwaves - Ice packs for sports inju
17,99 £

4251285537996 CF9494 10x multiple compress, cold and warm compresses, 14 
x 13 cm - suitable for microwaves

26,99 £
4251285538009 CF9494 5x Small Multiple Compress, Cold and Warm 

Compresses, Multi-Purpose Reusable Gel Pad Hot & Col
15,99 £

4251285538016 CF9390 4500x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks for everyday use 
- toothpicks in a square dispenser box - wooden toothpi

17,99 £
4251285538030 CF9494 10x Small Multi-Use Compress, Cold and Warm 

Compresses, Multi-Purpose Reusable Gel Pad Hot & Col
26,99 £

4251805425840 CF6464 4x Vacuum bags with scent - Colorful vacuum bags in 
two sizes - Storage bags as hygienic space savers, spac

17,99 £
4251285538061 CF9389 4000x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks for everyday use 

- toothpicks - wooden toothpicks - 6.3 cm
15,99 £

4251285583382 CF3609 4x soap bubble wand for large and small soap bubbles - 
soap bubble swords in different colors for weddings and

15,99 £
4251285538092 CF9404 4x coffee paddle box - coffee box for coffee pods - 

storage container for coffee pods - decorative box in vin
17,99 £

4251285538108 CF9371 4-piece set of 3x coffee paddles and 1x pad lifter - 
storage container with pad lifter for coffee pods - decor

26,99 £
4251285538122 CF8855 3000 pieces Airsoft ammunition in the dispenser, airsoft 

balls in black, 0,1g, 0,6cm plastic
15,99 £

4251285538139 CF8855 3000 pieces Airsoft ammunition in the dispenser, Airsoft 
balls in different colors, 0,1g, 0,6cm plastic

15,99 £
4251285538177 CF8602 24-piece Dino Give Away Set, gift for school bags, 

children's birthday parties, theme parties, etc
15,99 £

4251285538184 CF9060 24-piece Princess Give Away Set, gift for school bags, 
children's birthday parties, theme parties, etc

11,99 £
4251285538207 CF9187 30x eraser cupcake, 4.5 cm, in different varieties, ideal 

as a gift or for the school bag
15,99 £

4251285538276 CF8894 30x eraser Lolli, lollipop shape, 4.5 cm, in variegated 
colors, ideal as a gift or for the school bag

15,99 £
4251285538313 CF9454 8x tool holder made of 1 mm sheet steel - wall bracket 

for garden tools with T-handle
15,99 £

4251285538320 CF9454 16x tool holder made of 1 mm sheet steel - wall bracket 
for garden tools with T-handle

26,99 £
4251285538344 CF8896 6x pencils with rubber attachment in owl shape, 19 cm, 

Ø 0.8 cm, grade 2B, Ideal as a gift or for the school, Giv
13,99 £
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4251285538382 CF8896 12x pencils with rubber attachment in owl shape, 19 
cm, Ø 0,8 cm, hardness 2B, Ideal as a gift or for the sch

15,99 £
4251805434491 CF9299 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 

quick release fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer, 
13,99 £

4251285538498 CF9403 2-piece storage tin set with metal, with lid, for pasta like 
spaghetti, 27,2cm, Ø 8,5cm

13,99 £
4251285538511 CF9301 40x glass marker in flower design, glass marker in great 

colors eg for wine glasses, champagne glasses or cockta
15,99 £

4251285564527 CF9257 600x kinkable drinking straws - straws in bright neon 
colors - drinking tubes

15,99 £
4251285538542 CF4247 10x carabiner in set, snap hook with keyring in different 

colors
11,99 £

4251285538559 CF4247 20x carabiner in set, snap hook with keyring in different 
colors

26,99 £
4251285538603 CF9352 10x textile markers, laundry markers with a fine tip, in 

bright colours
15,99 £

4251285538610 CF9352 5x textile markers, laundry markers with a fine tip, in 
bright colours

11,99 £
4251805405682 CF9202 4x lunch box for on the go - lunch box in various sizes - 

storage jars for food, snacks, fruit, vegetables
17,99 £

4251805405699 CF9202 4x lunch box for on the go - lunch box in various sizes - 
storage jars for food, snacks, fruit, vegetables

17,99 £
4251805405705 CF9202 2x lunch box for on the go - lunch box in various sizes - 

storage boxes for food, snacks, fruit, vegetables
13,99 £

4251285538689 CF9373 2x coffee tin made of metal with airtight closure, 
storage box for coffee, coffee pods, etc., 1.4 liters with 

15,99 £
4251285538696 CF9373 2x metal coffee can with airtight closure, storage box 

for coffee, coffee pods, etc., 1.4 liters in various designs
15,99 £

4251285538702 CF9187 18x eraser cupcake, 4.5 cm, in different varieties, ideal 
as a gift or for the school bag

13,99 £
4251285538719 CF8894 18x eraser Lolli, lollipop shape, 4.5 cm, in different 

varieties, ideal as a gift or for the school bag
13,99 £

4251285538726 CF6907 4x colorful coffee mug, 350 ml, ceramic, coffee mug, 
coffee pot, blue, gray, green, purple

26,99 £
4251285538771 CF9337 8-piece coffee mug set with ceramic spoons, 300 ml, in 

great colors and designs
26,99 £

4251285538788 CF9320 4x coffee mug "Coffee Time" in different colors, 280 ml 26,99 £
4251285538801 CF9311 rubber tensioner 8-armed - aluminum choke clamps - 

crimping sleeves for expander ropes - double sleeves fo
13,99 £

4251285538818 CF9312 3x elastic straps - luggage straps with white stripes - 
tension rope with snap hook - elastic straps for bicycles,

13,99 £
4251285538832 CF9310 10-piece set of elastic straps - luggage straps in four 

sizes - expander with hook - elastic straps for load secur
17,99 £

4251285538849 CF9271 24x Soap Bubbles for Children, each Bottle 50 ml - 
Bubble Liquid Soap with Stick - Children's Birthday Party

26,99 £
4251285538856 CF8495 2x rose-shaped grave decoration - memorial stone of 

hope and purity - weatherproof grave decoration - flowe
26,99 £

4251285538863 CF8495 3x rose-shaped grave decoration - memorial stone of 
hope and purity - weatherproof grave decoration - flowe

30,99 £
4251285538917 CF8086 2x wind ashtray made of dolomite - weatherproof storm 

ashtray made of ceramic - small table ashtray with lid - 
17,99 £

4251285538917 CF8086 2x wind ashtray made of dolomite - weatherproof storm 
ashtray made of ceramic - small table ashtray with lid - 

17,99 £
4251805404470 CF9538 4x Soap Bubble Sword - Soap Bubble Wand Set, Soap 

Bubble Bubble Wand in pink and blue for souvenirs, chil
15,99 £

4251285538931 CF9425 3x XL bubble wand - bubble wand - large bubbles for 
birthdays, garden parties and weddings - 40 cm

15,99 £
4251285538955 CF6325 3x fly screens with hook-and-loop fastener tape - insect 

protection for windows - mosquito protection that can b
13,99 £

4251285577695 CF9273 2x soap bubble gun in the Deflin design - soap bubble 
machine for children - soap bubble gun also for adults

17,99 £
4251285538979 CF9411 4x ashtrays made of plastic - ashtrays for inside and 

outside - table ashtrays for cigarettes - ash containers
15,99 £

4251285554184 CF9410 4x ashtrays made of plastic in bright colors - ashtrays 
for inside and outside - table ashtrays for cigarettes

15,99 £
4251285562660 CF9406 2x closed ashtray made of metal - retro rotating ashtray 

for indoor and outdoor use - Ø 9,5 cm [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285539006 CF6914 4x soap bubble stick dolphin and duck - soap bubble set 
with great motifs for children's birthday parties - party b

15,99 £
4251285539020 CF9291 2x Ashtray made of matt stainless steel - Ash bucket for 

indoor and outdoor use - Ø 12 cm
15,99 £
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4251285539037 CF9274 3x mini LED bubble guns in great colours, plastic bubble 
guns for children and adults, Bubble-Gu for children&#3

15,99 £
4251285539044 CF9290 4x ashtray made of matt stainless steel - ash bucket for 

indoor and outdoor use - Ø 9,7 cm
17,99 £

4251285539051 CF9279 4x ashtray made of stainless steel - Ash bucket for 
indoor and outdoor use - Ø 13.7 cm

15,99 £
4251285589421 CF4296 4x yo-yo with flashing light - LED yo-yo for children and 

adults - beginner yo-yo for learning cool tricks - super t
17,99 £

4251285539075 CF5135 2x Pirate hat with skull - Hat for children and adults - 
Costume for Carnival or Halloween

15,99 £
4251285549241 CF8572 Blue glowing lightsaber, laser sword with retractable 

blade and sound
15,99 £

4251285539099 CF9286 Cutlery drainer - stainless steel kitchen utensil holder - 
cutlery basket, metal cooking spoon stand - modern nap

15,99 £
4251285544680 CF9287 3-piece bowl set made of stainless steel - salad bowl - 

chip bowl - mixing bowl - serving bowl - decorative bowl
26,99 £

4251285539150 CF9283 6 kitchen utensils, kitchen utensils Set of stainless steel, 
cutlery basket, spoon, ladle, slotted spoon, slotted spoo

26,99 £
4251285539167 CF9379 vacuum flask made of stainless steel with cups - double-

walled thermo bottle - thermos flask for on the go - 100
30,99 £

4251285589612 CF9281 Stainless steel cake stand - 2-tier cake stand - Serving 
stand for biscuits, chocolates or fruit

15,99 £
4251285589605 CF9282 Stainless steel cake stand - 3 tier cake tier stand - 

Serving stand for biscuits, chocolates or fruit
26,99 £

4251285539198 CF9401 porcelain porcelain with 3 levels, height 36.5cm, for eg 
pastry, fruit or chocolates

26,99 £
4251285547506 CF9316 1.9L vacuum pump jug - 1.9 liter airpot made of 

stainless steel with glass insert - thermos jug with pump
35,99 £

4251285539228 CF4358 2x Robust 8-shaped aluminum carabiner with double 
lock - key fob

11,99 £
4251285539235 CF9296 5x plant sack 26 L for potatoes - Tomato tub with 

handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio
26,99 £

4251285577916 CF9280 2x air humidifier made of stainless steel - heating 
evaporator to attach to the heating - radiator evaporato

13,99 £
4251285539259 CF7239 4x Ceramic coffee mug - coffee cup in modern design - 

coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 300 ml
26,99 £

4251285539259 CF7239 4x Ceramic coffee mug - coffee cup in modern design - 
coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 300 ml

26,99 £
4251805402827 CF9364 kitchen roll holder standing with suction cup stand - 

paper roll holder for the kitchen - stainless steel roll hol
13,99 £

4251805402827 CF9364 kitchen roll holder standing with suction cup stand - 
paper roll holder for the kitchen - stainless steel roll hol

13,99 £
4251285539334 CF9347 4x Ashtray made of glass - clear glass Ashtray for 

cigarettes - classic Ashtrays for private and gastronomy
26,99 £

4250847135762 CF2135 Cook Bottle 2.0, practical 8 in 1 kitchen helper, 
multifunctional kitchen tool in bottle shape

13,99 £
4251285539365 CF9318 3x Ashtray made of glass - clear glass Ashtray for 

cigarettes - classic Ashtrays for private and gastronomy
26,99 £

4251285539389 CF9032 2x mobile glass ashtray, ashtray in smartphone design, 
11.5 x 6.2 x 1.8 cm

17,99 £
4251285539396 CF9416 80m clothesline, plastic leash in four colors, slightly 

stretchable, 20 m per color
15,99 £

4251285539402 CF9551 6x mason jars with screw cap "Made with love" in green 
and pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 330 ml

17,99 £
4251285539419 CF9551 12x mason jars with screw cap "Made with love" in 

green and pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 330 ml
30,99 £

4251285539426 CF9322 Classic glass carafe for whiskey, cognac, liqueur, 
whiskey decanter about 900 ml

17,99 £
4251285539433 CF9362 20x metal towel rail clips, towel hooks for hanging 

towels in 5 great colors
13,99 £

4251285539433 CF9362 20x metal towel rail clips, towel hooks for hanging 
towels in 5 great colors

13,99 £
4251285539440 CF9394 102x dog waste bags with bag dispenser, robust and 

leak-proof waste bags, sacks for small and large cats an
13,99 £

4251805405040 CF9392 6x mice cat toy made of fabric - fabric mouse with 
stretchable tail - fur mouse to play with for the cat - 18 

15,99 £
4251285539471 CF9380 serving platter for cheese and sushi with slate - cheese 

board for a stylish cheese platter - cutting board made 
26,99 £

4251285539488 CF9381 serving platter for cheese and sushi with slate edge - 
cheese board for a stylish cheese platter - cutting board

15,99 £
4251285539495 CF9382 Slate cutting board with 4 marking sticks, cheese board, 

33 x 15 cm, 5-piece set
13,99 £
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4251285539501 CF9383 Beautiful cutting board made of slate for cheese lovers, 
slate platter, 36 x 21 cm

13,99 £
4251285539532 CF9300 oven thermometer made of stainless steel as roast 

thermometer, meat thermometer - grill thermometer for
13,99 £

4251285539549 CF9300 2x oven thermometer made of stainless steel as roast 
thermometer, meat thermometer - grill thermometer for

15,99 £
4251285539556 CF8273 8x coasters made of slate - glass coasters with non-slip 

rubber feet - decorative table coasters - slate plate - ap
17,99 £

4251285539570 CF9440 2x slate plate as buffet plate, 22 x 14 cm, natural slate, 
saucer

13,99 £
4251285539587 CF9029 2x serving plate - serving tray made of natural slate - 

slate plate with non-slip rubber feet - decorative plate m
17,99 £

4251285539600 CF9028 2x serving plate - serving tray made of natural slate for 
arranging and serving great dishes - great decorative ite

26,99 £
4251285539617 CF9182 XL Slate slate made of natural slate as a coaster, place 

set or buffet plate, approx. 45 x 30 cm
30,99 £

4251285539624 CF9302 9x Felt pan protector - pan protector to protect against 
scratches - pan protection mat also for pots and bowls

15,99 £
4251285539624 CF9302 9x Felt pan protector - pan protector to protect against 

scratches - pan protection mat also for pots and bowls
15,99 £

4251285539648 CF9554 2x Electronic fly swatter - Insect killer - Fly trap in 
racket shape [selection varies]

26,99 £
4251285539686 CF9414 18x Cork Drink Coaster - Square Coasters - Cork 

Coasters - 9,5 x 9,5 x 0,3 cm
15,99 £

4251285577787 CF9413 18x cork coaster for drinks - round drink coaster - glass 
coaster made of cork - Ø 10 x 0.3 cm

15,99 £
4251285539709 CF6659 24x Cork Drink Coaster - Round and Square Coasters - 

Glass Coasters in Cork
15,99 £

4251285539723 CF9524 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 

11,99 £
4251285539730 CF9521 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 
15,99 £

4251285539730 CF9521 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 

15,99 £
4251285539747 CF9522 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 

tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 
11,99 £

4251285539754 CF9523 drug dosing machine 7 days - medicine box - pill box - 
tray box - weekly doser + pill box with 3 compartments 

11,99 £
4251285539761 CF8126 20x Towel rail clips made of plastic and chromed metal 

- Colorful clamps for towels - Clip hanger for hanging po
13,99 £

4251285539761 CF8126 20x Towel rail clips made of plastic and chromed metal 
- Colorful clamps for towels - Clip hanger for hanging po

13,99 £
4251285539778 CF9563 4x Nail Brush Hand Brush Brush Cleaning brush 11,99 £
4251285539785 CF9495 Hanging dryer camping - mini clothes dryer to hang up 

- clothes dryer in different colours [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285539792 CF9366 3-piece pizza and pasta set made of stainless steel, 
serving tongs, pizza cutter, cheese grater - kitchen gadg

13,99 £
4251285539815 CF9573 measuring cup in pastel pink with additional splash 

protection cover, 2100 ml
15,99 £

4251285539822 CF9573 Measuring cup with splash protection lid - mixing 
container with stop bottom - baking bowl with pouring s

17,99 £
4251285539846 CF9585 6x XL Party Popper, confetti in heart shape for New 

Year's Eve, parties, birthdays etc., 80 cm
35,99 £

4251285539853 CF6727 4x toothbrush clock for children - hourglass for brushing 
teeth in different colors - 3 minute timer - egg timer - b

13,99 £
4251285539860 CF8475 6-part plastic hair dye set in black with 2x brush, 2x 

measuring cup and 2x mixing bowl
15,99 £

4251285539877 CF7753 80-piece clothespins set, XXL clips in 4 different trendy 
colors, extra large for a secure fit

17,99 £
4251285539907 CF9580 10x Party Popper, colorful shiny confetti for New Year's 

Eve, parties, birthdays etc., 15.5 cm
17,99 £

4251285539914 CF9581 10x Party Popper, colorful shiny confetti for New Year's 
Eve, parties, birthdays etc., 20,5 cm

26,99 £
4250847167701 CF4626 2-part set of beige underbed cabinets with zipper and 

handholds, 103 x 45 x 16 cm
11,99 £

4251285539945 CF9586 6x Party Popper, confetti for New Year's Eve, parties, 
birthdays etc., 40 cm

26,99 £
4251285539952 CF9583 6x Party Popper, confetti in banknote form for New 

Year's Eve, parties, birthdays etc., 40 cm
30,99 £

4251285539976 CF6140_996 4x egg cups made of stainless steel, with a matt look 15,99 £
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4251285539990 CF9562 30x toilet pad disposable paper - disposable toilet pad 
for on the go - toilet seat protection - toilet hygiene - 44

11,99 £
4251285559998 CF9562 50x toilet pad disposable paper - disposable toilet pad 

for on the go - toilet seat protection - toilet hygiene - 44
13,99 £

4251285540026 CF9314 8x shackle, D-shaped snap hook, made of stainless 
steel, WLL 125 kg

11,99 £
4251285540088 CF6634 44-piece set of clothes pegs and clothes peg basket in 

various colors - basket with clips and handles for hangin
26,99 £

4251285540095 CF3666 2x jet regulator, mixing jet for jet or shower jet, for all 
taps with 1/2 inch thread

13,99 £
4251285546615 CF8869 12x cake fork made of stainless steel - stylish cutlery in 

a simple design - small dessert forks - starter forks - 14.
17,99 £

4251285540118 CF8869 24x cake fork made of stainless steel - stylish cutlery in 
a simple design - small dessert forks - starter forks - 14.

30,99 £
4251285540132 CF9313 2x Magnetic bowl for the workshop - Tool bowl for 

screws and tools - Magnetic bowl for workshop accessor
13,99 £

4251285540149 CF4596_989 12x snap hooks with ballpoint pen and pull back zipper 
in 6 great colors

17,99 £
4251285540156 CF5577 20-piece combination wrench set made of chrome-

vanadium steel according to DIN 3110 and DIN 3113, si
35,99 £

4251285540170 CF9294 12-piece combination wrench set made of chrome-
vanadium steel according to DIN 3113 - ring spanners - 

26,99 £
4251805421927 CF9556 36-piece screwdriver set, screwdriver with ratchet and 

extensive accessories consisting of sockets and bits, all 
13,99 £

4251285540279 CF9584 6x Party Popper, confetti in heart shape for New Year's 
Eve, parties, birthdays etc., 40 cm

26,99 £
4251285540224 CF9173 6x liqueur and liquor stamper ceramic with star motif, in 

different colors, 50ml
17,99 £

4251285540248 CF9481 14x shackles in various sizes, D-shaped snap hook, 
made of metal

17,99 £
4251285540279 CF9584 6x Party Popper, confetti in heart shape for New Year's 

Eve, parties, birthdays etc., 40 cm
26,99 £

4251805406016 CF9589 6x slime with a popping sound in a can, dough clay in a 
garbage can, in cool colors, ideal as a gift

15,99 £
4251285540309 CF9590 4x mucus with dumb sound in the box, plasticine ideal 

for birthdays (farts in yellow, green, blue, pink)
17,99 £

4251285540316 CF9357 4-part reflector set with LED safety clip with magnetic 
lock and snap bracelets

17,99 £
4251285540330 CF9472 3-piece bicycle reflector set with protective saddle cover 

and LED strips with reflector strips
13,99 £

4251285540347 CF9591 4x mucus with muffled sound in the box, plasticine ideal 
for birthdays (Furzknete in blue, pink, green and neon y

15,99 £
4251285540361 CF9582 4x jumping douche in box for children and adults in cool 

colors [selection varies], each box 8 x 3.5 cm
11,99 £

4251285540392 CF9446 7-piece reflector set for children - warning vest, key 
ring, reflective stickers for more road safety

15,99 £
4251285540408 CF8841 12x foam clown nose - false nose in red for costumes, Ø 

5cm, for carnival, carnival or other theme parties
13,99 £

4251285540408 CF8841 12x foam clown nose - false nose in red for costumes, Ø 
5cm, for carnival, carnival or other theme parties

13,99 £
4251285551756 CF9259 2x extendable telescopic fly swatter for pest control, 

mosquitoes and insects - 27-72 cm extendable - [color v
11,99 £

4251285563124 CF9082 16x Fly-Bait in flower design, feeding bait for 
attachment to the window, window fly trap as a sticker 

26,99 £
4251285540446 CF9458 2x reflector set for children - safety vest with reflective 

signal stripes - washable warning vest in one size accor
11,99 £

4251285540453 CF6864 12-piece straw star set - Christmas tree decorations - 
straw pendant for the Christmas tree - natural Christma

11,99 £
4251805401110 CF6865 56-piece straw star set - Christmas tree decorations - 

straw pendant for the Christmas tree - natural Christma
26,99 £

4251285540477 CF6866 56-piece Straw star set - Christmas tree ornament - 
straw pendant for the Christmas tree - Christmas decora

26,99 £
4251285540484 CF6867 56-piece straw stars set, Ø 6 cm, Christmas tree 

ornaments made of straw
26,99 £

4251285540491 CF6868 12-Piece straw stars set - Christmas tree decorations 
made of straw for the Christmas tree and window decor

11,99 £
4251285540521 CF9531 55x metal clothes pegs - durable towel clips in bright 

colors - beach towel clips
26,99 £

4251285540545 CF9258 Stainless steel kitchen sieve - salad strainer and pasta 
sieve with 2 handles

15,99 £
4251285540552 CF9452 2x Insect protection with elastic band, mosquito net for 

strollers, mosquito net, insect protection for buggy or tr
13,99 £
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4251285540569 CF5993 2-part set insect protection with elastic band, mosquito 
net for strollers, mosquito net, insect protection for bug

17,99 £
4251285540583 CF9453 Insect screen with elastic band, mosquito net for baby 

bed, mosquito net, insect screen for cot, travel cot, carr
15,99 £

4251285597419 CF7502 2x Luggage strap in rainbow colours striped
 - Adjustable case strap

11,99 £
4251285540637 CF5917 Camera mount tripod with clamp, tripod head with ball 

head on clamp, in black
15,99 £

4251285540651 CF9530 pizza pusher made of stainless steel - cake shelf with 
recessed grip - cake and pizza server - pizza shovel up t

13,99 £
4251285540668 CF9535 3L vacuum pump jug - 3 liter airpot made of stainless 

steel - double-walled vacuum jug with pump mechanism
43,99 £

4251805431445 CF8559 2x Cheese board with cheese knife - slate board made 
of natural slate - cheese board with fork and cheese knif

30,99 £
4251805431452 CF8271 2x Cheese board with cheese knife - slate board made 

of natural slate - cheese board with fork and cheese knif
30,99 £

4251285540712 CF0307_787 4-Piece Set Battery Adapter, Converter / Switcher from 
AAA to AA Micro / Mignon size, 50 x 14 mm

11,99 £
4251285540729 CF0307_787 8-Piece Set Battery Adapter, Converter / Switcher from 

AAA to AA Micro / Mignon size, 50 x 14 mm
13,99 £

4251285540736 CF9626 2x Water Frisbee, water disc of foam and silicone, extra 
soft, in bright colors, 12.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285550070 CF9387 Tea box with 6 compartments - storage box for tea and 

tea bags - tea bag box made of transparent plastic - tea
26,99 £

4251285540767 CF9409 Storage box for tea bags - Tea box made of bamboo 
wood with 6 compartments and viewing window - Tea b

26,99 £
4251285540781 CF6635 set of 3 garden hose connectors with stop function - 

water stop, connector - hose coupling - hose repair - 13
15,99 £

4251285540798 CF9657 20x Nipple cover 78 x 65 mm Heart in skin colors 8,99 £
4251285540804 CF9657 10x Nipple cover 78 x 65 mm Heart in skin colors 8,99 £
4251285540828 CF9659 10x Nipple cover 84 x 80 mm star in black 8,99 £
4251285540859 CF9659 20x Nipple cover 84 x 80 mm star in red and black 8,99 £
4251285540866 CF9658 10x Nipple cover 80 x 80 mm cross in black 11,99 £
4251285540866 CF9658 10x Nipple cover 80 x 80 mm cross in black 11,99 £
4251285540873 CF9658 20x Nipple cover 80 x 80 mm cross in black 15,99 £
4251285540880 CF9532 Milk pot and simmer pot, - Milk pan of stainless steel- 

Double walled milk pan - Boiling pot - Waterbath cooker
30,99 £

4251285540903 CF9663 16x Nipple cover 60 x 50 mm Heart in different colors 8,99 £
4251285540910 CF9327 storage box in vintage design for tea and tea bags, 

wooden tea box with 6 compartments, in white, 24 x 17
26,99 £

4251285540934 CF7482 4x flashing hedgehog ball with LED light - spiked ball, 
giveaways for children's birthday parties, rubber ball toy

15,99 £
4251285540941 CF6065 Mini Carabiner Set of 10, 5x Silver & 5x Black 15,99 £
4251285540958 CF7083 10x S-shaped outdoor carabiner made of high-strength 

plastic in black and with stainless steel spring lock
11,99 £

4251285541009 CF6134 Stainless steel door stop - door holder in chrome design 
- door protection Ø 10 cm - door stop - stop protection

15,99 £
4251285540972 CF7083 10x S-shaped outdoor carabiner made of high-strength 

plastic in khaki and with stainless steel spring lock
11,99 £

4251285541009 CF6134 Stainless steel door stop - door holder in chrome design 
- door protection Ø 10 cm - door stop - stop protection

15,99 £
4251285541016 CF10639 Tea Bag Storage Box - White Wooden Box with Viewing 

Window - Tea Box Made of Wood with 6 Compartments 
30,99 £

4251285588875 CF1860 5-piece nail dotting pen set for applying UV gel, nail 
point pen for nail art, tools for accessories, rhinestones, 

8,99 £
4251285588875 CF1860 5-piece nail dotting pen set for applying UV gel, nail 

point pen for nail art, tools for accessories, rhinestones, 
8,99 £

4251285541030 CF9545 storage box for tea and tea bags, white wooden tea box 
with gray lid, 6 compartments and viewing window, 23.

15,99 £
4251285541061 CF9474 storage box for tea and tea bags, gray wooden tea box 

with white lid, 4 compartments and viewing window, 34
17,99 £

4251285541078 CF9456 storage box for tea and tea bags, tea box made of 
bamboo wood with 4 compartments and viewing windo

15,99 £
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4251285541085 CF6915 6x ragout fin bowls in bright colours, Ø 8 cm, pie 
moulds, creme brulee

26,99 £
4251285541108 CF9405 Storage box for tea and tea bags, metal tea box, tea 

caddy in various designs, Ø 9cm, up to 500ml
15,99 £

4251285541139 CF9620 8x plastic tea bag holders, tea holders in bright colors 15,99 £
4251285589162 CF9610 5x tea bag holder made of metal, tea bag holder in 

teapot optics, ideal for serving, approx. 13 x 9.5 x 1.1 c
13,99 £

4251285541153 CF9610 10x tea bag holder made of metal, tea bag holder in 
teapot optics, ideal for serving, approx. 13 x 9.5 x 1.1 c

26,99 £
4251285562653 CF9384 4x tea infuser made of stainless steel and silicone - tea 

strainer with lid and saucer - tea filter for tea lovers - di
13,99 £

4251285541177 CF9635 3x tea infuser made of silicone and stainless steel - tea 
strainer with drip tray - tea filter for loose tea

26,99 £
4251285541184 CF9635 3x tea infuser made of silicone and stainless steel - tea 

strainer with drip tray for tea lovers - tea filter for loose 
26,99 £

4251285541214 CF9334 2x ceramic coffee mug with chalk, 300 ml, coffee cup, 
coffee pot for labeling

15,99 £
4251805401400 CF6645 4x coffee cup "Love" - coffee mug made of the finest 

ceramic - coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - tea cup - p
26,99 £

4251285541283 CF9444 4x coffee mug "coffee" made of ceramic, 300 ml, coffee 
cup, coffee pot, in black and white

26,99 £
4251285541313 CF9335 4x egg cup "Faces", ceramics, in 4 different colors 15,99 £
4251285555877 CF8676 16x tablecloth weight "Fruits-Mix" - Tablecloth weights 

in fruit design - 15-17g
17,99 £

4251285560611 CF9400 2x porcelain coffee mug, 450 ml, coffee cup, coffee pot, 
white

15,99 £
4251285541344 CF9400 4x XL Coffee mug made of porcelain - Coffee cup also 

for tea and mulled wine - Coffee pot in timeless design -
26,99 £

4251285570344 CF9637 cake stand made of slate with 3 levels, pastry bowl, 
fruit bowl

30,99 £
4251285541375 CF9627 6x soufflé moulds - ceramic creme brulee bowls - 

ovenproof moulds - dessert bowl and pastry moulds for 
26,99 £

4251285541382 CF9627 12x soufflé moulds - ceramic creme brulee bowls - 
ovenproof moulds - dessert bowl and pastry moulds for 

35,99 £
4251285541399 CF9628 6x Soufflé moulds - Ceramic creme brulee bowls - 

ovenproof moulds - Dessert bowl and pastry moulds for 
26,99 £

4251285541405 CF9628 12x soufflé moulds - ceramic creme brulee bowls - 
ovenproof moulds - dessert bowl and pastry moulds for 

39,99 £
4251285555143 CF9479_989 2 x noble ceramic sauce boat - sauce jugs with foot for 

the perfect filling of hot and cold sauces directly at the t
26,99 £

4251285541474 CF9479 Noble ceramic sauce boat - Sauce jug with foot for the 
perfect filling of hot and cold sauces directly at the table

15,99 £
4251285541481 CF9638 6x chocolate fondue forks - fondue cutlery with plastic 

handle for cozy evenings
17,99 £

4251285541528 CF9537 4x Coffee mug made of porcelain - Coffee cup also for 
tea and mulled wine - Coffee pot in timeless design - 30

26,99 £
4251285550575 CF9537 8x porcelain coffee mug, 300 ml, coffee cup, coffee pot, 

in white, bulbous shape
35,99 £

4251285541542 CF9442 4-piece serving set in blue - bowl set with wooden 
board for serving tapas, mezze or antipasti - 3 bowls in 

17,99 £
4251285541559 CF9442 4-piece serving set in blue - bowl set with wooden 

board for serving tapas, mezze or antipasti - 3 bowls in 
30,99 £

4251285541566 CF9486 3x ceramic cereal bowl, 500 ml, soup bowl in orange, 
red and purple

17,99 £
4251285541573 CF9486 3x ceramic cereal bowl, 500 ml, yellow, green and blue 

soup bowl
17,99 £

4251285541580 CF9486 6x bowls made of plastic - salta bowl - fruit bowl - 
practical kitchen accessory

30,99 £
4251285541597 CF9324 electric pump for air mattresses with 4 attachments, 

AC-DC adapter / power supply and car adapter for inflat
26,99 £

4251285541610 CF9460 2x wall bracket "Butterfly" made of powder-coated iron 
for hanging baskets and wind chimes, with screws and 

15,99 £
4251285541627 CF9460 2x wall mount "Vogel" made of powder-coated iron for 

hanging baskets and wind chimes, with screws and dow
17,99 £

4251285541634 CF9653 kitchen roll holder standing - paper roll holder for the 
kitchen - standing roll holder made of bamboo - kitchen 

15,99 £
4251285541641 CF9608 4-piece Cocktail Shaker set made of rustproof stainless 

steel - Cocktail mixer with shaker, tongs and a large and
26,99 £

4251805403527 CF9607 Large wine and champagne cooler, high quality 
stainless steel bottle bucket for parties, weddings and b

35,99 £
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4251805455946 CF9652 tray made of bamboo wood - breakfast in bed or on the 
couch serving tray

26,99 £
4251285541672 CF9651 bed tray made of bamboo wood with foldable feet - 

breakfast in bed
30,99 £

4251285541696 CF9430 Mural "HOME" with LED backlight, on canvas printed art 
print with 24 warm white LEDs, 80.5 x 30.5 x 3 cm

30,99 £
4251285541719 CF9215 Shoe rack with 5 levels, for about 20 pairs of shoes, 

made of steel and water-repellent fleece, 90.5 x 87 x 29
30,99 £

4251285541757 CF9644 2x melamine trays with various decors, 43.5 x 31.5 cm 
[selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285551138 CF9629 Kids lunch box "Owls" for on the go - Lunch box with 3 

compartments - Breakfast box for school or kindergarte
15,99 £

4251285541870 CF9629 vintage breakfast box "Breakfast" - Lunch box with 3 
compartments - Breakfast box 17 x 13 x 10 cm

13,99 £
4251285541887 CF9629 lunch box "74" in vintage style on the go - Lunchbox 

with 3 compartments - Breakfast box 17 x 13 x 10 cm
15,99 £

4251285541894 CF9639 4-piece set consisting of 3x coffee paddles and 1x pad 
lifter - decorative storage boxes - storage container with

17,99 £
4251285541900 CF9424 2x water sprayer, water atomizer for refreshing with air 

pressure, 80 ml, in red and white
17,99 £

4251285541917 CF9424 2x water sprayer, water atomizer for refreshing with air 
pressure, 80 ml, in blue and pink

17,99 £
4251285541924 CF9559 2x glass jug with open handle and lid - glass carafe with 

fruit insert - jug for fruit spritzer - up to 1.4 liters
26,99 £

4251285541955 CF8496 grave decoration in the shape of a heart - weatherproof 
grave decoration with butterflies - decorated mourning s

17,99 £
4251285541962 CF9450 3x knee pillows for the garden - knee mat for gardening 

- knee pads - knee protection mat - approx. 39.5 x 25.5
15,99 £

4251285541979 CF9471 12x glasses for liqueur as test tubes, shot glasses made 
of plastic with stand, in different colors, 40 ml for festiv

15,99 £
4251285552302 CF9346 6x Tea Glass - Drinking Glasses with Handle - Glass 

Mugs for Tea, Cocoa, Coffee, Latte, Espresso and Cappu
26,99 £

4251285541993 CF9434 8x liqueur glasses / liqueur stamper / shot glasses / 
schnapps stamper with handle, 120 ml

17,99 £
4251285542006 CF9433 12x stamper set as liqueur glasses, liqueur stamper, 

shot glasses or schnapps stamper with various overprint
26,99 £

4251285542037 CF9423 2-piece set wind ashtrays made of the finest dolomite 
ceramic in green and orange, each with colorful stripes

17,99 £
4251285542044 CF9423 2-piece set wind ashtrays made of the finest dolomite 

ceramic in blue and red, each with colorful stripes
17,99 £

4251285542068 CF9431 4x inflatable drink holder for the pool - can holder 
"Insel" floating - pool toy - drink cooler - 30 x 20 cm [se

11,99 £
4251285542099 CF9501 6x inflatable cup holder for the pool - can holder "swan" 

floating - pool toy - drink cooler - Ø 18 cm
15,99 £

4251285542143 CF9455 2x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 
relaxing massage spider for the head - head-pawl for m

11,99 £
4251285542167 CF9630 250x Fingerfood skewers made of bamboo wood - 

Wooden skewers with wide grip surface for better hold -
15,99 £

4251285542174 CF9631 400x Shish kebab skewers - 30 cm skewers - Vegetable 
skewers in a set

15,99 £
4251285542198 CF9650 8x coasters made of bamboo - round glass coasters - 

coasters for glasses - cup coasters - Ø 11 cm, round, 0.
15,99 £

4251285577909 CF9632 144x cocktail sticks "Fruits" with paper fruits - Party 
Picker with tropical decoration fruit - 10 cm

15,99 £
4251285542211 CF9482 16x wooden coaster, glass coaster with motif "Owls", 9 

x 9 cm, 0.4 cm thick
13,99 £

4251285542235 CF9482 16x Wooden Coaster, Coaster with motif "Roses", 9 x 9 
cm, 0,4 cm thick

11,99 £
4251285542242 CF9482 16x Wooden Coaster, Coaster with motif "Butterfly", 9 x 

9 cm, 0,4 cm thick
13,99 £

4251285542259 CF9482 16x Wooden Coaster, Coaster with motif "Coffee", 9 x 9 
cm, 0,4 cm thick

11,99 £
4251285542266 CF9482 16 beautiful wooden coasters with a floral motif, 9 x 9 

cm, 0.4 cm thick
11,99 £

4251285542273 CF9700 216x Cocktail skewers with pearl decoration - skewers 
for finger food - wooden party pickers - appetisers for p

15,99 £
4251285542297 CF9704 2x Etagere porcelain with 2 levels, height 21.5 cm, for 

eg pastry, fruit or chocolates
26,99 £

4251285542303 CF9701 180x Cocktail skewers with pearl - skewers for finger 
food - wooden party pickers - appetizer pickers for parti

15,99 £
4251285542310 CF9699 300x Fingerfood skewers made of bamboo wood - 

wooden skewers with knots for a noble look - ideal for b
17,99 £
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4251285542327 CF9703 24x shot glasses in skull design - shot glasses for 
Halloween - shot glass unbreakable - glasses for short - 

17,99 £
4251285542334 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clamp - 

tablecloth clamp in fruit design - approx. 20 g
13,99 £

4251285542334 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clamp - 
tablecloth clamp in fruit design - approx. 20 g

13,99 £
4251285542341 CF7715_989 6x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 

window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh
30,99 £

4251285542358 CF9360
4 metal wall bottle openers with print in great colors, w

15,99 £
4251285542365 CF9438 2 bottle opener "Cheers" made of zinc alloy for the wall, 

beer opener with wall mounting, 8 x 6.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285542389 CF9499 2x metal money box in magical unicorn design - money 
saving box with unicorn motifs "flower" and "turquoise" 

17,99 £
4251285590083 CF9499 4x metal money box - money box in unicorn design - 

savings bank with various unicorn motifs [selection varie
17,99 £

4251285542402 CF9693 2x coffee cup "Unicorn" in white and turquoise - magical 
coffee cup - tea cup with magical unicorn motifs - 180 

26,99 £
4251285542419 CF9693 2x coffee cup "Unicorn" in yellow and pink - magical 

coffee cup - tea cup with magical unicorn motifs - 180 
26,99 £

4251285542426 CF9693 4x Coffee Mug "Comic Unicorn" - Magical Unicorn Coffee 
Cup - Tea Cup with Magical Motives - 180 ml

26,99 £
4251285598829 CF9656 4x unicorn keychain made of metal and glass - Unicorn 

pendant for keychain and backpack - small talisman [col
17,99 £

4251285598829 CF9656 4x unicorn keychain made of metal and glass - Unicorn 
pendant for keychain and backpack - small talisman [col

17,99 £
4251285542464 CF3967 3 metal pill boxes, tray box with different motives 

[selection varies]
8,99 £

4251285542495 CF9264 2x unicorn gym bag - unicorn sports bag with magical 
unicorn motifs "rainbow" and "pink" - 42 x 32.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285542518 CF9525 2x unicorn keyring for squeezing - magical squeeze 

unicorn pendant for keychain and backpack - small talis
17,99 £

4251285542525 CF9525 2x unicorn key fobs to squeeze - magical squeeze 
unicorn pendants for keys and rucksacks - small talisma

17,99 £
4251285542532 CF5850 Butterfly wings Pink and Purple each with headband 

and wand, costume set, children's costume
15,99 £

4251285542563 CF9640 3x Dishwashing Brush "Dolls" in various female 
versions, funny washing-up brushes, 21 cm

15,99 £
4251285542570 CF9640 3x Dishwashing Brush "Dolls" in various male versions, 

funny washing-up brushes, 21 cm
15,99 £

4251285542587 CF9463 6x "Hand" made of silicone, cup coaster in hand shape 
in different colors, 17 x 16 cm

15,99 £
4251285542600 CF9469 22-part set of paintbrushes, brush set for art and 

painting in the house and garden, flat and round brushe
26,99 £

4251285542617 CF9570 Retro storage tin "Coffee machine" in variegated colors, 
plastic food storage box with hinged lid, 19 x 14 x 7.5 c

26,99 £
4251285542624 CF9284 12x egg cups made of stainless steel - elegant, heat-

insulating egg holders in a metallic look - breakfast set i
15,99 £

4251285542648 CF9315 2x Napkin holder made of stainless steel, brushed mat, 
napkin stand with cutlery decor, 15 x 12.5 x 5 cm

15,99 £
4251285542655 CF9555 2x painting and craft apron in blue for children with 

three pockets to work, painting, crafts and other fun wo
13,99 £

4251285542662 CF9555 2x painting and craft apron in pink for children with 
three pockets to work, painting, crafts and other fun wo

13,99 £
4251285542679 CF9555 2x painting and craft apron in blue and pink for children 

with three pockets to work, painting, crafts and other fu
13,99 £

4251285542693 CF9399 laundry basket - foldable storage basket with drawstring 
closure - laundry bag with a modern vintage look

15,99 £
4251285542709 CF7548 2x Ashtrays - Outdoor ashtray - Ashtrays windproof - 

Anti-storm ashtray with a luminous lid - Ashtray for the 
11,99 £

4251285542723 CF9470 204-piece set Picture hooks and accessories for 
handyman and DIY for hanging pictures

15,99 £
4251285589445 CF9466 112-piece Furniture glider set - Self-adhesive chair 

glides made of cork - Felt glides in various sizes
13,99 £

4251285542747 CF9251 Decorative book "Loved and unforgotten" with viewing 
window for a photo, in stone look, as grave decoration, 

26,99 £
4251285542778 CF9598 4x ceramic egg cups in Scandinavian design, in gray 

and cream, Ø 5 cm, 6 cm high
15,99 £

4251805434484 CF9253 Plastic biscuit press - Attachment for shortbreads, 
biscuits and tender meat - Meat grinder with vacuum su

26,99 £
4251285542822 CF4286 5-Piece Pop-Up Flash Diffuser Soft Screen for your DSLR 

camera
13,99 £
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4251285542839 CF4179 8-part pop-up flash diffuser soft screen for your DSLR 
camera

15,99 £
4251285542891 CF9529 headlamp with 10 LEDs and 3 functions, headlamp with 

adjustable head strap
11,99 £

4251285542907 CF9526 LED deco light "HOME", lighting with 28 warm white 
LEDs, illuminated letters

17,99 £
4251285542914 CF9527 LED decorative light "LOVE", illumination with 24 warm 

white LEDs, illuminated letters
26,99 £

4251285542921 CF9534 double vacuum pump jug - 2x 1.9 liter airpot made of 
stainless steel with glass insert - thermos jug with pump

43,99 £
4251285542938 CF9533 Thermos XXL made of stainless steel - vacuum jug with 

2 taps and drip trays - Airpot for hot and cold drinks
52,99 £

4250847184821 CF6045 burger press, hamburger press set made of cast 
aluminum for delicious hamburgers, patties, BBQ, burge

13,99 £
4251285542952 CF9012 3x keychain "Owl" in great colors, 11.5 cm length with 

keyring
8,99 £

4251285542969 CF9012 6x Keychain "Owl" in great colors, 11.5 cm in length 
with keyring

13,99 £
4251285543003 CF3236 ashtray made of stainless steel with tilting lid - folding 

ashtray for protection against fly ash - Ø 12 cm
15,99 £

4251285543034 CF9512 16-piece party skewer set, wooden cocktail skewers for 
canapés, snacks, finger food, anti-pasti and tapas, classi

13,99 £
4251285543041 CF9285 trivet made of stainless steel with rubber feet - trivet for 

pot, pan, baking dish and wok - 19 x 24 x 2.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285543058 CF9285 2x stainless steel trivet with rubber feet - trivet for pot, 
pan, baking dish and wok - 19 x 24 x 2.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285543065 CF9648 4x Halloween spider web with 2 black spiders each, 

cobweb as decoration for Halloween, carnival and them
13,99 £

4251285543072 CF9560 Digital Meat Thermometer - Grill Thermometer with 
Alarm Function - Kitchen Thermometer for Cooking, Bak

15,99 £
4251285543089 CF9601 Cherry pitter with large container, stable with suction 

feet
17,99 £

4251285543096 CF5235 4x double-sided corneal file XL - rasp for foot care - foot 
file for cornea removal

13,99 £
4251285543096 CF5235 4x double-sided corneal file XL - rasp for foot care - foot 

file for cornea removal
13,99 £

4251285543126 CF9484 4x 280 ml whiskey glass, bourbon glass, bulbous shape, 
drinking glass

17,99 £
4251285543133 CF9385 4x Popcorn bucket - Popcorn bowl for watching a film or 

as a gift - Pail for snacks and popcorn with a capacity of
26,99 £

4251285543140 CF9385 8x popcorn bucket, popcorn bowl with a capacity of 2.8 
liters each

30,99 £
4251285543157 CF9419 Short-term alarm clock in a pretty cupcake design, up to 

60 minutes, egg timer, plastic timer blue approx. 7 x 7 x
13,99 £

4251285543164 CF9419 Short-term alarm clock in a pretty cupcake design, up to 
60 minutes, egg timer, timer made of plastic pink about

13,99 £
4251285543171 CF9595 vegetable grinder / fruit grinder made of stainless steel 

with 2 inserts medium & fine
35,99 £

4251285543201 CF9810 4 pieces unicorn in the egg, Unicorn, magical unicorn, 
growing unicorn in different colors (colors vary)

15,99 £
4251285543249 CF9597 sheathed tree binding wire 5 meters - tree ties with 

rubber cover - tree supports for the garden - Ø 6.65 m
13,99 £

4251285543287 CF9602 fruit picker for telescopic handle, harvest aid with large 
linen bag and approx. Ø 16 cm griffin wreath, ideal for 

13,99 £
4251285543294 CF9151 2x towel hook Nostalgic wall hook brown powder-coated 

with mounting material 23 x 15 x 4 cm
11,99 £

4251285543300 CF9600 3 cherry pitter, cherry stone remover, cherry stoner, 
color: white

11,99 £
4251285543317 CF9231 2x Y valve for connecting three hoses - Y distributor for 

hose branching - water connection distributor - gray, 13
8,99 £

4251285543324 CF5044 royales set with scepter and crown for king and queen 
costume for carnival, carnival and Halloween

30,99 £
4251285543386 CF6274 2x closed ashtray with swivel function - metal swivel 

ashtray for indoor and outdoor use - Ø 9,5 cm
17,99 £

4251285543393 CF8835 4x Cigarette Holder Costume Accessory for Carnival, 
Carnival, Halloween and other parties, 31.5 cm

13,99 £
4251285543409 CF8838 Satin Gloves in black, costume for Carnival, Carnival, 

Halloween, 41.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285543416 CF8834 10-piece set XXL Mustaches to stick with eyebrows and 
eyepatch, 12 - 12,5 cm

11,99 £
4251805415315 CF8842 2x black beret, for everyday life, carnival, carnival, 

Halloween & themed parties, Béret in one size, great fa
13,99 £
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4251285543454 CF8846 12x Skull as Halloween Decoration - Skull of the Dead - 
Creepy mini skull for horror and theme parties

13,99 £
4251285543485 CF8843 pirate flag with skull and crossbones as decoration for 

Mardi Gras, Halloween and theme parties, birthdays - th
11,99 £

4251285543515 CF9445 4x Knee Pads, Kneepads with hook-and-loop fastener, 
round, Ø 16 cm, 2 pairs for garden and house work

15,99 £
4251285543522 CF8847 500g Halloween spider web with 25 black spiders, 

spider webs as decoration for Halloween, carnival and t
15,99 £

4251285543522 CF8847 500g Halloween spider web with 25 black spiders, 
spider webs as decoration for Halloween, carnival and t

15,99 £
4251285543539 CF7013 2x LED light for Halloween - Flashing pumpkin LED 

lights for hollowed out and carved pumpkins - Pumpkin l
11,99 £

4251285543553 CF9824 14-piece pumpkin carving set to hollow out pumpkins 
with carving templates and LED pumpkin light for Hallo

15,99 £
4251285571334 CF8849 boots gaiters made of black synthetic leather, boot tops 

for carnival, carnival, Halloween and themed parties, on
26,99 £

4251285543638 CF9229 12x paper trays with different Oriental motives, Asian 
hand subjects, 25.5 x 23.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285543645 CF8008 3x Lantern with colorful motives - Paper lantern for 

Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre
13,99 £

4251285543652 CF8008 6x Lantern with colorful motives - Paper lantern for 
Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre

17,99 £
4251285543669 CF9824 14-piece pumpkin carving set to hollow out pumpkins 

with carving templates and LED pumpkin light for Hallo
15,99 £

4251285543706 CF9261 2x Inflatable guitars in the hippie look as a funny 
accessory - Air guitar perfect for carnival, carnival or Hal

13,99 £
4251285543713 CF9850 2x Stainless Steel Paracord Needle, Knitting Needle for 

550s Paracord Tapes, Craft Needle for Ropes
13,99 £

4251285543737 CF9420 flag Great Britain, flag in vintage design as decoration, 
Union Flag - national flag of the United Kingdom for Mar

13,99 £
4251285543744 CF9478 25x Cookie cutters made of metal - Cookie molds with 

Christmas motifs - Cookie cutter for Christmas
13,99 £

4251285543751 CF9480 12x Socket fuse - optimal protection for babies and 
toddlers

8,99 £
4251285543768 CF9480 24x socket fuse - optimal protection for babies and 

toddlers
11,99 £

4251285543805 CF9723 4x Fly cover bonnet - Cover bonnet for food - Fly cover 
for food, eating, fruit - Cover & fly bonnets in 2 sizes

17,99 £
4251285550100 CF8522 2x pop-up laundry box, foldable laundry basket, 

foldable storage box in blue
15,99 £

4251285543836 CF9744 8x door hooks, individual coat hooks for interior doors 
to hang up, simply hang up without drilling or scratchin

17,99 £
4251285543843 CF9736 tent pegs made of steel - robust pegs with thread for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun
15,99 £

4251285543850 CF9740 2x Electronic fly swatter - Insect killer - Fly trap in 
racket shape [selection varies]

26,99 £
4251285543928 CF9737 2x clotheslines with 16 clothespins each - Travel 

clothesline colored - Outdoor clothesline - Mobile clothes
15,99 £

4251285543942 CF9741 4x Plastic bottle brush - Large cleaning brush for 
bottles, glasses and jugs - Brush 41.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285543997 CF9732 6x dishwashing brush in various colors - universal 

dishwashing brush for the kitchen with hanging hook [s
17,99 £

4251285544017 CF9720 4x Dish Brush in purple and pink, brush with suction 
cup and scraper, 29.5 x 9 cm

15,99 £
4251285544024 CF9720 4x Dish Brush in blue and turquoise, brush with suction 

cup and scraper, 29.5 x 9 cm
15,99 £

4251285544031 CF9717 800 ml bubble liquid with stick, for refilling for bubble 
guns

15,99 £
4251285544086 CF9021 3x LED grave light with solar - LED grave candle 

"Eternal light" in red - Solar grave light with twilight sen
17,99 £

4251285544093 CF9021 6x LED grave light with solar - LED grave candle 
"Eternal light" in red - solar grave light with twilight sen

30,99 £
4251285544109 CF9827 24x transparent suction cup holder for fairy lights and 

decoration for Christmas, Easter, New Year's Eve etc., Ø
17,99 £

4251285544116 CF9827 36x transparent suction cup holder for fairy lights and 
decoration for Christmas, Easter, New Year's Eve etc., Ø

26,99 £
4251285544154 CF9566 dog towel - drying towel with access - chenille drying 

towel - pet towel with hand pockets - extra absorbent - 
13,99 £

4251285544178 CF9844 6x Jars with screw cap "Made with love" in green and 
pink - Storage glasses for jams - Jars for storage - TO Ø

26,99 £
4251285544185 CF9844 12x Jam jars with screw cap "Made with love" in green 

and pink - Jam jars with lid for the kitchen -TO Ø 82 m
30,99 £
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4251285544192 CF9565 6x dog toys - dog ball for retrieving and romping - toy 
ball for the dog in different designs - Ø 6 cm

13,99 £
4251285544222 CF9864 adult pirate costume for carnival, themed parties and 

costume events 36/38
39,99 £

4251285544239 CF8773 5x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 
finely woven cloths in white, reusable, high tensile stren

13,99 £
4251285544239 CF8773 5x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 

finely woven cloths in white, reusable, high tensile stren
13,99 £

4251285544260 CF9511 blanket with stars in brown, bedspread or as a soft 
blanket for the sofa 150 x 200 cm

30,99 £
4251285544277 CF9511 blanket with stars in black, bedspread or as a soft 

blanket for the sofa 150 x 200 cm
30,99 £

4251285544314 CF9862 Flashing Dead Skull for Halloween - Skull with veil and 
shining eyes - Scary decoration

30,99 £
4251285544321 CF9483 2x gripping pliers made of aluminum - gripping aid for 

home and garden - gripping claw with magnet - 76 cm
26,99 £

4251285578111 CF9483 3x gripping pliers made of aluminum - gripping aid for 
home and garden - gripping claw with magnet - 76 cm

30,99 £
4251285544345 CF9863 2x Halloween baskets, pumpkin buckets for collecting 

sweets for Halloween, 16 cm, Ø 14 cm
26,99 £

4251285544352 CF9859 2x Halloween bags - pumpkin bag for collecting sweets 
for Halloween - collecting bag in pumpkin design

13,99 £
4251285544369 CF9861 pumpkin with LED lighting - lantern for Halloween and 

autumn - decorative pumpkin with a creepy face
26,99 £

4251285579811 CF3478 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm-white stove bulb 
26W, E14, 230V, 165 lumen

15,99 £
4251285544383 CF9860 decorative pumpkin for Halloween, creepy pumpkin 

decoration with a typical face, pumpkin as a great room
15,99 £

4251285544390 CF9198 4x Placemat - Placemat for the kitchen - Heat-resistant 
place mats - Washable table mats - 30 x 45 cm

15,99 £
4251285544406 CF9198 4x Placemat - Placemat for the kitchen - Heat-resistant 

place mats - Washable table mats - 30 x 45 cm
13,99 £

4251805432503 CF9198 4x placemat - placemat for the kitchen - heat-resistant 
place mats - washable table mats - 30 x 45 cm

15,99 £
4251805441918 CF9198 4x placemat - placemat for the kitchen - heat-resistant 

place mats - washable table mats - 30 x 45 cm
15,99 £

4251285544437 CF9647 202-piece Set of suction cups for fairy lights and 
decoration for Christmas or New Year's Eve - Suction ho

17,99 £
4251285545335 CF9654 6x Floral Foam for Flower Arrangements - Plug-In Florist 

Foam for Fresh Flowers - Decorative DIY Flower Holder 
26,99 £

4251285544468 CF9655 2x potting compound for flower arrangements in heart 
shape - floral foam for fresh flowers - sponge for craftin

15,99 £
4251285544475 CF8890 12x ironing patches made of 100% cotton, blue jeans 

patch, 10 x 7.5cm
11,99 £

4251285573635 CF8890 6 Iron-on patches made of 100% cotton, jeans patch, 
10x7.5cm

11,99 £
4251285544499 CF9609 Potato press - Hand press for potatoes - Fruit and 

vegetables with removable sieve insert ideal for mashed
15,99 £

4251285564220 CF9483 gripping pliers made of aluminum - gripping aid for 
home and garden - gripping claw with magnet - 76 cm

26,99 £
4251285544536 CF8706 4x LED decoration light, paper lanterns with heart motif 

in red,   20 x 13.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285544543 CF8703 4x LED decoration light, paper lanterns with butterfly 
motif in different colors, 20 x 13.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285544550 CF9350 3x Mixing bowl with pouring spout and measuring guide 

- Plastic mixing bowl for baking and cooking - 1,5 L, 2 L,
15,99 £

4251285544550 CF9350 3x Mixing bowl with pouring spout and measuring guide 
- Plastic mixing bowl for baking and cooking - 1,5 L, 2 L,

15,99 £
4251285544567 CF9505 2x men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - bottle bag 

made of felt for 6 bottles - 6-bottle carrier up to 0.5 L, g
15,99 £

4251285544574 CF9505 4x men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - bottle bag 
made of felt for 6 bottles - 6-person carrier up to 0.5 L, 

26,99 £
4251285544581 CF9350 3-piece mixing Bowls with spout, non slip rubber bottom 

and grasp in green - Mixing bowls for baking or cooking
15,99 £

4251285544581 CF9350 3-piece mixing Bowls with spout, non slip rubber bottom 
and grasp in green - Mixing bowls for baking or cooking

15,99 £
4251285544598 CF9350 3-piece Baking bowls with pouring spout and measuring 

guide with non slip rubber bottom - Cooking bowl with h
15,99 £

4251285544598 CF9350 3-piece Baking bowls with pouring spout and measuring 
guide with non slip rubber bottom - Cooking bowl with h

15,99 £
4251285575257 CF9698 3-piece mixing bowl set - Baking bowl with measuring 

scale - Mixing bowl with spout - Dishwasher safe - Fillin
15,99 £
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4251285544628 CF9624 2x casserole dish made of borosilicate glass for 
microwave and oven, angular shape of oven made of tr

30,99 £
4251285557079 CF9505 men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - bottle bag made of 

felt for 6 bottles - 6-person carrier up to 0.5 L, gray / bl
11,99 £

4251285552371 CF9564 2x flour sieve made of stainless steel, fine-mesh sieve 
for flour and powdered sugar, 15.5 x 10.5 x 9.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285557079 CF9505 men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - bottle bag made of 

felt for 6 bottles - 6-person carrier up to 0.5 L, gray / bl
11,99 £

4251285544673 CF9457 12 ml 2-component epoxy resin adhesive in a practical 
double syringe for home and garden repairs

13,99 £
4251285544680 CF9287 3-piece bowl set made of stainless steel - salad bowl - 

chip bowl - mixing bowl - serving bowl - decorative bowl
26,99 £

4251285544710 CF9365 8x coated cake base - cake plates as a base for 
decorating and serving - cake plate made of cardboard -

26,99 £
4251285544727 CF9561 8x coated cake base - cake plates as a base for 

decorating and serving - cake plate made of cardboard -
15,99 £

4251285544741 CF9367 6-piece baking and kitchen set made of silicone in 
yellow and rubber wood, with whisk, baking brush and 

26,99 £
4251285544758 CF9367 6-piece dough scraper set - cake spatula made of 

aluminum - spatula for baking and cooking - spreading 
17,99 £

4251285544765 CF9367 6-piece baking and kitchen set made of silicone in pink 
and rubber wood, with whisk, baking brush and dough s

26,99 £
4251285544772 CF9621 6x dough scraper made of robust plastic - spatula 

dough card for garnishing, peeling off & decorating - do
13,99 £

4251285544826 CF8106 24-piece cutlery set for 6 people - stainless steel cutlery 
- cutlery with knife, fork, spoon, teaspoon - menu cutler

30,99 £
4251285544833 CF9891 9-piece Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set 

- Christmas tree decorations to decorate the Christmas t
15,99 £

4251285590786 CF5134 10x replacement lamp for fairy lights with 10 lamps, 
24V / 1.2W, with green socket

17,99 £
4251285544857 CF5134 15x replacement lamp for fairy lights with 10 lamps, 

24V / 1.2W, with green socket
26,99 £

4251285587519 CF9621 3x dough scraper made of robust plastic - spatula 
dough card for garnishing, peeling off & decorating - do

15,99 £
4251285544888 CF6884 56-piece Unicorn with unicorn motifs for 24 people, 

paper plates and paper cups for children, birthday and o
26,99 £

4251285544895 CF6884 28-piece unicorn party tableware set with unicorn motifs 
for 12 people, paper plates and paper cups for children,

17,99 £
4251285544901 CF6884 28-piece Unicorn Unicorn Unicorn Unicorn with 12 

motifs for 12 people, paper plates and paper cups for ch
17,99 £

4251285544918 CF9894 6x Christmas tree decorations Wooden pendants 3D 
Snowflake - Christmas tree decorations to decorate the 

26,99 £
4251285544932 CF9815 2x Ceramic money box - Money box in a magical 

unicorn design - Unicorn piggy bank with rubber closure
13,99 £

4251285544949 CF9817 Ceramic money box "pig horn" - Money box in unicorn 
design - Piggy bank in blue

26,99 £
4251285544963 CF9818 2x breakfast cutting boards made of melamine with 

magical unicorn motifs, 23 x 14 x 0.2 cm
13,99 £

4251285544970 CF9816 6x unicorn magnets in different colors with funny motifs 
- fridge magnets with funny sayings - 8.6 x 5.3 x 0.6 cm

13,99 £
4251285544987 CF9816 18x unicorn magnets in different colors with funny 

motifs - fridge magnets with funny sayings - 8.6 x 5.3 x 
17,99 £

4251285545007 CF9615 2x Underbed Chests with zipper, handle and window, 50 
x 38 x 20 cm

15,99 £
4251285564121 CF9616 2x Unterbettkommoden with zipper, handle and 

window, 105 x 45 x 16 cm
13,99 £

4251285545076 CF9872 8x spooky decorative spiders for Halloween, decoration 
for carnival and carnival in glitter black, 11 x 7 cm

15,99 £
4251285545106 CF9874 2x door decoration for Halloween with different motifs, 

horror door cover to shudder, Halloween decoration, 83.
15,99 £

4251285545120 CF9876 2-piece Halloween deco skeleton set "bridal couple", 
hanging skeletons as a dead newlyweds for Halloween, 

15,99 £
4251285545175 CF9878 6x huge gift bags for Christmas - XXL gift bags for 

advent calendars - Christmas gift bags in two designs [s
30,99 £

4251285545182 CF9878 XL Halloween bag - Monster hand in pink with bag in 
purple - Bone arm with bag for collecting sweets

17,99 £
4251285545199 CF9878 Halloween bag - Skeleton hand in white with bag in 

black - Bone arm with bag for collecting sweets
17,99 £

4251285545205 CF9882 9-piece Halloween decoration skeleton in parts - Bones 
as decoration for carnival and theme parties

26,99 £
4251285545243 CF9881 26-Piece Wall Decal Set - Horror Party Decoration to 

Decorate Walls, Doors, Windows and More - Halloween 
26,99 £
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4251285545250 CF9879 Costume Set Wings and Staff, Bat Accessories Wings 
and Wand for hanging and swinging for Carnival, Carniv

17,99 £
4251285545274 CF9883 2x dog toy rubber chicken, squeaky toy for dogs in 

different colors, 25.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285545281 CF9883 4x dog toy rubber chicken, squeaky toy for dogs in 
different colors, 25.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285545298 CF5766 5x Foldable storage box - Folding boxes for storage and 

organising - Box in 4 sizes for wardrobe
17,99 £

4251285545328 CF9618 2x storage boxes foldable, folding boxes to organize in 
gray, 30 x 30 x 30 cm

15,99 £
4251285545335 CF9654 6x Floral Foam for Flower Arrangements - Plug-In Florist 

Foam for Fresh Flowers - Decorative DIY Flower Holder 
26,99 £

4251285545342 CF9654 12x Floral foam for flower arrangements - Foam for 
fresh flowers - Sponge for bouquets like a present for w

30,99 £
4251285545410 CF9418 large storage box "Route 66" with lid in retro vintage 

shabby design
15,99 £

4251285545441 CF5127 7-piece travel set - inflatable neck pillow, eye mask and 
earplugs - travel accessories for planes, cars, buses and

11,99 £
4251285545465 CF9579 3x folding box with recessed grips, in purple, folding 

shopping basket, 32 liters
35,99 £

4251285545489 CF8631 20x bath balls heart, 10 pieces of 12g each in an 
organza bag - bath additive

15,99 £
4251285545496 CF8632 3x 20g fragrant bath confetti hearts in a gift packaging, 

ideal as a partner gift
11,99 £

4251285545526 CF9541 2x dispenser for food and water for pets 1.5 liters, 
automatic food bowl in different colors for dogs and cat

26,99 £
4251285545557 CF9543 2x cat lavatory with shovel and rim, litter box in blue - 

green, 48.5 x 29.2 x 10.4 cm
30,99 £

4251285545564 CF9543 2x cat toilet with shovel and rim, cat box in pink - 
green, 48.5 x 29.2 x 10.4 cm

30,99 £
4251285545588 CF9664 5x soap bag, transparent soap bags with blue silk 

ribbon and metal closure
13,99 £

4251285545588 CF9664 5x soap bag, transparent soap bags with blue silk 
ribbon and metal closure

13,99 £
4251285545625 CF9665 6x soap bags, transparent soap nets with silk ribbon in 

different pastel colors
13,99 £

4251285545625 CF9665 6x soap bags, transparent soap nets with silk ribbon in 
different pastel colors

13,99 £
4251285574502 CF9661 5 soap bags, soap bags with silk ribbon in different 

colors, 16 x 10 cm
13,99 £

4251285545649 CF9811 50x Coat hanger black with swivel hook - Coat rack for 
suit and costume with non-slip surface and trouser bar, 

35,99 £
4251285545656 CF9662 5x soap bags, white soap bags with silk ribbon in 

cheerful colors
11,99 £

4251285545656 CF9662 5x soap bags, white soap bags with silk ribbon in 
cheerful colors

11,99 £
4251285545663 CF9660 4x soap bags, colored soap nets with colorful drawstring 

in   pink, yellow, green and blue
11,99 £

4251285545670 CF5119 5x Socket outlets child safety lock - Child safety socket 
outlet with metal key - Socket outlets protection for babi

13,99 £
4251285545670 CF5119 5x Socket outlets child safety lock - Child safety socket 

outlet with metal key - Socket outlets protection for babi
13,99 £

4251285545687 CF7788 [!!! b-stock !!!] Set of 4 egg cups "Faces", ceramics 11,99 £
4251285545748 CF4661_989 6x garment bag with moth protection strap rings, 

garment cover with window, protective cover for storing
35,99 £

4251285545786 CF9540 feeding station with two bowls for food and water for 
pets, food bowl in blue for dogs and cats, 11 x 47 x 37 

26,99 £
4251285545793 CF9540 feeding station with two bowls for food and water for 

pets, food bowl in gray for dogs and cats, 11 x 47 x 37 
26,99 £

4251285545809 CF9540 feeding station with two bowls for food and water for 
pets, food bowl in green for dogs and cats, 11 x 47 x 37

26,99 £
4251285545847 CF9542 XXL cat lavatory with floor pan and cover in green, litter 

box with hinged flap and air filter, 57 x 39 x 40.5 cm
35,99 £

4251285545861 CF9542 XXL Cat toilet with floor pan and cover in white, litter 
box with hinged flap and air filter, 57 x 39 x 40.5 cm

35,99 £
4251285545878 CF5087 Decorative Bottle Holder Wine Holder Wine Bottle 

Holder "The Floating Bottle"
17,99 £

4251285545922 CF8621 "Topmodel" jewelry stand made of polyresin, jewelry 
storage on a holder in various designs, 31 cm

15,99 £
4251285545946 CF9681 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 

with a load capacity of up to 150 kg - Foldable step stoo
30,99 £
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4251285546011 CF6182 4x Padlocks - Compact padlocks with lock openers: 3 
keys - Tiny suitcase lock for luggage and travel bag

13,99 £
4251285546028 CF9351 3x painting rollers with different motifs, roller to be 

colored like a coloring book, 3 meters of play and fun p
15,99 £

4251285546097 CF9343 2x jump rope in yellow and green, jumping rope for 
children, adjustable length, 210 cm

15,99 £
4251285546103 CF9343 2x jump rope in pink and pink, jump rope for children, 

adjustable length, 210 cm
15,99 £

4251285546110 CF9343 4x skipping rope in bright colors [selection varies], 
skipping rope for children, adjustable length, 210 cm

26,99 £
4251285546141 CF9360

2 metal wall bottle openers with print in great colors, w
13,99 £

4251285546158 CF5921 9x tattoo bows with beautiful temporary Metallic Flash 
metallic tattoo tattoos with different motives [selection 

13,99 £
4251285579415 CF9268 25x tattoo bows with pulling off tattoos for guys with 

different motives
15,99 £

4251285546189 CF9884 microwave cleaner "evil mother-in-law" - funny kitchen 
gadget "Mama" for every household - cleaner for the mi

15,99 £
4251285546196 CF9267 25x tattoo bows with tattoos for girls with different 

motives
13,99 £

4251285546219 CF9265 6x tattoo blocks for girls - decals with different motifs - 
280 temporary tattoos per block [selection varies]

11,99 £
4251285546233 CF9269 8x tattoo bows with peeling tattoos for boys with 

different motives
13,99 £

4251285546240 CF9270 8x tattoo bows with pull off tattoos for girls with 
different motives

11,99 £
4251285550711 CF9914 2x LED 3D star with hologram effect and integrated 

fairy lights multicolor, battery operated, 35 x 10 cm
30,99 £

4251285546356 CF9912 3x LED Christmas tree made of acrylic with color change 
eg as Christmas decoration, 22.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285546424 CF6065 Mini carabiner in set of 4, 2x black & 2x silver 13,99 £
4251285546455 CF9915 Feather Boa - Premium Feather Boa White for Retro 

Costumes - Feather Scarf for 20s Costume, Party and C
15,99 £

4251285546462 CF9915 4x snowman figures in Santa Claus costume, made of 
polyresin and decorated with glitter, in different variatio

15,99 £
4251285546493 CF9651 bed tray made of bamboo wood with foldable feet - 

breakfast in bed
30,99 £

4251285546509 CF6746 2 telescopic back scraper made of stainless steel, 
massager for back and head in green

11,99 £
4251285546615 CF8869 12x cake fork made of stainless steel - stylish cutlery in 

a simple design - small dessert forks - starter forks - 14.
17,99 £

4251285546622 CF5957 2x apple divider made of stainless steel 11,99 £
4251805415537 CF9920 6x Stainless steel ice cubes - premium whiskey stones - 

Reusable ice cube mold - Cooling stones for whiskey, wi
17,99 £

4251285589629 CF5957 apple divider made of stainless steel 13,99 £
4251285546691 CF9536 8x Porcelain coffee mug - Coffee cup in timeless design 

- Coffee pot for tea and mulled wine - 250 ml per cup
35,99 £

4251285546714 CF9902 2x draft stopper for the door - microfibre door bottom 
seal - draft stopper with double seal - protection against

26,99 £
4251285546721 CF9902 2x draft stopper for the door - microfibre door bottom 

seal - draft stopper with double seal - protection against
26,99 £

4251285549814 CF9902 2x draft stopper for the door - microfibre door bottom 
seal - draft stopper with double seal - protection against

26,99 £
4251285546769 CF9901 2x draft stoppers for doors and windows - microfiber 

wind stoppers - save energy with draft stoppers
30,99 £

4251285546776 CF9901 2x draft stopper for doors and windows - microfibre 
wind stopper - save energy with draft stopper - 1kg doo

26,99 £
4251285546783 CF9901 2x draft stopper for doors and windows - microfibre 

wind stopper - save energy with draft stopper - 1kg doo
26,99 £

4251285546790 CF9900 draft stopper for the door in dark brown tree trunk 
design - microfiber draft roller - draft stopper protection

17,99 £
4251285550476 CF9900 draft stopper for the door in light brown tree trunk 

design - microfiber draft roller - draft stopper protection
17,99 £

4251285546813 CF9900 draft stopper for the door in white tree trunk design - 
microfiber draft roller - draft stopper protection against 

17,99 £
4251285546837 CF8993 4x Noble table place mat in stone look - Premium 

placemat - Washable table mat, placemat
15,99 £

4251285546851 CF9940 2x Halloween baskets, pumpkin buckets for collecting 
sweets for Halloween, 14 cm high, Ø 18 cm

15,99 £
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4251285546868 CF9940 4x Halloween baskets, pumpkin buckets for collecting 
sweets for Halloween, 14 cm high, Ø 18 cm

26,99 £
4251285546912 CF8294 4x fragrance oil warmer made of the finest, shiny 

dolomite, in different colors
17,99 £

4251285546936 CF9921 2x fragrance lamp, scented light made of ceramic in red 
with white star, diffuser warmer for scented oils made fr

15,99 £
4251285546943 CF9922 3x LED light chain for indoor use, each with 20 LEDs 

warm white - Flexible fairy lights eg as Christmas lights
11,99 £

4251285591844 CF9929 2x Deco Spray Paint Golden - Clear Coat Spray for 
Decorating and Crafting - Gold-Coloured Spray Paint for 

15,99 £
4251805455939 CF9939 3x artificial snow - spray can with decorative snow - 

snow spray to decorate for Christmas
15,99 £

4251285569300 CF8508 4x Chair Covers Cover Christmas hat, decoration to put 
on the chair for Christmas - 60 x 48 cm, chair covers, re

17,99 £
4251285546981 CF9931 12x cans with shiny decorative glitter in great colors 

and metallic optics - for handicrafts, decorating - confett
15,99 £

4251285546998 CF6499 Magic Box, magic wooden box, magic gift box, money 
safe, treasure chest, wooden trick box

13,99 £
4251285547018 CF9938 6x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - gift 

bag with Christmas theme - gift bag
17,99 £

4251805447491 CF9944 2x Squeeze Ball - handy squeeze ball in great colours - 
anti-stress toy for children and adults [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285547070 CF8286 48x metallic gift bows in great colors - ready-made bow 

as decoration for Christmas and gifts - Ø 6 cm
17,99 £

4251285547094 CF9938 hanging decoration Christmas - door decoration for 
Christmas - Christmas decoration for hanging - wall dec

26,99 £
4251285547100 CF9936 6x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - gift 

bag with Christmas theme - gift bag
17,99 £

4251285547162 CF9923 pocket warmer "Owl" - reusable hand warmers with 
different dog motifs - round pocket heating pad

17,99 £
4251285569300 CF8508 4x Chair Covers Cover Christmas hat, decoration to put 

on the chair for Christmas - 60 x 48 cm, chair covers, re
17,99 £

4251285547193 CF6589 9 shuttlecocks for training and competitions, badminton 
balls in an economy pack

15,99 £
4251805466935 CF8052 4-piece set of headphones with touchscreen gloves, in 

the great colors pink/grey, integrated microphone and 3
15,99 £

4251285547223 CF6233_989 baking sheet adjustable, non-stick coated, 33 - 52 cm 26,99 £
4251285547285 CF4673 6x glasses drinking straw in bright colors - straw in 

glasses design - funny party drinking straw for birthdays
13,99 £

4251285547292 CF9928 4x pocket warmer "Santa + Penguin", hand warmer in 
different Christmas motives

15,99 £
4251285547339 CF9927 4x reusable pocket warmer - Christmas hand warmer 

for children - warming pad for cold days and for on the 
15,99 £

4251285547339 CF9927 4x reusable pocket warmer - Christmas hand warmer 
for children - warming pad for cold days and for on the 

15,99 £
4251285547346 CF9942 4x towel hook with strong suction cup for bathroom 

kitchen and living room, without drilling
11,99 £

4251285547353 CF9942 8x towel hook with strong suction cup for bathroom 
kitchen and living room, without drilling

15,99 £
4251285547445 CF9930 2x cereal bowl - 4-piece chocolate fondue set - ceramic 

bowl with 2 forks for 2 people with tealight holder - cera
17,99 £

4251285547452 CF9930 4x cereal bowl - 4-piece chocolate fondue set - ceramic 
bowl with 2 forks for 2 people with tealight holder - cera

17,99 £
4251285579576 CF7534 2x plastic insect trap for hanging - wasp, fly and hornet 

trap for outdoors in several colors [colour varies!]
15,99 £

4251285547506 CF9316 1.9L vacuum pump jug - 1.9 liter airpot made of 
stainless steel with glass insert - thermos jug with pump

35,99 £
4251285547520 CF12422 48x gift bows in great colors - self-adhesive decorative 

bows with patterns for Christmas and birthdays
13,99 £

4251285573055 CF9086 RJ45 door and window ducts extremely flat for network 
LAN cable, female to female

13,99 £
4251285547544 CF9086 2 RJ45 door and window ducts extremely flat for 

network LAN cable, female to female
26,99 £

4251805417661 CF9947 2x lanterns in a set, "Princess" lantern for lantern 
parade, 44 x 35 cm

15,99 £
4251285547582 CF9949 10x rolls of wrapping paper in various Christmas 

designs, each roll 200 x 70 cm
30,99 £

4251285573130 CF9682 2 closed ashtray made of metal with clamp for 
fastening, for indoor and outdoor use

26,99 £
4251285547605 CF9682 closed ashtray made of metal with clamp for fixing, for 

indoor and outdoor use
17,99 £
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4251285547612 CF9683 beer pong table, fun drinking game for parties, 240 x 60 
cm

74,99 £
4251285547629 CF1461 2-Piece tablecloth set consisting of tablecloth and table 

runner in a Christmas design with red stars
26,99 £

4251285547636 CF1461 2-piece tablecloth set in Christmas design with a 
Christmas tree - Christmas table decoration - Table runn

26,99 £
4251285547643 CF1461 2-piece tablecloth set consisting of tablecloth and table 

runner in a Christmas design with deer and stars
26,99 £

4251285547643 CF1461 2-piece tablecloth set consisting of tablecloth and table 
runner in a Christmas design with deer and stars

26,99 £
4251285547728 CF7254 4x pairs of high-quality guest slippers in set - guest 

slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child
17,99 £

4251285588745 CF9954 LED Christmas figure snowy - snowman 22 cm made of 
ceramic - decorative figure with LED light for winter and

17,99 £
4251285547742 CF9881 52-Piece Wall Decal Set - Horror Party Decoration to 

Decorate Walls, Doors, Windows and More - Halloween 
26,99 £

4251285547766 CF9950 storage bag for wrapping paper - wrapping paper 
organizer in black - storage of wrapping paper

15,99 £
4251805401127 CF9952 2x premium chair covers - Christmas decoration for 

chairs - protective covers in a Christmas design - seatin
17,99 £

4251285547797 CF9958 storage box for ribbon - ribbon box organizer - storage 
of ribbon and bows

15,99 £
4251285547803 CF9952 4x Premium chair covers for Christmas - Christmas 

decorations for chairs - Chair covers in a Christmas desi
30,99 £

4251285547841 CF9951 Christmas tree blanket Ø 100 cm - Christmas tree base 
with Christmas motif - Christmas tree carpet round - Chr

17,99 £
4251285588738 CF9959 4x Christmas Chair Hats, snowman as chair covers in 

different colors, 50 x 49 cm
17,99 £

4251285547865 CF9770 silicone mold "Christmas tree" for marzipan and fondant 
- homemade pie decoration

8,99 £
4251285547872 CF9781 Silicone mold "Christmas" square for marzipan and 

fondant - Homemade cake decoration for Christmas
8,99 £

4251285547902 CF9769 silicone mold "wings" for marzipan and fondant - 
homemade pie decoration

11,99 £
4251285547919 CF9772 Silicone Mold Flower tendril in V-shape, border for 

marzipan and fondant - homemade cake decoration
11,99 £

4251285547926 CF9778 5-piece kitchen helper set, made of stainless steel with 
hanging bar and movable hook, kitchen rail for cooking 

13,99 £
4251285548015 CF9776 silicone mold border for marzipan and fondant - 

homemade cake decoration
13,99 £

4251285550070 CF9387 Tea box with 6 compartments - storage box for tea and 
tea bags - tea bag box made of transparent plastic - tea

26,99 £
4251285548077 CF9605 12x gift bags for bottles, bottle bags with different wine 

motifs, 12 x 33 x 10 cm
13,99 £

4251285566859 CF4250 14-Piece Party Decoration Set with Streamers and 
Garlands - Paper Hanging Birthday Decorations - Weddi

26,99 £
4251285548183 CF2460 Fidget Antistress-Cube - stress cube with many 

functions in different colors - toys for stress relief and n
11,99 £

4251285548251 CF9967 200x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 
for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant

8,99 £
4251285548268 CF9969 100x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 

for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant
13,99 £

4251285592476 CF9968 36x Ball Hanger for Christmas Tree Ornaments - Hanger 
for Christmas Baubles - Perfect for Christmas balls

13,99 £
4251285548299 CF9763 20x Creative Gift Box DIY Craft Kits made of cardboard 

with heart decor in purple and white with silk ribbon for 
11,99 £

4251285548305 CF9763 40x Creative Gift Box DIY Craft Kits made of Cardboard 
with Heart Decor in Purple and White with Silk Ribbon f

15,99 £
4251285548312 CF9966 200x hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 

for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant
8,99 £

4251285548329 CF9971 600x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 
for Christmas tree decoration - Deco pendant in various 

15,99 £
4251285548336 CF9969 50x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 

for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant
11,99 £

4251285548343 CF8897 8x pencils with butterfly-shaped rubber tips, 19 cm, Ø 
0.8 cm, grade 2B, ideal as a gift or for the school, gift s

13,99 £
4251285548350 CF8897 16x Butterfly shaped rubber pencils, 19 cm, Ø 0.8 cm, 

grade 2B, Ideal as a companion or for the school, Gift S
17,99 £

4251285578623 CF9694 2 yo-yos with coupling and ball bearing, yo-yo in 
various colors

13,99 £
4251285548411 CF9986 160x incense candles in different scents - Christmas 

incense sticks - Christmas scent
17,99 £
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4251285548466 CF9987 8x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - gift 
bag with Christmas theme - gift bag

17,99 £
4251285548534 CF9977 3x jewelery box - 4-piece chocolate fondue set - 

ceramic bowl with 2 forks for 2 people with tealight hold
15,99 £

4251285548541 CF9974 Jewelery box with mirror and removable compartment, 
jewelry storage in silver-colored box, 17 x 17 x 8 cm

26,99 £
4251285548565 CF6630 4x wooden milk tooth box, wooden box to store the first 

baby milk teeth and locks of hair, children's tooth box a
11,99 £

4251285577350 CF4574 4x place mats for children, table set with different 
motives, 44 x 28 cm

15,99 £
4251285548589 CF4624 pilot's case, elegant black briefcase, lockable business 

case, many compartments, hand luggage dimensions, cl
52,99 £

4251285548596 CF8391 decorative Christmas star made of wood with 12 warm 
white LEDs and suction hooks for your window at Christ

26,99 £
4251285548602 CF9422 Key-board "Keys", wooden key-board with 4 hooks, 33 

x 19 cm
13,99 £

4251285548626 CF9996 5x 80g Fake snow for decorating and handicrafts - 
Artificial snow as Christmas decoration - Winter fake sno

13,99 £
4251285548640 CF5630 LED star with great 3D effect by effect foil and 

integrated fairy lights
26,99 £

4251285570252 CF7510 4x hand washing brush in blue - nail brush for hand and 
nail cleaning

13,99 £
4251285548688 CF10001 10x Tinsel - Tinsel garland in gold - Christmas 

decorations for the Christmas tree
17,99 £

4251285548695 CF10000 10x Tinsel - Tinsel Garland for Christmas - Christmas 
tree decorations for the Christmas tree - 47 cm

15,99 £
4251285548701 CF9997 5x tinsel - tinfoil tinsel for Christmas - Christmas tree 

decorations for the Christmas tree - 48 cm
26,99 £

4251285548718 CF7393 2x all-weather mat, 60 x 40 cm, green 26,99 £
4251285548725 CF9999 300x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 

for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant
11,99 £

4251285548725 CF9999 300x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 
for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant

11,99 £
4251285548732 CF7826 3x Magnetic Hook Neodymium - strong workshop 

magnet with hooks - for kitchen, bathroom, garage or o
11,99 £

4251285548749 CF7826 6x Magnetic Hook Neodymium - strong workshop 
magnet with hooks - for kitchen, bathroom, garage or o

13,99 £
4251285548770 CF9998 300x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 

for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant
11,99 £

4251285548770 CF9998 300x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 
for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant

11,99 £
4251285548787 CF9998 600x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 

for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant
13,99 £

4251285548794 CF9993 5x plant sack 37 L for potatoes - Tomato tub with 
handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio

26,99 £
4251285548800 CF9993 Christmas bag with drawstring in Christmas design with 

Santa Claus motif, 61 x 91 cm
11,99 £

4251285548824 CF9994 4x Christmas bag made of felt with 2 different motives, 
47 x 62 cm

17,99 £
4251285548848 CF10001 5x Tinsel - Tinsel Garland for Christmas - Christmas tree 

decorations for the Christmas tree - 47 cm
13,99 £

4251805418699 CF10000 5x tinsel - tinsel garland for Christmas - Christmas tree 
decorations for the Christmas tree - 47 cm

13,99 £
4251285548916 CF9800 silicone mold ornament with heart pattern for marzipan 

and fondant - homemade cake decoration
11,99 £

4251285548923 CF9787 silicone border with butterfly and flower pattern for 
marzipan and fondant - homemade cake decoration

11,99 £
4251285548961 CF9768 silicone mold "Butterflies" for marzipan and fondant - 

homemade cake decoration
11,99 £

4251285548992 CF9766 silicone mold "Fence" for marzipan and fondant - 
homemade pie decoration

11,99 £
4251285549012 CF9763 20x Creative Gift Boxes DIY Craft Kits made cardboard 

with heart decor in pink and white with silk ribbon for bi
13,99 £

4251285549029 CF9763 40x Creative Gift Boxes DIY Craft Kits made cardboard 
with heart decor in pink and white with silk ribbon for bi

15,99 £
4251285549036 CF9973 light brown storage box for tea and tea bags with lid 13,99 £
4251285549050 CF9965 LED decorative light for lanterns and tea lights - electric 

mini lamp for lanterns, lanterns and for decoration
17,99 £

4251285549098 CF9981 storage box for tea and tea bags, brown tea box made 
of bamboo with closed lid and 6 compartments, 21.7 x 

26,99 £
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4251285549159 CF2664 4x photo frames for family photos - photo frames for 
putting up and hanging - stylish frame for favorite pictur

17,99 £
4251285570436 CF0619 2x decanter pourer with aerator for wine - drip-free 

wine decanter - pourer - wine pourer with decanter - wi
11,99 £

4251285549234 CF8152 12x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, 
Vitragestangen - adhesive hooks for windows, window h

11,99 £
4251285549234 CF8152 12x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, 

Vitragestangen - adhesive hooks for windows, window h
11,99 £

4251285549241 CF8572 Blue glowing lightsaber, laser sword with retractable 
blade and sound

15,99 £
4251285549340 CF8603 2x Snow runners for tobogganing - snow runner sledge 

with wide edge and recessed grips - piste runners
26,99 £

4251285549371 CF10051 7-part baking set - cookie cutters and baking mat - 
cookie cutters for Christmas - permanent baking mat up

17,99 £
4251285549388 CF8564 2x Sledge with handle - Snow sledding equipment - 

Sledges and toboggans accessories for the wintertime - 
13,99 £

4251285549395 CF1372 4x facial cleaning sponge - sponge for deep cleansing of 
the skin - beauty facial sponge for noticeably softer skin

11,99 £
4251285549401 CF7521 20x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 

joint for key ring - 55 mm
11,99 £

4251285549401 CF7521 20x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 
joint for key ring - 55 mm

11,99 £
4251285549418 CF7521 40x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 

joint for key ring - 55 mm
15,99 £

4251285569966 CF10056 3x casserole dish with lid made of porcelain - dessert 
bowl for e.g. Creme Brulee in great colors, 250 ml [color

26,99 £
4251285549500 CF10056 6x casserole dish with lid made of porcelain - dessert 

bowl for e.g. Creme Brulee in different colours, 250 ml [
39,99 £

4251285577190 CF8727 20-piece hose clamps, hose clamps in various sizes, 
clamping width 16 - 26 mm, belt width 8 mm

13,99 £
4251285549531 CF6534 3 Breadboards, electronic plugboard with 400 contacts 

for experiments
15,99 £

4251285549555 CF2608 900g Black Sea Bath Salt Bath Additive - Lavender 
Rosemary Eucalypt 300g each

15,99 £
4251285549579 CF4611 2-in-1 electric salt and pepper grinder with ceramic 

grinder - kitchen accessories - salt mill - salt and pepper
15,99 £

4251805401134 CF6868 24-piece straw star set - straw pendant - Christmas tree 
ornament made of straw - Christmas tree hanging - Chri

17,99 £
4251805401158 CF6864 24-piece Straw star set - Christmas tree decorations - 

Christmas embellishments - Wooden Christmas shapes f
13,99 £

4251285549609 CF6864 48-piece straw stars set, Ø 6 cm, Christmas tree 
ornaments made of straw

15,99 £
4251285549623 CF5829 68-piece straw stars set, Ø 3-10 cm, Christmas tree 

ornaments made of straw
26,99 £

4251285549630 CF5830 Set of 69 straw stars - Christmas tree ornaments - 
Straw pendant for the Christmas tree with Christmas tre

26,99 £
4251285549647 CF5831 69-piece set straw stars, Christmas tree decorations 

made of straw, Christmas tree decorations with Christm
30,99 £

4251285549654 CF10055 4x casserole dishes made of porcelain - pie molds for 
e.g. Creme Brulee, in great colours, 600 ml each [colour

30,99 £
4251285549685 CF10059 4x Reusable Pocket Warmer - Hand Warmer with Owl 

Motif for Children - Warming Pad for Cold Days and for 
13,99 £

4251285549692 CF10064 6x Mason Jars with Screw Cap "Made with love" in 
Green and Pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 250 ml

15,99 £
4251285549708 CF10064 12x mason jars with screw cap "Made with love" in 

green and pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 250 ml
30,99 £

4251285549715 CF10061 6x bulging mason jars with screw cap "Made with love" 
in green and pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 260 ml

17,99 £
4251285549722 CF10061 12x Bulk Mason Jars with Screw Cap "Made with love" 

in Green and Pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 260 ml
30,99 £

4251285549739 CF10062 6x Preserving jars with screw lids "Made with love" in 
green and pink - TO Ø 82 mm - Storage jar up to appro

26,99 £
4251285549746 CF10062 12x Mason Jars with Screw Cap "Made with love" in 

Green and Pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 540 ml
30,99 £

4251285549753 CF10063 6x Mason Jars with Screw Cap "Made with love" in 
Green and Pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 948 ml

26,99 £
4251285549760 CF10063 12x mason jars with screw cap "Made with love" in 

green and pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 948 ml
35,99 £

4251285580022 CF9975 13-part aroma set with fragrance warmer Ceramic 
fragrance lamp and 12 different fragrance oils

26,99 £
4251285549784 CF10019 5x casserole dishes with lid made of porcelain - dessert 

bowl for e.g. crème brulee in bright colors, 200 ml [colo
30,99 £
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4251285549807 CF9964 40-piece cutlery set for 10 people - stainless steel 
cutlery - cutlery with knife, fork, spoon, teaspoon - men

43,99 £
4251285549814 CF9902 2x draft stopper for the door - microfibre door bottom 

seal - draft stopper with double seal - protection against
26,99 £

4251285549821 CF9684 8-piece set of wrapping paper, unicoloured, in several 
colors, 200 x 70 cm

26,99 £
4251805421866 CF10043 vacuum flask made of stainless steel - double-walled 

thermal flask - thermal vacuum jug for on the go - 500 
17,99 £

4251285549876 CF4086 2x silicone heat protection glove in gray, oven gloves up 
to 200 ° C heat resistant with anti-slip profile

13,99 £
4251285549883 CF4086 4x silicone heat protection glove in gray, oven gloves up 

to 200 ° C heat resistant with anti-slip profile
15,99 £

4251285549890 CF10028 2x Toast box - Bread box for toast - Bread box for 
sandwich toast - Toast box made of transparent plastic

15,99 £
4251285549913 CF10028 Beach bag - Modern pool bag for beach utensils - 

Women's shopper for shopping - Shoulder bag for beac
15,99 £

4251285549937 CF4045 4-Piece Set hook-and-loop fastener strips with reflector 
strip + Trouser clip with reflector Pants Clip Neon Yello

15,99 £
4251285549951 CF10078 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier in 

white - heating water evaporator made of ceramic in a s
26,99 £

4251285549968 CF10079 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier in 
white - heating water evaporator made of ceramic with 

26,99 £
4251285549975 CF10082 3x air humidifier - room air humidifier in white - water 

evaporator in a slightly curved design
26,99 £

4251285549999 CF10081 3x humidifier heating - radiator humidifier in white - 
heating water evaporator made of ceramic with heart d

30,99 £
4251285550001 CF10083 3x Humidifiers - Cool air humidifier in cream-white - 

Heater water evaporator - Air diffuser made of ceramic 
26,99 £

4251285550056 CF8273 12x coasters made of slate - glass coasters with non-
slip rubber feet - decorative table coasters - slate plate -

26,99 £
4251285550063 CF9417 folding box with handles 16l - transport box with 

handles - stable storage box - shopping basket foldable 
15,99 £

4251285550070 CF9387 Tea box with 6 compartments - storage box for tea and 
tea bags - tea bag box made of transparent plastic - tea

26,99 £
4251285550100 CF8522 2x pop-up laundry box, foldable laundry basket, 

foldable storage box in blue
15,99 £

4251285550124 CF10075 Fruit basket in chromed metal with fashionable ring 
design, Ø 31 cm

26,99 £
4251285550131 CF10076 2x napkin holder made of metal, napkin stand in 

fashionable ring design, 14 x 12,2 x 5,5 cm
11,99 £

4251285550148 CF6679 12x miracle hooks - transparent wall hooks on self-
adhesive pad without drilling - multi-purpose hooks for 

15,99 £
4251285550179 CF9983 3-piece chimney set in black in a compact size made of 

metal, with shovel, broom and holder, ideal for stoves
30,99 £

4251285550186 CF10010 Teapot made of heat-resistant glass with filter element, 
1.25 L

15,99 £
4251285550193 CF10022 2x trivets made of metal - round trivet for pots, pans or 

teapots - Ø 20 cm
13,99 £

4251285550216 CF10075 2x fruit basket in chromed metal with fashionable ring 
design, Ø 31 cm

30,99 £
4251285570412 CF10018 6x Tea Glass - Drinking Glasses with Handle - Glass 

Mugs for Tea, Cocoa, Coffee, Latte, Espresso and Cappu
26,99 £

4251805419368 CF10030 4-Piece sommelier starter set - Gift set in an elegant 
metal box for wine lovers - Bottle opener with corkscre

17,99 £
4251285550247 CF10080 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier in 

white - heating water evaporator made of ceramic in do
26,99 £

4251285550254 CF8226 3-piece set Luxury ice scraper made of sturdy plastic 
with icebreaker and edge, with broom, about 51 x 10 c

15,99 £
4251285550261 CF3447 2x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove light bulb 

15W, E14, 230V
13,99 £

4251805402759 CF10002 kitchen roll holder standing - paper roll holder for the 
kitchen - standing roll holder made of stainless steel - w

13,99 £
4251285550322 CF10087 Cake container, stable pie with practical carrying 

handles and secure locking system in gray
17,99 £

4251285550346 CF10087 cake container, stable pie with practical carrying 
handles and secure Einrastsystem in pastel pink

15,99 £
4251805403473 CF9761 3x Viking key chain, hammer and hatchet made of 

metal as a pendant, design in the medieval Viking style,
11,99 £

4251805403473 CF9761 3x Viking key chain, hammer and hatchet made of 
metal as a pendant, design in the medieval Viking style,

11,99 £
4251805403466 CF9762 4x workshop key chain, hammer and wrench made of 

metal, pendant in the typical style, tools for the key ring
13,99 £
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4251805403466 CF9762 4x workshop key chain, hammer and wrench made of 
metal, pendant in the typical style, tools for the key ring

13,99 £
4251285550384 CF9761 4x key fob with artisan motifs made of metal - backpack 

pendant for the zip
11,99 £

4251285550384 CF9761 4x key fob with artisan motifs made of metal - backpack 
pendant for the zip

11,99 £
4251805403459 CF9761 4x carpenter keychain, hatchet and saws made of 

metal, pendant in the typical style, carpenter's tool for t
8,99 £

4251805403459 CF9761 4x carpenter keychain, hatchet and saws made of 
metal, pendant in the typical style, carpenter's tool for t

8,99 £
4251805403442 CF9761 3x gardener's keychain, saw, ax and spade made of 

metal, pendant in the typical style, garden tool for the k
11,99 £

4251805403442 CF9761 3x gardener's keychain, saw, ax and spade made of 
metal, pendant in the typical style, garden tool for the k

11,99 £
4251805403435 CF9761 3x plumber key fobs, various mini pliers made of metal, 

pendants in the style typical of the profession, sanitary t
11,99 £

4251805403435 CF9761 3x plumber key fobs, various mini pliers made of metal, 
pendants in the style typical of the profession, sanitary t

11,99 £
4251285550421 CF9767 3x pill container tag, address tag for dog, cat with vial - 

mini capsule as medicine box key ring - waterproof - 53 
13,99 £

4251805467093 CF6923 2x pink piggy bank - money box with lock - money box 
that can be opened - lucky pig for saving, for weddings,

30,99 £
4251285550476 CF9900 draft stopper for the door in light brown tree trunk 

design - microfiber draft roller - draft stopper protection
17,99 £

4251285550483 CF7863 wick for oil lamps - replacement wick for garden 
torches, bamboo torches

26,99 £
4251285550506 CF3788 2-part set consisting of a parasol holder for balcony 

railings and a protective cover for parasols - for parasol 
13,99 £

4251285550513 CF5793_989 20x nose strips for better breathing, nose strips to 
reduce snoring

13,99 £
4251285550520 CF6109 15-Piece Toy Car Set - Mini Fire Brigade Vehicles for 

Gambling and Collecting - Toy Cars and Motorcycles wit
13,99 £

4251285550537 CF7813 5x protective pouch for headphones made of 
shockproof material in trendy colors

13,99 £
4251285550575 CF9537 8x porcelain coffee mug, 300 ml, coffee cup, coffee pot, 

in white, bulbous shape
35,99 £

4251285550612 CF10115 pocket warmer "Sternchen" - hand warmer with star 
motif in gold and silver color - round pocket heating pad

15,99 £
4251285597952 CF10114 4x reusable pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot 

water bottle design for folding - heat pad for cold days 
15,99 £

4251285597952 CF10114 4x reusable pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot 
water bottle design for folding - heat pad for cold days 

15,99 £
4251285550643 CF9891 18-piece Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant 

set - Christmas tree decorations to decorate the Christm
26,99 £

4251285550650 CF9955 2x Stainless steel mini salt and pepper mill with ceramic 
grinder - Kitchen accessories - Salt mill - Salt and peppe

15,99 £
4251285550681 CF9897 Universal silicone overcooker, boiling water splash 

guard, overflow protection
17,99 £

4251285550704 CF8294 [!!! b-stock !!!] 4x Duftölstövchen of the finest, shiny 
dolomite, in different colors (selection varies!)

11,99 £
4251285550711 CF9914 2x LED 3D star with hologram effect and integrated 

fairy lights multicolor, battery operated, 35 x 10 cm
30,99 £

4251285550728 CF10070 Ceramic money box "pig horn" - Money box in unicorn 
design - Piggy bank in pink

17,99 £
4251285550742 CF10070 Ceramic money box "pig horn" - Money box in unicorn 

design - Piggy bank in blue
17,99 £

4251285550759 CF9536 4x Coffee mug made of porcelain - Coffee cup in 
timeless design - Coffee pot for tea and mulled wine - 2

26,99 £
4251285550766 CF9961 24x Small streamers rolls in different patterns as party 

decorations for birthdays - Paper snakes for New Year's 
26,99 £

4251285550773 CF9962 20x Small Streamer Rolls in Different Patterns as Party 
Decoration for Birthdays - Paper Serpentines for New Ye

26,99 £
4251285550780 CF3078 2x party decoration "Welcome" garland - birthday 

decoration - party decoration for birthday and New Year
8,99 £

4251285550803 CF1214 10x small streamers rolls in different patterns as party 
decorations for birthdays - paper lines for New Year's Ev

17,99 £
4251285550841 CF10042 Beverage dispenser made of glass in mason jar Design 

with tap and clip closure, 8 liters
35,99 £

4251285550865 CF10135 3x Pocket warmer "Winter" - Reusable hand warmer 
with winter and christmas motives - Round pocket heati

13,99 £
4251285550872 CF10133 3x Pocket Warmer "Elk, Santa Claus and Snowman" 

with fleece cover, hand warmer in different Christmas m
17,99 £
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4251285550889 CF10134 3x pocket warmers with motifs by Anna and Elsa from 
Disney's "The Ice Queen", hand warmers for cold days

15,99 £
4251285550896 CF10132 4x pocket warmer "Snowman and Penguin", hand 

warmer in different Christmas motives
15,99 £

4251285573413 CF10048 3 Dish Brushes with Suction Cup, Brushes, 28.5 x 6.5 
cm

15,99 £
4251285550957 CF10048 6x dishwashing brush in blue, red and light green, 

brush with suction cup, 28.5 x 6.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285550971 CF10049 3x Dish Brush in bright colors, brush with hanging hook, 
27 x 7.5 cm

8,99 £
4251285550988 CF10049 6x Dish Brush in bright colors, brush with hanging hook, 

27 x 7.5 cm
17,99 £

4251285558700 CF10016 2x tape measure in black and orange, Tape measure for 
household and workshop, 3 meters

8,99 £
4251285551015 CF10008 12-piece set of plastic clamp and glue clamps with 

movable protective jaws
26,99 £

4251285551022 CF10089 4-piece placemat vinyl - modern placemat in vintage 
design - premium placemat made of polypropylene - wi

17,99 £
4251285551039 CF10089 8-piece placemat vinyl - modern placemat in vintage 

design - premium placemat made of polypropylene - wi
30,99 £

4251285551046 CF7556 lunch box with several compartments - stackable slice 
box for the refrigerator - leak-proof lunch box with lid - 

15,99 £
4251285551077 CF10039 34-piece tapas set made of wood, serving boards and 

wooden skewers for snacks, finger food, anti-pasti, tapa
26,99 £

4251285551084 CF10039 34-piece tapas set made of wood, serving boards and 
wooden skewers for snacks, finger food, anti-pasti, tapa

26,99 £
4251285551107 CF10040 32-piece wooden tapas set with 2 serving boards in 

pineapple shape and 30 skewers [selection varies]
17,99 £

4251285551114 CF10041 32-piece tapas set made of wood, serving boards and 
wooden skewers for snacks, finger food, anti-pasti, tapa

17,99 £
4251285551121 CF10041 32-piece tapas set made of wood, serving boards and 

wooden skewers for snacks, finger food, anti-pasti, tapa
17,99 £

4251285551138 CF9629 Kids lunch box "Owls" for on the go - Lunch box with 3 
compartments - Breakfast box for school or kindergarte

15,99 £
4251285558694 CF10144 2x tape measure in black and orange, Tape measure for 

household and workshop, 5 meters
11,99 £

4251285551206 CF8369 18-piece mustache set of different mustaches, false 
beard to stick on - the mustaches are self-adhesive

13,99 £
4251285551251 CF6746 2 Stainless Steel Telescopic Back Scratcher, back and 

head massager in blue and pink
13,99 £

4251285551275 CF7714 2x telescopic fly swatter - insect repellent with flexibly 
extendable handle - pest control [selection varies]

8,99 £
4251285562349 CF10032 2x table holder for wine and champagne coolers, bottle 

bucket holder made of metal, space-saving assembly-fr
26,99 £

4251285551299 CF10128 2x Stainless steel serving tray - Round tray for serving 
food and drinks - Serving plate Ø 30.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285577466 CF10006 4x Nesting bowls - Mixing bowls- Serving bowls - Snack 

bowls for dips, snacks and desserts Kitchen bowls for mi
17,99 £

4251285587281 CF10004 double-walled metal bowl - serving bowl for dips, 
snacks, starters or desserts - dessert bowl - decorative 

26,99 £
4251285551398 CF10003 2x stainless steel spoon rack, shelf for utensils such as 

spoons, brushes or cutlery
11,99 £

4251285551404 CF10150 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea filter with 
drip tray - fine mesh tea strainer for loose tea and spice

11,99 £
4251285551411 CF10005 16x Sauce bowls - Small bowls - Small bowl for sauces, 

dips and snacks - Snack bowls - Spice bowl - Small met
17,99 £

4251285551411 CF10005 16x Sauce bowls - Small bowls - Small bowl for sauces, 
dips and snacks - Snack bowls - Spice bowl - Small met

17,99 £
4251285551428 CF10137 5-piece Cocktail Shaker set made of rustproof stainless 

steel - Cocktail mixer with shaker, ice tongs, measuring 
15,99 £

4251285551435 CF10152 2x Storage box for tea and tea bags - Tea box made of 
transparent plastic with 6 compartments - Tea box for t

26,99 £
4251285551435 CF10152 2x Storage box for tea and tea bags - Tea box made of 

transparent plastic with 6 compartments - Tea box for t
26,99 £

4251285551442 CF10155 6x Floral Foam for Flower Arrangements - Plug-In Florist 
Foam for Dry Flowers - Flower Arranging Accessories - 

30,99 £
4251285551459 CF10155 12x Foam bricks for artificial flower arrangements - 

Floral foam plug-in foam - Crafted sponge for wedding a
39,99 £

4251285551503 CF10170 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier in 
white, black, beige - heating water evaporator made of 

30,99 £
4251285551541 CF7749 3x coffee pod jars - Decorative storage jars with decors 

- Storage containers for coffee pods [selection of motifs 
26,99 £
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4251285551565 CF8934 3x Key Chain Vernier Caliper, tool tag made of metal 
with vernier caliper function, 10,9 cm

11,99 £
4251285551565 CF8934 3x Key Chain Vernier Caliper, tool tag made of metal 

with vernier caliper function, 10,9 cm
11,99 £

4251285551572 CF10117 4x pocket warmer - hand warmer in mobile phone 
design - pocket heating pad for cold days and on the go

17,99 £
4251285551589 CF10177 10x rolls wrapping paper colorful, 500 x 70 cm, surprise 

package with varying designs
30,99 £

4251285551602 CF10169 6x Mason jars with screw cap "Made with love" in green 
and pink - Canning jars with lid - Jars for jam TO Ø 82 

26,99 £
4251285551619 CF10169 12x mason jars with screw cap "Made with love" in 

green and pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 720 ml
35,99 £

4251285551626 CF10168 4x mason jars with swing top, wire swing jar with 
rubber ring in great colors, 100 ml

17,99 £
4251285584129 CF10171 4x Mason Jar with Clip Closure, Storage Jar with Rubber 

Ring in Blue, Yellow, Pink and Red, 60 ml
15,99 £

4251285551657 CF7890 2er Set Türhaken "Mr & Mrs" mit je 1 Haken 13,99 £
4251285551688 CF10074 2x Unicorn Headband - Hair accessories with horn and 

small ears - Halloween headband in bright colors [select
13,99 £

4251285551695 CF2843 3x Venetian mask carnival carnival mask with feathers, 
glitter and lace, black

13,99 £
4251285551725 CF10065 4x unicorn key ring in white with colorful mane, unicorn 

pendant
11,99 £

4251285551756 CF9259 2x extendable telescopic fly swatter for pest control, 
mosquitoes and insects - 27-72 cm extendable - [color v

11,99 £
4251285551763 CF10176 6-piece set with neodymium pot magnet and snap hook, 

magnet system with hook, very heavy duty
17,99 £

4251285551770 CF10071 bouncy ball with unicorn motif - bouncy ball for children 
in purple - suitable for inside and outside - inflatable [se

26,99 £
4251285551787 CF10071 jumping ball with unicorn motif - jumping ball for 

children in turquoise - suitable for inside and outside
26,99 £

4251805414684 CF10180 2-piece multi-function tool set, multitools made of 
stainless steel, with 22 practical functions for a wide ran

8,99 £
4251805414684 CF10180 2-piece multi-function tool set, multitools made of 

stainless steel, with 22 practical functions for a wide ran
8,99 £

4251285551824 CF9707 2x grill tongs made of stainless steel, multi-purpose 
kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip 26 c

15,99 £
4251285551831 CF9707 2x grill tongs made of stainless steel, multi-purpose 

kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip 26 c
13,99 £

4251285551855 CF10188 cash box, cash box made of steel with insert and 
cylinder lock

26,99 £
4251285551879 CF7830 2x grill tongs made of stainless steel, multi-purpose 

kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip 26 c
15,99 £

4251285551947 CF9805 12x mini purse with unicorn sticker, purse in pink, 
purple, blue and silver, 6.5 x 6 cm

17,99 £
4251805455939 CF9939 3x artificial snow - spray can with decorative snow - 

snow spray to decorate for Christmas
15,99 £

4251285551961 CF10162 3x unicorn in egg, growing and hatching unicorn, 
magical unicorn in different colors

11,99 £
4251285551985 CF9782 3x Fly cover bonnet - Cover bonnet for food - Fly cover 

for food, eating, fruit - Cover & fly bonnets in 3 sizes
26,99 £

4251285551992 CF10067 4x Place mat for children - Place mats in unicorn design 
- Place mats in pink and blue with a saying

15,99 £
4251285552005 CF9775 2x Food Cover - Stainless Steel Fly Hood - Food 

Umbrella - Insect Repellent Hood Ø 30 cm
26,99 £

4251285552012 CF9775 2x Food Cover - Stainless Steel Fly Hood - Food 
Umbrella - Insect Repellent Hood Ø 35 cm

30,99 £
4251285552029 CF10249 4x Ceramic Coffee Mug - Coffee Mug for Easter with 

Bunny Motifs - Coffee Pot for Cold and Hot Drinks - 360 
26,99 £

4251285552043 CF10217 metal sign for hanging with unicorn motif - decorative 
sign for the apartment - metal sign for kitchen, children'

15,99 £
4251805404463 CF9806 18-piece giveaway set with unicorn motifs for children's 

birthday parties consisting of balls, snap bracelets, key r
17,99 £

4251285552074 CF9775 2x Food Cover - Stainless Steel Fly Hood - Food 
Umbrella - Insect Repellent Hood Ø 35 cm + Ø 30 cm

26,99 £
4251285552081 CF8715 3x flower sprayer in bright colors for at least 1 liter, for 

hairdressers or for watering your plants [selection varies
26,99 £

4251285552098 CF8714 3x flower sprayer in bright colors for at least 0.5 liters, 
for hairdressers or for watering your plants

15,99 £
4251285552104 CF10166 2x Glowing Unicorn with Touch Sensor, Unicorn with 

LED Illumination
17,99 £
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4251285552111 CF10068 Ceramic money box - Moneybox in magical unicorn 
design - Unicorn piggy bank with rubber closure

17,99 £
4251285552166 CF10118 2x windscreen cleaner with microfiber pad for cleaning 

the windshield - swiveling
26,99 £

4251285552173 CF10047 2x serving platter - serving tray made of natural slate 
for serving and serving great dishes - great decorative it

26,99 £
4251285552180 CF10143 luggage scale for luggage, luggage scale up to 32 kg, 

hand scale with analog display
15,99 £

4251285552197 CF10050 Set of 2 duster, telescopic pole, sturdy design, 75-107 
cm

15,99 £
4251285589551 CF9716 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 

weight - weatherproof tablecloth holder
17,99 £

4251285552210 CF9547 4x Hula-Hoop tyre to put together - Divisible hula hoop 
fitness tyre - HoolaHoop for children and adults - green,

17,99 £
4251285552241 CF5606 accessory set II. for pirate costumes - ideal for carnival, 

themed parties and costume events (15 pieces - for 2 c
17,99 £

4251285552258 CF6260 2x tea tongs, tea strainer for tea lovers, Ø 4.3 cm 15,99 £
4251285552265 CF5911 3x hot shoe adapter with 1/4 "inch thread 8,99 £
4251285552272 CF7757 6x Bottle brush for cleaning - Cleaning brushes in 3 

sizes - Brushes for cleaning bottles, glasses and jugs
13,99 £

4251285552302 CF9346 6x Tea Glass - Drinking Glasses with Handle - Glass 
Mugs for Tea, Cocoa, Coffee, Latte, Espresso and Cappu

26,99 £
4251285552319 CF6367 4x beauty make-up sponges in egg shape - sponges in 

water droplet optics - ideal for powder, cream and liquid
8,99 £

4251285552326 CF10145 3x Mini French Fries Serving Basket - 430 Stainless Steel 
Snack Bowl - Silver Mini Frying Baskets - Serving Basket

26,99 £
4251285552326 CF10145 3x Mini French Fries Serving Basket - 430 Stainless Steel 

Snack Bowl - Silver Mini Frying Baskets - Serving Basket
26,99 £

4251285552357 CF10253 2 plastic ice scraper with lined glove, colors: gray, blue 15,99 £
4251285552364 CF10253 2x Plastic ice scraper - Scraper with lined glove - Car ice 

scraper for the winter - Ice scraper for car
15,99 £

4251285552371 CF9564 2x flour sieve made of stainless steel, fine-mesh sieve 
for flour and powdered sugar, 15.5 x 10.5 x 9.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285552401 CF10146 bath pillow with suction cups in white, soft neck pillow 

with zipper for the bath to relax, 38 x 19 x 9 cm
15,99 £

4251285552418 CF10146 Non-Slip bath pillow - Bath pillows for head and neck 
with suction cups - Bath cushion for relaxation - Gifts fo

13,99 £
4251285552425 CF6054 84x cake tips, cake pads in white, Ø 21 cm, Ø 26 cm, Ø 

30 cm
15,99 £

4251285552432 CF6486 3x storage bags in black / gray, storage boxes with 
zipper and viewing window in various sizes

13,99 £
4251805403114 CF10138 6x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 

window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh
30,99 £

4251285552463 CF10009 2x hanging storage, hanging shelf in gray, hanging 
storage system, 120 x 30 x 30 cm

26,99 £
4251285552487 CF7716 3x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 

window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh
15,99 £

4251285552586 CF8625 2x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 
relaxing massage spider for the head - head-pawl for m

11,99 £
4251285552593 CF6310 10x Replacement lamp for fairy lights with 35 lamps, 7V 

/ 0.98W, with green socket
13,99 £

4251285552616 CF10023 4x stainless steel bottle pourer - pourer with protective 
cap and cork - portioner for schnapps, rum, whiskey, dri

11,99 £
4251285552623 CF10023 8x bottle pourer made of stainless steel - pourer with 

protective cap and cork - portioner for schnapps, rum, 
13,99 £

4251805441055 CF10035 hip flask made of stainless steel, pocket bottle with 
screw cap, 200 ml

13,99 £
4251805441055 CF10035 hip flask made of stainless steel, pocket bottle with 

screw cap, 200 ml
13,99 £

4251285552661 CF10151 hip flask set made of stainless steel with funnel and 
mug, pocket bottle with screw cap, approx. 200 ml - for

13,99 £
4251285552678 CF10036 slate plate with pizza cutter, slate serving plate for 

pizza, Ø 30 cm
26,99 £

4251285552692 CF10149 10-piece starter set, Amuse Gueule Set of tray with 
slate plate, glasses and spoon

15,99 £
4251285552722 CF10148 serving tray made of slate with handles, angular slate 

plate with 2 cheese knives and chalk for labeling
30,99 £

4251285552753 CF10017 Wine glass holder made of metal, glass holder for up to 
12 stem glasses, cabinet insert for wine and champagne

15,99 £
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4251805402841 CF10031 14-piece coaster set made of stainless steel, beverage 
coaster with holder, Ø 10 cm

17,99 £
4251285552777 CF10031 7-piece coaster set made of stainless steel - Coaster for 

drinks with holder - Saucer for tea cups or mugs on the 
13,99 £

4251285552784 CF10243 14-piece coaster set made of bamboo - glass coaster 
with holder - coaster for glasses - cup coaster - 9.5 x 9.

17,99 £
4251285552791 CF15929 16x coaster set made of felt - glass coasters with deer 

motif - coasters for glasses - cup coasters - approx. 10 c
13,99 £

4251285552814 CF3322 1x children&#39;s skipping rope - jumping and playing 
rope in bright colors - skipping rope 2.20 meters with w

11,99 £
4251285552876 CF10246 4x ceramic mug in Scandinavian design, coffee mug in 

gray and cream, Ø 8.5 cm, 10.8 cm high, 290 ml
26,99 £

4251285552883 CF10247 12-piece set of dessert bowls with dessert spoons, 
decorative ceramic bowls, crockery for desserts, crème 

26,99 £
4251285552890 CF9850 2x Stainless Steel Paracord Needle, Knitting Needle for 

550s Paracord Tapes, Craft Needle for Ropes
8,99 £

4251285552906 CF9771 Stainless steel kitchen strainer - Square strainer for 
washing fruit, vegetables and salad

17,99 £
4251285552913 CF9774 2x Stainless steel kitchen strainer - Round drip strainer 

for washing fruit, vegetables and salad
26,99 £

4251285552975 CF9760 3x LED flashlight as a key ring - mini flashlight made of 
stainless steel - hand lamp with key ring - 10 cm

13,99 £
4251285552982 CF10223 2x indoor greenhouse for growing plants, growing set 

for 48 plants, plant box for the home, 26.5 x 19.5 x 10.
17,99 £

4251285552999 CF10222 40x nursery pots with planters for growing plants, 
planter for 40 plants, 30.5 x 25.5 x 5.8 cm

26,99 £
4251285553002 CF6180 propagation set - 20 propagation pots with saucers and 

plant box with 24 plant troughs and lid - plant bowl set f
15,99 £

4251285553026 CF9708 10x EDC mini carabiner in black, for key chains or other 
outdoor activities

15,99 £
4251285553033 CF9708 10x EDC Mini Carabiner in gray, for key chains or other 

outdoor activities
15,99 £

4251285553040 CF9708 10x EDC mini carabiner in stainless steel, for key chains 
or other outdoor activities

15,99 £
4251285528802 CF8450 2x Unterbettkommode in blue with zipper and handles, 

103 x 45 x 16 cm
13,99 £

4251285553071 CF10012 36x Closure clips made of plastic, closure clips in 
various sizes and colors, freezer bag clip and bag clips f

13,99 £
4251285553088 CF10012 54x Plastic closure clips, closure clips in various sizes 

and colors, freezer bag clip and bag clips for cornflakes,
15,99 £

4251285553101 CF10096 2x washing glove for car and household - microfiber 
glove - chenille glove - car care - car wash, 22 x 14.5 c

15,99 £
4251285553118 CF9710 50x key rings made of iron, range of metal ring 

pendants, flat, silver-colored and matt black for the key 
11,99 £

4251285553118 CF9710 50x key rings made of iron, range of metal ring 
pendants, flat, silver-colored and matt black for the key 

11,99 £
4251285553125 CF9710 25x key rings made of iron, range of metal ring 

pendants, flat and matt black for the key ring, Ø 25 mm
8,99 £

4251285553125 CF9710 25x key rings made of iron, range of metal ring 
pendants, flat and matt black for the key ring, Ø 25 mm

8,99 £
4251285553132 CF9710 25x key rings made of iron, range of metal ring 

pendants, flat and silver-colored for the key ring, Ø 25 
8,99 £

4251285553149 CF9710 25x Key rings nickel-plated from hardened steel, 
assortment metal rings, round in silver for the key ring, 

8,99 £
4251285553156 CF9710 50x Key rings, nickel-plated, made of hardened steel, 

range of metal ring pendants, round in silver for the key
8,99 £

4251285553156 CF9710 50x Key rings, nickel-plated, made of hardened steel, 
range of metal ring pendants, round in silver for the key

8,99 £
4251285553170 CF9710 75x Key rings, nickel-plated, made of hardened steel, 

range of metal ring pendants, round in silver for the key
11,99 £

4251285553170 CF9710 75x Key rings, nickel-plated, made of hardened steel, 
range of metal ring pendants, round in silver for the key

11,99 £
4251285553187 CF9710 100x Key rings, nickel-plated, made of hardened steel, 

range of metal ring pendants, round in silver for the key
13,99 £

4251285553187 CF9710 100x Key rings, nickel-plated, made of hardened steel, 
range of metal ring pendants, round in silver for the key

13,99 £
4251285553200 CF9709 50x metal key rings, assortment of metal rings, round in 

black, Ø 15 mm
8,99 £

4251285553200 CF9709 50x metal key rings, assortment of metal rings, round in 
black, Ø 15 mm

8,99 £
4251285553217 CF9711 50x key rings made of hardened steel, assortment of 

metal rings, in silver in three sizes Ø 35, 30, 25 mm
8,99 £
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4251285553217 CF9711 50x key rings made of hardened steel, assortment of 
metal rings, in silver in three sizes Ø 35, 30, 25 mm

8,99 £
4251285553224 CF9711 25x key rings made of hardened steel, assortment of 

metal rings, in silver in three sizes Ø 35, 30, 25 mm
8,99 £

4251285553224 CF9711 25x key rings made of hardened steel, assortment of 
metal rings, in silver in three sizes Ø 35, 30, 25 mm

8,99 £
4251805442076 CF9785 2x Stainless steel drain strainer - Stainless sink strainer 

to protect against hair and food residues - Universal stra
8,99 £

4251805442076 CF9785 2x Stainless steel drain strainer - Stainless sink strainer 
to protect against hair and food residues - Universal stra

8,99 £
4251285553279 CF9646 12x scouring pads made of plastic - scouring pads in 

bright colors - plastic cleaning sponge for stubborn dirt -
11,99 £

4251285553286 CF6010 2x Stainless steel drain strainer - Stainless sink strainer 
to protect against hair and food residues - Universal stra

11,99 £
4251285553293 CF9081 8x ant bait boxes, for reliable ant control 15,99 £
4251285577060 CF9670 5 luggage tag made of aluminum, luggage tags for 

labeling
13,99 £

4251285553347 CF9865 4 luggage tag in sandals design, luggage tag for 
labeling in red and blue

13,99 £
4251285580442 CF10015 8x luggage tag made of plastic, luggage tags for 

labeling in blue, pink, green and orange
17,99 £

4251285553361 CF10021 6 luggage tag made of flexible plastic in colorful colors, 
luggage tags for labeling with cities motifs

15,99 £
4251285553378 CF10154 4-piece kitchen utensil set, wooden spoon, spatula, 

slotted spoon and perforated ladle made of bamboo
13,99 £

4251285588905 CF6427 6x Travel Bottle set made of plastic, empty hand 
luggage bottles in travel size - travel bottles for cosmeti

13,99 £
4251285553415 CF10127 Stainless steel multifunctional bowl - mixing bowl with 

lid and 3 graters - stainless steel bowl with splash guard
26,99 £

4251285553446 CF10283 2 clown hats with funny faces in bright colors - felt hat 
for Mardi Gras, Carnival and Halloween

17,99 £
4251285553460 CF10282 3x fun glasses with red nose - Clown glasses for 

carnival, carnival and Halloween - disguise theme party
13,99 £

4251285553484 CF5841 6x EDC carabiner in D-shape made of high-strength 
plastic in khaki

13,99 £
4251285553491 CF5841 6x EDC carabiner in D-shape made of high-strength 

plastic in green
13,99 £

4251285553514 CF5841 6x EDC carabiner in D-shape made of high-strength 
plastic in black

15,99 £
4251285553521 CF5841 8x EDC carabiner in D-shape made of high-strength 

plastic in olive green, khaki-brown, black and orange
15,99 £

4251285553538 CF8596 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance fruit mix - 
fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v

15,99 £
4251285553545 CF8691 8er Pack wall buffer, doorstop, stop damper, ø 3,8 cm 

white
13,99 £

4251285553569 CF3643 20 piece pin garland set with male and female 40 pin 
headers

13,99 £
4251285553576 CF6613 fishing net with shells for decoration - photo net for 

hanging - maritime wall decoration - sea decoration - 1 
15,99 £

4251285553583 CF7768 2x warmer for tea and coffee pots made of glass, 
round, Ø approx. 12.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285553590 CF0290 2x tube press in an unusual design, tube squeezer in 

red and pink
11,99 £

4251285553613 CF10186 Plastic lawn edging - bed edging for lawns, flower beds 
or as a mowing edge - length individually adjustable - 2

26,99 £
4251285553620 CF10236 12x scented oils, scented oil for scented lamps, scented 

lights, diffusers and scented warmers [selection varies]
17,99 £

4251285553675 CF10194 3x spice jars made of plastic, storage jars with lids for 
sugar, flour, salt and more, each 950 ml

15,99 £
4251285553712 CF9276 2x audio cable with 3.5 mm jack plug to 3.5 mm jack, 

stereo jack adapter, 17 cm
8,99 £

4251285553736 CF9278 8-piece universal data cable set, USB charging cable 
with 7 different connections

13,99 £
4251285553743 CF7803 32x tattoo bows with pull off tattoos for boys with 

different motives
13,99 £

4251805403527 CF9607 Large wine and champagne cooler, high quality 
stainless steel bottle bucket for parties, weddings and b

35,99 £
4251805403770 CF4620 3x Kitchen sieve fine mesh - Stainless steel sieve with 

reinforced handle - Stainless steel sieve with 5 cm sieve 
15,99 £

4251285553798 CF10120 2x floor mat with rubber knobs, sturdy dust control mat 
in black, rubber mat for outdoor use, 59.5 x 39.5 cm

35,99 £
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4251285553811 CF10121 24x egg spoons made of plastic - reusable dessert 
spoons - BPA-free colorful plastic spoons for baby food, 

13,99 £
4251285553828 CF10121 12x plastic egg spoons - reusable dessert spoons - BPA-

free colorful plastic spoons for baby food, jam, dips - re
11,99 £

4251285553842 CF10129 glass and stainless steel key bar with 9 key hooks and 
shelf, 40 x 15 x 5.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285553927 CF10279 Height-adjustable metal walking stick - folding walking 

stick with hand loop for long walks - safer walking with 
15,99 £

4251285553958 CF10145 6x Mini French Fries Serving Basket - 430 Stainless Steel 
Snack Bowl - Silver Mini Frying Baskets - Serving Basket

35,99 £
4251285553958 CF10145 6x Mini French Fries Serving Basket - 430 Stainless Steel 

Snack Bowl - Silver Mini Frying Baskets - Serving Basket
35,99 £

4251285553972 CF0290 4x tube press in an unusual design, tube squeezing in 
red and pink

13,99 £
4251285553996 CF10285 4x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 

dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h
26,99 £

4251805469158 CF9035 4-piece placemat Maritime - place mats with maritime 
photo prints - table mat with beach motifs [selection var

13,99 £
4251285554016 CF6428 2-piece set Cosmetic Organizer - 

Round plastic boxes for storing cotton pads, cotton buds
13,99 £

4251285554054 CF9279 10x Ashtray made of stainless steel - Ash bucket for 
indoor and outdoor use - Ø 13.7 cm

26,99 £
4251285554108 CF8721 4x Sink liner - Sink mat angular - liner for sink protects 

the surface of the sink and the dishes
17,99 £

4251285554115 CF8424 8x Colorful replacement screw lids made of metal for 
drinking glasses - lids with holes for drinking straws

17,99 £
4251285554122 CF9340 6-piece hook-and-loop fastener ball game set in blue 

with 4 flexible catch plates and 2 balls
26,99 £

4251285560253 CF7499 8x glass with drinking straw & lid in different colors, 
mason jar look, approx. 480 ml

26,99 £
4251285554184 CF9410 4x ashtrays made of plastic in bright colors - ashtrays 

for inside and outside - table ashtrays for cigarettes
15,99 £

4251285554238 CF10298 Easter wreath with flowers and eggs, decorative table 
wreath, with hanger

17,99 £
4251285554245 CF10304 48x Decorative styrofoam eggs - Easter eggs for 

crafting, sticking and painting - Decorative plastic Easter
15,99 £

4251285577770 CF5776 solar light for outside - garden light for the ground - 
path light - solar light - 8 hours running time

11,99 £
4251285554269 CF10320 Wooden decorative stand - "LOVE" lettering to stand on 

- Wooden lettering - 35x14x2cm
17,99 £

4251285554276 CF10320 Wooden decorative stand - "HOME" lettering to stand 
on - Wooden lettering - 35x12x2cm

17,99 £
4251285554283 CF4186 38-piece decoration set for Easter eggs with stickers 

and shrink foil - Easter egg decoration - Easter decorati
13,99 £

4251285554290 CF8815 2x Easter decoration pendant - willow rings with 
wooden figures for hanging up - Easter decoration for w

11,99 £
4251285554313 CF10323 24x Easter eggs made of wood to hang up - Easter 

decoration hanger - Decorative Easter eggs in great colo
15,99 £

4251285554337 CF3607 18 Chenille chicks in different sizes, decoration for 
Easter in bright colors

15,99 £
4251285554351 CF10314 24 Chenille chicks in yellow, decoration for Easter 15,99 £
4251285554368 CF10313 4 Chenille chicks sitting in a nest, decoration for Easter 17,99 £
4251285554375 CF6009 4x porcelain eggs - Easter eggs in different colors - 

Easter decoration for outside and inside - spring decorat
26,99 £

4251285554399 CF6458 6x ceramic eggs - Easter eggs in different colors - 
Easter decoration for outside and inside - Spring decorat

17,99 £
4251285554405 CF6460 3x ceramic eggs - Easter eggs in different colors - 

Easter decoration for outside and inside - Spring decorat
17,99 £

4251285554412 CF6459 6x ceramic eggs - Easter eggs in different colors and 
sizes - Easter decoration for outside and inside - Spring 

26,99 £
4251285554436 CF7714 4x telescopic fly swatter - insect protection with flexibly 

extendable handle - pest control [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251285554450 CF8729 6x flower and perennial holder, for flowers, tendrils and 
perennials, half-round

35,99 £
4251285554467 CF8728 6x flower and perennial holder, for flowers, tendrils and 

perennials, half-round
30,99 £

4251285554481 CF2231 3x jute ribbon for decoration - burlap ribbon made of 
jute - ribbon in variegated colors [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805404500 CF8202 8x Ice scraper for the car - Windscreen scraper for the 

car - Window screen scraper - Car window scraper, 12 x
15,99 £
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4251285554504 CF9492 30x Key markers for round key heads in different colors, 
Ø 3 cm

11,99 £
4251285554528 CF9858 9X coat hanger made of plastic, loop for hanging up 

jackets and coats, 9.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285554535 CF9177 3x needle handle comb in black, plastic comb, pocket 
comb with extendable handle

11,99 £
4251285554542 CF9179 10x comb in marbled design, pocket comb with different 

comb thicknesses, 12.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285554559 CF9180 3x Needle handle comb in black, handle comb made of 
plastic with coarse comb thickness, 20.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285554566 CF9178 3x needle handle comb in great colors with marbling, 

handle comb made of plastic, 22 cm
8,99 £

4251285554603 CF9851 12x ironing patches made of 100% cotton, jeans patch 
in black, 10 x 7.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285554610 CF9857 15x ironing patches, stickers with different designs for 

children
15,99 £

4251285554634 CF9853 15x iron-on patches in jeans look, with different motifs 11,99 £
4251285554665 CF9855 15x iron-on patch, patchwork with different anime 

motifs [motif selection varies]
11,99 £

4251285554689 CF8830 5x Easter eggs for filling with different motifs - surprise 
cardboard eggs for self-filling - cardboard egg for Easter

13,99 £
4251285554696 CF7993 6x trouser hanger made of wood and felt insert for 

tensioning trousers, suspenders for hanging, 25 cm
30,99 £

4251285554702 CF7993 9x trouser hanger made of wood and felt insert for 
tensioning trousers, suspenders for suspending, 25 cm

35,99 £
4251285554771 CF9671 4x EDC metal carabiner with keyring, silver colored 

keychain, 4,2 cm
13,99 £

4251285554788 CF9671 4x EDC metal carabiner with keyring, black keychain, 
4.2 cm

13,99 £
4251805400939 CF10359 100g green DIY craft moss for Easter baskets - real 

decorative moss for crafting and decorating Easter bask
15,99 £

4251285554818 CF10359 200g green DIY craft moss for Easter baskets - real 
decorative moss for crafting and decorating Easter bask

26,99 £
4251285554832 CF10086 2x shoe rack in gray, shoe drip tray with drainage 

channels, 77.5 x 38 x 2.5 cm
30,99 £

4251285554849 CF5952 2x metal rope tensioner, snap hook in red, tent rope 
tensioner for outdoor activities such as camping, hiking,

8,99 £
4251285554856 CF5952 4x rope tensioners made of metal, snap hooks in red, 

tent rope tensioners for outdoor activities such as campi
8,99 £

4251285554863 CF9672 3x carabiners made of metal with hook-and-loop 
fastener closure, key ring, belt buckle EDC in army color

13,99 £
4251285554870 CF9672 6x carabiners made of metal with hook-and-loop 

fastener closure, key ring, belt buckle EDC in army color
17,99 £

4251285554894 CF9674 Stainless steel multifunctional carabiner with hexagon 
key and bottle opener, key fob

8,99 £
4251285554924 CF9676 4 extension rings made of stainless steel with 8 key 

rings each, key fob
8,99 £

4251285554955 CF9677 5x D-shaped carabiner made of sturdy aluminum with 
screw cap in different colors, 7.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285597952 CF10114 4x reusable pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot 

water bottle design for folding - heat pad for cold days 
15,99 £

4251285597952 CF10114 4x reusable pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot 
water bottle design for folding - heat pad for cold days 

15,99 £
4251285579415 CF9268 25x tattoo bows with pulling off tattoos for guys with 

different motives
15,99 £

4251285554986 CF10344 6x menu knife made of stainless steel - stylish table 
cutlery in a simple design - table knife with serrated edg

17,99 £
4251285554993 CF10344 12x menu knife made of stainless steel - stylish cutlery 

in a simple design - table knife with serrated edge - 22.
30,99 £

4251285555006 CF10345 6x dinner spoons made of stainless steel - stylish cutlery 
in a simple design - dinner spoon - soup spoon - 19.5 c

15,99 £
4251285555020 CF8867 6x dinner fork made of stainless steel - stylish cutlery in 

a simple design - dinner fork - 19.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285555037 CF8867 12x fork made of stainless steel, silver-colored cutlery, 
19.5 cm

30,99 £
4251285555044 CF10346 2x cake server made of stainless steel, silver-colored 

cake server, 24 cm
15,99 £

4251285555051 CF6513 30-piece cutlery set made of stainless steel with fork, 
table knife, spoon, cake fork and teaspoon - cutlery for 

39,99 £
4251285555082 CF10360 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
13,99 £
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4251285555082 CF10360 1x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

13,99 £
4251285555099 CF10361 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 1 compartment each - pill box - pill box - ta
11,99 £

4251285555105 CF10363 2X Medicine Doser in ENGLISH - Medicine Box for 7 
Days - Pill Box - Tablet Box - Weekly Doser for Storage 

11,99 £
4251285555136 CF6472 6x Premium Reusable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & 

Warm Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Prote
15,99 £

4251285555136 CF6472 6x Premium Reusable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & 
Warm Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Prote

15,99 £
4251285555143 CF9479_989 2 x noble ceramic sauce boat - sauce jugs with foot for 

the perfect filling of hot and cold sauces directly at the t
26,99 £

4251285588875 CF1860 5-piece nail dotting pen set for applying UV gel, nail 
point pen for nail art, tools for accessories, rhinestones, 

8,99 £
4251285588875 CF1860 5-piece nail dotting pen set for applying UV gel, nail 

point pen for nail art, tools for accessories, rhinestones, 
8,99 £

4251285555174 CF10244 4x coffee pad box - storage container for coffee pads - 
decorative box with 2 designs in 2 colors

26,99 £
4251285555174 CF10244 4x coffee pad box - storage container for coffee pads - 

decorative box with 2 designs in 2 colors
26,99 £

4251285555181 CF10164 6x Egg Poachers
 - Egg boiler for poached egg

11,99 £
4251285572034 CF3690 2x luggage strap for luggage, strollers, bags and bulky 

luggage - high-quality luggage strap with combination l
17,99 £

4251805403824 CF8726 40x multifunction clips Ø 10mm for plant sticks, plant 
clips in green

15,99 £
4251285555235 CF8780 3-piece dog bowl set, with growing dog bowl stand, 

height adjustable up to 38.5 cm, with 2 stainless steel b
35,99 £

4251285555259 CF9754 door chain made of stainless steel - security chain for 
the door with scratch protection - theft protection - door

13,99 £
4251285555266 CF9755 door chain made of stainless steel - security chain for 

the door with scratch protection - theft protection - door
15,99 £

4251285555273 CF9756 safety bar for doors, stainless steel door latch with 
fixing material

15,99 £
4251285555303 CF7010 3x bast basket in bright colors for decoration - Easter 

decoration - Easter basket for Easter eggs - Easter bask
15,99 £

4251285555310 CF9753 stainless steel doorstop, wall-mounted doorstop with 
rubber buffer and fixing material, Ø 5,8 x 2,5 cm

15,99 £
4251285576452 CF9139 10 pairs of garden gloves, work gloves, protective 

gloves, size 8 / M
30,99 £

4251285576476 CF9140 10 pairs of garden gloves, work gloves, protective 
gloves, size 10 / XL

30,99 £
4251285576469 CF9142 10 pairs of high-quality garden gloves, work gloves, 

protective gloves, size 8 / M
30,99 £

4251285555389 CF9753 2x doorstop made of stainless steel, wall-mounted 
doorstop with rubber buffer and mounting material, Ø 5

26,99 £
4251285555396 CF9753 2x doorstop made of polished stainless steel, wall-

mounted doorstop with rubber buffer and fixing materia
26,99 £

4251285555402 CF9733 door stopper, door holder weighing 1.4 kg in a 
Christmassy gnome design, stopper for windows and do

26,99 £
4251285555419 CF9733 door stopper, door holder weighing 1.4 kg in a 

Christmassy gnome design, stopper for windows and do
15,99 £

4251285555648 CF6940 12x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 
love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 

17,99 £
4251285555457 CF9729 2x Zinc Alloy Doorstop, Floor Doorstop Magnet, 4.5 x 3 

x 3.7 cm
15,99 £

4251285555464 CF9729 2x satin-finished stainless steel door stops, bottom door 
stopper with magnet, 4.5 x 3 x 3.7 cm

15,99 £
4251285555471 CF9730 2x Zinc Alloy Door Fastener, Floor Door Stopper with 

Magnet, 5.3 x 3.5 x 2.8 cm
15,99 £

4251285555488 CF10408 2x indoor greenhouse for growing plants, growing kit 
with coconut seed ticks for 48 plants, planter for the ap

26,99 £
4251285555495 CF10409 3x indoor greenhouse for growing plants, set of coco 

buds for 24 plants, planter for the apartment, 19 x 11 x 
15,99 £

4251285555525 CF9734 2x doorstops made of satined stainless steel, wall-
mounted doorstop with rounded rubber buffer and fixin

13,99 £
4251285555549 CF9735 2x Zinc Doorstop with Scandium Alloy, Wall Doorstop 

with Flat Rubber Buffer and Fixing Material
8,99 £

4251285555556 CF9735 2x Zinc Doorstop with Scandium Alloy, Wall Doorstop 
with Flat Rubber Buffer and Fixing Material

13,99 £
4251285555563 CF9749 2x satin-finished stainless steel door retainers, 

doorstops with fastening material, 14 x 4,6 x 4 cm
17,99 £
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4251285555587 CF9749 2x satin-finished stainless steel door retainers, 
doorstops with fastening material, 23 x 4,6 x 4 cm

26,99 £
4251285555600 CF9750 doorstop with handle, heavy door holder, functional 

home accessory, stopper for windows and doors, ideal f
26,99 £

4251285555624 CF6840 standing fan 75 W - fan with timer and remote control - 
height-adjustable floor fan with 3 power levels - 80° osc

15,99 £
4251285555631 CF9750 doorstop with handle, heavy door holder, functional 

home accessory, stopper for windows and doors, ideal f
26,99 £

4251285555648 CF6940 12x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 
love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 

17,99 £
4251285555655 CF9725 2x doorstops made of satined stainless steel, floor door 

stopper with rubber buffer and fixing material, 5.3 x 5 x
11,99 £

4251285555662 CF9738 2x Zinc Doorstop with scandium alloy, bottom doorstop 
with rubber buffer and mounting hardware, 4 x Ø 4 cm

15,99 £
4251285555686 CF9739 door stopper, door holder weighing 1.4 kg in a 

Christmassy gnome design, stopper for windows and do
15,99 £

4251285555693 CF9747 draft stopper, extra heavy wind stopper with cord, 
effective draft stopper, good seal against drafts and hea

26,99 £
4251285555709 CF9747 draft stopper, extra heavy wind stopper with cord, 

effective draft stopper, good seal against drafts and hea
26,99 £

4251285555716 CF9726 2x doorstop made of polished stainless steel, bottom 
doorstop with rubber buffer and fixing material, Ø 5.2 x 

11,99 £
4251285555723 CF9705 door stopper, door holder weighing 1.4 kg in a 

Christmas reindeer design, stopper for windows and do
26,99 £

4251285555730 CF9746 2x rounded doorstops made of matted stainless steel 
with rubber buffer and fixing material

17,99 £
4251285555747 CF9724 2x doorstop made of polished stainless steel, floor door 

stopper with rubber buffer and fixing material, 4 x Ø 3.8
15,99 £

4251285555754 CF9758 4x door lock made of stainless steel, retractable 
doorstop with dust protection for eg hinged doors, 3.9 x

26,99 £
4251285555761 CF9826 2x kitchen roll, absorbent bamboo all-purpose towels, 

reusable 24 sheets per roll, washable household towels,
26,99 £

4251285555785 CF10234 100x XXL Clothespins made of wood - Sustainable 
wooden pegs made of birch wood - Untreated wooden c

15,99 £
4251285555792 CF10245 2x soup cups, soup to go, soup pan with handle and lid 

for on the go, 600ml, in blue and green
15,99 £

4251285555815 CF9158 cake container for storing and transporting baked goods 
- transport box, cake container and food box with carryi

26,99 £
4251285576100 CF4717 6 bra extensions for backless dresses, shirts, blouses, 

tops
13,99 £

4251285555839 CF7263 6-piece garden set with green handles - double hooks, 
joint scratches, small cultivator, small brush, flower trow

30,99 £
4251285555860 CF6276 4x reflective tapes, 2x hook-and-loop fastener closure, 

2x snapper
15,99 £

4251285555877 CF8676 16x tablecloth weight "Fruits-Mix" - Tablecloth weights 
in fruit design - 15-17g

17,99 £
4251285555891 CF8676 8x melon tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights in fruit 

design - 17g
11,99 £

4251285555945 CF9722 2x Doorstop made of satined stainless steel, bottom 
door stopper with rubber buffer and fixing material, 4 x 

13,99 £
4251285555952 CF9742 2x Doorstop made of satined stainless steel, rounded 

bottom doorstop with rubber buffer and fixing material, 
15,99 £

4251285555969 CF9728 2x satin-finished stainless steel door retainers, magnet-
based bottom doorstops and mounting hardware, 8 x Ø 

15,99 £
4251285555976 CF6419 satin-finished stainless steel door fastener, magnet-

based bottom doorstop and mounting hardware, 7.5 x 
15,99 £

4251285555983 CF9727 2x satin-finished stainless steel door retainers, magnet-
mounted bottom door stop and mounting hardware, 8.9

15,99 £
4251285555990 CF7085 6x Outdoor Web Dominator webbing buckle in brown 11,99 £
4251285556003 CF10403 2x pair of garden gloves in size 7 (S) - protective gloves 

in flower design for women - work gloves with rubber c
11,99 £

4251285577954 CF10321 8x tent pegs made of plastic - pegs with LED lighting for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground

15,99 £
4251285556041 CF12253 camping hammer with peg extractor - tent hammer with 

hand strap - peg hammer made of carbon steel, chrome
15,99 £

4251285556058 CF10322 16x steel tent pegs - sturdy V-shaped pegs for camping 
and outdoors - ideal for normal ground conditions

26,99 £
4251285556065 CF11195 18x steel tent pegs - semi-circular, robust pegs for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground
35,99 £

4251285556072 CF10293 8x Steel Tent Pegs - Long and Durable Pegs with Plastic 
Mount for Camping and Outdoor - Ideal for Normal and 

15,99 £
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4251285556089 CF9752 5in1 Portable folding reflector Ø 110 cm, round light 
reflector in white, black, transparent, gold, silver for per

26,99 £
4251285556096 CF10291 19-piece tool set for do-it-yourselfers with plug-in 

screwdrivers, various bits, tape measure, pliers, cutter k
15,99 £

4251285556102 CF10324 3x Dino in the egg - growing dinosaur in the egg 
through water - as a fun factor, toy, give-away, decorati

26,99 £
4251285556133 CF10383 150 pcs. Plant clamp set - plant binder - rose clamps - 

plant clamps for tomatoes - tarpaulin clamps - clip for ta
17,99 £

4251285556140 CF10387 200x green plastic plant binder - stabilize plants - tree 
binding tape - plant attachment - plant clips, 17 cm

11,99 £
4251285556157 CF5785 64x plant signs with waterproof black markers - plant 

sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285589070 CF11490 12x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun

35,99 £
4251285556171 CF8909 3x water dispenser made of terracotta, water reservoir 

in different colors for watering potted plants for up to 4 
15,99 £

4251285556188 CF10438 12x beach balls in summery colors, 4 cm Ø 15,99 £
4251285556195 CF9757 Set of 5 magnetic holder for safety detectors - Holder 

with adhesive pads for smoke detectors - Magnetic hold
11,99 £

4251285556201 CF9757 set of 10 magnetic holder for safety detectors - holder 
with adhesive pads for smoke detectors - Ø 7 cm

17,99 £
4251285556201 CF9757 set of 10 magnetic holder for safety detectors - holder 

with adhesive pads for smoke detectors - Ø 7 cm
17,99 £

4251285574977 CF10445 7-Piece Data Mining Set with Breakout Board, 1200 W / 
750 W + PCI Express Graphics Card Cable 6 Pin to 8 Pin

39,99 £
4251285574984 CF10421 6 PCI Express Graphics Card Cable 6 Pin Male to 8 Pin 

Male, 49 cm
26,99 £

4251285556256 CF10421 2x PCI Express Graphics Card Cable 6 pin male to 6 + 2 
pin male in yellow, 49 cm

13,99 £
4251285556270 CF10422 2x PCI Express Graphics Card Cable 6 pin male to 6 + 2 

pin male in black, 59 cm
13,99 £

4251285574960 CF10418 Breakout Board with Slider for Data Mining Rig with LED 
Display 1200 W / 750 W, 12x 6 Pin PCI-E Ports

26,99 £
4251285556317 CF9757 Set of 2 magnetic holder for safety detectors - Holder 

with pads for smoke detectors - Magnetic holders for fir
11,99 £

4251285556379 CF10446 7-Piece Data Mining Set with Breakout Board | 1200W / 
750W LED Display + PCI Express Graphics Card Cable 6

39,99 £
4251285556423 CF0479 2 Audio Adapter Stereo plug, 3.5mm to 2.5mm jack for 

headphones
11,99 £

4251285556508 CF10404 4x Hand brush - Plastic nail brush - Hand brush double-
sided - Cleaning brush for hands and fingernails

15,99 £
4251805403978 CF10404 4x Hand brush - Plastic nail brush - Hand brush double-

sided - Cleaning brush for hands and fingernails
15,99 £

4251805403978 CF10404 4x Hand brush - Plastic nail brush - Hand brush double-
sided - Cleaning brush for hands and fingernails

15,99 £
4251285556515 CF4594 2x soap bubble gun made of plastic, each with 20 ml 

soap bubble water, transparent soap bubble machine fo
15,99 £

4251285580237 CF10449 4x Squeeze Ball - handy squeeze ball in great colors - 
anti-stress toys for children and adults [selection varies]

11,99 £
4251285596955 CF10442 12x bottle openers in shark design as keychains in 

bright colors - party giveaways
11,99 £

4251285596955 CF10442 12x bottle openers in shark design as keychains in 
bright colors - party giveaways

11,99 £
4251285556584 CF10440 24x replacement lid for jam jars "fruit" - screw lid for 

lintel jars and mason jars - TO 82 mm
17,99 £

4251285556607 CF10337 2x insect trap made of plastic for hanging - wasp, fly 
and hornet trap for outdoors - insect catcher

15,99 £
4251285556614 CF7262 4x table corner protection made of silicone, shock 

protection for babies and toddlers in the cat design
11,99 £

4251285556638 CF9788 20x fridge magnet with clamp, magnet with clip for 
household and office, 37 x 30 x 22 mm

17,99 £
4251285556676 CF9510 2 pairs of pot holders with coated underside, cotton 

coasters in bright colors [selection varies], 20 x 20 cm (
15,99 £

4251285556683 CF9509 Cotton kitchen apron in bright colors [selection varies], 
chef&#39;s apron with pocket, 80 x 70 cm

15,99 £
4251285556690 CF9508 1 pair of cotton oven mitts with coated underside 

[selection varies], pot mitts in bright colors, 28 x 17 cm
15,99 £

4251285596955 CF10442 12x bottle openers in shark design as keychains in 
bright colors - party giveaways

11,99 £
4251285596955 CF10442 12x bottle openers in shark design as keychains in 

bright colors - party giveaways
11,99 £
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4251285556713 CF10443 12x bottle openers in palm tree design as keychains in 
bright colors - party giveaways

11,99 £
4251285556720 CF10447 48-piece beer pong set - beer pong drinking game with 

24 cups and 24 balls - party game blue against red - be
26,99 £

4251285556737 CF10448 liquor rocker with 8 drinking glasses, wooden drinks 
rocker with glass shot glasses, 60 x 10.5 x 9.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285556768 CF5787 2x water dispenser made of terracotta and plastic, 

water storage in green and purple for watering potted p
26,99 £

4251285589612 CF9281 Stainless steel cake stand - 2-tier cake stand - Serving 
stand for biscuits, chocolates or fruit

15,99 £
4251285573420 CF3148 2x metal ashtrays with rotating lids - for indoor and 

outdoor use - removable lid
26,99 £

4251285556805 CF3502 7-Day Drug Dispenser blue / white Set - with 1x pill 
cans for on the go, tablet divider and tablet mortar

15,99 £
4251285556829 CF5033 4x Red LED candles - Decorative candles with light - 

battery-operated LED candles - Candles with realistic flic
30,99 £

4251285556843 CF0251 4x ceramic peeler for fruits and vegetables - universal 
peeler particularly sharp - peeler with pendulum blade

15,99 £
4251285556867 CF2455 2x PL2303HX USB to TTL RS232 microcontroller module 

for Arduino
15,99 £

4251285556898 CF10396 6x shot glasses with chain to hang around in bright 
colors [color selection varies] - shot glass for carnival, J

15,99 £
4251285556911 CF10397 6x shot glasses with chain for hanging, transparent / 

pink - Shotglas for Carnival, JGA, Carnival etc. - 45 ml (
17,99 £

4251285556935 CF4529 6x cutting board with wooden holder, breakfast board, 
kitchen board, bread board

26,99 £
4251285556942 CF11202 5-piece storm strap set with peg, spring, belt and peg 

puller - storm straps for awning and awning - awning at
26,99 £

4251285556980 CF10407 Branding iron for grilled meat, metal stamp with 
interchangeable letters, ideal as a gift for any barbecue 

30,99 £
4251285556997 CF10388 Dry Bag for protection against rain, spray, sand, snow 

and more in red
11,99 £

4251805425475 CF9055 3x ice cube trays with lids - ice cube mold with inlet 
opening in the lid - ice cube maker in great colors

15,99 £
4251285557024 CF10389 Dry Bag for protection against rain, spray, sand, snow 

and more in red
15,99 £

4251285557048 CF10119 2x splash guard for mixing bowl in bright colors 
[selection varies], Ø 30 cm

15,99 £
4251285557055 CF10425 100x Hook-and-loop fastener Cable Tie - Reusable 

Cable Tie - 15 x 2 cm
13,99 £

4251285557055 CF10425 100x Hook-and-loop fastener Cable Tie - Reusable 
Cable Tie - 15 x 2 cm

13,99 £
4251285557062 CF10335 Insect protection with fastening material, mosquito net 

for double bed, single bed - mosquito net as insect prot
15,99 £

4251285557079 CF9505 men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - bottle bag made of 
felt for 6 bottles - 6-person carrier up to 0.5 L, gray / bl

11,99 £
4251285557086 CF10044 3x protective socket for plug connection, splash-proof 

protective box for outdoor use, protective capsule for ex
15,99 £

4251285557093 CF10406 3x telescopic grill fork, stainless steel grill skewer with 
telescopic handle, extendable from 24 to 69.5 cm, for e

15,99 £
4251285557116 CF7389 set of 3 garden hose connectors - water stop, hose 

piece, connecting piece - hose coupling - 13 mm, 1/2 "(
11,99 £

4251285557154 CF10241 serving tray made of wood, tray with carrying handles 
and imprint "Kitchen", 40 x 26 x 6.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285557161 CF10292 17-piece tool set for do-it-yourselfers consisting of a 

screwdriver, various bits, tape measure, combination pli
26,99 £

4251285573451 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 
table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl

17,99 £
4251285557185 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 

table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl
17,99 £

4251285557185 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 
table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl

17,99 £
4251285557192 CF10227 72x Wooden knife disposable cutlery, disposable knife 

made of wood, the wooden cutlery is environmentally fri
11,99 £

4251285557208 CF10228 72x Wooden fork disposable cutlery, disposable forks 
made of wood, the wooden cutlery is environmentally fri

11,99 £
4251285557215 CF10229 72x Wooden spoons disposable cutlery, disposable 

wooden spoons, the tablespoon cutlery is environmental
13,99 £

4251285557222 CF10230 72-piece wooden cutlery consisting of spoon, fork, knife 
- wooden cutlery - environmentally friendly and biodegr

15,99 £
4251285557239 CF8962 2 fabric tarpaulins, planting pad for the garden, working 

pad, 80 x 80 cm
11,99 £
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4251285557246 CF8962 fabric cover, planting pad for the garden, working pad, 
80 x 80 cm

8,99 £
4251285557253 CF10467 3x lunch box for on the go - lunch box with dividers - 

storage box in different colors
26,99 £

4251285557260 CF5763 150 Meter binding wire - Plastic-coated wire in green - 
Garden wire with cutting device for gardening and hous

15,99 £
4251285557321 CF5694 10x large capacity refill type "G2", metal, red, ISO 

12757-2
11,99 £

4251285557352 CF10466 2x Unicorn Headband - hair accessories with unicorn 
and small ears in white - headband for halloween and c

13,99 £
4251285557376 CF11197 5x disposable instant cold compress, cold pack for 

immediate cooling and for first aid measures, cooling pa
26,99 £

4251285557383 CF10262 4 unicorn key ring made of rubber, unicorn pendant in 
white / purple / pink

8,99 £
4251285557406 CF10225 96x Cocktail Forks - metalized cutlery set for desserts 

and on the go
15,99 £

4251285557413 CF10224 96x cocktail spoons - metalized cutlery set for desserts 
and on the go

15,99 £
4251285557420 CF5784 96-piece cutlery set consisting of forks and spoons - 

metalized cutlery for desserts and on the go
15,99 £

4251285557451 CF10476 6x Large miracle sponge for home and garden, dirt 
eraser for cleaning stains, cleaning sponge

11,99 £
4251285557475 CF10479 Wooden bottle caddy with bottle opener and metal 

handle - Bottle carrier for 6 bottles à 0,33 l - Wooden be
30,99 £

4251285557482 CF10465 XXL unicorn coffee mug, ceramic mug with unicorn 
motif and saying "BELIEVE IN MAGIC", approx. 800 ml

17,99 £
4251285557499 CF10465 XXL unicorn coffee mug, ceramic cup with unicorn motif 

and saying "UNICORNS ARE REAL", about 800 ml
17,99 £

4251285557505 CF10475 10x plastic fly swatter in great colors, 50 cm 17,99 £
4251285557529 CF9138 2x folding chair - camping chair made of aluminum - 

folding director's chair in great colors for camping, fishin
39,99 £

4251805405712 CF9202 4x lunch box for on the go - lunch box in various sizes - 
storage jars for food, snacks, fruit, vegetables

17,99 £
4251805409918 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 

cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 
26,99 £

4251805409918 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 
cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 

26,99 £
4251805409925 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck pillow 

for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet cover fo
26,99 £

4251805409925 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck pillow 
for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet cover fo

26,99 £
4251805409932 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 

cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 
26,99 £

4251805409932 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 
cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 

26,99 £
4251805409949 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 

cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 
26,99 £

4251805409949 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 
cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 

26,99 £
4251285557598 CF11203 48x Tent Pegs Made of Plastic - Pegs, Ground Anchor 

for Garden Fleece or Sandpit Cover - Ideal for Normal G
15,99 £

4251805434491 CF9299 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 
quick release fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer, 

13,99 £
4251285557697 CF9721 3x Toilet Brush with Exchangeable Brush Head - Noble 

Toilet Brush with Stainless Steel Handle fit all Holders - 
15,99 £

4251285557758 CF10481 4x Fly Swatter made of plastic in various colors, 
extendable, approx. 26 cm to 70 cm

17,99 £
4251285557765 CF10480 2x telescopic fly swatter XL - insect protection, flexibly 

extendable handle - pest control [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251285557772 CF10461 4x Hand brush - Nail brush with handle - Cleaning 
product for home - Hand washing brush - Cleaning brus

13,99 £
4251285557772 CF10461 4x Hand brush - Nail brush with handle - Cleaning 

product for home - Hand washing brush - Cleaning brus
13,99 £

4251285557789 CF10450 2x toothbrush case, transport and storage box for 
manual toothbrushes in transparent and black, 20 cm

11,99 £
4251285557796 CF10460 2 toothbrush cases, transport and storage box for hand 

toothbrushes in pink and blue
13,99 £

4251285557796 CF10460 2 toothbrush cases, transport and storage box for hand 
toothbrushes in pink and blue

13,99 £
4251285557802 CF6447 4x toothbrush case, transport and storage box for 

manual toothbrushes in various colors, 20 cm
11,99 £
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4251285598379 CF9806 21-piece giveaway set with unicorn motifs for children's 
birthdays consisting of balls, snap bracelets and key fob

26,99 £
4251285578050 CF6272 3-piece care set for children - Toothbrush tumbler for 

girls - Toothbrush case and hairbrush with Indian motif
13,99 £

4251285557901 CF6446 3-piece child care kit, toothbrush cup, toothbrush case 
and hairbrush with Indian motif for boys

13,99 £
4251285557918 CF6445 6-piece child care kit, toothbrush cup, toothbrush case 

and hairbrush with Indian motif for girls and boys
17,99 £

4251285557925 CF6159 20x large capacity refill type "G2", metal, black, ISO 
12757-2

15,99 £
4251285557932 CF6272 6-piece child care kit, toothbrush cup, toothbrush case 

and hairbrush with Indian motif for girls
17,99 £

4251285557956 CF3462 8-piece travel set for children with Indian motif for girls 
and boys

17,99 £
4251285557963 CF10454 4-part travel set for children with transport bag, 

toothbrush mug, toothbrush case and comb with Indian
15,99 £

4251285557970 CF10455 4-part travel set for children with transport bag, 
toothbrush mug, toothbrush case and comb with Indian

15,99 £
4251285557994 CF8921 2x wooden treasure chest in brown, wooden box with 

metal closure and flexible dividers, 14.8 x 8.8 x 5.2 cm
26,99 £

4251285558007 CF6904 4x back scraper with telescopic rod with anti-slip handle 
in different colors (selection varies)

15,99 £
4251285558038 CF10372 6x dishwashing brush with scraping edge, brush in 

various colors with hanging loop, 27 cm
17,99 £

4251285558052 CF9084 8x Vermin Bait Traps, Ready-to-Use Bait Tins for 
Reliable Control of Vermin such as Cockroaches, Silverfi

17,99 £
4251285558069 CF10370 4x Washing-up brush - Double-headed brush for 

washing dishes - Hand brush with handle and hanging l
15,99 £

4251285558076 CF10441 4 dishwashing brushes with scraping edge, brush in 
various designs with hanging hooks [selection varies], 2

15,99 £
4251285558083 CF10368 4x Bottle brush with sponge - Long cleaning brush for 

bottles, glasses and jugs - Hand brush for cleaning
15,99 £

4251285577947 CF10367 3x bottle brush for cleaning bottles - long cleaning 
brush for cleaning bottles - 41 x Ø 5 cm

15,99 £
4251285558113 CF9820 key box made of wood with 3 key hooks, 25 x 18 x 3.8 

cm
15,99 £

4251285558120 CF10375 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 
with a load capacity of up to 150 kg - Foldable step stoo

17,99 £
4251285558137 CF10366 2x Shopping baskets with handles - Sturdy plastic 

basket for picnic - Hamper baskets for shopping in black
30,99 £

4251285558144 CF10374 2x broom set consisting of broom with ergonomic 
handle and blade with rubber lip, handset in gray / turq

17,99 £
4251285558151 CF5870 3x sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of hand 

brush and dustpan - hand broom in bright colors - dustp
17,99 £

4251285558168 CF10371 Christmas tree top in the shape of a star - star for the 
Christmas tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christ

15,99 £
4251285558175 CF10366 Shopping basket plastic with handle - Carrying basket 

for transport - Stable plastic basket in black/red - 39,5 x
26,99 £

4251285558182 CF5045 document pocket and key pocket made of felt in 
anthracite, document folder for work, school and office

15,99 £
4251285558229 CF10295 45x airtight bags for sealing, resealable bags for storing 

food for fruit, vegetables, milk, snacks, sandwiches, fish
13,99 £

4251285558236 CF10488 3x Mini folding rule as a key fob - Plastic measuring 
gauge - Scale in different colors [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285598096 CF10237 4x flexible ice pack - cooling compress with 15 cooling 

cells - cooling pack for household, sport and leisure
15,99 £

4251285558274 CF9438 4 bottle opener "Cheers" made of zinc alloy for the wall, 
beer opener with wall mounting, 8 x 6.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285558281 CF10356 2x Wooden hand broom - Hand broom with horsehair 

bristles - Power cleaning tool - Cleaning brush with han
15,99 £

4251285558298 CF10356 Hand Broom Made of Wood - Hand Broom with 
Horsehair Bristles - Hand Brush with Hanging Hole - app

11,99 £
4251285558328 CF9174 200x adhesive base with eyelet for cable ties, mounting 

base for fixing cables, 20 x 20 mm
15,99 £

4251285558335 CF10439 8x coasters made of slate - glass coasters with non-slip 
rubber feet - table coasters decorative - slate top - appr

15,99 £
4251805418996 CF10439 8x coasters made of slate - glass coasters with non-slip 

rubber feet - decorative table coasters - slate plate - Ø 
15,99 £

4251285558380 CF7925 2x LED bubble gun with bubble water, transparent 
bubble machine for children and adults, bubble gun as a

17,99 £
4251285558403 CF10338 Pop-Up tent for pets, tent for cats and small dogs, 

approx. 36 x 36 x 32 cm
13,99 £
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4251285558410 CF10338 2x pop-up tent for pets, tent for cats and small dogs, 
approx. 36 x 36 x 32 cm

17,99 £
4251285558427 CF6607 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
17,99 £

4251285558434 CF6608 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

17,99 £
4251285558441 CF6663 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 
17,99 £

4251285558458 CF6662 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet 

17,99 £
4251285558489 CF6253 3x replacement toilet brush heads for toilet brushes - 

replacement brushes in black for com-four toilet brushe
13,99 £

4251285558489 CF6253 3x replacement toilet brush heads for toilet brushes - 
replacement brushes in black for com-four toilet brushe

13,99 £
4251805405262 CF8604 24x flexible pencils - bending pencils - present part - 

party gift - children's birthdays
15,99 £

4251285558519 CF10505 Metal Magic Bracelet, Flow Ring for Kids and Adults, 
Kinetic Toy

11,99 £
4251285585720 CF6936 set of 2 garden gloves for women, flower motif, made 

of latex, anti-slip coating, one size fits all
11,99 £

4251285558533 CF10289 2x warmer for tea and coffee pots made of stainless 
steel round, Ø 14.3 cm

17,99 £
4251285558540 CF10289 warmer for tea and coffee pots made of stainless steel 

round, Ø 14.3 cm
11,99 £

4251285558564 CF9549 3x Jumping Spiral, rainbow-colored staircase spiral, stair 
runner feather with glitter

13,99 £
4251285558571 CF10302 Coffee to go Cup with cork, resealable drinking cup, 500 

ml
15,99 £

4251285558588 CF10302 2x Coffee to go Cup with cork, resealable drinking cup, 
500 ml

17,99 £
4251285558595 CF9107 Set of 6 Bubble-YoYo-Ball in different colors [selection 

varies], up to 25 cm inflatable, glitter and flashing light
11,99 £

4251285558618 CF10153 2x potato masher made of chromed metal - puree 
masher for the kitchen - masher for potatoes - Potato M

17,99 £
4251285558625 CF10153 potato masher made of chromed metal - puree masher 

for the kitchen - masher for potatoes - Potato Masher - 
13,99 £

4251285558632 CF10238 18x fridge magnet made of stainless steel, magnets in 
different motives [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285558649 CF10242 8x saucer made of cork, round, Ø 18 x 0.5 cm, round 

saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis
15,99 £

4251285558663 CF7357 Waterproof Protective Case - Dust-proof case for tablet 
and e-book reader - Protective case in blue - 8,2"

8,99 £
4251285558670 CF9868 8x toothbrush clock for children - hourglass for brushing 

teeth in different colors - 3 minute timer - egg timer - b
13,99 £

4251285558687 CF9869 10x toothbrush clock for children with pirate motif - 
hourglass for brushing teeth in different colors - 3 minut

15,99 £
4251285558694 CF10144 2x tape measure in black and orange, Tape measure for 

household and workshop, 5 meters
11,99 £

4251285558700 CF10016 2x tape measure in black and orange, Tape measure for 
household and workshop, 3 meters

8,99 £
4251285558717 CF10090 bottle opener for wall mounting with container for beer 

mats // Dimensions of the beer opener: 30.5 x 11 x 7 c
15,99 £

4251285558748 CF10508 20x Anti-mosquito spirals with stand, mosquito spiral 
repels mosquitoes and other insects on balcony, terrace

15,99 £
4251285573628 CF10509 4x moth trap for combating food moths and their larvae 

- moth stop - fighting food moths
8,99 £

4251285558762 CF10510 4x moth trap to combat clothes and textile moths and 
their larvae - moth stop for the wardrobe - combat textil

15,99 £
4251285558779 CF7061 48 large chalk sticks, street chalk in colorful colors 17,99 £
4251285558809 CF10186 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 

flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a
35,99 £

4251285558809 CF10186 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 
flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a

35,99 £
4251285558816 CF7124 61-piece Dia de los Muertos party set for children with 

cardboard tableware with skull faces for Halloween and 
26,99 £

4251285558847 CF10473 4x saucer made of cork, round, Ø 16 x 1 cm, round 
saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis

13,99 £
4251285558854 CF10473 8x saucer made of cork, round, Ø 16 x 1 cm, round 

saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis
17,99 £

4251285558861 CF10477 4x cork placemat with felt base, square base, 40 x 30 
cm

17,99 £
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4251285558885 CF10239 2 milk powder dispenser for portioning milk powder, 
milk powder portioner for 2x 3 portions, approx. 90 ml p

13,99 £
4251285558892 CF10239 2 milk powder dispenser for portioning milk powder, 

milk powder portioner for 2x 3 portions, approx. 90 ml p
13,99 £

4251285558908 CF7717 4x soap bubble wand - soap bubble sword - large soap 
bubbles for birthdays, garden parties and weddings - 37

15,99 £
4251285558922 CF10530 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 

flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a
35,99 £

4251285558922 CF10530 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 
flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a

35,99 £
4251285558939 CF10530 Plastic lawn edging - bed edging for lawns, flower beds 

or as a mowing edge - length individually adjustable - 2
26,99 £

4251285558946 CF6191 48x clothespins with softgrip, staples with strong hold 
for hanging bedding, clothespins for hanging laundry

13,99 £
4251285558953 CF6191 72x clothespins with softgrip, staples with strong hold 

for hanging bedding, clothespins for hanging laundry
13,99 £

4251285558977 CF10380 storage box for tea and tea bags, wooden tea box with 
6 compartments and window, 26.5 x 7.9 x 17.9 cm

17,99 £
4251285559035 CF10382 Jewelery box with mirror and removable compartment, 

jewelry storage in black box, 18 x 8.5 x 12 cm
26,99 £

4251285571310 CF10379 250x universal disposable filling funnel made of paper, 
oil funnel as a filling aid for cars, workshops, household 

26,99 £
4251285559059 CF8536 Nail Art Deco Set with anti-magnetic tweezers and 

decorative glitter stones in 12 different colors
13,99 £

4251285559066 CF10432 2x Storage box for tea bags - white tea box made of 
wood with brown lid - with 2 compartments and window

26,99 £
4251285559073 CF10432 Storage box for tea bags - white tea box made of wood 

with brown lid - with 2 compartments and window mad
15,99 £

4251285559080 CF11563 Storage Box for Teabags - white tea box made of wood 
with brown lid - with 4 compartments and glass viewing

17,99 £
4251285559097 CF11563 Storage Box for Teabags - white tea box made of wood 

with brown lid - with 9 compartments and glass viewing
30,99 £

4251285559103 CF10428 Vintage design storage box for tea and tea bags, 
wooden tea box with 6 compartments and glass window

26,99 £
4251285559110 CF9488 4x tattoo bows with pull off tattoos for kids and teens 

with funny smileys
8,99 £

4251285584952 CF10518 6-piece beach ball set, beach ball rackets made of wood 
and rubber balls in different colors

13,99 £
4251285559196 CF10532 6x cooling batteries in bright colors - small cooling 

elements for cooler and cooler bag [color selection varie
15,99 £

4251285559202 CF10522 2x extra flat cool pack - space-saving and ideal for cool 
box and cool bag - large cooling element - ice pack [sel

26,99 £
4251285559219 CF10524 6x Big Pack ice packs in blue - Cooling elements for cool 

box and cool bag - Cooling batteries for household and l
15,99 £

4251285559226 CF10524 9x Big Pack ice packs in blue - Cooling elements for cool 
box and cool bag - Cooling batteries for household and l

30,99 £
4251285559257 CF10524 3x Big Pack Ice Packs in Blue - Cooling Elements for 

Cool Box and Cool Bag - Cooling Batteries for Household
13,99 £

4251285559264 CF10517 2 wood thermometers for indoor and outdoor wooden 
with degrees Celsius and degrees Fahrenheit scale

13,99 £
4251285559271 CF10521 4x Thermometer - Wood thermometer for indoor use - 

Temperature meter with scale in degrees Celsius and de
13,99 £

4251285559295 CF10514 3x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramic in blue, 
green, orange, each with colorful stripes [color selection

26,99 £
4251285559301 CF10515 3x Wind ashtrays made of ceramic in blue, green, 

orange - Each with colorful stripes [color selection varie
26,99 £

4251285559318 CF10516 Wind ashtrays made of ceramic in blue, green, orange, 
each with colorful stripes [color selection varies]

30,99 £
4251285559325 CF8524 [!!! b-stock !!!] 4-piece porcelain eggcup set in white, 

approx. 6.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285559332 CF10526 3 Grill Cleaning Brushes, 3 in 1 Grill Cleaning Brushes 
for easy and quick cleaning of your grill

17,99 £
4251285559349 CF10513 2 in1 multifunctional cleaning brush for the grill - easy 

and fast cleaning
13,99 £

4251285559356 CF7597 3-piece grill cutlery - grill tongs, grill spatula and grill 
fork made of stainless steel - BBQ grill accessories

13,99 £
4251285559370 CF10511 2 melon cutter + spoon, fruit cutter for almost all types 

of melon, 23 cm
8,99 £

4251285559387 CF10527 Apple cutter made of stainless steel and plastic handle, 
apple corer, core cutter with lever and serrated blade - 

13,99 £
4251285559448 CF9462 4x Voltage Tester in Different Sizes - Electric Phase 

Tester with Screwdriver - Multitool Electric Current Test
13,99 £
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4251285559462 CF9468 8-Piece Set Industrial Tweezers Set, hobbyist general-
purpose tweezers for home and hobby

11,99 £
4251285559479 CF6872 12-piece set Voltage and current tester in various sizes 13,99 £
4251285559509 CF0262 Mobile Phone / Smartphone Charger Holder, foldable 8,99 £
4251285559516 CF0262 3x Mobile Phone / Smartphone Charger Holder, foldable 11,99 £
4251285559530 CF1206 2x mobile phone / smartphone charger holder, foldable 11,99 £
4251285559554 CF1222 3x Mobile Phone / Smartphone Charger Holder, foldable 11,99 £
4251285559561 CF5057 2x mobile phone / smartphone charger holder 11,99 £
4251285559578 CF10535 8-Piece Set Snap Reflector Stripes + Trouser Clip with 

Reflector Pants Clip Neon Yellow - Safe, Compact and Li
15,99 £

4251285559608 CF4145 Sticky Note Set in various sizes and shapes - 1900 
sheets for your notes and thoughts

17,99 £
4251285564459 CF6311 13-part Set of paint rollers with painting tray - Rollers 

for painting and painting on flat surfaces - Paint roller s
17,99 £

4251285559684 CF10498 2x large paint roller, painter roller for large-scale 
painting work around the house or garden

17,99 £
4251285559707 CF10498 1x large paint roller, painter roller for large-scale 

painting work around the house or garden
15,99 £

4251285559714 CF10492 4-part set of paintbrushes in several sizes with 
accessories for work around the house and garden - 3 b

13,99 £
4251285559721 CF10490 1x large paint roller, large painter roller for large-scale 

painting work around the house and garden, for inside a
17,99 £

4251285559738 CF8054 43-piece set of clothes pegs and clothes peg basket in 
different colors - basket with clips and handles for hangi

15,99 £
4251285582248 CF7754 200 clothespins in a savings pack in various trend colors 26,99 £
4251285559967 CF5420 8x cork coasters for drinks - round drink coasters - glass 

coasters made of cork
11,99 £

4251285559967 CF5420 8x cork coasters for drinks - round drink coasters - glass 
coasters made of cork

11,99 £
4251285559974 CF5421 8x Cork coasters for drinks - square drink coasters - 

cork glass coasters
13,99 £

4251805428193 CF5421 8x Cork coasters for drinks - square drink coasters - 
cork glass coasters

13,99 £
4251285559981 CF1503 20-Piece Mini Nail Set Manicure Pedicure for on the go 13,99 £
4251285559998 CF9562 50x toilet pad disposable paper - disposable toilet pad 

for on the go - toilet seat protection - toilet hygiene - 44
13,99 £

4251285560031 CF9342 3x water pistols made of plastic in different colors - 
party fun with cooling

13,99 £
4251285560062 CF10364 3x shoehorn made of stainless steel - shoehorn in 

different sizes - putting on shoes for at home and on th
26,99 £

4251285560086 CF10221 4x Shoe Horn made of Stainless Steel - Long Handled 
Boot Horn - Metal Shoe Horn for Men and Women - Dre

35,99 £
4251285560093 CF10020 4000x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks 6.5 cm - wooden 

cocktail sticks - wooden sticks for DIY projects, handicra
15,99 £

4251285560109 CF10536 4x automatic irrigation for indoor plants - water 
dispenser for plants - watering ball for flower irrigation -

17,99 £
4251285560116 CF10091 1x 5m roll of covering fleece, reusable painting fleece 

with anti-slip coating as surface protection, 180g / m²
26,99 £

4251285577183 CF7178 6x mini hand washing brushes in duck design - nail 
brush for hand and nail cleaning [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285560147 CF9812 1x Decoration stone with angel, weeping angel in stone 

optics, memorial stone with memorial saying as weather
15,99 £

4251285560185 CF9489 100-piece Glass marbel set - Glass marbles to play and 
collect - Classic games for at home and on the go

13,99 £
4251285560192 CF9489 255-piece Glass murmur set - Glass marbles to play and 

collect - Classic games for indoors and outdoors
17,99 £

4251285572249 CF9612 6x teaspoons made of stainless steel - stylish flatware in 
a simple design - coffee spoon - dessert spoon - tea ser

11,99 £
4251285560222 CF3771 2x pineapple cutter 3 in 1 - pineapple peeler made of 

stainless steel, dishwasher-safe - pineapple corer - pine
26,99 £

4251285560222 CF3771 2x pineapple cutter 3 in 1 - pineapple peeler made of 
stainless steel, dishwasher-safe - pineapple corer - pine

26,99 £
4251285560246 CF9611 12x latte macchiato spoons made of stainless steel - bar 

spoons - long drink spoons - long coffee spoons - ice cr
17,99 £
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4251285560253 CF7499 8x glass with drinking straw & lid in different colors, 
mason jar look, approx. 480 ml

26,99 £
4251285560260 CF7499 4x glass with reusable drinking straw &amp; lid in bright 

colors, mason jar look, approx. 480 ml
17,99 £

4251285560277 CF6471 25x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

17,99 £
4251285560284 CF6471 50x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
26,99 £

4251285560291 CF10472 4x Cork Case for storing pens and cosmetics, zippered 
pencil case, 17.5 x 12.5 x 1 cm

15,99 £
4251285560307 CF10474 6x Cutter knife with automatic blade retraction, carpet 

knife in black and red
15,99 £

4251285578586 CF10158 4x Spring Ball with LED color change - Plastic ball light - 
Ball with crystal optics in different colors [selection varie

15,99 £
4251285560420 CF10161 6x Flashing caterpillar made of soft rubber, luminous 

pinch caterpillar in various colors, 32 cm
30,99 £

4251285560475 CF10544 3x swimming rings - small swimming ring for bathing 
fun - children's swimming rings with colorful animal mot

15,99 £
4251285577220 CF1517 3x gel eye mask - sleep mask for cold and heat therapy 

- cooling mask for men and women
11,99 £

4251285560499 CF10546 3x swimming rings - swimming ring for bathing fun - 
children's swimming rings in bright colors [selection vari

15,99 £
4251285560529 CF3590 12x LED finger ring made of rubber with flashing color 

changing light - in great bright colors [selection varies]
11,99 £

4251285560550 CF4072 3 Premium grill roaster, grill turner chromed XXL, 24 x 
24 cm, multifunction grill roasting pan, suitable for dish

30,99 £
4251285591417 CF8719 2x Sink insert - Round sink mat - Insert for sink protects 

the surface of the sink and the dishes
17,99 £

4251285560611 CF9400 2x porcelain coffee mug, 450 ml, coffee cup, coffee pot, 
white

15,99 £
4251285549395 CF1372 4x facial cleaning sponge - sponge for deep cleansing of 

the skin - beauty facial sponge for noticeably softer skin
11,99 £

4251285560635 CF2457 05-piece wellness set with massage sponges, wellness 
gloves and massage back strap

15,99 £
4251285560642 CF5786 03-part wellness set with massage gloves and massage 

back strap
13,99 £

4251285560666 CF5573 9x pillar candles made of pure paraffin in burgundy, 11 
x 6 cm

30,99 £
4251285560703 CF10270 4x storage container - ceramic jar - stackable mug - 

bowl for storage - 500 ml
30,99 £

4251285560727 CF8555 2x warmer for tea and coffee pots made of chrome 
wire, round, Ø approx. 17 cm

15,99 £
4251285560741 CF9490 10x A4 college block / seminar block / Kollegblock á 50 

sheets lined Lineatur 27 white with edge / 4-fold perfor
26,99 £

4251285560758 CF10531 4x placemat for children - round place mats - place 
mats with different unicorn motifs

15,99 £
4251285560789 CF10267 4x shower head with animal motif for children, bathing 

duck with motif of frog and duck, bath sponge
15,99 £

4251285560819 CF8020 Set of 4 hole reinforcement rings 500 pieces each 13,99 £
4251285560826 CF5706 telescopic drawer for 60 cm kitchen cupboard - retrofit 

drawers - pull-out built-in drawer for the kitchen - pull-o
48,99 £

4251285560857 CF10564 4x plastic cutting board with drain groove - robust 
dulcimer for the kitchen - 29 x 18.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285577251 CF10553 12x Plastic Fly Swatter - Insect Repellent in bright colors 

- light and flexible mosquito repellent
13,99 £

4251285560888 CF10558 72x Reusable ice cubes in various designs, party ice 
cubes in bright colors

17,99 £
4251285560901 CF10562 60x reusable ice cubes in great colors, party ice cubes 

for cooling drinks
15,99 £

4251285560932 CF10551 4 bottle cooler for different beverage bottles [selection 
varies]

17,99 £
4251285560949 CF10501 13-part adult coloring book for relaxation and 

meditation with 116 designs, Doodle notebook and cray
26,99 £

4251285560970 CF5553 ice mold for popsicles - water ice molds for ten servings 
- ice molds for popsicles - popsicle makers

15,99 £
4251285560987 CF10580 6x shower cap waterproof to protect the hairstyle, 

flexible shower caps with elastic rubber band with differ
13,99 £

4251285560994 CF10554 4x stainless steel tea strainer - tea infuser for loose tea, 
spices, herbs - tea filters in bright - to hang on the rim o

13,99 £
4251285561007 CF10605 porcelain étagère with 2 levels, height 23 cm, for eg 

biscuits, fruit or chocolates
26,99 £
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4251285561014 CF10552 6x soap bubble wand - bubble wand - large bubbles for 
birthdays, garden parties and weddings - 34 cm

17,99 £
4251285561021 CF10561 6x insect trap made of plastic - wasp trap outside and 

inside - protection against wasps, flies and hornets - ins
15,99 £

4251285561038 CF10585 lunch box "Flamingo" on the go - Lunchbox with 
dividers - Breakfast box 19.5 x 17.5 x 6.5 cm

13,99 £
4251285561045 CF10585 Kids lunch box in comic design on the go - Lunch box 

with dividers - Breakfast box for school - Lunch box with
13,99 £

4251285561052 CF10584 stainless steel grill brush, BBQ spiral cleaner with 2 
spirals, 38 cm

13,99 £
4251285561069 CF10581 16 BBQ skewers and grilled skewers, stainless steel 

double skewers, vegetable skewers 33 cm
17,99 £

4251285561083 CF10583 4x BBQ skewers made of stainless steel - 40.5 cm Long 
skewer with sliding mechanism

17,99 £
4251285561090 CF10603 2x Laundry bag for travel - Laundry bag for dirty 

laundry - Laundry collector with drawstring - Laundry & 
15,99 £

4251285580435 CF10603 2x laundry bag for travel - laundry bag for dirty laundry 
- laundry collector with drawstring - 69 x 50 cm

15,99 £
4251285561120 CF10493 6 m self-adhesive magnetic tape with dispenser, 6 m 

magnetic strips for household, work or school, magnetic
13,99 £

4251285561120 CF10493 6 m self-adhesive magnetic tape with dispenser, 6 m 
magnetic strips for household, work or school, magnetic

13,99 £
4251285590694 CF5564 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer in mobile 

phone design - Warming pad for cold days and on the g
15,99 £

4251285590977 CF10615 4x pocket warmer reusable - hand warmer with star 
motif - warming pad for cold days and on the go - warm

15,99 £
4251285561151 CF10549 coffee maker with stainless steel holder and filter, 

coffee press made of stainless steel and glass, 1 liter
26,99 £

4251285561168 CF7853 2x Hanging Dryer with 13 Clips - Mini Hanging Clothes 
Dryer - Laundry Dryer for Socks and Small Items [select

15,99 £
4251285584136 CF10575 2x beach ball, beach ball with motifs by Anna, Elsa and 

Olaf from the Disney movie "The Ice Queen", Ø 50 cm
15,99 £

4251285561199 CF10574 2x Swim tires from the Disney movie "Frozen" - Swim 
ring with motifs by Anna, Elsa, Olaf and Kristoff

15,99 £
4251285561205 CF10573 2x Swim tires for swimming fun - Swim ring with motifs 

of the Disney characters Winnie the Pooh, Tigger and I-
13,99 £

4251285561212 CF10042 Beverage dispenser made of glass in mason jar Design 
with tap and clip closure, 8 liters

39,99 £
4251285561229 CF10567 2x water and juice dispenser with screw cap and stand - 

Double drinks dispenser made of glass in mason jar desi
39,99 £

4251285561236 CF10614 4x Noble table place mat in wood look "King of the Grill" 
- Premium place mat - Washable table coasters, placem

13,99 £
4251285561267 CF10616 2x Unicorn Headband - Unicorn and small eared hair 

accessories - Halloween headband in rainbow colors
11,99 £

4251285561274 CF10604 8-part hair dye set with different brushes and dyeing 
dish in black, dye set for mixing hair dye

15,99 £
4251805409956 CF10464 2x Neck pillow - High quality neck squirrels for travelling 

- Comfortable travel cushion for train, plane, car, bus, s
35,99 £

4251805409956 CF10464 2x Neck pillow - High quality neck squirrels for travelling 
- Comfortable travel cushion for train, plane, car, bus, s

35,99 £
4251805439496 CF10601 4x inflatable cup holder for the pool - Can holder 

"Flamingo" floating - Pool toys - Beverage cooler - Ø 18 
15,99 £

4251805462319 CF10625 6x inflatable drink holders for the pool - floating can 
holder - pool toys - drink cooler

13,99 £
4251285561359 CF10624 8x round coasters - table coasters in practical storage 

boxes - glass coasters Ø 10 cm
13,99 £

4251285561366 CF10624 12x felt glass coasters - round table coasters - coasters 
for pots, glasses, vases

15,99 £
4251285561373 CF10624 12x coasters made of felt - round felt coasters in a 

practical storage box made of felt - coasters for pots, gl
13,99 £

4251285561380 CF10578 1 kg of Glass marbles - Large and small glass marbles 
to play and collect - Children's play indoors and outdoor

15,99 £
4251285561397 CF9602 2x fruit picker for telescopic handle, harvest aid with 

large linen bag and approx. Ø 16 cm griffin wreath, idea
17,99 £

4251285561403 CF10576 100x Drinking Cup, American Style Disposable Shot 
Glasses, 60 ml

15,99 £
4251285561410 CF10577 80x Drinking Cup, American Style Beer Pong Party Mug, 

460 ml
26,99 £

4251285569959 CF10391 6x diving sticks in several colors, diving set for learning 
to dive for children

13,99 £
4251285561434 CF9674 2x multitool - carabiner made of stainless steel with 

hexagon key and bottle opener - key ring - pocket tool
13,99 £
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4251285561441 CF10392 6x Diving Toy Fish - Children's bath toy in various colors 
- Diving fish for bath & pool

15,99 £
4251285561458 CF10393 6x diving toy as a shark in different colors, diving set for 

diving learning for children
15,99 £

4251285561465 CF10394 12x diving toy as a jellyfish in different colors, diving set 
for diving learning for children

17,99 £
4251285561489 CF10269 8-piece cookie stamp set with cutter, cookie stamp 

"Baked with Love" for designing cookies
13,99 £

4251285561502 CF6114 144-piece SCOUBIDOU braided ribbon set - great neon 
colors for bracelets, ankles and chains - friendship brace

15,99 £
4251285561526 CF10606 knife magnetic strip for wall mounting - magnetic knife 

strip - knife holder for the kitchen
30,99 £

4251285561557 CF4005 12 sheets of beautiful temporary metallic silver flash 
tattoos - the hot trend of summer!

13,99 £
4251285591745 CF10506 6x chair catcher set 2.0 for chair samples at home - 

with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, tes
15,99 £

4251285561588 CF10607 40x clothespins with softgrip, staples with strong hold 
for hanging bedding, clothespins for hanging laundry

13,99 £
4251285561595 CF10569 6x laundry net for washing sensitive materials, laundry 

bags in various sizes
13,99 £

4251285561601 CF14042 6x Ragout fin bowl - Oven-proof molds in orange - 
creme brulee bowl - Dessert bowl with 185 ml each

26,99 £
4251285561618 CF10579 6x Ragout fin bowl for desserts - Oven-proof molds in 

red - Ramekins & soufflé dishes - Pate dish - Dessert bo
26,99 £

4251285561625 CF10179 4x Ragout fin bowl - Oven-proof XXL molds in orange 
and red - Creme brulee bowl - Dessert bowl with 260 ml

30,99 £
4251285561632 CF10179 8x Ragout fin bowl - Oven-proof XXL molds in orange 

and red - Creme brulee bowl - Dessert bowl with 260 ml
35,99 £

4251285561649 CF8045 ceramic piggy bank with chalk for labeling, money box 
in black

15,99 £
4251285561656 CF9317 2-piece pizza set, pizza cutter and pizza shovel made of 

stainless steel with non-stick coating in red and non-slip
11,99 £

4251285561663 CF8664 2x color change LED light for mouth and teeth, shining 
mouthguard for real partygoers, Halloween and Carnival

13,99 £
4251285561670 CF10588 wooden handles, wooden sticks for DIY and DIY, 11.4 x 

1 cm
13,99 £

4251285561687 CF10588 wooden handles in various colors, wooden sticks for DIY 
and DIY, 11.4 x 1 cm

13,99 £
4251285561694 CF10588 wooden handles in various colors, wooden sticks for DIY 

and DIY, 11.4 x 1 cm
13,99 £

4251285571686 CF9636 pizza scissors with stainless steel blades and integrated 
pizza scoop

15,99 £
4251285561717 CF10631 4x Ceramic pots with lid made of ceramic - Cooking 

dishes for oven ceramic - Cooking pot with lid for the ov
30,99 £

4251285561717 CF10631 4x Ceramic pots with lid made of ceramic - Cooking 
dishes for oven ceramic - Cooking pot with lid for the ov

30,99 £
4251285561724 CF9636 pizza scissors, pizza cutter with stainless steel blades 

and integrated pizza scoop
15,99 £

4251285561731 CF9636 pizza scissors, pizza cutter with stainless steel blades 
and integrated pizza scoop

15,99 £
4251285561748 CF9636 pizza scissors, pizza cutter with stainless steel blades 

and integrated pizza scoop
15,99 £

4251285561762 CF10612 200x Fingerfood skewers made of bamboo wood - 
wooden skewers with knots for a sophisticated look - id

15,99 £
4251285561779 CF10611 300x finger food skewers made of bamboo wood - 

wooden skewers with knots for an elegant look - ideal f
26,99 £

4251285585768 CF10602 puppy treats donor - clicking toy gun for play and 
training - Klicker feed dispenser for on the way - also su

15,99 £
4251285561809 CF10630 8-piece measuring spoon set made of plastic - dosing 

scoops with units for cooking and baking - kitchen gadg
13,99 £

4251285561816 CF9752 2x 5in1 Portable folding reflector Ø 110 cm, round light 
reflector in white, black, transparent, gold, silver for per

35,99 £
4251285561830 CF2334 5x Smart Key Button - programmable button for 

smartphones and tablets - quick functions for Android S
8,99 £

4251285561861 CF3328 7-piece measuring cup and measuring spoon set - 
kitchen aids for cooking and baking - dosing scoops in d

15,99 £
4251285561878 CF10352 4x Ragout Fin bowls in stoneware - baking dish, pie 

dishes, creme brulee bowls in gray and beige, 155 ml e
26,99 £

4251285561885 CF10352 8x Ragout Fin bowls, casserole dish, pie dishes, creme 
brulee bowls in gray and beige, 155 ml each dish

35,99 £
4251285561892 CF10355 4x Ragout Fin bowls - Casserole dish - pie dishes - 

Creme Brulee bowls in gray and beige - 230 ml each dis
26,99 £
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4251285561908 CF10350 4x mini casserole with lid - pie pans ceramic - creme 
brulee bowls in gray and beige - 155 ml each

30,99 £
4251285561915 CF6232 2x Garbage camping bin with lid in blue and red - 

Waste bin can be mounted in 3 different heights - Colla
30,99 £

4251285561922 CF10350 2x mini casserole with lid, patty pies made of ceramic, 
creme brulee bowls in gray and beige, 155 ml each

17,99 £
4251285561946 CF5025 6x Plastic Battery Case - Storage box for batteries and 

rechargeable batteries - Battery box for AA and AAA
13,99 £

4251285561960 CF5530 6x Venetian mask, eye mask in different designs, face 
mask made of high quality lace as a masquerade

11,99 £
4251285561977 CF8471 2-piece grill roasting set made of chromed metal for 

turning food to be grilled
15,99 £

4251285561984 CF10487 6x LED bottle light - cork light chain for wine bottles - 
mini LED lights with battery - mood light in warm white

13,99 £
4251285561984 CF10487 6x LED bottle light - cork light chain for wine bottles - 

mini LED lights with battery - mood light in warm white
13,99 £

4251285561991 CF10487 9x LED Bottle Light - Cork light chain for wine bottles - 
Mini LED lights with battery - Mood light in warm white

13,99 £
4251285562011 CF10434 6-piece set Storage box with hinged lid, metal box in 

various retro designs [design selection varies], 9.5 x 5.5
17,99 £

4251285562035 CF10489 Unicorn ceramic money box - Unicorn piggy bank design 
- Spark plug with rubber closure

26,99 £
4251285562042 CF10293 16x Tent pegs made of steel - Robust pegs with plastic 

holder - Camping ground pegs for camping and outdoor
26,99 £

4251285562066 CF9920 12x Stainless Steel Ice Cubes, Premium Whiskey 
Stones, Reusable Ice Cube Tray, Cooling Stones for Whi

30,99 £
4251285562073 CF9920 18x stainless steel ice cubes, high-quality whiskey 

stones, reusable ice cube mold, cooling stones for whisk
35,99 £

4251285562080 CF9104 40x replacement lid for jam jars "fruit" - screw lid for 
lintel jars and mason jars - TO 66 mm [selection varies]

17,99 £
4251285562103 CF8180 2x professional gastronomy serving tray made of 

stainless steel, Ø 40 cm
30,99 £

4251285562110 CF10641 4x shower sponge - bath sponge in great colors - 
washing sponge for the shower - massage sponge - sho

15,99 £
4251285562127 CF10648 facial tissue box made of bamboo - premium 

handkerchief dispenser - paper towel dispenser with re
17,99 £

4251285562134 CF10638 2x Magic Metal Bracelet, Flow Ring for Kids and Adults, 
Kinetic Toy

17,99 £
4251285562165 CF10013 2x glass and bottle opener- suitable for various lid sizes 

- opening without much effort - in bright colors (selectio
13,99 £

4251285562172 CF10645 4x bottle opener, bottle opener in various colorful 
designs

15,99 £
4251285562189 CF10506 3x Chair Catcher Set 2.0 for stool samples at home - 

with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, sa
13,99 £

4251285591752 CF10506 3x Chair Catcher Set 2.0 for stool samples at home - 
with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, sa

13,99 £
4251285562196 CF7187 gutter protection set 16 meters for house, carport, 

stable with 16 clips, can be cut to size, weatherproof gu
17,99 £

4251285562196 CF7187 gutter protection set 16 meters for house, carport, 
stable with 16 clips, can be cut to size, weatherproof gu

17,99 £
4251285562202 CF10642 4x Pot coaster made of bamboo, saucer for pots and 

pans, 18 x 17.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285562219 CF5557 2700 ml soap bubble liquid with sticks, 2.7 liters for 
refilling for bubble guns

17,99 £
4251285562226 CF10642 8x Bamboo pots, saucer for pots and pans, 18 x 17.5 

cm
15,99 £

4251285562233 CF10635 storage box for tea, tea bags and spices, wooden tea 
box with 6 compartments and viewing window

26,99 £
4251285562240 CF10644 2x tea tongs, tea egg made of matt stainless steel, tea 

strainer for tea lovers, Ø 5 cm
17,99 £

4251285562264 CF10639 Tea box with 9 compartments - Wooden tea bag 
storage box - Tea bag box with viewing window - Tea c

30,99 £
4251285562332 CF10636 2x Roast thermometer made of stainless steel - Analog 

meat thermometer - Grill thermometer - Meat needle, 7 
11,99 £

4251285562349 CF10032 2x table holder for wine and champagne coolers, bottle 
bucket holder made of metal, space-saving assembly-fr

26,99 £
4251285562356 CF10643 4x easel for collecting plates, bowls, books and pictures, 

transparent plastic plate stand, 14.5 x 16.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285562363 CF10643 8x easel for collection plates, bowls, books and pictures, 
transparent plastic plate stand, 14.5 x 16.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285562394 CF10649 4x noble porcelain plates - dessert plates in white - 

serving plates in french fries bowl design - 20.5 x 13.5 c
17,99 £
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4251285562400 CF3464 4x Venetian mask eye mask carnival with feathers 13,99 £
4251285562417 CF10649 8x noble porcelain plates - dessert plates in white - 

serving plates in french fries bowl design - 20.5 x 13.5 c
35,99 £

4251285562424 CF10649 12x noble porcelain plates - dessert plates in white - 
serving plates in french fries bowl design - 20.5 x 13.5 c

43,99 £
4251285562431 CF10653 2x unicorn coffee cups in different colors - enchanting 

cocoa cup with magical unicorn motifs - 330 ml
17,99 £

4251285562448 CF10654 4x coffee mug in a stylish stripe design, ceramic coffee 
mug in black and white, 280 ml (04 pieces - striped)

26,99 £
4251285562455 CF3464 6x Venetian mask eye mask in white with feathers for 

carnival or carnival
15,99 £

4251285562462 CF9183 4x Coffee Mug "Unicorn" - Magical Unicorn Coffee Cup - 
Tea Cup with Magic Motives - 325 ml each

26,99 £
4251285562479 CF10653 4x unicorn coffee mug in different colors - enchanting 

cocoa mug with magical unicorn motifs - 330 ml
30,99 £

4251285562509 CF7886 door hanger bar owl - hanging wardrobe for doors and 
cupboards with 5 hooks - door hook bar for hanging - m

17,99 £
4251285562516 CF10637 24x storage box, small boxes for storing craft materials, 

mini storage boxes with lids, Ø 3.5 x 3.8 cm
15,99 £

4251285580251 CF10647 2x salad cups to go with fork and dressing container, 
salad container for on the go, fruit cup

17,99 £
4251285562554 CF10598 4x sturdy reusable drinking cups in bright colors, 

practical reusable cups, stackable, 400 ml
17,99 £

4251285562561 CF10593 8x melamine coffee cups - plastic cups made of 
melamine - break-proof coffee cup for camping and picn

26,99 £
4251805438864 CF10593 16x melamine coffee cups - plastic cups made of 

melamine - break-proof coffee cup for camping and picn
35,99 £

4251285562608 CF10594 8x melamine bowls with different motives, cereal bowl, 
Ø 14.5 x 7 cm

26,99 £
4251285562615 CF10594 16x melamine bowls with different motives, cereal bowl, 

Ø 14.5 x 7 cm
35,99 £

4251285562646 CF10597 2x permanent coffee filter holders, coffee filter 
attachment in stylish colors [selection varies], hand filte

15,99 £
4251285562653 CF9384 4x tea infuser made of stainless steel and silicone - tea 

strainer with lid and saucer - tea filter for tea lovers - di
13,99 £

4251285562660 CF9406 2x closed ashtray made of metal - retro rotating ashtray 
for indoor and outdoor use - Ø 9,5 cm [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285562677 CF1608 160-piece Felt glider set - Self-adhesive felt felt glides - 

Square chair glides in various sizes
13,99 £

4251285562684 CF3506 160-piece felt glider set - Self-adhesive felt felt glides - 
Round chair glides in various sizes

15,99 £
4251285562691 CF1610 160-piece Felt glider set - Self-adhesive felt felt glides - 

Round chair glides in various sizes
15,99 £

4251285562707 CF10348 3-Piece Canning Set, Glass Jar Lifter Tongs, Funnel for 
Filling and Glass Opener for Easy Opening of Fixed Lids

15,99 £
4251285562707 CF10348 3-Piece Canning Set, Glass Jar Lifter Tongs, Funnel for 

Filling and Glass Opener for Easy Opening of Fixed Lids
15,99 £

4251285562721 CF10596 16x melamine plate in various blue / white patterns, 
dinner plate, Ø 24.5 cm

35,99 £
4251285562738 CF10587 480x craft eyes with flexible pupils, round eyes with 

eyes in different sizes, loose eyes for crafting and decor
13,99 £

4251285562745 CF6286 12x cork coasters for drinks - reusable coasters as table 
decoration - decorative plates for many occasions - Ø 3

15,99 £
4251285562752 CF10629 3x sealing clips for bags - sealing clips for food bags - 

sealing clips made of plastic - bag clips for sealing and k
13,99 £

4251285562776 CF1608 320-piece Felt glider set - Self-adhesive felt felt glides - 
Square chair glides in various sizes

26,99 £
4251285562783 CF3506 320-piece Felt glider set - Self-adhesive felt felt glides - 

Round chair glides in various sizes
26,99 £

4251285562806 CF10566 3x Plastic Bast Roll
 - Deco bast for hobbyists

13,99 £
4251285562813 CF10571 12x plate made of palm leaves, biodegradable palm leaf 

tableware, disposable tableware, Ø 25.5 cm
26,99 £

4251285562820 CF10571 6x plate made of palm leaves, biodegradable palm leaf 
tableware, disposable tableware, Ø 25.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285562844 CF10590 32x wooden snack bowls, serving bowls for snacks, 

dips, starters and desserts, amuse gueule set, 17 x 9 c
15,99 £

4251285562851 CF10590 64x wooden snack bowls, serving bowls for snacks, 
dips, starters and desserts, amuse gueule set, 17 x 9 c

26,99 £
4251805403831 CF10417 6x Bottle brush for cleaning - Cleaning brushes with 

sponge - Small hand brush for cleaning baby bottles an
17,99 £
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4251285562882 CF10655 4x large plastic shoehorn - shoehorn with long handle - 
donning aid for shoes in different colors [color varies] - 

15,99 £
4251285584303 CF9259 4x telescopic fly swatter - mosquito repellent, 

extendable handle - pest control selection varies]
11,99 £

4251285562912 CF10439 12x coasters made of slate - glass coasters with non-
slip rubber feet - table coasters decorative - slate top - 

26,99 £
4251285562929 CF10439 12x coasters made of slate - glass coasters with non-

slip rubber feet - table coasters decorative - slate top - 
26,99 £

4251285562974 CF10533 4x tea infuser made of stainless steel and silicone - tea 
strainer with lid and saucer - fine tea filter for tea lovers

15,99 £
4251285562981 CF3853 2x Garnier with julienne blade - garnish like a pro: 

simple and fast beautiful vegetable spirals
26,99 £

4251285562998 CF8153 12x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, Vitra 
rods - adhesive hooks for windows, window hooks - tran

11,99 £
4251285563001 CF10171 8x mason jars with swing top, wire swing jar with 

rubber ring in great colors, 60 ml
26,99 £

4251285563018 CF10168 8x mason jars with swing top, wire swing jar with 
rubber ring in great colors, 100 ml

26,99 £
4251285563025 CF6664 6x Bottle brush in different sizes for cleaning bottles and 

glasses - cleaning brushes in many colours [selection va
15,99 £

4251285563032 CF10589 6x Gift boxes - Stackable cardboard boxes for designing 
and storing craft materials - Portfolio box in different siz

17,99 £
4251285563049 CF9681 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 

with a load capacity of up to 150 kg - Foldable step stoo
30,99 £

4251285598690 CF9264 4x unicorn gym bag - Unicorn sports bag with magical 
unicorn motifs [selection varies!] - 42 x 32.5 cm

26,99 £
4251285563063 CF10659 2x cookbook holder, metal bookend in a timeless design 

- cookbook stand for cookbooks, recipes, tablets and re
15,99 £

4251285563070 CF10351 6x flower and perennial holder - round bush support - 
bush support for flowers, tendrils and perennials

26,99 £
4251285563070 CF10351 6x flower and perennial holder - round bush support - 

bush support for flowers, tendrils and perennials
26,99 £

4251285563087 CF10351 6x flower and perennial holder - round bush support - 
bush support for flowers, tendrils and perennials

17,99 £
4251285563087 CF10351 6x flower and perennial holder - round bush support - 

bush support for flowers, tendrils and perennials
17,99 £

4251285563094 CF10351 6x flower and perennial holder - round bush support in 
two sizes - bush support for flowers, tendrils and peren

26,99 £
4251285563094 CF10351 6x flower and perennial holder - round bush support in 

two sizes - bush support for flowers, tendrils and peren
26,99 £

4251285563100 CF10255 2x rain cover for backpacks and school satchels, 
waterproof rain cover in neon yellow, rain cover with ela

13,99 £
4251285563124 CF9082 16x Fly-Bait in flower design, feeding bait for 

attachment to the window, window fly trap as a sticker 
26,99 £

4251285563131 CF7696 80 meter clothesline with steel wire insert, clothesline in 
different colors [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285563155 CF6664 4x Bottle brush in different sizes for cleaning bottles and 

glasses - cleaning brushes in many colours [selection va
15,99 £

4251285563179 CF6324 4x fly screens with hook-and-loop fastener tape - insect 
protection for windows - mosquito protection that can b

13,99 £
4251285563186 CF6321 4x fly screens with hook-and-loop fastener tape - insect 

protection for windows - cut mosquito protection - mosq
17,99 £

4251285563193 CF7216 8x cohesive adhesive bandage - athlete tape self-
adhesive - elastic fixing bandage for sport and leisure - 

17,99 £
4251285563223 CF5081 10x laundry net for washing sensitive materials, laundry 

bag with zipper, laundry bag, 50 x 40 cm
15,99 £

4251285563223 CF5081 10x laundry net for washing sensitive materials, laundry 
bag with zipper, laundry bag, 50 x 40 cm

15,99 £
4251285563230 CF7104 4x brass padlock with long handle, 3-key high-bolt lock, 

50 mm
15,99 £

4251285563308 CF8144 2 tablet boxes with 10 compartments with labeling, 
weekly dispenser

13,99 £
4251285563377 CF10622 doormat - dust control mat - doormat for indoor and 

covered outdoor areas - welcome mat black
15,99 £

4251285563407 CF10622 doormat - dust control mat - doormat for indoor and 
covered outdoor areas - welcome mat blue

15,99 £
4251285563421 CF10622 doormat - dust control mat - doormat for indoor and 

covered outdoor areas - transparent welcome mat
15,99 £

4251285563469 CF8120 6-piece bath travel set consisting of toothbrush box, 
toothbrush cup and soapbox

13,99 £
4251285563513 CF7716 6x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 

window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh
30,99 £
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4251285563544 CF9349 12 m hook-and-loop fastener for sewing, hook-and-loop 
fastener closure in black and white

13,99 £
4251285563568 CF8228 4x telescopic fly swatter - mosquito repellent with 

flexibly extendable handle - pest control [selection varie
13,99 £

4251285563605 CF10684 2x drying rack for laundry, hanging clothes rack, 
adjustable balcony tumble dryer, hanging dryer

30,99 £
4251285563612 CF10684 drying rack for laundry, hanging clothes rack, adjustable 

balcony tumble dryer, hanging dryer
17,99 £

4251285563629 CF5422 32x cork coasters for drinks - round and square drink 
coasters - glass coasters made of cork

17,99 £
4251285563636 CF10626 2x Banana box with fork - Storage box for bananas in 

yellow - Plastic transport box for fruit
15,99 £

4251285563643 CF9806 30-piece giveaway set with unicorn motifs for children's 
birthday parties consisting of stickers, key rings and sli

15,99 £
4251285563650 CF9806 15-piece Giveaway set with unicorn motifs for children's 

birthdays consisting of a snap bracelet, key ring, slime a
15,99 £

4251285563667 CF9806 300-piece Giveaway set with unicorn motives for 
children's birthdays consisting of glitter stickers, stamps 

15,99 £
4251285563674 CF9061 2x universal pot lids - replacement lids for pots and 

pans - glass lids with silicone covering rim - Ø 16, 18, 2
35,99 £

4251285563681 CF10660 Universal Glass Lid - Glass Cover with Silicone Rim for 
Pots and Pans with Ø 16, 18, 20 cm

17,99 £
4251285563711 CF10657 40x Kids plasters with unicorn motifs - Plaster strips 

waterproof in various colors for protection from dirt - Cli
8,99 £

4251285563728 CF8397 2x Plant protection bag made of garden fleece for 
protection against weather and animals, approx. 1.20 x 

26,99 £
4251285563742 CF3478 2x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm white stove bulb 

26W, E14, 230V, 165 lumen
13,99 £

4251285563759 CF9150 Wooden Toothbrush Holder "Tiger" with hourglass, 8 x 
8 cm

15,99 £
4251285580220 CF9982 12x Bouncing dough in box for children and adults in 

bright colors [selection varies], each box 5 x 2.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285563797 CF10685 letter board, grooved board with 145 plug-in letters and 
numbers for hanging [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285576407 CF10690 2x 3D wooden picture frame in rustic design for photos 

of size 10 x 15 cm - deep photo frame with glass, 16.3 
15,99 £

4251285563810 CF10683 pizza peel made of stainless steel - pizza and cake 
server with foldable handle - pizza pusher for pizza, tart

15,99 £
4251285563827 CF3446 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm-white stove bulb 

40W, E14, 230-240V
26,99 £

4251285563834 CF7124 101-piece Dia de los Muertos party set for children with 
cardboard tableware with skull faces for Halloween and 

35,99 £
4251285563841 CF10686 letter board, grooved board with 145 plug letters and 

numbers, pegboard in black / white for hanging [selecti
17,99 £

4251285563865 CF10689 LED lamp for bathroom, pool and spa, floating pond 
lighting for a multicolored underwater light show, water

15,99 £
4251285563889 CF6942 18-piece dive game set of fish, diving sticks, jellyfish 

and sharks in different colors, diving set for diving learni
26,99 £

4251285563896 CF10691 parasol holder made of galvanized steel - balcony 
holder for parasols - umbrella stand for balcony

15,99 £
4251285563919 CF11490 24x Tent pegs made of steel - Extra thick pegs for 

camping and outdoors - Ideal for normal and hard grou
30,99 £

4251285563933 CF3514 5x Velvet Bags, Protective Case for Tablets, E-Books 
and Netbooks, Tablet Case in Black, 27 x 19.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285563964 CF10591 120-piece wooden spoon set - wooden cutlery - 

environmentally friendly and biodegradable wooden cutl
15,99 £

4251285563971 CF10592 120-piece wooden fork set - wooden cutlery - 
environmentally friendly and biodegradable wooden cutl

15,99 £
4251285582019 CF10674 2x Bird repellent balloon - Pigeon repellent in balloon 

form - Balloon to drive away pigeons - Bird deterrent for
15,99 £

4251285563995 CF10673 2x bird defense as owl dummy with bells, pigeon 
repellent for hanging, bird fright for house and garden, 

15,99 £
4251285564008 CF10672 2x bird defense as owl dummy with bells, pigeon 

repellent for hanging, bird fright for house and garden, 
17,99 £

4251805401066 CF10670 12x bird repellant tips - pigeon repeller spikes for 
balcony and roof - pigeon spike - stainless steel 304 - 2

26,99 £
4251285564039 CF10669 10x scarecrow tree - bird repellent for pigeon, crow, 

sparrow - scarecrow - pendant, plastic, reflective - 13.5 
15,99 £

4251285564121 CF9616 2x Unterbettkommoden with zipper, handle and 
window, 105 x 45 x 16 cm

13,99 £
4251285564169 CF9424 2x water sprayer, water atomizer for refreshing with air 

pressure, 80 ml, in pink
15,99 £
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4251285564213 CF9388 40x sewing thread reels for home and on the move, 
sewing machine sewing thread

15,99 £
4251285564220 CF9483 gripping pliers made of aluminum - gripping aid for 

home and garden - gripping claw with magnet - 76 cm
26,99 £

4251285564237 CF9082 8x Fly-Bait in a flower design, feeding bait for 
attachment to the window, window fly trap as a sticker 

15,99 £
4251285564244 CF10668 2x Mosquito bite painkiller - Electric mosquito bite 

healer for pain relief after insect bites [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251285564251 CF10562 120x reusable ice cubes in great colors, party ice cubes 
for cooling drinks

26,99 £
4251285564268 CF8540 2x deco light bulb with LED light chain for hanging and 

putting down - battery operated table lamp for a nice a
26,99 £

4251285564275 CF10697 2x silicone washing-up bowl, foldable camping bowl in 
bright colors [colour varies]

35,99 £
4251285564282 CF10697 Silicone Washing Up Bowl Foldable Camping Bowl in 

Colorful Colors [Color Varies]
26,99 £

4251285564312 CF2530 6x glasses drinking straw - straw in glasses design - 
funny party drinking straw for birthdays

13,99 £
4251285564336 CF10695 sauce gun as donor for ketchup and mustard, sauce 

dispenser with squeeze bottles
13,99 £

4251285564343 CF10402 5x plush bag charm, rainbow colored pompom pendant 
with keyring

15,99 £
4251285564350 CF10696 Thermo Mug with Quick Press Closure - Insulating cup 

for hot and cold drinks - Coffee to Go cup - 400 ml
15,99 £

4251285564367 CF9808 18x eraser in owl shape, erasers in variegated colors 
[selection varies], erasers for pencils, 3,5 cm

15,99 £
4251285564374 CF9808 36x eraser in owl shape, erasers in variegated colors 

[selection varies], erasers for pencils, 3,5 cm
17,99 £

4251285564411 CF10600 4x storage case with hinged lid, cans in different colors 
[selection varies], 9 x 4,5 x 3 cm

15,99 £
4251285564428 CF10682 Plastic Drawer Container - 5 Drawer Tower - Compact 

Drawer Storage Box - Desktop Organizer for Desk, Bath
15,99 £

4251285564442 CF10693 napkin holder with napkins - napkin dispenser and 150 
paper serviettes - napkin box for dining table and kitche

17,99 £
4251285564459 CF6311 13-part Set of paint rollers with painting tray - Rollers 

for painting and painting on flat surfaces - Paint roller s
17,99 £

4251285564466 CF10694 750x paper napkins as refill pack for napkin dispensers - 
single-layer cosmetic wipes

26,99 £
4251285564480 CF4672 16x glasses drinking straw in bright colors - straw in 

glasses design - funny party drinking straw for birthdays
17,99 £

4251285564527 CF9257 600x kinkable drinking straws - straws in bright neon 
colors - drinking tubes

15,99 £
4251285564565 CF10693 2x napkin holder with napkins - napkin dispenser and 

300 paper serviettes - napkin box for dining table and ki
26,99 £

4251285564572 CF9878 3x Halloween bag - Monster hand with bag in different 
colors - Bone arm with bag for collecting sweets

26,99 £
4251285564589 CF10698 3x enamel decoration mug made of enameled steel in 3 

maritime designs - coffee mug for outdoor and camping
17,99 £

4251285564619 CF6297 240x labels for glasses and bottles in various designs 
[selection varies]

17,99 £
4251285564626 CF10701 6x Jars with red/white chequered screw lids - Storage 

jars for jam or vegetables - TO Ø 82 mm - up to 425 ml
26,99 £

4251285564633 CF10701 12x mason jars with red / white checkered screw cap - 
TO Ø 82 mm - up to 425 ml

30,99 £
4251285564640 CF10702 2x large straw stars - XXL pendant for the Christmas 

tree - natural Christmas tree jewelry - Christmas decorat
15,99 £

4251285564664 CF10706 4x straw stars in a mix set - straw pendant for the 
Christmas tree - natural Christmas tree hanging - Christ

15,99 £
4251285564671 CF10707 Straw Christmas tree topper - Christmas tree top Star of 

straw for Christmas - Christmas tree topper as decoratio
13,99 £

4251285564688 CF10708 Star Christmas tree lace in straw - Christmas tree lace 
star in straw for Christmas - Christmas tree lace for your

13,99 £
4251285564695 CF10709 24-piece straw stars set, Ø 8 cm, Christmas tree 

ornaments made of straw
15,99 £

4251285564701 CF10710 12x straw stars in a mix set, 11 cm, Christmas tree 
ornaments made of straw

15,99 £
4251285564718 CF10711 48x straw stars in a mix set, 18 cm, Christmas tree 

ornaments made of straw
15,99 £

4251285518216 CF10712 4x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree ornaments - 
straw pendant for the Christmas tree - natural Christma

13,99 £
4251285564732 CF10712 8x straw stars in a mix set, 15 cm, Christmas tree 

ornaments made of straw
17,99 £
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4251285564756 CF10713 36-piece giveaway set pirate, goodies and party favors 
for children's birthdays, pirate party accessories

26,99 £
4251285564763 CF10713 13-piece pirate giveaway set - rings, tattoos, eye 

patches for children&#39;s birthday parties - pirate part
11,99 £

4251285564794 CF10440 24x replacement lid for jam jars "fruit" - screw lid for 
lintel jars and mason jars - TO 82 mm

17,99 £
4251285564817 CF10365 Cuddly toy pink owl - Plush toy with glittering eyelids - 

Kids toys to cuddle and play with
15,99 £

4251285564824 CF10365 Cuddly toy blue owl - Plush toy with glittering eyelids - 
Kids toys to cuddle and play with

15,99 £
4251285564848 CF10504 6x craft scissors, handmade scissors with many patterns 

- colorful children's scissors for creative handicrafts - de
15,99 £

4251285564855 CF9361 1200x paper clips in variegated colors, staples for office 
and household, colorful letter and file clips, 28 mm

15,99 £
4251285564862 CF0759 4x-piece set magnifying glass, reading magnifier for 

home and on the go
15,99 £

4251285564879 CF2520 LED hanging lantern, wireless hanging light, battery-
operated storm lantern for camping, festivals, cupboard

15,99 £
4251285564886 CF2520 4x LED heart - XL heart-shaped LED lamp - wireless 

mood light - romantic heart lamp in a modern design - 
17,99 £

4251285564893 CF9359 4x Massage ball - hedgehog ball with nubs - fascia balls 
for massages - nub ball for massaging hands, feet, legs 

15,99 £
4251285564916 CF10715 6x Mason Jars with Red/White Chequered Screw Cap - 

Decorative Jam Jars - TO Ø 82 mm - up to 250 ml
26,99 £

4251285564923 CF10715 12x Jars with red/white chequered screw lids - Storage 
jars for jam or vegetables - TO Ø 82 mm - up to 250 ml

30,99 £
4251285597396 CF0760 2x bibs for babies in blue, waterproof and washable 

with hook and koop fastener and transparent pocket on 
13,99 £

4251285597860 CF0760 2x bibs for babies in pink, waterproof and washable 
with hook and loop fastener and transparent pocket on 

13,99 £
4251285564961 CF10390 LED light box with decorative letters and emojis, 

battery-operated light box for setting up and hanging, 3
17,99 £

4251285564978 CF10499 2x women's urinal for on the go - Mobile silicone peel 
aid - Urinate while standing when traveling, festival, ca

13,99 £
4251805407105 CF10499 4x female urinal for on the go - mobile urination aid 

made of silicone - standing urination while traveling, fes
13,99 £

4251285564992 CF10178 8x Wall hooks in metal look - Miracle hook on self-
adhesive pad - Adhesive hook without drilling

15,99 £
4251285565005 CF10178 8x White wall hooks - Miracle hooks on self-adhesive 

pad - Adhesive hooks without drilling
15,99 £

4251285565036 CF10723 2x folding buckets made of silicone, 10 liters as a 
practical foldable bucket in different colors for camping, 

26,99 £
4251285565043 CF10722 2x shopping basket foldable made of silicone - transport 

box - folding box - camping basket - shopping box mad
35,99 £

4251285565050 CF10723 folding bucket made of silicone, 10 liters as a practical 
foldable bucket in different colors cleaning bucket or fis

17,99 £
4251285565067 CF10722 Shopping basket foldable made of silicone - Transport 

box - Camping basket - Shopping box made of silicone -
26,99 £

4251285565074 CF7124 43-piece skull party tableware and decoration set for 
Halloween, birthday and theme parties

26,99 £
4251285565111 CF10596 8x drinking cup made of melamine with different 

decors, 250 ml
26,99 £

4251285589384 CF3083 4x LED Lantern Bar with Luminous Star - Electric 
Lantern Bar for Lantern Parades, Halloween and St. Mar

17,99 £
4251285565142 CF10740 Halloween bag - Skeleton hand in white with bag in 

black - Bone arm with bag for collecting sweets
15,99 £

4251285565166 CF10730 2x Children Paper Lanterns, Color: Disney Movie The Ice 
Queen, 28 cm [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285569614 CF10731 2x Lantern with colorful moon motif - Paper lantern for 

Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre
13,99 £

4251285565210 CF10735 2x Lantern with colorful Dino motif - Paper lantern for 
Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre

15,99 £
4251285565227 CF10733 2x Lantern with colorful frog motif - Paper lantern for 

Santa Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for kids
15,99 £

4251285565241 CF10734 2x Lantern with Colorful Pirate Motif - Paper lantern for 
Santa Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for kids

15,99 £
4251285565258 CF10736 3x witch hat for witch costume - magician hat ideal for 

carnival, Halloween - 33 x 38 cm
13,99 £

4251285565272 CF10741 6x Squeeze Ball - handy squeeze ball in great colors - 
anti-stress toy for children and adults

15,99 £
4251285565319 CF9901 2x draft stopper for doors and windows - microfibre 

wind stopper - save energy with draft stopper - 1kg doo
26,99 £
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4251285580633 CF10362 2x lantern with colorful princess and pirate motif - paper 
lantern for santa martin and halloween - martins lantern

15,99 £
4251285565333 CF10742 100x large staples in gray and turquoise, staples for a 

secure hold of your laundry
17,99 £

4251285565340 CF10747 3x Seppelhut, traditional felt hat for Oktoberfest, 
Carnival or Mardi Gras, traditional hat made of felt with 

26,99 £
4251285565395 CF1366 3x Lantern Stick with Light Bulb - Battery Operated 

Light Stick - Ideal for Lantern Stages, Halloween and St.
15,99 £

4251285565418 CF10750 3x Lantern with colorful motives - Paper lantern for 
Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre

13,99 £
4251285565432 CF10749 3x Lantern with colorful motives - Paper lantern for 

Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre
15,99 £

4251285572997 CF10752 kites in colorful colors for kids - Wind Dragon with 30 
meter long cord - Single Dragon in different models [sel

8,99 £
4251285565470 CF10746 kites in bright colors for kids - Wind Dragon with 30 

meter long cord - Single Dragon in different motives [sel
15,99 £

4251285565487 CF10746 kites in colorful colors for kids - Wind Dragon with 30 
meter long cord - Single Dragon in different models [sel

13,99 £
4251285565494 CF10753 kites in colorful colors for kids - Wind Dragon with 30 

meter long cord - Single Dragon in different models [sel
26,99 £

4251285565517 CF10755 two-piece steering mat - wind dragon with 50 meter 
long cord - flying kites for children and adults [selection 

15,99 £
4251285578623 CF9694 2 yo-yos with coupling and ball bearing, yo-yo in 

various colors
13,99 £

4251285565531 CF6357 3x vole trap, Bavarian shape, made of copper-plated 
steel wire, ca. 15,5 x 8 x 5,5 cm

15,99 £
4251285565562 CF9832 cutlery tray made of bamboo, the pull-out cutlery insert 

for your drawer in the kitchen
30,99 £

4251285565579 CF10759 4x toothbrush cups made of stainless steel, toothbrush 
holder in wood look, set of mouth rinsing beakers for ad

15,99 £
4251285565616 CF2047 3-piece headband set - headband with plastic nail, 

screw and knife - costume for Halloween and Carnival
11,99 £

4251285565623 CF10783 witch in black with LED light inside - perfect decoration 
for Halloween

13,99 £
4251285565630 CF10783 bat in black with LED light inside - Perfect decoration for 

Halloween
13,99 £

4251285565647 CF10783 cat in black with LED light inside - perfect decoration for 
Halloween

13,99 £
4251285565654 CF10783 Bat Boo in black with LED light inside - Perfect 

decoration for Halloween
13,99 £

4251285565661 CF8743 12-piece spice shaker set made of stainless steel for 
salt, pepper, spices, herbs - herb jar, spice jar, spice co

30,99 £
4251285565678 CF10790 2x Skull Mug - Sturdy plastic drinking cup for 

Halloween, birthday or as party utensils
13,99 £

4251285565685 CF10839 500 g Premium of apple wood smoking chips - 100% 
natural - for smoker, ball, stand and gas grill

15,99 £
4251285565692 CF10840 500 g Premium cherry wood smoking chips - 100% 

natural - for smoker, ball, stand and gas grill
15,99 £

4251285565708 CF10841 500 g alder wood smoking chips - 100% natural - extra 
coarse smoking chips for smoker, ball, stand and gas gri

15,99 £
4251285565715 CF2048 40-piece set with pumpkin and ghost motifs, party 

plates for Halloween, birthdays, motto parties
15,99 £

4251285565722 CF10005 16x bowl made of metal - serving bowl for dips, snacks, 
starters or desserts - decorative bowl - serving bowl - ca

15,99 £
4251285565739 CF10801 20x decorative teeth for pumpkins - plastic teeth for 

decorating carved pumpkins - scary pumpkin decoration
15,99 £

4251285565753 CF10792 kitchen roll, highly absorbent bamboo all-purpose 
towels, reusable 24 sheets per roll, washable household

15,99 £
4251285565791 CF10787 2-piece set Halloween decoration skeleton woman and 

man, hanging or sitting skeletons for Halloween, carniva
15,99 £

4251285565845 CF2113 Deco Halloween pumpkin with LED, glittering pumpkin 
decoration, lantern with color change, 12 x 11 cm

15,99 £
4251285565852 CF10782 Halloween decoration lettering "BOO" with LED lighting, 

table decoration with ghosts, decoration stand, 25 x 18 
15,99 £

4251805402889 CF2049 7-piece artificial blood set - blood spray and blood 
capsules for Halloween - make-up for vampire disguise

15,99 £
4251805402889 CF2049 7-piece artificial blood set - blood spray and blood 

capsules for Halloween - make-up for vampire disguise
15,99 £

4251285565890 CF10876 Swedish fire with ignition wick and citronella scent, 
Finnish torch for campfire romance, tree torch, garden t

17,99 £
4251285565906 CF10877 Swedish fire with ignition wick, Finnish torch for 

campfire romance and as outdoor cooking areas, tree to
17,99 £
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4251285565944 CF10789 4x pumpkin lantern with LED light, battery-operated 
lantern with color change for children at Mardi Gras, Car

17,99 £
4251285565951 CF2114 2x Halloween bag - Transparent collection bag for 

Halloween to collect sweets with different motives
13,99 £

4251285565968 CF8965 2x Branch saw with hardened teeth and break-proof 
hollow handle, handsaw for tree care and trimming, 35 

17,99 £
4251285580268 CF10762 6x LED Lantern Stick - Battery operated light stick for 

lanterns & lanterns - Lantern stick in different colors [sel
15,99 £

4251285565982 CF10797 21 - Halloween set - statically adhering window 
pictures, self-adhesive window decoration with bloody h

11,99 £
4251285566002 CF10797 18-piece Halloween set - Statically adhering window 

pictures - Self-adhesive window decoration with bloody 
13,99 £

4251285566019 CF10900 2x stainless steel thermal mug - 180 ml per mug - 
double-walled insulating mug - shatterproof coffee mug 

15,99 £
4251285513136 CF7674 2x stainless steel thermal mug - 300 ml per mug - 

double-walled insulating mug - shatterproof coffee mug 
26,99 £

4251285566033 CF10902 2x stainless steel thermal mug - 400 ml per mug - 
double-walled insulating mug - shatterproof coffee mug 

30,99 £
4251285566040 CF10803 2x Halloween Door Deco Set - Horror Party Banner - 

Decoration for decorating walls, doors, windows and mo
8,99 £

4251285566064 CF10796 4-Piece Windowpane Set - static adhesive window 
decoration, self-adhesive - scary Halloween motifs (sele

13,99 £
4251285566118 CF9457 36 ml 2-component epoxy resin adhesive in a practical 

double syringe for repairs around the house and garden
17,99 £

4251285566125 CF6896 10-part autumn window pictures Set with different 
motives [selection varies], deco window stickers, statical

17,99 £
4251285566132 CF6895 8x window pictures with sunflowers and owls motifs - 

statically adhering window foil - autumn window sticker
17,99 £

4251285566149 CF10806 2x wall tattoo with little owls - self-adhesive decoration 
- wall stickers for kids - reusable wall stickers

17,99 £
4251285566156 CF10805 4x high-quality set for hollowing out pumpkins with a 

pumpkin spoon and creepy carving templates for Hallow
15,99 £

4251285566187 CF10851 6x mason jars with red / white check screw cap - TO Ø 
82 mm - up to 330 ml

26,99 £
4251285566194 CF10851 12x mason jars with red / white checkered screw cap - 

TO Ø 82 mm - up to 330 ml
30,99 £

4251285566200 CF6893 pumpkin carving set for Halloween - cutting tools for 
hollowing out pumpkins - bag with saw, spoon, carving 

26,99 £
4251805462654 CF6892 2-piece costume set consisting of a witch hat and magic 

wand for children for Mardi Gras and Halloween
13,99 £

4251285566224 CF10898 3x Garden waste bag Pop-Up - Sturdy garden bag with 
handles - Foldable garden bag for leaves and green was

30,99 £
4251805401592 CF8916 3x Potting compound for flower arrangements in heart 

shape - Floral foam for fresh flowers - Sponge for crafti
35,99 £

4251285566248 CF10751 6x Lantern with colorful animal motifs - Paper lantern 
for Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for chil

17,99 £
4251285566279 CF6882 Artificial autumn decoration for handicrafts [selection 

varies]
17,99 £

4251285566309 CF2116 2x DIY decorative wooden wreath for tinkering - wreath 
made of rattan to decorate windows, tables and doors, f

17,99 £
4251285566316 CF10854 2x marten deterrent, animal-friendly marten repellant, 

harmless detergent from dog hair, fragrant marten repe
15,99 £

4251285566323 CF10854 4x marten deterrent, animal-friendly marten repellant, 
harmless deterrent from dog hair, pet repellant & wild a

26,99 £
4251285566330 CF10854 6x marten deterrent, animal-friendly marten repellant, 

harmless deterrent from dog hair, pet repellant & wild a
30,99 £

4251285566347 CF10810 18x Mini Deco clothespin with mushroom motifs, small 
wooden clip for pictures, collages, post cards, photos or

15,99 £
4251285566354 CF10811 18x Mini Deko clothespin with fox motifs for children, 

small wooden clip for pictures, collages, postcards, phot
15,99 £

4251285566361 CF10816 2x DIY decorative wooden wreath for tinkering - wreath 
made of rattan to decorate windows, tables and doors, f

15,99 £
4251285566378 CF10779 6x rose fleece hoods, protective hood made of garden 

fleece for plant cover in autumn and winter
17,99 £

4251285566392 CF10717 4x 50 m binding wire, winding wire for handicrafts and 
modeling - perfect for Christmas decorations

17,99 £
4251285566408 CF6881 3x Woolen cord in different colors - Felt-string for 

crafting and decorating - 5 meter deco-wool in brown, g
15,99 £

4251285566415 CF10812 3x Woolen cord in white - Felt-string for crafting and 
decorating - 5 meter deco-wool

15,99 £
4251285566422 CF10885 6-piece drinking glasses set, water glass / juice glass / 

long drink glass, dishwasher safe
26,99 £
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4251285566439 CF10885 12-piece tumbler set, water glass / juice glass / long 
drink glass, dishwasher safe

35,99 £
4251805405200 CF10925 10 kg charcoal briquettes made from apple wood, 100% 

natural wood charcoal for smoker, pellet and stand grills
35,99 £

4251285566453 CF10884 6-piece tumbler set, tea / coffee / cappuccino glass, 
dishwasher safe

26,99 £
4251285566460 CF10884 12-piece tumbler set, tea / coffee / cappuccino glass, 

dishwasher safe
35,99 £

4251285566477 CF10875 4x Ashtrays made of glass - Clear glass ashtrays for 
cigarettes - Ashtrays for outdoor or indoor use - Ashtray

26,99 £
4251285566484 CF10867 12-piece liqueur glasses set, dishwasher safe 30,99 £
4251285566491 CF10883 12-piece juice glass set, water glass / long drink glass, 

dishwasher safe
30,99 £

4251285566507 CF10920 4x LED Deco-Light for lanterns and tealights - Electric 
mini-lamp for lanterns, lanterns and for decoration

13,99 £
4251285566507 CF10920 4x LED Deco-Light for lanterns and tealights - Electric 

mini-lamp for lanterns, lanterns and for decoration
13,99 £

4251285566514 CF10883 6-piece juice glass set, water glass / long drink glass, 
dishwasher safe

26,99 £
4251285566521 CF10867 6-piece liqueur glasses set, dishwasher safe 17,99 £
4251285566545 CF10864 12-piece tumbler set for tea, cocoa, coffee and 

cappuccino, dishwasher safe
30,99 £

4251285566552 CF10919 3x Extendable LED Lantern Stick - Battery Operated 
Light Stick - For Lantern Parades, Halloween and St. Ma

15,99 £
4251285566576 CF6878 2-piece paper and cardboard children's lantern set with 

designs by Chase, Marshall and Skye from the Nickelode
15,99 £

4251285566583 CF10870 12-piece whiskey glasses set in stylish modern design, 
dishwasher safe

30,99 £
4251285566606 CF10869 12-piece whiskey glasses Set in timeless design, 

dishwasher safe
30,99 £

4251285566613 CF10871 12-piece cocktail glasses Set in stylish modern design, 
dishwasher safe

30,99 £
4251285566637 CF10870 6-piece whiskey glasses set in stylish modern design, 

dishwasher safe
26,99 £

4251285566651 CF10869 6-piece whiskey glasses Set in timeless design, 
dishwasher safe

26,99 £
4251285566668 CF10871 6-piece cocktail glasses Set in stylish modern design, 

dishwasher safe
26,99 £

4251285566705 CF8915 3x potting compound for flower arrangements in ring 
form - floral foam for fresh flowers - sponge for crafting

35,99 £
4251285566729 CF10721 120-piece wooden knife set - wooden cutlery - 

environmentally friendly and biodegradable wooden cutl
15,99 £

4251285566736 CF6876 120-piece wooden cutlery set consisting of fork, knife, 
spoon - wooden cutlery - environmentally friendly and b

15,99 £
4251285566767 CF6875 2x Unicorn LED wall stickers with various motifs, plastic 

wall light
15,99 £

4251285566774 CF10955 6x 30 m binding wire in 6 practical colors, winding wire 
for handicrafts and modeling, Ø 0.37 mm

13,99 £
4251285566774 CF10955 6x 30 m binding wire in 6 practical colors, winding wire 

for handicrafts and modeling, Ø 0.37 mm
13,99 £

4251285566781 CF10911 3x LED light chain for indoor use, each with 20 LED's 
warm white, flexible fairy lights eg as Christmas lights, 

13,99 £
4251285566798 CF10948 12x gift bag in Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine and 

champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and Santa
26,99 £

4251285566804 CF10943 12x gift bag in Christmas motifs with glitter - gift bag 
for wine and champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christm

15,99 £
4251285566811 CF8276 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer with elk 

motif for children - Warming pad for cold days and on t
13,99 £

4251285566811 CF8276 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer with elk 
motif for children - Warming pad for cold days and on t

13,99 £
4251285566859 CF4250 14-Piece Party Decoration Set with Streamers and 

Garlands - Paper Hanging Birthday Decorations - Weddi
26,99 £

4251285580237 CF10449 4x Squeeze Ball - handy squeeze ball in great colors - 
anti-stress toys for children and adults [selection varies]

11,99 £
4251285566903 CF10950 6x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - gift 

bag with Christmas motive - gift bag [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251285566910 CF10949 6x gift bags for Christmas, gift bags "Merry Christmas" 
in different colors [selection varies], bags for biscuits, s

15,99 £
4251285566941 CF10945 6x gift bags for Christmas, gift bags in different designs 

with glitter [selection varies], bags for cookies, sweets, 
17,99 £
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4251285566989 CF10994 6x gift bags for Christmas, XXL gift bags in different 3D 
designs with glitter [selection varies], bags for cookies, 

26,99 £
4251285566996 CF10728 4x room dehumidifier with 3.2 kilograms of replacement 

granules in the refill bag, dehumidifier without electricity
30,99 £

4251285567092 CF6874 16x gift bag in Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine and 
champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and Santa

26,99 £
4251285567115 CF10950 12x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 

gift bag with Christmas motive - gift bag [selection varie
30,99 £

4251285567139 CF10941 12x XL gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 
gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies

30,99 £
4251285567177 CF10947 12x gift bag for Christmas, gift bags with various 

designs for children [selection varies], paper carrier bag
15,99 £

4251285567184 CF10949 12x gift bag for Christmas, gift bags "Merry Christmas" 
in different colors [selection varies], paper carrier bags, 

17,99 £
4251285567191 CF10994 12x gift bags for Christmas, XXL gift bags in different 

3D designs with glitter [selection varies], bags for cooki
30,99 £

4251285567207 CF10945 12x gift bags for Christmas, gift bags in different 
designs with glitter [selection varies], bags for cookies, 

26,99 £
4251285567214 CF11055 6x adhesive hooks transparent - wall hooks self-

adhesive - towel hooks without drilling for kitchen and b
11,99 £

4251285567214 CF11055 6x adhesive hooks transparent - wall hooks self-
adhesive - towel hooks without drilling for kitchen and b

11,99 £
4251285567221 CF11055 12x adhesive hooks transparent - wall hooks self-

adhesive - towel hooks without drilling for kitchen and b
17,99 £

4251285567238 CF10995 4x Pocket warmers in hot water bottle design - Hand 
warmers with moose motif in great colors [selection vari

13,99 £
4251285567269 CF11065 6 glass straws Reusable, 23 cm, Eco-friendly glass 

drinking straw with plastic-free cleaning brush for long 
13,99 £

4251285567269 CF11065 6 glass straws Reusable, 23 cm, Eco-friendly glass 
drinking straw with plastic-free cleaning brush for long 

13,99 £
4251285567276 CF11066 6 glass straws Reusable, 23 cm, Eco-friendly glass 

drinking straw with plastic-free cleaning brush for long 
11,99 £

4251285567283 CF11067 6 glass straws Reusable, 23 cm, Eco-friendly glass 
drinking straw with plastic-free cleaning brush for long 

13,99 £
4251285567283 CF11067 6 glass straws Reusable, 23 cm, Eco-friendly glass 

drinking straw with plastic-free cleaning brush for long 
13,99 £

4251285567306 CF11069 6 glass straws Reusable, 23 cm, Eco-friendly glass 
drinking straw with plastic-free cleaning brush for long 

13,99 £
4251285567306 CF11069 6 glass straws Reusable, 23 cm, Eco-friendly glass 

drinking straw with plastic-free cleaning brush for long 
13,99 £

4251285567337 CF5087 Decorative Bottle Holder Wine Holder Wine Bottle 
Holder "The Floating Bottle"

17,99 £
4251285567368 CF11070 5x stainless steel drinking straws, 21.5 cm, rustproof, 

copper colored, straw with cleaning brush, reusable
11,99 £

4251285567368 CF11070 5x stainless steel drinking straws, 21.5 cm, rustproof, 
copper colored, straw with cleaning brush, reusable

11,99 £
4251285567375 CF11071 5x drinking straw spoon with cleaning brush - straw 

spoon made of stainless steel - drinking straw with stirri
15,99 £

4251285567382 CF11072 8x Straws made of stainless steel, drinking straws, 
rustproof, straw with cleaning brush, reusable - 21.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285567382 CF11072 8x Straws made of stainless steel, drinking straws, 

rustproof, straw with cleaning brush, reusable - 21.5 cm
11,99 £

4251285567399 CF11073 10 stainless steel drinking straws, 21.5 cm, rust-free, 
straw with cleaning brush, reusable

15,99 £
4251285567405 CF11071 10x drinking spoons with cleaning brush - stainless steel 

drinking spoons - drinking straw with mixing spoon - re
15,99 £

4251285567412 CF11070 10x stainless steel drinking straws, 21.5 cm, rustproof, 
copper colored, straw with cleaning brush, reusable

13,99 £
4251285567429 CF10580 12x shower cap waterproof to protect the hairstyle, 

flexible shower caps with elastic rubber band with differ
13,99 £

4251285567443 CF10766 8x Christmas tree decoration set - snow star pendant - 
Christmas tree hanging decoration for decorating the Ch

11,99 £
4251285567474 CF10765 5-piece reflector set, stretchable reflector band and 

snap bracelets for better visibility in road traffic
15,99 £

4251285567481 CF10764 3-piece reflector set with safety vest and snap 
wristbands - Reflective safety vest for better visibility in 

11,99 £
4251285567498 CF10763 5-piece reflector set for children with safety collar, snap 

band and reflective stickers with different motifs
15,99 £

4251285575783 CF10896 outdoor thermometer with suction cup, digital 
thermometer with date and time display, waterproof

17,99 £
4251285567511 CF11088 glass lifter for hot preserving jars and preserving jars - 

for jars of any size - ideal help when preserving - chrom
13,99 £
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4251285567511 CF11088 glass lifter for hot preserving jars and preserving jars - 
for jars of any size - ideal help when preserving - chrom

13,99 £
4251285567528 CF10846 6x Mini Glass Bottle with Cork Stopper for Salt, Pepper, 

Spices, Herbs, Oils and Gifts, 100 ml
17,99 £

4251285567535 CF10846 12x Mini Glass Bottle with Cork Stopper for Salt, Pepper, 
Spices, Herbs, Oils and Gifts, 100 ml

30,99 £
4251285567542 CF11064 12x unicorn masks for children in different colors 

[selection varies], masks for birthdays and themed parti
15,99 £

4251285567559 CF11060 Stainless steel thermos flask - Vacuum jug with tap and 
drip trays - Airpot for hot and cold drinks

43,99 £
4251285567665 CF11111 100x wooden spatula for hair removal - for applying 

wax and sugar paste
11,99 £

4251285567672 CF11112 12x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 
coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do

15,99 £
4251285567689 CF11113 12x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 

coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do
15,99 £

4251285567696 CF11114 12x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 
coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do

15,99 £
4251285567702 CF11115 12x Whiskey Natural soapstone stones - Whiskey 

coolers with fabric storage bags - no more watering do
15,99 £

4251285567962 CF11138 decanter dryer, small drip stand for decanters, glasses, 
vases, pitchers and carafes

17,99 £
4251285567979 CF11139 decanter dryer, drip stand in red for decanters and 

carafes
17,99 £

4251285568105 CF10598 8x sturdy reusable drinking cups in bright colors, 
practical reusable cups, stackable, 400 ml

26,99 £
4251285568143 CF8881 10x metal keyring with carabiner and shopping cart chip 

in various designs
26,99 £

4251285568167 CF10872 1 x teapot, glass pot made of heat-resistant glass with 
stainless steel insert, also suitable for loose tea leaves

26,99 £
4251285568174 CF10962 4x Tea Glass - Drinking Glass Cup with Handle - Perfect 

for Tea, Hot Chocolate, Coffee and Cappuccino
26,99 £

4251285576865 CF10903 3-piece scented candles set in different scents, 
decorative candle in the glass

15,99 £
4251285568235 CF7005 knife magnetic strip for wall mounting - magnetic knife 

strip
26,99 £

4251285568242 CF10965 2x Mixing bowls 3 and 1.7 liters with stop base, spout 
and non-slip handle - Mixing bowls for baking - Plastic 

17,99 £
4251285568259 CF2337 3x mixing bowls in different sizes, with stop base, 

pourer and non-slip handle
30,99 £

4251285572812 CF2336 4x mixing bowls in different sizes, non-slip with rubber 
base, pouring spout and non-slip handle

35,99 £
4251285568280 CF10486 Premium decorative stand star - star statue made of 

nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood
13,99 £

4251285568297 CF11197 20x Disposable instant cold compress - Cold pack for 
immediate cooling and for first aid measures - Cooling p

43,99 £
4251285568310 CF10953 2x LED light chain with 10 LED stars for the Christmas 

lights and Christmas decoration for the inside
13,99 £

4251285568334 CF10989 LED angel - XL LED lamp in angel shape - wireless 
mood light - romantic lamp in modern design - metal la

17,99 £
4251285568358 CF6870 26-piece muffin baking set with baking tin, colorful 

silicone molds, piping bag and spouts
17,99 £

4251285568402 CF11046 draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 
stopper with velvet strips - protection against drafts and

26,99 £
4251285568419 CF11046 draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 

stopper with velvet strips - protection against drafts and
26,99 £

4251285568426 CF11046 draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 
stopper with velvet strips - protection against drafts and

26,99 £
4251285568433 CF10856 6-piece knife set with magnet holder, stainless steel 

knife with different extremely sharp blades, wooden knif
30,99 £

4251285568464 CF10988 14-piece snow spray set, artificial snow with various 
templates to decorate for Christmas

17,99 £
4251285568471 CF2338 7-piece salad bowl Set of glass, transparent, ideal for 

punch or salads
26,99 £

4251285568495 CF10991 Christmas basket - gift basket in a Christmas design - 
Christmas decoration - Christmas gift bag

17,99 £
4251285568501 CF11197 10x disposable instant cold compress, cold pack for 

immediate cooling and for first aid measures, cooling pa
35,99 £

4251285568518 CF10973 10x gift box with Christmas motifs - folding box made of 
sturdy cardboard - DIY paper box for small gifts and del

17,99 £
4251285568556 CF11081 150x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Hanger for 

Christmas tree decorations - Quick hanger for decoratio
11,99 £
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4251285568617 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

15,99 £
4251285568624 CF15650 42x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251285568631 CF11035 48x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

39,99 £
4251285568648 CF15598 52x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251285568655 CF11037 48x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

39,99 £
4251285568662 CF11004 Christmas tree top in shiny silver - Christmas tree top 

made of genuine glass for Christmas - Silver Christmas t
26,99 £

4251285568679 CF11005 Christmas tree top in red shiny, Christmas tree top 
made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for your Ch

17,99 £
4251285568686 CF11004 Christmas tree top in matt white, Christmas tree top 

made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for your Ch
17,99 £

4251285568693 CF11005 Christmas tree top in red matt, Christmas tree top made 
of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for your Christma

26,99 £
4251285595590 CF11038 Christmas tree top in shiny gold, Christmas tree top 

made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for your Ch
26,99 £

4251285568716 CF11039 Christmas tree top in shiny blue-green, Christmas tree 
top made of real glass for Christmas, Christmas tree top

26,99 £
4251285568723 CF11038 Christmas tree top in gold matt, Christmas tree top 

made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for your Ch
26,99 £

4251285568730 CF11039 Christmas tree top in teal, Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for your Christmas t

26,99 £
4251285568747 CF11031 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
30,99 £

4251285568754 CF11032 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

35,99 £
4251285568761 CF11033 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
35,99 £

4251285568778 CF11034 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

35,99 £
4251285568785 CF11035 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
35,99 £

4251285568792 CF11036 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

35,99 £
4251285568808 CF11037 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
30,99 £

4251285568815 CF11031 48x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

39,99 £
4251285568891 CF10951 9x gift box with Christmas motifs - folding box made of 

sturdy cardboard - DIY paper box for small gifts and del
17,99 £

4251285568907 CF10951 2x Decorative gift box made of cardboard in red, large 
and small cardboard boxes with lid, round gift box for gi

26,99 £
4251285568938 CF10975 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting 

inside, gnome as room decoration, battery-operated X-
26,99 £

4251285568945 CF10858 5-piece zirconia ceramic knife set with bell protection in 
elegant black design, extremely robust - no re-sharpeni

39,99 £
4251285568976 CF11098 jute Christmas bag with Christmas tree print 11,99 £
4251285569027 CF11097 wooden smoker, smoker figure for Christmas and 

Advent
15,99 £

4251285569058 CF11096 10x XXL incense candles in various scents with underlay 
for outdoor use - Christmas smoked sticks

15,99 £
4251285569065 CF9988 9x HDPE plastic bottle 980 ml - plastic bottles for filling 

cleaning, hygiene and detergents - chemical bottle with 
17,99 £

4251285569072 CF9988 12x gift bags for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 
gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies!

26,99 £
4251285569102 CF2495 4x decoration ribbon for Christmas and weddings - bow 

ribbons in different motives [selection varies] - gift ribbo
15,99 £

4251285569119 CF11102 5x wire in dark gray - flower wire - craft wire for flower 
arrangements - decorative wire for crafting - binding wir

15,99 £
4251285569126 CF9985 16x large gift bow for decorating and packaging - 

finished bow in red and gold - size: 12 x 7 cm
17,99 £

4251285569157 CF11091 Christmas tree decoration - Glittering hanging 
decoration - Glittering branch with decorative stones for

26,99 £
4251285593503 CF10987 Advent calendar for hanging and self-filling, felt advent 

calendar with boots in different colors with fur edge, 28
17,99 £

4251285569157 CF11091 Christmas tree decoration - Glittering hanging 
decoration - Glittering branch with decorative stones for

26,99 £
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4251285569164 CF11103 9x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations to decorate the Christmas tr

17,99 £
4251285569188 CF11090 3x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 

Christmas tree decorations to decorate - Christmas tree 
13,99 £

4251285569195 CF11092 2x Christmas deco with reindeer and real wood trees in 
white and natural colors - 29 x 12 x 2,1 cm

15,99 £
4251285569201 CF10984 2x table ribbon for christmas and weddings decoration - 

gold table runner with different patterns [selection varie
13,99 £

4251285569218 CF2496 2x table tape for decoration for Christmas and weddings 
- table runner in two great colors

15,99 £
4251285569225 CF10980 2x dinner table for christmas and weddings - bronze 

table runner with different patterns [selection varies]
11,99 £

4251285569232 CF2835 6x star garland decoration for Christmas, glitter star 
garland in gold and silver color - for New Year's Eve, Ca

15,99 £
4251285569249 CF11086 6x star garland decoration for Christmas, glitter star 

garland, silver tinsel as decoration for New Year's Eve, c
15,99 £

4251285569270 CF11160 4x Christmas plate made of metal, Christmas or Santa's 
plate for biscuits, clams and other pastries, Ø 26 cm

17,99 £
4251285569287 CF9968 72x ball hanger for Christmas tree decorations - Hanger 

for Christmas tree balls - Perfect for Christmas balls
15,99 £

4251285569300 CF8508 4x Chair Covers Cover Christmas hat, decoration to put 
on the chair for Christmas - 60 x 48 cm, chair covers, re

17,99 £
4251285569331 CF11100 8-piece Decorative accessories for Christmas - 

Christmas decoration for crafts - Deco accessories in var
26,99 £

4251285569355 CF11099 8-piece decoration accessories for winter and Christmas 
- Snow decoration for crafts - Winter decoration in silver

26,99 £
4251285569362 CF11074 Set of 2 Candle Extinguishers made of Stainless Steel, 

Candle Wick Extinguisher, Silver-Coloured Candle-Snuffe
17,99 £

4251285569386 CF11075 2x candle extinguishers made of stainless steel, wick 
extinguisher gold-colored, length 30 cm

17,99 £
4251285569409 CF8202 4x ice scraper can be used on three sides, 12 x 12 cm, 

disc scraper made of sturdy plastic
11,99 £

4251285569416 CF11105 108x gift label for Christmas - self-adhesive labels with 
Christmas motifs [selection varies]

8,99 £
4251285593350 CF11104 2x Christmas star pendant 3D star for the Christmas 

tree - Christmas metal decorations - ornament, Christm
15,99 £

4251285593367 CF11087 3x Christmas star pendant Glitter 3D star for the 
Christmas tree - Christmas tree decoration Christmas de

11,99 £
4251285569461 CF11009 3x Garland Christmas - Fir garland for a perfect 

Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm
17,99 £

4251285569461 CF11009 3x Garland Christmas - Fir garland for a perfect 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm

17,99 £
4251285569485 CF11021 12x Ball Hanger for Christmas Tree Ornaments - Hanger 

for Christmas Baubles - Perfect for Christmas balls
15,99 £

4251285569492 CF11020 12x Ball Hanger for Christmas Tree Ornaments - Hanger 
for Christmas Baubles - Perfect for Christmas balls

13,99 £
4251285569508 CF11025 72x ball hanger for Christmas tree decorations - Hanger 

for Christmas tree balls - Perfect for Christmas balls
13,99 £

4251285569515 CF11022 72x Ball hanger for Christmas tree decorations - Hanger 
for Christmas tree balls - Perfect for Christmas balls

13,99 £
4251285569522 CF11024 72x Ball hanger for Christmas tree decorations - Hanger 

for Christmas tree balls - Perfect for Christmas balls
15,99 £

4251285569539 CF11029 100x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 
for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant

13,99 £
4251285569539 CF11029 100x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 

for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant
13,99 £

4251285569546 CF11018 200x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 
for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant

11,99 £
4251285569553 CF11030 300x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Bauble 

hooks for Christmas tree decoration - Xmas tree hanger 
11,99 £

4251285569553 CF11030 300x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Bauble 
hooks for Christmas tree decoration - Xmas tree hanger 

11,99 £
4251285569560 CF8514 Decorative snowflake made of acrylic with 7 cold-white 

LEDs and suction hooks, luminous chain of lights as win
15,99 £

4251285569577 CF15683 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 
LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up

17,99 £
4251285569584 CF11011 5x Tinsel for Christmas - Tinsel garland in gold colour - 

Christmas decoration for the Christmas tree - 50 cm
13,99 £

4251285569607 CF11012 5x Tinsel for the Christmas tree - Tinsel garland in silver 
- Christmas decorations glitter - Silver xmas decorations

13,99 £
4251285569614 CF10731 2x Lantern with colorful moon motif - Paper lantern for 

Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for childre
13,99 £
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4251285569638 CF11016 24x Universal Suction Cup Holder with Metal Hooks - 
Suction cups for hanging fairy lights, towels, decoration

13,99 £
4251285569645 CF11016 48x Universal Suction Cup Holder with Metal Hooks - 

Suction cups for hanging fairy lights, towels, decoration
17,99 £

4251285569652 CF11016 72x Universal suction cup holder with metal hooks - 
Suction cups for hanging fairy lights, towels, decoration

17,99 £
4251285569683 CF7645 80x Suction Cup Holder, Multi-Purpose Suction Cup with 

Metal Hook and Slot for Fairy Lights and other Decoratio
15,99 £

4251285569713 CF11167 4x large gift bows for decorating and wrapping - 
finished bow in Christmas red - 24 x 17.5 cm

17,99 £
4251285569720 CF8595 4x snow racers for tobogganing - snow slides for the 

whole family - Porsche sledges with handle - sledges in 
30,99 £

4251285569737 CF11165 108-piece scatter decoration set in great Christmas 
designs made of wood - jewelry for Christmas - art deco

26,99 £
4251285569751 CF10173 120x gift sticker for Christmas in two sizes, self-

adhesive
15,99 £

4251285569751 CF10173 120x gift sticker for Christmas in two sizes, self-
adhesive

15,99 £
4251285580268 CF10762 6x LED Lantern Stick - Battery operated light stick for 

lanterns & lanterns - Lantern stick in different colors [sel
15,99 £

4251285569775 CF11166 2x LED light chain with timer - light chain with 20 LED 
stars for the Christmas lighting - Christmas decoration f

13,99 £
4251285569782 CF11076 2x metal table bell with wooden handle - Hand bell as 

Christmas decoration - small, decorative table bell
15,99 £

4251285573444 CF11106 12 LED tealights, single color mood lights, Ø 3,0 cm 17,99 £
4251285569805 CF11078 2x deco metal table bell - small table bell with star 

ornament - Christmas decoration
17,99 £

4251285569812 CF11077 metal table bell with wooden handle - Hand bell as 
Christmas decoration - small, decorative table bell

15,99 £
4251285569829 CF11107 decorative wooden poinsettia with LED lighting for 

Christmas
17,99 £

4251285569867 CF6184 4x Padlock made of brass - Padlock with 2 keys - 
Security lock for household, leisure, work

13,99 £
4251285569904 CF11172 3x ceramic air humidifier - radiator evaporator for 

humidifying the room air - water evaporator with S-sha
26,99 £

4251285569911 CF11173 3x Air humidifier made of ceramic - Radiator evaporator 
for humidifying the room air - Heating evaporator with s

30,99 £
4251285569928 CF11174 3x Air humidifier made of ceramic - Radiator evaporator 

for humidifying the room air with S-shaped hook - Cool 
26,99 £

4251285569935 CF11170 Halloween LED fairy lights - 120 LEDs - colorful - with 
remote control and timer - for indoor and outdoor decor

17,99 £
4251285569942 CF9782 3x Fly cover bonnet - Cover bonnet for food - Fly cover 

for food, eating, fruit - Cover & fly bonnets in 3 sizes
26,99 £

4251285569959 CF10391 6x diving sticks in several colors, diving set for learning 
to dive for children

13,99 £
4251285569966 CF10056 3x casserole dish with lid made of porcelain - dessert 

bowl for e.g. Creme Brulee in great colors, 250 ml [color
26,99 £

4251285569973 CF5648 2x electric salt and pepper grinder with tilt sensor 26,99 £
4251285569997 CF10876 3x Swedish fire with ignition wick and citronella scent, 

Finnish torch for campfire romance, tree torch, garden t
35,99 £

4251285570009 CF10877 2x Swedish fire with ignition wick, Finnish torch for 
campfire romance and as outdoor cooking areas, tree to

30,99 £
4251285570030 CF4380 200 ice cube bags, ice preparation for cold drinks, for 

up to 5600 ice cubes
17,99 £

4251285570047 CF4379 5x vacuum bag for clothes, blankets and bed linen, 
vacuum garment bags, 60 x 80 cm, storage bags with s

17,99 £
4251285584464 CF8223 8-piece porcelain egg cup set - egg cups and spoons in 

white - kitchen accessories
17,99 £

4251285570139 CF11156 6x preserving jars with screw lids in a winter design - 
TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 250 ml

26,99 £
4251285570146 CF11156 12x preserving jars with screw lids in winter design - TO 

Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 250 ml
26,99 £

4251285570153 CF11161 6x preserving jars with screw lids in winter design - TO 
Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 330 ml

26,99 £
4251285570160 CF10175 6x Wall hooks with different motifs - Miracle hook on 

self-adhesive pad - Adhesive hook without drilling
15,99 £

4251285570177 CF11161 12x preserving jars with screw lids in winter design - TO 
Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 330 ml

26,99 £
4251285588851 CF10850 12x Transparent wall hooks - Mini miracle hook on self-

adhesive pad - Adhesive hook without drilling
15,99 £
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4251285570191 CF11158 12x suction cup holder with plastic hooks - multi-
purpose hook for fairy lights and other decoration - wall

15,99 £
4251285570207 CF10849 4x Double wall hook in metal look - Miracle hook on 

self-adhesive pad - Adhesive hook without drilling
13,99 £

4251285570214 CF10838 4x Transparent double wall hooks - Miracle hooks on 
self-adhesive pad - Adhesive hooks without drilling

13,99 £
4251285570238 CF10934 2x Raincover for backpack and satchel in black - Water 

& wind repellent rain cover - Backpack protection with r
13,99 £

4251285570245 CF11164 decanter - wine decanter - wine carafe - red wine carafe 
- optimal filling quantity: 750 ml

30,99 £
4251285570252 CF7510 4x hand washing brush in blue - nail brush for hand and 

nail cleaning
13,99 £

4251285582507 CF10853 6x Fireplace Lighter and Grill Lighter made of wood - 
ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - fast, light 

13,99 £
4251285570276 CF11188 2x stainless steel wine glass - wine mug for travel - 

stemless wine glass to go - stainless steel mug - BPA FR
30,99 £

4251285570283 CF11189 3x stainless steel drinking cups for children - thermal 
drinking cups 250 ml made of stainless steel 304 - shatt

30,99 £
4251285582514 CF11157 3x fireplace lighter and grill lighter made of wood for on 

the go - ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - q
11,99 £

4251285570306 CF11190 3x stainless steel drinking cup - 250 ml per mug - 
Thermo-drinking mug made of high quality stainless ste

26,99 £
4251285570313 CF10954 Metal cake stand - 3-tier cake stand - Serving stand for 

biscuits, chocolates or fruit
35,99 £

4251285570320 CF9818 4x breakfast cutting boards made of melamine with 
magical unicorn motifs, 23 x 14 x 0.2 cm

15,99 £
4251285570344 CF9637 cake stand made of slate with 3 levels, pastry bowl, 

fruit bowl
30,99 £

4251285570351 CF7692 12x salt, - spice, - & herb spreader stainless steel 30,99 £
4251285570368 CF9247 3x silicone molds for chocolates, praline molds for every 

15 chocolates or ice cubes
15,99 £

4251285570375 CF10707 2x Straw Christmas tree top, Christmas tree top Star of 
straw for Christmas, fir tree top for your Christmas tree,

15,99 £
4251285570375 CF10707 2x Straw Christmas tree top, Christmas tree top Star of 

straw for Christmas, fir tree top for your Christmas tree,
15,99 £

4251285570399 CF6355 basket mouse trap, mouse trap, round, with 2 entrances 15,99 £
4251285570412 CF10018 6x Tea Glass - Drinking Glasses with Handle - Glass 

Mugs for Tea, Cocoa, Coffee, Latte, Espresso and Cappu
26,99 £

4251285570436 CF0619 2x decanter pourer with aerator for wine - drip-free 
wine decanter - pourer - wine pourer with decanter - wi

11,99 £
4251285570443 CF6268 3x drain plug made of rubber - drain plug with chain 

made of stainless steel - for standard drains
13,99 £

4251285570450 CF9065 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clamp - 
tablecloth clamp in fruit design - approx. 20 g

13,99 £
4251285570474 CF10976 2-level porcelain storage rack, height 25.5 cm, for eg 

pastries, fruit or chocolates
26,99 £

4251285570498 CF7666 2x replacement eyecups and eyepieces suitable for 
Nikon SLR cameras D40, D60, D80, D90, D200, D3, D52

8,99 £
4251285570498 CF7666 2x replacement eyecups and eyepieces suitable for 

Nikon SLR cameras D40, D60, D80, D90, D200, D3, D52
8,99 £

4251285570511 CF11194 24x steel tent pegs - semi-round, robust pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground

26,99 £
4251285570528 CF11195 12x tent pegs made of steel - semi-circular, robust 

ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for norma
15,99 £

4251285570535 CF11195 24x tent pegs made of steel - semi-circular, robust 
ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for norma

26,99 £
4251285570542 CF11196 12x tent pegs made of steel - semi-circular, robust 

ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for norma
15,99 £

4251285557376 CF11197 5x disposable instant cold compress, cold pack for 
immediate cooling and for first aid measures, cooling pa

26,99 £
4251285568501 CF11197 10x disposable instant cold compress, cold pack for 

immediate cooling and for first aid measures, cooling pa
35,99 £

4251285568297 CF11197 20x Disposable instant cold compress - Cold pack for 
immediate cooling and for first aid measures - Cooling p

43,99 £
4251285570641 CF8012 2x Lantern with colorful princess and frog motif - Paper 

lantern for Santa Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern
15,99 £

4251285570658 CF8134 4x hooded rain poncho - reusable poncho in 4 colors - 
emergency poncho for concerts, stadiums, hiking, campi

15,99 £
4251805404463 CF9806 18-piece giveaway set with unicorn motifs for children's 

birthday parties consisting of balls, snap bracelets, key r
17,99 £
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4251285570733 CF11198 72x steel tent pegs with box for storage - long and 
robust ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for

30,99 £
4251285570740 CF11201 36x Tent pegs made of steel - Long and robust pegs for 

camping and outdoors for normal ground - Metallic tent 
26,99 £

4251285570757 CF11491 36x Tent pegs made of steel - Long and robust pegs for 
camping and outdoors ideal for normal ground - Metallic

30,99 £
4251285570764 CF11490 12x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 

camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou
17,99 £

4251285570771 CF10293 24x Steel tent pegs - long and durable pegs with plastic 
mount for camping and outdoor - Tent pegs ideal for no

30,99 £
4251285570795 CF11202 15x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 

pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and h
17,99 £

4251285570818 CF11202 30x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 
pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and h

30,99 £
4251285570825 CF11202 50x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 

pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and h
43,99 £

4251285557598 CF11203 48x Tent Pegs Made of Plastic - Pegs, Ground Anchor 
for Garden Fleece or Sandpit Cover - Ideal for Normal G

15,99 £
4251285570870 CF11204 2x Peg pullers made of stainless steel - Hook pullers for 

easy removal of pegs and hooks - Camping and outdoor
11,99 £

4251285570894 CF11983 12x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 
thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 

26,99 £
4251285570900 CF11206 12x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 

thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 
26,99 £

4251285570917 CF11496 12x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 
thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 

26,99 £
4251285570924 CF11207 4x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 

pegs with T-profile for camping and outdoors - ideal for 
26,99 £

4251285570931 CF11208 4x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 
pegs with T-profile for camping and outdoors - ideal for 

26,99 £
4251285570948 CF11209 Rubber mallet for camping - Soft mallet for slabs - 

Camping mallet hammer in black and silver - Rubber ma
13,99 £

4251285570955 CF11210 14x tent pegs made of steel with adapter for cordless 
screwdriver - screw pegs in transport box - robust grou

30,99 £
4251285570962 CF11211 20x tent pegs made of steel - screw pegs in transport 

box - robust ground pegs with thread for camping and o
35,99 £

4251285571006 CF10704 4X slime with popping noise in a toilet | Colors: yellow, 
green, blue, pink |

15,99 £
4251285571013 CF10956 4x chenille duster with telescopic pole, in different 

colors [color varies]
15,99 £

4251285571020 CF10956 4x chenille duster with telescopic pole, in different 
colors [color varies]

15,99 £
4251285571044 CF11200 9x corrugated candles for Schwipp arches with 11 lamps 

- spare bulbs for fairy lights or pyramids - 23V / 3W, wit
17,99 £

4251285571051 CF11200 6x corrugated candles for Schwipp arches with 11 lamps 
- spare bulbs for fairy lights or pyramids - 23V / 3W, wit

13,99 £
4251285571068 CF11194 12x tent pegs made of steel - semi-circular, robust 

ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for norma
15,99 £

4251285571136 CF7480 2x Mikado Game set in colorful colors, board game for 
the whole family

11,99 £
4251285571167 CF10720 2x coffee to go mug - coffee mug to go - coffee to go - 

reusable drinking mug - travel mug with lid - 350 ml
15,99 £

4251285571167 CF10720 2x coffee to go mug - coffee mug to go - coffee to go - 
reusable drinking mug - travel mug with lid - 350 ml

15,99 £
4251285571174 CF10720 2x coffee to go mug - coffee mug to go - coffee to go - 

reusable drinking mug - travel mug with lid - 350 ml
15,99 £

4251285571181 CF10720 2x coffee to go mug - coffee mug to go - coffee to go - 
reusable drinking mug - travel mug with lid - 350 ml

15,99 £
4251285571204 CF11221 wooden nesting box for hanging, birdhouse in heart 

shape for wild birds, 17 x 12 x 17 cm
26,99 £

4251285571211 CF10727 5x storage jars made of ceramic - storage box with 
bamboo lid - ceramic container for food

17,99 £
4251285571235 CF10727 pedestal fan 80 W - height-adjustable floor fan with 3 

power levels - modern fan made of wood and metal - 3
15,99 £

4251285571266 CF10959 maritime decoration set - fishing net with shells and 
beautiful glass with table decoration - photo mesh - han

26,99 £
4251285571280 CF7083 40x S-shaped outdoor carabiner made of high-strength 

plastic in khaki and with stainless steel spring lock
15,99 £

4251285571297 CF11193 wood wool lighter for fireplaces | 1 kilogram | odorless, 
strong burning and clean

26,99 £
4251285571303 CF10709 72-piece straw star set - Christmas tree decorations - 

straw pendant for the Christmas tree - natural Christma
26,99 £
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4251285571310 CF10379 250x universal disposable filling funnel made of paper, 
oil funnel as a filling aid for cars, workshops, household 

26,99 £
4251285571327 CF7963 2x head massage device with 12 massage fingers - 

relaxing massage spider for the head - head-pawl for m
11,99 £

4251285571334 CF8849 boots gaiters made of black synthetic leather, boot tops 
for carnival, carnival, Halloween and themed parties, on

26,99 £
4251805446708 CF10961 porcelain mortar and pestle - spice mortar with pourer - 

chopper for grinding spices and herbs
15,99 £

4251285571396 CF10968 2x Cereal mug-to-go with spoon - Yogurt mug for on 
the go - Box for fruit and salad - reusable

15,99 £
4251285571419 CF10971 8x tablecloth weights - weatherproof tablecloth weights 

with clip - tablecloth clip in stone look and beach design
17,99 £

4251285571419 CF10971 8x tablecloth weights - weatherproof tablecloth weights 
with clip - tablecloth clip in stone look and beach design

17,99 £
4251285571426 CF11056 Party container transport box - cake container and food 

box with 3 tiers and lifting insert for muffins and cupcak
39,99 £

4251285571440 CF10986 2 bamboo wind chimes, a great eye-catcher for your 
garden [selection varies]

17,99 £
4251805434477 CF9069 2x Wind wheel - Wind chime in flower design - Colourful 

windmill for garden, terrace and balcony
26,99 £

4251285571464 CF11212 2-piece wooden tray set - Vintage wooden tray in two 
designs - Serving tray with rustic look - Large decorative

30,99 £
4251285571471 CF11213 Decorative Wooden Tray - Rectangular Wooden Tray in 

Vintage Design - Large Shabby Chic Serving Tray
17,99 £

4251285571488 CF11212 Decorative Wooden Tray - Square Wooden Tray in 
Vintage Design - Large Shabby Chic Serving Tray

17,99 £
4251285571495 CF11214 4x bag closure Clips for dogs and cats Food bags, 

reusable
11,99 £

4251285571563 CF11215 2x LED wall light with plastic light switch design, battery 
operated

15,99 £
4251285571570 CF11216 4-piece Set Jute Tape and Cotton String - Jute cord for 

packing and decorating
13,99 £

4251285571594 CF9636 2x pizza scissors with colorful serving surface - pizza 
cutter scissors with stainless steel blades and integrated

17,99 £
4251285571600 CF9636 2x pizza scissors with colorful serving surface - pizza 

cutter scissors with stainless steel blades and integrated
26,99 £

4251285571617 CF11217 2x 12m all-purpose rope, versatile fastening cord, 
mooring line, polypropylene rope, braided line for DIY gi

17,99 £
4251285571624 CF11217 2x 12m All-purpose rope - Versatile fastening cord, 

mooring line, polypropylene rope, braided line for DIY gi
15,99 £

4251285571631 CF11217 2x 12m all-purpose rope, versatile fastening cord, 
mooring line, polypropylene rope, braided line for DIY gi

17,99 £
4251285571648 CF11218 12x wooden palm leaf snack bowls, serving bowls for 

snacks, dips, desserts and desserts
26,99 £

4251285571655 CF11218 6x wooden palm leaf snack bowls, serving bowls for 
snacks, dips, desserts and desserts

15,99 £
4251285571662 CF11220 Wooden cosmetic tissue box

 - Handkerchief dispenser with removable bottom
17,99 £

4251285571679 CF11219 Wooden cosmetic tissue box
 - Handkerchief dispenser with hinged lid

17,99 £
4251285571686 CF9636 pizza scissors with stainless steel blades and integrated 

pizza scoop
15,99 £

4251285571693 CF11223 4x ceramic casserole dish with lid - dessert bowl in 
great colors for crème brûlée, tapas and much more [co

30,99 £
4251285589520 CF11222 2x shoe drip tray - shoe rack with drainage channels - 

shoe mat with raised edge
26,99 £

4251285571716 CF11230 2x placemats made of bamboo - modern placemats as a 
base - placemat for the kitchen and dining room - Japan

17,99 £
4251285571723 CF11230 2x placemats made of bamboo - modern placemats as a 

base - placemat for the kitchen and dining room - Japan
17,99 £

4251285571747 CF11230 2x placemats made of bamboo - modern placemats as a 
base - placemat for the kitchen and dining room - Japan

17,99 £
4251285571754 CF11230 2x placemats made of bamboo - modern placemats as a 

base - placemat for the kitchen and dining room - Japan
17,99 £

4251285571778 CF3530 2x Mikado play set in a wooden box to slide on, board 
game for the whole family

13,99 £
4251285571785 CF10044 3x protective socket for plug connection, splash-proof 

protective box for outdoor use, protective capsule for ex
15,99 £

4251285571808 CF11226 8x coasters made of natural wood - glass coasters - 
coasters for glasses - wooden discs for handicrafts - Ø a

15,99 £
4251285571853 CF11227 20x microfibre replacement covers for floor wipers, 

reusable cleaning cloth made from microfibre, 5 colours
17,99 £
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4251285571891 CF10857 Bamboo round cutting board 35 cm in diameter, serving 
tray

26,99 £
4251285571907 CF11229 72x reusable ice cubes in bright colors, party ice cubes 

for cooling drinks [selection varies]
17,99 £

4251285588790 CF11225 5-piece cleaning set consisting of broom and shovel, 
brushes and window puller

17,99 £
4251805408133 CF11225 5-piece cleaning set, hand brush, dustpan, hand brush, 

dish brush and window puller, perfect cleaning starter s
15,99 £

4251285571952 CF10848 18x fridge magnet made of metal in different colors 8,99 £
4251805471359 CF11108 2-piece luminous balloon set with LED - transparent air 

bubbles with support rods - balloons that can be filled w
26,99 £

4251285571990 CF10894 cat tower with troughs and balls over three levels 15,99 £
4251285572003 CF10993 2x wall bracket made of powder-coated metal, hook for 

flower pot, garden, wind chimes, hanging basket
15,99 £

4251285572034 CF3690 2x luggage strap for luggage, strollers, bags and bulky 
luggage - high-quality luggage strap with combination l

17,99 £
4251285572041 CF10887 3-in-1 window cleaner, puller, window wiper and spray 

bottle
15,99 £

4251285572072 CF10893 wrist blood pressure monitor with pulse measurement 
and LCD display

30,99 £
4251285572089 CF10895 medicine cabinet made of stainless steel with matt glass 

door lockable
35,99 £

4251285572126 CF2648 2x USB 3.0 Super Speed Cable A-Male to Micro-B Male 
with gold plated contacts 30cm white for PC & Mac

15,99 £
4251285572140 CF11171 20x wine glass clips for plates, in great colors, eg for 

wine glasses, champagne glasses or cocktail glasses
11,99 £

4251285572164 CF11169 80x Reusable ice cubes in various designs, party ice 
cubes in bright colors

17,99 £
4251285572171 CF10881 12x mocha spoons made of stainless steel - espresso 

spoons in classic design - teaspoons - coffee spoons - 1
11,99 £

4251285572188 CF10882 12x stainless steel coffee spoons - stylish cutlery in a 
simple design - teaspoon - dessert spoon - tea service - 

15,99 £
4251285572195 CF11251 6 slate serving platters with 4 rubber feet // smooth 

cutting edge // dimensions: 30 x 20 x 0.5 cm
30,99 £

4251285572201 CF9690 8x mini metal puzzle - skill game made of metal - puzzle 
game for children and adults [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285572218 CF10860 190-piece tool set XXL with trolley - tool case for home, 

car and hobby - complete set in case
114,99 £

4251285572225 CF10862 18-Piece Saw Blades Set for Mini Circular Saw 26,99 £
4251285572249 CF9612 6x teaspoons made of stainless steel - stylish flatware in 

a simple design - coffee spoon - dessert spoon - tea ser
11,99 £

4251285572256 CF11250 Draft stopper - Light door bottom seal - Effective draft 
stopper - Good protection against drafts and heat loss - 

26,99 £
4251285572256 CF11250 Draft stopper - Light door bottom seal - Effective draft 

stopper - Good protection against drafts and heat loss - 
26,99 £

4251285572263 CF11250 Draft stopper - Light door bottom seal - Effective draft 
stopper - Good protection against drafts and heat loss - 

26,99 £
4251285572263 CF11250 Draft stopper - Light door bottom seal - Effective draft 

stopper - Good protection against drafts and heat loss - 
26,99 £

4251285572300 CF9263 2x large rubber ducks in yellow, rubber duck for the 
bathtub

15,99 £
4251285573147 CF8764 2x Stainless steel chicken roaster - chicken griller with 

aroma container - grill roaster for cooking whole chicken
30,99 £

4251285572386 CF8591 4x Snow runners for tobogganing - Snow runners for 
the whole family - Sledges in several colours [selection 

35,99 £
4251285572393 CF8553 4x Shoe Horn made of Stainless Steel - Portable Boot 

Horns - Dressing Aid - Short Handled Shoe-Horn for Me
13,99 £

4251285572416 CF11233 250 colored thumbtacks - thumbtacks made of brass 
with colored plastic coating - pin board pins

13,99 £
4251285572423 CF11233 500 colored thumbtacks - thumbtacks made of brass 

with colored plastic coating - pin board pins
15,99 £

4251805404913 CF11241 6-piece garden tool set for children - small rake, shovel 
and spade made of robust metal and wood, perfect for 

17,99 £
4251285572447 CF11489 9x high quality premium face cleaning cloths made of 

microfibre - GSM 300 gr/m² - Make-up remover to remo
13,99 £

4251285572454 CF11246 4x hooded rain poncho - reusable poncho in 4 colors - 
emergency poncho for concerts, stadiums, hiking, campi

26,99 £
4251285572461 CF11242 3-Piece Garden-Tool set with wooden handle consisting 

of a double-hoe, hand-cultivator and flower-trowel, stab
15,99 £
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4251285572478 CF11249 2x crispbread jars with lids, airtight, storage boxes, 
approx. 20 x 9 x 14 cm

15,99 £
4251285582569 CF11238 4x indoor greenhouse, multi-pot plates with lid, plant 

box with growing pots for 96 plants, growing set for flo
26,99 £

4251285582569 CF11238 4x indoor greenhouse, multi-pot plates with lid, plant 
box with growing pots for 96 plants, growing set for flo

26,99 £
4251285572508 CF11042 6 owls erasers in set, in variegated colors [selection 

varies]
11,99 £

4251285572515 CF11239 8x Beach Towel Clips
 - Towel clips for fastening

15,99 £
4251285572522 CF11245 pizza peel made of stainless steel - pizza and cake 

server with foldable handle - pizza pusher for tarte flam
26,99 £

4251285572539 CF10703 6x Slime in a barrel in bright colors - party gift for 
children's birthdays - anti stress Slime - kneading Slime 

15,99 £
4251285572546 CF11006 2x doormat interior - dirt control mat with non-slip 

underside for entrance area - doormat - doormat (select
30,99 £

4251285572553 CF11006 doormat interior - dirt control mat with non-slip 
underside for entrance area - doormat - doormat (select

26,99 £
4251285572577 CF11236 3x silicone molds for chocolates - round and heart 

shaped praline shapes for 15 chocolates or ice cubes - c
15,99 £

4251285572584 CF11236 3x silicone mold for chocolates - square chocolates for 
15 chocolates or ice cubes - chocolate mold [color varie

15,99 £
4251285572591 CF11236 6x silicone mold for chocolates - praline shapes for 15 

chocolates or ice cubes - chocolate mold [color varies]
30,99 £

4251285572638 CF11244 3-piece gardening equipment set consisting of flower 
trowel, flower rake and small cultivator in a stable desig

26,99 £
4251285572645 CF6686 6x mucus in the barrel, in the dark glowing slime, 80 g 

each
15,99 £

4251285572652 CF11243 3-piece garden set consisting of flower trowel, flower 
rake and plant trowel with gray-green handle [selection 

13,99 £
4251285572669 CF11191 12 Keychain Owl made of PVC, ideal as a gift 13,99 £
4251285572676 CF11192 10 top with LED light in different colors [color varies] 13,99 £
4251285572683 CF11192 20 gyroscope with LED lamp in different colors [color 

varies]
17,99 £

4251285572690 CF10743 Folding box 32l - Transport box with handles - Sturdy 
storage box - Collapsible shopping basket

17,99 £
4251285572713 CF10743 collapsible box 32l - transport box with handles - sturdy 

storage box - collapsible shopping basket
26,99 £

4251285572720 CF10743 3x folding box 32l - Transport box with handles - Stable 
storage box - Collapsible shopping basket [selection vari

39,99 £
4251285572751 CF11159 12x miracle sponge for home and garden, dirt eraser for 

cleaning stains, cleaning sponge
15,99 £

4251805441901 CF11247 LED light chain with deco bottles and cork stopper - 6 
LED deco bottles made of glass with artificial plants and

17,99 £
4251285572799 CF10713 55 piece giveaway set pirate, party favors and a grand 

prize for children's birthdays, pirate party accessories
26,99 £

4251285572805 CF11234 10x pirate masks for children and adults with elastic 
band

13,99 £
4251285572812 CF2336 4x mixing bowls in different sizes, non-slip with rubber 

base, pouring spout and non-slip handle
35,99 £

4251285572829 CF11264 Key stone "big mountain" - Stone with secret 
compartment - Key hiding place in stone look - Geocach

13,99 £
4251285572836 CF11045 2x dinosaurs - prehistoric toy figures made of plastic - 

toys for children - robust dinosaurs to play with [selectio
15,99 £

4251285572850 CF8603 2x Snow runners for tobogganing - snow runner sledge 
with wide edge and recessed grips - piste runners [selec

39,99 £
4251285572867 CF10396 12x shot glasses with chain for hanging in different 

colors [color selection varies] - shot glass for Carnival, J
30,99 £

4251285572874 CF11254 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 
accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child

17,99 £
4251285572881 CF11255 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
17,99 £

4251285572881 CF11255 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 
accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child

17,99 £
4251285572898 CF11258 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
17,99 £

4251285572904 CF11261 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 
accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child

17,99 £
4251285572904 CF11261 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
17,99 £
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4251285596450 CF11260 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 
accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child

15,99 £
4251285596467 CF11259 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
15,99 £

4251285596467 CF11259 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

15,99 £
4251285596474 CF11262 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285596474 CF11262 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

13,99 £
4251285596481 CF11256 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285596481 CF11256 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

13,99 £
4251285596498 CF11257 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285596498 CF11257 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

13,99 £
4251285572966 CF10100 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
17,99 £

4251285582248 CF7754 200 clothespins in a savings pack in various trend colors 26,99 £
4251285572997 CF10752 kites in colorful colors for kids - Wind Dragon with 30 

meter long cord - Single Dragon in different models [sel
8,99 £

4251285573000 CF11263 2x glass spice shaker, salt shaker and pepper shaker in 
old English country house style, country-/western style, 

13,99 £
4251285573017 CF11277 100x wooden spatula for hair removal - for applying 

wax and sugar paste
15,99 £

4251285573024 CF10132 4 pocket warmer "Snowman", hand warmer in a 
Christmas motif

15,99 £
4251285573055 CF9086 RJ45 door and window ducts extremely flat for network 

LAN cable, female to female
13,99 £

4251285573062 CF11287 5x mini folding rule as a plastic key fob, 50 cm folding 
rule with 10 links, metric in white

13,99 £
4251285573062 CF11287 5x mini folding rule as a plastic key fob, 50 cm folding 

rule with 10 links, metric in white
13,99 £

4251285573086 CF7853 2x Hanging dryer with 13 clamps - Mini rotary clothes 
dryer to hang up - Tumble dryer for socks and small ite

15,99 £
4251285573093 CF4588 24x premium moth stop wooden rings made of cedar 

wood, moth protection strap rings without chemicals - n
13,99 £

4251285573109 CF7161 4x Brass padlock - Security lock with 3 keys - Padlock 
for household and work

15,99 £
4251285573109 CF7161 4x Brass padlock - Security lock with 3 keys - Padlock 

for household and work
15,99 £

4251285573123 CF5576 4 key ring, EDC suspension clip with key ring 15,99 £
4251285573130 CF9682 2 closed ashtray made of metal with clamp for 

fastening, for indoor and outdoor use
26,99 £

4251285573147 CF8764 2x Stainless steel chicken roaster - chicken griller with 
aroma container - grill roaster for cooking whole chicken

30,99 £
4251285573185 CF11284 streamers metallic pink and silver-colored - 10 rolls as 

party decorations for birthdays - paper lines for New Ye
17,99 £

4251285573192 CF4370 2 neodymium pot magnets with snap hook, magnet 
with hook

15,99 £
4251285573208 CF4370 3 neodymium pot magnets with snap hook, magnet 

with hook
17,99 £

4251285578623 CF9694 2 yo-yos with coupling and ball bearing, yo-yo in 
various colors

13,99 £
4251285573260 CF11275 coffee capsule holder for storing up to 30 coffee 

capsules, metal stacking stand, capsule stand for the co
15,99 £

4251285573291 CF11270 8x ashtrays made of plastic in bright colors - ashtrays 
for inside and outside - table ashtrays for cigarettes

17,99 £
4251285573307 CF11271 4x Ashtrays for outside - Windproof ashtray - Storm-

ashtray with luminous lid - Car ashtray - Ashtrays for cig
15,99 £

4251285573314 CF11269 1x wind ashtray made of dolomite ceramic in blue, 
green, orange, each with colorful stripes

30,99 £
4251285573321 CF11268 6x Ashtray made of ceramic in a simple design, ceramic 

ashtray for private and gastronomy
26,99 £

4251285573338 CF11268 12x Ashtray made of ceramic in a simple design, 
ceramic ashtray for private and gastronomy

35,99 £
4251285573345 CF11273 2 large floating candles, three-way candle for outside 

and inside, Ø 16 cm
15,99 £
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4251285573376 CF11272 Mini chest with 6 drawers, small cabinet in vintage 
design

26,99 £
4251285573383 CF11263 4x Salt and Pepper Shaker made of Glass with Metallic 

Screw Cap - Spice Shakers with Labels - Dispensers in C
15,99 £

4251285573390 CF8348 4x pocket warmers with faux fur - hand warmers with a 
star and moose motif in two colors

17,99 £
4251285573413 CF10048 3 Dish Brushes with Suction Cup, Brushes, 28.5 x 6.5 

cm
15,99 £

4251285573420 CF3148 2x metal ashtrays with rotating lids - for indoor and 
outdoor use - removable lid

26,99 £
4251285573437 CF3688 5 measuring tapes, tailoring tape in cm and inch, tape 

measure for tailoring, 150 cm
13,99 £

4251285573444 CF11106 12 LED tealights, single color mood lights, Ø 3,0 cm 17,99 £
4251285573451 CF7635 8x premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 

table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl
17,99 £

4251285573468 CF11299 6x Cappuccino cup with saucer - Coffee cup made of 
ceramic - Noble cup set for coffee enjoyment

30,99 £
4251285573499 CF11323 2 combination locks in heart shape, padlock with 2 keys 

each, love lock
13,99 £

4251285574175 CF11293 10 Kg BBQ Charcoal Briquettes - Heat Bricks 100% 
Natural Wood - Lump Charcoal for Smoker, Barbecue, O

39,99 £
4251285573529 CF11331 1.5 kg smoking chips and chips - 100% natural - Mix 

pack of smoker chips and smoking chips for smoker, bal
26,99 £

4251285573536 CF11332 2 kg smoking chips and chips made of alder and cherry 
wood - 100% natural - for smoker, ball, freestanding an

35,99 £
4251285573567 CF11110 3x cover for food - fly hood made of metal - colored 

dining screen - insect protection hood Ø 35 cm [selectio
26,99 £

4251285573574 CF11294 500 g smoker chips made of cherry wood - 100% 
natural - extra coarse smoking chips for smoker, ball, st

13,99 £
4251285573581 CF11298 500 g Premium alder wood smoking chips - 100% 

natural - for smoker, ball, stand and gas grill
13,99 £

4251285573598 CF11295 500 g Premium smoking wood chips - 100% natural - 
for smoker, ball, stand and gas grill

15,99 £
4251285573604 CF11297 500 g alder wood smoking chips - 100% natural - for 

smoker, ball, stand and gas grill
15,99 £

4251285573611 CF11296 500 g smoking wood chips - 100% natural - for smoker, 
ball, stand and gas grill

13,99 £
4251285573628 CF10509 4x moth trap for combating food moths and their larvae 

- moth stop - fighting food moths
8,99 £

4251285573635 CF8890 6 Iron-on patches made of 100% cotton, jeans patch, 
10x7.5cm

11,99 £
4251285573642 CF11138 2x decanter dryer, small drip stand for decanters, 

glasses, vases, pitchers and carafes
26,99 £

4251285573666 CF11276 2x decanter dryer, large drainer for decanters, glasses, 
vases, pitchers and carafes

35,99 £
4251285573673 CF11139 2x decanter dryer, drip stand in red for decanters and 

carafes
26,99 £

4251285573680 CF11117 4 swivel castors, transport castors with and without 
swivel bearing

13,99 £
4251285573697 CF11117 4 swivel castors with and without brake, transport 

castors with and without swivel bearing
13,99 £

4251285573703 CF11117 4 castors with and without brake, transport castors with 
swivel bearing

15,99 £
4251285573710 CF11120 4 swivel castors with brake, transport rollers with swivel 

bearing
26,99 £

4251285573727 CF11126 4 small wheels for screwing / furniture swivel castors 
with and without brake, transport rollers with swivel bea

15,99 £
4251285573734 CF11123 4 Small Castor Wheels to Screw On - Furniture Swivel 

Castors 2x with and 2x without Swivel Bearings, Transp
15,99 £

4251285573741 CF11125 4 small castors for screwing / furniture swivel castors 
without swivel head, transport castors

13,99 £
4251285573758 CF11134 4 castors for screwing / furniture swivel castors 2x with 

and 2x without swivel head, table rolls / cupboard whee
26,99 £

4251285573772 CF11128 4 furniture swivel castors for screwing on, table rolls 2x 
with and 2x without brake, cupboard rollers with swivel 

11,99 £
4251285573789 CF11133 4 furniture swivel castors for screwing on, table rolls 2x 

with and 2x without brake, cupboard rollers with swivel 
26,99 £

4251285573796 CF11131 4 large castors with and without brake, heavy duty 
castors with swivel bearings

30,99 £
4251285573802 CF11135 4 furniture swivel castors for screwing on, table rolls 2x 

with and 2x without brake, cupboard rollers with swivel 
43,99 £
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4251285573826 CF10928 2x tea strainer for cups, tea filter for loose tea and tea 
leaves, tea egg

26,99 £
4251285573833 CF10929 2x tea strainer for cups, tea filter for loose tea and tea 

leaves, tea egg
11,99 £

4251805465570 CF10926 2x plastic tea strainer - tea strainer - fine tea filter for 
tea lovers - with stamp for squeezing

11,99 £
4251285573857 CF11279 tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea filter with drip 

tray - fine mesh tea strainer for loose tea and spices
15,99 £

4251285573864 CF11348 4x Extendable Mini Telescopic Fly Swatter as a trailer 
for pest control, mosquitoes and insects [selection varie

13,99 £
4251285598508 CF11326 4x keychain with bottle opener - keychain in mustache 

design - gift for men
13,99 £

4251285573888 CF11324 2x key ring with removable shopping chip for the 
shopping cart [selection varies]

11,99 £
4251285578579 CF11302 2x Yard brush with steel bristles - Garden broom with 

wooden handle - Outdoor brush - Hard cleaning brush a
17,99 £

4251285573949 CF11306 6-piece sun sail mounting set - mounting accessories 
with wall bracket, carabiner and turnbuckle

15,99 £
4251805412802 CF11306 12-piece sun sail mounting set - mounting accessories 

with wall bracket, carabiner and turnbuckle
26,99 £

4251285573963 CF10665 18x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decoration with 
great motifs - Easter egg decoration - Hanging decorati

15,99 £
4251285573970 CF11313 4x Easter plates made of metal - decorative plates for 

Easter - Easter nest with great Easter motifs - Easter de
17,99 £

4251285573994 CF11327 400x Flexible, striped drinking straws, kinked straws in 
various bright colors

17,99 £
4251285574007 CF11267 Digital Kitchen Thermometer, LCD Cooking 

Thermometer, Meat Thermometer - Barbecue Thermom
15,99 £

4251285574014 CF11330 300x drinking straws with spoons - straws in bright 
colors

15,99 £
4251285574052 CF11307 2 LED glass decorative light bulbs with artificial flowers, 

hanging decoration [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251285574069 CF11307 LED decorative light bulb with artificial flowers, hanging 
decoration [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285574076 CF11308 2 LED decorative glass bottles with rope as hanging 

decoration or table lamp
17,99 £

4251285574083 CF11310 unicorn soap bubble gun with LED light, soap bubble 
water and sound - toys for children and adults, for birth

17,99 £
4251285574113 CF9713 4x Twist Finger Balls with colorful LED effects - fidget 

toys - anti stress hand toys - skill game for young and ol
26,99 £

4251285574120 CF9712 4x Twist Finger Balls - Fidget Toys - Anti Stress Hand 
Toys - Skill game for young and old [selection varies!]

15,99 £
4251285574137 CF7124 36-piece Halloween tableware set - party tableware 

with skull motifs
26,99 £

4251285574144 CF11329 2x Brush for hand washing made of stainless steel - Nail 
brush for hand and nail cleaning - Odor removal throug

13,99 £
4251285574144 CF11329 2x Brush for hand washing made of stainless steel - Nail 

brush for hand and nail cleaning - Odor removal throug
13,99 £

4251285593213 CF11328 3x hand brush - wooden nail brush - double-sided hand 
washing brush - cleaning brush for hands and fingernail

13,99 £
4251285574168 CF6746 4 Stainless steel telescopic back scraper, back and head 

massager in red
13,99 £

4251285574175 CF11293 10 Kg BBQ Charcoal Briquettes - Heat Bricks 100% 
Natural Wood - Lump Charcoal for Smoker, Barbecue, O

39,99 £
4251805405200 CF10925 10 kg charcoal briquettes made from apple wood, 100% 

natural wood charcoal for smoker, pellet and stand grills
35,99 £

4251285574199 CF11321 3x stainless steel pot cleaner brush - dish brush with 
exchangeable steel sponge - steel wool sponge with han

15,99 £
4251285574205 CF11322 30x Household Towels, Extremely Absorbent and 

Durable All-Purpose Viscose Cloths, Reusable
17,99 £

4251285574212 CF11322 60x household towels, extremely absorbent and hard-
wearing all-purpose wipes made of viscose, reusable

30,99 £
4251285574212 CF11322 60x household towels, extremely absorbent and hard-

wearing all-purpose wipes made of viscose, reusable
30,99 £

4251285574229 CF11278 5-piece Set of Stainless steel blackhead remover
 - Comedone squeezer for the treatment of acne and bl

11,99 £
4251285574236 CF11351 24 textile pens, laundry markers with a fine tip in bright 

colours
15,99 £

4251285574243 CF11320 3 microfibre replacement covers for floor wipers with 
folding holder

15,99 £
4251285574250 CF10325 100x Pressure seal bags - Transparent bags with 

pressure seal - Small zip bags re-sealable - Poly bags wi
8,99 £
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4251285574267 CF10326 100x Pressure seal bags - Transparent bags with 
pressure seal - Small zip bags re-sealable - Poly bags wi

11,99 £
4251285574274 CF10327 100x Pressure seal bags - Transparent bags with 

pressure seal - Zip bags re-sealable - Poly bags with clo
13,99 £

4251285574328 CF11288 8x door hooks made of stainless steel - clothes hooks 
with foam protection - coat hooks for closet doors and r

13,99 £
4251285574335 CF11352 6-piece Car care set with microfiber cloth and car wash 

glove - Microfiber cloth - Car polishing cloth - Car care cl
26,99 £

4251285574342 CF11353 4x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 
dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h

26,99 £
4251285574359 CF11352 3-part Car care set with microfiber cloth and car wash 

glove - Microfiber cloth - Car polishing cloth - Car care cl
13,99 £

4251285574373 CF10395 40x Flummi to play with for children - Bouncy ball as a 
small gift for birthdays - Colorful flummis for girls and b

15,99 £
4251285574397 CF10845 3 XL stainless steel scourer, scouring pads for effective 

cleaning
17,99 £

4251285574427 CF11044 36 Erasers Rainbow, ideal as a gift or for the school bag 17,99 £
4251285574441 CF8563 4x Snow runners for tobogganing - Snow runners for 

the whole family - Snow sledges in several colours [sele
30,99 £

4251285574465 CF10099 5 Euro couplings, power plug Flat coupling with kink 
protection, mountable with screw connection

26,99 £
4251285574472 CF11050 4x Sink liner - Sink mat angular - liner for sink protects 

the surface of the sink and the dishes
15,99 £

4251285574489 CF11050 4x Sink liner - Sink mat angular - liner for sink protects 
the surface of the sink and the dishes

15,99 £
4251285574496 CF11048 5x shoehorn, plastic shoehorn in an elegant design 

[selection varies]
13,99 £

4251285574502 CF9661 5 soap bags, soap bags with silk ribbon in different 
colors, 16 x 10 cm

13,99 £
4251285574526 CF11344 3x foldable shopping bag in different colors with stripes, 

stars and dots made of nylon, shopping bag in a transp
13,99 £

4251285574526 CF11344 3x foldable shopping bag in different colors with stripes, 
stars and dots made of nylon, shopping bag in a transp

13,99 £
4251285574533 CF11344 3x foldable shopping bag in different colors with stripes, 

stars and dots made of nylon, shopping bag in a transp
13,99 £

4251285574533 CF11344 3x foldable shopping bag in different colors with stripes, 
stars and dots made of nylon, shopping bag in a transp

13,99 £
4251285574540 CF11345 3x foldable shopping bag in various colors made of 

nylon, reusable shopping bag in a transport bag
13,99 £

4251285574540 CF11345 3x foldable shopping bag in various colors made of 
nylon, reusable shopping bag in a transport bag

13,99 £
4251285574571 CF11365 4x notebook A6 squared - diary - notepad in red-black 

with hardcover - notebook - notebook - bullet journal bo
13,99 £

4251285574588 CF11364 3x notebook A5 squared - diary - notepad in red-black 
with hardcover - notebook - notebook, bullet journal bo

15,99 £
4251285574595 CF11368 12 DIN A4 drawing blocks with 20 sheets each and 

extra strong paper [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251285574618 CF11367 2x birthday decoration - party decoration - happy 
birthday banner - garland in gold color - 2 m

13,99 £
4251285574632 CF8922 40x Tent Pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground - round
26,99 £

4251285574649 CF11342 3x foldable shopping bag in various colors with 
strawberry design made of nylon, reusable shopping ba

13,99 £
4251285574649 CF11342 3x foldable shopping bag in various colors with 

strawberry design made of nylon, reusable shopping ba
13,99 £

4251285574656 CF8700 32x hand-painted Easter eggs for hanging - Easter 
decoration with great patterns - Easter eggs in different 

17,99 £
4251285574663 CF8700 64x hand-painted Easter eggs to hang up - Easter 

decorations with great patterns - Easter decorations in g
30,99 £

4251805440836 CF11342 3x foldable nylon shopping bag, shopping bag with 
flower motif, reusable shopping bag in strawberry trans

11,99 £
4251805440836 CF11342 3x foldable nylon shopping bag, shopping bag with 

flower motif, reusable shopping bag in strawberry trans
11,99 £

4251285574694 CF10666 24x hand-painted Easter eggs to hang up - Easter 
decorations with great patterns - Plastic Easter eggs - Si

17,99 £
4251285574700 CF10667 24x hand-painted Easter eggs to hang up - Easter 

decorations with beautiful patterns - Decoration Easter 
17,99 £

4251285574717 CF11339 3x mini clothes pegs and 50 m jute rope, small wooden 
pegs as decoration for pictures, collages, postcards, pho

13,99 £
4251285574724 CF11341 2x knife-fork-spoon combinations made of stainless 

steel, spork, spoon, camping and travel cutlery
13,99 £
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4251285580459 CF11341 2x knife-fork-spoon combinations made of stainless 
steel, spork, spoon, camping and travel cutlery

13,99 £
4251285574748 CF11340 3x stainless steel drinking cups - stainless steel cups - 

camping cup 150 ml - travel cups break-proof and BPA-f
17,99 £

4251285574755 CF11383 key box with magnetic board made of glass, large key 
board with mounting material

39,99 £
4251285574762 CF11383 key box with magnetic board made of glass, large key 

board with mounting material
39,99 £

4251285574786 CF11338 3 steel wire saws for wood and plastic, saws for outdoor 
and camping

13,99 £
4251285574793 CF2295 10-piece nail design set with nail polish brushes, ideal 

for natural, acrylic and gel nails
11,99 £

4251285574823 CF11371 Children's costume "Witch" for girls - Witch hat and 
witch dress - Ideal for carnival and Halloween

30,99 £
4251285574847 CF11372 Costume "Witch" for adults for Carnival, Carnival, 

Halloween or bachelor party 36/38
35,99 £

4251285574854 CF11381 SWAT vest for adults - ideal for costumes, carnival, 
carnival, Halloween or bachelor party

39,99 £
4251805461893 CF11374 3x witch hat for witch costume - magician hat ideal for 

carnival, Halloween
13,99 £

4251285574892 CF11343 Mini bottle opener made of titanium with key ring and 
mini carabiner, EDC key ring clip for outdoor, camping, 

11,99 £
4251285574915 CF4782 400x wooden ice cream sticks - wooden sticks for 

coffee, cakepops, lollies and ice cream - wooden sticks f
15,99 £

4251285574922 CF4782 600x wooden ice cream sticks - wooden sticks for 
coffee, cakepops, lollies and ice cream - wooden sticks f

17,99 £
4251285574939 CF10264 4-part placemat with Easter motifs - wipeable placemat 

- place mats with Easter bunny motif and funny sayings 
17,99 £

4251285574946 CF0680 96 Chalk sticks in bright colors for slates, asphalt, 
concrete and other hard surfaces

13,99 £
4251285574953 CF8768 Flexible door wardrobe, Pull-out door hook rail with 6 

hooks, 11 - 68 cm
15,99 £

4251285574960 CF10418 Breakout Board with Slider for Data Mining Rig with LED 
Display 1200 W / 750 W, 12x 6 Pin PCI-E Ports

26,99 £
4251285574977 CF10445 7-Piece Data Mining Set with Breakout Board, 1200 W / 

750 W + PCI Express Graphics Card Cable 6 Pin to 8 Pin
39,99 £

4251285574984 CF10421 6 PCI Express Graphics Card Cable 6 Pin Male to 8 Pin 
Male, 49 cm

26,99 £
4251285575028 CF3705 metal chimney, robust charcoal lighter with practical 

wooden handle
26,99 £

4251285575097 CF11412 24x Easter eggs for hanging - speckled Easter 
decoration in great colors - decoration Easter eggs - size

26,99 £
4251285575103 CF11396 30x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in 

different colors - Easter eggs - Size: 4 cm
17,99 £

4251285575202 CF11413 36x Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Easter Decoration in 
Various Pastel Colours - Decorative Easter Eggs with Rib

26,99 £
4251285575219 CF11422 Decoration stand for Easter - Deco lettering for Easter - 

Easter decoration to put down - Easter decoration made
26,99 £

4251285575226 CF11422 20x Easter eggs to hang - dotted Easter decoration in 
different colors - Easter decoration - size: 4 cm

17,99 £
4251285575240 CF11404 2 white rattan wood hearts to decorate eg windows, 

doors or walls
15,99 £

4251285575257 CF9698 3-piece mixing bowl set - Baking bowl with measuring 
scale - Mixing bowl with spout - Dishwasher safe - Fillin

15,99 £
4251285575264 CF11129 16-piece Easter decoration set, colorful raffia baskets 

with Easter grass, eggs for filling and egg color
26,99 £

4251285575271 CF11119 5-piece set of window pictures with spring motifs - 
static window decoration for Easter - self-adhesive East

15,99 £
4251285575295 CF11118 2x Wooden tray - serving tray in white and wood look - 

decorative tray with practical handles
26,99 £

4251285575301 CF11455 50x Premium Reusable Overshoes 11.9g each - Plastic 
Shoe Covers with Anti-Slip Soles - Reusable Slippers Ext

26,99 £
4251285575318 CF11455 Premium reusable shoe covers - plastic shoe covers 

with anti-slip sole - reusable shoe extra strong and wate
39,99 £

4251285575325 CF11124 56-piece Easter set made of cardboard baskets and egg 
colors - Easter decoration - Easter baskets - Easter bask

17,99 £
4251285575363 CF11136 36x butterfly decoration - small wooden butterflies in 

four designs - wooden butterflies
30,99 £

4251285575486 CF11429 2 decorative bunnies, glittering Easter bunny perfect as 
an Easter decoration

15,99 £
4251285575516 CF6631 Easter wreath with flowers, decorative table wreath, 

with hanger
30,99 £
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4251285575530 CF6624 16-piece Easter set with raffia baskets, Easter grass and 
decorative bands - Easter decorations to make yourself 

26,99 £
4251285599321 CF6623 4x raffia baskets and egg colors as decoration for Easter 

- Easter basket for collecting Easter eggs - Easter baske
17,99 £

4251285575554 CF6591 4x colorful raffia baskets and egg colors as decoration 
for Easter - Easter nest in great colors - Easter basket w

26,99 £
4251285575561 CF11401 2x colorful raffia baskets with Easter grass - Easter 

basket - Easter baskets - Raffia baskets as Easter decor
17,99 £

4251285575585 CF11402 2 handle baskets with Easter grass, decorative basket 
as Easter nest for Easter eggs

26,99 £
4251285575592 CF11428 decorative bunny made of ceramic, cute Easter bunny 

with flower and pink ribbon [selection vaiiert]
30,99 £

4251285575608 CF11451 16x Easter eggs to hang - Easter decorations in great 
colors - Easter decorations with a mosaic effect - size: 6

26,99 £
4251285575615 CF11452 8x Easter eggs to hang - Easter decorations in great 

colors - Easter decorations with a mosaic effect - Size: 8
26,99 £

4251285575622 CF11453 4x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in great 
colors - Easter eggs with mosaic effect - Size: 9 cm

13,99 £
4251285575639 CF6557 8x Easter eggs to hang in different sizes - Easter 

decorations in great colors - Easter decorations with a 
15,99 £

4251285575646 CF6484 8x Easter eggs to hang in different sizes - Easter 
decorations in great colors - Easter decorations with a 

17,99 £
4251285575691 CF6483 4x Christmas window pictures, self-adhesive with 

different motifs - Christmas window decorations - Windo
15,99 £

4251285575707 CF11434 12-piece set of decorative butterflies with clip to attach 
in different colors [motif selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285575714 CF11435 8-piece set of decorative butterflies with clip to attach in 

different colors [motif selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285598522 CF11430 6x mini luggage padlock - luggage lock with key - small 
luggage lock for luggage and travel bags

13,99 £
4251285598522 CF11430 6x mini luggage padlock - luggage lock with key - small 

luggage lock for luggage and travel bags
13,99 £

4251285576346 CF4766 9x belt rings - belt holder or tie holder made of metal to 
hang up - clothes hangers - tie ring

15,99 £
4251285575769 CF11454 8x Floral putty for flower arrangements in cylindrical 

form - Foam for fresh flowers - Sponge for weddings, e
15,99 £

4251285575776 CF11454 16x Floral foam for fresh flower arrangements in 
cylindrical form - Floral sponge to do handicrafts for we

30,99 £
4251285575783 CF10896 outdoor thermometer with suction cup, digital 

thermometer with date and time display, waterproof
17,99 £

4251285575813 CF11442 16x Stainless steel skewers - 32 cm long barbecue 
skewer - Black meat skewer also for vegetables and sea

15,99 £
4251285575820 CF11442 8x Stainless steel skewers - 32 cm long barbecue 

skewer - Black meat skewer also for vegetables and sea
13,99 £

4251285575837 CF10582 8 skewers made of stainless steel, 37.5 cm Long grill 
spit fixes your delicacies

17,99 £
4251285575851 CF11443 2 grill brushes with stainless steel bristles, approx. 30 x 

16 cm
15,99 £

4251285575868 CF11475 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill 
Box - Tablet Box - Week Dose [Language: German]

17,99 £
4251285575875 CF11436 15x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 

aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 
26,99 £

4251285575882 CF11436 30x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 
aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 

30,99 £
4251285575899 CF5836 3 current and voltage tester, multitool with screwdriver 

and phase tester, electrical accessories
13,99 £

4251285575899 CF5836 3 current and voltage tester, multitool with screwdriver 
and phase tester, electrical accessories

13,99 £
4251285575905 CF11457 Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill Box 

- Tablet Box - Week Dosage Device + pill box with 3 co
13,99 £

4251285575905 CF11457 Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill Box 
- Tablet Box - Week Dosage Device + pill box with 3 co

13,99 £
4251285575912 CF11458 medication dispenser 7 days - medication box - pill box 

- tablet box - weekly dispenser [Language: German]
15,99 £

4251285575929 CF11459 Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill Box 
- Tablet Box - Week Dosage Device [Language: German

11,99 £
4251285575936 CF3923 20 Protective covers for toothbrush heads - Protective 

cap as a case ideal for transport when traveling
13,99 £

4251285575943 CF3923 10 Protective covers for toothbrush heads - Protective 
cap as a pouch ideal for transport when traveling

11,99 £
4251285575950 CF11465 4x ceramic storage jar - storage box with bamboo lid - 

ceramic container for food
26,99 £
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4251285575967 CF11476 4 stainless steel telescopic backcracker, back and head 
massager [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285575974 CF11468 grill pan for BBQ with removable wooden handle, for 

roasting on the grill, as a grill tray or grill plate
26,99 £

4251285575981 CF11447 4 Luggage tag made of flexible plastic in bright colors, 
luggage tag for labeling with great designs

13,99 £
4251285575998 CF11446 4 Luggage tag made of flexible plastic in bright colors, 

luggage tag for labeling with great designs
11,99 £

4251285576001 CF11466 2x wall decorations in powder-coated steel as a wall 
bracket for hanging baskets

17,99 £
4251285576018 CF11466 2x wall decorations made of powder-coated steel, hooks 

for flower pot, garden, wind chimes, hanging basket
13,99 £

4251285576025 CF11471 3x Colorful Clown Flies for Carnival, Carnival, 
Halloween, tied with elastic band [color selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285597129 CF11488 5x potato press bags made of 100% cotton - dumpling 

sack for making dumplings and dumplings - pressed clot
15,99 £

4251285576049 CF11470 100X ice cube bags for up to 2800 ice cubes - ice cube 
bags, ice cube foil, ice ball bags - ice cubes, ice balls for

15,99 £
4251285576063 CF11349 2 cable hoses, cable duct with threading aid for cable 

organization, flexible and shortenable
13,99 £

4251285576070 CF3403 3x Roasting thermometer made of stainless steel - 
Analog meat thermometer up to 120 ° C - Grill thermom

15,99 £
4251285576087 CF11280 tea strainer made of stainless steel with lid - tea filter 

with drip tray - fine-mesh tea strainer for loose tea and 
13,99 £

4251805448795 CF11281 2x pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter 
for pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel

8,99 £
4251805448795 CF11281 2x pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter 

for pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel
8,99 £

4251285576100 CF4717 6 bra extensions for backless dresses, shirts, blouses, 
tops

13,99 £
4251285576117 CF6482 6-piece premium garden tool set - small cultivator, 

flower trowel, plant trowel, flower fork, rake and weed c
30,99 £

4251285576124 CF6481 3-piece premium garden tool set - small cultivator, 
flower trowel and flower fork - for garden and balcony

15,99 £
4251285576131 CF6480 3-piece garden tool set - plant trowel, flower rake and 

weed cutter - for garden and balcony
17,99 £

4251285576148 CF6477 2-piece premium garden tool set consisting of small 
brooms and double hoe - ideal accessories for garden w

26,99 £
4251285591455 CF11346 200x Hanger for Christmas Tree Ornaments and Easter 

Decoration - Hooks with Eyelets for Christmas Balls and 
15,99 £

4251285576162 CF11512 5-piece garden tool set - flower shovel, plant trowel, 
flower fork, spray bottle and carrying bag

26,99 £
4251285576179 CF11513 5-piece garden tool set - flower shovel, plant trowel, 

flower fork, spray bottle and carrying bag
26,99 £

4251285576261 CF11514 6-piece garden tool set for children - children's garden 
tools - watering can, hoe, shovel, trowel, rake, carrying 

26,99 £
4251285576278 CF11515 6-piece garden tool set for children - garden tools for 

the bed - watering can, hoe, trowel, shovel, rake, carryi
26,99 £

4251285591448 CF11346 100x Hanger for Christmas Tree Ornaments and Easter 
Decoration - Hooks with Eyelets for Christmas Balls and 

13,99 £
4251285576216 CF11516 10x plant signs - plant pins for labeling - plant labels - 

stick-in labels [selection varies!]
15,99 £

4251285576223 CF11517 6-piece measuring scoop set - measuring spoons for 
flour, grain or animal feed - filling scoop in different size

15,99 £
4251285576230 CF11502 Spray bottle with pressure pump - Sprayer weed killer - 

Watering pump - Plant spray bottle - Pump sprayer for c
39,99 £

4251285576247 CF11503 spray bottle with pressure pump, pressure sprayer ideal 
for household and garden

26,99 £
4251285576261 CF11514 6-piece garden tool set for children - children's garden 

tools - watering can, hoe, shovel, trowel, rake, carrying 
26,99 £

4251285576278 CF11515 6-piece garden tool set for children - garden tools for 
the bed - watering can, hoe, trowel, shovel, rake, carryi

26,99 £
4251285576308 CF7592 grill charcoal lighter made of metal as grill starter + grill 

cleaning brush
26,99 £

4251285576315 CF9051 2 balcony planters, flower pot, flower bridge, Ø28 cm, 
height 25 cm

30,99 £
4251285576322 CF4766 3x belt rings - belt holder or tie holder made of metal to 

hang up - clothes hangers - tie ring
11,99 £

4251285576322 CF4766 3x belt rings - belt holder or tie holder made of metal to 
hang up - clothes hangers - tie ring

11,99 £
4251285576339 CF4766 6x belt rings - belt holder or tie holder made of metal to 

hang up - clothes hangers - tie ring
13,99 £
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4251285576346 CF4766 9x belt rings - belt holder or tie holder made of metal to 
hang up - clothes hangers - tie ring

15,99 £
4251285576407 CF10690 2x 3D wooden picture frame in rustic design for photos 

of size 10 x 15 cm - deep photo frame with glass, 16.3 
15,99 £

4251285576414 CF7106 2x stainless steel coffee mugs - thermal drinking mugs 
made of stainless steel - double-walled insulating mugs

26,99 £
4251285576414 CF7106 2x stainless steel coffee mugs - thermal drinking mugs 

made of stainless steel - double-walled insulating mugs
26,99 £

4251285576438 CF8863 12x key ring owl in many bright colors, with leather 
bobble, ideal as a giveaway or for birthdays

15,99 £
4251285576452 CF9139 10 pairs of garden gloves, work gloves, protective 

gloves, size 8 / M
30,99 £

4251285576469 CF9142 10 pairs of high-quality garden gloves, work gloves, 
protective gloves, size 8 / M

30,99 £
4251285576476 CF9140 10 pairs of garden gloves, work gloves, protective 

gloves, size 10 / XL
30,99 £

4251285576483 CF8720 4 universal sink mats, protects the surface of the sink 
and the dishes, can be cut into rounds

26,99 £
4251285576490 CF8720 4 universal sink mats, protects the surface of the sink 

and the dishes, can be cut into rounds
17,99 £

4251285576506 CF6476 3x universal splash protection - glass lid with silicone 
rim for pots and pans with a diameter of 16 - 30 cm

39,99 £
4251285576544 CF11462 12 long drink glasses in stylish modern design, 

dishwasher safe
35,99 £

4251285576551 CF11460 12 water glasses in stylish modern design, dishwasher 
safe

35,99 £
4251285576568 CF11461 12 whiskey glasses in stylish modern design, 

dishwasher safe
35,99 £

4251285576575 CF11317 Pulley with bucket in great colors, rope pull for children 35,99 £
4251285576582 CF11360 12 tumblers in stylish modern design, dishwasher safe 35,99 £
4251285576605 CF11356 12 tumblers in stylish modern design, dishwasher safe 35,99 £
4251285576612 CF11357 12 whiskey glass in stylish modern design, dishwasher 

safe
35,99 £

4251285576629 CF11316 pulley for children from 8 years, cable pull up to max. 
15kg

26,99 £
4251285576636 CF11315 swing rope with snap hook, skipping rope with swivel 

hook
17,99 £

4251285576643 CF6471 5x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

8,99 £
4251285576643 CF6471 5x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
8,99 £

4251285576650 CF6471 10x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

11,99 £
4251285576650 CF6471 10x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
11,99 £

4251285576667 CF11462 6 long drink glasses in stylish modern design, 
dishwasher safe

26,99 £
4251285576674 CF11460 6 water glasses in stylish modern design, dishwasher 

safe
26,99 £

4251285576681 CF11461 6 whiskey glasses in stylish modern design, dishwasher 
safe

26,99 £
4251285576698 CF11360 6 tumblers in stylish modern design, dishwasher safe 26,99 £
4251285576704 CF11358 6 tumblers in stylish modern design, dishwasher safe 30,99 £
4251285576711 CF11356 6 tumblers in stylish modern design, dishwasher safe 26,99 £
4251285576728 CF11357 6 whiskey glass in stylish modern design, dishwasher 

safe
26,99 £

4251285576735 CF11437 200-piece Glass marbel set - glass marbles for playing 
and collecting - classic games for at home and on the m

15,99 £
4251285576742 CF11438 32-Piece Glass Marble Set - Glass marbles to play and 

collect - classic games for indoors and outdoors
15,99 £

4251285576759 CF11314 Mobile holder made of wood, holder for baby beds and 
changing tables - Holder for toys - Equipment for babies

35,99 £
4251285587014 CF11449 6x reusable drinking cups made of melamine - perfect 

as tableware for parties, camping or festivals
26,99 £

4251285576797 CF11450 8 bowls made of melamine in different colors, perfect as 
a tableware for party, camping or festival

30,99 £
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4251285576810 CF11537 7-piece glass bowl set of salad and dessert bowls 26,99 £
4251285576827 CF11361 7-piece glass bowl set of salad and dessert bowls 30,99 £
4251285576834 CF11359 7-piece glass bowl set of salad and dessert bowls 30,99 £
4251285576841 CF11363 12x bar spoons made of stainless steel - long drink 

spoons - long spoons for latte macchiato - ice cream sp
17,99 £

4251285576858 CF11362 25x bar spoons made of stainless steel - long drink 
spoons - long spoons for latte macchiato - ice cream sp

17,99 £
4251285576865 CF10903 3-piece scented candles set in different scents, 

decorative candle in the glass
15,99 £

4251285576872 CF4596 12 snap hook with ballpoint pen and pull back zipper in 
different colors

15,99 £
4251285583887 CF11473 ceramic bowl in white, salad bowl with rounded corners, 

large fruit bowl about 24 x 24 cm
26,99 £

4251285576902 CF11554 5x folding rule made of plastic, 2 meter folding rule with 
10 links, metric in white

26,99 £
4251285576919 CF11554 5x Folding rule made of plastic - 2 meter folding rule 

with 10 links - Measuring stick for the household - Foldi
26,99 £

4251285576926 CF11444 3x hanging decoration with shells, wooden fish and jute 
cord - decoration for hanging - maritime hanging decora

17,99 £
4251285576933 CF11287 5x Mini ruler with 10 sections - ruler with a length of 50 

cm - centimeter ruler as a pendant for the bunch of key
13,99 £

4251285576933 CF11287 5x Mini ruler with 10 sections - ruler with a length of 50 
cm - centimeter ruler as a pendant for the bunch of key

13,99 £
4251285576940 CF11431 2 maritime LED light chains with decorative bottles 

made of glass and cork clasp in maritime design
17,99 £

4251285576964 CF11527 4x Grave Vase - Cemetery Vase with Earth Spike - 
Memorial Vase as Grave Decoration - Decoration for the

26,99 £
4251285576988 CF11533 flute kettle made of stainless steel, retro kettle suitable 

for all cookers and induction
26,99 £

4251285576995 CF11528 12-piece reusable cutlery set, knife, fork and spoon for 
camping [Selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285577008 CF11535 6-piece kitchen knife set with stainless steel blades and 

non-stick coating
26,99 £

4251285577015 CF11534 24-piece cutlery set for 6 people - stainless steel cutlery 
- cutlery with knife, fork, spoon, teaspoon - menu cutler

26,99 £
4251805402841 CF10031 14-piece coaster set made of stainless steel, beverage 

coaster with holder, Ø 10 cm
17,99 £

4251285577039 CF9843 measuring cup made of temperature-resistant glass - 
dosing container with handle - 1000 ml glass jug with sc

26,99 £
4251285577046 CF11441 LED light box with decorative letters and emojis, 

battery-operated light box for positioning and hanging
17,99 £

4251285577060 CF9670 5 luggage tag made of aluminum, luggage tags for 
labeling

13,99 £
4251285577077 CF10914 1200x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks for everyday use 

- toothpicks in dispenser box - wooden toothpicks - 6.5 
11,99 £

4251285577107 CF8962 3 fabric tarpaulins, planting pad for the garden, working 
pad, 80 x 80 cm

15,99 £
4251285577114 CF6472 3x Premium Reusable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & 

Warm Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Prote
13,99 £

4251285577114 CF6472 3x Premium Reusable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & 
Warm Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Prote

13,99 £
4251285577169 CF11518 2x Universal Filter for Cooker Hoods - Dust Filter 

Suitable for Various Models of Extractor Fans - Can be C
15,99 £

4251805459838 CF11518 2x universal filter for extractor hoods - haze filter 
suitable for almost all models of extractor hoods - can b

15,99 £
4251805459838 CF11518 2x universal filter for extractor hoods - haze filter 

suitable for almost all models of extractor hoods - can b
15,99 £

4251285577220 CF1517 3x gel eye mask - sleep mask for cold and heat therapy 
- cooling mask for men and women

11,99 £
4251285577183 CF7178 6x mini hand washing brushes in duck design - nail 

brush for hand and nail cleaning [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251285577190 CF8727 20-piece hose clamps, hose clamps in various sizes, 
clamping width 16 - 26 mm, belt width 8 mm

13,99 £
4251285577213 CF9089 luggage scale for luggage, luggage scale up to 32 kg, 

hand scale with analog display
13,99 £

4251285577220 CF1517 3x gel eye mask - sleep mask for cold and heat therapy 
- cooling mask for men and women

11,99 £
4251285577237 CF11555 2x pair of gardening gloves in size 8 (M), protective 

gloves for women, work gloves with rubber coating, gar
11,99 £
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4251285577251 CF10553 12x Plastic Fly Swatter - Insect Repellent in bright colors 
- light and flexible mosquito repellent

13,99 £
4251285577268 CF11557 transport box for 24 muffins and cup cakes - Portable 

plastic party container - Cake transport container with s
39,99 £

4251285577282 CF8797 30x Easter eggs with hanger - Easter decoration in 
great colors and motifs - 6 cm

26,99 £
4251285577299 CF8528 2x apple divider made of stainless steel - Fruit divider 

also for pears - Apple cutter for de-coring
15,99 £

4251285577329 CF6729 12-part stamp set, wooden stamp in different motives 11,99 £
4251285577336 CF6942 12-piece dive game set of fish, diving sticks, and sharks 

in different colors - diving set for diving learning for chil
17,99 £

4251285577343 CF7379 Stainless Steel Solar LED House number lighting - 4 
LEDs with numbers and letters

26,99 £
4251285577350 CF4574 4x place mats for children, table set with different 

motives, 44 x 28 cm
15,99 £

4251285577374 CF11567 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 
flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w

26,99 £
4251285577374 CF11567 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 

flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w
26,99 £

4251285577381 CF11568 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 
flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w

26,99 £
4251285577381 CF11568 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 

flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w
26,99 £

4251285577398 CF11569 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 
flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w

26,99 £
4251285577398 CF11569 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 

flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w
26,99 £

4251285583085 CF11570 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 
flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w

26,99 £
4251285583085 CF11570 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 

flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w
26,99 £

4251285577411 CF11564 Opaque balcony screen - balcony straps with cord for 
attachment - also suitable as windbreak and sun protect

26,99 £
4251285577428 CF11565 Opaque balcony screen - balcony straps with cord for 

attachment - also suitable as windbreak and sun protect
26,99 £

4251285577435 CF11566 Opaque balcony screen - balcony straps with cord for 
attachment - also suitable as windbreak and sun protect

26,99 £
4251285577442 CF11571 designer garlic press in a set with silicone peeler and 

cleaning brush - garlic cutter rust-free & dishwasher-saf
13,99 £

4251285577459 CF6465 3-piece craft wire set - wrapping wire in green, silver 
and black - perfect for Christmas decorations

13,99 £
4251285577459 CF6465 3-piece craft wire set - wrapping wire in green, silver 

and black - perfect for Christmas decorations
13,99 £

4251285577466 CF10006 4x Nesting bowls - Mixing bowls- Serving bowls - Snack 
bowls for dips, snacks and desserts Kitchen bowls for mi

17,99 £
4251285577473 CF6504 2x disc cleaner with microfibre pad for cleaning the 

windscreen - swiveling
15,99 £

4251285577480 CF8895 18 erasers with great pirate motives - ideal as a present 
on birthdays or for the school bag

13,99 £
4251805402995 CF8811 6x Decorative Pendant Easter - Easter decoration made 

of wood in owl design - Decorative pendants for window
11,99 £

4251805402995 CF8811 6x Decorative Pendant Easter - Easter decoration made 
of wood in owl design - Decorative pendants for window

11,99 £
4251285577541 CF8303 6x Jute ribbon for decoration and packaging - Jute 

decoration ribbons in variegated colors
15,99 £

4251285577558 CF11088 2x glass jars for preserving jars - Gripping pliers as a 
help when cooking and canning - with rubberized pliers 

15,99 £
4251285577589 CF7021 18x Easter eggs to hang up - beautiful Easter 

decorations with great Easter motifs - decorative Easter 
17,99 £

4251285577596 CF7021 36x Easter eggs to hang up - beautiful Easter 
decorations with great Easter motifs - decorative Easter 

30,99 £
4251285577619 CF11111 400x wooden spatula for hair removal - for applying 

wax and sugar paste
26,99 £

4251285577633 CF11549 2x stainless steel feeding bowl - dog bowl for food and 
water - with non-slip surface

15,99 £
4251285577640 CF11550 2x Anti-Schling-Napf - dog bowl for slow feeding - the 

feeding bowl prevents food from being looped
17,99 £

4251285577657 CF11558 2x extendable nets for children - insect net is suitable 
for catching butterflies - with telescopic rod [choice of c

15,99 £
4251285577664 CF6278 248x adhesive buffer for protection against damage - 

transparent stop dampers - self-adhesive protective edg
15,99 £
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4251285577671 CF11552 2x Ice Shaper for Water Popsicles - Ice Cream Mold for 
Homemade Ice Cream - Reusable Ice Molds for 12 Servi

15,99 £
4251285577695 CF9273 2x soap bubble gun in the Deflin design - soap bubble 

machine for children - soap bubble gun also for adults
17,99 £

4251285577701 CF10284 4x Squeeze Ball Keyring - Squeeze ball in great colors - 
Anti-stress toys for children and adults [selection varies]

17,99 £
4251285577718 CF11573 2x Underbed with large window - breathable underbed 

storage box with zipper - suitable for bedding, clothing 
15,99 £

4251285577770 CF5776 solar light for outside - garden light for the ground - 
path light - solar light - 8 hours running time

11,99 £
4251285577756 CF11572 6-piece candle set "Zen" as decoration - with tealight, 

Buddha figure, tealight bowl, decorative stones and dec
17,99 £

4251285577770 CF5776 solar light for outside - garden light for the ground - 
path light - solar light - 8 hours running time

11,99 £
4251285577770 CF5776 solar light for outside - garden light for the ground - 

path light - solar light - 8 hours running time
11,99 £

4251285577787 CF9413 18x cork coaster for drinks - round drink coaster - glass 
coaster made of cork - Ø 10 x 0.3 cm

15,99 £
4251285577800 CF11548 2x radiator tumble dryer - adjustable hanging dryer - 

perfect for drying laundry on the heating or on the balc
35,99 £

4251285577831 CF11456 3x gyroscope with light effects - large gyros for children 
to play [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285591745 CF10506 6x chair catcher set 2.0 for chair samples at home - 

with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, tes
15,99 £

4251285577855 CF11580 citrus juicer made of rustproof material - manual juicer 
for citrus fruits - juicer for lemons, limes

17,99 £
4251285577862 CF11581 2x garlic peeler made of silicone - garlic roller with 

cleaning brush for garlic press - silicone garlic roll as a p
15,99 £

4251285577862 CF11581 2x garlic peeler made of silicone - garlic roller with 
cleaning brush for garlic press - silicone garlic roll as a p

15,99 £
4251285577862 CF11581 2x garlic peeler made of silicone - garlic roller with 

cleaning brush for garlic press - silicone garlic roll as a p
15,99 £

4251285577909 CF9632 144x cocktail sticks "Fruits" with paper fruits - Party 
Picker with tropical decoration fruit - 10 cm

15,99 £
4251285577916 CF9280 2x air humidifier made of stainless steel - heating 

evaporator to attach to the heating - radiator evaporato
13,99 £

4251805444544 CF11439 water sprinklers for children - octopus sprinklers for 
great water fun in the garden - colorful lawn sprinkler [c

26,99 £
4251285577947 CF10367 3x bottle brush for cleaning bottles - long cleaning 

brush for cleaning bottles - 41 x Ø 5 cm
15,99 £

4251285577954 CF10321 8x tent pegs made of plastic - pegs with LED lighting for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground

15,99 £
4251285577992 CF11424 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - felt Easter 

bunny to stand on - felt bunny on wooden base [selecti
30,99 £

4251285578005 CF11590 Plastic lawn edging - bed edging for lawns, flower beds 
or as a mowing edge - length individually adjustable - 1

15,99 £
4251285578012 CF11591 Plastic lawn edging - bed edging for lawns, flower beds 

or as a mowing edge - length individually adjustable - 1
15,99 £

4251285578029 CF10355 8x Ragout Fin Stoneware bowls - Casserole dish in gray 
and beige - ovenproof pie dishes - 230 ml per bowl

35,99 £
4251285578036 CF11590 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 

flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a
26,99 £

4251285578036 CF11590 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 
flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a

26,99 £
4251285578043 CF11591 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 

flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a
30,99 £

4251285578043 CF11591 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 
flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a

30,99 £
4251285578050 CF6272 3-piece care set for children - Toothbrush tumbler for 

girls - Toothbrush case and hairbrush with Indian motif
13,99 £

4251285578074 CF6278 124x adhesive buffer for protection against damage - 
transparent stop dampers - self-adhesive protective edg

13,99 £
4251285598195 CF11582 coffee maker with French press system - coffee press 

also serves as a tea maker - coffee maker with glass cyli
26,99 £

4251285578104 CF11587 coffee maker with French Press system - Coffee press 
also serves as a tea maker - Coffee brewer with glass cy

26,99 £
4251285578111 CF9483 3x gripping pliers made of aluminum - gripping aid for 

home and garden - gripping claw with magnet - 76 cm
30,99 £

4251285578128 CF7154 4x coffee mug made of porcelain - coffee cup with bird 
motif - coffee pot in pink and blue - 300 ml per cup

17,99 £
4251285578135 CF11563 storage box for tea bags - white wooden tea bag box 

with lid - tea box with 6 compartments and glass viewin
30,99 £
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4251285578173 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

13,99 £
4251285578180 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 

tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua
13,99 £

4251285578197 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

13,99 £
4251285578203 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 

tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua
11,99 £

4251285578210 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

8,99 £
4251285578234 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 

tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua
11,99 £

4251285578234 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

11,99 £
4251285578234 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 

tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua
11,99 £

4251285578241 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

11,99 £
4251285578241 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 

tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua
11,99 £

4251285578241 CF6880 2x drug dosing - medication box for 7 days - pill box - 
tray box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [Langua

11,99 £
4251285578258 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
13,99 £

4251285578258 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

13,99 £
4251285578258 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
13,99 £

4251285578265 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

13,99 £
4251285578272 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
15,99 £

4251285578272 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

15,99 £
4251285578272 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
15,99 £

4251285578289 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

13,99 £
4251285578296 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
15,99 £

4251285578302 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

15,99 £
4251285578302 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
15,99 £

4251285578302 CF11497 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

15,99 £
4251285578319 CF11583 Stainless steel straining mill - with 3 different inserts - 

strainer for straining, pureeing and juicing vegetables a
35,99 £

4251285578340 CF11586 4x Vintage Coffee Mug "Morning Coffee" - ceramic 
coffee mug for home and office

30,99 £
4251285578357 CF11589 12x preserving foil for home-made jams and jellies - 

preserving skin with labels for cutting
15,99 £

4251285578357 CF11589 12x preserving foil for home-made jams and jellies - 
preserving skin with labels for cutting

15,99 £
4251285585799 CF11584 2x continuous coffee filter in size 4 - reusable 

permanent filter made of heat-resistant plastic and nylo
15,99 £

4251285578388 CF9242 3x soup pan to go - microwave dishes with handle and 
lid for on the go - 700 ml per container made of silicone

15,99 £
4251285578395 CF11606 10-piece set of cotton bags - reusable carrying bags - 

unprinted, ideal for painting - OEKO-TEX® Standard 10
26,99 £

4251285578401 CF11577 12x cotton bag - reusable shopping bag - unprinted, 
ideal for painting - OEKO-TEX® Standard 100

30,99 £
4251285578418 CF11578 12x cotton bag - reusable shopping bag - unprinted, 

ideal for painting - OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
26,99 £

4251285578425 CF11576 12x cotton bag - reusable carrying bag - unprinted, 
ideal for painting - OEKO-TEX® Standard 100

26,99 £
4251285578432 CF11575 12x cotton bag - reusable carrying bag - unprinted, 

ideal for painting - OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
26,99 £

4251285578449 CF11574 12x cotton pouch - reusable pouch - unprinted, ideal for 
painting - OEKO-TEX® Standard 100

26,99 £
4251285578463 CF1242 Door Stopper - Floor door buffer made of stainless steel 

for screw - Ø 4,5 cm
13,99 £
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4251285578524 CF4314 2x Universal microfibre cloth - Cleaning cloth with 
flower pattern - Cleaning cloth for glass, kitchen and bat

8,99 £
4251285578531 CF7954 2x Microfibre floor cloth - Floor cleaning cloths in yellow 

- Large cleaning cloths for large surfaces
8,99 £

4251285578548 CF11499 2-part preserving set consisting of glass lifter and 
preserving funnel - gripping tongs for hot preserving gla

15,99 £
4251285578555 CF9435 2x Micro USB fan with on/off switch - USB A connector - 

Micro USB B connector
15,99 £

4251285578562 CF9069 Wind wheel - Wind chime in flower design - Colourful 
windmill for garden, terrace and balcony

15,99 £
4251285578579 CF11302 2x Yard brush with steel bristles - Garden broom with 

wooden handle - Outdoor brush - Hard cleaning brush a
17,99 £

4251285578586 CF10158 4x Spring Ball with LED color change - Plastic ball light - 
Ball with crystal optics in different colors [selection varie

15,99 £
4251285578593 CF3807 Y-adapter jack 3.5 mm stereo - 2 x RCA plug - audio 

jack socket on 2x RCA plug in plastic housing
8,99 £

4251805434477 CF9069 2x Wind wheel - Wind chime in flower design - Colourful 
windmill for garden, terrace and balcony

26,99 £
4251285578623 CF9694 2 yo-yos with coupling and ball bearing, yo-yo in 

various colors
13,99 £

4251285578654 CF11604 3x plastic chopping board with drainage groove - robust 
and non-slip breakfast board for the kitchen

17,99 £
4251285578661 CF11605 3x Citrus Juicer with removable insert for easy cleaning 

- Lemon squeezer made of plastic in different colors
15,99 £

4251285578685 CF0002 Waterproof Case - dustproof case for tablet and e-book 
reader - protective case in black - 8,8"

8,99 £
4251285578692 CF0004 Waterproof Protective Case with Anti-Dust Plugs - 

Dustproof Case for Tablet and E-Book Reader - Protectiv
15,99 £

4251285578708 CF0001 2x Waterproof Mobile Phone Case - Dustproof Case for 
Smartphone - Mobile Phone Case in Black - 6,5"

13,99 £
4251285578715 CF3919 Waterproof Case - dustproof case for tablet and e-book 

reader - protective case in black - 8,8"
8,99 £

4251285578739 CF0004 2x Waterproof Protective Case - Dustproof Case for 
Tablet and E-Book Reader - Protective Case in Black - 1

15,99 £
4251805405231 CF9198 8x place mat - table mat for the kitchen - heat-resistant 

mat - washable mat - 30 x 45 cm
26,99 £

4251285578760 CF9198 8x Placemat - Placemat for the kitchen - Heat-resistant 
place mats - Washable table mats - 30 x 45 cm

15,99 £
4251285578784 CF11600 20x folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 

stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free
15,99 £

4251285578791 CF11607 12x Unicorn mask for children - masks for birthdays and 
theme parties - costume accessory for children [selectio

17,99 £
4251285578791 CF11607 12x Unicorn mask for children - masks for birthdays and 

theme parties - costume accessory for children [selectio
17,99 £

4251285578807 CF11601 20x A4 folder - perforated stapler with labeling strips - 
plastic stapler for school, office and home

15,99 £
4251285578814 CF11599 25x Carton Stapler A4 - Folder in bright colors - 

Cardboard stapler for school, office and home
26,99 £

4251285578821 CF11598 20x Cardboard Stapler A4 - Folder in bright colors - 
Stapler made of cardboard for school, office and home

17,99 £
4251285578838 CF5784 24-piece cutlery set consisting of forks and spoons - 

metalized cutlery for desserts and on the go
13,99 £

4251285578845 CF5784 48-piece cutlery set consisting of forks and spoons - 
metalized cutlery for desserts and on the go

15,99 £
4251285578852 CF4498 12x Dish Brush in different colors [selection varies] - 

scrubbing brush for cleaning
26,99 £

4251285578869 CF8189 Muffin baking mold for baking muffins, for 12 carbon 
steel muffins approx. 35 x 26.5 x 3 cm

13,99 £
4251285578876 CF11651 Christmas tree top mat - Christmas tree top made of 

genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm
26,99 £

4251285578883 CF11652 Christmas tree top mat - Christmas tree top made of 
genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm

26,99 £
4251285578890 CF11653 Christmas tree top mat - Christmas tree top made of 

genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm
17,99 £

4251285578906 CF11654 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm

26,99 £
4251285578913 CF11655 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm
26,99 £

4251285578920 CF11656 Christmas tree top mat - Christmas tree top made of 
genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm

17,99 £
4251285578937 CF11657 2x high-quality Christmas tree decorations, large 

Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree
17,99 £
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4251285578944 CF11658 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm

26,99 £
4251285578951 CF11658 Christmas tree topper - Christmas tree topper made of 

genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top - Cryst
26,99 £

4251285578968 CF11659 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm

26,99 £
4251285578975 CF11659 Christmas tree top mat - Christmas tree top made of 

genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm
26,99 £

4251805401165 CF11660 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri

26,99 £
4251285578999 CF11660 Christmas tree top mat - Christmas tree top made of 

genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm
26,99 £

4251285579002 CF11661 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm

26,99 £
4251285579019 CF11661 Christmas tree topper - Christmas tree top made of 

genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top as dec
26,99 £

4251285579026 CF11662 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 25 cm

15,99 £
4251285579033 CF11663 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 25 cm
15,99 £

4251285579040 CF11664 Christmas tree top mat - Christmas tree top made of 
genuine glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top, 28 cm

17,99 £
4251285579057 CF11665 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
26,99 £

4251285579064 CF11666 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

26,99 £
4251285579071 CF11667 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
30,99 £

4251285579088 CF11668 24x Christmas Balls Made of Glass, Christmas Tree 
Baubles for Christmas, Tree Decorations for the Christm

30,99 £
4251285579095 CF11669 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
30,99 £

4251285579101 CF11670 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

35,99 £
4251285579118 CF11671 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
30,99 £

4251285579125 CF11672 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

15,99 £
4251285579132 CF11673 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
15,99 £

4251285579156 CF11675 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

35,99 £
4251805430509 CF11676 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
35,99 £

4251285579170 CF11677 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

39,99 £
4251285579187 CF11678 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
30,99 £

4251285579194 CF11679 60x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

48,99 £
4251285579200 CF11680 60x Christmas tree balls in various sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
43,99 £

4251285579224 CF11682 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

17,99 £
4251285579231 CF11683 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
26,99 £

4251285579248 CF11684 20x Christmas balls copper - Baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree with

17,99 £
4251285579255 CF11685 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
17,99 £

4251285579262 CF11686 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

17,99 £
4251285579279 CF11687 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
17,99 £

4251285579286 CF11688 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

17,99 £
4251285579293 CF11689 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
26,99 £

4251285579309 CF11690 20x Christmas Bauble, Christmas Tree Balls Made of 
Shatterproof Plastic, Tree Decorations for the Christmas 

26,99 £
4251805430530 CF11691 20x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls shatterproof 

made of plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the C
26,99 £
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4251285579323 CF11692 20x Christmas tree decorations - Baubles made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

26,99 £
4251285579330 CF11693 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
26,99 £

4251285579644 CF5785 32x plant signs with waterproof black marker - plant 
sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm

13,99 £
4251285579637 CF10385 16x plant signs with waterproof black marker - plant 

sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm
11,99 £

4251285579361 CF11629 2x Swim tires for swimming fun - Swim ring with motifs 
by Disney princesses

15,99 £
4251285579378 CF11630 inflatable swimming animal in clownfish design - 

bathing animal for the beach and pool - air mattress - b
17,99 £

4251285579385 CF11637 Inflatable swim tire in trendy donut design - swim ring 
for children and adults [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285579637 CF10385 16x plant signs with waterproof black marker - plant 

sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm
11,99 £

4251285579644 CF5785 32x plant signs with waterproof black marker - plant 
sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm

13,99 £
4251285579415 CF9268 25x tattoo bows with pulling off tattoos for guys with 

different motives
15,99 £

4251805431742 CF11708 4x ice cube tray for a total of 64 ice cubes - colorful ice 
cube trays with lid - safe and without leakage [selection

26,99 £
4251285579453 CF11711 3x ice cube mold for a total of 30 ice cubes - Colorful 

ice cube trays with silicone base for better handling [col
15,99 £

4251805414516 CF11709 3x ice cube mold for a total of 96 ice cubes - colorful ice 
cube containers with silicone base for better handling [s

26,99 £
4251285579477 CF11716 72x Reusable ice cubes in bright colors - party ice cubes 

for cooling drinks - ice cubes in fruit design
17,99 £

4251285579484 CF11706 4x extra flat cold pack - space-saving and ideal for cool 
box and cool bag - large cooling element in different col

26,99 £
4251285579491 CF11705 8x extra flat cold pack - space-saving and ideal for cool 

box and cool bag - cooling element in bright colors [sele
26,99 £

4251285579507 CF11715 72x Reusable ice cubes in different colors [selection 
varies] - party ice cubes for cooling drinks

17,99 £
4251805471557 CF11636 inflatable swimming ring in a cool design - swimming 

ring for children and adults [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285579538 CF11702 insect trap made of plastic - wasp trap for hanging - 
protection against wasps, flies and hornets

15,99 £
4251285579545 CF11714 2x insect trap with removable lid - wasp trap for 

hanging - protection against wasps, flies and hornets - i
17,99 £

4251285579552 CF11700 4x insect trap made of plastic - wasp trap for hanging - 
protection against wasps, flies and hornets

13,99 £
4251285579569 CF11701 2x insect traps made of plastic - wasp trap for hanging - 

life-trap for wasps, flies and hornets - effective protectio
13,99 £

4251285579576 CF7534 2x plastic insect trap for hanging - wasp, fly and hornet 
trap for outdoors in several colors [colour varies!]

15,99 £
4251285579637 CF10385 16x plant signs with waterproof black marker - plant 

sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm
11,99 £

4251285579644 CF5785 32x plant signs with waterproof black marker - plant 
sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm

13,99 £
4251805407136 CF11641 18x tent pegs made of plastic - ground anchors for 

camping, garden, beach - pegs with peg puller hole - ye
15,99 £

4251285579613 CF11641 6x tent pegs made of plastic - ground anchors for 
camping, garden, beach - pegs with peg puller hole - ye

11,99 £
4251285579613 CF11641 6x tent pegs made of plastic - ground anchors for 

camping, garden, beach - pegs with peg puller hole - ye
11,99 £

4251285579637 CF10385 16x plant signs with waterproof black marker - plant 
sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm

11,99 £
4251285579644 CF5785 32x plant signs with waterproof black marker - plant 

sticks for labeling - stick-in labels - 14.5 cm
13,99 £

4251285579651 CF11698 2x cover for food - metal fly hood - colorful dining 
umbrella - Ø 30 cm

17,99 £
4251285579668 CF11698 2x cover for food - metal fly hood - colorful dining 

umbrella - Ø 30 cm
17,99 £

4251285579675 CF11698 2x cover for food - metal fly hood - colorful dining 
umbrella - Ø 30 cm

17,99 £
4251285579682 CF11698 2x cover for food - metal fly hood - colorful dining 

umbrella - Ø 30 cm
17,99 £

4251285579699 CF11698 2x cover for food - metal fly hood - colorful dining 
umbrella - Ø 30 cm

17,99 £
4251285579705 CF11698 2x cover for food - metal fly hood - colorful dining 

umbrella - Ø 30 cm
17,99 £
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4251285579712 CF11717 Noble XXL Christmas bag made of velvet with red cord 
and white pompons - Christmas gift bag

17,99 £
4251285579729 CF11719 3x premium Christmas stocking XL to fill - Santa's boots 

to hang up - Christmas decoration with bobble - Santa's
26,99 £

4251285579736 CF11720 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 
needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light tree - 

26,99 £
4251285579743 CF11721 3x beautiful gift bags for Christmas with handles - gift 

bags for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bags with great 
13,99 £

4251285579750 CF11722 3x beautiful gift bags for Christmas with handles - gift 
bags for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bags with great 

13,99 £
4251285579767 CF11723 3x beautiful gift bags for Christmas with handles - gift 

bags for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bags with great 
15,99 £

4251285579767 CF11723 3x beautiful gift bags for Christmas with handles - gift 
bags for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bags with great 

15,99 £
4251285579774 CF11724 3x gift bag for Christmas made of jute with handle - gift 

bag for Santa Claus and Advent, Santa, elk, snowman - 
13,99 £

4251285579781 CF11725 3x premium Christmas stocking XL to fill - Santa's boots 
to hang up - Christmas decoration in different designs - 

26,99 £
4251285579798 CF11726 3x premium Christmas stocking XL made of jute - 

Santa's boots to fill - Christmas decoration to hang up - 
15,99 £

4251285579804 CF11727 3x Premium Christmas stocking XL for filling - Santa 
Claus boots to hang up - Christmas decorations in differ

17,99 £
4251285579811 CF3478 5x oven lamp up to 300° C, warm-white stove bulb 

26W, E14, 230V, 165 lumen
15,99 £

4251285579828 CF11634 12x original filter cartridges size 1 - Universal filter 
suitable for swimming pool pumps

43,99 £
4251285579835 CF11635 12x original filter cartridges size 2 - universal filter 

suitable for swimming pool pumps
52,99 £

4251285579859 CF11633 2x Floating Pool Thermometer - with band for attaching 
the swim thermometer

15,99 £
4251285579866 CF11632 Dosing float for the pool - chemical dispenser for 

chlorine or bromine tablets - for dosed dispensing of po
17,99 £

4251285579873 CF6227 2x door stopper with handle - chromed door holder - 
door stop in modern design

26,99 £
4251285579880 CF11065 20x Glass Straw - Reusable Glass Drinking Straws with 

Cleaning Brush - Eco-Friendly Drinking Tubes for Drinks 
30,99 £

4251285579880 CF11065 20x Glass Straw - Reusable Glass Drinking Straws with 
Cleaning Brush - Eco-Friendly Drinking Tubes for Drinks 

30,99 £
4251285579897 CF11729 6x Glass Straw - Reusable Glass Drinking Straws with 

Cleaning Brush - Eco-Friendly Drinking Tubes for Drinks 
17,99 £

4251285579903 CF11730 6x glass straws - Reusable glass drinking straws with 
cleaning brush - Environmentally friendly drinking tubes 

15,99 £
4251285579910 CF11067 10x Glass Straw - Reusable Glass Drinking Straws with 

Cleaning Brush - Eco-Friendly Drinking Tubes for Drinks 
13,99 £

4251285579910 CF11067 10x Glass Straw - Reusable Glass Drinking Straws with 
Cleaning Brush - Eco-Friendly Drinking Tubes for Drinks 

13,99 £
4251285579927 CF11067 20x Glass Straw - Reusable Glass Drinking Straws with 

Cleaning Brush - Eco-Friendly Drinking Tubes for Drinks 
17,99 £

4251285579927 CF11067 20x Glass Straw - Reusable Glass Drinking Straws with 
Cleaning Brush - Eco-Friendly Drinking Tubes for Drinks 

17,99 £
4251285579934 CF4723 20x BIG stainless steel straws - reusable stainless steel 

drinking straws with cleaning brush - environmentally fri
26,99 £

4251285579941 CF11734 10x Stainless Steel Straw - Reusable Stainless Steel 
Straws with Cleaning Brush - Eco-Friendly Drinking Tube

13,99 £
4251285579958 CF11633 Floating Pool Thermometer - with strap for attaching 

the swim thermometer
15,99 £

4251285579958 CF11633 Floating Pool Thermometer - with strap for attaching 
the swim thermometer

15,99 £
4251285579972 CF11749 6x bottle pourer - dosing pourer made of stainless steel 

- portioner for schnapps, rum, whiskey, drinks or vinega
13,99 £

4251285579972 CF11749 6x bottle pourer - dosing pourer made of stainless steel 
- portioner for schnapps, rum, whiskey, drinks or vinega

13,99 £
4251285579989 CF11750 2x measuring cup made of stainless steel - Bar for 

spirits and cocktails - Measuring cup for bar and kitchen
13,99 £

4251285579996 CF11718 3x small cutting board made of plastic with drainage 
groove - robust and non-slip breakfast board for the kitc

15,99 £
4251285580008 CF11740 2x Inflatable cup holder to blow up in the cool duck 

design
15,99 £

4251285580022 CF9975 13-part aroma set with fragrance warmer Ceramic 
fragrance lamp and 12 different fragrance oils

26,99 £
4251285580046 CF9439 14x magic pencils - bending pencils - present part - 

party gift - children's birthdays
13,99 £
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4251285580046 CF9439 14x magic pencils - bending pencils - present part - 
party gift - children's birthdays

13,99 £
4251285580053 CF9439 7x magic pencils - bending pencils - present part - party 

gift - children's birthdays
13,99 £

4251285580053 CF9439 7x magic pencils - bending pencils - present part - party 
gift - children's birthdays

13,99 £
4251285580077 CF11747 20x plant ties for attaching to beams, walls or tendrils - 

green plastic plant ties - plant clips 14 cm long
8,99 £

4251285580084 CF11747 60x plant ties for attaching to beams, walls or tendrils - 
green plastic plant ties - plant clips 14 cm long

8,99 £
4251285580091 CF11744 120x plant signs with pencil - plant plugs for labeling - 

plant labels - bed signs - garden signs - 12 cm
13,99 £

4251285580107 CF11751 2x snap hooks - steel snap hooks with 520 kg load 
capacity - for awning, floating grill, punching bag and m

15,99 £
4251285580114 CF11751 6x snap hooks - steel snap hooks with 220 kg load 

capacity - for awning, floating grill, punching bag and m
13,99 £

4251285580121 CF11751 3x Snap hooks - Steel snap hooks with 350 kg load 
capacity for awnings, floating grill, punching bag and m

15,99 £
4251285580138 CF11751 12x carabiner - steel carabiner with 120 kg load 

capacity - for garden, household, craft
15,99 £

4251285580145 CF11751 12x Snap hooks - Steel snap hooks with 100 kg load 
capacity - For garden, household, crafts and more

15,99 £
4251285580152 CF11751 2x screw carabiner made of steel - D-shape - fire 

brigade carabiner with 500 kg load capacity - for awnin
13,99 £

4251285580169 CF11751 4x shackle straight - made of steel - 200 kg load 
capacity - connection for wire rope or steel chain

13,99 £
4251285580176 CF11751 6x straight shackle - made of steel - 130 kg load 

capacity - connection for wire rope or steel chain
13,99 £

4251285580183 CF8704 2x unicorn LED key fob with sound, 7 x 6cm 15,99 £
4251285580190 CF8675 8x tablecloth brackets made of unbreakable plastic in 

white, tablecloth weight, tablecloth holder Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285580190 CF8675 8x tablecloth brackets made of unbreakable plastic in 
white, tablecloth weight, tablecloth holder Made in Ger

13,99 £
4251285598096 CF10237 4x flexible ice pack - cooling compress with 15 cooling 

cells - cooling pack for household, sport and leisure
15,99 £

4251285580213 CF5734 terry cloth slippers, 36 pairs - white closed hotel slippers 
- comfortable slippers - bathing shoes - size 34/35 - col

26,99 £
4251285580220 CF9982 12x Bouncing dough in box for children and adults in 

bright colors [selection varies], each box 5 x 2.5 cm
15,99 £

4251285580237 CF10449 4x Squeeze Ball - handy squeeze ball in great colors - 
anti-stress toys for children and adults [selection varies]

11,99 £
4251285580251 CF10647 2x salad cups to go with fork and dressing container, 

salad container for on the go, fruit cup
17,99 £

4251285580268 CF10762 6x LED Lantern Stick - Battery operated light stick for 
lanterns & lanterns - Lantern stick in different colors [sel

15,99 £
4251285580275 CF11744 30x plant signs with pencil - plant plugs for labeling - 

plant labels - bed signs - garden signs - 12 cm
8,99 £

4251285580275 CF11744 30x plant signs with pencil - plant plugs for labeling - 
plant labels - bed signs - garden signs - 12 cm

8,99 £
4251285580282 CF10874 4x Ashtray made of glass - clear glass Ashtray for 

cigarettes - well disgned Ashtrays for private and gastro
26,99 £

4251285580299 CF11650 10x stainless steel skewers - 31 cm long skewers - 
premium vegetable skewers in a set

8,99 £
4251285580299 CF11650 10x stainless steel skewers - 31 cm long skewers - 

premium vegetable skewers in a set
8,99 £

4251285580305 CF11650 20x stainless steel skewers - 31 cm long skewers - 
premium vegetable skewers in a set

11,99 £
4251285580305 CF11650 20x stainless steel skewers - 31 cm long skewers - 

premium vegetable skewers in a set
11,99 £

4251285580312 CF11649 12-Piece Tea Glass Set - Beverage glasses with handles 
- Heat-resistant espresso cups - Coffee cups

30,99 £
4251285580329 CF11649 6-Piece Tea Glass Set - Beverage glasses with handles - 

Heat-resistant espresso cups - Coffee cups
26,99 £

4251285580336 CF11644 4x plastic cutting board with drainage groove - robust 
dulcimer for the kitchen - 35 x 24 cm

30,99 £
4251285580343 CF11624 2-piece set with cutting board made of plastic and knife 

- robust dulcimer for the kitchen - 37 x 23 cm
17,99 £

4251285580350 CF11624 2-piece set with cutting board made of plastic and knife 
- robust dulcimer for the kitchen - 37 x 23 cm

17,99 £
4251285580367 CF11624 2-piece set with cutting board made of plastic and knife 

- robust dulcimer for the kitchen - 37 x 23 cm
17,99 £
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4251285580374 CF11625 2x two-sided cutting board made of plastic and bamboo 
wood - robust breakfast board for the kitchen - 30 x 20 

26,99 £
4251285580381 CF11639 2x plastic cutting board with drain groove - robust and 

non-slip breakfast board for the kitchen
30,99 £

4251285580404 CF11643 4x two-sided cutting board made of plastic with fruit 
motifs - robust breakfast board for the kitchen - 30 x 20

26,99 £
4251285580411 CF11645 4x two-sided cutting board made of plastic - robust 

dulcimer for the kitchen - 37 x 23 cm
30,99 £

4251285580428 CF11603 2x bin bag stand with lid - stand for large garbage bags 
- sturdy garbage bag holder - large garbage bag stand

43,99 £
4251285580435 CF10603 2x laundry bag for travel - laundry bag for dirty laundry 

- laundry collector with drawstring - 69 x 50 cm
15,99 £

4251285580442 CF10015 8x luggage tag made of plastic, luggage tags for 
labeling in blue, pink, green and orange

17,99 £
4251285580459 CF11341 2x knife-fork-spoon combinations made of stainless 

steel, spork, spoon, camping and travel cutlery
13,99 £

4251285580466 CF11759 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 45 

26,99 £
4251285580466 CF11759 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 45 
26,99 £

4251285580473 CF11759 8x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50 

26,99 £
4251285580473 CF11759 8x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50 
26,99 £

4251285580480 CF11759 8x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50 

26,99 £
4251285580480 CF11759 8x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50 
26,99 £

4251285580497 CF11759 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 55 

26,99 £
4251285580497 CF11759 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 55 
26,99 £

4251805458404 CF11699 6-piece sun protection / awning mounting set - 
mounting accessories with wall bracket, carabiner and t

26,99 £
4251285580510 CF11759 4x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 45 
13,99 £

4251285580510 CF11759 4x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 45 

13,99 £
4251285580527 CF11759 4x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50 
13,99 £

4251285580527 CF11759 4x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50 

13,99 £
4251285580534 CF11759 4x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50 
15,99 £

4251285580534 CF11759 4x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50 

15,99 £
4251285580541 CF11759 4x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 55 
13,99 £

4251285580541 CF11759 4x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 55 

13,99 £
4251285580558 CF11494 3-piece duster set - static duster with protective cover - 

microfibre duster with fine and coarse threads - remova
26,99 £

4251285580565 CF11495 3-part dishwashing brushes and scrub brushes Set - 
Dish brush with suction cup - Round scrub brush for dis

15,99 £
4251285580572 CF11623 2x 2in1 Tile and Joint Brush with Scraper - Joint cleaner 

for bathroom, kitchen and household
13,99 £

4251285580589 CF11621 2x puller for window and shower - Shower puller with 
rubber lip for streak-free stripping

13,99 £
4251285580596 CF11640 2x magic tool holder for brooms and mops - Wall device 

holder - for up to 2 kg load
13,99 £

4251285580602 CF11615 3x bottle brush for cleaning bottles - Long cleaning 
brush for glasses and drinking bottles

13,99 £
4251285580633 CF10362 2x lantern with colorful princess and pirate motif - paper 

lantern for santa martin and halloween - martins lantern
15,99 £

4251285580657 CF9650 4x coasters made of bamboo - round glass coasters - 
coasters for glasses - cup coasters - Ø 11 cm, round, 0.

13,99 £
4251285580688 CF11765 2x Lunch box with spoon (spork) on the go - 

Transparent lunch box for children adults with dividing 
17,99 £

4251285580695 CF11767 16x plastic dessert spoon - colorful cocktail spoons - 
long-handled spoon for dessert - yoghurt spoon

13,99 £
4251285580695 CF11767 16x plastic dessert spoon - colorful cocktail spoons - 

long-handled spoon for dessert - yoghurt spoon
13,99 £
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4251285580701 CF11767 32x fondue spoons for chocolate fondue - colorful 
cocktail spoons - long-handled spoons - yoghurt spoons

17,99 £
4251285580718 CF11065 10x glass straws - Reusable glass drinking straws with 

cleaning brush - Environmentally friendly drinking tubes 
15,99 £

4251285580718 CF11065 10x glass straws - Reusable glass drinking straws with 
cleaning brush - Environmentally friendly drinking tubes 

15,99 £
4251285580732 CF11648 24-piece cutlery set for 6 people - stainless steel cutlery 

- cutlery with knives, forks, spoons, teaspoons - menu c
30,99 £

4251285580800 CF11493 5x F-connector - antenna adapter for F-connector - for 
coaxial antenna cable

8,99 £
4251285580800 CF11493 5x F-connector - antenna adapter for F-connector - for 

coaxial antenna cable
8,99 £

4251285580817 CF11493 10x F-connector - antenna adapter for F-connector - for 
coaxial antenna cable

8,99 £
4251285580763 CF11613 13-piece sushi serving set - stylish serving plate made 

of slate and bamboo wood - with bowls for soy sauce a
26,99 £

4251285580770 CF11610 7-piece sushi serving set - stylish serving plate made of 
slate and bamboo wood - with bowls for soy sauce and 

13,99 £
4251285580787 CF11611 3-piece sushi serving set - stylish serving plate made of 

slate and bamboo wood - with chopsticks
15,99 £

4251285580794 CF11614 2-Level serving platters - Wooden storage rack - Picnic 
board perfect for every kind of snack, 30.5 x 18 x 28.5 c

26,99 £
4251285580800 CF11493 5x F-connector - antenna adapter for F-connector - for 

coaxial antenna cable
8,99 £

4251285580800 CF11493 5x F-connector - antenna adapter for F-connector - for 
coaxial antenna cable

8,99 £
4251285580817 CF11493 10x F-connector - antenna adapter for F-connector - for 

coaxial antenna cable
8,99 £

4251285580831 CF11612 7-piece sushi serving set - stylish serving plate made of 
slate and bamboo wood - with bowls for soy sauce and 

13,99 £
4251285580848 CF11710 2x doorstop made of matted stainless steel, bottom 

door stopper with rubber buffer and fixing material, Ø 4
13,99 £

4251285580855 CF11628 glass bowl as a salad bowl or fruit bowl - robust and 
dishwasher-safe - classic design

15,99 £
4251285580862 CF11627 glass bowl as a salad bowl or fruit bowl - robust and 

dishwasher-safe - classic design
17,99 £

4251285580879 CF11762 measuring cup with splash guard - mixing bowl with lid 
- dosing can with handle - kitchen gadget 2200 ml [sele

13,99 £
4251285580886 CF8142 2x White Art Rose in Deco Glass Vase and Silk Ribbon - 

Rose perfect as decoration or gift
17,99 £

4251285580893 CF11492 3x decorative wooden fish to hang up - wooden fish as 
decoration and gift - maritime hanging decoration for th

26,99 £
4251285580909 CF11756 2-piece set of ceramic peeler and knife - peeling knife 

very sharp and 100% rustproof - for fruits and vegetabl
8,99 £

4251285580909 CF11756 2-piece set of ceramic peeler and knife - peeling knife 
very sharp and 100% rustproof - for fruits and vegetabl

8,99 £
4251285580916 CF11756 2-piece set of ceramic peeler and knife - peeling knife 

very sharp and 100% rustproof - for fruits and vegetabl
8,99 £

4251285580916 CF11756 2-piece set of ceramic peeler and knife - peeling knife 
very sharp and 100% rustproof - for fruits and vegetabl

8,99 £
4251285580923 CF11756 2-piece set of ceramic peeler and knife - peeling knife 

very sharp and 100% rustproof - for fruits and vegetabl
8,99 £

4251285580923 CF11756 2-piece set of ceramic peeler and knife - peeling knife 
very sharp and 100% rustproof - for fruits and vegetabl

8,99 £
4251285580961 CF11763 2x Storage boxes for camping, picnic and home - Snack 

tray with compartments - Food storage tubs with lid - Ø
17,99 £

4251285593152 CF11763 2x Storage Box for Camping, Picnic and Home - Serving 
Tray for Fruits, Vegetables and Snacks - Food Container

17,99 £
4251285580985 CF11500 6x measuring scoop - large and small measuring spoons 

for flour, cereals or animal feed - scoop universally appli
17,99 £

4251285580992 CF6255 25x roulade needles made of stainless steel - 11 cm 
long meat skewers - premium skewers in a set

8,99 £
4251285580992 CF6255 25x roulade needles made of stainless steel - 11 cm 

long meat skewers - premium skewers in a set
8,99 £

4251285581012 CF11738 6x shot glasses with chain to attach - Accessories for 
bachelor party - Shotglas for Carnival, Carnival, JGA etc 

15,99 £
4251285581029 CF7406 4x Frisbee for children and adults - Throwing disc also 

for dogs - Frisbee 22 cm - Flying disc in bright colors [se
15,99 £

4251285581036 CF11772 2x Scented candle in metal bucket - Windproof outdoor 
candle - Garden candle for balcony and terrace - XL lant

15,99 £
4251285581043 CF11784 12x Stable Reusable Shot Glasses Made of Plastic - 

Reusable Shot Glasses in Bright Colours - Ideal for Birth
13,99 £
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4251285581050 CF11771 4x Lantern - Scented candle in glass - Outdoor candle 
with lemon scent - Garden candle for balcony and terrac

17,99 £
4251285581067 CF11777 30x Tealight - Scented candle for lantern - Outdoor 

candle with lemon scent - Garden candle for balcony an
15,99 £

4251285581074 CF11784 24x stable reusable shot glasses made of plastic - 
reusable shot glasses in bright colors - ideal for birthday

15,99 £
4251285581081 CF11797 6x whiskey glasses in stylish modern design, dishwasher 

safe
26,99 £

4251285581098 CF11797 12x whiskey glasses in stylish modern design, 
dishwasher safe

35,99 £
4251285581128 CF11794 12x long drink glasses in stylish modern design, 

dishwasher safe
30,99 £

4251285581135 CF11796 12x water glasses in stylish modern design, dishwasher 
safe

30,99 £
4251285581142 CF11799 12x tumblers in stylish modern design, dishwasher safe 35,99 £
4251285581159 CF11798 12x tumblers in stylish modern design, dishwasher safe 39,99 £
4251285581173 CF11799 6x tumblers in stylish modern design, dishwasher safe 26,99 £
4251285581180 CF11793 12-Piece Tea Glass Set - Beverage glasses with handles 

- Heat-resistant espresso cups - Coffee cups
35,99 £

4251285581197 CF11828 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 days - BETTER READABLE - 
Drug Box - Pill Box - Tablet Box - Week Dose + Tablet 

17,99 £
4251285581203 CF11793 6-Piece tea glass set - Beverage glasses with handles - 

Turkish tea glasses arabic - Mint tea glasses - Moroccan
26,99 £

4251285581203 CF11793 6-Piece tea glass set - Beverage glasses with handles - 
Turkish tea glasses arabic - Mint tea glasses - Moroccan

26,99 £
4251285581227 CF11795 6x tea glass in bright colors - Beverage glasses with 

handles - Heat-resistant coffee cups
26,99 £

4251285581241 CF11703 reusable raincoat - transparent reusable coat with 
removable hood - rain protection for every occasion, S

13,99 £
4251285581258 CF11703 reusable raincoat - transparent reusable coat with 

removable hood - rain protection for every occasion, M
13,99 £

4251285581265 CF11703 reusable raincoat - transparent reusable coat with 
detachable hood - rain protection for every occasion

13,99 £
4251285581272 CF11703 reusable raincoat - transparent reusable coat with 

detachable hood - rain protection for every occasion
13,99 £

4251285581289 CF11774 4x soufflé molds - creme brulee ceramic bowls - 
ovenproof molds - dessert bowl and pie molds for eg ra

30,99 £
4251285581296 CF11774 2x Soufflé molds - Creme Brulee ceramic bowls - 

ovenproof molds - dessert bowl and pie molds for eg Ra
26,99 £

4251285581302 CF11713 nutcracker and bottle opener with wooden handle 15,99 £
4251285581319 CF11743 9x shower cap waterproof to protect the hairstyle, 

flexible bathing cap with elastic rubber band with differe
13,99 £

4251285598164 CF11773 2x thermometer for inside and outside - thermo-
hygrometer with degree Celsius scale - temperature and

13,99 £
4251285598164 CF11773 2x thermometer for inside and outside - thermo-

hygrometer with degree Celsius scale - temperature and
13,99 £

4251285581333 CF11779 12x bottle openers in shark design as keychains in 
bright colors - party giveaways

11,99 £
4251285581340 CF11792 12x bottle openers in the design of a woman as a 

keychain in bright colors [color varies] - party giveaway
11,99 £

4251285581340 CF11792 12x bottle openers in the design of a woman as a 
keychain in bright colors [color varies] - party giveaway

11,99 £
4251285581357 CF11780 12x Bottle opener in a flamingo design as a keychain - 

party giveaway in a summery design [colour varies]
11,99 £

4251285581357 CF11780 12x Bottle opener in a flamingo design as a keychain - 
party giveaway in a summery design [colour varies]

11,99 £
4251285581395 CF11646 Handwash & Toothbrushing Assistant with timer and 

LED - Stop-clock for children brushing their teeth and w
13,99 £

4251285581401 CF11707 6-piece premium cruet set picnic table with umbrella - 
sauce dispenser and spice shaker in a wooden stand - w

17,99 £
4251285581418 CF11646 2x Handwash & Toothbrushing Assistant with timer and 

LED - Stop-watch for children brushing their teeth and 
15,99 £

4251285581425 CF4219 96 Chalk sticks for children - Blackboard eraser for 
children - Giant chalks for children for pavement - Toddl

15,99 £
4251805445954 CF11766 2x Water tap attachment - aerator with hose extension 

and water saver - pearl aerator with internal and extern
11,99 £

4251805445954 CF11766 2x Water tap attachment - aerator with hose extension 
and water saver - pearl aerator with internal and extern

11,99 £
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4251285581487 CF11785 3x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea infuser for 
loose tea, spices, herbs - tea filter to hang on the cup ri

15,99 £
4251285581487 CF11785 3x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea infuser for 

loose tea, spices, herbs - tea filter to hang on the cup ri
15,99 £

4251285581500 CF11704 2x jump rope for children - 210 cm, adjustable length - 
jump rope in bright colors [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285581517 CF11704 4x jump rope for children - 210 cm, adjustable length - 

jump rope in bright colors [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251285581548 CF11760 5x Skipping rope for children - Length adjustable - 
Skipping rope for kids, 210 cm

17,99 £
4251285581555 CF11775 48x Small soap bubble sticks for wedding with heart 

handle - For birthday, christening, engagement and mor
17,99 £

4251285581609 CF11778 6x XL bubble wand - bubble wand - large bubbles for 
birthdays, garden parties and weddings - 45 cm

26,99 £
4251285581630 CF11783 8x bowls made of melamine with great patterns - 

perfect as tableware for parties, camping or festivals
26,99 £

4251285581647 CF11694 12x anti-stress ball for stress reduction and play in 
bright colors [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285581685 CF11758 3x storage box in wood look - decorative cardboard, 

cardboard box, box, box with lid and handles - for storin
30,99 £

4251285581692 CF11758 3x storage box in wood look - decorative cardboard, 
cardboard box, box, box with lid and handles - for storin

30,99 £
4251285581708 CF11758 3x storage box in wood look - decorative cardboard, 

cardboard box, box, box with lid and handles - for storin
30,99 £

4251285581715 CF11758 3x storage box in wood look - decorative cardboard, 
cardboard box, box, box with lid and handles - for storin

30,99 £
4251285581746 CF11869 natural hairbrush made of bamboo - environmentally 

friendly brush with natural bristles for naturally beautiful
13,99 £

4251285581753 CF6205 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 
weighters - weatherproof tablecloth holders

13,99 £
4251285581753 CF6205 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 

weighters - weatherproof tablecloth holders
13,99 £

4251285581753 CF6205 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 
weighters - weatherproof tablecloth holders

13,99 £
4251285581777 CF11042 12x Owls erasers for pencils - erasers in variegated 

colors [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251285581777 CF11042 12x Owls erasers for pencils - erasers in variegated 
colors [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285581784 CF9902 2x draft stopper for the door - microfibre door bottom 

seal - draft stopper with double seal - protection against
26,99 £

4251285581791 CF9999 600x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 
for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant

13,99 £
4251285581807 CF11030 600x Hook for Christmas tree decorations - Double hook 

for Christmas tree decoration - Perfect for deco pendant
13,99 £

4251285581838 CF11209 2x rubber mallet as a camping, tent and outdoor 
equipment - camping hammer with sturdy and non-slip 

17,99 £
4251285581845 CF9113 3x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire galvanised, 

wrapped on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 300 g
13,99 £

4251285581845 CF9113 3x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire galvanised, 
wrapped on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 300 g

13,99 £
4251285581852 CF11873 Cable Reel - Empty Plastic Cable Drum - Cable Drum as 

an Organiser for Cables, Fairy Lights, Ribbons and Wires
13,99 £

4251805401172 CF11874 100x suction cup holder for fairy lights - suction cups 
with slit in transparent blue - holder with suction cup for

13,99 £
4251285581906 CF11875 100x Suction cup holder with clamp, transparent for 

fairy lights and decoration for Christmas, Easter, New Y
17,99 £

4251285581913 CF11876 100x Gutter hook for fairy lights - Gutter hook made of 
plastic - Attachment for Christmas outdoor lighting

13,99 £
4251285581937 CF10761 60x 10 ml glass bottles, set with accessories for labeling 

and hanging up, for weddings or birthdays, for tea, spic
30,99 £

4251285581944 CF10761 100x accessory sets for filling, decorating and hanging 
spice jars with corks - for mini glass bottles and DIY

11,99 £
4251285581968 CF11848 soap bubble gun with LED and bubble water - bubble 

machine for children - bubble gun for adults too
15,99 £

4251285581982 CF11849 Soap bubble gun with LED and bubble water - Bubble 
machine for children - Bubble gun for adults [color selec

15,99 £
4251285581999 CF11883 4x glass ashtrays - colorful glass ashtrays for cigarettes 

- ashtrays for private and gastronomy - made of 5 mm t
15,99 £

4251285582019 CF10674 2x Bird repellent balloon - Pigeon repellent in balloon 
form - Balloon to drive away pigeons - Bird deterrent for

15,99 £
4251285582026 CF11865 2x soap bubble gun with soap bubble water - bubble 

machine for children in bright colors [color selection vari
15,99 £
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4251285582040 CF10876 5x Swedish fire with ignition wick and citronella scent, 
Finnish torch for campfire romance, tree torch, garden t

43,99 £
4251285582057 CF11871 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 

flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a
26,99 £

4251285582057 CF11871 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 
flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a

26,99 £
4251285582064 CF11872 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 

flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a
30,99 £

4251285582064 CF11872 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 
flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a

30,99 £
4251285582095 CF10506 3x Chair Catcher Set 2.0 for stool samples at home - 

with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, sa
13,99 £

4251285591752 CF10506 3x Chair Catcher Set 2.0 for stool samples at home - 
with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, sa

13,99 £
4251285582101 CF11871 Plastic lawn edging - bed edging for lawns, flower beds 

or as a mowing edge - length individually adjustable - 1
15,99 £

4251285582118 CF11872 Plastic lawn edging - bed edging for lawns, flower beds 
or as a mowing edge - length individually adjustable - 1

17,99 £
4251285582125 CF11855 6x Floral foam for flower arrangements in cylindrical 

form - Putty foam for fresh flowers - Floral sponge for w
26,99 £

4251285582132 CF11854 9x Plug-in composition for flower arrangements - Floral 
foam for fresh flowers - Florist foam for artificial flowers

15,99 £
4251285582149 CF11856 4x plug-in compound for flower arrangements in 

cylinder shape - plug foam for fresh flowers - plug spon
15,99 £

4251285582156 CF11858 2x Floral foam for flower arrangements in form of a 
heart - Putty foam for fresh flowers - Floral sponge for 

15,99 £
4251285582163 CF11857 Plug-in composition for flower arrangements with holder 

- Floral foam for fresh flowers - Sponge for crafting for 
13,99 £

4251285582170 CF11857 2x Plug-in compound for flower arrangements with 
holder and grid - Floral foam for flowers - Floral foam fo

17,99 £
4251805434491 CF9299 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 

quick release fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer, 
13,99 £

4251285582194 CF5230 6x Stainless steel ashtrays - wind ashtray with 
removable lid to protect against fly cinder- Ø 11 cm

30,99 £
4251285582194 CF5230 6x Stainless steel ashtrays - wind ashtray with 

removable lid to protect against fly cinder- Ø 11 cm
30,99 £

4251285582217 CF7922 5x toilet brush with replaceable brush head - noble 
toilet brush with stainless steel handle - toilet brush - Ø 

26,99 £
4251285582217 CF7922 5x toilet brush with replaceable brush head - noble 

toilet brush with stainless steel handle - toilet brush - Ø 
26,99 £

4251285582231 CF10293 48x steel tent pegs - long and durable pegs with plastic 
mount for camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and h

39,99 £
4251285582248 CF7754 200 clothespins in a savings pack in various trend colors 26,99 £
4251285582255 CF11868 6-piece throwing ball Game with hook-and-loop ball and 

disc for catching - fun for children on the beach, in the 
26,99 £

4251285582262 CF11850 48-Piece bird-repellent set - Bird fright against pigeons, 
seagulls or ravens - Scarecrow for balcony, garden or te

15,99 £
4251285582279 CF11501 2x inflatable guitars in rock look as a funny accessory - 

air guitar perfect for carnival, carnival or Halloween - siz
13,99 £

4251285582286 CF11862 8x Bath Toy Fish - Children's swimming toys in various 
colors - Swim-fish for bath, pool

15,99 £
4251285582293 CF11319 2x Guardian Angel Keychain - Gift for Girlfriend - 

Talisman - Valentine's Day Gift for Her and Him
15,99 £

4251285582293 CF11319 2x Guardian Angel Keychain - Gift for Girlfriend - 
Talisman - Valentine's Day Gift for Her and Him

15,99 £
4251285582309 CF11893 80x drinking cup with different motives - ideal for 

camping, party, birthday or celebration
17,99 £

4251285582316 CF11835 30x erasers with animal motifs - erasers in bright colors 
- ideal as a gift on birthdays or for the school bag [selec

15,99 £
4251285582323 CF11836 36x eraser with animal motifs - erasers in bright colors - 

ideal as a giveaway on birthdays or for the school bag [
15,99 £

4251285582330 CF11834 270x Mini eraser in football shape - eraser in bright 
colors - ideal as a present on birthdays or for the school

15,99 £
4251285582347 CF11877 2x foldable shopping bag - favorite bag - in gray and 

white, reusable shopping bag in a transport bag
13,99 £

4251285582347 CF11877 2x foldable shopping bag - favorite bag - in gray and 
white, reusable shopping bag in a transport bag

13,99 £
4251285582354 CF11891 12x beach balls in summery colors - mini rubber water 

balls - for beach tennis, smashball, beach ball games [s
15,99 £

4251285582361 CF11842 2x LED light box Key fob with 60 letters each and 
numbers with battery

13,99 £
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4251285582408 CF0745 2x USB Flash Drive Mini Adapter microSD TF Card 
Reader Card Reader Card Reader

13,99 £
4251285582415 CF11859 20x Yellow trap fly traps for outside and inside - 

decorative glue trap against flies and aphids - insect stic
15,99 £

4251285589131 CF10853 12x Fireplace Lighter and Grill Lighter made of wood - 
ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - fast, light 

15,99 £
4251285582446 CF10853 24x Fireplace Lighter and Grill Lighter made of wood - 

ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - fast, light 
26,99 £

4251285582453 CF11264 2x key stone "big mountain", stone with secret 
compartment, key concealed in stone optic, geocaching 

26,99 £
4251285582460 CF11157 6x wood chimney and grill lighter for on the go - 

ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - fast, light 
13,99 £

4251285582477 CF11157 9x wood chimney and barbecue lighter for on the go - 
ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - fast, light 

15,99 £
4251285582507 CF10853 6x Fireplace Lighter and Grill Lighter made of wood - 

ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - fast, light 
13,99 £

4251285582514 CF11157 3x fireplace lighter and grill lighter made of wood for on 
the go - ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - q

11,99 £
4251285582507 CF10853 6x Fireplace Lighter and Grill Lighter made of wood - 

ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - fast, light 
13,99 £

4251285582514 CF11157 3x fireplace lighter and grill lighter made of wood for on 
the go - ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - q

11,99 £
4251285582521 CF11844 40x Incense sticks - scented sticks with lemon scent - 

incense candle with burning time of up to 50 minutes - 
13,99 £

4251285582538 CF11844 80x Incense sticks - scented sticks with lemon scent - 
incense candle with burning time of up to 50 minutes - 

17,99 £
4251285582569 CF11238 4x indoor greenhouse, multi-pot plates with lid, plant 

box with growing pots for 96 plants, growing set for flo
26,99 £

4251285582569 CF11238 4x indoor greenhouse, multi-pot plates with lid, plant 
box with growing pots for 96 plants, growing set for flo

26,99 £
4251285582583 CF11880 6x LED light stick with flashing lights in bright colors 

[selection varies]
17,99 £

4251285582606 CF11870 4x Ceramic coffee mug - coffee cup with anchor heart 
motif - coffee pot in blue, green, purple and pink

17,99 £
4251285582613 CF6996 200g Halloween spider web with 12 spiders, cobweb as 

decoration for Halloween, carnival and theme parties
13,99 £

4251285582620 CF6997 26-piece Halloween decoration set with spider web, 
spiders, cups, plates, napkins and tablecloth for Hallowe

26,99 £
4251285582620 CF6997 26-piece Halloween decoration set with spider web, 

spiders, cups, plates, napkins and tablecloth for Hallowe
26,99 £

4251285582637 CF11335 2x mini lighter for camping, outdoor and as a key ring - 
refillable petrol lighter with key ring and replacement m

17,99 £
4251285582644 CF11335 mini lighter for camping, outdoor and as a key ring - 

refillable petrol lighter with key ring and replacement m
15,99 £

4251285582651 CF11335 mini lighter for camping, outdoor and as a key ring - 
refillable petrol lighter with key ring and replacement m

13,99 £
4251285582675 CF11498 48-piece party tableware set - plates, mugs and napkins 

- for pirate parties, children's birthdays & Halloween
26,99 £

4251285582682 CF6998 25-piece party tableware set - plates, cups, napkins, 
tablecloth - for pirate parties, children's birthday parties 

15,99 £
4251285582712 CF14040 6x Soufflé moulds - Ceramic bowl for crème brûlée - 

Dessert bowl and paté dish - 200 ml each - Souffle pots 
30,99 £

4251285582743 CF11336 lighter for camping, outdoor and as a keychain - 
refillable petrol lighter with carabiner

15,99 £
4251285582804 CF11840 2-piece Hat set for cowboys - Western hat in pink - 

Headgear for Carnival, Carnival, Halloween, theme parti
26,99 £

4251285582811 CF11906 6x plug-in compound for flower arrangements - floral 
foam for fresh and dried flowers - floral sponge for han

26,99 £
4251285582835 CF11833 9-Piece Pirate Costumes Accessory Kit - Ideal for 

carnival, themed parties and costume events
30,99 £

4251285582859 CF11911 50x Ground anchors made of carbon steel - Robust 
ground nails for fastening weed fleece and foils - Groun

15,99 £
4251285582866 CF11911 100x ground anchors made of carbon steel - robust 

ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun
26,99 £

4251285582873 CF11911 250x ground anchors made of carbon steel - robust 
ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun

35,99 £
4251285582880 CF11912 50x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun
15,99 £

4251285582897 CF11912 100x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun

26,99 £
4251805411973 CF11912 200x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun
30,99 £
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4251285582910 CF11913 100x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun

30,99 £
4251285582927 CF11913 200x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun
48,99 £

4251285582927 CF11913 200x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun

48,99 £
4251285582934 CF11914 1000x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun
79,99 £

4251285582941 CF7153 Pirate Costume 20-Piece Accessory Kit - Perfect for 
carnival, themed parties and costume events

15,99 £
4251285582958 CF11915 3x Garden bag with carrying handles - Foldable garden 

waste bag L - Tearproof folding bin for leaves and gree
30,99 £

4251285582965 CF11916 3x Garden bag with carrying handles - Foldable garden 
waste bag XL - Tearproof folding bin for leaves and gre

26,99 £
4251285582972 CF11917 2x Garden bag with carrying handles - Foldable garden 

waste bag XXL - Tearproof folding bin for leaves and gr
30,99 £

4251285582989 CF11889 2x Solid metal padlock - Security lock with 3 keys - 
Padlock with hardened handle

13,99 £
4251285582996 CF11889 4x Solid metal padlock - Security lock with 3 keys - 

Padlock with hardened handle
26,99 £

4251285583009 CF11341 2x knife-fork-spoon combinations made of stainless 
steel, spoon, camping and travel cutlery

13,99 £
4251285583016 CF11803 8x Beverage Coaster Set made of wood, glass coaster 

for glasses in a pallet design, 9.5 x 9.5 cm
26,99 £

4251285583023 CF11800 8x Beverage Coaster Set made of wood, glass coaster 
for glasses with star motif, 10 x 10 x 0.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285583030 CF11888 6x Padlock outdoor for traveling- Padlock with key and 

different thicknesses - Heavy duty padlock for safety - S
13,99 £

4251285583030 CF11888 6x Padlock outdoor for traveling- Padlock with key and 
different thicknesses - Heavy duty padlock for safety - S

13,99 £
4251285583047 CF11804 6x Beverage Coaster Set round glass and polyester, 

glass saucer for glasses, Ø 9.7 cm
15,99 £

4251285583085 CF11570 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 
flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w

26,99 £
4251285583085 CF11570 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 

flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w
26,99 £

4251285583306 CF11804 12x Beverage Coaster Set round glass and polyester, 
glass saucer for glasses, Ø 10 cm

26,99 £
4251285583313 CF11890 24x spring-clamp clamps, glue clamps made of plastic 

for universal use in the home, workshop, photography o
26,99 £

4251805422955 CF11801 4x Wooden coaster with imprinted tree discs - Thick 
wooden disc for decoration - Decorative coaster - Round

13,99 £
4251285583344 CF11807 3x fashion bag with reversible sequins - hipster bag, 

gym bag, duffel bag - sequin backpack for shopping, for
30,99 £

4251285583351 CF11341 4x knife fork-spoon combinations made of stainless 
steel, camping and travel cutlery

15,99 £
4251285583368 CF6993 2-part maritime decoration set - sailing ship and 

lighthouse made of wood in a used look
17,99 £

4251285583375 CF11802 High quality trivet "rhombus" made of metal - trivet for 
pot, pan, baking dish and wok - 21 x 21 x 2 cm

15,99 £
4251285583382 CF3609 4x soap bubble wand for large and small soap bubbles - 

soap bubble swords in different colors for weddings and
15,99 £

4251285583399 CF11908 8x colorful replacement screw caps made of metal for 
drinking glasses - lids with a hole for drinking straws

15,99 £
4251285583405 CF11886 2x Tree glue ring with fixation tape - Glue trap for 

caterpillars, insects and other pests - 1.75 m per glue ri
13,99 £

4251285583412 CF11884 16x Fly-Strips, fly bait strips for insect control, feeding 
bait window fly trap as a sticker against flies, mosquitoe

17,99 £
4251285583443 CF11235 6x Color Hairspray - 125 ml Hair Color Spray each in the 

colors red, green, yellow, black, orange and blue
26,99 £

4251285583467 CF14041 12x Ceramik Ramekins - ovenproof Soufflé Dishes - 
Creme Brulee Ceramic Bowls - Ramekin Dishes and pate

39,99 £
4251285583474 CF14040 12x Ceramik Ramekins - ovenproof Soufflé Dishes - 

Creme Brulee Ceramic Bowls - Ramekin Dishes and pate
39,99 £

4251285583481 CF14041 6x Soufflé ramekins in green and blue - Ovenproof 
soufflé dishes - Ramekins and soufflé dishes - Creme br

30,99 £
4251285583498 CF8152 24x self-adhesive curtain hooks for curtain rods, Vitra 

rods - adhesive hooks for windows, window hooks - bro
13,99 £

4251285583511 CF11898 7-piece jar set with glass decanter in a stylish, modern 
design - dishwasher safe

26,99 £
4251285583528 CF11852 4-drawer mini dresser - Small Shabby vintage-style deco 

wood cabinet - 2 floral high-gloss fronts
26,99 £
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4251285583535 CF11851 Mini Chest with 5 Drawers - Small Shabby Vintage Deco 
Wood Cabinet - 1 Front in Flowery Gloss

26,99 £
4251285583542 CF11866 Mini Chest with 4 Drawers - Small Shabby Decorative 

Wood Cabinet in Vintage Design
26,99 £

4251285583566 CF11370 Bamboo 6-hook door wardrobe - Wall-mounted coat 
rack for hanging on the door

15,99 £
4251285583573 CF11864 3-drawer mini dresser - Small Shabby vintage-style deco 

wood cabinet
26,99 £

4251285583580 CF11846 Mini chest with 6 drawers - Small Shabby decorative 
wood cabinet in vintage design

26,99 £
4251285583627 CF11983 24x tent pegs made of steel - robust, long ground pegs 

with a thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for norm
35,99 £

4251285583634 CF11983 36x tent pegs made of steel - robust, long ground pegs 
with a thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for norm

48,99 £
4251285583641 CF11983 48x tent pegs made of steel - robust, long ground pegs 

with a thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for norm
57,99 £

4251285583658 CF11206 24x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 
thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 

30,99 £
4251285583665 CF11206 36x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 

thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 
39,99 £

4251285583672 CF11206 48x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 
thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 

43,99 £
4251285583689 CF11496 24x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 

thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 
30,99 £

4251285583696 CF11496 36x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 
thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 

39,99 £
4251285583702 CF11496 48x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 

thread for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and 
43,99 £

4251285583719 CF11847 Mini Chest with 4 Drawers - Small Shabby Decorative 
Wood Cabinet in Vintage Design

26,99 £
4251285583726 CF11845 Mini chest of drawers with 3 long drawers - Small 

Shabby decorative wood cabinet in vintage design
26,99 £

4251285583733 CF11194 48x Tent Pegs Made of Steel - Semi-Circular, Robust 
Pegs for Camping and Outdoors - Ideal for Normal Grou

39,99 £
4251285583740 CF11194 36x Steel tent pegs - Semi-circular & robust pegs for 

camping and outdoors ideal for normal ground - Heavy 
30,99 £

4251285583757 CF11195 48x steel tent pegs - semi-circular, robust pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground

39,99 £
4251285583764 CF11894 4x jump rope for children - 210 cm, adjustable length - 

jump rope in bright colors
15,99 £

4251285583771 CF11892 12x spice jar set with glass lid, storage box, glass vial, 
candy jar set, storage of oils, spices, herbs or tea appro

39,99 £
4251285589643 CF10322 32x tent pegs made of steel - robust V-shaped pegs for 

camping and outdoors - ideal for normal ground
30,99 £

4251285583795 CF10322 48x Tent pegs steel - Sturdy V-shaped soil nails for 
camping and outdoor ideal for normal ground - Metallic 

39,99 £
4251285583801 CF11207 12x Tent Pegs made of steel - long and robust tents 

with T-profile for camping and outdoor - ideal for norma
43,99 £

4251285583818 CF11207 20x Tent Pegs made of steel - long and robust tents 
with T-profile for camping and outdoor - ideal for norma

65,99 £
4251285583825 CF11207 28x Tent Pegs made of steel - long and robust tents 

with T-profile for camping and outdoor - ideal for norma
83,99 £

4251285583832 CF11207 36x steel tent pegs - long and sturdy T-profile pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun

101,99 £
4251285583849 CF11208 12x Tent Pegs Made of Steel - Long and Robust Pegs 

with T Profile for Camping and Outdoors - Ideal for Nor
43,99 £

4251285583856 CF11208 20x Tent Pegs made of steel - long and robust tents 
with T-profile for camping and outdoor - ideal for norma

65,99 £
4251285583863 CF11208 28x Tent Pegs made of steel - long and robust tents 

with T-profile for camping and outdoor - ideal for norma
83,99 £

4251285583870 CF11208 36x steel tent pegs - long and sturdy T-profile pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun

105,99 £
4251285583887 CF11473 ceramic bowl in white, salad bowl with rounded corners, 

large fruit bowl about 24 x 24 cm
26,99 £

4251285583894 CF11892 6x spice jar set with glass lid, storage box, glass vial, 
candy jar set, storage of oils, spices, herbs or tea appro

26,99 £
4251285589094 CF11196 24x tent pegs made of steel - semi-circular, robust 

ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for norma
30,99 £

4251285583917 CF11196 36x Steel tent pegs - Semi-circular, robust pegs for 
camping and outdoors ideal for normal ground, 28,5 cm

39,99 £
4251285583924 CF11196 48x tent pegs made of steel - semicircular, robust pegs 

for camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground - rou
35,99 £
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4251285583931 CF11896 3-Piece Spice Shaker set made of glass - salt and 
pepper dispenser with matching metal holder for private

15,99 £
4251285583948 CF11953 maritime decorative sailing ship "BEACH" - wooden boat 

in used look - wooden ship for decoration - nautical dec
30,99 £

4251285583955 CF11201 72x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 
pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal groun

30,99 £
4251285583979 CF11491 72x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 

pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal groun
35,99 £

4251285583986 CF11950 2x Wooden Serving Tray - Vintage Serving Tray with 
beautiful "Lieblingsmensch" Motif in Different Sizes -  Sh

26,99 £
4251285584006 CF11951 2x Wooden serving tray - Vintage serving tray with 

beautiful mandala motif in different sizes - Shabby Chic 
26,99 £

4251285584020 CF11900 6-piece knife set with magnet holder, stainless steel 
knife with different extremely sharp blades, wooden knif

39,99 £
4251285584044 CF11207 8x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs with 

T-profile for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal an
35,99 £

4251285584044 CF11207 8x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs with 
T-profile for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal an

35,99 £
4251285584051 CF11207 16x steel tent pegs - long and robust ground pegs with 

T-profile for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal an
52,99 £

4251285584068 CF11208 8x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs with 
T-profile for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal an

35,99 £
4251285584068 CF11208 8x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs with 

T-profile for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal an
35,99 £

4251285584075 CF11208 16x Tent Pegs made of steel - long and robust tents 
with T-profile for camping and outdoor - ideal for norma

57,99 £
4251285584082 CF11896 6-Piece Spice Shaker set made of glass - salt and 

pepper dispenser with matching metal holder for private
26,99 £

4251285584129 CF10171 4x Mason Jar with Clip Closure, Storage Jar with Rubber 
Ring in Blue, Yellow, Pink and Red, 60 ml

15,99 £
4251285584136 CF10575 2x beach ball, beach ball with motifs by Anna, Elsa and 

Olaf from the Disney movie "The Ice Queen", Ø 50 cm
15,99 £

4251285584143 CF11935 3x spray bottle - chemical-resistant pump sprayer for 
mineral oils, diluted acids, solvents, alkalis, plant fertiliz

17,99 £
4251285584167 CF11932 3x spray bottle - chemical-resistant pump sprayer for 

mineral oils, diluted acids, solvents - 600 ml atomizer wi
17,99 £

4251285589421 CF4296 4x yo-yo with flashing light - LED yo-yo for children and 
adults - beginner yo-yo for learning cool tricks - super t

17,99 £
4251285584181 CF11930 3x spray bottle with scale - chemical-resistant pump 

sprayer with 28/400 thread for household, garden, work
26,99 £

4251285584198 CF13911 4x flower sprayer - spray bottle for watering plants - 
water spray bottle for water atomization

26,99 £
4251285584204 CF11940 3x "Eco Love" flower sprayer in gray, black - plant 

sprayer for garden, balcony, patio for watering plants fr
15,99 £

4251285584211 CF11937 3x flower sprayer - plant sprayer for garden, balcony, 
terrace for watering plants [selection varies]

17,99 £
4251285584235 CF11720 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 

needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light tree - 
26,99 £

4251285584242 CF11720 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 
needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light tree - 

30,99 £
4251285584259 CF11994 4x glass polishing cloths 45 x 65 cm - glass cloth - 

polishing cloths - microfiber cloth for glasses, mirrors, w
15,99 £

4251285584266 CF11853 pressure sprayer with pressure pump, spray bottle with 
pressure gauge

26,99 £
4251805430325 CF11863 Pressure sprayer with pressure pump in many colours - 

Space-saving spray bottle with bag
17,99 £

4251285584280 CF11926 spray bottle with pressure pump, pressure sprayer as 
foam generator for car, household or garden

57,99 £
4251285584297 CF11927 pressure sprayer with pressure pump, spray bottle with 

pressure gauge, manometer
70,99 £

4251285584303 CF9259 4x telescopic fly swatter - mosquito repellent, 
extendable handle - pest control selection varies]

11,99 £
4251285584372 CF11746 6x Shot glasses with chain to attach - Accessories for 

bachelor party - Shot glas for Carnival, Carnival, JGA etc
15,99 £

4251285584389 CF11746 12x shot glasses with chain to hang around - 
accessories for bachelor parties - shot glass for carnival,

26,99 £
4251285584419 CF11151 4x Fly cover - Cover for food - Fly cover for food, 

eating, fruit - Cover & fly covers - 43 cm
15,99 £

4251285584426 CF11151 4x Fly cover - Cover for food - Fly cover for food, 
eating, fruit - Cover & fly covers - 43 cm

15,99 £
4251285584433 CF12012 16x Premium tablecloth clamp - Tablecloth clamp made 

of white painted stainless steel - Tablecloth clamp for in
26,99 £
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4251285584433 CF12012 16x Premium tablecloth clamp - Tablecloth clamp made 
of white painted stainless steel - Tablecloth clamp for in

26,99 £
4251285584440 CF12011 16x tablecloth clamp with spring - table clamps made of 

steel - tablecloth clamp for inside and outside
26,99 £

4251285584440 CF12011 16x tablecloth clamp with spring - table clamps made of 
steel - tablecloth clamp for inside and outside

26,99 £
4251285584464 CF8223 8-piece porcelain egg cup set - egg cups and spoons in 

white - kitchen accessories
17,99 £

4251285584488 CF11998 16x corn on the cob skewers with stainless steel pins, 
rustproof - reusable corn skewers - accessories for barb

13,99 £
4251285584488 CF11998 16x corn on the cob skewers with stainless steel pins, 

rustproof - reusable corn skewers - accessories for barb
13,99 £

4251285584501 CF12013 16x premium tablecloth clamp - table clamps made of 
stainless steel - tablecloth clamp rustproof for inside an

17,99 £
4251285584501 CF12013 16x premium tablecloth clamp - table clamps made of 

stainless steel - tablecloth clamp rustproof for inside an
17,99 £

4251285584518 CF12013 8x Premium tablecloth clamp - Table clamps made of 
stainless steel - Tablecloth clamp rustproof for inside an

15,99 £
4251285584518 CF12013 8x Premium tablecloth clamp - Table clamps made of 

stainless steel - Tablecloth clamp rustproof for inside an
15,99 £

4251285584525 CF12012 8x Premium tablecloth clamp - Tablecloth clamp made 
of white painted stainless steel - Tablecloth clamp for in

13,99 £
4251805434583 CF12011 8x tablecloth clamp with spring - steel table clamps - 

tablecloth clamp for indoors and outdoors
15,99 £

4251285584594 CF12015 Cable Winder - Plastic Cable Winder - Cable Manager as 
an Organizer for Fairy Lights, Ropes, Tapes and Wires

11,99 £
4251285584600 CF11239 4x Beach towel clips - Towel clips to attach - Ideal for 

beach, travel, camping or picnic
11,99 £

4251285584600 CF11239 4x Beach towel clips - Towel clips to attach - Ideal for 
beach, travel, camping or picnic

11,99 £
4251285584617 CF11239 4x Beach towel clips - Towel clips to attach - Ideal for 

beach, travel, camping or picnic
11,99 £

4251285584624 CF11752 50x hook-and-loop fastener cable tie set in different 
sizes - reusable cable tie with hook-and-loop fastener

13,99 £
4251285584631 CF8932 4x toothbrush case, foldable transport and storage box 

for toothbrushes in blue and pink (rose), 21,2cm
13,99 £

4251285584631 CF8932 4x toothbrush case, foldable transport and storage box 
for toothbrushes in blue and pink (rose), 21,2cm

13,99 £
4251285584648 CF12017 smoking box for smoker, ball and gas grill - Smokerbox 

for great smoke flavor at BBQ - made of stainless steel
15,99 £

4251285584655 CF12008 48x replacement straws for screw caps in bright colors, 
extra stable, 20 cm

15,99 £
4251285584662 CF12028 3x Food umbrella with floral pattern - cover for food in 

bright colours - insect protection cover
15,99 £

4251285584679 CF12029 4x Food umbrella with floral pattern - cover for food in 
bright colours - insect protection cover

26,99 £
4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 

summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 
17,99 £

4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 
summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 

17,99 £
4251285584693 CF10876 2x Swedish fire with ignition wick and citronella scent, 

Finnish torch for campfire romance, tree torch, garden t
30,99 £

4251285584709 CF10877 3x Swedish fire with ignition wick, Finnish torch for 
campfire romance and as outdoor cooking areas, tree to

35,99 £
4251285584716 CF12030 18x stainless steel skewers - 37 cm long meat skewers - 

premium vegetable skewers in a set
15,99 £

4251285584723 CF12022 12x Stainless steel skewer skewers - 42 cm long 
skewers - premium vegetable skewers in a set

17,99 £
4251285584730 CF12023 12x stainless steel skewer skewers - 45 cm long 

skewers - premium vegetable skewers in a set
26,99 £

4251285584761 CF12024 95 meters of green plant wire - sheathed garden wire - 
binding wire for plants with wire cutter - plant support

30,99 £
4251285584839 CF12021 2x cool bag - classic foldable thermal cool box - 

insulating bag for picnics, camping, outdoors, beach, tra
30,99 £

4251285584853 CF11931 8x drawer organizer, adjustable, for structured storage 15,99 £
4251285584860 CF12021 cool bag - classic foldable thermal cool box - insulating 

bag for picnics, camping, outdoors [colour varies]
17,99 £

4251285584877 CF12018 4x Frisbee for children and adults - Throwing disc also 
for dogs - Frisbee 22 cm - Flying disc in bright colors [se

15,99 £
4251285584884 CF12001 6x skipping rope for children - 210 cm, adjustable 

length - jump rope in bright colors
26,99 £
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4251285584907 CF11739 2x Camping cutlery (spoon, fork, knife) in stainless steel 
- Foldable cutlery set as camping and travel cutlery

26,99 £
4251285584914 CF11737 3x Disposable urinal with granules for traveling, mobile 

unisex urine bag toilet, travel urinal for children, men an
15,99 £

4251285584921 CF6498 6X silicone case for nurse clock - in different, colorful 
designs

11,99 £
4251285584938 CF11739 Camping cutlery (spoon, fork, knife) in stainless steel - 

Foldable cutlery set as camping and travel cutlery
15,99 £

4251285584938 CF11739 Camping cutlery (spoon, fork, knife) in stainless steel - 
Foldable cutlery set as camping and travel cutlery

15,99 £
4251285584945 CF8932 4x toothbrush case, foldable transport and storage box 

for toothbrushes in green and pink, 21.2 cm
13,99 £

4251285584945 CF8932 4x toothbrush case, foldable transport and storage box 
for toothbrushes in green and pink, 21.2 cm

13,99 £
4251285584952 CF10518 6-piece beach ball set, beach ball rackets made of wood 

and rubber balls in different colors
13,99 £

4251285584976 CF11998 8x corncob skewers with stainless steel pins, stainless, 
reusable, corn skewer - Accessories for barbecues, barb

15,99 £
4251285584976 CF11998 8x corncob skewers with stainless steel pins, stainless, 

reusable, corn skewer - Accessories for barbecues, barb
15,99 £

4251285584983 CF11277 200x wooden spatula for hair removal - for applying 
wax and sugar paste

26,99 £
4251285584990 CF11995 Maritime decorative metal ship with wooden base, 12 x 

22 x 5 cm
17,99 £

4251285585003 CF12032 Maritime decorative ship made of metal with base made 
of wood, 10 x 17.5 x 5 cm

17,99 £
4251285585010 CF6987 2-piece sailboat, maritime decorative ship made of 

metal with wooden base
30,99 £

4251285585027 CF12080 16x jacket potato fork with 3 stainless steel prongs, 
rustproof, reusable as a corn skewer, peeling aid

26,99 £
4251285585034 CF12080 8x corn fork with 3 stainless steel tines, rustproof - 

reusable corn skewers - peeling aid for jacket potatoes
13,99 £

4251285585034 CF12080 8x corn fork with 3 stainless steel tines, rustproof - 
reusable corn skewers - peeling aid for jacket potatoes

13,99 £
4251285585034 CF12080 8x corn fork with 3 stainless steel tines, rustproof - 

reusable corn skewers - peeling aid for jacket potatoes
13,99 £

4251285585041 CF10522 4x extra flat cool pack - space-saving and ideal for cool 
boxes and cool bags - large cooling element - ice pack [

30,99 £
4251285585058 CF4755 bottle cooler - champagne cooler - ice cube cooler made 

of stainless steel, wine cooler - ice cube bucket double-
26,99 £

4251805471397 CF0562 camping match, everlasting matches, permanent 
matches, survival lighter with flint as a key ring

8,99 £
4251285585119 CF0562 2x Camping Match, Eternal Matches, Permanent 

Matches, Survival Lighter with Flint as Keychain
15,99 £

4251285585119 CF0562 2x Camping Match, Eternal Matches, Permanent 
Matches, Survival Lighter with Flint as Keychain

15,99 £
4251285585126 CF1372 2x facial cleaning sponge - sponge for deep cleansing of 

the skin - beauty facial sponge for noticeably softer skin
13,99 £

4251285585140 CF6984 2x peg puller - hook puller for easy removal of pegs, 
hooks and pegs - tent accessories for camping and outd

11,99 £
4251285585140 CF6984 2x peg puller - hook puller for easy removal of pegs, 

hooks and pegs - tent accessories for camping and outd
11,99 £

4251285585140 CF6984 2x peg puller - hook puller for easy removal of pegs, 
hooks and pegs - tent accessories for camping and outd

11,99 £
4251285585157 CF11203 144x tent pegs made of plastic - pegs, ground anchors 

for garden fleece, weed fleece or sandpit cover - ideal f
30,99 £

4251805415377 CF12026 2x Parasol holders - Parasol stands for parasol poles up 
to 20-35 mm - Floor plugs for parasols in different colou

26,99 £
4251285585195 CF12066 2x Wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramic in blue, 

yellow, green, red, each with colorful stripes
17,99 £

4251285585195 CF12066 2x Wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramic in blue, 
yellow, green, red, each with colorful stripes

17,99 £
4251285585201 CF12067 3x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramic in blue, 

yellow, green, red, each with colorful stripes
26,99 £

4251285585218 CF12062 6x Small ashtrays made of glass - Clear glass ashtrays 
for cigarettes - Ashtrays for private and gastronomy - M

17,99 £
4251285585225 CF12020 4x umbrella hooks in different colors [color varies], 

umbrella hook, hanging hook for umbrella poles 15-32 
15,99 £

4251285585232 CF12025 parasol holder made of solid metal, ground spike, base 
for screwing in or cementing into the ground,  22-55 m

30,99 £
4251285585249 CF12059 2x parasol stand - parasol holder for balcony railings or 

table - parasol stand for balcony and terrace
17,99 £
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4251285585249 CF12059 2x parasol stand - parasol holder for balcony railings or 
table - parasol stand for balcony and terrace

17,99 £
4251285585256 CF12059 parasol stand - parasol holder for balcony railings or 

table - parasol stand for balcony and terrace
13,99 £

4251285585256 CF12059 parasol stand - parasol holder for balcony railings or 
table - parasol stand for balcony and terrace

13,99 £
4251805444360 CF1130 4x locker and drawer lock - locker lock to stick - 90 ° 

angle - child lock locker doors without drilling - security 
11,99 £

4251805444360 CF1130 4x locker and drawer lock - locker lock to stick - 90 ° 
angle - child lock locker doors without drilling - security 

11,99 £
4251805444384 CF1130 8x locker and drawer security - cabinet lock to glue - 90 

° angle - child lock cabinet doors without drilling - securi
13,99 £

4251805444384 CF1130 8x locker and drawer security - cabinet lock to glue - 90 
° angle - child lock cabinet doors without drilling - securi

13,99 £
4251285585294 CF12019 2x hand fan - mini fan with water tank - mini crank 

spray fan with water spray as an atomizer - travel fan fo
13,99 £

4251285585300 CF12019 2x hand fan - mini fan with water tank - mini crank 
spray fan with water spray as an atomizer - travel fan fo

15,99 £
4251285585379 CF11993 inflatable swimming animal in whale design - bathing 

animal in blue for the beach and pool - air mattress - ba
26,99 £

4251285585386 CF11993 inflatable swimming animal in whale design - bathing 
animal for the beach and pool in white - air mattress - b

26,99 £
4251285585393 CF12130 2x Floating Pool Thermometer - with band for attaching 

the swim thermometer
15,99 £

4251285585409 CF12131 Christmas tree top as Christmas tree ornaments made 
of straw - straw star lace for the Christmas tree

15,99 £
4251285585416 CF12101 Party Containers Transport box, cake container and 

food box with 2 levels and lifting insert
30,99 £

4251805401196 CF12132 Christmas tree top as a Christmas tree ornament made 
of straw - straw star lace for the Christmas tree - Christ

13,99 £
4251805401202 CF12133 Christmas tree top as a Christmas tree ornament made 

of straw - straw star lace for the Christmas tree - Christ
11,99 £

4251285585461 CF12134 Christmas Tree Topper - Star Made of Straw - Christmas 
Tree Ornament Made of Straw - Christmas Star - Straw 

13,99 £
4251285585478 CF12101 Party Containers Transport box, cake container and 

food box with 2 levels and lifting insert
30,99 £

4251285585485 CF12101 Party Containers Transport box, cake container and 
food box with 2 levels and lifting insert

30,99 £
4251285585492 CF12135 8x premium pixie pendants for the Christmas tree, 

enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tree ha
17,99 £

4251285585508 CF12136 8x premium pixie pendants for the Christmas tree, 
enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tree ha

26,99 £
4251285585515 CF12137 6x premium Santa Claus pendants in red for the 

Christmas tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pend
15,99 £

4251285585522 CF12138 6x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

15,99 £
4251285585539 CF12139 10x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251285585546 CF12140 56-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 
decorations made of straw - straw stars in different desi

26,99 £
4251285585553 CF12141 56-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 

decorations made of straw - Straw stars in different desi
17,99 £

4251285585560 CF12142 56-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 
decorations made of straw - Straw stars in different desi

17,99 £
4251285585577 CF11981 8x Diving Ball, dive game set of balls in different colors 

- dive kit for kids to learn to dive
26,99 £

4251285585584 CF12143 56-piece Set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas 
tree decorations made of straw - Xmas straw stars in dif

17,99 £
4251285585591 CF12144 56-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 

decorations made of straw - straw stars in different desi
26,99 £

4251285585607 CF12145 56-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 
decorations made of straw - Straw stars in different desi

17,99 £
4251285585638 CF12148 56-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 

decorations made of straw - straw stars in different desi
26,99 £

4251285585645 CF12149 56-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 
decorations made of straw - straw stars in different desi

17,99 £
4251285585652 CF12150 Large Straw Star - Pendant for the Christmas Tree - 

Natural Christmas Tree Decorations - Christmas Decorat
15,99 £

4251285585669 CF12151 Large Straw Star - Pendant for the Christmas Tree - 
Natural Christmas Tree Decorations - Christmas Decorat

15,99 £
4251285585683 CF12031 2x mixing bowls 3.5 and 2 liters with stop base, pouring 

spout and non-slip handle
15,99 £
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4251285585690 CF12031 2x mixing bowls 3.5 and 2 liters with stop base, pouring 
spout and non-slip handle

15,99 £
4251285585706 CF12031 2x mixing bowls 3.5 and 2 liters with stop base, pouring 

spout and non-slip handle
15,99 £

4251285585713 CF12003 4x cereal bowl set made of plastic - design cereal bowl, 
bowl for dessert, snacks or ice cream up to a capacity of

17,99 £
4251285585720 CF6936 set of 2 garden gloves for women, flower motif, made 

of latex, anti-slip coating, one size fits all
11,99 £

4251285585737 CF6936 Set of 2 gardening gloves for ladies, floral motif, made 
of latex, non-slip coating, one size fits all S

11,99 £
4251285585751 CF1687 2x Drug Dose Dispenser 7 Days - Medication Box - Pill 

Box - Tablet Box - Week Dose [Language: German]
26,99 £

4251285585768 CF10602 puppy treats donor - clicking toy gun for play and 
training - Klicker feed dispenser for on the way - also su

15,99 £
4251285585782 CF6986 18-piece mug, bowl, plate Picnic accessories, camping 

harness, travel harness, space-saving and hygienic for 6
26,99 £

4251285585799 CF11584 2x continuous coffee filter in size 4 - reusable 
permanent filter made of heat-resistant plastic and nylo

15,99 £
4251285585805 CF11111 200x wooden spatula for hair removal - for applying 

wax and sugar paste
15,99 £

4251285598164 CF11773 2x thermometer for inside and outside - thermo-
hygrometer with degree Celsius scale - temperature and

13,99 £
4251285598164 CF11773 2x thermometer for inside and outside - thermo-

hygrometer with degree Celsius scale - temperature and
13,99 £

4251285585829 CF12079 2x gel cushion for comfortable falling asleep, 
multifunctional cooling mat with cooling gel - cushion in

26,99 £
4251285585836 CF11277 400x wooden spatula for hair removal - for applying 

wax and sugar paste
30,99 £

4251285585843 CF12152 4x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 
dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h

17,99 £
4251285585850 CF12079 gel pillow for comfortable falling asleep - multifunctional 

cooling mat with cooling gel - pillow insert for the pillow
15,99 £

4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 
summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 

17,99 £
4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 

summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 
17,99 £

4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 
summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 

17,99 £
4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 

summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 
17,99 £

4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 
summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 

17,99 £
4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 

summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 
17,99 £

4251285585911 CF12058 barbecue set holder with 4 hooks, grill accessories 
hanging directly on the grill for all round gas grills, char

15,99 £
4251285585928 CF12058 2x grill cutlery holder with 4 hooks, grill accessories 

hanging directly on the grill for all round gas grills, char
17,99 £

4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 
summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 

17,99 £
4251285585881 CF12016 inflatable fabric beach ball as beach volleyball for the 

summer in neon yellow and blue, water fun beach ball 
17,99 £

4251285585942 CF11975 1x 30m all-purpose rope, versatile fastening cord, 
clothesline, polypropylene rope, braided line for DIY gift

13,99 £
4251285585959 CF11975 1x 30m all-purpose rope, versatile fastening cord, 

clothesline, polypropylene rope, braided line for DIY gift
13,99 £

4251285585966 CF11975 1x 30m all-purpose rope, versatile fastening cord, 
clothesline, polypropylene rope, braided line for DIY gift

13,99 £
4251285585973 CF12036 8x coasters with felt for vases, flower pots - the felt 

glider protects against scratches, moisture on parquet, l
15,99 £

4251285585980 CF12034 3x 20m all-purpose rope, versatile fastening cord, 
clothesline and masonry cord, braided line for DIY gifts

15,99 £
4251285586017 CF12064 2x upholstered seat cushion set, chair cushions for 

chairs and benches - round seat cushion for dining room
26,99 £

4251285586024 CF12064 2x upholstered seat cushion set, chair cushions for 
chairs and benches - round seat cushion for dining room

26,99 £
4251285586031 CF12064 4x padded seat cushions - chair cushions for chairs and 

benches - seat cushion set made of felt - round seat cus
30,99 £

4251285586031 CF12064 4x padded seat cushions - chair cushions for chairs and 
benches - seat cushion set made of felt - round seat cus

30,99 £
4251285586048 CF12064 2x upholstered seat cushion set, chair cushions for 

chairs and benches - round seat cushion for dining room
26,99 £
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4251285586055 CF12046 2x Ice Cube Tray for 4 large, round ice cubes - Silicone 
Ice Cube Tray [color selection varies]

17,99 £
4251285586062 CF12063 2x upholstered seat cushion set, chair cushions for 

chairs and benches - angular seat cushion for dining roo
26,99 £

4251285586079 CF12063 2x upholstered seat cushion set, chair cushions for 
chairs and benches - angular seat cushion for dining roo

26,99 £
4251285586086 CF12063 4x padded seat cushions - chair cushions for chairs and 

benches - seat cushion set made of felt - angular seat c
30,99 £

4251285586086 CF12063 4x padded seat cushions - chair cushions for chairs and 
benches - seat cushion set made of felt - angular seat c

30,99 £
4251285586093 CF12063 2x upholstered seat cushion set, chair cushions for 

chairs and benches - angular seat cushion for dining roo
26,99 £

4251285586109 CF12046 Ice Cube Tray for 4 Large, Round Ice Cubes - Silicone 
Ice Cube Trays [Color Picker Varies]

15,99 £
4251285586116 CF12043 Inflatable buffet for cooling - Beverage cooler for party, 

picnic, birthday - Reusable cooling bar also for snacks
15,99 £

4251285586123 CF12044 4x Inflatable Cup Holder for Cool Mermaid Design [Color 
Selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285586123 CF12044 4x Inflatable Cup Holder for Cool Mermaid Design [Color 

Selection varies]
13,99 £

4251285586130 CF12050 24x silicone glass marker - Colorful glass identification - 
Easy glass recognition on party, birthday and summer p

13,99 £
4251285586147 CF12084 12x Cup Set The picnic accessory - camping harness, 

travel harness, space-saving and hygienic for 12 people
15,99 £

4251285586154 CF12085 12x plate set The picnic accessories in various colors, 
camping dishes, travel harness, space-saving and hygie

26,99 £
4251285586161 CF12083 12x bowl set The picnic accessories in various colors, 

camping harness, travel harness, space-saving and hygi
17,99 £

4251285586178 CF12054 Plastic lawn edging - bed edging for lawns, flower beds 
or as a mowing edge - length individually adjustable - 1

13,99 £
4251285586185 CF12054 2x lawn edges made of plastic - bed edging for lawns, 

flower beds or as a mowing edge - length individually a
26,99 £

4251805433241 CF12041 hose sprinkler - spray sprinkler for watering elongated, 
narrow zones - ready-to-connect bead hose in black

26,99 £
4251285586208 CF12047 4x telescopic fork with long, extendable handle - grill-

fork cutlery for BBQ, dinners, desserts, sausages, hot do
15,99 £

4251285586222 CF12055 4x protective net for the garden - protective cover for 
beds, shrubs, fruit trees - bird protection net - 4 x 5 m

15,99 £
4251285586239 CF12056 2x protective net for the garden - protective cover for 

beds, shrubs, fruit trees - bird protection net - 4 x 5 m
17,99 £

4251805425338 CF12057 2x resistant weed fleece - cover fleece for garden and 
construction - effective protection against weeds - appr

15,99 £
4251285586253 CF12053 2x Universal spray attachment for bottles - Pump spray 

attachment made of plastic - Plant sprayer with atomize
15,99 £

4251285586277 CF12159 2x shopping basket foldable made of silicone - transport 
box - folding box - camping basket - shopping box mad

35,99 £
4251285586284 CF12159 Shopping basket foldable made of silicone - Transport 

box - Folding shopping basket - Basket made of silicone
26,99 £

4251285586307 CF11933 2x Holder for workshop, garden and household - Tool 
bar for brooms, tools and garden tools - Wall mounting

15,99 £
4251285586314 CF7755 stainless steel mug - stainless steel cup - stainless steel 

beer mug - double-walled camping cup
26,99 £

4251285586321 CF12156 60x Incense Sticks - Lemon Scented Incense Sticks - 
Incense Candles with Incense Holder - Alternative to Sc

15,99 £
4251285586338 CF12051 2x Holder for workshop, garden and household - Tool 

bar for brooms, tools and garden tools - Wall mounting
11,99 £

4251285586345 CF12052 2x Holder for workshop, garden and household - Tool 
bar for brooms, tools and garden tools - Wall mounting

17,99 £
4251285586352 CF12157 6x swivel carabiner hook with key ring - key ring with 

carabiner snap closure in 3 sizes
11,99 £

4251285586369 CF12042 2x tape measure with belt clip for household and 
workshop - 5 meter tape measure with automatic roll-u

11,99 £
4251285586390 CF11955 15x artist brush with mixed palette - school accessories 

set with special brush, round brush and palette for art, 
13,99 £

4251285586444 CF11997 2x Plant protection bag made of garden fleece - 
Covering fleece for protection against weather and anim

15,99 £
4251285586482 CF11997 4x Plant protection bag made of garden fleece - Cover 

fleece for protection against weather and animals - Wint
26,99 £

4251285586499 CF12070 3x hanging flower pots for balconies - hanging pots for 
plants and herbs - plant pots with hooks for the garden

17,99 £
4251285586505 CF12069 3x hanging flower pot for balcony - hanging pot for 

plants and herbs - plant pot with hook for garden
17,99 £
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4251285586512 CF11980 20-part set of hose clamps, hose clamps in various 
sizes, clamping widths max. 25 - 40 mm, belt width 8 m

15,99 £
4251285586529 CF11980 10-piece set of hose clamps, hose clamps in various 

sizes, maximum clamping width 25 - 40 mm, belt width 
13,99 £

4251285586529 CF11980 10-piece set of hose clamps, hose clamps in various 
sizes, maximum clamping width 25 - 40 mm, belt width 

13,99 £
4251285599543 CF8646 75-piece hair accessories set for girls - headband, hair 

clip and cable tie
15,99 £

4251285586543 CF12060 20-piece set of hose clamps, hose clamps in various 
sizes, clamping width 14 mm - 35 mm, belt width 8 mm

13,99 £
4251285586550 CF12108 48x Clothespins XL - Large staples with strong spring 

for hanging bed linen - Colorful clothespins for hanging l
15,99 £

4251285586567 CF12082 4x storage box with lid - Stackable storage container for 
handicraft materials - Stackable box with clamp lock

26,99 £
4251285586574 CF12060 10-piece set of hose clamps, hose clamps in various 

sizes, clamping width 14 mm - 35 mm, belt width 8 mm
11,99 £

4251285586574 CF12060 10-piece set of hose clamps, hose clamps in various 
sizes, clamping width 14 mm - 35 mm, belt width 8 mm

11,99 £
4251285586581 CF12004 4x lunch box for on the go - colorful lunch box for 

children with cool animal motifs
15,99 £

4251285586598 CF12004 lunch box for on the go - colorful lunch box for children 
with a cool animal motif

11,99 £
4251285586604 CF12004 lunch box for on the go - colorful lunch box for children 

with a cool animal motif
11,99 £

4251285586611 CF12004 lunch box for on the go - colorful lunch box for children 
with a cool animal motif

11,99 £
4251285586628 CF12004 lunch box for on the go - colorful lunch box for children 

with a cool animal motif
11,99 £

4251285586635 CF11982 21-piece hose clamp set, hose clamps in various sizes, 
clamping width 12 - 70 mm, belt width 10mm, 13 mm

11,99 £
4251285586659 CF7559 4x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 

for leaves, leaves, branches - perfect as a leaf sieve, lea
15,99 £

4251285586659 CF7559 4x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 
for leaves, leaves, branches - perfect as a leaf sieve, lea

15,99 £
4251285586666 CF12110 3x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 

dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h
26,99 £

4251285586680 CF12078 2x inflatable neck support pillow - comfortable neck 
cushion for car, train and air travel - pocket-sized travel 

26,99 £
4251285586734 CF12077 velvety soft neck pillow for traveling by train, plane, car, 

bus - soft neck cushion - comfortable travel pillow
17,99 £

4251285586741 CF12077 Soft neck pillow for traveling by train, plane, car, bus - 
Soft neck cushion - Comfortable travel pillow

17,99 £
4251285586765 CF11967 3-piece set bicycle cleaning suitable for bicycles, 

scooters, motorcycles and cars, brush set for bicycle cha
13,99 £

4251285586772 CF11966 mini bicycle pump, small air pump with 3 valve adapters 
- frame pump also as ball pump, for air mattresses and 

13,99 £
4251285586772 CF11966 mini bicycle pump, small air pump with 3 valve adapters 

- frame pump also as ball pump, for air mattresses and 
13,99 £

4251285586789 CF11987 4-piece bicycle handlebar set for handlebars, universal 
and non-slip handlebar handle - Ergonomic for mountai

13,99 £
4251285586796 CF6989 3-piece bicycle set with handles and bell for the 

handlebar, universal and non-slip - Ergonomic for moun
13,99 £

4251285586802 CF11987 Handlebar Grips, Universal and non-slip handlebar 
handle - Ergonomic for mountain bikes, travel bikes, fol

15,99 £
4251285586802 CF11987 Handlebar Grips, Universal and non-slip handlebar 

handle - Ergonomic for mountain bikes, travel bikes, fol
15,99 £

4251805471533 CF11991 3x classic bicycle bell in several colors - "ring-ring" 
sound - bicycle bell for handlebars with Ø 22 - 30 mm [

15,99 £
4251285586826 CF12076 2x coffee-to-go cups - reusable drinking cups - coffee 

cups with colorful motifs
15,99 £

4251805471533 CF11991 3x classic bicycle bell in several colors - "ring-ring" 
sound - bicycle bell for handlebars with Ø 22 - 30 mm [

15,99 £
4251285586840 CF12076 2x coffee-to-go cups - reusable drinking cups - coffee 

cups with colorful motifs
15,99 £

4251285586871 CF6492 6x silicone bottle holder in different colors with 
carabiner and key ring

11,99 £
4251285586895 CF11986 Bicycle stand for 16-28 inch bicycles- Universal side 

stand, height adjustable and non-slip due to plastic slee
15,99 £

4251285586901 CF11988 bipod stand, double stand for 26-28 inch bikes - 
Universal kickstand non-slip due to non-slip sole

26,99 £
4251285586949 CF12092 4x Ceramic Coffee Mug - Coffee Mug in Modern Design - 

Coffee Pot for Cold and Hot Drinks - 340 ml
26,99 £
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4251285586956 CF12092 4x Ceramic Coffee Mug - Coffee Mug in Modern Design - 
Coffee Pot for Cold and Hot Drinks - 340 ml

26,99 £
4251285586963 CF12092 4x Ceramic Coffee Mug - Coffee Mug in Modern Design - 

Coffee Pot for Cold and Hot Drinks - 340 ml
26,99 £

4251285586970 CF12092 4x Ceramic Coffee Mug - Coffee Mug in Modern Design - 
Coffee Pot for Cold and Hot Drinks - 340 ml

26,99 £
4251285586987 CF11945 2x egg timer - egg timer - egg alarm clock - color 

change indicator - easy to use - perfectly cooked egg
13,99 £

4251285587007 CF11985 bicycle lift for bicycles, e-bike, mountain bike in the 
basement, garage - bicycle holder also for objects, bicyc

26,99 £
4251285587014 CF11449 6x reusable drinking cups made of melamine - perfect 

as tableware for parties, camping or festivals
26,99 £

4251285587021 CF11885 4x ceramic coffee mug - coffee mug with different heart 
motifs - coffee pot with love [selection varies]

26,99 £
4251285587038 CF11959 tool holder for the workshop, garden and household - 

equipment bar for brooms, tools and garden tools - wall
13,99 £

4251285587045 CF10521 2x Thermometer - Wood thermometer for indoor use - 
Temperature meter with scale in degrees Celsius and de

11,99 £
4251285587052 CF11996 8x clip-on glass with strap closure - mason jar with 

rubber ring - mason jar also as deco-airtight preservatio
26,99 £

4251285587069 CF11976 10x bird repellent spikes 3 rows in total 5 meters - bird 
repeller spikes for balcony, window and roof - pigeon gu

26,99 £
4251285587076 CF12093 Wooden box with lid and metal closure - Rustic wooden 

storage box - Hand-carved treasure chest [selection vari
17,99 £

4251285587083 CF12104 2x grater with collecting container - nutmeg grater for 
your kitchen - also suitable for ginger, parmesan and fru

13,99 £
4251285587090 CF12167 2x Inflatable pillow - Comfortable travel pillow for car, 

train and bus journeys - Air cushion pillow in pocket size
15,99 £

4251285587120 CF12096 2x Solid metal padlock - Padlock with hardened shackle 
and 3 keys

13,99 £
4251285587168 CF12099 2x Splatter guar for frying pan - Splatter guard for 

baking and pureeing - Spatter cover for mixing bowls in 
15,99 £

4251285587175 CF12112 4x ceramic coffee mug - coffee mug in different colors - 
coffee pot in light blue, yellow, dark blue and pink

30,99 £
4251285587182 CF12072 2x Analogue Thermometer - Metal thermometer for 

inside and outside - Design temperature gauge [selectio
13,99 £

4251285587205 CF11984 3x universal splash protection lid for mixing bowls - 
ideal for baking and pureeing - prevents spatters in the 

15,99 £
4251285587212 CF12111 8x hand wash brush in bright colors - nail brush for 

hand and nail cleaning
15,99 £

4251285587229 CF12038 multi-tool tool 16-in-1, multi-function tool for on the go, 
outdoors and camping [color selection varies]

17,99 £
4251285587236 CF12037 multi-tool tool 25-in-1, multi-function tool for on the go, 

outdoor and camping made of stainless steel - pocket to
26,99 £

4251285587243 CF12168 decorative wooden sailing ship with rattan sail - 
decorative wooden boat with Mediterranean flair - mariti

26,99 £
4251285587267 CF12040 2x lashing strap with ratchet and hook - lashing strap - 

ratchet strap for securing loads
26,99 £

4251285587274 CF12074 3x Artificial plants - Decoration plants in paper vase - 
Artificial plant for house, garden, balcony and office [sel

17,99 £
4251285587281 CF10004 double-walled metal bowl - serving bowl for dips, 

snacks, starters or desserts - dessert bowl - decorative 
26,99 £

4251285587601 CF12075 2x Artificial Plants [selection varies], deceptively real 
deco plants in paper vase, artificial plant for home, gard

17,99 £
4251285587304 CF12176 3x artificial plants [selection varies], deceptively real 

decorative plants with metal pots, artificial plants for the
17,99 £

4251285587311 CF12089 4x dessert bowl made of stainless steel - serving bowls 
for dips, snacks, ice cream and starters or desserts

15,99 £
4251285587328 CF12073 6x Artificial plants, deceptively real decoration plants 

with pot in black, artificial plant for house, garden, balco
15,99 £

4251285587335 CF12073 6x Artificial plants, deceptively real decoration plants 
with pot in white, artificial plant for house, garden, balc

17,99 £
4251285587342 CF12103 2x Dishwashing Brush - Universal dishwashing brush for 

kitchen and household - Dishwashing brush with woode
15,99 £

4251285587359 CF12073 6x Artificial plants - Deceptively real decoration plants 
with pot in black and white - Artificial house plants [sele

15,99 £
4251285587366 CF12102 sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of hand brush 

and dustpan - hand broom with wooden handle - dustp
15,99 £

4251285597471 CF12086 3x picture frame 13 x 18 cm for the most beautiful 
photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures

15,99 £
4251285587380 CF12033 18x carpenter pencils, oval wooden pencils with a line 

width of 1-2 mm, not sharpened - length 175 mm
17,99 £
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4251285587380 CF12033 18x carpenter pencils, oval wooden pencils with a line 
width of 1-2 mm, not sharpened - length 175 mm

17,99 £
4251285587403 CF12100 4x butterfly made of metal for hanging in bright colors - 

decoration for the garden [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285587427 CF11973 4x bottle opener made of stainless steel - with 
ergonomic beech wood handle - bottle opener without l

13,99 £
4251285587427 CF11973 4x bottle opener made of stainless steel - with 

ergonomic beech wood handle - bottle opener without l
13,99 £

4251285587434 CF11964 2 in 1 Telescopic window puller with cleaning sponge 
and pull-off lip - pull-out window wiper

15,99 £
4251285587458 CF6990 4-piece set Dream catcher for a good night's sleep - key 

ring for positive thoughts - decorative wall hanging for y
15,99 £

4251285587465 CF11969 4x Dream Catcher Key Chain for Good Thoughts - 
Dreamcatcher for Your Pocket - Lucky Charm

11,99 £
4251285587472 CF6992 12-piece cupboard and drawer door handle set made of 

metal for kitchen cupboards or wardrobes in 120 mm an
13,99 £

4251285587489 CF11968 4x Dreamcatcher 8cm - sleep better thanks to 
Dreamcatcher - decorative wall hanging with beautiful f

15,99 £
4251285587496 CF12169 6-Piece hammock attachment set - Suspension set for 

hammock and swing - Mounting accessories with straps 
26,99 £

4251285587519 CF9621 3x dough scraper made of robust plastic - spatula 
dough card for garnishing, peeling off & decorating - do

15,99 £
4251285587526 CF12002 Wooden folding stool - Compact folding chair - Space-

saving folding stool - Ideal for garden, camping, fishing,
39,99 £

4251285587533 CF11929 4x Grave vases with stand - Cemetery vase with clipable 
stand - Grave flower holders - Flower vase as grave dec

17,99 £
4251285587557 CF12160 2x Water Bath Melting Pot - Melting Bowl with 2 Spouts 

- Durable Water Bath Melting Bowl - Rustproof Stainless
15,99 £

4251285587557 CF12160 2x Water Bath Melting Pot - Melting Bowl with 2 Spouts 
- Durable Water Bath Melting Bowl - Rustproof Stainless

15,99 £
4251285587564 CF12160 Water Bath Melting Pot - 2 Spout Melting Bowl - Durable 

Water Bath Melting Bowl - Stainless Steel
13,99 £

4251285587564 CF12160 Water Bath Melting Pot - 2 Spout Melting Bowl - Durable 
Water Bath Melting Bowl - Stainless Steel

13,99 £
4251285587571 CF9861 2x pumpkin with LED lighting - lantern for Halloween 

and autumn - decorative pumpkin with a creepy face
39,99 £

4251285587588 CF12091 3x Vintage Storage Boxes, Round Metal Coffee Can with 
Aroma Closure, Nostalgia Coffee, Sugar and Tea Caddy 

30,99 £
4251285587601 CF12075 2x Artificial Plants [selection varies], deceptively real 

deco plants in paper vase, artificial plant for home, gard
17,99 £

4251805458213 CF12184 2x tape measure with belt clip for household and 
workshop - tape measure with automatic roll-up system

13,99 £
4251285587632 CF11943 4-part women's urinal to carry on the go with carrying 

bag - Mobile silicone pucker - Urinate while standing wh
15,99 £

4251285587670 CF12197 8x Melamine Drinking Cup - Melamine Plastic Cup - 
Multifunctional cup with different motives - unbreakable

26,99 £
4251285587687 CF12199 8x melamine drinking cup - plastic cup made of 

melamine - multifunctional cup with wooden motif for p
26,99 £

4251285587694 CF12198 6x Melamine Drinking Cup - Melamine Plastic Tumbler - 
Multifunctional cup with different print patterns - unbrea

26,99 £
4251285587700 CF12171 8x reusable drinking cups made of plastic - break-proof 

reusable drinking cups for party and camping [selection 
26,99 £

4251285587717 CF12172 8x Plate made of plastic - Plastic plates in different 
colors - Break-proof returnable plate for party and camp

30,99 £
4251285587724 CF10008 12x Leimzwingen made of sturdy plastic - spring clamps 

for household, workshop, photography or model making
15,99 £

4251285587731 CF12165 2x duster with telescopic handle - Dust brush for high 
ceilings - Dust wiper to take off - Spiderweeper [selectio

17,99 £
4251285587748 CF12195 8x Melamine Drinking Cup - Melamine Plastic Tumbler - 

Multifunctional Cups in Different Colours - Shatter Resist
26,99 £

4251285587755 CF12196 8x Melamine Coffee Mug - Melamine Plastic Cup - 
Break-proof coffee cup for camping and picnic [selection

26,99 £
4251285587762 CF12091 3x Vintage Storage Boxes, Round Metal Coffee Can with 

Aroma Closure, Nostalgia Coffee, Sugar and Tea Caddy 
30,99 £

4251285587779 CF12091 3x Vintage Storage Boxes, Round Metal Coffee Can with 
Aroma Closure, Nostalgia Coffee, Sugar and Tea Caddy 

30,99 £
4251285587786 CF12166 4x cutter knife with spare blades - Utility knife with 

rubberized aluminum handle - Sharp cutter knife in 2 siz
13,99 £

4251285587847 CF6725 Money Box, Skull with Mystic Ornaments, 12 x 11 cm, 
Design 2

13,99 £
4251285587816 CF12194 9x mini cooling battery for the cool box - Cooling 

element for the lunch box and cooler bag - Beverage co
15,99 £
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4251285587823 CF12166 2x cutter knife with spare blades - Utility knife with 
rubberized aluminum handle - Sharp cutter knife in 2 siz

11,99 £
4251285587830 CF12192 8x Cold pack in stick design - Cooling element for cold 

drinks - Cooling stick for the carafe [selection varies]
17,99 £

4251285587847 CF6725 Money Box, Skull with Mystic Ornaments, 12 x 11 cm, 
Design 2

13,99 £
4251285587854 CF12193 3x cold pack for the cool bag or cool box - cooling 

element in different motifs - cooling pack [selection vari
15,99 £

4251285587861 CF11198 12x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou

13,99 £
4251285587878 CF11491 12x Tent pegs made of steel - Long and robust pegs for 

camping and outdoors - Metallic tent pegs ideal for nor
13,99 £

4251285587885 CF6985 12x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou

17,99 £
4251285587922 CF12245 100x tent pegs made of plastic - pegs for garden fleece 

and weed fleece - ground anchor for sandpit cover - for 
15,99 £

4251285587939 CF12247 100x tent pegs made of plastic - pegs for garden fleece 
and weed fleece - ground anchor for sandpit cover - for 

26,99 £
4251285587946 CF6983 40-piece bagasse tableware set - environmentally 

friendly tableware made from sugar cane - compostable
15,99 £

4251285587953 CF6983 80-piece bagasse tableware set - environmentally 
friendly tableware made from sugar cane - compostable

30,99 £
4251285587960 CF12181 16x bagasse cups - environmentally friendly coffee cane 

made of sugarcane - compostable outdoor tableware for
11,99 £

4251285587977 CF12164 16x bagasse bowl - compostable bowls made of sugar 
cane - sustainable outdoor tableware for soup and salad

13,99 £
4251285587984 CF12162 16x bagasse plates - stable, robust, compostable cake 

plates made of sugar cane - sustainable outdoor tablew
8,99 £

4251285587991 CF12253 16x tent pegs made of steel - robust V-shaped pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal ground

17,99 £
4251285588004 CF12254 16x Tent pegs made of steel - Robust pegs for camping 

and outdoors - Metallic tent pegs ideal for normal groun
26,99 £

4251285588011 CF12255 16x tent pegs made of steel - robust V-shaped pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal ground

30,99 £
4251285588028 CF12182 16x bagasse plates with subdivisions - stable, robust, 

compostable plates made of sugar cane - sustainable ou
15,99 £

4251285588073 CF11201 12x Tent Pegs Made of Steel - Long and Robust Pegs 
for Camping and Outdoors - Ideal for Normal Ground - 

11,99 £
4251285588080 CF12163 16x bagasse plate - compostable disposable dish made 

of sugar cane - sustainable outdoor tableware for barbe
15,99 £

4251285588097 CF11204 1x Peg puller made of stainless steel - Hook puller for 
easy removal of pegs and hooks - Tent accessories for c

8,99 £
4251285588097 CF11204 1x Peg puller made of stainless steel - Hook puller for 

easy removal of pegs and hooks - Tent accessories for c
8,99 £

4251285588103 CF12258 26-piece peg set with peg puller - pegs for garden 
fleece and weed fleece - ground anchor for sandpit cove

15,99 £
4251285588110 CF12259 4x Ground anchor for trampoline and dog leash - 

Ground anchor for fastening - Stable ground screws to s
26,99 £

4251285588127 CF12187 18x seed pots for 12 plants each - pot plate for flowers 
- cultivation plate for the garden

17,99 £
4251285588134 CF12260 12x Tent Pegs Made of Steel - Long and Robust Pegs 

for Camping and Outdoors - Ideal for Normal and Hard 
35,99 £

4251285588141 CF12261 12x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun

35,99 £
4251285588158 CF12262 12x Tent pegs heavy duty made of steel - Long and 

robust pegs for camping and outdoor ideal for normal a
35,99 £

4251285588165 CF12263 12x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun

35,99 £
4251285588172 CF12264 4x tent pegs made of steel - semi-circular, robust 

ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for norma
15,99 £

4251285588189 CF12265 4x large tent pegs made of steel with V-profile and ring 
- robust pegs for storm protection - ground anchor - tra

26,99 £
4251285588196 CF12266 camping hammer with peg extractor - tent hammer with 

hand strap - peg hammer made of carbon steel, chrome
15,99 £

4251285588202 CF12267 Camping hammer with peg puller - Tent hammer with 
hand strap - Peg hammer made of aluminum - Camping

26,99 £
4251285588219 CF12268 lantern holder for camping and garden - lantern hooks - 

hooks for tent poles - suspension for tent lamps - hange
13,99 £

4251285588226 CF12190 wooden birdhouse - Nesting box for small birds - 
Decorative birdhouse for hanging - Birdhouse for wild bi

26,99 £
4251285588233 CF12190 wooden birdhouse - Nesting box for small birds - 

Decorative birdhouse for hanging - Birdhouse for wild bi
26,99 £
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4251285588240 CF12186 wooden birdhouse - nesting box for small birds - 
decorative birdhouse for hanging - protection for small 

15,99 £
4251285588271 CF12203 2x stop angle with spirit level - Aluminum carpenter's 

angle - Robust angle measurement - Universal angle in 
15,99 £

4251285588288 CF6436 2-part car cleaning set - 2 in 1 car sponge and polishing 
sponge - sponge for gentle car washing - reusable

13,99 £
4251285588295 CF11496 12x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 

thread in transport box for camping and outdoors - ideal
26,99 £

4251285588301 CF11958 2x microfiber car sponge - car care with absorbent 
washing sponge - car wash with reusable polishing spon

11,99 £
4251285588318 CF12188 60x growing pots for plants - plant pots for growing - 

flower pot for plant growing
17,99 £

4251285588325 CF12170 2x Latte Macchiato Glass - Latte Macchiato Glasses with 
Spoons - Coffee Mugs with Handles - Drinking Glasses f

17,99 £
4251285588332 CF12189 40x Cultivation pots for plants - Plant pots for growing - 

Flowerpot for plant breeding
15,99 £

4251285588349 CF6314 23-piece planting pots set for cultivation - seedling pots 
and cuttings seed pots - flower pots for plant breeding

15,99 £
4251285588356 CF12200 4x XXL streamers rolls, extra long as a party decoration 

for birthdays - paper snakes for New Year's Eve - 15 m, 
15,99 £

4251285588387 CF12161 6-piece set snack bowl with dip bowl - fries bowl for 
serving snacks and finger food - snack bucket with hand

17,99 £
4251285588400 CF12282 storage compartment for letters - Letter tray made of 

MDF - Storage system for the desk - Stackable storage 
17,99 £

4251285588417 CF12273 3-drawer mini dresser - Small Shabby vintage-style deco 
wood cabinet with flowery fronts

17,99 £
4251285588424 CF12274 3-drawer mini dresser - Small Shabby vintage-style deco 

wood cabinet with flowery fronts
17,99 £

4251285588455 CF12178 LED light bulb - Decorative light with rainbow colors for 
hanging - Battery operated pendant light with LED light 

15,99 £
4251285588479 CF12282 Storage compartment for letters - Letter tray made of 

MDF - Storage system for the desk - Stackable storage 
17,99 £

4251285588486 CF1521 8x Hand wash brush in bright colors - Nail brush for 
hand and nail cleaning - Nail brush cleaner - Hand scrub

15,99 £
4251285588509 CF12202 2x classic candle holder - Candle holder with round base 

- Candle holder for candle sticks
15,99 £

4251285588516 CF12202 2x candle holder in classic design - candlestick with 
octagonal base - candlestick for stick candles

15,99 £
4251285588523 CF11949 3x Shining unicorn with shake sensor - Unicorn with 

LED lighting - Children's toy
8,99 £

4251285588561 CF11841 5x Whistle with Keychain - Safety Whistle - Metal 
Football Whistle for Acoustic Signal

13,99 £
4251285588578 CF12285 18x reusable plastic drinking cup in bright colors - 

break-proof cup for party and camping [selection varies
17,99 £

4251285588585 CF11841 10x Whistle with Keychain - Safety Whistle - Metal 
Football Whistle for Acoustic Signal

15,99 £
4251285588608 CF12278 2x Bath toys for boys and girls, water toys to put on 

ideally in the bathtub or pool
15,99 £

4251285588615 CF12278 2x Bath toys for boys and girls, water toys to put on 
ideally in the bathtub or pool

15,99 £
4251285588639 CF6982 4-part funnel set made of plastic - filling funnel for 

preserving jars - jam funnel with filler neck
15,99 £

4251285588646 CF12275 2x Microwave cover with adjustable ventilation in the 
lid, microwave lid with plastic recessed grip [selection v

15,99 £
4251285588660 CF12109 4x Gummitwist band for kids - skipping rope made of 

rubber - hopping rubber in different colors [color varies]
17,99 £

4251285588677 CF12105 2x Wardrobe coat hooks, metal double wall hooks for 
bathroom, kitchen, bedroom or wardrobe (9,5 x 8 x 18 

15,99 £
4251285588684 CF12107 wall hook in faucet design, vintage metal clothes hooks 

for garden, terrace, balcony or bathroom and hallway (2
17,99 £

4251285588691 CF12106 Hook rail with 3 hooks, wall mounted coat hooks, 
double metal wall hooks (44 x 7.5 x 18 cm)

26,99 £
4251285588707 CF8510 12x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 

XXL gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag
35,99 £

4251285588721 CF8390 2x LED star hanger in rattan look - Christmas hanger on 
silk ribbon - window decoration for Christmas

26,99 £
4251285588738 CF9959 4x Christmas Chair Hats, snowman as chair covers in 

different colors, 50 x 49 cm
17,99 £

4251285588745 CF9954 LED Christmas figure snowy - snowman 22 cm made of 
ceramic - decorative figure with LED light for winter and

17,99 £
4251285588769 CF6438 2-piece funnel set made of stainless steel 304 - funnel 

with sieve for preserving jars when boiling - jam funnel 
17,99 £
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4251285588769 CF6438 2-piece funnel set made of stainless steel 304 - funnel 
with sieve for preserving jars when boiling - jam funnel 

17,99 £
4251285588790 CF11225 5-piece cleaning set consisting of broom and shovel, 

brushes and window puller
17,99 £

4251285588806 CF12271 kitchen corner shelf made of stainless steel - 2-stage 
spice rack with non-slip feet - Universal shelf with 2 shel

30,99 £
4251285588813 CF12270 Stainless steel kitchen shelf - Round spice rack with 2 

shelves - Carousel storage for the kitchen - Rotating kitc
26,99 £

4251285588820 CF12177 28-piece cupcake set - Back set with muffin cups, 
brush, spatula and piping bag - Ideal for cupcakes, muff

15,99 £
4251285588837 CF11946 16-Piece Hair Styling Set - Hair Care Set with Various 

Hair Brushes, Hair Ties and Hairpins - For Women and 
26,99 £

4251285588844 CF6437 6-piece barber set - Hairdressing equipment with hair 
scissors and cape - Barber scissors set for women, men 

15,99 £
4251285588851 CF10850 12x Transparent wall hooks - Mini miracle hook on self-

adhesive pad - Adhesive hook without drilling
15,99 £

4251285588868 CF11948 8-Piece Hairdressing Set - Hair Cutting Set with 
Scissors, Comb and Clamps - Hairdressing Supplies for L

13,99 £
4251285588875 CF1860 5-piece nail dotting pen set for applying UV gel, nail 

point pen for nail art, tools for accessories, rhinestones, 
8,99 £

4251285588875 CF1860 5-piece nail dotting pen set for applying UV gel, nail 
point pen for nail art, tools for accessories, rhinestones, 

8,99 £
4251285588882 CF8056 2x DHT22 / AM2302 Digital Sensor Humidity & 

Temperature Sensor with PCB and Cable
17,99 £

4251285588905 CF6427 6x Travel Bottle set made of plastic, empty hand 
luggage bottles in travel size - travel bottles for cosmeti

13,99 £
4251285588943 CF12178 2x LED glass bulb - Decorative light with rainbow colors 

for hanging - Battery operated pendant lamp with LED li
26,99 £

4251285588974 CF2343 10x adapter ISO plug Antenna plug, antenna connection 
solderable 50 Ohm

13,99 £
4251285588974 CF2343 10x adapter ISO plug Antenna plug, antenna connection 

solderable 50 Ohm
13,99 £

4251285589001 CF2294 10-piece nail design set with nail polish brushes, ideal 
for natural, acrylic and gel nails

13,99 £
4251285589018 CF12299 2x Jute plant protection bag - Winter protection cover 

for plants - Jute cover for weather protection - Containe
26,99 £

4251285589025 CF12300 Jute plant protection bag - Winter protection cover for 
plants - Jute cover for protection against weather and a

26,99 £
4251285589049 CF12155 48x Bouncy ball to play for children - Jumping balls 

Unicorn as a small gift - Flummis with different motives 
17,99 £

4251285589056 CF0235 2x angle adapter set USB 3.0 Super-Speed, adapter 
plug to female right angled in blue

13,99 £
4251285589056 CF0235 2x angle adapter set USB 3.0 Super-Speed, adapter 

plug to female right angled in blue
13,99 £

4251285589063 CF0236 2x angle adapter set USB 3.0 Super-Speed, adapter 
plug on socket left angled in blue

11,99 £
4251285589070 CF11490 12x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun
35,99 £

4251285589087 CF11490 36x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou

39,99 £
4251285589087 CF11490 36x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 

camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou
39,99 £

4251285589094 CF11196 24x tent pegs made of steel - semi-circular, robust 
ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for norma

30,99 £
4251285589100 CF11972 2x tire puncture spray - car tire puncture set also for 

motorcycle tires - tire repair kit - tire seal for car and m
17,99 £

4251285589117 CF11196 48x Tent Pegs Made of Steel - Semi-Circular, Robust 
Pegs for Camping and Outdoors - Ideal for Normal Grou

39,99 £
4251285589124 CF10614 8x Elegant wooden placemat "King of the Grill" - 

Premium placemat - Washable table mat, placemat
17,99 £

4251285589131 CF10853 12x Fireplace Lighter and Grill Lighter made of wood - 
ecological and odorless lighter for fireplaces - fast, light 

15,99 £
4251285589148 CF8114 20x Folder A4 - Stapler with labeling strips - Plastic 

stapler for school, office and home - PVC-free
15,99 £

4251285589162 CF9610 5x tea bag holder made of metal, tea bag holder in 
teapot optics, ideal for serving, approx. 13 x 9.5 x 1.1 c

13,99 £
4251285589179 CF12063 4x upholstered chair cushions - seat cushions for chairs 

and benches - angular seat upholstery for dining room, 
35,99 £

4251285589186 CF12064 4x upholstered chair cushions - seat cushions for chairs 
and benches - round seat cushion for dining room, gard

35,99 £
4251285589209 CF10748 6x Lantern with colorful animal motifs - Paper lantern 

for Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for chil
15,99 £
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4251285589216 CF12337 40x Suction Cup for Fairy Lights and Decoration - 
Window fixture for Christmas, Easter, Autumn, New Yea

17,99 £
4251285589223 CF12337 60x Suction Cup for Fairy Lights and Decoration - 

Window fixture for Christmas, Easter, Autumn, New Yea
26,99 £

4251285589230 CF12337 80x Suction Cup for fairy lights and decoration - window 
fixture for Christmas, Easter, Autumn, New Year's Eve a

30,99 £
4251285589261 CF12337 20x suction cup for fairy lights and decoration - window 

fixture for Christmas, Easter, Autumn, New Year's Eve a
17,99 £

4251285589322 CF12127 20x suction cup holder with plastic hooks - multi-
purpose hook for fairy lights and other decoration - wall

11,99 £
4251285589322 CF12127 20x suction cup holder with plastic hooks - multi-

purpose hook for fairy lights and other decoration - wall
11,99 £

4251285589339 CF9054 1200x metal film resistors, assortment 1/4 W resistors 
in 30 different values

15,99 £
4251285589339 CF9054 1200x metal film resistors, assortment 1/4 W resistors 

in 30 different values
15,99 £

4251285589346 CF8052 2-piece set - headphone earmuffs and 1 pair of touch 
gloves for touchscreen operation in winter in pink/grey, 

13,99 £
4251805466935 CF8052 4-piece set of headphones with touchscreen gloves, in 

the great colors pink/grey, integrated microphone and 3
15,99 £

4251805408133 CF11225 5-piece cleaning set, hand brush, dustpan, hand brush, 
dish brush and window puller, perfect cleaning starter s

15,99 £
4251285589384 CF3083 4x LED Lantern Bar with Luminous Star - Electric 

Lantern Bar for Lantern Parades, Halloween and St. Mar
17,99 £

4251805415940 CF6228 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea tongs for 
tea lovers - tea ball for cups - tea filter

13,99 £
4251805415940 CF6228 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea tongs for 

tea lovers - tea ball for cups - tea filter
13,99 £

4251285589414 CF5098 20x suction cup for fairy lights and decoration - window 
fixing for Christmas, Easter, autumn, New Year's Eve an

15,99 £
4251285589421 CF4296 4x yo-yo with flashing light - LED yo-yo for children and 

adults - beginner yo-yo for learning cool tricks - super t
17,99 £

4251285589438 CF12127 40x Suction cup holder with plastic hooks - Multi-
purpose hook for fairy lights and other decoration - Wall

13,99 £
4251285589445 CF9466 112-piece Furniture glider set - Self-adhesive chair 

glides made of cork - Felt glides in various sizes
13,99 £

4251285589452 CF9732 6x dishwashing brush in various colors - universal 
dishwashing brush for the kitchen with hanging hook [s

15,99 £
4251285589476 CF10805 16 piece pumpkin scooping set with pumpkin spoon and 

spooky Halloween carving templates
13,99 £

4251285589490 CF12346 7-piece carving set to hollow out pumpkins with 
pumpkin spoon, spooky carving templates and pumpkin 

17,99 £
4251285589506 CF7266 6x washing-up brushes in several colors - universal 

washing-up brush for the kitchen with hanging hook [se
17,99 £

4251285589513 CF8888 16x Hook-and-loop fastener cable ties for cable 
management - reusable cable ties - 20.5 x 1.2 cm

13,99 £
4251285589520 CF11222 2x shoe drip tray - shoe rack with drainage channels - 

shoe mat with raised edge
26,99 £

4251285589537 CF11752 100x hook-and-loop fastener cable tie set in different 
sizes - reusable cable tie with hook-and-loop fastener

15,99 £
4251285589537 CF11752 100x hook-and-loop fastener cable tie set in different 

sizes - reusable cable tie with hook-and-loop fastener
15,99 £

4251285589551 CF9716 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 
weight - weatherproof tablecloth holder

17,99 £
4251285589568 CF5950 4x placemats for Christmas - placemats for the kitchen - 

placemats with different motifs - table mats
15,99 £

4251285589575 CF5950 8x placemats for Christmas - placemats for the kitchen - 
placemats with different motifs - table mats

26,99 £
4251285589582 CF12279 300x finger food skewers made of bamboo wood - 

wooden skewers with a wide grip surface - grill skewers
15,99 £

4251285589599 CF7850 set of 8 passive aluminum heat sinks 15x13 mm 
suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B and RAM GPU co

8,99 £
4251285589599 CF7850 set of 8 passive aluminum heat sinks 15x13 mm 

suitable for Raspberry Pi model A + B and RAM GPU co
8,99 £

4251285589605 CF9282 Stainless steel cake stand - 3 tier cake tier stand - 
Serving stand for biscuits, chocolates or fruit

26,99 £
4251285589612 CF9281 Stainless steel cake stand - 2-tier cake stand - Serving 

stand for biscuits, chocolates or fruit
15,99 £

4251285589629 CF5957 apple divider made of stainless steel 13,99 £
4251805418644 CF12320 50x wooden building blocks in a bucket - key hiding 

place in stone look - geocaching stone - stone with secr
17,99 £
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4251285589643 CF10322 32x tent pegs made of steel - robust V-shaped pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal ground

30,99 £
4251285589650 CF12206 1000-piece handicraft set - handicraft items for children 

- handicraft cases for girls and boys - materials for hobb
26,99 £

4251285589674 CF12323 3x jogging bag in different colors for mobile phones up 
to 6.8 "- running belt adjustable in size 51-71 cm - Spor

26,99 £
4251285589681 CF12323 Jogging Bag Pink for mobile phones up to 6.8 "- running 

belt adjustable in size 51-71 cm - Sport mobile phone b
13,99 £

4251285589704 CF12323 Jogging bag yellow for mobile phones up to 6.8 "- 
running belt adjustable in size 51-71 cm - sport mobile 

13,99 £
4251805430530 CF11691 20x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls shatterproof 

made of plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the C
26,99 £

4251285579293 CF11689 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

26,99 £
4251285579248 CF11684 20x Christmas balls copper - Baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree with
17,99 £

4251285579224 CF11682 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

17,99 £
4251285579323 CF11692 20x Christmas tree decorations - Baubles made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
26,99 £

4251285579231 CF11683 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

26,99 £
4251285579262 CF11686 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
17,99 £

4251285579279 CF11687 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

17,99 £
4251285579286 CF11688 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
17,99 £

4251285579255 CF11685 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

17,99 £
4251285579330 CF11693 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
26,99 £

4251285579309 CF11690 20x Christmas Bauble, Christmas Tree Balls Made of 
Shatterproof Plastic, Tree Decorations for the Christmas 

26,99 £
4251285589834 CF4784 set of 2 reflective tapes, snap bands ideal for joggers 

and cyclists!
8,99 £

4251285589834 CF4784 set of 2 reflective tapes, snap bands ideal for joggers 
and cyclists!

8,99 £
4251285589919 CF12295 100x Greeting cards for Christmas - Christmas cards 

with different designs - Cards with envelopes
35,99 £

4251285589926 CF12296 100x Greeting cards for Christmas - Christmas cards 
with different designs - Cards with envelopes

35,99 £
4251285589933 CF12298 100x Greeting cards for Christmas - Christmas cards 

with different designs - Cards with envelopes
35,99 £

4251285589940 CF12297 100x Greeting cards for Christmas - Christmas cards 
with different designs - Cards with envelopes

35,99 £
4251285589957 CF6421 4-piece Styrofoam set for crafting - Styrofoam in various 

shapes - Craft kit made of styrofoam
17,99 £

4251285589964 CF12294 100x Greeting cards for Christmas - Christmas cards 
with different motifs - Cards with envelopes

35,99 £
4251285589971 CF12348 4x Christmas plates made of metal, Christmas or 

Nicholas plates with different designs for biscuits, stolle
26,99 £

4251285589988 CF12312 2x Styrofoam frame for crafting - Styrofoam craft kit in 
the frame design - Decoration material for arrangement

13,99 £
4251285589995 CF12312 2x Styrofoam ring for crafting - Styrofoam craft kit in 

ring design - Decorative material for arrangements and 
15,99 £

4251285590007 CF12313 2x Styrofoam Heart for Crafting - Styrofoam Craft Kit in 
Heart Shape - Decorative DIY Material for Flower Arrang

13,99 £
4251285590014 CF12313 2x Styrofoam heart for crafting - Styrofoam craft kit in 

heart design - Decorative material for flower arrangeme
15,99 £

4251285590038 CF5062 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer with owl 
motif for children - Warming pad for cold days and on t

13,99 £
4251805403329 CF8345 4x pocket warmer reusable - hand warmer with star 

motif for children - warming pad for cold days and for o
15,99 £

4251285590052 CF8346 4x pocket warmer pocket warmer reusable - hand 
warmer with little stars for children - warming pad for c

15,99 £
4251285590076 CF12310 8x tape for crafting - Colorful adhesive strips for 

decoration - Decorative tapes with motif [selection varie
15,99 £

4251285590083 CF9499 4x metal money box - money box in unicorn design - 
savings bank with various unicorn motifs [selection varie

17,99 £
4251285590090 CF12397 4x grave vases - small cemetery vase with ground spike 

- plug-in vase as grave decoration
15,99 £
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4251285590106 CF11691 40x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

39,99 £
4251285590113 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251285590120 CF15602 51x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls shatterproof 
made of plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the C

35,99 £
4251285590137 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251285590144 CF11692 40x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

35,99 £
4251285590151 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251285590168 CF15627 12x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

17,99 £
4251285590175 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251285590182 CF11688 40x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

35,99 £
4251285590199 CF12396 3x planter with removable saucer in 3 colors - flower 

pot for room, balcony and garden - plant pot for flowers
17,99 £

4251285590212 CF15645 3x Christmas tree pendant acorn with glitter - noble 
Christmas tree decoration to attach - Christmas tree dec

13,99 £
4251285590229 CF15609 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251285590236 CF12309 9x tape for crafting - Colorful adhesive tape for 
decoration - Washi tape - Decorative tapes with differen

13,99 £
4251285579330 CF11693 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 

Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 
26,99 £

4251285579262 CF11686 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

17,99 £
4251285590274 CF6420 6x glitter tape for crafting - Colorful adhesive strips for 

decoration - Decorative tapes
15,99 £

4251285579255 CF11685 20x Christmas balls, baubles made of plastic for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree with 

17,99 £
4251285590298 CF12451 16x felt coasters for drinks - round table coasters - glass 

coasters made of felt - drink coasters
13,99 £

4251285590304 CF12453 16x Felt coasters for drinks - Table coasters "Blume" - 
glass coasters made of felt - Drink coasters

13,99 £
4251285590328 CF12455 4x felt coasters - round table coasters - coasters for 

pots, glasses, bowls and vases
15,99 £

4251285590328 CF12455 4x felt coasters - round table coasters - coasters for 
pots, glasses, bowls and vases

15,99 £
4251285590328 CF12455 4x felt coasters - round table coasters - coasters for 

pots, glasses, bowls and vases
15,99 £

4251285590335 CF12456 4x Felt coasters - Round table coasters - Coasters for 
pots, glasses, bowls and vases - Coasters in grey for gla

15,99 £
4251285590342 CF12311 18x Mini vial with deco glitter - Crafting set with glitter - 

Decoration balls, deco stones & decoration sand in diffe
15,99 £

4251285590359 CF12472 Noble XXL Christmas sack made of velvet with gold-
colored cord and white pompoms - gift sack for Christm

26,99 £
4251285590366 CF12460 2x Halloween bag - pop-up bag for collecting sweets - 

collecting bag with handle for Halloween
13,99 £

4251285590373 CF12462 2x Halloween bag - pop-up bag for collecting sweets - 
Halloween collecting bag with zombie & pumpkin motif

13,99 £
4251285590380 CF12461 2x Halloween bag - Pop-up bag for collecting sweets - 

Collecting bag with pumpkin motif for Halloween
13,99 £

4251285590397 CF12465 Halloween Bag - Bag for collecting sweets on Halloween 
- Collectible bag with pumpkin motif

15,99 £
4251285590403 CF12466 Halloween bag - Candy collecting bag for Halloween - 

Collectible bag with skull motif
15,99 £

4251285590410 CF12467 Halloween Bag - Bag for collecting sweets on Halloween 
- Collectible bag with owl motif

13,99 £
4251285590427 CF12468 Halloween bag - Candy collecting bag for Halloween - 

Collectible bag with cat motif
13,99 £

4251285590434 CF12507 2x Halloween bag - Bag for collecting sweets on 
Halloween - Collecting bag with witch & Frankenstein m

15,99 £
4251285590441 CF12473 2x Headband Set Halloween - Headband with skull 

design - Costume for Halloween and Carnival
15,99 £

4251285590458 CF12508 2x Headband Halloween - Headband with bat and 
pumpkin motif - Costume for Halloween and Carnival

13,99 £
4251285590465 CF12471 2x Headband Halloween - Black hairband with eye motif 

- Costume for Halloween and Carnival
15,99 £
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4251285590472 CF12314 12x Mini bottle with rhinestones - Craft set with 
decorative stones - Glitter stones in different colors [sel

15,99 £
4251285590489 CF12375 13-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 

wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib
26,99 £

4251285590519 CF12378 12-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 
wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib

26,99 £
4251285590540 CF12378 12-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 

wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib
15,99 £

4251285590557 CF12376 13-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 
wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib

26,99 £
4251285590564 CF12377 24-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 

wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift bo
15,99 £

4251285590571 CF12375 13-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 
wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib

26,99 £
4251285590595 CF12479 49-piece set of cups, plates, napkins, pennants, 

balloons and spirals, party tableware and decoration set
26,99 £

4251285590618 CF12570 2x spiders in black with creepy red eyes, large and hairy 
spider can be modeled for Halloween or theme parties -

15,99 £
4251285590632 CF12571 2x giant spider in black with creepy red eyes, XL spider 

can be modeled for Halloween or theme parties - Ø 75 c
26,99 £

4251285590649 CF12572 giant spider in black with creepy red eyes, XXL spider 
can be modeled for Halloween or theme parties - Ø 95 c

15,99 £
4251285590656 CF12542 3x Halloween tiara for children and adults - headband 

for carnival and Halloween - disguise [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285590663 CF5871 24-piece set of cups and plates - Disposable party 
tableware for Halloween, birthday, themed party - Party

17,99 £
4251285590670 CF12544 4x Halloween tiara with different designs for children 

and adults - headband for carnival, carnival and hallowe
15,99 £

4251285590687 CF12436 LED bottle light - cork light chain for wine bottles - light 
projection with Christmas motif [selection varies]

8,99 £
4251285590694 CF5564 4x Pocket warmer reusable - Hand warmer in mobile 

phone design - Warming pad for cold days and on the g
15,99 £

4251285590717 CF12568 4x deco skeleton in white and black, hanging ghost for 
Halloween, carnival, carnival and other theme parties, 3

17,99 £
4251285590724 CF12519 3x pumpkin with LED lighting - lantern for Halloween 

and autumn - deco pumpkin hear nothing, see, say
26,99 £

4251285590731 CF12520 3x pumpkin with LED lighting - lantern for Halloween 
and autumn - deco pumpkin hear nothing, see, say

26,99 £
4251285590755 CF12569 4x Halloween Diadem "witch's hat" for children and 

adults - headband for carnival, carnival and halloween - 
15,99 £

4251285590762 CF12567 6x Halloween tiara with different designs for children 
and adults - headband for carnival, carnival and hallowe

15,99 £
4251285590779 CF8118 LED candle arch with timer as Christmas lights - candle 

bridge with 21 LEDs - light arch pyramid - window scon
15,99 £

4251285590786 CF5134 10x replacement lamp for fairy lights with 10 lamps, 
24V / 1.2W, with green socket

17,99 £
4251285590793 CF5872 15-piece Halloween decoration set with a large 

skeleton, balloons and horror party garlands such as bat
17,99 £

4251285590809 CF12497 4x pocket warmers - hand warmers in sweater design - 
pocket heating pads with funny motifs [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285590816 CF12491 4x pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot water bottle 

design - pocket heating pads with great deer motifs
15,99 £

4251285590823 CF12498 4x Pocket Warmer - Handwarmer in Winter Design - 
Pocket heating pad with different motives [selection vari

13,99 £
4251285590830 CF12574 2x LED grave light with solar - LED grave candle 

"Eternal light" in red - Solar grave light with twilight sen
15,99 £

4251285590878 CF12318 hot water bottle with cute design - heat pad with 
knitted cover and turtleneck - hot water bottle for childr

17,99 £
4251285590885 CF12318 hot water bottle with cute design - heat pad with 

knitted cover and turtleneck - hot water bottle for childr
17,99 £

4251285590892 CF12418 60x gift bows in great colors [color varies] - self-
adhesive decorative bows for Christmas and birthdays

17,99 £
4251285590908 CF12540 2x pairs of skeleton gloves in black - creepy bone gloves 

in one size for carnival, carnival, Halloween - skeleton h
13,99 £

4251285590922 CF12422 100x gift bows in great colors - self-adhesive decorative 
bows with a snowflake pattern for Christmas and birthd

13,99 £
4251285590939 CF12422 100x gift bows in great colors - self-adhesive decorative 

bows with patterns for Christmas and birthdays
13,99 £

4251285590946 CF12425 45-piece gift wrapping set for Christmas and birthdays - 
gift ribbons and gift ribbons in different colors

15,99 £
4251285590953 CF12543 3x Lantern with creepy Halloween motifs - Paper lantern 

for Saint Martin and Halloween - Martins lantern for chil
17,99 £
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4251285590977 CF10615 4x pocket warmer reusable - hand warmer with star 
motif - warming pad for cold days and on the go - warm

15,99 £
4251285590984 CF12536 4X witch hat - magician hat perfect for carnival, 

carnival, Halloween - pointed magician hat for witch cos
15,99 £

4251285590991 CF12428 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

17,99 £
4251285591004 CF12422 100x gift bows in great colors - self-adhesive decorative 

bows with patterns for Christmas and birthdays
15,99 £

4251285591011 CF12423 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

13,99 £
4251285591028 CF12579 2x Headband Halloween - Headband with skull and 

ghost motif in green and pink - Costume for Halloween 
13,99 £

4251285591028 CF12579 2x Headband Halloween - Headband with skull and 
ghost motif in green and pink - Costume for Halloween 

13,99 £
4251285591035 CF12579 2x Headband Halloween - Headband with pumpkin and 

witch motif - Costume for Halloween and Carnival
13,99 £

4251285591035 CF12579 2x Headband Halloween - Headband with pumpkin and 
witch motif - Costume for Halloween and Carnival

13,99 £
4251285591042 CF12599 Necklace "Skull" for Halloween - Necklace with skull and 

bone pendants - Accessories for costume - Accessory fo
13,99 £

4251285591059 CF5873 2-piece Halloween set consisting of hat with blood 
spatter and glasses with art blood suitable for many cos

26,99 £
4251285591066 CF5874 2-piece set machete and ax with blood-smeared blade 

(60 cm) for costume extension, suitable for Halloween, 
26,99 £

4251285591073 CF5876 9-Piece Artificial Blood Set - Blood Spray and Blood 
Capsules for Halloween - Vampire and Zombie Disguise

15,99 £
4251285591073 CF5876 9-Piece Artificial Blood Set - Blood Spray and Blood 

Capsules for Halloween - Vampire and Zombie Disguise
15,99 £

4251285591097 CF11206 12x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 
thread in transport box for camping and outdoors - ideal

30,99 £
4251285591110 CF6995 72x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 

camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou
35,99 £

4251285591127 CF6985 24x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou

26,99 £
4251285591134 CF6985 36x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 

camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou
35,99 £

4251285591134 CF6985 36x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou

35,99 £
4251285591141 CF11202 25x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 

pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and h
30,99 £

4251285591158 CF12254 32x tent pegs made of steel - robust V-shaped pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal ground

35,99 £
4251285591165 CF12254 48x tent pegs made of steel - robust V-shaped pegs for 

camping and outdoors - ideal for normal ground
43,99 £

4251285591172 CF12602 Halloween jewelry "Dia de los Muertos" - La Catrina 
earrings and ring as an accessory - costume accessory f

13,99 £
4251285591189 CF12603 Halloween jewelry "Dia de los Muertos" - La Catrina 

earrings and bracelet as an accessory - costume access
13,99 £

4251285591196 CF12598 3x Necklace for Halloween - Necklace with different 
scary motives - Accessories for costume - Accessory for 

13,99 £
4251285591196 CF12598 3x Necklace for Halloween - Necklace with different 

scary motives - Accessories for costume - Accessory for 
13,99 £

4251285591219 CF12605 Halloween jewelry "Dia de los Muertos" - La Catrina 
necklace and ring as an accessory - costume accessory f

13,99 £
4251285591257 CF12597 necklace "devil's heart" - necklace for theme parties, 

Halloween, carnival, carnival - gothic necklace
11,99 £

4251285591264 CF12592 necklace "bloody tool" for Halloween, Carnival and 
Carnival - necklace blood and horror

13,99 £
4251285591271 CF12594 Halloween earrings "pumpkin" - earrings for children 

and adults - earrings for carnival and Halloween
8,99 £

4251285591295 CF12426 18x band in glossy colors - 10 m per roll - high-quality 
set of gift ribbons for crafting and packaging - polyband

13,99 £
4251805402889 CF2049 7-piece artificial blood set - blood spray and blood 

capsules for Halloween - make-up for vampire disguise
15,99 £

4251805402889 CF2049 7-piece artificial blood set - blood spray and blood 
capsules for Halloween - make-up for vampire disguise

15,99 £
4251285591318 CF12431 9x Glitter Branch - Glitter Arrangement for the 

Christmas Decoration - Deco for the Christmas Wreath, 
17,99 £

4251285591325 CF12421 60x gift bow in different colors - self-adhesive 
decorative ribbons for Christmas and birthday

15,99 £
4251285591332 CF12380 LED lantern with carrying handle - LED storm light as 

decolight in black - Lamp in storm lantern design for ca
26,99 £
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4251285591349 CF12423 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

13,99 £
4251285591356 CF12428 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 

decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin
15,99 £

4251285591356 CF12428 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

15,99 £
4251285591394 CF12403 Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real glass 

as tree decorations, decorations for the Christmas tree, 
26,99 £

4251285591400 CF12427 12x gift ribbon set in different colors - noble shiny 
decoration ribbon - ribbon for Christmas and birthdays

15,99 £
4251285591417 CF8719 2x Sink insert - Round sink mat - Insert for sink protects 

the surface of the sink and the dishes
17,99 £

4251285591424 CF12469 4x Lantern with colorful motives - Paper lantern for 
Saint Martin and Halloween - Lantern as a martini lanter

15,99 £
4251285591424 CF12469 4x Lantern with colorful motives - Paper lantern for 

Saint Martin and Halloween - Lantern as a martini lanter
15,99 £

4251285591431 CF12410 3x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
terracotta as tree decorations, decorations for the Christ

26,99 £
4251285591448 CF11346 100x Hanger for Christmas Tree Ornaments and Easter 

Decoration - Hooks with Eyelets for Christmas Balls and 
13,99 £

4251285591455 CF11346 200x Hanger for Christmas Tree Ornaments and Easter 
Decoration - Hooks with Eyelets for Christmas Balls and 

15,99 £
4251285591462 CF12459 16-Piece gift packaging set with gift ribbons - Gift 

ribbons and greeting cards for Christmas -Wrapping pap
17,99 £

4251285591479 CF12430 16-Piece Gift packaging set with gift ribbons and 
greeting cards - Gift decoration for Christmas - Wrappin

17,99 £
4251285591486 CF12412 2x Christmas balls, shiny Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic as tree decorations, decorations for the Christma
17,99 £

4251285591493 CF12412 2x Christmas balls, shiny Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic as tree decorations, decorations for the Christma

11,99 £
4251285591509 CF12419 4x LED light frond in unicorn design - Light stick with 3 

light modes - Unicorn light stick with flashing light in bri
15,99 £

4251285591523 CF9985 8x large gift bow for decorating and packaging - ready-
made bow in red and gold - size: 12 x 7 cm

17,99 £
4251285591547 CF12396 4x flower pot in colorful colors - Plant pot for flowers 

and herbs - Plant pot for garden, balcony and apartmen
17,99 £

4251285591561 CF12350 angel hair finely curled tinsel silver-colored for the 
Christmas tree, Christmas decoration - 40 g

13,99 £
4251285591585 CF12365 8x wooden pendants for Christmas - wooden Christmas 

decorations - wooden ornament Christmas decoration - 
15,99 £

4251285591592 CF12370 4x wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Christmas 
tree decorations made of wood - wooden decoration Ch

13,99 £
4251285591608 CF12368 6x wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Christmas 

tree decorations made of wood - Christmas decoration 
15,99 £

4251285591615 CF12366 3x wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Christmas 
tree decorations made of wood - Christmas decoration [

15,99 £
4251285591622 CF12371 3x wooden pendant with LED lamp for the Christmas 

tree - Christmas tree decorations made of wood - Christ
11,99 £

4251285591639 CF12372 3x wooden pendant with LED lamp for the Christmas 
tree - Christmas tree decorations made of wood - Christ

17,99 £
4251285591646 CF12353 Christmas tree top for the Christmas tree - suitable for 

every tree top - robust and unbreakable - glittering star 
13,99 £

4251285591653 CF15662 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 
tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d

15,99 £
4251285591660 CF12353 Christmas tree topper for the Christmas tree - robust 

and unbreakable - suitable for every tree top - glittering
13,99 £

4251285591684 CF12406 12x glitter pendant for the Christmas tree - glittering 
Christmas tree decoration - Christmas decoration with di

13,99 £
4251285591721 CF5924 8x Christmas tree decoration in different colors - 

Christmas decoration snowflake - pendant for Christmas
15,99 £

4251285591745 CF10506 6x chair catcher set 2.0 for chair samples at home - 
with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, tes

15,99 £
4251285591752 CF10506 3x Chair Catcher Set 2.0 for stool samples at home - 

with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, sa
13,99 £

4251285591752 CF10506 3x Chair Catcher Set 2.0 for stool samples at home - 
with disposable chair catcher, non-sterile chair tube, sa

13,99 £
4251285591769 CF5924 16x Christmas tree decoration in different colors - 

Christmas decoration Snowflake - Pendant for Christmas
17,99 £

4251285591776 CF5925 16x Christmas tree decoration in different colors - 
Christmas decoration snowflake - pendant for Christmas

17,99 £
4251285598287 CF5931 9x Christmas tree decorations in different colors - 

Christmas decoration snowflake - Christmas pendant in 
15,99 £
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4251285591790 CF5932 9x Christmas tree decoration in different colors - 
Christmas decoration with different motives - Christmas 

26,99 £
4251285591806 CF12411 4x Christmas Hanger - Snowflake Design Pendant 

[selection varies] - Christmas decoration for windows an
15,99 £

4251285591837 CF12385 16x Cookie cutters made of stainless steel - Cookie 
molds in 3D with Christmas motifs - Cookie cutter for Ch

13,99 £
4251285591844 CF9929 2x Deco Spray Paint Golden - Clear Coat Spray for 

Decorating and Crafting - Gold-Coloured Spray Paint for 
15,99 £

4251285591851 CF12355 Christmas tree top in rose shiny, Christmas tree top 
made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for the Chri

30,99 £
4251285591868 CF12251 Christmas tree topper in white - Christmas tree top 

made of real glass for Christmas - Xmas tree decoration
30,99 £

4251285591875 CF12250 Christmas tree top in red, gold, matt, Christmas tree top 
made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for the Chri

30,99 £
4251285591882 CF12249 Christmas tree top in red, gold, matt, Christmas tree top 

made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for the Chri
30,99 £

4251285591899 CF12500 10x gift bag in bright colors - gift bag for wine and 
champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and birthd

17,99 £
4251285591905 CF12384 15x Cookie cutters made of stainless steel - Cookie 

molds with Christmas motifs - Cookie cutter for Christm
17,99 £

4251285591912 CF5933 15x Wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Christmas 
tree decorations made of wood - Christmas decoration 

11,99 £
4251805471403 CF12225 4x Christmas tree decorations made of metal - 

Christmas decoration snowflake - pendant for Christmas
13,99 £

4251285591936 CF12382 2x Cookie Cutting Template - Multi Cookie Cutter for 50 
Christmas Cookies - Plastic Cookie Cutter

13,99 £
4251285591943 CF15704 LED decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration 

star with LED and timer - Christmas star stand with seq
26,99 £

4251285591967 CF3916 6x gift bag with deer motifs - gift bag for wine and 
champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and Santa

17,99 £
4251285591974 CF12499 6x Gift bag with Christmas motifs - Gift bag for wine 

and champagne bottles - Wine bag for Christmas and S
13,99 £

4251285591981 CF6257 6x Gift Bag with Christmas Motifs - Glitter Gift Bag for 
Wine and Champagne Bottles - Christmassy Gift Bag for

15,99 £
4251285592001 CF5934 4x wooden decoration 3D star to stand and hang up - 

Christmas tree decorations made of wood - Christmas d
15,99 £

4251285592018 CF12208 3x wooden trailer with clamp - Christmas deco made of 
wood - suspension for calendars and photos

15,99 £
4251285592025 CF15629 Decorative star Christmas - Christmas tree decorations 

made of metal - Christmas decoration to put down - dec
11,99 £

4251285592032 CF12391 2x Silicone molds for chocolates - Chocolate candy 
molds for Christmas - Silicone baking mold for chocolate

13,99 £
4251285592049 CF6152 10x gift bag with Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine 

and champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and S
15,99 £

4251285592094 CF3329 9x ready-made bow for the Christmas tree - gift bow 
glittering in different colors - Christmas tree decorations

13,99 £
4251285592100 CF12236 8x Christmas tree pendant candy - Christmas ball gift 

candy - Christmas tree decorations in candy shape for t
17,99 £

4251285592117 CF15644 6x Christmas tree pendants icicles with snow - noble 
Christmas tree decorations to attach - Christmas tree de

11,99 £
4251285592124 CF12513 8x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 

glitter gift bag with 3D Christmas theme - gift bag
17,99 £

4251285592131 CF12252 2x Christmas tree pendant chainsaw made of glass in 
silver, white, black, Christmas tree decorations for the C

15,99 £
4251285592148 CF12236 4x Christmas tree pendant candy - Christmas ball gift 

candy - Christmas tree decoration in candy shape for th
13,99 £

4251805425475 CF9055 3x ice cube trays with lids - ice cube mold with inlet 
opening in the lid - ice cube maker in great colors

15,99 £
4251285592162 CF12237 6x Christmas tree pendant set Fir tree cones in silver, 

unbreakable white, Christmas tree decorations for Christ
13,99 £

4251285592179 CF12239 9x Christmas Bauble, Christmas Tree Balls Made of 
Shatterproof Plastic for Christmas, Tree Decorations for 

15,99 £
4251805471281 CF12238 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t
15,99 £

4251285592193 CF12248 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
shatterproof plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t

17,99 £
4251285592209 CF12243 6x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

shatterproof plastic for Christmas, stars, hearts and bell
15,99 £

4251285592216 CF12448 LED tree as decorative lighting - light tree with timer 
function as decoration for Christmas - light tree for indo

35,99 £
4251285592230 CF12367 LED tree as decorative lighting - Christmas tree light 

tree - deco Christmas tree made of wood - wooden dec
26,99 £
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4251805421798 CF3329 18x ready-made bow for the Christmas tree - glittering 
gift bow in different colors - Christmas tree decorations 

26,99 £
4251805403343 CF12452 LED candle arch as Christmas lighting - Candle bridge 

with 33 LEDs - Christmas arch lights - Modern candle bri
39,99 £

4251285592292 CF3608 9-piece ready-to-sand set - gift bow glittering in various 
sizes - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas decoratio

26,99 £
4251285592339 CF12441 2x wooden pendant with LED lamp for the Christmas 

tree - Christmas tree decorations made of wood -  decor
15,99 £

4251285592346 CF12442 2x wooden pendant with LED lamp for the Christmas 
tree - Christmas tree decorations made of wood - decor

15,99 £
4251285592353 CF12241 6x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

shatterproof plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t
17,99 £

4251285592360 CF12240 6x Christmas Bauble, Christmas Tree Balls Made of 
Shatterproof Plastic for Christmas, Tree Decorations for 

17,99 £
4251285592377 CF12242 6x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

shatterproof plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t
15,99 £

4251285592384 CF12576 6x Christmas plates made of melamine - Star-shaped 
Christmas plates - Cookie plates for Christmas or Santa 

26,99 £
4251285592391 CF12575 6x Christmas plates made of melamine - round plates 

for Christmas - biscuit plates for Santa Claus and Christ
26,99 £

4251285592438 CF12381 3x air humidifier made of ceramic - radiator evaporator 
for humidifying the room air - water evaporator with S-s

26,99 £
4251285592438 CF12381 3x air humidifier made of ceramic - radiator evaporator 

for humidifying the room air - water evaporator with S-s
26,99 £

4251285592445 CF3917 3x Jute Yarn Gift Ribbon - Jute Cord for Wrapping Gifts 
- Jute String - Jute Twine in Grey, Natural, White

15,99 £
4251285592452 CF3918 3x Jute yarn gift ribbon - Jute cord for wrapping gifts - 

Cord as a string in gray, natural, white
15,99 £

4251285592469 CF3948 3x Jute yarn gift ribbon - Jute cord for wrapping gifts - 
Cord as a string in gray, natural, white

15,99 £
4251285592476 CF9968 36x Ball Hanger for Christmas Tree Ornaments - Hanger 

for Christmas Baubles - Perfect for Christmas balls
13,99 £

4251285592490 CF12534 Christmas decoration miniature Christmas tree with LED 
lighting - stand Artificial Christmas tree with fairy lights

17,99 £
4251285592506 CF12518 2x Pumpkin Lantern - Ceramic Tealight Holder - Deco 

Pumpkin for Autumn and Halloween [Selection Varies]
26,99 £

4251285592513 CF12533 2x Christmas decoration miniature Christmas tree with 
LED lighting - Stand Artificial Christmas tree with fairy li

13,99 £
4251285592520 CF11291 18x glitter ring ribbon in bright colors - 20 m per roll - 

great set of gift ribbons for handicrafts and packaging - 
15,99 £

4251285592537 CF12402 4x Christmas plates made of metal - Round plate for 
Christmas - Cookie holder for Santa Claus and Christma

17,99 £
4251285592544 CF12449 LED candle arch as Christmas lights - candle bridge with 

20 LEDs - candle arch pyramid - window sconce for Chri
30,99 £

4251285592551 CF3955 6x Christmas metal plate - Round plate for Christmas - 
Cookie plate for Santa Claus in different designs

26,99 £
4251285592568 CF12450 LED Candle bridge lights for Xmas - Candle bridge with 

9 LEDs - Candle arch pyramid - Candlesticks for Christm
26,99 £

4251285592575 CF12484 4x underplates in red - saucers as table decorations - 
decorative plates for weddings, family celebrations or C

26,99 £
4251285592575 CF12484 4x underplates in red - saucers as table decorations - 

decorative plates for weddings, family celebrations or C
26,99 £

4251285592582 CF12485 4x underplates silver-colored - reusable saucers as table 
decoration - decorative plates for weddings, family cele

26,99 £
4251285592582 CF12485 4x underplates silver-colored - reusable saucers as table 

decoration - decorative plates for weddings, family cele
26,99 £

4251285592605 CF12457 LED candle arch as Christmas lights - Candle bridge 
with 7 LEDs - Candle arch pyramid made of wood - Woo

30,99 £
4251285592612 CF7594 Melon cutter for all types of melons - Melon knife for 

watermelon or pineapple - Ø 28 cm
26,99 £

4251285592629 CF8788 Cat Scratching Board, Natural Scratching Cat Scratch 
Board with Plush and Wall Hanger, 53x25cm

26,99 £
4251285592636 CF12234 4x underplate gold-colored-black - saucer as table 

decoration - decorative plate for wedding, family celebr
30,99 £

4251285592711 CF12514 Christmas decoration to put down with LED light - 
wooden decoration lighted house - table decoration

35,99 £
4251285592728 CF15700 LED decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration 

star with LED and timer - Christmas star stand with seq
26,99 £

4251285592735 CF12505 4-piece placemat "Star" - Modern place mat in vintage 
design - Premium placemat wipeable

15,99 £
4251285592742 CF12505 8-piece placemat "Star" - Modern place mat in vintage 

design - Premium placemat wipeable
17,99 £
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4251285592766 CF12506 4-piece placemat deer - modern felt place mat in 
vintage design - premium felt placemat - pads for 4 peo

15,99 £
4251285592780 CF12503 8-piece Christmas placemat - placemat for dining room 

and kitchen - placemats with 2 different reindeer motifs
26,99 £

4251285592797 CF12504 4-piece star placemat for Christmas - placemat for 
dining room and kitchen - placemats with star motif in t

15,99 £
4251285592803 CF12504 8-piece star placemat for Christmas - placemat for 

dining room and kitchen - placemats with star motif in t
26,99 £

4251285592803 CF12504 8-piece star placemat for Christmas - placemat for 
dining room and kitchen - placemats with star motif in t

26,99 £
4251285592810 CF11265 2x porcelain fondue plate, 4-hole grill plate for food and 

dips
30,99 £

4251285592827 CF12458 Christmas tree blanket Ø 100 cm - Christmas tree base 
with Christmas motif - Christmas tree carpet round - Chr

17,99 £
4251285593084 CF12356 XXL Gift sack for Christmas with Santa Claus motif - 

Santa Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus 
15,99 £

4251285592841 CF12458 Christmas tree blanket Ø 100 cm - Christmas tree base 
with Christmas motif - Christmas tree carpet round - Chr

26,99 £
4251285592858 CF12458 Christmas tree blanket Ø 100 cm - Christmas tree base 

with Christmas motif - Christmas tree carpet round - Chr
26,99 £

4251285592865 CF12413 White premium Christmas tree cover to protect against 
pine needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light t

26,99 £
4251285593077 CF12356 XXL gift sack for Christmas with reindeer motif - Santa 

Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus
15,99 £

4251285592889 CF12356 XXL gift bag for Christmas with snowman motif - Santa 
bag to fill - Christmas bag for Santa Claus costume

15,99 £
4251285593114 CF12535 XL Gift sack for Christmas with Santa Claus motif - 

Santa Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus 
15,99 £

4251285598492 CF12373 4x Premium chair covers - Cover for Christmas hat - 
Decoration to put on the chair for Christmas

17,99 £
4251285593138 CF12535 XL gift sack for Christmas with reindeer motif - Santa 

Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus
15,99 £

4251285592926 CF12398 2x Chair covers Santa Claus cover, detailed decoration 
to put on the chair for Christmas

30,99 £
4251285592933 CF12435 4x Chair covers Christmas bow organza, ribbon for the 

chair as decoration for Christmas, wedding, theme parti
26,99 £

4251285598256 CF12415 3x Artificial snow spray for trees - Spray can with 
decorative snow - Snow spray for decorating for Christm

26,99 £
4251285592995 CF12405 Nikolausstrumpf for filling - Christmas socks to hang - 

Nikolausstiefel velvet - Christmas decoration
13,99 £

4251285592971 CF12416 3x Artificial snow spray - Spray can with decorative 
snow - Snow spray as decoration - Artificial snow spray 

26,99 £
4251285592988 CF12694 3x Frost spray for window decoration - Spray can with 

frost effect for ice flowers - Artificial snow for decorate f
17,99 £

4251285592995 CF12405 Nikolausstrumpf for filling - Christmas socks to hang - 
Nikolausstiefel velvet - Christmas decoration

13,99 £
4251285593008 CF12405 3x Premium Santa Claus stocking XL for filling - 

Christmas socks to hang up - Santa Claus boot velvet - 
17,99 £

4251805455939 CF9939 3x artificial snow - spray can with decorative snow - 
snow spray to decorate for Christmas

15,99 £
4251285593039 CF12698 3x picture frames 10 x 15 cm for the most beautiful 

photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures
15,99 £

4251285593046 CF12695 Christmas picture on wooden sign with LED lighting for 
Christmas, Christmas light sign with 6 LEDs, battery-ope

30,99 £
4251285593060 CF12695 Christmas Picture on Wooden Sign with LED Lights for 

Christmas, Christmas Light Sign with 6 LEDs, Battery Op
26,99 £

4251285593077 CF12356 XXL gift sack for Christmas with reindeer motif - Santa 
Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus

15,99 £
4251285593084 CF12356 XXL Gift sack for Christmas with Santa Claus motif - 

Santa Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus 
15,99 £

4251285593138 CF12535 XL gift sack for Christmas with reindeer motif - Santa 
Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus

15,99 £
4251285593114 CF12535 XL Gift sack for Christmas with Santa Claus motif - 

Santa Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus 
15,99 £

4251285593121 CF12693 12x gift bag in different colors - gift bag for wine and 
champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas, Santa Cla

26,99 £
4251285593138 CF12535 XL gift sack for Christmas with reindeer motif - Santa 

Claus bag to fill - Christmas sack for Santa Claus
15,99 £

4251285593145 CF12524 2x headband set Christmas - headband in reindeer 
design - costume for Christmas and Mardi Gras

15,99 £
4251285593152 CF11763 2x Storage Box for Camping, Picnic and Home - Serving 

Tray for Fruits, Vegetables and Snacks - Food Container
17,99 £
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4251285593176 CF12224 2x Santa hats for adults - Xmas hats for Christmas - 
Festive hats for adults - Christmas party hats Santa Clau

13,99 £
4251285593183 CF12404 3x Santa Hat X-Mas Santa Claus Plush Christmas Plush 

Hat
17,99 £

4251285593190 CF8640 Sled rope made of durable rope with yellow, 
ergonomically shaped handle

11,99 £
4251285593206 CF8640 2x sledge with handle, toboggan accessories Traction 

cable for sled, tricycle or other children's vehicles
13,99 £

4251285593213 CF11328 3x hand brush - wooden nail brush - double-sided hand 
washing brush - cleaning brush for hands and fingernail

13,99 £
4251285593220 CF3994 3x Red LED real wax candle in different sizes, dancing, 

flameless, battery-operated with 6 hour timer
30,99 £

4251285593244 CF12521 4x red LED candles - decorative candles with light - 
battery-operated LED candles - candles with realistic flic

30,99 £
4251285593251 CF12629 47-piece Christmas tree decoration set in shades of gray 

- Christmas tree baubles + Christmas tree top in differe
35,99 £

4251285593268 CF12628 47-piece Christmas tree decoration set in violet tones - 
Christmas tree balls + Christmas tree top in different siz

35,99 £
4251285593275 CF12626 47-piece Christmas tree decoration set in red - 

Christmas tree baubles + Christmas tree top in different
35,99 £

4251285593282 CF15607 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251285593305 CF12414 2x metal table bell - hand bell as Christmas decoration - 

reception bell in different designs [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251285593312 CF12349 2x Ashtray made of stainless steel - Ashtray with lid - 
Wind ashtray with protection against fly ash

17,99 £
4251285593336 CF12207 5x Plastic tinsel - Tinsel garland in white - Christmas 

decorations for the Christmas tree
13,99 £

4251285593343 CF12209 3x Christmas garland - fir garland for a perfect 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration in white

17,99 £
4251285593350 CF11104 2x Christmas star pendant 3D star for the Christmas 

tree - Christmas metal decorations - ornament, Christm
15,99 £

4251285593367 CF11087 3x Christmas star pendant Glitter 3D star for the 
Christmas tree - Christmas tree decoration Christmas de

11,99 £
4251285593381 CF12207 10x Plastic tinsel - Tinsel garland in white - Christmas 

decorations for the Christmas tree
15,99 £

4251285593398 CF12623 5x Tinsel wavy - Tinsel garland in silver colored - 
Christmas decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm

13,99 £
4251285593404 CF12623 10x Tinsel wavy - Tinsel garland in silver colored - 

Christmas decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm
17,99 £

4251285593411 CF12512 2x angel hair white - Fine tinsel for the Christmas tree 
and Advent wreath - Fairy hair for decorating at Christm

13,99 £
4251285593411 CF12512 2x angel hair white - Fine tinsel for the Christmas tree 

and Advent wreath - Fairy hair for decorating at Christm
13,99 £

4251285593442 CF12322 Knee bandage size L - Knee pad with compression - 
Elastic, non-slip knee orthosis, stabilizing and breathabl

11,99 £
4251285593442 CF12322 Knee bandage size L - Knee pad with compression - 

Elastic, non-slip knee orthosis, stabilizing and breathabl
11,99 £

4251285593466 CF12621 5 meter icicle garland as Christmas decoration - 
Christmas window pictures - icicle winter decoration for 

13,99 £
4251285593473 CF12511 5 meter icicle garland as Christmas decoration - 

Christmas window pictures - icicle winter decoration for 
17,99 £

4251285593480 CF12433 2x 500g Fake snow as christmas decoration - Decorative 
snow for sprinkling and handicrafts - False snow decorat

26,99 £
4251285593497 CF12433 1x 500g Artificial snow as Christmas decoration - 

decorative snow for sprinkling and crafting - Winter dec
15,99 £

4251285593503 CF10987 Advent calendar for hanging and self-filling, felt advent 
calendar with boots in different colors with fur edge, 28

17,99 £
4251285593534 CF3996 3-piece Christmas decoration - Artificial Christmas 

wreath and garland with LED lighting - Decoration for d
48,99 £

4251285593589 CF12440 3X metal candle extinguisher with movable 
extinguishing bell - Wick extinguisher with various Christ

17,99 £
4251285593558 CF12620 2000 ml crystal snow for decorating and handicrafts - 

artificial snow as a Christmas decoration - winter decora
15,99 £

4251285593565 CF12618 2x 1 liter crystal snow for decorating and handicrafts - 
Artificial snow as a Christmas decoration - Fake snow wi

15,99 £
4251285593572 CF12390 2x Artificial Christmas garland with LED lighting - 

Battery-powered fir garland - decorative garland with ti
48,99 £

4251285593589 CF12440 3X metal candle extinguisher with movable 
extinguishing bell - Wick extinguisher with various Christ

17,99 £
4251285593596 CF12627 47-piece Christmas tree decoration set in pink - 

Christmas tree baubles + Christmas tree top in different
30,99 £
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4251285593619 CF12447 Christmas star with timer function - LED star as 
decorative lighting for Christmas - Battery-operated Chri

30,99 £
4251285593626 CF12434 snow mat for Christmas decorations - artificial snow for 

decorating and handicrafts - snow floss as decorative sn
26,99 £

4251285593633 CF12531 LED house as decoration for Christmas - Small wooden 
house with LED lighting - Battery powered Christmas de

26,99 £
4251285593640 CF12531 LED house as decoration for Christmas - Small wooden 

house with LED lighting - Battery powered Christmas de
26,99 £

4251285593657 CF12443 LED String Light "Ball" - Illumination with 10 LEDs in 
Scandinavian decor - deco for Christmas, birthday, wed

13,99 £
4251285548640 CF5630 LED star with great 3D effect by effect foil and 

integrated fairy lights
26,99 £

4251285593671 CF12444 LED String Light "Ball" - Illumination with 10 LEDs in 
Scandinavian decor - Deco for Christmas, birthday, wed

13,99 £
4251285593725 CF15608 Decoration star Christmas, Christmas decoration metal 

star with decoration, white poinsettia stand with pine ne
13,99 £

4251285593732 CF15693 decorative Christmas bell - glittering Christmas bell to 
hang up - Advent decoration with bow, flower and Chris

8,99 £
4251285593756 CF4047 2x Christmas tree pendant chainsaw and drill made of 

glass in bright colors, Christmas tree decorations for the
17,99 £

4251285593763 CF12616 decorative Christmas tree blanket - high quality blanket 
for the Christmas tree - Christmas underlay for the Chris

35,99 £
4251285579132 CF11673 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
15,99 £

4251285593787 CF4093 16x premium elf pendants for the Christmas tree, 
enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tree ha

30,99 £
4251285593794 CF11717 2x noble XXL Christmas sack made of velvet with red 

cord and white pompoms - Christmas gift sack - decorat
30,99 £

4251285593800 CF11679 60x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

48,99 £
4251285579200 CF11680 60x Christmas tree balls in various sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
43,99 £

4251805430509 CF11676 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

35,99 £
4251285579156 CF11675 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
35,99 £

4251285593848 CF11677 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

39,99 £
4251285579187 CF11678 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
30,99 £

4251285579736 CF11720 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 
needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light tree - 

26,99 £
4251285593251 CF12629 47-piece Christmas tree decoration set in shades of gray 

- Christmas tree baubles + Christmas tree top in differe
35,99 £

4251285578937 CF11657 2x high-quality Christmas tree decorations, large 
Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree

17,99 £
4251285579132 CF11673 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
15,99 £

4251285593916 CF12764 47-piece Christmas tree decoration set in white - 
Christmas tree baubles + Christmas tree top in different

35,99 £
4251285593923 CF12763 47-piece Christmas tree decoration set in gold - 

Christmas tree baubles + Christmas tree top in different
35,99 £

4251285593961 CF4108 2x Christmas tree top as Christmas tree ornaments 
made of straw - straw star lace for the Christmas tree

17,99 £
4251285593985 CF4109 70-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 

ornaments made of straw - straw stars in different desig
26,99 £

4251285593985 CF4109 70-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 
ornaments made of straw - straw stars in different desig

26,99 £
4251285593985 CF4109 70-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 

ornaments made of straw - straw stars in different desig
26,99 £

4251285593985 CF4109 70-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 
ornaments made of straw - straw stars in different desig

26,99 £
4251805401226 CF11874 200x suction cup holder for fairy lights - suction cups 

with slit in transparent blue - holder with suction cup for
26,99 £

4251285594005 CF10702 4x large straw star set - XXL window decoration made 
of straw - straw stars in different designs - 26cm/28cm

26,99 £
4251285594005 CF10702 4x large straw star set - XXL window decoration made 

of straw - straw stars in different designs - 26cm/28cm
26,99 £

4251285594036 CF4110 112-piece Christmas tree ornaments - Christmas tree 
decorations made of straw - straw stars in various desig

26,99 £
4251285594043 CF4187 112-piece Christmas tree ornaments - Christmas tree 

decorations made of straw - straw stars in various desig
30,99 £
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4251285594050 CF4188 112-piece Christmas tree ornaments - Christmas tree 
decorations made of straw - straw stars in various desig

30,99 £
4251285594067 CF4221 112-piece Christmas tree ornaments - Christmas tree 

decorations made of straw - straw stars in various desig
30,99 £

4251285594074 CF11673 40x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

26,99 £
4251285594081 CF15616 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251285594104 CF15615 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251285594111 CF15612 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251285594128 CF12728 3x luminous star in 3D with LED lighting in warm white 
to hang up, sturdy paper star, great Christmas decoratio

39,99 £
4251285594128 CF12728 3x luminous star in 3D with LED lighting in warm white 

to hang up, sturdy paper star, great Christmas decoratio
39,99 £

4251285594135 CF12691 lunch box "Lama" for on the go - lunch box with 3 
compartments - breakfast box 22 x 15.5 x 6.5 cm - BPA

15,99 £
4251285594142 CF12692 lunch box "Lama" for on the go - lunch box with 3 

compartments - transparent breakfast box 22 x 15.5 x 6
15,99 £

4251285594159 CF12758 Christmas tree top snowflake - Christmas tree top for 
the christmas tree - Snowflake to put up for Christmas

26,99 £
4251285594166 CF12759 Christmas tree top snowflake - Christmas tree top for 

the christmas tree - Snowflake to put up for Christmas
26,99 £

4251285594173 CF12749 5x Tinsel wavy - Tinsel garland in gold colored - 
Christmas decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm

13,99 £
4251285594180 CF12749 10x Tinsel wavy - Tinsel garland in gold colored - 

Christmas decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm
17,99 £

4251285594197 CF12765 Christmas tree top glitter star - star top for Christmas 
tree - Christmas tree top for every tree top - poinsettia 

13,99 £
4251285594203 CF12766 Christmas tree top glitter star - star top for Christmas 

tree - Christmas tree top for every tree top - poinsettia 
13,99 £

4251285594210 CF12767 Christmas tree top in dull gray and shiny, Christmas tree 
top made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for the 

26,99 £
4251285594227 CF12768 Christmas tree top in white-matt and silver-colored, 

Christmas tree top made of real glass for Christmas, fir t
35,99 £

4251285594234 CF12721 3X ceramic humidifier - radiator evaporator for 
humidifying the room air - water evaporator - heating e

26,99 £
4251285594272 CF12729 5 piece Compact stainless steel and steel chimney in 

silver, with shovel, broom, pliers, poker and holder, perf
39,99 £

4251285594296 CF12347 4x chocolate fondue forks with plastic handles - for cozy 
evenings

15,99 £
4251285594302 CF12610 4x Pocket warmers with fabric cover - Reusable hand 

warmers with great designs - Heating pad for the pocke
15,99 £

4251285594302 CF12610 4x Pocket warmers with fabric cover - Reusable hand 
warmers with great designs - Heating pad for the pocke

15,99 £
4251285594326 CF12615 4x pocket warmer reusable - hand warmer with llama 

motif for children - warming pad for cold days and for o
15,99 £

4251285594340 CF12614 4x pocket warmer in heart shape - reusable hand 
warmers for the winter - heating pad for the bag

15,99 £
4251285594364 CF12751 2x silver-colored underplate - saucer as table decoration 

- decorative plate for wedding, family celebration or Chr
17,99 £

4251285594371 CF12751 4x silver-colored underplate - saucer as table decoration 
- decorative plate for wedding, family celebration or Chr

30,99 £
4251285594388 CF12750 2x gold-colored underplate - saucer as table decoration 

- decorative plate for wedding, family celebration or Chr
17,99 £

4251285594395 CF12750 4x gold-colored underplate - saucer as table decoration 
- decorative plate for wedding, family celebration or Chr

30,99 £
4251285594401 CF12752 2x underplate in red - saucer as table decoration - 

decorative plate for wedding, family celebration or Chris
17,99 £

4251285594418 CF12752 4x underplate in red - saucer as table decoration - 
decorative plate for wedding, family celebration or Chris

30,99 £
4251285594425 CF12756 2x presentation plate gold-colored-black - saucer as 

table decoration - decorative plate for wedding, family c
26,99 £

4251285594432 CF12756 4x underplate gold-colored-black - saucer as table 
decoration - decorative plate for wedding, family celebr

30,99 £
4251285594449 CF12755 2x underplate in antique design - saucer as table 

decoration - decorative plate for weddings, family celebr
26,99 £

4251285594456 CF12753 2x gold-colored underplate in antique design - saucer as 
table decoration - decorative plate for wedding, family c

26,99 £
4251285594463 CF12754 2x presentation plates in antique design - saucers as 

table decoration - decorative plates for weddings, family
26,99 £
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4251285594470 CF12446 3x LED lantern with timer function - LED lighting for 
Christmas - Battery powered electric lantern as a Christ

30,99 £
4251285594487 CF12446 3x LED lantern with timer function - Black outdoor 

lantern for Christmas - Battery powered electric lantern 
30,99 £

4251285594494 CF12446 3x LED lantern with timer function - LED lighting for 
Christmas - Battery powered electric lantern as a Christ

30,99 £
4251285594500 CF12445 3x LED lantern with timer function - LED lighting for 

Christmas - Battery powered electric lantern as a Christ
30,99 £

4251285594517 CF12445 3x LED lantern with timer function - LED lighting for 
Christmas - Battery powered electric lantern as a Christ

30,99 £
4251285594524 CF12445 3x LED lantern with timer function - LED lighting for 

Christmas - Battery powered electric lantern as a Christ
30,99 £

4251285594531 CF12770 Christmas tree decorations "London Bus" - Christmas 
tree balls made of real glass - Christmas balls for the Ch

26,99 £
4251285594623 CF12608 120x incense sticks in different scents - incense sticks 

with Christmas stick holder
17,99 £

4251285594630 CF12608 120x incense sticks in different scents - incense sticks 
with Christmas stick holder

17,99 £
4251285594647 CF12609 72x incense cones in fruity scents - incense sticks for 

the summer - incense cones
17,99 £

4251285594654 CF12609 72x incense cones in fruity scents - incense sticks for 
the summer - incense cones

17,99 £
4251285594661 CF12727 Christmas tree cover with carrying handle - storage bag 

with carrying straps for detachable Christmas trees - Ch
26,99 £

4251285594678 CF12726 Christmas tree cover with carrying handle - Christmas 
tree bag with carrying straps for removable Christmas tr

15,99 £
4251285594685 CF12790 3x Ceramic Humidifier - Radiator Evaporator for 

Humidifying the Room Air - Heating Evaporator with S-s
30,99 £

4251285594685 CF12790 3x Ceramic Humidifier - Radiator Evaporator for 
Humidifying the Room Air - Heating Evaporator with S-s

30,99 £
4251285594692 CF12392 4x pairs of high-quality guest slippers in set - guest 

slippers in decorative storage - warm felt shoes for child
17,99 £

4251285594708 CF12392 4x pairs of guest slippers in a set - guest slippers in 
decorative storage - warm felt shoes for children, wome

17,99 £
4251285594715 CF12760 8x Christmas tree pendant "Christmas tree" - Christmas 

tree pendant in white and silver - Christmas tree jewelry
15,99 £

4251285594722 CF12546 11-part scent Gift set with warmer - Aroma lamp from 
Keramit - Aroma set for pleasant room scent

17,99 £
4251285594739 CF12227 2x paper garland for Christmas decorations - Christmas 

garland - Christmas tree decorations - Window decorati
17,99 £

4251285594746 CF12226 2x paper garland for Christmas decorations - Christmas 
garland - Christmas tree decorations - Window decorati

15,99 £
4251285594746 CF12226 2x paper garland for Christmas decorations - Christmas 

garland - Christmas tree decorations - Window decorati
15,99 £

4251285594753 CF12777 Christmas Tree Decorations "Skulls" - Christmas 
pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree deco 

15,99 £
4251285594760 CF12777 Christmas tree decorations "Skulls" - Christmas 

pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decora
26,99 £

4251285594777 CF12777 Christmas Tree Decorations "Skulls" - Christmas 
pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree deco 

15,99 £
4251285594784 CF12777 Christmas Tree Decorations "Skulls" - Christmas 

pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree deco 
15,99 £

4251285594791 CF12777 Christmas Tree Decorations "Skulls" - Christmas 
pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree deco 

26,99 £
4251285594807 CF12777 Christmas Tree Decorations "Skulls" - Christmas 

pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree deco 
17,99 £

4251285594814 CF12395 3 herb pot with saucer - plant pot for flowers and herbs 
- decorative flower pot for garden, balcony and apartme

26,99 £
4251285594821 CF12395 3-Pot Herb Planter with Saucer - Plant Pot for Flowers 

and Herbs - Decorative Flower Pot for Garden, Balcony 
17,99 £

4251285594838 CF12509 Cuddly teddy bear
 - Plush bear with plaid cap and scarf - 

30,99 £
4251285594852 CF12395 3-Pot Herb Planter with Saucer - Plant Pot for Flowers 

and Herbs - Decorative flower pot for garden and balco
17,99 £

4251285594869 CF12557 Coffee maker with French-Press system - Coffee press 
also serves as a tea maker - coffee brewer with glass cy

26,99 £
4251285594876 CF12557 Coffee maker with French-Press system - Coffee press 

also serves as a tea maker - coffee brewer with glass cy
17,99 £

4251285594883 CF12557 Coffee maker with French press system - Coffee press 
also serves as a tea maker - Coffee brewer with glass cy

13,99 £
4251285594890 CF12557 Coffee Maker with French-Press System - Cafetiere also 

Serves as a Tea Maker - Coffee Brewer with Glass Cylin
26,99 £
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4251285594906 CF11010 3x Garland Christmas - Fir garland for a perfect 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm

17,99 £
4251285594944 CF12510 Cuddly teddy bear

 - Plush bear with plaid cap and scarf
26,99 £

4251285594951 CF12546 11-part scent Gift set with warmer - Aroma lamp from 
ceramics - Aroma set for pleasant room scent

17,99 £
4251285594968 CF12546 11-part scent Gift set with warmer - Aroma lamp from 

ceramics - Aroma set for pleasant room scent
17,99 £

4251285594975 CF12546 11-part scent Gift set with warmer - Aroma lamp from 
ceramics - Aroma set for pleasant room scent

17,99 £
4251285594982 CF12546 11-part scent Gift set with warmer - Aroma lamp from 

ceramics - Aroma set for pleasant room scent
17,99 £

4251285594999 CF12635 Coffee capsule holder for storing 30 to 60 capsules in 
the stacking stand - anti-vibration, non-slip surface and 

26,99 £
4251285595002 CF12546 11-part scent Gift set with warmer - Aroma lamp from 

ceramics - Aroma set for pleasant room scent
17,99 £

4251285595019 CF12306 4-part fragrance gift set with warmer - fragrance lamp 
made of ceramics - aroma set for a pleasant room fragr

15,99 £
4251285595026 CF12699 2x Monster Trucks - Monster Jam with freewheel and 

suspension - Toy car for children with different motives 
17,99 £

4251285595033 CF12354 9x Christmas tree pendant - Christmas tree pendant in 
colorful with glitter - Christmas tree jewelry unbreakable

17,99 £
4251285595040 CF12317 2x LED party lights Blue light with 360 ° rotating 

reflector all-round light as signal light, decorative lightin
26,99 £

4251285595057 CF12316 2x LED Party Lights Disco ball crystal with 360° rotating 
dome, decorative lighting with red, green, blue light eff

17,99 £
4251285595064 CF8563 3x Snow racers for tobogganing - Snow slides for the 

whole family - Sledges in different colors [selection vari
30,99 £

4251285595071 CF8562 2x snow sledge for tobogganing - snow slide for the 
whole family - sleigh in gray

30,99 £
4251285595101 CF12660 2x Cover for the windscreen in winter - Car frost cover 

windscreen - Front screen cover for the car against the 
26,99 £

4251285595118 CF12661 2x cover for the windscreen in winter and summer, car 
frost cover for the windscreen also against UV radiation,

30,99 £
4251805449167 CF12432 citrus press made of stainless steel - juicer for lemons, 

oranges, limes - hand juicer for the kitchen
13,99 £

4251285595149 CF12302 6x room dehumidifier - dehumidifier without electricity - 
indoor dehumidifier against steam, mold and condensati

26,99 £
4251285595156 CF12677 400x Flexible, striped drinking straws, kinked straws in 

bright colors
15,99 £

4251285595163 CF12676 500x drinking straws - black straws - food safe 26,99 £
4251285597372 CF4698 2x XXL foil balloon with motifs by Chase and Skye from 

"Paw Patrol" - Large foil balloon as decoration for childr
11,99 £

4251285595194 CF12655 Apple corer - Stainless steel apple cutter - Kitchen 
helper for fruits and vegetables - Stainless and dishwas

15,99 £
4251285595200 CF12672 144x incense candle in different scents - Christmas 

scent
26,99 £

4251285595217 CF12716 6x Giant XXL Shooting Party Popper-Set 40cm, Confetti-
Cannon for New Year's Eve, Parties, Birthdays, Confetti 

35,99 £
4251285595224 CF12711 6x Giant XXL Shooting Party Popper-Set 40cm, Confetti-

Cannon for New Year's Eve, Parties, Birthdays, Confetti 
35,99 £

4251285595231 CF12714 6x Giant XL Shooting Party Popper-Set 30cm, Confetti-
Cannon for New Year's Eve, Parties, Birthdays, Confetti 

30,99 £
4251285595248 CF12715 10x Shooting Party Popper Set 20cm, Confetti Cannon 

for New Year's Eve, Parties, Birthdays, Confetti Bomb wi
30,99 £

4251285595255 CF12712 10x Confetti cannons for the New Year - Confetti 
cannon for New Year's Eve, parties & birthdays - Confet

26,99 £
4251285595262 CF12713 10x Shooting Party Popper Set 20cm, Confetti Cannon 

for New Year's Eve, Parties, Birthdays, Confetti Bomb wi
35,99 £

4251285595286 CF12664 2x cutter knife with spare blades - Utility knife - Sharp 
craft knife in 2 sizes

11,99 £
4251285595293 CF12669 punching pliers set with pliers, punching pliers and 

eyelets - revolver punch pliers for punching holes
15,99 £

4251285595330 CF12633 3x Hand Wire Brush - Steel brush with wooden handle - 
Wire brush for machining metal, wood and steel

15,99 £
4251285595347 CF12739 3x Hand Wire Brush - Steel Brush - Wire brush for 

machining metal, wood and steel
13,99 £

4251285595354 CF12319 Photo Frame "Family" - Photo frame for pictures in 
different sizes - Frame for 2 photos to hang

13,99 £
4251285595361 CF12319 picture frame "Together" - photo frame for pictures in 

different sizes - frame for 2 photos to hang
13,99 £
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4251285595378 CF12319 picture frame "Love" - photo frame for pictures in 
different sizes - frame for 2 photos to hang

13,99 £
4251285595385 CF12724 Parking aid for garage - Parking mat for garage - 

Parking aid for carport and parking space - Wheel stopp
30,99 £

4251285595392 CF11672 40x Glass Christmas tree ball - Christmas balls for the 
Christmas decoration - Tree decorations for the Christm

26,99 £
4251285595408 CF12632 3-way hand tacker set for staples in various sizes and 

pin nails - tack gun to fix - pin nail gun
26,99 £

4251285595422 CF9952 8x premium chair covers - Christmas decoration for 
chairs - protective covers in a Christmas design - seatin

48,99 £
4251285595439 CF11668 48x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
39,99 £

4251285595453 CF11665 3x Christmas balls, plastic Christmas tree balls for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree, Ø 10

15,99 £
4251285595460 CF15600 72x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251285595477 CF15606 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 

35,99 £
4251285595477 CF15606 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 
35,99 £

4251805435054 CF15597 51x Christmas balls, unbreakable plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

17,99 £
4251805435054 CF15597 51x Christmas balls, unbreakable plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
17,99 £

4251285595491 CF11669 48x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

39,99 £
4251285595507 CF11681 36x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
39,99 £

4251285595521 CF4700 4x Ceramic coffee mug - Coffee mug with Christmas 
motif - Christmas mug set in red and green - 365 ml per

17,99 £
4251285595538 CF12747 4x Coffee mug made of porcelain - Coffee cup in a 

simple design - Coffee pot for tea and mulled wine - 30
26,99 £

4251285595545 CF12015 2x Cable rewinder - Plastic cable winder - Cable 
manager as an organizer for fairy lights, ropes, ribbons 

15,99 £
4251285595569 CF12747 Por-four® 8x Coffee mug made of porcelain - Coffee 

cup in a simple design - Coffee pot for tea and mulled w
35,99 £

4251285595576 CF12116 31-piece stamp set Rubber stamp in a rustic wooden 
box with letters (alphabet) and special characters

15,99 £
4251285595590 CF11038 Christmas tree top in shiny gold, Christmas tree top 

made of real glass for Christmas, fir tree top for your Ch
26,99 £

4251285595606 CF12117 10x Mini wooden plank set for herbs and room plants, 
wooden easel with chalk for plant pots, seeds, seeds

13,99 £
4251285595613 CF12118 10x Mini wooden plank set for herbs and room plants, 

wooden easel with chalk for plant pots, seeds, seeds
13,99 £

4251285595620 CF12119 15x mini wooden plaque set for herbs and room plants, 
wooden easel with chalk for labeling plant pots, seeds, s

13,99 £
4251285595637 CF4704 20x mini wooden plaque set for herbs and room plants, 

wooden platter with chalk for labeling plant pots, seeds,
13,99 £

4251285595644 CF12121 20x mini wooden plaque set for herbs and room plants, 
wooden platter with chalk for labeling plant pots, seeds,

13,99 £
4251285595651 CF12122 10x mini wooden plaque set for herbs and room plants, 

wooden platter with chalk for plant pots, seeds, seeds
13,99 £

4251285595675 CF2421 20x mini wooden plaque set for herbs and room plants, 
wooden platter with chalk for labeling plant pots, seeds,

13,99 £
4251805458251 CF12125 20x mini wooden board set for herbs and indoor plants, 

wooden tags with chalk for writing on plant pots, seeds,
15,99 £

4251285595699 CF12124 100x Mini Hearts Streudeko to mark in plant pots for 
seeds and seeds, herbs and room plants, heart of wood

13,99 £
4251285595699 CF12124 100x Mini Hearts Streudeko to mark in plant pots for 

seeds and seeds, herbs and room plants, heart of wood
13,99 £

4251285595743 CF12232 4x Wood decoration 3D star to attach and place - 
Christmas tree decorations made of wood - Christmas d

13,99 £
4251285595750 CF5948 vegetable / raw food grater made of stainless steel, 

universal grater with different friction surfaces
11,99 £

4251805432930 CF5948 2x Vegetable grater - stainless steel vegetable slicer - 
universal grater with different grating surfaces for veget

13,99 £
4251285595798 CF12658 4x Wooden Coasters "Pallet" - Coasters for glasses in 

pallet design - Coasters for cold and hot drinks
15,99 £

4251285595798 CF12658 4x Wooden Coasters "Pallet" - Coasters for glasses in 
pallet design - Coasters for cold and hot drinks

15,99 £
4251285595804 CF12658 8x Wooden Coasters "Pallet" - Coasters for glasses in 

pallet design - Coasters for cold and hot drinks
26,99 £
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4251285595811 CF12734 Dustpan Set with Dustpan and Hand Brush - Metal 
Sweeping Set - Chimney Scoop and Broom with Woode

26,99 £
4251285595828 CF12389 8x plates for home and as a picnic accessory in bright 

colors - camping dishes - travel harness
26,99 £

4251285595835 CF12735 2x Coal spoons with galvanized airfoil - Fireplace shovel 
with wooden handle - Coal shovel for fireplace, oven, gr

26,99 £
4251285595897 CF11999 3x multiple compress - gel compress for cold & warm 

applications - cooling pads - suitable for microwaves
26,99 £

4251285595903 CF11999 3x multiple compress - gel compress for cold & warm 
applications - cooling pads - suitable for microwaves

30,99 £
4251285595910 CF12831 3x multiple compress in different sizes with fleece cover 

- gel compress for cold & warm applications - cooling pa
26,99 £

4251285595927 CF12822 2-Piece glaze set made of stainless steel - Sauce pot 
and silicone baking brush for BBQ, grill, kitchen and Chri

13,99 £
4251285595934 CF12784 24x Bouncy ball to play for children - Colorful jumping 

balls as a small gift - Flummis in different color samples 
15,99 £

4251285595941 CF12556 4x Bath Toy Fish - Children's swimming toy in various 
sizes and colors - Swim-fish for bath and pool

15,99 £
4251285595958 CF12556 4x Bath Toy Fish - Children's swimming toy in various 

sizes and colors - Swim-fish for bath and pool
15,99 £

4251285595965 CF12809 Candle holder in classic design - 3-Flame candlestick 
with round base - Candle holder for 3 candle sticks

30,99 £
4251285595972 CF12810 2x Citrus Juicer - Lemon squeezer with spout - ideal for 

juicing citrus fruits, such as lemons, oranges and manda
17,99 £

4251285595989 CF12547 4x Plastic cutting board with Rockabella motifs - 
Rockabilly breakfast board for the kitchen - 30.5 x 20.5 

26,99 £
4251285595996 CF4718 6x jute gift bags for Christmas with handles - gift bags 

for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bags with great motifs
26,99 £

4251285596009 CF4719 6x beautiful gift bags for Christmas with handles - gift 
bags for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bags with great 

26,99 £
4251285596009 CF4719 6x beautiful gift bags for Christmas with handles - gift 

bags for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bags with great 
26,99 £

4251285596016 CF5049 9x beautiful gift bag for Christmas with handle - gift bag 
for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bag with great motifs -

26,99 £
4251285596016 CF5049 9x beautiful gift bag for Christmas with handle - gift bag 

for Santa Claus and Advent - gift bag with great motifs -
26,99 £

4251285596023 CF12762 4x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 
Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas

13,99 £
4251285596047 CF12637 20-piece set of paintbrushes, brushes in various sizes 

for craft, hobby, home, garden and art
26,99 £

4251285596054 CF12703 4x Writing set children - School writing set with pencil, 
ruler, sharpener and eraser - Writing set "Unicorn" for gi

13,99 £
4251285596054 CF12703 4x Writing set children - School writing set with pencil, 

ruler, sharpener and eraser - Writing set "Unicorn" for gi
13,99 £

4251285596061 CF12704 4x Writing set children - School writing set with pencil, 
ruler, sharpener and eraser - Writing set "pirate" for boy

13,99 £
4251285596061 CF12704 4x Writing set children - School writing set with pencil, 

ruler, sharpener and eraser - Writing set "pirate" for boy
13,99 £

4251285596078 CF12705 4x Writing set children - School writing set with pencil, 
ruler, sharpener and eraser - Writing set "Space" for girl

13,99 £
4251285596078 CF12705 4x Writing set children - School writing set with pencil, 

ruler, sharpener and eraser - Writing set "Space" for girl
13,99 £

4251285596085 CF8841 24x clown noses made of foam - fake noses in red for 
costumes, Ø 5cm, for carnival, fancy dress party or othe

17,99 £
4251285596092 CF8841 36x clown noses made of foam - fake noses in red for 

costumes, Ø 5cm, for carnival, fancy dress party or othe
30,99 £

4251285596108 CF11782 5x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

8,99 £
4251285596108 CF11782 5x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
8,99 £

4251285596115 CF11782 10x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

8,99 £
4251285596115 CF11782 10x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
8,99 £

4251285596122 CF11782 25x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

13,99 £
4251285596122 CF11782 25x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
13,99 £

4251285596139 CF11782 50x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

17,99 £
4251285596146 CF11781 5x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
11,99 £
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4251285596146 CF11781 5x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

11,99 £
4251285596153 CF11781 10x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
11,99 £

4251285596153 CF11781 10x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

11,99 £
4251285596160 CF11781 25x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
15,99 £

4251285596160 CF11781 25x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 
Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c

15,99 £
4251285596177 CF11781 50x Disposable Nonwoven Cover for Cold & Warm 

Multiple Gel Compression | Gel cooling pack Protective c
26,99 £

4251285596184 CF10920 2x LED decoration light for lanterns and tea lights - 
Electric mini lamp for lanterns, storm lamps and for dec

8,99 £
4251285596184 CF10920 2x LED decoration light for lanterns and tea lights - 

Electric mini lamp for lanterns, storm lamps and for dec
8,99 £

4251285596191 CF12873 8x coasters made of felt - round table coasters - 
coasters for pots, glasses, bowls and vases

13,99 £
4251285596191 CF12873 8x coasters made of felt - round table coasters - 

coasters for pots, glasses, bowls and vases
13,99 £

4251285596207 CF12874 4x felt coasters - round table coasters - coasters for 
pots, glasses, bowls and vases

17,99 £
4251285596214 CF12875 9x trivet made of felt - round table coasters in different 

sizes - coasters for pots, glasses, bowls and vases
26,99 £

4251285596221 CF5080 4x Frisbee for children and adults - Frisbee disc 22 cm - 
Throwing disc also for dogs - Flying disc in four colors

15,99 £
4251285596221 CF5080 4x Frisbee for children and adults - Frisbee disc 22 cm - 

Throwing disc also for dogs - Flying disc in four colors
15,99 £

4251285596238 CF12709 Research kit for children - Insect catcher set with 
landing net and tongs - Discoverer set for children - Edu

17,99 £
4251285596245 CF12642 9-piece painter set - brush, paint roller and many 

accessories for renovation and decoration work
17,99 £

4251285596252 CF12662 11-part inking roller set - foam rollers and coating 
rollers with handle - painter roller set for painting and v

15,99 £
4251805457506 CF12700 2x gymnastics band with bar - rhythmic gymnastics 

band - dance band with bar - colorful swing band
17,99 £

4251285596375 CF11869 2x natural hairbrush made of bamboo - Eco-friendly 
brush with natural bristles for naturally beautiful hair - F

17,99 £
4251285596382 CF12643 12-Part Paint Roller Set - Fine-Pored Foam Rollers for 

Precise Painting and Varnishing on Even Surfaces
13,99 £

4251285596443 CF12631 12-piece complete painter set - starter kit Brush, paint 
roller and accessories for decorative renovation and pai

17,99 £
4251285596450 CF11260 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
15,99 £

4251285596467 CF11259 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

15,99 £
4251285596467 CF11259 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
15,99 £

4251285596474 CF11262 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

13,99 £
4251285596474 CF11262 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285596481 CF11256 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

13,99 £
4251285596481 CF11256 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285596498 CF11257 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

13,99 £
4251285596498 CF11257 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
13,99 £

4251285596528 CF12702 3x Chalk roller for painting and writing - street chalk for 
children - washable chalk for street painting on the roll

17,99 £
4251285596528 CF12702 3x Chalk roller for painting and writing - street chalk for 

children - washable chalk for street painting on the roll
17,99 £

4251285596573 CF12644 8-piece painter set - painting rollers and paintbrushes 
for decoration and renovation - painting supplies & pain

26,99 £
4251805462661 CF12379 2x anti-stress figure - squeeze toy narwhal - squeeze 

ball for children and adults [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251285596597 CF12862 3x Hairband mini cylinder for Halloween
 - Mini hats with feather for carnival

17,99 £
4251805420302 CF12862 3x Hairband mini cylinder for Halloween

 - Mini hats with feather for carnival
26,99 £
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4251285596634 CF5181 13-piece New Year's Eve party set - silver-colored 
garland, horns and trumpets for New Year's Eve for 12 

15,99 £
4251285596641 CF5182 13-piece New Year's Eve party set - gold-colored 

garland, horns and trumpets for New Year's Eve for 12 
15,99 £

4251285596658 CF5195 3x New Year's Eve party hat - cylinder with glitter for 
New Year's Eve - headgear for New Year's Eve, carnival,

26,99 £
4251285596665 CF5196 3x New Year's Eve party hat - melon with glitter for 

New Year's Eve - headgear for New Year's Eve, carnival,
26,99 £

4251285596672 CF5197 2x New Year's Eve party hat - melon with glitter for 
New Year's Eve - headgear for New Year's Eve, carnival,

15,99 £
4251285596689 CF5198 2x New Year's Eve party hat - New Year's Eve hat in 

fedora design with sequins - headgear for New Year's E
17,99 £

4251285596696 CF5200 2x New Year's Eve party hat - cylinder "Happy New 
Year" for New Year's Eve - headgear for New Year's par

17,99 £
4251285596702 CF12825 3x Shooting Party Popper-Set 28cm, Confetti-Cannon 

for New Year's Eve, Parties, Birthdays, Confetti Bomb wi
26,99 £

4251285596726 CF5237 2x New Year's Eve party hat - cone hat "Happy New 
Year" for New Year's Eve - headgear for New Year's par

17,99 £
4251285596740 CF12793 6x drinking cups - plastic cups made of plastic - 

multifunctional cups in great colors - unbreakable
26,99 £

4251285596757 CF12394 2x Toilet brushes - Toilet Set of plastic with non-slip 
silicone foot - Toilet brush with brush holder in gray, tur

17,99 £
4251285596764 CF12872 2x ice scrapers made of sturdy plastic with ice breaker 

and scraping edge - ice scraper with whisk - window scr
15,99 £

4251805461688 CF12872 2x ice scrapers made of sturdy plastic with ice breaker 
and scraping edge - ice scraper with whisk - window scr

15,99 £
4251285596771 CF12796 5x plates - plastic plates made of melamine - reusable 

multifunctional plates in great colors - unbreakable [sele
26,99 £

4251285596801 CF12325 Elbow bandage size M - Joint protector with 
compression - Elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and 

11,99 £
4251285596832 CF12327 Wrist bandage size S - joint protector with compression 

- elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and breathable w
11,99 £

4251285596849 CF12327 Wrist Bandage Size M - Joint Protector with 
Compression - Elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and 

11,99 £
4251285596856 CF12327 Wrist bandage size L - compression joint cover - elastic, 

non-slip bandage, stabilizing and breathable wrist prote
11,99 £

4251285596863 CF12327 Wrist bandage size XL - Joint protector with 
compression - Elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and 

11,99 £
4251285596887 CF12326 Handbandage size M - Joint protector with compression 

- Elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and breathable h
11,99 £

4251285596917 CF12328 Ankle bandage size S - ankle padding with compression 
- elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and breathable fo

11,99 £
4251285596924 CF12328 Ankle bandage size M - ankle-padding with compression 

- elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and breathable fo
11,99 £

4251285596931 CF12328 Ankle Bandage Size L - Ankle-padded with compression 
- Elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and breathable fo

11,99 £
4251285596948 CF12328 Ankle bandage size XL - ankle pad with compression - 

elastic, non-slip bandage, stabilizing and breathable foot
11,99 £

4251285596955 CF10442 12x bottle openers in shark design as keychains in 
bright colors - party giveaways

11,99 £
4251285596955 CF10442 12x bottle openers in shark design as keychains in 

bright colors - party giveaways
11,99 £

4251285596962 CF12795 6x Bowl - Melamine plastic bowl - Multifunctional bowl 
in bright colors - unbreakable

26,99 £
4251285596979 CF12794 5x [!!! B-goods !!!] Drinking cup with handle - plastic 

cup made of melamine - multifunctional cup in bright co
17,99 £

4251285597372 CF4698 2x XXL foil balloon with motifs by Chase and Skye from 
"Paw Patrol" - Large foil balloon as decoration for childr

11,99 £
4251805427998 CF12707 2x research set for children - insect catching set with 

magnifying glass and pliers - discovery set for children -
15,99 £

4251285597006 CF12708 2x research set for children - insect catching set with 
magnifying glass, pliers and collection boxes - discovery

13,99 £
4251285597013 CF12548 saddlebag for bicycles - bicycle saddlebag with 

backpack function - 2in1 bicycle saddle bag for MTB, rac
15,99 £

4251285597044 CF12651 20x microfiber cloth, cleaning cloth for household, car, 
PC and cell phone, reusable cleaning cloths made of mic

15,99 £
4251285597099 CF5773 2x folding knife with bottle opener and socket key - 

pocket knife - belt knife for camping, fishing, hiking, mo
8,99 £

4251285597105 CF5773 4x folding knife with bottle opener and socket key - 
pocket knife - belt knife for camping, fishing, hiking, mo

8,99 £
4251285597112 CF12331 3x mop replacement head with synthetic strips, classic 

replacement mop with absorbent mop strips, wringing 
26,99 £
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4251285597129 CF11488 5x potato press bags made of 100% cotton - dumpling 
sack for making dumplings and dumplings - pressed clot

13,99 £
4251285597136 CF12332 5-piece floor cleaning set, 3-in-1, metal handle, wet 

mop, wet mop, washable microfiber cloth and broom
26,99 £

4251285597143 CF12332 5-piece floor cleaning set, 3-in-1, metal handle, wet 
mop, wet mop, washable microfiber cloth and broom

26,99 £
4251285597150 CF12332 5-piece floor cleaning set, 3-in-1, metal handle, wet 

mop, wet mop, washable microfiber cloth and broom
30,99 £

4251285597174 CF12743 2x 30m all-purpose rope with winding device, versatile 
masonry cord, braided line in eye-catching colors [color 

15,99 £
4251285597181 CF12364 2x 25m all-purpose rope, versatile fastening cord, 

clothesline and much more, braided line for DIY gifts
13,99 £

4251285597198 CF12737 2x Hanging storage - Practical hanging organizer - 
Storage for door and wall - Hanging cupboard for bathr

26,99 £
4251285597204 CF12736 Hanging storage - Practical hanging organizer - Storage 

for door and wall - Hanging cupboard for bathroom and 
17,99 £

4251285597211 CF12736 Hanging storage - Practical hanging organizer - Storage 
for door and wall - Hanging cupboard for bathroom and 

17,99 £
4251285597228 CF12545 Mini chest of drawers with 6 drawers - Small cabinet 

made of wood in vintage design - Storage in shabby chi
30,99 £

4251285597235 CF12876 Mini chest of drawers with 3 drawers - Small cabinet 
made of wood in vintage design - Decorative storage in 

26,99 £
4251285597242 CF12837 wine bottle holder, extravagant design bottle stand, 

metal sculpture as a decorative beverage bottle holder f
30,99 £

4251285597266 CF12834 wine bottle holder, extravagant design bottle stand, 
metal sculpture as a decorative beverage bottle holder f

30,99 £
4251285597280 CF12835 wine bottle holder, extravagant design bottle stand, 

metal sculpture as a decorative beverage bottle holder f
30,99 £

4251285597303 CF12836 wine bottle holder, extravagant design bottle stand, 
metal sculpture as a decorative beverage bottle holder f

30,99 £
4251285597334 CF12654 2x Luggage belt with robust buckle - 

Length adjustable suitcase strap
13,99 £

4251285597365 CF12653 2x Luggage belt with robust closure - 
High-quality suitcase strap in 2 colours

11,99 £
4251285597372 CF4698 2x XXL foil balloon with motifs by Chase and Skye from 

"Paw Patrol" - Large foil balloon as decoration for childr
11,99 £

4251285597396 CF0760 2x bibs for babies in blue, waterproof and washable 
with hook and koop fastener and transparent pocket on 

13,99 £
4251285597402 CF1781 door stopper with handle, heavy door holder, functional 

living accessory, stopper for windows and doors, ideal f
26,99 £

4251285597419 CF7502 2x Luggage strap in rainbow colours striped
 - Adjustable case strap

11,99 £
4251285597426 CF12652 Luggage strap cross consisting of 2 suitcase straps

 - High quality luggage belt
15,99 £

4251285597433 CF12611 scourer made of plastic, universal cleaning sponge with 
recessed grip and scouring pad, cleaning sponge [color 

8,99 £
4251285597440 CF12652 Luggage strap cross consisting of 2 suitcase straps

 - High quality luggage belt
11,99 £

4251285597471 CF12086 3x picture frame 13 x 18 cm for the most beautiful 
photos - stylish photo frame - frame for favorite pictures

15,99 £
4251805455939 CF9939 3x artificial snow - spray can with decorative snow - 

snow spray to decorate for Christmas
15,99 £

4251285597495 CF12530 8x Screw-on rollers
 - Furniture swivel castors 4x with and 4x without pivot 

15,99 £
4251285597501 CF5567 4x Screw-on rollers

 - Furniture swivel castors 2x with and 2x without swivel
26,99 £

4251285597525 CF5568 12x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tr

30,99 £
4251805436945 CF12639 3x ceramic hob scraper - universal scraper for smooth 

surfaces - practical ceran field scraper - hob scraper - gl
17,99 £

4251285597563 CF12305 36x Writable key rings - key labels for writing - key 
rings with writing field in various colorful motifs

15,99 £
4251285597563 CF12305 36x Writable key rings - key labels for writing - key 

rings with writing field in various colorful motifs
15,99 £

4251285597570 CF12890 7-Piece spatula set - Masonry spatula - Japan spatula 
and paint scraper - Spatula for hobby, construction, ren

15,99 £
4251285597587 CF12891 9-piece spatula set - Japan spatula and paint scraper - 

various spatulas for hobby, construction, renovation and
15,99 £

4251285597617 CF8720 2x sink mat universal in white, 30.5 x 30.5 cm, sink mat 
protects the surface of the sink and the dishes, can be c

15,99 £
4251285597624 CF12678 12-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 

oriental Çay set for 12 people in an elegant design
35,99 £
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4251285597648 CF12678 6-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 
oriental Çay set for 6 people in an elegant design

26,99 £
4251285597655 CF12683 6x Turkish tea glasses with 6x saucers, original oriental 

Çay set for 6 people in a traditional design
26,99 £

4251285597662 CF12689 6x Turkish tea glasses with 6x saucers, original oriental 
Çay set for 6 people in bright colors

35,99 £
4251285597679 CF12681 6x dessert bowl, colorful glass ice cream sundae for ice 

cream, desserts and fruit, dishwasher-safe dessert glass
26,99 £

4251285597686 CF12682 6x dessert bowl, colorful glass ice cream sundae for ice 
cream, desserts and fruit, dishwasher-safe dessert glass

26,99 £
4251285597693 CF12680 Black fruit bowl of glass - Decorative black glass bowl 

for fruit, snacks and more - Unique, salad bowl design C
17,99 £

4251285597709 CF12679 6x dip bowl, decorative serving bowl for dips, sauces, 
meze, ice cream and antipasti, snack bowl in tropical col

26,99 £
4251285597716 CF12687 12-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 

oriental Çay set for 12 people, gastro quality
26,99 £

4251285597723 CF12684 6-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 
oriental Çay set for 6 people in an elegant design

26,99 £
4251285597730 CF12685 6-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 

oriental Çay set for 6 people in a traditional design
17,99 £

4251285597747 CF12686 6-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 
oriental Çay set for 6 people in a traditional design

26,99 £
4251285597754 CF12688 6-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 

oriental Çay set for 6 people in an elegant design
26,99 £

4251285597761 CF12687 24-Piece tea glass set - Turkish tea glasses - Original 
oriental Çay set for 24 people - Gastro quality

35,99 £
4251285597778 CF12684 12-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 

oriental Çay set for 12 people in an elegant design
30,99 £

4251285597785 CF12685 12-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 
oriental Çay set for 12 people in a traditional design

30,99 £
4251285597792 CF12686 12-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 

oriental Çay set for 12 people in a traditional design
35,99 £

4251285597808 CF12688 12-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 
oriental Çay set for 12 people in an elegant design

35,99 £
4251285597815 CF0688 6x SAT cable flat, flexible window lead-through with 

standard coaxial cable, F socket - window adapter for S
15,99 £

4251285597822 CF6981 10x stylus, touch pen for non-contact, hygienic 
operation of touchscreens, smartphones and PIN entry f

13,99 £
4251285597839 CF6991 10x stylus, touch pen for non-contact, hygienic 

operation of touchscreens, smartphones and PIN entry f
15,99 £

4251285597846 CF6975 10x pen gift box, decorative pencil case for pens and 
fountain pens in school and office, perfect gift case for 

15,99 £
4251285597853 CF12898 10x pen gift bag, pencil case for pens and fountain pens 

in school and office, decorative gift case for pens
13,99 £

4251285597860 CF0760 2x bibs for babies in pink, waterproof and washable 
with hook and loop fastener and transparent pocket on 

13,99 £
4251285597884 CF12792 6x beach towel clips - large clips for greeting cards in 3 

designs - clips for beach towels, bath towels, cards
26,99 £

4251285597938 CF8680 8x flea and lice comb, nit comb for humans and 
animals, 9 x 5 cm

13,99 £
4251285597938 CF8680 8x flea and lice comb, nit comb for humans and 

animals, 9 x 5 cm
13,99 £

4251285597921 CF12276 2x clothes peg baskets - peg-design peg-bags - peg-peg 
bags for hanging

17,99 £
4251285597938 CF8680 8x flea and lice comb, nit comb for humans and 

animals, 9 x 5 cm
13,99 £

4251805447491 CF9944 2x Squeeze Ball - handy squeeze ball in great colours - 
anti-stress toy for children and adults [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251285597952 CF10114 4x reusable pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot 

water bottle design for folding - heat pad for cold days 
15,99 £

4251285597952 CF10114 4x reusable pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot 
water bottle design for folding - heat pad for cold days 

15,99 £
4251285597969 CF12904 18-piece hair comb set professional, hairdressing 

combs, premium men's and women's hair combs [color 
15,99 £

4251285598096 CF10237 4x flexible ice pack - cooling compress with 15 cooling 
cells - cooling pack for household, sport and leisure

15,99 £
4251285598126 CF14043 6x Ragout fin bowl - Ovenproof molds in red and 

orange - Creme brulee bowl - Dessert bowl with 185 ml 
30,99 £

4251285598133 CF9224 5x beach ball inflatable - beach ball water-repellent - 
beach ball for beach, pool and bathing lake - bathing to

17,99 £
4251285598140 CF5737 27-piece party tableware set - plates, cups, napkins, 

garlands - for pirate parties, children's birthday parties 
26,99 £
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4251285598157 CF3485 60-piece pirate giveaway set - invitations and party 
favors for children's birthday parties - pirate party acces

26,99 £
4251285598164 CF11773 2x thermometer for inside and outside - thermo-

hygrometer with degree Celsius scale - temperature and
13,99 £

4251285598164 CF11773 2x thermometer for inside and outside - thermo-
hygrometer with degree Celsius scale - temperature and

13,99 £
4251805468366 CF12559 47-piece party case for the birth of a boy - decoration 

for a gender reveal party - party accessory set with ball
26,99 £

4251805468359 CF12560 47-piece party case for the birth of a girl - decoration 
for a gender reveal party - party accessory set with ball

17,99 £
4251285598195 CF11582 coffee maker with French press system - coffee press 

also serves as a tea maker - coffee maker with glass cyli
26,99 £

4251285598218 CF12889 medication dispenser 7 days - medication box - pill box 
- tablet box - weekly dispenser [Language: German]

11,99 £
4251285598218 CF12889 medication dispenser 7 days - medication box - pill box 

- tablet box - weekly dispenser [Language: German]
11,99 £

4251285598225 CF12470 Inflatable palm for cooling
 - Drink cooler for barbecue or beach party, picnic, birth

15,99 £
4251285598249 CF15687 garland with snowflakes - Christmas garland - 

Snowflake garland for a Christmas decoration - Christm
11,99 £

4251285598256 CF12415 3x Artificial snow spray for trees - Spray can with 
decorative snow - Snow spray for decorating for Christm

26,99 £
4251285598492 CF12373 4x Premium chair covers - Cover for Christmas hat - 

Decoration to put on the chair for Christmas
17,99 £

4251285598287 CF5931 9x Christmas tree decorations in different colors - 
Christmas decoration snowflake - Christmas pendant in 

15,99 £
4251285598492 CF12373 4x Premium chair covers - Cover for Christmas hat - 

Decoration to put on the chair for Christmas
17,99 £

4251285598379 CF9806 21-piece giveaway set with unicorn motifs for children's 
birthdays consisting of balls, snap bracelets and key fob

26,99 £
4251285598393 CF5922 30x automotive fuses mini, set of flat fuses for the car, 

standard plug-in fuse for vehicles of all brands, 5-25 am
13,99 £

4251285598454 CF12913 2-piece set of edge seats, ladybirds, lucky charm 
decorative figures for indoor use, hand-painted, pair of f

15,99 £
4251285598461 CF1336 3x eyeshadow, eyeshadow palette, make-up for smokey 

eyes, 12 different shimmering, warm and cold shades
13,99 £

4251285598492 CF12373 4x Premium chair covers - Cover for Christmas hat - 
Decoration to put on the chair for Christmas

17,99 £
4251285598508 CF11326 4x keychain with bottle opener - keychain in mustache 

design - gift for men
13,99 £

4251285598515 CF12253 8x Tent pegs made of metal - Robust v-shaped tent 
pegs for camping and outdoors - Camping pegs heavy d

13,99 £
4251285598522 CF11430 6x mini luggage padlock - luggage lock with key - small 

luggage lock for luggage and travel bags
13,99 £

4251285598522 CF11430 6x mini luggage padlock - luggage lock with key - small 
luggage lock for luggage and travel bags

13,99 £
4251285598539 CF12268 2x lantern holder for camping and garden - lantern 

hook - hook for tent poles - suspension for tent lamp - h
15,99 £

4251285598539 CF12268 2x lantern holder for camping and garden - lantern 
hook - hook for tent poles - suspension for tent lamp - h

15,99 £
4251285598553 CF12802 4x Bath sponge for children - Bath ball with soft toy and 

net - Soap bags with different motifs [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285598560 CF12361 2x Bath sponge for children - Bath balls in animal 
design - Soap sponge with different motifs [selection va

15,99 £
4251285598577 CF5869 2x Wooden tray - Wooden tray rectangular with motive 

"Lieblingsessen" in two sizes - Serving tray with handles
26,99 £

4251285598584 CF12923 3x Flower Pot for Hanging for Balcony - Hanging Pot in 
Bright Colours for Plants and Herbs - Plant Pot with Hoo

17,99 £
4251285598591 CF12909 4-piece Place mat "Ice Princess" - Modern place mat in 

winter design [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251285598607 CF11810 12x Candle Easter egg for decoration - Candles in the 
form of Easter eggs - Egg candles for Easter decoration 

26,99 £
4251285598614 CF12920 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - felt Easter 

bunny to put on - felt bunny on wooden base [selection 
26,99 £

4251285598621 CF5834 2x Decorative bunny for Easter decoration - Easter 
bunny made of metal to stand on - Metal rabbit on woo

17,99 £
4251285598638 CF11816 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - metal 

Easter bunny to stand on - metal bunny on wooden bas
17,99 £

4251285598652 CF11827 4x wooden decorations for Easter - Easter decorations 
for placing in different colors [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251285598676 CF11712 3-piece set decorative rabbit figures, magnificent Easter 

bunnies made of ceramic in 3 colors with mother-of-pea
17,99 £
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4251285598683 CF11808 4-piece set of breakfast boards, melamine cutting 
boards with various funny Easter motifs, robust cutting 

17,99 £
4251285598690 CF9264 4x unicorn gym bag - Unicorn sports bag with magical 

unicorn motifs [selection varies!] - 42 x 32.5 cm
26,99 £

4251285598706 CF11201 72x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust ground 
pegs with peg puller in a case for camping and outdoors

30,99 £
4251285598713 CF11818 door sign Easter bunny, wooden rabbit with cord for 

hanging, decoration for Easter, welcome sign for the fro
17,99 £

4251285598720 CF11818 door sign Easter bunny, wooden rabbit with cord for 
hanging, decoration for Easter, welcome sign for the fro

17,99 £
4251285598737 CF6270 12x Meat hooks in S-shape - Chromed multi-purpose 

hooks - Universal hooks - Hanger connector steel for me
13,99 £

4251285598751 CF11813 2-piece set of decorative hangers, Easter bunny garland 
made of wood for hanging on doors, walls, windows, cu

15,99 £
4251285598768 CF11811 2x door sign Frohe Ostern, lettering with rabbits, Easter 

decoration, hanger for front doors, walls, windows
15,99 £

4251285598775 CF11812 2x door sign "Frohe Ostern", Easter decoration with 
green letters, hanger for front doors, walls, windows

15,99 £
4251285598782 CF5738 3-piece Easter set decorative egg with Easter greeting 

Happy Easter and sprinkle decoration, cement egg with 
17,99 £

4251285598805 CF0256 12x Corner protection, edge protection for table, chair 
or shelf - child safety silicone bumper - protection for ba

15,99 £
4251285598805 CF0256 12x Corner protection, edge protection for table, chair 

or shelf - child safety silicone bumper - protection for ba
15,99 £

4251285598812 CF11809 6x magic Easter egg towel made of 100% cotton, magic 
towel with different Easter motifs and Easter bunny with

26,99 £
4251285598829 CF9656 4x unicorn keychain made of metal and glass - Unicorn 

pendant for keychain and backpack - small talisman [col
17,99 £

4251285598829 CF9656 4x unicorn keychain made of metal and glass - Unicorn 
pendant for keychain and backpack - small talisman [col

17,99 £
4251285598836 CF9525 4x unicorn keyring for squeezing - magical squeeze 

unicorn pendant for keychain and backpack - small talis
17,99 £

4251285598843 CF11814 16-piece painting set Easter cup, cups with Easter motif, 
paints and brushes for children to paint themselves

26,99 £
4251285598881 CF11817 2x decorative figure glowing snow bunny, bunny with 

bobble, sweet bunny glows in the dark as a night light
15,99 £

4251285598898 CF11824 3x bunny decorative figures, sitting Easter bunnies 
made of wood, cute bunny family, great Easter decorati

15,99 £
4251285598904 CF12333 2x stainless steel soap with stainless steel soap dish - 

Environmentally friendly stainless steel soap - Ideal agai
15,99 £

4251285598904 CF12333 2x stainless steel soap with stainless steel soap dish - 
Environmentally friendly stainless steel soap - Ideal agai

15,99 £
4251285598904 CF12333 2x stainless steel soap with stainless steel soap dish - 

Environmentally friendly stainless steel soap - Ideal agai
15,99 £

4251285598911 CF12938 3-piece set of hand washing brushes made of stainless 
steel and stainless steel soap with soap dish - perfect cl

15,99 £
4251285598911 CF12938 3-piece set of hand washing brushes made of stainless 

steel and stainless steel soap with soap dish - perfect cl
15,99 £

4251285598911 CF12938 3-piece set of hand washing brushes made of stainless 
steel and stainless steel soap with soap dish - perfect cl

15,99 £
4251285598928 CF5739 17-piece Accessory set multi-function tools, segment 

saw blade, plunge-cut saw blade, scraper, sanding blan
26,99 £

4251285598935 CF5768 24-piece Multitool accessory set with segment saw 
blade, plunge-cut saw blade for wood and metal, scrape

26,99 £
4251285598942 CF5832 16-piece Accessory set with steel wire, wire brush for 

the drill, grinding pins, precision tool, grinding head set 
26,99 £

4251285598959 CF12663 20-piece Accessory set, grinding pins, precision tool, 
grinding head set for grinding, polishing and trimming, 

15,99 £
4251285598973 CF12808 4-piece set lunch box with cutlery and sauce box, lunch 

box for work, school, university and travel, lunch box di
11,99 £

4251285598980 CF12808 4-piece set lunch box with cutlery and sauce box, lunch 
box for work, school, university and travel, lunch box di

11,99 £
4251285598997 CF12808 4-piece set lunch box with cutlery and sauce box, lunch 

box for work, school, university and travel, lunch box di
11,99 £

4251285599017 CF12783 3x window thermometer - external thermometer for 
sticking to the window - adhesive window thermometer 

15,99 £
4251285599024 CF12362 4x toothbrush case, transport and storage box for hand 

toothbrushes, perfect toothbrush holder for traveling [c
11,99 £

4251285599031 CF12907 hanging fruit basket - hanging fruit basket - individually 
adjustable hanging étagère for the kitchen - hanging fru

30,99 £
4251285599048 CF12791 3x thermometer - analog thermometer for inside and 

outside - house and garden temperature meter with scal
15,99 £
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4251285599055 CF12388 32-piece reusable cutlery set, colorful knives, forks and 
spoons for children and camping, robust, colorful plastic

15,99 £
4251805444421 CF12932 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 

flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w
26,99 £

4251805444421 CF12932 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 
flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w

26,99 £
4251285599079 CF12940 24x Easter eggs in bright colors with ribbon for hanging 

- decoration for Easter with different motifs - 6 cm
17,99 £

4251285599086 CF12940 48x Easter eggs in bright colors with ribbon for hanging 
- decoration for Easter with different motifs - 6 cm

26,99 £
4251285599093 CF12939 24x Easter eggs in bright colors with ribbon for hanging 

- decoration for Easter - 6 cm
17,99 £

4251285599109 CF12939 48x Easter eggs in bright colors with ribbon for hanging 
- decoration for Easter - 6 cm

26,99 £
4251285599116 CF12941 24x Easter eggs in bright colors with ribbon for hanging 

- decoration for Easter with different motifs - 6 cm
15,99 £

4251285599123 CF12941 48x Easter eggs in bright colors with ribbon for hanging 
- decoration for Easter with different motifs - 6 cm

30,99 £
4251285599130 CF12947 4-piece set decorative figures bunny, cute Easter bunny 

family made of ceramic, great decoration for Easter (col
35,99 £

4251285599147 CF12841 12x cotton fabric bags with drawstring - reusable fabric 
bag with drawstring - unprinted, ideal for painting - OEK

26,99 £
4251285599154 CF12946 15x Easter egg candle for decoration - colorful candles 

in the form of Easter eggs - egg candles for Easter deco
26,99 £

4251285599161 CF12944 16x Felt coasters for drinks - Clover-shaped table 
coasters - Felt glass coasters - Drinks coasters

17,99 £
4251285599185 CF12722 door coat rack made of stainless steel with 6 hooks - 

wall coat rack to hang on the door - door hook for jacke
26,99 £

4251285599192 CF12887 4x Metallic spring clamp - Glue clamps with rubber 
coating - Spring clip for universal use at, 14.5 x 2.7 cm 

15,99 £
4251285599208 CF12798 8-piece set of fridge magnets, writable bubble-shaped 

magnets with pen, memo magnets for short messages
13,99 £

4251285599215 CF12806 12x fridge magnets, magnets for memos, notes and 
photos on refrigerator doors and whiteboards, clip mag

15,99 £
4251285599239 CF12630 2x swimming cap in different colors - swimming cap 

made of silicone - swimming cap for men and women in
15,99 £

4251285599239 CF12630 2x swimming cap in different colors - swimming cap 
made of silicone - swimming cap for men and women in

15,99 £
4251285599246 CF12884 2x shower basket in white with hooks - shower gel 

holder for hanging - hanging basket for the shower - sh
15,99 £

4251285599253 CF12782 4x storage basket without lid, plastic box as an 
organization system, storage box for office, garage, bas

17,99 £
4251285599260 CF12896 3x tick pliers for people and animals - tick remover for 

dogs and cats - tick gripper for removing ticks, splinters 
13,99 £

4251285599260 CF12896 3x tick pliers for people and animals - tick remover for 
dogs and cats - tick gripper for removing ticks, splinters 

13,99 £
4251285599277 CF12942 24x Easter Eggs White, decorative eggs plastic for 

crafting and painting, plastic eggs with ribbon for hangi
15,99 £

4251285599284 CF12942 48x Easter Eggs White, decorative eggs plastic for 
crafting and painting, plastic eggs with ribbon for hangi

26,99 £
4251285599291 CF12334 12x door stoppers made of rubber - self-adhesive door 

buffer - door handle protection for the wall - door handl
13,99 £

4251285599291 CF12334 12x door stoppers made of rubber - self-adhesive door 
buffer - door handle protection for the wall - door handl

13,99 £
4251285599307 CF12917 48x glue sticks, colorful glitter 7mm hot glue sticks for 

art and DIY projects, glue cartridges for hot glue guns
13,99 £

4251285599314 CF7010 Easter decoration & gift set - colorful raffia baskets, 
green Easter grass, egg colors - DIY Easter baskets - Ea

26,99 £
4251285599321 CF6623 4x raffia baskets and egg colors as decoration for Easter 

- Easter basket for collecting Easter eggs - Easter baske
17,99 £

4251285599338 CF12674 3600x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks for everyday use 
- toothpicks - wooden toothpicks - 6.5 cm

15,99 £
4251285599345 CF12900 200x straw made of kraft paper - Biodegradable 

drinking straws - Environmentally friendly paper straws 
15,99 £

4251285599352 CF12710 9x guy ropes with reflective strips, bright yellow tent 
guy ropes with rope tensioner, storm rope to guy tents 

17,99 £
4251805422030 CF12738 2x XXL LED light heart decoration hanger - LED lighting 

with flower pattern made of wood for windows, walls an
26,99 £

4251285599376 CF12918 6x jute cord, natural craft cord, brown twine, cords are 
good to use as a package cord and gift ribbon

17,99 £
4251285599383 CF12988 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 

Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for
30,99 £
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4251285599390 CF12989 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 
Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for

26,99 £
4251285599406 CF12990 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day outfits 

and accessories for Irish Festival - St. Patrick's Day hat 
30,99 £

4251805471595 CF12991 retro costumes 1920s women's disguise and various 
extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fringe seq

17,99 £
4251285599420 CF12991 Retro Costumes 20s Ladies' Costume and Various 

Extensions - Charleston Look - Vintage Flapper Fringed 
17,99 £

4251285599437 CF12992 4-piece accessory set for pirate costumes - ideal for 
carnivals, themed parties and costume events

15,99 £
4251285599437 CF12992 4-piece accessory set for pirate costumes - ideal for 

carnivals, themed parties and costume events
15,99 £

4251285599444 CF12993 2-piece accessory set for pirate costumes - ideal for 
carnivals, themed parties and costume events

26,99 £
4251285599451 CF12807 analog wall clock with large dial - beautiful clock for 

kitchen, living room, bedroom and office - Ø 20 cm
17,99 £

4251285599468 CF12807 analog wall clock with large dial - beautiful clock for 
kitchen, living room, bedroom and office - Ø 20 cm

15,99 £
4251285599475 CF12807 analog wall clock with large dial - beautiful clock for 

kitchen, living room, bedroom and office - Ø 20 cm
17,99 £

4251285599482 CF12994 2-piece accessory set for pirate costumes - ideal for 
carnivals, themed parties and costume events [selection

26,99 £
4251285599499 CF12995 Pirate costume set with red blouse and black satin belt 

for Mardi Gras, Carnival, Halloween, themed parties, ba
35,99 £

4251285599505 CF12996 3-piece Costume accessory set "Police" - Ideal outfit & 
accessory for carnival, carnival, Halloween, birthday, the

26,99 £
4251285599512 CF12335 24x coasters for drinks - table mat beverage coaster 

Maxi-Single / EP - retro vinyl coaster in vinyl design
15,99 £

4251805447750 CF12815 12x scented sachets with different scents - scented 
sachets for bathroom, drawers, cupboards, rooms and c

13,99 £
4251285599536 CF12363 6x tool holder made of sheet steel, wall bracket for 

garden tools and tools, universal double hook wall brack
15,99 £

4251285599543 CF8646 75-piece hair accessories set for girls - headband, hair 
clip and cable tie

15,99 £
4251285599598 CF12801 2x foldable straw made of stainless steel - rustproof and 

reusable - drinking straw with a telescopic brush as a gif
11,99 £

4251285599598 CF12801 2x foldable straw made of stainless steel - rustproof and 
reusable - drinking straw with a telescopic brush as a gif

11,99 £
4251285599604 CF12997 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 

Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for
30,99 £

4251285599611 CF12998 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 
Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for

26,99 £
4251285599628 CF12999 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 

Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for
26,99 £

4251285599635 CF13000 2-piece accessory set for pirate costumes - ideal for 
carnivals, themed parties and costume events

11,99 £
4251285599635 CF13000 2-piece accessory set for pirate costumes - ideal for 

carnivals, themed parties and costume events
11,99 £

4251285599642 CF12965 2x satin hair bands for pirate costumes - can also be 
used as a belt in black - ideal for carnivals, themed parti

13,99 £
4251285599642 CF12965 2x satin hair bands for pirate costumes - can also be 

used as a belt in black - ideal for carnivals, themed parti
13,99 £

4251285599659 CF13001 Leprechaun kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day 
costume - St. Patrick's Day fancy dress and accessories 

26,99 £
4251285599666 CF13002 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 

Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for
26,99 £

4251285599673 CF12985 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 
Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for

17,99 £
4251285599680 CF13003 St. Patrick's Day Kobold Costumes - Outfits and 

Accessories for Irish Festival - St. Patrick's Day Costume
17,99 £

4251285599697 CF13004 4-piece costume accessory set "Police" - ideal outfit & 
accessory for carnival, Halloween, birthday, themed part

30,99 £
4251285599703 CF13005 3-piece costume accessory set "Police" - ideal outfit & 

accessory for carnival, Halloween, birthday, themed part
26,99 £

4251285599710 CF13006 3-piece costume accessory set "Police" - ideal outfit & 
accessory for carnival, Halloween, birthday, themed part

26,99 £
4251285599727 CF13007 4-piece Costume accessory set "Police" - Ideal outfit & 

accessory for carnival, carnival, Halloween, birthday, the
35,99 £

4251285599734 CF12982 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 
Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for

17,99 £
4251285599741 CF12905 3x swim tires, swim ring in summer colors, colorful 

children's swim tires, Ø 47 cm [selection varies]
15,99 £
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4251285599758 CF12656 10x peeling knife made of stainless steel - sharp kitchen 
knife with 6.5 cm blade - potato knife in bright colors - 

11,99 £
4251285599765 CF12895 22-piece diving learning set, adventure diving toys for 

children, funny diving animals, underwater and bathtub 
15,99 £

4251285599772 CF12657 20x peeling knife made of stainless steel - sharp kitchen 
knife with 6.5 cm blade - potato knife in bright colors - 

15,99 £
4251285599789 CF13008 15-piece diving learning set, diving toys for children, 

diving rings and funny diving animals, underwater toys [
17,99 £

4251285599819 CF12951 Retro Costumes 20s Ladies' Costume and Various 
Extensions - Charleston Look - Vintage Flapper Fringed 

35,99 £
4251285599826 CF12952 Retro Costumes 20s Ladies' Costume and Various 

Extensions - Charleston Look - Vintage Flapper Fringed 
35,99 £

4251285599833 CF12952 Retro Costumes 20s Ladies' Costume and Various 
Extensions - Charleston Look - Vintage Flapper Fringed 

35,99 £
4251285599857 CF12977 Retro Costumes 20s Ladies' Costume and Various 

Extensions - Charleston Look - Vintage Flapper Fringed 
30,99 £

4251285599864 CF12968 Gangster hat - men&#39;s and women&#39;s hat - 
costume extension - for theme parties, carnival or carni

17,99 £
4251805471632 CF12954 Retro costumes 1920s women&#39;s disguise and 

various extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fri
15,99 £

4251285599901 CF12986 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 
Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for

57,99 £
4251285599918 CF12971 police costume set with black blouse and hat for Mardi 

Gras, Carnival, Halloween, themed parties, bachelor par
39,99 £

4251285599925 CF12958 3-piece magician accessory costume set consisting of 
glasses, tie and magic wand for Mardi Gras and Hallowe

26,99 £
4251285599932 CF12962 magic wand with light and sound for witches, wizards 

and magicians - ideal for carnival and Halloween for chil
17,99 £

4251285599949 CF12805 1x flower pot in heart shape - plant pot for flowers - 
plant pot for garden and balcony [selection varies]

35,99 £
4251285599956 CF12097 11-piece cosmetic set - cosmetic brush and make-up 

sponges in the shape of an egg - ideal for powder, crea
26,99 £

4251285599963 CF5092 12-piece cosmetic brush set in a small bag - make-up 
brush - make-up brush - eyelash and eyebrow brush

8,99 £
4251285599963 CF5092 12-piece cosmetic brush set in a small bag - make-up 

brush - make-up brush - eyelash and eyebrow brush
8,99 £

4251285599970 CF12173 10-piece mini cosmetic brush set - make-up brushes in 
5 sizes - make-up brushes for on the go

15,99 £
4251285599970 CF12173 10-piece mini cosmetic brush set - make-up brushes in 

5 sizes - make-up brushes for on the go
15,99 £

4251285599987 CF12173 14-piece make-up set - professional cosmetic brush and 
eyelash curler - make-up brush, eyebrow comb [color v

13,99 £
4251285599994 CF12649 10-piece make-up set - professional cosmetic brush, 

cosmetic organizer and eyelash clip [color varies!]
17,99 £

4251805400007 CF10373 4x sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of hand 
brush and dustpan - hand broom in gray / turquoise - d

17,99 £
4251805400014 CF12613 10x interdental brush, interdental brush with lid, teeth 

cleaning on the go and on the go, with peppermint flavo
8,99 £

4251805400014 CF12613 10x interdental brush, interdental brush with lid, teeth 
cleaning on the go and on the go, with peppermint flavo

8,99 £
4251805400021 CF12612 120x interdental brush, interdental brushes in the 

dispenser, dental care when traveling and on the go, to
13,99 £

4251805400021 CF12612 120x interdental brush, interdental brushes in the 
dispenser, dental care when traveling and on the go, to

13,99 £
4251805400045 CF13012 8-piece adhesive tape set, transparent adhesive film 

rolls with hand dispenser, adhesive strips for office, ho
11,99 £

4251805400052 CF12526 2x travel pill box, smaller, lighter 7 day medication 
dispenser, mini tablet box for 1 week vacation, travel an

11,99 £
4251805400069 CF12386 1,000 bamboo cotton swabs, environmentally friendly 

compostable care swabs made from bamboo and cotton
15,99 £

4251805400083 CF13011 9-piece facial cleaning set, facial cleaning device with 
brush, peeling and massage attachment, microfiber faci

17,99 £
4251805400090 CF12646 6x microfibre make-up removal tissues, small facial 

cleansing tissues for skin care and make-up removal, ge
13,99 £

4251805400106 CF13010 6-piece microfibre make-up remover set, facial 
cleansing wipes for skin care and make-up removal, gen

17,99 £
4251805400113 CF12871 2x LED hanging lamp with pull switch, wireless hanging 

lamp, battery-operated light bulb with cord switch, for c
13,99 £

4251805400137 CF12645 Cosmetic organizer with 6 compartments for hairbrush, 
lipstick, nail polish and make-up brush - Storage box for

17,99 £
4251805400144 CF12820 folding table made of wood - wooden table for garden, 

terrace and balcony - space-saving garden table - side t
48,99 £
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4251805400151 CF12819 2x Folding wooden chair - Folding director's chair - 
Garden chair, ideal for camping, fishing, outdoor

87,99 £
4251805400168 CF12527 parasol holder made of galvanized steel - ground spike 

for the ground - base for parasol on the beach - parasol
26,99 £

4251805415841 CF12919 parasol holder for screwing in - ground sleeve for the 
garden - base for umbrellas - earth spike - light plastic u

26,99 £
4251805400182 CF11977 6-piece screwdriver set - Magnetic screwdriver set - 

Phillips screwdriver and flat-blade screwdriver for work, 
26,99 £

4251805400199 CF12937 2x Maritime decoration ship made of wood - fishing 
trawler with fishing net and shells - wooden ship [color 

26,99 £
4251805400205 CF12899 decorative wooden sailing ship with rattan sail - 

decorative wooden boat with Mediterranean flair - mariti
17,99 £

4251805400212 CF12937 2x maritime decorative sailing ship made of wood in 
different sizes - decorative wooden boat with Mediterran

30,99 £
4251805400229 CF12930 Maritime decorative ship made of wood - fishing trawler 

with fishing net and shells - wooden ship for decoration 
15,99 £

4251805400229 CF12930 Maritime decorative ship made of wood - fishing trawler 
with fishing net and shells - wooden ship for decoration 

15,99 £
4251805400236 CF13009 2x Easter basket made of fabric for Easter eggs - Easter 

basket with beautiful motifs - Fabric basket for Easter e
17,99 £

4251805400236 CF13009 2x Easter basket made of fabric for Easter eggs - Easter 
basket with beautiful motifs - Fabric basket for Easter e

17,99 £
4251805400359 CF12934 Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter arrangement 

with Easter eggs - Decorative wreath for Easter - wonde
30,99 £

4251805400250 CF12935 Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter arrangement 
with Easter eggs - Decorative wreath for Easter - wonde

35,99 £
4251805400267 CF11971 8x glasses strap for sunglasses, reading glasses and 

sports glasses - reliable eyeglass cord for men and wom
15,99 £

4251805400267 CF11971 8x glasses strap for sunglasses, reading glasses and 
sports glasses - reliable eyeglass cord for men and wom

15,99 £
4251805400274 CF12785 chimney hole cover Ø 180 mm, blind cap as cover for 

disused chimneys, stovepipes and chimneys, galvanized
13,99 £

4251805400274 CF12785 chimney hole cover Ø 180 mm, blind cap as cover for 
disused chimneys, stovepipes and chimneys, galvanized

13,99 £
4251805400298 CF12929 100x clothes pegs with soft grip, strong clips for 

hanging bed linen, two-tone clothes pegs for hanging la
26,99 £

4251805400328 CF12179 3-piece callus remover set, electric rasp for gently 
removing calluses and calluses, manicure and pedicure i

15,99 £
4251805400359 CF12934 Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter arrangement 

with Easter eggs - Decorative wreath for Easter - wonde
30,99 £

4251805400366 CF13013 Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter arrangement 
with Easter eggs - Decorative wreath for Easter - wonde

30,99 £
4251805400373 CF13014 Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter arrangement 

with Easter eggs - Decorative wreath for Easter - wonde
35,99 £

4251805400380 CF12973 2x pirate saber - accessories for pirate costumes - ideal 
for carnivals, themed parties and costume events

26,99 £
4251805400397 CF12864 Nun in Pink - Costume Dress with white Gloves, Robe 

and Veil - Kimono Children's Costume in Various Sizes w
35,99 £

4251805400403 CF12864 Nun in Pink - Costume Dress in Various Sizes - Nun 
Costume with Nun Hood, white Gloves, Robe and Veil

35,99 £
4251805400410 CF12865 Kimono in Pink - Costume Dress in Various Sizes for 

Children Kimono Costume with Dress, Belt and Hair Acc
39,99 £

4251805400427 CF12865 Kimono in Pink - Costume Dress in Various Sizes for 
Children Kimono Costume with Dress, Belt and Hair Acc

39,99 £
4251805400434 CF12865 Kimono in Pink - Costume Dress in Various Sizes for 

Children Kimono Costume with Dress, Belt and Hair Acc
35,99 £

4251805400489 CF12868 red jumpsuit with hood - carnival costumes for adults - 
bank robber costume for man and woman in different si

35,99 £
4251805400496 CF12868 red jumpsuit with hood - carnival costumes for adults - 

bank robber costume for man and woman in different si
35,99 £

4251805400502 CF12868 red jumpsuit with hood - carnival costumes for adults - 
bank robber costume for man and woman in different si

35,99 £
4251805400519 CF12120 20x Mini wooden plate set for herbs and indoor plants, 

wooden stand for name tag, price stand with chalk for l
17,99 £

4251805400526 CF12926 2x Easter lettering made of wood, happy Easter 
greetings with an Easter bunny to stand, decorative sta

17,99 £
4251805400533 CF12928 4x Easter house felt, colorful Easter decoration, felt 

house with cute chicks and Easter eggs, perfect as a tab
15,99 £

4251805400540 CF12925 18x candle Easter egg for decoration - candles in the 
form of Easter eggs - egg candles for Easter decoration

15,99 £
4251805400557 CF12927 4x egg cup "Chicken" made of ceramic - egg cup set for 

Easter - colorful egg cups ideal for Easter decoration
15,99 £
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4251805400564 CF13021 3x drawer box, plastic storage box for children's toys, 
handicrafts, make-up, pens - practical sorting box [selec

26,99 £
4251805400571 CF13023 2x Drawer Box, Plastic Storage Box for Children's Toys, 

Handicrafts, Make-Up, Pens - Practical Sorting Box [Sele
26,99 £

4251805400588 CF13022 4x drawer box, plastic storage box for children's toys, 
handicrafts, make-up, pens - practical sorting box [selec

17,99 £
4251805400595 CF12945 4x Easter baskets with decorative grass and egg color - 

Easter baskets with real mountain meadow hay - bast b
26,99 £

4251805400625 CF13084 4x Easter decoration made of wood - Easter bunnies in 
an Easter egg to put up - Decoration stele in bright colo

30,99 £
4251805400649 CF13089 3-piece set of Easter decorations made of wood - 

standing Easter bunny and two little rabbits in a basket 
15,99 £

4251805400656 CF13033 4x Easter decorations made of wood - little Easter 
bunnies in an Easter basket with straw, feathers and Ea

17,99 £
4251805400663 CF13090 3x soccer ball rain poncho - disposable emergency 

poncho for concerts, stadiums, hiking, camping in a pra
11,99 £

4251805400670 CF13092 3x champagne bottle stopper, reusable stopper for 
champagne, wine and champagne bottles, universally fit

13,99 £
4251805400687 CF13083 Premium Decorative Figure Golden Bunny, magnificent 

Easter Bunny with gold-colored glitter dust, magnificent 
17,99 £

4251805400694 CF7167 24x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 
wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the Easter bouqu

30,99 £
4251805400700 CF13036 100x White decorative Easter eggs made of plastic - 

Plastic eggs for coloring and hanging - Plastic eggs for d
26,99 £

4251805400717 CF13037 25x White decorative Easter eggs made of plastic - 
Plastic eggs for coloring and hanging - Plastic eggs in di

26,99 £
4251805400724 CF13028 grave decoration in heart shape with angel - memorial 

stone with inscription, cross and roses - weatherproof gr
15,99 £

4251805400724 CF13028 grave decoration in heart shape with angel - memorial 
stone with inscription, cross and roses - weatherproof gr

15,99 £
4251805400731 CF13038 grave decoration in the shape of a heart with rose - 

memorial stone with holder for grave candle or funeral 
26,99 £

4251805400731 CF13038 grave decoration in the shape of a heart with rose - 
memorial stone with holder for grave candle or funeral 

26,99 £
4251805400748 CF13029 grave decoration seated angel, memorial stone with 

funeral angel, wings and roses, weatherproof grave dec
30,99 £

4251805400755 CF11825 30-piece decoration & gift set for Easter - Easter tags 
and eggs for decoration - Easter basket with grass and 

26,99 £
4251805400762 CF13097 24x Easter eggs made of plastic with decoration - Easter 

decoration in quail egg design with feather and grass - 
26,99 £

4251805400779 CF13093 24x Easter eggs for hanging - Patterned Easter 
decoration in different colors - Decorative Easter eggs m

17,99 £
4251805400786 CF13091 24x colorful Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations 

with floral patterns - Decorative Easter eggs in different 
26,99 £

4251805400793 CF13095 24x colorful Easter eggs to hang - Easter decoration 
with marbled stripes - Easter eggs decoration in colors a

15,99 £
4251805400809 CF13095 48x colorful Easter eggs to hang - Easter decoration 

with marbled stripes - Easter eggs decoration in colors a
26,99 £

4251805400816 CF13094 24x colorful Easter eggs for hanging - Easter decoration 
with color gradient - Easter eggs decoration in colors as 

13,99 £
4251805400823 CF13094 48x colorful Easter eggs to hang - Easter decoration 

with color gradient - Decoration Easter eggs in colors as
26,99 £

4251805400830 CF12924 15,99 £
4251805400878 CF13114 2-piece set of decorative bowls heart, matt black 

wooden bowl in the shape of a heart, vintage decoratio
17,99 £

4251805400885 CF13087 Lunch box in green with cutlery and 2 separate 
compartments - Lunch box for school & university and o

13,99 £
4251805400892 CF13087 Lunch box in blue with cutlery and 2 separate 

compartments - Lunch box for school, work and on the 
13,99 £

4251805400908 CF13087 Lunch box in pink with cutlery and 2 separate 
compartments - Lunch box for school, work, university a

13,99 £
4251805400915 CF13030 Deco bowl heart, real wood bowl in heart shape, very 

light solid wood, vintage deco, storage bowl for keys
26,99 £

4251805400922 CF13031 Deco bowl elongated, rectangular real wood bowl, very 
light solid wood, vintage deco, storage bowl for keys

15,99 £
4251805400939 CF10359 100g green DIY craft moss for Easter baskets - real 

decorative moss for crafting and decorating Easter bask
15,99 £

4251805400953 CF13086 lunch box in green with cutlery and sauce box - bento 
box for work, school, university and travel - lunch box is

11,99 £
4251805400960 CF13086 Lunch box in white with cutlery and sauce box - Bento 

box for work, school, university and travel [dishwasher 
13,99 £
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4251805401035 CF13085 2x egg box for 12 eggs - egg storage - egg container 
for the fridge - egg holder for fresh eggs - egg box - eg

15,99 £
4251805401059 CF13108 4x Easter baskets with decorative grass and egg color - 

Easter baskets with real mountain meadow hay - bast b
26,99 £

4251805401066 CF10670 12x bird repellant tips - pigeon repeller spikes for 
balcony and roof - pigeon spike - stainless steel 304 - 2

26,99 £
4251805401073 CF13113 Easter basket with blanket - wicker basket as a 

decoration for Easter - cute handle basket made of wov
17,99 £

4251805401080 CF13017 2x trivet - stainless steel trivet - size adjustable trivet for 
pots, pans, casserole dishes and roasters

26,99 £
4251805401097 CF13020 6-piece cleaning set, 4-in-1, broom, hand brush, 

dustpan, joint brush and dish brush, perfect cleaning st
30,99 £

4251805401103 CF7645 40x suction cup holder, multi-purpose hook with metal 
hook and slot for fairy lights and other decorations

13,99 £
4251805401110 CF6865 56-piece straw star set - Christmas tree decorations - 

straw pendant for the Christmas tree - natural Christma
26,99 £

4251805401127 CF9952 2x premium chair covers - Christmas decoration for 
chairs - protective covers in a Christmas design - seatin

17,99 £
4251805401134 CF6868 24-piece straw star set - straw pendant - Christmas tree 

ornament made of straw - Christmas tree hanging - Chri
17,99 £

4251805401141 CF12931 4x trivet made of bamboo - sustainable trivet for pots, 
pans, baking dishes and woks - natural trivet

17,99 £
4251805401158 CF6864 24-piece Straw star set - Christmas tree decorations - 

Christmas embellishments - Wooden Christmas shapes f
13,99 £

4251805401165 CF11660 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri

26,99 £
4251805401172 CF11874 100x suction cup holder for fairy lights - suction cups 

with slit in transparent blue - holder with suction cup for
13,99 £

4251805401189 CF13017 Saucer - Saucer made of stainless steel - Saucer 
adjustable in size for pots, pans, casserole dishes and ro

13,99 £
4251805401189 CF13017 Saucer - Saucer made of stainless steel - Saucer 

adjustable in size for pots, pans, casserole dishes and ro
13,99 £

4251805401196 CF12132 Christmas tree top as a Christmas tree ornament made 
of straw - straw star lace for the Christmas tree - Christ

13,99 £
4251805401202 CF12133 Christmas tree top as a Christmas tree ornament made 

of straw - straw star lace for the Christmas tree - Christ
11,99 £

4251805401219 CF15604 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 

43,99 £
4251805401219 CF15604 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 
43,99 £

4251805401226 CF11874 200x suction cup holder for fairy lights - suction cups 
with slit in transparent blue - holder with suction cup for

26,99 £
4251805401233 CF11804 12x drink coasters set round made of glass beads and 

polyester, glass coasters for glasses, Ø 10 cm
26,99 £

4251805401240 CF13015 56-piece party skewer set, wooden cocktail skewers for 
snacks, snacks, finger food, anti-pasti and tapas, cheese

26,99 £
4251805401257 CF13016 3x Door stopper in bright colors - heavy door stop - 

door stop for cellar door, front door, bathroom and livin
17,99 £

4251805401264 CF13019 3-piece knife set, sharp kitchen knives made of 
rustproof stainless steel with ergonomic stainless steel h

15,99 £
4251805401295 CF12803 14x sealing clips for bags - sealing clips made of plastic 

- bag clips for sealing and keeping things fresh
17,99 £

4251805401318 CF12804 24x sealing clips for bags - sealing clips made of plastic 
- bag clips for sealing and keeping fresh

15,99 £
4251805401332 CF13039 4x ice cube mold for 10 ice cubes each - ice cube 

container with silicone base for better handling - ice cub
15,99 £

4251805401349 CF13040 4x Coffee Cup with Heart - Coffee Mug Made of the 
Finest Ceramic - Coffee Pot for Cold and Hot Drinks - Te

26,99 £
4251805401356 CF13141 3-piece Easter decoration set, two wooden Easter eggs 

with LED lamps, lettering "Easter", table decorations to 
17,99 £

4251805401363 CF13050 2x wooden Easter eggs, wooden stand with 9 LED 
lamps each, table decoration to set up in spring, great 

26,99 £
4251805401370 CF13054 2x LED decorative heart made of wood, illuminated 

flower wreath to hang up, great mood lighting, perfect f
26,99 £

4251805401394 CF13055 12x place card holder in heart shape - place card holder 
for weddings - name tag - photo holder - holder for tabl

26,99 £
4251805401400 CF6645 4x coffee cup "Love" - coffee mug made of the finest 

ceramic - coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - tea cup - p
26,99 £

4251805401417 CF13129 6x decorative hanger, wooden Easter bunny, wooden 
figure to hang on plants and walls, cute Easter decorati

13,99 £
4251805401424 CF13133 6x decorative hanger, Easter egg with "Frohe Ostern" 

lettering, for hanging on plants and walls, metal Easter 
15,99 £
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4251805401431 CF13131 6x decorative hanger, wooden Easter egg with Easter 
bunny, wooden decoration for hanging on plants and w

13,99 £
4251805401448 CF13130 4-piece set of decorations for Easter, wooden Easter 

bunnies with flowers, Easter decorations to put on, woo
17,99 £

4251805401455 CF13147 4-piece set of decorations for Easter, large and small 
wooden Easter bunnies, Easter decorations to put on, w

15,99 £
4251805401462 CF13118 2x decorative ceramic Easter bunnies covered with 

grass - artfully crafted decorative figures for Easter deco
17,99 £

4251805401462 CF13118 2x decorative ceramic Easter bunnies covered with 
grass - artfully crafted decorative figures for Easter deco

17,99 £
4251805401479 CF13126 4x decorative Easter bunny made of ceramic with bow 

and flower - hand-made decorative figures for Easter de
15,99 £

4251805401486 CF13117 2x decorative Easter bunny for Easter decoration - 
decorative figures for Easter - decorative bunny in great

17,99 £
4251805401493 CF13148 6-piece decoration & gift set for Easter - colorful felt 

bag, natural Easter grass, Easter stickers, coloring pape
17,99 £

4251805401509 CF13149 6-piece decoration & gift set for Easter - colorful felt 
nest, natural Easter grass, Easter stickers, coloring pape

17,99 £
4251805401530 CF13112 80g Easter grass natural - for Easter nests, Easter 

baskets and gift packaging - perfect as Easter decoratio
13,99 £

4251805401547 CF13112 160g Easter grass natural - for Easter nests, Easter 
baskets and gift packaging - perfect as Easter decoratio

15,99 £
4251805401554 CF13115 2x decorative Easter bunny made of dolomite - 

decorative figure Easter bunny on shiny Easter egg in bl
26,99 £

4251805401585 CF13127 4x decorative sheep made of ceramic with flower - 
decorative figures for Easter decoration - decorative Eas

15,99 £
4251805401592 CF8916 3x Potting compound for flower arrangements in heart 

shape - Floral foam for fresh flowers - Sponge for crafti
35,99 £

4251805401608 CF13120 3x Easter plates made of melamine - decorative plates 
for Easter - Easter nest with Easter bunny and Easter eg

13,99 £
4251805401615 CF13125 2x decorative Easter bunny with chicks made from the 

finest ceramics - handmade decorative figures for Easte
15,99 £

4251805401622 CF13119 2x rabbit edge seats - Easter bunny made of ceramic - 
Easter decoration edge stool - spring decoration [selecti

17,99 £
4251805401639 CF13069 2x decoration stand for Easter, colorful Easter bunnies 

with glasses, Easter decoration to put on, wooden Easte
15,99 £

4251805401646 CF13052 4x Easter grass in 4 colours - Coloured paper wool for 
Easter decoration and Easter baskets - Coloured paper 

15,99 £
4251805401653 CF13052 8x Easter grass in 4 colours - Coloured paper wool for 

Easter decoration and Easter baskets - Coloured paper 
17,99 £

4251805401660 CF13056 2x decorative display in a maritime style with LED 
lighting - decorative pedestal to put down - decorative fi

17,99 £
4251805401677 CF13057 2x decorative display in a maritime style with LED 

lighting - decorative pedestal to put down - decorative fi
17,99 £

4251805401684 CF13175 4x decorative sheep made of ceramic with flower - 
decorative figures for Easter decoration - decorative Eas

17,99 £
4251805401691 CF4186 78-piece decoration set for Easter eggs with stickers, 

shrink wrap and egg color - egg decoration for Easter - 
13,99 £

4251805401691 CF4186 78-piece decoration set for Easter eggs with stickers, 
shrink wrap and egg color - egg decoration for Easter - 

13,99 £
4251805401707 CF13062 mini chest of drawers with 3 drawers - wooden cabinet 

in a maritime design - mini cabinet for storing jewelry, c
15,99 £

4251805401714 CF13060 Mini Storage Box with 3 Drawers - Wooden Storage 
Units with a Maritime Design - Mini Cabinet for Storing J

15,99 £
4251805401721 CF13059 mini chest of drawers with 4 drawers - wooden cabinets 

in a maritime design - mini cabinet for storing jewelry, c
17,99 £

4251805401738 CF13061 mini chest of drawers with 5 drawers - wooden cabinets 
in a maritime design - mini cabinet for storing jewelry, c

26,99 £
4251805401745 CF13049 2x decorative stand "lighthouse" with LED lighting - 

decorative pillar to put down - decorative figure in a ma
26,99 £

4251805401752 CF13184 2x decorative ceramic jar with lid - cookie jar in great 
colors with rabbit motif - Easter decoration with Easter 

30,99 £
4251805401769 CF13185 2-piece Easter crockery set consisting of a decorative 

ceramic jar with a lid and an Easter plate with a rabbit 
26,99 £

4251805401776 CF13186 2-piece Easter tableware set made of high-quality 
ceramic jar with lid and Easter plate with rabbit motif - 

26,99 £
4251805401783 CF13075 decorative wreath made of rattan, round wreath for 

decoration, home accessory for walls and floors, beautif
26,99 £

4251805401790 CF13074 decorative wreath made of rattan, round vintage rattan 
wreath for decoration, home accessory for walls and flo

26,99 £
4251805401806 CF13189 2x cutting board made of plastic - robust cutting board 

for the kitchen - boards for cutting meat and vegetables
26,99 £
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4251805401813 CF13190 Hanging decoration made of wood - spring decoration 
to hang up - natural Easter decoration with great motifs

15,99 £
4251805401943 CF13068 12x Easter eggs to hang - Easter decoration with a 

natural pattern - Easter egg decoration with feathers - S
26,99 £

4251805401967 CF13191 4-piece set of decorations for Easter, wooden Easter 
bunnies with flowers, Easter decorations to put on, woo

15,99 £
4251805401974 CF13067 Maritime Deco Sailing Ship with Shells - Wooden Boat 

with Linen Sails - Nautical Bathroom Deco [color selectio
26,99 £

4251805401981 CF13079 90-piece furniture glider set - self-adhesive chair glides 
made of plastic - anti-slip felt gliders in various sizes

11,99 £
4251805401981 CF13079 90-piece furniture glider set - self-adhesive chair glides 

made of plastic - anti-slip felt gliders in various sizes
11,99 £

4251805401998 CF13078 100-piece furniture glider set - self-adhesive chair glides 
made of rubber foam - anti-slip felt gliders in various siz

13,99 £
4251805401998 CF13078 100-piece furniture glider set - self-adhesive chair glides 

made of rubber foam - anti-slip felt gliders in various siz
13,99 £

4251805402001 CF13070 Maritime decoration ship "NO.01" - boat made of wood 
with canvas sails - nautical bathroom decoration - fishin

17,99 £
4251805402025 CF13077 122-piece furniture glides set - self-adhesive chair glides 

made of rubber foam - box with anti-slip felt glides in di
13,99 £

4251805402025 CF13077 122-piece furniture glides set - self-adhesive chair glides 
made of rubber foam - box with anti-slip felt glides in di

13,99 £
4251805402032 CF13078 50-piece furniture glider set - self-adhesive chair glides 

made of rubber foam - anti-slip felt gliders in various siz
13,99 £

4251805402032 CF13078 50-piece furniture glider set - self-adhesive chair glides 
made of rubber foam - anti-slip felt gliders in various siz

13,99 £
4251805402049 CF13078 50-piece furniture glider set - self-adhesive chair glides 

made of rubber foam - anti-slip felt gliders in various siz
13,99 £

4251805402049 CF13078 50-piece furniture glider set - self-adhesive chair glides 
made of rubber foam - anti-slip felt gliders in various siz

13,99 £
4251805402056 CF13193 8-piece wax crayons for candles set - wax liners in 

different colors - candle pen for painting candles - candl
13,99 £

4251805402063 CF13193 4-part wax crayons for candle set - wax liners in various 
colors - candle pen for painting candles - candle liners - 

11,99 £
4251805402070 CF13194 Plastic box with separate compartments - storage box - 

plastic box with lid - storage jar
26,99 £

4251805402087 CF13071 4x furniture pen - brown correction pens for furniture, 
repair pens to retouch scratches and scratches on wood

8,99 £
4251805402100 CF13153 Hanging Decoration with Wooden Beads - Wall 

Decoration in Maritime Colours - Decorative Hangers in 
15,99 £

4251805402117 CF13066 1x hanging pot, hanging flower pot made of solid wood 
with hemp cord, hanging basket for hanging plants, han

30,99 £
4251805402131 CF13199 2x Water bottle made of borosilicate glass - Glass 

drinking bottle for sports with stainless steel screw cap -
26,99 £

4251805402148 CF13080 2x inflatable ball, soft football and volleyball, soft 
children's ball, for swimming pool, beach, garden and at

17,99 £
4251805402162 CF13105 2x towel for long hair made of the finest microfiber - 

head towel with button - absorbent turban towel - show
15,99 £

4251805402162 CF13105 2x towel for long hair made of the finest microfiber - 
head towel with button - absorbent turban towel - show

15,99 £
4251805402179 CF13073 3x large shoehorn made of metal in different colors - 

shoehorn with extra long handle - dressing aid for shoes
15,99 £

4251805402186 CF11198 36x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou

17,99 £
4251805402193 CF7547 9x microfibre face cleaning cloths - GSM 250 gr/m² - 

gentle make-up remover to remove make-up from sensi
13,99 £

4251805402193 CF7547 9x microfibre face cleaning cloths - GSM 250 gr/m² - 
gentle make-up remover to remove make-up from sensi

13,99 £
4251805413557 CF13199 2x Water bottle made of borosilicate glass with stainless 

steel screw cap and thermal cover made of neoprene in 
30,99 £

4251805402216 CF13199 2x water bottle made of borosilicate glass - glass 
drinking bottle for sports with stainless steel screw cap -

30,99 £
4251805402223 CF13199 2x water bottle made of borosilicate glass - glass 

drinking bottle for sports with stainless steel screw cap -
35,99 £

4251805402315 CF6995 36x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou

26,99 £
4251805402322 CF13204 8-piece writing set for children - pencils and pencil 

sharpeners in owl design - wooden pencils, pencil sharp
15,99 £

4251805402346 CF13206 4x motif punches - punches with different motifs - motif 
punches for handicrafts for children and adults [Selectio

26,99 £
4251805402421 CF13171 2-piece snorkel set - diving goggles and snorkel for 

diving - diving mask for children and adults
26,99 £
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4251805402438 CF13169 diving goggles for children and adults - snorkeling 
goggles in blue - waterproof swimming goggles - diving 

26,99 £
4251805402445 CF13169 diving goggles for children and adults - snorkeling 

goggles in gray - waterproof swimming goggles - diving
26,99 £

4251805402452 CF13174 4x Frisbee for children and adults - throwing disc in the 
form of a ring - Frisbee disc 27 cm - flying disc in bright 

15,99 £
4251805402469 CF13172 2x Flying disc for children and adults - Flying disc for 

dogs - Flying disc 27 cm - Flying disc in bright colors [se
17,99 £

4251805402445 CF13169 diving goggles for children and adults - snorkeling 
goggles in gray - waterproof swimming goggles - diving

26,99 £
4251805402490 CF13170 3x swimming goggles for children between 3 and 8 

years - swimming mask in variegated colors - chlorine g
13,99 £

4251805402506 CF13211 3x feather duster, pink and white feather pompom, 
costume accessories for disguise as cleaning lady, maid 

17,99 £
4251805402513 CF13218 4x coffee pod jars in two sizes - decorative jar in a 

timeless design - storage container for coffee pods, coff
30,99 £

4251805402537 CF13213 2x large shoe horn made of stainless steel - shoehorn 
with extra long handle - donning aid for shoes - 51 cm

26,99 £
4251805402544 CF13213 4x large shoe horn made of stainless steel - shoehorn 

with extra long handle - donning aid for shoes - 51 cm
30,99 £

4251805402551 CF13215 16x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decoration with 
great painted patterns - Decorative Easter eggs Size: 6.

15,99 £
4251805402568 CF13220 48-piece egg painting set, decorative eggs with paint 

and brush as well as shrink film for decorating Easter eg
17,99 £

4251805402599 CF13157 7-piece knife block set with various knives and scissors - 
knife storage made of wood - sharp kitchen knives with 

35,99 £
4251805402605 CF13156 24-piece cutlery set for 6 people - stainless steel cutlery 

- cutlery with knife, fork, spoon, teaspoon - menu cutler
39,99 £

4251805402612 CF13143 Kitchen Roll Holder Standing in Red - Paper Roll Holder 
for the Kitchen - Standing Roll Holder Made of Stainless 

26,99 £
4251805402629 CF13145 cup stand made of stainless steel - cup tree in black - 

stylish cup holder for the kitchen - 34 cm
26,99 £

4251805402636 CF13146 Cup stand made of stainless steel - Cup tree in red - 
Stylish cup holder for the kitchen - Red kitchen cup hold

26,99 £
4251805402643 CF13144 kitchen roll holder standing in black - paper roll holder 

for the kitchen - standing roll holder made of stainless s
26,99 £

4251805402650 CF13044 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 
hook-and-loop fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer

17,99 £
4251805402667 CF13047 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 

hook-and-loop fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer
17,99 £

4251805434514 CF13048 2x Bottle cooler for on the go - champagne cooler 
sleeve with drawstring - cooling sleeve for cooling cham

26,99 £
4251805434507 CF13043 2x Bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 

quick release fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer, 
17,99 £

4251805402698 CF13167 3x Swimming tyres - 
Large swimming ring for bathing fun

17,99 £
4251805402704 CF13168 3x swimming rings - small swimming ring for bathing 

fun - children's swimming rings with colorful motifs [sele
15,99 £

4251805402711 CF13166 Swimming tyres
 - Large swim ring with handles

15,99 £
4251805402728 CF13046 2x cold pack for beverage cans - Cooling elements for 

the cool box, the cooler bag and on the go - Beverage c
17,99 £

4251805402742 CF13222 2-piece set of cutting boards made of beech wood, 
robust cutting and serving boards made of natural wood

17,99 £
4251805402759 CF10002 kitchen roll holder standing - paper roll holder for the 

kitchen - standing roll holder made of stainless steel - w
13,99 £

4251805402766 CF13221 Ghost costume for kids - Halloween costume ghost with 
hood - Carnival costume for kids - Ghost costume for bo

30,99 £
4251805402803 CF13173 2x ball pump with various adapters, blue hand air 

pump, air pump for swim rings, water toys and sports b
13,99 £

4251805402827 CF9364 kitchen roll holder standing with suction cup stand - 
paper roll holder for the kitchen - stainless steel roll hol

13,99 £
4251805402827 CF9364 kitchen roll holder standing with suction cup stand - 

paper roll holder for the kitchen - stainless steel roll hol
13,99 £

4251805402834 CF13045 cold pack for the cool box - cooling element for the cool 
bag - flexible cooling mat - large cool pack - 42 x 39 cm

15,99 £
4251805402841 CF10031 14-piece coaster set made of stainless steel, beverage 

coaster with holder, Ø 10 cm
17,99 £

4251805402858 CF13223 4x Easter baskets with deco grass and colored eggs - 
green Easter baskets with green grass - raffia basket wi

26,99 £
4251805402865 CF13174 8x Frisbee for children and adults - throwing disc in ring 

shape - Frisbee disc 27 cm - flying disc in bright colors [
26,99 £
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4251805402872 CF13172 4x Frisbee for children and adults - throwing disc for 
dogs - Frisbee disc 27 cm - flying disc in bright colors [s

30,99 £
4251805402889 CF2049 7-piece artificial blood set - blood spray and blood 

capsules for Halloween - make-up for vampire disguise
15,99 £

4251805402889 CF2049 7-piece artificial blood set - blood spray and blood 
capsules for Halloween - make-up for vampire disguise

15,99 £
4251805402902 CF13179 14-piece beach toy set - sand toys for beach and 

sandpit - bucket, shovel, molds and watering can [select
26,99 £

4251805402926 CF13179 7-piece beach toy set - sand toys for beach and sandpit 
- bucket, shovel, molds and watering can [selection vari

13,99 £
4251805402933 CF4363 2x electric manicure / pedicure set with 5 attachments - 

nail care set for perfect nails on hands and feet
15,99 £

4251805402988 CF7809 300g creative sand with sand molds, indoor modeling 
clay for playing and modeling, creative modeling clay fo

11,99 £
4251805402995 CF8811 6x Decorative Pendant Easter - Easter decoration made 

of wood in owl design - Decorative pendants for window
11,99 £

4251805402995 CF8811 6x Decorative Pendant Easter - Easter decoration made 
of wood in owl design - Decorative pendants for window

11,99 £
4251805403008 CF7810 500g creative sand with sand molds, indoor modeling 

clay for playing and modeling, creative modeling clay fo
17,99 £

4251805403015 CF13165 6x storage jar with lid - storage jar for herbs, tea, oils 
and spices - beautiful decorative glass - spice jar - stora

30,99 £
4251805403022 CF13165 3x storage jar with lid - storage jar for herbs, tea, oils 

and spices - beautiful decorative glass - spice jar - stora
17,99 £

4251805403039 CF13224 3-piece set birthday decoration with cake candles and 
confetti - decoration for the child's birthday [selection v

13,99 £
4251805403084 CF13234 4x Easter basket with chick and rabbit - Easter baskets 

for spring decoration - wicker baskets with decorative fi
17,99 £

4251805403107 CF8360 12-piece set with cowboy utensils with pistols, holsters, 
brands and belts - costume accessories for Mardi Gras a

26,99 £
4251805403114 CF10138 6x garment bag, garment cover with zipper and viewing 

window, protective cover for transport and storage of sh
30,99 £

4251805403121 CF3563 set of 4 travel toothbrushes ideal for traveling or 
camping the toothbrushes fit in almost any hand luggag

13,99 £
4251805403138 CF13229 candle holder for stick candles - candlestick in classic 

design - 3-armed candlestick - 39 cm
35,99 £

4251805403145 CF13225 5x Egg Cup with Bunny Ears - Easter Bunny Egg Cup for 
Easter Breakfast - Ceramic Egg Cup Set in Several Colou

26,99 £
4251805403152 CF13226 4x Egg Cups with Bunny Ears - Shiny Easter Bunny Egg 

Cups - Ceramic Egg Cup Set in Four Colours [selection v
26,99 £

4251805403176 CF13230 candle holder for stick candles - candlestick in classic 
design - 5-armed candlestick - 39.5 cm

39,99 £
4251805403183 CF13227 cake stand with 2 levels - cake stand for pastries - 

serving stand for chocolates and fruit - cake stand - ser
26,99 £

4251805403190 CF13228 cake stand with 3 levels - cake stand for pastries - 
serving stand for chocolates and fruit - cake stand - ser

39,99 £
4251805403213 CF13232 2x Freestyle Frisbee for children and adults - light 

throwing disc - waterproof frisbeing disc - 30 cm flying 
17,99 £

4251805403220 CF13233 2x inflatable crown in silver and gold-colored - king 
costume - queen costume - costume accessories ideal f

15,99 £
4251805403220 CF13233 2x inflatable crown in silver and gold-colored - king 

costume - queen costume - costume accessories ideal f
15,99 £

4251805403237 CF13232 4x Freestyle Frisbee for children and adults - light 
throwing disc - waterproof frisbeing disc - 30 cm flying 

17,99 £
4251805403251 CF13098 6x slime in a barrel - party gift for children's birthdays - 

colorful kneading slime for kneading - anti-stress slime -
15,99 £

4251805403299 CF13101 4x unicorn poop - glitter slime in unicorn colors - super 
slippery slime clay - giveaway for children's birthday par

15,99 £
4251805403329 CF8345 4x pocket warmer reusable - hand warmer with star 

motif for children - warming pad for cold days and for o
15,99 £

4251805403336 CF0278 2x Audio stereo cable 3.5mm - 4-pin jack plug to 2x 
3.5mm jack - Socket for connecting a headset

13,99 £
4251805403336 CF0278 2x Audio stereo cable 3.5mm - 4-pin jack plug to 2x 

3.5mm jack - Socket for connecting a headset
13,99 £

4251805403343 CF12452 LED candle arch as Christmas lighting - Candle bridge 
with 33 LEDs - Christmas arch lights - Modern candle bri

39,99 £
4251805403381 CF5956 garlic press in a set with silicone peeler and cleaning 

brush - garlic rocker with bottle opener - garlic cutter
17,99 £

4251805403398 CF12045 80 Meter binding wire - Plastic-coated wire in green - 
Garden wire with cutting device for gardening and hous

15,99 £
4251805403411 CF13137 2x Easter tea light - Easter decoration with Easter eggs 

and artificial flowers - Colorful table arrangement for Ea
17,99 £
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4251805403428 CF10665 36x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decoration with 
great motifs - Easter egg decoration - Hanging decorati

26,99 £
4251805403435 CF9761 3x plumber key fobs, various mini pliers made of metal, 

pendants in the style typical of the profession, sanitary t
11,99 £

4251805403435 CF9761 3x plumber key fobs, various mini pliers made of metal, 
pendants in the style typical of the profession, sanitary t

11,99 £
4251805403442 CF9761 3x gardener's keychain, saw, ax and spade made of 

metal, pendant in the typical style, garden tool for the k
11,99 £

4251805403442 CF9761 3x gardener's keychain, saw, ax and spade made of 
metal, pendant in the typical style, garden tool for the k

11,99 £
4251805403459 CF9761 4x carpenter keychain, hatchet and saws made of 

metal, pendant in the typical style, carpenter's tool for t
8,99 £

4251805403459 CF9761 4x carpenter keychain, hatchet and saws made of 
metal, pendant in the typical style, carpenter's tool for t

8,99 £
4251805403466 CF9762 4x workshop key chain, hammer and wrench made of 

metal, pendant in the typical style, tools for the key ring
13,99 £

4251805403466 CF9762 4x workshop key chain, hammer and wrench made of 
metal, pendant in the typical style, tools for the key ring

13,99 £
4251805403473 CF9761 3x Viking key chain, hammer and hatchet made of 

metal as a pendant, design in the medieval Viking style,
11,99 £

4251805403473 CF9761 3x Viking key chain, hammer and hatchet made of 
metal as a pendant, design in the medieval Viking style,

11,99 £
4251805403480 CF13231 6x filter cartridge type A - universal filter suitable for 

swimming pool pumps - replacement cartridge for 603, 
39,99 £

4251805403497 CF12943 4x Easter nest with sparrow bird and egg - Easter 
decoration - mini bird nest with brooding sparrow - spri

15,99 £
4251805403510 CF10537 bottle cooler transparent, container for cooling wine, 

sparkling wine, champagne or soft drinks, double-walled
26,99 £

4251805403527 CF9607 Large wine and champagne cooler, high quality 
stainless steel bottle bucket for parties, weddings and b

35,99 £
4251805403534 CF11198 36x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun
26,99 £

4251805403541 CF13103 make-up bag "Fluffy Rainbow" - cosmetic bag in bright 
colors - make-up bag - make-up bag for the handbag - t

17,99 £
4251805403541 CF13103 make-up bag "Fluffy Rainbow" - cosmetic bag in bright 

colors - make-up bag - make-up bag for the handbag - t
17,99 £

4251805403558 CF13241 4-piece set decorative figures rabbit - Easter bunnies 
made of ceramic - hanging decoration for Easter with di

26,99 £
4251805403565 CF13259 24 Piece Unicorn Party Favor Set - Purse, Keychain, 

Bouncy Balls and Snap Bracelets - Party Favors for Birth
15,99 £

4251805403572 CF13260 handle basket with Easter bunny and Easter grass, 
decorative basket as Easter nest for Easter eggs and gif

26,99 £
4251805403589 CF13111 100g mountain meadow hay for Easter nests - Easter 

decorations for handicrafts - natural Easter grass for Ea
11,99 £

4251805403596 CF13111 200g mountain meadow hay for Easter nests - Easter 
decorations for handicrafts - natural Easter grass for Ea

15,99 £
4251805403633 CF13267 set of 2 photo wire rope with 20 flower-shaped holders, 

approx. 200 cm, made of metal - photo wire with holder
11,99 £

4251805403633 CF13267 set of 2 photo wire rope with 20 flower-shaped holders, 
approx. 200 cm, made of metal - photo wire with holder

11,99 £
4251805403640 CF13238 2x bottle stopper deer, decorative silver deer as a cork 

stopper, bottle stopper as a stopper for wine, champagn
15,99 £

4251805403657 CF13269 16x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 
weighters - tablecloth holders - weatherproof tablecloth 

13,99 £
4251805403657 CF13269 16x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 

weighters - tablecloth holders - weatherproof tablecloth 
13,99 £

4251805403664 CF13269 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 
weighters - tablecloth holders - weatherproof tablecloth 

13,99 £
4251805403664 CF13269 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 

weighters - tablecloth holders - weatherproof tablecloth 
13,99 £

4251805403664 CF13269 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 
weighters - tablecloth holders - weatherproof tablecloth 

13,99 £
4251805403671 CF13235 decorative bowl made of wood - coated wooden bowl - 

wooden bowl for room decoration, snacks and fruit
26,99 £

4251805403688 CF13236 decorative bowl made of wood - coated wooden bowl - 
wooden bowl for room decoration, snacks and fruit

26,99 £
4251805403695 CF13237 decorative bowl made of wood - square wooden bowl 

coated - wooden bowl for room decoration, snacks and 
26,99 £

4251805403725 CF9901 2x draft stopper for doors and windows - microfibre 
wind stopper - save energy with draft stopper - 1kg doo

26,99 £
4251805403763 CF4679 4x Fine mesh kitchen sieve - Stainless steel sieve with 

reinforced handle - Stainless steel sieve in 2 variants
15,99 £
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4251805403770 CF4620 3x Kitchen sieve fine mesh - Stainless steel sieve with 
reinforced handle - Stainless steel sieve with 5 cm sieve 

15,99 £
4251805403787 CF13255 6x Planting Baskets for Bulbs, Planting Bowl for Growing 

and Storing Bulbous Plants, Small Green Onion Basket
15,99 £

4251805403794 CF13256 6x Planting Baskets for Bulbs, Planting Bowl for Growing 
and Storing Bulbous Plants, Large Green Onion Basket

26,99 £
4251805403800 CF13338 6-piece Set of planting baskets for bulbs - Growing 

planting bowl for planting and storing onion plants - Gre
26,99 £

4251805403817 CF13086 lunch box in gray with cutlery and sauce box - bento 
box for work, school, university and travel - lunch box is

13,99 £
4251805403824 CF8726 40x multifunction clips Ø 10mm for plant sticks, plant 

clips in green
15,99 £

4251805403831 CF10417 6x Bottle brush for cleaning - Cleaning brushes with 
sponge - Small hand brush for cleaning baby bottles an

17,99 £
4251805403930 CF13240 2x plastic water bottle - light drinking bottle for sport, 

school, university and leisure time, with screw cap and 
15,99 £

4251805403947 CF13240 2x plastic water bottle - light drinking bottle for sport, 
school, university and leisure time, with screw cap and 

15,99 £
4251805403954 CF13254 garden hose holder - powder-coated steel hose holder 

for garden, basement, shed - wall holder for garden hos
26,99 £

4251805403961 CF0678 12x LED mini flashlight, with snap hook as a key ring, 
ideal for school, sport, leisure, camping, outdoors [selec

26,99 £
4251805403978 CF10404 4x Hand brush - Plastic nail brush - Hand brush double-

sided - Cleaning brush for hands and fingernails
15,99 £

4251805403978 CF10404 4x Hand brush - Plastic nail brush - Hand brush double-
sided - Cleaning brush for hands and fingernails

15,99 £
4251805403978 CF10404 4x Hand brush - Plastic nail brush - Hand brush double-

sided - Cleaning brush for hands and fingernails
15,99 £

4251805403985 CF13414 3-piece garden tool set - double hoe, cultivator and 
flower rake in colourful - for garden and balcony

26,99 £
4251805403992 CF13414 3-piece garden tool set - double hoe, cultivator and 

flower rake in colourful - for garden and balcony
26,99 £

4251805404005 CF13414 3-piece garden tool set - double hoe, cultivator and 
flower rake in colourful - for garden and balcony

26,99 £
4251805404012 CF13263 2x pair of garden gloves in size 8 (M) - protective gloves 

in a floral design for women - work gloves with rubber c
11,99 £

4251805404029 CF13415 4x porcelain cereal bowl - dessert bowl with Christmas 
decor - snack bowl with star and snowflake motif for de

30,99 £
4251805404036 CF13416 4x Porcelain cereal bowl - Dessert bowl in a modern 

design - Snack bowl for dessert - Large serving dishes s
30,99 £

4251805404043 CF13417 4x porcelain coffee mug - coffee mug for Christmas - 
coffee pot for cold and hot beverages - 360 ml

26,99 £
4251805404050 CF13418 4x porcelain coffee mug - coffee mug in a modern 

design - coffee pot for cold and hot beverages - 330 ml
26,99 £

4251805404067 CF13419 4x Coffee mug made of porcelain - Coffee mug for 
Christmas with colorful motifs - Coffee pot for cold and 

30,99 £
4251805404074 CF13413 Inflatable Ball - Soft beach volleyball with net cover - 

Soft beach ball for swimming pool, beach, garden and a
15,99 £

4251285533479 CF8955 8x saucer made of cork round, Ø 19 x 0.5 cm, round 
saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis

15,99 £
4251285533479 CF8955 8x saucer made of cork round, Ø 19 x 0.5 cm, round 

saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household, heat-resis
15,99 £

4251805404098 CF9806 30-piece giveaway set with unicorn motifs for children's 
birthdays consisting of stickers, key fobs, bouncy ball an

17,99 £
4251805404104 CF13422 3x foil balloon "Happy Birthday" - balloons in three 

designs - birth decoration with colorful motifs
15,99 £

4251805404104 CF13422 3x foil balloon "Happy Birthday" - balloons in three 
designs - birth decoration with colorful motifs

15,99 £
4251805404111 CF12098 2x Balloons "Happy Birthday" - Foil balloon for birthday 

decoration - Birthday garland made of air balloons
15,99 £

4251805404111 CF12098 2x Balloons "Happy Birthday" - Foil balloon for birthday 
decoration - Birthday garland made of air balloons

15,99 £
4251805404128 CF12817 2x Balloons "Happy Birthday" - Foil balloon for birthday 

decoration - Birthday garland made of air balloons
15,99 £

4251805404128 CF12817 2x Balloons "Happy Birthday" - Foil balloon for birthday 
decoration - Birthday garland made of air balloons

15,99 £
4251805404135 CF13423 2x foil balloon "Happy Birthday" - balloons in two 

designs - birth decoration with colorful motifs
13,99 £

4251805404135 CF13423 2x foil balloon "Happy Birthday" - balloons in two 
designs - birth decoration with colorful motifs

13,99 £
4251805404142 CF13424 2-piece set of balloons - birthday decoration with foil 

balloon "Happy Birthday" - set of garland and firefightin
15,99 £
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4251805404142 CF13424 2-piece set of balloons - birthday decoration with foil 
balloon "Happy Birthday" - set of garland and firefightin

15,99 £
4251805404159 CF13425 2-piece set of balloons - birthday decoration with foil 

balloon "It's a boy" - set of garland and balloon in bottle
17,99 £

4251805404166 CF13425 2-piece set of balloons - birthday decoration with foil 
balloon "It's a girl" - set of garland and balloon in bottle 

17,99 £
4251805404227 CF13433 2x Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter 

arrangement with Easter eggs and artificial flowers - De
15,99 £

4251805404234 CF13249 Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter arrangement 
with Easter eggs - Door wreath, decorative wreath for E

30,99 £
4251805404241 CF11455 100x Premium Reusable Overshoes 11.9g each - Plastic 

Shoe Covers with Anti-Slip Soles - Reusable Slippers Ext
35,99 £

4251805404241 CF11455 100x Premium Reusable Overshoes 11.9g each - Plastic 
Shoe Covers with Anti-Slip Soles - Reusable Slippers Ext

35,99 £
4251805404258 CF11474 100x disposable overshoes 3g per overshoe - plastic 

overshoes - waterproof disposable overshoes - one size 
15,99 £

4251805404265 CF11474 200x Disposable overshoes 3g per overshoe - Plastic 
overshoes - Waterproof disposable overshoes - One size

26,99 £
4251805404272 CF13420 4x thermometer for inside - wooden thermometer with 

metal eyelet for hanging - temperature meter with scale
13,99 £

4251805404272 CF13420 4x thermometer for inside - wooden thermometer with 
metal eyelet for hanging - temperature meter with scale

13,99 £
4251805404289 CF13437 2-piece baking set with dough scraper and cake brush 

made of silicone - dough spatula for the kitchen - bakin
11,99 £

4251805404302 CF13248 Decorative bowl made of wood - Wooden tray for room 
decoration - Square wooden bowl for fruit and snacks - 

26,99 £
4251805404319 CF13428 fruit pickers for harvesting apples, cherries and plums - 

apple pickers with fabric bags - fruit harvesters - cherry 
15,99 £

4251805404326 CF13251 4x styrofoam ring for handicrafts - handicraft set made 
of styrofoam in a ring design - decorative material for fl

15,99 £
4251805404333 CF13384 2x mini Seppel hat with headband - headdress for 

Oktoberfest - mini traditional hat in one size
17,99 £

4251805404340 CF13250 500x wooden skewers - 30 cm long skewers - vegetable 
skewers in a set

17,99 £
4251805404357 CF13253 Folding stool - Stool with storage space - Storage box 

for sitting - 40 L
30,99 £

4251805404364 CF13253 Folding stool - Stool with storage space - Storage box 
for sitting - 40 L

30,99 £
4251805404371 CF13382 375x drinking straws - colorful straws - food safe 15,99 £
4251805404388 CF13383 500x drinking straws - straws in black / white - food 

safe
26,99 £

4251805404395 CF13431 cake ring with adjustable diameter made of stainless 
steel - high baking ring - cake ring for stacking cake bas

13,99 £
4251805404418 CF13427 pizza tray made of carbon steel with handle - pizza 

plate with non-stick coating - round baking tray for pizz
26,99 £

4251805404425 CF13426 baguette baking tray made of carbon steel - baguette 
tray for four baguettes - baguette shape for an optimal 

26,99 £
4251805404449 CF13385 2x safety glasses according to EN166 - safety glasses 

with front and side protection - eye protection for crafts
13,99 £

4251805404456 CF13386 6-piece facial massage set - massage device for relaxing 
and cleaning the face with 5 different attachments and t

15,99 £
4251805404463 CF9806 18-piece giveaway set with unicorn motifs for children's 

birthday parties consisting of balls, snap bracelets, key r
17,99 £

4251805404470 CF9538 4x Soap Bubble Sword - Soap Bubble Wand Set, Soap 
Bubble Bubble Wand in pink and blue for souvenirs, chil

15,99 £
4251805441321 CF7629 2x Garden Sprayer - Garden Hand Sprayer for Water 

Hose - Hose Attachment for Watering Garden, Beds and
15,99 £

4251805404500 CF8202 8x Ice scraper for the car - Windscreen scraper for the 
car - Window screen scraper - Car window scraper, 12 x

15,99 £
4251805404524 CF13453 XL Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made 

of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the C
26,99 £

4251805404531 CF13454 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top in real 
glass for Christmas - Christmas tree decoration - Xmas t

26,99 £
4251805404548 CF13456 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri
26,99 £

4251805404555 CF13457 Christmas tree top - Christmas tree top in real glass for 
Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Christmas tree

26,99 £
4251805404562 CF13461 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri
26,99 £

4251805404579 CF13462 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree-shaped top for 

26,99 £
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4251805404586 CF13463 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree-shaped top for 

26,99 £
4251805404593 CF13467 Christmas tree topper shiny - Christmas tree topper 

made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree topper
30,99 £

4251805404609 CF13468 Christmas tree topper shiny - Christmas tree topper 
made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree topper

30,99 £
4251805404616 CF13469 Christmas tree topper shiny - Christmas tree topper 

made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree topper
35,99 £

4251805404623 CF13470 Christmas tree topper shiny - Christmas tree topper 
made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree topper

26,99 £
4251805404630 CF13471 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri
26,99 £

4251805404647 CF13472 Christmas tree topper - Christmas tree topper made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree topper for the 

26,99 £
4251805404654 CF13473 Christmas tree topper - Christmas tree topper made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree topper for the 
26,99 £

4251805404661 CF13474 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri

26,99 £
4251805404678 CF13475 Christmas tree topper - Christmas tree topper made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree topper for the 
26,99 £

4251805404685 CF13476 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri

26,99 £
4251805404692 CF13477 Christmas tree topper - Christmas tree topper made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree topper for the 
26,99 £

4251805404708 CF13542 Christmas tree top with lettering - Christmas tree top 
made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for

26,99 £
4251805404715 CF13543 Christmas tree top with lettering - Christmas tree top 

made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for
26,99 £

4251805404722 CF13544 Christmas tree top with pattern - Christmas tree top 
made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for

26,99 £
4251805404739 CF13545 Christmas tree top with pattern - Christmas tree top 

made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for
26,99 £

4251805404746 CF13455 XL Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made 
of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the C

30,99 £
4251805404753 CF13546 parasol holder made of metal - parasol stand for 

balcony, terrace or table - balcony parasol holder XL
26,99 £

4251805404777 CF13548 2x inflatable beach ball - beach ball with summery 
motifs - giant beach ball for the beach and pool - bath t

26,99 £
4251805404784 CF13549 2x LED fairy lights with decorative glass bottles and 

cork closure - decorative fairy lights - battery-operated 
15,99 £

4251805404791 CF13553 4x garland in tropical design with various motifs - 
lantern garland for inside and outside - party decoration

15,99 £
4251805404807 CF13551 BBQ grill pan with practical removable handle made of 

stainless steel, grill basket for vegetarian dishes, vegeta
13,99 £

4251805404814 CF13550 20x Growing pots for plants - Plant pots for growing - 
Flower pot for plant growing

15,99 £
4251805404821 CF13547 inflatable swimming animal in flamingo design - bathing 

animal for the beach and pool - flamingo air mattress - 
30,99 £

4251805463750 CF11636 3x inflatable swimming ring in a cool design - colorful 
swimming ring - bathing fun for children and adults

30,99 £
4251805404852 CF13564 3x storage jar for storing food with lid for camping or 

picnic - for fruit, vegetables, snacks, muesli - bulk jar [s
26,99 £

4251805428247 CF13565 6x spray chalk in bright colors - chalk marker for 
painting and writing - street chalk for children - marking

26,99 £
4251805404876 CF13566 3x flower sprayer - spray bottle for watering plants - 

water spray bottle for water atomization
17,99 £

4251805404883 CF13563 Decorative bottle holder, wine bottle holder made of 
metal, wine stand for all standard wine bottles in vintag

30,99 £
4251805404890 CF13562 Decorative bottle holder, wine bottle holder made of 

metal, wine stand for all standard wine bottles in vintag
30,99 £

4251805404913 CF11241 6-piece garden tool set for children - small rake, shovel 
and spade made of robust metal and wood, perfect for 

17,99 £
4251805432923 CF13558 Magnetic fly curtain for insect protection - fly screen 

with magnet for the balcony door and patio door - door 
26,99 £

4251805404975 CF13556 2x cold frame fleece - garden fleece to protect against 
weather and insects - winter protection for plants - 1.5 

15,99 £
4251805404982 CF13557 2x Plant protection bag made of garden fleece - 

covering fleece with drawstring - winter fleece to protec
26,99 £

4251805405002 CF13560 3x flower and perennial holder - half-round bush 
support - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perenni

35,99 £
4251805405019 CF13559 2x flower and perennial holder - round bush support - 

bush support for flowers, tendrils and perennials
35,99 £
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4251805405026 CF13567 6x Washable hair chalk - hair mask for colorful strands 
of hair - highlights at festivals, parties or Halloween

15,99 £
4251805405040 CF9392 6x mice cat toy made of fabric - fabric mouse with 

stretchable tail - fur mouse to play with for the cat - 18 
15,99 £

4251805405057 CF13270 2x lunch box with two separate compartments - cold 
meat box - lunch box for on the go - storage jars - 23 x 

17,99 £
4251805405071 CF13273 3x fine sprayer made of metal - flower sprayer - spray 

bottle - water sprayer - 250 ml garden sprayer [selectio
17,99 £

4251805405118 CF13573 6-piece set consisting of lunch box and cutlery, with 
funny Indian motifs for boys and girls, lunch boxes with 

13,99 £
4251805405125 CF13574 5-piece travel set for children - transport bag with 

toothbrush mug, toothbrush case, comb and brush for b
13,99 £

4251805405132 CF13575 5-piece travel set for children - transport bag with 
toothbrush mug, toothbrush case, comb and brush for g

13,99 £
4251805405149 CF13576 2x toothbrush case for children - toothbrush case with 

Indian motif - toothbrush case in pink and blue
11,99 £

4251805405149 CF13576 2x toothbrush case for children - toothbrush case with 
Indian motif - toothbrush case in pink and blue

11,99 £
4251805405156 CF13577 2x hair brush for children - brush in pink and blue with 

Indian motif - children's brush for girls and boys
13,99 £

4251805405156 CF13577 2x hair brush for children - brush in pink and blue with 
Indian motif - children's brush for girls and boys

13,99 £
4251805405200 CF10925 10 kg charcoal briquettes made from apple wood, 100% 

natural wood charcoal for smoker, pellet and stand grills
35,99 £

4251805405231 CF9198 8x place mat - table mat for the kitchen - heat-resistant 
mat - washable mat - 30 x 45 cm

26,99 £
4251805434491 CF9299 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 

quick release fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer, 
13,99 £

4251805465570 CF10926 2x plastic tea strainer - tea strainer - fine tea filter for 
tea lovers - with stamp for squeezing

11,99 £
4251805405262 CF8604 24x flexible pencils - bending pencils - present part - 

party gift - children's birthdays
15,99 £

4251805405309 CF13580 10x anti-stress ball in the net - Squeezeball for children 
and adults - Crumple ball in bright colors

15,99 £
4251805405316 CF13581 3x anti-stress figure - squeeze toy unicorn - squeeze 

ball for children and adults [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805405316 CF13581 3x anti-stress figure - squeeze toy unicorn - squeeze 
ball for children and adults [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805405323 CF13451 6x Anti-stress figure - squeeze toy unicorn - squeeze 

ball for children and adults [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251805405330 CF13450 4x LED illuminated bouncy ball with glitter and unicorn 
motifs - Glowing bouncy ball to play with [selection vari

15,99 £
4251805405354 CF8922 40x tent pegs made of galvanized steel - long and 

robust pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal
13,99 £

4251805405361 CF8922 80x tent pegs made of galvanized steel - long and 
robust pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal

30,99 £
4251805405378 CF9243 3x plastic kitchen sieve - powdered sugar sieve for 

baking - flour sieve for the kitchen - fine mesh - Ø 14.5c
15,99 £

4251805405385 CF13357 24x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in 
beautiful colors - Easter eggs - size: 6 cm [selection vari

17,99 £
4251805405392 CF13357 48x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in 

beautiful colors - Easter eggs - size: 6 cm [selection vari
26,99 £

4251805405415 CF13583 16-piece baking and kitchen set with measuring spoon 
and cookie cutters - measuring spoon and cookie cutter

11,99 £
4251805405422 CF13583 16-piece baking and kitchen set with measuring spoon 

and cookie cutters - measuring spoon and cookie cutter
11,99 £

4251805405439 CF13583 16-piece baking and kitchen set with measuring spoon 
and cookie cutters - measuring spoon and cookie cutter

11,99 £
4251805405446 CF13436 4x Irrigation ball for indoor plants - Automatic watering 

for potted plants - Water dispenser for plants - 350 ml
15,99 £

4251805425611 CF13281 3x Flowerpot made of bamboo fibres in bright colours - 
Herb pot - Cachepot - Ø 15 x 13.5 cm [choice of colors 

17,99 £
4251805425628 CF13282 3x Flowerpot made of bamboo fibres in bright colours - 

Herb pot - Cachepot - Ø 18.5 x 17 cm [choice of colors 
17,99 £

4251805405477 CF13280 4x flower pot made of metal in bright colors - herb pot - 
mini bucket - spice pot - Ø 15.5 x 14.5 cm - (color selec

17,99 £
4251805405484 CF13274 3x flower pot made of metal in bright colors - herb pot - 

mini bucket - spice pot - blue, yellow, dark green - Ø 18
15,99 £

4251805405507 CF13589 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones, 
berries and leaves - Decorative wreath - Christmas deco

43,99 £
4251805405514 CF13590 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with red berries 

and leaves - Autumn decorative wreath - Christmas dec
39,99 £
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4251805405521 CF13595 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones 
and white berries - decorative wreath - Christmas decor

39,99 £
4251805405538 CF13592 door wreath for autumn and winter - Advent wreath 

with orange berries and leaves - decorative wreath - Ch
43,99 £

4251805405545 CF13595 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones 
and white berries - decorative wreath - Christmas decor

39,99 £
4251805405552 CF13594 door wreath for autumn and winter - Advent wreath 

with orange berries and leaves - decorative wreath - Ch
30,99 £

4251805405569 CF13595 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones 
and white berries - decorative wreath - Christmas decor

26,99 £
4251805405576 CF13596 door wreath for autumn and winter - Advent wreath 

with orange berries and leaves - decorative wreath - Ch
26,99 £

4251805405583 CF13597 6x Christmas decorations in a bag with cones, stars and 
twigs - Christmas sprinkles - Table decorations - Advent

26,99 £
4251805405590 CF13598 6x Christmas decorations in a bag with cones, twigs and 

berries - Christmas sprinkles - handicraft set - table dec
26,99 £

4251805405606 CF13599 6x Christmas decorations in a bag with cones, twigs and 
moss - Christmas sprinkles - handicraft set - table decor

26,99 £
4251805405613 CF13600 3x Christmas Decorations in a Bag with Cones, Leaves 

and Wooden Discs - Christmas Accessories - DIY Set - T
13,99 £

4251805405620 CF13601 3x Christmas decorations in a bag with cones, bark and 
berries - Christmas sprinkles - handicraft set - table dec

15,99 £
4251805405637 CF13602 3x Christmas decorations in a bag with cones and twigs 

- Christmas sprinkles - handicraft set - table decorations
15,99 £

4251805405644 CF13603 8x coasters made of natural wood - glass coasters - 
coasters for glasses - wooden discs for handicrafts - Ø a

13,99 £
4251805405651 CF13604 30x Pine cones in golden color - Pine cones as 

Christmas decoration - Handicraft set - Pine cones Chris
15,99 £

4251805405668 CF13604 30x pine cones white lace - pine cones as Christmas 
decorations - cones decoration - sprinkle decoration - C

15,99 £
4251805405675 CF13604 30x Pine cones in white - Pine cones as christmas 

decorations - White pine cones for craft - White pinecon
15,99 £

4251805405682 CF9202 4x lunch box for on the go - lunch box in various sizes - 
storage jars for food, snacks, fruit, vegetables

17,99 £
4251805405699 CF9202 4x lunch box for on the go - lunch box in various sizes - 

storage jars for food, snacks, fruit, vegetables
17,99 £

4251805405705 CF9202 2x lunch box for on the go - lunch box in various sizes - 
storage boxes for food, snacks, fruit, vegetables

13,99 £
4251805405712 CF9202 4x lunch box for on the go - lunch box in various sizes - 

storage jars for food, snacks, fruit, vegetables
17,99 £

4251805405729 CF13329 3x pair of garden gloves in size S - protective gloves in 
flower design with rubber coating [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805405736 CF13329 3x pair of garden gloves in size M - protective gloves in 

flower design with rubber coating [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805405736 CF13329 3x pair of garden gloves in size M - protective gloves in 
flower design with rubber coating [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805405743 CF13329 3x pair of garden gloves in size L - protective gloves in 

flower design with rubber coating [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805405750 CF13330 3x pair of gardening gloves in size S - Protective gloves 
in flower design with rubber coating [selection varies]

11,99 £
4251805405767 CF13330 3x pair of garden gloves in size M - protective gloves in 

flower design with rubber coating [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251805405774 CF13330 3x pair of garden gloves in size L - protective gloves in 
flower design with rubber coating [selection varies]

11,99 £
4251805405798 CF10957 15x round shackles - small shackles with screw lock - 

curved shackles with eyebolts - stainless steel 304 - 9.5 
17,99 £

4251805405804 CF13311 4X 50 m green binding wire, winding wire for 
handicrafts, modeling and fixing plants - perfect for Chri

15,99 £
4251805405811 CF13311 4X 50 m binding wire, winding wire for handicrafts, 

modeling and fixing plants - perfect for Christmas decor
15,99 £

4251805405859 CF12307 Insect hotel made of wood - Bee hotel for garden and 
balcony - Insect house to hang up

26,99 £
4251805405866 CF13340 8x Plant Protection Bag Made of Garden Fleece - 

Covering Fleece with Drawstring - Cold Frame Fleece to 
30,99 £

4251805405873 CF13586 Insect hotel made of wood - Bee hotel for flying insects, 
ladybirds, butterflies and flies - Insect house to hang

30,99 £
4251805405880 CF13347 4x indoor greenhouse for growing plants - growing set 

for 48 plants - plant box for the home
26,99 £

4251805405897 CF13348 3x indoor greenhouse for growing plants - growing set 
for 36 plants - plant box for the home

17,99 £
4251805405903 CF13349 34-piece growing set, plant growing set with mini 

greenhouse and lots of accessories, for growing plants i
15,99 £
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4251805469530 CF13613 camping shower - compact solar shower with 15 L - 
mobile outdoor shower for camping, garden, beach and 

17,99 £
4251805405941 CF13610 folding spade with carrying bag - stable shovel - 

foldable field spade - spade made of steel for camping, 
30,99 £

4251805405958 CF13614 Party container in retro design - Transport box with 2 
levels and lifting insert - Cake container and food box

30,99 £
4251805405965 CF13614 Party container in retro design - Transport box with 2 

levels and lifting insert - Cake container and food box
30,99 £

4251805405972 CF13614 Party container in retro design - Transport box with 2 
levels and lifting insert - Cake container and food box

26,99 £
4251805405989 CF13390 2x Grill Brush - 3 in 1 BBQ Grill Brush with strong 

scraper made of stainless steel, wire cleaning brush and
15,99 £

4251805405996 CF13400 2x Sock Dryer with 18 Clothes Pins - Mini Rotary Clothes 
Dryer for Hanging - Tumble Dryer for Socks [Selection V

26,99 £
4251805406009 CF13391 2x cake rack for even, quick cooling - round cooling grill 

- stainless steel cake rack for kitchen and pastry shop - 
26,99 £

4251805406016 CF9589 6x slime with a popping sound in a can, dough clay in a 
garbage can, in cool colors, ideal as a gift

15,99 £
4251805406023 CF13387 3x Flat ice pack - Space-saving and ideal for cool box 

and cool bag - Narrow cooling element for camping and
26,99 £

4251805406030 CF13387 6x Flat ice pack - Space-saving and ideal for cool box 
and cool bag - Narrow cooling element for camping and

30,99 £
4251805406047 CF13585 6x Bubble Wand - Soap Bubble Sword - large soap 

bubbles for birthdays, garden parties and weddings - 35
26,99 £

4251805406061 CF13438 2x plant sack for potatoes - potato plant sack - green 
plant protection sack with handles and drainage holes - 

17,99 £
4251805406085 CF13378 2x Grill Fan - Grill Blower - Grill Lighter - Hand Blower - 

Bellows hand operated
15,99 £

4251805406092 CF13379 2x grill scraper with wooden handle - grill spatula made 
of stainless steel and wood - for turning grilled food suc

13,99 £
4251805406108 CF13346 3x 80m garden string, weatherproof yarn, tie string, 

string cord, garden tape for indoor and outdoor
15,99 £

4251805406115 CF13275 2x Pizza Cutter with protective cap - Stainless steel 
pizza roller - Pizza wheel - Pizza Cutter - Black, Red [sel

11,99 £
4251805406122 CF13279 2x pizza cutter - pizza roller, pizza wheel - pizza cutter 

made of stainless steel, sturdy handle and protective ca
8,99 £

4251805406139 CF3615 3x LED grave light - LED candle "eternal light" - Red 
grave candle with flickering effect

17,99 £
4251805406146 CF3615 6x LED grave light - LED candle "eternal light" - Red 

grave candle with flickering effect
30,99 £

4251805406153 CF13615 2-piece garden tool set - Garden shovel and flower fork 
made of sturdy and non-slip plastic, for garden and balc

13,99 £
4251805406160 CF13333 4x bottle coolers for on the go - cold pack with closure - 

cooling sleeve for cooling beer, wine and soft drinks - ch
17,99 £

4251805461312 CF13312 3x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 
summer motifs - cooling sleeve for beer, wine and soft 

15,99 £
4251805406191 CF13306 4x mop slippers for floor cleaning, reusable cleaning 

shoes, highly absorbent floor wiper made of microfibre, 
13,99 £

4251805406191 CF13306 4x mop slippers for floor cleaning, reusable cleaning 
shoes, highly absorbent floor wiper made of microfibre, 

13,99 £
4251805406207 CF13388 3x 50 cleaning cloths on a roll - Cleaning cloths for 

kitchen, bathroom and household - Multi-purpose rags i
17,99 £

4251805406214 CF13318 3x toilet brush - toilet brush with holder - toilet brush 
made of plastic - toilet brush in modern colors [selection

26,99 £
4251805406221 CF13618 2x Tool box empty - Mini tool box with lid and carrying 

handle - Small tool box for accessories
17,99 £

4251805406238 CF13337 2x spirit level made of aluminum - metal spirit level 30 
cm long - aluminum spirit level with horizontal, vertical 

13,99 £
4251805406238 CF13337 2x spirit level made of aluminum - metal spirit level 30 

cm long - aluminum spirit level with horizontal, vertical 
13,99 £

4251805406245 CF13339 2x spirit level made of aluminum - metal spirit level 40 
cm long - aluminum spirit level with horizontal, vertical 

15,99 £
4251805406252 CF13353 2x Spirit level made of aluminum - Aluminum spirit level 

with horizontal, vertical and 45 degree spirit level
15,99 £

4251805406269 CF13354 5x Folding rule made of plastic - 2 meter folding rule 
with 10 links - Meter rule metric in white

26,99 £
4251805406276 CF7397 200x green plastic plant binder - stabilize plants - tree 

binding tape - plant attachment - plant clips, 14 cm
11,99 £

4251805461640 CF4974 160x self-adhesive labels - household labels for glasses 
and bottles - stickers can be written on for the kitchen, 

8,99 £
4251805461640 CF4974 160x self-adhesive labels - household labels for glasses 

and bottles - stickers can be written on for the kitchen, 
8,99 £
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4251805406290 CF4974 400x Labels self-adhesive - Household labels for glasses 
and bottles - Stickers writable for kitchen, office, hobby

8,99 £
4251805406306 CF13617 7-part cleaning set - cleaning set for the household with 

many cleaning utensils such as brooms, buckets, brushe
30,99 £

4251805406313 CF13641 5-piece cleaning set, hand brush, dustpan, hand brush, 
dish brush and window puller, perfect cleaning starter s

15,99 £
4251805406320 CF13652 8-piece cultivation set - cultivation box with 24 plant 

pots and water tub for plant cultivation - indoor greenho
26,99 £

4251805406337 CF13656 8-piece growing kit, set with water trays, greenhouse 
cover and pot trays for growing indoor plants

17,99 £
4251805406344 CF13653 2x growing box for growing a total of 40 seedlings - 

growing set for the balcony, with tub, lid and 40 plant p
30,99 £

4251805406351 CF13657 2x Joint cleaner - Steel brush for weed removal - Joint 
brush for garden, terrace and pavements

17,99 £
4251805406368 CF13623 plant growth bag - Mini bed ideal for balcony and 

terrace - Plant bag for plants, vegetables, herbs, flowers
26,99 £

4251805406375 CF13621 2x foil tunnel - 6 meters of greenhouse foil with support 
bracket - plant tunnel for cold frames in the garden

35,99 £
4251805406382 CF13648 6-part wall hook assortment - painted metal hook - end 

piece for tension belts, luggage tensioners and guy rope
17,99 £

4251805406399 CF13626 4x Pair of protective gloves for work and garden - work 
gloves size M - Gloves according to DIN EN 338 for pain

15,99 £
4251805406405 CF13628 4x Pair of protective gloves for work and garden - Work 

gloves size L - Gloves according to DIN EN 338 for paint
15,99 £

4251805406412 CF13627 4x Pair of protective gloves for work and garden - work 
gloves size XL - Gloves for painters, mechanics, fitters a

15,99 £
4251805406436 CF13631 Wind chime made of bamboo - Sound play for outside - 

Chime to hang up for balcony and garden
26,99 £

4251805406443 CF13643 21-piece wooden kubb game as a popular outdoor 
game, Viking game, pawn skittles, Viking skittles

30,99 £
4251805406450 CF13639 8-piece screwdriver set - Screwdriver set magnetic - 

Cross screwdriver and slotted screwdriver
17,99 £

4251805406467 CF13620 6-piece screwdriver set - Compact screwdriver set - 
Phillips and slotted screwdrivers

17,99 £
4251805406474 CF13616 4-part window cleaning set with telescopic handle, 

window wiper, puller with rubber lip and microfibre repl
30,99 £

4251805406481 CF13646 3x cutting board made of plastic - robust cutting boards 
with holder - boards for cutting meat, fruit and vegetabl

30,99 £
4251805406498 CF13328 2x Rubber mallet with metal shaft

 - Camping hammer with anti-slip handle
15,99 £

4251805406504 CF13342 2x rubber hammer with fiberglass shaft - GRP camping 
hammer with non-slip rubberized handle - soft-face ham

15,99 £
4251805406511 CF13355 2x Rubber mallet with metal shaft - Camping hammer 

with peg extractor - Herring hammer for camping and cr
15,99 £

4251805406528 CF13443 3x ice cube mold for round ice cubes - Colorful plastic 
ice cube trays - Ice cube tray for 63 ice cubes [selection

17,99 £
4251805406535 CF13396 600x drinking straws 15 cm - Straws in two colors - 

Short drinking tubes for cocktails
26,99 £

4251805406542 CF13645 1x espresso maker for 3 cups - mocha pot in classic 
design - coffee maker - espresso pot - Italian coffee ma

17,99 £
4251805406559 CF13637 tea kettle 2.0 L - retro stainless steel kettle - kettle for 

boiling water - retro kettle
26,99 £

4251805406566 CF13644 stapling pliers, stable stapling device made of full metal, 
for 24/6 staples, stapling pliers with reloading mechanis

15,99 £
4251805406573 CF13622 hand tacker with accessories, powerful tool tacker with 

adjustable firing power and three different types of tacki
15,99 £

4251805406580 CF13446 40x Popcorn bags - Snack bag in traditional design - 
Popcorn boxes for movie nights, children's birthdays, pa

17,99 £
4251805406597 CF13345 3x Apple divider - Fruit slicer also for pears - Apple 

slicer made of stainless steel for coring [selection varies
13,99 £

4251805406603 CF13624 4-piece cheese serving set, cheese board made of 
bamboo and three different cheese knives, for serving c

13,99 £
4251805406610 CF13665 1.0 liter tea kettle - suitable for induction cookers - retro 

stainless steel kettle - kettle for boiling water - retro kett
17,99 £

4251805406634 CF13635 champagne cooler, cooling bucket for sparkling wine, 
wine and champagne, noble ice cooler for various bottle

26,99 £
4251805406641 CF13393 12x grill lighter ball, ignition balls as fire starter for 

fireplace, grill and campfire, natural lighter without che
15,99 £

4251805406658 CF13393 24x grill lighter ball, ignition balls as fire starter for 
fireplace, grill and campfire, natural lighter without che

26,99 £
4251805406665 CF10743 Folding box 32l - Transport box with handles - Sturdy 

storage box - Collapsible shopping basket
17,99 £
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4251805406672 CF13647 lunch box with spoon, 2 practical separate 
compartments, ideal box for breakfast, lunch and snack

13,99 £
4251805406689 CF13647 lunch box with spoon, 2 practical separate 

compartments, ideal box for breakfast, lunch and snack
13,99 £

4251805406702 CF13647 lunch box with spoon, 2 practical separate 
compartments, ideal box for breakfast, lunch and snack

13,99 £
4251805406726 CF13619 12-piece drawing set - Pencil set for beginners with 

chalk, charcoal, mannequin - Sketching and painting for
15,99 £

4251805406726 CF13619 12-piece drawing set - Pencil set for beginners with 
chalk, charcoal, mannequin - Sketching and painting for

15,99 £
4251805406733 CF13322 2x dog bowl made of stainless steel - food bowl for 

dogs and cats - food bowl with rubber rim for dog food 
17,99 £

4251805406740 CF13630 artificial plant in a pot, artificial green plant with large 
leaves for home, office, practice or office, very easy to c

17,99 £
4251805406757 CF13630 artificial plant in a pot, artificial green plant with 

medium-sized leaves for home, office, practice or office,
15,99 £

4251805406764 CF13630 artificial plant in a pot, artificial green plant with small 
leaves for home, office, practice or office, very easy to c

15,99 £
4251805406771 CF13655 4 Piece Bubble Set Bubble Gun with 4 oz Bubble Fluid 

and Accessories Battery Operated Bubble Gun
26,99 £

4251805406788 CF13655 4 Piece Bubble Set Bubble Gun with 4 oz Bubble Liquid 
and Accessories Battery Operated Bubble Gun

26,99 £
4251805406801 CF13640 7-piece dart set, classic dartboard with 6 steel darts 

(metal) in 2 colors, dartboard and arrows, back is a targ
26,99 £

4251805406825 CF13629 6x anti-stress ball - Squeeze ball for stress relief and 
play - Colorful squeeze ball in glittering colors [selection

26,99 £
4251805406832 CF13668 Pressure sprayer with adjustable brass nozzle - weed 

sprayer with 8 L capacity for plant protection products a
35,99 £

4251805406849 CF13671 Inflatable surfer - Air mattress Surfer - Swimming 
mattress with handles for children in bright colours

26,99 £
4251805406856 CF13671 Inflatable surfer - Air mattress Surfer - Swimming 

mattress with handles for children in bright colours
26,99 £

4251805406863 CF13673 1.7 L air pump, high-performance hand pump, air hand 
pump with double stroke, perfect for inflatables, air mat

26,99 £
4251805406870 CF13678 2.8 L air pump, high-performance hand pump, air hand 

pump with double stroke, perfect for inflatables, air mat
26,99 £

4251805406887 CF13702 12x street chalk in the form of a bar - chalk sticks XL in 
bright colors - blackboard chalk for painting on asphalt [

26,99 £
4251805406894 CF13693 12x street chalk in the form of a bar - chalk sticks XL in 

bright colors - blackboard chalk for painting on asphalt
26,99 £

4251805406900 CF13703 60x street chalk in the form of a stick - large chalk 
sticks in bright colors - blackboard chalk for painting on 

26,99 £
4251805406917 CF13704 45x street chalk in the form of a stick - large chalk 

sticks in bright colors - blackboard chalk for painting on 
17,99 £

4251805406924 CF13669 foot air pump with 2 air nozzles, air pump with 3 liter 
volume, for inflating and suctioning out mattresses and i

15,99 £
4251805406931 CF13670 foot air pump with 2 air nozzles, air pump with a 

volume of 5 liters, for inflating and vacuuming mattress
26,99 £

4251805406948 CF13667 6x anti-stress ball - squeeze ball for stress relief and 
play - squeeze ball with colorful balls [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805406955 CF13310 102-piece sewing set, complete set of sewing tools for 

beginners and advanced, sewing accessories in a practic
15,99 £

4251805406962 CF13445 1x feather duster with telescopic handle and 
replacement head, dust mop extra long and extendable,

15,99 £
4251805406986 CF13697 3x flower and perennial holder 35cm - round bush 

support - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perenni
26,99 £

4251805406993 CF13697 6x flower and perennial holder 35cm - bush support 
round - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perennial

35,99 £
4251805407006 CF13698 3x flower and perennial holders 45cm - round bush 

support - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perenni
30,99 £

4251805407013 CF13698 6x flower and perennial holder 45cm - bush support 
round - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perennial

30,99 £
4251805407020 CF13699 6x flower and perennial holder 55cm - round bush 

support - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perenni
30,99 £

4251805407044 CF13695 3x flower and perennial holder 100cm - round bush 
support - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perenni

39,99 £
4251805407051 CF13696 30m grass trimmer line, 2 rolls with 15m spare thread 

each for grass trimmer, brush cutter and brushcutter, 2.
13,99 £

4251805407051 CF13696 30m grass trimmer line, 2 rolls with 15m spare thread 
each for grass trimmer, brush cutter and brushcutter, 2.

13,99 £
4251805407068 CF13609 120x bamboo clothes pegs - wooden pegs, sustainable - 

pegs for hanging laundry - 7 cm
15,99 £
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4251805407068 CF13609 120x bamboo clothes pegs - wooden pegs, sustainable - 
pegs for hanging laundry - 7 cm

15,99 £
4251805407075 CF13305 48x Clothes pegs made of plastic - Clothes pegs with 

metal box in washing machine design - Clamps in differ
15,99 £

4251805407099 CF13705 3x large shoe horn made of plastic - shoehorn with a 
long handle - donning aid for shoes in different colors - 

17,99 £
4251805407105 CF10499 4x female urinal for on the go - mobile urination aid 

made of silicone - standing urination while traveling, fes
13,99 £

4251805407112 CF13334 3x Bath brush with long handle - Back brush for 
showering and bathing - Shower brush for massage and

15,99 £
4251805407129 CF13356 4x replacement cloth for floor wipers - microfibre 

replacement cloth for mop - cleaning cloths for the floor
15,99 £

4251805407129 CF13356 4x replacement cloth for floor wipers - microfibre 
replacement cloth for mop - cleaning cloths for the floor

15,99 £
4251805407136 CF11641 18x tent pegs made of plastic - ground anchors for 

camping, garden, beach - pegs with peg puller hole - ye
15,99 £

4251805407143 CF13672 swim tire with flamingo motif - swim ring for swimming 
fun - inflatable water ring for children and teenagers

15,99 £
4251805407150 CF13672 Swim tire with leaf motif - Swim ring for swimming fun - 

Inflatable water ring for children and teenagers - Aqua s
17,99 £

4251805407167 CF13672 swim tire with palm tree motif - swim ring for swimming 
fun - inflatable water ring for children and teenagers

17,99 £
4251805407174 CF13690 ball pistol - foam ball blaster - toy blaster with soft balls 

- toy pistol with compressed air pump mechanism
26,99 £

4251805407181 CF13690 ball pistol - foam ball blaster - toy blaster with soft balls 
- toy pistol with compressed air pump mechanism

26,99 £
4251805407198 CF13694 4x jumping bags for children - sack race game set with 

start & finish line - numbered jumping bags for children'
17,99 £

4251805407204 CF13689 18-piece games set for 4 people, playing sack races, 3-
leg races, egg-running and sack throwing, for the beach

26,99 £
4251805407235 CF13723 3x insect trap made of plastic - wasp trap for hanging - 

protection against wasps, flies and hornets
17,99 £

4251805407242 CF13733 snowman figure size L, sweet Christmas decoration, 
ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati

26,99 £
4251805407259 CF13734 snowman figure size XL, sweet Christmas decoration, 

ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati
26,99 £

4251805407266 CF13735 snowman figure size L, sweet Christmas decoration, 
ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati

26,99 £
4251805407273 CF13736 snowman figure size XL, sweet Christmas decoration, 

ideal as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorati
30,99 £

4251805407280 CF13737 snowman figure size L, winter decoration figure with 
pine cone body, loving Christmas details, gorgeous table

30,99 £
4251805407297 CF13738 snowman figure size M, winter decoration figure with 

pine cone body, loving Christmas details, gorgeous table
26,99 £

4251805407303 CF13739 snowman figure size M, winter decoration figure with 
pine cone body, loving Christmas details, gorgeous table

30,99 £
4251805407310 CF13740 snowman figure size L, winter decoration figure with 

pine cone body, loving Christmas details, gorgeous table
35,99 £

4251805407327 CF13741 Christmas Elf for Christmas Decoration - Winter Figure 
as Swedish Decorative Item - Cute Christmas Figure as 

26,99 £
4251805407334 CF13742 Christmas Elf for Christmas Decoration - Winter Figure 

as Swedish Decorative Item - Cute Christmas Figure as 
15,99 £

4251805407341 CF13743 Santa Claus figure size L, winter Santa Claus figure with 
pine cones, Christmas decorations, gorgeous table deco

26,99 £
4251805407358 CF13744 Santa Claus figure size XL, wintry Santa Claus figure 

with pine cones, Christmas decorations, gorgeous table 
26,99 £

4251805407365 CF13745 reindeer figure Rudolf size XL, winter moose figure with 
pine cone body, Christmas decoration, gorgeous table d

30,99 £
4251805407372 CF13746 reindeer figure Rudolf size L, wintry elk figure with pine 

cones, Christmas decorations, gorgeous table decoratio
26,99 £

4251805407389 CF13747 door wreath for Christmas - white advent wreath with 
glitter - decorative wreath - Christmas decoration - table

39,99 £
4251805407396 CF13748 door wreath for Christmas - white advent wreath with 

glitter - decorative wreath - Christmas decoration - table
39,99 £

4251805407402 CF13749 table wreath for Christmas - white advent wreath with 
glitter - decorative wreath with 4 tealight holders - Chris

35,99 £
4251805407419 CF13750 table wreath for Christmas - white advent wreath with 

glitter - decorative wreath with 4 tealight holders - Chris
43,99 £

4251805407426 CF13751 Christmas garland as decoration - White Advent garland 
with glitter - Reusable garland as Christmas decoration, 

35,99 £
4251805407433 CF13752 Decorative Christmas tree - decorative small jewelry 

tree - great table decoration in white with glitter - ideal 
35,99 £
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4251805407440 CF13753 Advent wreath elongated, Christmas candle holder for 4 
candles, candle holder, Advent arrangement, XL Advent 

43,99 £
4251805407457 CF13754 3x Garden bag with carrying handles - Foldable garden 

waste bag in 3 sizes - Tearproof folding bin for leaves a
30,99 £

4251805407464 CF11914 25x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for fixing weed fleece and foils - ground an

13,99 £
4251805407471 CF11914 50x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun
15,99 £

4251805407488 CF11914 100x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun

17,99 £
4251805407495 CF13756 25x Ground anchors made of coated steel - Robust 

ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - Groun
11,99 £

4251805407501 CF13756 50x Ground anchors made of coated steel - Robust 
ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - Groun

13,99 £
4251805407518 CF13756 100x Ground anchors made of coated steel - Robust 

ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - Groun
26,99 £

4251805407525 CF13757 25x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun

13,99 £
4251805407532 CF13757 50x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun
17,99 £

4251805407549 CF13757 100x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun

30,99 £
4251805407556 CF13758 5x 20 L plant sack for potatoes - Tomato tub with 

handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio
30,99 £

4251805407563 CF13759 5x 30 L plant sack for potatoes - Tomato tubs with 
handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio

35,99 £
4251805407570 CF13760 3x 60 L plant sack for potatoes - Tomato tubs with 

handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio
30,99 £

4251805407587 CF13760 5x 60 L plant sack for potatoes - Tomato tubs with 
handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio

43,99 £
4251805407594 CF13761 5x plant sack 95 L for potatoes - Tomato tub with 

handles - Plant bag - Tomato plant pot - Plant protectio
43,99 £

4251805407617 CF13762 Paracord cord Ø 4 mm, 25 m - rope with 7 core strands 
for boats, camping, outdoor - nylon rope with 250 kg lo

15,99 £
4251805407624 CF13762 Paracord cord Ø 4 mm, 25 m - rope with 7 core strands 

for boats, camping, outdoor - nylon rope with 250 kg lo
17,99 £

4251805407631 CF13762 Paracord cord Ø 4 mm, 25 m - rope with 7 core strands 
for boats, camping, outdoor - nylon rope with 250 kg lo

15,99 £
4251805407648 CF13762 Paracord cord Ø 4 mm, 25 m - rope with 7 core strands 

for boats, camping, outdoor - nylon rope with 250 kg lo
15,99 £

4251805407655 CF13763 anti-slip mat for carpets - carpet underlay 200x80 cm - 
carpet stopper - non-slip mat in white - drawer mat

15,99 £
4251805407662 CF13764 anti-slip mat for carpets - carpet underlay 150x90 cm - 

carpet stopper - non-slip mat in white - drawer mat
13,99 £

4251805407679 CF13765 anti-slip mat for carpets - carpet underlay 180x120 cm - 
carpet stopper - non-slip mat in white - drawer mat

15,99 £
4251805407686 CF13766 anti-slip mat for carpets - carpet underlay 210x150 cm - 

carpet stopper - non-slip mat in white - drawer mat
17,99 £

4251805407693 CF13767 anti-slip mat for carpets - carpet underlay Ø 120 cm - 
carpet stopper - non-slip mat in white - drawer mat

15,99 £
4251805407709 CF13768 anti-slip mat for carpets - carpet underlay Ø 160 cm - 

carpet stopper - non-slip mat in white - drawer mat
17,99 £

4251805407716 CF13769 Anti-slip mat for carpets - Carpet stopper - Non-slip mat 
in white - Drawer mat - Rubber matting roll - Underlay c

17,99 £
4251805407723 CF13770 anti-slip mat for carpets - carpet underlay Ø 240 cm - 

carpet stopper - non-slip mat in white - drawer mat
26,99 £

4251805407730 CF13713 2x Bird repellent tape 45m - Reflector tape for bird 
repelling - Bird protection tape for deterrence - Bird tap

11,99 £
4251805407747 CF13712 LED solar outdoor lamp, bright solar lamp for outdoors, 

with twilight sensor and switch, made of rustproof stainl
26,99 £

4251805407754 CF12395 3 Herb pot with saucer - Plant pot for flowers and herbs 
- Decorative flower pot for garden - Balcony and apartm

26,99 £
4251805407785 CF13675 4x bath toys for children from two years - inflatable 

swimming animal - water toys for the bath tub - bath tu
15,99 £

4251805407792 CF13676 round paddling pool for children - inflatable children's 
pool - swimming pool - small above ground pool for the 

15,99 £
4251805419047 CF13674 air mattress for one person - air bed - inflatable 

mattress for camping and guests - guest mattress - 191
35,99 £

4251805407815 CF13681 2x Giant Mikado - Mikado XL made of wood - Outdoor 
parlor game - Garden game for the whole family

26,99 £
4251805407822 CF13687 2x water pistol - water spray guns for children and 

adults - water rifle with 450ml and 7 meter range - wat
26,99 £
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4251805407839 CF13632 decorative anchor in a modern style - maritime 
decorative figure made of aluminum - sculpture made of

48,99 £
4251805407853 CF13771 50x Peg protection cap - Washer for ground anchors - 

Bottom washer for pegs to protect the tent tarpaulin - T
13,99 £

4251805407860 CF13666 2x mason jar with clip lock - storage jars with rubber 
ring - storage jar airtight - wire bow jar - filling quantity 

26,99 £
4251805407877 CF13772 8-piece ground anchor set for trampoline attachment - 

ground anchor with tension belt - fastening anchor for s
39,99 £

4251805407884 CF13773 6-Piece storm strap set with peg, spring, belt and peg 
puller - Storm straps for awning and awning - Awning at

30,99 £
4251805407891 CF13706 4x inflatable water ball - beach ball water-repellent - 

beach ball in the design of football, volleyball, baseball, 
15,99 £

4251805407907 CF13724 Magnetic fly screen door - insect protection for the door 
- fly curtain with magnetic lock for balcony, terrace and 

11,99 £
4251805407921 CF13380 6x wooden cooking spoons in three different sizes - 

wooden spoon set for cooking - wooden cooking spoon
15,99 £

4251805407938 CF13809 3-piece kitchen aid set - cooking utensils with spatula, 
whisk and skimmer - cooking utensils with wooden hand

15,99 £
4251805407945 CF13320 4x trivet made of metal - trivet round for pots, pans, 

casserole dish, wok or teapot - Ø 15 cm
15,99 £

4251805407952 CF13321 4x trivet made of metal - coaster square for pots, pans, 
baking dish, wok or teapot - 15 x 15 cm

15,99 £
4251805407969 CF13278 3x lunch box in bright colors - lunch box for on the go - 

19 x 13 x 4.5 cm [color selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805407976 CF13688 water pistol XL with pump function - water gun with 
1000ml and 7m range - water toy for children

15,99 £
4251805407983 CF13688 water pistol XL with pump function - water gun with 

1000ml and 7m range - water toy for children
15,99 £

4251805407990 CF13700 6x artificial plant - artificial plants with white pot - 
artificial succulents - table decoration - window sill deco

26,99 £
4251805408003 CF13710 solar LED wall light, solar outdoor light made of 

weatherproof plastic, with twilight sensor, motion detect
15,99 £

4251805408027 CF13625 meat thermometer digital - grill thermometer - kitchen 
thermometer for cooking, baking and roasting - folding t

13,99 £
4251805408041 CF13298 2x drain strainer, strainer for kitchen sink, bathtub and 

spout, stainless steel and plastic, for large drains Ø 11.5
13,99 £

4251805408041 CF13298 2x drain strainer, strainer for kitchen sink, bathtub and 
spout, stainless steel and plastic, for large drains Ø 11.5

13,99 £
4251805408058 CF13711 Bicycle lock - armoured cable lock with alarm for 

bicycles - anti-theft device for bicycle, moped, scooter, 
17,99 £

4251805408065 CF12691 lunch box "Lama" for on the go - lunch box with 3 
compartments - breakfast box 22 x 15.5 x 6.5 cm - BPA

15,99 £
4251805408072 CF12692 lunch box "Lama" for on the go - lunch box with 3 

compartments - transparent breakfast box 22 x 15.5 x 6
15,99 £

4251805408089 CF12691 lunch box "Lama" for on the go - lunch box with 3 
compartments - breakfast box 22 x 15.5 x 6.5 cm - BPA

15,99 £
4251805408096 CF12692 lunch box "Lama" for on the go - lunch box with 3 

compartments - transparent breakfast box 22 x 15.5 x 6
15,99 £

4251805408133 CF11225 5-piece cleaning set, hand brush, dustpan, hand brush, 
dish brush and window puller, perfect cleaning starter s

15,99 £
4251805408140 CF10012 26x Closure clips XL made of plastic - Closure clips in 

different sizes and colours - Freezer bag clip for cornflak
13,99 £

4251805408157 CF6256 32x kebab skewers made of stainless steel - 22 cm long 
meat skewers - premium vegetable skewers in a set

26,99 £
4251805408164 CF13708 inflatable swimming animal in unicorn design - bath 

animal for the beach and pool - air mattress - bath islan
26,99 £

4251805408171 CF13717 2x Flying disc for children and adults - Throwing disc to 
play with - 30 cm flying discs - [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805408188 CF13707 Inflatable swimming animal in shark design - bathing 

animal for the beach and pool - air mattress - bathing is
26,99 £

4251805408195 CF13718 6-piece tool set with measuring tape, cutter knife, 
screwdriver, hammer and pliers - Ideal for travelling an

26,99 £
4251805408201 CF13715 5-piece set paint brushes - brushes in different sizes - 

universal brushes for craft, hobby, house, garden and ar
15,99 £

4251805408218 CF13714 10-piece set paint brushes - brushes in different sizes - 
universal brushes for craft, hobby, house, garden and ar

15,99 £
4251805408225 CF13729 8-piece combination wrench set - open-end wrench SW 

8 - 19 mm - wrench for workshop and household
15,99 £

4251805408232 CF12728 luminous star in 3D with LED lighting and timer in warm 
white for hanging, stable premium paper star in silver

30,99 £
4251805408249 CF12728 luminous star in 3D with LED lighting and timer in warm 

white to hang up, sturdy premium paper star in red
30,99 £
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4251805408256 CF12728 luminous star in 3D with LED lighting and timer in warm 
white for hanging, stable premium paper star in white

26,99 £
4251805408270 CF11930 3x spray bottle with scale - chemical-resistant pump 

sprayer for mineral oils, diluted acids, solvents, alkalis, 
26,99 £

4251805408294 CF13928 12x plastic bottle HDPE 520 ml - plastic bottles for filling 
cleaning, hygiene and detergents - chemical bottle with 

15,99 £
4251805408300 CF13929 12x plastic bottle HDPE 790 ml - plastic bottles for filling 

cleaning, hygiene and detergents - chemical bottle with 
17,99 £

4251805408317 CF13930 12x plastic bottle HDPE 1035 ml - plastic bottles for 
filling cleaning, hygiene and detergents - chemical bottl

26,99 £
4251805408348 CF13587 3x fan spray bottle, child-friendly spray fan, water 

sprayer for cooling down in summer, spray mist from mi
26,99 £

4251805408355 CF13912 4x flower sprayer - spray bottle with 28/400 thread for 
watering plants - water spray bottle for water atomizati

26,99 £
4251805408379 CF13375 4x skipping rope for children - 210 cm, length 

adjustable - jump rope in bright colors with glitter handl
17,99 £

4251805408386 CF13909 2x flower sprayer - spray bottle with 28/400 thread for 
watering plants - water spray bottle for water atomizati

15,99 £
4251805408393 CF11638 inflatable swim tires for children up to 6 years old - 

swim ring in fish design - swim aid ideal for the beach a
15,99 £

4251805408393 CF11638 inflatable swim tires for children up to 6 years old - 
swim ring in fish design - swim aid ideal for the beach a

15,99 £
4251805408409 CF11638 inflatable swim tires for children up to 6 years old - 

swim ring in parrot design - swim aid ideal for the beac
15,99 £

4251805408409 CF11638 inflatable swim tires for children up to 6 years old - 
swim ring in parrot design - swim aid ideal for the beac

15,99 £
4251805408416 CF13948 4x flower sprayer - spray bottle with 28/400 thread for 

watering plants - water spray bottle for water atomizati
26,99 £

4251805408423 CF11638 inflatable swim tires for children up to 6 years - swim 
ring in unicorn design - swim aid ideal for the beach and

15,99 £
4251805408423 CF11638 inflatable swim tires for children up to 6 years - swim 

ring in unicorn design - swim aid ideal for the beach and
15,99 £

4251805408430 CF13907 flower sprayer - spray bottle for watering plants - water 
spray bottle for water atomization

15,99 £
4251805408447 CF13894 3x flower sprayer - spray bottle with 28/400 thread for 

watering plants - water spray bottle for water atomizati
17,99 £

4251805408454 CF13893 3x flower sprayer - 360 degree spray bottle with 28/400 
thread for watering plants - overhead water spray bottle

26,99 £
4251805408461 CF13910 2x flower sprayer - 360 degree spray bottle with 28/400 

thread for watering plants - overhead water spray bottle
26,99 £

4251805408478 CF13891 2x spray bottle with scale - water pump sprayer with 
28/400 thread for household, garden, workshop, car - 9

26,99 £
4251805408485 CF13892 2x spray bottle - chemical-resistant 360 degree pump 

sprayer with 28/400 thread for silicone-based mineral fa
26,99 £

4251805408492 CF13950 2x spray bottle - chemical-resistant 360 degree pump 
sprayer with 28/400 thread for diluted acids, alkalis, oils

26,99 £
4251805408539 CF13728 8-piece double open-end wrench set - open-end wrench 

made of chrome vanadium steel - wrench SW 6 - 22 m
15,99 £

4251805408546 CF13910 flower sprayer - 360 degree spray bottle for watering 
plants - overhead water spray bottle for water atomizati

15,99 £
4251805408577 CF13951 6x spray attachment for spray bottles - spray head in 

three colors - sprayer with 28/400 thread
17,99 £

4251805408584 CF13952 6x spray attachment in 3 colors - spray head 28/400 
thread - attachment for spray bottles with NBR seal for 

17,99 £
4251805408591 CF13896 6x spray attachment - spray head with 28/400 thread - 

attachment for spray bottles - atomizer head with NBR s
17,99 £

4251805408607 CF13895 6x spray attachment - spray head with 28/400 thread - 
attachment for spray bottles - atomizer head with EPDM

15,99 £
4251805408614 CF13900 10x spray attachment for spray bottles - spray head 

made from recycled plastic - sprayer with 28/400 thread
26,99 £

4251805408621 CF13901 10x spray attachment for spray bottles - spray head 
made from recycled plastic - sprayer with 28/400 thread

17,99 £
4251805408638 CF13953 10x spray attachment for spray bottles - spray head 

made from recycled plastic - sprayer with 28/400 thread
17,99 £

4251805408645 CF13905 10x spray attachment for spray bottles - Mini spray 
head with safety clip and soft-touch handle - Sprayer wi

13,99 £
4251805408652 CF13906 10x spray attachment for spray bottles - Mini spray 

head with safety clip and soft-touch handle - Sprayer wi
13,99 £

4251805408669 CF13889 6x soap dispenser with screw cap - pump dispenser 
with 28/410 thread - dosing dispenser for bottles or can

15,99 £
4251805408690 CF13889 20x soap dispenser with screw cap - pump dispenser 

with 28/410 thread - dosing dispenser for bottles or can
26,99 £
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4251805441338 CF13845 2-piece garden hose set - water hose with 
multifunctional shower - 7.5m spiral hose for garden an

35,99 £
4251805441956 CF13844 8-piece garden hose set - hose reel with 15m garden 

hose and 5 adapters - hose reel for wall mounting
52,99 £

4251805408720 CF13856 20x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 
aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 

26,99 £
4251805408737 CF13849 15x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 

aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 
26,99 £

4251805408744 CF13858 20x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 
aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 

15,99 £
4251805408751 CF13855 20x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 

aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 
15,99 £

4251805408768 CF13848 20x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 
aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 

26,99 £
4251805408775 CF13850 20x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 

aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 
26,99 £

4251805408799 CF13853 10x grill bowl, disposable bowls made of aluminum, 
aluminum grill pan for grilling, cooking and baking, drip 

26,99 £
4251805408850 CF13802 33cm pizza stone plate with pizza pusher, bake pizza in 

the oven or grill, stone oven feeling, fireproof firebrick, 
35,99 £

4251805408867 CF13804 33cm Pizza stone plate with plate lifter - Pizza stone for 
bbq and oven - Baking stone oven - Pizza stone and pad

30,99 £
4251805408904 CF13838 2x Disposable grill - Handy disposable grill with coal and 

kindling aid - Grill for hiking, BBQ, picnic, camping, beac
26,99 £

4251805408928 CF13851 8x disposable aluminum serving platter, oval serving 
trays - oval aluminum bowls for wedding, catering, gast

15,99 £
4251805408935 CF13852 6x disposable aluminum serving platter, oval serving 

trays - oval aluminum dishes for wedding, catering, gast
26,99 £

4251805408942 CF13938 4-piece Garden hose set - 20m water hose with 
accessories - Irrigation hose with nozzle and adapter

35,99 £
4251805408959 CF13937 160x Fireplace lighter - Fire starter cubes made of FSC 

wood and vegetable oil - Stove lighter CO²-neutral for fi
17,99 £

4251805408966 CF13936 tripod stool, practical camping chair with strap, foldable 
3-leg stool for camping, beach, vacation and outdoor ac

26,99 £
4251805408973 CF13936 tripod stool, practical camping chair with strap, foldable 

3-leg stool for camping, beach, vacation and outdoor ac
26,99 £

4251805408980 CF13936 tripod stool, practical camping chair with strap, foldable 
3-leg stool for camping, beach, vacation and outdoor ac

26,99 £
4251805408997 CF13925 1 pair of galoshes, size L, waterproof silicone overshoes, 

reusable overshoes to protect the shoes, anti-slip sole
11,99 £

4251805409000 CF13925 1 pair of galoshes, size M, waterproof silicone 
overshoes, reusable overshoes to protect the shoes, ant

11,99 £
4251805409017 CF11935 3x Spray bottle - Chemical resistant pump sprayer with 

28/400 thread for fuels, mineral oils, diluted acids, alkali
17,99 £

4251805409024 CF11935 3x Spray bottle - Chemical resistant pump sprayer with 
28/400 thread for hydraulic fluids based on glycol, acids

17,99 £
4251805409031 CF13934 solar vole repeller, vole defense with ultrasound, 

electronic non-lethal defense against underground rode
26,99 £

4251805409079 CF13945 4x garden hose holder - rope and hose holder made of 
plastic for garden, cellar, shed - wall holder for garden h

15,99 £
4251805409093 CF13964 4x Reusable Pocket Warmer - Hand Warmer with 

Christmas Motifs for Children - Warming Pad for Cold Da
15,99 £

4251805409109 CF13965 4x Reusable Pocket Warmer - Hand Warmer with Cat 
Motif for Children - Warming Pad for Cold Days and for 

15,99 £
4251805409123 CF13813 bicycle smartphone bag, water-repellent bicycle bag for 

mobile phones, easy to mount on the bicycle frame
13,99 £

4251805409130 CF13814 bicycle handlebar bag, water-repellent bicycle bag for 
bicycle handlebars, easy to mount on the handlebars bik

15,99 £
4251805409147 CF13966 2-piece bike bag set, bike saddle bag & bike frame bag, 

water-repellent and easy to mount bike bags
15,99 £

4251805409154 CF13869 20-piece bicycle repair set, comprehensive bicycle tire 
repair kit with tire lever, patch, adhesive, multi-wrench 

13,99 £
4251805409161 CF13967 4x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in green - 

tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campin
13,99 £

4251805409178 CF13967 4x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in orange 
- tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campi

13,99 £
4251805409185 CF13967 4x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in yellow 

- tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campi
13,99 £

4251805409192 CF13967 8x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in yellow 
- tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campi

17,99 £
4251805409192 CF13967 8x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in yellow 

- tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campi
17,99 £
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4251805409208 CF13967 8x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in green - 
tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campin

17,99 £
4251805409208 CF13967 8x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in green - 

tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campin
17,99 £

4251805409215 CF13968 Men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - felt bottle bag for 
6 bottles - carrier for 6 bottles up to 0,5 L, grey/black, 2

11,99 £
4251805409222 CF13968 2x Men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - felt bottle bag 

for 6 bottles - carrier for 6 bottles up to 0,5 L, grey/blac
15,99 £

4251805409239 CF13968 4x Men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - felt bottle bag 
for 6 bottles - carrier for 6 bottles up to 0,5 L, grey/blac

26,99 £
4251805409246 CF11913 25x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun
15,99 £

4251805409253 CF11913 50x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun

26,99 £
4251805409260 CF13785 Bicycle lock - Armoured cable lock with combination lock 

for bicycles - Anti-theft device for bicycle, moped, scoot
13,99 £

4251805409260 CF13785 Bicycle lock - Armoured cable lock with combination lock 
for bicycles - Anti-theft device for bicycle, moped, scoot

13,99 £
4251805409277 CF13812 2x Backpack protection - Waterproof rain cover for 

school satchel and backpack - Rain cover with yellow ref
15,99 £

4251805409284 CF13811 54x street chalk in the form of a stick - large chalk 
sticks in bright colors - blackboard chalk for painting on 

17,99 £
4251805409291 CF13176 neoprene beach ball, water-repellent volleyball for 

garden, vacation and outdoor activities, also good for b
15,99 £

4251805409307 CF13176 neoprene beach ball, water-repellent volleyball for 
garden, vacation and outdoor activities, also good for b

15,99 £
4251805409314 CF13176 neoprene beach ball, water-repellent volleyball for 

garden, vacation and outdoor activities, also good for b
15,99 £

4251805409338 CF13177 neoprene beach ball, water-repellent handball for 
garden, vacation and outdoor activities, also good for b

15,99 £
4251805409345 CF13177 neoprene beach ball, water-repellent handball for 

garden, vacation and outdoor activities, also good for b
15,99 £

4251805409369 CF13969 draft excluder for the door - door bottom seal - draft 
excluder with double seal - protection against drafts and

15,99 £
4251805409376 CF13969 2x draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 

stopper with double seal - protection against drafts and 
26,99 £

4251805409383 CF13969 3x draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 
stopper with double seal - protection against drafts and 

26,99 £
4251805409413 CF13970 draft excluder for the door - door bottom seal - draft 

excluder with double seal - protection against drafts and
15,99 £

4251805409420 CF13970 2x draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 
stopper with double seal - protection against drafts and 

26,99 £
4251805409437 CF13970 3x draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 

stopper with double seal - protection against drafts and 
26,99 £

4251805409444 CF13944 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve - 
cooling sleeve for cooling beer, champagne, wine, water

26,99 £
4251805409451 CF13944 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve - 

cooling sleeve for cooling beer, champagne, wine, water
26,99 £

4251805409468 CF13944 2x Bottle cooler for on the go - Wine cooler sleeve - 
Cooling sleeve for cooling beer, champagne, wine, wate

26,99 £
4251805409475 CF7260 4x replacement cover for floor wipers - wiper cover 

made of microfibre chenille for thorough cleaning of you
17,99 £

4251805409505 CF13931 16-piece Hair comb set - Hairdressing comb for hair and 
beard - Styling comb for women, men and children

11,99 £
4251805409512 CF13730 2x pipe cleaning spiral 3 m - drainage spiral Ø 5 mm - 

pipe cleaning shaft for the drain
13,99 £

4251805409529 CF13389 3-piece travel set - inflatable neck cushion, eye mask 
and earplugs - travel accessories for airplane, car, bus a

13,99 £
4251805409529 CF13389 3-piece travel set - inflatable neck cushion, eye mask 

and earplugs - travel accessories for airplane, car, bus a
13,99 £

4251805409536 CF13389 3-piece travel set - inflatable neck cushion, eye mask 
and earplugs - travel accessories for airplane, car, bus a

13,99 £
4251805409536 CF13389 3-piece travel set - inflatable neck cushion, eye mask 

and earplugs - travel accessories for airplane, car, bus a
13,99 £

4251805409543 CF13389 3-piece travel set - inflatable neck cushion, eye mask 
and earplugs - travel accessories for airplane, car, bus a

13,99 £
4251805409543 CF13389 3-piece travel set - inflatable neck cushion, eye mask 

and earplugs - travel accessories for airplane, car, bus a
13,99 £

4251805409550 CF13633 seat cushion self-inflating with pocket - inflatable pillow 
in blue - travel cushion for camping and outdoor - beach

17,99 £
4251805409574 CF13633 seat cushion self-inflating with pocket - inflatable pillow 

in green - travel cushion for camping and outdoor - bea
15,99 £
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4251805409581 CF13692 4x water gun for children in Dino design - water toys in 
blue and pink - water spray gun for girls and boys

17,99 £
4251805409598 CF13982 Christmas star to hang - Decorative star for Christmas 

decoration - Star for decoration of New Year's Eve, wed
15,99 £

4251805409604 CF13658 12x soap bubbles for children each 50 ml vial - soap 
bubble liquid with stick - children's birthday party gift - [

17,99 £
4251805409611 CF13982 Christmas star decorations - Decorative star as 

Christmas decoration - Paper star decorations - Large h
15,99 £

4251805409628 CF13982 Christmas star to hang - Decorative star for Christmas 
decoration - Star for decoration of New Year's Eve, wed

15,99 £
4251805409635 CF13983 25x Cable ties with knobs - Cable ties transparent and 

reusable - Plastic mounting for cables, garlands, fairy lig
11,99 £

4251805409642 CF13984 20x Suction cup - Universal suction cup holder with 
metal hook - Suction cups for hanging up fairy lights, to

15,99 £
4251805409659 CF13984 40x Suction cup - Universal suction cup holder with 

metal hook - Suction cups for hanging up fairy lights, to
17,99 £

4251805409666 CF12822 2-piece glazing set - saucepan and silicone baking brush 
for BBQ, grill, kitchen, patisserie and Christmas bakery -

13,99 £
4251805409673 CF13985 40x Suction cup - Universal suction cup holder with 

metallic hook - Suction cups for hanging up fairy lights -
13,99 £

4251805409680 CF13985 80x Suction cup - Universal suction cup holder with 
metal hook - Suction cups for hanging up fairy lights, to

17,99 £
4251805409697 CF13986 10x Suction cup XL - Universal suction cup holder with 

metal hook - Suction cups for hanging up fairy lights, to
11,99 £

4251805409703 CF13987 wreath hanger XL - autumn decoration hanger for glass, 
windows and front doors - large suction cup hook for Ha

8,99 £
4251805409703 CF13987 wreath hanger XL - autumn decoration hanger for glass, 

windows and front doors - large suction cup hook for Ha
8,99 £

4251805409710 CF13987 2x wreath hanger XL - autumn decoration hanger for 
glass, windows and front doors - large suction cup hook

8,99 £
4251805409710 CF13987 2x wreath hanger XL - autumn decoration hanger for 

glass, windows and front doors - large suction cup hook
8,99 £

4251805409727 CF13988 2x hooks for door wreath - door hook for wreath - door 
wreath hook made of metal - decorative wreath hanger 

13,99 £
4251805409734 CF13989 12x storage container with lid - universal plastic jar with 

closure - stackable cups for cosmetics, cream, lotion an
11,99 £

4251805409741 CF12127 80x Suction cup holder with plastic hook
 - Multi-purpose hooks for fairy lights and other decorati

26,99 £
4251805409758 CF13990 20x suction cup holder with clip hook for fairy lights - 

suction cups in transparent - holder with suction cup for
13,99 £

4251805409758 CF13990 20x suction cup holder with clip hook for fairy lights - 
suction cups in transparent - holder with suction cup for

13,99 £
4251805409765 CF11876 50x gutter hooks for light chains - rain gutter hooks 

made of plastic - fastening for outdoor Christmas lightin
11,99 £

4251805409772 CF11876 200x Gutter Hooks for Fairy Lights - Rain Pipe Hooks 
Made of Plastic - Clothes Hanger Connector Hooks - Out

26,99 £
4251805409789 CF13943 4x hanging flower pot for the balcony - hanging pot for 

plants and herbs - plant pot with hooks for the garden
26,99 £

4251805409802 CF13947 2.2L Insulated pump jug - 2.2L Stainless steel airpot - 
Double-walled thermos jug with pump mechanism

39,99 £
4251805409871 CF13341 2x lashing strap with ratchet and hook - ratchet strap 

for securing loads - 4.5 m lashing strap for securing goo
13,99 £

4251805409895 CF13997 Cake release
 - Cake-solver

13,99 £
4251805409918 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 

cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 
26,99 £

4251805409918 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 
cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 

26,99 £
4251805409925 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck pillow 

for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet cover fo
26,99 £

4251805409925 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck pillow 
for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet cover fo

26,99 £
4251805409932 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 

cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 
26,99 £

4251805409932 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 
cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 

26,99 £
4251805409949 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 

cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 
26,99 £

4251805409949 CF10464 premium neck pillow - pleasantly supporting neck 
cushion for travel - comfortable travel pillow with velvet 

26,99 £
4251805409956 CF10464 2x Neck pillow - High quality neck squirrels for travelling 

- Comfortable travel cushion for train, plane, car, bus, s
35,99 £
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4251805409956 CF10464 2x Neck pillow - High quality neck squirrels for travelling 
- Comfortable travel cushion for train, plane, car, bus, s

35,99 £
4251805409963 CF13940 3x water gun for children - water toys in different sizes 

- water spray gun
13,99 £

4251805409963 CF13940 3x water gun for children - water toys in different sizes 
- water spray gun

13,99 £
4251805409970 CF13309 2x mini ceramic butter dish - small white butter 

container - butter dish with lid - dishwasher safe butter 
15,99 £

4251805409987 CF13932 9x Plant tags - Spice plugs made of metal - Herb tags 
for labelling - 17,5 cm

13,99 £
4251805409994 CF13932 9x Plant tags - Spice plugs made of metal - Herb tags 

for labelling - 17,5 cm
15,99 £

4251805410006 CF13805 2-piece grill cutlery - grill tongs and grill spatulas made 
of stainless steel - grill accessories for charcoal, gas and

17,99 £
4251805410013 CF13933 bathroom trolley, 3-tier mobile container with 6 

drawers, practical bathroom trolley, plastic bathroom sh
48,99 £

4251805410020 CF13806 scented candle in a metal bucket - windproof outdoor 
candle - garden candle for balcony and terrace - XL lant

13,99 £
4251805410037 CF13806 scented candle in a metal bucket - windproof outdoor 

candle - garden candle for balcony and terrace - XL lant
15,99 £

4251805410044 CF13806 scented candle in a metal bucket - windproof outdoor 
candle - garden candle for balcony and terrace - XL lant

11,99 £
4251805410051 CF13806 scented candle in a metal bucket - windproof outdoor 

candle - garden candle for balcony and terrace - XL lant
11,99 £

4251805410068 CF14001 3x flower wrapping wire set, green binding wire 
wrapped on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 180 g

11,99 £
4251805410099 CF13395 3x swimming rings - small swimming ring for bathing 

fun - children's swimming rings with colorful motifs [sele
15,99 £

4251805410105 CF9109 2x 50 meter green plant wire - sheathed garden wire - 
binding wire for plants with wire cutter - plant support

13,99 £
4251805410112 CF9110 1x 100 meters of green plant wire - sheathed garden 

wire - binding wire for plants with wire cutter - plant su
13,99 £

4251805410129 CF14002 100x Garden Wire Green - Coated Wire for Plants - 
Binding Wire for Handicrafts, Modelling and Fixing Plant

8,99 £
4251805410136 CF14002 250x garden wire green - wire coated for plants - 

binding wire for handicrafts, modeling and fixing plants 
11,99 £

4251805410143 CF14002 500x garden wire green - wire coated for plants - 
binding wire for handicrafts, modeling and fixing plants 

15,99 £
4251805410167 CF14004 6x flower and perennial holder 28cm - round bush 

support - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perenni
15,99 £

4251805410174 CF14005 6x flower and perennial holder 28cm - round bush 
support - bush support for flowers, tendrils and perenni

15,99 £
4251805459173 CF13871 USB table fan, mini fan for office and desk, tower fan 

with different speeds
15,99 £

4251805459166 CF13871 USB table fan, mini fan for office and desk, tower fan 
with different speeds

15,99 £
4251805410204 CF13789 USB table fan, quiet mini fan for office and desk, cool 

standing fan in summery, happy colors
15,99 £

4251805410211 CF13789 USB table fan, quiet mini fan for office and desk, cool 
standing fan in summery, happy colors

15,99 £
4251805410228 CF13789 USB table fan, quiet mini fan for office and desk, cool 

standing fan in summery, happy colors
17,99 £

4251805410235 CF13789 USB table fan, quiet mini fan for office and desk, cool 
standing fan in summery, happy colors

15,99 £
4251805410242 CF14006 Tree fastening binding tape 50 meters - Tree cord - 

Plant ties for the garden - Flower ties - Plant tape
11,99 £

4251805410259 CF14007 sheathed tree binding wire 5 meters - tree ties with 
rubber cover - tree supports for the garden - Ø 6.65 m

11,99 £
4251805410266 CF14008 Sheathed tree binding wire 10 meters - Tree ties with 

rubber cover - Tree supports for the garden - Plant ties 
8,99 £

4251805410273 CF14009 Men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - felt bottle bag for 
6 bottles - carrier for 6 bottles up to 0,5 L, grey/black, 2

11,99 £
4251805410280 CF14009 2x Men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - felt bottle bag 

for 6 bottles - carrier for 6 bottles up to 0,5 L, grey/blac
13,99 £

4251805410303 CF13394 3x Floating wings for children - Inflatable buoyancy aid 
- Arm swimming tires in orange for infants - Swimming f

17,99 £
4251805410310 CF14010 12x premium pigeon defense spikes made of stainless 

steel - bird defense spikes for balconies, windows and r
26,99 £

4251805410327 CF14011 10x premium bird repellent tips - pigeon repellent 
spikes for balcony and roof - pigeon spike - stainless ste

35,99 £
4251805410334 CF13788 vacuum jug made of stainless steel - double-walled 

thermo bottle - thermos jug for on the go - 1000 ml
26,99 £
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4251805410341 CF13863 Baby swim ring - Swim ring for toddlers - Inflatable 
buoyancy aid for babies up to 11 kg

15,99 £
4251805410358 CF14012 3x Screw connector - Chain emergency link 8 mm - 

Carabiner with screw lock - Material carabiner - Connect
15,99 £

4251805410365 CF14012 2x D-shaped shackles - large shackles snap hooks with 
screw lock - shackles with eyebolts - stainless steel 304 

11,99 £
4251805410372 CF14012 10x D-shaped shackles - small shackles with screw lock 

- shackles with eyebolts - stainless steel 304 - 4.5 x 30 
17,99 £

4251805410389 CF14012 10x shackles round - carabiner shackles small with 
screw lock - shackles curved with eyebolts - stainless st

15,99 £
4251805410396 CF14012 2x Snap hooks - Premium carabiner made of 

weatherproof stainless steel 304 - steel hook with 180 k
15,99 £

4251805410402 CF14012 3x Snap hooks - Premium carabiner made of 
weatherproof stainless steel 304 - steel hook with 110 k

13,99 £
4251805410426 CF14012 6x Snap hooks - Premium carabiner made of 

weatherproof stainless steel 304 - steel hook with 65 kg
13,99 £

4251805410433 CF14012 6x Snap hooks - Premium carabiner made of 
weatherproof stainless steel 304 - steel hook with 45 kg

13,99 £
4251805410433 CF14012 6x Snap hooks - Premium carabiner made of 

weatherproof stainless steel 304 - steel hook with 45 kg
13,99 £

4251805410440 CF14012 6x Snap hooks - Premium carabiner made of 
weatherproof stainless steel 304 - steel hook with 36 kg

11,99 £
4251805410457 CF14012 3x Snap hooks - Premium carabiner made of 

weatherproof stainless steel 304 - steel hook with 36 kg
8,99 £

4251805410457 CF14012 3x Snap hooks - Premium carabiner made of 
weatherproof stainless steel 304 - steel hook with 36 kg

8,99 £
4251805410464 CF13821 XL monster truck, wind-up vehicle for children, large toy 

car with friction motor, great fun without electricity
26,99 £

4251805410471 CF13821 XL monster truck, wind-up vehicle for children, large toy 
car with friction motor, great fun without electricity

26,99 £
4251805410488 CF13821 XL monster truck, wind-up vehicle for children, large toy 

car with friction motor, great fun without electricity
26,99 £

4251805410495 CF14012 2x screw connector - emergency chain link 10 mm - 
carabiner with screw lock - material carabiner - connect

15,99 £
4251805410501 CF11751 12x snap hooks - steel snap hooks with 220 kg load 

capacity - for awnings, floating grill, punching bag and 
17,99 £

4251805410518 CF16019 3x carabiner with screw lock - large carabiner with 260 
kg load capacity - screw carabiner for heavy use - 90 x 

11,99 £
4251805439984 CF13874 6x bottle cooler, cooling container with lemon motifs, 

insulating bottle bag for cooling wine, champagne and 
15,99 £

4251805410532 CF13939 28-piece diving toy - pool toys for children - bathing 
toys for diving for pool, bathtub, beach

26,99 £
4251805410549 CF13721 560 pcs. Screw, dowel and nail set for DIY enthusiasts - 

Screw assortment in a practical plastic box - 3.5; 4; 5 m
26,99 £

4251805410570 CF13719 151 pcs eyelet screws and screw hook set - screw 
eyelets in different sizes - eye screws - ring hook

15,99 £
4251805410587 CF14042 12x ragout fin bowl - Oven-proof molds in orange - 

creme brulee bowl - dessert bowl with 185 ml each
35,99 £

4251805410594 CF10579 12x ragout fin bowl - ovenproof molds in red - creme 
brulee bowls - dessert bowl with 185 ml each

35,99 £
4251805410600 CF14043 12x ragout fin bowl - ovenproof molds in red and 

orange - creme brulee bowl - dessert bowl with 185 ml 
35,99 £

4251805410617 CF13374 4x Water pistol for children - Water toys in different 
sizes - Water spray gun [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251805410624 CF13720 198-piece hook and hanger set with screw hooks, 

dowels, nails, angle hooks - picture hanger - screw eyes
11,99 £

4251805410631 CF13877 2x cover hood for food - fly hood made of metal - 
colorful dining umbrella - Ø 35 cm

26,99 £
4251805410648 CF13877 2x cover hood for food - fly hood made of metal - 

colorful dining umbrella - Ø 35 cm
26,99 £

4251805410655 CF13877 2x cover hood for food - fly hood made of metal - 
colorful dining umbrella - Ø 35 cm

26,99 £
4251805410662 CF13877 2x cover hood for food - fly hood made of metal - 

colorful dining umbrella - Ø 35 cm
26,99 £

4251805410679 CF13877 2x cover hood for food - fly hood made of metal - 
colorful dining umbrella - Ø 35 cm

26,99 £
4251805410686 CF13877 2x cover hood for food - fly hood made of metal - 

colorful dining umbrella - Ø 35 cm
26,99 £

4251805410693 CF13705 6x large shoe horn made of plastic - shoehorn with a 
long handle - donning aid for shoes in different colors - 

26,99 £
4251805410709 CF13376 4x Frisbee for children and adults - Throwing disc made 

of foam rubber - Frisbee 15 cm - Flying disc in bright col
17,99 £
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4251805410716 CF13798 60x clothespins and 2x clothespin basket - Clothespins 
in transparent basket - Ideal for indoors and out

15,99 £
4251805410723 CF13686 6-piece Beach toy set - Sand toys for beach and sandpit 

- Bucket, lid with sieve, shovel, rake, mould and waterin
17,99 £

4251805410730 CF13686 6-piece Beach toy set - Sand toys for beach and sandpit 
- Bucket, lid with sieve, shovel, rake, mould and waterin

17,99 £
4251805410761 CF14014 20x Suction cup holder for fairy lights - Suction hooks as 

door hanging tools - Holder with suction cup for decorat
11,99 £

4251805410761 CF14014 20x Suction cup holder for fairy lights - Suction hooks as 
door hanging tools - Holder with suction cup for decorat

11,99 £
4251805410778 CF14014 60x suction cup holder for fairy lights - suction cups 

with slit in transparent - holder with suction cup for dec
15,99 £

4251805410785 CF14014 120x suction cup holder for fairy lights - suction cups 
with slit in transparent - holder with suction cup for dec

26,99 £
4251805410785 CF14014 120x suction cup holder for fairy lights - suction cups 

with slit in transparent - holder with suction cup for dec
26,99 £

4251805410792 CF13989 24x Storage container with lid - Plastic can with closure 
- Stackable cup for cosmetics and craft materials - 35ml

13,99 £
4251805410808 CF14015 20x wick for oil lamps - replacement wick for garden 

torches, bamboo torches - lamp wick oil lamp - torch wi
15,99 £

4251805410815 CF14015 Wick for oil lamps can be cut to size - Replacement wick 
for garden torches, bamboo torches - Oil lamp - Torch 

11,99 £
4251805410822 CF14015 wick for oil lamps can be cut to size - replacement wick 

for garden torches, bamboo torches - lamp wick oil lam
13,99 £

4251805410822 CF14015 wick for oil lamps can be cut to size - replacement wick 
for garden torches, bamboo torches - lamp wick oil lam

13,99 £
4251805410839 CF14015 wick for oil lamps can be cut to size - replacement wick 

for garden torches, bamboo torches - lamp wick oil lam
13,99 £

4251805410846 CF14016 20x Wick for oil lamps - Replacement wick for garden 
torches, bamboo torches - Lamp wick oil lamp - Torch w

11,99 £
4251805410846 CF14016 20x Wick for oil lamps - Replacement wick for garden 

torches, bamboo torches - Lamp wick oil lamp - Torch w
11,99 £

4251805410853 CF14016 wick for oil lamps - replacement wick for garden 
torches, bamboo torches - lamp wick oil lamp - torch wi

11,99 £
4251805410853 CF14016 wick for oil lamps - replacement wick for garden 

torches, bamboo torches - lamp wick oil lamp - torch wi
11,99 £

4251805410860 CF14016 wick for oil lamps - replacement wick for garden 
torches, bamboo torches - lamp wick oil lamp - torch wi

13,99 £
4251805410877 CF14017 parasol holder made of steel - ground socket for the 

garden - base for parasols and rotary dryers - parasol st
30,99 £

4251805410884 CF14018 parasol holder made of plastic - ground socket for the 
garden - base for parasols - parasol stand with screw-in

17,99 £
4251805410891 CF14019 parasol holder made of steel - ground socket for the 

garden - lawn spike for parasols - parasol stand with ha
26,99 £

4251805410907 CF14020 4x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 
stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle

26,99 £
4251805410914 CF14021 2x clothesline - travel clothesline with 12 clips - 

clothesline with hook - camping clothesline - mobile clot
15,99 £

4251805410921 CF14021 2x clothesline - travel clothesline with 12 clips each - 
clothesline with hook - camping clothesline - mobile clot

15,99 £
4251805463750 CF11636 3x inflatable swimming ring in a cool design - colorful 

swimming ring - bathing fun for children and adults
30,99 £

4251805410945 CF13870 2x ice cream scoop - ice cream spoon polished stainless 
steel with trigger - ice cream scoop for large balls Ø 55 

26,99 £
4251805410952 CF13839 Measuring tape 30m - Fibreglass tape measure - Rolling 

tape measure with ergonomic handle and retractable cr
15,99 £

4251805434514 CF13048 2x Bottle cooler for on the go - champagne cooler 
sleeve with drawstring - cooling sleeve for cooling cham

26,99 £
4251805434491 CF9299 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 

quick release fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer, 
13,99 £

4251805411010 CF14035 16x kebab skewers made of stainless steel - 30 cm long 
meat skewers - premium vegetable skewers in a set

17,99 £
4251805411027 CF13808 2x Bottle cooler for on the way - champagne cooler cuff 

with rubber band - cooling cuff for champagne, wine, b
26,99 £

4251805411034 CF13801 2-Piece Stainless-Steel Carving Set - Carving Knife and 
Meat Fork - Carving Set for Kitchen and Barbecue

15,99 £
4251805411041 CF13800 7-piece knife block set with various knives and scissors - 

Knife storage made of wood - Sharp kitchen knives with
26,99 £

4251805411058 CF13946 24x Reusable ice cubes for cooling drinks - tasteless 
jumbo ice cubes without watering down - alternative to 

17,99 £
4251805411065 CF14030 cooling mat for dogs - self-cooling pad for small dogs 

and cats - multifunctional cooling mat with cooling gel - 
26,99 £
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4251805411072 CF14048 Premium Christmas figure for Christmas decorations, 
skier figures as winter decorations, room decorations or 

11,99 £
4251805411089 CF14049 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 

decorations, alpine figures as winter decorations, cute c
15,99 £

4251805411096 CF14050 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 
decorations, alpine figures as winter decoration items, c

15,99 £
4251805411102 CF13773 tension spring with double hook - spring for tents, 

awnings, caravans - fastening accessories - tension spri
13,99 £

4251805411119 CF14051 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 
decorations, alpine figures as winter decoration items, c

17,99 £
4251805411126 CF14052 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 

decorations, Viking figures as winter decoration items, c
26,99 £

4251805411133 CF14053 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 
decorations, North Pole figures as winter decorations, c

13,99 £
4251805411140 CF14053 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 

decorations, North Pole figures as winter decorations, c
13,99 £

4251805411157 CF14053 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 
decorations, North Pole figures as winter decorations, c

13,99 £
4251805411164 CF14054 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
15,99 £

4251805411171 CF14054 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

15,99 £
4251805411188 CF14024 Inflatable swim tire in tire design - large swim ring with 

handles, for children and adults, monster truck tires for i
26,99 £

4251805411195 CF14055 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

17,99 £
4251805411201 CF14055 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
15,99 £

4251805411218 CF14055 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

15,99 £
4251805411225 CF14056 Premium Christmas Elf for Christmas Decoration - 

Winter Figure as Decorative Item - Cute Christmas Figur
17,99 £

4251805411232 CF14056 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

17,99 £
4251805411249 CF14057 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
13,99 £

4251805411256 CF14058 Premium Christmas reindeer for the Christmas 
decoration, winter moose figure as a decorative item, ro

30,99 £
4251805411263 CF14059 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
17,99 £

4251805411270 CF14059 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

26,99 £
4251805411287 CF14060 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stool as r
30,99 £

4251805411294 CF14061 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 
decorations, North Pole figures as winter decorations, c

13,99 £
4251805411300 CF14062 2x Christmas hat, red X-Mas hat, Santa hat with 

reversible sequins, shiny hat for Christmas
17,99 £

4251805411317 CF14063 3x Christmas stockings for kids - Santa Claus boot to 
hang up - Christmas decoration to fill - Large Santa Clau

17,99 £
4251805411317 CF14063 3x Christmas stockings for kids - Santa Claus boot to 

hang up - Christmas decoration to fill - Large Santa Clau
17,99 £

4251805411324 CF14064 8x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tr

26,99 £
4251805411331 CF14065 8x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tr
13,99 £

4251805411348 CF14066 8x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tr

15,99 £
4251805411355 CF14067 8x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tr
15,99 £

4251805411362 CF14068 8x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tr

15,99 £
4251805411379 CF14069 12x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251805411386 CF14031 BBQ chicken roast, grill pan with chicken holder and 
non-stick coating, perfect grilled chickens in the oven, w

30,99 £
4251805411393 CF14070 6x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
15,99 £

4251805411409 CF14070 6x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

17,99 £
4251805411416 CF14071 6x Premium Moose Pendants for the Christmas Tree - 

Enchanting Christmas Tree Figurines - Plush Moose as C
13,99 £
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4251805411423 CF14044 3x flower sprayer - spray bottle for watering plants - 
water spray bottle with 28/400 thread for mineral oil, he

17,99 £
4251805411430 CF13979 BBQ chicken roast, stainless steel grill pan with chicken 

holder, perfectly crispy grilled chickens for grilling or bar
30,99 £

4251805411447 CF14045 2x spray bottle with scale - water pump sprayer with 
28/400 thread for household, garden, workshop, car - a

17,99 £
4251805411454 CF14046 6x spray attachment - spray head with 28/400 thread - 

attachment for spray bottles - atomizer head with Viton 
26,99 £

4251805411461 CF14047 6x spray attachment - spray head with 28/400 thread - 
attachment for spray bottles - atomizer head with NBR s

17,99 £
4251805411492 CF13722 46-piece socket wrench set with bit set, ratchet, 

reversible ratchet, hexagon socket wrench insert 1/4 inc
30,99 £

4251805411508 CF13685 foot gyro with light - Jumping Ball for children - Colorful 
blinking ankle swing ball - Skip it

15,99 £
4251805411515 CF13827 8x Cool packs for cool boxes for food - Cooling elements 

for thermo box - Ice blocks - Cool packs for household a
26,99 £

4251805411522 CF13685 foot gyro with light - Jumping Ball for children - Colorful 
blinking ankle swing ball - Skip it

15,99 £
4251805411539 CF13685 foot gyro with light - Jumping Ball for children - Colorful 

blinking ankle swing ball - Skip it
15,99 £

4251805411546 CF13974 2x Garden cord with dispenser - Jute tape for the 
garden, for packaging and decorating - Craft cord for DI

15,99 £
4251805411553 CF13373 6-piece boomerang set with frisbee - Boomerang and 

throwing ring - Throwing toys for children and adults
26,99 £

4251805411560 CF13795 drinking bottle made of stainless steel 500 ml - double-
walled vacuum flask made of stainless steel - thermos b

15,99 £
4251805471557 CF11636 inflatable swimming ring in a cool design - swimming 

ring for children and adults [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805461671 CF13774 Solar light chain with 72 warm white LEDs for the 
sunshade in the shape of a star for outside - garden ligh

17,99 £
4251805411591 CF13372 3x boomerang - classic boomerang with 2 wings - 

throwing toy for children and adults
15,99 £

4251805411591 CF13372 3x boomerang - classic boomerang with 2 wings - 
throwing toy for children and adults

15,99 £
4251805457421 CF13685 foot spinning top with light - Jumping ball for children - 

Colorful flashing ankle swing ball - Skip it
13,99 £

4251805411638 CF14076 6x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

15,99 £
4251805411645 CF14077 6x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
15,99 £

4251805411669 CF14079 12x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

26,99 £
4251805411690 CF14082 10x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251805411706 CF14083 8x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurines pendants as tr

26,99 £
4251805411713 CF14084 10x Premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree - Christmas tree figurine pendants as tree hangings
17,99 £

4251805411720 CF14085 10-piece set of premium Christmas tags for the 
Christmas tree, winter tags as tree hangings, Christmas 

13,99 £
4251805411737 CF14085 10-piece set of premium Christmas tags for the 

Christmas tree, winter tags as tree hangings, Christmas 
13,99 £

4251805411812 CF14088 22x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree decorations 
- Straw pendants for the Christmas tree - natural Christ

15,99 £
4251805411829 CF14089 26x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree decorations 

- Straw pendants for the Christmas tree - natural Christ
15,99 £

4251805411836 CF14090 28x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree decorations 
- Straw pendants for the Christmas tree - Natural Christ

15,99 £
4251805411843 CF14091 26x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree decorations 

- Straw pendants for the Christmas tree - natural Christ
15,99 £

4251805411850 CF14092 36x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree decorations 
- Straw pendants for the Christmas tree - natural Christ

17,99 £
4251805411867 CF14093 28x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree decorations 

- Straw pendants for the Christmas tree - Natural Christ
15,99 £

4251805411874 CF14094 26x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree decorations 
- Straw pendants for the Christmas tree - natural Christ

15,99 £
4251805411881 CF14095 35x straw stars in a mix set - Christmas tree decorations 

- Straw pendants for the Christmas tree - Natural Christ
15,99 £

4251805411898 CF6874 8x gift bags in Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine and 
champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and Santa

15,99 £
4251805411904 CF14096 6x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - XXL 

gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag
26,99 £
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4251805411911 CF14096 12x gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 
XXL gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag

35,99 £
4251805411928 CF13663 water sprinkler flower - water toys for the garden - 

sprinklers for children in summer
26,99 £

4251805411935 CF13664 Water sprinkler Whale - Water toys for the garden - 
Sprinklers for children in summer

17,99 £
4251805411942 CF13664 Water sprinkler Whale - Water toys for the garden - 

Sprinklers for children in summer
17,99 £

4251805411959 CF14340 4x Christmas tree pendant "Christmas tree" - Christmas 
tree decorations to hang up - Christmas tree pendant in

15,99 £
4251805411966 CF14097 4x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 

Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas
15,99 £

4251805411973 CF11912 200x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for attaching weed fleece and foils - groun

30,99 £
4251805411980 CF13919 8-piece set cooking spoons - wooden cooking spoons, 

spatulas, slotted spoons and salad spoons made of bam
26,99 £

4251805411997 CF13873 2-piece wooden salad servers - set with salad spoon 
and salad fork - wooden serving set for salad - 30.5 cm

15,99 £
4251805412000 CF13836 ice bucket made of stainless steel, double-walled ice 

cube container with lid and tongs, 1.5 liters
30,99 £

4251805412024 CF13369 4x Wind Ashtrays, ashtrays made from the finest 
dolomite ceramics, storm ashtrays maritime striped with

30,99 £
4251805412048 CF13370 3x Wind Ashtrays, ashtrays made from the finest 

dolomite ceramics, storm ashtrays with removable top li
26,99 £

4251805412055 CF13370 3x Wind Ashtrays, ashtrays made from the finest 
dolomite ceramics, storm ashtrays with removable top li

26,99 £
4251805412062 CF14104 2-piece cooling bucket set, ice bucket and bottle cooler 

in a modern design, wine, champagne or champagne co
26,99 £

4251805412079 CF13841 LED light chain solar warm white - light chain outside 
with 100 LED lights - garden lighting - party lighting - 1

15,99 £
4251805412093 CF14022 5-part garden shower set - garden hand shower for 

water hose - multi shower for watering the garden, bed
11,99 £

4251805412116 CF13975 8x professional skewer skewer 40 cm, stable high-
quality grill skewers made of stainless steel with pinewo

15,99 £
4251805412130 CF14023 24x shish kebab and grill skewers, sturdy steel skewers 

- for grill, oven, BBQ - perfect meat, fish and vegetable 
13,99 £

4251805412154 CF13285 6x drinking cups - plastic cups - multifunctional cups 
with different printing patterns - unbreakable [selection 

26,99 £
4251805412161 CF5578 Stainless steel wire for crafting and modeling 45 m - 

Florist wire for arrangements - Jewellery wire in silver c
11,99 £

4251805412178 CF13861 4x solar light for outdoors - garden light for the ground 
with earth spike - path light stainless steel - solar lamp

35,99 £
4251805412192 CF14026 3-piece grill cutlery - grill accessories with grill tongs, 

grill spatula and grill fork made of stainless steel - BBQ 
26,99 £

4251805412208 CF14025 3-piece grill cutlery - grill tongs, grill spatula and grill 
fork made of stainless steel - BBQ grill accessories with 

26,99 £
4251805412215 CF13313 6x Saucer made of cork, round, Ø 19 x 0.5 cm - Round 

saucer for pots, pans, kitchen and household & heat-res
15,99 £

4251805412222 CF13276 3x Wooden coasters "Pallet" - Coasters for pots, pans 
and casseroles - Wooden coasters for kitchen and house

17,99 £
4251805412239 CF11943 2-part women's urinal for on the go with a carrying bag 

- mobile urination aid made of silicone - standing urinati
13,99 £

4251805412239 CF11943 2-part women's urinal for on the go with a carrying bag 
- mobile urination aid made of silicone - standing urinati

13,99 £
4251805412246 CF11943 2-part women's urinal for on the go with a carrying bag 

- mobile urination aid made of silicone - standing urinati
13,99 £

4251805412253 CF13283 8x Plates - plastic plates made of melamine - reusable 
multifunctional plates - unbreakable [selection varies]

30,99 £
4251805412260 CF14107 water pistol with pump - water gun with 850 ml 

capacity and 8 m range - water toy for children
15,99 £

4251805412277 CF14107 water pistol with pump - water gun with 850 ml 
capacity and 8 m range - water toy for children

15,99 £
4251805412284 CF14107 water pistol with pump - water gun with 850 ml 

capacity and 8 m range - water toy for children
15,99 £

4251805412291 CF14107 water pistol with pump - water gun with 850 ml 
capacity and 8 m range - water toy for children

15,99 £
4251805412307 CF14106 31-piece picnic set, picnic basket and reusable 

tableware for 6 people, ideal picnic case for camping, m
26,99 £

4251805412314 CF14106 31-piece picnic set, picnic basket and reusable 
tableware for 6 people, ideal picnic case for camping, m

26,99 £
4251805412321 CF14106 31-piece picnic set, picnic basket and reusable 

tableware for 6 people, ideal picnic case for camping, m
26,99 £
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4251805412369 CF11869 natural hairbrush made of bamboo - paddle brush with 
natural bristles for naturally beautiful hair - for men, wo

13,99 £
4251805412376 CF11869 set of 2 natural hair brush made of bamboo - paddle 

brush with natural bristles - for men, women, children - 
17,99 £

4251805412383 CF14111 2-piece hairbrush set for women and men - skeleton 
brush, all-purpose brush - hair styling

11,99 £
4251805412390 CF13978 Parasol holder, umbrella stand for balcony - Terrace or 

table for umbrella poles 22-49 mm and panel - Railing t
15,99 £

4251805412406 CF13976 parasol holder made of solid metal - parasol stand with 
handle, for gravel and sand ground - base for parasols 

26,99 £
4251805412406 CF13976 parasol holder made of solid metal - parasol stand with 

handle, for gravel and sand ground - base for parasols 
26,99 £

4251805412413 CF13299 6-piece mixed peeler set for fruit and vegetables - 
rustproof, universal peeler particularly sharp, ergonomic

11,99 £
4251805412420 CF13299 3-piece mixed peeler set for fruit and vegetables - 

rustproof, universal peeler particularly sharp, ergonomic
13,99 £

4251805412420 CF13299 3-piece mixed peeler set for fruit and vegetables - 
rustproof, universal peeler particularly sharp, ergonomic

13,99 £
4251805412437 CF13284 2x melamine bowl - plastic plate made of melamine - 

unbreakable decorative plate - service plate
15,99 £

4251805412451 CF13778 Salad Spinner with Lid, easy spin by crank drive, plastic 
salad bowl in white, can be completely dismantled also 

15,99 £
4251805412468 CF13862 7x solar light for outdoors - garden light for the ground 

with earth spike - path light stainless steel - solar lamp
17,99 £

4251805412475 CF13859 5x solar light for outside - garden light for the ground 
with ground spike - path light stainless steel - solar lam

30,99 £
4251805412482 CF13817 2x Water jug with lid - Water carafe with handle - Glass 

carafe for water, milk, juices and lemonade, Water pitch
26,99 £

4251805412499 CF13776 3-piece set of salad bowls, large decorative bowls for 
salad, fruit, snacks and much more, bowls suitable for t

30,99 £
4251805412505 CF13826 solar light for outdoors - garden light for the floor - path 

light - solar lamp - 8 hours runtime
11,99 £

4251805412512 CF13825 solar light for outdoors - garden light for the floor - path 
light - solar lamp - 8 hours runtime

11,99 £
4251805412529 CF13786 3-piece whisk set - hand whisk made of stainless steel - 

whisk in balloon shape and different sizes
15,99 £

4251805412536 CF14013 8-piece cable car set, mini cable car, horizontal cable 
pull, garden toys for children, perfect for connecting tre

30,99 £
4251805412543 CF13793 digital meat thermometer with temperature alarm - grill 

thermometer - kitchen thermometer for cooking, baking
26,99 £

4251805412567 CF13775 Kitchen strainer - Sieves and strainer for pasta or 
vegetables - Drainer food-safe and dishwasher-safe wit

15,99 £
4251805412574 CF13775 Large kitchen strainer, pasta strainer, drain strainer for 

pasta, vegetables, fruit and salad, BPA-free, stable, food
15,99 £

4251805412581 CF13775 Large Pasta Strainer with Two Handles, Colander, 
Drainer for Pasta, Vegetables, Fruit, Salad, BPA-Free, Fo

15,99 £
4251805412598 CF14113 2x Stainless steel wine glass - Wine goblet 500 ml for 

travel - Stainless steel goblet To Go - Stepless wine gobl
26,99 £

4251805412604 CF14114 Stainless steel drinking cup - High gloss wine cup 200 
ml - Premium stainless steel cup To Go - Thermo cup do

17,99 £
4251805412611 CF14115 stainless steel coffee mug - 350 ml per coffee mug - 

thermal drinking mug made of stainless steel 304 with f
15,99 £

4251805412628 CF14116 stainless steel mug XL - 400 ml beer mug made of 
stainless steel 304 - stainless steel mug - camping mug 

17,99 £
4251805412635 CF14117 stainless steel mug XL - 400 ml beer mug made of 

stainless steel 304 - stainless steel mug - camping mug 
17,99 £

4251805412642 CF14118 3x stainless steel drinking cups - cups made of stainless 
steel 304 - light camping cup 200 ml - travel cups shatt

15,99 £
4251805412659 CF14119 3x stainless steel drinking mug - light mug made of 

stainless steel 304 - camping mug 300 ml - travel mug s
15,99 £

4251805412666 CF14120 3x stainless steel drinking cups XL - cups made of 
stainless steel 304 - camping cups 450 ml - light travel c

26,99 £
4251805412673 CF14121 milk jug - stainless steel milk jug for frothing - milk 

frother jug 350 ml - milk jug with spout and measuring 
15,99 £

4251805412680 CF14122 milk jug - stainless steel milk jug for frothing - milk 
frother jug 600 ml - milk jug with spout and measuring 

17,99 £
4251805412697 CF14123 rotatable cake plate and baking set - stainless steel 

cake spatula and cake scraper made of aluminum - cake
52,99 £

4251805412703 CF14124 6-piece kitchen utensil set with hook rail for the kitchen, 
stainless steel hanging rail with moveable hooks, kitche

30,99 £
4251805412710 CF13679 4x set with nose clip and earplugs for swimmers - nose 

clip and hearing protection swimming - nose clip for chil
11,99 £
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4251805412710 CF13679 4x set with nose clip and earplugs for swimmers - nose 
clip and hearing protection swimming - nose clip for chil

11,99 £
4251805412727 CF13291 2x apple corers made of stainless steel, practical corer 

with hanging loop, removes the core, for baked apples 
11,99 £

4251805412734 CF13292 2x bottle opener - bottle opener with can punch in a 
classic design - quality bottle cap opener made of stainl

13,99 £
4251805412741 CF13293 2x pizza cutter with rustproof blade - pizza roller for 

pizza fans - handy pizza cutter - dishwasher-safe pizza 
13,99 £

4251805412758 CF13294 2x kitchen sieve - fine-mesh sieve with stable handle - 
noble steel sieve with 3 cm sieve depth for powdered su

15,99 £
4251805412765 CF13295 2x baking brush, kitchen brush with silicone bristles, 

brush for oiling, marinating and glazing when baking, co
15,99 £

4251805412772 CF13296 2x ice cream scoops, ice cream spoons made of 
stainless steel, spoons for releasing and portioning ice c

15,99 £
4251805412796 CF13792 2-piece set grill and kitchen tongs - grill tongs made of 

stainless steel with anti-slip handle - grill accessories for
15,99 £

4251805412802 CF11306 12-piece sun sail mounting set - mounting accessories 
with wall bracket, carabiner and turnbuckle

26,99 £
4251805418200 CF14125 2-piece knife set - kitchen knife - chef's knife with blade 

protection and knife sharpener - cutting knife with knife 
17,99 £

4251805412833 CF13290 2x Glaze Knife for cakes, spreading palette, spreading 
knife for more precision when baking, cake knife also pe

15,99 £
4251805412833 CF13290 2x Glaze Knife for cakes, spreading palette, spreading 

knife for more precision when baking, cake knife also pe
15,99 £

4251805412857 CF8937 6x Soufflé dish - ceramic creme brulee bowl - ovenproof 
dish - dessert and paté dish for e.g. Ragout Fin - 270 ml

30,99 £
4251805412864 CF8937 12x Soufflé dish - ceramic creme brulee bowl - 

ovenproof dish - dessert and paté dish for e.g. Ragout F
43,99 £

4251805412871 CF13803 7-piece kitchen helper set - stainless steel cooking 
spoon with stand - kitchen utensils - cookware set - dish

35,99 £
4251805412888 CF13962 5x rubber twist band for children - skipping rope made 

of rubber - bouncy rubber in different colors - 3 m - [col
15,99 £

4251805412888 CF13962 5x rubber twist band for children - skipping rope made 
of rubber - bouncy rubber in different colors - 3 m - [col

15,99 £
4251805412895 CF13843 2x one-hand clamp - clamps - quick release clamp set 

for craftsmen - screw clamp - hand clamp for clamping 
15,99 £

4251805412901 CF14029 3x brush for the household - scrubbing brush for 
cleaning - hard root brush - scrubbing brush - cleaning 

13,99 £
4251805412918 CF14028 3x Scrubbing brush with handle - Root brush - 

Scrubbing brush in different colors - Cleaning brush - Cl
15,99 £

4251805412925 CF13842 2x Cover for the windscreen in summer and winter - Car 
frost cover for the windscreen against UV radiation, sun,

17,99 £
4251805412949 CF13884 com-four ® 4x Anti-Slip Mat for the Carpet - Carpet 

Underlay 150x30 cm - Rug Underlay - Non-Slip Mat in W
15,99 £

4251805412956 CF13980 3x hand washing brushes for children - nail brushes 
with great designs - bath brushes for hands and nails [c

13,99 £
4251805412963 CF13797 12x Microfibre cloth

 - Drying cloth for car care
13,99 £

4251805412970 CF13300 4x wing mirror flag - Fan article Germany - Wing mirror 
cover for European Football Championship and World C

11,99 £
4251805412970 CF13300 4x wing mirror flag - Fan article Germany - Wing mirror 

cover for European Football Championship and World C
11,99 £

4251805471748 CF14103 Potato press - hand press for potatoes, fruit and 
vegetables with removable sieve insert - ideal for mashe

17,99 £
4251805413007 CF13967 8x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in orange 

- tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campi
17,99 £

4251805413007 CF13967 8x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in orange 
- tent cord with aluminum buckle - tension cord - campi

17,99 £
4251805413014 CF13918 2x melon cutter made of stainless steel with tongs 

function - fruit cutter for almost all types of melons - sta
13,99 £

4251805413021 CF13885 8x Guy rope for camping, reflective in green - Luminous 
tent cord - Tension cord - Camping cord - Rope tension

15,99 £
4251805413038 CF13885 8x guy ropes each 4m for camping reflective in orange - 

tent cord with guy buckle - tension cord - camping cord 
15,99 £

4251805413045 CF13885 8x guy ropes, each 4m for camping, reflective in yellow 
- tent cord with guy buckle - tension cord - camping cor

15,99 £
4251805413052 CF9417 16l Folding Box with Handles - Transport Box with 

Handles - Stable Storage Box - Collapsible Shopping Bas
17,99 £

4251805413069 CF13865 2x Hanging basket - Robust storage box made of plastic 
- Organizer for kitchen, bathroom and wardrobe

17,99 £
4251805413076 CF13864 2x storage basket, shower basket with handle, portable 

organizer made of plastic with 3 compartments each for
26,99 £
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4251805413083 CF14102 600x dog waste bags, robust and leak-proof waste 
bags, sacks for small and large cats and dogs, dog acce

17,99 £
4251805413090 CF13829 2x LED lamp moon, 3-D bedside lamp in moon design 

with automatic color change, romantic mood lighting for
17,99 £

4251805467321 CF13828 3D moonlight with 12 changing phases of the moon - 
romantic night light with remote control - sleep aid for c

30,99 £
4251805413113 CF13366 12x glow stick glasses - eye-catching party glasses 

made of glow sticks, trendy bright colors for parties, fes
15,99 £

4251805413113 CF13366 12x glow stick glasses - eye-catching party glasses 
made of glow sticks, trendy bright colors for parties, fes

15,99 £
4251805413137 CF13879 Metal sign to hang up - Nostalgic metal sign "COFFEE 

ZONE" - Retro vintage sign - Metal sign 41x41 cm for kit
26,99 £

4251805413144 CF13879 Metal sign to hang up - Notice metal sign "NO WIFI 
ZONE" - Metal sign 30 x 30 cm for home, office, pub, ba

15,99 £
4251805413175 CF13879 Metal sign to hang up - warning sign metal sign "DO 

NOT ENTER" - metal sign Ø 30 cm for workshop, party 
15,99 £

4251805413182 CF13924 6x Dough scraper silicone in three different sizes - 
Dough spatula for baking - Silicone spatula for cake batt

13,99 £
4251805413182 CF13924 6x Dough scraper silicone in three different sizes - 

Dough spatula for baking - Silicone spatula for cake batt
13,99 £

4251805413199 CF13289 2x Sharpening steel for knives - Knife sharpeners for the 
household - Sharpening stick for knifes - Ø 8 mm - 20.8

15,99 £
4251805413205 CF7700 2-piece set assortment box - sorting box in 2 sizes - 

utensil box with compartments and lid
15,99 £

4251805413212 CF14126 40x Fertilizer sticks for tomatoes - Balanced tomato 
fertilizer with a long duration for high harvests and tasty

13,99 £
4251805413229 CF14127 200x fertilizer sticks for green plants, balanced plant 

fertilizer, for healthy and vigorous growth without over-f
15,99 £

4251805413236 CF14128 80x Fertilizer sticks for orchids - Balanced orchid 
fertilizer for healthy development - Orchid compost repo

13,99 £
4251805413243 CF14129 2x 1kg Fertilizer for balcony plants - Plant fertilizer for 

all balcony and container plants made of organic raw m
17,99 £

4251805413250 CF14130 2x 500g universal fertilizer, balanced long-term fertilizer 
for all indoor, balcony and outdoor plants, for strong an

26,99 £
4251805418682 CF13866 4x pencil case to paint with colored pencils - DIY pencil 

case to color in - toilet bag - cloth bag - [selection of mo
15,99 £

4251805413274 CF13867 4x fabric bag for painting with colored pencils - DIY 
shopping bag for coloring - pharmacy bag with great m

17,99 £
4251805413281 CF13868 4x gym bag for painting with colored pencils - DIY 

sports bag with drawstring - shopping bag with great m
26,99 £

4251805413298 CF13935 Camping stool foldable - Portable folding stool - Folding 
chair small for camping, fishing, picnic, hiking, beach

26,99 £
4251805413311 CF13935 Camping stool foldable - Portable folding stool - Folding 

chair small for camping, fishing, picnic, hiking, beach
26,99 £

4251805413328 CF13942 folding table made of plastic - side table for the garden, 
terrace and balcony - space-saving garden table for cam

35,99 £
4251805413335 CF13794 3x Sweeping set - Colorful sweeping set with a hand 

brush and dustpan - Colorful household cleaning set ma
26,99 £

4251805413342 CF13981 Decoration basket with handle - storage basket made of 
woven corn leaves - Basket for storage and decoration

26,99 £
4251805413359 CF13799 foldable drip tray, practical draining bowl for camping, 

beach and festivals, portable drainer for camping dishes
26,99 £

4251805413366 CF13799 foldable drip tray, practical draining bowl for camping, 
beach and festivals, portable drainer for camping dishes

26,99 £
4251805413373 CF13297 2x meat fork, dishwasher-safe grill fork, handy carving 

fork, great as a kitchen helper and easy-care grill cutler
15,99 £

4251805413397 CF14105 suitcase box - for tent pegs, ground anchors, camping 
accessories and small parts of all kinds - stable storage 

8,99 £
4251805413441 CF13649 7-piece appetizer set, bamboo serving board with 

glasses and spoons, for starters, aperitifs, amuse-bouch
15,99 £

4251805413458 CF13917 6x Economy peeler for fruit and vegetables - Mixed 
peeler set with pendulum blade - Potato peeler with diff

15,99 £
4251805413465 CF13875 2x foldable pet food scoop, silicone measuring spoon for 

cat and dog food, practical dosing scoop for vacation, c
13,99 £

4251805413472 CF13875 2x foldable pet food scoop, silicone measuring spoon for 
cat and dog food, practical dosing scoop for vacation, c

13,99 £
4251805413489 CF13807 double travel bowl in a stand, foldable food bowls made 

of silicone, for dogs and cats, ideal for vacation, travelin
15,99 £

4251805413496 CF14136 Air mattress for two people - Air bed - Inflatable 
mattress for camping and guests - Guest mattress - 191

43,99 £
4251805413502 CF14133 Inflatable fabric waterball 50 cm - Beach soccer for the 

summer - Netball with pump for garden, beach and wat
30,99 £
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4251805413519 CF14133 Inflatable fabric waterball 50 cm - Beach volleyball for 
the summer - Netball with pump for garden, beach and 

30,99 £
4251805413526 CF14131 2x inflatable fabric beach ball 30 cm - beach football for 

summer - net ball for garden, beach and water fun
26,99 £

4251805413533 CF14131 2x inflatable fabric beach ball 30 cm - beach football for 
summer - net ball for garden, beach and water fun

26,99 £
4251805413540 CF14139 2-part Car care set with microfiber cloth and car wash 

glove - Microfiber cloth - Car polishing cloth - Car care cl
13,99 £

4251805413557 CF13199 2x Water bottle made of borosilicate glass with stainless 
steel screw cap and thermal cover made of neoprene in 

30,99 £
4251805413564 CF14132 3x Inflatable Rugby Ball - Mini Rugby Ball 18 cm - Soft 

children's ball for the beach, swimming pool, garden
26,99 £

4251805413571 CF13824 3-piece cheese serving platter, slate cheese board with 
cheese knife and cheese slicer, for serving and serving c

26,99 £
4251805413588 CF8483 travel double bowl in a stand, foldable silicone food 

bowls, for dogs and cats, ideal for vacation, travel, cam
15,99 £

4251805413618 CF13876 11x Closure clips for bags - Closure clips for food bags - 
Plastic closure clips - Bag clips for closing and keeping fr

26,99 £
4251805413625 CF13876 11x Closure clips for bags - Closure clips for food bags - 

Plastic closure clips - Bag clips for closing and keeping fr
17,99 £

4251805413632 CF13876 11x Closure clips for bags - Closure clips for food bags - 
Plastic closure clips - Bag clips for closing and keeping fr

17,99 £
4251805413656 CF9423 2x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramic in blue with 

colorful stripes
17,99 £

4251805413663 CF13584 48x hot glue sticks glue sticks replacement sticks 7x100 
mm glue sticks for hot glue guns glue cartridges refill pa

11,99 £
4251805413700 CF13882 Spaghetti storage jar "Pasta" with lid - Storage 

container for pasta and spaghetti - Elegant food storage
15,99 £

4251805413717 CF13882 Spaghetti holder - Storage jar "pasta" with lid - Storage 
container for pasta and spaghetti - Elegant food storage

15,99 £
4251805413748 CF11280 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel with lid - tea filter 

with drip tray - fine-mesh tea strainer for loose tea and 
17,99 £

4251805413755 CF13326 2x mason jar with clip closure - storage jars with rubber 
ring - storage jar airtight - wire-bow jar - filling quantity

17,99 £
4251805413762 CF13327 2x mason jar with clip closure - storage jars with rubber 

ring - storage jar airtight - wire-bow jar - filling quantity
26,99 £

4251805413779 CF13642 Felt basket with handle - Round storage basket with 2 
handles - Decoration basket for storing firewood, blanke

17,99 £
4251805413786 CF13642 Felt basket with handle - Round storage basket with 2 

handles - Decoration basket for storing firewood, blanke
17,99 £

4251805413793 CF13308 2x ceramic money box - piggy bank for children and 
adults - pink piggy bank

17,99 £
4251805413816 CF13397 4x rubber ball with moving glitter slime, spring ball with 

Jupiter look, toys for fantasy and space fans [selection v
15,99 £

4251805413823 CF13315 2x Wooden picture frame - Stylish photo frame for 
wedding pictures - White frame with gold-coloured bord

17,99 £
4251805413830 CF13315 2x Wooden picture frame - Stylish photo frame for 

wedding pictures - Grey frame with gold-coloured borde
17,99 £

4251805413847 CF13316 3x Wooden picture frame - Stylish photo frame for 
wedding pictures - Silver frame for favourite photos - 15

17,99 £
4251805413854 CF13314 3x Wooden picture frame - stylish photo frame for 

wedding pictures - frame with pattern for photos - 15 x 
17,99 £

4251805413861 CF13314 3x Wooden picture frame - stylish photo frame for 
wedding pictures - frame with pattern for photos - 15 x 

17,99 £
4251805413878 CF13317 2x Plastic picture frame - Stylish photo frame for 

wedding pictures - Frame with gold-coloured border for 
15,99 £

4251805413892 CF13401 3x Photo frame "Antique" - Stylish photo frame for the 
most beautiful photos - Frame for favourite pictures and

17,99 £
4251805413908 CF14108 rectangular baking frame, infinitely adjustable, made of 

stainless steel with divider - square baking mold for larg
15,99 £

4251805413915 CF13881 "Sugar" storage jar with lid - storage container for sugar 
- elegant fresh-keeping jar - sugar bowl

15,99 £
4251805413922 CF13881 "Sugar" storage jar with lid - storage container for sugar 

- elegant fresh-keeping jar - sugar bowl
15,99 £

4251805413939 CF13977 16x Bouncy balls for children to play with - Bouncy balls 
as a small present for birthdays - Colourful bouncy balls 

15,99 £
4251805413953 CF9707 2x grill tongs made of stainless steel - multi-purpose 

kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip
26,99 £

4251805413960 CF9707 2x grill tongs made of stainless steel - multi-purpose 
kitchen tongs made of stainless steel and non-slip

26,99 £
4251805413977 CF12036 4x coasters with felt, felt glides for vases, flower pots, 

bowls and tubs - protects against scratches, moisture o
11,99 £
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4251805413984 CF12036 4x coasters with felt, felt glides for vases, flower pots, 
bowls and tubs - protects against scratches, moisture o

11,99 £
4251805413991 CF12036 4x coasters with felt, felt glides for vases, flower pots, 

bowls and tubs - protects against scratches, moisture o
11,99 £

4251805414004 CF12036 4x coasters with felt, felt glides for vases, flower pots, 
bowls and tubs - protects against scratches, moisture o

11,99 £
4251805414011 CF13344 4x Screw-on rollers

 - Furniture castors with swivel bearing and brake
30,99 £

4251805414028 CF14140 3x flower and perennial holder, for flowers, tendrils and 
perennials, half-round

30,99 £
4251805414035 CF14141 3x flower and perennial holder, for flowers, tendrils and 

perennials, half-round
39,99 £

4251805414059 CF13361 5x artificial plant - artificial plants in decorative glass - 
artificial succulents - table decoration - window sill deco

30,99 £
4251805414066 CF13368 4x artificial flower, flower arrangement in ceramic pot, 

artificial flowers in pastel colors as window sill and table
26,99 £

4251805414080 CF13949 3x wooden hairbrush - environmentally friendly brush 
for men, women, children - wooden hairbrush with diffe

17,99 £
4251805414080 CF13949 3x wooden hairbrush - environmentally friendly brush 

for men, women, children - wooden hairbrush with diffe
17,99 £

4251805414097 CF13650 artificial plant in a pot, artificial green plant with large 
leaves for home, office, practice or office, very easy to c

17,99 £
4251805429572 CF13915 artificial palm in a pot, artificial palm with stones in a 

pot, easy-care artificial plant for the home, office, practi
26,99 £

4251805414110 CF13331 3x Decorative storage box - Box with leaf motif, handle 
in leather look - Box for transporting & storing documen

26,99 £
4251805414127 CF13081 Bird bath for birds - Feeding house birds - Decorative 

water bath to hang in the garden - Bird feeder for the g
26,99 £

4251805414134 CF13973 48x furniture glides made of felt - round chair glides 
with nail - felt glides for furniture, chair and table legs

11,99 £
4251805414141 CF13398 Classic Glass Carafe, Decanter for Whiskey, Cognac, 

Liqueur and other Spirits, Elegant Whiskey Carafe appro
15,99 £

4251805414189 CF13441 40x roasting bags with closure 25x30 cm - roasting 
hose for meat, fish, poultry and vegetables - roasting ho

15,99 £
4251805414196 CF13444 6x Toast bags - Reusable non-stick toast bags - Conjure 

up delicious cheese toasts in the toaster
11,99 £

4251805414202 CF13638 BBQ chicken roaster for perfect grilled chickens, poultry 
racks for cooking roast chickens and broilers, drip tray f

15,99 £
4251805414219 CF11316 pulley for children from 8 years, cable pull up to max. 

15kg
26,99 £

4251805414226 CF11316 pulley for children from 8 years, cable pull up to max. 
15kg

26,99 £
4251805414233 CF13588 Wall clock with safe - Hidden safe in clock - Kitchen 

clock with hiding place for valuables and money - Quart
26,99 £

4251805462319 CF10625 6x inflatable drink holders for the pool - floating can 
holder - pool toys - drink cooler

13,99 £
4251805414264 CF14144 4-piece set of balloons - foil balloon unicorns - unicorn 

balloons in two sizes
13,99 £

4251805414264 CF14144 4-piece set of balloons - foil balloon unicorns - unicorn 
balloons in two sizes

13,99 £
4251805414295 CF14145 Pool landing net attachment - Fine mesh pool net - 

Robust skimmer for cleaning of pool, swimming pool, po
15,99 £

4251805414301 CF14146 Pool hose 32 mm - Swimming pool hose - Universal 
hose for pool pump, sand filter systems, salt machines, 

30,99 £
4251805414318 CF14143 Solar pool cover Ø 210 cm, durable tarpaulin, heats the 

water with solar energy
35,99 £

4251805414325 CF13810 5s coat rack - Wall mounted coat hooks with double 
wall hooks - Metal and wooden hook rail for hall, entran

26,99 £
4251805414332 CF13691 10-piece golf set for children, toy set with golf clubs, 

golf balls, holes and golf bag, for inside, outside, beach 
26,99 £

4251805414349 CF13680 5x dice XL - wooden dice 5 x 5 cm - large wooden dice 
for playing - game dice for outside

26,99 £
4251805414356 CF13683 dart gun, semi-automatic toy blaster with soft foam 

darts, high precision at close range
15,99 £

4251805414363 CF13683 dart gun, semi-automatic toy blaster with soft foam 
darts, high precision at close range

15,99 £
4251805462685 CF13684 2x dart gun, semi-automatic toy blaster with soft foam 

darts, high precision at short distances
15,99 £

4251805414394 CF13684 2x dart gun, semi-automatic toy blaster with soft foam 
darts, high precision at short distances

15,99 £
4251805414400 CF13684 2x dart gun, semi-automatic toy blaster with soft foam 

darts, high precision at short distances
15,99 £
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4251805414424 CF13271 12x Crayons - Colored crayons in colorful designs - 
Colored pencils for children to play and learn - Wax cray

15,99 £
4251805445695 CF14027 2x butter dish - large butter dome with wood - butter 

dish with lid - butter container 19 x 12.5 x 6 cm
26,99 £

4251805414448 CF12098 2x Balloon "Happy Birthday" - Foil balloon for birthday 
decoration - Birthday garland of balloons

15,99 £
4251805414448 CF12098 2x Balloon "Happy Birthday" - Foil balloon for birthday 

decoration - Birthday garland of balloons
15,99 £

4251805444544 CF11439 water sprinklers for children - octopus sprinklers for 
great water fun in the garden - colorful lawn sprinkler [c

26,99 £
4251805414479 CF7790 2x high quality trivet made of stainless steel - trivet for 

pot, pan, baking dish and wok - extendable approx. 22 -
26,99 £

4251805445930 CF13787 3-piece measuring jug set with measuring jugs in 
different sizes - measuring jugs with scale in millilitres a

15,99 £
4251805414493 CF14153 6x Chalk pencil for blackboards and windows - Chalk 

markers for labelling and decorating - Window chalk in 
15,99 £

4251805414493 CF14153 6x Chalk pencil for blackboards and windows - Chalk 
markers for labelling and decorating - Window chalk in 

15,99 £
4251805414516 CF11709 3x ice cube mold for a total of 96 ice cubes - colorful ice 

cube containers with silicone base for better handling [s
26,99 £

4251805414523 CF13822 2x camera dummy for outside & inside - dummy camera 
with wall bracket - security camera with LED flashing lig

26,99 £
4251805414530 CF13701 12x Tableware marker - porcelain pen for painting cups 

and ceramics - glass and porcelain markers in 6 colours
17,99 £

4251805414530 CF13701 12x Tableware marker - porcelain pen for painting cups 
and ceramics - glass and porcelain markers in 6 colours

17,99 £
4251805414547 CF13659 18x Painting colours for children - Colourful paint pots 

for school - School painting colours in practical storage c
26,99 £

4251805414554 CF14154 25x premium tarpaulin tensioners with hooks - rubber 
tensioners for banners, posters, tents, tarpaulins, pavilio

15,99 £
4251805414561 CF14155 25x tarpaulin tensioners with ball - tension rubber for 

banners, posters, tents, tarpaulins, pavilions - tent tensi
15,99 £

4251805414578 CF13277 6-piece food storage jar set with lid, small freezer jars - 
cold cuts boxes - storage jars for camping or picnics - 5

15,99 £
4251805414585 CF13878 4-piece set of storage boxes - cabinet organizer in 

different sizes - storage box for drawer and shelf
10,99 £

4251805414608 CF14115 2x stainless steel coffee mugs - 300 ml per cup - 
thermal drinking mug made of 304 stainless steel with f

26,99 £
4251805414622 CF14116 stainless steel mug XL - 400 ml beer mug made of 

stainless steel 304 - stainless steel mug - camping mug 
17,99 £

4251805414639 CF14156 6-piece spatula set - aluminum cake spatula - modeling 
tool for baking and cooking - spreader with 23 patterns

11,99 £
4251805414646 CF7790 high-quality trivet made of stainless steel - trivet for 

pot, pan, baking dish and wok - extendable approx. 22 -
15,99 £

4251805414653 CF12255 32x Tent pegs made of steel - Robust V-shaped pegs 
for camping and outdoors - Ideal for normal ground

35,99 £
4251805414660 CF12255 48x Tent Pegs Made of Steel - Robust V-Shaped Pegs 

for Camping and Outdoors - Ideal for Normal Ground - 
43,99 £

4251805414677 CF13325 2x Glass storage jar with lid - Storage jar for coffee, 
tea, muesli and pastries - Storage jar made of glass wit

17,99 £
4251805414684 CF10180 2-piece multi-function tool set, multitools made of 

stainless steel, with 22 practical functions for a wide ran
8,99 £

4251805414684 CF10180 2-piece multi-function tool set, multitools made of 
stainless steel, with 22 practical functions for a wide ran

8,99 £
4251805414691 CF14142 skipping rope 5m, red universal rope, usable as 

gymnastic rope, skipping rope, bouncing and play rope, 
15,99 £

4251805414714 CF14152 3x flower and perennial holders, for flowers, tendrils 
and perennials, half-round

39,99 £
4251805414721 CF13607 School compasses with refills - Quickly adjustable 

geometry compass - Precise circles for school, in the offi
13,99 £

4251805414721 CF13607 School compasses with refills - Quickly adjustable 
geometry compass - Precise circles for school, in the offi

13,99 £
4251805414806 CF13835 waste bin with swing lid, elegant table waste bin made 

of stainless steel, compact cosmetic bin for the bathroo
17,99 £

4251805414820 CF13846 2x washing brush - cleaning brush for cars, bicycles and 
garden furniture - with garden hose connection, for was

26,99 £
4251805414844 CF13957 BBQ grill hook, premium grill cutlery, meat turner hook 

with wooden handle and pigtail hook, high-quality turni
11,99 £

4251805414851 CF14150 8x Grill skewer for BBQ - Chicken skewer for kebab 
made of stainless steel - Skewer for meat, fish and vege

17,99 £
4251805414868 CF13755 12x grill skewers, shish kebab skewers made of 

stainless steel - for grill, oven, pan, BBQ - perfect meat, 
15,99 £
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4251805414875 CF14160 50x Metal clothes pegs - Durable towel clips in bright 
colors - Beach towel clips - Pegs for washing line

13,99 £
4251805414882 CF14160 100x metal clothespins - durable towel clips in bright 

colors - beach towel clips
17,99 £

4251805414899 CF7013 2x LED light for Halloween - Flashing pumpkin LED 
lights for hollowed out and carved pumpkins - Pumpkin l

13,99 £
4251805414905 CF7013 2x LED light for Halloween - Flashing pumpkin LED 

lights for hollowed out and carved pumpkins - Pumpkin l
13,99 £

4251805414912 CF7013 2x LED Light for Halloween - Flashing Pumpkin LED 
Lights for Hollowed Out and Carved Pumpkins - Pumpki

13,99 £
4251805414936 CF14161 pumpkin carving knife for Halloween - cutting tool for 

hollowing out pumpkins - orange
8,99 £

4251805414943 CF9824 14-piece pumpkin carving set for Halloween - cutting 
tools for hollowing out pumpkins - knives, spoons, pens,

13,99 £
4251805414950 CF9824 14-piece pumpkin carving set for Halloween - cutting 

tools for hollowing out pumpkins - knives, spoons, pens,
15,99 £

4251805414967 CF9824 13-piece pumpkin carving set for Halloween - cutting 
tools for hollowing out pumpkins - knife, spoon, pen an

15,99 £
4251805414974 CF14149 inflatable swim ring for children from 10 years - swim 

ring in unicorn design with rainbow colors, for the beach
26,99 £

4251805414981 CF14148 tripod folding stool, camping with a practical carrying 
strap, folding camping chair, ideal for holidays, the beac

26,99 £
4251805414998 CF14148 tripod folding stool, camping with a practical carrying 

strap, folding camping chair, ideal for holidays, the beac
26,99 £

4251805415001 CF14148 tripod folding stool, camping with a practical carrying 
strap, folding camping chair, ideal for holidays, the beac

26,99 £
4251805415018 CF14162 12-piece pumpkin carving set for Halloween - cutting 

tools for hollowing out pumpkins - knife, spoon and carv
26,99 £

4251805415025 CF14163 6-Piece pumpkin carving set for Halloween - Cutting 
tools for hollowing out pumpkins - Bag with saw, spoon,

17,99 £
4251805415032 CF14164 4-piece pumpkin carving set for Halloween - cutting 

tools for hollowing out pumpkins - spoons, saw knives, r
13,99 £

4251805415049 CF14165 6-piece pumpkin carving set for Halloween - cutting 
tools for hollowing out pumpkins - bag with saw, spoon,

26,99 £
4251805415056 CF14159 pirate flag with hoist system, weatherproof toy flag for 

play towers, tree houses and more, funny 60x50cm pira
26,99 £

4251805415063 CF14151 2-piece set of Iso coffee mugs, 300 ml travel mug with 
handle and spill protection lid, drinking mug in modern 

26,99 £
4251805415070 CF13782 water painting set with 18 water colors and 2 water 

tank brushes in the paint box - ideal for drawing waterc
15,99 £

4251805415087 CF13608 30-piece brush set, round and flat brushes, artificial 
bristle and hair brushes, ideal watercolor brushes for sc

15,99 £
4251805415094 CF13781 24x oil paint 12ml, tubes with different basic colors for 

oil painting, great colors with high opacity, for beginner
13,99 £

4251805415100 CF12472 2x XXL velvet Christmas sack with gold-colored cord 
with white pom-poms - Christmas gift sack

35,99 £
4251805415155 CF14166 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 

needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light tree - 
26,99 £

4251805415162 CF14167 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 
needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light tree - 

30,99 £
4251805415179 CF14167 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 

needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light tree - 
30,99 £

4251805415186 CF14167 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 
needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light tree - 

35,99 £
4251805415193 CF14169 4x premium chair covers - Christmas decoration for 

chairs - protective covers in a Christmas design - seatin
30,99 £

4251805415209 CF12356 3x XXL gift bag for Christmas with Christmas motifs - 
Santa bag to fill - Christmas bag for Santa Claus costum

30,99 £
4251805415254 CF14172 decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star 

made of fabric - poinsettia stand
15,99 £

4251805415261 CF14173 2x Christmas Basket - Gift Basket in Christmas Design - 
Christmas Decoration - Christmas Gift Bag in Green, Red

30,99 £
4251805415278 CF14174 Christmas wreath with Santa Claus - door wreath 

Christmas - Advent wreath - Christmas decoration - Ø a
15,99 £

4251805415285 CF14175 3x Christmas headband - headgear & Christmas hat - 
Christmas elf disguise - headband with pointed cap desi

15,99 £
4251805415292 CF14171 2x Christmas pillows with Christmas motifs - decorative 

pillows for Christmas - Christmas decorations - decorativ
26,99 £

4251805415308 CF12535 2x XL gift bags for Christmas with Christmas motifs - 
Santa bag to fill - Christmas bag for Santa Claus costum

26,99 £
4251805415315 CF8842 2x black beret, for everyday life, carnival, carnival, 

Halloween & themed parties, Béret in one size, great fa
13,99 £
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4251805437133 CF13922 4x Massage ball - hedgehog ball with nubs - fascia balls 
for massages - nub ball for massaging hands, feet, legs 

15,99 £
4251805437140 CF13922 4x Massage ball - hedgehog ball with nubs - fascia balls 

for massages - nub ball for massaging hands, feet, legs 
15,99 £

4251805437157 CF13922 4x Massage ball - hedgehog ball with nubs - fascia balls 
for massages - nub ball for massaging hands, feet, legs 

15,99 £
4251805415353 CF14158 toothbrush mug - Toothbrush holder made of bamboo 

and stainless steel - Decorative toothbrush mug - Mug f
15,99 £

4251805415360 CF14176 3x High quality Christmas tree decorations - Big 
Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree

15,99 £
4251805415377 CF12026 2x Parasol holders - Parasol stands for parasol poles up 

to 20-35 mm - Floor plugs for parasols in different colou
26,99 £

4251805415384 CF14178 3x High quality Christmas tree decorations - Rustic 
Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree pendants in 

17,99 £
4251805415391 CF14179 3x High quality Christmas tree decorations - Travel 

suitcase made of real glass for Christmas decoration
17,99 £

4251805415407 CF14180 3x high-quality Christmas tree decorations - chainsaw 
made of real glass for Christmas decorations - Christma

26,99 £
4251805415414 CF14181 3x high-quality Christmas tree decorations - drill made 

of real glass for Christmas decorations - Christmas tree 
26,99 £

4251805415421 CF14182 2x High quality Christmas tree decorations - Unicorn 
made of real glass for Christmas decoration - Xmas tree

15,99 £
4251805415438 CF14183 3x High quality Christmas tree decorations - Unicorn 

made of glass for Christmas decoration - Christmas tree
26,99 £

4251805415445 CF14184 3x high-quality Christmas tree decorations - unicorn 
made of real glass for Christmas decorations - Christma

26,99 £
4251805415452 CF14185 2x High-quality Christmas tree decorations - Car and 

caravan made of real glass for Christmas decorations - 
26,99 £

4251805415469 CF14186 3x high-quality Christmas tree decorations - Santa Claus 
made of real glass for Christmas decorations - Christma

26,99 £
4251805415476 CF14187 2x high-quality Christmas tree decorations - bus and 

telephone booth made of real glass for Christmas decor
17,99 £

4251805415483 CF14188 2x High quality Christmas tree decorations - fish from 
real glass for Christmas decoration - Christmas tree pen

17,99 £
4251805415537 CF9920 6x Stainless steel ice cubes - premium whiskey stones - 

Reusable ice cube mold - Cooling stones for whiskey, wi
17,99 £

4251805415544 CF13827 8x Cold packs for cooler bag - Cooler elements for 
cooler box - Ice blocks - Cool packs for household and l

26,99 £
4251805415551 CF13301 4x Cabinet and drawer safety locks - Cabinet lock for 

gluing - Child safety locks for cabinet doors without drilli
11,99 £

4251805415551 CF13301 4x Cabinet and drawer safety locks - Cabinet lock for 
gluing - Child safety locks for cabinet doors without drilli

11,99 £
4251805415575 CF13303 8x corner protection - edge protection baby for table 

and chest of drawers - table edge protection for babies 
13,99 £

4251805415575 CF13303 8x corner protection - edge protection baby for table 
and chest of drawers - table edge protection for babies 

13,99 £
4251805415582 CF14176 3x High quality Christmas tree decorations - Big 

Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree
13,99 £

4251805415599 CF11455 150x premium reusable overshoes 11.9g per overshoe - 
plastic overshoes with anti-slip sole - reusable shoe extr

48,99 £
4251805415629 CF13362 Nose hair trimmer - Nose hair trimmer for on the go - 

Trimmer for nose and ear hair - Face hair trimmer for la
15,99 £

4251805415629 CF13362 Nose hair trimmer - Nose hair trimmer for on the go - 
Trimmer for nose and ear hair - Face hair trimmer for la

15,99 £
4251805415636 CF14196 128x shot cup, dishwasher-safe reusable shot glasses 

made of plastic, ideal for shots and short, reusable shot 
26,99 £

4251805415643 CF14157 bread box, bread box with bamboo lid, lid can be used 
as a cutting board, easy-care storage box for food

30,99 £
4251805415681 CF13304 16x hair ties, cable ties in colored spirals, elastic cable 

ties in the telephone cable design, hair accessories for t
13,99 £

4251805415698 CF13823 10x LED mini flashlight, with snap hook as a key ring, 
ideal for school, sports, leisure, camping, outdoors

26,99 £
4251805415728 CF14208 2 Pairs of Knee Pads for Gardening - Knee pads in 

turquoise and green - Kneepads
15,99 £

4251805415803 CF13323 2x decorative turtle, decorative figure made of wood 
and aluminum, maritime living accessory for indoor use,

13,99 £
4251805415827 CF14198 12x Barbecue skewers and shashlik skewers - Metal 

meat skewers with wooden handle - Vegetable skewers 
17,99 £

4251805415834 CF14034 toilet paper roll holder, white toilet paper holder for 
bathroom and toilet, easy installation, stable holder for t

15,99 £
4251805415841 CF12919 parasol holder for screwing in - ground sleeve for the 

garden - base for umbrellas - earth spike - light plastic u
26,99 £
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4251805441956 CF13844 8-piece garden hose set - hose reel with 15m garden 
hose and 5 adapters - hose reel for wall mounting

52,99 £
4251805415865 CF8762 20x Luxury stainless steel shashlik and barbecue 

skewers with wooden handle - meat and vegetable ske
17,99 £

4251805415872 CF14203 2x Push-up handle - Handles for push-ups easy on the 
joints - Sports equipment push up for home - Fitness ac

17,99 £
4251805415889 CF14203 2x Push-up handle - Handles for push-ups easy on the 

joints - Sports equipment push up for home - Fitness ac
17,99 £

4251805415902 CF14199 2x serving tray made of wood - vintage tray in white 
limed look - shabby chic wooden tray - suitable for ever

26,99 £
4251805415919 CF14213 2-Piece Set Serving Tray Made of Wood - Vintage 

Wooden Tray in Different Sizes - Modern White Lacquer
17,99 £

4251805415926 CF14197 Storage box for tea bags - White wooden tea box with 
glass lid - Shabby chic with 6 compartments and viewin

26,99 £
4251805415933 CF14206 Abdominal trainer - Abdominal roller for intensive 

abdominal muscle training - Un-roller for fitness training
26,99 £

4251805415940 CF6228 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea tongs for 
tea lovers - tea ball for cups - tea filter

13,99 £
4251805415940 CF6228 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea tongs for 

tea lovers - tea ball for cups - tea filter
13,99 £

4251805415957 CF7548 4x ashtrays for outdoors - wind ashtrays - storm mesh 
cups with luminous lid - car ashtrays, Ø 8 cm

15,99 £
4251805415964 CF11271 2x ashtrays for outside - wind ashtrays - storm mesh 

cups with luminous lid - car ashtrays, Ø 8 cm
13,99 £

4251805415971 CF14217 2x XXL ashtrays for outside - wind ashtrays - storm 
mesh cups with lid - car ashtrays, Ø 10 cm

15,99 £
4251805415988 CF14218 2x XXL ashtrays for outside - wind ashtrays - storm 

mesh cups with lid - car ashtrays, Ø 10 cm
15,99 £

4251805415995 CF14205 Balance cushion - Mobile cushion with Ø 33 cm - 
Balancing cushion for fitness, rehabilitation sports, back 

26,99 £
4251805416008 CF14205 Balance cushion - Inflatable ball cushion - Mobile 

cushion with Ø 33 cm - Balancing cushion for fitness, re
26,99 £

4251805416015 CF14205 Balance cushion - inflatable ball cushion - mobile 
cushion with Ø 33 cm - balancing cushion for fitness, re

26,99 £
4251805416022 CF14221 100x high-quality disposable overshoes 5g per overshoe 

- plastic overshoes - disposable shoe waterproof - overs
17,99 £

4251805416039 CF14221 200x high-quality disposable overshoes 5g per overshoe 
- plastic overshoes - waterproof disposable overshoes - 

26,99 £
4251805416046 CF14207 stool with storage space - foldable seat cube - padded 

storage box with lid, great as a stool, footstool, shelf an
39,99 £

4251805416053 CF14207 stool with storage space - foldable seat cube - padded 
storage box with lid, great as a stool, footstool, shelf an

39,99 £
4251805416060 CF14207 stool with storage space - foldable seat cube - padded 

storage box with lid, great as a stool, footstool, shelf an
39,99 £

4251805416077 CF14222 2x Premium Christmas Stocking XXL - Red Santa Claus 
boot for filling - Christmas sock as decoration - Santa Cl

17,99 £
4251805416084 CF14223 2x premium Christmas sack - red gift sack to fill - 

Christmas bags with pompons as decoration, great gift 
26,99 £

4251805416091 CF14224 Premium XL Christmas sack - red gift sack to fill - 
Christmas bags with pompons & gnomes as decoration, 

26,99 £
4251805416107 CF14225 Premium XL Christmas sack - Red gift sack for filling - 

Christmas bags as decoration - Great gift packaging Xm
30,99 £

4251805416114 CF14226 Premium Christmas tree blanket to protect against pine 
needles - round Christmas tree blanket for the Christma

30,99 £
4251805425833 CF14204 Balance Board - wobble board for fitness training & 

physiotherapy, balance board for balance & stability, ba
30,99 £

4251805416138 CF14204 Balance Board - wobble board for fitness training & 
physiotherapy, balance board for balance & stability, ba

30,99 £
4251805416145 CF14204 Balance Board - wobble board for fitness training & 

physiotherapy, balance board for balance & stability, ba
30,99 £

4251805416152 CF14202 Football goal foldable - Pop-Up football goal for garden 
and leisure - Children's football goal for indoor and outd

26,99 £
4251805416169 CF14220 3x outdoor seat cushions, foldable thermal seat pad for 

camping, hiking & stadiums, knee cushions for gardenin
17,99 £

4251805416176 CF14227 1x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 
shopping trolley chip and tire tread gauge - plastic parki

8,99 £
4251805416176 CF14227 1x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 

shopping trolley chip and tire tread gauge - plastic parki
8,99 £

4251805416183 CF14227 2x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 
shopping trolley chip and tire tread gauge - plastic parki

11,99 £
4251805416183 CF14227 2x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 

shopping trolley chip and tire tread gauge - plastic parki
11,99 £
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4251805416190 CF14227 3x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip, shopping 
cart chip and tire tread knife - parking meter made of pl

13,99 £
4251805416190 CF14227 3x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip, shopping 

cart chip and tire tread knife - parking meter made of pl
13,99 £

4251805416206 CF14228 2x stroller hooks with non-slip rubber nubs for diaper 
bag - stroller bag holder - snap hooks stroller - stroller h

11,99 £
4251805416206 CF14228 2x stroller hooks with non-slip rubber nubs for diaper 

bag - stroller bag holder - snap hooks stroller - stroller h
11,99 £

4251805416220 CF14229 Magnetic bracelet for craftsmen with 16 magnets - 
magnetic bracelet for small screws, nails and bits - gift f

8,99 £
4251805416220 CF14229 Magnetic bracelet for craftsmen with 16 magnets - 

magnetic bracelet for small screws, nails and bits - gift f
8,99 £

4251805416237 CF14230 Magnetic bracelet for craftsmen with 3 strong magnets - 
magnetic bracelet for screws, nails, bits and tools - gift f

8,99 £
4251805416251 CF14232 2x Magnetic bowl for the workshop - Tool bowl for 

screws and tools - Magnetic bowl for workshop accessor
15,99 £

4251805416268 CF14233 4x magnetic tool holder - magnetic strip for tools - 
magnetic rail for the workshop - tool storage - 40 cm

35,99 £
4251805416275 CF14234 knife magnetic strip for wall mounting - magnetic knife 

strip - kitchen strip with hook - knife holder for the kitch
26,99 £

4251805416282 CF14235 knife magnetic strip made of bamboo for wall mounting 
- magnetic knife strip - knife holder for the kitchen - ma

30,99 £
4251805416299 CF14236 knife magnetic strip made of acacia wood for wall 

mounting - magnetic knife strip - knife holder for the kit
30,99 £

4251805416305 CF14237 knife magnetic strip for wall mounting - magnetic knife 
strip - knife holder for the kitchen - magnetic rail for kni

26,99 £
4251805416312 CF14238 knife magnetic strip for wall mounting - magnetic knife 

strip - knife holder for the kitchen - magnetic rail for kni
26,99 £

4251805416329 CF13458 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 
glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top decorated for th

30,99 £
4251805416336 CF13460 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 

glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top decorated for th
26,99 £

4251805416343 CF13459 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 
glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top decorated for th

26,99 £
4251805416350 CF13464 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top with star
30,99 £

4251805416367 CF13465 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top with star

35,99 £
4251805416374 CF13466 Christmas tree top shiny - Christmas tree top made of 

real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top with star
30,99 £

4251805416381 CF13515 6-Piece Set Christmas Tree Decorations - Christmas 
Tree Baubles in Different Shapes - Bell, Heart and Star t

15,99 £
4251805416398 CF13516 6-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 

balls in different shapes - bell, heart and star to hang o
15,99 £

4251805416404 CF13517 6-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 
balls in different shapes - bell, heart and star to hang o

17,99 £
4251805416411 CF13518 6-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 

balls in different shapes - bell, heart and star to hang o
15,99 £

4251805416428 CF13519 6-piece set Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree 
balls in different shapes - bell, heart and star to hang o

17,99 £
4251805416435 CF13520 6x Christmas tree pegs - cones for the Christmas tree - 

Christmas tree decorations to hang on for Christmas de
13,99 £

4251805416442 CF13521 6x Christmas tree pegs - cones for the Christmas tree - 
Christmas tree decorations to hang on for Christmas de

13,99 £
4251805416459 CF13522 6x Christmas tree pegs - cones for the Christmas tree - 

Christmas tree decorations to hang on for Christmas de
13,99 £

4251805416466 CF13523 6x Christmas tree pegs - cones for the Christmas tree - 
Christmas tree decorations to hang on for Christmas de

13,99 £
4251805416473 CF13524 4x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 

Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas
13,99 £

4251805416497 CF13526 4x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 
Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas

13,99 £
4251805416503 CF13527 4x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 

Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas
13,99 £

4251805416510 CF13529 9x Golden Christmas baubles - Christmas tree balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas t

15,99 £
4251805416527 CF13530 9x Christmas ball - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor
15,99 £

4251805416534 CF13531 9x Christmas ball - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor

15,99 £
4251805416541 CF13532 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

shatterproof plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 
17,99 £
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4251805453447 CF13533 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 

15,99 £
4251805416565 CF13534 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

shatterproof plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 
17,99 £

4251805416572 CF14100 9x Christmas ball - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor

15,99 £
4251805453454 CF14099 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 
15,99 £

4251805416596 CF13528 4x Christmas tree pendant "Christmas tree" - Christmas 
tree decorations to hang up - Christmas tree pendant in

15,99 £
4251805416602 CF9494 2x Large Multi-Purpose Compress, Cold/Warm 

Compresses, Reusable Gel Pad with Fleece Cover with E
15,99 £

4251805416602 CF9494 2x Large Multi-Purpose Compress, Cold/Warm 
Compresses, Reusable Gel Pad with Fleece Cover with E

15,99 £
4251805416701 CF13535 3x Christmas tree decoration decoration bird - Birds 

with feather tail for Christmas tree decoration - Plastic b
15,99 £

4251805416718 CF13536 3x Christmas tree decoration decoration bird - Birds 
with feather tail for Christmas tree decoration - Plastic b

15,99 £
4251805416725 CF13537 3X Christmas tree ornaments decorative bird - birds 

with feather tails for Christmas tree decoration - plastic 
13,99 £

4251805416732 CF13538 LED candle arch as Christmas lights - candle bridge with 
33 LEDs - light arch pyramid for Christmas (pink)

15,99 £
4251805416749 CF13539 3x Christmas tree decoration decoration bird - Birds 

with feather tail for Christmas tree decoration - Plastic b
15,99 £

4251805416756 CF13540 Christmas tree top glitter star - star top for Christmas 
tree - Christmas tree top for every tree top - poinsettia 

13,99 £
4251805416763 CF14098 Christmas tree top glitter star - star top for Christmas 

tree - Christmas tree top for every tree top - poinsettia 
13,99 £

4251805416770 CF13506 4x Christmas tree pendant candy - Christmas ball gift 
candy - Christmas tree decoration in candy shape for th

13,99 £
4251805416787 CF13541 deco hanger star - Christmas star 20 cm to hang on - 

Christmas decoration red star - Christmas window decor
13,99 £

4251805416794 CF13662 6x Application folder with envelope - 
Folder with clip - 

15,99 £
4251805416800 CF13509 8x Christmas tree pendant star - Christmas ball 

decorative star - Christmas star for Christmas tree decor
11,99 £

4251805416817 CF13510 8x Christmas tree pendant star - Christmas ball 
decorative star - Christmas star for Christmas tree decor

11,99 £
4251805416824 CF13511 8x Christmas tree pendant star - Christmas ball 

decorative star - Christmas star for Christmas tree decor
11,99 £

4251805416831 CF13512 8x Christmas tree pendant star - Christmas ball 
decorative star - Christmas star for Christmas tree decor

11,99 £
4251805416848 CF13513 8x Christmas tree pendant star - Christmas ball 

decorative star - Christmas star for Christmas tree decor
11,99 £

4251805416855 CF13514 8x Christmas tree pendant star - Christmas ball 
decorative star - Christmas star for Christmas tree decor

11,99 £
4251805416862 CF13507 4x Christmas tree pendant candy cane - Christmas tree 

decorations to hang up - Christmas ball in candy cane s
11,99 £

4251805416879 CF13508 4x Christmas tree pendant candy cane - Christmas tree 
decorations to hang up - Christmas ball in candy cane s

11,99 £
4251805416886 CF13483 5x Tinsel wavy - Tinsel garland in white - Christmas 

decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm
13,99 £

4251805416893 CF13485 5x Tinsel wavy - Tinsel garland in red - Christmas 
decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm

13,99 £
4251805416909 CF13483 10x Tinsel wavy - Tinsel garland in white - Christmas 

decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm
17,99 £

4251805416916 CF13485 10x Tinsel wavy - Tinsel garland in red - Christmas 
decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm

17,99 £
4251805416923 CF13484 5x Tinsel for Christmas - Tinsel garland in red - 

Christmas decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm
13,99 £

4251805416930 CF13484 10x Tinsel for Christmas - Tinsel garland in red - 
Christmas decoration for the christmas tree - 50 cm

15,99 £
4251805416947 CF11239 8x Beach Towel Clips - Towel clips to attach in windy 

conditions - Ideal for the beach, travel, camping or picni
13,99 £

4251805416954 CF13486 3x Garland Christmas - Fir garland for a perfect 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm

26,99 £
4251805416961 CF13487 3x Garland Christmas - Fir garland for a perfect 

Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm
15,99 £

4251805416978 CF13488 3x Garland Christmas - Fir garland for a perfect 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm

13,99 £
4251805416985 CF13489 3x Garland Christmas - Fir garland for a perfect 

Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm
17,99 £
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4251805416992 CF13490 3x Garland Christmas - Fir garland for a perfect 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm

17,99 £
4251805417005 CF14239 5-piece premium garden tool set, garden tools set 

consisting of shovels, digging fork and spray bottle in a 
30,99 £

4251805417012 CF13796 6-piece knitting ring set, knitting looms for beginners & 
professionals, round knitting frames with instructions & 

17,99 £
4251805417036 CF9423 2x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramic in green 

with colorful stripes
17,99 £

4251805417043 CF9423 2x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramic in orange 
with colorful stripes

17,99 £
4251805417050 CF9423 2x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramic in red with 

colorful stripes
17,99 £

4251805417098 CF13500 Garland with icicle - Decorative garland for Christmas - 
Christmas garland for Christmas tree decorations - icicle

13,99 £
4251805417104 CF13501 Garland with icicle - Decorative garland for Christmas - 

Christmas garland for Christmas tree decorations - icicle
15,99 £

4251805471274 CF13499 garland with snowflakes - decorative garland for 
Christmas - snowflake garland - Christmas garland for C

13,99 £
4251805417142 CF12477 4x rainbow spiral, stair runners are the 90s cult toys, 

jumping spirals for juggling and as party favors for child
15,99 £

4251805417159 CF12477 8x rainbow spiral, stair runners are the 90s cult toys, 
jumping spirals for juggling and as party favors for child

17,99 £
4251805417272 CF14266 16-piece set key fobs, various key rings and simple snap 

hooks, make your own pendants, fastening equipment
15,99 £

4251805417272 CF14266 16-piece set key fobs, various key rings and simple snap 
hooks, make your own pendants, fastening equipment

15,99 £
4251805417296 CF14258 3x Hairband Bat for Halloween - Bat-diadem for children 

and adults - Hairband for carnival, carnival, Halloween [
15,99 £

4251805417302 CF14257 3x Pumpkin Hairband Pumpkin Motif for Halloween - 
Pumpkin Hairband for Children and Adults - Diadem for 

15,99 £
4251805417302 CF14257 3x Pumpkin Hairband Pumpkin Motif for Halloween - 

Pumpkin Hairband for Children and Adults - Diadem for 
15,99 £

4251805417319 CF14261 4x mini hat for Halloween - party hat with clip for 
carnival, New Year's Eve, theme party - headgear in diff

13,99 £
4251805417326 CF14259 4x necklace for Halloween - pearl necklace with colorful 

LED lighting and creepy motifs - accessories for costum
13,99 £

4251805417333 CF14255 Deco Skeleton for Halloween - Plastic skeleton to hang - 
Mini skeleton with scary factor for Halloween, carnival, t

15,99 £
4251805417340 CF8009 4x Lantern with colorful moon motif - Large paper 

lantern for Saint Martin and Halloween - Martin's lantern
17,99 £

4251805417364 CF14260 3x skull mask for Halloween - skeleton face mask for 
masked ball - skull half mask [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805417371 CF8011 4x Lantern with colorful motifs - Paper lantern for Saint 

Martin and Halloween - Martin's lantern for children
13,99 £

4251805417388 CF14256 4x Spider - Realistic Plastic Birdspider - Creepy spiders 
with movable legs - Crawling spider for Halloween & Th

11,99 £
4251805417432 CF14253 4x Halloween pumpkin bucket - plastic bucket in 

pumpkin design for collecting sweets - collection bag wit
26,99 £

4251805417456 CF13478 2x Angel hair Christmas decoration - Fine curly tinsel for 
the Christmas tree - Fairy hair for Christmas decoration 

15,99 £
4251805417456 CF13478 2x Angel hair Christmas decoration - Fine curly tinsel for 

the Christmas tree - Fairy hair for Christmas decoration 
15,99 £

4251805417463 CF14244 Facial tissue box made of bamboo - Premium 
handkerchief dispenser made of wood - Paper towel dis

17,99 £
4251805417470 CF14251 Gymnastics ball with pump - sitting ball for home and 

office - Pezzi ball for gymnastics, fitness, yoga, pregnan
15,99 £

4251805417487 CF14248 Gymnastics ball with pump - sitting ball for home and 
office - Pezzi ball for gymnastics, fitness, yoga, pregnan

26,99 £
4251805417494 CF14248 Gymnastics ball with pump - sitting ball for home and 

office - Pezzi ball for gymnastics, fitness, yoga, pregnan
26,99 £

4251805417500 CF14251 Gymnastics ball with pump - sitting ball for home and 
office - Pezzi ball for gymnastics, fitness, yoga, pregnan

17,99 £
4251805417517 CF14251 Gymnastics ball with pump - sitting ball for home and 

office - Pezzi ball for gymnastics, fitness, yoga, pregnan
17,99 £

4251805417562 CF4052 Dog toy ball on a rope - dog ball for romping and 
playing - play ball for dogs and cats - throwing ball with

13,99 £
4251805417579 CF14252 Expander sport - Breast expander with 5 strengths - 

Expander for fitness at home - Bodybuilding equipment 
13,99 £

4251805417586 CF14252 Expander Sport - Breast expander with 5 strengths - 
Expander for fitness at home - Training device for the m

13,99 £
4251805417593 CF14252 Chest expander with 5 strengths - Expander for fitness 

at home - Training device for musculature of chest & ar
13,99 £
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4251805417609 CF14249 Hand trainer - Forearm trainer for left and right hand - 
Finger trainer for hand muscle training - Grip strength tr

13,99 £
4251805417609 CF14249 Hand trainer - Forearm trainer for left and right hand - 

Finger trainer for hand muscle training - Grip strength tr
13,99 £

4251805417616 CF14249 Hand trainer - Forearm trainer for left and right hand - 
Finger trainer for hand muscle training - Grip strength tr

15,99 £
4251805417616 CF14249 Hand trainer - Forearm trainer for left and right hand - 

Finger trainer for hand muscle training - Grip strength tr
15,99 £

4251805417661 CF9947 2x lanterns in a set, "Princess" lantern for lantern 
parade, 44 x 35 cm

15,99 £
4251805417685 CF14274 Halloween Bag - Bag to collect sweets on Halloween - 

collection bag with witch motif
13,99 £

4251805417692 CF14276 Halloween headband & bow tie - mini hat and bow tie 
with skull motif - costume for Halloween, carnival and t

26,99 £
4251805417708 CF14277 3x Air humidifier heating - Radiator air humidifier in 

white - Heating water evaporator made of ceramic with 
30,99 £

4251805417715 CF14278 3x Air humidifier made of ceramic - Radiator evaporator 
for humidifying the room air water evaporator with S-sh

30,99 £
4251805417722 CF14275 4x Lantern with colourful motifs - Paper lantern for St. 

Martin and Halloween - St. Martin's lantern for children [
15,99 £

4251805417722 CF14275 4x Lantern with colourful motifs - Paper lantern for St. 
Martin and Halloween - St. Martin's lantern for children [

15,99 £
4251805417739 CF14268 rain cover for backpack - rain cover for satchel in neon 

yellow - rain cover with reflective strips, storage bag an
15,99 £

4251805417746 CF14243 2x tree disc with bark - thick wooden disc for decoration 
- decorative coaster for glass carafes - round tree disc f

17,99 £
4251805417777 CF14270 Spaghetti spoon - nylon noodle spoon with acacia wood 

handle - pasta spoon with non-stick coating - pasta ladl
15,99 £

4251805417784 CF14265 Compasses for school - Quick-setting compasses with 
spare leads and locking wheel - Compass case for prima

11,99 £
4251805417791 CF14264 12-piece brush set - Painting set with hair brush and 

bristle brush - School brush set with specialized brush, r
13,99 £

4251805417791 CF14264 12-piece brush set - Painting set with hair brush and 
bristle brush - School brush set with specialized brush, r

13,99 £
4251805417807 CF14245 smartphone locker for cellphone-free zone - cell phone 

prison for smartphones and cell phones - cell phone cag
26,99 £

4251805417814 CF14247 XL Insect hotel made of wood - Bee hotel for flying 
insects, ladybirds, butterflies and flies - Insect house to 

26,99 £
4251805417821 CF14246 Insect hotel made of wood - Bee hotel for flying insects, 

ladybirds, butterflies and flies - Insect house to hang
26,99 £

4251805417845 CF11500 6x Measuring Scoop - Large Measuring Spoon for Flour, 
Grain or Animal Feed - Scoop can be Used Universally in

17,99 £
4251805417869 CF11751 10x snap hooks - steel snap hooks with 120 kg load 

capacity - for garden, household, crafts and more
15,99 £

4251805417883 CF11751 5x snap hooks - steel snap hooks with 220 kg load 
capacity - for awning, floating grill, punching bag and m

13,99 £
4251805417937 CF14302 Premium bamboo hairbrush, all-purpose hairbrush 

made from sustainable bamboo wood and boar bristles, 
15,99 £

4251805417944 CF14303 3-piece premium hair care set, all-purpose brush and 
two styling combs made of bamboo wood, bamboo hair

15,99 £
4251805417951 CF14304 Baby brush and baby comb from 0 months for 

newborns and toddlers - Baby hair brush made of bamb
15,99 £

4251805417968 CF14305 2-piece premium hair care set, detangler hairbrush 
made of bamboo and a small hairdressing mirror, detan

13,99 £
4251805417975 CF14306 2-piece premium hair care set, paddle brush and a 

styling comb made of bamboo wood, bamboo hair brus
13,99 £

4251805417982 CF14307 2-piece premium set bamboo hair comb, hair combs 
made of bamboo wood, sustainable wooden comb mad

15,99 £
4251805417999 CF14308 Premium sandalwood hair comb, coarse-toothed hair 

comb made of sandalwood, sustainable wooden comb 
13,99 £

4251805418026 CF14311 Premium bamboo hairbrush, detangler hairbrush made 
of bamboo wood, small round detangling brush against 

11,99 £
4251805418033 CF6995 12x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 

camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou
13,99 £

4251805433425 CF14312 garlic press - set with silicone peeler and cleaning brush 
- garlic roller - stainless garlic cutter

11,99 £
4251805418057 CF14317 potato press made of stainless steel, dishwasher-safe - 

spaetzle press - spaghetti ice cream press - potato mas
26,99 £

4251805418064 CF14318 Premium knife sharpener with 4 levels, also suitable for 
scissors - professional manual knife sharpener with prac

13,99 £
4251805418071 CF14318 Premium knife sharpener with 4 levels, also suitable for 

scissors - professional manual knife sharpener with prac
13,99 £
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4251805431506 CF14319 french fries cutter - french fries carver made of stainless 
steel - potato press with 2 cutting inserts - fruit, vegeta

30,99 £
4251805418118 CF14320 4x Pair of protective gloves for work and garden - 

Working gloves size M - Gloves according to DIN EN 33
15,99 £

4251805418149 CF14320 4x Pair of protective gloves for work and garden - 
Working gloves size M - Gloves according to DIN EN 33

15,99 £
4251805418156 CF14320 4x Pair of protective gloves for work and garden - 

Working gloves size L - Gloves according to DIN EN 338
15,99 £

4251805418170 CF14033 Towel rail - White towel rail for bathroom and kitchen - 
Metal towel rail - Mounting the rail also without drilling

26,99 £
4251805418200 CF14125 2-piece knife set - kitchen knife - chef's knife with blade 

protection and knife sharpener - cutting knife with knife 
17,99 £

4251805418217 CF14322 20x Replacement lids in wintry design for jam jars - 
Blue-white screw lids with snowflakes - Jam jars with lid

15,99 £
4251805418224 CF14322 40x replacement lids in winter design for jam jars - 

blue-white screw lids with snowflakes for tumbler jars a
26,99 £

4251805418231 CF14296 Deco Skeleton for Halloween - XXL skeleton made of 
plastic to hang - Skeleton with scary factor for Hallowee

35,99 £
4251805418248 CF14300 2x Halloween pumpkin bucket - plastic bucket in 

pumpkin design with blinking LED - collection bag with 
26,99 £

4251805448924 CF14283 balloon "Happy Halloween" - foil balloon for Halloween 
decoration - Halloween garland made of air balloons

13,99 £
4251805448924 CF14283 balloon "Happy Halloween" - foil balloon for Halloween 

decoration - Halloween garland made of air balloons
13,99 £

4251805418262 CF14299 3x Snack Bowl Halloween - Plastic Snack Plate in Candy 
Design - Party Tableware for Halloween and Theme Part

26,99 £
4251805418279 CF14323 80-piece set of party tableware, paper plates and paper 

napkins with pumpkin and ghost motifs, disposable tabl
26,99 £

4251805418286 CF14280 4X decorative plate Halloween - decorative serving 
plates with great motifs - snack bowl for Halloween and 

26,99 £
4251805418293 CF14324 Halloween Tie & Bow Tie - Tie and Bow Tie in Blood 

Design - Halloween Costume unisex - Costume for Hallo
15,99 £

4251805418293 CF14324 Halloween Tie & Bow Tie - Tie and Bow Tie in Blood 
Design - Halloween Costume unisex - Costume for Hallo

15,99 £
4251805418309 CF14325 Halloween Tie & Bow Tie - Tie and Bow Tie in Blood 

Design - Halloween Costume unisex - Costume for Hallo
15,99 £

4251805418309 CF14325 Halloween Tie & Bow Tie - Tie and Bow Tie in Blood 
Design - Halloween Costume unisex - Costume for Hallo

15,99 £
4251805418316 CF14326 2x Halloween Tie - Tie with Blood Spatter Motif - 

Halloween Costume unisex - Costume for Halloween, Ca
11,99 £

4251805418347 CF14294 3x flower pot made of metal in bright colors - herb pot - 
mini bucket - spice pot - blue, yellow, dark green - Ø 13

15,99 £
4251805418354 CF14294 3x flower pot made of metal in bright colors - herb pot - 

mini bucket - spice pot - pink, pink, light green - Ø 13 x 
15,99 £

4251805418361 CF14282 Decorative wooden bowl - Round wooden bowl coated - 
Wooden bowl for indoor decoration, snacks and fruit

35,99 £
4251805418378 CF14281 2x cord rope with LED lighting, decorative rope with 

warm white LED lamps, battery-operated light chain for 
26,99 £

4251805418408 CF14330 2-piece massage ball set, massage ball and double ball 
for self-massage, stimulating blood circulation and relax

17,99 £
4251805418415 CF14331 3-piece massage set, massage ball, double ball & fascia 

roller - self-massage, stimulation of blood circulation an
39,99 £

4251805418422 CF14331 3-piece massage set, massage ball, double ball & fascia 
roller - self-massage, stimulation of blood circulation an

26,99 £
4251805418439 CF14331 3-piece massage set, massage ball, double ball & fascia 

roller - self-massage, stimulation of blood circulation an
26,99 £

4251805418446 CF14332 3-Piece Set with Pilates Ball and Thera Bands - 
Gymnastics Ball and Resistance Bands for Pilates and Yo

17,99 £
4251805418446 CF14332 3-Piece Set with Pilates Ball and Thera Bands - 

Gymnastics Ball and Resistance Bands for Pilates and Yo
17,99 £

4251805418453 CF14332 3-Piece Set with Pilates Ball and Thera Bands - 
Gymnastics Ball and Resistance Bands for Pilates and Yo

15,99 £
4251805418453 CF14332 3-Piece Set with Pilates Ball and Thera Bands - 

Gymnastics Ball and Resistance Bands for Pilates and Yo
15,99 £

4251805418460 CF14332 3-piece set with Pilates Ball and Thera bands - 
Gymnastics Ball and Resistance Bands for Pilates and Yo

17,99 £
4251805418460 CF14332 3-piece set with Pilates Ball and Thera bands - 

Gymnastics Ball and Resistance Bands for Pilates and Yo
17,99 £

4251805418477 CF14285 massage ball, double ball in peanut shape - self-
massage, stimulation of blood circulation and relaxation 

15,99 £
4251805418590 CF14337 3-piece set of yoga gloves and 2x yoga pads - fitness 

gloves with grip - non-slip knee pad for yoga and pilates
26,99 £
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4251805418606 CF14338 yoga gloves and yoga block - fitness gloves with grip - 
non-slip yoga block for pilates and yoga - fingerless glov

15,99 £
4251805418613 CF14339 yoga gloves and yoga block - fitness gloves with grip - 

non-slip yoga block for pilates and yoga - fingerless glov
15,99 £

4251805418620 CF14290 2x yoga block robust and non-slip - yoga block double 
pack for Pilates, meditation, fitness - yoga accessories f

26,99 £
4251805418637 CF14289 4-part finger trainer set, finger stretcher, handy training 

equipment, hand trainer for grip and spreading force as 
15,99 £

4251805418644 CF12320 50x wooden building blocks in a bucket - key hiding 
place in stone look - geocaching stone - stone with secr

17,99 £
4251805418651 CF14316 40x Water-repellent plasters for children - Colourful 

plaster strips for children - Plaster set with princess and 
11,99 £

4251805418651 CF14316 40x Water-repellent plasters for children - Colourful 
plaster strips for children - Plaster set with princess and 

11,99 £
4251805418668 CF14329 2x Decorative spray paint silver-colored - Silver spray 

for decoration and handicrafts - Silver spray paint for Ch
15,99 £

4251805418675 CF14328 4x underplates in gold-colored shabby chic - saucer as 
table decoration - decorative plates for weddings, family

30,99 £
4251805418675 CF14328 4x underplates in gold-colored shabby chic - saucer as 

table decoration - decorative plates for weddings, family
30,99 £

4251805418682 CF13866 4x pencil case to paint with colored pencils - DIY pencil 
case to color in - toilet bag - cloth bag - [selection of mo

15,99 £
4251805418699 CF10000 5x tinsel - tinsel garland for Christmas - Christmas tree 

decorations for the Christmas tree - 47 cm
13,99 £

4251805418705 CF14340 8x Christmas tree pendant "pine cones" - Christmas tree 
decorations to attach - Christmas tree pendant in the sh

13,99 £
4251805418705 CF14340 8x Christmas tree pendant "pine cones" - Christmas tree 

decorations to attach - Christmas tree pendant in the sh
13,99 £

4251805418712 CF13528 8x Christmas tree pendants "Christmas tree" - 
Christmas tree decorations to hang on - Christmas tree 

26,99 £
4251805418736 CF6250 60x Wooden clothespins - Sustainable wooden pegs 

made of birch wood - Untreated wooden clothespins for
11,99 £

4251805418743 CF14342 80x clothespins XL made of wood - sustainable wooden 
pegs made of birch wood - untreated wooden clothespi

13,99 £
4251805418750 CF14344 120x mini clothes pegs and 50 m jute rope - small 

colorful wooden pegs as decoration for pictures, collage
13,99 £

4251805418767 CF14344 120x mini clothes pegs and 50 m jute rope, small 
wooden pegs as decoration for pictures, collages, postc

13,99 £
4251805418774 CF0918 4x Tea strainer made of stainless steel - Tea infuser for 

loose tea and spices - Fine-meshed tea filter - Classic de
17,99 £

4251805418781 CF14346 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel 304, dishwasher-
safe - tea infuser for loose tea, spices and herbs - fine-

15,99 £
4251805418798 CF14347 4x tea strainer made of 304 stainless steel, dishwasher-

safe - tea infuser for loose tea, spices and herbs - fine-
13,99 £

4251805418804 CF14348 pizza shovel made of stainless steel - pizza and cake 
server with wooden handle - pizza pusher for pizza, tart

26,99 £
4251805418811 CF14349 pizza peel made of stainless steel - pizza and cake 

server with wooden handle - round pizza pusher for pizz
26,99 £

4251805418828 CF14350 pizza pusher made of stainless steel - cake shelf with 
plastic handle - cake and pizza server - pizza peel with 2

13,99 £
4251805418835 CF14351 pizza peel made of stainless steel - pizza and cake 

server with plastic handle - round pizza pusher for pizza
17,99 £

4251805418842 CF7792 Ceramic hob scraper with replacement blades - stainless 
steel scraper for the kitchen - ceramic hob scraper with 

8,99 £
4251805418842 CF7792 Ceramic hob scraper with replacement blades - stainless 

steel scraper for the kitchen - ceramic hob scraper with 
8,99 £

4251805418859 CF7793 10x replacement blades for cleaning scrapers, 
accessories for cleaning utensils, scraper blades for repl

8,99 £
4251805418859 CF7793 10x replacement blades for cleaning scrapers, 

accessories for cleaning utensils, scraper blades for repl
8,99 £

4251805418866 CF15613 2x deco stars Christmas, Christmas decoration star 
made of metal, stand white poinsettia with glitter

13,99 £
4251805455380 CF15647 4x deco angel pendant made of acrylic - Christmas tree 

decorations for hanging - hanger for the Christmas tree 
15,99 £

4251805455380 CF15647 4x deco angel pendant made of acrylic - Christmas tree 
decorations for hanging - hanger for the Christmas tree 

15,99 £
4251805418880 CF15709 Decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 

hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor
15,99 £

4251805418897 CF15707 Decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 
hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor

13,99 £
4251805418903 CF14361 24-piece set of cups and plates, disposable party 

tableware for Halloween, birthday, Day of the Dead the
15,99 £
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4251805418910 CF14214 26-piece Halloween decoration set with spider web, 
spiders, cups, plates, napkins and tablecloth for Hallowe

17,99 £
4251805418910 CF14214 26-piece Halloween decoration set with spider web, 

spiders, cups, plates, napkins and tablecloth for Hallowe
17,99 £

4251805418927 CF14362 47 Piece Party Tableware Set Cups Plates Napkins & 
Bunting Paper Tableware & Decorations for Halloween 

26,99 £
4251805418934 CF13509 16x break-proof star hangers, silver-colored Christmas 

tree decorations, decorative Christmas decorations for t
13,99 £

4251805418941 CF13510 16x break-proof star hangers, white Christmas tree 
decorations, decorative Christmas decorations for the C

17,99 £
4251805418958 CF13511 16x break-proof star hangers, red Christmas tree 

decorations, decorative Christmas decorations for the C
17,99 £

4251805418965 CF13512 16x break-proof star hangers, gold-colored Christmas 
tree decorations, decorative Christmas decorations for t

13,99 £
4251805418972 CF13513 16x break-proof star hangers, pink Christmas tree 

decorations, decorative Christmas decorations for the C
15,99 £

4251805418989 CF13514 16x break-proof star hangers, green Christmas tree 
decorations, decorative Christmas decorations for the C

13,99 £
4251805418996 CF10439 8x coasters made of slate - glass coasters with non-slip 

rubber feet - decorative table coasters - slate plate - Ø 
15,99 £

4251805419009 CF14291 2 pairs of yoga gloves - fitness gloves with anti-slip grip 
- non-slip fingerless gloves for fitness & yoga

13,99 £
4251805419030 CF14363 2-piece storage jar set with bamboo lid, airtight 

reusable glass container made of borosilicate glass, stor
30,99 £

4251805419047 CF13674 air mattress for one person - air bed - inflatable 
mattress for camping and guests - guest mattress - 191

35,99 £
4251805419054 CF14364 Premium dough spatula, dough cutter made of stainless 

steel, dough cutter with plastic handle, rectangular dou
11,99 £

4251805419061 CF14365 Premium dough spatula, dough cutter made of stainless 
steel, dough cutter with round handle, dough cutter wit

11,99 £
4251805419078 CF14366 Premium dough spatula, dough cutter made of stainless 

steel, dough cutter with plastic handle, dough cutter wit
11,99 £

4251805419085 CF14367 4x jacket potato fork with 3 prongs, made of 430 
stainless steel, reusable as a corn skewer, peeling aid

13,99 £
4251805419092 CF14353 3x Storage jars with bamboo lids - Airtight reusable 

glass containers made of borosilicate glass - Kitchen sto
30,99 £

4251805419108 CF13920 21-piece set with wooden clothespins and clothespin 
bag - high-quality wooden pegs and closable hanging b

15,99 £
4251805419115 CF13921 21-piece set with wooden clothespins and clothespin 

bag - high-quality wooden pegs and closable hanging b
13,99 £

4251805419122 CF13920 21-piece set with wooden clothespins and clothespin 
bag - high-quality wooden pegs and closable hanging b

17,99 £
4251805419139 CF13921 21-piece set with wooden clothespins and clothespin 

bag - high-quality wooden pegs and closable hanging b
15,99 £

4251805419146 CF14368 6x sealing clips for bags - sealing clips for food bags - 
sealing clips made of plastic - bag clips for sealing and k

15,99 £
4251805419153 CF14369 10-piece set of locking clips, locking clips for food bags 

and bags, stainless steel locking clips, bag clips for locki
15,99 £

4251805419160 CF14369 10x large locking clips, locking clips for food bags and 
bags, stainless steel locking clips, bag clips for locking a

15,99 £
4251805419177 CF14369 10x medium locking clips, locking clips for grocery bags 

and bags, stainless steel locking clips, bag clips for locki
15,99 £

4251805419184 CF14370 whisk, spiral whisk made of stainless steel, practical 
kitchen aid, handy sauce whisk for stirring, frothing and 

11,99 £
4251805419191 CF14371 6x bottle pourer with protective lid - dosing pourer 

made of stainless steel - portioner for schnapps, rum, w
13,99 £

4251805419207 CF14372 2x meat claws, premium BBQ grill cutlery made of 
stainless steel, bear paws for chopping meat, ideal for p

13,99 £
4251805424539 CF14357 3x Storage tin with swing stopper, stainless steel 

storage box, airtight coffee container, 2 liters
35,99 £

4251805419221 CF11585 funnel made of stainless steel 304 - filling funnel for 
preserving jars when preserving - jam funnel with filling

15,99 £
4251805419245 CF5950 4x placemats for Christmas - placemats for the kitchen - 

placemats with different motifs - table mats
15,99 £

4251805419252 CF5950 4x placemats for Christmas - placemats for the kitchen - 
placemats with different motifs - table mats

15,99 £
4251805419269 CF12428 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 

decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin
15,99 £

4251805419269 CF12428 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

15,99 £
4251805419276 CF14425 3x Seppelhut, traditional felt hat for Oktoberfest, 

Carnival or Mardi Gras, large traditional hat made of felt
26,99 £
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4251805419283 CF14426 2x mini Seppelhut with hair clip - headdress for 
Oktoberfest - mini traditional hat in one size

13,99 £
4251805419290 CF14360 8-piece Christmas placemat as table decoration - 

Decorative place mat with coaster in reindeer design - X
15,99 £

4251805419306 CF14359 8-piece Christmas placemat - decorative placemat with 
coaster - snowman design - wipeable plastic table mat

15,99 £
4251805419313 CF14343 8x gift bags in Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine and 

champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and Santa
17,99 £

4251805419337 CF14341 8x gift bags for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 
glitter gift bag with 3D Christmas motif - gift bag

17,99 £
4251805419344 CF14679 2-piece mixing bowl set made of stainless steel - 

multifunctional kitchen bowl - silver-colored metal bowl,
26,99 £

4251805419351 CF14255 2x decorative skeleton for Halloween - plastic skeleton 
to hang - mini skeleton with horror factor for Halloween,

26,99 £
4251805419368 CF10030 4-Piece sommelier starter set - Gift set in an elegant 

metal box for wine lovers - Bottle opener with corkscre
17,99 £

4251805419375 CF6995 24x ground anchors made of carbon steel - robust 
ground nails for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun

26,99 £
4251805419429 CF14579 4x Halloween lantern with LED light, battery-operated 

lantern with laughter as a sound effect for children at M
26,99 £

4251805419436 CF14576 4x Spider - Decorative plastic tarantula - Creepy spiders 
with a velvety surface - Crawling spider for Halloween &

13,99 £
4251805419443 CF14677 18x LED balloons, colorful balloons with LED lighting for 

Halloween, funny scary motifs, LED lamps with automati
13,99 £

4251805419467 CF13508 6X Christmas balls with Christmas motifs, Christmas 
tree balls with fabric covers for Christmas, tree decorati

13,99 £
4251805419474 CF14527 Advent calendar to fill yourself - Christmas calendar for 

handicrafts for children - DIY calendar for Christmas (ch
8,99 £

4251805419481 CF14671 Christmas village with LED lighting, atmospheric scenery 
with half-timbered houses and 10 LEDs, illuminated wint

48,99 £
4251805419498 CF14526 Advent calendar to fill yourself - Christmas calendar to 

hang up in reindeer design - DIY calendar for Christmas
17,99 £

4251805419504 CF14400 LED light chain - Deco light with LEDs for Christmas - 
light chain with red wooden stars - garland 170 cm

15,99 £
4251805419511 CF14529 4x LED sticker for bottle bottom lighting - decorative 

glass lighting - white LEDs - beverage light for parties
13,99 £

4251805419528 CF14529 8x LED sticker for bottle bottom lighting - decorative 
glass lighting - white LEDs - beverage light for parties

15,99 £
4251805419535 CF14530 4x LED sticker for bottle bottom lighting - decorative 

glass lighting - colorful LEDs - beverage light for parties
13,99 £

4251805419542 CF14530 8x LED sticker for bottle bottom lighting - decorative 
glass lighting - colorful LEDs - beverage light for parties

15,99 £
4251805419566 CF14725 8x LED sticker for bottle bottom lighting - decorative 

glass lighting - white and colored LEDs - beverage light 
15,99 £

4251805419573 CF14630 LED light chain with 8 decorative glass bottles with cork 
closure - Decorative battery-operated light chains for in

13,99 £
4251805419580 CF14630 LED light chain with 8 decorative glass bottles with cork 

closure - decorative battery-operated light chains for ind
13,99 £

4251805419597 CF14630 LED light chain with 8 decorative glass bottles with cork 
closure - decorative battery-operated light chains for ind

13,99 £
4251805419610 CF14400 LED light chain - Deco light with LEDs for Christmas - 

light chain with white wooden snowflakes - garland 170 
15,99 £

4251805419641 CF14400 LED Fairy Lights - Deco Light with LEDs for Christmas - 
Garland Light Chain with Grey Wooden Christmas Trees 

15,99 £
4251805419658 CF14400 LED light chain - Decorative light with LEDs for 

Christmas - Light chain with brown wooden reindeer - G
15,99 £

4251805419665 CF14401 LED light chain - Deco light with LEDs for Christmas - 
light chain with red wooden stars - garland 170 cm

15,99 £
4251805419672 CF14401 LED light chain - Deco light with LEDs for Christmas - 

light chain with silver-coloured snowflakes made of woo
15,99 £

4251805419689 CF14401 LED light chain - Deco light with LEDs for Christmas - 
light chain with gold-coloured wooden reindeer - garlan

15,99 £
4251805419696 CF14522 3x LED decoration hanger house - hanging decoration 

with wintry wooden houses - warm white LED lamps - d
15,99 £

4251805419702 CF14401 LED light chain - Deco light with LEDs for Christmas - 
light chain with gold-coloured wooden Christmas trees -

15,99 £
4251805419726 CF14670 LED candle bridge, candle arch as Christmas lighting - 

winter landscape made of wood with 5 LEDs - decorativ
39,99 £

4251805419733 CF14569 2x LED light chain with balls - light chain battery 
operated - LED decoration for Christmas, birthday, wed

15,99 £
4251805419740 CF14568 2x LED light chain with balls - light chain battery 

operated - LED decoration for Christmas, birthday, wed
17,99 £
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4251805419764 CF14399 2x LED light chain with balls - light chain battery 
operated - LED decoration for Christmas, birthday, wed

15,99 £
4251805419771 CF14495 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor
15,99 £

4251805419788 CF14469 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor

13,99 £
4251805419795 CF14469 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor
13,99 £

4251805419801 CF14469 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor

13,99 £
4251805445985 CF14469 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 
17,99 £

4251805419825 CF15652 18x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

30,99 £
4251805451740 CF14469 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 
17,99 £

4251805419849 CF14570 4x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor

15,99 £
4251805419856 CF14570 4x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor
17,99 £

4251805419863 CF14570 4x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 

17,99 £
4251805419870 CF14570 4x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor
15,99 £

4251805419887 CF14570 4x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor

17,99 £
4251805419894 CF14570 4x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor
17,99 £

4251805419900 CF14577 4x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Christmas tree decor

17,99 £
4251805419917 CF14491 3x Christmas tree decorations glass angels - Angels 

made of glass with LED to hang on - Decorative angels f
26,99 £

4251805419924 CF14635 advent calendar made of wood - cube calendar in train 
shape - decorative desk calendar as a countdown to Chr

15,99 £
4251805419931 CF14635 advent calendar made of wood - cube calendar in train 

shape - decorative desk calendar as a countdown to Chr
15,99 £

4251805419948 CF14635 Advent calendar made of wood - Cube calendar in train 
shape - Decorative desk calendar as a countdown to Ch

15,99 £
4251805419962 CF14662 2x advent calendar made of wood (1x with a red star, 

1x with a white star) - star to attach - Christmas decorat
13,99 £

4251805451726 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decora

26,99 £
4251805445992 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 

made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decora
26,99 £

4251805451634 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decora

26,99 £
4251805420005 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 

made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas
26,99 £

4251805420012 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas

26,99 £
4251805420029 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 

made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas
26,99 £

4251805420036 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas

26,99 £
4251805420043 CF14581 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 

made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas
17,99 £

4251805420050 CF5870 3x sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of hand 
brush and dustpan - hand brush in modern colors - shov

17,99 £
4251805446692 CF14541 2x LED cotton ball with 6 hour timer - lighting with 15 

LEDs - decoration for Christmas, birthday, wedding or p
26,99 £

4251805420074 CF14402 2x LED light chain with stars - battery-operated light 
chain - LED decoration for winter, Christmas or New Yea

13,99 £
4251805420081 CF14402 2x LED light chain with stars - battery-operated light 

chain - LED decoration for winter, Christmas or New Yea
13,99 £

4251805420098 CF14403 LED fairy lights with stars - battery operated fairy lights 
- LED decoration for winter, Christmas or New Year's Ev

13,99 £
4251805420104 CF14403 LED fairy lights with stars - battery operated fairy lights 

- LED decoration for winter, Christmas or New Year's Ev
13,99 £

4251805420111 CF14542 LED cotton ball with 6 hour timer - lighting with 20 LEDs 
- decoration for Christmas, birthday, wedding or party

26,99 £
4251805420128 CF14497 3x white LED candles - decorative candles with light - 

battery-operated LED candles - candles with realistic flic
26,99 £
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4251805420135 CF14398 3x LED candles in different sizes - LED candles with 
timer function - real wax candles with remote control an

39,99 £
4251805420142 CF14493 LED light chain light bulb with snowflake motif - lighting 

with 15 LEDs - light chain battery operated
13,99 £

4251805420159 CF14493 LED light chain light bulb with star motif - lighting with 
15 LEDs - light chain battery operated

13,99 £
4251805420166 CF14493 LED light chain light bulb with heart motif - Lighting 

with 15 LEDs - Light chain battery operated
13,99 £

4251805420180 CF14665 Christmas star to hang up - LED star as decorative 
lighting for Christmas - Battery-operated Christmas deco

17,99 £
4251805420197 CF14583 Christmas star to hang up with timer function - LED star 

as decorative lighting for Christmas - Battery-operated C
30,99 £

4251805420203 CF14404 3x LED candles in different sizes - LED candles with 
timer function - decorative candles with remote control 

30,99 £
4251805420210 CF14406 3x LED candles in different sizes - LED candles with 

timer function - decorative candles with remote control 
35,99 £

4251805420227 CF14405 3x LED candle in different sizes - LED candles with timer 
function - Decorative candles with remote control - Batt

30,99 £
4251805420234 CF14649 2x Christmas star to hang up [selection varies!] - LED 

star as decorative lighting for Christmas - Battery-operat
17,99 £

4251805420241 CF14509 2x LED Christmas figure snowy - 
Ceramic santa claus and snowman

26,99 £
4251805420258 CF14509 LED Christmas figure snowy

 - Father Christmas 15 cm ceramic
15,99 £

4251805420265 CF14509 LED Christmas figure snowy
 - Snowman 15 cm ceramic

13,99 £
4251805420272 CF14500 Christmas decoration with LED light - wooden 

decoration, illuminated house - table decoration [selecti
26,99 £

4251805420289 CF14625 LED tree as decorative lighting - light tree as Christmas 
decoration - decorative wooden Christmas tree - woode

15,99 £
4251805420296 CF14625 LED tree as decorative lighting - light tree as Christmas 

decoration - decorative wooden Christmas tree - woode
15,99 £

4251805420302 CF12862 3x Hairband mini cylinder for Halloween
 - Mini hats with feather for carnival

26,99 £
4251805420319 CF14538 3x LED candle with suction cup - cordless battery-

operated Christmas candles - decorative candles to stan
11,99 £

4251805420326 CF14537 3x LED Candle with suction cup - Cordless battery-
operated Christmas candles - Decorative candles to stan

13,99 £
4251805420333 CF14585 2x LED candle 25 cm - Christmas candles wireless, 

battery-operated - Real wax candle - Christmas lights - 
11,99 £

4251805457438 CF14407 24x LED tea lights with 6 hour timmer - child and pet 
friendly tea lights - battery operated candles

26,99 £
4251805420364 CF14736 8-piece set with artificial snow and stencils - spray can 

with decorative snow - stencils with different motifs for 
26,99 £

4251805420371 CF14540 LED Christmas tree top in star shape - Christmas tree 
lighting with 10 LEDs - glittering star to put down for Ch

26,99 £
4251805420388 CF14514 2x LED Christmas car - Red ceramic car with LED light - 

Decorative car for Christmas with Santa Claus and snow
26,99 £

4251805420807 CF14448 5-Piece Gift Ribbon Set in Different Sizes - Decorative 
Ribbon for Christmas and Weddings - Ribbons with Diffe

17,99 £
4251805420814 CF14447 5-Piece Gift Ribbon Set in Different Sizes - Decorative 

Ribbon for Christmas and Weddings - Ribbons with Diffe
17,99 £

4251805420821 CF14446 5-piece gift ribbon set in different sizes - Decorative 
ribbon for Christmas and weddings - Ribbons with differ

15,99 £
4251805420425 CF14558 160x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Christmas 

tree hooks - Double hooks for Christmas tree decoration
13,99 £

4251805420425 CF14558 160x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Christmas 
tree hooks - Double hooks for Christmas tree decoration

13,99 £
4251805420432 CF14557 160x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Christmas 

tree hooks - Double hooks for Christmas tree decoration
13,99 £

4251805420432 CF14557 160x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Christmas 
tree hooks - Double hooks for Christmas tree decoration

13,99 £
4251805420449 CF14494 6x Christmas tree pendant candy cane - Christmas tree 

decorations to attach - Christmas ball in candy cane sha
17,99 £

4251805420456 CF14508 4x Plates for Christmas, Father Christmas, Advent
 - Christmas plate for biscuits, stollen, sweets

26,99 £
4251805420463 CF14501 3x plates for Christmas, Santa Claus, Advent - reusable 

saucers as table decorations - decorative plates - gift pl
26,99 £

4251805420470 CF14507 3x plates for Christmas, Santa Claus, Advent - reusable 
saucers as table decoration - decorative plates with sno

26,99 £
4251805420487 CF14481 2x Christmas hat Xmas - Christmas hat for adults - 

Santa Clause Xmas hat for Christmas - Luxury Christmas
17,99 £
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4251805420494 CF14384 3x Christmas hat X-Mas Santa Claus hat Santa Claus 
plush Christmas hat

26,99 £
4251805420500 CF14451 2x Garland Christmas - 

Fir garland for a perfect Christmas decoration
15,99 £

4251805420524 CF14452 2x Garland Christmas - 
Fir garland for a perfect Christmas decoration

15,99 £
4251805420531 CF14544 3x Christmas hat in different knitted motifs - Santa hat 

with white plush border and bobble - Christmas knitted 
17,99 £

4251805420548 CF14686 Christmas tree blanket for the Christmas tree stand, 
round Christmas tree blanket for the Christmas tree, car

30,99 £
4251805420555 CF14473 2-piece set Christmas stocking and Santa hat in pink - 

Baby's 1st Christmas label - teddy bear motif
13,99 £

4251805420562 CF14472 2-piece set Christmas stocking and Christmas hat in 
blue - Baby's 1st Christmas label - Xmas stockings for ki

13,99 £
4251805420579 CF14397 Christmas wreath woven

 - Door wreath "SANTA EXPRESS" for Christmas
13,99 £

4251805420586 CF14397 Christmas wreath woven
 - Door wreath "SANTA EXPRESS" for Christmas

13,99 £
4251805420586 CF14397 Christmas wreath woven

 - Door wreath "SANTA EXPRESS" for Christmas
13,99 £

4251805420593 CF14397 Christmas wreath woven
 - Door wreath "SANTA EXPRESS" for Christmas

13,99 £
4251805420593 CF14397 Christmas wreath woven

 - Door wreath "SANTA EXPRESS" for Christmas
13,99 £

4251805420609 CF14505 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting & 
telescopic legs, XXL gnome, room decoration, battery-o

48,99 £
4251805420616 CF14505 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting & 

telescopic legs, XXL gnome, room decoration, battery-o
48,99 £

4251805420623 CF14504 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting 
inside, XL gnome as room decoration, battery-operated 

35,99 £
4251805420630 CF14504 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting 

inside, XL gnome as room decoration, battery-operated 
35,99 £

4251805420647 CF14517 2x Ceramic snowman - Decorative Christmas figure in 
snowman design - Christmas decorations indoor - Xmas 

26,99 £
4251805420654 CF14549 Santa Claus figure, decorative stand, free-standing 

Santa Claus doll for indoor use, room decoration for priv
65,99 £

4251805420661 CF14543 3x Christmas stocking XL for filling - Santa Claus 
stocking to hang up - Christmas decoration in different k

17,99 £
4251805420678 CF14548 Santa Claus figure, decorative stand, free-standing 

Santa Claus doll for indoor use, room decoration for priv
43,99 £

4251805420685 CF14547 Santa Claus figure as Christmas decoration - Large 
Santa Clause figure - Large father Christmas decoration 

26,99 £
4251805420715 CF14482 3x Christmas hat X-Mas Santa Claus hat Santa Claus 

plush Christmas hat
17,99 £

4251805420722 CF14394 4x Christmas cutlery bag in Santa Claus coat motif - 
Christmas table decoration - Christmas bag for cutlery

17,99 £
4251805420739 CF14391 3x Wine bottle cover with Santa Claus coat and 

Christmas hat - Bottle bag for gifts Xmas - Christmas bo
13,99 £

4251805420746 CF14743 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier "leaf" - 
heating water evaporator made of ceramic in leaf desig

26,99 £
4251805420753 CF14744 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier in 

white - heating water evaporator made of ceramic
26,99 £

4251805420760 CF14745 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier "cloud" 
- heating water evaporator made of ceramic in a funny 

26,99 £
4251805420777 CF14746 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier with 

wave pattern - heating water evaporator made of ceram
30,99 £

4251805420784 CF14747 3x Air humidifier heating - Radiator air humidifier with 
heart pattern - Heating water evaporator made of cera

26,99 £
4251805420791 CF14748 3x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier 

semicircular - heating water evaporator made of cerami
26,99 £

4251805420807 CF14448 5-Piece Gift Ribbon Set in Different Sizes - Decorative 
Ribbon for Christmas and Weddings - Ribbons with Diffe

17,99 £
4251805420814 CF14447 5-Piece Gift Ribbon Set in Different Sizes - Decorative 

Ribbon for Christmas and Weddings - Ribbons with Diffe
17,99 £

4251805420821 CF14446 5-piece gift ribbon set in different sizes - Decorative 
ribbon for Christmas and weddings - Ribbons with differ

15,99 £
4251805420838 CF14496 3x plates for Christmas, Santa Claus, Advent - reusable 

saucers as table decorations - decorative plates - gift pl
26,99 £

4251805420845 CF14383 12x gift bag with Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine 
and champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and S

26,99 £
4251805420852 CF14377 12x gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag for wine and 

champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas & Santa C
17,99 £
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4251805420869 CF14385 10x gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag for wine and 
champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas & Santa C

15,99 £
4251805420876 CF14376 12x gift bags with Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine 

and champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and S
26,99 £

4251805420883 CF14380 10x gift bag with Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine 
and champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and S

17,99 £
4251805420890 CF14386 10x gift bags with Christmas motifs - gift bags for wine 

and champagne bottles - bottle bags for Christmas and 
15,99 £

4251805420906 CF14457 3x 100g Decorative stones - Transparent aryl crystal 
stones in different sizes for table decoration [selection v

15,99 £
4251805420913 CF14515 Christmas decoration angel figure - Christmas figure 

standing - Decoration figure for Christmas - Christmas el
39,99 £

4251805420920 CF14516 Christmas decoration angel figure - Christmas figure 
standing - Decoration figure for Christmas - Christmas el

39,99 £
4251805420937 CF14518 3x Christmas decoration figure in wood look - Christmas 

figure standing - Decoration figure for Christmas - Christ
26,99 £

4251805420944 CF14382 6x gift bags for Christmas, St. Nicholas and Advent - gift 
bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805420951 CF14378 6x gift bags for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - gift 

bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805420968 CF14375 8x gift bags for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - gift 
bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies]

17,99 £
4251805420975 CF14388 6x gift bags for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - gift 

bag with Christmas motif - gift bag
26,99 £

4251805420982 CF14510 Christmas train with two plastic trailers - decorative 
Christmas train - Christmas table decoration [selection v

26,99 £
4251805420999 CF14506 Christmas decoration snowman figure made of metal - 

Christmas figure standing - Decoration figure for Christ
15,99 £

4251805421002 CF14506 Penguin figure as Christmas decoration - Christmas 
figure standing - Decoration figure for Christmas - Xmas

15,99 £
4251805421019 CF14506 Christmas decoration reindeer figure made of metal - 

Christmas figure standing - Decoration figure for Christ
15,99 £

4251805421026 CF14506 Christmas decoration Santa Claus figure made of metal 
- Christmas figure standing - Decoration figure for Christ

15,99 £
4251805421040 CF14759 2x Christmas decoration figure snowman in wood look - 

Christmas figure standing - Decoration figure for Christ
26,99 £

4251805421057 CF14728 6x gift bags for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - gift 
bag with Christmas motif - gift bag set

15,99 £
4251805421064 CF14760 2x Christmas decoration figure Santa Claus in wood look 

- Christmas figure standing - Decoration figure for Christ
26,99 £

4251805421071 CF14450 6x XL gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 
gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag

26,99 £
4251805421088 CF14483 4x XL gift bag for Christmas, St. Nicholas and Advent - 

gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies
26,99 £

4251805421095 CF14503 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting 
inside, gnome as room decoration, battery-operated X-

26,99 £
4251805421101 CF14503 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting 

inside, gnome as room decoration, battery-operated X-
26,99 £

4251805421118 CF14502 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting 
inside, gnome as room decoration, battery-operated X-

17,99 £
4251805421125 CF14502 LED dwarf, decorative Christmas elf with LED lighting 

inside, gnome as room decoration, battery-operated X-
17,99 £

4251805421132 CF14480 Christmas decoration penguin figure made of felt - 
window sill decoration for Christmas - winter decoration 

13,99 £
4251805421149 CF14480 Christmas decoration reindeer figure made of felt - 

window sill decoration for Christmas - winter decoration 
13,99 £

4251805421156 CF14480 Christmas decoration Santa Claus figure made of felt - 
window sill decoration for Christmas - winter decoration 

13,99 £
4251805421163 CF14480 Christmas decoration snowman figure made of felt - 

window sill decoration for Christmas - winter decoration 
13,99 £

4251805421170 CF14489 4x Christmas Tree Pendants Made of Glass - Christmas 
Tree Decorations - Accessories for the Christmas Tree - 

13,99 £
4251805421187 CF14488 6x Christmas Tree Pendants Made of Glass - Christmas 

Tree Decorations - Accessories for the Christmas Tree - 
26,99 £

4251805421194 CF14488 6x Christmas tree pendants made of glass - Christmas 
tree decorations for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 

15,99 £
4251805421200 CF14490 4x Christmas tree pendants made of glass - Christmas 

tree decorations for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
15,99 £

4251805421217 CF14420 tealight holder made of metal - decorative candle holder 
in the shape of a branch - candle holder for advent wre

30,99 £
4251805421231 CF14565 LED decoration loop, oversized gift loop with LED 

lighting, 8 warm white LED lamps, decorative home acc
17,99 £
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4251805421248 CF14564 LED decoration loop, oversized gift loop with LED 
lighting, 8 warm white LED lamps, decorative home acc

26,99 £
4251805421255 CF14563 LED decoration loop, oversized gift loop with LED 

lighting, 8 warm white LED lamps, decorative home acc
17,99 £

4251805421262 CF14419 2x Metallic tealight holder - Decorative candle holder in 
leaf shape - Candle holder with different motifs [selectio

17,99 £
4251805421279 CF14789 2x Christmas decoration made of metal - Christmas 

figure Christmas tree on wooden stand - Window sill de
35,99 £

4251805421286 CF14790 2x Christmas decoration made of metal - Christmas 
figure poinsettia on a wooden base - Window sill decora

26,99 £
4251805421293 CF14421 2x Christmas decoration made of metal - Christmas 

figure Christmas tree on a wooden stand - Window sill d
26,99 £

4251805421309 CF14421 2x Christmas decoration made of metal - Christmas 
figure poinsettia on a wooden base - Window sill decora

26,99 £
4251805421316 CF15653 Christmas tree top in the shape of a star - Christmas 

tree decorations - Star for the Christmas tree top - Chris
13,99 £

4251805421323 CF11935 3x spray bottle - chemical-resistant pump sprayer with 
28/400 thread for acids, hydrocarbons and solvents - at

17,99 £
4251805421330 CF13956 6x Christmas tree pegs - cones for the Christmas tree - 

Christmas tree decorations to hang on for Christmas dec
13,99 £

4251805421347 CF14792 8-piece Christmas tree pendant set, break-proof 
Christmas tree decorations in the form of candies & gift

17,99 £
4251805421392 CF11930 3x spray bottle with scale - chemical-resistant pump 

sprayer for acids, hydrocarbons and solvents - atomizer 
26,99 £

4251805421408 CF14513 Santa Claus figure made of ceramic - decorative Santa 
to stand with a Christmas tree - 24 cm

15,99 £
4251805421415 CF14513 Santa Claus Figure Made of Ceramic - Decorative Santa 

Figure with Bell - Decoration Figurine for Christmas - 24
26,99 £

4251805421422 CF13502 2x wire garland with stars - garland for Christmas - 
Christmas garland for Christmas tree decorations - deco

15,99 £
4251805421439 CF15686 garland with stars - Christmas garland - Star garland for 

Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm
15,99 £

4251805421446 CF13504 2x wire garland with stars - garland for Christmas - 
Christmas garland for Christmas tree decorations - deco

15,99 £
4251805421453 CF13505 2x wire garland with stars - garland for Christmas - 

Christmas garland for Christmas tree decorations - deco
13,99 £

4251805421460 CF13479 4x decorative spiral with stars - star garland spiral-
shaped for Christmas - Christmas garland for Christmas 

13,99 £
4251805453430 CF13480 4x decorative spiral with stars - star garland spiral-

shaped for Christmas - Christmas garland for Christmas 
13,99 £

4251805421484 CF13481 garland with stars - garland Christmas - star garland for 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm

13,99 £
4251805421491 CF13482 4x decorative spiral with stars - star garland spiral-

shaped for Christmas - Christmas garland for Christmas 
13,99 £

4251805421507 CF13491 3x gold-colored garland with stars - Christmas garland 
as a Christmas tree decoration - Star garland for the Ad

13,99 £
4251805428612 CF13492 3x Silver-coloured garland with stars - Christmas 

garland for Christmas tree decorations - Star garland for
13,99 £

4251805428643 CF13494 3x Gold-coloured garland with stars - Christmas garland 
for Christmas tree decorations - Star garland for Advent 

13,99 £
4251805428605 CF13495 3x Silver-coloured garland with stars - Christmas 

garland for Christmas tree decorations - Star garland for
13,99 £

4251805421545 CF15666 Christmas tree top in star shape - Red star for the top 
of the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations - Chri

11,99 £
4251805421569 CF15713 Decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 

hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor
15,99 £

4251805441048 CF14731 cord rope with LED lighting, decorative rope with warm 
white LED light bulbs, battery-operated light chain with 

26,99 £
4251805421583 CF14761 2x train lantern for Saint Martin and Halloween - paper 

lantern with unicorn and rainbow motif - 25 cm
13,99 £

4251805421590 CF14802 3x hanging decoration with LED tealight, small tin house 
with LED lighting for hanging, nice mood light, ideal for 

17,99 £
4251805421606 CF14667 2x decorative apple made of wood - motif hedgehog or 

fox - autumn decoration to put down - decorative figure
17,99 £

4251805421613 CF14590 autumn table wreath - colorful autumn wreath with 
cones, leaves & pumpkins - great decoration for Hallow

30,99 £
4251805421620 CF14590 Autumn table wreath - Autumn wreath with cones, 

leaves and pumpkins - Halloween wreaths for the front 
30,99 £

4251805421637 CF14668 2x decorative apple made of wood - removable motif 
hedgehog or fox - autumn decoration to put down - dec

17,99 £
4251805421644 CF12577 3x LED replacement bulb - Replacement bulbs for 

candle bridge - Flicker flame bulb - Candle flicker light b
17,99 £
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4251805421651 CF14803 4x standard shaft candles - replacement lamps for 
candle arches and fairy lights - candle lamp for Christma

17,99 £
4251805421675 CF14804 16-piece cutlery bag set in Christmas hats and 

Christmas boots motif - Christmas table decorations - C
13,99 £

4251805421682 CF14589 Christmas table wreath - colorful decorative wreath with 
cones, leaves & glitter - great table decorations for Chri

30,99 £
4251805421699 CF14589 Christmas table wreath - colorful decorative wreath with 

cones, leaves & glitter - great table decorations for Chri
30,99 £

4251805421712 CF14604 4x Christmas plates made of melamine - Santa Clause 
plate with different motifs - Advent plate for pastries an

15,99 £
4251805421729 CF14606 3x Christmas plates made of melamine - St. Nicholas 

plate with different motifs and shapes - Advent plates fo
17,99 £

4251805421736 CF14441 2x Christmas decoration gift -Glittering box as room 
decoration for Christmas and Advent - Gift box for hidin

17,99 £
4251805421743 CF14441 2x Christmas decoration gift - glittering box as room 

decoration for Christmas and Advent - gift box for hidin
17,99 £

4251805421750 CF14442 Christmas decoration boots - Glittering container for 
sweets, dried flowers and small gifts - Room decoration

26,99 £
4251805421767 CF14603 4x Christmas paper plates - Melamine Xmas plates with 

different motifs - Kids Christmas plate for pastries and fr
26,99 £

4251805421774 CF14678 13-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 
wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib

26,99 £
4251805421781 CF14678 13-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 

wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib
26,99 £

4251805421798 CF3329 18x ready-made bow for the Christmas tree - glittering 
gift bow in different colors - Christmas tree decorations 

26,99 £
4251805421804 CF14680 13-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 

wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib
26,99 £

4251805421811 CF14680 13-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 
wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib

26,99 £
4251805421828 CF14443 Christmas sledge - Glittering container for sweets, dried 

flowers and small gifts - Room decorations for Christma
26,99 £

4251805421842 CF14645 Decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree made 
of wood with artificial fur and bells - Christmas tree as C

26,99 £
4251805421859 CF14645 Decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree made 

of wood with artificial fur and bells - Christmas tree as C
26,99 £

4251805421866 CF10043 vacuum flask made of stainless steel - double-walled 
thermal flask - thermal vacuum jug for on the go - 500 

17,99 £
4251805421873 CF14424 Decorative metal bowl - Decorative design bowl for the 

home - Modern bowl for table decoration, fruit bowl, ser
30,99 £

4251805421880 CF14806 3x Pad lifter for coffee pods, accessories for coffee 
paddies - Practical pad lifter for coffee cans - Easy remo

15,99 £
4251805421897 CF14423 Decorative metal bowl - Decorative design tray for the 

home - Modern bowl for table decoration, fruit bowl, ser
30,99 £

4251805421927 CF9556 36-piece screwdriver set, screwdriver with ratchet and 
extensive accessories consisting of sockets and bits, all 

13,99 £
4251805421934 CF11012 10x Tinsel for Christmas

 - Tinsel garland in silver
15,99 £

4251805421941 CF13497 2x Garland with mini bells
 - Garland of bells for Christmas

13,99 £
4251805421958 CF13498 2x Garland with mini bells

 - Garland of bells for Christmas
13,99 £

4251805421972 CF14700 2x tealight holder in the shape of a Christmas tree ball - 
decorative wooden candlesticks - Christmas candlesticks

13,99 £
4251805421996 CF14661 2x decorative display for Christmas - reindeer made of 

wood with artificial fur and bells - reindeer figure as Chri
13,99 £

4251805422016 CF14660 2x decorative display for Christmas - reindeer made of 
wood with artificial fur and bells - reindeer figure as Chri

17,99 £
4251805422023 CF14807 Water bath melting pot - melting bowl with 2 spouts - 

durable water bath melting bowl - stainless steel - dish
17,99 £

4251805422030 CF12738 2x XXL LED light heart decoration hanger - LED lighting 
with flower pattern made of wood for windows, walls an

26,99 £
4251805422054 CF14414 Decorative bowl star

 - Decorative star-shaped metal tray
39,99 £

4251805422085 CF14674 2x XL coffee cups with a Christmas motif - large coffee 
cup - Christmas cup - dishwasher-safe, approx. 620ml

26,99 £
4251805422092 CF14632 1x decorative Christmas blocks made of wood - winter 

decoration with "XMAS" inscription - decorated with sma
13,99 £

4251805422108 CF14674 2x extra large coffee cup with Christmas motif - large 
coffee cup - Christmas cup - dishwasher-safe, approx. 6

26,99 £
4251805422115 CF14681 5-piece table set with table runner and place mat

 - Table ribbon and place mat for Christmas and weddin
26,99 £
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4251805422122 CF14682 5-piece table set with table runner and place mat
 - Table ribbon and place mat for Christmas and weddin

26,99 £
4251805422139 CF14734 4x Place mat

 - Premium Placemats for Christmas
17,99 £

4251805422146 CF14734 4x Place mat
 - Premium Placemats for Christmas

26,99 £
4251805422153 CF14673 2x large coffee cups with a Christmas motif - coffee 

cups in gift packaging - dishwasher-safe, approx. 320ml
26,99 £

4251805422153 CF14673 2x large coffee cups with a Christmas motif - coffee 
cups in gift packaging - dishwasher-safe, approx. 320ml

26,99 £
4251805422160 CF14673 2x large coffee mugs with Christmas motif - coffee 

mugs in gift packaging - Christmas mugs - dishwasher-s
26,99 £

4251805422160 CF14673 2x large coffee mugs with Christmas motif - coffee 
mugs in gift packaging - Christmas mugs - dishwasher-s

26,99 £
4251805422177 CF14809 2-piece set reindeer figures - decorative figure made of 

aluminum - Christmas and elegant living accessory - dec
26,99 £

4251805422184 CF14523 2x reindeer figure - decorative figure made of aluminum 
- Christmas and elegant living accessory - decoration for

17,99 £
4251805422191 CF14415 Decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree made 

of whitewashed wood - timelessly beautiful Christmas d
30,99 £

4251805422207 CF14573 2x decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree 
made of felt with a solid wood base - Christmas tree as 

17,99 £
4251805422214 CF14639 3x Decorative Display for Christmas - Christmas Tree 

Made of Felt with a Base Made of Solid Wood - Christma
26,99 £

4251805422221 CF14810 2x decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree 
made of felt with a base made of solid wood - Christma

26,99 £
4251805422245 CF14810 2x decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree 

made of felt with a base made of solid wood - Christma
30,99 £

4251805422252 CF14810 2x decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree 
made of felt with a base made of solid wood - Christma

26,99 £
4251805422269 CF14642 2x decorative display for Christmas - reindeer made of 

felt with a stable wooden base - reindeer figure as Chris
30,99 £

4251805422276 CF14586 2x star made of pieces of wood - decorative star made 
of solid wood - rustic style - decoration for winter and C

26,99 £
4251805422283 CF14588 star made of pieces of wood - decorative star made of 

solid wood - rustic style - decoration for winter and Chri
26,99 £

4251805422290 CF14587 star made of pieces of wood - decorative star made of 
solid wood - rustic style - decoration for winter and Chri

26,99 £
4251805422313 CF14602 4x Christmas plate made of metal - St. Nicholas plate 

with Christmas motif - Advent plate for pastries and fruit
17,99 £

4251805422320 CF14599 16x Cookie cutters made of stainless steel - Cookie 
cutters with Christmas motifs - Christmas cookie cutters 

26,99 £
4251805422337 CF14600 20x cookie cutters made of stainless steel - cookie 

molds with Christmas motifs - cookie cutters for Christm
13,99 £

4251805422344 CF14453 2x Garland Christmas - 
Fir garland for a perfect Christmas decoration

15,99 £
4251805422351 CF14454 2x Garland Christmas

 - Fir garland for a perfect Christmas decoration
15,99 £

4251805422368 CF14631 1x decorative reindeer standing made of wood - winter 
decoration with "XMAS" inscription - cute row of reindee

13,99 £
4251805422375 CF14683 5-piece table set with table runner and place mat

 - Table ribbon and place mat for Christmas and weddin
26,99 £

4251805422382 CF14533 200g Sprinkle decoration - Dried natural decoration and 
handicraft material made from white moss - Set for han

15,99 £
4251805422399 CF14534 300g sprinkle decoration - dried natural decoration and 

handicraft material made of moss, cones, bark, wood - 
15,99 £

4251805422405 CF14535 300g sprinkle decoration - dried natural decoration and 
handicraft material made of moss, cones, bark, wood - 

15,99 £
4251805422412 CF14536 300g sprinkle decoration - dried natural decoration and 

handicraft material made of moss, cones, bark, wood - 
15,99 £

4251805422429 CF14536 300g sprinkle decoration - dried natural decoration and 
handicraft material made of moss, cones, bark, wood - 

15,99 £
4251805422436 CF14536 300g sprinkle decoration - dried natural decoration and 

handicraft material made of moss, cones, bark, wood - 
15,99 £

4251805422443 CF14536 300g sprinkle decoration - dried natural decoration and 
handicraft material made of moss, cones, bark, wood - 

15,99 £
4251805422450 CF14623 wine bottle cover - Christmas sweater with "Joy" 

lettering - Christmas table decoration - Christmas bottle 
8,99 £

4251805422467 CF14623 wine bottle cover - Christmas sweater with snowman 
motif - Christmas table decoration - Christmas bottle co

13,99 £
4251805422474 CF14623 wine bottle cover - Christmas sweater with Santa Claus 

motif - Christmas table decoration - Christmas bottle co
13,99 £
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4251805422481 CF14611 Table runner grey
 - Premium table ribbon for Christmas

15,99 £
4251805422498 CF14611 Xmas table runner grey - Premium table ribbon for 

Christmas - Decorative tablecloth with tree motifs and gl
17,99 £

4251805422504 CF14811 4x casserole dish with ceramic lid - dessert bowl for e.g. 
ragout fin in orange, 300 ml per dish

30,99 £
4251805422511 CF10631 4x casserole dish with ceramic lid - dessert bowl for e.g. 

ragout fin in red, 300 ml per dish
30,99 £

4251805422528 CF14512 2x Santa Claus figure made of ceramic - decorative 
Santa to put down - decorative figure for Christmas - 18

17,99 £
4251805422542 CF14390 6x placemats for Christmas - placemats for the kitchen - 

placemats with different motifs - placemats [selection v
15,99 £

4251805422559 CF14664 3x hanging decoration dwarf with white beard and red 
Santa hat - little wooden pixies to hang on - 13 cm [sele

13,99 £
4251805422573 CF14392 4x Placemat XL for Christmas - Placemat with Christmas 

motifs - Xmas place mats for the kitchen and the dining 
15,99 £

4251805422580 CF14393 4x placemats XL for Christmas - placemats with 
Christmas motifs - placemats for the kitchen and dining 

13,99 £
4251805422597 CF14392 8x Placemat XL for Christmas - Placemat with Christmas 

motifs - Place mats for kitchen and dining room - Xmas 
15,99 £

4251805422603 CF14393 8x placemats XL for Christmas - placemats with 
Christmas motifs - placemats for the kitchen and dining 

17,99 £
4251805422610 CF14663 3x hanging decoration dwarf with white beard and red 

Christmas hat - little wooden pixies to hang on - 10 cm 
11,99 £

4251805422627 CF14554 2x LED dwarf with nose and beard - Scandinavian dwarf 
with pointed hat - Swedish Santa Claus to hang up [sele

8,99 £
4251805422634 CF14546 2x LED dwarf with nose and beard - Scandinavian dwarf 

with pointed hat - Swedish Santa Claus to hang up [sele
26,99 £

4251805424461 CF12550 COM-FOUR 2x Balloon lantern for Saint Martin and 
Halloween - Paper lantern with motif from the TV series

15,99 £
4251805424461 CF12550 COM-FOUR 2x Balloon lantern for Saint Martin and 

Halloween - Paper lantern with motif from the TV series
15,99 £

4251805422658 CF12253 32x tent pegs made of steel - robust V-shaped ground 
pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for normal groun

30,99 £
4251805422665 CF12253 48x tent pegs made of steel - robust V-shaped pegs for 

camping and outdoor - ideal for normal ground
35,99 £

4251805422719 CF11828 medication dispenser 7 days - MORE READABLE - 
medication box (morgens, mittags, abends) - pill box - 

11,99 £
4251805422726 CF14676 2x Jumbo Christmas gift bag for presents - Extra large 

Christmas gift bag - Christmas gift bags in two designs [
17,99 £

4251805422733 CF14545 Deco snowman figure with ear warmer - Porcelain 
figure for winter decoration - Christmas decoration for A

15,99 £
4251805422740 CF14545 deco snowman figure with red cap - porcelain figure for 

winter decoration - Christmas decoration for Advent - 13
15,99 £

4251805422757 CF14545 deco snowman figure with black cylinder - porcelain 
figure for winter decoration - Christmas decoration for A

15,99 £
4251805422764 CF14762 2X Medicine doser in FRENCH - medicine box for 7 days 

- pill box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [FRENC
13,99 £

4251805422764 CF14762 2X Medicine doser in FRENCH - medicine box for 7 days 
- pill box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [FRENC

13,99 £
4251805422771 CF14763 2X Medicine doser in FRENCH - medicine box for 7 days 

- pill box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [FRENC
15,99 £

4251805422771 CF14763 2X Medicine doser in FRENCH - medicine box for 7 days 
- pill box - tablet box - weekly doser for storage [FRENC

15,99 £
4251805422788 CF14973 2X Medicine dispenser in FRENCH - Medicine box for 7 

days - 1 compartment each - Pill box - Tablet box - Wee
11,99 £

4251805422788 CF14973 2X Medicine dispenser in FRENCH - Medicine box for 7 
days - 1 compartment each - Pill box - Tablet box - Wee

11,99 £
4251805422795 CF14511 2x decorative Santa Claus standing - Santa Claus figure 

made of plastic - decorative Santa to stand [selection va
17,99 £

4251805422801 CF14767 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 
for 7 days - 2 compartments each - pill box - pill box - t

15,99 £
4251805422818 CF14766 2x medicament dispenser in ITALIAN - medicament box 

for 7 days - 2 compartments each - pill box - pill box - t
15,99 £

4251805422825 CF14768 1x medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 
7 days - 3 compartments each - pill box - pill box - table

13,99 £
4251805422832 CF14769 1x medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 

7 days - 3 compartments each - pill box - pill box - table
13,99 £

4251805422849 CF14770 1x medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 
7 days - 3 compartments each - pill box - pill box - table

13,99 £
4251805422856 CF14771 1x medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 

7 days - 3 compartments each - pill box - pill box - table
13,99 £
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4251805422856 CF14771 1x medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 
7 days - 3 compartments each - pill box - pill box - table

13,99 £
4251805422863 CF14772 1x medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 

7 days - 3 compartments each - pill box - pill box - table
13,99 £

4251805422887 CF14775 2X medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 
7 days - 2 compartments each - pill box - pill box - table

13,99 £
4251805422894 CF14776 2X medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 

7 days - 2 compartments each - pill box - pill box - table
15,99 £

4251805422900 CF14777 2X Medicine Doser in ENGLISH - Medicine Box for 7 
Days - Pill Box - Tablet Box - Weekly Doser for Storage 

13,99 £
4251805422917 CF14778 2X Medicine Doser in ENGLISH - Medicine Box for 7 

Days - Pill Box - Tablet Box - Weekly Doser for Storage 
15,99 £

4251805422948 CF14432 2x 60g decorative stars - transparent aryl crystal stars - 
in two different shapes for table decoration or for hangi

13,99 £
4251805422955 CF11801 4x Wooden coaster with imprinted tree discs - Thick 

wooden disc for decoration - Decorative coaster - Round
13,99 £

4251805422986 CF14615 Tablecloth
 - Square tablecloth with pattern

26,99 £
4251805422993 CF14616 Tablecloth

 - Square tablecloth with pattern
15,99 £

4251805423006 CF14617 Tablecloth
 - Square tablecloth with pattern

17,99 £
4251805423020 CF14619 Tablecloth

 - Square tablecloth with pattern
15,99 £

4251805423037 CF14619 Tablecloth
 - Square tablecloth with pattern

15,99 £
4251805423044 CF14619 Tablecloth

 - Square tablecloth with pattern
15,99 £

4251805423051 CF14620 Tablecloth XXL
 - Square tablecloth with pattern - 

30,99 £
4251805423068 CF14620 Tablecloth XXL

 - Square tablecloth with pattern - 
17,99 £

4251805423075 CF14620 Tablecloth XXL - Square tablecloth with pattern -
Polyester tablecloth - Tablecloth for Christmas, birthday,

17,99 £
4251805423082 CF14621 Tablecloth XXL

 - Square tablecloth for Christmas
26,99 £

4251805423099 CF14622 Tablecloth XXL - Square tablecloth for Christmas - White 
polyester tablecloth for the advent season - 220 x 150 c

26,99 £
4251285579088 CF11668 24x Christmas Balls Made of Glass, Christmas Tree 

Baubles for Christmas, Tree Decorations for the Christm
30,99 £

4251285579057 CF11665 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

26,99 £
4251285579064 CF11666 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
26,99 £

4251805423143 CF14614 4x Coasters made of natural wood - Glass coasters - 
coasters for glasses - Wooden discs for handicrafts - Ø 

26,99 £
4251805423150 CF14628 48-piece decoration set for Christmas gifts - gift stickers 

for decoration, enchanting decorative stickers
8,99 £

4251805423167 CF14629 48-piece decoration set for Christmas gifts - gift stickers 
for decoration, enchanting decorative stickers

11,99 £
4251805423174 CF14636 48-piece decoration set for Christmas presents - gift 

stickers for decoration, magical decoration stickers [sele
15,99 £

4251805423181 CF14741 2x wooden box in heart shape - wooden box jewelry 
box - small wooden box with lid - decorative jewelry bo

15,99 £
4251805423198 CF14637 48-piece decoration set for Christmas presents - gift 

stickers for decoration, magical decoration stickers [sele
13,99 £

4251805423204 CF14648 8x Christmas decorative clips - wooden clips for photos, 
Christmas decorations - clips with Christmas figures, dec

11,99 £
4251805423211 CF14739 4x wooden box in different sizes - wooden box jewelry 

box - small wooden box with lid - decorative jewelry bo
15,99 £

4251805423228 CF14740 2x wooden box for storing jewelry - wooden box jewelry 
box - small wooden box with lid - decorative jewelry bo

15,99 £
4251805423235 CF14638 48-piece decoration set for Christmas presents - gift 

stickers and clips for decoration, magical decoration stic
13,99 £

4251805423242 CF14655 48-piece decoration set for Christmas presents - gift 
stickers and clips for decoration, magical decoration stic

15,99 £
4251805423259 CF14656 48-piece decoration set for Christmas presents - gift 

stickers and clips for decoration, magical decoration stic
15,99 £

4251805423266 CF14556 4-part Christmas train with three snow balls on the 
wagons - decorative Christmas train to put down - Chris

26,99 £
4251805423273 CF14821 tea kettle 2.5 L - retro kettle made of stainless steel - 

whistling kettle for boiling water - retro kettle
30,99 £
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4251805423280 CF14608 2x Tablecloth for colouring - Colouring picture XXL with 
Christmas motives - Painted tablecloth for children, 240 

17,99 £
4251805423297 CF14609 2x Star-shaped porcelain bowl - Decorative plate for 

cookies and snacks - Christmas cereal bowls - Christmas
26,99 £

4251805423303 CF14609 2x Porcelain bowl in the shape of a Christmas tree - 
Decorative plate for cookies and snacks - Decorative Chr

26,99 £
4251285579088 CF11668 24x Christmas Balls Made of Glass, Christmas Tree 

Baubles for Christmas, Tree Decorations for the Christm
30,99 £

4251805423327 CF14601 Storage box for Christmas balls - Xmas tree decorations 
sorting box - Christmas tree balls and Christmas decorat

26,99 £
4251805423334 CF14781 Premium 3in1 snow shovel - snow removal set with 

shovel, ice scraper and snow brush - space-saving, ideal
26,99 £

4251805423341 CF14724 wrapping paper storage - wrapping paper organizer - 
wrapping paper bag - storage for wrapping paper rolls

17,99 £
4251805423358 CF14723 Wrapping paper storage - Wrapping paper organizer - 

Wrapping paper box - Storage for wrapping paper rolls -
17,99 £

4251805423365 CF14735 2x heart-shaped decorative plate - decorative bowl 
made of medium-density fibreboard - heart plate for ca

17,99 £
4251805423372 CF14822 2-piece set decorative plate in heart shape - decorative 

bowl made of medium-density fibreboard - two different
17,99 £

4251285579057 CF11665 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

26,99 £
4251805423419 CF14675 Christmas tree bag - storage bag for the Christmas tree 

- fir tree cover - Christmas tree cover for storage and st
26,99 £

4251805423426 CF14610 High-quality Christmas tree blanket - Tree blanket 
Christmas tree to protect against pine needles - Round 

26,99 £
4251805423433 CF14610 High-quality Christmas tree blanket - Tree blanket 

Christmas tree to protect against pine needles - Round 
17,99 £

4251805423440 CF14782 3x Cereal bowl in Christmas design - Christmas serving 
dishes - Snack Xmas bowl for dessert, snacks or ice cre

26,99 £
4251805423457 CF14782 3x Cereal bowl in Christmas design - Christmas 

dinnerware sets - Snack bowl for dessert, snacks or ice 
17,99 £

4251805423464 CF14672 Anti-Stress Christmas figure
 - Squeeze Toy Christmas - 

11,99 £
4251805423471 CF14672 Anti-Stress Christmas figure

 - Squeeze Toy Christmas - 
13,99 £

4251805423488 CF14672 Anti-Stress Christmas figure
 - Squeeze Toy Christmas - 

13,99 £
4251805423495 CF14672 Anti-Stress Christmas figure

 - Squeeze Toy Christmas - 
13,99 £

4251805423501 CF14672 Anti-Stress Christmas figure - Squeeze Toy Christmas - 
Squeeze ball with Christmas motif for children and adult

13,99 £
4251805423518 CF14672 Anti-Stress Christmas figure

 - Squeeze Toy Christmas - 
13,99 £

4251805423525 CF14459 4x Tie for Santa Claus disguise - Christmas tie - 
Christmas costume - Santa Claus costume men and wo

15,99 £
4251805423532 CF14539 LED candle arch with timer as Christmas lights - candle 

bridge with 21 LEDs - light arch pyramid
26,99 £

4251805423556 CF14654 "Santa Claus" edge stool made of wood - Christmas 
edge seat - Christmas decoration - Window sill decoratio

13,99 £
4251805423587 CF14612 6-piece tealight holder set - wooden tray with tealight 

glasses and decorative stones - table decoration for dec
17,99 £

4251805423594 CF14613 2x Black lantern for candles - Lantern with glass panes 
for hanging - Mini-lantern for a tealight - Garden tealigh

17,99 £
4251805423600 CF14634 Christmas decoration - reindeer stand made of wood - 

reindeer figure as Christmas decoration - table decoratio
13,99 £

4251805423617 CF14634 Christmas decoration - reindeer stand made of wood - 
reindeer figure as Christmas decoration - table decoratio

13,99 £
4251805423624 CF14750 5x Christmas window pictures, self-adhesive with 

different motifs - Christmas window decorations - Windo
13,99 £

4251805423631 CF14644 LED light chain with pearls and timer function - battery 
light chain with 50 LEDs - LED pearl garland for Christm

11,99 £
4251805423648 CF14644 LED light chain with pearls and timer function - Battery 

light chain with 50 LEDs - LED pearl garland for Christm
11,99 £

4251805423655 CF14644 LED light chain with pearls and timer function - battery 
light chain with 50 LEDs - LED pearl garland for Christm

15,99 £
4251805423655 CF14644 LED light chain with pearls and timer function - battery 

light chain with 50 LEDs - LED pearl garland for Christm
15,99 £

4251805423662 CF14818 table wreath for Christmas - Advent wreath with silver-
colored glitter - decorative wreath - Christmas decoratio

39,99 £
4251805423693 CF14416 candle in a metal bowl - noble table light - metal bowl 

decorated with hammer-blow technique - decorative ca
17,99 £
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4251805423709 CF14410 metal tealight holder with Christmas tree motif - 
decorative candle holder for winter - Christmas candle h

15,99 £
4251805423716 CF14410 metal tealight holder with reindeer motif - decorative 

candlestick for winter - Christmas candle holder - Christ
15,99 £

4251805423723 CF14408 2x candlesticks in an elegant design for a festive table - 
classic candlestick for weddings, anniversaries - metal c

13,99 £
4251805423730 CF14709 2x Candle Holder for Taper Candles - Candle Stick made 

of Metal - High Quality Candle Holder in Classic Design f
13,99 £

4251805423747 CF14709 2x Candle Holder for Taper Candles - Candle Stick made 
of Metal - High Quality Candle Holder in Classic Design f

13,99 £
4251805423754 CF14550 48x Gift bows in different sizes and colors - Christmas 

pull bows for presents - Christmas bows and ribbons for
17,99 £

4251805423761 CF14709 2x candlesticks in a noble design for a festive table - 
metal candlestick for Christmas table - classic candlestic

13,99 £
4251805423778 CF14796 100x gift bows in great colors - self-adhesive ready-

made bows for decorating gifts for Christmas and weddi
13,99 £

4251805423785 CF14552 48x Gift bows in different sizes and colors - Ribbon 
bows for presents - Large pull bows for Christmas or Bir

17,99 £
4251805423792 CF14796 100x gift bows in great colors - self-adhesive ready-

made bows with glitter for decorating gifts for Christma
13,99 £

4251805423808 CF14796 100x gift bows in great colors - self-adhesive ready-
made bows for decorating gifts for Christmas and weddi

13,99 £
4251805423815 CF14797 48x gift bows in different sizes and colors - ready-made 

bows for decorating gifts for Christmas and weddings
15,99 £

4251805423822 CF14430 2x Decorative bow XXL - Christmas bow to decorate - 
Silver bows for presents - Giant gift bow glittering for C

17,99 £
4251805423846 CF14733 candle holder, metal advent wreath, candle holder for 4 

candles, advent tray, advent arrangement, diameter ap
26,99 £

4251805423853 CF14562 20x snowballs white, artificial snowballs for indoor 
snowball fights, soft plush balls, artificial snow, great Ch

17,99 £
4251805423860 CF14567 9x snowballs white, artificial snowballs for indoor 

snowball fights, soft plush balls, artificial snow, great Ch
15,99 £

4251805423877 CF14449 4x gift box with Christmas motifs - folding box made of 
sturdy cardboard - DIY paper box for small gifts and del

11,99 £
4251805423884 CF14824 3-piece Christmas tree bows - Christmas ribbons to 

decorate - Christmas tree ribbons in 2 sizes - Silver bow
13,99 £

4251805423891 CF14825 3-piece Ribbon set for Christmas - Christmas ribbons to 
decorate - Silver bows for the Christmas tree decoration

11,99 £
4251805423907 CF14524 Metal reindeer, decorative metal reindeer figure, deer 

statue as a high-quality Christmas decoration or gift for 
39,99 £

4251805423914 CF14826 4x Gift bows for Christmas - Christmas bows to decorate 
- Christmas tree bows with sequins - Xmas bows for wre

13,99 £
4251805423921 CF14417 metal reindeer, decorative metal reindeer figure, deer 

statue as a high-quality Christmas decoration or gift for 
35,99 £

4251805423938 CF14444 disco ball - mirror ball for hanging - disco ball for parties 
- party ball for New Year's Eve, birthdays, theme parties

26,99 £
4251805423938 CF14444 disco ball - mirror ball for hanging - disco ball for parties 

- party ball for New Year's Eve, birthdays, theme parties
26,99 £

4251805423945 CF14444 disco ball - mirror ball to hang up - disco ball for party - 
party ball for New Year's Eve, birthday, theme party - Ø

26,99 £
4251805423945 CF14444 disco ball - mirror ball to hang up - disco ball for party - 

party ball for New Year's Eve, birthday, theme party - Ø
26,99 £

4251805423952 CF14427 63x Christmas window stickers - self-adhesive window 
pictures - window decoration [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251805423969 CF14428 63x Christmas window stickers - self-adhesive window 

pictures - window decoration [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251805423976 CF14666 advent calendar made of wood - cube calendar with 
Christmas motif - decorative desk calendar for countdo

15,99 £
4251805423983 CF14666 Advent calendar made of wood - Cube calendar with 

Christmas motif - Decorative desk calendar for countdo
15,99 £

4251805423990 CF14666 advent calendar made of wood - cube calendar with 
Christmas motif - decorative desk calendar for countdo

15,99 £
4251805424003 CF14525 LED reindeer size L, reindeer figure made of wood with 

LED lighting, beautiful elk statue, great light for Christm
26,99 £

4251805424010 CF14653 LED reindeer size XL, wooden reindeer figure with LED 
lighting, beautiful elk statue, great light for Christmas, h

26,99 £
4251805424027 CF14429 40x gift stickers for Christmas - stickers for gift lettering 

- Christmas motifs [selection varies]
11,99 £

4251805424034 CF14652 3x nutcracker pendant, Christmas tree pendant in the 
shape of a traditional nutcracker, different designs, heig

13,99 £
4251805424041 CF14651 3x Nutcracker pendant - Christmas tree pendant in the 

shape of a traditional nutcracker - Different designs, hei
13,99 £
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4251805424058 CF14650 3x nutcracker pendant, Christmas tree pendant in the 
shape of a traditional nutcracker, different designs, heig

13,99 £
4251805424065 CF14395 5x Christmas stickers - 3D paper stickers - stickers for 

decoration in the apartment - different Christmas motifs
15,99 £

4251805424072 CF14396 28x Christmas stickers - 3D paper stickers - stickers for 
decoration in the apartment - different Christmas motifs

13,99 £
4251805424089 CF14669 2x Christmas figure craft set

 - Christmas craft set for children to colour
11,99 £

4251805424096 CF14627 Christmas train with three wooden trailers - decorative 
Christmas train - Christmas table decoration, wooden tr

13,99 £
4251805424102 CF14646 2x jute twine S, jute cord as gift ribbon, parcel cord, 

tree tie, garden ribbon and decorative cord, total length
13,99 £

4251805424119 CF14646 2x jute twine M, jute cord as gift ribbon, parcel cord, 
tree tie, garden ribbon and decorative cord, total length

15,99 £
4251805424126 CF14646 2x jute twine L, jute cord as gift ribbon, parcel cord, 

tree tie, garden ribbon and decorative cord, total length
15,99 £

4251805424133 CF14646 2x jute twine XL, jute cord as gift ribbon, parcel cord, 
tree tie, garden ribbon and decorative cord, total length

13,99 £
4251805424140 CF14435 2x Christmas tree decorations decorative bird - peacock 

with sequins for Christmas tree decoration - plastic birds
13,99 £

4251805424157 CF14436 2x Christmas tree decorations decorative bird - peacock 
with sequins for Christmas tree decoration - plastic birds

13,99 £
4251805424164 CF14437 2x Christmas tree decorations decorative bird - peacock 

with sequins for Christmas tree decoration - plastic birds
15,99 £

4251805424171 CF14799 2x Christmas tree decorations Decoration bird
 - Birds with feather tail for Christmas tree decoration

17,99 £
4251805424188 CF14827 4x Christmas tree decorations Decoration bird

 - Birds with feather tail for Christmas tree decoration
17,99 £

4251805424195 CF14591 2x scattered decoration bags 300g - pine cones, 
branches and stars made of bark as natural Christmas d

26,99 £
4251805424201 CF14641 3x Christmas felt garland - Christmas garland made of 

felt - Christmas tree decorations with snowman, Santa C
17,99 £

4251805424225 CF14559 8x decorative pendants, Christmas hangers for the 
Christmas tree or as room decorations, glittering Christ

15,99 £
4251805424232 CF14559 8x decorative pendants, Christmas hangers for the 

Christmas tree or as room decorations, glittering Christ
15,99 £

4251805424249 CF14593 Christmas wall decoration - decorated Christmas tree 
with bells, stars, fir tree, elk - wooden ladder to hang u

26,99 £
4251805424256 CF14458 20x Gift ribbon

 - Red ribbon for Christmas and birthday
13,99 £

4251805424263 CF14499 2x Tealight tongs with one tealight each - Tealight 
gripper made of aluminum - Easily transport and remov

13,99 £
4251805424270 CF14379 8x Christmas fridge magnets, magnets for fridge doors 

and whiteboards, various Santa & snowman motifs [sele
15,99 £

4251805424287 CF14633 2x LED Santa Claus - decorative Santa with a shining 
nose - wooden figure to stand - table decoration

15,99 £
4251805424294 CF14828 7x Christmas tree decoration butterfly

 - Christmas butterfly for Christmas tree decorations
26,99 £

4251805424300 CF14829 4x Christmas tree decoration butterfly - Christmas 
butterfly for Christmas tree decorations - Plastic butterfl

13,99 £
4251805424317 CF14703 24x decorative flower with clip, glittering flowers to clip 

on, flower pins as room decorations for Christmas and V
17,99 £

4251805424324 CF14560 24x decorative flower with clip, glittering flowers to clip 
on, flower pins as room decorations for Christmas and V

17,99 £
4251805424355 CF14433 8x Napkin ring with flower motif - Flower table 

decorations for napkins - Napkin holder set - Christmas 
17,99 £

4251805424379 CF14434 8x napkin ring with flower motif - table decoration for 
anniversaries, Christmas, birthdays and weddings [selec

15,99 £
4251805424393 CF14561 12x decorative flower with clip, glittering flowers to clip 

on, flower pins as room decorations for Christmas and V
15,99 £

4251805424409 CF14566 24x decorative flower with clip, glittering flowers to clip 
on, flower pins as room decorations for Christmas and V

17,99 £
4251805424416 CF14566 24x decorative flower with clip, glittering flowers to clip 

on, flower pins as room decorations for Christmas and V
15,99 £

4251805424423 CF14374 3x felt bag with fake fur edge - decorative storage bag 
in leather look with wooden star - great decoration for C

15,99 £
4251805424430 CF14413 8x metal pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas 

tree decorations made of metal - Christmas decorations 
15,99 £

4251805424447 CF14418 6x Steel tree decoration - Silver Christmas tree 
decoration - Xmas steel tree ornaments - Silver Xmas de

15,99 £
4251805424454 CF14691 LED heart - XL LED lamp in heart shape - wireless mood 

light - romantic heart lamp in a modern design - metal l
8,99 £
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4251805424461 CF12550 COM-FOUR 2x Balloon lantern for Saint Martin and 
Halloween - Paper lantern with motif from the TV series

15,99 £
4251805424461 CF12550 COM-FOUR 2x Balloon lantern for Saint Martin and 

Halloween - Paper lantern with motif from the TV series
15,99 £

4251805424478 CF14659 2-part hanging decoration set made of wood - 
decoration to hang up in star and heart shape - Christm

15,99 £
4251805424485 CF14659 2-part hanging decoration set made of wood - 

decoration to hang up in elk shape and fir tree shape - 
17,99 £

4251805424492 CF14726 magnifying glass as a rectangular reading aid - 12 LEDs 
with battery & USB operation - foldable feet - 2.5 times 

26,99 £
4251805424515 CF14643 2-part Hanging decoration set made of metal - Santa 

Claus figure and snowman figure to hang up - Christma
13,99 £

4251805424522 CF14643 2-piece hanging decoration set made of metal - reindeer 
figure and penguin figure to hang up - Christmas decora

15,99 £
4251805424539 CF14357 3x Storage tin with swing stopper, stainless steel 

storage box, airtight coffee container, 2 liters
35,99 £

4251805424546 CF14687 LED cosmetic mirror with 10x magnifying mirror - make-
up mirror with 16 LEDs - wireless operation - with stand

26,99 £
4251805424553 CF14783 4-piece coffee cup set in a modern Art Deco style - 

coffee pot, also for tea and mulled wine - ceramic coffe
26,99 £

4251805424560 CF14784 4-piece coffee mug set in modern Art Deco style - 
ceramic coffee mug - coffee pot, also for tea and mulled

26,99 £
4251805424577 CF14754 Bamboo spice mill - Manual salt and pepper mill with 

ceramic grinder - Continuously adjustable from fine to c
15,99 £

4251805424584 CF14460 3x glittering hanging decoration - Christmas tree to 
stand or hang up - Christmas tree made of plastic - 16 c

15,99 £
4251805424591 CF14461 3x glittering hanging decoration - Christmas tree to 

stand or hang up - Christmas tree made of plastic - 16 c
17,99 £

4251805424607 CF14462 3x glittering hanging decoration - Christmas tree to 
stand or hang up - Christmas tree made of plastic - 16 c

17,99 £
4251805424614 CF14463 3x glittering hanging decoration - Christmas tree to 

stand or hang up - Christmas tree made of plastic - 16 c
17,99 £

4251805424621 CF14464 3x glittering hanging decoration - Christmas tree to 
stand or hang up - Christmas tree made of plastic - 16 c

17,99 £
4251805424638 CF14465 3x glittering hanging decoration - Christmas tree to 

stand or hang up - Christmas tree made of plastic - 16 c
17,99 £

4251805424645 CF14658 4-piece hanging decoration set - wooden hangers in 
star and fir tree shape - decoration for Christmas [select

13,99 £
4251805424652 CF14657 4-piece Hanging decoration set - Wooden hangers in 

star and fir tree shape - Decoration for Christmas [selec
13,99 £

4251805424676 CF14788 Etagère 3-tier made of porcelain, with handle, 3 levels 
for e.g. B. pastries, fruit, sandwiches, pralines and teati

30,99 £
4251805424683 CF14711 4-piece set cheese board with knife - wooden cheese 

plate and three different cheese knives - cheese tray for
26,99 £

4251805424690 CF14713 yoga roll, stimulating fascia roller - stimulates blood 
circulation and relaxes after work, fitness, yoga, training

26,99 £
4251805424706 CF14714 yoga roll, stimulating fascia roller - stimulates blood 

circulation and relaxes after work, fitness, yoga, training
26,99 £

4251805424713 CF14813 Kitchen Roll Holder Standing in Black - Paper Roll Holder 
for the Kitchen - Standing Roll Holder Made of Stainless 

26,99 £
4251805424720 CF14597 chin-up bar, adjustable pull-up bar for the door frame, 

with softgrip, ideal for home workouts and fitness traini
26,99 £

4251805424737 CF14598 multi-purpose chin-up bar, pull-up and chin-up bar, 
non-slip softgrip handles, loadable up to 100 kg, for wor

35,99 £
4251805424775 CF14531 balance cushion - inflatable ball seat cushion - mobile 

cushion with Ø 33 cm - balance cushion for fitness, reha
26,99 £

4251805471298 CF14596 thigh trainer - handy arm and leg trainer with soft grip - 
ideal for strength training, workout and fitness, yoga

17,99 £
4251805424799 CF14596 thigh trainer - handy arm and leg trainer with softgrip - 

ideal for strength training, workout and fitness, yoga
17,99 £

4251805424805 CF14596 thigh trainer - handy arm and leg trainer with softgrip - 
ideal for strength training, workout and fitness, yoga

17,99 £
4251805424812 CF14531 balance cushion - inflatable ball seat cushion - mobile 

cushion with Ø 33 cm - balance cushion for fitness, reha
26,99 £

4251805424829 CF14785 2x Memo Board - Chalk Board to Put Down - Slate 
Board to Write On - Small Black Board with Wooden Dis

15,99 £
4251805424836 CF14830 Memo Board - Chalk Board for Hanging Up - Decorative 

Black Board to Write On - 38.5 x 28.5 cm
26,99 £

4251805424843 CF14831 Memo board - Chalk board for hanging - Decorative 
board for writing on - Grey kitchen accessories for notes

26,99 £
4251805424850 CF14474 Pilatesring - resistance ring for yoga and pilates training 

- fitness device for thighs and arms - diameter 38 cm
26,99 £
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4251805424867 CF14474 Pilatesring - resistance ring for yoga and pilates training 
- fitness device for thighs and arms - diameter 38 cm

26,99 £
4251805424874 CF14474 Pilatesring - resistance ring for yoga and pilates training 

- fitness device for thighs and arms - diameter 38 cm
26,99 £

4251805424881 CF14820 9-piece Floor puzzle - Soft puzzle mats with the 
numbers from 1 to 9 ideal for children - Practical floor p

15,99 £
4251805424904 CF14819 6x mini "Body Shape" stretch band - exercise band with 

3 resistance levels - fitness band
13,99 £

4251805424911 CF14594 2x yoga tape made of polyester - yoga belt with metal 
closure - tape for better stretching for beginners and ad

13,99 £
4251805443431 CF14595 Yoga resistance band made of polyester and rubber - 

exercise band for muscle building, Pilates and yoga - fit
15,99 £

4251805443431 CF14595 Yoga resistance band made of polyester and rubber - 
exercise band for muscle building, Pilates and yoga - fit

15,99 £
4251805424942 CF14595 yoga resistance band made of polyester and rubber - 

exercise band for muscle building, pilates and yoga - fit
13,99 £

4251805424966 CF14719 16-Piece plastic storage jar set - Round jars and square 
jars - Storage jars for small things - Each jar 65ml

13,99 £
4251805424973 CF14719 32-Piece storage jar set made of plastic - Round jars 

and square jars - Storage jars for small things - 65ml pe
15,99 £

4251805424980 CF14758 6-piece premium knife set with wooden block, 5 
different kitchen knives, anti-slip handles, modern desig

70,99 £
4251805424997 CF14715 48x Plastic locking clips - Locking clips in several sizes 

and colors - Freezer bag clips for bags, bags and packa
15,99 £

4251805425000 CF14695 5-piece glass bowl set with lid - glass bowls with lid in 5 
sizes - glass salad bowl with lid for storage

26,99 £
4251805425017 CF14695 5-piece glass bowl set with lid - glass bowls with lid in 5 

sizes - glass salad bowl with lid for storage
26,99 £

4251805425024 CF14695 5-piece glass bowl set with lid - glass bowls with lid in 5 
sizes - glass salad bowl with lid for storage

26,99 £
4251805425031 CF14695 5-piece glass bowl set with lid - glass bowls with lid in 5 

sizes - glass salad bowl with lid for storage
26,99 £

4251805425048 CF14716 4x Padlock Made of Solid Metal - Safety Lock with 3 
Keys - Safety Padlock with Hardened Shackle

15,99 £
4251805425079 CF14694 chest of drawers with 2 drawers

 - Wooden bedside table with drawers
39,99 £

4251805425086 CF14690 serving tray, round serving bowl made of bamboo wood 
with handle, ideal for serving pastries, cheese and snac

15,99 £
4251805425093 CF14690 serving tray, round serving bowl made of bamboo wood 

with handle, ideal for serving pastries, cheese and snac
15,99 £

4251805425109 CF14690 serving tray, round serving bowl made of bamboo wood 
with handle, ideal for serving pastries, cheese and snac

15,99 £
4251805425116 CF14721 9x dart, bronzed steel darts, darts with steel tip, plastic 

shaft and black flights with flashes, good flight characte
15,99 £

4251805425130 CF4589 terry slippers size 38/39, 12 pairs - hotel slippers white 
closed - guest slippers - guest house shoes - bathing sli

30,99 £
4251805425130 CF4589 terry slippers size 38/39, 12 pairs - hotel slippers white 

closed - guest slippers - guest house shoes - bathing sli
30,99 £

4251805425147 CF4589 terry slippers size 42/43, 12 pairs - hotel slippers white 
closed - guest slippers - guest house shoes - bathing sli

35,99 £
4251805425147 CF4589 terry slippers size 42/43, 12 pairs - hotel slippers white 

closed - guest slippers - guest house shoes - bathing sli
35,99 £

4251805425154 CF14833 Terry slippers size 38/39, 6 pairs "waffle pattern" - 
Hotel slippers closed white - Guest slippers - Guest hous

26,99 £
4251805425161 CF14833 terry slippers size 42/43, 6 pairs "waffle pattern" - white 

closed hotel slippers - guest slippers - guest house shoe
26,99 £

4251805425178 CF14834 premium terry cloth slippers, 6 pairs - white closed hotel 
slippers - comfortable slippers - bathing shoes - size 38/

26,99 £
4251805425185 CF14834 Premium terry cloth slippers, 6 pairs - white closed hotel 

slippers - comfortable slippers - bathing shoes - size 42/
26,99 £

4251805425192 CF14688 LED light bulb E27 18W - energy-saving incandescent 
lamp for hanging lamps - 32 warm white LEDs - Ideal fo

26,99 £
4251805425208 CF14737 40-piece New Year's Eve prop set - photo booth props 

made of cardboard - accessory for New Year's Eve - ma
13,99 £

4251805425215 CF14835 kitchen roll, highly absorbent bamboo all-purpose 
towels, reusable 24 sheets per roll, washable household

11,99 £
4251805425222 CF14835 2x kitchen roll, absorbent bamboo all-purpose towels, 

reusable 24 sheets per roll, washable household towels,
17,99 £

4251805425222 CF14835 2x kitchen roll, absorbent bamboo all-purpose towels, 
reusable 24 sheets per roll, washable household towels,

17,99 £
4251805425239 CF14816 2x feather duster, long and narrow microfiber dust 

wiper, ideal for cleaning radiators and regular dusting at
13,99 £
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4251805425246 CF14816 4x feather duster, long and narrow microfiber dust 
wiper, ideal for cleaning radiators and regular dusting at

17,99 £
4251805425253 CF14787 striped storage basket for blankets, pillows, laundry and 

toys - large storage box without lid - with sturdy side ha
17,99 £

4251805425260 CF14786 2-piece set wooden serving tray - vintage wooden tray 
in different sizes - great large decorative bowls with a c

30,99 £
4251805425277 CF14720 200x finger food skewers made of bamboo wood - 

wooden skewers with a wide grip surface - grill skewers
15,99 £

4251805425338 CF12057 2x resistant weed fleece - cover fleece for garden and 
construction - effective protection against weeds - appr

15,99 £
4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 

Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con
11,99 £

4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 
Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con

11,99 £
4251805425338 CF12057 2x resistant weed fleece - cover fleece for garden and 

construction - effective protection against weeds - appr
15,99 £

4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 
Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con

11,99 £
4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 

Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con
11,99 £

4251805425338 CF12057 2x resistant weed fleece - cover fleece for garden and 
construction - effective protection against weeds - appr

15,99 £
4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 

Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con
11,99 £

4251805425345 CF2251 2x Audio Y Splitter - 3.5 mm jack plug to 2x socket 
Coupling - 3,5mm jack stereo headphone splitter to con

11,99 £
4251805425352 CF15635 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls with fabric 

cover for Christmas - tree decorations for the Christmas 
13,99 £

4251805425369 CF14839 28x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas - tree decorations for the Christmas 

30,99 £
4251805425376 CF14843 luminous star in 3D with LED lighting and timer in warm 

white to hang up, sturdy premium paper star in red
15,99 £

4251805425383 CF14843 luminous star in 3D with LED lighting and timer in warm 
white for hanging, stable premium paper star in silver

17,99 £
4251805425406 CF14844 8x tension spring with double hook - spring for tents, 

awnings, boats, caravans - fastening accessories - tensi
17,99 £

4251805425413 CF14845 4x tension spring with double hook - spring for tents, 
awnings, boats, caravans - fastening accessories - tensi

17,99 £
4251805425420 CF14846 24-piece set of wooden figures Christmas - Christmas 

decorations made of wood - wooden figures for the Chri
26,99 £

4251805425437 CF14837 Toe warmers 4 pairs - Foot warmers for all shoe sizes - 
Heating inserts for shoes - Warming pads for feet - Heat

13,99 £
4251805425437 CF14837 Toe warmers 4 pairs - Foot warmers for all shoe sizes - 

Heating inserts for shoes - Warming pads for feet - Heat
13,99 £

4251805444186 CF14836 5-piece tea set, teapot and 4 tea cups made of ceramic, 
artfully glazed tea service for tea ceremonies, Japanese-

39,99 £
4251805425451 CF11085 3x star garland decoration for Christmas, glitter star 

garland, gold-colored tinsel as decoration for New Year'
11,99 £

4251805425468 CF14848 10x bamboo hair comb - wooden comb - fine-toothed 
hairdressing comb - handy and robust pocket comb - 13

11,99 £
4251805425468 CF14848 10x bamboo hair comb - wooden comb - fine-toothed 

hairdressing comb - handy and robust pocket comb - 13
11,99 £

4251805425475 CF9055 3x ice cube trays with lids - ice cube mold with inlet 
opening in the lid - ice cube maker in great colors

15,99 £
4251805425499 CF14856 Soap dispenser with sensor - Automatic soap dispenser 

- Electric soap dispenser for shower gel and shampoo
30,99 £

4251805425505 CF14850 draining rack for dishes, foldable - bamboo draining 
rack - dish drying rack - dish dryer - dish drainer

30,99 £
4251805425512 CF14852 spice rack with 3 spice jars made of stainless steel - 

spice storage - spice rack made of bamboo with kitchen 
26,99 £

4251805425529 CF14854 2x soap dispenser for wall mounting - wall-mounted 
soap dispenser refillable - soap dispenser for shower gel

26,99 £
4251805425543 CF15688 decorative Christmas bell - glittering Christmas 

decoration to hang up - Advent decoration with bow, pi
11,99 £

4251805425550 CF14855 2x soap dispenser for wall mounting - wall-mounted 
soap dispenser, refillable - soap dispenser for shower ge

26,99 £
4251805425567 CF12396 3x flower pot with removable saucer - cachepot for 

room, balcony and garden - plant pot for flowers and he
17,99 £

4251805425574 CF11249 2x Crispbread tins with lid - Storage tin for crispbread - 
Airtight storage boxes, approx. 20 x 9 x 14 cm

17,99 £
4251805425581 CF14853 Premium tea bag storage box - tea box made of 

bamboo wood with 10 compartments and viewing wind
30,99 £
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4251805425598 CF14851 Eco-Friendly Bamboo Fruit Bowl - Standing Apple 
Shaped Fruit & Vegetable Rack - Decorative Fruit Bowl -

26,99 £
4251805425604 CF14498 3x LED candle in different sizes - LED candles with timer 

function - Electric candles as decoration - Battery candle
26,99 £

4251805425611 CF13281 3x Flowerpot made of bamboo fibres in bright colours - 
Herb pot - Cachepot - Ø 15 x 13.5 cm [choice of colors 

17,99 £
4251805425628 CF13282 3x Flowerpot made of bamboo fibres in bright colours - 

Herb pot - Cachepot - Ø 18.5 x 17 cm [choice of colors 
17,99 £

4251805462647 CF14842 26-piece floor puzzle, soft puzzle mats with letters, ideal 
for children aged 2 and over, practical floor protection p

35,99 £
4251805425659 CF14841 2x candle in a metal bowl - noble table light - metal 

bowl decorated with hammer-blow technique - decorati
26,99 £

4251805425666 CF14840 2-Piece Mixing Bowl Set Made of Stainless Steel - 
Stainless-Steel Bowl - Multifunctional Kitchen Bowl for S

26,99 £
4251805425673 CF14676 4x giant gift bags for Christmas - XXL gift bags for 

advent calendars - Christmas gift bags in two designs [s
26,99 £

4251805425680 CF14868 4x One-hand clamp - Quick release clamp set for 
craftsmen - Screw clamp - Hand clamp for clamping and

15,99 £
4251805425697 CF14865 2x salad bowl made of stainless steel - bowl set - 

mixing bowl - fruit bowl - metal bowl - stainless steel bo
26,99 £

4251805425703 CF12031 2x Mixing bowls 3.5 and 2 liters with stop base - Plastic 
serving bowl - White mixing bowl for baking with handle

17,99 £
4251805425727 CF14858 12-Piece tea glass set - Turkish tea glasses - Original 

oriental Çay set for 12 people in a traditional design
30,99 £

4251805425734 CF14858 6-piece Tea glass set - Turkish tea glasses set - Original 
oriental Çay set for 6 people - Morrocan tea set made of

26,99 £
4251805425758 CF14866 4-piece Cleaning set - Hand brush, dustpan, hand brush 

and all-purpose brush - Perfect cleaning starter set - Ho
15,99 £

4251805425765 CF14808 4-piece set made of ceramic peeler and knife - paring 
knife very sharp and 100% rustproof - for fruit and veg

13,99 £
4251805425789 CF9710 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black for th
11,99 £

4251805425789 CF9710 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black for th

11,99 £
4251805425796 CF14876 25x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black for th
8,99 £

4251805425796 CF14876 25x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black for th

8,99 £
4251805425802 CF14876 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black for th
11,99 £

4251805425802 CF14876 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black for th

11,99 £
4251805425819 CF14876 100x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black for k
13,99 £

4251805425826 CF14875 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black, Ø 25

11,99 £
4251805425826 CF14875 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black, Ø 25
11,99 £

4251805425833 CF14204 Balance Board - wobble board for fitness training & 
physiotherapy, balance board for balance & stability, ba

30,99 £
4251805425840 CF6464 4x Vacuum bags with scent - Colorful vacuum bags in 

two sizes - Storage bags as hygienic space savers, spac
17,99 £

4251805425864 CF14876 25x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in silver for th

8,99 £
4251805425864 CF14876 25x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in silver for th
8,99 £

4251805425871 CF14876 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in silver for th

8,99 £
4251805425871 CF14876 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in silver for th
8,99 £

4251805425888 CF14876 100x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in silver for th

11,99 £
4251805425895 CF14875 50x key rings made of hardened steel, nickel-plated, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in silver, Ø 25
8,99 £

4251805425895 CF14875 50x key rings made of hardened steel, nickel-plated, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in silver, Ø 25

8,99 £
4251805425901 CF14876 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 

assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black and s
11,99 £

4251805425901 CF14876 50x key rings nickel-plated made of hardened steel, 
assortment of metal ring pendants, round in black and s

11,99 £
4251805425918 CF7521 10x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 

joint for key fob - 55 mm
11,99 £
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4251805425918 CF7521 10x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 
joint for key fob - 55 mm

11,99 £
4251805425925 CF7521 20x snap hook with key ring - snap hook with swivel 

joint for key fob - 55 mm
11,99 £

4251805425932 CF14877 5x key rings made of metal with carabiner and shopping 
trolley chip, detachable shopping chip as a lucky charm 

13,99 £
4251805425932 CF14877 5x key rings made of metal with carabiner and shopping 

trolley chip, detachable shopping chip as a lucky charm 
13,99 £

4251805425949 CF14877 5x key ring made of metal with snap hook and shopping 
cart chip, removable shopping chip as a lucky charm for

11,99 £
4251805425949 CF14877 5x key ring made of metal with snap hook and shopping 

cart chip, removable shopping chip as a lucky charm for
11,99 £

4251805425956 CF14877 5x key rings made of metal with carabiner and shopping 
trolley chip, detachable shopping chip as a lucky charm 

13,99 £
4251805425956 CF14877 5x key rings made of metal with carabiner and shopping 

trolley chip, detachable shopping chip as a lucky charm 
13,99 £

4251805425963 CF14879 12x Christmas tree decorations in two colors - Christmas 
decoration snowflake - Pendant for Christmas in bronze 

13,99 £
4251805425970 CF12417 16x Christmas tree decorations with glitter effect - 

Christmas decoration snowflake - Pendant for Christmas
17,99 £

4251805425987 CF5931 18x Christmas tree decorations in different colors - 
Christmas decoration snowflake - Pendant for Christmas

26,99 £
4251805425994 CF14605 4x Christmas plates and bowls - Christmas plate with 

various motifs - Plate for pastries and fruit - Kids Xmas 
26,99 £

4251805426014 CF14592 table wreath for Christmas - Advent wreath with cones, 
stars and red berries - decorative wreath - Christmas de

30,99 £
4251805426021 CF14592 table wreath for Christmas - Advent wreath with white 

cones, snowballs and berries - decorative wreath - Chris
35,99 £

4251805426038 CF14555 Christmas tree lace with glitter - Christmas tree lace in 
glass for Christmas - Christmas tree lace for the Christm

17,99 £
4251805426045 CF14555 Christmas tree lace with glitter - Christmas tree lace in 

glass for Christmas - Christmas tree lace for the Christm
17,99 £

4251805426052 CF14555 Christmas tree topper with glitter - Christmas tree 
topper made of glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top

17,99 £
4251805426069 CF15625 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251805426076 CF15632 8x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251805426083 CF15622 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
15,99 £

4251805426083 CF15622 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805426090 CF14881 3-piece set of silicone molds "Christmas" - for 

chocolate, marzipan and fondant - professional cake de
17,99 £

4251805426106 CF0427 8x passive heat sink made of copper for Raspberry Pi 
model A + B and Pi 2, 3, 4 - passive cooling for sticking 

13,99 £
4251805426106 CF0427 8x passive heat sink made of copper for Raspberry Pi 

model A + B and Pi 2, 3, 4 - passive cooling for sticking 
13,99 £

4251805426113 CF14592 table wreath for Christmas - Advent wreath with cones, 
red berries and glitter - decorative wreath - Christmas d

30,99 £
4251805426120 CF12031 2x Mixing Bowls 3.5 and 2 litres with Anti-Glide Base, 

Mixing Bowl with Pouring Spout and Non-Slip Handle
15,99 £

4251805426137 CF12031 2x mixing bowls 3.5 and 2 liters with stop base, pouring 
spout and non-slip handle

15,99 £
4251805426144 CF14892 Decorative Easter Bunny for Easter decoration - 

Decorative figure for Easter - Decorative bunny in a gre
26,99 £

4251805426151 CF14893 Easter wreath with colorful Easter eggs, decorative 
table wreath, can be used as a door wreath, stylish East

35,99 £
4251805426168 CF14893 Easter wreath with colorful Easter eggs, decorative 

table wreath, can be used as a door wreath, stylish East
35,99 £

4251805426175 CF14893 Easter wreath with colorful Easter eggs, decorative 
table wreath, can be used as a door wreath, stylish East

30,99 £
4251805426182 CF14894 Easter wreath with Easter eggs and Easter bunny - 

Decorative door wreath with hanger - Easter wreath wit
39,99 £

4251805426199 CF14894 Easter wreath with Easter eggs and Easter bunny - 
Decorative door wreath with hanger - Easter door wreat

35,99 £
4251805426205 CF14895 Easter wreath with Easter eggs and long rabbit ears - 

Decorative door wreath with hanger - Spring wreath wit
26,99 £

4251805426212 CF14896 Easter Wreath with Flowers, Easter Eggs and Rabbit 
Ears, Decorative Table Wreath, Door Wreath with Hang

26,99 £
4251805426229 CF14897 Easter Decoration Wreath - Willow Ring with Easter 

Bunny, Flowers and Ivy to Hang Up - Wicker Wreath as 
35,99 £
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4251805426236 CF14898 spring deco pendant - willow ring with a pair of birds, 
flowers and leaves to hang up - willow wreath as a wrea

30,99 £
4251805426243 CF14898 spring deco pendant - willow ring with a pair of birds, 

flowers and leaves to hang up - willow wreath as a wrea
30,99 £

4251805426250 CF14899 Easter decoration pendant - willow ring with Easter 
bunny and carrot to hang up - willow wreath as Easter d

26,99 £
4251805426267 CF14900 2x handmade straw Easter bunny - decorative Easter 

bunny for Easter decoration - straw figures for Easter - 
48,99 £

4251805426274 CF14901 2x handmade straw Easter bunnies - decorative Easter 
bunny for Easter decoration - decorative figures for East

52,99 £
4251805426281 CF14902 2x straw Easter bunny handmade - decorative Easter 

bunny for Easter decoration - straw figures for Easter - 
48,99 £

4251805426298 CF14903 decorative Easter bunny for Easter decoration - 
decorative figure for Easter - decorative bunny in a grea

13,99 £
4251805426304 CF14903 2x decorative Easter bunny for Easter decoration - 

decorative figure for Easter - decorative bunny in a grea
26,99 £

4251805426311 CF14904 Easter wreath with colorful Easter eggs - Decorative 
spring wreath can be used as a door wreath with a han

26,99 £
4251805426328 CF14905 Easter wreath with flowers made of wood and eggs - 

Decorative table wreath - Easter egg door wreath with h
30,99 £

4251805426335 CF14906 Easter Wreath with Flowers Made of Wood and Easter 
Eggs, Decorative Table Wreath, Door Wreath with Hang

30,99 £
4251805426342 CF14886 Rustic tea bag storage box - Tea box in country house 

style with 6 compartments and window - Tea box - Tea 
26,99 £

4251805426359 CF14886 Rustic tea bag storage box - Tea box in country house 
style with 9 compartments and window - Tea box - Tea 

30,99 £
4251805426366 CF14882 2x metal table bell with wooden handle - silver-colored 

hand bell as Christmas decoration - small, decorative ta
15,99 £

4251805426403 CF14887 6x tapas bowl, small flat ovenproof clay bowls, 
terracotta-colored rustic serving bowl, traditional for tap

26,99 £
4251805426410 CF14887 12x tapas bowl, small flat ovenproof clay bowls, 

terracotta-colored rustic serving bowl, traditional for tap
35,99 £

4251805426434 CF14888 2x bath brush with long, removable handle - back brush 
made of wood for showering and bathing - shower brus

17,99 £
4251805426441 CF14885 8x Chinese soup spoons reactive glaze stoneware ideal 

for wonton soup - Asian spoons - appetizer spoons - dis
26,99 £

4251805426465 CF14907 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers and Butterflies - 
Decorative Table Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - d

26,99 £
4251805426472 CF14908 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers - Decorative Table 

Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - diameter approx. 
30,99 £

4251805426489 CF14909 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers - Decorative Table 
Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - diameter approx. 

30,99 £
4251805426496 CF14910 Easter Wreath with Flowers Made of Wood and Easter 

Eggs, Decorative Table Wreath, Door Wreath with Hang
30,99 £

4251805426502 CF14911 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers - Decorative Table 
Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - diameter approx. 

30,99 £
4251805426519 CF14912 Easter Wreath with Flowers Made of Wood and Easter 

Eggs, Decorative Table Wreath, Handmade Door Wreat
30,99 £

4251805426526 CF14913 Easter wreath with flowers and eggs - Decorative table 
wreath - Door wreath with hanger - Spring wreath with 

30,99 £
4251805426533 CF14914 Easter Wreath with Flowers and Easter Eggs, Decorative 

Table Wreath, Door Wreath with Hanger
30,99 £

4251805426540 CF14915 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers - Decorative Table 
Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - diameter approx. 

30,99 £
4251805426557 CF14916 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers made of Wood - 

Decorative Table Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - 
26,99 £

4251805426564 CF14917 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers made of Wood - 
Decorative Table Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - 

26,99 £
4251805426571 CF14918 Easter Wreath with Flowers Made of Wood and Easter 

Eggs, Decorative Table Wreath, Door Wreath with Hang
30,99 £

4251805426588 CF14919 Door Wreath Spring with Wooden Flowers and Leaves - 
Decorative Table Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - 

26,99 £
4251805426595 CF14920 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers made of Wood - 

Decorative Table Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - 
30,99 £

4251805426601 CF14921 spring decoration pendant - willow ring with rabbit and 
carrots to hang up - willow wreath as decoration for win

30,99 £
4251805426618 CF14922 3x decorative bird's nest with eggs, lifelike nest made of 

twigs and straw with artificial eggs, great decorations fo
26,99 £

4251805426625 CF14923 decorative bird's nest, lifelike nest made from natural 
twigs, great decoration for Easter, absolutely realistic be

26,99 £
4251805426632 CF14923 decorative bird's nest, lifelike nest made of natural 

twigs, great decorations for Easter, absolutely realistic, l
30,99 £
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4251805426649 CF14924 decorative bird's nest, lifelike nest made of natural, 
whitewashed twigs, great decoration for Easter, realistic

30,99 £
4251805426656 CF14924 decorative bird's nest, lifelike nest made of natural, 

whitewashed twigs, great decoration for Easter, realistic
35,99 £

4251805426663 CF14925 vine wreath, decorative table wreath made of branches, 
whitened natural door wreath to decorate yourself, DIY 

26,99 £
4251805426670 CF14925 vine wreath, decorative table wreath made of branches, 

natural door wreath to decorate yourself, DIY natural wr
35,99 £

4251805426687 CF14926 vine wreath, decorative table wreath made of strong 
branches, white door wreath to decorate yourself, DIY n

30,99 £
4251805426694 CF14926 vine star, star-shaped decorative table wreath made of 

strong branches, white door wreath to decorate yourself
26,99 £

4251805426700 CF14927 heart-shaped planter bowl, decorative wicker basket, 
plant basket with foil inside, ideal for planting or as a de

26,99 £
4251805426717 CF14927 heart-shaped planter bowl, decorative wicker basket, 

plant basket with foil inside, ideal for planting or as a de
26,99 £

4251805426724 CF14928 heart-shaped planter bowl, decorative wicker basket, 
plant basket with foil on the inside, ideal for planting or 

26,99 £
4251805426731 CF14928 heart-shaped planter bowl, decorative wicker basket, 

plant basket with foil inside, ideal for planting or as a de
30,99 £

4251805426748 CF14928 heart-shaped planter bowl, decorative wicker basket, 
plant basket with foil inside, ideal for planting or as a de

39,99 £
4251805426755 CF14929 wooden owl, wooden figure as a decorative stand - 

decorative owl on a wooden frame - charming tawny ow
26,99 £

4251805426762 CF14930 wooden owl, wooden figure as a decorative stand - 
decorative owl on a wooden frame - charming tawny ow

17,99 £
4251805426779 CF14640 Decorative stand for Christmas - Felt Christmas tree 

with solid wood base - Christmas tree as decoration or g
26,99 £

4251805426786 CF14640 Decorative stand for Christmas - Felt Christmas tree 
with solid wood base - Christmas tree as decoration or g

26,99 £
4251805426793 CF14640 Decorative stand for Christmas - Felt Christmas tree 

with solid wood base - Christmas tree as decoration or g
26,99 £

4251805426809 CF14456 2x Christmas bows - Christmas bows for decoration - 
Christmas tree bows with sequins [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251805426823 CF12358 8x Christmas tree decorations bronze-colored - 

Christmas decoration snowflake - Pendant for Christmas
13,99 £

4251805426830 CF14440 6x Christmas tree decorations decorative butterfly - 
Christmas butterfly for Christmas tree decorations - plas

15,99 £
4251805426847 CF11084 3x craft wire - silver-colored winding wire on wooden 

sticks - perfect for Christmas decorations
15,99 £

4251805426854 CF14467 Christmas cap in blue - Baby's 1st Christmas inscription 
- Santa cap with teddy bear motif - Bommel cap for Chri

11,99 £
4251805426960 CF9243 2x plastic kitchen sieve - icing sugar sieve for baking 

and cooking - flour sieve for the kitchen - fine mesh - Ø 
15,99 £

4251805426991 CF14935 6x wooden cooking spoons - wooden spoons for 
cooking and baking - cooking spoon set for stirring - wo

15,99 £
4251805427004 CF14936 4x coffee cups XL - large coffee cups in a timeless 

design - 500 ml coffee pot - jumbo cup dishwasher-safe
30,99 £

4251805427011 CF14942 12x espresso spoons made of stainless steel - stylish 
table cutlery in a simple design - teaspoons - dessert sp

13,99 £
4251805427028 CF14942 12x stainless steel bar spoons - long drink spoons - long 

spoons for latte macchiato - ice cream spoons - cocktail 
15,99 £

4251805427035 CF14942 12x stainless steel teaspoons - stylish table cutlery in a 
simple design - teaspoons - dessert spoons - tea service

15,99 £
4251805427059 CF14944 12x teaspoons made of stainless steel - stylish table 

cutlery in a simple design - coffee spoon - dessert spoo
15,99 £

4251805427066 CF14946 12x Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Easter Decoration in Quail 
Egg Optics and Natural Colours - Decorative Easter Eggs

17,99 £
4251805427073 CF14947 12x Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Easter Decoration in Quail 

Egg Optics and Pastel Colours - Decorative Easter Eggs 
17,99 £

4251805427080 CF14948 12x Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Easter Decoration in Quail 
Egg Optics and Pastel Colours - Decorative Easter Eggs 

17,99 £
4251805427097 CF14949 decorative display for Easter - lettering with Easter 

bunnies - Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration m
15,99 £

4251805427103 CF14950 decoration stand for Easter - lettering with Easter bunny 
- Easter decoration to put on - Easter decoration made 

13,99 £
4251805427110 CF14951 2x decorative displays for Easter - lettering with Easter 

bunnies - Easter decorations to put up - Easter decorati
26,99 £

4251805427127 CF14952 "Willkommen" door sign - Spring decorative sign made 
of wood with a cord to hang up - Easter decorative sign 

13,99 £
4251805427134 CF14953 2x "Ostern" Door Sign - Wooden Plate for Easter - 

Decoration with Rabbits and Easter Eggs - For Hanging 
13,99 £
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4251805427141 CF14954 2-piece set of wooden Easter decorations - door sign 
and stand with the lettering "Easter" - wooden decoratio

15,99 £
4251805427158 CF14955 Door sign "Frohe Ostern" - Lettering with bunny, flower, 

chicken for Easter - Easter decoration to hang on the fro
13,99 £

4251805427165 CF14956 2x Unicorn Made of Wood - Easter Decoration Made of 
Wood - Beautiful Unicorn Figure - Wooden Decoration f

13,99 £
4251805427172 CF14957 4x Wooden Decorative Easter Bunny - Cute Rabbit 

Figure in Four Colours - Decorative Figures for Easter D
15,99 £

4251805427189 CF14958 Decoration stand for Easter - Lettering with Easter 
bunny - Easter decoration made of wood - Easter table 

26,99 £
4251805427196 CF14959 2x decorative displays for Easter - lettering with Easter 

bunnies - Easter decorations to put up - Easter decorati
15,99 £

4251805427202 CF14960 2x Door sign "FROHE OSTERN" - Wooden decorative 
sign for Easter - Easter decoration with Easter bunny - F

15,99 £
4251805427219 CF14961 12x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations made 

of wood in great colors - Easter eggs with beautiful patt
17,99 £

4251805427226 CF14961 24x hanging Easter eggs - wooden Easter decorations in 
great colors - decorative Easter eggs with beautiful patt

26,99 £
4251805427226 CF14961 24x hanging Easter eggs - wooden Easter decorations in 

great colors - decorative Easter eggs with beautiful patt
26,99 £

4251805427233 CF14962 36x Easter eggs to hang up - hand-painted Easter 
decorations in great colors - decorative Easter eggs with

17,99 £
4251805427240 CF14963 36x Easter eggs to hang up - hand-painted Easter 

decorations with great patterns - decorative Easter eggs
26,99 £

4251805427257 CF14964 2x Decorative Figures for Easter - Pair of Easter Bunnies 
with Cute Dress and Flower - Easter Bunnies to Stand - 

13,99 £
4251805427264 CF14965 3x Decorative Figures for Easter - Easter Bunnies with 

Cute Dress and Flower - Easter Bunnies to Stand - Woo
13,99 £

4251805427271 CF14966 2x Decorative stand for Easter - Pair of Easter bunnies 
with flowers - Two Easter bunnies to stand - Easter dec

15,99 £
4251805427288 CF14967 2x Decorative Figures for Easter - Small and Large 

Easter Bunny Crouching - Two Easter Bunnies to Stand -
15,99 £

4251805427295 CF14968 2-Piece Set Easter Decoration Made of Wood - Stand 
with Lettering and Easter Bunny Figure - Wooden Decor

15,99 £
4251805427301 CF14969 2x Decorative stand for Easter - Large and small Easter 

bunny with flower - Easter decoration bunny - Easter de
15,99 £

4251805427318 CF14970 2x Decorative Figures for Easter - Pair of Easter Bunnies 
with Flowers - Two Easter Bunnies to Stand - Easter De

13,99 £
4251805427325 CF14971 12x Easter decoration hanger - Easter bunny in egg 

shape made of metal - Easter decoration to hang on bu
15,99 £

4251805427332 CF14972 3x decorative metal bunnies - Easter bunnies in bright 
colors for Easter decoration - decorative figures to put d

15,99 £
4251805427349 CF14972 3x decorative metal bunnies - Easter bunnies in bright 

colors for Easter decoration - decorative figures to put d
15,99 £

4251805427356 CF14974 24x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decoration made of 
wood in great colors - Deco Easter eggs with beautiful c

13,99 £
4251805427363 CF14975 3x hanging decoration with boat, steering wheel and 

anchor made of wood - shipping decoration to hang up 
13,99 £

4251805427370 CF14975 3x hanging decoration with boat, steering wheel and 
anchor made of wood - shipping decoration to hang up 

11,99 £
4251805427387 CF14976 18-Piece Set Wooden Figures for Easter - Easter 

Decorations Made of Wood - Wooden Figures to Hang o
13,99 £

4251805427394 CF14977 34-Piece Set Wooden Figures for Easter - Easter 
Decorations Made of Wood - Wooden Figures to Hang o

15,99 £
4251805427400 CF14978 15-Piece Set Wooden Figures for Easter - Easter 

Decorations Made of Wood - Wooden Figures to Hang o
13,99 £

4251805427417 CF14937 2x foldable pet food scoop, silicone measuring spoon for 
cat and dog food, practical dosing scoop for vacation, c

15,99 £
4251805427424 CF14937 2x foldable pet food scoop, silicone measuring spoon for 

cat and dog food, practical dosing scoop for vacation, c
15,99 £

4251805427431 CF14980 3x Easter Basket with Bunny - Easter Basket Made of 
Felt for Filling - Felt Gift Bag Easter Bunny - Easter and 

17,99 £
4251805427448 CF14981 3x Easter basket with bunny - Cute basket for gifts - 

Felt bag for Easter bunny as a gift - Easter decoration - 
17,99 £

4251805427455 CF14982 3x Easter basket with bunny - Easter basket made of 
felt for filling - Easter egg baskets with handle - Easter 

17,99 £
4251805427462 CF14983 3x hanging decoration made of wood with starfish, fish 

and anchor - decorative shells to hang up - maritime ha
11,99 £

4251805427479 CF14941 4-piece spice shaker set, elegant spice shaker made of 
glass and metal, classic salt and pepper shakers in a mo

13,99 £
4251805427486 CF14941 2-piece spice shaker set, elegant spice shaker made of 

glass and metal, classic salt and pepper shakers in a mo
11,99 £
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4251805427493 CF14984 32x butterfly scatter decoration - small wooden 
butterflies in four designs - wooden butterflies for table 

13,99 £
4251805427509 CF14984 32x heart sprinkle decoration - small wooden hearts in 

four designs - wooden hearts for table decorations in sp
13,99 £

4251805427516 CF14984 32x flower sprinkle decoration - small wooden flowers in 
four designs - wooden flowers for table and spring deco

11,99 £
4251805427523 CF14984 32x butterfly scatter decoration - small wooden 

butterflies in four designs - wooden butterflies for table 
8,99 £

4251805427530 CF14984 128-piece set scattered decoration - butterflies, hearts 
and flowers made of wood in several designs - wooden 

15,99 £
4251805427547 CF14984 128x heart sprinkle decoration - small wooden hearts in 

four designs - wooden hearts for table decorations in sp
15,99 £

4251805427554 CF14945 wooden box with lid and tension lock - rustic wooden 
storage box - modern decorated treasure chest

17,99 £
4251805427561 CF14129 1kg fertilizer for balcony plants, plant fertilizer for all 

balcony and container plants, made from organic raw m
15,99 £

4251805427578 CF14687 LED cosmetic mirror with 10x magnifying mirror - make-
up mirror with 16 LEDs - wireless operation - with stand

26,99 £
4251805427585 CF12199 2x toothbrush cups made of melamine, toothbrush 

holder in wood look, set of mouth rinsing cups for adult
15,99 £

4251805427592 CF12199 4x toothbrush cups made of melamine, toothbrush 
holder in wood look, set of mouth rinsing beakers for ad

17,99 £
4251805427622 CF8275 4x polar bear pocket warmers - hand warmers for 

adults and children - pocket heating pads with a funny 
15,99 £

4251805427639 CF14988 4x pocket warmers in a turtleneck design - hand 
warmers with a star motif, cuddly pocket heating pads i

15,99 £
4251805427646 CF14989 4x pocket warmer reusable - hand warmer with 

reindeer and penguin - warming pad for cold days and f
17,99 £

4251805427653 CF14986 hot water bottle 2 liters, cuddly heating pillow with 
plush cover, hot water bottle for children and adults, for

17,99 £
4251805427677 CF14979 2X medication dispenser in DUTCH - medication box for 

7 days - 1 compartment each - pill box - pill box - tablet
11,99 £

4251805427684 CF14992 Draught stopper for door and window - Door snake 90 
cm - Windstopper extra fluffy - Save energy with draug

26,99 £
4251805427684 CF14992 Draught stopper for door and window - Door snake 90 

cm - Windstopper extra fluffy - Save energy with draug
26,99 £

4251805427691 CF14992 Draught stopper for door and window - Door snake 90 
cm - Windstopper extra fluffy - Save energy with draug

26,99 £
4251805427691 CF14992 Draught stopper for door and window - Door snake 90 

cm - Windstopper extra fluffy - Save energy with draug
26,99 £

4251805427707 CF14992 Draught stopper for door and window - Door snake 90 
cm - Windstopper extra fluffy - Save energy with draug

26,99 £
4251805427707 CF14992 Draught stopper for door and window - Door snake 90 

cm - Windstopper extra fluffy - Save energy with draug
26,99 £

4251805427714 CF14992 Draught stopper for door and window - Door snake 90 
cm - Windstopper extra fluffy - Save energy with draug

26,99 £
4251805427714 CF14992 Draught stopper for door and window - Door snake 90 

cm - Windstopper extra fluffy - Save energy with draug
26,99 £

4251805427721 CF14995 Door Wreath Spring with Flowers made of Wood - 
Decorative Table Wreath - Wreath Deco with Hanger - 

30,99 £
4251805427738 CF14996 36x Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Easter Decoration in 

Bright Pastel Colours - Decorative Easter Eggs with Ribb
26,99 £

4251805427745 CF14997 36x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in 
beautiful pastel colors - Easter eggs - Size: 6 cm

17,99 £
4251805427752 CF14998 36x Hand-Painted Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Pastel-

Coloured Easter Decorations with Great Patterns - Decor
26,99 £

4251805427769 CF14999 36x Hand-Painted Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Pastel-
Coloured Easter Decorations with Great Patterns - Decor

26,99 £
4251805427776 CF15000 24x Hand-Painted Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Pastel-

Coloured Easter Decorations with Great Patterns - Decor
26,99 £

4251805427783 CF15001 36x Hand-Painted Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Pastel-
Coloured Easter Decorations with Great Patterns - Decor

26,99 £
4251805427790 CF15002 36x Hand-Painted Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Pastel-

Coloured Easter Decorations with Great Patterns - Decor
26,99 £

4251805427806 CF15003 18x Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Natural-Coloured Easter 
Decoration with Great Ornaments - Decorative Easter E

26,99 £
4251805427813 CF15004 18x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in the 

form of an Easter bunny - Easter eggs with bunny ears 
17,99 £

4251805427820 CF15005 36x Hand-Painted Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Pastel-
Coloured Easter Decorations with Great Patterns - Decor

26,99 £
4251805427837 CF15006 36x Hand-Painted Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Pastel-

Coloured Easter Decorations with Great Patterns - Decor
26,99 £
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4251805427844 CF15007 36x Hand-Painted Easter Eggs to Hang Up - Pastel-
Coloured Easter Decorations with Great Patterns - Decor

26,99 £
4251805427851 CF15008 96x Easter Eggs as Easter Decorations - Decorative 

Easter Eggs with a Natural-Looking Pattern - Artificial Bi
17,99 £

4251805427868 CF15008 96x Easter eggs as Easter decorations - Decorative 
Easter eggs with a natural-looking pattern - Artificial eg

17,99 £
4251805427875 CF15009 24x Easter Eggs as Easter Decorations - Decorative 

Easter Eggs with a Natural-Looking Pattern - Artificial Bi
15,99 £

4251805427882 CF15010 36x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in six 
beautiful pastel colors - Easter eggs for the Easter bouq

26,99 £
4251805427899 CF15011 36x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decoration in great 

colors - Hanging decoration with different designs - Size
26,99 £

4251805427905 CF15021 12x wooden cooking spoons - wooden spoon set for 
cooking, roasting and baking - wooden cooking spoons i

15,99 £
4251805427912 CF15021 6x wooden cooking spoons - wooden spoon set for 

cooking, roasting and baking - wooden cooking spoons i
11,99 £

4251805427912 CF15021 6x wooden cooking spoons - wooden spoon set for 
cooking, roasting and baking - wooden cooking spoons i

11,99 £
4251805427929 CF15018 Bamboo cake stand - cake stand with 3 levels - serving 

stand for pastries, chocolates, cheese or fruit
30,99 £

4251805427936 CF15016 6x Tea glass - Drinking glasses with handle for tea and 
coffee - Ideal for hot drinks, cocoa, latte macchiato and 

26,99 £
4251805427943 CF15016 12x Tea glass - Drinking glasses with handle for tea and 

coffee - Ideal for hot drinks, cocoa, latte macchiato and 
30,99 £

4251805427950 CF15014 Storage Box with Lid - Foldable Box for Storage - 
Folding Box with Lid and Handle for Wardrobe, Clothes, 

17,99 £
4251805427967 CF15014 Storage Box with Lid - Foldable Box for Storage - 

Folding Box with Lid and Handle for Wardrobe, Clothes, 
13,99 £

4251805427974 CF15020 Side table - Round coffee table - Small sofa table - Plant 
stool for living room, hallway, bathroom - 30x30 cm

30,99 £
4251805427981 CF15013 3-piece roasting and baking tin set - Stainless steel 

roaster with handles - Stainless steel casserole dish for 
35,99 £

4251805427998 CF12707 2x research set for children - insect catching set with 
magnifying glass and pliers - discovery set for children -

15,99 £
4251805428001 CF15023 Tea box with 6 compartments - Tea bag storage box 

made of wood - Tea bag box with viewing window - Tea
26,99 £

4251805428025 CF15027 Glass teapot 700 ml - Heat-resistant glass jug with 
stainless steel tea strainer insert - Anti-drip spout, caraf

17,99 £
4251805428032 CF15024 5 l mixing bowl with lid, salad bowl, food storage 

container & baking bowl with stop base, splash protecti
17,99 £

4251805428049 CF15024 5 l mixing bowl with lid, salad bowl, food storage 
container & baking bowl with stop base, splash protecti

17,99 £
4251805428056 CF15024 5 l mixing bowl with lid, salad bowl, food storage 

container & baking bowl with stop base, splash protecti
17,99 £

4251805428087 CF11887 4x metal padlock - padlock with 3 keys each, ideal as a 
suitcase and luggage lock, security lock with hardened 

15,99 £
4251805428094 CF11887 2x padlock made of metal - padlock with 3 keys each, 

ideal as a trunk and luggage lock, security lock with har
15,99 £

4251805428094 CF11887 2x padlock made of metal - padlock with 3 keys each, 
ideal as a trunk and luggage lock, security lock with har

15,99 £
4251805428100 CF15022 LED table lamp with colour change - LED light with 

remote control - night light battery operated - decorativ
15,99 £

4251805428117 CF15015 Aroma Diffuser with LED - Humidifier with 6 LED colours 
and colour change - Fragrance lamp with USB cable - R

15,99 £
4251805428124 CF15012 104-piece growing tool kit - garden accessories with 

pricking fork, pricking stick, plant tags, plant tie - growi
15,99 £

4251805428131 CF9164 Wall coat rack - coat rack with 6 hooks - double wall 
hooks made of solid metal for hallway, entrance, living 

15,99 £
4251805428148 CF15036 4x ceramic coffee mugs - coffee mug for Easter with 

rabbit motifs - coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 370 
30,99 £

4251805428148 CF15036 4x ceramic coffee mugs - coffee mug for Easter with 
rabbit motifs - coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 370 

30,99 £
4251805428155 CF15031 4x Egg Cup with Bunny Ears - Easter Bunny Egg Cup 

Set - Ceramic Egg Cup Set in Two Colours with Permut 
17,99 £

4251805428162 CF13083 2x premium Easter bunny decoration figure in gold, 
Easter decoration bunny - decoration for Easter - windo

30,99 £
4251805428179 CF15033 24x Easter egg with confetti - Colorful confetti eggs for 

Easter - Confetti in real, painted chicken eggs - Colorful 
26,99 £

4251805428186 CF11288 4x door hooks made of stainless steel - clothes hooks 
with foam protection - coat hooks for closet doors and r

13,99 £
4251805428186 CF11288 4x door hooks made of stainless steel - clothes hooks 

with foam protection - coat hooks for closet doors and r
13,99 £
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4251805428193 CF5421 8x Cork coasters for drinks - square drink coasters - 
cork glass coasters

13,99 £
4251805428193 CF5421 8x Cork coasters for drinks - square drink coasters - 

cork glass coasters
13,99 £

4251805428209 CF15032 10x Garment bag - garment bag with zip and viewing 
window - protective cover for transport and storage of s

26,99 £
4251805428216 CF15035 12-piece baking set for children - Real children's baking 

accessories with dough scraper, baking brush, whisk, do
30,99 £

4251805428223 CF15034 laundry basket foldable with lid - basket for storing 
clothes - laundry box - laundry chest - laundry collector 

30,99 £
4251805428230 CF10964 5 l mixing bowl with lid, salad bowl, food storage 

container & baking bowl with stop base, splash protecti
26,99 £

4251805428247 CF13565 6x spray chalk in bright colors - chalk marker for 
painting and writing - street chalk for children - marking

26,99 £
4251805428261 CF11465 2x Easter lettering made of wood "Happy Easter", 

happy Easter greetings with an Easter bunny to put dow
15,99 £

4251805428278 CF12915 Hase Dekofigur - Sweet Easter Bunny made of ceramic - 
Great decoration for Easter [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805428292 CF15050 4x decorative sheep made of ceramic with fur - 

decorative figures for Easter decoration - Easter sheep 
26,99 £

4251805428308 CF15051 4x decorative sheep with cuddly fur and scarf - 
decorative figures for Easter decoration - Easter sheep 

26,99 £
4251805428315 CF15052 4x decorative sheep with cuddly fur - decorative figures 

for Easter decoration - Easter sheep with white fur [sele
15,99 £

4251805428322 CF15053 4x decorative cuddly sheep with fur - decorative figures 
for Easter decoration - Easter sheep with beige fur [sele

15,99 £
4251805428339 CF15054 4x decorative sheep with cuddly fur - decorative figures 

for Easter decoration - Easter sheep with brown fur [sel
15,99 £

4251805428346 CF15048 6-piece set of gift boxes - cardboard baskets to fill - 
Easter nest for gifts and Easter eggs - cardboard gift ba

17,99 £
4251805428360 CF15055 5x decorative Easter bunny made of ceramic - clay 

figure for Easter decoration - decorative figures for East
26,99 £

4251805428391 CF15057 24x Easter eggs to hang up - pastel-colored Easter 
decorations - decorative Easter eggs with string to hang

17,99 £
4251805428407 CF15058 4x ceramic coffee mugs - coffee mug with Easter motifs 

- coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 365 ml
30,99 £

4251805428407 CF15058 4x ceramic coffee mugs - coffee mug with Easter motifs 
- coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - 365 ml

30,99 £
4251805428414 CF15062 2x sheep for Easter - decorative sheep with fur - 

decorative figures for Easter decoration - Easter sheep i
17,99 £

4251805428421 CF15062 2x sheep for Easter - decorative sheep with fur - 
decorative figures for Easter decoration - Easter sheep i

17,99 £
4251805428438 CF15061 2x decorative stand for Easter - Easter bunny in an 

Easter egg with flower - Easter decoration to stand - Ea
26,99 £

4251805428445 CF15060 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - Easter 
bunny made of felt to stand - felt bunny on a wooden b

26,99 £
4251805428452 CF15059 3x Easter Table Runner - Decorative Table Ribbon with 

Easter Motifs - Polyester Table Decoration for Easter - 2
15,99 £

4251805428469 CF15064 decorative figure Easter Bunny with bow - green 
ceramic rabbit figure - with rabbit fur made of moss-like

26,99 £
4251805428476 CF15065 decorative figure Easter egg with bow - green ceramic 

egg figure - with eggshell made of moss-like artificial gr
26,99 £

4251805428476 CF15065 decorative figure Easter egg with bow - green ceramic 
egg figure - with eggshell made of moss-like artificial gr

26,99 £
4251805428483 CF15063 4x plush egg warmer with rabbit ears - Easter 

decoration for breakfast eggs - hat to keep eggs warm -
15,99 £

4251805428490 CF15066 2x decorative Easter bunny - metallic glittering 
decorative figure in the shape of a rabbit - artistic Easte

15,99 £
4251805428506 CF15066 2x decorative Easter bunny - metallic glittering 

decorative figure in the shape of a rabbit - artistic Easte
15,99 £

4251805428513 CF15067 2x decorative Easter egg - metallic shiny decorative 
figure in the shape of an egg - artistic Easter decoration

17,99 £
4251805428520 CF15067 2x decorative Easter egg - metallic shiny decorative 

figure in the shape of an egg - artistic Easter decoration
17,99 £

4251805428537 CF11030 150x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 
hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor

8,99 £
4251805428544 CF9999 150x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 

hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor
8,99 £

4251805428544 CF9999 150x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 
hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor

8,99 £
4251805428551 CF9998 150x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 

hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor
8,99 £
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4251805428568 CF13988 2x hooks for door wreath - door hanger for decoration - 
door wreath hook made of metal - decorative wreath ha

13,99 £
4251805428575 CF13988 2x hooks for door wreath - door hook for wreath - door 

wreath hook made of metal - decorative wreath hanger 
13,99 £

4251805428599 CF13988 2x hooks for door wreath - door hook for wreath - door 
wreath hook made of metal - decorative wreath hanger 

13,99 £
4251805428605 CF13495 3x Silver-coloured garland with stars - Christmas 

garland for Christmas tree decorations - Star garland for
13,99 £

4251805428612 CF13492 3x Silver-coloured garland with stars - Christmas 
garland for Christmas tree decorations - Star garland for

13,99 £
4251805428629 CF7755 3-piece styling set with three great hairbrushes with soft 

handles - all-purpose brush, round brush and Sassoon b
15,99 £

4251805428636 CF7755 2x round brush - styling set with practical hairbrush 
with soft handle - round brush - ideal for styling curls an

13,99 £
4251805428643 CF13494 3x Gold-coloured garland with stars - Christmas garland 

for Christmas tree decorations - Star garland for Advent 
13,99 £

4251805428667 CF15076 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 
Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for

17,99 £
4251805428674 CF15075 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 

Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for
17,99 £

4251805428681 CF15090 3-piece set pirate - headband, eye patch & bandana 
with pirate motif - pirate costume for carnival, Hallowee

13,99 £
4251805428704 CF15091 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 

Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for
30,99 £

4251805428711 CF15092 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 
Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for

26,99 £
4251805428728 CF15093 Leprechaun, Kobold Costumes - St. Patrick's Day - 

Outfits and Accessories for the green, Irish Festival - for
17,99 £

4251805428735 CF15072 magic wand with light and sound for witches, wizards 
and magicians - ideal for carnival and Halloween for chil

15,99 £
4251805428742 CF15094 4-piece rocker set - pilot goggles with wristband, 

necklace and finger glove in leather look with pyramid s
26,99 £

4251805428759 CF15079 3-piece rocker set - bracelet, collar and finger glove in 
leather look with pyramid studs - costume for carnival 

15,99 £
4251805428766 CF15078 retro costumes from the 20s ladies' disguise and 

extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fringe seq
13,99 £

4251805428773 CF15078 retro costumes from the 20s ladies' disguise and 
extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fringe seq

13,99 £
4251805428780 CF15078 retro costumes from the 20s ladies' disguise and 

extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fringe seq
13,99 £

4251805428797 CF15089 retro costumes from the 20s ladies' disguise and 
extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fringe seq

17,99 £
4251805428803 CF15089 retro costumes from the 20s ladies' disguise and 

extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fringe seq
17,99 £

4251805428810 CF15095 5-piece police costume set, police costume for carnival, 
carnival, Halloween, theme parties, bachelorette parties,

43,99 £
4251805428827 CF9170 3-piece small garden tool set consisting of flower 

trowel, flower rake and small cultivator in sturdy design 
17,99 £

4251805428834 CF15096 4x Easter baskets with decorative grass, glittering 
Easter baskets with green Easter grass made of paper, 

30,99 £
4251805428841 CF15038 2x wooden bunny, decorative stand for Easter, wooden 

Easter bunny with pendant, Easter decoration to stand, 
15,99 £

4251805428858 CF15097 2x key ring guardian angel with shopping cart chip, 
angel with removable shopping chip for the shopping ca

13,99 £
4251805428858 CF15097 2x key ring guardian angel with shopping cart chip, 

angel with removable shopping chip for the shopping ca
13,99 £

4251805428865 CF15083 6-piece food storage jar set with lid, small freezer jars - 
cold cuts boxes - storage jars for camping or picnics - 5

15,99 £
4251805428872 CF15084 rotatable cake plate Ø 30 cm - cake stand with glass 

plate - cake plate - baking accessories - rotating plate gl
30,99 £

4251805428896 CF15085 2x lunch box with two separate compartments, cold 
meat box, lunch box for on the go, with cutlery, knife a

13,99 £
4251805428902 CF15085 2x lunch box with two separate compartments, cold 

meat box, lunch box for on the go, with cutlery, knife a
13,99 £

4251805428919 CF15046 2x children's cutlery 3 pieces - knife, fork, spoon made 
of food-safe stainless steel - high-quality cutlery set for 

17,99 £
4251805428926 CF15111 4x Easter baskets with decorative grass and egg colors - 

colorful Easter baskets made of raffia with green grass -
26,99 £

4251805429152 CF12935 Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter arrangement 
with Easter eggs - Decorative wreath for Easter - wonde

35,99 £
4251805428940 CF15117 2-piece set of decorative figures - Easter egg and Easter 

bunny with bow - green ceramic figures - with moss-like
26,99 £
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4251805428940 CF15117 2-piece set of decorative figures - Easter egg and Easter 
bunny with bow - green ceramic figures - with moss-like

26,99 £
4251805428957 CF15118 2x decorative figure Easter Bunny with bow - green 

ceramic rabbit figure - with rabbit fur made of moss-like
26,99 £

4251805428957 CF15118 2x decorative figure Easter Bunny with bow - green 
ceramic rabbit figure - with rabbit fur made of moss-like

26,99 £
4251805428964 CF15100 decorative figure Easter Bunny with bow - green 

ceramic rabbit figure - with rabbit fur made of moss-like
30,99 £

4251805428988 CF15103 decorative Easter bunny made of fine ceramic - artistic 
decorative figure for Easter decoration - decorative bun

26,99 £
4251805429008 CF15105 decorative Easter bunny made of fine ceramic - artistic 

decorative figure for Easter decoration - decorative bun
26,99 £

4251805429015 CF15110 1x decorative figure bunny - Easter bunnies made of 
polyresin - stand decoration for Easter with detailed mot

17,99 £
4251805429022 CF15110 1x decorative figure bunny - Easter bunnies made of 

polyresin - stand decoration for Easter with detailed mot
17,99 £

4251805429039 CF15121 2x premium decorative figure bunny, splendidly shiny 
Easter bunny in mother-of-pearl look, magnificent Easte

26,99 £
4251805429046 CF15121 2x premium decorative figure bunny, splendidly shiny 

Easter bunny in mother-of-pearl look, magnificent Easte
26,99 £

4251805429053 CF15121 2x premium decorative figure bunny, splendidly shiny 
Easter bunny in mother-of-pearl look, magnificent Easte

26,99 £
4251805429060 CF15104 2x decorative Easter bunny made of fine ceramic - 

artistic decorative figure for Easter decoration - decorati
26,99 £

4251805429077 CF15106 2x decorative bunnies for Easter decorations - Easter 
bunny made of felt to put down - Felt bunny on a wood

15,99 £
4251805429084 CF15122 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - Easter 

bunny made of felt to stand - felt bunny on a wooden b
26,99 £

4251805429091 CF15108 2x decorative bunny - Easter bunnies made of polyresin 
- stand decoration for Easter with detailed motifs [select

26,99 £
4251805429107 CF15109 2x decorative bunny - Easter bunnies made of polyresin 

- stand decoration for Easter with detailed motifs [select
26,99 £

4251805429121 CF15115 Deco display for Easter - Lettering with Easter bunny - 
Easter decoration to put down - Easter decoration made

17,99 £
4251805429138 CF15116 Deco display for Easter - Lettering with Easter bunny - 

Easter decoration to put down - Easter decoration made
26,99 £

4251805429145 CF13120 6x Easter plates made of melamine - decorative plates 
for Easter - Easter nest with Easter bunny and Easter eg

17,99 £
4251805429152 CF12935 Easter wreath with colored eggs - Easter arrangement 

with Easter eggs - Decorative wreath for Easter - wonde
35,99 £

4251805429169 CF11698 3x cover for food - fly hood made of metal - colorful 
dining screen - Ø 30 cm [selection varies]

26,99 £
4251805429176 CF11698 3x cover for food - fly hood made of metal - colorful 

dining screen - Ø 30 cm [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251805429183 CF13877 3x cover for food - fly hood made of metal - colorful 
dining screen - Ø 35 cm [selection varies]

30,99 £
4251805429190 CF13877 3x cover for food - fly hood made of metal - colorful 

dining screen - Ø 35 cm [selection varies]
30,99 £

4251805429237 CF15219 3-piece Easter gift set with Easter eggs to fill, Easter 
grass and bast basket - hollow made of cardboard to fill

15,99 £
4251805429244 CF15220 8-piece set of Easter baskets with decorative grass and 

egg colors - raffia basket with Easter grass and egg colo
26,99 £

4251805429251 CF15148 6x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decoration with 
great painted patterns - Decorative Easter eggs Size: ap

17,99 £
4251805429268 CF15147 6x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decoration with 

great painted patterns - Decoration Easter eggs Size: ap
15,99 £

4251805429275 CF11932 3x spray bottle - chemical-resistant pump sprayer for 
mineral oils, diluted acids, solvents - atomizer with adju

17,99 £
4251805429282 CF15133 Premium Decorative Bunnies Couple with Heart

 - Two metal bunnies on mongo wood base
26,99 £

4251805429299 CF15134 XL Premium Decorative Bunnies Couple with Heart - 
Two Metal Bunnies on Mongo Wood Base - Metal Easter

35,99 £
4251805429305 CF15135 deco rabbit for Easter decoration - Easter bunny made 

of wood with metal flower to stand on - wooden stand-u
35,99 £

4251805429312 CF15136 Premium Deco Bunnies - Two metal bunnies in a frame 
made of mongo wood - metal Easter bunnies to hang u

26,99 £
4251805429329 CF15137 Premium decorative bunny for Easter decoration - 

Easter bunny made of mango wood with a metal bow to
26,99 £

4251805429336 CF15139 Premium Deco Bunny for Easter Decoration
 - Mango wood Easter bunny with metal meadow to sta

26,99 £
4251805429343 CF15140 XXL Deco bunny for Easter decoration

 - Easter bunny made of felt to stand on - Felt bunny on
26,99 £
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4251805429350 CF15138 Premium Decorative Heart Stand - Metal Heart on 
Mango Wood Base - Decorative Metal Heart to Stand - 

17,99 £
4251805429367 CF15142 Premium Decorative Heart Stand - Metal Heart on 

Mango Wood Base - Decorative Metal Heart to Stand - 
13,99 £

4251805429374 CF15144 Premium Deco Stand Heart - Deco heart made of 
mango wood with metal star - heart decoration with bas

26,99 £
4251805429381 CF15145 Premium Decorative Heart Stand - Metal heart with bird 

on a mango wood base - Decorative metal heart to stan
26,99 £

4251805429398 CF15141 Premium Metal Deco Ship - Maritime Metal Sailboat with 
Mango Wood Frame - Wall Hanger with Metal Ship

26,99 £
4251805429404 CF15143 Premium Stand Anchor - Decorative metal ship anchor 

on a mango wood base - Maritime metal anchor for setti
17,99 £

4251805429404 CF15143 Premium Stand Anchor - Decorative metal ship anchor 
on a mango wood base - Maritime metal anchor for setti

17,99 £
4251805429411 CF15185 4x ice scraper with broom in bright colors, ice scraper, 

disc scraper [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805429428 CF7062 18x Easter eggs to hang + 23x self-adhesive pictures 
with Easter motifs - Easter decoration in different colour

17,99 £
4251805429435 CF15230 7-piece Easter decoration set with Easter grass, craft 

basket and Easter stickers - DIY Easter basket - spring d
17,99 £

4251805429442 CF15229 16x felt coasters for drinks - round table coasters - glass 
coasters made of felt - drink coasters

13,99 £
4251805429459 CF15231 24x Small streamers rolls in different patterns as party 

decorations for birthdays - Paper snakes for New Year's 
17,99 £

4251805429466 CF15153 4x ceramic egg cups - egg holder for him and her - egg 
cup set for couples, lovers and gastronomy

17,99 £
4251805429473 CF15124 2x 50m² cover film (4x12.5m), protective film against 

splashes, dust and stains, surface protection when paint
15,99 £

4251805429480 CF15149 12x decoration hanger, wooden Easter egg with dots, 
wooden decoration for hanging on plants and walls, swe

17,99 £
4251805429497 CF15149 12x decoration hanger, wooden Easter egg with dots, 

wooden decoration for hanging on plants and walls, swe
17,99 £

4251805429503 CF15238 10-piece set of gift boxes - cardboard baskets to fill - 
Easter nest for gifts and Easter eggs - cardboard gift ba

26,99 £
4251805429510 CF15239 13-piece painter's set with cover film, brushes and paint 

rollers - paint roller, painter's foil, spatula - accessories f
13,99 £

4251805429527 CF15233 2x mini bicycle pump - small bicycle pump with frame 
holder - air pump with assembly set and pump attachm

15,99 £
4251805429534 CF15222 4x Easter plate - decorative plate for Easter - gift plate 

with charming Easter bunny motifs [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251805429541 CF15152 deco stand for Easter - Easter bunnies with a large 
Easter egg - Easter decoration to put down made of wo

17,99 £
4251805429558 CF15150 3x decorative Easter figures made of wood - birds, 

chickens, eggs and flowers - decorative figures for Easte
26,99 £

4251805429565 CF15151 3x decorative wooden Easter figures - birds, chickens, 
rabbits, eggs, flowers - decorative figures for Easter dec

26,99 £
4251805429572 CF13915 artificial palm in a pot, artificial palm with stones in a 

pot, easy-care artificial plant for the home, office, practi
26,99 £

4251805429589 CF15182 4x Metal sponge - Grill grill cleaner with hand knob - 
BBQ cleaning brush - Metal pot scraper with handle - Sc

17,99 £
4251805429596 CF15240 3x notebook A5 lined - diary - notepad in blue-black 

with hardcover - notebook - notebook, bullet journal bo
15,99 £

4251805429602 CF14467 2x Christmas hat in pink - Baby's 1st Christmas 
inscription - Santa hat with teddy bear motif - pom pom

11,99 £
4251805429619 CF14467 2x Christmas hat in pink - Baby's 1st Christmas 

inscription - Santa hat with teddy bear motif - pom pom
13,99 £

4251805429626 CF15245 Sled rope, light and tearproof pull strap, sledding 
accessories pull rope for sleds, Made in Germany

15,99 £
4251805429633 CF15246 Sled rope with bell, light and tearproof pulling belt, 

sledding accessories pulling rope for sleds, Made in Ger
17,99 £

4251805429640 CF15247 Sled rope, light and tearproof pull strap, sledding 
accessories pull rope for sleds, Made in Germany

15,99 £
4251805429657 CF15214 2x foil cutter - aluminum foil dispenser - cling film 

dispenser - practical holder for aluminum foil or cling fil
15,99 £

4251805429664 CF15258 4x Easter baskets with decorative grass - Easter baskets 
with real mountain meadow hay - bast basket with East

17,99 £
4251805429688 CF15253 2x Easter eggs to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

large Easter eggs with many Easter motifs [selection var
26,99 £

4251805429695 CF15255 3x Easter egg to fill - Colourful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with many Easter motifs for giving as a gift 

17,99 £
4251805429701 CF15252 3x Easter egg to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with many Easter motifs to give away [selec
17,99 £
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4251805429718 CF15251 3x Easter egg to fill - Colourful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with many colour patterns to give away [sel

26,99 £
4251805429725 CF15257 3x Easter egg to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with many Easter motifs to give away [selec
15,99 £

4251805429749 CF15250 Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling egg for Easter - Large 
Easter egg with Easter motifs in the design of Mr. & Mrs

13,99 £
4251805429756 CF15256 Easter Egg to Fill - Easter Filling for Adults - Large 

Easter Egg in Black with "HAPPY Eastern" Inscription
13,99 £

4251805429763 CF15256 Easter egg to fill - Easter filler for adults - Large Easter 
egg in red with inscription "HAPPY spring"

13,99 £
4251805429770 CF15256 Easter egg to fill - Easter filler for adults - Large Easter 

egg in yellow with inscription "spring"
13,99 £

4251805429787 CF15259 4x door hooks made of stainless steel - clothes hooks 
for the outside of the door - cloakroom hooks for cupbo

11,99 £
4251805429794 CF15259 8x door hooks made of stainless steel - clothes hooks 

for the outside of the door - cloakroom hooks for cupbo
13,99 £

4251805429800 CF15260 4x door hooks made of stainless steel - clothes hooks 
for the outside of the door, cloakroom hooks for cupboa

11,99 £
4251805429817 CF15261 4x hooks for door wreath - door hook for wreath - door 

wreath hook made of stainless steel - decorative wreath
15,99 £

4251805429824 CF15261 4x hooks for door wreath - door hook for wreath - door 
wreath hook made of stainless steel - decorative wreath

15,99 £
4251805429831 CF15262 4x door hooks made of stainless steel - clothes hooks 

with foam protection - coat hooks for cupboard and roo
13,99 £

4251805429848 CF15224 solar vole repeller, vole defense with ultrasound, 
animal-friendly, non-fatal rodent repeller, solar-powered

26,99 £
4251805429855 CF15205 2x live trap - animal-friendly mousetrap - easy-to-use, 

non-toxic rodent trap with air holes & safe bait box
17,99 £

4251805429862 CF15186 solar animal repeller - domestic and wild animal defense 
with motion detector, ultrasound and LED flash light - d

39,99 £
4251805429879 CF15241 Tea Kettle 2.4 L - Large Stainless Steel Water Kettle - 

Flute Kettle for Boiling Water - Retro Kettle with Practica
35,99 £

4251805429886 CF15242 Tea Kettle 2.4 L - Large Stainless Steel Water Kettle - 
Flute Kettle for Boiling Water - Retro Kettle with Practica

35,99 £
4251805429893 CF15243 Tea Kettle 2.4 L - Large Stainless Steel Water Kettle - 

Flute Kettle for Boiling Water - Retro Kettle with Practica
35,99 £

4251805429909 CF15244 Tea Kettle 2.4 L - Large Stainless Steel Water Kettle - 
Flute Kettle for Boiling Water - Retro Kettle with Practica

35,99 £
4251805429916 CF15127 60x freezer bags 1 liter for closing, resealable fresh-

keeping bags for food storage - all-purpose bags for flav
17,99 £

4251805429923 CF15221 21x freezer bags 6 liters for closing, resealable fresh-
keeping bags for food storage - all-purpose bags for flav

15,99 £
4251805429930 CF15123 120x water ice bags - mini freezer bags - ice shape for 

homemade water ice - stick water ice bag with zip faste
17,99 £

4251805429947 CF15129 6x toast bags, reusable non-stick toast bags, for cheese 
toasts in the toaster, toast oven and sandwich toaster - 

13,99 £
4251805429954 CF15130 4x toast bags extra large, reusable non-stick toast bags, 

for cheese toasts in the toaster, contact grill and sandwi
11,99 £

4251805429961 CF15263 52 pcs. Set of freezer bags 1L, 3L, 6L for closing, 
resealable fresh-keeping bags for food storage - all-purp

26,99 £
4251805429978 CF15264 5-piece set of toast bags, reusable non-stick toast bags, 

for toasters, contact grills and sandwich toasters - dishw
13,99 £

4251805429985 CF15131 6m vacuum sealing film, 2 film rolls each 3m, 
professional accessories for film sealing devices and bar

15,99 £
4251805429992 CF15265 60 pcs. Set freezer bags 1L, 3L for closing, resealable 

fresh-keeping bags for food storage - all-purpose bags d
15,99 £

4251805430004 CF15158 Decorative Heart Stand - Metal Heart on Wooden Base - 
Decorative Metal Heart to Stand - Heart Decoration to G

26,99 £
4251805430011 CF15159 Decorative Heart Stand - Metal Heart on Wooden Base - 

Decorative Metal Heart to Stand - Heart Decoration to G
15,99 £

4251805430028 CF15174 grave decoration angel, memorial stone with roses and 
grave light holder, weatherproof grave decoration, mour

30,99 £
4251805430035 CF15173 grave decoration angel, tombstone with cross, rose and 

leaves, weatherproof grave decoration, mourning stone 
26,99 £

4251805430042 CF15172 grave decoration angel, memorial stone with holder for 
a grave light, weatherproof grave decoration, mourning 

17,99 £
4251805430059 CF15171 grave decoration angel, memorial stone with roses and 

heart, weatherproof grave decoration, mourning stone 
26,99 £

4251805430066 CF15170 grave decoration with candle holder, roses and praying 
hands - memorial stone with holder for grave light - we

26,99 £
4251805430066 CF15170 grave decoration with candle holder, roses and praying 

hands - memorial stone with holder for grave light - we
26,99 £
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4251805430073 CF6984 peg puller - hook puller for easy removal of pegs, hooks 
and pegs - tent accessories for camping and outdoors

8,99 £
4251805430073 CF6984 peg puller - hook puller for easy removal of pegs, hooks 

and pegs - tent accessories for camping and outdoors
8,99 £

4251805430080 CF15160 Deco Display Tree - Metal Tree on Wooden Base - Deco 
Tree made of Metal for Placement - Tree of Life as a Gif

26,99 £
4251805430097 CF15161 Deco stand in metal look - "home" lettering on wooden 

base - Deco lettering to put down - 29.5x16x5cm
19,99 £

4251805430103 CF15161 Deco stand in metal look - "love" lettering on wooden 
base - Deco lettering to put down - 29.5x16x5cm

26,99 £
4251805430127 CF15266 4-piece set of garden tools - garden tool with flower 

trowel, hand shovel, flower rake and weeder - garden s
26,99 £

4251805430134 CF15269 7-piece painter's set - tarpaulin, paint roller and paint 
tray, ideal for decoration, painting and renovation work

26,99 £
4251805430165 CF15163 decorative standee in metal look with tealight - lettering 

"HOME" with 4 tealights - decorative lettering to put do
30,99 £

4251805430172 CF15192 cake stand made of bamboo - cake stand with 2 levels - 
serving stand for pastries, chocolates, cheese or fruit

26,99 £
4251805430189 CF15192 cake stand made of bamboo - cake stand with 2 levels - 

serving stand for pastries, chocolates, cheese or fruit
26,99 £

4251805430202 CF15082 folding camping stool - premium folding stool made of 
FSC wood with polyester seat - folding chair for campin

39,99 £
4251805430219 CF15213 Premium Folding Wooden Table - Wooden Table for 

Garden, Terrace and Balcony - Folding Garden Table for
48,99 £

4251805430226 CF15287 2x artificial snow - spray can with decorative snow - 
snow spray to decorate for Christmas

26,99 £
4251805430233 CF15088 irrigation set, 10m garden hose and spray gun with 7 

functions, portable light drum, suitable for wall mountin
30,99 £

4251805430240 CF15113 stainless steel drinking bottle - thermos bottle "KEEP IT 
COOL" with screw cap - water bottle - vacuum flask for 

13,99 £
4251805430257 CF15113 stainless steel drinking bottle - thermos bottle 

"SUMMERTIME" with screw cap - water bottle - vacuum
13,99 £

4251805430264 CF15113 stainless steel drinking bottle - thermos bottle with 
screw cap - water bottle - vacuum flask for on the go, s

13,99 £
4251805430271 CF15113 stainless steel drinking bottle - thermos bottle with 

screw cap - water bottle - vacuum flask for on the go, s
13,99 £

4251805430288 CF15234 XXL bicycle bell - Large bell for bicycles - Bicycle bell for 
handlebars with Ø 22 mm

15,99 £
4251805430295 CF15235 XXL bicycle bell - Large bell for bicycles - Bicycle bell for 

handlebars with Ø 22 mm
15,99 £

4251805430301 CF15236 XXL bicycle bell - Large bell for bicycles - Bicycle bell for 
handlebars with Ø 22 mm

15,99 £
4251805430318 CF15237 XXL bicycle bell - Large bell for bicycles - Bicycle bell for 

handlebars with Ø 22 mm
15,99 £

4251805430325 CF11863 Pressure sprayer with pressure pump in many colours - 
Space-saving spray bottle with bag

17,99 £
4251805441956 CF13844 8-piece garden hose set - hose reel with 15m garden 

hose and 5 adapters - hose reel for wall mounting
52,99 £

4251805430349 CF15086 Cool bag - robust, foldable thermal cool box - light 
insulating bag for camping &amp; outdoors - summery 

15,99 £
4251805430356 CF15086 Cool bag - robust, foldable thermal cool box - light 

insulating bag for camping &amp; outdoors - summery 
15,99 £

4251805430363 CF15086 Cool bag - robust, foldable thermal cool box - light 
insulating bag for camping &amp; outdoors - summery 

15,99 £
4251805430370 CF15087 2x cool bag - small foldable thermal cool box - light 

insulating bag for camping & outdoors - summer picnic 
15,99 £

4251805430387 CF15087 2x cool bag - small foldable thermal cool box - light 
insulating bag for camping & outdoors - summer picnic 

15,99 £
4251805430394 CF15270 10-piece handicraft and painting set for children, Easter 

egg fridge magnet, egg painting set with paint and brus
15,99 £

4251805430400 CF15270 20-piece handicraft and painting set for children, Easter 
egg fridge magnet, egg painting set with paint and brus

15,99 £
4251805430417 CF15042 8x Bolt-on castors - Furniture castors 4x with and 4x 

without swivel bearing - Transport castors without brak
15,99 £

4251805430424 CF15114 2x Analogue thermometer - metal thermometer for 
indoors and outdoors - design temperature gauge for ho

17,99 £
4251805430431 CF15194 10-piece starter set, amuse gueule set with wooden 

tray, bowls, glasses and spoons - serving board for snac
26,99 £

4251805430448 CF15114 2x Analogue thermometer - metal thermometer for 
indoors and outdoors - design temperature gauge for ho

17,99 £
4251805430462 CF15286 electronic dartboard, wireless dartboard with 6 soft 

darts & replacement tips, e-dart machine with 18 games
39,99 £
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4251805430479 CF15179 2x drying rack for laundry, clothes horse for heating or 
bathtub, adjustable balcony dryer, hanging dryer

30,99 £
4251805430486 CF15196 analog wall clock with large clock face in wood design - 

beautiful clock for kitchen, living room, bedroom and off
26,99 £

4251805430493 CF11679 60x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

48,99 £
4251805430509 CF11676 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
35,99 £

4251805430516 CF11677 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

39,99 £
4251285595392 CF11672 40x Glass Christmas tree ball - Christmas balls for the 

Christmas decoration - Tree decorations for the Christm
26,99 £

4251805430530 CF11691 20x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls shatterproof 
made of plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the C

26,99 £
4251805430547 CF11671 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
30,99 £

4251805430554 CF15227 draining stand, mini dish dryer without electricity, dish 
drying rack with draining board, sink rack for kitchen, ca

26,99 £
4251805430561 CF15227 draining stand, mini dish dryer without electricity, dish 

drying rack with draining board, sink rack for kitchen, ca
26,99 £

4251805430578 CF15227 draining stand, mini dish dryer without electricity, dish 
drying rack with draining board, sink rack for kitchen, ca

26,99 £
4251805430592 CF15176 2x Stainless Steel Serving Tray - Oval Tray for Serving 

and Decorating - Stainless Steel Serving Tray for Weddi
30,99 £

4251805430608 CF15191 Cutting board made of PP plastic - Kitchen board with 
juice groove - Robust chopping board for the kitchen - C

17,99 £
4251805430615 CF15293 2x resistant weed fleece - premium cover fleece for 

garden and construction - effective protection against w
26,99 £

4251805430622 CF15177 2x stainless steel kitchen sieve - classic pasta sieve - 
round colander for washing fruit, vegetables and salads

26,99 £
4251805430639 CF15197 20x Coat hanger with velvet cover - Coat hanger with 

rotating hook - Shirt hanger with non-slip surface - Suit 
17,99 £

4251805430646 CF15197 20x Coat hanger with velvet cover - Coat hanger with 
rotating hook - Shirt hanger with non-slip surface - Suit 

26,99 £
4251805430653 CF15282 decorative bowl made of metal - decorative design bowl 

- bowl with hammered design as table decoration, fruit 
30,99 £

4251805430677 CF15226 15-piece fragrance gift set with teapot warmer - 
Ceramic fragrance lamp - Aroma set with 12 fragrances 

17,99 £
4251805430684 CF15037 18-piece protective mat set, approx. 50x50cm - 

underlay mats as a pool pad or fitness mat - simple plug
39,99 £

4251805430745 CF15187 Crown cork collector - bottle cap collector box - beer 
cap collector and wine cork collector box - cap collector 

26,99 £
4251805430752 CF15309 10-piece painter's set - tarpaulins, paint rollers and 

paint trays, ideal for decoration, painting and renovation
13,99 £

4251805430769 CF15311 5-piece painter's set - tarpaulin, paint rollers and paint 
roller brackets, painting utensils for decoration, painting

13,99 £
4251805430776 CF15331 7-piece painter's set - tarpaulin, paint roller and paint 

tray, painting utensils for decoration, painting and renov
11,99 £

4251805430783 CF15302 3-piece painter's set - large and small paint roller and 
paint tray, painting utensils for decoration, painting and 

15,99 £
4251805430790 CF15210 Towel rail - Stainless steel towel rail for 2 towels - 

Towel rail for wall mounting in bathroom, guest WC and
26,99 £

4251805430806 CF15297 8-piece set of paintbrushes - flat brushes in 4 sizes - 
universal paintbrushes for craft, hobby, home, garden a

15,99 £
4251805430813 CF15298 6-piece set of paintbrushes - flat brushes in 3 sizes - 

universal paintbrushes for handicrafts, hobby, home, ga
13,99 £

4251805430813 CF15298 6-piece set of paintbrushes - flat brushes in 3 sizes - 
universal paintbrushes for handicrafts, hobby, home, ga

13,99 £
4251805430820 CF15332 12-piece set of paintbrushes - flat brushes in 9 sizes - 

universal paintbrushes for craft, hobby, home, garden a
11,99 £

4251805430837 CF15284 6-piece storage box set - plastic storage boxes in 3 sizes 
for camping or picnics - storage box with lid for fruit, ve

17,99 £
4251805430844 CF15208 Extendable towel rail - stainless steel towel rail - towel 

rail for wall mounting in bathroom, guest WC and kitche
26,99 £

4251805430851 CF15307 10x Deco Eggs for Easter - Easter Decoration with 
Natural Pattern - Deco Easter Eggs with Straw, Bunny, 

15,99 £
4251805430868 CF15317 4x Decorative figure bunny - Easter bunny gold-colored 

- Stand decoration for Easter - Easter bunny in two pose
15,99 £

4251805430875 CF15318 39-piece handicraft and painting set for children - 
Easter eggs made of foam for painting - Egg painting se

17,99 £
4251805430882 CF15319 33-piece handicraft and painting set for children, Easter 

eggs for painting and decorating, Egg painting set with 
15,99 £
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4251805430899 CF15283 6x giant XXL shooter party popper set 38cm, confetti 
cannon to rotate for New Year's Eve, parties, birthdays, 

30,99 £
4251805430905 CF15212 kitchen roll holder with storage basket - paper roll 

holder for the kitchen - hanging roll holder - kitchen roll 
30,99 £

4251805430912 CF15189 3-piece Fridge Organiser Set - Storage Boxes for Fridge 
and Kitchen Cabinet - Organising System with 3 Fridge 

26,99 £
4251805430929 CF15334 decorative Easter bunny made of ceramic with flower 

hair band - cute decorative figures for Easter decoration
26,99 £

4251805430936 CF15334 decorative Easter bunny made of ceramic with flower 
hair band - sweet decorative figures for Easter decoratio

26,99 £
4251805430943 CF15017 3x Safety goggles according to EN166 - safety goggles 

with front protection - eye protection for craftsmen - cyc
15,99 £

4251805430950 CF15112 3x Plastic picture frame - Stylish photo frame for all 
kinds of pictures - Silver-coloured frame for favourite ph

26,99 £
4251805430967 CF15209 toilet set, toilet brush with toilet brush holder, satined 

glass and stainless steel, toilet brush set for wall mounti
30,99 £

4251805430974 CF15288 COM-FOUR 4-piece placemat decorative plates - 
placemat - table mat - reusable saucers as table decorat

13,99 £
4251805430981 CF15040 3-piece set magnetic bowl, telescopic magnet and 

telescopic mirror - magnetic bowl and magnetic search t
15,99 £

4251805430998 CF13955 2x classic grill tongs, high-quality kitchen tongs for 
turning grilled food, ideal for grill & BBQ, grill accessorie

15,99 £
4251805431001 CF15119 2-piece storage box set - stainless steel storage boxes 

with plastic lid - storage box for camping or picnic - stor
26,99 £

4251805431018 CF14219 2x LED reflector, safety reflector with magnetic lock, red 
flashing light for jogging, cycling, backpack, school bag,

13,99 £
4251805431018 CF14219 2x LED reflector, safety reflector with magnetic lock, red 

flashing light for jogging, cycling, backpack, school bag,
13,99 £

4251805431025 CF15181 LED work lamp with magnet - Inspection lamp with 
hook - Cordless workshop lamp with switch - Work lamp

15,99 £
4251805431032 CF15181 LED work lamp with magnet - Inspection lamp with 

hook - Cordless workshop lamp with switch - Work lamp
15,99 £

4251805431049 CF15041 3-piece set of magnetic trays for the garage, tool tray 
for screws and bits, magnetic tray for workshop accesso

15,99 £
4251805431056 CF15215 shower basket with 2 compartments, shower gel holder 

with hooks for hanging, height-adjustable hanging bask
26,99 £

4251805431063 CF15215 shower basket with 2 compartments, shower gel holder 
with hooks for hanging, height-adjustable hanging bask

26,99 £
4251805431070 CF15178 Decorative Bicycle - Metal Bicycle Model - Vintage 

Collector's Vehicle - Decorative Bicycle to Display and Gi
30,99 £

4251805431087 CF15178 Decorative Bicycle - Metal Bicycle Model - Vintage 
Collector's Vehicle - Decorative Bicycle to Display and Gi

26,99 £
4251805431094 CF15178 Decorative Bicycle - Metal Bicycle Model - Vintage 

Collector's Vehicle - Decorative Bicycle to Display and Gi
26,99 £

4251805431100 CF15204 2x storage box - Foldable box for storage - Foldable box 
with handle for wardrobe, clothes, books, toys

13,99 £
4251805431117 CF15204 2x storage box - Foldable box for storage - Foldable box 

with handle for wardrobe, clothes, books, toys
13,99 £

4251805431124 CF15190 2x silicone oven glove - non-slip heat protection glove, 
waterproof oven glove, anti-slip pot holder

13,99 £
4251805431131 CF15190 2x silicone oven glove - non-slip heat protection glove, 

waterproof oven glove, anti-slip pot holder
13,99 £

4251805431148 CF15190 2x silicone oven glove - non-slip heat protection glove, 
waterproof oven glove, anti-slip pot holder

13,99 £
4251805431155 CF15341 4-piece set children's toothbrushes with case - children's 

toothbrush soft with special bristles - toothbrush with b
11,99 £

4251805431162 CF15342 4-piece set children's toothbrushes with case - children's 
toothbrush soft with special bristles - toothbrush with b

8,99 £
4251805431179 CF15336 3-piece set with cutting board, kitchen knife and peeler 

- robust kitchen board made of plastic - chopping board
17,99 £

4251805431186 CF15294 decorative bowl made of metal - decorative design bowl 
- bowl with hammered design as table decoration, fruit 

17,99 £
4251805431193 CF15295 decorative bowl made of metal - decorative design bowl 

- bowl with hammered design as table decoration, fruit 
26,99 £

4251805431209 CF15296 decorative bowl made of metal - decorative design bowl 
- bowl with hammered design as table decoration, fruit 

30,99 £
4251805431216 CF15338 sports armband - arm pocket for the smartphone - MP3 

and mobile phone pocket for the upper arm - ideal for r
13,99 £

4251805431216 CF15338 sports armband - arm pocket for the smartphone - MP3 
and mobile phone pocket for the upper arm - ideal for r

13,99 £
4251805431223 CF15338 sports armband - arm pocket for the smartphone - MP3 

and mobile phone pocket for the upper arm - ideal for r
11,99 £
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4251805431223 CF15338 sports armband - arm pocket for the smartphone - MP3 
and mobile phone pocket for the upper arm - ideal for r

11,99 £
4251805431230 CF15338 sports armband - arm pocket for the smartphone - MP3 

and mobile phone pocket for the upper arm - ideal for r
13,99 £

4251805431230 CF15338 sports armband - arm pocket for the smartphone - MP3 
and mobile phone pocket for the upper arm - ideal for r

13,99 £
4251805431261 CF15346 2x Deco display for Easter - Lettering with Easter bunny 

and duck - Easter decoration to put down - Easter decor
26,99 £

4251805431278 CF15347 2x Deco display for Easter - Lettering with Easter bunny 
- Easter decoration to put down - Easter decoration mad

26,99 £
4251805431285 CF15343 Deco display for Easter - Lettering with duck and 

flowers - Easter decoration to put down - Easter decorat
15,99 £

4251805431308 CF15303 Cheese board with cheese knife - Bamboo cheese board 
with slate - Bamboo board with slate for cheese speciali

15,99 £
4251805431315 CF15292 waste bin with swing lid, bamboo table waste bin with 

stainless steel lid, compact cosmetic bin for the bathroo
26,99 £

4251805431322 CF15274 2x Ceramic peeler for fruit and vegetables - universal 
peeler extra sharp - peeler with pendulum blade

11,99 £
4251805431322 CF15274 2x Ceramic peeler for fruit and vegetables - universal 

peeler extra sharp - peeler with pendulum blade
11,99 £

4251805431339 CF15306 2x dog toy rope, dog rope made of a cotton mix, 
retrieval toy for puppies and large dogs, play rope for ro

15,99 £
4251805431346 CF15279 3x storage jars in retro design - round metal coffee jar 

with lid - nostalgic jars for coffee, tea and sugar
26,99 £

4251805431353 CF15353 4-piece set of metal Easter plates with approx. 60g 
Easter grass - decorative plates for Easter with green gr

26,99 £
4251805431360 CF15195 12-piece set of dessert bowls with dessert spoons, 

decorative ceramic bowls, crockery for desserts, crème 
30,99 £

4251805431377 CF15195 12-piece set of dessert bowls with dessert spoons, 
decorative ceramic bowls, crockery for desserts, crème 

30,99 £
4251805431384 CF15195 12-piece set of dessert bowls with dessert spoons, 

decorative ceramic bowls, crockery for desserts, crème 
30,99 £

4251805431391 CF15195 12-piece set of dessert bowls with dessert spoons, 
decorative ceramic bowls, crockery for desserts, crème 

30,99 £
4251805431407 CF15337 Children's 5-piece tableware set - plate, bowl, mug, fork 

and spoon for children - plastic tableware for home, pic
26,99 £

4251805431414 CF15304 2x Metal Flowerpot - Plant Pot Mini Metal Bucket - 
Vintage Flowerpot - Herb Pot to Stand and Hang Upside

17,99 £
4251805431438 CF8271 Cheese board with cheese knife - slate board made of 

natural slate - cheese board with fork and cheese knife 
17,99 £

4251805431445 CF8559 2x Cheese board with cheese knife - slate board made 
of natural slate - cheese board with fork and cheese knif

30,99 £
4251805431452 CF8271 2x Cheese board with cheese knife - slate board made 

of natural slate - cheese board with fork and cheese knif
30,99 £

4251805431476 CF5153 30x bag closure clips, reusable closure clips, with 
stickers for labeling, clips for bags and muesli

13,99 £
4251805431483 CF15355 4x pocket warmer reusable - hand warmer with penguin 

motif for children - warming pad for cold days and for o
15,99 £

4251805431490 CF15356 24-piece craft and painting set for children - Easter eggs 
made of foam and polystyrene for painting - egg paintin

15,99 £
4251805431506 CF14319 french fries cutter - french fries carver made of stainless 

steel - potato press with 2 cutting inserts - fruit, vegeta
30,99 £

4251805431537 CF15307 20x Deco Eggs for Easter - Easter Decoration with 
Natural Pattern - Deco Easter Eggs with Straw, Bunny, 

26,99 £
4251805431544 CF15361 19-piece egg painting set for children, decorative eggs 

with paint and brush and egg painting machine for East
15,99 £

4251805431551 CF15363 8-piece painting set for Easter eggs - egg painting 
machine, brush, paint and stickers - paint Eastereggs yo

17,99 £
4251805431568 CF11453 2x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter decorations in great 

colors - Easter eggs with mosaic effect - Size: 9 cm
13,99 £

4251805431582 CF14450 12x XL gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 
gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag

35,99 £
4251805431599 CF13988 4x hooks for door wreath - door hook for wreath - door 

wreath hook made of metal - decorative wreath hanger 
15,99 £

4251805431605 CF13988 4x hooks for door wreath - door hook for wreath - door 
wreath hook made of metal - decorative wreath hanger 

15,99 £
4251805431612 CF10044 3x protective socket for plug connection, splash-proof 

protective box for outdoor use, protective capsule for ex
13,99 £

4251805431629 CF15375 3x Easter basket with decorative grass and stickers - 
Easter baskets made of raffia with green grass and stick

26,99 £
4251805431636 CF15376 3x funnel jug, watering can with funnel spout, 

transparent funnel can, dosing can for making soap, for 
15,99 £
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4251805431643 CF15376 3x funnel jug, watering can with funnel spout, 
transparent funnel can, dosing jug for making soap, for 

11,99 £
4251805431650 CF15377 20x eyelets for tarpaulins - set of plastic eyelets for 

fabrics, tarpaulins, tents and sun sails - self-sealing tarp
13,99 £

4251805431650 CF15377 20x eyelets for tarpaulins - set of plastic eyelets for 
fabrics, tarpaulins, tents and sun sails - self-sealing tarp

13,99 £
4251805431667 CF15378 5-piece set of window pictures with spring motifs - 

Static adhesive window decoration for Easter - Self-adh
17,99 £

4251805431674 CF15379 6-piece set of window pictures with spring motifs - 
Static adhesive window decoration for Easter - Self-adh

17,99 £
4251805431681 CF15380 5-piece set XL window pictures with spring motifs - 

Static adhesive window decoration for Easter - Self-adh
17,99 £

4251805431698 CF15391 2x decorative stand for Easter, Easter bunny with 
glasses, Easter decoration to stand, Easter decoration m

17,99 £
4251805431704 CF14476 2x decorative stand for Easter - Easter bunnies made of 

wood - wooden figures to stand as Easter decoration
17,99 £

4251805431711 CF14475 2x decorative stand for Easter - Easter bunnies made of 
wood - wooden figures to stand as Easter decoration

26,99 £
4251805431728 CF15323 storage box - Foldable box for storage - Foldable box 

with handle for wardrobe, clothes, books, toys
13,99 £

4251805431735 CF15323 storage box - Foldable box for storage - Foldable box 
with handle for wardrobe, clothes, books, toys

13,99 £
4251805431742 CF11708 4x ice cube tray for a total of 64 ice cubes - colorful ice 

cube trays with lid - safe and without leakage [selection
26,99 £

4251805431759 CF15392 20x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls shatterproof 
made of plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the C

26,99 £
4251805431766 CF15393 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 

balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations
39,99 £

4251805431773 CF15394 44x Christmas tree balls in different sizes - Christmas 
balls for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations

39,99 £
4251805431780 CF15395 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
35,99 £

4251805431797 CF15396 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

30,99 £
4251805431803 CF15397 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
30,99 £

4251805431810 CF15398 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

30,99 £
4251805431827 CF15399 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
30,99 £

4251805431834 CF15400 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

13,99 £
4251805431841 CF15401 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
13,99 £

4251805431858 CF15402 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

15,99 £
4251805431865 CF15403 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
13,99 £

4251805431872 CF15404 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

13,99 £
4251805431889 CF15405 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
13,99 £

4251805431896 CF15406 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

13,99 £
4251805431902 CF15407 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
13,99 £

4251805431919 CF15408 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

13,99 £
4251805431926 CF15409 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
13,99 £

4251805431933 CF15410 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

13,99 £
4251805431940 CF15411 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
13,99 £

4251805431957 CF15412 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decoration - tree decorations for the 

13,99 £
4251805431964 CF15413 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decoration - tree decorations for the 
13,99 £

4251805431971 CF15414 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

13,99 £
4251805431988 CF15415 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 

balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the
13,99 £
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4251805431995 CF15416 20x mini glass Christmas tree balls - small Christmas 
balls for Christmas decorations - tree decorations for the

15,99 £
4251805432008 CF15417 Christmas tree top glitter star - star top for Christmas 

tree - Christmas tree top for every tree top - poinsettia 
13,99 £

4251805432015 CF7635 8x Premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 
table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl

17,99 £
4251805432022 CF7635 8x Premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 

table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl
17,99 £

4251805432039 CF7635 8x Premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 
table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl

17,99 £
4251805432039 CF7635 8x Premium tablecloth clips made of stainless steel, 

table clips for inside and outside, with decor on the tabl
17,99 £

4251805432046 CF15420 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 60

26,99 £
4251805432053 CF15420 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clip - approx. 50g
26,99 £

4251805432060 CF15420 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 45

26,99 £
4251805432077 CF15420 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clip - approx. 45g
26,99 £

4251805432084 CF15420 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clip - approx. 50g

26,99 £
4251805432091 CF15420 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - magnetic tablecloth clamp - approx. 50
26,99 £

4251805432107 CF15426 LED decorative stand made of wood - lettering 
"FROHES FEST" on a wooden base - decorative lettering

30,99 £
4251805432114 CF15430 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - tablecloth clamps - approx. 35g each - t
17,99 £

4251805432121 CF15430 8x tablecloth weighters - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - tablecloth clamps - approx. 35g each - t

17,99 £
4251805432138 CF15430 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - tablecloth clamps - approx. 40g each - t
17,99 £

4251805432145 CF15430 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - tablecloth clamps - approx. 40g each - t

17,99 £
4251805432152 CF15430 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - tablecloth clamps - approx. 40g each - t
17,99 £

4251805432169 CF15430 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - tablecloth clamps - approx. 40g each - t

17,99 £
4251805432176 CF15430 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - tablecloth clips - approx. 50g each - tabl
17,99 £

4251805432183 CF15430 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 
stainless steel - tablecloth clips - approx. 40g each - tabl

17,99 £
4251805432190 CF15430 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights made of 

stainless steel - tablecloth clamps - approx. 40g each - t
17,99 £

4251805432206 CF15436 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights in the form of 
dragonflies and butterflies - tablecloth clips - approx. 35

15,99 £
4251805432213 CF15436 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights in the shape 

of dragonflies and butterflies - tablecloth clamps - appro
15,99 £

4251805432220 CF15437 felt bag - practical hanging organizer made of felt - 
storage for hanging up - ideal for tents, garages, terrac

8,99 £
4251805432237 CF13109 400g Easter grass in green for Easter nests - Easter 

decorations for handicrafts - Wood wool for Easter bask
26,99 £

4251805432244 CF15438 6-piece Easter decoration set, easy to make Easter 
decorations yourself, egg painting machine and Easter g

17,99 £
4251805432251 CF13789 USB table fan, quiet mini fan for office and desk, cool 

stand fan in classic colours
13,99 £

4251805432268 CF13789 USB table fan, quiet mini fan for office and desk, cool 
stand fan in summery happy colours

15,99 £
4251805432275 CF15381 Wooden-look decorative stand - "LOVE" lettering on 

wooden base - decorative lettering to stand on - 29.5x1
15,99 £

4251805432282 CF15321 2x stainless steel kitchen sieve - classic pasta sieve with 
handle - round colander for washing fruit, vegetables an

26,99 £
4251805432299 CF15382 Wooden-look decorative stand - "HOME" lettering on 

wooden base - decorative lettering to place on stand - 2
17,99 £

4251805432305 CF15327 4x protective net for the garden - protective cover for 
beds, shrubs, fruit trees - very fine bird protection net - 

17,99 £
4251805432312 CF15312 3x Glass jug with lid - Water carafe with handle - 1.1 

litre glass carafe for water, milk, juice and lemonade
30,99 £

4251805432329 CF15328 very resistant weed fleece - cover fleece for garden and 
construction - effective protection against weeds - appr

15,99 £
4251805432336 CF15326 LED animal repeller - domestic and wild animal defense 

with motion detector, ultrasound and LED flashing light 
30,99 £
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4251805432343 CF15315 12x mini ice pack - space-saving and ideal for cool 
boxes and cool bags - cooling elements in great colors

17,99 £
4251805432350 CF15324 LED hanging lantern with flickering light, wireless 

hanging light, battery-operated hurricane lantern for par
26,99 £

4251805432367 CF15354 Hammock - Mobile hammock loadable up to 120 kg - 
Portable hammock for indoor use, balcony, terrace and 

30,99 £
4251805432374 CF15424 folding camping stool - portable folding stool with 

carrying straps - small folding chair for camping, fishing,
30,99 £

4251805432381 CF15386 2x Wooden serving tray - Vintage serving tray with 
small heart in different sizes - Shabby Chic wooden tray 

30,99 £
4251805432398 CF15330 Kitchen Scale - Digital Kitchen Scale - Household Scale 

with Fruit Design - Digital Scale for Kitchen and Househ
17,99 £

4251805432404 CF15330 Kitchen Scale - Digital Kitchen Scale - Household Scale 
with Fruit Design - Digital Scale for Kitchen and Househ

17,99 £
4251805432442 CF15373 lunch box for on the go - lunch box with lid and rubber 

closure - storage box in a modern design
17,99 £

4251805432459 CF15373 lunch box for on the go - lunch box with lid and rubber 
closure - storage box in a modern design

15,99 £
4251805432466 CF15373 lunch box for on the go - lunch box with lid and rubber 

closure - storage box in a modern design
17,99 £

4251805432473 CF15371 cosmetic tissue box made of plastic with bamboo lid - 
tissue box for bathroom, bedroom and living area - high

26,99 £
4251805432480 CF15423 tripod stool, practical camping chair with carrying bag, 

foldable 3-leg stool for camping, the beach, vacation an
30,99 £

4251805432497 CF15427 Premium bicycle pump, high-performance floor air 
pump made of aluminum, bicycle air pump with pressur

39,99 £
4251805432503 CF9198 4x placemat - placemat for the kitchen - heat-resistant 

place mats - washable table mats - 30 x 45 cm
15,99 £

4251805432510 CF15372 2-piece set cosmetic organizer - cosmetic tissue box - 
large and small plastic box for storing cotton pads, cotto

17,99 £
4251805432527 CF15418 6-piece storage box set - plastic storage boxes in 3 sizes 

for camping or picnics - storage box with lid for fruit, ve
26,99 £

4251805432534 CF15360 2x food storage jars - storage jars made of glass with 
plastic lids - food storage box for camping or picnics - st

17,99 £
4251805432541 CF15457 3x painter's masking tape 33m x 30mm, precise 

painter's tape for smooth paint edges, temperature-resi
13,99 £

4251805432558 CF15460 Paint roller set - consisting of 1x bracket and 2x paint 
roller - long-pile 10cm paint roller, 40cm bracket, replac

15,99 £
4251805432565 CF15461 Paint roller set - consisting of 1x bracket and 2x paint 

roller - medium-pile 25cm paint roller, 30cm bracket, re
15,99 £

4251805432572 CF15462 Paint roller set - consisting of 1x bracket and 2x paint 
roller - long-pile 25cm paint roller, 30cm bracket, replac

17,99 £
4251805432589 CF15463 Paint roller set - consisting of 1x bracket and 2x paint 

roller - medium-pile 18cm paint roller, 30cm bracket, re
15,99 £

4251805432596 CF15464 Paint roller set - consisting of 1x hanger and 3x paint 
roller - medium-pile 10cm paint roller, 25cm hanger, rep

13,99 £
4251805432602 CF15465 3-Piece set of premium paint rollers - Long-pile 18cm 

paint roller with 30cm bracket - Professional painting ac
13,99 £

4251805432619 CF15466 Paint roller set - consisting of 1x bracket and 2x paint 
roller - medium-pile 25cm paint roller, 30cm bracket, re

17,99 £
4251805432626 CF15467 Paint roller set - consisting of 1x bracket and 2x paint 

roller - medium-pile 10cm paint roller, 40cm bracket, re
15,99 £

4251805432633 CF15468 Paint roller set - consisting of 1x hanger and 3x paint 
roller - long-pile 10cm paint roller, 25cm hanger, replac

13,99 £
4251805432640 CF15440 5x scraper grille, plastic paint scraper, indispensable 

painter's accessories, handy painter's grille, for all large 
15,99 £

4251805432657 CF15310 4x ceramic coffee mug - coffee mug in modern design - 
coffee pot for cold and hot beverages - 260 ml

26,99 £
4251805432664 CF15329 6x Espresso cup - Mocha cups made of ceramic - Small 

coffee cups for espresso, mocha and cappuccino - 125 
26,99 £

4251805432671 CF15422 Expander Sport - "Light" chest expander - Expander for 
fitness at home - Training device for the muscles of the 

11,99 £
4251805432688 CF15314 6x washing-up brush with washing-up liquid dispenser - 

washing-up brush with integrated washing-up liquid con
15,99 £

4251805432695 CF15490 indoor greenhouse, equipment for growing plants, 
nursery pot with lid, stable and resilient design

30,99 £
4251805432756 CF15098 Easter decoration figure - Easter egg with bow - Green 

ceramic figure - with moss-like artificial grass - Easter d
17,99 £

4251805432787 CF13216 34-piece egg painting set for children - decorative eggs 
with paint and brush for Easter - Easter eggs to paint yo

15,99 £
4251805432800 CF12922 2x painting set for Easter eggs - egg painting machine, 

brushes and colors - painting Easter eggs yourself - pain
15,99 £
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4251805432879 CF15482 8-piece storage box set made of plastic - square storage 
box with lid in 4 sizes - storage box for vegetables, fruit,

15,99 £
4251805432886 CF15489 3-piece storage box set - Plastic storage boxes in 3 sizes 

for camping or picnics - Storage box with lid for fruit, ve
17,99 £

4251805432893 CF15483 lunch box for children - lunch box with elastic closure - 
storage box with Indian motif for school and leisure

17,99 £
4251805432909 CF15483 lunch box for children - lunch box with elastic closure - 

storage box with Indian motif for school and leisure
17,99 £

4251805432916 CF15483 lunch box for children - lunch box with elastic closure - 
storage box with Indian motif for school and leisure

17,99 £
4251805432923 CF13558 Magnetic fly curtain for insect protection - fly screen 

with magnet for the balcony door and patio door - door 
26,99 £

4251805432930 CF5948 2x Vegetable grater - stainless steel vegetable slicer - 
universal grater with different grating surfaces for veget

13,99 £
4251805432947 CF15370 2x watering can 1.8L, beautiful long-neck watering can, 

flower watering can for watering and fertilizing plants, f
26,99 £

4251805432954 CF15370 2x watering can 1.8L, beautiful long-neck watering can, 
flower watering can for watering and fertilizing plants, f

26,99 £
4251805432961 CF15481 tug of war rope, 10m sturdy strong jute rope, with 

finish line and flag, great tug of war toy for the beach, g
39,99 £

4251805432978 CF15480 swimming thermometer for the pool - analog 
temperature display - swimming thermometer for outdo

13,99 £
4251805432985 CF15480 2x swimming thermometer for the pool - analog 

temperature display - swimming thermometer for outdo
15,99 £

4251805432992 CF15421 13-piece drinking glasses set - glass carafe and drinking 
glasses with lid and reusable straw - glass with lid and d

30,99 £
4251805433005 CF15351 4x vole repellant, animal-friendly vole repellant, 

harmless deterrent from dog hair, pet repellant & wild a
15,99 £

4251805433012 CF15351 6x vole repellants, animal-friendly vole repellants, 
harmless deterrents from dog hair, pet repellants & wild

15,99 £
4251805433029 CF15352 4x cat fright, animal-friendly house & wild cat repellant, 

harmless deterrent from dog hair, pet repellant & wild a
17,99 £

4251805433036 CF15352 6x cat fright, animal-friendly house and wild cat 
repellants, harmless deterrents from dog hair, pet repell

26,99 £
4251805433043 CF15352 2x cat fright, animal-friendly house and wild cat 

repellants, harmless deterrents from dog hair, pet repell
15,99 £

4251805433050 CF15351 2x vole repellant, animal-friendly vole repellant, 
harmless deterrent from dog hair, pet repellant & wild a

13,99 £
4251805457360 CF15350 10x wild boar deterrent, animal-friendly wild boar 

deterrent, harmless repellent made from dog hair, scent
26,99 £

4251805433074 CF15349 10x vole repellants, animal-friendly vole repellants, 
harmless deterrents from dog hair, pet repellants & wild

26,99 £
4251805433111 CF15098 2x Easter decoration figure - Easter egg with bow - 

Green ceramic figure - with moss-like artificial grass - E
26,99 £

4251805433159 CF15500 2x felt bag xxl for shopping, newspapers, paper, toys, 
picnics or the beach, robust made of thick felt, perfect fi

26,99 £
4251805433166 CF15501 felt bag xxl for shopping, newspapers, paper, toys, 

picnics or the beach, robust made of thick felt, perfect fi
26,99 £

4251805433173 CF15502 felt bag xxl for shopping, newspapers, paper, toys, 
picnic or beach, robust made of thick felt, perfect firewo

26,99 £
4251805433180 CF15503 6x Felt pan protector - pan protector to protect against 

scratches - pan protection mat also for pots and bowls
13,99 £

4251805433197 CF15504 6x Felt pan protector - pan protector to protect against 
scratches - pan protection mat also for pots and bowls

13,99 £
4251805433203 CF15505 8-piece premium felt placemat - modern placemat in a 

timeless design - placemat for up to 8 people - thick felt
26,99 £

4251805433210 CF15505 8-piece premium felt placemat - modern placemat in a 
timeless design - placemat for up to 8 people - thick felt

26,99 £
4251805433227 CF15506 Premium felt table tape - decoration for the festive table 

- table runner as table decoration - long, narrow tablecl
26,99 £

4251805433234 CF15506 Premium felt table tape - decoration for the festive table 
- table runner as table decoration - long, narrow tablecl

15,99 £
4251805433241 CF12041 hose sprinkler - spray sprinkler for watering elongated, 

narrow zones - ready-to-connect bead hose in black
26,99 £

4251805433258 CF15367 2x Wooden photo frame - Stylish photo frame for 
wedding pictures - Wooden frame with wide border for f

26,99 £
4251805433265 CF15322 Champagne cooler with table holder - cooling bucket for 

sparkling wine, wine and champagne - noble stainless st
30,99 £

4251805433272 CF15362 Large beach bag - Modern pool bag for beach utensils - 
Ladies shopper for shopping - Shoulder bag for beach, p

30,99 £
4251805433289 CF15362 Large beach bag - Modern pool bag for beach utensils - 

Ladies shopper for shopping - Shoulder bag for beach, p
30,99 £
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4251805433296 CF15364 Large beach bag - Modern pool bag for beach utensils - 
Ladies shopper for shopping - Shoulder bag for beach, p

30,99 £
4251805433302 CF15364 Large beach bag - Modern pool bag for beach utensils - 

Ladies shopper for shopping - Shoulder bag for beach, p
26,99 £

4251805433319 CF15364 Large beach bag - Modern pool bag for beach utensils - 
Ladies shopper for shopping - Shoulder bag for beach, p

26,99 £
4251805433326 CF15368 anchor made of concrete with rope - decorative ship 

anchor for standing and hanging - maritime anchor for 
26,99 £

4251805433333 CF15517 4x seat cushions made of felt - padded chair cushions - 
round seat cushion for dining room, garden, balcony - 2

35,99 £
4251805433340 CF15517 4x seat cushions made of felt - padded chair cushions - 

square seat cushions for dining rooms, gardens, balconi
35,99 £

4251805433357 CF15518 4x seat cushions made of felt - padded chair cushions - 
round seat pad for dining room, garden, balcony - non-s

39,99 £
4251805433364 CF15518 4x seat cushions made of felt - padded chair cushions - 

round seat pad for dining room, garden, balcony - non-s
39,99 £

4251805433371 CF15518 4x seat cushions made of felt - padded chair cushions - 
round seat pad for dining room, garden, balcony - non-s

39,99 £
4251805433388 CF15518 4x seat cushions made of felt - padded chair cushions - 

square seat padding for dining room, garden, balcony - 
35,99 £

4251805433395 CF15518 4x seat cushions made of felt - padded chair cushions - 
square seat padding for dining room, garden, balcony - 

39,99 £
4251805433401 CF15518 4x seat cushions made of felt - padded chair cushions - 

square seat padding for dining room, garden, balcony - 
35,99 £

4251805433418 CF15365 Hanging storage - Practical hanging organiser - Storage 
for cupboard, door and wall - Hanging shelf for tent, mo

26,99 £
4251805433425 CF14312 garlic press - set with silicone peeler and cleaning brush 

- garlic roller - stainless garlic cutter
11,99 £

4251805433432 CF15519 6x plant signs made of slate - Plant plugs with chalk 
pen for labeling - Plant labels - Bedding signs - Garden s

11,99 £
4251805433449 CF15507 2x fruit fly trap - insect trap for fruit flies, vinegar flies 

and fruit flies - funnel trap with effective attractant - ins
13,99 £

4251805433456 CF15513 2x Sink liner - Sink mat angular - liner for sink protects 
the surface of the sink and the dishes

15,99 £
4251805433463 CF15509 night vision goggles for drivers - night driving goggles 

with colored lenses and case - night goggles reduce glar
17,99 £

4251805433494 CF13595 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones 
and white berries - decorative wreath - Christmas decor

26,99 £
4251805433500 CF13590 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with red berries 

and wreath of leaves - Decorative wreath - Christmas d
26,99 £

4251805433517 CF13590 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with red berries 
and wreath of leaves - Decorative wreath - Christmas d

30,99 £
4251805433524 CF13590 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with red berries 

and wreath of leaves - Decorative wreath - Christmas d
35,99 £

4251805433531 CF13589 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones, 
berries and leaves - Decorative wreath - Christmas deco

17,99 £
4251805433548 CF13589 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones, 

berries and leaves - Decorative wreath - Christmas deco
26,99 £

4251805433555 CF13589 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones, 
berries and leaves - Decorative wreath - Christmas deco

30,99 £
4251805433562 CF15528 30x pendants pine cones in gold color - pine cones as 

Christmas decoration - cones decoration to hang on - ha
15,99 £

4251805433579 CF15528 30x pendants pine cones with white tips - pine cones as 
Christmas decoration - cones decoration to hang on - ha

17,99 £
4251805433586 CF15528 30x pendants pine cones in white - pine cones as 

Christmas decoration - cone decoration to hang on - ha
15,99 £

4251805433593 CF15536 20x scatter decoration, decorative branches with 
berries, decorative branches for scattering as handicraft

13,99 £
4251805433609 CF15539 150x scatter decoration, decorative branches with 

berries, decorative branches for scattering as handicraft
13,99 £

4251805433616 CF15539 300x scatter decoration, decorative branches with 
berries, decorative branches for scattering as handicraft

13,99 £
4251805433623 CF15540 240x scatter decoration, decorative branches with 

berries, decorative branches for scattering as handicraft
13,99 £

4251805433630 CF15541 50x scatter decoration, decorative branches with 
berries, decorative branches for scattering as handicraft

15,99 £
4251805433647 CF15542 25x scatter decoration, decorative branches with 

berries, decorative branches for scattering as handicraft
13,99 £

4251805433654 CF15543 50x scatter decoration, decorative pine branches for 
scattering, decorative branches as handicraft supplies, e

15,99 £
4251805433661 CF15544 50x decorative cinnamon stick, cinnamon stick as a 

Christmas sprinkle decoration, spice bark as autumn an
15,99 £
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4251805433678 CF15544 25x decorative cinnamon stick, cinnamon stick as a 
Christmas sprinkle decoration, spice bark as autumn an

15,99 £
4251805433692 CF15546 200x scattered decorations, decorative hearts to scatter, 

decorative hearts made of birch bark, handicraft supplie
15,99 £

4251805433708 CF15547 1x DIY decorative wooden wreath for crafting - wreath 
made of rattan to decorate windows, tables and doors, f

15,99 £
4251805433715 CF15547 2x DIY decorative wooden wreath for tinkering - wreath 

made of rattan to decorate windows, tables and doors, f
26,99 £

4251805433722 CF15548 6x decorative mistletoe, decorative mistletoe to hang 
up, decorative branches as craft supplies, embellishes gi

15,99 £
4251805433739 CF15549 6x decorative mistletoe, decorative mistletoe to hang 

up, decorative branches as craft supplies, embellishes gi
13,99 £

4251805433746 CF15550 6x decorative mistletoe, decorative mistletoe to hang 
up, decorative branches as craft supplies, embellishes gi

13,99 £
4251805433753 CF15524 Photo frame "LOVE" - Photo frame for 3 pictures with 

LED - Decorative frame made of wood and plastic for ha
15,99 £

4251805433760 CF15524 Photo frame "HOME" - Photo frame for 3 pictures with 
LED - Decorative frame made of wood and plastic for ha

13,99 £
4251805433777 CF12413 White premium Christmas tree cover to protect against 

pine needles - round Christmas tree cover for the light t
35,99 £

4251805433784 CF15551 Premium Christmas tree blanket to protect against pine 
needles - round Christmas tree blanket for the Christma

30,99 £
4251805433791 CF15552 Premium Christmas tree blanket to protect against pine 

needles - round Christmas tree blanket for the Christma
35,99 £

4251805433807 CF14169 2x premium chair covers - Christmas decoration for 
chairs - protective covers in a Christmas design - seatin

17,99 £
4251805433814 CF14169 8x premium chair covers - Christmas decoration for 

chairs - protective covers in a Christmas design - seatin
48,99 £

4251805433821 CF15522 Gift Wrapping Paper Storage - Gift Wrapping Paper 
Organiser - Gift Wrapping Paper Bag - Gift Wrapping Pa

26,99 £
4251805433838 CF15523 Gift Wrapping Paper Storage - Gift Wrapping Paper 

Organiser - Gift Wrapping Paper Bag - Gift Wrapping Pa
26,99 £

4251805433845 CF15313 Bottle opener for the wall - Beer opener with magnetic 
crown cork holder - Wall bottle opener with saying and 

15,99 £
4251805433852 CF15313 Bottle opener for the wall - Beer opener with magnetic 

crown cork holder - Wall bottle opener with saying and 
15,99 £

4251805433869 CF15313 Bottle opener for the wall - Beer opener with magnetic 
crown cork holder - Wall bottle opener with saying and 

15,99 £
4251805433876 CF15366 Bottle opener for the wall - beer opener with collecting 

container for crown caps - wall bottle opener in vintage 
17,99 £

4251805433883 CF15366 Bottle opener for the wall - beer opener with collecting 
container for crown caps - wall bottle opener in vintage 

15,99 £
4251805433890 CF15366 Bottle opener for the wall - beer opener with collecting 

container for crown caps - wall bottle opener in vintage 
17,99 £

4251805433920 CF12278 2x bath toys for boys and girls, water toys for pulling up 
ideal in the bathtub or pool

15,99 £
4251805433937 CF12278 2x bath toys for boys and girls, water toys for pulling up 

ideal in the bathtub or pool
15,99 £

4251805433944 CF15470 6x plant baskets for flower bulbs, propagation planter 
bowl for planting and storing bulb plants, large green o

26,99 £
4251805433951 CF15471 6x plant baskets for flower bulbs, propagation planter 

bowl for planting and storing bulb plants, medium-sized
15,99 £

4251805433968 CF15472 6x Plant baskets for flower bulbs - Propagation planter 
bowl for planting and storing bulb plants - Small green 

15,99 £
4251805433975 CF15566 6-piece set of plant baskets for flower bulbs, 

propagation planter bowl for planting and storing bulb p
17,99 £

4251805433982 CF13753 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 
and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han

26,99 £
4251805433999 CF13753 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 

and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han
30,99 £

4251805434002 CF15567 door wreath for Christmas - white Advent wreath with 
cones and berries - decorative wreath - Christmas decor

30,99 £
4251805434019 CF15568 door wreath for Christmas - white advent wreath with 

cones and branches - decorative wreath - Christmas dec
35,99 £

4251805434026 CF15529 Deco Display Tulip - Premium Metal Tulip on Mango 
Wood Base - Deco Flower made of Metal for Display an

17,99 £
4251805434040 CF15533 Candle holder with decorative star - Decorative metal 

candle holder with mango wood base - Tealight holder f
30,99 £

4251805434057 CF15534 Premium deco ship - Maritime sailboat made of mango 
wood and metal - Deco display with ship to put up and 

35,99 £
4251805434064 CF15535 deco stand "love" - lettering made of metal on mango 

wood base - decorative lettering to put on - 17x12x5cm
26,99 £
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4251805434071 CF15537 deco display "love" - lettering made of metal on a 
mango wood base - decorative lettering to put on - 33x

30,99 £
4251805434088 CF15538 deco stand "Home" - lettering made of metal on a 

mango wood base - decorative lettering to put on
13,99 £

4251805434095 CF15553 Premium deco ship - Maritime sailboat made of mango 
wood and metal - Deco display with ship to put up and 

26,99 £
4251805434101 CF15554 Candle holder with decorative heart - Decorative metal 

candle holder with mango wood base - Tealight holder f
26,99 £

4251805434118 CF15555 Candle holder with decorative heart - Decorative metal 
candle holder with mango wood base - Tealight holder f

26,99 £
4251805434125 CF15556 Candle holder with decorative star - Decorative metal 

candle holder with mango wood base - Tealight holder f
30,99 £

4251805434132 CF15557 Candle holder with decorative heart - Decorative metal 
candle holder with mango wood base - Tealight holder f

30,99 £
4251805434149 CF15558 Premium decoration stand heart - metal heart with 

lettering on mango wood base - decoration heart made 
26,99 £

4251805434156 CF15559 deco stand in wood look - XL lettering "Love" made of 
mango wood - wooden lettering for placing and giving a

35,99 £
4251805434163 CF15560 deco stand "love" - lettering made of metal in a circle 

made of mango wood - decorative lettering to put down
26,99 £

4251805434170 CF15560 deco stand "Home" - lettering made of metal in a circle 
made of mango wood - decorative lettering to put down

26,99 £
4251805434187 CF15561 Decoration stand heart - Metal heart and wooden heart 

on mango wood base - Decoration hearts made of meta
26,99 £

4251805434194 CF15562 Deco display flower - Premium deco flower made of 
mango wood - Wooden flower with small metal flower t

17,99 £
4251805434200 CF15563 Premium Deco Display Bird - Metal Bird with Flower on 

Mango Wood Base - Metal Deco Bird to Display and Giv
17,99 £

4251805434217 CF15564 Premium decoration stand heart - metal heart with birds 
on a base made of mango wood - decoration heart mad

26,99 £
4251805434224 CF13445 2x feather duster with telescopic handle, dust wiper 

extra long and extendable, for high ceilings, cobweb bro
26,99 £

4251805434231 CF15569 door wreath for Christmas - white advent wreath with 
fabric roses - decorative wreath - Christmas decoration -

43,99 £
4251805434255 CF15528 30x pendants pine cones with silver-colored tips - pine 

cones as Christmas decoration - cones decoration to ha
17,99 £

4251805434262 CF13604 30x pine cones with silver-colored glitter - pine cones as 
Christmas decoration - cone decoration with glitter - sca

17,99 £
4251805434279 CF15469 4x watering cone, clay cone with hose as a drip system 

water dispenser on vacation, automatic watering system
15,99 £

4251805434286 CF15508 swimming figure in spaceship design - inflatable wave 
rider for children - air mattress with handle and water c

35,99 £
4251805434293 CF15469 8x watering cone, clay cone with hose as a drip system 

water dispenser on vacation, automatic watering system
26,99 £

4251805434309 CF15511 Bamboo Tablet Stand - Tablet Holder for Smartphone 
and Ebook - Universal Mobile Phone Stand for Mobile Ph

13,99 £
4251805434316 CF15475 2x flower sprayer - spray bottle for watering plants - 

water spray bottle for water atomization and pest contr
15,99 £

4251805434323 CF15476 2x flower sprayer - spray bottle for watering plants - 
water spray bottle for water atomization and pest contr

15,99 £
4251805434330 CF15477 3x flower sprayer - spray bottle for watering plants - 

water spray bottle for water atomization and pest contr
17,99 £

4251805434347 CF15479 3x flower sprayer - spray bottle for watering plants - 
water spray bottle for water atomization and pest contr

26,99 £
4251805434354 CF15384 Ceramic Vase - Flower Vase in Sheet Design - Vases 

Deco for Flowers - Deco Vase for Home and Office
26,99 £

4251805434361 CF15385 Ceramic Vase - Flower Vase in Branch Design - Vases 
Deco for Flowers - Deco Vase for Home and Office

30,99 £
4251805434415 CF11046 draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 

stopper with velvet strips - protection against drafts and
26,99 £

4251805434422 CF11046 draft stopper for the door - door bottom seal - draft 
stopper with velvet strips - protection against drafts and

26,99 £
4251805434439 CF15495 square paddling pool - inflatable swimming pool - 

swimming pool - above ground pool for the garden - ap
52,99 £

4251805434446 CF14858 12-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 
oriental Çay set for 12 people in a traditional design

30,99 £
4251805434453 CF14858 6-piece tea glass set, Turkish tea glasses, original 

oriental Çay set for 6 people in a traditional design
26,99 £

4251805434460 CF15514 3x egg poacher - egg cooker for the microwave - lost 
eggs - double cup for poaching eggs - microwave egg p

11,99 £
4251805434477 CF9069 2x Wind wheel - Wind chime in flower design - Colourful 

windmill for garden, terrace and balcony
26,99 £
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4251805434484 CF9253 Plastic biscuit press - Attachment for shortbreads, 
biscuits and tender meat - Meat grinder with vacuum su

26,99 £
4251805434491 CF9299 2x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 

quick release fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer, 
13,99 £

4251805434507 CF13043 2x Bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 
quick release fastener - cooling sleeve for cooling beer, 

17,99 £
4251805434514 CF13048 2x Bottle cooler for on the go - champagne cooler 

sleeve with drawstring - cooling sleeve for cooling cham
26,99 £

4251805434521 CF15359 serving plate with bell jar, bell jar with saucer, serving 
plate for covering and serving dishes, cakes, cheese and

39,99 £
4251805434538 CF15510 36-piece tapas set made of wood, serving board, bowl 

and wooden skewers for snacks, finger food, anti-pasti, 
26,99 £

4251805434545 CF15521 backrest protection for the car - rear seat organizer for 
more storage space - car seat protector for the backrest

26,99 £
4251805434552 CF14278 3x air humidifier made of ceramic - radiator evaporator 

for humidifying the room air - water evaporator with S-s
30,99 £

4251805434569 CF15583 8x Premium tablecloth clips - table clips made of 
stainless steel - tablecloth clips for inside and outside

13,99 £
4251805434569 CF15583 8x Premium tablecloth clips - table clips made of 

stainless steel - tablecloth clips for inside and outside
13,99 £

4251805434576 CF15583 16x Premium tablecloth clips - table clips made of 
stainless steel - tablecloth clips for inside and outside

15,99 £
4251805434583 CF12011 8x tablecloth clamp with spring - steel table clamps - 

tablecloth clamp for indoors and outdoors
15,99 £

4251805434590 CF15288 8-piece placemat decorative plates - placemat - table 
mat - reusable saucers as table decoration - decorative 

26,99 £
4251805434606 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 

days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 
13,99 £

4251805434613 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 
days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 

13,99 £
4251805434620 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 

days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 
13,99 £

4251805434637 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 
days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 

11,99 £
4251805434644 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 

days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 
13,99 £

4251805434651 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 
days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 

11,99 £
4251805434668 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 

days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 
13,99 £

4251805434675 CF15585 tablet box 7 days with Polish inscription (Poniedzialek - 
Niedziela) - medicine box 4 compartments (rano, poludn

15,99 £
4251805434682 CF15586 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 

pill box - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispenser for stor
11,99 £

4251805434682 CF15586 2x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 
pill box - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispenser for stor

11,99 £
4251805434699 CF15587 2X medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 

7 days - pill box - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispense
13,99 £

4251805434705 CF15587 2X medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 
7 days - pill box - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispense

11,99 £
4251805434743 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 

days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 
13,99 £

4251805434750 CF15584 medication dispenser in POLISH - medication box for 7 
days - 3 compartments - pill box - pill box - tablet box - 

13,99 £
4251805434828 CF15582 13-piece numbered kubb game made of wood, popular 

outdoor game, Scandinavian Viking game, pawn skittles
30,99 £

4251805434835 CF15520 BBQ grill pan made of stainless steel with practical 
handles, grill basket for vegetables, fish and meat, grea

26,99 £
4251805434842 CF15496 laundry basket made of bamboo with lid - basket for 

storing clothes - laundry box - laundry chest - laundry c
39,99 £

4251805434927 CF15308 2x sugar shaker, sugar dispenser made of glass, classic 
shaker for brown sugar and white household sugar, eas

13,99 £
4251805434934 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
11,99 £

4251805434934 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

11,99 £
4251805434941 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
11,99 £

4251805434941 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

11,99 £
4251805434958 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
11,99 £
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4251805434958 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

11,99 £
4251805434965 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe
11,99 £

4251805434965 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - tablet box - weekly dispe

11,99 £
4251805434972 CF15369 analog alarm clock, classic travel alarm clock, quartz 

clock in metallic look, waking alarm without snooze butt
15,99 £

4251805434972 CF15369 analog alarm clock, classic travel alarm clock, quartz 
clock in metallic look, waking alarm without snooze butt

15,99 £
4251805434989 CF15369 analog alarm clock, classic travel alarm clock, quartz 

clock in metallic look, waking alarm without snooze butt
15,99 £

4251805434989 CF15369 analog alarm clock, classic travel alarm clock, quartz 
clock in metallic look, waking alarm without snooze butt

15,99 £
4251805434996 CF15369 analog alarm clock, classic travel alarm clock, quartz 

clock in metallic look, waking alarm without snooze butt
15,99 £

4251805434996 CF15369 analog alarm clock, classic travel alarm clock, quartz 
clock in metallic look, waking alarm without snooze butt

15,99 £
4251805435009 CF15425 artificial plant in a glass with LED lighting, stylish mood 

lighting, ambient lamp with artificial flowers, stones and
15,99 £

4251805435016 CF15425 artificial plant in a glass with LED lighting, stylish mood 
lighting, ambient lamp with artificial flowers, stones and

15,99 £
4251805435023 CF15425 artificial plant in a glass with LED lighting, stylish mood 

lighting, ambient lamp with artificial flowers, stones and
15,99 £

4251805435054 CF15597 51x Christmas balls, unbreakable plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

17,99 £
4251805435054 CF15597 51x Christmas balls, unbreakable plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
17,99 £

4251285568648 CF15598 52x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251805435078 CF15599 30x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 
26,99 £

4251285595460 CF15600 72x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

30,99 £
4251805435092 CF15601 Deco Star Christmas - Christmas Decoration Metal Star 

with Deco - Stand-up White Christmas Star with Pine Ne
13,99 £

4251805435108 CF15602 51x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls shatterproof 
made of plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the C

43,99 £
4251285590120 CF15602 51x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls shatterproof 

made of plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the C
35,99 £

4251805401219 CF15604 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 

43,99 £
4251805401219 CF15604 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 
43,99 £

4251805435139 CF15604 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 

35,99 £
4251285595477 CF15606 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 
35,99 £

4251285595477 CF15606 128x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas 

35,99 £
4251805435153 CF15607 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251285593282 CF15607 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251285593725 CF15608 Decoration star Christmas, Christmas decoration metal 

star with decoration, white poinsettia stand with pine ne
13,99 £

4251285590229 CF15609 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805435191 CF15610 Deco Star Christmas - Christmas Decoration Metal Star 

with Deco - Stand-up White Christmas Star with Pine Ne
13,99 £

4251805435221 CF15612 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805435238 CF15612 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251285594111 CF15612 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805418866 CF15613 2x deco stars Christmas, Christmas decoration star 

made of metal, stand white poinsettia with glitter
13,99 £

4251285594104 CF15615 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251285594081 CF15616 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
13,99 £
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4251805435290 CF15617 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805435306 CF15618 Deco Star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made 

of metal - Christmas star stand with glitter
15,99 £

4251805435320 CF15620 Deco Star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made 
of metal - Christmas star with glitter

13,99 £
4251805435337 CF15621 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251805426083 CF15622 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

15,99 £
4251805435344 CF15622 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 

balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251805435351 CF15623 6x Christmas balls, break-proof plastic Christmas tree 
balls for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805426069 CF15625 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251805435382 CF15626 Deco Star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made 
of metal - Christmas star with glitter

13,99 £
4251285590168 CF15627 12x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
17,99 £

4251805435405 CF15628 12x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

17,99 £
4251285592025 CF15629 Decorative star Christmas - Christmas tree decorations 

made of metal - Christmas decoration to put down - dec
11,99 £

4251805435436 CF15631 deco star Christmas - Christmas decoration star - stand-
up poinsettia with glitter - Christmas tree top

11,99 £
4251805426076 CF15632 8x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251805435450 CF15632 8x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251805435467 CF15632 8x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251805435474 CF15633 deco star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made of 
metal - stand-up poinsettia with glitter and sequins - gol

13,99 £
4251805435481 CF15634 deco star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made of 

metal - stand-up poinsettia with glitter - golden Christm
13,99 £

4251805425352 CF15635 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls with fabric 
cover for Christmas - tree decorations for the Christmas 

13,99 £
4251805419467 CF13508 6X Christmas balls with Christmas motifs, Christmas 

tree balls with fabric covers for Christmas, tree decorati
13,99 £

4251285595453 CF11665 3x Christmas balls, plastic Christmas tree balls for 
Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree, Ø 10

15,99 £
4251805435528 CF15638 deco star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made of 

metal - stand-up poinsettia with glitter - golden Christm
13,99 £

4251805435535 CF15637 3x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls with fabric 
cover for Christmas - tree decorations for the Christmas 

15,99 £
4251805435542 CF15639 deco star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made of 

metal - stand-up poinsettia with glitter and sequins - gol
13,99 £

4251805435566 CF15641 deco star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made of 
metal - stand-up poinsettia with glitter and sequins - gol

13,99 £
4251805435580 CF15643 Deco Star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made 

of metal - Christmas star with glitter
13,99 £

4251285592117 CF15644 6x Christmas tree pendants icicles with snow - noble 
Christmas tree decorations to attach - Christmas tree de

11,99 £
4251285590212 CF15645 3x Christmas tree pendant acorn with glitter - noble 

Christmas tree decoration to attach - Christmas tree dec
13,99 £

4251805435610 CF15646 deco star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made of 
metal - stand-up poinsettia with glitter - golden Christm

11,99 £
4251805455380 CF15647 4x deco angel pendant made of acrylic - Christmas tree 

decorations for hanging - hanger for the Christmas tree 
15,99 £

4251805455380 CF15647 4x deco angel pendant made of acrylic - Christmas tree 
decorations for hanging - hanger for the Christmas tree 

15,99 £
4251805418705 CF14340 8x Christmas tree pendant "pine cones" - Christmas tree 

decorations to attach - Christmas tree pendant in the sh
13,99 £

4251805418705 CF14340 8x Christmas tree pendant "pine cones" - Christmas tree 
decorations to attach - Christmas tree pendant in the sh

13,99 £
4251805435641 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251285568617 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

15,99 £
4251805435665 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £
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4251285568624 CF15650 42x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251805435689 CF15650 42x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251805435696 CF15650 42x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251285590151 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251285590175 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

30,99 £
4251285590113 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251805435733 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

30,99 £
4251805435740 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251805435757 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251805435764 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251805435771 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251805435788 CF15651 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
30,99 £

4251805435795 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251805435801 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251285590137 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

30,99 £
4251805435825 CF15649 24x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 

for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi
26,99 £

4251805435849 CF15652 18x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of plastic 
for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas tree wi

26,99 £
4251805435856 CF15653 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 

tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d
15,99 £

4251805435863 CF15653 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 
tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d

15,99 £
4251805421316 CF15653 Christmas tree top in the shape of a star - Christmas 

tree decorations - Star for the Christmas tree top - Chris
13,99 £

4251805435887 CF15653 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 
tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d

13,99 £
4251805435894 CF15654 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 

tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d
15,99 £

4251805435924 CF15656 Christmas tree top in star shape - Red star for the 
Christmas tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christ

11,99 £
4251805435931 CF15656 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 

tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d
11,99 £

4251805435948 CF15657 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 
tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d

11,99 £
4251805435955 CF15658 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 

tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d
11,99 £

4251805435962 CF15659 Christmas tree top in star shape - Red star for the 
Christmas tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christ

11,99 £
4251805435979 CF15660 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 

tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d
11,99 £

4251805435986 CF15661 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 
tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d

11,99 £
4251805435993 CF15662 Christmas tree top in star shape - Red star for the 

Christmas tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christ
13,99 £

4251285591653 CF15662 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 
tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d

15,99 £
4251805436013 CF15662 Christmas tree top in star shape - White star for the top 

of the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations - Chri
13,99 £

4251805436020 CF15662 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 
tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d

13,99 £
4251805436037 CF15663 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 

tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d
11,99 £

4251805436044 CF15664 Christmas tree top in star shape - Big star for the 
Christmas tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christ

13,99 £
4251805436051 CF15665 Christmas tree top in star shape - Star for the Christmas 

tree top - Christmas tree decorations - Christmas tree d
13,99 £
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4251805421545 CF15666 Christmas tree top in star shape - Red star for the top 
of the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations - Chri

11,99 £
4251805436075 CF15667 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with cones, 

blossoms and gold-colored balls - decorative wreath - C
30,99 £

4251805436082 CF15668 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine 
needles and Christmas tree balls - decorative wreath Ø 

15,99 £
4251805436099 CF15669 Christmas hanger for Christmas decorations - Advent 

wreath to hang on the door or wall - Wreath as a penda
26,99 £

4251805436105 CF15670 decorative Christmas tree - small decorative tree with 
red berries, decorative snow, cones - table decoration fo

26,99 £
4251805436112 CF15671 Christmas tree decoration - Small decorative tree with 

Christmas balls - Great table decoration for the Advent s
17,99 £

4251805436129 CF15672 Christmas tree decoration - Small decorative tree with 
decorative snow, balls and fir branches - Great table de

26,99 £
4251805436136 CF15673 decorative Christmas arrangement - table decoration for 

the Advent season - wintry table decoration with red be
30,99 £

4251805436143 CF15674 Christmas decoration - winter table decorations with red 
berries, decorative snow, cones - table decoration for th

35,99 £
4251805436150 CF15675 Christmas tree - Small decorative tree with decorative 

snow and fir branches - Great table decorations for the 
26,99 £

4251805436167 CF15676 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with large 
flowers and glitter - Autumn decorative wreath - Christ

35,99 £
4251805436174 CF15677 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with large 

flowers and glitter - Autumn decorative wreath - Christ
30,99 £

4251805436181 CF15678 LED Christmas tree - small artificial Christmas tree with 
LED lighting - great Christmas decoration - 15 warm whi

30,99 £
4251805436198 CF15679 LED door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with LED 

lighting - great Christmas decorations - 30 warm white L
35,99 £

4251805436204 CF15679 LED door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with LED 
lighting - great Christmas decorations - 40 warm white L

39,99 £
4251805436228 CF15681 hanging decoration Christmas XL - door decoration for 

Christmas - Christmas decoration for hanging - wall dec
30,99 £

4251805436235 CF15681 hanging decoration Christmas - door decoration for 
Christmas - Christmas decoration for hanging - wall dec

15,99 £
4251805436242 CF15681 hanging decoration Christmas - door decoration for 

Christmas - Christmas decoration for hanging - wall dec
15,99 £

4251805436259 CF15682 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 
LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up

26,99 £
4251805436266 CF15682 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 

LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up
17,99 £

4251805436273 CF15682 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 
LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up

26,99 £
4251805436280 CF15682 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 

LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up
26,99 £

4251805436297 CF15683 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 
LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up

26,99 £
4251805436303 CF15683 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 

LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up
26,99 £

4251285569577 CF15683 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 
LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up

17,99 £
4251805436327 CF15684 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 

LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up
26,99 £

4251805436334 CF15684 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 
LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up

26,99 £
4251805436341 CF15684 3x luminous star in 3D with LEDs - Christmas star with 

LED lighting and timer - Premium paper star to hang up
26,99 £

4251805436365 CF15686 Garland with stars - Christmas garland - Star garland for 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm

15,99 £
4251805421484 CF13481 garland with stars - garland Christmas - star garland for 

Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm
13,99 £

4251285598249 CF15687 garland with snowflakes - Christmas garland - 
Snowflake garland for a Christmas decoration - Christm

11,99 £
4251805436402 CF15687 garland with snowflakes - Christmas garland - 

Snowflake garland for Christmas decorations - Christma
13,99 £

4251805436419 CF15688 decorative Christmas wreath - Advent wreath with 
cones, bow, balls and fir green - gold-colored Christmas

8,99 £
4251805436433 CF15688 decorative Christmas heart - glittering Christmas 

decoration to hang up - Advent decoration with bow, bl
8,99 £

4251805436440 CF15690 decorative Christmas star - gold-colored star with bow, 
cone and balls - Christmas tree ornament - glittering Ch

13,99 £
4251805436457 CF15691 decorative Christmas star - gold-colored star with bow, 

cone and balls - Christmas tree ornament - glittering Ch
13,99 £
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4251805436464 CF15692 decorative Christmas tree - glittering Christmas fir tree 
to hang up - Advent tree with bow and Christmas ball - 

11,99 £
4251285593732 CF15693 decorative Christmas bell - glittering Christmas bell to 

hang up - Advent decoration with bow, flower and Chris
8,99 £

4251805436488 CF15694 decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 
hang up - poinsettia with bow, branches and Christmas 

26,99 £
4251805436495 CF15695 Deco Star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made 

of metal - Christmas star stand with glitter and sequin
30,99 £

4251805436525 CF15698 Deco Star Christmas - Christmas decoration star made 
of metal - Christmas star stand with ornament motif

15,99 £
4251285592728 CF15700 LED decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration 

star with LED and timer - Christmas star stand with seq
26,99 £

4251805436556 CF15701 LED Christmas tree decoration - Christmas tree 
decoration with LED and timer - Christmas tree stand wi

30,99 £
4251805436563 CF15702 LED decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration 

star with LED and timer - Christmas star stand with seq
17,99 £

4251805436570 CF15703 LED Christmas tree decoration - Christmas tree 
decoration with LED and timer - Christmas tree stand wi

26,99 £
4251285591943 CF15704 LED decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration 

star with LED and timer - Christmas star stand with seq
26,99 £

4251805436594 CF15705 LED decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration 
star with LED and timer - Christmas star stand with seq

17,99 £
4251805436600 CF15706 LED decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration 

star with LED and timer - Christmas star stand with war
26,99 £

4251805418897 CF15707 Decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 
hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor

13,99 £
4251805436624 CF15708 Deco LED star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 

hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor
17,99 £

4251805418880 CF15709 Decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 
hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor

15,99 £
4251805436648 CF15710 Deco LED star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 

hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor
17,99 £

4251805436655 CF15711 Decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 
hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor

17,99 £
4251805436662 CF15712 Decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 

hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor
17,99 £

4251805421569 CF15713 Decoration star Christmas - Christmas decoration star to 
hang up - poinsettia made of metal with sequins - decor

15,99 £
4251805436686 CF15714 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 

decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin
15,99 £

4251805436693 CF15714 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

15,99 £
4251805436709 CF15714 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 

decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin
13,99 £

4251805436723 CF15715 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

13,99 £
4251805436730 CF15715 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 

decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin
13,99 £

4251805436747 CF15715 2x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

13,99 £
4251805436754 CF14444 Disco ball - mirror ball to hang up - disco ball for party - 

party ball for New Year's Eve, birthday, theme party - Ø
35,99 £

4251805436761 CF15717 6x Disco ball - mirror ball to hang up - disco ball for 
party - party ball for New Year's Eve, birthday, theme p

13,99 £
4251805436778 CF15717 6x Disco ball - mirror ball to hang up - disco ball for 

party - party ball for New Year's Eve, birthday, theme p
15,99 £

4251805436785 CF15717 6x Disco ball - mirror ball to hang up - disco ball for 
party - party ball for New Year's Eve, birthday, theme p

17,99 £
4251805436792 CF15525 2x chenille feather duster with telescopic rod - 

extendable dust mop with washable chenille cover - for 
26,99 £

4251805436808 CF15526 2x chenille feather duster with telescopic rod - 
extendable dust mop with washable chenille cover - for 

26,99 £
4251805436815 CF15383 3x wooden box for storing jewelry - wooden box jewelry 

box - small wooden box with lid - decorative jewelry bo
26,99 £

4251805436822 CF6250 300x wooden clothespins - sustainable wooden pegs 
made of birch wood - untreated wooden clothespins for 

26,99 £
4251805436839 CF15581 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of scissors 

consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis
11,99 £

4251805436839 CF15581 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of scissors 
consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis

11,99 £
4251805436846 CF15581 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of scissors 

consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis
8,99 £
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4251805436853 CF15581 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of scissors 
consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis

8,99 £
4251805436860 CF15573 6x anti-stress ball - squeeze ball for stress relief and 

play - glittering squeeze ball in great colors [selection va
17,99 £

4251805436877 CF15572 4x anti-stress ball - monster squeeze ball for stress 
relief and play - colorful squeeze ball with an alien face

11,99 £
4251805436884 CF15721 60-piece painter's set, painter's gloves and paint brush 

in four sizes for painting, craft, art, hobby, home and ga
15,99 £

4251805436891 CF15722 65-piece painter's set, painter's gloves, painter's roller, 
paintbrush and paint tray for painting, renovation and d

26,99 £
4251805436907 CF15723 54-piece painter's set, painter's gloves, painter's roller, 

replacement roller and paint tray for painting, renovatio
8,99 £

4251805436914 CF15325 100x painter's gloves, disposable gloves for painting 
work, waterproof plastic work gloves, protection against

8,99 £
4251805436914 CF15325 100x painter's gloves, disposable gloves for painting 

work, waterproof plastic work gloves, protection against
8,99 £

4251805436921 CF15473 Feather Boa - Premium Feather Boa Black for Retro 
Costumes - Feather Scarf for 20s Costume, Party and C

17,99 £
4251805436938 CF15474 Feather Boa - Premium Feather Boa blue for Retro 

Costumes - Feather Scarf for 20s Costume, Party and C
17,99 £

4251805436945 CF12639 3x ceramic hob scraper - universal scraper for smooth 
surfaces - practical ceran field scraper - hob scraper - gl

17,99 £
4251805436952 CF15725 1x door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 

functional living accessory, stopper for windows and do
17,99 £

4251805436969 CF15726 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 
functional living accessory, stopper for windows and do

26,99 £
4251805436976 CF15727 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 

functional living accessory, stopper for windows and do
26,99 £

4251805436983 CF15728 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 
functional living accessory, stopper for windows and do

17,99 £
4251805436990 CF15320 7-piece dart set, classic dartboard with 6 steel darts 

(metal) in 2 colors, dartboard and arrows, back is a targ
26,99 £

4251805437003 CF15490 2x indoor greenhouse, equipment for growing plants, 
growing pot with lid, stable and resilient design

30,99 £
4251805437010 CF15731 Wooden bird house - Nesting box for small birds - 

Decorative bird feeder to hang up - Bird house for small
17,99 £

4251805437027 CF15731 Wooden bird house - Nesting box for small birds - 
Decorative bird feeder to hang up - Bird house for small

17,99 £
4251805437034 CF15731 Wooden bird house - Nesting box for small birds - 

Decorative bird feeder to hang up - Bird house for small
17,99 £

4251805437041 CF11198 24x tent pegs made of steel - long and robust pegs for 
camping and outdoor - ideal for normal and hard groun

15,99 £
4251805437058 CF15578 12m All Purpose Rope - Polypropylene Boat Rope - 

Premium Polypropylene Rope 16-Plait - Braided Outdoor
30,99 £

4251805437065 CF15733 24x tent pegs made of steel - extra thick pegs for 
camping and outdoors - ideal for normal and hard grou

26,99 £
4251805437072 CF15729 milk tooth box, tooth box for milk teeth and the first 

hair, wooden tooth box, milk tooth box for girls, tooth fa
13,99 £

4251805437089 CF15729 milk tooth box, tooth box for milk teeth and the first 
hair, wooden tooth box, milk tooth box for boys, tooth f

13,99 £
4251805437096 CF15732 20x Wooden coat hanger - Coat hanger with rotating 

hook - Solid wood shirt hanger - Suit hanger with trouse
30,99 £

4251805437102 CF15730 10-piece set carpenter pencils and sharpener, oval 
wooden pencils with a line width of 1-2 mm, unsharpen

13,99 £
4251805437102 CF15730 10-piece set carpenter pencils and sharpener, oval 

wooden pencils with a line width of 1-2 mm, unsharpen
13,99 £

4251805437126 CF15737 100x Pressure seal bags - Transparent bags with 
pressure seal - Zip bags re-sealable - Poly bags with clo

13,99 £
4251805437133 CF13922 4x Massage ball - hedgehog ball with nubs - fascia balls 

for massages - nub ball for massaging hands, feet, legs 
15,99 £

4251805437140 CF13922 4x Massage ball - hedgehog ball with nubs - fascia balls 
for massages - nub ball for massaging hands, feet, legs 

15,99 £
4251805437157 CF13922 4x Massage ball - hedgehog ball with nubs - fascia balls 

for massages - nub ball for massaging hands, feet, legs 
15,99 £

4251805437164 CF15758 4x decorative winter garland - decorative ribbon with 
sleigh, Santa Claus and winter town - Christmas table d

15,99 £
4251805437171 CF15759 4x Christmas decorations - beautiful XL snowflakes for 

Christmas - ice crystals as a hanger or decoration for th
26,99 £

4251805437188 CF15760 Star garland with bells - winter wall hanging - 
decorative ribbon with stars - Christmas tree decoration

13,99 £
4251805437195 CF15761 Christmas decoration - beautiful artificial snowball for 

Christmas - snowball as a decoration for the table, door 
11,99 £
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4251805437201 CF15761 Christmas decoration - beautiful artificial snow for 
Christmas - snowball as a decoration for the table, door 

15,99 £
4251805437218 CF15761 Christmas decoration - beautiful artificial snow for 

Christmas - snowball as a decoration for the table, door 
11,99 £

4251805437225 CF15761 Christmas decoration - beautiful artificial snow for 
Christmas - snowball as a decoration for the table, door 

13,99 £
4251805437232 CF15762 2x winter decorative garland - decorative ribbon with 

snowflakes and ice crystals - wintry furniture hanging - 
15,99 £

4251805437249 CF15763 Christmas decoration - beautiful artificial snow for 
Christmas - snowball as a decoration for the table, door 

13,99 £
4251805437256 CF15764 white premium Christmas tree blanket for the Christmas 

tree stand, round Christmas tree blanket for the Christm
15,99 £

4251805437263 CF15764 Christmas decorations - beautiful decorative items for 
Christmas - stands, hangers or decorations for tables, d

13,99 £
4251805437270 CF15765 table runner winter - white decorative ribbon with 

snowflakes - Christmas table decoration - decorative ch
17,99 £

4251805437287 CF15765 table runner winter - white decorative ribbon with 
snowflakes - Christmas table decoration - decorative ch

17,99 £
4251805437294 CF15766 2x winter decorative garland - snowball chain as a 

Christmas tree hanging, window decoration, door and ta
15,99 £

4251805437300 CF15766 2x winter decorative garland - snowball chain as a 
Christmas tree hanging, window decoration, door and ta

15,99 £
4251805437317 CF15766 Decorative garland - snowball chain as a Christmas tree 

hanging, window decoration, door and table decoration 
11,99 £

4251805437324 CF15766 winter decoration garland - snowball chain as a 
Christmas tree hanging, window decoration, door and ta

17,99 £
4251805437331 CF10766 12x Christmas decoration - snow star pendant - hanging 

decoration for decorating the Christmas tree - Christmas
13,99 £

4251805437348 CF15767 3x Ceramic Storage Jar - Storage Box with Bamboo Lid - 
Small Ceramic Food Container - Aroma-Preserving Jars

26,99 £
4251805437355 CF15767 3x Ceramic Storage Jar - Storage Box with Bamboo Lid - 

Ceramic Food Container
35,99 £

4251805437362 CF15767 3x Ceramic storage box - Storage box with bamboo lid - 
Ceramic food container with pattern

39,99 £
4251805437379 CF15768 4x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 

dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h
26,99 £

4251805437386 CF15769 4x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 
dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h

26,99 £
4251805437393 CF15770 4x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 

dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h
26,99 £

4251805437409 CF13753 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 
and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han

26,99 £
4251805437416 CF15771 Christmas hangers for Christmas decorations - 

Christmas tree hangers as winter decorations - decorati
17,99 £

4251805437423 CF15772 Christmas arrangement in a flower pot - cones, twigs 
and glittering berries in a decorative pot - handmade flo

26,99 £
4251805437430 CF15773 Christmas arrangement in a flower pot - cones, twigs 

and berries in a decorative jute band - handmade flower
26,99 £

4251805437447 CF15774 Christmas hangers for Christmas decorations - 
Christmas tree hangers as winter decorations - room de

15,99 £
4251805437454 CF10152 2x storage box for tea and tea bags - tea box made of 

transparent plastic with 6 compartments - tea box for te
26,99 £

4251805437461 CF10649 6x Fine Porcelain Plates - Dessert Plate in White - 
Serving Plate in French Fries Design - 20.5 x 13.5 cm

30,99 £
4251805437478 CF15774 Christmas hangers for Christmas decorations - 

Christmas tree hangers as winter decorations - room de
15,99 £

4251805437485 CF15774 Christmas hangers for Christmas decorations - 
Christmas tree hangers as winter decorations - decorati

13,99 £
4251805437492 CF15777 Christmas arrangement - white cones, twigs and 

glittering berries as decorative wall decorations - handm
26,99 £

4251805437508 CF15778 autumn deco pendant - willow ring with squirrels, cones 
and leaves to hang up - willow wreath as an Easter dec

26,99 £
4251805437515 CF15779 Christmas arrangement in a flower pot with gold-

colored cones - dry plants in a decorative pot - handma
30,99 £

4251805437522 CF15780 Premium Christmas reindeer for the Christmas 
decoration, winter moose figure as a decorative item, ro

26,99 £
4251805437539 CF15780 Premium Christmas reindeer for the Christmas 

decoration, winter moose figure as a decorative item, ro
26,99 £

4251805437546 CF15781 decorative Christmas tree, small decorative tree, great 
table decorations, ideal for the Advent season, complem

30,99 £
4251805437553 CF15782 decorative star 3D made of plastic - shiny metallic 

decorative star - classic decoration for winter and Christ
15,99 £
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4251805437560 CF15782 decorative star 3D made of plastic - shiny metallic 
decorative star - classic decoration for winter and Christ

13,99 £
4251805437577 CF15782 decorative star 3D made of plastic - shiny metallic 

decorative star - classic decoration for winter and Christ
15,99 £

4251805437584 CF15782 decorative star 3D made of plastic - shiny metallic 
decorative star - classic decoration for winter and Christ

15,99 £
4251805437591 CF15783 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
30,99 £

4251805437607 CF15783 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

15,99 £
4251805437614 CF15784 2x star made of wood - decorative star made of solid 

wood - rustic style - decoration for winter and Christmas
13,99 £

4251805437621 CF15784 2x star made of wood - decorative star made of solid 
wood - rustic style - decoration for winter and Christmas

26,99 £
4251805437638 CF15785 vine wreath with stars, decorative table wreath made of 

branches, white natural door wreath to decorate yoursel
26,99 £

4251805437645 CF15785 vine wreath with stars, decorative table wreath made of 
branches, whitened natural door wreath to decorate you

26,99 £
4251805437652 CF15785 vine wreath with stars, decorative table wreath made of 

branches, white natural door wreath to decorate yoursel
26,99 £

4251805437669 CF15785 vine wreath with stars, decorative table wreath made of 
branches, whitened natural door wreath to decorate you

30,99 £
4251805437676 CF15786 decorative Christmas tree, decorative tree with cones 

and fabric roses, great table decorations, ideal for the A
35,99 £

4251805437683 CF15787 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 
and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han

17,99 £
4251805437690 CF15787 Advent wreath elongated, Christmas candle holder for 4 

candles, candle holder, Advent arrangement, XL Advent 
39,99 £

4251805437706 CF15788 Christmas garland, 120 cm long white Advent garland 
with glitter, reusable garland for Christmas decoration

39,99 £
4251805437713 CF15789 door wreath for Christmas - white advent wreath with 

leaves and cones - decorative wreath - Christmas decor
30,99 £

4251805437720 CF15790 tealight holder - decorative candle holder - candle 
holder with flowers, twigs and cones on tree grate - han

35,99 £
4251805437737 CF15790 tealight holder - decorative candle holder - candle 

holder with flowers, twigs and cones on tree grate - han
30,99 £

4251805437744 CF15791 door wreath for Christmas - white advent wreath with 
cones and leaves - decorative wreath - Christmas decor

35,99 £
4251805437751 CF15792 door wreath for Christmas - white Advent wreath with 

many cones and berries - decorative wreath - Christmas
43,99 £

4251805437768 CF15792 door wreath for Christmas - white Advent wreath with 
white cones - decorative wreath - Christmas decoration 

35,99 £
4251805437775 CF15793 Door wreath for Christmas - white Advent wreath with 

Christmas tree balls - decorative wreath Ø 38 cm - Chris
35,99 £

4251805437782 CF15793 door wreath for Christmas - white Advent wreath with 
Christmas tree balls - decorative wreath - Christmas dec

40,99 £
4251805437799 CF15794 snowman figure size XL, winter decoration figure with 

cone body made of leaves, loving handwork, gorgeous t
30,99 £

4251805437805 CF15794 snowman figure size L, winter decoration figure with 
cone body made of leaves, loving handwork, gorgeous t

30,99 £
4251805437812 CF15795 snowman pair size L, sweet Christmas decoration, ideal 

as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorative fig
30,99 £

4251805437829 CF15795 snowman pair size L, sweet Christmas decoration, ideal 
as a table decoration for Advent, beautiful decorative fig

26,99 £
4251805437836 CF15797 snowman figure size M, Christmas decoration with 

reversible sequins, ideal as a table decoration for Adven
17,99 £

4251805437843 CF15798 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with cones, 
balls and flowers - decorative wreath - Christmas decora

34,99 £
4251805437850 CF15799 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones 

and Christmas tree balls - decorative wreath Ø approx. 
30,99 £

4251805437867 CF15800 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with balls, 
apples, berries and artificial snow - decorative wreath Ø

30,99 £
4251805437874 CF15801 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones 

and Christmas tree balls - Decorative wreath - Christma
30,99 £

4251805437881 CF15802 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with cones, 
berries, pompons and flowers - decorative wreath - Chri

30,99 £
4251805437898 CF15803 LED door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with LED 

lighting, pine cones and pink flowers - Christmas decora
35,99 £

4251805437904 CF15804 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pink bows 
and pink flowers - decorative wreath - Christmas decora

30,99 £
4251805437911 CF15805 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with cones, 

twigs and white berries - decorative wreath - Christmas 
39,99 £
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4251805437928 CF15806 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones, 
flowers and blades of grass - decorative wreath - Christ

26,99 £
4251805437935 CF15807 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with several 

types of cones and white berries - decorative wreath - C
35,99 £

4251805437942 CF15808 Christmas hanger for the Christmas decoration, 
Christmas tree hanger as a winter decoration item, deco

17,99 £
4251805437959 CF15809 Christmas hangers for Christmas decorations, Christmas 

tree hangers as winter decorations, room decorations or
13,99 £

4251805437966 CF15809 Christmas hangers for Christmas decorations, Christmas 
tree hangers as winter decorations, room decorations or

15,99 £
4251805437973 CF15809 Christmas hanger for the Christmas decoration, 

Christmas tree hanger as a winter decoration item, deco
13,99 £

4251805437980 CF15810 Christmas arrangement in a flower pot - several types 
of cones and wooden beads in a decorative bark pot - h

26,99 £
4251805437997 CF15810 Christmas arrangement in a flower pot - several types 

of cones in a decorative bark pot - handmade flower arr
26,99 £

4251805438000 CF15811 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 
and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han

17,99 £
4251805438017 CF15812 Advent wreath elongated, Christmas candle holder for 4 

candles, candle holder, Advent arrangement, XL Advent 
30,99 £

4251805438024 CF15813 decorative Christmas tree, small decorative tree, great 
table decorations, ideal for the Advent season, complem

39,99 £
4251805438031 CF15813 decorative Christmas tree, small decorative tree, great 

table decorations, ideal for the Advent season, complem
30,99 £

4251805438048 CF15814 table wreath with stars, decorative table wreath made 
of branches, natural door wreath to decorate yourself, D

35,99 £
4251805438055 CF15814 table wreath with stars, decorative table wreath made 

of branches, natural door wreath to decorate yourself, D
39,99 £

4251805438062 CF15815 Christmas arrangement in a flower pot - cones, twigs 
and berries in a decorative jute band - handmade flower

26,99 £
4251805438079 CF15744 4x drinking cup with flower motif - reusable 

multifunctional cup for garden, picnic, camping - sustain
15,99 £

4251805438086 CF15816 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 
and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han

15,99 £
4251805438093 CF15816 Advent wreath elongated, Christmas candle holder for 4 

candles, candle holder, Advent arrangement, XL Advent 
39,99 £

4251805438109 CF15817 table wreath for Christmas - white Advent wreath with 
cones - decorative wreath with 4 tealight holders - Chris

39,99 £
4251805438116 CF15818 Christmas arrangement - cones, twigs and glittering 

berries as decorative wall decorations - handmade flowe
26,99 £

4251805438123 CF15819 decorative Christmas tree, small decorative tree, great 
table decorations, ideal for the Advent season, complem

35,99 £
4251805438130 CF15820 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 

and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han
17,99 £

4251805438147 CF15821 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with pine cones 
and green apples - decoration and table wreath - lovingl

39,99 £
4251805438154 CF15822 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with red flowers 

and toadstools - decoration and table wreath for autum
35,99 £

4251805438161 CF15822 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with red flowers 
and toadstools - decoration and table wreath for autum

43,99 £
4251805438178 CF15823 decorative Christmas tree, small decorative tree, great 

table decorations, ideal for the Advent season, complem
35,99 £

4251805438185 CF15824 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 
and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han

15,99 £
4251805438192 CF15824 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 

and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han
26,99 £

4251805438208 CF15824 tealight holder - decorative candle holder for Christmas 
and autumn - candle holder with natural materials - han

30,99 £
4251805438215 CF15750 3-piece mixing bowl set - baking bowl with measuring 

scale - mixing bowl with spout - stackable - capacity 1 L
26,99 £

4251805438222 CF15750 3-piece mixing bowl set - baking bowl with measuring 
scale - mixing bowl with spout - stackable - capacity 1 L

26,99 £
4251805438239 CF15750 3-piece mixing bowl set - baking bowl with measuring 

scale - mixing bowl with spout - stackable - capacity 1 L
26,99 £

4251805438246 CF15748 3-piece storage jar set - plastic storage jars in 3 sizes 
for camping or picnics - storage box with lid

26,99 £
4251805438253 CF15739 6-piece spice shaker set - spice jars with plastic lids in 

wooden shelf - salt shaker and pepper shaker in moder
15,99 £

4251805438260 CF15746 3x plates with BBQ motif - reusable plates for 
barbecues, gardens, picnics, camping - sustainable [sele

15,99 £
4251805438277 CF15745 6x drinking cups with BBQ motif - reusable reusable 

cups for barbecue, garden, picnic, camping [selection v
17,99 £
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4251805438284 CF14744 4x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier - 
suspension inside - heating water evaporator made of c

30,99 £
4251805438291 CF15825 4x air humidifier heating - radiator air humidifier conical 

- heating water evaporator made of ceramic
26,99 £

4251805438307 CF15826 3-piece tableware set - reusable, reusable tableware 
made of melamine - cups, bowls and plates with a sum

17,99 £
4251805438314 CF15826 3-piece tableware set - reusable, reusable tableware 

made of melamine - cups, bowls and plates with a sum
17,99 £

4251805438321 CF15826 3-piece tableware set - reusable, reusable tableware 
made of melamine - cups, bowls and plates with a sum

17,99 £
4251805455212 CF15743 2x coffee to go mug made of plastic - coffee mug to go 

- coffee to go - reusable drinking mug - travel mug with
15,99 £

4251805438345 CF15743 2x coffee to go mug made of plastic - coffee mug to go 
- coffee to go - reusable drinking mug - travel mug with

15,99 £
4251805438352 CF15840 3x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 

dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h
26,99 £

4251805438369 CF15743 2x coffee to go mug made of plastic - coffee mug to go 
- coffee to go - reusable drinking mug - travel mug with

15,99 £
4251805438376 CF15743 2x coffee to go mug made of plastic - coffee mug to go 

- coffee to go - reusable drinking mug - travel mug with
15,99 £

4251805438383 CF15844 3x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 
dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h

26,99 £
4251805438390 CF15845 3x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 

dispenser for plants - clay cones for watering flowers - h
26,99 £

4251805438406 CF15757 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance wellness - 
fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v

26,99 £
4251805438413 CF15756 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance nature trip - 

fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners, water v
26,99 £

4251805438420 CF15755 10x fragrant oils in a set - room fragrance summer 
dream - fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air fresheners

26,99 £
4251805438437 CF15738 3x Clothes peg basket - Clothes peg bag in basket 

design for indoors and outdoors - Clothes peg bag to ha
26,99 £

4251805438451 CF10439 12x Slate coaster - glass coaster with non-slip rubber 
feet - decorative table coaster - slate plate - approx. Ø 

30,99 £
4251805438468 CF15754 60x cleaning cloth - Household cloths made of viscose - 

Absorbent, hard-wearing all-purpose wipes - Reusable cl
26,99 £

4251805438475 S-1000 2x SAT window feed-through - cable feed-through for 
window and door - antenna cable window feed-through 

8,99 £
4251805438475 S-1000 2x SAT window feed-through - cable feed-through for 

window and door - antenna cable window feed-through 
8,99 £

4251805438482 S-1000 4x SAT window feed-through - cable feed-through for 
window and door - antenna cable window feed-through 

8,99 £
4251805438482 S-1000 4x SAT window feed-through - cable feed-through for 

window and door - antenna cable window feed-through 
8,99 £

4251805438499 CF15749 20x straw made of bamboo - Biodegradable drinking 
straws - Environmentally friendly bamboo straws - Susta

13,99 £
4251805438505 CF15749 40x straw made of bamboo - Biodegradable drinking 

straws - Environmentally friendly bamboo straws - Susta
15,99 £

4251805438512 CF15842 200x paper drinking straws - Environmentally friendly 
straws for parties, birthdays, weddings and graduation 

15,99 £
4251805438529 CF15842 400x paper drinking straws - Environmentally friendly 

straws for parties, birthdays, weddings and graduation 
26,99 £

4251805438536 CF15842 200x paper drinking straws - Environmentally friendly 
straws for parties, birthdays, weddings and graduation 

15,99 £
4251805438543 CF15842 400x paper drinking straws - Environmentally friendly 

straws for parties, birthdays, weddings and graduation 
26,99 £

4251805438550 CF15842 200x paper drinking straws - Environmentally friendly 
straws for parties, birthdays, weddings and graduation 

15,99 £
4251805438567 CF15842 400x paper drinking straws - Environmentally friendly 

straws for parties, birthdays, weddings and graduation 
26,99 £

4251805438574 CF15852 3x Wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Wooden 
Christmas tree ornaments - Wooden Christmas decorati

11,99 £
4251805438581 CF15852 3x Wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Wooden 

Christmas tree ornaments - Wooden Christmas decorati
8,99 £

4251805438598 CF15853 3x Wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Wooden 
Christmas tree ornaments - Wooden Christmas decorati

13,99 £
4251805438604 CF15853 3x Wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Wooden 

Christmas tree ornaments - Wooden Christmas decorati
13,99 £

4251805438611 CF15854 3x Wooden pendant for the Christmas tree - Wooden 
Christmas tree ornaments - Wooden Christmas decorati

13,99 £
4251805438628 CF15855 6x metal pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas 

tree decorations made of metal - Christmas decorations 
15,99 £
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4251805438635 CF15856 Christmas wreath braided - Door wreath "WELCOME" 
for Christmas - Christmas decoration to hang - Wooden 

26,99 £
4251805438642 CF15856 Christmas wreath braided - Door wreath "WELCOME" 

for Christmas - Christmas decoration to hang - Wooden 
30,99 £

4251805438659 CF15856 Christmas wreath braided - Door wreath "WELCOME" 
for Christmas - Christmas decoration to hang - Wooden 

26,99 £
4251805438666 CF15856 Christmas wreath braided - Door wreath "WELCOME" 

for Christmas - Christmas decoration to hang - Wooden 
26,99 £

4251805438673 CF15857 Decorative display for Christmas - Santa Claus made of 
wood to put down - Santa Claus to decorate and give a

26,99 £
4251805438680 CF15857 Decorative Christmas Display - Reindeer made of wood 

to stand on - Christmas Display for decorating and givin
17,99 £

4251805438697 CF15857 Decorative display for Christmas - snowman made of 
wood to put down - wooden display to decorate and giv

26,99 £
4251805438703 CF15857 Decorative Christmas Display - XL Reindeer made of 

wood to stand on - Christmas Display for decorating and
26,99 £

4251805438710 CF15858 Decorative display for Christmas - Christmas fir tree 
made of wood - Christmas tree for decorating and givin

30,99 £
4251805438727 CF15859 Decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree made 

of wood - Christmas tree with Santa Claus to decorate
30,99 £

4251805438734 CF15859 Decorative Display for Christmas - Wooden Christmas 
Tree - Christmas Tree with Snowman for Decorating

26,99 £
4251805438741 CF1146 2x Mini HDMI Adapter Cable - Mini HDMI Male to 

Standard HDMI Female - HDMI Connection Cable for SL
13,99 £

4251805438741 CF1146 2x Mini HDMI Adapter Cable - Mini HDMI Male to 
Standard HDMI Female - HDMI Connection Cable for SL

13,99 £
4251805438758 CF15860 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger in 

heart shape - Large decorative heart with Father Christ
26,99 £

4251805438765 CF15860 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger in star 
shape - Large decorative heart with Father Christmas - 

26,99 £
4251805438772 CF15861 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger with 

lettering - Wooden door sign Christmas - Hanger for do
11,99 £

4251805438789 CF15862 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger with 
snowman and lettering - Wooden door sign Christmas - 

26,99 £
4251805438796 CF15862 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger with 

snowman and lettering - Wooden door sign Christmas - 
26,99 £

4251805438802 CF15863 Decorative display for Christmas - snowman made of 
wood to put down - Christmas decoration to decorate a

30,99 £
4251805438819 CF15863 Decorative display for Christmas - Santa Claus made of 

wood to put down - Christmas decoration to decorate a
30,99 £

4251805438826 CF15864 Decorative display for Christmas - XL wooden snowman 
to place - Christmas decoration to decorate and give aw

39,99 £
4251805438833 CF15864 Decorative display for Christmas - XL Santa Claus made 

of wood to put up - Christmas decoration to decorate an
35,99 £

4251805438840 CF15865 Decorative display for Christmas - XL wooden snowman 
to place - Christmas decoration to decorate and give aw

30,99 £
4251805438857 CF15865 Decorative display for Christmas - XL Santa Claus made 

of wood to put up - Christmas decoration to decorate an
30,99 £

4251805438864 CF10593 16x melamine coffee cups - plastic cups made of 
melamine - break-proof coffee cup for camping and picn

35,99 £
4251805438871 CF15866 Decorative display for Christmas - snowman made of 

wood to put down - Christmas decoration to decorate a
30,99 £

4251805438888 CF15867 Decorative display for Christmas - Santa Claus made of 
lacquered wood - Premium Christmas decoration to put 

26,99 £
4251805438895 CF15867 Decorative display for Christmas - Santa Claus made of 

lacquered wood - Premium Christmas decoration to put 
30,99 £

4251805438901 CF15868 Decorative display for Christmas - snowman made of 
wood to put down - Christmas decoration to decorate a

26,99 £
4251805438918 CF15868 Decorative display for Christmas - Santa Claus made of 

wood to put down - Christmas decoration to decorate a
26,99 £

4251805438925 CF15869 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 
lettering with little bell - Wooden door sign "Willkomme

17,99 £
4251805438932 CF15870 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 

lettering with Santa Claus - Wooden door sign Christma
26,99 £

4251805438949 CF15870 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 
lettering with Santa Claus - Wooden door sign Christma

17,99 £
4251805438956 CF15871 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 

lettering with Santa Claus and moose - Wooden door sig
26,99 £

4251805438963 CF15871 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 
lettering with Santa Claus and moose - Wooden door sig

17,99 £
4251805438970 CF15871 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 

lettering with snowman and bird - Wooden door sign Ch
17,99 £
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4251805438987 CF15872 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 
lettering with snowman - Wooden door sign Christmas -

26,99 £
4251805438994 CF15872 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 

lettering with Santa Claus - Wooden door sign Christma
26,99 £

4251805439007 CF15872 Hanging decoration Christmas - Wooden hanger 
lettering with Santa Claus - Wooden door sign Christma

26,99 £
4251805439014 CF15851 6x flexible ice pack - cooling compress with 15 cooling 

cells - cooling pack for household, sport and leisure
17,99 £

4251805439021 CF15843 tea kettle 1.5 L - camping kettle made of stainless steel 
- whistling kettle for boiling water - retro kettle

26,99 £
4251805439052 CF15873 9x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
30,99 £

4251805439069 CF15874 9x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

26,99 £
4251805439076 CF15875 12x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251805439083 CF15876 12x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

26,99 £
4251805439090 CF15877 12x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251805439106 CF15878 12x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

26,99 £
4251805439113 CF15879 9x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251805439120 CF15880 9x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

26,99 £
4251805439137 CF15881 9x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251805439144 CF15882 10x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

26,99 £
4251805439151 CF15882 10x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251805439168 CF15883 9x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 
tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre

26,99 £
4251805439175 CF15884 9x premium Santa Claus pendants for the Christmas 

tree, enchanting Christmas tree figurine pendants as tre
26,99 £

4251805439182 CF15885 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 
decorations, Scandinavian figures as winter decorations,

15,99 £
4251805439199 CF15886 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 

decorations, Scandinavian figures as winter decorations,
15,99 £

4251805439205 CF15887 6x premium Christmas gnomes for Christmas 
decorations, winter figures as decorative items, cute cor

26,99 £
4251805439205 CF15887 6x premium Christmas gnomes for Christmas 

decorations, winter figures as decorative items, cute cor
26,99 £

4251805439212 CF15887 3x premium Christmas gnomes for Christmas 
decorations, winter figures as decorative items, cute cor

13,99 £
4251805439229 CF15887 3x premium Christmas gnomes for Christmas 

decorations, winter figures as decorative items, cute cor
15,99 £

4251805439236 CF15888 2x Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

17,99 £
4251805439243 CF15888 2x Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
17,99 £

4251805439250 CF15889 3x premium Christmas gnomes for Christmas 
decorations, winter figures as decorative items, cute cor

30,99 £
4251805439267 CF15889 3x premium Christmas gnomes for Christmas 

decorations, winter figures as decorative items, cute cor
26,99 £

4251805439274 CF15890 2x elk figure for the Christmas decoration, winter 
reindeer figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute corne

17,99 £
4251805439281 CF15890 elk figure for the Christmas decoration, winter reindeer 

figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute corner stool a
15,99 £

4251805439298 CF15890 elk figure for the Christmas decoration, winter reindeer 
figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute corner stool a

15,99 £
4251805439304 CF14056 2x Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
26,99 £

4251805439311 CF15891 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 
decorations, Scandinavian figures as winter decorations,

30,99 £
4251805439328 CF15892 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 

decorations, Scandinavian figures as winter decorations,
26,99 £

4251805439335 CF14054 2x Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

17,99 £
4251805439342 CF14055 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
17,99 £
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4251805439359 CF14055 2x Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

26,99 £
4251805439366 CF14055 2x Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 

winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as
26,99 £

4251805439373 CF15893 elk figure for the Christmas decoration, winter reindeer 
figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute corner stool a

30,99 £
4251805439380 CF15893 elk figure for the Christmas decoration, winter reindeer 

figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute corner stool a
26,99 £

4251805439397 CF15894 elk figure for the Christmas decoration, winter reindeer 
figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute corner stool a

26,99 £
4251805439403 CF15894 elk figure for the Christmas decoration, winter reindeer 

figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute corner stool a
26,99 £

4251805439410 CF15895 Large elf figure for Christmas decorations, wintery 
standing figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute elf o

30,99 £
4251805439427 CF15895 Large elf figure for Christmas decorations, wintery 

standing figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute elf o
26,99 £

4251805439434 CF15895 Large elf figure for Christmas decorations, wintery 
standing figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute elf o

30,99 £
4251805439441 CF15896 2x premium pair of Christmas elves for Christmas 

decorations, North Pole figures as winter decorations, c
30,99 £

4251805439458 CF15897 Large elf figure for the Christmas decoration, wintery 
standing figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute elf o

35,99 £
4251805439465 CF15897 Large elf figure for the Christmas decoration, wintery 

standing figure as a Swedish decorative item, cute elf o
35,99 £

4251805439472 CF15898 3x premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, as room decorations 

13,99 £
4251805439489 CF15827 4-piece salt shaker set - stainless steel salt and pepper 

shakers - modern design spice shaker set - small salt sh
11,99 £

4251805439496 CF10601 4x inflatable cup holder for the pool - Can holder 
"Flamingo" floating - Pool toys - Beverage cooler - Ø 18 

15,99 £
4251805439502 CF15836 6x Reusable plastic drinking cups - Plastic cups with 

summery colours and motifs - Break-proof reusable cup 
15,99 £

4251805439519 CF15836 12x Reusable plastic drinking cups - Plastic cups with 
summery colours and motifs - Break-proof reusable cup 

17,99 £
4251805439526 CF15837 Set of 6 salad bowls - Small bowls for salad, snacks, 

nuts and fruit - Decorative snack bowls dishwasher safe
26,99 £

4251805439533 CF15834 Toast box - Bread box for toast - Bread box for 
sandwich toast - Toast box made of transparent plastic

26,99 £
4251805439540 CF15834 Toast box - Bread box for toast - Bread box for 

sandwich toast - Toast box made of transparent plastic
26,99 £

4251805439557 CF15829 24x table tennis balls, white table tennis balls in 
standard size, game balls for ping-pong, beer-pong & ta

17,99 £
4251805439557 CF15829 24x table tennis balls, white table tennis balls in 

standard size, game balls for ping-pong, beer-pong & ta
17,99 £

4251805439564 CF15830 24x table tennis balls, colorful table tennis balls in 
standard size, game balls for ping-pong, beer-pong & ta

13,99 £
4251805439571 CF15828 12x shuttlecock, colorful shuttlecocks, ball set for 

training, hobbies, fun and leisure, multi-colored badmint
15,99 £

4251805439588 CF14224 Premium Christmas sack - red gift sack to fill - 
Christmas bags with pompons & gnomes as decoration, 

15,99 £
4251805439595 CF14224 2x premium Christmas sack - red gift sack to fill - 

Christmas bags with pompons & gnomes as decoration, 
26,99 £

4251805439601 CF15899 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 
needles - round Christmas tree cover for the Christmas t

30,99 £
4251805439618 CF15899 Premium Christmas tree cover to protect against pine 

needles - round Christmas tree cover for the Christmas t
35,99 £

4251805439625 CF15900 Premium Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, 
winter figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as

26,99 £
4251805439649 CF15832 3x Diving game ball with ribbon - Funny bath and beach 

toys - Diving set for learning to dive for children
15,99 £

4251805439656 CF15901 Christmas elf XXL in a cute design - dwarf with a hat as 
a winter decoration - Christmas elf decoration to put up 

26,99 £
4251805439663 CF15901 Christmas gnome XL in a cute design - winter 

decoration dwarf with hat - Christmas pixy decoration to
15,99 £

4251805439670 CF15902 LED gnome figure on sledge - sweet Christmas 
decoration with light - Christmas pixy decoration to put 

15,99 £
4251805439687 CF15902 1x XL Christmas goblin set in a cute design, great for 

your Christmas decorations or as a gift.
17,99 £

4251805439694 CF15903 1x XXL Christmas elf in a cute design, great for your 
Christmas decorations or for giving away.

17,99 £
4251805439700 CF15903 1x XXL Christmas elf in a cute design, great for your 

Christmas decorations or for giving away.
26,99 £
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4251805439717 CF15904 Large elf figure in XXXL for the Christmas decoration, 
wintery standing figure as a Swedish decorative item, c

35,99 £
4251805439724 CF15905 XL Christmas elf with LED lighting, great standing figure 

for your Christmas decorations, decorative display
35,99 £

4251805439731 CF15906 LED snowman - Christmas decorations - wonderful 
decorative items for Christmas - great mood lighting

26,99 £
4251805439748 CF15906 Christmas decorations - beautiful decorative items for 

Christmas - stands, hangers or decorations for tables, d
26,99 £

4251805439755 CF15907 Christmas decoration girl with candle - standing 
Christmas figure - Christmas decoration figure - standin

26,99 £
4251805439762 CF15907 Christmas decoration girl with candle - standing 

Christmas figure - Christmas decoration figure - standin
26,99 £

4251805439779 CF15907 Christmas decoration girl with candle - standing 
Christmas figure - Christmas decoration figure - standin

26,99 £
4251805439786 CF15908 LED figure owl with glass ball - LED lighting to put down 

- decorative Christmas figure
30,99 £

4251805439793 CF15909 LED figure Santa Claus with reindeer - LED lighting to 
stand - decorative figure for Christmas

35,99 £
4251805439809 CF15909 LED figure snowman with fir tree - LED lighting to stand 

- decorative figure for Christmas
39,99 £

4251805439816 CF15909 LED figure Santa Claus with fir tree - LED lighting to 
stand - decorative figure for Christmas

39,99 £
4251805439823 CF15910 3x LED hanger dwarf with nose and beard - 

Scandinavian dwarf with pointed hat - Swedish Santa Cl
15,99 £

4251805439830 CF15910 3x LED hanger dwarf with nose and beard - 
Scandinavian dwarf with pointed hat - Swedish Santa Cl

17,99 £
4251805439847 CF15911 2x hanging decorations for the Christmas tree - 

Christmas tree decorations in the form of an owl - Christ
15,99 £

4251805439854 CF15912 XL gnome with lantern - Christmas decoration - gnome 
figure with tealight holder - winter figure as decoration

39,99 £
4251805439861 CF15912 XL Gnome woman with lantern - Christmas decoration - 

Gnome figure with tealight holder - Winter figure as dec
43,99 £

4251805439878 CF15913 LED Christmas decoration snowman figures - decorative 
display for living room decoration - wintry home accesso

39,99 £
4251805439885 CF15913 LED Christmas decoration snowman figures - wintry 

home accessory with lighting - decorative display
39,99 £

4251805439892 CF15914 1x cute decorative squirrel. The squirrel can be used 
inside and outside and beautifies your home.

39,99 £
4251805439908 CF15914 1x cute decorative hedgehog with mushroom. The 

hedgehog can be used inside and outside and beautifies
39,99 £

4251805439915 CF15915 autumn decoration mushrooms - decorative display - fly 
agaric tealight holder - decorative candle holder - mushr

17,99 £
4251805439922 CF15915 autumn decoration decorative mushrooms - decorative 

element fly agaric with 3 animals - decorative stand - m
30,99 £

4251805439939 CF15916 2x decorative angel guardian angel with heart, 
decorative figure display, heart with inscription

13,99 £
4251805439946 CF15916 2x decorative angel guardian angel with heart, 

decorative figure display, heart with inscription
15,99 £

4251805439953 CF15916 2x decorative angel guardian angel with heart, 
decorative figure display, heart with inscription

15,99 £
4251805439960 CF15917 Christmas decorations with candle holders - 

contemplative decorative items for Christmas - displays 
26,99 £

4251805439977 CF15913 Christmas decoration snowman figures - decorative 
display for living room decoration - wintry home accesso

39,99 £
4251805439984 CF13874 6x bottle cooler, cooling container with lemon motifs, 

insulating bottle bag for cooling wine, champagne and 
15,99 £

4251805440003 CF15833 4x Diving game diving sticks - Funny bath and beach 
toys - Diving set for learning to dive for children

15,99 £
4251805440010 CF6936 set of 2 garden gloves for women, flower motif, made 

of latex, anti-slip coating, size M
11,99 £

4251805440027 CF6936 set of 2 garden gloves for women, floral motif, made of 
latex, anti-slip coating, size L

11,99 £
4251805440041 CF15850 40X tree candles made of wax - Christmas tree candles, 

Christmas tree candles, pyramid candles for Christmas -
26,99 £

4251805440058 CF15846 Wooden serving tray - Vintage wooden tray with cord 
handles - Great decorative tray with charming rustic loo

17,99 £
4251805440065 CF15847 Wooden serving tray - Vintage wooden tray with cord 

handles - Large decorative tray with charming rustic loo
15,99 £

4251805440072 CF15747 Bamboo Tray - Round Wooden Tray with Barbecue 
Motif - Serving Tray with Carrying Handles - Deco Tray 

17,99 £
4251805440089 CF15747 Bamboo Tray - Round Wooden Tray with Barbecue 

Motif - Serving Tray with Carrying Handles - Deco Tray 
15,99 £
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4251805440096 CF15747 Bamboo Tray - Round Wooden Tray with Barbecue 
Motif - Serving Tray with Carrying Handles - Deco Tray 

17,99 £
4251805440102 CF8946 10-piece plastic storage jar set, storage container with 

lid, food storage boxes in 5 sizes, suitable for dishwashe
13,99 £

4251805440119 CF15931 11-piece plastic storage jar set, storage container with 
lid, food storage boxes in 6 sizes, suitable for dishwashe

26,99 £
4251805440126 CF8954 7-piece plastic storage jar set, storage container with 

lid, food storage boxes in 7 sizes, suitable for dishwashe
17,99 £

4251805440133 CF15849 40X tree candles made of wax - Christmas tree candles, 
Christmas tree candles, pyramid candles for Christmas -

26,99 £
4251805440140 CF15933 40X tree candles made of wax - Christmas tree candles, 

Christmas tree candles, pyramid candles for Christmas -
26,99 £

4251805440157 CF1461 2-piece tablecloth set consisting of tablecloth and table 
runner in a Christmas design with candles

26,99 £
4251805440164 CF1461 2-piece tablecloth set consisting of tablecloth and table 

runner in a Christmas design with stars
26,99 £

4251805440171 CF15934 2x decorative cushion cover 45x45cm - set of cushion 
covers with Christmas motif - decorative cover for sofa c

15,99 £
4251805440188 CF15934 2x decorative cushion cover 45x45cm - set of cushion 

covers with Christmas motif - decorative cover for sofa c
15,99 £

4251805440195 CF3148 metal ashtray with rotating function for inside and 
outside - rotating ashtray closed - wind ashtray - storm 

15,99 £
4251805440201 CF15936 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with various 

Christmas tree balls in beautiful colors Ø approx. 32 cm 
35,99 £

4251805440218 CF15936 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with various 
Christmas tree balls in beautiful colors Ø approx. 32 cm 

35,99 £
4251805440225 CF15936 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with various 

Christmas tree balls in beautiful colors Ø approx. 32 cm 
35,99 £

4251805440232 CF15937 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with tinsel and 
Christmas tree balls in beautiful colors Ø approx. 40 cm 

35,99 £
4251805440249 CF15937 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with tinsel and 

Christmas tree balls in beautiful colors Ø approx. 40 cm 
35,99 £

4251805440256 CF15938 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with various 
Christmas tree balls in beautiful colors Ø approx. 32 cm 

35,99 £
4251805440263 CF15936 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with various 

Christmas tree balls in beautiful colors Ø approx. 32 cm 
35,99 £

4251805440270 CF15939 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with cones, 
stars and Christmas tree balls - decorative wreath Ø app

26,99 £
4251805440287 CF15940 Door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with cones, 

stars, balls and blossoms - Decorative wreath - Christma
30,99 £

4251805440294 CF15940 Door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with cones, 
blossoms and Christmas tree balls - Decorative wreath -

24,99 £
4251805440300 CF15941 Door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with Christmas 

tree balls and star garland - Decorative wreath - Christ
24,99 £

4251805440317 CF15942 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with Christmas 
tree balls and branches - decorative wreath Ø approx. 3

30,99 £
4251805440324 CF15943 Door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with Christmas 

tree balls, branches and berries - Decorative wreath - C
24,99 £

4251805440331 CF15944 Christmas door wreath - Advent wreath with Christmas 
tree balls and branches - decorative wreath Ø approx. 3

26,99 £
4251805440348 CF15945 LED door wreath Christmas - Advent wreath with LED 

lighting, Christmas tree balls and pine cones - great Chri
35,99 £

4251805440355 CF15932 rustic tea bag storage box - tea box in country house 
style with 6 compartments and viewing window - tea bo

17,99 £
4251805440362 CF15946 Christmas garland, 180 cm long Advent garland with 

lots of Christmas tree balls, artificial garland for Christm
39,99 £

4251805440379 CF15946 Christmas garland, 180 cm long Advent garland with 
lots of Christmas tree balls, artificial garland for Christm

39,99 £
4251805440386 CF15947 Christmas garland, 180 cm long Advent garland with 

Christmas tree balls, pine cones and stars, artificial garl
39,99 £

4251805440393 CF15948 3x Christmas tree pendant cones - fir tree cones for the 
Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations to attach for

13,99 £
4251805440409 CF15949 6x Christmas tree pendant cones - fir tree cones for the 

Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations to attach for
17,99 £

4251805440416 CF15950 Christmas hangers for Christmas decorations, Christmas 
tree hangers as winter decoration items, pendants with 

26,99 £
4251805440423 CF15951 Christmas hanger for Christmas decorations, Christmas 

tree hanger as a winter decoration item, wreath as a pe
17,99 £

4251805440430 CF15952 Artificial Christmas tree with Christmas tree balls - 
Decorated Christmas tree for Christmas decorations - Ch

39,99 £
4251805440447 CF15953 Artificial Christmas Tree with Christmas Tree Balls - 

Decorated Christmas Tree for Christmas Decoration - Ch
30,99 £
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4251805440454 CF15954 Artificial Christmas Tree with Christmas Tree Balls - 
Decorated Christmas Tree for Christmas Decoration - Ch

35,99 £
4251805440461 CF15955 Artificial Christmas Tree with Christmas Tree Balls - 

Decorated Christmas Tree for Christmas Decoration - Ch
30,99 £

4251805440478 CF15956 Artificial Christmas Tree with Christmas Tree Balls - 
Decorated Christmas Tree for Christmas Decoration - Ch

17,99 £
4251805440485 CF15957 Artificial Christmas Tree with Christmas Tree Balls - 

Decorated Christmas Tree for Christmas Decoration - Ch
26,99 £

4251805440492 CF15957 Artificial Christmas Tree with Christmas Tree Balls - 
Decorated Christmas Tree for Christmas Decoration - Ch

26,99 £
4251805440508 CF15958 Christmas arrangement with LED in the flower pot - 

cones, twigs and berries in the decorative flower pot - 1
30,99 £

4251805440515 CF15958 Christmas arrangement with LED in the flower pot - 
cones, twigs and berries in the decorative flower pot - 1

26,99 £
4251805440522 CF15959 decoration tree, small decorative tree, great table 

decorations, ideal for the Advent season, complements 
17,99 £

4251805440539 CF15960 decorative tree, small decorative tree, great table 
decorations, ideal for the Advent season, complements 

11,99 £
4251805440546 CF15930 3x Flowerpot to hang for balcony - hanging pot for 

plants and herbs - plant pot with hook for garden
15,99 £

4251805440553 CF15930 3x Hanging flower pot for balcony - hanging pot in 
strong colours for plants and herbs - plant pot with hoo

13,99 £
4251805440560 CF15975 1x Christmas tree ball garland - ball garland for an 

atmospheric Christmas decoration - Christmas decoratio
26,99 £

4251805440577 CF15975 1x Christmas tree ball garland - ball garland for an 
atmospheric Christmas decoration - Christmas decoratio

26,99 £
4251805440584 CF15975 1x Christmas tree ball garland - ball garland for an 

atmospheric Christmas decoration - Christmas decoratio
26,99 £

4251805440591 CF3038 solar lantern chain - LED light chain with 10 lanterns - 
colorful decoration for house and garden - outdoor deco

15,99 £
4251805440638 CF15977 12x Christmas tree pendants icicles - Christmas tree 

decorations for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree deco
13,99 £

4251805440645 CF15978 Christmas tree decorations in heart shape to open - 
Christmas pendant as a box for the Christmas tree - dec

17,99 £
4251805440652 CF15925 6x LED hanging decoration made of wood - maritime 

decoration for hanging - decoration for the bathroom - 
15,99 £

4251805440669 CF15961 10x scarecrow tree - bird repellent for pigeon, crow, 
sparrow - scarecrow - pendant, plastic, reflective - 13.5 

17,99 £
4251805440676 CF15920 2x hanging planter for balcony - hanging pot for plants 

and herbs - planter with hook for garden
17,99 £

4251805440683 CF15920 2x hanging planter for balcony - hanging pot for plants 
and herbs - planter with hook for garden

17,99 £
4251805440690 CF15920 2x hanging planter for balcony - hanging pot for plants 

and herbs - planter with hook for garden
17,99 £

4251805440706 CF15962 LED light chain in cup shape for outside - party light 
chain with 10 LEDs in warm white light - outside lighting

15,99 £
4251805440713 CF15919 Metal Flowerpot - Plant Pot Milk Can - Vintage 

Flowerpot - Decorative Pot to Stand and Hang Upside D
17,99 £

4251805440720 CF15921 Flower pot made of metal - hanging plant pot - hanging 
pot for balcony and terrace - flower pot to stand and ha

17,99 £
4251805440737 CF15926 Metal Flowerpot - Plant Pot Watering Can - Vintage 

Flowerpot - Decorative Pot to Stand and Hang Upside D
17,99 £

4251805440751 CF15918 3x metal flower pot - mini metal bucket plant pot - 
colorful flower pot - herb pot for placing and hanging up

26,99 £
4251805440768 CF15918 3x metal flower pot - mini metal bucket plant pot - 

colorful flower pot - herb pot for placing and hanging up
26,99 £

4251805440775 CF15918 3x metal flower pot - mini metal bucket plant pot - 
colorful flower pot - herb pot for placing and hanging up

26,99 £
4251805440782 CF15918 3x metal flower pot - mini metal bucket plant pot - 

colorful flower pot - herb pot for placing and hanging up
26,99 £

4251805440799 CF15985 kitchen scales - digital kitchen scales - household scales 
in stainless steel design - digital scales for kitchen and h

17,99 £
4251805440805 CF15984 4x Microfibre cloth XL - Cleaning cloth made of 

microfibre - Cleaning cloth for glass, kitchen, bathroom, 
15,99 £

4251805440812 CF15986 2x mini handheld fan - mini fan with fastening clip - 
battery-powered travel fan for on the go [selection varie

13,99 £
4251805440829 CF15981 12-piece bath toy - fish catching game with landing net 

and fish - bath toy for bath, pool and paddling pool
30,99 £

4251805440836 CF11342 3x foldable nylon shopping bag, shopping bag with 
flower motif, reusable shopping bag in strawberry trans

11,99 £
4251805440836 CF11342 3x foldable nylon shopping bag, shopping bag with 

flower motif, reusable shopping bag in strawberry trans
11,99 £
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4251805440843 CF15982 4x Ice cube mould for 10 ice cubes each - Ice cube tray 
with silicone bottom for better handling - Ice cube sticks

17,99 £
4251805440850 CF15987 cool bag with cooling element - foldable thermal cool 

box - light insulating bag for camping & outdoors with ic
26,99 £

4251805440867 CF15987 cool bag with cooling element - foldable thermal cool 
box - light insulating bag for camping & outdoors with ic

15,99 £
4251805440874 CF15987 cool bag with cooling element - foldable thermal cool 

box - light insulating bag for camping & outdoors with ic
26,99 £

4251805440881 CF15988 Waterproof pack sack - Waterproof pack sack with 
carrying strap - Robust boat bag for water sports - Trek

26,99 £
4251805440898 CF15988 Waterproof pack sack - Waterproof pack sack with 

carrying strap - Robust boat bag for water sports - Trek
26,99 £

4251805440904 CF15988 Waterproof pack sack - Waterproof pack sack with 
carrying strap - Robust boat bag for water sports - Trek

26,99 £
4251805440911 CF15988 Waterproof pack sack - Waterproof pack sack with 

carrying strap - Robust boat bag for water sports - Trek
26,99 £

4251805440928 CF15922 absorbent water bag - Immediate protection in the 
event of flooding in the household - Immediate aid in th

26,99 £
4251805440935 CF8088 350x Finger food skewers made of bamboo wood - 

Wooden skewers with wide grip surface - Grill skewers f
15,99 £

4251805440942 CF15923 absorbent water bag - Immediate protection in the 
event of flooding in the household - Immediate aid in th

26,99 £
4251805440959 CF15983 9-piece gift set with fragrance warmer, tea lights, 

candles and wax - ceramic fragrance lamp - aroma set f
26,99 £

4251805440966 CF15983 9-piece fragrance gift set with warmer - ceramic 
fragrance lamp - aroma set for pleasant room fragrance

26,99 £
4251805440973 CF15983 9-piece fragrance gift set with warmer - ceramic 

fragrance lamp - aroma set for pleasant room fragrance
26,99 £

4251805440980 CF15752 300x Cocktail skewers with pearl - skewers for finger 
food - wooden party pickers - appetizer pickers for parti

15,99 £
4251805440997 CF15753 120x Cocktail skewers with motif - skewers for finger 

food - wooden party pickers - canapé pickers for parties
15,99 £

4251805441000 CF5635 48-piece Christmas tree decoration wooden pendant set 
- Christmas tree decorations for decorating the Christma

13,99 £
4251805441000 CF5635 48-piece Christmas tree decoration wooden pendant set 

- Christmas tree decorations for decorating the Christma
13,99 £

4251805441031 CF16005 12-piece make-up set - cosmetic brushes - egg-shaped 
make-up sponges - facial cleansing pads - ideal for pow

13,99 £
4251805441048 CF14731 cord rope with LED lighting, decorative rope with warm 

white LED light bulbs, battery-operated light chain with 
26,99 £

4251805441055 CF10035 hip flask made of stainless steel, pocket bottle with 
screw cap, 200 ml

13,99 £
4251805441055 CF10035 hip flask made of stainless steel, pocket bottle with 

screw cap, 200 ml
13,99 £

4251805441062 CF15997 4x Microfibre cloth - Cleaning cloth made of microfibre - 
Cleaning cloth for glass, kitchen, bathroom, car - Reusa

8,99 £
4251805441079 CF15995 2x Hanging storage - Practical hanging organiser - 

Storage for cupboard, door and wall - Hanging shelf for 
26,99 £

4251805441093 CF15848 3x cake stands made of cardboard with Christmas 
motifs, cake plates with 3 tiers for gingerbread, cupcake

17,99 £
4251805441093 CF15848 3x cake stands made of cardboard with Christmas 

motifs, cake plates with 3 tiers for gingerbread, cupcake
17,99 £

4251805441130 CF15994 Large beach bag - Modern pool bag for beach utensils - 
Ladies shopper for shopping - Shoulder bag for beach, p

26,99 £
4251805441147 CF15994 Large beach bag - Modern pool bag for beach utensils - 

Ladies shopper for shopping - Shoulder bag for beach, p
26,99 £

4251805441154 CF15999 8x Glass coasters for drinks - Round drink coasters for 
any table - Glass coasters with "Surfing" motif

17,99 £
4251805441161 CF15992 Opaque balcony privacy screen - balcony cover with 

cord for fastening - windbreak and sunshade for balcon
26,99 £

4251805441178 CF15993 opaque balcony privacy screen - balcony wrap with cord 
for attachment - wind protection and sun protection bal

26,99 £
4251805441185 CF16002 3-part waste separation system, reusable waste bags 

for plastic, paper and scrap metal, bags with handle for 
26,99 £

4251805441192 CF15989 Magnetic fly screen door - insect screen for the door - 
fly curtain with magent closure for balcony, terrace and 

15,99 £
4251805441208 CF15990 2-piece garden spray set - garden hand shower for 

water hose - multi spray for watering garden, beds and 
17,99 £

4251805441215 CF16000 2x trivet made of bamboo - sustainable trivets for pots, 
pans, casserole dishes and woks - natural pot base

13,99 £
4251805441222 CF16000 2x trivet made of bamboo - sustainable trivets for pots, 

pans, casserole dishes and woks - natural pot base
13,99 £
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4251805441239 CF16003 4x microfiber car sponge - top car care with absorbent 
washing sponge - car wash with reusable polishing spon

11,99 £
4251805441239 CF16003 4x microfiber car sponge - top car care with absorbent 

washing sponge - car wash with reusable polishing spon
11,99 £

4251805441246 CF16003 8x microfiber car sponge - top car care with absorbent 
washing sponge - car wash with reusable polishing spon

11,99 £
4251805441253 CF15436 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights in the shape 

of dragonflies and butterflies - tablecloth clamps - appro
15,99 £

4251805441260 CF10152 2x storage box for tea and tea bags - tea box made of 
transparent plastic with 6 compartments - tea box for te

26,99 £
4251805441277 CF10152 2x storage box for tea and tea bags - tea box made of 

transparent plastic with 6 compartments - tea box for te
26,99 £

4251805441284 CF10152 2x storage box for tea and tea bags - tea box made of 
transparent plastic with 6 compartments - tea box for te

26,99 £
4251805441291 CF10152 2x storage box for tea and tea bags - tea box made of 

transparent plastic with 6 compartments - tea box for te
26,99 £

4251805441307 CF16001 4x plug-in compound for flower arrangements in 
cylinder shape - plug foam for fresh flowers - plug spon

17,99 £
4251805441314 CF15996 2x plaster cast set with DIY picture frame and 

decoration, for handprints and footprints of children and
13,99 £

4251805441321 CF7629 2x Garden Sprayer - Garden Hand Sprayer for Water 
Hose - Hose Attachment for Watering Garden, Beds and

15,99 £
4251805441338 CF13845 2-piece garden hose set - water hose with 

multifunctional shower - 7.5m spiral hose for garden an
35,99 £

4251805441345 CF16004 shopping basket with handle - lightweight plastic basket 
- for transporting purchases - sturdy plastic basket with 

26,99 £
4251805441352 CF16004 shopping basket with handle - lightweight plastic basket 

- for transporting purchases - sturdy plastic basket with 
26,99 £

4251805441369 CF16004 shopping basket with handle - lightweight plastic basket 
- for transporting purchases - sturdy plastic basket with 

30,99 £
4251805441383 CF16014 2-piece safety set - safety goggles according to EN166 

and hearing protection of PPE category III - ear and eye
15,99 £

4251805441390 CF15735 10x Shooter Party Popper Set - Confetti Cannon - 
Colourful Shiny Confetti for New Year's Eve, Party, Birth

30,99 £
4251805441406 CF16006 2x cord rope with LED lighting, decorative rope with 

warm white LED lamps, battery-operated light chain for 
26,99 £

4251805441413 CF16012 2x Analogue thermometer - Metal thermometer for 
indoors and outdoors - Colourful temperature gauge wit

26,99 £
4251805441420 CF15998 14-piece hobby knife set, sharp scalpels, cutter for 

model making and 3D printing, precise modeling and un
15,99 £

4251805441437 CF16011 2x trivet made of bamboo - sustainable trivets for pots, 
pans, casserole dishes and woks - natural pot base

15,99 £
4251805441444 CF16011 4x trivet made of bamboo - sustainable trivets for pots, 

pans, casserole dishes and woks - natural pot base
26,99 £

4251805441451 CF16015 4x M4 hook and eye turnbuckles, 304 stainless steel 
turnbuckles, rope tensioners for attaching shade sails, tr

13,99 £
4251805441468 CF16015 4x M5 hook and eye turnbuckles, 304 stainless steel 

turnbuckles, rope tensioners for attaching shade sails, tr
13,99 £

4251805441475 CF16016 6x M5 wire rope clamp, 304 stainless steel shackle rope 
clamp, rope clamp with shackle for attaching and fixing 

13,99 £
4251805441482 CF7559 2x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 

for leaves, leaves, branches - perfect as leaf sieve, leaf 
13,99 £

4251805441499 CF16017 4x gutter protection for downpipes, downpipe protection 
for foliage, leaves, branches - perfect as a leaf sieve, le

15,99 £
4251805441505 CF16018 gutter protection set 8 meters for house, carport, stable 

with clips, can be cut to size, weatherproof - gutter prot
13,99 £

4251805441512 CF9472 3x saddle protection covers, waterproof rain protection 
for the bicycle saddle, saddle protection with reflector st

15,99 £
4251805441529 CF16019 6x carabiner with screw lock - large carabiner hook with 

high load capacity - screw carabiner for heavy use - 60 
13,99 £

4251805441536 CF16019 6x carabiner with screw lock - large carabiner hook with 
high load capacity - screw carabiner for heavy use - 80 

15,99 £
4251805441543 CF16020 2-piece rain protection set - waterproof backpack 

protection and saddle rain protection for the bike - cove
13,99 £

4251805441550 CF5578 brass wire for handicrafts and modeling 45 m - floral 
wire for arrangements - handicraft wire - modeling wire 

8,99 £
4251805441567 CF5578 copper wire for handicrafts and modeling 45 m - floral 

wire for arrangements - handicraft wire - modeling wire 
8,99 £

4251805441574 CF16013 2x Disposable barbecue - handy disposable barbecue 
with charcoal, lighting aid and extinguishing water - bar

26,99 £
4251805441581 CF16007 2x Door stop made of stainless steel - Robust door 

holder with rubber foot - Door bumper in noble design
17,99 £
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4251805441598 CF16007 4x Door stop made of stainless steel - Robust door 
holder with rubber foot - Door bumper in noble design

26,99 £
4251805441604 CF16008 2x Electric Pepper Mill - Stainless Steel Salt and Pepper 

Mill - Salt Mill and Pepper Shaker with Ceramic Grinder -
26,99 £

4251805441611 CF16010 2-piece roasting and baking dish - Roaster with non-
stick coating, grid and handles - Casserole dish with hig

30,99 £
4251805441628 CF16021 2x Christmas table wreath - Advent wreath with pine 

cones, berries and artificial snow - decorative wreath - C
13,99 £

4251805441697 CF16025 6x Christmas decorations in a bag, wooden discs and 
tree bark - Christmas sprinkles - handicraft set - table d

13,99 £
4251805441703 CF16026 6x Christmas decorations in a bag - twigs, stars and 

decorative apples - Christmas sprinkle decorations - han
15,99 £

4251805441710 CF16027 9x Christmas decorations in a bag, cones, twigs, 
oranges, cinnamon and moss - Christmas sprinkles - ha

15,99 £
4251805441734 CF16029 4x decorative arrangements, twigs as great Christmas 

decorations, beautiful room decorations, also for wreath
13,99 £

4251805441741 CF16029 4x decorative arrangements, twigs as great Christmas 
decorations, beautiful room decorations, also for wreath

13,99 £
4251805441758 CF16029 4x decorative arrangements, twigs as great Christmas 

decorations, beautiful room decorations, also for wreath
13,99 £

4251805441765 CF16029 4x decorative arrangements, twigs as great Christmas 
decorations, beautiful room decorations, also for wreath

13,99 £
4251805441772 CF16030 3x decorative arrangements, twigs as great Christmas 

decorations, beautiful room decorations, also for wreath
13,99 £

4251805441789 CF16031 3x decorative arrangements, artificial flowers as great 
Christmas decorations, beautiful room decorations, also 

13,99 £
4251805441796 CF16031 3x decorative arrangements, artificial flowers as great 

Christmas decorations, beautiful room decorations, also 
13,99 £

4251805441802 CF16031 3x decorative arrangements, artificial flowers as great 
Christmas decorations, beautiful room decorations, also 

15,99 £
4251805441819 CF16031 3x decorative arrangements, artificial flowers as great 

Christmas decorations, beautiful room decorations, also 
15,99 £

4251805441826 CF16031 3x decorative arrangements, artificial flowers as great 
Christmas decorations, beautiful room decorations, also 

13,99 £
4251805441833 CF16032 4x decorative arrangements, twigs as great Christmas 

decorations, beautiful room decorations, also for wreath
13,99 £

4251805441840 CF16033 2x decorative arrangements, artificial flowers as great 
Christmas decorations, beautiful room decorations, also 

13,99 £
4251805441857 CF16034 4x decorative arrangements, twigs as great Christmas 

decorations, beautiful room decorations, also for wreath
15,99 £

4251805441864 CF16035 6x decorative branches, decorative flower branches to 
hang up, decorative branches as craft supplies, embellis

17,99 £
4251805441871 CF16036 6x Christmas decorations in a bag - decorative twigs - 

Christmas sprinkles - handicraft set - table decorations -
13,99 £

4251805441888 CF16037 4x decorative mushrooms, artificial mushrooms to plug 
in as a great Christmas decoration, beautiful room decor

13,99 £
4251805441895 CF16038 1kg sprinkle decoration, decorative wooden discs to 

sprinkle - wooden chips made of natural wood with bark
26,99 £

4251805441901 CF11247 LED light chain with deco bottles and cork stopper - 6 
LED deco bottles made of glass with artificial plants and

17,99 £
4251805441918 CF9198 4x placemat - placemat for the kitchen - heat-resistant 

place mats - washable table mats - 30 x 45 cm
15,99 £

4251805441925 CF8649 Stainless steel vacuum flask - Double-walled thermos 
flask - Thermos flask with one-hand operation - 750 ml

17,99 £
4251805441932 CF7708 2x knee cushions for the garden - knee mat for 

gardening - knee pads for crafts and leisure - knee prot
17,99 £

4251805441949 CF16044 Storage Bag for Wreaths and Garlands - Large 
Container Box with Carrying Handle for Christmas Decor

17,99 £
4251805441956 CF13844 8-piece garden hose set - hose reel with 15m garden 

hose and 5 adapters - hose reel for wall mounting
52,99 £

4251805441963 CF2424 20x child protection for sockets, socket protection - 
child protection with rotating mechanism - optimal sock

13,99 £
4251805441970 CF16048 4x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 

stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle
26,99 £

4251805441987 CF16049 4x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 
stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle

35,99 £
4251805441994 CF16050 4x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 

stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle
30,99 £

4251805442007 CF16051 4x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 
stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle

35,99 £
4251805442014 CF16052 8x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 

stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle
35,99 £
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4251805471748 CF14103 Potato press - hand press for potatoes, fruit and 
vegetables with removable sieve insert - ideal for mashe

17,99 £
4251805442038 CF16053 12x tent pegs - robust steel pegs with thread and rope 

holder - rock ground pegs for camping and outdoors - t
26,99 £

4251805442045 CF16053 24x tent pegs - robust steel pegs with thread and rope 
holder - rock ground pegs for camping and outdoors - t

30,99 £
4251805442052 CF16053 20x tent pegs, robust steel pegs with thread and rope 

holder, rock ground pegs for camping, box with tent ho
30,99 £

4251805442076 CF9785 2x Stainless steel drain strainer - Stainless sink strainer 
to protect against hair and food residues - Universal stra

8,99 £
4251805442076 CF9785 2x Stainless steel drain strainer - Stainless sink strainer 

to protect against hair and food residues - Universal stra
8,99 £

4251805442083 CF16055 Paracord cord Ø 3mm, 100m - rope with 3 core strands 
for boats, camping, outdoor - nylon rope with 192kg loa

26,99 £
4251805442090 CF16056 Paracord cord Ø 4mm, 100m - rope with 6 core strands 

for boats, camping, outdoor - nylon rope with 250kg loa
26,99 £

4251805442106 CF16041 Air mattress - Water air mattress with integrated pillow 
- Air mattress pool for bathing fun, sunbathing, swimmi

17,99 £
4251805442113 CF16041 Air mattress - Water air mattress with integrated pillow 

- Air mattress pool for bathing fun, sunbathing, swimmi
17,99 £

4251805442120 CF16041 Air mattress - Water air mattress with integrated pillow 
- Air mattress pool for bathing fun, sunbathing, swimmi

17,99 £
4251805442137 CF16047 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 

loadable up to 150 kg - Foldable step stool for househol
26,99 £

4251805442144 CF16047 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 
loadable up to 150 kg - Foldable step stool for househol

26,99 £
4251805442151 CF16047 Folding step with rubber studs - Portable folding stool 

loadable up to 150 kg - Foldable step stool for househol
26,99 £

4251805442168 CF15986 2x mini handheld fan - mini fan with fastening clip - 
battery-powered travel fan for on the go [selection varie

15,99 £
4251805442175 CF16042 Wind Ashtray XL - Large Porcelain Ashtray - Premium 

Strum Ashtray with Coloured Stripes - 13.5 x 7 cm
17,99 £

4251805442182 CF16042 Wind Ashtray XL - Large Porcelain Ashtray - Premium 
Strum Ashtray with Coloured Stripes - 13.5 x 7 cm

15,99 £
4251805442199 CF16042 Wind Ashtray XL - Large Porcelain Ashtray - Premium 

Strum Ashtray with Coloured Stripes - 13.5 x 7 cm
15,99 £

4251805442205 CF16042 Wind Ashtray XL - Large Porcelain Ashtray - Premium 
Strum Ashtray with Coloured Stripes - 13.5 x 7 cm

15,99 £
4251805442229 CF16040 2x hose sprinkler - garden hose with rain function for 

watering elongated, narrow areas such as beds, borders
17,99 £

4251805442236 CF16054 3x Metal flower pot - Plant pot Metal bucket small - 
Coloured flower pot - Herb pot to stand and hang up - 

26,99 £
4251805442243 CF16046 air freshener, enchanting room scent, scented oil bottle 

with wooden sticks and decorative artificial flower, scent
15,99 £

4251805442250 CF16046 air freshener, enchanting room scent, scented oil bottle 
with wooden sticks and decorative artificial flower, scent

15,99 £
4251805442274 CF16046 air freshener, enchanting room scent, scented oil bottle 

with wooden sticks and decorative artificial flower, scent
13,99 £

4251805442281 CF16045 Mini Air Cooler - Mobile Air Conditioner with USB 
Connection - Small Evaporative Cooler with LED - Coolin

26,99 £
4251805442298 CF15358 draft stoppers for doors and windows - 90 cm door 

snake - fluffy wind stoppers - save energy with draft sto
26,99 £

4251805442304 CF15358 draft stoppers for doors and windows - 90 cm door 
snake - fluffy wind stoppers - save energy with draft sto

26,99 £
4251805442311 CF15358 draft stoppers for doors and windows - 90 cm door 

snake - fluffy wind stoppers - save energy with draft sto
26,99 £

4251805442328 CF15358 draft stoppers for doors and windows - 90 cm door 
snake - fluffy wind stoppers - save energy with draft sto

26,99 £
4251805442335 CF15358 draft stoppers for doors and windows - 90 cm door 

snake - fluffy wind stoppers - save energy with draft sto
26,99 £

4251805442342 CF15358 draft stoppers for doors and windows - 90 cm door 
snake - fluffy wind stoppers - save energy with draft sto

26,99 £
4251805442359 CF7200 parasol holder made of powder-coated metal - balcony 

holder for parasols - umbrella stand for wide balcony rai
26,99 £

4251805442366 CF16069 72x incense cones in fruity scents - incense sticks for 
the summer - incense cones

15,99 £
4251805442373 CF16070 96x incense cones in sweet and tart scents - incense 

sticks for the summer - incense cones
17,99 £

4251805442380 CF16071 60x incense cones in flowery scents - incense sticks for 
the summer - incense cones

15,99 £
4251805442403 CF16057 6x Christmas decorations in a bag - decorative twigs - 

Christmas sprinkles - handicraft set - table decorations -
13,99 £
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4251805442410 CF13587 fan spray bottle, child-friendly spray fan, water sprayer 
for cooling down in summer, spray mist from mini hand 

15,99 £
4251805442427 CF16072 6x Christmas tree pendants candy cane - Christmas tree 

decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy cane s
15,99 £

4251805442434 CF16072 6x Christmas tree pendants candy cane - Christmas tree 
decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy cane s

15,99 £
4251805442441 CF16073 3x Christmas tree pendants candy cane XXL - Christmas 

tree decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy c
15,99 £

4251805442458 CF16073 3x Christmas tree pendants candy cane XXL - Christmas 
tree decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy c

15,99 £
4251805442465 CF16074 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - dinosaurs 

made of glass as Christmas decorations - Christmas tree
26,99 £

4251805442472 CF16075 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - ice skates 
made of glass as Christmas decorations - Christmas tree

17,99 £
4251805442489 CF12777 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - skulls as 

Christmas decorations - morbid pendants - funny Christ
30,99 £

4251805442496 CF16076 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - glass pine 
cones as Christmas decorations - Christmas tree pendan

15,99 £
4251805442502 CF16077 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - bowl, bone 

and dog made of glass as Christmas decorations - Christ
26,99 £

4251805442519 CF16078 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - fast food 
made of glass as Christmas decoration - Christmas tree 

15,99 £
4251805442533 CF16079 3x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 

Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas
15,99 £

4251805442540 CF16080 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - reindeer made 
of glass as a Christmas decoration - Christmas tree pen

26,99 £
4251805442557 CF16081 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - Alien made of 

glass as a Christmas decoration - Christmas tree pendan
17,99 £

4251805442564 CF16082 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - owl made of 
glass as a Christmas decoration - Christmas tree pendan

26,99 £
4251805442571 CF16083 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - gloves made 

of glass as Christmas decorations - Christmas tree pend
15,99 £

4251805442588 CF16084 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - donuts made 
of glass as Christmas decorations - Christmas tree pend

17,99 £
4251805442595 CF16085 3x premium Christmas tree decorations - glass ice 

cream cone as Christmas decoration - Christmas tree pe
26,99 £

4251805442601 CF16086 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 
lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 

30,99 £
4251805442618 CF16087 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
30,99 £

4251805442625 CF16088 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 
lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 

26,99 £
4251805442632 CF16089 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
26,99 £

4251805442649 CF16090 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 
lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 

26,99 £
4251805442656 CF16091 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
26,99 £

4251805442663 CF16092 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 
lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 

26,99 £
4251805442670 CF16093 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
15,99 £

4251805442687 CF16094 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 
lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 

26,99 £
4251805442694 CF16095 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
26,99 £

4251805442700 CF16096 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 
lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 

26,99 £
4251805442717 CF16097 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
26,99 £

4251805442724 CF16098 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 
lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 

17,99 £
4251805442731 CF16099 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
26,99 £

4251805442748 CF16100 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 
lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 

17,99 £
4251805442755 CF16101 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
17,99 £

4251805442762 CF16102 deco stand made of wood - decorated lettering on a 
wooden base - decorative lettering to put down for Chri

15,99 £
4251805442779 CF16103 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering on a wooden base - decorative lettering to put 
26,99 £
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4251805442786 CF16104 deco stand made of wood - decorated lettering on a 
wooden base - decorative lettering to put down for Chri

15,99 £
4251805442793 CF16105 3-piece BBQ grill set with grill apron, grill tongs and 

turner - grill cutlery made of stainless steel and cooking 
15,99 £

4251805442809 CF16106 hanging decoration Christmas - wooden hanger with 
lettering for Christmas - wooden door sign for door, win

15,99 £
4251805442816 CF16107 hanging decoration Christmas - wooden hanger with 

lettering for Christmas - wooden door sign for door, win
11,99 £

4251805442823 CF16108 hanging decoration Christmas - wooden hanger with 
lettering for Christmas - wooden door sign for door, win

15,99 £
4251805442830 CF16108 hanging decoration Christmas - wooden hanger with 

lettering for Christmas - wooden door sign for door, win
17,99 £

4251805442847 CF16109 2x hanging decoration Christmas - wooden hanger with 
lettering for Christmas - wooden door sign for door, win

15,99 £
4251805442854 CF16110 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 

wood to put down - Christmas displays to decorate and 
15,99 £

4251805442861 CF16111 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 
wood to put down - Christmas displays to decorate and 

15,99 £
4251805442878 CF16111 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 

wood to put down - Christmas displays to decorate and 
15,99 £

4251805442885 CF16110 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 
wood to put down - Christmas displays to decorate and 

13,99 £
4251805442892 CF16112 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 

wood to put down - Christmas displays to decorate and 
15,99 £

4251805442908 CF16112 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 
wood to put down - Christmas displays to decorate and 

15,99 £
4251805442915 CF16113 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 

wood to put down - Christmas displays to decorate and 
15,99 £

4251805442922 CF16113 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 
wood to put down - Christmas displays to decorate and 

13,99 £
4251805442939 CF16114 3-part hanging decoration set made of metal - Santa 

Claus figure, snowman figure and reindeer figure to han
13,99 £

4251805442946 CF16115 3-part hanging decoration set made of polyresin - Santa 
Claus figure, snowman figure and reindeer figure to han

13,99 £
4251805442953 CF16116 6x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 

Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251805442960 CF16116 6x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805442977 CF16117 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant - 

Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251805442984 CF16118 LED tree as decorative lighting - light tree as decoration 
- Christmas tree made of wood - LED lighting as mood li

13,99 £
4251805442991 CF16119 LED star as decorative lighting - light star as decoration 

- Christmas star made of wood - LED lighting as mood li
13,99 £

4251805443004 CF16120 LED star as decorative lighting - light star as decoration 
- Christmas star made of wood - LED lighting with timer

17,99 £
4251805443011 CF16121 mini Christmas tree made of wood - decorative 

decorations - stand with many ornaments to hang up - 
26,99 £

4251805443028 CF16122 mini snowman made of wood - decorative jewelry - 
stand with many ornaments to hang up - artificial snow

15,99 £
4251805443035 CF16123 3x wooden stand for Christmas - reindeer, Santa Claus 

and snowman made of wood to stand - decorative wood
13,99 £

4251805443042 CF16123 3x wooden stand for Christmas - reindeer, Santa Claus 
and snowman made of wood to stand - decorative wood

13,99 £
4251805443059 CF16124 2x decorative displays for Christmas - reindeer made of 

wood with plush fabric to put on - Christmas displays to 
13,99 £

4251805443066 CF16125 3x Christmas bags made of felt - Christmassy Christmas 
basket, gift basket - felt bags for small presents - gift ba

13,99 £
4251805443073 CF16126 3x Christmas bags made of felt - Christmassy Christmas 

basket, gift basket - felt bags for small presents - gift ba
13,99 £

4251805443080 CF16127 3x Christmas bags made of felt - Christmassy Christmas 
basket, gift basket - felt bags for small presents - gift ba

13,99 £
4251805443097 CF16128 3x Christmas bags made of felt - Christmassy Christmas 

basket, gift basket - felt bags for small presents - gift ba
13,99 £

4251805443103 CF16129 6x hanging decorations for Christmas - Christmas 
symbols made of metal to hang on - tin figures as pend

15,99 £
4251805443110 CF16130 12x hanging decoration for Christmas - metal bells to 

hang on - decorative sheet metal bells as pendants for 
13,99 £

4251805443127 CF16131 6x hanging decoration for Christmas - metal bells to 
hang on - decorative sheet metal bells as pendants for 

13,99 £
4251805443134 CF16132 6x hanging decoration for Christmas - metal bells to 

hang on - decorative sheet metal bells as pendants for 
15,99 £
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4251805443141 CF16133 Christmas train with four wooden trailers - decorative 
Christmas train - Christmas table decoration, wooden tr

13,99 £
4251805443158 CF16133 Christmas train with four wooden trailers - decorative 

Christmas train - Christmas table decoration, wooden tr
13,99 £

4251805443165 CF16134 Christmas train made of felt - decorative Christmas train 
with pendants - Christmas table decorations - decorativ

13,99 £
4251805443172 CF16135 Christmas train made of felt - decorative Christmas train 

with pendants - Christmas table decorations - decorativ
13,99 £

4251805443189 CF16136 3x hanging decorations for Christmas - hanging figures 
made of felt - snowman, Santa Claus and reindeer to ha

15,99 £
4251805443196 CF16137 3x Christmas decorations made of felt - decorative 

stand - Christmas table decoration - group of classic felt
15,99 £

4251805443202 CF16138 2x Christmas decorations made of felt - decorative 
stand - Christmas table decoration - Santa Claus and sn

13,99 £
4251805443219 CF16139 2x decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree 

made of felt with wooden base - Christmas tree as a de
15,99 £

4251805443226 CF16140 2x decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree 
made of felt with wooden base - Christmas tree as a de

17,99 £
4251805443233 CF16141 2x decorative stand for Christmas - reindeer made of 

felt to stand - Christmas stand for decoration and giving
30,99 £

4251805443240 CF16142 4-piece Christmas placemat - felt placemat for dining 
room and kitchen - felt placemats with stars

17,99 £
4251805443257 CF16143 3x Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, winter 

figures as decorative items, cute table decorations or as
15,99 £

4251805443264 CF16144 3x Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, winter 
figures as decorative items, cute table decorations or as

15,99 £
4251805443271 CF16145 3x wine bottle bottle covers - bottle bags in Christmas 

design - bottle decoration for the Christmas table - chec
15,99 £

4251805443288 CF16146 2x wine bottle bottle covers - bottle bags in Christmas 
design - bottle decoration for the Christmas table - chec

11,99 £
4251805443295 CF16147 3x wine bottle bottle covers - bottle bags in Christmas 

design - bottle decoration for the Christmas table - bottl
15,99 £

4251805443301 CF16148 2x LED snowman as decorative lighting - light statue - 
Christmas figure made of ceramic - LED lighting with ti

26,99 £
4251805443318 CF16149 2x LED snowman as decorative lighting - light statue - 

Christmas figure made of ceramic - LED lighting with ti
26,99 £

4251805443325 CF16150 6x card holder Wichtel - clips for menu cards, name 
tags, place cards and photos - Christmas table and gree

15,99 £
4251805443332 CF16151 4x card holder Gnome - clips for menu cards, name 

tags, place cards and photos - Christmas table and gree
13,99 £

4251805443349 CF16152 3x Christmas basket - plush gift basket in a Christmas 
design - X-Mas handle bag - gift bag for Christmas

17,99 £
4251805443356 CF16152 3x Christmas basket - plush gift basket in a Christmas 

design - X-Mas handle bag - gift bag for Christmas
26,99 £

4251805443363 CF16153 3x wooden stand for Christmas - felt gnomes in star 
shape made of wood to stand - decorative wooden figur

15,99 £
4251805443370 CF13827 8x cold pack for cool bag - cooling elements for cool 

box - cold pack for household and leisure - 220 ml
26,99 £

4251805443394 CF16155 Children's chest of drawers with 2 drawers - Children's 
shelf with storage boxes - Wooden shelf for children wit

39,99 £
4251805443400 CF16155 Children's chest of drawers with 2 drawers - Children's 

shelf with storage boxes - Wooden shelf for children wit
39,99 £

4251805443417 CF3382 ink box with 24 colors and opaque white - water colors 
for children - water color box for school - watercolor pai

15,99 £
4251805443424 CF10486 2x premium decorative stand star - star statue made of 

nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood
15,99 £

4251805443431 CF14595 Yoga resistance band made of polyester and rubber - 
exercise band for muscle building, Pilates and yoga - fit

15,99 £
4251805443431 CF14595 Yoga resistance band made of polyester and rubber - 

exercise band for muscle building, Pilates and yoga - fit
15,99 £

4251805443448 CF16165 candle holder with decorative figure - Decorative candle 
holder made of nickel-plated aluminum with mango woo

26,99 £
4251805443455 CF16166 candle holder with decorative figure - Decorative candle 

holder made of nickel-plated aluminum with mango woo
17,99 £

4251805443462 CF16167 candle holder with decorative figure - Decorative candle 
holder made of nickel-plated aluminum with mango woo

15,99 £
4251805443479 CF16173 candle holder with decorative figure - Decorative candle 

holder made of nickel-plated aluminum with mango woo
26,99 £

4251805443486 CF16173 candle holder with decorative figure - Decorative candle 
holder made of nickel-plated aluminum with mango woo

17,99 £
4251805443493 CF16181 Premium stand fish - decorative fish made of metal on a 

mango wood base - maritime metal fish to stand and de
17,99 £
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4251805443509 CF16182 Premium Fossil stand - decorative metal seashell on a 
mango wood base - maritime metal fossil to stand and 

13,99 £
4251805443516 CF16183 Premium stand seahorse - decorative seahorse made of 

metal on mango wood base - maritime metal seahorse t
13,99 £

4251805443523 CF16184 Premium decorative stand star - star statue made of 
nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood

15,99 £
4251805443530 CF16184 Premium decorative stand star - star statue made of 

nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood
13,99 £

4251805443547 CF16184 2x premium decorative stand star - star statue made of 
nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood

17,99 £
4251805443554 CF16185 Premium decorative stand - sculpture statue made of 

nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood
17,99 £

4251805443561 CF16186 Premium decorative stand - sculpture statue made of 
nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood

26,99 £
4251805443578 CF16187 Premium decorative stand star - star statue made of 

nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood
13,99 £

4251805443585 CF16192 deco stand "HEIMAT" - lettering made of nickel-plated 
aluminum on a mango wood base - decorative lettering 

17,99 £
4251805443592 CF16194 deco stand "LIEBE" - lettering made of nickel-plated 

aluminum on a mango wood base - decorative lettering 
13,99 £

4251805443608 CF16187 Premium decorative stand star - star statue made of 
nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood

13,99 £
4251805443615 CF16196 Premium decorative stand - sculpture statue made of 

nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood
17,99 £

4251805443622 CF16197 Premium decorative stand - sculpture statue made of 
nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood

30,99 £
4251805443639 CF16197 Premium decorative stand - sculpture statue made of 

nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood
26,99 £

4251805443646 CF16198 Premium decorative stand - sculpture statue made of 
nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood

15,99 £
4251805443653 CF16199 Premium decorative stand - sculpture statue made of 

nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood
15,99 £

4251805443660 CF16200 Premium decorative stand - sculpture statue made of 
nickel-plated aluminum on a base made of mango wood

26,99 £
4251805443677 CF16201 candle holder with decorative figure - Decorative candle 

holder made of nickel-plated aluminum with mango woo
17,99 £

4251805443684 CF16202 3x hanging decoration snowflake - decoration figure 
made of nickel-plated aluminum - Christmas and elegan

15,99 £
4251805443691 CF16202 3x hanging decoration snowflake - decoration figure 

made of nickel-plated aluminum - Christmas and elegan
15,99 £

4251805443707 CF16190 deco stand "LOVE" - lettering made of nickel-plated 
aluminum on a mango wood base - decorative lettering 

15,99 £
4251805443714 CF16159 Floating tyre - Large colourful floating ring for bathing 

fun - Children's floating tyre for bathing with animal mot
13,99 £

4251805443721 CF16159 Floating tyre - Large colourful floating ring for bathing 
fun - Children's floating tyre for bathing with animal mot

13,99 £
4251805443738 CF16159 Floating tyre - Large colourful floating ring for bathing 

fun - Children's floating tyre for bathing with animal mot
13,99 £

4251805443745 CF16162 Floating figure in aeroplane design - inflatable rubber 
boat for children - air mattress for bathing fun - bathing

17,99 £
4251805443752 CF16162 Floating figure in motorboat design - inflatable rubber 

boat for children - air mattress for bathing fun - bathing
17,99 £

4251805443769 CF16162 Swimming figurine in goldfish design - inflatable rubber 
boat for children - air mattress for bathing fun - swimmi

17,99 £
4251805443776 CF16157 paddling pool for children, 3-ring children's pool in blue 

with repair patches, 147x33cm, approx. 288 liter swimm
30,99 £

4251805443783 CF16158 paddling pool for children, 3-ring children's pool in blue 
with repair patches, 168x38cm, approx. 420 liter swimm

30,99 £
4251805443790 CF16175 3x large beach bag - ladies shopper for shopping - pool 

bag for beach items - shoulder bag for beach, pool, vac
26,99 £

4251805443806 CF14010 3 meter premium pigeon defense spikes 4 rows - 
stainless steel 304 - rustproof and durable - 12 element

30,99 £
4251805443813 CF16203 24x mounting clip for bird control spikes - accessories 

for pigeon control - fastening clips for bird control on rai
8,99 £

4251805443820 CF16188 ice bucket with ice cube tongs, plastic ice bucket with 
lid and handle, light ice cooler for the beach, garden par

26,99 £
4251805443837 CF16188 ice bucket with ice cube tongs, plastic ice bucket with 

lid and handle, light ice cooler for the beach, garden par
26,99 £

4251805443844 CF16188 ice bucket with ice cube tongs, plastic ice bucket with 
lid and handle, light ice cooler for the beach, garden par

26,99 £
4251805443851 CF16204 27-piece Christmas Tree Decoration Wooden Pendant 

Set - Christmas tree decorations for decorating the Chris
13,99 £
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4251805443868 CF16205 27-piece Christmas Tree Decoration Wooden Pendant 
Set - Christmas tree decorations for decorating the Chris

13,99 £
4251805443875 CF16206 36-piece Christmas Tree Decoration Wooden Pendant 

Set - Christmas tree decorations for decorating the Chris
13,99 £

4251805443882 CF16207 6x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805443899 CF16208 6x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 

Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251805443905 CF16209 6x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805443912 CF16210 6x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 

Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr
13,99 £

4251805443929 CF16211 6x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

13,99 £
4251805443936 CF16212 Decorative Christmas Display - Deer in the Forest made 

of wood to stand on - Christmas Display for Winter Deco
13,99 £

4251805443950 CF7187 2x gutter protection set of 6 meters with clips, can be 
cut to size and weatherproof, gutter protection, leaf pro

26,99 £
4251805443967 CF16195 6x dishwashing brush - washing-up brush with hanging 

hook, dish brush for the kitchen, kitchen brush in moder
15,99 £

4251805443974 CF16168 bread box with bread knife, bread box with bamboo lid 
and ceramic knife, lid can be used as a cutting board, e

30,99 £
4251805443981 CF16168 bread box with bread knife, bread box with bamboo lid 

and ceramic knife, lid can be used as a cutting board, e
30,99 £

4251805443998 CF16180 3x foil cutter - aluminum foil dispenser - cling film 
dispenser - practical holder for baking paper, aluminum 

17,99 £
4251805444001 CF16213 LED light chain with timer - Christmas lights light chain 

with 20 LED stars made of wood - Christmas decoration 
11,99 £

4251805444018 CF16213 LED fairy lights with timer - Christmas lights fairy lights 
with 20 LED snowflakes made of wood - Indoor Christm

8,99 £
4251805444025 CF16156 4x foldable nylon shopping bag, reusable shopping bag, 

shopping bag with transport bag in fruit design, reusabl
15,99 £

4251805444032 CF16174 8x plastic fly swatter - insect repellent in bright colors - 
light and flexible mosquito repellent - with scraper [sele

26,99 £
4251805444049 CF16179 cake container - transport box for cakes, loaf of bread 

and food - bread box - container with lid, handle and se
26,99 £

4251805444056 CF16179 cake container - transport box for cakes, loaf of bread 
and food - bread box - container with lid, handle and se

26,99 £
4251805444063 CF16179 cake container - transport box for cakes, loaf of bread 

and food - bread box - container with lid, handle and se
26,99 £

4251805444070 CF16176 crown cap collector - bottle cap collection box - beer 
mat collector and collection box - lid collector to hang u

26,99 £
4251805444087 CF16177 wine cork collector - bottle cap collection box for cork 

collectors - wine cork collection box - lid collector to han
26,99 £

4251805444094 CF16154 watering can 1L, beautiful long-neck watering can, for 
watering and fertilizing small and medium-sized housepl

26,99 £
4251805444100 CF16154 watering can 1L, beautiful long-neck watering can, for 

watering and fertilizing small and medium-sized housepl
26,99 £

4251805444117 CF16154 watering can 1L, beautiful long-neck watering can, for 
watering and fertilizing small and medium-sized housepl

26,99 £
4251805444124 CF16154 watering can 1L, beautiful long-neck watering can, for 

watering and fertilizing small and medium-sized housepl
26,99 £

4251805444131 CF16172 artificial plant in a pot, artificial green plant with 
serrated leaves for the home, office, practice or office, v

26,99 £
4251805444148 CF16171 artificial plant in a pot, artificial green plant with large 

leaves for home, office, practice or office, very easy-car
26,99 £

4251805444155 CF16170 artificial plant in a pot, artificial green plant with large 
leaves for home, office, practice or office, very easy-car

26,99 £
4251805444162 CF16169 artificial plant in a pot, artificial green plant with large 

leaves for home, office, practice or office, very easy-car
17,99 £

4251805444179 CF16178 5-piece sake set, sake jug and 4 sake cups made of 
ceramic, artfully glazed sake service for sake ceremonie

30,99 £
4251805444186 CF14836 5-piece tea set, teapot and 4 tea cups made of ceramic, 

artfully glazed tea service for tea ceremonies, Japanese-
39,99 £

4251805444193 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 
compartments each - pill box - pill box - tablet box - we

11,99 £
4251805444193 CF11497 medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 2 

compartments each - pill box - pill box - tablet box - we
11,99 £

4251805444216 CF16297 folding step with rubber nubs - Portable folding stool, 
loadable up to 100 kg - Foldable step stool for househol

26,99 £
4251805444223 CF16297 folding step with rubber nubs - Portable folding stool, 

loadable up to 100 kg - Foldable step stool for househol
26,99 £
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4251805444230 CF16297 folding step with rubber nubs - Portable folding stool, 
loadable up to 100 kg - Foldable step stool for househol

26,99 £
4251805444254 CF16292 rustic tea bag storage box - tea box in country house 

style with 6 compartments and viewing window - tea bo
17,99 £

4251805444261 CF16292 rustic tea bag storage box - tea box in country house 
style with 6 compartments and viewing window - tea bo

17,99 £
4251805444278 CF16293 2x hanging dryer with 20 clips each - mini rotary clothes 

dryer for hanging - clothes dryer for socks [selection var
26,99 £

4251805444285 CF16275 Artificial orchid in a pot, pretty artificial flower, flower 
arrangement in soft colors, artificial orchid as window sil

30,99 £
4251805444292 CF16275 Artificial orchid in a pot, pretty artificial flower, flower 

arrangement in soft colors, artificial orchid as window sil
26,99 £

4251805444308 CF16294 3x dish brushes - dish brushes with hanging hooks, dish 
brushes for the kitchen, kitchen brushes in modern color

13,99 £
4251805444315 CF16432 4-part cleaning set, hand brush, dustpan, hand brush 

and dish brush, perfect cleaning starter set
17,99 £

4251805444322 CF16298 3-piece set cutting boards made of bamboo wood, 
robust cutting and serving boards made of natural wood

15,99 £
4251805444339 CF16280 2x cosmetic organizer with make-up mirror - cosmetic 

box with mirror in the bamboo lid - plastic box for storin
26,99 £

4251805444346 CF16280 2x cosmetic organizer with make-up mirror - cosmetic 
box with mirror in the bamboo lid - plastic box for storin

15,99 £
4251805444353 CF16283 wind chimes made of bamboo with bird house - chimes 

for outside - carillon to hang up for balcony and garden 
30,99 £

4251805444360 CF1130 4x locker and drawer lock - locker lock to stick - 90 ° 
angle - child lock locker doors without drilling - security 

11,99 £
4251805444360 CF1130 4x locker and drawer lock - locker lock to stick - 90 ° 

angle - child lock locker doors without drilling - security 
11,99 £

4251805444377 CF16193 2x mirrors as wall stickers, self-adhesive mosaic tiles, 
mirror film made of acrylic as decorative wall stickers, m

15,99 £
4251805444384 CF1130 8x locker and drawer security - cabinet lock to glue - 90 

° angle - child lock cabinet doors without drilling - securi
13,99 £

4251805444384 CF1130 8x locker and drawer security - cabinet lock to glue - 90 
° angle - child lock cabinet doors without drilling - securi

13,99 £
4251805444391 CF16440 cool bag - foldable thermal cool box with carrying strap 

- classic insulating bag for picnics, camping, beach, outd
15,99 £

4251805444407 CF16440 cool bag - foldable thermal cool box with carrying strap 
- classic insulating bag for picnics, camping, beach, outd

17,99 £
4251805444414 CF16440 cool bag - foldable thermal cool box with carrying strap 

- classic insulating bag for picnics, camping, beach, outd
17,99 £

4251805444421 CF12932 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 
flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w

26,99 £
4251805444421 CF12932 4x flower box holder for balcony parapets and railings - 

flexible attachment made of metal for plant boxes - 2-w
26,99 £

4251805444438 CF16439 20x Plant labels XL - large plant plugs for labelling - 
plug-in labels for flower beds and planters - 33.5 cm

15,99 £
4251805444445 CF16438 2x Room dehumidifier with fragrance - dehumidifier 

without electricity - indoor dehumidifier against steam, 
15,99 £

4251805444452 CF16438 2x Room dehumidifier with fragrance - dehumidifier 
without electricity - indoor dehumidifier against steam, 

15,99 £
4251805444469 CF16438 2x Room dehumidifier with fragrance - dehumidifier 

without electricity - indoor dehumidifier against steam, 
15,99 £

4251805444476 CF16438 2x Room dehumidifier with fragrance - dehumidifier 
without electricity - indoor dehumidifier against steam, 

15,99 £
4251805444483 CF16448 2-Piece Fireplace Seal - Stove Sealing Cord and 

Fibreglass Adhesive - Fibreglass Door Seal for Fireplace 
17,99 £

4251805444490 CF10208 2-Piece Fireplace Seal - Stove Sealing Cord and 
Fibreglass Adhesive - Fibreglass Door Seal for Fireplace 

26,99 £
4251805444506 CF10209 2-Piece Fireplace Seal - Stove Sealing Cord and 

Fibreglass Adhesive - Fibreglass Door Seal for Fireplace 
26,99 £

4251805444513 CF10210 2-Piece Fireplace Seal - Stove Sealing Cord and 
Fibreglass Adhesive - Fibreglass Door Seal for Fireplace 

17,99 £
4251805444520 CF10212 2-Piece Fireplace Seal - Stove Sealing Cord and 

Fibreglass Adhesive - Fibreglass Door Seal for Fireplace 
17,99 £

4251805444537 CF12744 Chimney hole cover with insulation plate - Galvanised 
steel chimney cap - Chimney hole cover with spreader f

17,99 £
4251805444544 CF11439 water sprinklers for children - octopus sprinklers for 

great water fun in the garden - colorful lawn sprinkler [c
26,99 £

4251805444551 CF16459 2x Boomerang - Throwing toy for children and adults - 
Boomerang in 2 designs [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805444568 CF16461 4x Frisbie ring for children and adults - throwing disc 

also for dogs - Frisbeedisc 28.5 cm - flying disc in bright
26,99 £
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4251805444575 CF16462 2x Frisbie for children and adults - foam disc - Frisbie 
disc 22.5 cm - flying disc in bright colours [selection vari

17,99 £
4251805444582 CF16457 Paddling pool round for children - Inflatable children's 

pool - Swimming pool - Small pop-up pool for the garde
26,99 £

4251805444599 CF16458 Paddling pool for children - Inflatable children's pool - 
Swimming pool - Small pop-up pool for the garden - ap

30,99 £
4251805444605 CF16453 2x cool bag - classic foldable thermal cool box - small 6 

L insulating bag for picnics, camping, outdoors, sports [
15,99 £

4251805444612 CF16454 cooler bag round - foldable thermal cooler for one bottle 
- small insulated bag for picnics, camping, outdoors, spo

13,99 £
4251805444629 CF16454 cooler bag round - foldable thermal cooler for one bottle 

- small insulated bag for picnics, camping, outdoors, spo
13,99 £

4251805444636 CF16456 3x cool bag - classic foldable thermal cool box - small 
insulating bag for picnics, camping, outdoors, sports - h

17,99 £
4251805444643 CF16455 cool bag - foldable thermal cool box - light insulating 

bag for camping & outdoors - 12 liters - summery picnic
17,99 £

4251805444650 CF16455 cool bag - foldable thermal cool box - light insulating 
bag for camping & outdoors - 12 liters - summery picnic

17,99 £
4251805444667 CF16467 cool bag - foldable thermal cool box - light cool basket 

for camping, outdoors, shopping - practical picnic baske
26,99 £

4251805444674 CF16467 cool bag - foldable thermal cool box - light cool basket 
for camping, outdoors, shopping - practical picnic baske

26,99 £
4251805444681 CF16467 cool bag - foldable thermal cool box - light cool basket 

for camping, outdoors, shopping - practical picnic baske
26,99 £

4251805444698 CF16460 3x Diving rings for children - Diving toy ring - Bath toys 
for children in three colours - Diving ring set for pool, se

17,99 £
4251805444704 CF16464 3x Coffee tin - Decorative storage tins in 3 designs - 

Storage container with lid for coffee, tea, cocoa
26,99 £

4251805444711 CF16469 2-part painting set A3 - felt-tip pens in bright colors - 
drawing paper block with 10 sheets and in 10 colors

13,99 £
4251805444728 CF16470 2-part coloring set A4 - felt pens in bright colors - 

drawing paper block with 20 sheets and in 10 colors
11,99 £

4251805444735 CF16468 2x Drawer box - Plastic storage box for children's toys, 
craft materials, pens - Practical sorting box with animal 

30,99 £
4251805444742 CF16465 8-piece set of storage boxes - drawer organiser in 3 

sizes - storage box for drawer, shelf and cupboard
13,99 £

4251805444759 CF16465 8-piece set of storage boxes - drawer organiser in 3 
sizes - storage box for drawer, shelf and cupboard

13,99 £
4251805444766 CF16465 8-piece set of storage boxes - drawer organiser in 3 

sizes - storage box for drawer, shelf and cupboard
11,99 £

4251805444773 CF16559 10x sandbag with tie - extremely robust PP bag - fabric 
bag for packaging, industry, grain or flood - flood protec

17,99 £
4251805444780 CF16560 2x foldable kitchen sieves with and without handle, 

collapsible silicone sieve, pasta sieve, draining sieve for 
26,99 £

4251805444797 CF16561 10x sandbag with tie - extra UV-stabilized & quick-
release fastener - extremely robust PP bag - fabric bag f

26,99 £
4251805444803 CF15154 Deco display tree XL - Metal tree on wooden base - 

Deco tree made of metal to stand on - Tree of life as a 
35,99 £

4251805444810 CF16466 Bamboo Bath Tray - Practical Bath Rest - Wooden Bath 
Caddy - Bath Tray with 65 x 14.5 cm

26,99 £
4251805444827 CF10493 self-adhesive magnetic tape with dispenser, magnetic 

strips for household, work or school, 6 m magnetic tape
13,99 £

4251805444841 CF16569 8x Table Cloth Weights - Table Cloth Weights with 
Clamp - Fruit Design Table Cloth Clamp - approx. 28 g

15,99 £
4251805444858 CF16569 8x Table Cloth Weights - Table Cloth Weights with 

Clamp - Fruit Design Table Cloth Clamp - approx. 25 g
15,99 £

4251805444865 CF16569 8x Table Cloth Weights - Table Cloth Weights with 
Clamp - Fruit Design Table Cloth Clamp - approx. 26 g

15,99 £
4251805444872 CF16569 8x Table Cloth Weights - Table Cloth Weights with 

Clamp - Fruit Design Table Cloth Clamp - approx. 29 g
15,99 £

4251805444889 CF16565 Mosquito net white - Mosquito net for single bed, 
double bed, cot - Close-meshed insect protection for ho

17,99 £
4251805444896 CF10202 2x Coal spoon with lacquered shovel blade - Stove 

shovel with wooden handle - Coal shovel for fireplace, s
26,99 £

4251805444902 CF16564 8-piece set garden hose connectors - garden accessory 
set for water hose - connection adapter for garden hose

13,99 £
4251805444919 CF16574 4x porcelain coffee mug - coffee mug in a modern 

design - coffee pot for cold and hot beverages
26,99 £

4251805444926 CF16562 8x paring knife made of stainless steel - sharp kitchen 
knife with 7 cm blade - potato knife in bright colors - ve

8,99 £
4251805444933 CF16568 Swivel lawn sprinkler - square sprinkler for area 

irrigation up to 90 m² - sprinkler for garden irrigation
26,99 £
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4251805444940 CF16575 4x sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of hand 
brush and dustpan - hand broom in modern colors - dus

15,99 £
4251805444957 CF16571 4x air freshener, enchanting room fragrance in four 

great fragrances, fragrance oil bottle with wooden sticks
13,99 £

4251805444964 CF16563 2x Emergency hammer with belt cutter - Emergency 
hammer for car - Safety hammer with belt knife - Windo

15,99 £
4251805444971 CF16572 4x Dishwashing brush with handle - Round dishwashing 

brush with handle - Cleaning brush for dishes, pots and 
15,99 £

4251805444988 CF16585 3-piece dishwashing brush and scrubbing brush set - 
Round dishwashing brush for dishes - Long scrubbing br

15,99 £
4251805444995 CF16579 8x Drinking Straw Spoon with 2 Cleaning Brushes - 

Stainless Steel Straw Spoon - Drinking Straw with Stirrin
13,99 £

4251805445008 CF16577 3x Cooler battery XXL in blue - Cooling elements for 
cool box and cool bag - Cooler batteries for household a

17,99 £
4251805445015 CF16577 6x Cooler battery XXL in blue - Cooling elements for 

cool box and cool bag - Cooler batteries for household a
30,99 £

4251805445022 CF16577 9x Cooler battery XXL in blue - Cooling elements for 
cool box and cool bag - Cooler batteries for household a

35,99 £
4251805445046 CF0042 2x Fire steel with scraper - flint for making fire - outdoor 

fire starter for camping, camping, hiking
11,99 £

4251805445046 CF0042 2x Fire steel with scraper - flint for making fire - outdoor 
fire starter for camping, camping, hiking

11,99 £
4251805407488 CF11914 100x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun
17,99 £

4251805407464 CF11914 25x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for fixing weed fleece and foils - ground an

13,99 £
4251805445077 CF13773 2x tension springs with double hooks - spring for tents, 

awnings, caravans - fastening accessories - tension spri
15,99 £

4251805445084 CF13773 4x tension springs with double hooks - spring for tent, 
awning, caravan - fastening accessories - tension spring

26,99 £
4251805445091 CF11917 4x garden bag with handles - foldable garden waste 

bag XXL - tear-resistant folding bin for leaves and green
35,99 £

4251805445107 CF11917 6x garden bag with handles - foldable garden waste 
bag XXL - tear-resistant folding bin for leaves and green

48,99 £
4251805445114 CF16595 8x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 

stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle
39,99 £

4251805445121 CF16610 16x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 
stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle

48,99 £
4251805445138 CF16587 8x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 

stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle
30,99 £

4251805445145 CF14020 8x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 
stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle

43,99 £
4251805445152 CF16048 8x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 

stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle
35,99 £

4251805445169 CF16566 3-piece tray set made of teak wood - Wooden tray in 
two sizes - Serving tray with rustic look - Large decorati

35,99 £
4251805445176 CF16567 2-piece tray set made of wood and metal - Vintage 

wooden tray in two sizes - Serving tray with rustic look -
30,99 £

4251805445183 CF5449 Mini HDMI adapter cable angled - Mini HDMI plug to 
standard HDMI socket - HDMI connection cable for SLR 

11,99 £
4251805445183 CF5449 Mini HDMI adapter cable angled - Mini HDMI plug to 

standard HDMI socket - HDMI connection cable for SLR 
11,99 £

4251805445206 CF8773 10x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 
finely woven cloths in white, reusable, high tear resistan

26,99 £
4251805445206 CF8773 10x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 

finely woven cloths in white, reusable, high tear resistan
26,99 £

4251805445213 CF16589 2x protective suit with hood and zipper - single-layer 
painter&#39;s overall one-size - height from 160 to 200

26,99 £
4251805445220 CF16590 Protective suit with hood and zip - three-layer 

painter&#39;s overall one-size - height from 160 to 200
15,99 £

4251805445237 CF16591 3x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 
finely woven cloths made of pure cotton, natural colore

13,99 £
4251805445244 CF16591 6x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 

finely woven cloths made of pure cotton, natural colore
15,99 £

4251805445251 CF16592 3x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 
finely woven cloths made of pure cotton, natural colore

11,99 £
4251805445268 CF16592 6x cheesecloth, pass cloth and dumpling cloth, classic 

finely woven cloths made of pure cotton, natural colore
15,99 £

4251805445275 CF16570 Serving plate with bell jar - Bell jar with saucer - Serving 
plate for covering and serving dishes, cakes, cheese and

30,99 £
4251805445282 CF16593 6x gift bags for Christmas, Nicholas and Advent - M gift 

bag with Christmas motif - gift bag
15,99 £
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4251805445299 CF16593 12x gift bags for Christmas, Nicholas and Advent - M 
gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag

17,99 £
4251805445305 CF16594 6x gift bags for Christmas, Nicholas and Advent - L gift 

bag with Christmas motif - gift bag
26,99 £

4251805445312 CF16594 12x gift bags for Christmas, Nicholas and Advent - L gift 
bag with Christmas motif - gift bag

30,99 £
4251805445329 CF14085 20-piece set of premium Christmas pendants for the 

Christmas tree, wintry pendants as tree decorations, Ch
15,99 £

4251805445336 CF14085 20-piece set of premium Christmas pendants for the 
Christmas tree, wintry pendants as tree decorations, Ch

15,99 £
4251805445381 CF16578 6x Preserving jar with swing stopper - Storage jars with 

rubber ring - Airtight storage jar - Wire-frame jar - Fillin
35,99 £

4251805445398 CF16479 Premium Deco Stand Heart - Deco heart made of 
mango wood with metal star - heart decoration with bas

17,99 £
4251805445404 CF16475 Premium Decorative Heart Display - Metal heart with 

lettering on a mango wood base - Decorative metal hea
26,99 £

4251805445411 CF16474 Mango wood decorative bowl - Wooden tray in heart 
shape for room decoration - Heart-shaped wooden bowl

26,99 £
4251805445428 CF16477 deco stand "KUSCHELECKE" - lettering made of metal 

on a mango wood base - decorative lettering to put on -
35,99 £

4251805445435 CF16471 deco stand "STERNEKÜCHE" - lettering made of metal 
on a mango wood base - decorative lettering to put on -

35,99 £
4251805445442 CF16476 deco display "ZUHAUSE"- lettering made of metal on a 

mango wood base - decorative lettering to put on - 40.5
35,99 £

4251805445459 CF13772 8-part trampoline ground anchor set - trampoline safety 
device - ground anchor for trampoline and dog leash - s

39,99 £
4251805445466 CF16610 8x XL ground anchors made of solid steel - extremely 

stable ground anchors for tents, pavilions, bouncy castle
35,99 £

4251805445473 CF11260 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 
accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child

17,99 £
4251805445480 CF11260 2x sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
17,99 £

4251805445497 CF11254 sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 
accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child

13,99 £
4251805445497 CF11254 sledge leash with wooden handle, toboggan 

accessories, pull rope for sledges, tricycles or other child
13,99 £

4251805445503 CF16613 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 
toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger

15,99 £
4251805445503 CF16613 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra long 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
15,99 £

4251805445510 CF16614 2x premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra 
long toboggan accessory, pull rope for sledges, Made in

26,99 £
4251805445527 CF11257 2x premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra 

long toboggan accessory, pull rope for sledges, Made in
26,99 £

4251805445534 CF11262 2x premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra 
long toboggan accessory, pull rope for sledges, Made in

26,99 £
4251805445541 CF11679 Premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra strong 

toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made in Ger
15,99 £

4251805445572 CF11679 2x premium sledge leash with wooden handle, extra 
strong toboggan accessories Pull rope for sledges, Made

26,99 £
4251805445589 CF16617 2x parking disc with parking ticket holder, seat belt 

cutter and shopping trolley chips - plastic parking meter
13,99 £

4251805445589 CF16617 2x parking disc with parking ticket holder, seat belt 
cutter and shopping trolley chips - plastic parking meter

13,99 £
4251805445596 CF16618 2x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 

emergency compartment for accident reports and shopp
13,99 £

4251805445596 CF16618 2x parking disc with ice scraper, rubber lip and 
emergency compartment for accident reports and shopp

13,99 £
4251805445602 CF15427 Premium bicycle pump, high-performance floor air 

pump made of aluminum, bicycle air pump with pressur
39,99 £

4251805445619 CF16631 120x mini clothes pegs made of lotus wood, small 
wooden pegs as decoration for pictures, collages, postc

11,99 £
4251805445626 CF16631 240x mini clothes pegs made of lotus wood, small 

wooden pegs as decoration for pictures, collages, postc
13,99 £

4251805445633 CF16631 360x mini clothespin made of lotus wood, small wooden 
clip as decoration for pictures, collages, postcards, phot

15,99 £
4251805445640 CF16623 buoyancy aid - vest for children as a swimming aid - 

fashionable swimming aid with maritime decor - for kids
30,99 £

4251805445657 CF16623 buoyancy aid - vest for children as a swimming aid - 
fashionable swimming aid with maritime decor - for kids

30,99 £
4251805445664 CF16625 4x flower sprayer - spray bottle with scale - sprayer for 

watering plants - water spray bottle for water atomizati
26,99 £
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4251805445671 CF5578 stainless steel wire for crafting and modeling 30 m - 
floral wire for arrangements - wrapped craft wire in bro

8,99 £
4251805445688 CF9147 6x flower wrapping wire set, binding wire painted 

brown, red and blue, wrapped on a wooden stick, 600 g
11,99 £

4251805445695 CF14027 2x butter dish - large butter dome with wood - butter 
dish with lid - butter container 19 x 12.5 x 6 cm

26,99 £
4251805445718 CF16668 Toothbrush tumbler made of stainless steel - High-gloss 

toothbrush tumbler 200 ml - Premium stainless steel too
26,99 £

4251805445725 CF16668 2x toothbrush cups made of stainless steel - high-gloss 
toothbrush holder 200 ml - premium stainless steel toot

26,99 £
4251805445732 CF16669 3-piece set of mixing bowls - bowl in 3 sizes - dough 

bowl with stopper base, pouring spout and non-slip han
26,99 £

4251805445749 CF16670 3-piece set of mixing bowls - Bowl in 3 sizes - Dough 
bowl with stop bottom, spout and non-slip handle

26,99 £
4251805445756 CF16671 3-piece set of mixing bowls - Bowl in 3 sizes - Dough 

bowl with stop bottom, spout and non-slip handle
26,99 £

4251805445763 CF16619 hanging fruit basket - hanging fruit basket - oval 
hanging étagère for the kitchen - hanging fruit basket m

30,99 £
4251805445770 CF16608 4x sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of hand 

brush and dustpan - hand broom in bright colors - dustp
17,99 £

4251805445787 CF16664 serving plate with bell jar, bell jar with saucer, serving 
plate for covering and serving dishes, cakes, cheese and

26,99 £
4251805445794 CF16653 Tea Bag Storage Box - Black Wooden Box with Viewing 

Window - Tea Box Made of Wood with 6 Compartments 
30,99 £

4251805445800 CF16655 Rustic tea bag storage box - country style tea box with 
6 compartments and viewing window - tea chest - tea st

26,99 £
4251805445817 CF16656 Rustic tea bag storage box - country style tea box with 

9 compartments and viewing window - tea chest - tea st
30,99 £

4251805445824 CF16667 5-piece knife set with holder - Knives made of stainless 
steel for various applications - Sharp kitchen knives in k

30,99 £
4251805445831 CF16600 2x measuring cups made of steel - bar measure for 

spirits and cocktails - measuring cups for bar and kitche
11,99 £

4251805445848 CF16603 7-piece bamboo chopping board set - breakfast boards 
with board holder - small sustainable serving platters - b

26,99 £
4251805445855 CF16598 lunch box with separate compartments and sauce box, 

food box for work, school, university and traveling, bpa-
13,99 £

4251805445862 CF16598 lunch box with separate compartments and sauce box, 
food box for work, school, university and traveling, bpa-

13,99 £
4251805445879 CF16598 lunch box with separate compartments and sauce box, 

food box for work, school, university and traveling, bpa-
13,99 £

4251805445886 CF16665 2x Glass jug with lid - Water carafe with handle - 1.5 
litre glass carafe for water, milk, juices and lemonade

26,99 £
4251805445893 CF16666 2x ceramic pot - plant pot for flowers and herbs - plant 

pot for garden, balcony and apartment - ceramic pot
15,99 £

4251805445909 CF16666 2x ceramic pot - plant pot for flowers and herbs - plant 
pot for garden, balcony and apartment - ceramic pot

26,99 £
4251805445916 CF16609 2x Sweeping set - Sweeping set consisting of hand 

brush and dustpan - Hand brush in lemon design - Shov
17,99 £

4251805445923 CF16607 2x Yoga Towel - Quick Drying Pilates Towel - Yoga 
Towels 64 x 40 cm - Microfibre Towel for Sports, Beach,

13,99 £
4251805445923 CF16607 2x Yoga Towel - Quick Drying Pilates Towel - Yoga 

Towels 64 x 40 cm - Microfibre Towel for Sports, Beach,
13,99 £

4251805445930 CF13787 3-piece measuring jug set with measuring jugs in 
different sizes - measuring jugs with scale in millilitres a

15,99 £
4251805445947 CF16673 2x tree disc made of solid wood with bark - thick 

wooden disc for decoration - decorative coasters for vas
15,99 £

4251805445954 CF11766 2x Water tap attachment - aerator with hose extension 
and water saver - pearl aerator with internal and extern

11,99 £
4251805445954 CF11766 2x Water tap attachment - aerator with hose extension 

and water saver - pearl aerator with internal and extern
11,99 £

4251805445961 CF16649 2x metal decorative bowls - decorative design bowls for 
the home, office, holiday apartment - modern bowl as t

13,99 £
4251805445978 CF14469 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 
15,99 £

4251805445985 CF14469 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 

17,99 £
4251805445992 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 

made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decora
26,99 £

4251805446005 CF16387 26-piece set of Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls 
made of shatterproof plastic for Christmas - tree decora

35,99 £
4251805446012 CF16390 26-piece set of Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls 

made of shatterproof plastic for Christmas - tree decora
30,99 £
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4251805446029 CF16391 26-piece set of Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls 
made of shatterproof plastic for Christmas - tree decora

30,99 £
4251805446036 CF16384 26-piece set of Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls 

made of shatterproof plastic for Christmas - tree decora
35,99 £

4251805446043 CF16389 26-piece set of Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls 
made of shatterproof plastic for Christmas - tree decora

30,99 £
4251805446050 CF16385 26-piece set of Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls 

made of shatterproof plastic for Christmas - tree decora
30,99 £

4251805446067 CF16264 94-piece Christmas ball set - Christmas tree balls made 
of shatterproof plastic for Christmas - tree decorations f

35,99 £
4251805446074 CF16217 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
17,99 £

4251805446081 CF16221 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

17,99 £
4251805446098 CF16219 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
17,99 £

4251805446104 CF16218 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

17,99 £
4251805446111 CF16220 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
17,99 £

4251805446128 CF16228 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

15,99 £
4251805446135 CF16223 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
17,99 £

4251805446142 CF16227 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

17,99 £
4251805446159 CF16225 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
15,99 £

4251805446166 CF16224 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

17,99 £
4251805446173 CF16226 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
17,99 £

4251805446180 CF16234 8x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

26,99 £
4251805446197 CF16229 8x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
15,99 £

4251805446203 CF16233 8x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

15,99 £
4251805446210 CF16231 8x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
26,99 £

4251805446227 CF16230 8x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

17,99 £
4251805446234 CF16232 8x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
17,99 £

4251805446241 CF16240 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

26,99 £
4251805446258 CF16235 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
26,99 £

4251805446265 CF16239 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

26,99 £
4251805446272 CF16237 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
17,99 £

4251805446289 CF16236 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

26,99 £
4251805446296 CF16238 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 

for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -
26,99 £

4251805446302 CF16222 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of glass 
for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree -

15,99 £
4251805446319 CF16381 31-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 

tree balls and fir tree cones made of unbreakable plastic
30,99 £

4251805446326 CF16675 champagne cooler with synthetic leather band - Cooling 
bucket for sparkling wine, wine and champagne - Noble

26,99 £
4251805446333 CF16393 20-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 

tree balls in different shapes made of unbreakable plasti
30,99 £

4251805446340 CF16357 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446357 CF16354 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805446364 CF16358 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446371 CF16359 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £
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4251805446388 CF16356 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446395 CF16355 12x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805446401 CF16351 16x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446418 CF16348 16x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805446425 CF16353 16x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

15,99 £
4251805446432 CF16350 16x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
15,99 £

4251805446449 CF16349 16x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446456 CF16378 16x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805446463 CF16345 24x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446470 CF16342 24x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805446487 CF16346 24x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446494 CF16347 24x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805446500 CF16344 24x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446517 CF16343 24x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805446517 CF16343 24x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma

13,99 £
4251805446531 CF16688 5-piece knife set with holder - Knives made of stainless 

steel for various applications - Sharp kitchen knives in k
30,99 £

4251805446548 CF16695 Stainless steel multifunctional bowl - mixing bowl with 
lid and 3 graters - stainless steel bowl with splash guard

26,99 £
4251805446555 CF16318 2x Christmas Tree Decoration Bird - Peacock with 

Sequins for Christmas Tree Decoration - Plastic Birds wit
13,99 £

4251805446562 CF16319 2x Christmas Tree Decoration Bird - Peacock with 
Sequins for Christmas Tree Decoration - Plastic Birds wit

15,99 £
4251805446579 CF16370 8x Christmas tree pendants in cone shape, break-proof 

Christmas tree decorations, cone pendants as Christmas
13,99 £

4251805446586 CF16371 8x Christmas tree pendants in cone shape, break-proof 
Christmas tree decorations, cone pendants as Christmas

13,99 £
4251805446593 CF16372 8x Christmas tree pendants in cone shape, break-proof 

Christmas tree decorations, cone pendants as Christmas
13,99 £

4251805446609 CF16373 8x Christmas tree pendants in cone shape, break-proof 
Christmas tree decorations, cone pendants as Christmas

13,99 £
4251805446616 CF16375 8x Christmas tree pendants in cone shape, break-proof 

Christmas tree decorations, cone pendants as Christmas
13,99 £

4251805446623 CF16376 8x Christmas tree pendants in cone shape, break-proof 
Christmas tree decorations, cone pendants as Christmas

13,99 £
4251805446630 CF16697 12x Christmas tree pendants in cone shape, break-proof 

Christmas tree decorations, cone pendants as Christmas
13,99 £

4251805446647 CF16643 12x Decorative flower with clip - Glittering flowers to 
clip on - Flower pin as room decoration for Christmas an

26,99 £
4251805446654 CF16643 12x Decorative flower with clip - Glittering flowers to 

clip on - Flower pin as room decoration for Christmas an
13,99 £

4251805446661 CF16698 3x Easter basket made of bamboo for decoration - 
bamboo basket as an Easter nest - basket with textile in

26,99 £
4251805446678 CF16527 luminous star in 3D with LED lighting for hanging, 

sturdy paper star, 10 warm-white LEDs with timer functi
26,99 £

4251805446685 CF16335 6x Christmas tree decorations - glittering hanging 
decoration - glittering twig with decorative stones to ha

26,99 £
4251805446692 CF14541 2x LED cotton ball with 6 hour timer - lighting with 15 

LEDs - decoration for Christmas, birthday, wedding or p
26,99 £

4251805446708 CF10961 porcelain mortar and pestle - spice mortar with pourer - 
chopper for grinding spices and herbs

15,99 £
4251805446715 CF16550 LED candle arch as Christmas lighting - candle bridge 

with 7 LEDs - light arch pyramid made of wood - windo
30,99 £

4251805446722 CF16551 LED candle arch as Christmas lighting - candle bridge 
with 7 LEDs - light arch pyramid made of wood - windo

30,99 £
4251805446739 CF16328 4x Christmas Tree Decoration Butterfly - Christmas 

Butterfly for Christmas Tree Decoration - Plastic Butterfl
13,99 £
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4251805446746 CF16333 4x Christmas tree decorations Deco Unicorn - Christmas 
unicorn for Christmas tree decorations - plastic unicorn i

17,99 £
4251805446753 CF16330 4x Christmas Tree Decoration Snowflake - Winter 

Decoration for Christmas Tree Decoration - Plastic Snow
13,99 £

4251805446760 CF16660 2x dog toy - squeaky chew toy for dogs - Christmas 
motifs - learning aid for fetching and romping [selection

15,99 £
4251805446777 CF16380 16x Break-proof star hanger - Black Christmas tree 

ornament in star shape - Decorative Christmas ornamen
15,99 £

4251805446784 CF16632 Jute Christmas Bag - Large Christmas Gift Bag - Jute 
Bag with Santa Claus, Snowman or Reindeer Print [selec

13,99 £
4251805446807 CF16407 2x Large Christmas Gift Bag - XL Gift Bag for Advent 

Calendar - Christmas Gift Bags in Two Designs [selectio
15,99 £

4251805446814 CF16650 2x Snow mat for Christmas decoration - Artificial snow 
for decorating and handicrafts - Snow fluff as decorative

17,99 £
4251805446821 CF16635 Snow mat for Christmas decoration - Artificial snow for 

decorating and handicrafts - Snow fluff as decorative sn
17,99 £

4251805446838 CF16636 3 litres of crystal snow for decorating and handicrafts - 
Artificial snow as Christmas decoration - Winter decorati

15,99 £
4251805446845 CF16633 Snow mat for Christmas decoration - Artificial snow for 

decorating and handicrafts - Snow fluff as decorative sn
13,99 £

4251805446852 CF16645 2x metal candle holders in a Christmas design - 
decorative candle holder for the winter - candlesticks for

13,99 £
4251805446869 CF16646 candle holder in classic design - one-armed candlestick 

with a round base - one-flame candlestick for stick candl
26,99 £

4251805446876 CF16648 candlesticks in a Christmas design - one-armed 
candlestick with a round base - one-flame candlestick fo

17,99 £
4251805446883 CF16647 candle holder in classic design - candle holder with 

handle and round base - single-flame candle holder for 
15,99 £

4251805446890 CF16634 5 meter icicle garland as Christmas decoration - 
Christmas window pictures - icicle winter decoration for 

13,99 £
4251805446906 CF16644 serving platter, decorative plate made of stainless steel, 

round tray for serving and decorating, elegantly decorat
15,99 £

4251805446913 CF16554 LED star - XL LED lamp in star shape - mood light to 
hang up - romantic star lamp - battery-operated metal l

35,99 £
4251805446920 CF14626 LED house as a decoration for Christmas - Small 

wooden house with LED lighting - Battery-operated Chri
26,99 £

4251805446937 CF16418 2x table runner Christmas - decorative table band with 
glitter - table decoration made of polyamide - decorativ

15,99 £
4251805446944 CF16417 2x table runner Christmas - decorative table band with 

glitter - table decoration made of polyamide - decorativ
13,99 £

4251805446951 CF16420 2x table runner Christmas - decorative table band with 
glitter - table decoration made of polyamide - decorativ

15,99 £
4251805446968 CF16419 2x table runner Christmas - decorative table band with 

glitter - table decoration made of polyamide - decorativ
15,99 £

4251805446975 CF16426 2x table runner Christmas - decorative table band with 
Christmas motif - table decoration for Christmas - 28 x 2

13,99 £
4251805446982 CF16423 2x Christmas table runner - decorative table band with 

snowflake motif - table decoration for Christmas - 28 x 
13,99 £

4251805446999 CF16422 2x Christmas table runner - Decorative table ribbon with 
Christmas motif - Table decoration for Christmas - 30 x 

13,99 £
4251805447002 CF14478 48x gift bow in two sizes and four colors - self-adhesive 

ready-made bow for decorating gifts for Christmas and 
15,99 £

4251805447019 CF16604 decorative figure starfish - maritime home accessory - 
great collector's figure - artistic and lifelike - design stan

26,99 £
4251805447026 CF16604 deco figure conch shell - maritime living accessory - 

great collector's figure - artistic and lifelike - design stan
26,99 £

4251805447033 CF16604 deco figure trapezoidal ribbon snail - maritime living 
accessory - great collector's figure - artistic and lifelike -

26,99 £
4251805447040 CF16604 deco figure nautilus shell - maritime living accessory - 

great collector's figure - artistic and lifelike - design stan
26,99 £

4251805447057 CF16547 4x LED candle with remote control - LED candles in four 
different sizes - decorative candles with realistic flickerin

39,99 £
4251805447064 CF16548 3x LED candle with remote control - LED candles in 

three different sizes - decorative candles with realistic fli
26,99 £

4251805447071 CF16337 Pink Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, winter 
figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as room 

26,99 £
4251805447088 CF16523 2x LED light chain with baubles - Light chain with LED 

light - Decorative lighting for Christmas, birthday, weddi
15,99 £

4251805447095 CF16524 2x LED light chain with baubles - Light chain with LED 
light - Decorative lighting for Christmas, birthday, weddi

13,99 £
4251805447101 CF16525 2x LED light chain with baubles - Light chain with LED 

light - Decorative lighting for Christmas, birthday, weddi
13,99 £
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4251805447118 CF16654 Decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree made 
of wood with artificial fur and bells - Christmas tree as d

13,99 £
4251805447125 CF16528 2x LED light chain with baubles - Light chain with LED 

light - Decorative lighting for Christmas, birthday, weddi
13,99 £

4251805447132 CF16515 2x cord rope with LED lighting, decorative rope with 
warm white LED lamps, battery-operated light chain for 

13,99 £
4251805447149 CF16531 2x LED star - LED lamp in star shape - mood light to set 

up - romantic star lamp - battery-operated metal lamp 
26,99 £

4251805447170 CF16651 2x LED Fairy Lights with Feathers - Battery Operated 
Fairy Lights with LED Light - Decorative Lighting with Q

15,99 £
4251805447200 CF16449 LED cotton ball with timer function - lighting with 20 

LEDs warm white - decoration for Christmas, birthday, 
26,99 £

4251805447217 CF16452 LED cotton ball with timer function - lighting with 15 
LEDs warm white - decoration for Christmas, birthday, 

26,99 £
4251805447224 CF16429 decorative ball on a rope - 24 LED lights on the rope 

and in the ball - battery operated - 6 hour timer
30,99 £

4251805447231 CF16430 Cord rope with LED lighting - Decorative rope with star 
and LEDs - Battery-powered LED lamp for indoor lightin

26,99 £
4251805447248 CF16640 2x metal Christmas tree bell - Christmas bell - 

traditional Christmas tree decorations - decorative hangi
13,99 £

4251805447255 CF16642 metal Christmas tree bells - Christmas garland with 6 
bells - traditional Christmas tree decorations - bell garla

15,99 £
4251805447262 CF16641 large metal Christmas tree bell - Christmas bell - 

traditional Christmas tree decorations - decorative hangi
15,99 £

4251805447279 CF16661 3x cookie jar, tin box for Christmas cookies, Christmas 
storage jar with lid, storage box for cookies, sweets and

26,99 £
4251805447286 CF16662 3x cookie jar, tin box for Christmas cookies, Christmas 

storage jar with lid, storage box for cookies, sweets and
26,99 £

4251805447293 CF16663 6x cookie jar, tin for Christmas cookies, Christmas 
storage jar with lid, storage box for cookies, sweets and

26,99 £
4251805447309 CF16657 8x Coasters for drinks - Round table coasters with gloss 

- Plastic glass coasters - Drinks coasters Ø 10cm
11,99 £

4251805447316 CF16658 8x Coasters for drinks - Round table coasters with gloss 
- Plastic glass coasters - Drinks coasters Ø 10cm

11,99 £
4251805447323 CF16659 8x Coasters for drinks - Round table coasters with gloss 

- Plastic glass coasters - Drinks coasters Ø 10cm
11,99 £

4251805447330 CF16435 2x rattan cones with LED lighting, braided branches 
with artificial snow and 10 warm white LEDs, great moo

30,99 £
4251805447347 CF16699 2x rattan cones with LED lighting, braided branches 

with artificial snow and 10 warm white LEDs, great moo
39,99 £

4251805447354 CF16696 Christmas tree decoration stand - Metal tree on base 
made of mango wood - Metal Christmas tree to stand o

26,99 £
4251805447361 CF16652 LED chain of lights with glitter eggs - chain of lights 

with 10 LEDs - colorful decoration for home and at East
15,99 £

4251805447378 CF16683 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of scissors 
consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis

11,99 £
4251805447385 CF16683 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of scissors 

consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis
11,99 £

4251805447392 CF16683 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of scissors 
consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis

11,99 £
4251805447408 CF16683 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of scissors 

consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis
11,99 £

4251805447415 CF16679 Door sign "Welcome" - Decorative wooden fish to hang 
up - Maritime hanging decoration for home - Wooden fis

15,99 £
4251805447422 CF16679 Door sign "Welcome" - Decorative wooden fish to hang 

up - Maritime hanging decoration for home - Wooden fis
13,99 £

4251805447439 CF16679 Door sign "Welcome" - Decorative wooden fish to hang 
up - Maritime hanging decoration for home - Wooden fis

13,99 £
4251805447446 CF16679 Door sign "Welcome" - Decorative wooden fish to hang 

up - Maritime hanging decoration for home - Wooden fis
15,99 £

4251805447453 CF16678 bottle cooler - champagne cooler - ice cube cooler made 
of stainless steel, wine cooler - ice cube bucket double-

26,99 £
4251805447460 CF16677 ice bucket with synthetic leather strap, lid and handle - 

cooler as a wine and champagne cooler - elegant ice co
30,99 £

4251805447477 CF16676 champagne cooler with synthetic leather band - cooling 
bucket for sparkling wine, wine and champagne - elega

26,99 £
4251805447484 CF16674 4x Metal bowl - Serving bowl for dips, snacks, starter or 

dessert - Dessert bowl - Decorative bowl - Sweets bowl
15,99 £

4251805447491 CF9944 2x Squeeze Ball - handy squeeze ball in great colours - 
anti-stress toy for children and adults [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251805447507 CF16399 2x wooden tray - rectangular decorative wooden tray - 

serving tray with stars - large decorative bowl
26,99 £
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4251805447514 CF16399 2x wooden tray - rectangular decorative wooden tray - 
serving tray with hearts - large decorative bowl

26,99 £
4251805447521 CF16690 3-piece bamboo basket set - storage basket for 

organising and decorating - storage box in 3 sizes for cu
35,99 £

4251805447538 CF16682 3-piece bowl set made of stainless steel - Salad bowl in 
3 sizes - Mixing bowl - Stainless steel bowl for baking, s

26,99 £
4251805447545 CF16689 6-piece plastic salad servers - Set with salad spoon and 

salad fork in 3 colours - Coloured serving cutlery for sala
13,99 £

4251805447569 CF16686 2x clothes brush - practical lint brush - removes lint, 
animal hair, dandruff and dust - easy cleaning of clothes

11,99 £
4251805447576 CF16691 4x replacement covers for floor wipers - wiper cover 

made of microfibre chenille - mop cover for floor cleanin
17,99 £

4251805447576 CF16691 4x replacement covers for floor wipers - wiper cover 
made of microfibre chenille - mop cover for floor cleanin

17,99 £
4251805447583 CF16692 2x Dish Drainer Mat - Microfibre Drainer Mat Absorbent 

- Dish Drainer Mat for Cups, Plates, Glasses, Pots and P
17,99 £

4251805447590 CF16687 4x telescopic back scraper, massager for back, neck, 
shoulder and head, pull-out scratching hands, body scra

13,99 £
4251805447590 CF16687 4x telescopic back scraper, massager for back, neck, 

shoulder and head, pull-out scratching hands, body scra
13,99 £

4251805447606 CF16692 2x Dish Drainer Mat - Microfibre Drainer Mat Absorbent 
- Dish Drainer Mat for Cups, Plates, Glasses, Pots and P

17,99 £
4251805447613 CF16694 2x Dish Drainer Mat - Microfibre Drainer Mat Absorbent 

- Dish Drainer Mat for Cups, Plates, Glasses, Pots and P
26,99 £

4251805447620 CF16694 2x Dish Drainer Mat - Microfibre Drainer Mat Absorbent 
- Dish Drainer Mat for Cups, Plates, Glasses, Pots and P

26,99 £
4251805447637 CF16700 deco skeleton for Halloween - XXL plastic skeleton to 

hang - life-size skeleton with a horror factor for Hallowe
79,99 £

4251805447644 CF16709 4x decoration for Halloween - tombstone made of 
polystyrene for decoration - tombstone decoration with 

26,99 £
4251805447651 CF16705 2x wood elf headband for Halloween - elven tiara for 

children and adults - headband for carnival, carnival, Ha
26,99 £

4251805447668 CF16702 make-up set zombie zipper, set for a cool zipper tattoo, 
horror, Halloween, carnival, zombie theme party

15,99 £
4251805447675 CF16710 34-piece horror clown party tableware and decoration 

set for Halloween, motto party or birthday
17,99 £

4251805447682 CF16710 68-piece horror clown party tableware and decoration 
set for Halloween, motto party or birthday

30,99 £
4251805447699 CF16704 voodoo hat - headgear for carnival, Halloween and 

theme parties - brown hat with feathers, bones and dre
30,99 £

4251805447705 CF16703 voodoo hat - headgear for carnival, Halloween and 
theme parties - black hat with feathers, skull and horns

35,99 £
4251805447712 CF16707 Skeleton costume for children - Halloween costume "Mr. 

X-ray" - Carnival costume for children - Costume for boy
26,99 £

4251805447729 CF16708 Skeleton costume for children - Halloween costume "Mr. 
X-ray" - Carnival costume for children - Costume for boy

26,99 £
4251805447736 CF16706 Costume Cape for Adults - Cape with Hood for Vampire 

Costume - Unisex Cape in Black and Red for Halloween 
30,99 £

4251805447743 CF15146 Rustic serving tray for tea - Tray with tea storage box - 
Country style tea box with 7 compartments - Tea chest 

30,99 £
4251805447750 CF12815 12x scented sachets with different scents - scented 

sachets for bathroom, drawers, cupboards, rooms and c
13,99 £

4251805447767 CF16681 2x oven glove with silicone - Non-slip heat protection 
glove - Oven glove made of cotton - Anti-slip pot holder

13,99 £
4251805447774 CF16681 2x oven glove with silicone - Non-slip heat protection 

glove - Oven glove made of cotton - Anti-slip pot holder
15,99 £

4251805447781 CF16680 Hanging fruit basket - Large hanging fruit basket - 
Storage for the kitchen - Hanging fruit basket made of 

30,99 £
4251805447798 CF16685 Extendable wall-mounted tumble dryer - Pull-out 

clothesline - Wall-mounted tumble dryer - Extendable w
26,99 £

4251805447804 CF16733 4x decoration for Halloween - tombstone made of 
polystyrene for decoration - tombstone decoration with 

26,99 £
4251805447811 CF16743 9-piece set Halloween spider web - spider web with 

smaller and larger spiders - decorative spider web for H
13,99 £

4251805447828 CF16744 32-piece set Halloween spider web - spider web with 
smaller and larger spiders - decorative spider web for H

26,99 £
4251805447835 CF15250 3x Easter eggs to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

large Easter eggs with Easter motifs in the design of Mr.
26,99 £

4251805447842 CF16750 deco standee for Easter - lettering with Easter bunny - 
Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration made of wo

13,99 £
4251805447859 CF16750 2x decorative displays for Easter - lettering with Easter 

bunnies - Easter decorations to put down - Easter decor
15,99 £
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4251805447866 CF14958 decorative display for Easter - lettering with cute Easter 
bunnies - Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration m

26,99 £
4251805447873 CF16751 decorative display for Easter - lettering with Easter 

bunny - Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration ma
15,99 £

4251805447880 CF16752 decorative display for Easter - lettering with cute Easter 
bunnies - Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration m

15,99 £
4251805447897 CF16753 wooden box for Easter - small tool boxes as Easter 

decorations - baskets to give away - Easter baskets
26,99 £

4251805447903 CF16753 wooden box for Easter - small tool boxes as Easter 
decorations - baskets to give away - Easter decorations

26,99 £
4251805447910 CF16754 decorative display for Easter - lettering with a cute 

rabbit head as an O - Easter decoration to put up - East
13,99 £

4251805447927 CF16755 decorative display Happy Easter - lettering with Easter 
bunnies - Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration m

26,99 £
4251805447934 CF16756 decorative display for Easter - lettering with Easter 

bunnies - cute Easter decoration to put down - Easter d
17,99 £

4251805447941 CF16756 decorative display for Easter - lettering with Easter 
bunnies - cute Easter decoration to put down - Easter d

17,99 £
4251805447958 CF16757 decorative stand for Easter - cute felt Easter bunny - 

Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration made of wo
15,99 £

4251805447965 CF16759 3x decorative stands for Easter - cute felt Easter 
bunnies - Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration m

26,99 £
4251805447972 CF16760 2x cute felt bags - felt basket in the shape of an Easter 

bunny to fill and give away
17,99 £

4251805447989 CF16761 3x cute felt bags - felt basket in the shape of an Easter 
bunny to fill and give away

26,99 £
4251805447996 CF16762 3x decorative standees for Easter and spring - cute felt 

flowers - Easter decoration to place - Easter decoration 
30,99 £

4251805448009 CF16763 2x decorative displays for Easter and spring - cute felt 
flowers - Easter decorations to put on - Easter decoratio

26,99 £
4251805448016 CF16764 deco standee for Easter - cute felt Easter bunny - Easter 

decoration to put - Easter decoration made of wood, felt
13,99 £

4251805448023 CF16764 2x decorative stands for Easter - cute felt Easter bunny 
- Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration made of 

15,99 £
4251805448030 CF16765 2x decorative stands for Easter - cute felt Easter bunny 

- Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration made of 
17,99 £

4251805448047 CF16766 2x decorative displays for Easter - cute wooden Easter 
bunnies - Easter decorations to put down - Easter decor

15,99 £
4251805448054 CF16767 2x decorative standees for Easter - Very cute sheep - 

Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration made of wo
15,99 £

4251805448061 CF16768 2x decorative standees for Easter - Very cute sheep - 
Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration made of wo

15,99 £
4251805448078 CF16769 3x felt box - box for Easter - to decorate and also to 

give away - felt basket with cute rabbit face
26,99 £

4251805448085 CF16770 2x decorative stands for Easter and spring - cute felt 
Easter bunnies - Easter decorations to put up - Easter d

15,99 £
4251805448092 CF16770 2x decorative stands for Easter and spring - Cute felt 

Easter bunny - Easter decoration to put - Easter decorat
26,99 £

4251805448108 CF16772 2x decorative stands for Easter and spring - Cute felt 
Easter bunny - Easter decoration to put - Easter decorat

15,99 £
4251805448115 CF16773 3x decorative stand Easter bunny - Easter decoration to 

put - Easter bunny made of felt with flowers and woode
26,99 £

4251805448122 CF16774 2x decorative display Easter bunny with flowers - Easter 
decoration to put down - Easter decoration made of felt 

13,99 £
4251805448139 CF16775 2x Easter bunny decorative stands for Easter - Easter 

bunny pair made of wood to put down - Easter decorati
15,99 £

4251805448146 CF16776 3x Easter basket made of felt - basket to fill - felt bag 
as a gift - Easter nest in bright colors

26,99 £
4251805448153 CF16777 3x Easter basket made of felt - basket to fill - felt bag 

Easter egg to give away - Easter nest - Easter decoratio
26,99 £

4251805448160 CF16778 12x decorative hanger bunny - Easter decorations made 
of wood to hang up - wooden hanger bunny to decorate

15,99 £
4251805448177 CF16779 6x decorative hanger bunny - Easter decorations made 

of wood to hang up - wooden hanger bunny to decorate
11,99 £

4251805448184 CF16780 12x Easter hanger bunny - wooden hanger for 
decorating - Easter decorations made of wood for hangi

15,99 £
4251805448191 CF16781 6x deco hangers butterfly, flower and heart - wooden 

hangers for decorating - spring decoration for the Easte
13,99 £

4251805448207 CF16782 6x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 
wood to hang up - Wooden hanger "Easter egg" for the 

11,99 £
4251805448214 CF16783 12x decorative hangers made of wood with glitter - 

butterfly, heart and bird for hanging - spring decoration
15,99 £
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4251805448221 CF16784 6x decorative hanger bunny - Easter decorations made 
of wood for hanging - wooden hanger for the Easter bo

13,99 £
4251805448238 CF16785 6x decorative hanger bunny in egg - wooden hanger for 

decorating - Easter hanger for the Easter bouquet - han
11,99 £

4251805448245 CF16786 12x deco trailer Easter bunny - colorful wooden bunnies 
to hang up - wooden hanger for decorating - Easter bou

15,99 £
4251805448252 CF16787 6x decorative hangers made of wood - Easter 

decorations made of wood for hanging - wooden hanger
11,99 £

4251805448269 CF16788 6x decorative hangers made of wood - colorful 
butterflies to hang up - wooden hangers for the Easter 

13,99 £
4251805448276 CF16789 12x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 

wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the Easter bouqu
13,99 £

4251805448276 CF16789 12x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 
wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the Easter bouqu

13,99 £
4251805448283 CF16789 12x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 

wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the Easter bouqu
13,99 £

4251805448283 CF16789 12x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 
wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the Easter bouqu

13,99 £
4251805448290 CF16791 18x decorative hangers Easter - Easter eggs made of 

plastic for hanging - hangers for the Easter bouquet in s
26,99 £

4251805448306 CF16792 18x deco hangers Easter - Easter eggs made of plastic 
to hang up - Easter eggs in many bright colors

15,99 £
4251805448313 CF16793 18x decorative Easter hangers - plastic Easter eggs to 

hang up - colorful Easter eggs for the Easter bouquet wi
15,99 £

4251805448320 CF16794 6x gift bag with Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine and 
champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and Santa

15,99 £
4251805448337 CF16795 36x decorative Easter hangers - plastic Easter eggs to 

hang up - colorful Easter eggs for the Easter bouquet
26,99 £

4251805448344 CF16796 6x gift bag with Christmas motifs - gift bag for wine and 
champagne bottles - bottle bag for Christmas and Santa

15,99 £
4251805448351 CF16797 24x deco hangers Easter - Easter eggs made of plastic 

to hang - hangers for the Easter bouquet - eggs in brigh
17,99 £

4251805448368 CF16798 24x deco hangers Easter - Easter eggs made of plastic 
to hang - hangers for the Easter bouquet - eggs in brigh

15,99 £
4251805448375 CF16799 2x decorative displays for Easter - Easter bunny with 

flower and carrot made of wood - bunny to put - Easter 
13,99 £

4251805448382 CF16800 decorative stand made of felt - decorative Easter train 
to put down - train with Easter bunny and flowers - East

17,99 £
4251805448399 CF16801 2x Easter bunny decorative stand - wooden decoration 

to put up for Easter - cute wooden Easter bunnies - woo
26,99 £

4251805448405 CF16802 3x gift bags for Easter - bag with Easter bunny to give 
away - beautiful gift packaging with Easter motif

15,99 £
4251805448412 CF16803 2x decorative displays for Easter - decorative wooden 

Easter bunnies with bow - wooden decoration to put do
13,99 £

4251805448429 CF16804 3x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 
wood to hang up - wooden hanger rabbit with Easter eg

15,99 £
4251805448436 CF16805 4x deco standee bunny - Easter decoration to put down 

made of wood - Easter bunny in bright colors - wooden 
15,99 £

4251805448443 CF16806 36x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 
wood for hanging - wooden hangers for the Easter bouq

13,99 £
4251805448443 CF16806 36x deco hangers Easter - Easter decorations made of 

wood for hanging - wooden hangers for the Easter bouq
13,99 £

4251805448450 CF16807 36x decorative hangers Easter - Easter decorations 
made of wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the East

13,99 £
4251805448450 CF16807 36x decorative hangers Easter - Easter decorations 

made of wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the East
13,99 £

4251805448467 CF16808 36x decorative hangers Easter - Easter decorations 
made of wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the East

13,99 £
4251805448467 CF16808 36x decorative hangers Easter - Easter decorations 

made of wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the East
13,99 £

4251805448474 CF16809 36x decorative hangers Easter - Easter decorations 
made of wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the East

13,99 £
4251805448481 CF16806 36x decorative hangers Easter - Easter decorations 

made of wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the East
13,99 £

4251805448481 CF16806 36x decorative hangers Easter - Easter decorations 
made of wood to hang up - wooden hanger for the East

13,99 £
4251805448498 CF16811 Easter wreath "Welcome" with rabbit - decorative door 

wreath with hanger - Easter decoration made of wood t
13,99 £

4251805448504 CF16812 3x hanging decoration Maritime - decoration for 
hanging - steering wheel, anchor and lighthouse with sh

15,99 £
4251805448511 CF16812 3x hanging decoration Maritime - decoration for 

hanging - steering wheel, fish and seahorse with shell - 
15,99 £
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4251805448528 CF16814 3x hanging decoration Maritime - decoration for 
hanging - boat, lighthouse and lifebuoy with shells - han

13,99 £
4251805448535 CF16815 3x hanging decoration Maritime - decoration for 

hanging - steering wheel, anchor and fish made of woo
15,99 £

4251805448542 CF16816 3x hanging decoration Maritime - decoration for 
hanging - starfish, anchor and steering wheel made of 

15,99 £
4251805448559 CF16817 2x decorative displays for Easter - pair of Easter bunnies 

with Easter egg - Easter bunnies to put down - Easter d
15,99 £

4251805448566 CF16818 2x decorative displays for Easter - pair of Easter bunnies 
with flower - Easter bunnies to put down - Easter decor

15,99 £
4251805448573 CF16758 2x decorative displays for Easter - cute felt Easter 

bunnies - Easter decorations to put up - Easter decorati
15,99 £

4251805448580 CF16819 48-piece set flower and butterfly - wooden scatter 
decoration with glitter - table decoration - spring decora

13,99 £
4251805448597 CF16820 3x Easter cachepot - Easter nest with Easter bunny to 

give away - cute gift basket with Easter motif - Ø 12cm
15,99 £

4251805448603 CF16820 3x Easter cachepot - Easter nest with Easter bunny to 
give away - cute gift basket with Easter motif - Ø 16cm

13,99 £
4251805448610 CF16823 3x Easter cachepot - Easter nest with Easter bunny to 

give away - cute gift basket with Easter motif - Ø 12cm
15,99 £

4251805448627 CF15250 Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling egg for Easter - Large 
Easter egg with Easter motifs in the design of Mr. & Mrs

13,99 £
4251805448634 CF15250 Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling egg for Easter - Large 

Easter egg with Easter motifs in the design of Mr. & Mrs
17,99 £

4251805448641 CF16812 3x hanging decoration Maritime - decoration for 
hanging - shell, seahorse and starfish - hanging decorati

15,99 £
4251805448658 CF16656 rustic tea bag storage box - tea box in country house 

style with 9 compartments and viewing window - tea bo
30,99 £

4251805448665 CF16728 animal stool made of synthetic leather with wooden legs 
- children's stool with animal design hippopotamus - up

83,99 £
4251805448672 CF16727 animal stool made of synthetic leather with wooden legs 

- children's stool with animal design elephant - upholste
83,99 £

4251805448696 CF14370 2x spiral whisk stainless steel 304 rustproof - spiral 
whisk dishwasher-safe - whisk - flat whisk - whisk - sau

13,99 £
4251805471281 CF12238 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t
15,99 £

4251805471281 CF12238 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t

15,99 £
4251805471281 CF12238 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t
15,99 £

4251805471281 CF12238 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t

15,99 £
4251805471281 CF12238 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t
15,99 £

4251805448757 CF16827 censer made of clay - terracotta incense container - 
incense holder for incense coils - outdoor incense pot wi

26,99 £
4251805448795 CF11281 2x pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter 

for pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel
8,99 £

4251805448795 CF11281 2x pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter 
for pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel

8,99 £
4251805448771 CF11281 pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter for 

pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel
8,99 £

4251805448771 CF11281 pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter for 
pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel

8,99 £
4251805448795 CF11281 2x pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter 

for pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel
8,99 £

4251805448795 CF11281 2x pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter 
for pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel

8,99 £
4251805448795 CF11281 2x pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter 

for pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel
8,99 £

4251805448795 CF11281 2x pizza roller with stainless steel blade - pizza cutter 
for pizza fans - small, handy pizza cutter - pizza wheel

8,99 £
4251805448801 CF5950 4x placemats for Christmas - placemats for the kitchen - 

placemats with different motifs - table mats
13,99 £

4251805448818 CF16830 serving platter, decorative plate made of stainless steel, 
round tray for serving and decorating, elegantly decorat

26,99 £
4251805448825 CF16834 100x greeting cards for Christmas - Christmas cards 

with different motifs - Cards with envelopes
35,99 £

4251805448832 CF16711 4x pocket warmer - reusable hand warmer in winter 
design - pocket heating pad with great Christmas motifs

15,99 £
4251805448849 CF16712 hot water bottle 2 liters, cozy heat pad with fabric 

cover, hot water bottle for children and adults, for the tr
17,99 £
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4251805448856 CF16712 hot water bottle 2 liters, cozy heat pad with fabric 
cover, hot water bottle for children and adults, for the tr

17,99 £
4251285597952 CF10114 4x reusable pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot 

water bottle design for folding - heat pad for cold days 
15,99 £

4251285597952 CF10114 4x reusable pocket warmers - hand warmers in hot 
water bottle design for folding - heat pad for cold days 

15,99 £
4251805448887 CF12679 12x dip bowl, decorative serving bowl for dips, sauces, 

meze, ice cream and antipasti, snack bowl in tropical col
30,99 £

4251805448900 CF5950 8x placemats for Christmas - placemats for the kitchen - 
placemats with different motifs - table mats

26,99 £
4251285531543 CF8598 20x Labels with decorative ribbon - gift tags for labelling 

and decorating - tags for gifts, jars and bottles
13,99 £

4251805448917 CF8598 20x tag labels for preserving jars and bottles, with 
fabric cord, in various designs

8,99 £
4251805448924 CF14283 balloon "Happy Halloween" - foil balloon for Halloween 

decoration - Halloween garland made of air balloons
13,99 £

4251805448924 CF14283 balloon "Happy Halloween" - foil balloon for Halloween 
decoration - Halloween garland made of air balloons

13,99 £
4251805448931 CF16844 4-piece set of pennants and foil balloons, hanging 

decoration set for Halloween, birthday, motto party - Da
15,99 £

4251805448948 CF16842 14-piece set of garlands, balloons and letter garland, 
hanging decoration set for Halloween, birthday, motto p

8,99 £
4251805448955 CF16843 XXL decorative witch for hanging, hanging decoration 

fairy tale witch, life-size sorceress hanger for Halloween
43,99 £

4251805448962 CF16866 96-piece set for hollowing out and carving pumpkins for 
Halloween - with pumpkin spoon, carving knife, carving 

26,99 £
4251805448979 CF16866 48-piece set for hollowing out and carving pumpkins for 

Halloween - with pumpkin spoon, carving knife, carving 
15,99 £

4251805448986 CF16829 room dehumidifier with 800 grams of granulate in a 
refill bag, dehumidifier without electricity

26,99 £
4251805448993 CF16838 shoe drip tray - shoe rack with drainage channels - shoe 

mat with raised edge
26,99 £

4251805449013 CF16729 tea bag storage box - tea box in industrial look with 9 
compartments and viewing window - tea box - tea stora

30,99 £
4251805449020 CF16825 3-piece cookie jar set for Christmas, cookie jar set, 

Christmas tin boxes with lids, storage jars for cookies, s
17,99 £

4251805449037 CF16826 3x Christmas biscuit tin - Tin for Christmas biscuits - 
Christmas storage tin with lid - Storage box for biscuits 

26,99 £
4251805449044 CF16824 2x Christmas storage tin - Tin box for Christmas biscuits 

- Christmas biscuit tin with wooden lid - Storage box for
26,99 £

4251805449051 CF16841 4x LED candle with remote control - LED candles in four 
different sizes - decorative candles with warm-white ligh

30,99 £
4251805449068 CF16732 4x Lunch box for on the go - Colourful lunch box for 

kids - Kids lunch box with cool animal motifs
15,99 £

4251805449075 CF16716 200x gift stickers for Christmas - stickers for gift 
lettering - gift labels with Christmas motifs

13,99 £
4251805449082 CF16832 snowboard piste slide in red, snow glider with pull rope 

and handle, snow racer
26,99 £

4251805449099 CF12432 2x citrus press made of stainless steel - juicer for 
lemons, oranges, limes - hand juicer for the kitchen

17,99 £
4251805449112 CF16828 17-piece biscuit press set, biscuit syringe with 8 

templates and 8 garnish nozzles - cookie press for bakin
26,99 £

4251805449129 CF12871 2x LED hanging lamp with pull switch, cordless hanging 
lamp, battery-operated lightbulb with cord switch, for ca

13,99 £
4251805449136 CF12871 2x LED hanging lamp with pull switch, cordless hanging 

lamp, battery-operated lightbulb with cord switch, for ca
13,99 £

4251805449143 CF12871 2x LED hanging lamp with pull switch, cordless hanging 
lamp, battery-operated lightbulb with cord switch, for ca

13,99 £
4251805449150 CF16737 2 x brush seal for doors self-adhesive - mountable strip 

brush made of aluminum - door seal with brushes - brus
26,99 £

4251805449167 CF12432 citrus press made of stainless steel - juicer for lemons, 
oranges, limes - hand juicer for the kitchen

13,99 £
4251805449174 CF16739 jewelry box for jewelry storage - elegant jewelry box for 

chains, rings, watches and other jewelry - jewelry box f
26,99 £

4251805449181 CF16739 jewelry box for jewelry storage - elegant jewelry box for 
chains, rings, watches and other jewelry - jewelry box f

26,99 £
4251805449198 CF16498 artificial Christmas tree with lighting and timer, fir tree 

with artificial snow and 40 warm white LEDs, Christmas 
35,99 £

4251805449204 CF16500 artificial LED Christmas wreath with snow, winter door 
wreath with lighting and timer, decorative wreath with 2

35,99 £
4251805449235 CF16871 decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree made 

of ceramic - Christmas tree as Christmas decoration - sil
15,99 £
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4251805449242 CF16833 5x raffia basket in natural color for decoration - Easter 
decoration - Easter nest - basket for Easter eggs, rolls, s

26,99 £
4251805449242 CF16833 5x raffia basket in natural color for decoration - Easter 

decoration - Easter nest - basket for Easter eggs, rolls, s
26,99 £

4251805449259 CF16833 10x raffia basket in natural color for decoration - Easter 
decoration - Easter nest - basket for Easter eggs, rolls, s

30,99 £
4251805449259 CF16833 10x raffia basket in natural color for decoration - Easter 

decoration - Easter nest - basket for Easter eggs, rolls, s
30,99 £

4251805449266 CF16714 2 x angel hair, finely curled silver-colored tinsel for the 
Christmas tree, Christmas decoration - 15 g each

11,99 £
4251805449273 CF16715 2 x angel hair finely curled yellow / gold colored tinsel 

for the Christmas tree, Christmas decoration - 15 g each
13,99 £

4251805449280 CF16874 6x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 
love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 

15,99 £
4251805449297 CF16874 12x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 

love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 
26,99 £

4251805449310 CF16875 12x bulbous preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade 
with love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to app

26,99 £
4251805449327 CF16876 6x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 

love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 
15,99 £

4251805449334 CF16876 12x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 
love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 

26,99 £
4251805449341 CF16877 6x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 

love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 
17,99 £

4251805449358 CF16877 12x preserving jars with screw-on lids "Homemade with 
love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 

30,99 £
4251805449365 CF16878 6x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 

love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 
26,99 £

4251805449372 CF16878 12x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 
love" in green and pink - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 5

30,99 £
4251805449389 CF16879 6x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 

love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 
26,99 £

4251805449396 CF16879 12x preserving jars with screw-on lids "Homemade with 
love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 

30,99 £
4251805449402 CF16880 6x preserving jars with screw-on lids "Homemade with 

love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 
26,99 £

4251805449419 CF16880 12x preserving jars with screw lids "Homemade with 
love" in black and white - TO Ø 82 mm - up to approx. 

35,99 £
4251805449426 CF16881 20x replacement lids for jam jars "Homemade with 

love" - screw lids for tumbler jars and preserving jars - 
17,99 £

4251805449433 CF16881 40x replacement lids for jam jars "Homemade with 
love" - screw lids for tumbler jars and preserving jars - 

26,99 £
4251805449440 CF14053 4x Premium Christmas elves size S for Christmas 

decorations, North Pole figures as winter decorations, c
15,99 £

4251805449457 CF16888 8x corn fork with 2 stainless steel tines, rustproof - 
reusable corn skewers - peeling aid for jacket potatoes

15,99 £
4251805449457 CF16888 8x corn fork with 2 stainless steel tines, rustproof - 

reusable corn skewers - peeling aid for jacket potatoes
15,99 £

4251805449464 CF16888 8x corn fork with 2 stainless steel tines, rustproof - 
reusable corn skewers - peeling aid for jacket potatoes

15,99 £
4251805449464 CF16888 8x corn fork with 2 stainless steel tines, rustproof - 

reusable corn skewers - peeling aid for jacket potatoes
15,99 £

4251805449488 CF16889 1x preserving set - starter set for preserving - 
preserving and preserving

17,99 £
4251805449495 CF9046 glass lifter for hot preserving jars and preserving jars - 

for jars of any size - ideal help when preserving - chrom
13,99 £

4251805449501 CF16890 2x apple corer made of stainless steel 430 with plastic 
handle - practical corer - coring apples

13,99 £
4251805449518 CF16890 2x apple corer made of stainless steel 430 with plastic 

handle - practical corer - coring apples
13,99 £

4251805449525 CF16891 pizza peel made of stainless steel 430 - pizza and cake 
lifter with wooden handle - pizza peel for pizza, tarte fla

26,99 £
4251805449532 CF16892 pizza shovel made of 430 stainless steel - pizza and 

cake lifter with foldable handle - pizza peel for pizza, tar
30,99 £

4251805449549 CF16893 pizza peel made of stainless steel 430 - pizza and cake 
lifter with wooden handle - pizza peel for pizza, tarte fla

26,99 £
4251805449556 CF16894 pizza shovel made of 430 stainless steel - pizza and 

cake lifter with wooden handle - pizza scraper for pizza, 
30,99 £

4251805449587 CF16873 LED decoration hanger house - chain of lights with 10 
wintry wooden houses - warm white LED lamps - decor

13,99 £
4251805449594 CF14541 LED cotton ball with 6 hour timer - lighting with 15 LEDs 

- decoration for Christmas, birthday, wedding or party
17,99 £
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4251805449600 CF16905 pizza scissors with serving surface, pizza cutter with 
stainless steel blades and integrated pizza shovel

15,99 £
4251805449617 CF16906 LED decorative fireplace in retro TV design - 

continuously dimmable electric fireplace as a television -
35,99 £

4251805449624 CF16907 3-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, scissor set 
consisting of large household scissors, small kitchen scis

11,99 £
4251805449631 CF16908 3x scissors - universal scissors - household scissors - 

kitchen scissors - multi-purpose scissors for home or offi
13,99 £

4251805449648 CF16633 2x snow mat for the Christmas decoration - artificial 
snow for decorating and handicrafts - snow floss as dec

15,99 £
4251805449655 CF3586 3x tea tongs made of 304 stainless steel - ball-shaped 

tea infuser - tea strainers for loose tea, spices and herb
13,99 £

4251805449662 CF16909 tea strainer made of 304 stainless steel - large tea 
infuser for loose tea, herbs and spices - fine-mesh tea fil

13,99 £
4251805449679 CF16910 2x tea strainer made of 304 stainless steel - large tea 

infuser for loose tea, herbs and spices - fine-meshed tea
13,99 £

4251805449686 CF16911 2x tea strainer made of 304 stainless steel - tea infuser 
for loose tea, herbs and spices - fine-meshed tea filter 

13,99 £
4251805449693 CF16912 2x tea strainer made of 304 stainless steel - tea infuser 

for loose tea, herbs and spices - fine-meshed tea filter 
13,99 £

4251805449709 CF16913 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel 304 - tea infuser 
for loose tea, herbs and spices - fine-meshed tea filter 

11,99 £
4251805449716 CF16914 3x bottle opener made of stainless steel with natural 

wood handle - bottle opener in a simple design
15,99 £

4251805449716 CF16914 3x bottle opener made of stainless steel with natural 
wood handle - bottle opener in a simple design

15,99 £
4251805449723 CF16915 3x bottle opener made of stainless steel with a practical 

natural wood handle - bottle opener in a simple design
13,99 £

4251805449730 CF14580 4x bottle opener made of stainless steel with a practical 
natural wood handle - bottle opener in a simple design

15,99 £
4251805449730 CF14580 4x bottle opener made of stainless steel with a practical 

natural wood handle - bottle opener in a simple design
15,99 £

4251805449747 CF16917 2x bottle opener made of stainless steel with ergonomic 
beech wood handle - bottle opener in elk head design

15,99 £
4251805449747 CF16917 2x bottle opener made of stainless steel with ergonomic 

beech wood handle - bottle opener in elk head design
15,99 £

4251805449754 CF16918 3x bottle opener made of stainless steel with natural 
wood handle - bottle opener in a simple design

13,99 £
4251805449761 CF16919 2x strawberry stem remover, stem remover for soft 

fruits and vegetables, easy removal of stems, strawberr
13,99 £

4251805449778 CF16920 Easter wreath for doors or windows - cute Easter 
wreath for Easter - door decoration in Easter bunny desi

26,99 £
4251805449785 CF16921 Easter wreath for doors or windows - cute Easter 

wreath for Easter - door decoration in Easter bunny look
26,99 £

4251805449792 CF16922 flower plugs in a rabbit design - cute rabbit head with a 
scarf - flower plugs for Easter wreaths

15,99 £
4251805449808 CF16923 2x flower plugs in rabbit design - cute rabbit heads with 

a scarf - flower plugs for Easter wreaths
17,99 £

4251805449822 CF16925 18x flower plugs for Easter - colorful Easter eggs with 
feathers for Easter to stick - Easter decoration

17,99 £
4251805449839 CF16926 18x Easter eggs to hang on - Easter eggs with feathers 

for the Easter bouquet - hanging decoration for Easter
15,99 £

4251805449846 CF16927 18x Easter eggs to hang on - colorful Easter eggs with 
feathers - hanging decoration in quail egg look for the E

15,99 £
4251805449853 CF16926 18x Easter eggs to hang on - hanging decoration for the 

Easter bouquet - Easter eggs with feathers in a quail eg
13,99 £

4251805449877 CF16928 11-piece Easter egg set - hanging decoration for Easter 
- Easter eggs in 3 sizes to hang - Easter bouquet

15,99 £
4251805449884 CF16928 11-piece Easter egg set - hanging decoration for Easter 

- Easter eggs in different sizes to hang - Easter bouquet
15,99 £

4251805449891 CF16929 16x Easter eggs to hang up - hanging decoration 
marbled made of plastic - Easter decoration for the East

15,99 £
4251805449907 CF16930 16x Easter eggs to hang up - hanging decoration 

white/black/gold-colored made of plastic - Easter decora
17,99 £

4251805449914 CF16931 16x Easter eggs to hang up - subtle hanging decoration 
made of plastic in great colors - Easter decoration for th

17,99 £
4251805449921 CF16932 16x Easter eggs to hang up - colorful Easter eggs with 

motif and lettering - hanging decoration for the Easter b
13,99 £

4251805449938 CF16933 16x Easter eggs to hang up - beautiful hanging 
decoration made of plastic - Easter decoration for the E

17,99 £
4251805449945 CF16934 36x Easter eggs to hang up - colorful plastic Easter eggs 

with pattern - hanging decoration for the Easter bouque
26,99 £
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4251805449952 CF16935 18x Easter eggs to hang up - colorful Easter eggs with 
pattern - hanging decoration made of plastic for the Eas

26,99 £
4251805449969 CF16936 18x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter eggs with pattern 

pink/blue/white - hanging decoration made of plastic for
26,99 £

4251805449976 CF16937 18x Easter eggs to hang up - Easter eggs with pattern 
white/gold-colored - Hanging decoration made of plastic

26,99 £
4251805449983 CF16502 artificial LED poinsettia covered with snow, wintry door 

wreath with lighting and timer, Christmas decoration wit
30,99 £

4251805449990 CF16501 artificial LED poinsettia covered with snow, winter door 
wreath white with lighting and timer, decoration star wit

26,99 £
4251805450002 CF16499 artificial LED Christmas wreath with snow, winter door 

wreath white with lighting and timer, decorative wreath 
26,99 £

4251805450019 CF16495 artificial Christmas star covered with snow with lighting 
and timer, star with artificial snow and 20 warm white L

26,99 £
4251805450026 CF16496 artificial poinsettia covered with snow with lighting and 

timer, star with artificial snow and 30 warm white LEDs,
35,99 £

4251805450033 CF16497 artificial Christmas tree with lighting and timer, fir tree 
with artificial snow and 30 warm white LEDs, Christmas 

30,99 £
4251805450040 CF16938 18x Easter eggs to hang up - colorful Easter eggs with 

flowers and animals - hanging decoration for the Easter 
26,99 £

4251805450057 CF16939 18-piece Easter decoration set - Easter decoration for 
the Easter bouquet - colorful Easter eggs to attach and 

15,99 £
4251805450064 CF16939 18-piece Easter decoration set - Easter decoration for 

the Easter bouquet - Easter eggs to attach and stick - S
15,99 £

4251805450071 CF16521 LED candle arch as Christmas lighting - candle bridge 
with 33 LEDs - light arch pyramid - window candlestick f

39,99 £
4251805450088 CF16522 LED candle arch as Christmas lighting - candle bridge 

with 10 LEDs - small light arch pyramid - window lamp f
30,99 £

4251805450095 CF16526 luminous star in 3D with LED lighting in warm white to 
hang up, stable paper star in white

26,99 £
4251805450101 CF16529 2x LED light chain with fir trees and reindeer - battery 

operated light chain - LED decoration for winter, Christ
15,99 £

4251805450118 CF16529 2x LED light chain with fir trees and reindeer - battery 
operated light chain - LED decoration for winter, Christ

15,99 £
4251805450125 CF16287 Premium Christmas gnome with LED as Christmas 

decoration, Scandinavian gnome with warm white LED li
35,99 £

4251805450132 CF16285 Premium Christmas gnome with LED as Christmas 
decoration, Scandinavian gnome with warm white LED li

15,99 £
4251805450149 CF16286 Premium Christmas gnome with LED as Christmas 

decoration, Scandinavian gnome with warm white LED li
30,99 £

4251805450170 CF16279 3x plates for Christmas, Santa Claus, Advent - reusable 
saucers as table decorations - decorative plates - servic

26,99 £
4251805450170 CF16279 3x plates for Christmas, Santa Claus, Advent - reusable 

saucers as table decorations - decorative plates - servic
26,99 £

4251805450187 CF16253 2x plates for Christmas, Santa Claus, Advent - reusable 
saucers as table decorations - decorative plates - under

15,99 £
4251805450194 CF16722 bottle cooler - champagne cooler - ice cube cooler made 

of stainless steel, wine cooler - ice cube bucket double-
26,99 £

4251805450200 CF16718 serving tray made of stainless steel - round tray for 
serving and decorating - shiny serving tray

17,99 £
4251805450217 CF16718 2x serving tray made of stainless steel - round tray for 

serving and decorating - shiny serving tray
26,99 £

4251805450224 CF16644 2x serving platter, decorative plate made of stainless 
steel, round tray for serving and decorating, elegantly d

30,99 £
4251805450231 CF16253 4x plates for Christmas, Santa Claus, Advent - reusable 

saucers as table decoration - decorative plates - service 
26,99 £

4251805450927 CF16884 3x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 
Christmas cucumber made of real glass with a fabric ca

15,99 £
4251805450927 CF16884 3x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 

Christmas cucumber made of real glass with a fabric ca
15,99 £

4251805450262 CF16886 6x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 
Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree

13,99 £
4251805450958 CF16886 3x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 

Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree
17,99 £

4251805450286 CF15974 8x Christmas tree pendant candy - Christmas ball gift 
candy - Christmas tree decorations in candy shape for t

26,99 £
4251805450293 CF15973 8x Christmas tree pendants candy cane - Christmas tree 

decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in the shape of
13,99 £

4251805450309 CF12223 2x decorative figure nutcracker, Christmas decoration in 
the form of a traditional nutcracker, nutcracker in classic

26,99 £
4251805450316 CF15963 60x gift stickers for Christmas - stickers in two sizes for 

gift lettering gold-colored - gift labels with Christmas mo
15,99 £
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4251805450316 CF15963 60x gift stickers for Christmas - stickers in two sizes for 
gift lettering gold-colored - gift labels with Christmas mo

15,99 £
4251805452358 CF15964 40x gift stickers for Christmas - stickers for gift lettering 

gold-colored - gift labels with Christmas motifs
13,99 £

4251805450330 CF16872 3-piece hanging decoration set made of metal - Santa 
Claus figure, snowman figure and reindeer figure to han

17,99 £
4251805450347 CF15974 4x Christmas tree pendant candy - Christmas ball gift 

candy - Christmas tree decoration in candy shape for th
13,99 £

4251805450354 CF15970 4x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 
Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas

13,99 £
4251805450361 CF15973 4x Christmas tree pendants candy cane - Christmas tree 

decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy cane s
11,99 £

4251805450378 CF15967 angel hair finely curled tinsel gold-silver-colored for the 
Christmas tree, Christmas decoration - 40 g

13,99 £
4251805450385 CF16961 skeleton costume for children - Halloween costume "Mr. 

X-ray" - carnival costume for children - costume for boy
26,99 £

4251805450408 CF8809 18x Easter eggs for hanging - speckled Easter 
decorations in great colors - decorative Easter eggs - siz

17,99 £
4251805450415 CF8809 18x Easter eggs to hang up - speckled Easter 

decorations in great colors - hanging decoration for the 
26,99 £

4251805450422 CF8809 18x Easter eggs for hanging - speckled Easter 
decorations in great colors - decorative Easter eggs - siz

17,99 £
4251805450538 CF16882 Natural wooden heart made of rattan - woven heart 

with decorative ribbon and small pendant - decorative h
26,99 £

4251805450552 CF16713 12x Christmas tree decorations XL snowflake - 
Christmas decoration snow star to hang on - trailer for C

13,99 £
4251805450576 CF16260 2x wooden serving tray - stylish decorative tray in 

walnut look - modern wooden tray - suitable for everyd
30,99 £

4251805450583 CF16261 2x wooden serving tray - stylish decorative tray in 
walnut look - modern wooden tray - suitable for everyd

30,99 £
4251805450590 CF16250 2x copper-colored serving tray - stylish decorative tray 

in copper look - winter tray made of plastic - suitable for
26,99 £

4251805450606 CF16262 wooden serving tray - stylish decorative tray in walnut 
look - modern wooden tray - suitable for everyday use a

35,99 £
4251805450613 CF15975 1x Christmas tree ball garland - ball garland for an 

atmospheric Christmas decoration - Christmas decoratio
26,99 £

4251805450675 CF11665 48x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 
glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t

39,99 £
4251805450705 CF11667 48x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of real 

glass for Christmas, tree decorations for the Christmas t
39,99 £

4251805450798 CF15976 3x decorative thread in Christmas colors - 20 m per roll 
- high-quality set of gift cord for handicrafts and packagi

13,99 £
4251805450804 CF15976 2x decorative thread in Christmas colors - 20 m per roll 

- high-quality set of gift cord for handicrafts and packagi
8,99 £

4251805450828 CF16963 6x tablecloth clips with motifs - table clips with lemons, 
shamrocks and sunflowers - tablecloth clips for indoors 

13,99 £
4251805450859 CF16943 champagne cooler with handles - cooler for sparkling 

wine, wine and champagne - elegant ice cooler for a wi
30,99 £

4251805450866 CF16958 4x Shooter Party Popper Champagne, confetti cannon 
for New Year's Eve, parties, birthdays, confetti bomb as 

26,99 £
4251805450873 CF16952 LED advent calendar made of wood - cube calendar in 

the shape of a house - decorative desk calendar as a co
26,99 £

4251805450880 CF16953 LED advent calendar made of wood - cube calendar in 
the shape of a sleigh - decorative desk calendar as a co

26,99 £
4251805450897 CF16953 LED advent calendar made of wood - cube calendar in 

the shape of a sleigh - decorative desk calendar as a co
26,99 £

4251805450903 CF16952 LED advent calendar made of wood - cube calendar in 
the shape of a house - decorative desk calendar as a co

26,99 £
4251805450910 CF16886 3x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 

Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree
15,99 £

4251805450927 CF16884 3x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 
Christmas cucumber made of real glass with a fabric ca

15,99 £
4251805450927 CF16884 3x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 

Christmas cucumber made of real glass with a fabric ca
15,99 £

4251805450958 CF16886 6x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 
Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree

13,99 £
4251805450958 CF16886 3x Christmas tree decorations as a cucumber - 

Christmas cucumber made of real glass - Christmas tree
17,99 £

4251805450972 CF14105 2x Mini case for stowing fishing accessories as fishing 
box, bait box for tools of all kinds - plastic case with win

13,99 £
4251805450989 CF16973 2x pirate pistol - antique toy pistols ideal for Halloween 

and carnival - revolver dummy as an accessory for ever
26,99 £
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4251805450996 CF16730 wooden cosmetic tissue box - tissue box with hinged lid 
- towel dispenser for bathroom, bedroom and living are

17,99 £
4251805451009 CF16731 wooden cosmetic tissue box - tissue box with hinged lid 

- towel dispenser for bathroom, bedroom and living are
26,99 £

4251805451016 CF12428 3x pearl garland for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decoration pearl ribbon - Christmas decoration - weddin

26,99 £
4251805451023 CF11914 25x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 

ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun
11,99 £

4251805451030 CF11914 100x ground anchors made of coated steel - robust 
ground pegs for fastening weed fleece and foils - groun

26,99 £
4251805451047 CF16887 12-piece Christmas tree decoration pendant set - 

Christmas tree decorations to decorate the Christmas tr
15,99 £

4251805451054 CF16944 2x metal candle holders in snowflake design - 
decorative candle holder for the winter - candlestick for 

13,99 £
4251805451061 CF13481 4x decorative spiral with stars - star garland spiral-

shaped for Christmas - Christmas garland for Christmas 
13,99 £

4251805451078 CF11008 3x Christmas garland - Fir garland for a perfect 
Christmas decoration - Christmas decoration for Christm

15,99 £
4251805451085 CF13503 2x wire garland with stars - garland for Christmas - 

Christmas garland for Christmas tree decorations - deco
15,99 £

4251805451092 CF15971 4x Christmas tree pendants candy cane - Christmas tree 
decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy cane s

11,99 £
4251805451108 CF15972 4x Christmas tree pendants candy cane - Christmas tree 

decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy cane s
11,99 £

4251805451122 CF15969 4x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 
Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas

13,99 £
4251805451139 CF15968 4x Christmas tree pendants "Christmas tree" - 

Christmas tree decorations to hang on - Christmas tree 
13,99 £

4251805451146 CF12761 4x Christmas tree pendant gift - Christmas ball gift box - 
Christmas tree decorations in gift form for the Christmas

15,99 £
4251805451160 CF9966 100x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 

hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor
8,99 £

4251805451177 CF11030 200x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 
hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor

8,99 £
4251805451184 CF12233 3x wooden pendants 3D star for the Christmas tree - 

Christmas tree decorations made of wood - Wooden orn
17,99 £

4251805451191 CF15965 2 meter premium icicle garland as Christmas decoration 
- Christmas window pictures - icicle winter decoration fo

13,99 £
4251805451207 CF11030 100x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 

hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor
8,99 £

4251805451214 CF16276 LED reindeer, decorative Christmas reindeer with LED 
lighting inside, reindeer as room decoration, battery-ope

17,99 £
4251805451221 CF16278 LED reindeer, decorative Christmas reindeer with LED 

lighting inside, reindeer as room decoration, battery-ope
35,99 £

4251805451238 CF16277 LED reindeer, decorative Christmas reindeer with LED 
lighting inside, reindeer as room decoration, battery-ope

26,99 £
4251805451245 CF16996 2-piece baking set with dough scraper and cake brush 

made of silicone - dough spatula for the kitchen - bakin
11,99 £

4251805451252 CF16997 2-piece baking set with dough scraper and cake brush 
made of silicone - dough spatula for the kitchen - bakin

11,99 £
4251805451276 CF16536 Glittering Christmas star with timer function - LED star 

as decorative lighting for Christmas - Battery-operated C
30,99 £

4251805451283 CF16255 4x sparkling underplates - reusable saucers as table 
decorations - decorative plates for weddings, family cele

26,99 £
4251805451283 CF16255 4x sparkling underplates - reusable saucers as table 

decorations - decorative plates for weddings, family cele
26,99 £

4251805451290 CF16254 4x sparkling underplates - reusable saucers as table 
decorations - decorative plates for weddings, family cele

30,99 £
4251805451290 CF16254 4x sparkling underplates - reusable saucers as table 

decorations - decorative plates for weddings, family cele
30,99 £

4251805451306 CF16256 4x sparkling underplates - reusable saucers as table 
decorations - decorative plates for weddings, family cele

30,99 £
4251805451306 CF16256 4x sparkling underplates - reusable saucers as table 

decorations - decorative plates for weddings, family cele
30,99 £

4251805451313 CF16256 3x sparkling underplates - reusable saucers as table 
decorations - decorative plates for weddings, family cele

26,99 £
4251805451313 CF16256 3x sparkling underplates - reusable saucers as table 

decorations - decorative plates for weddings, family cele
26,99 £

4251805451320 CF11026 200x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 
hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor

11,99 £
4251805451337 CF11026 100x hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Double 

hooks for Christmas tree decorations - Perfect for decor
8,99 £
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4251805451344 CF16903 silicone baking mat reusable - permanent baking mat 
for ovens up to 220 ° C - baking mat coated on both sid

15,99 £
4251805451351 CF16903 silicone baking mat reusable - permanent baking mat 

for ovens up to 230 ° C - baking mat coated on both sid
15,99 £

4251805451368 CF16408 6x butterfly clips - metal clips with motif for photos, all-
year decoration - clips with glittering butterfly - decorati

15,99 £
4251805451375 CF16995 costume cape for teenagers - cape with hood for 

vampire costume - unisex cape in black and red for Hall
26,99 £

4251805451382 CF16441 2x LED Christmas figure snowman - decorative figure 
with LED light for winter and Christmas - Christmas tree

26,99 £
4251805451399 CF16990 Christmas tree blanket Ø 98 cm - Christmas tree base 

with Christmas motif - Christmas tree carpet round - Chr
15,99 £

4251805451405 CF16252 2x crimson serving tray - stylish, shiny decorative tray - 
winter tray made of plastic - suitable for everyday use a

15,99 £
4251805451412 CF16251 2x silver-colored serving tray - stylish decorative tray in 

silver optics - wintery plastic tray - suitable for everyday
15,99 £

4251805451429 CF15098 2x Easter decoration figure - Easter egg with bow - 
Green ceramic figure - with moss-like artificial grass - E

30,99 £
4251805451436 CF15117 2-piece set of decorative figures - Easter egg and Easter 

bunny with bow - green ceramic figures - with moss-like
30,99 £

4251805451450 CF17000 2x Easter Bunny with bow - green ceramic rabbit figure 
- with rabbit fur made of moss-like artificial grass [select

26,99 £
4251805451467 CF16434 luminous star in 3D with LED lighting in warm white to 

hang up, sturdy paper star, great Christmas decorations
26,99 £

4251805451474 CF17001 2x decorative figure Easter Bunny with bow - green 
ceramic rabbit figure - with rabbit fur made of moss-like

30,99 £
4251805451481 CF17002 2x decorative figure Easter Bunny with bow - green 

ceramic rabbit figure - with rabbit fur made of moss-like
35,99 £

4251805451498 CF17003 2x cold frame fleece - garden fleece for plant protection 
in winter - winter fleece as frost protection for covering 

15,99 £
4251805451504 CF16437 Christmas decoration - wooden house to stand with LED 

light - wooden decoration, illuminated house - table dec
30,99 £

4251805451511 CF16978 6x metal tags for the Christmas tree - Christmas tree 
decorations made of metal in the form of fir trees - rusti

15,99 £
4251805451528 CF16979 2x metal pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas 

tree decorations made of metal in heart shape - rustic C
13,99 £

4251805451542 CF16981 3x metal pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas 
tree decorations made of metal in the form of heart, flo

15,99 £
4251805451559 CF15392 40x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls shatterproof 

made of plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for the C
35,99 £

4251805451566 CF16977 metal reindeer on a wooden base, decorative metal 
reindeer figurine, deer statue as a high-quality Christma

15,99 £
4251805451573 CF13825 3x solar light for outside - garden light for the ground - 

path light - solar light - 8 hours running time
30,99 £

4251805451580 CF13826 3x solar light for outside - garden light for the ground - 
path light - solar light - 8 hours running time

30,99 £
4251805451597 CF16414 4x Christmas tree decorations decorative bird - little 

birds with sequins for Christmas tree decorations - plasti
13,99 £

4251805451603 CF16411 4x Christmas tree decorations decorative bird - little 
birds with sequins for Christmas tree decorations - plasti

13,99 £
4251805451610 CF16409 4x Christmas tree decorations decorative bird - little 

birds with sequins for Christmas tree decorations - plasti
13,99 £

4251805451627 CF16412 4x Christmas tree decorations decorative bird - little 
birds with sequins for Christmas tree decorations - plasti

13,99 £
4251805451634 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 

made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decora
26,99 £

4251805451641 CF16415 2x Christmas tree decoration bird - peacock with 
sequins for Christmas tree decoration - plastic birds with

15,99 £
4251805451658 CF16365 16x unbreakable star hangers - silver-colored Christmas 

tree decorations in the shape of a star - decorative Chris
15,99 £

4251805451665 CF16366 16x break-proof star hangers - Black Christmas tree 
decorations in star shape - Decorative Christmas decora

13,99 £
4251805451672 CF16367 16x unbreakable star hangers - Christmas tree 

decorations in the shape of a star - Decorative Christma
15,99 £

4251805451689 CF16368 16x unbreakable star hangers - Christmas tree 
decorations in the shape of a star - Decorative Christma

17,99 £
4251805451696 CF16369 16x unbreakable star hangers - Christmas tree 

decorations in the shape of a star - Decorative Christma
15,99 £

4251805451702 CF16415 2x Christmas tree decoration bird - peacock with 
sequins for Christmas tree decoration - plastic birds with

15,99 £
4251805451719 CF16374 8x Christmas tree pendant in the shape of a cone, 

unbreakable Christmas tree decoration, cone pendant a
13,99 £
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4251805451726 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decora

26,99 £
4251805451634 CF14571 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 

made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decora
26,99 £

4251805451740 CF14469 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 

17,99 £
4251805451757 CF16361 31-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 

tree balls and pine cones made of unbreakable plastic fo
30,99 £

4251805451764 CF16362 31-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 
tree balls and pine cones made of unbreakable plastic fo

26,99 £
4251805451771 CF16363 31-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 

tree balls and pine cones made of unbreakable plastic fo
26,99 £

4251805451795 CF16360 31-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 
tree balls and pine cones made of unbreakable plastic fo

30,99 £
4251805451801 CF16377 24x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805451818 CF16415 2x Christmas tree decoration bird - peacock with 
sequins for Christmas tree decoration - plastic birds with

15,99 £
4251805451856 CF16324 2x Christmas tree decorations in bow form - Christmas 

decorations in festive colors - Glittering pendants for Ch
8,99 £

4251805451863 CF16325 2x ballerina dancer as Christmas tree decoration - 
dancer as Christmas decoration - glittering pendants for

13,99 £
4251805451870 CF16326 4x Christmas tree decorations in dragonfly design - 

Christmas decorations in festive colors - Glittering pend
13,99 £

4251805451887 CF16329 4x Christmas tree decorations snowflake - winter 
decoration for Christmas tree decorations - plastic snowf

15,99 £
4251805451894 CF16331 4x Christmas tree decorations fairy - Christmas 

decorations in festive colors - Glittering pendants for the
17,99 £

4251805451900 CF16332 4x ballerina dancer as Christmas tree decoration - 
dancer as Christmas decoration - glittering pendants for

17,99 £
4251805451917 CF16334 4x Christmas tree decorations unicorn - Christmas 

decorations in festive colors - Glittering pendants for the
15,99 £

4251805451924 CF16336 6x Christmas tree decorations - glittering hanging 
decoration - glittering twig with decorative stones to ha

26,99 £
4251805451931 CF16339 4x decorative ribbon in Christmas colors - gift string 

with wire reinforcement - ideal for handicrafts and pack
13,99 £

4251805451948 CF16340 4x decorative ribbon in Christmas colors - wide gift cord 
- ideal for handicrafts and packaging - 25 m per roll [sel

13,99 £
4251805451955 CF16341 2x decorative thread roll - colored gift ribbon made of 

raffia - filigree threads 3-colored - fine cords for decorat
13,99 £

4251805451962 CF16724 2x handicraft cord on wooden roll - high-quality set of 
gift cord for handicrafts and packaging - jute cord for de

11,99 £
4251805451986 CF16724 2x handicraft cord on wooden roll - high-quality set of 

gift cord for handicrafts and packaging - jute cord for de
11,99 £

4251805451993 CF16724 2x handicraft cord on wooden roll - high-quality set of 
gift cord for handicrafts and packaging - jute cord for de

15,99 £
4251805452006 CF16899 2-piece springform pan set - springform pan for baking 

with flat bottom - for ovens up to 220 ° C - non-stick co
26,99 £

4251805452013 CF16338 Pink Christmas elves for Christmas decorations, winter 
figures as decorative items, cute corner stools as room 

26,99 £
4251805452020 CF16557 LED Christmas tree ball Ø 15cm - Christmas ball with 

winter landscapes - Christmas tree decorations with ligh
26,99 £

4251805452037 CF16558 LED Christmas tree ball Ø 15cm - Christmas ball with 
winter landscapes - Christmas tree decorations with ligh

26,99 £
4251805452044 CF16352 16x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for the Christma
13,99 £

4251805452051 CF16988 1x organic fiber tape for stoves and chimneys. Safety 
tape to seal off your fireplace or stove.

15,99 £
4251805452051 CF16988 1x organic fiber tape for stoves and chimneys. Safety 

tape to seal off your fireplace or stove.
15,99 £

4251805452068 CF16402 2x Christmas decoration Santa Claus figure made of felt 
- Window sill decoration for Christmas - Winter decorati

26,99 £
4251805452075 CF16403 2x Christmas decoration Santa Claus figure made of felt 

- Window sill decoration for Christmas - Winter decorati
30,99 £

4251805452082 CF16404 3x decorative display for Christmas - Christmas tree 
made of felt with a solid wood base - Christmas tree as 

26,99 £
4251805452099 CF16394 20-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 

tree balls in different shapes made of unbreakable plasti
30,99 £

4251805452105 CF16395 20-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 
tree balls in different shapes made of unbreakable plasti

30,99 £
4251805452112 CF16397 20-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 

tree balls in different shapes made of unbreakable plasti
30,99 £
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4251805452129 CF16398 26-piece set of Christmas tree balls - Christmas balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - tree decora

26,99 £
4251805452136 CF16400 3x Pendant Nutcracker, Christmas tree pendant in the 

shape of a traditional nutcracker, several designs, heigh
15,99 £

4251805452143 CF16948 rotating serving tray - round serving plate made of 
bamboo wood - rotating plate for serving pastries, chee

30,99 £
4251805452150 CF16386 26-piece set of Christmas tree balls - tree decorations 

made of shatterproof plastic for Christmas - Christmas b
30,99 £

4251805452167 CF16388 26-piece set of Christmas tree balls - Christmas balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - tree decora

30,99 £
4251805452174 CF16392 20-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 

tree balls in different shapes made of unbreakable plasti
30,99 £

4251805452181 CF16383 19-piece Christmas decoration set - Christmas tree balls 
made of unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decora

35,99 £
4251805452198 CF16382 31-piece set hanging decoration Christmas - Christmas 

tree balls and pine cones made of unbreakable plastic fo
26,99 £

4251805452204 CF16379 12x Christmas balls - plastic Christmas tree balls for 
Christmas - tree decorations for the Christmas tree - Chr

17,99 £
4251805452228 CF17012 metal tealight holder with star motif - decorative 

candlestick for winter time - Christmas tealight holder - 
30,99 £

4251805452235 CF17010 4x decorative coasters in leaf design - decorative tea 
light holders made of metal - modern flat bowls as deco

15,99 £
4251805452242 CF17008 candlesticks in a classic design - candlesticks with a 

round base and handle - candlesticks for a stick candle
13,99 £

4251805452259 CF16323 2x Christmas tree decorations in bow form - Christmas 
decorations in festive colors - Glittering pendants for Ch

8,99 £
4251805452273 CF17018 72x hand-painted Easter eggs for hanging - pastel-

colored Easter decorations with great patterns - decorati
26,99 £

4251805452280 CF17011 decorative standee Buddha - decorative Buddha 
sculpture - high-quality decorative figure made of metal 

17,99 £
4251805452297 CF14358 10-piece Christmas tree pendant set, break-proof 

Christmas tree decorations in the form of cones & gifts, 
17,99 £

4251805452303 CF14358 10-piece Christmas tree pendant set, break-proof 
Christmas tree decorations in the form of cones & gifts, 

26,99 £
4251805452327 CF14358 10-piece Christmas tree pendant set, break-proof 

Christmas tree decorations in the form of cones & gifts, 
26,99 £

4251805452334 CF14358 10-piece Christmas tree pendant set, break-proof 
Christmas tree decorations in the form of cones & gifts, 

26,99 £
4251805452341 CF14801 10-piece Christmas tree pendant set, break-proof 

Christmas tree decorations in the form of cones & gifts, 
17,99 £

4251805452358 CF15964 40x gift stickers for Christmas - stickers for gift lettering 
gold-colored - gift labels with Christmas motifs

13,99 £
4251805452365 CF16312 24x decorative flower with clip - glittering blossom to 

clip on - flower pin as room decoration for Christmas an
26,99 £

4251805452396 CF16313 12x decorative flower with clip - glittering flowers to clip 
on - flower plug as room decoration for Christmas and V

17,99 £
4251805452419 CF16313 12x decorative flower with clip - glittering flowers to clip 

on - flower plug as room decoration for Christmas and V
15,99 £

4251805452426 CF16315 shrub with LED lighting to put down - sturdy plastic 
shrub - 16 warm white LEDs with timer function - batter

26,99 £
4251805452433 CF16302 24-piece gift packaging set for Christmas and birthdays 

- gift bows and ribbons in buttery colors
13,99 £

4251805452440 CF16301 24-piece gift packaging set for Christmas and birthdays 
- gift bows and gift ribbons in bright colors

13,99 £
4251805452457 CF16315 shrub with LED lighting to stand on - sturdy plastic 

shrub - 16 warm white LEDs with timer function - batter
26,99 £

4251805452464 CF17009 metal tealight holder - decorative tealight holder in bowl 
shape - candle holder for a cozy ambience - decorative

13,99 £
4251805452471 CF17007 candlesticks in an elegant design for a festive table - 

modern candlesticks for weddings, anniversaries - metal
13,99 £

4251805452488 CF16290 12x ring ribbon in shiny colors - 10 m per roll - high-
quality set of gift ribbons for handicrafts and packaging 

11,99 £
4251805452495 CF16322 Christmas tree top glitter star - Christmas tree top for 

the Christmas tree - suitable for every Christmas tree - s
15,99 £

4251805452501 CF16322 Christmas tree top glitter star - Christmas tree top for 
the Christmas tree - suitable for every Christmas tree - s

17,99 £
4251805452549 CF17004 decoration display for Christmas - wooden display for 

placing - XL lettering Merry Christmas - Christmas decor
17,99 £

4251805452556 CF17017 4x tree slices made of solid wood with bark - thick 
wooden slices for decoration - decorative coasters for v

26,99 £
4251805452563 CF17006 serving tray made of stainless steel - round tray for 

serving and decorating - shiny serving tray
15,99 £
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4251805452570 CF17005 stainless steel serving tray - oval tray for serving and 
decorating - shiny serving tray

17,99 £
4251805452587 CF16960 snow globe Santa Claus with present and reindeer - 

decorative snow globe to put down with snowman base 
15,99 £

4251805452594 CF12512 4x angel hair white - Fine tinsel for the Christmas tree 
and Advent wreath - Fairy hair for decorating at Christm

15,99 £
4251805452600 CF16960 snow globe snowman with gift and reindeer - decorative 

snow globe to put down with Santa Claus base - Christ
17,99 £

4251805452617 CF16960 snow globe Santa Claus with mug and reindeer - 
decorative snow globe to put down with snowman base 

17,99 £
4251805452624 CF16980 large decorative anchor as a metal pendant - maritime 

metal jewelry in anchor form - ship anchor as rustic win
17,99 £

4251805452631 CF16960 snow globe Snowman sitting with reindeer - decorative 
snow globe to put down with Santa Claus base - Christ

17,99 £
4251805452648 CF17006 2x stainless steel serving tray - round tray for serving 

and decorating - shiny serving tray
17,99 £

4251805452655 CF17005 2x stainless steel serving tray - oval tray for serving and 
decorating - shiny serving tray

26,99 £
4251805452662 CF16317 4x window stickers star gold-colored / silver-colored - 

Christmas window stickers - self-adhesive window pictur
15,99 £

4251805452662 CF16317 4x window stickers star gold-colored / silver-colored - 
Christmas window stickers - self-adhesive window pictur

15,99 £
4251805452679 CF17019 animal stool elephant made of polyester with wooden 

legs - children's stool with animal design - padded stool 
52,99 £

4251805452686 CF17019 animal stool Giraffe made of polyester with wooden legs 
- children's stool with animal design - upholstered stool 

52,99 £
4251805452693 CF17019 animal stool monkey made of polyester with wooden 

legs - children's stool with animal design - upholstered s
52,99 £

4251805452709 CF17023 4x 3D placemats for Christmas - placemats for the 
kitchen - placemats with different motifs - table mat [sel

15,99 £
4251805452716 CF17023 8x 3D placemats for Christmas - placemats for the 

kitchen - placemats with different motifs - table mat [sel
17,99 £

4251805452723 CF17021 3x Snowflake XL - Christmas decoration snow star to 
hang on - Pendant for Christmas in white - Room decor

26,99 £
4251805452747 CF17024 3x food storage jars - storage jars made of glass with 

plastic lids - food storage jars for camping or picnics - st
26,99 £

4251805452754 CF13507 8x Christmas tree pendants candy cane - Christmas tree 
decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy cane s

13,99 £
4251805452761 CF13508 8x Christmas tree pendants candy cane - Christmas tree 

decorations to hang on - Christmas balls in candy cane s
15,99 £

4251805452778 CF14863 10x Christmas tree pendant set Christmas tree cones 
and gifts in silver-colored, white unbreakable, Christmas

26,99 £
4251805452785 CF4046 10x Christmas tree pendant set Christmas tree cones 

and gifts in silver-colored, white unbreakable, Christmas
17,99 £

4251805452792 CF12237 12x Christmas tree pendant set Fir tree cones in silver, 
unbreakable white, Christmas tree decorations for Christ

26,99 £
4251805452808 CF16216 2x nutcracker pendant, Christmas tree pendant in the 

shape of a traditional nutcracker, different designs, heig
13,99 £

4251805452815 CF16484 XXL Christmas star with timer function - LED star as 
decorative lighting for Christmas - Battery-operated Chri

30,99 £
4251805452822 CF16485 LED light chain with 8 balls - light chain with LED light - 

decorative lighting for Christmas, birthday, wedding or p
17,99 £

4251805452839 CF16486 LED light chain with 8 balls - light chain with LED light - 
decorative lighting for Christmas, birthday, wedding or p

17,99 £
4251805452846 CF16487 cones with LED lighting - braided branches with 20 

warm white LEDs - great mood lighting with timer - Chri
17,99 £

4251805452853 CF16488 cone with LED lighting - braided branches with 30 warm 
white LEDs - great mood lighting with timer - Christmas 

35,99 £
4251805452860 CF16489 cone with LED lighting - braided branches with 40 warm 

white LEDs - great mood lighting with timer - Christmas 
43,99 £

4251805456103 CF16490 decorative fir tree with LED lighting, braided branches 
with 20 warm white LEDs, great mood light for Christma

26,99 £
4251805452884 CF16491 decorative fir tree with LED lighting, braided branches 

with 30 warm white LEDs, great mood lighting for Christ
30,99 £

4251805452891 CF16492 LED deco pyramid in fir look - deco light with artificial 
snow and 20 warm white LEDs - great mood light for Ch

30,99 £
4251805452907 CF16493 LED deco pyramid in fir look - deco light with artificial 

snow and 30 warm white LEDs - great mood light for Ch
30,99 £

4251805452914 CF16494 LED deco pyramid in fir look - deco light with artificial 
snow and 40 warm white LEDs - great mood light for Ch

43,99 £
4251805452921 CF16900 6-piece bathroom set for women and men - care set 

with callus pumice stone, hand brush and sponge - gift 
15,99 £
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4251805452938 CF17020 4x key ring bird - Fidget Toy Pop It Push It, Pop Bubble 
- anti-stress toy for on the go to hang on - for children a

11,99 £
4251805452945 CF17020 4x key chain Dino - Fidget Toy Pop It Push It, Pop 

Bubble - anti-stress toys for on the go to hang on - for c
15,99 £

4251805452952 CF17020 4x key ring elephant - Fidget Toy Pop It Push It, Pop 
Bubble - anti-stress toy for on the go to hang on - for ch

15,99 £
4251805452969 CF17020 4x key chain dog - Fidget Toy Pop It Push It, Pop 

Bubble - anti-stress toy for on the go to hang on - for ch
15,99 £

4251805452976 CF17020 4x key chain penguin - Fidget Toy Pop It Push It, Pop 
Bubble - anti-stress toys for on the go to hang on - for c

15,99 £
4251805452983 CF17020 4x key ring bear - Fidget Toy Pop It Push It, Pop Bubble 

- anti-stress toy for on the go to hang on - for children a
15,99 £

4251805452990 CF16999 2x wooden tray - rectangular wooden tray with tree 
bark - decorative tray in different sizes - room decoratio

30,99 £
4251805453003 CF16543 LED house as a decoration for Christmas - decorative 

house made of wood - house with LED lighting - Christ
35,99 £

4251805453010 CF16544 LED decorative ladder with houses - Christmas 
decorations made of wood - Houses with LED lighting - 

30,99 £
4251805453027 CF16546 LED star - Christmas star with timer function - LED star 

as decorative lighting for Christmas - battery-operated C
30,99 £

4251805453034 CF16945 large decorative anchor as a wooden pendant - 
maritime wooden jewelry in anchor form - ship anchor a

13,99 £
4251805453041 CF16281 4-piece LED hanging decoration set made of wood - 

hanging figure house with lighting - Christmas decoratio
26,99 £

4251805453058 CF16282 3x decorative ribbon, silver-colored - Christmas set, gift 
cord - gift ribbon for handicrafts and packaging - 3-piec

15,99 £
4251805453065 CF17029 28-piece gift packaging set for Christmas and birthdays 

- gift bows and gift ribbons - self-adhesive gift bows - s
15,99 £

4251805453072 CF17029 28-piece gift packaging set for Christmas and birthdays 
- gift bows and gift ribbons - self-adhesive gift bows - s

15,99 £
4251805453089 CF17029 28-piece gift packaging set for Christmas and birthdays 

- gift bows and gift ribbons - self-adhesive gift bows - s
15,99 £

4251805453102 CF16288 dwarf with LED nose and lantern - decorative Christmas 
elf with LED lighting - wobbly dwarf with white pointed 

39,99 £
4251805453119 CF16289 XL dwarf with LED nose and lantern - decorative 

Christmas elf with LED lighting - wobbly dwarf with pink
43,99 £

4251805453126 CF16314 shrub with LED lighting to put down - sturdy plastic 
shrub - 16 warm white LEDs with timer function - Christ

26,99 £
4251805453140 CF16517 LED tree as decorative lighting - light tree with 32 LEDs 

as decoration for Christmas - light tree for indoor use
15,99 £

4251805453157 CF16518 LED tree as decorative lighting - light tree with 48 LEDs 
as decoration for Christmas - light tree for indoor use

26,99 £
4251805453164 CF16519 LED decorative stand made of wood - illuminated 

lettering "XMAS" - decorative lettering to put down for C
26,99 £

4251805453171 CF14444 2x disco ball - mirror ball to hang up - disco ball for 
party - party ball for New Year's Eve, birthday, theme p

35,99 £
4251805453188 CF16947 2x disco ball - mirror ball to hang up - disco ball for 

party - party ball for New Year's Eve, birthday, theme p
39,99 £

4251805453195 CF17019 animal stool hippo made of polyester with wooden legs 
- children's stool with animal design - upholstered stool 

52,99 £
4251805453225 CF16506 LED hanging lantern with flickering light - wireless 

hanging light - battery-operated lantern with timer funct
17,99 £

4251805453232 CF16845 200x straw flower needles - clip clips for flower 
arrangements in floristry for floral decoration - arrange

11,99 £
4251805453249 CF16845 400x straw flower needles - clip clips for flower 

arrangements in floristry for floral decoration - arrange
13,99 £

4251805453256 CF16848 100x ivy needles - clip clips for flower arrangements in 
floristry for floral decoration - arrangement needles

11,99 £
4251805453263 CF16848 200x ivy needles - clip clips for flower arrangements in 

floristry for floral decoration - arrangement needles
15,99 £

4251805453270 CF16848 50x ivy needles - clip clips for flower arrangements in 
floristry for floral decoration - arrangement needles

8,99 £
4251805453287 CF16869 3x flower wrapping wire set - binding wire wound on a 

wooden stick - metal wire for handicrafts - craft wire 30
13,99 £

4251805453294 CF16870 3x flower wrapping wire set - binding wire wound on a 
wooden stick - metal wire for handicrafts - handicraft wi

13,99 £
4251805453300 CF16867 110x pearl head decorative needles - decorative needles 

with pearl head - craft needles for flower arrangements 
15,99 £

4251805453317 CF16849 2x wire hearts in two sizes - wavy flat wire for wreaths 
and flower arrangements - heart-shaped binding rings - 

13,99 £
4251805453324 CF16853 2x wire stars in two sizes - wavy flat wire for wreaths 

and flower arrangements - star-shaped binding rings - d
13,99 £
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4251805453331 CF16856 2x wire stars in two sizes - wavy flat wire for wreaths 
and flower arrangements - star-shaped binding rings - d

15,99 £
4251805453348 CF16851 2x wire hearts in two sizes - wavy flat wire for wreaths 

and flower arrangements - heart-shaped binding rings - 
17,99 £

4251805453355 CF16858 50x pinholder with adhesive pad - arrangement holder 
for handicrafts - pinholder for floral foam - floristry supp

15,99 £
4251805453362 CF16859 50x pinholder - arrangement holder for handicrafts - 

pinholder for floral foam - floristry supplies
11,99 £

4251805453379 CF16862 2x floral tape - rubber tape for fixing handicrafts/flower 
arrangements - waterproof florist tape - finish tape

13,99 £
4251805453386 CF16864 2x Achor Tape - waterproof flower tape - florist tape for 

fixing flower arrangements - self-adhesive craft tape
15,99 £

4251805453393 CF16865 4x Flower Tape - self-adhesive masking tape for flowers 
- florist wrapping tape - handicraft crepe

15,99 £
4251805453409 CF16316 4x LED lantern - lantern with beautiful motifs - battery-

operated paper lantern - LED lighting for Christmas - Ch
26,99 £

4251805453416 CF16327 2x hanging decoration reindeer - decorative reindeer 
figure made of plastic - deer statue to hang up - Christ

15,99 £
4251805453423 CF16542 3x LED Christmas figure as decorative lighting - wooden 

decoration with light - wooden decoration for Christmas 
26,99 £

4251805453430 CF13480 4x decorative spiral with stars - star garland spiral-
shaped for Christmas - Christmas garland for Christmas 

13,99 £
4251805453447 CF13533 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 
15,99 £

4251805453454 CF14099 6x Christmas balls - Christmas tree balls made of 
unbreakable plastic for Christmas - Tree decorations for 

15,99 £
4251805453461 CF17041 LED Christmas decoration made of metal - sheet metal 

figures with a Christmas motif - illuminated decoration fi
26,99 £

4251805453478 CF17040 Christmas decoration made of metal - sheet metal 
figures in a Christmas motif - wobbly figures for the Adv

13,99 £
4251805453485 CF17040 Christmas decoration made of metal - sheet metal 

figures in a Christmas motif - wobbly figures for the Adv
13,99 £

4251805453492 CF17040 Christmas decoration made of metal - sheet metal 
figures in a Christmas motif - wobbly figures for the Adv

13,99 £
4251805453508 CF17041 LED Christmas decoration made of metal - sheet metal 

figures with a Christmas motif - illuminated decoration fi
26,99 £

4251805453515 CF17041 LED Christmas decoration made of metal - sheet metal 
figures with a Christmas motif - illuminated decoration fi

15,99 £
4251805453522 CF16857 gusset tape - viscose fleece for wrapping straw wreaths 

- binding fleece for handicrafts - handicraft accessories
15,99 £

4251805453539 CF16861 adhesive putty - modeling clay for pinholder - floristic 
accessories - fixing putty for handicraft accessories

15,99 £
4251805453546 CF16863 flower tape - rubber tape for fixing handicrafts / flower 

arrangements - waterproof florist tape - finishing tape
13,99 £

4251805453553 CF16243 Christmas tree top glossy - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri

17,99 £
4251805453560 CF17038 2x dog toy gingerbread man and candy cane - soft 

chew toy - squeaky toy doll made of fabric - pet supplie
13,99 £

4251805453584 CF17038 2x dog toy gingerbread man and candy cane - soft 
chew toy - pet supplies bite toy figure - squeaky toy doll

13,99 £
4251805453591 CF17038 2x dog toy gingerbread man and candy cane - squeaky 

toy doll made of fabric - soft chew toy - pet supplies bit
11,99 £

4251805453614 CF17037 2x dog toy Christmas tree and bones - soft chew toy - 
squeaky toy doll made of fabric - pet supplies teething t

13,99 £
4251805453638 CF17031 4x photo frames as Christmas tree decorations, 

Christmas tree decorations Picture frames, Christmas de
13,99 £

4251805453652 CF16215 decorative figure nutcracker with sword - Christmas 
decoration in the form of a traditional nutcracker - decor

30,99 £
4251805453669 CF16215 decorative figure nutcracker with stick - Christmas 

decoration in the form of a traditional nutcracker - decor
30,99 £

4251805453676 CF16215 decorative figure nutcracker with red flag - Christmas 
decoration in the form of a traditional nutcracker - decor

30,99 £
4251805453683 CF16215 decorative figure nutcracker with scepter gold-colored - 

Christmas decoration in the form of a traditional nutcrac
30,99 £

4251805453690 CF17014 tealight holder with decorative deer - Christmas 
candlestick with wooden base - decorative Christmas ca

15,99 £
4251805453706 CF17033 3-piece cookie jar set Christmas - storage boxes with 

Christmas motifs - tin boxes with lids for Christmas cook
26,99 £

4251805453713 CF17034 3-piece cookie jar set Christmas heart - storage boxes 
with Christmas motifs - tin cans with lids for Christmas c

17,99 £
4251805453744 CF17032 6-piece baking set red - cookie shape and dough 

scraper with Christmas motifs - cookie cutter for Christ
17,99 £
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4251805453782 CF17048 toilet brush - toilet brush with holder - toilet brush made 
of plastic - toilet set

17,99 £
4251805453799 CF17045 toilet brush - toilet brush with holder - toilet brush made 

of plastic - toilet set - [selection varies]
17,99 £

4251805453829 CF17032 6-piece green baking set - cookie form and dough 
scraper with Christmas motifs - cookie cutter for Christ

15,99 £
4251805453836 CF17043 2x bamboo sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of 

hand brush and dustpan - hand broom in modern colors
26,99 £

4251805453843 CF17046 6x dish brush - kitchen brush in beautiful colors - dish 
brush - dishwashing brush - pan brush for cleaning - [se

17,99 £
4251805453850 CF17044 4x bottle brush for cleaning - long cleaning brush for 

bottles - cleaning brush in different colors [selection vari
17,99 £

4251805453874 CF17049 2x food grater - nutmeg grater made of stainless steel - 
garlic grater - universal grater

11,99 £
4251805453898 CF13253 foldable stool - stool with storage space - storage box 

for sitting - 40 L
35,99 £

4251805453904 CF16428 decorative ball on a rope - 24 LED lights on the rope 
and in the ball - battery operated - 6 hour timer

26,99 £
4251805453911 CF17030 4-piece family pizza set, pizza tray with holder, rack for 

baking trays, easy to bake 3 pizzas or cakes at the sam
35,99 £

4251805453928 CF17042 4x cups, ceramic coffee cups, cup set for coffee, 
cappuccino and mocha, tea cup with 200 ml

17,99 £
4251805453935 CF17050 tealight holder with a Christmas tree motif, candle 

holder for 3 tealights, Christmas decorations made of m
26,99 £

4251805453942 CF16288 dwarf with LED nose and lantern - decorative Christmas 
elf with LED lighting - wobbly dwarf with pink pointed c

35,99 £
4251805453959 CF16289 XL dwarf with LED nose and lantern - decorative 

Christmas elf with LED lighting - wobbly dwarf with pink
48,99 £

4251805453966 CF14340 8x Christmas tree pendant "Tannenbaum" - Christmas 
tree decorations to attach - Christmas tree pendant in t

26,99 £
4251805453973 CF16975 device hook rail with 4 broom hooks and 5 hooks for 

smaller devices.
26,99 £

4251805453980 CF16282 3x decorative ribbon in bright colors - Christmas set of 
gift cord - gift ribbon for handicrafts and packaging - 3-

15,99 £
4251805453997 CF16991 resistant weed fleece - premium cover fleece for garden 

and construction - effective protection against weeds - a
17,99 £

4251805454000 CF16504 LED ball lamp with batteries - LED ball with warm white 
light - decoration for Christmas, birthday, wedding or pa

26,99 £
4251805454017 CF16503 LED ball light with batteries - LED ball with light - 

decoration for Christmas, birthday, wedding or party [se
26,99 £

4251805454031 CF16717 6x moth protection made of cedar wood, pendant for 
the wardrobe, fragrant moth repellent against clothes m

15,99 £
4251805454048 CF17061 4-piece cocktail mixer set - cooler for bottles for special 

occasions - ice cube container with tongs - cocktail shak
26,99 £

4251805454055 CF17022 6x spice shakers made of stainless steel and glass - 
modern salt dispenser - timeless pepper shaker - herb j

17,99 £
4251805454062 CF16725 4x storage jar with lid - storage jar for coffee, tea, 

muesli, pastries - screw-top jar for small items
15,99 £

4251805454079 CF16740 3x dehumidifier with double function. Lavender 
fragrance line. Dehumidifies your room and brings a gre

13,99 £
4251805454086 CF16740 3x dehumidifier with double function - dehumidification 

of room, cupboard, showcase, car - cupboard dehumidif
15,99 £

4251805454093 CF16740 3x dehumidifier with double function - dehumidification 
of room, cupboard, showcase, car - cupboard dehumidif

13,99 £
4251805454109 CF16740 3x dehumidifier with double function. Once per 

fragrance in rose, fresh and lavender, for your closet or 
15,99 £

4251805454116 CF17060 3-piece tray set - oval tray for serving and decorating - 
decorative plate made of stainless steel in 3 sizes - servi

26,99 £
4251805454130 CF17071 3x oval bowl - serving dishes made of metal - for the 

kitchen, office and as a decoration - decorative bowl for 
15,99 £

4251805454147 CF17069 5x stick lighter in different colors - refillable gas lighter - 
lighter for candles etc. - lighter [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805454154 CF16314 shrub with LED lighting to put down - sturdy plastic 

shrub - 16 warm white LEDs with timer function - batter
26,99 £

4251805454161 CF17065 2-piece spice shaker set - salt shaker and pepper mill 
made of bamboo - salt and pepper mill in a classic desig

15,99 £
4251805454178 CF17072 6x scented bags - scented bag set for bathroom, 

drawers, cupboards, rooms and cars. Fragrance freshen
13,99 £

4251805454185 CF17067 2x LED candle - decorative candle with light - battery-
operated LED candle - candle with realistic flickering - L

17,99 £
4251805454192 CF17062 metal vase - metal vase for flowers - decorative vase for 

home and office - vase with dents - room decoration - h
15,99 £
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4251805454208 CF17062 metal vase - metal vase for flowers - decorative vase for 
home and office - vase with dents - room decoration - h

15,99 £
4251805454215 CF17062 metal vase - metal vase for flowers - decorative vase for 

home and office - vase with dents - room decoration - h
15,99 £

4251805454222 CF17070 3x 40 cleaning cloths on a roll - cleaning cloths for 
kitchen, bathroom and household - multi-purpose cloths

17,99 £
4251805454239 CF16976 3x cover for food - fly hood made of metal - colorful 

dining screen - Ø 30 cm [selection varies]
30,99 £

4251805454246 CF16976 3x cover for food - fly hood made of metal - colorful 
dining screen - Ø 30 cm [selection varies]

30,99 £
4251805454277 CF16898 soap dispenser with sensor - automatic soap dispenser - 

battery-operated soap dispenser for soap etc. - electric
26,99 £

4251805454284 CF16957 4x decorative jars filled with lots of beautiful shells in 
natural colors for your sea feeling at home [selection va

26,99 £
4251805454291 CF16956 2x decorative glass filled with beautiful shells in the 

colors gray / brown / white for your sea feeling at home
26,99 £

4251805454307 CF16956 2x decorative glass filled with beautiful shells in the 
colors white / beige for your sea feeling at home

26,99 £
4251805454314 CF16537 LED Christmas tree decoration - Christmas tree 

decoration with LED and timer - Christmas tree stand wi
26,99 £

4251805454321 CF16538 XXL poinsettia with timer function - LED star as 
decorative lighting for Christmas - Battery-operated Chri

35,99 £
4251805454338 CF16954 2x bags filled with beautiful shells and wood in the color 

beige for your sea feeling at home.
26,99 £

4251805454345 CF16539 XXL Christmas tree with timer function - LED tree as a 
decorative hanger for Christmas - Battery-operated Chri

35,99 £
4251805454352 CF16831 potato cutter - French fry cutter made of plastic - 

French press - French fries cutting device - Frit press - V
26,99 £

4251805454369 CF16954 2x bags filled with beautiful shells and wood in the color 
brown for your sea feeling at home.

17,99 £
4251805454383 CF16530 LED garden plug in the shape of a fir tree - illuminated 

decorative tree with timer function - battery-operated C
26,99 £

4251805454390 CF16693 2x rim brush 47 cm Car accessories for your car rims 
Aluminum rim washing brush Rim care brush with long 

15,99 £
4251805454413 CF16950 80x food storage bags 1 liter for closing, resealable food 

storage bags for food storage - all-purpose bags
13,99 £

4251805454420 CF16950 80x food storage bags 40x 1.2 L and 40x 2.5 L for 
closing, resealable food storage bags

13,99 £
4251805454437 CF16950 60x food storage bags -1 liter and 3 liters with zip to 

close, resealable food storage bags
15,99 £

4251805454444 CF16534 LED poinsettia - Decorative lighting for Christmas - 
Battery-operated Christmas decorations for the home

26,99 £
4251805454451 CF14479 2x hanging decoration made of wood - door sign in 

coastal design - maritime vintage wall decoration - deco
26,99 £

4251805454468 CF16747 2x wooden hanging decoration - door sign in anchor 
design - maritime vintage wall decoration - decorative h

15,99 £
4251805454475 CF16510 LED light chain with Christmas balls and timer - 

illuminated ball garland for an atmospheric Christmas d
15,99 £

4251805454482 CF16511 LED light chain with Christmas balls and timer - 
illuminated ball garland for an atmospheric Christmas d

17,99 £
4251805454499 CF16512 LED light chain with Christmas balls and timer - 

illuminated ball garland for an atmospheric Christmas d
15,99 £

4251805454505 CF17074 2-piece set maritime wooden decoration - hanging 
decoration and table decoration - wooden stand and ha

17,99 £
4251805454529 CF16971 2x Christmas bag - gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus 

and Advent - XXL gift bag with Santa Claus motif - gift b
15,99 £

4251805454536 CF17047 draining rack with microfiber base - plastic draining grid 
- crockery racks for cutlery and crockery - kitchen acces

17,99 £
4251805454543 CF17056 20x loose-leaf binders DIN A4 - binders with labeling 

strips - plastic binders for school, office and at home - P
13,99 £

4251805454550 CF16509 Snowball LED light chain - lighting with 20 LEDs - 
battery-operated garland - light chain with timer functio

13,99 £
4251805454567 CF16508 Snowball LED light chain - lighting with 20 LEDs - 

battery-operated garland - light chain with timer functio
13,99 £

4251805454574 CF16541 LED tree as decorative lighting - light tree as Christmas 
decoration - decorative wooden Christmas tree - woode

11,99 £
4251805454581 CF17036 dog toy reindeer - soft cuddly chew toy - plush squeaky 

toy doll for dogs and cats - pet supplies teething toy
11,99 £

4251805454598 CF17036 dog toy snowman - soft cuddly chew toy - plush 
squeaky toy doll for dogs and cats - pet supplies teethin

11,99 £
4251805454604 CF17036 dog toy Elf - soft cuddly chew toy - plush squeaky toy 

doll for dogs and cats - pet supplies teething toy
11,99 £
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4251805454611 CF17039 dog toy reindeer - soft chew toy - squeaky toy doll 
made of plush - pet supplies teething toy - 9 squeaky sp

13,99 £
4251805454628 CF17039 dog toy Santa Claus - soft chew toy - squeaky toy doll 

made of plush - pet supplies bite toy - 9 squeaky spots
13,99 £

4251805454635 CF17039 snowman dog toy - soft chew toy - plush squeaky toy 
doll - pet supplies teething toy - 9 squeaky spots

13,99 £
4251805454642 CF17039 dog toy penguin - soft chew toy - squeaky toy doll 

made of plush - pet supplies teething toy - 9 squeaky sp
13,99 £

4251805454659 CF17035 dog toy Santa Claus - chew toy - squeaky toy with jute 
rope and plush head - pet supplies teething toy - rope t

13,99 £
4251805454666 CF17035 dog toy penguin - chew toy - squeaky toy with jute rope 

and plush head - pet supplies teething toy - rope to che
13,99 £

4251805454673 CF17035 dog toy reindeer chew toy - squeaky toy with jute rope 
and plush head - pet supplies teething toy - rope to che

13,99 £
4251805454680 CF16955 Decorative glass filled with beautiful large and small 

brown shells for your sea feeling at home
15,99 £

4251805454697 CF16955 Decorative glass filled with beautiful white shells for 
your sea feeling at home

15,99 £
4251805454703 CF16955 Decorative glass filled with beautiful shells in 

grey/nature for your sea feeling at home
15,99 £

4251805454710 CF16541 LED star as decorative lighting - light star as Christmas 
decoration - decorative wooden poinsettia - wooden dec

15,99 £
4251805454727 CF16540 LED light chain with stars or snowflakes - curtain with 

LED lighting - light curtain battery operated - LED decor
17,99 £

4251805454734 CF17063 2x Christmas tree decoration stand - metal tree on a 
wooden base - metal Christmas tree decoration - Christ

17,99 £
4251805454758 CF5934 4x wooden decoration 3D star to stand and hang up - 

Christmas tree decorations made of wood - Christmas d
15,99 £

4251805454765 CF17062 metal vase - metal vase for flowers - decorative vase for 
home and office - vase with dents - room decoration

13,99 £
4251805454772 CF16513 LED light chain with Christmas balls and timer - 

illuminated ball garland for an atmospheric Christmas d
15,99 £

4251805454789 CF16845 100x straw flower needles - clip clips for flower 
arrangements in floristry for floral decoration - arrange

8,99 £
4251805454802 CF16870 6x flower wrapping wire set - binding wire wound on a 

wooden stick - metal wire for handicrafts - craft wire 60
15,99 £

4251805454826 CF17075 candlesticks in an elegant design for a festive table - 
metal candlesticks for the Christmas table - modern can

15,99 £
4251805454833 CF17076 Christmas tree cover with carrying handle - Christmas 

tree bag with carrying loops - for detachable Christmas 
15,99 £

4251805454840 CF17077 wreath bag with viewing window and carrying handle - 
for storing Christmas, Easter or decorative wreaths - ba

13,99 £
4251805454857 CF17078 rustic tea bag storage box - tea box in country house 

style with 6 compartments and viewing window - tea bo
17,99 £

4251805454864 CF17079 Rustic tea bag storage box - tea box in country style 
with 3 compartments and viewing window - tea box - te

17,99 £
4251805454871 CF16401 3x nutcrackers to hang on - Christmas tree decorations 

in the form of a traditional nutcracker - Christmas decor
15,99 £

4251805454888 CF16416 storage box for Christmas balls - Christmas tree 
decorations sorting box - Christmas tree balls and Christ

30,99 £
4251805454895 CF16424 velvet table runner - decorative decorative fabric - table 

decoration for every occasion - handicraft accessories - 
13,99 £

4251805454901 CF17080 2x snowboard piste slides in red and blue, snow glider 
with pull rope and handle, snow racer

39,99 £
4251805454918 CF16310 30-piece decorative packaging set - gift ribbons and gift 

tags for packaging and decorating - decorative ring ribb
13,99 £

4251805454925 CF16424 velvet table runner - decorative decorative fabric - table 
decoration for every occasion - handicraft accessories - 

13,99 £
4251805454932 CF16424 velvet table runner - decorative decorative fabric - table 

decoration for every occasion - handicraft accessories - 
13,99 £

4251805454949 CF16243 Christmas tree top matt - Christmas tree top made of 
real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for the Chri

15,99 £
4251805454956 CF16311 30-piece decorative packaging set - gift ribbons and gift 

tags for packaging and decorating - decorative ring ribb
13,99 £

4251805454963 CF16242 Christmas tree top silver-colored - Christmas tree top 
matt - for every tree top - Christmas tree decorations m

17,99 £
4251805454970 CF17081 30-piece decorative packaging set - gift ribbons and gift 

tags for packaging and decorating - decorative ring ribb
13,99 £

4251805454987 CF16244 Christmas tree top grayish white - Christmas tree top 
matt - for every tree top - Christmas tree decorations m

15,99 £
4251805454994 CF16244 Christmas tree top white - shiny Christmas tree top - for 

every tree top - Christmas tree decorations made of gla
15,99 £
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4251805455007 CF16241 Christmas tree top gold-colored - Christmas tree top 
matt - for every tree top - Christmas tree decorations m

15,99 £
4251805455014 CF16241 Christmas tree top gold-colored - Christmas tree top 

glossy - for every tree top - Christmas tree decorations 
15,99 £

4251805455021 CF16263 94-piece Christmas ball set - Christmas tree balls glossy 
/ matt - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree - Christ

35,99 £
4251805455038 CF16535 LED fairy lights with balls - fairy lights with LED light - 

decorative lighting for Christmas, birthday or wedding
13,99 £

4251805455045 CF16265 94-piece Christmas ball set - Christmas tree balls glossy 
/ matt - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree - Christ

35,99 £
4251805455052 CF16266 94-piece Christmas ball set - Christmas tree balls glossy 

/ matt - Tree decorations for the Christmas tree - Christ
35,99 £

4251805455069 CF16431 LED star with rope - LED lighting with timer function - 
star as decorative lighting - battery-operated Christmas 

26,99 £
4251805455076 CF16433 LED decoration star silver-colored - Christmas 

decoration star with lighting - LED lighting for hanging -
17,99 £

4251805455083 CF17082 2-piece storage set - Christmas tree bag with handles 
and Advent wreath bag with window - storage of artifici

26,99 £
4251805455090 CF16532 LED decorative star silver-colored - Christmas 

decoration star with lighting - LED lighting for hanging -
17,99 £

4251805455106 CF11222 2x Shoe drip tray - Shoe rack with drainage channel - 
Shoe mat with raised edge - Shoe tray in grey

30,99 £
4251805455113 CF14370 2x spiral whisk stainless steel 304 - spiral whisk 

dishwasher safe - foam beater - flat whisk - whisk - sau
15,99 £

4251805455113 CF14370 2x spiral whisk stainless steel 304 - spiral whisk 
dishwasher safe - foam beater - flat whisk - whisk - sau

15,99 £
4251805455120 CF16896 detergent container with lid, plastic (recycled PP) 

Dimensions: approx. 23x19x16.5cm, with washing mac
17,99 £

4251805455144 CF16734 mixing bowl made of stainless steel and black outer 
coating can be used as a salad bowl, fruit bowl or simpl

17,99 £
4251805455151 CF16904 150 pieces mini gift clip - wooden clip for photos, notes 

or postcards - gift clip in clothespin design - natural dec
13,99 £

4251805455151 CF16904 150 pieces mini gift clip - wooden clip for photos, notes 
or postcards - gift clip in clothespin design - natural dec

13,99 £
4251805455168 CF16904 300 pieces gift clip mini - wooden clip for photos, notes 

or postcards - gift clip in clothespin design - decorative 
13,99 £

4251805455175 CF16309 30-piece decorative packaging set - gift ribbons and gift 
tags for packaging and decorating - decorative ring ribb

13,99 £
4251805455182 CF16299 48x gift bows large and small in beautiful colors - ready-

made bows for decorating gifts for Christmas and weddi
13,99 £

4251805455199 CF16300 48 x gift bows large and small in beautiful colors - 
ready-made bows for decorating gifts for Christmas and

13,99 £
4251805455205 CF17066 2x hanging garland with snowballs - Christmas tree 

decorations - snow globe bush with decorative hanger f
15,99 £

4251805455212 CF15743 2x coffee to go mug made of plastic - coffee mug to go 
- coffee to go - reusable drinking mug - travel mug with

15,99 £
4251805455229 CF16299 48x gift bows large and small in beautiful colors - ready-

made bows for decorating gifts for Christmas and weddi
13,99 £

4251805455236 CF16596 6x peeler in 2 versions 3 pieces with cross and 3 with 
longest blade for economical peeling of fruit and vegeta

13,99 £
4251805455243 CF17064 tealight holder with reindeer motif - Christmas candle 

holder with wooden base - decorative Christmas candle 
15,99 £

4251805455250 CF15336 3-piece set with cutting board, kitchen knife and peeler 
- robust kitchen board made of plastic - chopping board

15,99 £
4251805455267 CF15336 3-piece set with cutting board, kitchen knife and peeler 

- robust kitchen board made of plastic - chopping board
15,99 £

4251805455274 CF16606 cutlery box for your kitchen sewing kit handicraft 
utensils storage box drawer insert

26,99 £
4251805455281 CF17064 tealight holder with Christmas tree motif - Christmas 

candle holder with wooden base - decorative Christmas 
15,99 £

4251805455298 CF17064 tealight holder with star motif - Christmas candle holder 
with wooden base - decorative Christmas candle holder 

15,99 £
4251805455304 CF16860 stake hedgehog made of metal - Kenzan for fresh 

flowers - handicraft accessories - floristry utensil for flo
13,99 £

4251805455304 CF16860 stake hedgehog made of metal - Kenzan for fresh 
flowers - handicraft accessories - floristry utensil for flo

13,99 £
4251805455311 CF16599 2x drawing paper for children to color in, can be used 

as poster paper or room decoration Activity for children'
15,99 £

4251805455328 CF14673 4x large coffee cups with a Christmas motif - coffee 
cups in a family pack - Christmas cup - dishwasher-safe,

30,99 £
4251805455335 CF14674 4x extra large coffee cups with a Christmas motif in a 

family pack - large coffee pot - Christmas cup - dishwas
30,99 £
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4251805455359 CF11279 2x tea strainer made of stainless steel - tea filter with 
drip tray - fine-meshed tea strainer for loose tea and spi

26,99 £
4251805455366 CF17068 13-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - gift 

wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib
26,99 £

4251805455373 CF17068 26-piece wrapping paper set for Christmas - XL gift 
wrapping set with ring ribbons, wrapping paper, gift rib

35,99 £
4251805455380 CF15647 4x deco angel pendant made of acrylic - Christmas tree 

decorations for hanging - hanger for the Christmas tree 
15,99 £

4251805455380 CF15647 4x deco angel pendant made of acrylic - Christmas tree 
decorations for hanging - hanger for the Christmas tree 

15,99 £
4251805455397 CF16242 Christmas tree top silver-colored - Christmas tree top 

glossy - for every tree top - Christmas tree decorations 
15,99 £

4251805455403 CF10554 4x stainless steel tea strainer - tea infuser for loose tea, 
spices, herbs - tea filters to hang on the rim of the cup [

13,99 £
4251805455410 CF16246 Christmas tree top light brown - Christmas tree top 

glossy - for every tree top - Christmas tree decorations 
15,99 £

4251805455427 CF16246 Christmas tree top dark brown - Christmas tree top 
glossy - for every tree top - Christmas tree decorations 

15,99 £
4251805455434 CF16245 Christmas tree top pink - Christmas tree top glossy - for 

every tree top - Christmas tree decorations made of gla
15,99 £

4251805455441 CF16245 Christmas tree top pink - Christmas tree top glossy - for 
every tree top - Christmas tree decorations made of gla

15,99 £
4251805455458 CF10071 jumping ball with unicorn motif - jumping ball for 

children in green / transparent - suitable for inside and 
17,99 £

4251805455465 CF17084 4x grave light - white grave candle with lid - mourning 
light - memorial candle as grave decoration - cemetery 

15,99 £
4251805455472 CF17079 Rustic tea bag storage box - tea box in country style 

with 3 compartments and viewing window - tea chest - 
15,99 £

4251805455489 CF17079 Rustic tea bag storage box - tea box in country style 
with 3 compartments and viewing window - tea box - te

15,99 £
4251805455502 CF16505 3x LED lantern with timer function - LED lighting for 

Christmas - Battery-operated electric lantern as Christm
26,99 £

4251805455519 CF16505 3x LED lantern with timer function - LED lighting for 
Christmas - Battery-operated electric lantern as Christm

26,99 £
4251805455526 CF16505 3x LED lantern with timer function - LED lighting for 

Christmas - Battery-operated electric lantern as Christm
26,99 £

4251805455533 CF17086 4x grave light made of glass - red grave candle with lid 
- mourning light - memorial candle as grave decoration 

15,99 £
4251805455540 CF17085 4x grave light - red grave candle with lid - mourning 

light - memorial candle as grave decoration - cemetery 
17,99 £

4251805455557 CF16549 10x LED tea lights - child and pet friendly tea lights - 
battery operated candles with remote control

17,99 £
4251805455564 CF17083 8x guardian angel keychain - gift for friends and family - 

talisman - guardian angel gift [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251805455588 CF17091 2x picture frames in two sizes - stylish photo frame - 
frame for snapshots - wooden frame for pictures

17,99 £
4251805455595 CF14382 12x gift bags for Christmas, Santa Claus and Advent - 

gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies
26,99 £

4251805455601 CF14375 16x gift bags for Christmas, St. Nicholas and Advent - 
gift bag with Christmas motif - gift bag [selection varies

26,99 £
4251805455625 CF17025 mask - Korean Game face mask guide - costume 

accessory for carnival or Halloween - theme party
15,99 £

4251805455663 CF17092 deco display Christmas tree - metal tree on wooden 
base - metal Christmas tree to put down - Christmas de

15,99 £
4251805455687 CF17095 36x cake base - cake tips as a base for decorating and 

serving - cake plates made of paper
26,99 £

4251805455694 CF17096 300x cake base - cake tips as a base for decorating and 
serving - small paper cake plate - drink coasters

13,99 £
4251805455700 CF16478 metal decorative plate - stylish heart-shaped decorative 

bowl - metal room decoration
26,99 £

4251805455717 CF16473 deco plate made of mango wood - wooden bowl in 
heart shape - heart-shaped wooden tray - room decorat

26,99 £
4251805455724 CF17093 Teapot with bamboo lid - Glass jug made of heat-

Resistant glass with stainless steel sieve - Glass carafe
26,99 £

4251805455731 CF17094 2x glass carafe - glass container for vinegar and oil - 
bottles for filling with cork closure - glass bottle

15,99 £
4251805455748 CF17111 4-piece chocolate fondue set - ceramic bowl with 2 

forks for 2 people with tealight holder - ceramic fondue
26,99 £

4251805455755 CF17107 universal grater made of stainless steel - cheese grater 
for Parmesan and hard cheese - kitchen grater for veget

13,99 £
4251805455762 CF17103 3x storage box with bamboo lid - plastic storage box for 

food and small items - for pasta, coffee, sugar or flour
26,99 £
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4251805455779 CF9286 cutlery drainer - kitchen utensil holder made of stainless 
steel - cutlery basket, wooden spoon stand made of met

13,99 £
4251805455786 CF9286 cutlery drainer - kitchen utensil holder made of stainless 

steel - cutlery basket, wooden spoon stand made of met
15,99 £

4251805455793 CF17101 6x plates in bright colors - picnic and barbecue 
accessories - camping crockery - space-saving, hygienic 

26,99 £
4251805455809 CF9286 cutlery drainer - kitchen utensil holder made of stainless 

steel - cutlery basket, wooden spoon stand made of met
13,99 £

4251285532540 CF9111 6x flower wrapping wire set, annealed binding wire 
wound on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 600 g

15,99 £
4251285532540 CF9111 6x flower wrapping wire set, annealed binding wire 

wound on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 600 g
15,99 £

4251285532557 CF9111 10x flower wrapping wire set, annealed binding wire 
wound on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 1000 g

26,99 £
4251285532557 CF9111 10x flower wrapping wire set, annealed binding wire 

wound on a wooden stick, thickness 0.65 mm, 1000 g
26,99 £

4251805455830 CF17104 rolling pin made of stainless steel - rolling pin as a 
baking accessory - baking roll with plastic handles - for r

15,99 £
4251805455847 CF17104 rolling pin made of stainless steel - rolling pin as a 

baking accessory - baking roll with plastic handles - for r
17,99 £

4251805455854 CF17104 rolling pin made of stainless steel - rolling pin as a 
baking accessory - baking roll with plastic handles - for r

26,99 £
4251805455861 CF17108 100x bamboo drinking straws - reusable straws - 

biodegradable - compostable
17,99 £

4251805455878 CF17109 5-piece kitchen helper set - kitchen utensils made of 
bamboo - spoon and spatula with holder - sustainable

15,99 £
4251805455885 CF17097 orange holder - chrome-plated - apple holder - storage 

for round fruits and vegetables
26,99 £

4251805455892 CF17106 Etagere with 2 shelves made of bamboo - serving stand 
- shelf for fruit, vegetables and cheese

26,99 £
4251805455908 CF17105 2x clothes brush made of rubber - can be used wet and 

dry - lint brushes for animals, furniture, clothing and car
15,99 £

4251805455915 CF17110 pepper mill made of bamboo - spice mill for pepper and 
salt - classic design - cooking accessories

15,99 £
4251805455922 CF17102 5-piece kitchen helper set - cooking utensils - wooden 

spoon, ladle, spatula and tamper for cooking
15,99 £

4251805455939 CF9939 3x artificial snow - spray can with decorative snow - 
snow spray to decorate for Christmas

15,99 £
4251805455946 CF9652 tray made of bamboo wood - breakfast in bed or on the 

couch serving tray
26,99 £

4251805455960 CF16620 1x mixing bowl - dough bowl with stop base, pourer 
and non-slip handle - kitchen accessories [selection vari

15,99 £
4251805455977 CF16428 2x decorative ball on a rope - 24 LED lights on the rope 

and in the ball - battery operated - 6 hour timer
35,99 £

4251805469660 CF15169 ceramic tealight holder - decorative candlestick - silver-
colored candlestick - room decoration

13,99 £
4251805455991 CF15168 ceramic vase - ceramic vase for flowers - decorative 

vase for home and office - flower pot as room decoratio
35,99 £

4251805456004 CF16530 2x LED garden plugs in the shape of a fir tree - 
illuminated decorative tree with timer function - battery-

30,99 £
4251805456011 CF16530 4x LED garden plugs in the shape of a fir tree - 

illuminated decorative tree with timer function - battery-
39,99 £

4251805456028 CF16530 LED garden plug in star shape - illuminated decorative 
star with timer function - battery-operated Christmas de

26,99 £
4251805456035 CF16530 2x LED garden plugs in star shape - illuminated 

decorative star with timer function - battery-operated C
30,99 £

4251805456042 CF16530 4x LED garden plugs in star shape - illuminated 
decorative star with timer function - battery-operated C

39,99 £
4251805456059 CF16530 2x LED garden plugs in fir tree and star shape - 

illuminated decorative tree and star with timer function 
30,99 £

4251805456066 CF16530 4x LED garden plugs in fir tree and star shape - 
illuminated decorative tree and star with timer function 

39,99 £
4251805456073 CF16509 2x LED light chain snowball warm white - lighting with 

20 LEDs - battery-operated garland - light chain with ti
15,99 £

4251805456080 CF16541 LED star and tree as decorative lighting - light star / 
tree - decorative star tree made of wood - wooden deco

17,99 £
4251805456097 CF16508 2x LED light chain snowball cold white - lighting with 20 

LEDs - battery-operated garland - light chain with timer 
15,99 £

4251805456103 CF16490 decorative fir tree with LED lighting, braided branches 
with 20 warm white LEDs, great mood light for Christma

26,99 £
4251805456110 CF16284 8x candle holders silver - candle holders made of metal 

- candle holders for wreaths and arrangements - floral d
13,99 £
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4251805456134 CF11228 cutlery tray made of bamboo - pull-out cutlery insert for 
the drawer - storage box

26,99 £
4251805456141 CF12110 4x water dispenser made of terracotta - ceramic figures 

for watering potted plants - watering aid for indoor plan
26,99 £

4251805456158 CF17137 4x plates - plastic plates in bright colors - reusable 
multifunctional plates - unbreakable [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805456165 CF17139 4x plates - plastic plates in pastel colors - reusable 

multifunctional plates - unbreakable [selection varies]
17,99 £

4251805456172 CF17135 4x coffee cups with handles - cup set reusable plastic 
drinking cups - plastic cups in bright colors - unbreakabl

17,99 £
4251805456189 CF17136 4x plastic bowls - plastic snack bowls - reusable 

containers [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805456196 CF17140 2x plastic bowls - salad bowls - fruit bowls - practical 
plastic kitchen accessories [selection varies]

26,99 £
4251805456202 CF13109 200g Easter grass in green for Easter baskets - Easter 

decorations for handicrafts - Wood wool for Easter bask
15,99 £

4251805456219 CF13109 100g Easter grass in green for Easter baskets - Easter 
decorations for handicrafts - Wood wool for Easter bask

11,99 £
4251805456233 CF17136 8x plastic bowls - plastic snack bowls - reusable 

containers [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251805456240 CF17140 2x plastic bowls - salad bowls - fruit bowls - practical 
plastic kitchen accessories [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805456257 CF17138 2x plastic bowls - salad bowls - fruit bowls - practical 

plastic kitchen accessories [selection varies]
17,99 £

4251805456264 CF17138 2x plastic bowls - salad bowls - fruit bowls - practical 
plastic kitchen accessories [selection varies]

17,99 £
4251805456271 CF17125 jute plant protection fleece - winter protection fleece for 

plants - jute cover as weather protection - tub plant flee
30,99 £

4251805456288 CF17126 jute plant protection bag - winter protection hood for 
plants - jute cover as weather protection - container pla

15,99 £
4251805456295 CF17127 1 x bubble wrap for packaging and protection - protects 

furniture when moving or storing
26,99 £

4251805456301 CF17129 crockery stand made of bamboo - foldable drainer - 
crockery holder for plates and cups - kitchen accessorie

26,99 £
4251805456318 CF17133 2x storage box - basket for baby products, books or 

toys - storage box without lid - children's room
17,99 £

4251805456325 CF17133 2x storage box - basket for baby products, books or 
toys - storage box without lid - children's room

17,99 £
4251805456370 CF17124 Gift heart to fill - Filling heart for Easter - Easter heart 

with cute animal motifs - Easter decoration [selection va
13,99 £

4251805456387 CF17142 4 x egg candles in a glass with decorative sand - 
atmospheric light for Easter - glass with a cute Easter b

15,99 £
4251805456394 CF13032 2x decorative displays for Easter - lettering with Easter 

bunny - Easter decoration to put - Easter decoration ma
26,99 £

4251805456400 CF17130 Cutting board made of cut-resistant bamboo - board 
with drip tray - practical kitchen helper - kitchen access

30,99 £
4251805456417 CF17132 2 x small bamboo serving plates - for serving small 

snacks at parties or events
17,99 £

4251805456424 CF17131 3x cutting board made of bamboo - wooden breakfast 
boards - bread boards for cutting - kitchen accessories

15,99 £
4251805456431 CF17134 2x ceramic egg holders - egg holder for the fridge - egg 

basket for 6 eggs - kitchen accessories
17,99 £

4251805456448 CF13318 9x toilet brush - toilet brush with holder - toilet brush 
made of plastic - toilet set in modern colors [selection v

30,99 £
4251805456455 CF13318 6x toilet brush - toilet brush with holder - toilet brush 

made of plastic - toilet set in modern colors [selection v
26,99 £

4251805456462 CF17141 dog and cat bowl 3-piece set - 2 bowls in a wooden 
frame - feeding station for your pets

17,99 £
4251805456479 CF16407 4x large gift bags for Christmas - XL gift bags for advent 

calendars - Christmas gift bags in two designs [selection
26,99 £

4251805456486 CF17369 3x decorative bunny with plush egg - Cute bunny sitting 
in a fur egg - Easter decoration to put up or give away

15,99 £
4251805456493 CF17372 32 x hanging decoration for Easter and spring - hanging 

decoration to decorate Easter/spring bushes
13,99 £

4251805456493 CF17372 32 x hanging decoration for Easter and spring - hanging 
decoration to decorate Easter/spring bushes

13,99 £
4251805456509 CF17146 decorative Easter bunny - decorative figure to put down 

- decorative Easter rabbit - gold-colored [selection varie
26,99 £

4251805456516 CF17266 2x decorative Easter bunny - decorative figure for 
standing - decorative Easter rabbit - silver-colored [sele

26,99 £
4251805456523 CF17119 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - Easter 

bunny with pattern made of felt to put down - Felt bunn
26,99 £
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4251805456530 CF17145 2x decorative Easter bunnies - decorative figures to put 
down - decorative Easter rabbits - Easter decoration

26,99 £
4251805456547 CF17118 Selldorado® 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration 

- Easter bunny with pattern made of felt for standing - F
15,99 £

4251805456547 CF17118 Selldorado® 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration 
- Easter bunny with pattern made of felt for standing - F

15,99 £
4251805456554 CF17271 2 egg painting set - Nice set to paint eggs yourself with 

chalk - Great pastime and also suitable for painting prac
26,99 £

4251805456561 CF17272 2x decorative wooden bunnies - decorative wooden 
Easter bunny to put down - Easter decoration

26,99 £
4251805456578 CF14572 2-part Easter decoration set "Happy Easter" - Easter 

decoration to put down - decorative decoration made of
13,99 £

4251805456585 CF17113 2x wooden boxes for Easter - small tool boxes as Easter 
decorations - baskets to give away - Easter nest

26,99 £
4251805456592 CF17368 6x premium grill skewers with handle, BBQ double 

skewer made of 430 stainless steel, kebab skewers with
17,99 £

4251805456608 CF17226 4x placemat coffee motif - place mats with different 
motifs - kitchen accessories - table mat [selection varies

11,99 £
4251805456615 CF17226 8x placemat coffee motif - placemats with different 

motifs - kitchen accessories - table mat [selection varies
13,99 £

4251805456622 CF17205 bottle cooler - champagne cooler - ice cube cooler made 
of stainless steel, wine cooler - ice cube bucket double-

26,99 £
4251805456639 CF17270 LED candle in stone - flickering LED candle for inside 

and outside - mood light for romantic evenings
17,99 £

4251805456721 CF17302 tea box with 9 compartments for up to 90 tea bags - 
white wooden storage box for tea - tea bag box with vie

26,99 £
4251805456653 CF17302 tea box with 9 compartments for up to 90 tea bags - 

black wooden storage box for tea - tea bag box with vie
26,99 £

4251805456660 CF17302 tea box with 9 compartments for up to 90 tea bags - 
gray wooden storage box for tea - tea bag box with vie

26,99 £
4251805456677 CF17267 kitchen roll holder standing - paper roll holder for the 

kitchen - standing roll holder made of metal - kitchen rol
15,99 £

4251805456684 CF17269 14-piece coaster set with holder - stainless steel 
coasters for drinks - round steel coasters - gold-colored

17,99 £
4251805456691 CF17299 Dish Drainer - Bamboo Drainer - Dish Drainer - Dish 

Dryer - Dish Drainer
26,99 £

4251805456707 CF17268 14-piece Coaster set with holder - Stainless steel 
coasters for drinks - Round steel coasters - Silver-colore

15,99 £
4251805456721 CF17302 tea box with 9 compartments for up to 90 tea bags - 

white wooden storage box for tea - tea bag box with vie
26,99 £

4251805456721 CF17302 tea box with 9 compartments for up to 90 tea bags - 
white wooden storage box for tea - tea bag box with vie

26,99 £
4251805456738 CF17268 7-piece coaster set with holder - stainless steel coasters 

for drinks - round steel coasters - silver-colored
13,99 £

4251805456745 CF17269 7-piece coaster set with holder - stainless steel coasters 
for drinks - round steel coasters - gold-colored

15,99 £
4251805456752 CF16683 6-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of large 

household scissors, small kitchen scissors and craft sciss
11,99 £

4251805456776 CF16683 6-piece set of multi-purpose scissors, set of large 
household scissors, small kitchen scissors and craft sciss

15,99 £
4251805456783 CF17318 2x dosing floats for the pool - chemical dispenser for 

chlorine or bromine tablets - for the dosed dispensing of
26,99 £

4251805456790 CF17371 2-piece set of storage baskets "Cat" - baskets for baby 
products, books or toys - storage bags without lid - chil

30,99 £
4251805456806 CF17121 3x Easter egg to fill - Easter egg to fill - Easter egg in 

the design of Mr. & Mrs. Panda - Easter decoration [sele
26,99 £

4251805456813 CF17122 3x Easter eggs to fill - eggs for Easter - Easter eggs 
with cute animal motifs - Easter decoration [selection va

26,99 £
4251805456820 CF17123 3x Easter eggs to fill - eggs for Easter - Easter eggs 

with sweet Easter motifs - Easter decoration [selection v
26,99 £

4251805456844 CF17120 3x Easter egg to fill - Easter eggs to fill - colorful Easter 
eggs - Easter decoration [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805456875 CF16942 3x Easter egg to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with Easter motif comic to fill and give awa
15,99 £

4251805456875 CF16942 3x Easter egg to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with Easter motif comic to fill and give awa

15,99 £
4251805456882 CF16942 6x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with Easter motif comics to fill and give awa
26,99 £

4251805456882 CF16942 6x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with Easter motif comics to fill and give awa

26,99 £
4251805456899 CF17428 54 x growing pots for plants - plant pots for growing - 

flower pot for plant growing
15,99 £
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4251805456905 CF17428 54 x growing pots for plants - plant pots for growing - 
flower pot for plant growing

15,99 £
4251805456912 CF17427 3x cultivation set for cultivating small plants - for 

flowers, fruit and vegetables
17,99 £

4251805456929 CF17371 2-piece set of storage baskets "Dog" - baskets for baby 
products, books or toys - storage bags without lid - chil

30,99 £
4251805456936 CF17371 2-piece set of storage baskets "Panda" - baskets for 

baby products, books or toys - storage bags without lid 
30,99 £

4251805456943 CF15254 2x XL Easter egg to fill - Large filling egg for Easter - 
Very large Easter egg with many Easter motifs [selectio

26,99 £
4251805456950 CF6936 set of 2 premium gloves garden and work for women - 

flower motif, made of latex, anti-slip coating, one size S
11,99 £

4251805456967 CF17432 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - Easter 
bunny made of felt to put down - felt bunny on a woode

26,99 £
4251805456974 CF4910 20x fineliners - colorful pens for writing - office and 

school supplies - writing utensils - office supplies
13,99 £

4251805456998 CF17439 2x decorative Easter bunny made of ceramic covered 
with grass - artfully crafted decorative figures for Easter

30,99 £
4251805457001 CF17443 2x decorative Easter bunny made of ceramic covered 

with grass - artfully crafted decorative figures for Easter
30,99 £

4251805457018 CF17429 decorative display heart - wooden heart on a wooden 
base - decorative wooden heart with 2 metal birds to pu

13,99 £
4251805457025 CF17431 decorative wooden bunny - decorative wooden Easter 

bunny to put down - Easter decoration
26,99 £

4251805457032 CF17430 decorative wooden bunny - decorative wooden Easter 
bunny to put down - Easter decoration

17,99 £
4251805457049 CF16839 25x egg color powder - powder for coloring eggs - 

suitable for brown and white eggs
11,99 £

4251805457049 CF16839 25x egg color powder - powder for coloring eggs - 
suitable for brown and white eggs

11,99 £
4251805457056 CF16839 50x egg color powder - powder for coloring eggs - 

suitable for brown and white eggs
15,99 £

4251805457063 CF5706 2x telescopic drawer for 60 cm kitchen cupboard - 
retrofit drawers - pull-out built-in drawer for the kitchen

74,99 £
4251805457070 CF8793 2x glass jug with stainless steel spout - glass water 

carafe - 1 liter glass carafe for water, milk, juice and le
43,99 £

4251285560741 CF9490 10x A4 college block / seminar block / Kollegblock á 50 
sheets lined Lineatur 27 white with edge / 4-fold perfor

26,99 £
4251805457094 CF10674 4x bird deterrent balloon - pigeon deterrent in balloon 

form - balloon to drive away pigeons - fright for pigeons
15,99 £

4251805457100 CF17444 2x bird deterrent balloon and reflection - defense in 
balloon and wind chime form - fright for pigeons, sparro

15,99 £
4251805457117 CF17195 Bottle cooler - champagne cooler - ice cube tray made 

of stainless steel, wine cooler - double-walled ice cube b
26,99 £

4251805457131 CF17417 3x wall decoration fish - decorative hanging decoration 
made of metal - maritime wall decoration - metal hange

26,99 £
4251805457148 CF17418 metal fish to put down - metal figure as a decorative 

stand - decorative school of fish - maritime room decora
26,99 £

4251805457155 CF17169 2x decorative Easter bunny - decorative figure for 
standing - decorative Easter bunnies - gold-colored [sel

17,99 £
4251805457162 CF17150 2x decorative Easter bunny - decorative figure for 

standing - decorative Easter bunnies on an egg
26,99 £

4251805457179 CF17170 2x decorative Easter bunny made of fine ceramic - artful 
decorative figure for Easter decoration - decorative bun

30,99 £
4251805457186 CF17445 2x ceramic decorative stands - decorative flowers to put 

down - spring decoration - room decoration
26,99 £

4251805457193 CF17446 2x ceramic decorative stands - decorative flowers to 
place in yellow - spring decoration - room decoration

26,99 £
4251805457209 CF17447 2x decorative ceramic stands - decorative flowers to put 

down in pink - spring decoration - room decoration
26,99 £

4251805457216 CF7021 18x Easter eggs to hang up - beautiful Easter 
decorations with Easter motifs - decoration Easter eggs 

26,99 £
4251805457230 CF7021 36x Easter eggs to hang up - beautiful Easter 

decorations with great Easter motifs - decorative Easter 
30,99 £

4251805457230 CF7021 36x Easter eggs to hang up - beautiful Easter 
decorations with great Easter motifs - decorative Easter 

30,99 £
4251805457247 CF7021 12x Easter eggs to hang up - beautiful Easter 

decorations with great Easter motifs - decorative eggs i
26,99 £

4251805457254 CF17172 2x gnomes in a cute design - garden gnome for spring 
decoration and as a gift - decorative gnome room decor

26,99 £
4251805457261 CF17174 2x gnomes in a cute design - garden gnome for spring 

decoration and as a gift - decorative gnome room decor
30,99 £
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4251805457278 CF17361 cake container - transport box for cakes and food - 
storage container with lid and carrying handle - serving 

26,99 £
4251805457285 CF17361 cake container - transport box for cakes and food - 

storage container with lid and carrying handle - serving 
26,99 £

4251805457292 CF17361 cake container - transport box for cakes and food - 
storage container with lid and handle - serving tray whit

26,99 £
4251805457308 CF17191 2x oval bowl - serving dishes made of metal - for the 

kitchen, office and as decoration - decorative bowl for p
17,99 £

4251805457315 CF17340 3x sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of hand 
brush and dustpan - hand brush in modern colors - shov

17,99 £
4251805457322 CF17391 2x air humidifier made of glass - heating evaporator to 

attach to the heating - radiator evaporator with two S-h
17,99 £

4251805457339 CF17192 2x butter dish - large butter dome made of stainless 
steel - butter dish with lid - butter container 17 x 11 x 5

17,99 £
4251805457346 CF17409 6x mini basket for serving fries - metal snack bowl - 

gold-colored mini frying baskets - serving basket with h
26,99 £

4251805457353 CF17409 3x mini basket for serving fries - metal snack bowl - 
gold-colored mini frying baskets - serving basket with h

15,99 £
4251805457360 CF15350 10x wild boar deterrent, animal-friendly wild boar 

deterrent, harmless repellent made from dog hair, scent
26,99 £

4251805457377 CF17117 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - Easter 
bunny with pattern made of felt to put down - Felt bunn

26,99 £
4251805457384 CF17116 2x decorative bunny for Easter decoration - Easter 

bunny with pattern made of felt to put down - felt bunn
26,99 £

4251805457391 CF13931 16-piece hair comb set - hairdressing comb for hair and 
beard - styling comb for women, men and children

11,99 £
4251805457407 CF13931 16-piece hair comb set - 2x per color - hairdressing 

comb for hair and beard - styling comb for women, men
11,99 £

4251805457476 CF16734 2x mixing bowls made of stainless steel and black outer 
coating can be used as a salad bowl, fruit bowl or simpl

26,99 £
4251805457421 CF13685 foot spinning top with light - Jumping ball for children - 

Colorful flashing ankle swing ball - Skip it
13,99 £

4251805457438 CF14407 24x LED tea lights with 6 hour timmer - child and pet 
friendly tea lights - battery operated candles

26,99 £
4251805457452 CF17452 24-piece set of Easter eggs with stickers - Easter eggs 

to hang up - colorful Easter decoration - hanging decora
15,99 £

4251805457469 CF13654 Bubble Maker, Battery Operated Bubble Maker for Kids, 
Automatically Makes Bubbles, Great Bubble Toy

17,99 £
4251805457476 CF16734 2x mixing bowls made of stainless steel and black outer 

coating can be used as a salad bowl, fruit bowl or simpl
26,99 £

4251805457483 CF17459 3-piece grave decoration set - memorial stone "Wir 
vermissen Dich" with grave vase - cemetery vase with g

26,99 £
4251805457490 CF17460 3-piece grave decoration set - memorial stone "Wir 

vermissen Dich" with grave vase - cemetery vase with g
26,99 £

4251805457506 CF12700 2x gymnastics band with bar - rhythmic gymnastics 
band - dance band with bar - colorful swing band

17,99 £
4251805457513 CF0482 5x jack adapter from 6.3 mm jack to 3.5 mm plug - 

gold-plated jack plug adapter - jack converter for smart
8,99 £

4251805457520 CF0482 10x jack adapter from 6.3 mm jack to 3.5 mm plug - 
gold-plated jack plug adapter - jack converter for smart

11,99 £
4251805457537 CF17453 grave decoration angel - memorial stone with lettering 

"Wir denken an Dich" - mourning stone with rose - weat
30,99 £

4251805457544 CF17456 grave decoration angel - memorial stone with lettering 
"In stillem Gedenken" - mourning stone with rose heart 

15,99 £
4251805457551 CF17458 decorative display "love nest" - lettering made of metal 

in a circle made of mango wood - decorative lettering to
35,99 £

4251805457568 CF17457 grave decoration in the shape of a heart with a gold-
colored rose - memorial stone with holder for grave can

26,99 £
4251805457568 CF17457 grave decoration in the shape of a heart with a gold-

colored rose - memorial stone with holder for grave can
29,99 £

4251805457575 CF17461 decorative display "Home" - lettering made of metal on 
a mango wood base - decorative lettering to put down

30,99 £
4251805457582 CF4587 12x fly trap - fly catcher for hanging - adhesive trap for 

flies and mosquitoes - environmentally friendly and non-
11,99 £

4251805457599 CF4587 24x fly trap - fly catcher for hanging - adhesive trap for 
flies and mosquitoes - environmentally friendly and non-

15,99 £
4251805457612 CF17105 2x clothes brush made of rubber - can be used wet and 

dry - lint brushes for animals, furniture, clothing and car
15,99 £

4251805457629 CF17345 12x street crayons in the shape of Easter eggs - brightly 
colored chalk eggs - blackboard chalk for painting on as

17,99 £
4251805457636 CF17465 3x Easter stickers [selection varies] 3x egg dye for 

coloring Easter eggs - practical Easter decoration set
11,99 £
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4251805457643 CF17324 LED candle in stone - flickering LED candle for inside 
and outside - mood light for romantic evenings

17,99 £
4251805457650 CF17464 4x popcorn cups - popcorn bowl - drinks cup for 

popcorn - small popcorn cup for the perfect movie night
15,99 £

4251805457667 CF17464 8x popcorn cups - popcorn bowl - drinks cup for 
popcorn - small popcorn cup for the perfect movie night

26,99 £
4251805457674 CF17451 crockery draining basket, foldable and space-saving, 

ideal for the kitchen and camping - plastic draining rack 
26,99 £

4251805457681 CF17385 14x sealing clips - sealing clips for food bags & bags - 
sealing clips - bag clips for sealing & keeping fresh

15,99 £
4251805457698 CF17449 2x cake stand made of cardboard - cake plate with 3 

floors - serving stand for pastries, cupcakes, tarts or pet
15,99 £

4251805457704 CF17449 2x cake stand made of cardboard - cake plate with 3 
floors - serving stand for pastries, cupcakes, tarts or pet

15,99 £
4251805457711 CF17448 professional gastronomy serving tray made of stainless 

steel - stylish presentation of food
26,99 £

4251805457728 CF17450 3x coffee jar - decorative storage jars in 3 designs - 
storage container with lid for coffee, tea, cocoa

35,99 £
4251805457735 CF17231 3x washing glove for cars and household - microfibre 

glove - chenille glove - cleaning glove for car care, car 
15,99 £

4251805457735 CF17231 3x washing glove for cars and household - microfibre 
glove - chenille glove - cleaning glove for car care, car 

15,99 £
4251805457742 CF17235 2x flower pot holder - flower pot holder for garden, 

balcony, terrace or gabions
26,99 £

4251805457766 CF17401 200x plastic straws - reusable drinking straws - 
dishwasher safe and environmentally friendly - 22cm

26,99 £
4251805457773 CF12353 Christmas tree top for the Christmas tree - suitable for 

every tree top - Christmas decoration - robust and unbr
13,99 £

4251805457797 CF17462 2x decorative wooden bunnies - decorative wooden 
Easter bunny to put down - Easter decoration

26,99 £
4251805457803 CF17463 metal decorative plate - stylish heart-shaped decorative 

bowl - metal room decoration
26,99 £

4251805457810 CF16672 8x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 
weight - weatherproof tablecloth holder

11,99 £
4251805457827 CF16672 16x tablecloth clips made of stainless steel - tablecloth 

weight - weatherproof tablecloth holder
15,99 £

4251805457834 CF9855 10x iron-on patches - iron-on dog motif with rose - 
motif patches for ironing on textiles - iron-on patches

13,99 £
4251805457858 CF17263 2x gift bags for Easter - bags with rabbit ears and fluffy 

tails to give away - cute gift bags for Easter [selection v
17,99 £

4251805457865 CF17259 2x Easter bunny figures large - modern Easter 
decoration - detailed rabbit figures on felt and wood - gr

26,99 £
4251805457872 CF17258 2x decorative felt bunny - decorative stand for Easter - 

cute Easter bunny to put down - Easter decoration
26,99 £

4251805457902 CF17466 2x decorative displays for Easter, colorful Easter 
bunnies with glasses, Easter decorations to put on, East

15,99 £
4251805457919 CF17467 2x decorative displays for Easter, colorful Easter 

bunnies with glasses, Easter decorations to put on, East
15,99 £

4251805457926 CF17468 2x decorative displays for Easter, colorful Easter 
bunnies with glasses, Easter decorations to put on, East

15,99 £
4251805457933 CF17469 3x decorative displays for Easter, colorful Easter 

bunnies with glasses, Easter decorations to put on, East
17,99 £

4251805457940 CF17189 Decorative standee for Easter, colorful Easter chicken 
with chicks, Easter decoration to put down, Easter decor

17,99 £
4251805457957 CF17190 decorative displays for Easter, colorful Easter scene, 

Easter decorations to put on, Easter decorations made o
17,99 £

4251805457964 CF17256 2x Easter nest with bunny - Easter basket made of felt 
for filling - Easter bunny felt basket as a gift - Easter de

15,99 £
4251805457971 CF17257 3x decorative chicken stands - Easter decoration made 

of felt and wood to put down - cute felt chickens [selecti
26,99 £

4251805457988 CF17470 3-piece Easter set - Easter basket with grass and Easter 
egg color - Easter bunny felt basket as a gift - Easter de

11,99 £
4251805457995 CF17255 30-piece egg painting set for children - decorative eggs 

with paint and brush for Easter - Easter eggs to paint yo
15,99 £

4251805458008 CF17354 4x hand washing brush - nail brush made of plastic - 
hand brush - cleaning brush for hands and fingernails [s

15,99 £
4251805458015 CF17221 3x food storage jars - storage jars made of glass with 

plastic lids - food storage jars for camping or picnics - st
35,99 £

4251805458022 CF17471 beach bag - ladies shopper for shopping - modern pool 
bag for beach items - shoulder bag for the beach

26,99 £
4251805458039 CF17471 beach bag - ladies shopper for shopping - modern pool 

bag for beach items - shoulder bag for the beach
26,99 £
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4251805458046 CF17471 beach bag - ladies shopper for shopping - modern pool 
bag for beach items - shoulder bag for the beach

26,99 £
4251805458053 CF17167 2x decorative egg to put down - spring decoration - 

Easter decoration - gold-colored decorative eggs to bea
26,99 £

4251805458060 CF17166 2x decorative egg to put down - spring decoration - 
Easter decoration - pink decorative eggs to beautify you

26,99 £
4251805458084 CF17165 2x decorative egg to put down - spring decoration - 

Easter decoration - silver-colored decorative eggs to bea
26,99 £

4251805458084 CF17165 2x decorative egg to put down - spring decoration - 
Easter decoration - silver-colored decorative eggs to bea

26,99 £
4251805458107 CF17164 3x decorative egg to put down - spring decoration - 

Easter decoration - decorative eggs to beautify your ho
17,99 £

4251805458107 CF17164 3x decorative egg to put down - spring decoration - 
Easter decoration - decorative eggs to beautify your ho

17,99 £
4251805458114 CF17472 2x school bags 30cm, small cardboard school bags for 

siblings, foldable sugar bag for school enrollment, gift p
15,99 £

4251805458121 CF17187 decorative displays for Easter, colorful Easter bunnies 
with glasses, Easter decorations to put on, Easter decor

26,99 £
4251805458138 CF17188 decorative displays for Easter, colorful Easter bunnies 

with glasses, Easter decorations to put on, Easter decor
26,99 £

4251805458145 CF17186 decorative displays for Easter, colorful Easter bunnies 
with glasses, Easter decorations to put on, Easter decor

26,99 £
4251805458152 CF17473 2x gnomes in a cute design - garden gnome for spring 

decoration and as a gift - decorative gnome room decor
26,99 £

4251805458169 CF17474 2x gnomes in a cute design - garden gnome for spring 
decoration and as a gift - decorative gnome room decor

30,99 £
4251805458176 CF17260 2x decorative pendants Easter/Spring - door window 

wreath made of felt - felt wreath as Easter decoration fo
15,99 £

4251805458176 CF17260 2x decorative pendants Easter/Spring - door window 
wreath made of felt - felt wreath as Easter decoration fo

15,99 £
4251805458183 CF17280 2x Easter basket with animal motifs - Easter basket to 

fill - plush basket Easter bunny to give away - Easter de
26,99 £

4251805458190 CF17475 2-piece set of decorative figures - Easter bunny and 
Easter egg with bow - green ceramic figures - with mos

30,99 £
4251805458206 CF12340 12x mini seppel hat as decoration for Oktoberfest, 

carnival or carnival - traditional hat made of felt pink/wh
15,99 £

4251805458213 CF12184 2x tape measure with belt clip for household and 
workshop - tape measure with automatic roll-up system

13,99 £
4251805458220 CF17476 Noble XL Christmas bag made of plush with red cord - 

gift bag for Christmas gifts - accessories for Santa Claus
17,99 £

4251805458237 CF17476 2x noble XL Christmas bag made of plush with red cord 
- gift bag for Christmas gifts - accessories for Santa Cla

26,99 £
4251805458244 CF14171 2x decorative cushion covers 40x40cm - set of cushion 

covers with Christmas motif - decorative cover for decor
17,99 £

4251805458251 CF12125 20x mini wooden board set for herbs and indoor plants, 
wooden tags with chalk for writing on plant pots, seeds,

15,99 £
4251805458268 CF17233 3x potato peeler with ceramic blade - peeler for fruit 

and vegetables - universal peeler - ceramic peeler cuttin
13,99 £

4251805469967 CF17241 flexible spiral garden hose with spray nozzle - water 
hose - kink-resistant and stretchable - blue, made of rob

26,99 £
4251805458282 CF17478 120x shot cups reusable - shot glasses - shot glass for 

parties, camping and on the go - reusable and dishwash
17,99 £

4251805458299 CF17478 120x shot cups reusable - shot glasses - shot glass for 
parties, camping and on the go - reusable and dishwash

17,99 £
4251805458305 CF17222 foldable hanging shelf - door shelf with 16 

compartments - shoe storage - organizer for at home, w
13,99 £

4251805458312 CF17223 200x green wooden plant sticks to stabilize plants - 
flower stick for vines and perennials - shrub support - to

15,99 £
4251805458329 CF12587 2x bracelet for "Dia de los Muertos" - Halloween jewelry 

in La Catrina style - costume accessories for theme parti
15,99 £

4251805458336 CF12894 8x diving rings - diving toys for children - colorful rings 
with profile - underwater toys for the pool, bathtub, lake

15,99 £
4251805458343 CF17419 4-piece set of sprinkles - rabbits, chicks, eggs, carrots in 

several designs - Easter sprinkles for decorating and cra
26,99 £

4251805458367 CF6340 3x jute ribbon for decorating and packaging - decorative 
ribbons made of jute - burlap ribbon - jute fabric, decor

13,99 £
4251805458374 CF8393 2x plant protection bag made of garden fleece - cover 

fleece with drawstring - sun protection - winter fleece to
26,99 £

4251805458381 CF16602 standing kitchen roll holder - paper roll holder for the 
kitchen - standing roll holder made of wood and metal -

15,99 £
4251805458398 CF15043 12-piece bamboo cooking spoon set - kitchen utensil set 

- bamboo kitchen utensils - cooking spoon and spatula 
26,99 £
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4251805458404 CF11699 6-piece sun protection / awning mounting set - 
mounting accessories with wall bracket, carabiner and t

26,99 £
4251805458411 CF17055 20x replacement lids for jam jars "Homemade with 

love" - screw lids for jars and preserving jars - twist-off l
15,99 £

4251805458435 CF6250 100x wooden clothes pegs - sustainable wooden pegs 
made of birch wood - untreated wooden clothes pegs fo

26,99 £
4251805458466 CF12110 4x water dispenser made of terracotta - ceramic figures 

for watering potted plants - watering aid for indoor plan
26,99 £

4251805458473 CF17477 policewoman costume - blouse and hat - NY Police 
Officer - costume for carnival, theme party, Halloween o

35,99 £
4251805458480 CF17245 60 x growing pots for plants - plant pots for growing - 

flower pot for plant growing
17,99 £

4251805458497 CF17244 64 x growing pots for plants - plant pots for growing - 
flower pot for plant growing

13,99 £
4251805458503 CF17225 2x cultivation set for the cultivation of small plants - for 

flowers, fruit and vegetables
26,99 £

4251805458510 CF17246 12x growing pots for 12 plants each - pot tray for 
flowers - growing tray for the garden - seedling pots

13,99 £
4251805458527 CF17333 spray bottle with pressure pump - pressure sprayer 

ideal for household and garden - garden sprayer - pump
26,99 £

4251805458534 CF17333 spray bottle with pressure pump - pressure sprayer 
ideal for household and garden - garden sprayer - pump

26,99 £
4251805458541 CF17333 spray bottle with pressure pump - pressure sprayer 

ideal for household and garden - garden sprayer - pump
26,99 £

4251805458558 CF17481 2x decorative stands for spring or summer - decorative 
flowers made of wood - spring decoration to put down -

17,99 £
4251805458565 CF17410 3x mini basket for serving fries - metal snack bowl - 

gold-colored mini frying baskets - serving basket with h
15,99 £

4251805458572 CF17279 wooden lighthouse with fishing net and shell decoration 
- decorative lighthouse made of wood in a maritime styl

30,99 £
4251805458589 CF17279 wooden lighthouse with fishing net and shell decoration 

- decorative lighthouse made of wood in a maritime styl
30,99 £

4251805458596 CF17275 rowing boat made of wood with rope and shells - fishing 
boat decoration - wooden boat with oar - kayak, paddle 

35,99 £
4251805458602 CF17275 rowing boat made of wood with rope and shells - fishing 

boat decoration - wooden boat with oar - kayak, paddle 
35,99 £

4251805458619 CF17277 2x wooden lighthouse with fishing net and shell 
decoration, anchor - decorative lighthouse made of woo

30,99 £
4251805458626 CF10071 bouncy ball with unicorn motif - bouncy ball for children 

in pink - suitable for inside and outside - inflatable
26,99 £

4251805458633 CF17483 2x decorative wooden bunnies - decorative wooden 
Easter bunny to put down - Easter decoration spring - di

17,99 £
4251805458640 CF17229 10x storage bowl with lid - meal prep container - food 

box 2 compartments - fresh storage box
26,99 £

4251805458657 CF17230 10x storage bowl with lid - Meal Prep Container - 3-part 
food box - fresh storage box

26,99 £
4251805458664 CF17228 10x storage bowl with lid - meal prep container - food 

box - food storage container 1200ml
17,99 £

4251805458671 CF16985 sailing ship, sailing boat - maritime display - metal ship 
- decorative ship made of metal and base made of man

26,99 £
4251805458688 CF17328 5-piece cornhole game set - outdoor throwing game for 

children and adults - bean bag
30,99 £

4251805458695 CF16580 3x flower box for balcony, terrace or garden - plant pot, 
balcony box, flower pot, railing box - rectangular plastic 

15,99 £
4251805458701 CF17433 2x decorative bunnies as decoration - Easter bunnies 

made of felt to put down - felt bunnies on a wooden ba
30,99 £

4251805458718 CF17424 bread box - plastic lunch box - box for mixed bread and 
toast - kitchen accessories - with bread cutting board

26,99 £
4251805458725 CF17397 4-part baking set with spatula, brush, whisk and 

measuring cup - baking accessories - made of silicone a
17,99 £

4251805458732 CF17490 metal decorative bunny with mango wood base - Easter 
bunny for spring decoration - Easter stand - home acces

15,99 £
4251805458749 CF17489 metal decorative bunny with mango wood base - Easter 

bunny for spring decoration - Easter stand - decorative 
26,99 £

4251805458756 CF17488 2x metal decorative bunnies with mango wood base - 
Easter bunny for spring decoration - Easter stand [selec

26,99 £
4251805458763 CF17478 120x shot cups reusable - shot glasses - shot glass for 

parties, camping and on the go - reusable and dishwash
17,99 £

4251805458770 CF17484 16x reusable champagne glasses - plastic champagne 
glasses for parties, camping and on the go - reusable an

26,99 £
4251805458787 CF17485 16x reusable wine goblets - plastic wine glasses for 

parties, camping and on the go - reusable and dishwash
17,99 £
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4251805458794 CF17486 24x reusable drinking cups for parties, camping and on 
the go - reusable and dishwasher-safe - plastic glass [se

17,99 £
4251805458800 CF17402 200x plastic straws - colorful plastic drinking straws, 

reusable and dishwasher-safe - sustainable drinking tub
26,99 £

4251805458817 CF17420 bread cutting board made of bamboo - board with 
collecting container for crumbs - practical kitchen aid - c

17,99 £
4251805458824 CF17406 7-piece sushi set with chopsticks, bowl, rolling mat and 

chopstick rest - beautiful serving set - kitchen accessori
15,99 £

4251805458831 CF17407 13-piece serving set - slate platter with glasses, bowls 
and spoons - for starters, aperitifs and snacks - kitchen 

30,99 £
4251805458848 CF17407 13-piece serving set - slate platter with glasses, bowls 

and spoons - for starters, aperitifs and snacks - kitchen 
26,99 £

4251805458855 CF17407 13-piece serving set - slate plate with glasses, square 
bowls and spoons - for starters, aperitifs and snacks - ki

30,99 £
4251805458862 CF17487 4x dishwashing sponge - plastic sponge for household 

and body - cleaning sponge made of soft plastic - cleani
13,99 £

4251805458879 CF17403 kitchen knife with protective cover - knife sharpener in 
cover - kitchen accessories - stainless steel - plastic han

15,99 £
4251805458886 CF17398 bed serving table - modern knee table - foldable bed 

table with tablet holder - side table, bed tray
30,99 £

4251805458893 CF17396 2x makeup organizer with bamboo lid - cosmetic box 
made of plastic - storage box for cosmetic items - 3 co

30,99 £
4251805458916 CF17421 cutlery holder made of bamboo - cutlery basket with 

napkin holder - kitchen utensil holder for at home or gas
30,99 £

4251805458923 CF17336 3-part bistro set - bistro table with 2 chairs - modern 
balcony furniture - foldable furniture set made of wood, 

114,99 £
4251805458930 CF17337 3-part bistro set - bistro table with 2 chairs, seat and 

back cushions - modern balcony furniture - foldable furn
123,99 £

4251805458954 CF17406 7-piece sushi set with chopsticks, bowl, rolling mat and 
chopstick tray - Asian serving set - bowl for sauces

15,99 £
4251805458961 CF17338 2x folding chair made of wood - foldable chair - garden 

chair, for camping, fishing, outdoor - director's chair, wo
123,99 £

4251805458978 CF17247 picnic blanket with water-repellent underside and 
carrying handle - coated fleece blanket for outdoors - b

30,99 £
4251805458985 CF17248 picnic blanket with water-repellent underside and 

carrying handle - coated fleece blanket for outdoors - b
26,99 £

4251805458992 CF16986 sailing ship, sailing boat - maritime display - metal ship 
- decorative ship made of metal and base made of man

39,99 £
4251805459005 CF16987 sailing ship, sailing boat - maritime display - metal ship 

- decorative ship made of metal and base made of man
26,99 £

4251805459012 CF16480 cloverleaf - lucky clover stand - metal decoration - 
decorative cloverleaf made of metal and base made of 

15,99 £
4251805459029 CF17287 18x aluminum bowl - casserole dish with lid - aluminum 

bowl, grill bowl, casserole dish, baking dish, for cooking,
17,99 £

4251805459036 CF17286 24x aluminum bowl - casserole dish with lid - aluminum 
bowl, grill bowl, casserole dish, baking dish, for cooking,

17,99 £
4251805459043 CF9071 24x mini notebook - children's notepad with dinosaur 

motif - ideal for small gift party bags - party favors - giv
17,99 £

4251805459050 CF9071 24x mini notebook - children's notepad with dinosaur 
motif - ideal for small gift party bags - party favors - giv

17,99 £
4251805459067 CF17285 64x aluminum bowl - casserole dish, muffin tin - 

aluminum bowl, grill tray, casserole dish, baking tin, for 
17,99 £

4251805459074 CF17491 grave decoration angel with commemorative saying 
"WIR VERMISSEN DICH" - weatherproof grave decorati

30,99 £
4251805459081 CF17210 3x decorative leaf made of metal - decorative tealight 

coasters - modern room decoration - silver-colored leav
26,99 £

4251805459098 CF17211 decorative leaf made of metal - stylish decorative bowl 
in the shape of a leaf - room decoration made of metal -

15,99 £
4251805459104 CF17193 16x sauce bowls - small bowls - bowl for sauces, dips 

and snacks - snack bowls, bowl set - spice bowl - small 
30,99 £

4251805459111 CF17492 2-piece sushi serving set - ceramic bowl and pot for 
sauces - high-quality tableware for serving - Asian

17,99 £
4251805459128 CF17380 3x storage baskets - decorative baskets with handles - 

baskets for cosmetics, toys or household products - plas
26,99 £

4251805459135 CF17243 54x growing pots for plants - seedling pots, plant pots 
for growing - flower pot for plant growing - seed pots

13,99 £
4251805459142 CF17392 pot coaster made of bamboo and stainless steel - 

extendable coaster - kitchen accessories - size-adjustabl
15,99 £

4251805459159 CF17478 120x shot cups reusable - shot glasses - shot glass for 
parties, camping and on the go - reusable and dishwash

17,99 £
4251805459166 CF13871 USB table fan, mini fan for office and desk, tower fan 

with different speeds
15,99 £
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4251805459173 CF13871 USB table fan, mini fan for office and desk, tower fan 
with different speeds

15,99 £
4251805459180 CF17202 2x mixing bowl made of stainless steel - multifunctional 

kitchen bowl for snacks or salads - decorative bowl - me
26,99 £

4251805459197 CF17202 2x mixing bowl made of stainless steel - multifunctional 
kitchen bowl for snacks or salads - decorative bowl - me

26,99 £
4251805459203 CF17202 2x mixing bowl made of stainless steel - multifunctional 

kitchen bowl for snacks or salads - decorative bowl - me
26,99 £

4251805459210 CF12646 6x make-up removal tissue - microfiber facial cleansing 
tissues for skin care and make-up removal - gentle cos

13,99 £
4251805459227 CF17284 2x anti-stress figure - squeeze toy - squeeze ball for 

children and adults - soft plastic monster with LED ball
13,99 £

4251805459234 CF17284 2x anti-stress figure - squeeze toy - squeeze ball for 
children and adults - soft plastic monster with LED ball

11,99 £
4251805459241 CF17196 2x kitchen strainer made of stainless steel - classic 

pasta strainer with outer coating - round colander for fo
26,99 £

4251805459258 CF17196 2x kitchen strainer made of stainless steel - classic 
pasta strainer with outer coating - round colander for fo

26,99 £
4251805459265 CF17196 2x kitchen strainer made of stainless steel - classic 

pasta strainer with outer coating - round colander for fo
26,99 £

4251805459272 CF17348 camping stool with table top - camping folding table, 
folding chair - lightweight, foldable aluminum camping c

43,99 £
4251805459289 CF17347 camping folding table - folding chair, camping stool - 

foldable camping chair for fishing, picnics, hiking, the be
48,99 £

4251805459319 CF17353 folding box 60l - transport box with handles - stable 
storage box, storage box, car box, folding box - shoppin

30,99 £
4251805459340 CF17249 awning triangle - canvas with UV protection - sun 

protection for terrace, balcony, garden and camping - s
30,99 £

4251805459357 CF12063 2x padded seat cushions - chair cushions for inside and 
outside - comfortable seat cushion set made of felt - an

26,99 £
4251805459364 CF12064 2x padded seat cushions - chair cushions for inside and 

outside - comfortable seat cushion set made of felt - rou
26,99 £

4251805459371 CF3556 16x toothbrush - manual toothbrush with medium-hard 
bristles - dental care brush for adults - gentle on tooth e

13,99 £
4251805459340 CF17249 awning triangle - canvas with UV protection - sun 

protection for terrace, balcony, garden and camping - s
30,99 £

4251805459395 CF17496 4x gift boxes for Christmas - gift boxes with Christmas 
motifs - folding box made of sturdy cardboard - foldable

26,99 £
4251805459401 CF17496 4x gift boxes for Christmas - gift boxes with Christmas 

motifs - folding box made of sturdy cardboard - foldable
26,99 £

4251805459418 CF17497 12x gift bags with folding box, bag and closure - gift 
bags with cardboard base in Christmas style - plastic ba

13,99 £
4251805459425 CF17498 6-piece gift box set in 3 sizes - gift boxes with 

Christmas motifs - folding box made of sturdy cardboar
13,99 £

4251805459432 CF17498 6-piece gift box set in 3 sizes - gift boxes with 
Christmas motifs - folding box made of sturdy cardboar

13,99 £
4251805459449 CF17498 6-piece gift box set in 3 sizes - gift boxes with 

Christmas motifs - folding box made of sturdy cardboar
13,99 £

4251805459456 CF17500 6-piece gift box set - sliding boxes with Christmas 
motifs - gift boxes - folding box made of sturdy cardboa

13,99 £
4251805459470 CF17499 100x transparent bags - transparent cellophane bags 

with stars - food bags - bottom bags clear - transparent 
13,99 £

4251805459494 CF17499 100x transparent bags - transparent cellophane bags 
with stars - food bags - bottom bags clear - transparent 

15,99 £
4251805459500 CF17501 100x transparent bags - transparent cellophane bags as 

food bags - clear bottom bags - transparent bags with b
11,99 £

4251805459517 CF17501 100x transparent bags - transparent cellophane bags as 
food bags - clear bottom bags - transparent bags with b

11,99 £
4251805459524 CF17501 100x transparent bags - transparent cellophane bags as 

food bags - clear bottom bags - transparent bags with b
13,99 £

4251805459531 CF17501 100x transparent bags - transparent cellophane bags as 
food bags - clear bottom bags - transparent bags with b

15,99 £
4251805459548 CF17501 200x transparent bags - transparent cellophane bags as 

food bags - clear bottom bags - transparent bags with b
13,99 £

4251805459555 CF17502 3x plates for Christmas, St. Nicholas, Advent - Christmas 
plates for nuts, fruit and sweets - cookie plates with diff

15,99 £
4251805459562 CF17503 3x plates for Christmas, St. Nicholas, Advent - Christmas 

plates for biscuits, stollen, sweets - gift plates with thre
26,99 £

4251805459579 CF17504 3x plates for Christmas, St. Nicholas, Advent - Christmas 
plates for nuts, fruit and sweets - cookie plates with diff

15,99 £
4251805459586 CF17505 6x plates for Christmas, St. Nicholas, Advent - Christmas 

plates for biscuits, stollen, sweets - gift plates with thre
26,99 £
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4251805459593 CF17506 8x placemats for Christmas - placemat with snowflakes 
for the kitchen and dining room - placemats with winter 

15,99 £
4251805459609 CF17507 8x placemats for Christmas - placemats with Advent 

motifs for the kitchen and dining room - placemats with 
15,99 £

4251805459616 CF17508 8x placemats for Christmas - placemat with Advent 
motif for kitchen and dining room - placemats with wintr

15,99 £
4251805459623 CF17509 8x placemats for Christmas - placemat with reindeer 

"Eddy" for kitchen and dining room - placemats with wi
15,99 £

4251805459630 CF17510 4x tablecloths with Christmas motif - center tablecloth 
set in Christmas design - wipeable tablecloth approx. 80

15,99 £
4251805459630 CF17510 4x tablecloths with Christmas motif - center tablecloth 

set in Christmas design - wipeable tablecloth approx. 80
15,99 £

4251805459647 CF17511 4x tablecloth with Christmas motif - festive table linen 
for table, Advent wreath, pyramid - center tablecloth set

15,99 £
4251805459647 CF17511 4x tablecloth with Christmas motif - festive table linen 

for table, Advent wreath, pyramid - center tablecloth set
15,99 £

4251805459654 CF17512 4x tablecloths with a Christmas motif - center tablecloth 
set with a Christmas design - festive table linen for the t

15,99 £
4251805459654 CF17512 4x tablecloths with a Christmas motif - center tablecloth 

set with a Christmas design - festive table linen for the t
15,99 £

4251805459661 CF17513 4x tablecloth with Christmas motif - wipeable tablecloth 
approx. 80 x 80 cm - tablecloth set with Christmas desig

15,99 £
4251805459661 CF17513 4x tablecloth with Christmas motif - wipeable tablecloth 

approx. 80 x 80 cm - tablecloth set with Christmas desig
15,99 £

4251805459678 CF17514 200x gift stickers for Christmas - stickers for gift 
decoration - Christmas decoration for Santa Claus gifts -

13,99 £
4251805459685 CF17515 30x decorative doilies for mason jars - jam doilies with 

rubber - decoration for mason jars - glass doilies for dec
15,99 £

4251805459692 CF17193 8x sauce bowls - small bowls - bowl for sauces, dips 
and snacks - snack bowls, bowl set - spice bowl - small 

15,99 £
4251805459708 CF7568 21x knuckle rings - midi rings - knuckle rings, forelock 

rings, fingertip rings, memory ring with rhinestones - m
13,99 £

4251805459715 CF17516 200g deco spider web with 12 black spiders - creepy 
white spider web - cobwebs as a decoration for Hallowe

13,99 £
4251805459722 CF17517 200g deco spider web with 24 spiders - creepy black 

spider web - cobwebs as a decoration for Halloween, ca
11,99 £

4251805459739 CF17518 400g decorative spider web with 24 spiders - creepy 
spider web - cobwebs as a decoration for Halloween, ca

15,99 £
4251805459746 CF17519 6x Halloween LED tea lights - flickering pumpkin-shaped 

tea lights - battery-operated LED candles - mood lightin
11,99 £

4251805459753 CF9080 6x ant agent with bait 250g each, scattering and 
pouring agent ant poison, 1500g

30,99 £
4251805459760 CF17524 premium rolling pin - rolling pin made of stainless steel 

- dishwasher-safe roller for pizza dough, pasta dough, b
17,99 £

4251805459777 CF17525 premium rolling pin - rolling pin made of stainless steel 
- dishwasher-safe roller for pizza dough, pasta dough, b

17,99 £
4251805459784 CF17526 wavy cutter - serrated knife made of stainless steel - 

garnishing knife with serrated edge - rippled cutter for f
8,99 £

4251805459791 CF17527 2x wavy cutters - serrated knife made of stainless steel 
- garnishing knife with serrated edge - rippled cutter for

11,99 £
4251805459807 CF16737 2x brush seal for doors, self-adhesive - mountable strip 

brush made of aluminum - door seal with brushes - brus
26,99 £

4251805459814 CF11995 2x maritime decorative ship made of metal - sailing ship 
with wooden base made of mango wood - decorative st

30,99 £
4251805459821 CF11619 3x static feather duster with 6-piece, removable 

protective cover - long dust pompom - dust broom - ha
26,99 £

4251285577169 CF11518 2x Universal Filter for Cooker Hoods - Dust Filter 
Suitable for Various Models of Extractor Fans - Can be C

15,99 £
4251805459838 CF11518 2x universal filter for extractor hoods - haze filter 

suitable for almost all models of extractor hoods - can b
15,99 £

4251805459838 CF11518 2x universal filter for extractor hoods - haze filter 
suitable for almost all models of extractor hoods - can b

15,99 £
4251805459852 CF13040 4x coffee cups with hearts - coffee cups made from the 

finest ceramics - ceramic cups for cold and hot drinks - t
15,99 £

4251805459869 CF8033 60x felt-tip pens - colorful felt-tip pens in 30 colors in a 
plastic case - colorful pens can be washed out and are i

26,99 £
4251805459876 CF8093 80x wax crayons in 8 colors - colorful wax crayons for 

kindergarten, preschool, school and at home - crayons f
13,99 £

4251805459883 CF17530 premium chocolate fondue set - ceramic bowl with 
tealight holder - fondue set with forks for 4 people - ide

26,99 £
4251805459890 CF11695 3x decorative wooden fish to hang up - wooden fish - 

maritime hanging decoration for the home - wooden de
13,99 £
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4251805459906 CF12972 hippie glasses green - party glasses 70s with green XXL 
glasses for carnival, carnival, Schlagermove or a theme 

13,99 £
4251805459913 CF17531 18 pcs. Coloring set - children's crowns made of paper 

for carnival and children's birthday parties - handicraft s
11,99 £

4251805459920 CF17529 wall clock round with a large dial - analogue clock for 
the kitchen, living room or office - traditional design - m

26,99 £
4251805459937 CF17529 wall clock round with a large dial - analogue clock for 

the kitchen, living room or office - traditional design - m
26,99 £

4251805459944 CF17529 wall clock round with a large dial - analogue clock for 
the kitchen, living room or office - traditional design - m

26,99 £
4251805459951 CF11754 2x straw hats black with ribbon - summer hats for 

women and men - headgear for beach outfits - unisex - 
15,99 £

4251805459968 CF16099 Joke article "MERRY WEIHNACHTEN" - LED decorative 
stand made of wood - illuminated lettering on a wooden

26,99 £
4251805459975 CF13026 3x heart-shaped decorative bowl - black heart-shaped 

bowl - vintage decoration - pocket emptyer as a storage
17,99 £

4251805459982 CF17135 4x coffee cups with handles - cup set reusable plastic 
drinking cups - plastic cups in bright colors - unbreakabl

15,99 £
4251805459999 CF17538 8x plastic bowls - plastic snack bowls - reusable 

containers - unbreakable bowls - camping crockery [sele
17,99 £

4251805460025 CF13942 folding table made of plastic - space-saving garden 
table for camping - side table for garden, terrace and ba

35,99 £
4251805460032 CF13942 folding table made of plastic - space-saving garden 

table for camping - side table for garden, terrace and ba
35,99 £

4251805460049 CF17546 6x metal pendants for the Christmas tree - Christmas 
tree decorations made of metal - Christmas decorations 

26,99 £
4251805460056 CF17250 awning triangle - canvas with UV protection - sun 

protection for balcony, terrace, garden and camping - s
30,99 £

4251805460063 CF17216 inflatable XL net water ball 50 cm - beach football for 
summer - fabric ball for garden, beach and water fun - s

17,99 £
4251805460070 CF17216 inflatable XL net water ball 50 cm - beach football for 

the summer - fabric ball for garden, beach and water fu
17,99 £

4251805460087 CF17216 Inflatable XL net water ball 50 cm - beach football for 
summer - fabric ball for garden, beach and water fun - s

17,99 £
4251805460094 CF17309 Inflatable air mattress with net attachment - air bed for 

the beach, lake and pool - air mattress with integrated 
35,99 £

4251805460100 CF17309 inflatable air mattress with net attachment - air bed for 
the beach, lake and pool - air mattress with integrated 

35,99 £
4251805460117 CF17386 2x indoor greenhouse for growing plants - growing set 

for 48 plants - plant box with seedling pots for the hom
26,99 £

4251805460124 CF17216 Inflatable XL net water ball 50 cm - beach football for 
summer - fabric ball for garden, beach and water fun - s

17,99 £
4251805460131 CF17331 3x skipping ropes for children - skipping ropes in 

rainbow colors - hopping and gymnastics rope - skippin
30,99 £

4251805460148 CF17314 Swimming ring with integrated seat and handles - 
Inflatable water seat - Swimming island for beach and p

30,99 £
4251805460155 CF17239 68 pcs. Plant growing set - Indoor greenhouse for 

growing plants - Indoor and outdoor growing set - Plant
26,99 £

4251805460162 CF17314 Swim ring with integrated seat and handles - Inflatable 
water seat - Float island for beach and pool - Swim seat

30,99 £
4251805460179 CF17308 swimming pools for children to inflate - paddling pool 

for the garden - inflatable children's pool - outdoor pool 
35,99 £

4251805460186 CF17311 3x swimming ring - colorful swimming ring for bathing 
fun - pneumatic ring for swimming with animal head - ri

17,99 £
4251805460193 CF17236 3x shopping bag Jumbo - plastic bags striped - XL 

shopping bags - beach bags for bathing utensils - shopp
17,99 £

4251805460209 CF17544 tea box with 9 compartments - black storage box made 
of wood and glass for tea - tea bag box with viewing wi

30,99 £
4251805460223 CF17346 camping table made of aluminum - flexible folding table 

- lightweight, portable side table for picnics, balconies, 
35,99 £

4251805460230 CF17294 children's folding chair crocodile - fishing chair green for 
children - folding chair for camping and garden - folding

30,99 £
4251805460247 CF17294 children's folding chair Panda - fishing chair black for 

children - folding chair for camping and garden - folding
30,99 £

4251805460254 CF17294 children's folding chair Tiger - fishing chair orange for 
children - folding chair for camping and garden - folding

30,99 £
4251805460261 CF17294 children's folding chair elephant - fishing chair blue for 

children - folding chair for camping and garden - folding
30,99 £

4251805460278 CF17547 2-part cooling set - cooling bag and cooling element for 
cans and bottles - cooling pack with insulated bag - 6L c

15,99 £
4251805460285 CF17218 4-piece salt and pepper shaker set - glass spice shaker 

with metal lid - salt and pepper shaker in a modern desi
15,99 £
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4251805460292 CF17217 4-part salt and pepper shaker set - glass spice shaker 
with metal lid and handle - salt and pepper shaker as a 

15,99 £
4251805460308 CF17319 6x filter cartridge type S1 - water filter suitable for pool 

pumps - replacement cartridge for swimming pool - pool
39,99 £

4251805460315 CF17253 3-piece trivet set - trivet made of steel - trivet for pots, 
pans and casserole dishes - with rubber feet - cooking a

26,99 £
4251805460322 CF17254 2x coasters - steel coasters - coasters for pots, pans 

and casserole dishes - with rubber feet - cooking and kit
26,99 £

4251805460339 CF17351 bottle opener for the wall - beer opener with container 
for crown caps - wall bottle opener in vintage design - c

26,99 £
4251805460346 CF17545 kitchen roll holder with storage basket - paper roll 

holder for hanging - hanging shelf for kitchen utensils - 
35,99 £

4251805460353 CF17322 2x cachepot - storage box for cosmetics, toys, clothes, 
towels - storage basket for the bathroom, hallway, child

15,99 £
4251805460360 CF17548 50x decorative spiders - plastic spiders as scatter 

decoration - table decoration for horror parties on Hallo
8,99 £

4251805460377 CF17548 100x decorative spiders - plastic spiders as scatter 
decoration - table decoration for horror parties on Hallo

11,99 £
4251805460384 CF17548 200x decorative spiders - plastic spiders as scatter 

decoration - table decoration for horror parties on Hallo
15,99 £

4251805460391 CF17343 6x microfiber cloth - soft drying cloth for car care - 
cleaning cloth for household made of microfiber - cleani

13,99 £
4251805460407 CF17342 6x microfibre cloth - soft drying cloth - household 

cleaning cloth made of microfibre - cleaning cloth for gl
13,99 £

4251805460414 CF17344 8x microfiber cloth - soft drying cloth for car care - 
cleaning cloth for household made of microfiber - cleani

15,99 £
4251805460421 CF17534 decorative plates made of mango wood - round wooden 

tray for room decoration - wooden bowl for fruit and sn
30,99 £

4251805460438 CF17533 decorative plates made of mango wood - rectangular 
wooden tray for room decoration - wooden bowl for frui

26,99 £
4251805460445 CF17536 decorative plates made of mango wood - rectangular 

wooden tray for room decoration - serving tray as room 
30,99 £

4251805460452 CF17539 deco stars made of mango wood and metal - wooden 
star decorative figure - star stand - wood-metal decorati

26,99 £
4251805460469 CF1686 medication dispenser 7 days - medication box 

(Morgens, Mittags, Abends) - pill box - tablet box - wee
13,99 £

4251805460476 CF17555 3x decorative wooden fish to hang up - wooden fish - 
maritime hanging decoration for the home - wooden de

17,99 £
4251805460483 CF17232 electric fly swatter - insect killer - bat-shaped fly trap - 

battery-operated insect trap [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251805460490 CF17561 2x metal fish to put down - metal figures as a 
decorative stand - decorative room decoration - maritim

15,99 £
4251805460506 CF17554 4x pop-up fly covers - covers for food - foldable dining 

screens in two sizes - insect protection - mesh cover for 
26,99 £

4251805460513 CF17194 pot coaster made of stainless steel - pull-out coaster - 
kitchen helper - size-adjustable metal base - kitchen acc

15,99 £
4251805460520 CF17557 12 pairs of bamboo chopsticks - reusable chopsticks - 

wooden set with colorful design - bamboo cutlery, wood
13,99 £

4251805460537 CF17558 storage jar in vintage design - round metal storage jar 
with aroma seal - nostalgic metal jar for sweets, tea etc.

26,99 £
4251805460544 CF17553 2x metal lizard as wall decoration and garden 

decoration - colorful gecko for the wall or to lie down on
17,99 £

4251805460551 CF17240 4x garden hose strap - flexible hose holder - holder for 
hoses, cables, ropes in the garden, basement, workshop

13,99 £
4251805460650 CF17159 gnomes with the lettering Welcome - garden gnome for 

standing up - decorative gnome for inside and outside - 
26,99 £

4251805460667 CF17552 8x tablecloth weights - tablecloth weights with clips - 
fruity tablecloth pom-poms - tablecloth clips in fruit desi

15,99 £
4251805460674 CF17158 2x ceramic gnomes - garden gnomes for standing - 

decorative gnomes for inside and outside - cute gnomes
26,99 £

4251805460681 CF17157 2x gnomes with flower and lettering - garden gnomes 
for standing - decorative gnomes for inside and outside 

17,99 £
4251805460698 CF17206 Maritime bowl made of mango wood with printed film, 

lacquered - deep wooden plate with sea animal motif - s
17,99 £

4251805460704 CF17207 maritime tray made of mango wood with printed film, 
lacquered - flat mango wood plate with sea animal moti

26,99 £
4251805460711 CF17563 2x artificial bast - decorative bast for hobbyists or 

florists - bast for household and garden - bast for handi
15,99 £

4251805460728 CF4040 4-piece set of clamp straps with reflective strips - neon 
yellow trouser clips - trouser clip with reflector - safe, co

11,99 £
4251805460735 CF17562 2x Flower Tape Wide - masking tape for flowers - florist 

wrapping tape - handicraft tape - floristry tape for flowe
15,99 £
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4251805460742 CF17564 4x Flower Tape Narrow - masking tape for flowers - 
florist wrapping tape - handicraft tape - floristry tape for

15,99 £
4251805460759 CF17551 kitchen utensil holder - metal cooking spoon stand - 

cutlery basket in industrial design - metal box as cutlery
26,99 £

4251805460766 CF17128 500x painter's gloves - disposable gloves for painting 
and household work - thin, waterproof plastic work glov

15,99 £
4251805460773 CF17128 1000x painter's gloves - disposable gloves for painting 

and household work - thin, waterproof plastic work glov
26,99 £

4251805460780 CF15566 3-piece set of flower bulb plant baskets, seed tray for 
planting and storing bulb plants, green bulb baskets

11,99 £
4251805460797 CF17565 rose dethorn - professional stem dethorn for roses, 

carnations and cut flowers - plastic dethorn with corrug
15,99 £

4251805462784 CF17316 rowing boat set for 2 people - dinghy with paddles and 
pump - air boat with 2 oars, double action pump - paddl

87,99 £
4251805462791 CF17317 rowing boat set for 3 people - rubber dinghy with 

paddles, pump, seat cushion - airboat with oars, double 
114,99 £

4251805460827 CF17576 8x adhesive snake - window climbers in bright colors - 
slimy snake for children's birthday parties - window adh

15,99 £
4251805460834 CF17316 rowing boat set for 2 people - dinghy with paddles and 

pump - air boat with 2 oars, double action pump - paddl
70,99 £

4251805460841 CF17317 rowing boat set for 3 people - rubber dinghy with 
paddles, pump, seat cushion - airboat with oars, double 

114,99 £
4251805460858 CF17423 2x repair kit with PVC patches, glue, air valve wrench - 

repair kit for inflatable boats, belly boats, air mattresses
15,99 £

4251805460865 CF17581 4-part cleaning brush set - bicycle brush cleaning set 
and rim brush - universal brush, frame brush, sprocket 

26,99 £
4251805460872 CF17577 6x snake game - educational logic game for thinking 

skills and creativity - party fun puzzle game - anti-stress
13,99 £

4251805460889 CF17541 2x fake blood with sponge - make-up color for special 
effects - blood gel for Halloween, carnival or theme part

15,99 £
4251805460896 CF17540 2x artificial blood green - make-up color for special 

effects - blood gel for Halloween, carnival or theme part
13,99 £

4251805460902 CF17580 2x pirate saber with skull - sword for little pirates - 
carnival accessory for theme parties, children's day - co

15,99 £
4251805460919 CF17583 120x dog waste bags - robust and leak-proof waste 

bags - bags for cat and dog poo - dog accessories for e
13,99 £

4251805460926 CF17582 200x dog waste bags - robust and leak-proof waste 
bags - bags for cat and dog poop - dog accessories for 

17,99 £
4251805460933 CF17584 3-part cleaning set - hand brush, dish brush and 

window squeegee - perfect cleaning starter set made of
17,99 £

4251805460940 CF17585 2-part cleaning set - scrubbing brush and dish brush - 
perfect cleaning set made of bamboo and robust plastic 

15,99 £
4251805460957 CF17575 9x bird deflector - reflective bird deterrent - bird 

deterrent for terrace, garden and balcony - wind spiral, 
15,99 £

4251805460964 CF17589 48x plastic straws - colorful plastic drinking straws, 
dishwasher-safe - lid glasses replacement drinking tube

13,99 £
4251805460971 CF17590 premium neck pillow - neck support pillow with memory 

foam - neck cushion for adults - velvety soft travel pillo
26,99 £

4251805460988 CF17590 premium neck pillow - neck support pillow with memory 
foam - neck cushion for adults - velvety soft travel pillo

26,99 £
4251805460995 CF17590 premium neck pillow - neck support pillow with memory 

foam - neck cushion for adults - velvety soft travel pillo
26,99 £

4251805461008 CF17590 premium neck pillow - neck support pillow with memory 
foam - neck pillow for adults - velvety soft travel pillow f

26,99 £
4251805461015 CF17587 200x paper drinking straws - environmentally friendly 

paper straws for parties, birthdays, weddings and gradu
15,99 £

4251805461022 CF17587 400x paper drinking straws - environmentally friendly 
paper straws for parties, birthdays, weddings and gradu

26,99 £
4251805461039 CF17404 5-piece set of muesli bowls - snack bowls made of 

plastic - reusable containers, dishwasher-safe - unbreak
26,99 £

4251805461046 CF17586 4x ceramic furniture handles - vintage furniture knobs - 
dresser knobs for screwing - handles for kitchen cabinet

13,99 £
4251805461053 CF17586 4x ceramic furniture handles - vintage furniture knobs - 

antique look pumpkin shape - handles for kitchen cabin
13,99 £

4251805461060 CF17592 4x underplates in shiny red - saucer as table decoration 
- decorative plates for weddings, family celebrations or 

26,99 £
4251805461077 CF17592 4x service plates glossy gold - saucer as table 

decoration - decorative plates for weddings, family cele
26,99 £

4251805461084 CF17592 4x service plates shiny silver - saucer as table 
decoration - decorative plates for weddings, family cele

26,99 £
4251805461091 CF16255 4x underplates in shiny red with glitter edge - saucer as 

table decoration - decorative plates for weddings, family
30,99 £
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4251805461107 CF17593 3x underplates glitter with motif border - reusable 
saucers as table decoration - decorative plates - Ø 33 c

26,99 £
4251805461114 CF17594 4x underplates silver glittering with motif border - 

reusable saucers - table decoration for weddings and ot
26,99 £

4251805461121 CF17594 4x underplates vintage cream white with motif border - 
reusable saucers - table decoration for weddings and ot

30,99 £
4251805461138 CF17595 4x underplates shiny black with glitter - reusable 

saucers - table decoration for weddings and other occas
30,99 £

4251805461145 CF17595 4x underplates glossy black with glitter hearts - saucer 
as table decoration - decorative plates for weddings or f

26,99 £
4251805461152 CF17472 4x school bags 30cm, small cardboard school bags for 

siblings, foldable sugar bag for school enrollment, gift p
26,99 £

4251805461169 CF14009 4x men's handbag - felt bag for drinks - bottle bag 
made of felt for 6 bottles - 6 carriers up to 0.5 L, grey/b

26,99 £
4251805461176 CF17591 24x reusable drinking cups for parties, camping and on 

the go - reusable and dishwasher-safe - plastic glass - p
17,99 £

4251805461183 CF17579 3x bottle cooler for beverage bottles - cooling collar for 
wine, sparkling wine and water bottles - mini cooler bag

13,99 £
4251805461206 CF13684 2x dart gun, semi-automatic toy blaster with soft foam 

darts, high precision at short distances
15,99 £

4251805461213 CF17599 18-piece cosmetic set with case - travel and care set - 
professional nail clipper set stainless steel - nail tools, m

15,99 £
4251805461220 CF17600 10-piece manicure set with case - travel and grooming 

set - professional stainless steel nail clipper set - nail to
13,99 £

4251805461251 CF17621 2x lemon squeezer made of glass with plastic 
attachment - juicer for lemons, oranges and limes - han

17,99 £
4251805461268 CF17622 30-piece crockery set - reusable plastic crockery - mug, 

bowl and plate - outdoor crockery for barbecues and ca
30,99 £

4251805461275 CF17623 2-piece storage jar set with lid - round fresh-keeping 
bowl, snack serving bowl, dip bowl - utensil storage box

15,99 £
4251805461282 CF17624 30-piece crockery set - reusable plastic crockery - mug, 

bowl and plate - outdoor crockery for barbecues and ca
30,99 £

4251805461299 CF17625 2-piece storage jar set with lid - round fresh-keeping 
bowl, snack serving bowl, dip bowl - utensil storage box

15,99 £
4251805461305 CF17626 30-piece crockery set - reusable plastic crockery - mug, 

bowl and plate - outdoor crockery for barbecues and ca
30,99 £

4251805461312 CF13312 3x bottle cooler for on the go - wine cooler sleeve with 
summer motifs - cooling sleeve for beer, wine and soft 

15,99 £
4251805461329 CF17627 2-piece storage jar set with lid - round fresh-keeping 

bowl, snack serving bowl, dip bowl - utensil storage box
15,99 £

4251805461336 CF16830 2x serving plates, decorative plates made of stainless 
steel, round tray for serving and decorating, elegantly d

35,99 £
4251805461343 CF16830 4x serving platter, decorative plates made of stainless 

steel, round tray for serving and decorating, elegantly d
43,99 £

4251805461350 CF17300 tea box with 6 compartments - wooden storage box for 
tea - tea bag box with viewing window - tea box [selecti

26,99 £
4251805461367 CF17606 16x reusable champagne glasses - transparent, 

stackable plastic champagne flutes for parties, camping 
17,99 £

4251805461374 CF17607 16x reusable wine goblets - transparent, stackable 
plastic wine glasses for parties, camping and on the go 

15,99 £
4251805461381 CF13662 6x application folder with mailing bag - loose-leaf binder 

with clamp clip - clamp folders with viewing window - cl
15,99 £

4251805461398 CF17612 2x fly hood - food screen for food - foldable cake cover 
- fly protection for inside and outside - insect protection 

17,99 £
4251805461404 CF17613 12 pairs of bamboo chopsticks - reusable chopsticks - 

wooden stick set with blue design - bamboo cutlery with
13,99 £

4251805461411 CF17264 Maritime decoration sailing ship with shells - wooden 
boat with linen sail - nautical decoration for the bathroo

26,99 £
4251805461428 CF17276 2x maritime decoration sailboats with shell - boats 

made of wood with metal sails - nautical decoration for 
13,99 £

4251805461435 CF17537 6-piece set of salad bowls - small bowls for salad, 
snacks, nuts and fruit - decorative snack bowls dishwas

26,99 £
4251805461442 CF17535 6x coffee cups with handles - reusable plastic drinking 

cups - plastic cups in bright colors - unbreakable teapot
26,99 £

4251805461466 CF17136 6-piece set of salad bowls - small bowls for salad, 
snacks, nuts and fruit - decorative snack bowls dishwas

26,99 £
4251805461473 CF17135 6x coffee cups with handles - reusable plastic drinking 

cups - plastic cups in bright colors - unbreakable teapot
26,99 £

4251805461480 CF17629 6x coffee cups with handles - reusable plastic drinking 
cups - plastic cups in bright colors - unbreakable teapot

26,99 £
4251805461497 CF16257 2-piece set of serving trays made of wood - storage tray 

painted white - vintage wooden tray - wooden trays as t
30,99 £
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4251805461503 CF16258 2-piece set of serving trays made of wood - storage tray 
painted white - vintage wooden tray - stylish decorative 

30,99 £
4251805461510 CF9437 4-piece reflector set - stretchable reflector belt and 

wristband for better visibility in traffic - safety for big an
15,99 £

4251805461527 CF17609 kitchen utensil holder - metal cooking spoon stand - 
cutlery basket in industrial design - metal box as cutlery

17,99 £
4251805461534 CF17611 2-piece set fruit basket with cover - metal bowl and fly 

hood - food screen - vegetable basket - decorative fruit 
17,99 £

4251805461541 CF17611 2-piece set fruit basket with cover - metal bowl and fly 
hood - food screen - vegetable basket - decorative fruit 

17,99 £
4251805461558 CF17603 tea light holder made of metal - decorative candle 

holder - wire lantern - candle holder as room decoration
15,99 £

4251805461565 CF17602 tea light holder made of metal - decorative candle 
holder - wire lantern - candle holder as room decoration

15,99 £
4251805461572 CF14113 4x wine glass made of stainless steel - wine mug 500 ml 

for travel - stainless steel mug to go - stemless wine go
35,99 £

4251805461589 CF14114 2x drinking cups made of stainless steel - high-gloss 
wine cup 200 ml - premium stainless steel cup to go - t

30,99 £
4251805461596 CF17610 12x reusable drinking cups for parties, gardens, 

camping, festivals and on the go - reusable plastic cups 
15,99 £

4251805461602 CF17620 2x glass bottle 500 ml with cork - glass container with 
cork closure for filling with liquids - oil and vinegar bottl

17,99 £
4251805461619 CF17619 4x glass bottle 250 ml with cork - glass container with 

cork closure for filling with liquids - oil and vinegar bottl
26,99 £

4251805461626 CF17618 4x glass bottle 120 ml with cork - glass container with 
cork closure for filling with liquids - oil and vinegar bottl

15,99 £
4251805462302 CF17628 3x swimming ring - colorful swimming ring for bathing 

fun - pneumatic ring for swimming with underwater mot
15,99 £

4251805461640 CF4974 160x self-adhesive labels - household labels for glasses 
and bottles - stickers can be written on for the kitchen, 

8,99 £
4251805461640 CF4974 160x self-adhesive labels - household labels for glasses 

and bottles - stickers can be written on for the kitchen, 
8,99 £

4251805461671 CF13774 Solar light chain with 72 warm white LEDs for the 
sunshade in the shape of a star for outside - garden ligh

17,99 £
4251805461688 CF12872 2x ice scrapers made of sturdy plastic with ice breaker 

and scraping edge - ice scraper with whisk - window scr
15,99 £

4251805461688 CF12872 2x ice scrapers made of sturdy plastic with ice breaker 
and scraping edge - ice scraper with whisk - window scr

15,99 £
4251805461695 CF4601 8x geometry compass with pen - antimicrobial circle 

marker - drawing tool for children and adults - work tool
15,99 £

4251805461701 CF15816 Advent wreath oblong, Christmas candlestick for 4 
candles, candle holder, Advent arrangement, XL Advent 

39,99 £
4251805461718 CF13753 Advent wreath oblong, Christmas candlestick for 4 

candles, candle holder, Advent arrangement, XL Advent 
39,99 £

4251805461725 CF4420 skipping rope with metal handles - can be used as a 
gymnastics rope, hopping and play rope - sports equip

15,99 £
4251805461756 CF17411 flower pot Moai head - plant pot for garden, balcony 

and apartment - island statue - decorative sculpture for 
48,99 £

4251805461763 CF17305 artificial plants in flower pots - deceptively real 
decorative plants in ceramic pots - artificial flowers for b

30,99 £
4251805461770 CF17297 magazine holder - storage system for newspapers, 

documents and magazines - organizer with divider - hel
17,99 £

4251805461787 CF17616 16x tablecloth clips - tablecloth holder for indoors and 
outdoors - wind protection for tablecloths - plastic wind 

15,99 £
4251805461794 CF17297 magazine holder - storage system for newspapers, 

documents and magazines - organizer with divider - hel
17,99 £

4251805461800 CF17297 magazine holder - storage system for newspapers, 
documents and magazines - organizer with divider - hel

17,99 £
4251805461817 CF17617 3x garden tablecloth - lemon print tablecloth - table 

dress for inside and outside - coated table linen - colore
17,99 £

4251805461824 CF17614 parasol stand - foldable parasol holder - parasol stand 
for garden and terrace - foldable holder for parasols - g

35,99 £
4251805461831 CF17630 3x wall decoration - maritime decoration made of metal 

- decorative hanging decoration - metal hanger - room 
15,99 £

4251805461831 CF17630 3x wall decoration - maritime decoration made of metal 
- decorative hanging decoration - metal hanger - room 

15,99 £
4251805461848 CF13945 2x garden hose holder - rope and hose holder made of 

plastic for garden, basement, shed - wall holder for gar
13,99 £

4251805461855 CF17637 12-piece crockery set - reusable plastic crockery - 
rainbow-colored plate and bowl - travel and camping cr

26,99 £
4251805461862 CF17251 toilet paper roll holder - roll holder made of stainless 

steel - wall mount for toilet paper for drilling - toilet pap
26,99 £
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4251805461879 CF17414 12-piece protective mat set - underlay mat as a pool 
pad - pool floor protection tiles - simple plug-in system -

35,99 £
4251805461893 CF11374 3x witch hat for witch costume - magician hat ideal for 

carnival, Halloween
13,99 £

4251805461909 CF16942 3x Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with great Easter motifs to hide and give a

17,99 £
4251805461916 CF17641 6x Easter eggs to fill - colorful eggs for Easter - Easter 

eggs with Easter motifs in comic style to hide and give a
30,99 £

4251805461923 CF17641 3x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful eggs for Easter - Easter 
eggs with Easter motifs in comic style to hide and give a

15,99 £
4251805461930 CF17641 6x Easter eggs to fill - colorful eggs for Easter - Easter 

eggs with Easter motifs in comic style to hide and give a
30,99 £

4251805461947 CF17641 3x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful eggs for Easter - Easter 
eggs with Easter motifs in comic style to hide and give a

26,99 £
4251805461954 CF17641 3x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful eggs for Easter - Easter 

eggs with Easter motifs in comic style to hide and give a
30,99 £

4251805461961 CF17641 3x Easter egg to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with Easter motifs in comic style to hide an

26,99 £
4251805461978 CF15252 6x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with traditional Easter motifs to hide and gi
26,99 £

4251805461985 CF15252 6x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with traditional Easter motifs to hide and gi

26,99 £
4251805461992 CF15252 3x Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with traditional Easter motifs to hide and gi
17,99 £

4251805462005 CF15252 3x Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with traditional Easter motifs to hide and gi

30,99 £
4251805462012 CF17642 3x Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with traditional Easter motifs to hide and gi
17,99 £

4251805462029 CF17642 3x Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with traditional Easter motifs to hide and gi

17,99 £
4251805462036 CF17642 3x Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with traditional Easter motifs to hide and gi
17,99 £

4251805462043 CF15251 6x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with lots of colorful dots to give away

26,99 £
4251805462050 CF15251 6x Easter eggs to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

Easter eggs with lots of colorful dots to give away
26,99 £

4251805462067 CF15251 3x Easter egg to fill - Colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
Easter eggs with lots of colorful dots to hide and give a

26,99 £
4251805462074 CF16942 3x XXL Easter egg to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter 

- large Easter eggs with great Easter motifs to hide and 
26,99 £

4251805462081 CF17634 candle holder made of metal - decorative candle holder 
for 4 candles - oval wire lantern - rod candle holder as r

26,99 £
4251805462098 CF17635 tea light holder made of metal - decorative candle 

holder for 4 candles - wire lantern - candle holder as ro
26,99 £

4251805462104 CF17634 candle holder made of metal - decorative candle holder 
for 4 candles - oval wire lantern - rod candle holder as r

30,99 £
4251805462111 CF14154 50x premium tarpaulin tensioners with hooks - rubber 

tensioners for banners, posters, tents, tarpaulins, pavilio
26,99 £

4251805462128 CF14155 50x tarpaulin tensioners with ball - tension rubber for 
banners, posters, tents, tarpaulins, pavilions - tent tensi

26,99 £
4251805462135 CF17636 5x jute ribbon - gift ribbon - jute twine for wrapping 

gifts - cord as package twine - 60m per roll - jute twine 
13,99 £

4251805462142 CF17615 kitchen apron made of cotton - cooking apron with long 
ties to tie - kitchen apron with pocket - apron to protect 

26,99 £
4251805462159 CF17633 sink liner with handles - liner for the sink - square sink 

mat - drainer - liner for the sink protects the surface of t
17,99 £

4251805462166 CF17208 3-piece box set made of mango wood - wooden boxes 
with handles - storage boxes with patterns - wooden bo

39,99 £
4251805462173 CF17608 5000x ironing beads - beads for handicrafts in bright 

colors - handicraft set for laying iron-on transfers - creat
15,99 £

4251805462180 CF17380 3x storage baskets - decorative baskets with handles - 
baskets for cosmetics, toys or household products - plas

30,99 £
4251805462197 CF17647 2x foam for ring-shaped flower arrangements - floral 

foam for fresh flowers - foam for handicrafts for weddin
30,99 £

4251805462203 CF17611 2-piece set fruit basket with cover - metal bowl and fly 
hood - food screen - vegetable basket - decorative fruit 

17,99 £
4251805462210 CF17611 2-piece set fruit basket with cover - metal bowl and fly 

hood - food screen - vegetable basket - decorative fruit 
26,99 £

4251805462227 CF17651 2x three-legged stool - practical camping chairs for on 
the go - foldable 3-legged stool for camping, beach, vac

26,99 £
4251805462234 CF17632 dog towel - drying towel with access - chenille drying 

towel - pet towel with hand pockets - extra absorbent - 
15,99 £
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4251805462241 CF17652 3-piece storage jar set with lid - round fresh-keeping 
bowl, snack-serving bowl, dip bowl - utensil storage box

17,99 £
4251805462258 CF17653 10x sandbags up to 20kg - premium PP bag with 

fastening strap - extremely robust fabric bag with lacing
26,99 £

4251805462265 CF17653 10x sandbags up to 20kg - premium PP bag with 
fastening strap - extremely robust fabric bag with lacing

26,99 £
4251805462272 CF17654 6x aircraft adapter - adapter for headphones - plug 

connection - stereo jack socket - mono plug - headphon
8,99 £

4251805462319 CF10625 6x inflatable drink holders for the pool - floating can 
holder - pool toys - drink cooler

13,99 £
4251805462296 CF2210 3x paracord survival bracelet in bright colors - arm 

jewelry for outdoors and camping - versatile survival bra
17,99 £

4251805462302 CF17628 3x swimming ring - colorful swimming ring for bathing 
fun - pneumatic ring for swimming with underwater mot

15,99 £
4251805462319 CF10625 6x inflatable drink holders for the pool - floating can 

holder - pool toys - drink cooler
13,99 £

4251805462326 CF17631 [!!!B-WARE!!!] Rustic teak side table - teak design - 
table top made of tree disc - unique coffee table made 

61,99 £
4251805462333 CF17656 12x reusable drinking cups for parties, camping and on 

the go - reusable plastic glasses - dishwasher-safe - pla
13,99 £

4251805462340 CF17657 vacuum jug - double-walled vacuum flask made of 
stainless steel - bottle that keeps warm and cold for on 

30,99 £
4251805462357 CF17657 vacuum jug - double-walled vacuum flask made of 

stainless steel - insulated jug with mug function - bottle 
30,99 £

4251805462364 CF17657 vacuum jug - bottle to keep warm and cold for on the 
go with handle - insulated jug with mug function - doubl

30,99 £
4251805462388 CF17620 6x glass bottle 500 ml with cork - glass container with 

cork closure for filling with liquids - oil and vinegar bottl
35,99 £

4251805462395 CF17658 3x cooling towel in a bottle - cooling towel - cooling 
towel in heat, exertion, sport, tiredness, sunburn or inse

26,99 £
4251805462401 CF17664 16x reusable champagne glasses - plastic champagne 

glasses for parties, camping & on the go - dishwasher-s
26,99 £

4251805462418 CF17665 2x dream catcher - sleep better thanks to Dreamcatcher 
- decorative wall hanging with feathers and wooden bea

30,99 £
4251805462425 CF17306 paddling pool - inflatable baby pool with soft bottom for 

small children from 1-3 years - children's pool for balcon
26,99 £

4251805462432 CF17306 paddling pool - inflatable baby pool with a soft floor for 
small children aged 1-3 years - foot bath, drinks cooler, 

26,99 £
4251805462449 CF17327 4x soap bubble refill bottle with bubble ring stick - soap 

bubble liquid in bottle - Bubble Blow - soap bubble mixt
26,99 £

4251805462456 CF17661 16x pirate eye patches - pirate costume accessories for 
carnival, Halloween - pirate accessory - eye cover with e

15,99 £
4251805462463 CF17658 2x cooling towel in a bottle - Cooling Towel cooling 

towel - cooling towel in heat, exertion, sport, tiredness, 
17,99 £

4251805462470 CF17658 2x cooling towel in a bottle - cooling towel - cooling 
towel for heat, tiredness, exertion, sports, sunburn, bur

17,99 £
4251805462487 CF17658 2x cooling towel in a bottle - cooling towel - cooling 

towel in heat, sunburn, exertion, sport, tiredness, burns
17,99 £

4251805462593 CF17666 360x cocktail forks - finger food skewers made of 
bamboo - wooden skewers with a wide grip surface - gri

15,99 £
4251805462647 CF14842 26-piece floor puzzle, soft puzzle mats with letters, ideal 

for children aged 2 and over, practical floor protection p
35,99 £

4251805462654 CF6892 2-piece costume set consisting of a witch hat and magic 
wand for children for Mardi Gras and Halloween

13,99 £
4251805462661 CF12379 2x anti-stress figure - squeeze toy narwhal - squeeze 

ball for children and adults [selection varies]
13,99 £

4251805462685 CF13684 2x dart gun, semi-automatic toy blaster with soft foam 
darts, high precision at short distances

15,99 £
4251805462692 CF17669 draft stopper, extra heavy wind stopper, effective draft 

stopper, good seal against drafts and heat loss, doorma
26,99 £

4251805462708 CF13306 4x mop slippers for floor cleaning, reusable cleaning 
shoes, highly absorbent floor wiper made of microfibre, 

13,99 £
4251805462708 CF13306 4x mop slippers for floor cleaning, reusable cleaning 

shoes, highly absorbent floor wiper made of microfibre, 
13,99 £

4251805462715 CF12264 8x tent pegs made of steel - semi-circular, robust 
ground pegs for camping and outdoors - ideal for norma

26,99 £
4251805462746 CF17663 16x reusable drinking cups for parties, camping and on 

the go - reusable and dishwasher-safe - plastic glass
17,99 £

4251805462753 CF17662 16x reusable wine glasses - dishwasher-safe plastic 
wine glasses for parties, camping and on the go - festiv

17,99 £
4251805462760 CF17673 6-piece freshness jar set with lid - small square freezer 

jars - storage jars for camping, picnics and when travelli
17,99 £
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4251805462784 CF17316 rowing boat set for 2 people - dinghy with paddles and 
pump - air boat with 2 oars, double action pump - paddl

87,99 £
4251805462791 CF17317 rowing boat set for 3 people - rubber dinghy with 

paddles, pump, seat cushion - airboat with oars, double 
114,99 £

4251805462807 CF17670 2x coasters - metal coasters - coasters for pots, pans 
and casserole dishes - with metal feet - cooking and kitc

17,99 £
4251805462814 CF8456 160ml 2-component epoxy resin adhesive with 8x 

plastic spatula, 80ml resin and 80ml hardener for repair
15,99 £

4251805462821 CF17671 napkin holder made of black metal - napkin stand with 
fixing bracket in "CUISINE" design - paper towel dispen

26,99 £
4251805462838 CF4713 15x bra clip O - for hiding and shortening the bra straps 

- black, white, beige - for tank tops and evening dresses
11,99 £

4251805462845 CF17209 3-piece box set made of mango wood - storage boxes 
with lid and pattern - wooden boxes in 3 sizes - rustic ro

35,99 £
4251805462852 CF13037 36x white decorative Easter eggs made of plastic - large 

and small plastic eggs for painting and hanging up - pla
26,99 £

4251805462869 CF13037 36x white decorative Easter eggs made of plastic - 
plastic eggs for painting and hanging up - plastic eggs f

17,99 £
4251805462876 CF13037 60x white decorative plastic Easter eggs - plastic eggs 

for painting and hanging up - plastic eggs for Easter dec
26,99 £

4251805462883 CF17683 2x straw Easter bunny handmade - decorative Easter 
bunny for Easter decoration - straw figures for Easter - 

39,99 £
4251805462890 CF17684 2x straw Easter bunny handmade - decorative Easter 

bunny for Easter decoration - straw figures for Easter - 
35,99 £

4251805462906 CF17685 2x straw Easter bunny handmade - decorative Easter 
bunny for Easter decoration - straw figures for Easter - 

35,99 £
4251805462913 CF17677 toilet brush with holder - toilet brush with hygienic 

rubber bristles and stand - plastic toilet cleaning brush [
15,99 £

4251805462920 CF17678 2x plastic pot lid holders - drawer dividers - drainer - 
organizer for pots and dishes - dish dryer - kitchen acce

15,99 £
4251805462937 CF17543 3x cooling element for cans and small bottles - can ice 

pack - ice packs for cool box and cool bag
17,99 £

4251805462944 CF17682 2x decorative fishing net - natural-colored fishing net as 
wall decoration and photo holder - fishing tool

17,99 £
4251805462951 CF16856 2x wire star 30cm - flat wire wavy for wreaths and 

flower arrangements - binding ring in star shape - decor
13,99 £

4251805462968 CF17639 storage box - basket for baby products, books or toys - 
storage box without lid - children's room basket animal f

15,99 £
4251805462975 CF17679 ice bucket made of stainless steel - double-walled ice 

cube container with lid and handle - champagne & wine
30,99 £

4251805462982 CF17686 2X clothes brush with rubber nubs - practical lint brush - 
removes lint, hair, dandruff and dust [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805462999 CF17556 storage jar in a shiny design - round metal storage jar 

with lid - metal jar
15,99 £

4251805463002 CF17219 3x mason jars with clip closure - storage jars with 
rubber ring - wire clip jar - airtight reusable jars - capaci

17,99 £
4251805463019 CF17219 6x preserving jars with clip closure - storage jars with 

rubber ring - wire clip jar - airtight reusable jars - capaci
30,99 £

4251805463026 CF15991 2x adjustable earmuffs according to EN 352-1 - 
earmuffs for adults - ideal for all noise situations - effect

17,99 £
4251805463033 CF15976 3x decorative thread - gold-colored gift cord for crafting 

and packaging - 20 m per roll - gift ribbon - household a
13,99 £

4251805463040 CF15455 3x paint roller with handle - long-pile 10cm paint roller - 
bracket with telescopic connection - professional paintin

15,99 £
4251805463057 CF16573 3x cleaning brush - hard-wearing scrubbing brush made 

of plastic - handy, non-slip handle - all-purpose brush, j
15,99 £

4251805463538 CF3807 8x Y cinch adapter with 3.5 mm jack socket - double 
cinch plug to stereo jack for connecting mobile device a

13,99 £
4251805463088 CF17680 decorative stand lettering "Moin" - stand made of 

aluminum on mango wood base - decorative lettering to
30,99 £

4251805463095 CF17681 decorative stand lettering "Liegeplatz" - stand made of 
aluminum on a mango wood base - decorative lettering 

35,99 £
4251805463101 CF17349 glass carafe with stopper - timeless decanter for 

whiskey, gin, rum and other spirits - stylish whiskey car
17,99 £

4251805463118 CF15074 2x aviator glasses - dark aviator glasses - police 
sunglasses as a costume accessory with tinted glasses f

15,99 £
4251805463125 CF17688 3x belt bag with zip fastener - fanny pack for jogging or 

other sports - bag with adjustable strap for keys or wall
13,99 £

4251805463132 CF17689 37-Piece Pirate Party Favor Set - Goodies and Party 
Favors for Children&#39;s Birthday Parties - Pirate Part

15,99 £
4251805463149 CF11242 3-part garden tool set - consisting of a trowel & hand 

cultivator for plants and gardening - garden shovel for e
13,99 £
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4251805463156 CF17101 4x plates - colorful plastic plates - reusable 
multifunctional plates - unbreakable outdoor dishes, ca

26,99 £
4251805463187 CF4593 6x pirate telescope - accessories for pirate costume - 

pirate disguise accessories - for carnival, theme parties 
15,99 £

4251805463194 CF11910 16-piece pirate set - accessory set for pirate costume - 
pirate disguise accessories - for carnival, theme parties 

17,99 £
4251805463217 CF15984 4x microfibre cloth XL - cleaning cloth made of 

microfibre - cleaning cloth for glass, kitchen, bathroom, 
13,99 £

4251805463224 CF7714 6x telescopic fly swatter - insect protection with flexibly 
extendable handle - pest control fly catcher [selection v

11,99 £
4251805463231 CF17168 Decorative fish made of ceramic with LED lighting - 

ceramic figure as a stand - decorative fish with warm w
17,99 £

4251805463262 CF9424 2x water sprayer - water sprayer for refreshing with air 
pressure - maximum capacity: 65 ml - pump sprayer for

17,99 £
4251805463279 CF17690 2x Halloween hair band skull/skull with LED light - hair 

band as a costume accessory for theme parties, carnival
15,99 £

4251805463286 CF17690 2x Halloween headband pumpkin with LED light - 
headband as a costume accessory for theme parties, ca

15,99 £
4251805463293 CF17695 2x glass carafe in retro look - glass water container - 

glass jug for water, iced tea or juice - maximum capacit
26,99 £

4251805463309 CF17520 LED light chain with pumpkins - Halloween lighting with 
10 plastic pumpkins - holiday decoration for a spooky H

15,99 £
4251805463316 CF1750 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute cat design, 

functional home accessory, stopper for windows and do
26,99 £

4251805463323 CF1750 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute cat design, 
functional home accessory, stopper for windows and do

26,99 £
4251805463330 CF17521 LED light chain with balls - Halloween lighting with 10 

LEDs - holiday decoration for a spooky Halloween - batt
13,99 £

4251805463347 CF17697 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute cat design, 
functional home accessory, stopper for windows and do

26,99 £
4251805463354 CF17697 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute cat design, 

functional home accessory, stopper for windows and do
26,99 £

4251805463361 CF1764 door stopper, heavy door holder, cute dog design, 
functional home accessory, stopper for windows and do

26,99 £
4251805463378 CF5908 2x face mask "Dia de los Muertos" for carnival or 

Halloween - La Catrina disguise white colorful - costume
13,99 £

4251805463385 CF17415 2x table runners Halloween with gold-colored motifs - 
table decoration for Halloween - decorative table band 

13,99 £
4251805463392 CF17693 8-piece fruit storage jar set - lunch boxes in four sizes - 

storage box for camping, picnics and when traveling - pl
15,99 £

4251805463408 CF17694 8-piece storage box set animals - lunch boxes in four 
sizes - storage boxes for camping, picnics and when tra

15,99 £
4251805463415 CF17693 8-piece storage box set - lunch boxes in four sizes - 

storage boxes for camping, picnics and when traveling -
15,99 £

4251805463422 CF17691 8-piece storage jar set made of plastic - fresh storage 
box in 4 sizes - storage jars for camping, picnics, school

15,99 £
4251805463439 CF17691 8-piece storage jar set made of plastic - fresh storage 

box in 4 sizes - storage jars for camping, picnics, school
15,99 £

4251805463446 CF17416 decorative skeleton for Halloween - hanging plastic 
ghost - horror ghost with scary factor - spooky party acc

26,99 £
4251805463453 CF17698 3-piece pirate birthday set - tablecloths and pennant 

chain for festive decoration for children's birthday partie
15,99 £

4251805463477 CF14214 38-piece Halloween decoration set with spider web, 
spiders, cups, plates, napkins and tablecloth for Hallowe

26,99 £
4251805463477 CF14214 38-piece Halloween decoration set with spider web, 

spiders, cups, plates, napkins and tablecloth for Hallowe
26,99 £

4251805463484 CF6997 38-piece Halloween decoration set with spider web, 
spiders, cups, plates, napkins and tablecloth for Hallowe

30,99 £
4251805463484 CF6997 38-piece Halloween decoration set with spider web, 

spiders, cups, plates, napkins and tablecloth for Hallowe
30,99 £

4251805463491 CF16589 4x protective suit with hood and zip - single-layer 
painter&#39;s overall one-size - height from 160 to 200

35,99 £
4251805463507 CF16589 10x protective suit with hood and zipper - single-layer 

painter&#39;s overall one-size - height from 160 to 200
52,99 £

4251805463514 CF16590 2x protective suit with hood and zipper - three-layer 
painter&#39;s overall one-size - height from 160 to 200

26,99 £
4251805463521 CF16590 4x protective suit with hood and zipper - three-layer 

painter&#39;s overall one-size - height from 160 to 200
35,99 £

4251805463538 CF3807 8x Y cinch adapter with 3.5 mm jack socket - double 
cinch plug to stereo jack for connecting mobile device a

13,99 £
4251805463545 CF11505 2x planting shovel made of robust plastic material - 

garden shovel for planting and repotting plants - flower 
17,99 £
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4251805463552 CF17699 2x inflatable neck pillow - comfortable travel pillow for 
car, train and bus journeys - air cushion pillow in practic

17,99 £
4251805463569 CF17700 3-piece video/audio set for connecting TV and DVD 

players - adapter for video and sound transmission - ca
8,99 £

4251805463576 CF17700 2-part video-audio set - for the transmission of video 
and audio signals between different devices - Cinch and

8,99 £
4251805463583 CF17701 2x audio / video cable 1.5 m 3x cinch to 3x cinch - for 

transmission of analog picture and sound signals - AV c
8,99 £

4251805463590 CF0956 3x reading magnifier in credit card size - wallet size 
reading aid - magnifying glass for reading - vision aid - 

8,99 £
4251805463606 CF2045 4x tube squeezer in animal design - tube squeezer for 

various toothpaste and food tubes - squeezer as an ani
11,99 £

4251805463613 CF2248 2x smartphone table stand bunny - holder made of 
wood for placing cell phones or small e-book readers - t

8,99 £
4251805463620 CF2296 14-piece professional nail art and modeling brush set - 

practical nail design set with gel brushes, French brushe
13,99 £

4251805463644 CF7580 10x Silicone Cases for Nurses&#39; Watches - Nurse 
Clock Holder in Modern Colors - Protective Watch Cover 

17,99 £
4251805463705 CF1358 2-part hair brush set with two different hair brushes - 

all-purpose brush and round brush for styling and dryin
13,99 £

4251805463712 CF1358 2x round brush for styling and drying - hair dryer brush 
for curly, wavy and straight hair - brush with plastic bris

13,99 £
4251805463729 CF8578 4x 8in1 mobile phone repair set - tool set for prying, 

opening and repairing smartphones and other electronic
11,99 £

4251805463736 CF17703 flat fuse set 138 pieces 15 - 20 amps - flat fuses for 
cars and other motor vehicles - car fuses for many moto

13,99 £
4251805463750 CF11636 3x inflatable swimming ring in a cool design - colorful 

swimming ring - bathing fun for children and adults
30,99 £

4251805463767 CF17013 16x decorative flowers with clip - glittering flowers to 
clip on - flower pins as room decoration for Christmas a

13,99 £
4251805463774 CF11786 25-piece crockery set pumpkin - cardboard crockery for 

Halloween or theme parties - spooky party crockery Ang
15,99 £

4251805463781 CF17704 10x silicone case for nurse's watch with attachment - 
Nurse Clock holder in colors - watch protection for nurse

17,99 £
4251805463798 CF17692 2x Halloween spider web with 64 small black spiders - 

spider web as a decoration for Halloween, carnival and t
17,99 £

4251805463804 CF17522 8x LED tealight pumpkin - Halloween decoration with 
flickering LED light in warm white - candle in pumpkin d

13,99 £
4251805463811 CF17708 480x Christmas stickers in a box - stickers as decoration 

for gifts - self-adhesive Christmas labels to beautify - sti
13,99 £

4251805463828 CF17362 4-piece bowl and sieve set - salad bowls with sieve for 
preparing dishes - mixing bowl and colander with handl

26,99 £
4251805463835 CF17711 3-piece set of storage jars - storage jars for food - 

storage jars for pasta and muesli - containers for storing
15,99 £

4251805463842 CF17706 2x water bottle made of glass - glass drinking bottle for 
sports & leisure with metal screw cap and thermal cover

17,99 £
4251805463859 CF17288 2x deco shell ball white/patterned - decoration for 

hanging - maritime home accessory with sea flair - ball 
26,99 £

4251805463866 CF17702 20x preserving ring for round-rimmed jars - preserving 
ring for airtight sealing of preserves - sealing ring for pr

11,99 £
4251805463873 CF17702 40x preserving ring for round-rimmed jars - preserving 

ring for airtight sealing of preserves - sealing ring for pr
26,99 £

4251805463880 CF17707 4-piece storage jar set with lid - storage for food - 
pasta, muesli, fruit, vegetables, snacks - bulk jar

26,99 £
4251805463897 CF17707 4-piece storage jar set with lid - storage for food - 

coffee, tea, sugar, chocolate - bulk jar
26,99 £

4251805463903 CF16629 48x decorative teeth for pumpkins - plastic teeth for 
decorating carved pumpkins - scary pumpkin decoration

13,99 £
4251805463910 CF17320 3-piece basket set - decorative fabric basket with 

handles - round storage boxes, fabric baskets - decorati
39,99 £

4251805463927 CF13609 60x clothes pegs made of bamboo - sustainable wooden 
pegs - pegs for hanging laundry, handicrafts and decora

13,99 £
4251805463934 CF13609 240x clothes pegs made of bamboo - sustainable 

wooden pegs - pegs for hanging laundry, handicrafts an
26,99 £

4251805463958 CF17713 100x XXL clothes pegs made of bamboo - large 
sustainable wooden pegs - untreated bamboo pegs appr

15,99 £
4251805463965 CF17350 kitchen scales - digital kitchen scales for cooking and 

baking - measuring aid for the exact measurement of fo
15,99 £

4251805463989 CF17715 2x parasol holders for screwing in - ground sleeves for 
the garden - base for parasols - ground spikes - lightwei

26,99 £
4251805464009 CF14154 25x premium tarpaulin tensioners with hooks - rubber 

tensioners for banners, posters, tents, tarpaulins, pavilio
17,99 £
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4251805464016 CF17710 fly cover - insect protection for food - XXL size dining 
screen - foldable cover net made of polyester - cake cov

30,99 £
4251805464023 CF9310 10-piece set of rubber tensioners - luggage tensioners - 

expanders with hooks - elastic straps for load securing -
17,99 £

4251805464030 CF9310 10-piece set of rubber tensioners - luggage tensioners - 
expanders with hooks - elastic straps for load securing -

17,99 £
4251805464047 CF9310 10-piece set of rubber tensioners - luggage tensioners - 

expanders with hooks - elastic straps for load securing -
17,99 £

4251805464054 CF9310 10-piece set of rubber tensioners - luggage tensioners - 
expanders with hooks - elastic straps for load securing -

17,99 £
4251805464061 CF9310 10-piece set of rubber straps with reflective strips - 

luggage straps - expander with hooks - straps for securi
17,99 £

4251805464078 CF9310 10-piece set of elastic straps with reflective strips - 
luggage straps in four sizes - expander with hook - elast

17,99 £
4251805464085 CF9310 10-piece set of rubber straps with reflective strips - 

luggage straps - expander with hooks - straps for securi
17,99 £

4251805464092 CF9310 10-piece set of rubber straps with reflective strips - 
luggage straps - expander with hooks - straps for securi

17,99 £
4251805464108 CF9310 10-piece set of rubber straps with reflective strips - 

luggage straps - expander with hooks - straps for securi
17,99 £

4251805464115 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 
tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi

13,99 £
4251805464122 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 

tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi
17,99 £

4251805464139 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 
tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi

15,99 £
4251805464146 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 

tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi
26,99 £

4251805464153 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 
tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi

15,99 £
4251805464160 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 

tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi
26,99 £

4251805464177 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 
tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi

15,99 £
4251805464184 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 

tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi
17,99 £

4251805464191 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 
tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi

17,99 £
4251805464207 CF17717 bungee cords - tensioning rope for banners, posters, 

tents, pavilions - rubber tensioners for transport, campi
17,99 £

4251805464214 CF17709 tray for the armrest - wooden tray with foldable feet for 
the backrest of the sofa and armchair - serving board in

26,99 £
4251805464221 CF17718 20x spiral hooks - painted metal hook - end piece for 

tension belts, luggage tensioners, tarpaulin ropes, expa
13,99 £

4251805464238 CF17718 20x spiral hooks - painted metal hook - end piece for 
tension belts, luggage tensioners, tarpaulin ropes, expa

13,99 £
4251805464245 CF17718 20x spiral hooks - painted metal hook - end piece for 

tension belts, luggage tensioners, tarpaulin ropes, expa
15,99 £

4251805464252 CF17719 24x rope clamps 6mm - aluminum choke clamps - crimp 
sleeves for expander ropes - double sleeves for elastic s

13,99 £
4251805464269 CF17719 24x rope clamp 8mm - aluminum choke clamps - crimp 

sleeves for expander ropes - double sleeves for elastic s
15,99 £

4251805464276 CF17719 12x rope clamps 10mm - Aluminum choke clamps - 
Crimp sleeves for expander ropes - Double sleeves for e

13,99 £
4251805464290 CF9312 3x elastic straps - luggage straps with white stripes - 

tension rope with snap hook - elastic straps for bicycles,
15,99 £

4251805464306 CF9312 3x elastic straps - luggage straps with reflective stripes - 
tension rope with carabiner hook - elastic straps for bicy

17,99 £
4251805464313 CF14551 48x gift bows in three colors and two sizes - ready-

made bows for decorating gifts for Christmas and weddi
13,99 £

4251805464320 CF14553 48x gift bows in three colors and two sizes - ready-
made bows for decorating gifts for Christmas and weddi

13,99 £
4251805464368 CF14021 2x clothesline - travel clothesline with 12 stainless steel 

clips each - elastic rubber clothesline with hooks and sto
15,99 £

4251805464375 CF14160 50x metal clothespins - durable stainless steel towel 
clips - beach towel clips

17,99 £
4251805464382 CF14160 100x metal clothespins - durable stainless steel towel 

clips - beach towel clips
26,99 £

4251805464405 CF10698 3x enamel mugs - drinking mugs made of enamelled 
stainless steel - teapot - coffee mug for outdoors and ca

15,99 £
4251805464412 CF10698 3x enamel mugs - drinking mugs made of enamelled 

stainless steel - teapot - coffee mug for outdoors and ca
15,99 £
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4251805464429 CF10698 3x enamel mugs - drinking mugs made of enamelled 
stainless steel - teapot - coffee mug for outdoors and ca

15,99 £
4251805464436 CF10698 3x enamel mugs - drinking mugs made of enamelled 

stainless steel - tea pot - coffee mug for outdoors and c
15,99 £

4251805464443 CF10698 3x enamel mugs - drinking mugs made of enamelled 
stainless steel - tea pot - coffee mug for outdoors and c

17,99 £
4251805464450 CF16055 paracord cord Ø 3mm, 50m - rope with 3 core strands 

for boat, camping, outdoor - nylon rope with 192kg load
15,99 £

4251805464467 CF16056 paracord cord Ø 4mm, 50m - rope with 6 core strands 
for boat, camping, outdoor - nylon rope with 250kg load

17,99 £
4251805464474 CF17720 10x awning ladder made of plastic - ladder rubber for 

tensioning awnings, canopies, awnings, tarpaulins - tens
15,99 £

4251805464481 CF17720 20x awning ladder made of plastic - ladder rubber for 
tensioning awnings, canopies, awnings, tarpaulins - tens

26,99 £
4251805464498 CF15080 kimono costume for children - carnival costume in the 

style of a geisha robe or an Asian princess - kimono dre
35,99 £

4251805464504 CF17722 3-piece set of mixing bowls - non-slip dough bowls with 
rubber base, spout and non-slip handle - baking bowls i

35,99 £
4251805464511 CF15024 5 l mixing bowl with lid, salad bowl, food storage 

container & baking bowl with stop bottom, splash guard
26,99 £

4251805464528 CF12031 2x mixing bowls 3.5 and 2 liters with stop bottom, 
pouring spout and non-slip handle, baking bowl set in m

17,99 £
4251805464535 CF12031 2x mixing bowls 3.5 and 2 liters with stop bottom, 

pouring spout and non-slip handle, baking bowl set in m
17,99 £

4251805464559 CF17723 6x Easter basket with motif - cardboard basket to fill - 
Easter nest for gifts and Easter eggs - cardboard gift ba

13,99 £
4251805464566 CF17724 6x Easter basket with motif - cardboard basket to fill - 

Easter nest for gifts and Easter eggs - cardboard gift ba
13,99 £

4251805464573 CF17725 6x Easter bag with motif - paper bag for filling - Easter 
bag for gifts and Easter eggs - paper gift bag with carryi

13,99 £
4251805464580 CF17725 12x Easter bag with motif - paper bag for filling - Easter 

bag for gifts and Easter eggs - paper gift bag with carryi
26,99 £

4251805464597 CF17725 6x Easter bag with motif - paper bag for filling - Easter 
bag for gifts and Easter eggs - paper gift bag with carryi

17,99 £
4251805464603 CF17725 12x Easter bag with motif - paper bag for filling - Easter 

bag for gifts and Easter eggs - paper gift bag with carryi
30,99 £

4251805464610 CF17721 3x doormats - dirt control mat with non-slip underside - 
pumpkin doormat - welcome mat in Halloween design [

17,99 £
4251805464627 CF17069 15x stick lighter in bright colors - refillable gas lighter - 

lighter for candles etc. - lighter [selection varies]
35,99 £

4251805464634 CF12511 2 meter icicle garland as Christmas decoration - 
Christmas window pictures - icicle winter decoration for 

13,99 £
4251805464641 CF14640 3x decorative felt standees for Christmas - Christmas 

tree made of felt with a base made of solid wood - Chris
35,99 £

4251805464658 CF12786 3-piece set consisting of lunch box and cutlery, with 
funny Indian and animal motifs for boys and girls, lunch

11,99 £
4251805464665 CF12786 6-piece set consisting of lunch box and cutlery, with 

funny Indian and animal motifs for boys and girls, lunch
15,99 £

4251805464672 CF16207 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

17,99 £
4251805464689 CF16208 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 

Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr
17,99 £

4251805464696 CF16209 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

17,99 £
4251805464702 CF16210 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 

Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr
17,99 £

4251805464719 CF16211 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

17,99 £
4251805464726 CF12787 3-piece set consisting of lunch box and cutlery, with 

funny Indian and animal motifs for boys and girls, lunch
11,99 £

4251805464733 CF12787 6-piece set consisting of lunch box and cutlery, with 
funny Indian and animal motifs for boys and girls, lunch

15,99 £
4251805464740 CF17711 3x storage jar - storage jars for food - storage jars for 

pasta and muesli - containers for storing coffee or tea - 
26,99 £

4251805464757 CF17711 3x storage jar - storage jars for food - storage jars for 
pasta and muesli - containers for storing coffee or tea - 

26,99 £
4251805464764 CF17711 3x storage jar - storage jars for food - storage jars for 

pasta and muesli - containers for storing coffee or tea - 
17,99 £

4251805464771 CF14783 8-piece coffee cup set in a modern Art Deco style - 
coffee pot for tea and mulled wine - ceramic coffee cup 

39,99 £
4251805464788 CF11858 8x foam for heart-shaped flower arrangements - floral 

foam for fresh flowers - foam for handicrafts for weddin
30,99 £
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4251805464795 CF14779 Christmas tree top matt 33 cm - Christmas tree top 
made of real glass for Christmas - Christmas tree top for

26,99 £
4251805464900 CF11488 10x potato press bags made of 100% cotton - reusable 

dumpling bag for making dumplings and dumplings - pr
26,99 £

4251805464917 CF16971 4x Christmas bag - gift bag for Christmas, Santa Claus 
and Advent - XXL gift bag with Santa Claus motif - gift b

26,99 £
4251805464924 CF10955 4x binding wire each 30 meters - handicraft wire in 

bright colors - flower wire for flower arrangements - dec
13,99 £

4251805464931 CF17009 2x tealight holders made of metal - decorative tealight 
holder in the shape of a bowl - candle holder for a cozy 

15,99 £
4251805464948 CF10766 16x Christmas tree decoration set - snow star pendant - 

Christmas tree hanging decoration for decorating the Ch
17,99 £

4251805464955 CF17734 tea light holder made of metal - decorative candle 
holder for 4 candles - wire lantern - candle holder as ro

26,99 £
4251805464979 CF17735 2x tea light holders made of metal - decorative candle 

holder - wire lantern - candle holder as room decoration
17,99 £

4251805464986 CF17733 2x tea light holders made of metal - decorative candle 
holder - wire lantern - candle holder as room decoration

15,99 £
4251805464993 CF17727 3-piece cookie jar set for Christmas, cookie jar set, 

Christmas tin cans with lid, storage jars for cookies, swe
26,99 £

4251805465006 CF17212 2x Christmas decoration star - Christmas star on a 
wooden base - Christmas stand - Table decoration at Ch

15,99 £
4251805465013 CF16291 18x striped ribbon in shiny colors - 10 m per roll - set of 

gift ribbons for handicrafts and packaging - poly ribbon 
13,99 £

4251805465020 CF17741 decorative tray made of mango wood - rectangular 
wooden tray for room decoration - solid wooden plate w

26,99 £
4251805465037 CF17732 2x decorative fruit apple & pear - wooden decoration in 

the shape of a pear and an apple - accessory made of 
26,99 £

4251805465044 CF17740 2x table bell - table bell with a clear sound - reception 
bell for doorman, kitchen, restaurant or hotels & bars - 

13,99 £
4251805465051 CF17739 Christmas tree top in the shape of a star - red star for 

the top of the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decoratio
11,99 £

4251805465068 CF17737 Christmas tree top in the shape of a star - gold-colored 
star for the Christmas tree top - Christmas tree decorati

13,99 £
4251805465075 CF17738 Christmas tree top in the shape of a star - silver-colored 

star for the Christmas tree top - Christmas tree decorati
11,99 £

4251805465082 CF17412 wooden lighthouse with LED solar light - decorative 
lighthouse made of wood in a maritime style for home d

26,99 £
4251805465099 CF17412 wooden lighthouse with LED solar light - decorative 

lighthouse made of wood in a maritime style for home d
26,99 £

4251805465105 CF17736 4x glitter branch - glitter arrangement for the Christmas 
decoration - decoration for the Advent wreath, Christma

15,99 £
4251805465112 CF17728 3x tin box for Christmas biscuits - Christmas storage tin 

with lid - storage box for sweets, small gifts and present
15,99 £

4251805465129 CF4667 20x stainless steel pipe cleaners - cleaning brushes for 
small pipes or corners - mini brushes for coffee grinders

13,99 £
4251805465136 CF17742 pumpkin with lighting - decoration for Halloween and 

autumn - decorative pumpkin with a creepy face - Hallo
30,99 £

4251805465143 CF17745 100x greeting cards for Christmas - Christmas cards 
with different motifs - cards with matching envelopes - 

35,99 £
4251805465150 CF17746 100x greeting cards for Christmas - Christmas cards 

with different motifs - cards with matching envelopes - 
35,99 £

4251805465167 CF17776 10x replacement bulbs 2.5V / 0.35W - mini bulbs with 
green socket - small bulbs for light chains in blister pack

13,99 £
4251805465174 CF0709 8x cable ties for headphones - cable holder and cable 

manager for winding up headphone cables - cable wind
11,99 £

4251805465198 CF2709 3x paracord survival bracelet - bracelet for outdoor 
activities and camping - versatile survival bracelet - tear

11,99 £
4251805465204 CF2710 3x paracord survival bracelet - bracelet for outdoor 

activities and camping - versatile survival bracelet - tear
11,99 £

4251805465211 CF3544 6x slime with farting noise in the can - farting dough in 
cool colors - ideal as a giveaway - colorful neon slime to

13,99 £
4251805465228 CF17497 24x gift bags with folding box, bag and closure - gift 

bags with cardboard base in Christmas style - plastic ba
17,99 £

4251805465235 CF3573 4x toothbrush with children's toothpaste - manual 
toothbrush with extra soft bristles - dental care brush fo

13,99 £
4251805465242 CF4040 8x reflector strips - snap bracelets for more safety - 

light strips in reflective yellow - trouser clip for increase
13,99 £

4251805465259 CF15852 6x wooden pendants for the Christmas tree - wooden 
Christmas tree decorations - wooden ornament Christm

15,99 £
4251805465266 CF15853 6x wooden pendants for the Christmas tree - wooden 

Christmas tree decorations - wooden ornament Christm
15,99 £
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4251805465273 CF15854 6x wooden pendants for the Christmas tree - wooden 
Christmas tree decorations - wooden ornament Christm

26,99 £
4251805465280 CF17751 4x Halloween decorative plates - decorative plates with 

great scary motifs - bowl for Halloween and themed par
30,99 £

4251805465297 CF17752 4x Halloween decorative plates - decorative plates with 
great scary motifs - bowl for Halloween and themed par

26,99 £
4251805465303 CF17753 4x Halloween decorative plates - decorative plates with 

great scary motifs - bowl for Halloween and themed par
26,99 £

4251805465310 CF17758 12x Easter eggs to hang up with feathers - Easter eggs 
in a natural egg look - hanger for the Easter bouquet m

15,99 £
4251805465327 CF17759 12x decorative Easter hangers - Easter bunny in the 

shape of an egg made of metal - Easter decorations for 
15,99 £

4251805465334 CF17760 12x decorative Easter hangers - Easter bunny in the 
shape of an egg made of metal - Easter decorations for 

15,99 £
4251805465341 CF14971 12x decorative Easter hangers - Easter bunny in the 

shape of an egg made of metal - Easter decorations for 
15,99 £

4251805465358 CF14971 12x decorative Easter hangers - Easter bunny in the 
shape of an egg made of metal - Easter decorations for 

15,99 £
4251805465365 CF17764 12x Easter eggs to hang up with feathers and flowers - 

Easter eggs in a natural egg look - Hanger for the Easte
15,99 £

4251805465372 CF17765 12x Easter eggs to hang up with feathers and flowers - 
Easter eggs in a natural egg look - Hanger for the Easte

15,99 £
4251805465389 CF17767 6x spring decorative hangers - cute bees made of metal 

- decoration for hanging on bushes, trees, doors and wi
15,99 £

4251805465396 CF17768 "Willkommen" door hanger - wooden door sign to hang 
up with artificial blossom, bow and wooden beads - han

15,99 £
4251805465402 CF17769 2x door hangers "Willkommen" and "Welcome" with 

hanging flowers and butterflies - wooden door hangers 
15,99 £

4251805465419 CF17770 2x door hangers "Willkommen" and "Welcome" with 
hanging hearts - wooden door signs to hang up - hange

15,99 £
4251805465426 CF17771 decorative figure made of wood - butterfly for spring 

decoration - display for Easter, spring, summer decorati
13,99 £

4251805465433 CF17772 decorative figure made of wood - bird for spring 
decoration - stand-up for Easter, spring, summer decora

13,99 £
4251805465440 CF17773 2x wooden decorative figures - butterfly and bird for 

spring decoration - displays for Easter, spring, summer -
26,99 £

4251805465457 CF17774 decorative display made of wood - lettering HOME with 
heart and bird - decorative lettering to put down - decor

15,99 £
4251805465464 CF17775 decorative display made of wood - lettering LOVE with 

heart and bird - decorative lettering to put down - decor
15,99 £

4251805465471 CF5720 30-piece stamp set - stamps in bright colors - stamps 
for decorating postcards and letters - stamps for childre

13,99 £
4251805465488 CF3688 12x measuring tape in great colors for handicrafts, 

tailoring or for the construction site - dimensions in cm 
15,99 £

4251805465495 CF17750 16x reusable wine glasses - transparent, stackable 
plastic wine glasses for parties, camping and on the go 

15,99 £
4251805465501 CF17754 4x hanging decoration snowflake - winter decoration as 

a Christmas tree decoration - snowflake made of plastic 
13,99 £

4251805465518 CF17755 3x Jumbo shopping bag - plastic bags with winter motifs 
- XL shopping bags - bags for gifts and souvenirs [select

17,99 £
4251805465525 CF17756 3x doormats - non-slip dirt trapping mat - winter 

doormat for indoor and covered outdoor areas [selectio
26,99 £

4251805465532 CF17777 6-piece lantern set - paper lanterns & sticks with LED 
light for Saint Martin, lantern parade and Halloween - M

26,99 £
4251805465549 CF16213 2x LED light chain with timer - energy-saving Christmas 

lights - light chain with 20 LED stars made of wood - Ch
15,99 £

4251805465556 CF16213 2x LED chain of lights with timer - energy-saving 
Christmas lights - chain of lights with 20 LED snowflakes

15,99 £
4251805465563 CF16213 3x LED chain of lights with timer - energy-saving 

Christmas lights - chain of lights with 20 LEDs each - wo
15,99 £

4251805465570 CF10926 2x plastic tea strainer - tea strainer - fine tea filter for 
tea lovers - with stamp for squeezing

11,99 £
4251805465587 CF4525 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 

to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go
13,99 £

4251805465594 CF12078 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 
to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go

13,99 £
4251805465600 CF12078 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 

to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go
13,99 £

4251805465617 CF17779 1x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 
to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go - with incre

13,99 £
4251805465624 CF17779 1x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 

to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go - with incre
13,99 £
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4251805465648 CF12078 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 
to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go

13,99 £
4251805465655 CF17779 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck pillow 

to blow up - ideal travel pillow for on the go - with incre
17,99 £

4251805465662 CF7562 4-piece tweezers set - all-purpose tweezers for home 
and hobby - straight and curved needle-nose pliers - co

13,99 £
4251805465679 CF17778 tea light holder made of metal - decorative candle 

holder for 4 candles - wire lantern - candle holder as ro
26,99 £

4251805465686 CF17757 Styrofoam plane for children and adults - Stable glider 
with plug-in system - Aid for coordination and practical t

17,99 £
4251805465693 CF7759 3x magnifying glass - reading aid made of glass - real 

glass magnifying glass that can be used on both sides - 
15,99 £

4251805465709 CF7469 3-piece Halloween costume set - disguise for theme 
parties or on Halloween - accessories for scary costume

15,99 £
4251805465730 CF9744 4x door hooks, double coat hooks for hanging inside 

doors, easy to hang without drilling or scratching
14,99 £

4251805465747 CF9744 4x door hooks, double coat hooks for hanging inside 
doors, easy to hang without drilling or scratching

14,99 £
4251805465754 CF9744 8x door hooks, double coat hooks for hanging inside 

doors, easy to hang without drilling or scratching
17,99 £

4251805465761 CF12868 2x red jumpsuit with hood in two different sizes - 
carnival costumes for adults - bank robber costume for 

43,99 £
4251805465778 CF17785 2x grave decoration heart with inscription on wings - 

memorial stone in heart shape on angel wings - weathe
17,99 £

4251805465785 CF17786 grave decoration heart, heart-shaped memorial stone 
with birds and inscription, weatherproof grave decoratio

15,99 £
4251805465792 CF17787 grave decoration angel, memorial stone with roses and 

inscription, weatherproof grave decoration, mourning st
15,99 £

4251805465808 CF17788 grave decoration cross with wings and inscription - 
weatherproof cross gravestone with angel wings and ins

26,99 £
4251805465815 CF17789 2x grave decoration feather with bow - memorial stone 

in the form of a bird feather with decorative bow - weat
15,99 £

4251805465822 CF17790 2x grave decoration rose - memorial stone in the form 
of a rose blossom with leaves and stem - weatherproof 

15,99 £
4251805465921 CF9083 72x transparent fly strips - fly bait strips for window 

folds - feeding bait for easy attachment - window fly tra
26,99 £

4251805465938 CF17413 6-piece measuring spoon set - measuring scoops for 
flour, grain or animal feed - filling scoop in 3 sizes - wei

13,99 £
4251805414172 CF13399 6x glass bottle 500 ml with cork - empty bottle with 

cork closure - glass container for filling with liquids such
26,99 £

4251805465952 CF17796 6x glass bottle 500 ml with cork - empty bottle with 
cork stopper - glass container for filling with liquids such

26,99 £
4251805465969 CF13399 6x glass bottle 250 ml with cork - empty bottle with 

cork stopper - glass container for filling with liquids such
26,99 £

4251805465976 CF13399 6x glass bottle 120 ml with cork - empty bottle with 
cork stopper - glass container for filling with liquids such

26,99 £
4251805465983 CF17798 6x glass bottle 500 ml with cork - empty bottle with 

cork stopper - glass container for filling with liquids such
26,99 £

4251805465990 CF17035 dog toy snowman - chew toy - squeaky toy with jute 
rope and plush head - pet supplies teething toy - rope t

13,99 £
4251805466003 CF17784 electric mill for spices - mill for grinding with light - 

spice mill for whole spices - salt and pepper mill with el
26,99 £

4251805466010 CF17783 kitchen grater with collection container - kitchen grater 
and vegetable slicer made of stainless steel - grater for 

26,99 £
4251805466027 CF17405 3x kitchen sieve - sieve for washing fruit and vegetables 

- colander for pasta - round kitchen sieve with stand
26,99 £

4251805466058 CF14640 2x decorative felt standees for Christmas - fir tree, felt 
with solid wood base - wintry home accessory - Christm

30,99 £
4251805466065 CF14640 2x decorative felt standees for Christmas - fir tree made 

of felt with a solid wood base - wintry home accessory -
30,99 £

4251805466072 CF14640 2x decorative felt standees for Christmas - fir tree made 
of felt with a solid wood base - wintry home accessory -

30,99 £
4251805466089 CF17502 6x plates for Christmas, St. Nicholas, Advent - Christmas 

plates for nuts, fruit and sweets - cookie plates with diff
26,99 £

4251805466096 CF17504 6x plates for Christmas, St. Nicholas, Advent - Christmas 
plates for nuts, fruit and sweets - cookie plates with diff

26,99 £
4251805466102 CF17366 12-piece bowl set - reusable plastic crockery - outdoor 

crockery for barbecues and camping - bowl for soup, fru
17,99 £

4251805466119 CF17366 12-piece bowl set - reusable plastic crockery - bowl for 
soup, fruit or snacks - outdoor crockery for barbecues a

17,99 £
4251805466126 CF17395 8-piece kitchen utensil set - wooden spoon set for 

cooking, roasting and baking - salad servers, cooking sp
17,99 £
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4251805466133 CF17809 28-piece beer pong set - beer pong drinking game with 
24 cups and 4 balls - party game boys against girls - be

17,99 £
4251805466140 CF17805 2-piece tray set made of wood - wooden tray - serving 

tray with handles in a rustic look - black lacquered deco
30,99 £

4251805466157 CF17806 decorative bowl made of paulownia wood - wooden tray 
in the shape of a canoe for room decoration - wooden b

35,99 £
4251805466164 CF10296 24x fillable Easter eggs, colorful plastic eggs to fill and 

hang up, hollow plastic eggs for Easter egg hunts, Easte
15,99 £

4251805466171 CF10298 24x fillable Easter eggs, colorful plastic eggs to fill and 
hang up, hollow plastic eggs for Easter egg hunts, Easte

15,99 £
4251805466188 CF17812 key stone "medium hill" - stone with secret 

compartment - key hiding place in stone look - geocachi
13,99 £

4251805466195 CF17812 2x key stone "medium hill" - stone with secret 
compartment - key hiding place in stone look - geocachi

15,99 £
4251805466201 CF17808 3x storage box with bamboo lid - storage box for food 

and small items made of plastic - for the kitchen, bathro
26,99 £

4251805466218 CF17813 key stone "Pebblestone" - stone with secret 
compartment - key hiding place in stone look - geocachi

13,99 £
4251805466225 CF17813 2x key stone "Pebblestone" - stone with secret 

compartment - key hiding place in stone look - geocachi
15,99 £

4251805466270 CF17807 bottle opener for the wall - beer opener in crown cap 
shape - wall bottle opener in vintage design - crown cap

17,99 £
4251805466287 CF15250 3x Easter eggs to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

cardboard eggs for Easter decoration - gift box design 
17,99 £

4251805466294 CF17121 3x Easter egg to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 
large cardboard eggs - Easter decoration gift box - desi

26,99 £
4251805466317 CF11206 20x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 

thread in transport box, for camping and outdoors - ide
30,99 £

4251805466324 CF11496 20x tent pegs made of steel - robust ground pegs with 
thread in transport box, for camping and outdoors - ide

35,99 £
4251805466331 CF11641 12x tent pegs made of plastic - ground anchors for 

camping, garden, beach - pegs with peg puller hole - re
15,99 £

4251805466348 CF11641 24x tent pegs made of plastic - ground anchors for 
camping, garden, beach - pegs with peg puller hole - re

26,99 £
4251805466355 CF11641 12x tent pegs made of plastic - ground anchors for 

camping, garden, beach - pegs with peg puller hole - ye
13,99 £

4251805466362 CF11641 24x tent pegs made of plastic - ground anchors for 
camping, garden, beach - pegs with peg puller hole - ye

15,99 £
4251805466379 CF17422 storage cabinet with 3 storage boxes - shelf with 3 

fabric boxes made of polyester - cabinet for small things
39,99 £

4251805466386 CF17803 120x cake base - cake toppers as a base for decorating 
and serving - small paper cake plates - drink coasters

13,99 £
4251805466393 CF17816 4x premium wipes for floor wipers - microfibre 

replacement cloth for mop - cleaning cloths for the floor
26,99 £

4251805466409 CF17816 4x premium wipes for floor wipers - microfibre 
replacement cloth for mop - cleaning cloths for the floor

26,99 £
4251805466416 CF7536 2x duster with telescopic handle - dust wiper extra long 

and extendable - cobweb broom in bright colors - telesc
17,99 £

4251805466423 CF17817 3x washing gloves for cars and households - microfibre 
gloves - chenille gloves - cleaning gloves for car care, ca

15,99 £
4251805466430 CF17804 cutlery holder made of metal - pen holder with 

removable partition - metal basket with handle - cutlery 
30,99 £

4251805466447 CF17818 4x grave vase - cemetery vase with ground spike - plug-
in vase as grave decoration - vase for cemetery graves -

17,99 £
4251805466454 CF17800 8x gift bags made of fabric - semi-transparent gift bag 

with snowflakes in glitter - bag made of red fabric for gi
15,99 £

4251805466461 CF17801 18-piece gift wrapping set - paper, curling ribbon and 
tag - foil with Christmas and winter motifs for wrapping 

13,99 £
4251805466478 CF17820 500x wooden finger food skewers - long wooden 

skewers for skewering meat, vegetables and fruits - bar
15,99 £

4251805466485 CF17821 12x coasters made of bamboo - square glass coasters 
with holder and handle - coasters for glasses - cup coas

15,99 £
4251805466492 CF17819 6x glass bottle 550 ml - glass container with swing top 

for filling with liquids - transparent bottle for oils, vinega
26,99 £

4251805466508 CF17804 cutlery holder made of metal - pen holder with 
removable partition - metal basket with handle - cutlery 

30,99 £
4251805466515 CF17804 cutlery holder made of metal - pen holder with 

removable partition - metal basket with handle - cutlery 
30,99 £

4251805466522 CF17822 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck cushion 
to blow up - ideal travel pillow for planes, trains and bus

15,99 £
4251805466539 CF17822 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck cushion 

to blow up - ideal travel pillow for planes, trains and bus
15,99 £
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4251805466546 CF17822 2x inflatable neck support pillow - practical neck cushion 
to blow up - ideal travel pillow for planes, trains and bus

15,99 £
4251805466553 CF17655 2-piece summer party set - party accessories for the 

summer - Hawaii chain and beach hat in cowboy shape 
17,99 £

4251805466560 CF17810 2x Caribbean hat - braided and frayed straw hat - sun 
hat for the beach or party - beach accessory - straw-loo

26,99 £
4251805466577 CF9487 26-piece note set with troll motifs - small notebooks 

with funny fantasy figures - blue and pink glitter stickers
15,99 £

4251805466584 CF12660 2x cover for the windshield in winter - car window cover 
for the windshield - against UV radiation, sun, dust, ice 

26,99 £
4251805466591 CF2428 2x travel adapter world universal to protective contact 

CEE 7/7 - socket adapter for travelers from abroad to G
15,99 £

4251805466607 CF8138 2x decorative glass plates for chocolates, desserts, fruit 
and as a cheese plate - square frosted glass serving plat

17,99 £
4251805466614 CF8138 4x decorative glass plates for chocolates, desserts, fruit 

and as a cheese plate - square frosted glass serving plat
26,99 £

4251805466621 CF15948 6x Christmas tree pendant cones - fir tree cones for the 
Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations to attach for

30,99 £
4251805466638 CF15948 12x Christmas tree pendant cones - fir tree cones for 

the Christmas tree - Christmas tree decorations to attac
35,99 £

4251805466645 CF17825 fishing net for decorating - maritime wall decoration 
made of yarn - large fishing net for private individuals, 

15,99 £
4251805466652 CF10514 2x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramics - 

weatherproof storm ashtrays with colorful stripes - large
26,99 £

4251805466669 CF10515 2x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramics - 
weatherproof storm ashtrays - large table ashtrays with 

26,99 £
4251805466676 CF10516 XL wind ashtray made of dolomite ceramic - 

weatherproof storm ashtray with colorful stripes - large 
26,99 £

4251805466683 CF12067 2x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramics - 
weatherproof storm ashtrays with colorful stripes - large

26,99 £
4251805466690 CF16042 2x wind ashtrays made of dolomite ceramics - 

weatherproof storm ashtrays with colorful stripes - large
26,99 £

4251805466706 CF17826 deco trap - fishing net for interior decoration - natural-
colored trawl net with decorative shells - room decoratio

15,99 £
4251805466720 CF6556 9-piece funnel set in 3 sizes - can be plugged into each 

other - dishwasher-safe filling aids in great colors - funn
26,99 £

4251805466775 CF12868 Red jumpsuit with hood - carnival costumes for adults - 
bank robber costume for men and women in different si

39,99 £
4251805466799 CF4784 4x reflective tape - snap bracelets for more safety - 

neon bracelets for cyclists, joggers and pedestrians [pat
11,99 £

4250847151014 CF3458 TV antenna coax connector - spare parts for coaxial 
cable - connection socket for television cable

13,99 £
4250847151014 CF3458 TV antenna coax connector - spare parts for coaxial 

cable - connection socket for television cable
13,99 £

4251805466843 CF9035 4x placemats Maritime - wipeable placemats - 
placemats for the dining table - placemats made of plas

13,99 £
4251805466850 CF9035 8x placemats Maritime - wipeable placemats - 

placemats for the dining table - placemats made of plas
15,99 £

4251805466867 CF12444 2x LED fairy lights "ball" - lighting with 10 LEDs in 
Scandinavian decor - decoration for Christmas, birthday

17,99 £
4251805466874 CF17831 3x glass water bottle - glass drinking bottle for sports & 

leisure with screw cap and thermal sleeve made of neop
26,99 £

4251805466881 CF17833 3-piece tray set made of mango wood - wooden tray in 
three different sizes - large decorative bowls with a rusti

43,99 £
4251805466898 CF17835 3x citrus press made of plastic - juice press for lemons 

and other fruits - hand juicer for the kitchen with remov
15,99 £

4251805466904 CF17408 3x mini basket for serving fries - metal snack bowl - 
silver-colored mini frying baskets - serving basket with h

13,99 £
4251805466911 CF17408 6x mini basket for serving fries - metal snack bowl - 

silver-colored mini frying baskets - serving basket with h
15,99 £

4251805466928 CF17829 8x wooden coasters - base for cups and glasses - 
wooden board for handicrafts - square table coasters for

15,99 £
4251805466935 CF8052 4-piece set of headphones with touchscreen gloves, in 

the great colors pink/grey, integrated microphone and 3
15,99 £

4251805466942 CF17836 3x storage box with bamboo lid - storage box for food 
and small items made of plastic - for the kitchen, bathro

17,99 £
4251805466959 CF17837 7-piece bamboo chopping board set - breakfast boards 

with board holder - small sustainable serving platters - b
26,99 £

4251805466966 CF17832 4x soup bowls made of porcelain - flat muesli bowl in a 
modern design - porcelain bowl for muesli, soups and ot

30,99 £
4251805466973 CF17834 draining rack for dishes - plate holder made of metal - 

stable dish drainer - modern kitchen organizer - noble di
26,99 £
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4251805466980 CF17828 6-piece coaster set made of real wood with holder - 
coasters for cups and glasses - table protectors for drink

26,99 £
4251805466997 CF17830 2x replacement cloth for floor wipers - replacement 

cloth for microfiber mop - cleaning cloths for wet and dr
15,99 £

4251805467000 CF17390 toilet brush with holder - toilet brush with stand holder - 
bathroom set for the toilet - toilet brush with bamboo h

26,99 £
4251805467017 CF15437 2x hanging shelf - practical hanging organizer made of 

felt - storage for hanging - ideal for tents, garages, terr
13,99 £

4251805467024 CF17839 16-piece set of tablecloth weights with felt bag - 
magnetic tablecloth weights made of stainless steel 430

30,99 £
4251805467031 CF16581 2x flower box 60 cm - plastic plant pot - robust plant 

box - extra long flower box - plastic box for holding plan
26,99 £

4251805467048 CF16582 2x flower box 80 cm - plastic plant pot - robust plant 
box - extra long flower box - plastic box for holding plan

26,99 £
4251805467055 CF17503 6x plates for Christmas, St. Nicholas, Advent - Christmas 

plates for biscuits, stollen, sweets - gift plates with diffe
30,99 £

4251805467062 CF16116 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

17,99 £
4251805467079 CF16116 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 

Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr
17,99 £

4251805467086 CF16116 12x Christmas tree decorations wooden pendant set - 
Christmas tree decorations for decorating - Christmas tr

17,99 £
4251805467093 CF6923 2x pink piggy bank - money box with lock - money box 

that can be opened - lucky pig for saving, for weddings,
30,99 £

4251805467147 CF10073 inflatable cow with horns - piece of plastic seating 
furniture - decorative object for children's or baby room

35,99 £
4251805467178 CF17843 600x finger food skewers made of wood - wooden 

skewers with a wide grip surface for a better grip - grill 
26,99 £

4251805467185 CF17844 600x finger food skewers made of wood - wooden 
skewers with a wide grip surface for a better grip - grill 

30,99 £
4251805467192 CF17844 1000x finger food skewers made of wood - wooden 

skewers with a wide grip surface for a better grip - grill 
35,99 £

4251805467222 CF4357 8x self-adhesive memory heatsink - small copper cooler 
for high-performance or overclocked systems - cooler fo

15,99 £
4251805467314 CF11930 3x spray bottle with scale - water pump sprayer with 

28/400 thread for household, garden, workshop, car - a
26,99 £

4251805467321 CF13828 3D moonlight with 12 changing phases of the moon - 
romantic night light with remote control - sleep aid for c

30,99 £
4251805467338 CF17852 4x sweeping set - sweeping set consisting of hand 

brush and dustpan - hand brush in modern colors - shov
26,99 £

4251805467345 CF8261 8x gecko suction cup wall hooks - large approx. 9 x 6.5 
cm - high suction power - lizard towel holder - lizard coa

13,99 £
4251805467352 CF8261 16x gecko suction cup wall hooks - large approx. 9 x 

6.5 cm - high suction power - towel holder lizard - coat 
17,99 £

4251805467383 CF14014 40x suction cup holder with cable slot, transparent for 
fairy lights and window decorations for Christmas, Easte

15,99 £
4251805467390 CF14014 80x suction cup holder with cable slot, transparent for 

fairy lights and window decorations for Christmas, Easte
17,99 £

4251805467413 CF13986 20x suction cup XL - universal suction cup holder with 
metal hook - suction cups for hanging up fairy lights, to

15,99 £
4251805467420 CF17131 6x cutting board made of bamboo - wooden breakfast 

boards - bread boards for cutting, greasing, presenting 
26,99 £

4251805467437 CF17131 12x cutting board made of bamboo - wooden breakfast 
boards - bread boards for cutting, greasing, presenting 

30,99 £
4251805467444 CF8746 4x Easter baskets with decorative grass and egg colors - 

Easter baskets with green grass - raffia basket with East
26,99 £

4251805467475 CF12450 LED candle arch as Christmas lights - candle bridge with 
9 LEDs - small light arch pyramid - window sconces for 

30,99 £
4251805467499 CF17869 Easter decoration & gift set - green raffia baskets, light 

Easter grass, egg colors - DIY Easter baskets - Easter n
26,99 £

4251805467505 CF17868 2x storage box with bamboo lid - organizer for kitchen, 
bathroom, children's room - metal box for food and sma

30,99 £
4251805467512 CF17867 2x storage box with bamboo lid - metal storage box for 

food and small items - organizer for kitchen, bathroom, 
26,99 £

4251805467529 CF17865 6x fly swatters made of plastic - flower-shaped insect 
catcher - pest control in bright colors - light and flexible 

15,99 £
4251805467536 CF17740 2x table bell - table bell with a clear sound - reception 

bell for doorman, kitchen or hotels & bars - service bell f
15,99 £

4251805467543 CF17861 8x rain poncho with hood - poncho in 4 colors - 
emergency poncho for festivals, stadiums, hiking, campi

15,99 £
4251805467567 CF17224 2x indoor greenhouse for growing plants - growing pots 

for 24 plants - plant box for the home - plant growing s
26,99 £
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4251805467574 CF17855 table clock with photo frame - battery-operated analog 
clock with picture frame - wall clock with white face - m

17,99 £
4251805467581 CF17855 table clock with photo frame - battery-operated analog 

clock with picture frame - modern photo display with clo
17,99 £

4251805467598 CF17860 3x ceramic coffee mugs - maritime coffee mugs for 
home and office - coffee pot for cold and hot drinks [sel

26,99 £
4251805467604 CF17860 3x ceramic coffee mugs - maritime coffee mugs for 

home and office - coffee pot for cold and hot drinks [sel
26,99 £

4251805467628 CF17870 2x decorative Easter bunny - decorative figure to put 
down - decorative Easter rabbit with child - gold-colored

30,99 £
4251805467635 CF17875 18-piece Easter egg creative set with pens and stencils - 

set for painting and decorating Easter eggs - DIY Easter
15,99 £

4251805467642 CF17148 2x decorative Easter bunnies made of ceramic - artful 
decorative figures for Easter decoration - decorative bun

26,99 £
4251805467659 CF17873 4x ceramic coffee mugs - coffee mug with Easter motifs 

- coffee pot for cold and hot drinks - colorful handle mu
26,99 £

4251805467666 CF17874 4x ceramic coffee mugs - coffee pot for cold and hot 
drinks - coffee mug with Easter motifs - colorful mugs f

26,99 £
4251805467673 CF17877 12x Easter eggs with sparkling sequins - Sequin eggs 

for the Easter tree or as room decoration - Hand-glued 
13,99 £

4251805467680 CF17871 storage jar with lid in Easter design - ceramic biscuit jar 
for Easter and spring - candy jar with rabbit motif - cera

17,99 £
4251805467697 CF17872 storage jar with lid in Easter design - candy jar with 

rabbit motif - ceramic biscuit jar for Easter and spring - 
26,99 £

4251805467703 CF17876 3x Diamond Art Set Easter design - Mosaic painting by 
numbers for unique DIY pictures - Cross embroidery Eas

15,99 £
4251805467710 CF7841 2x satellite cable - Robust satellite cable for indoor use - 

For fast and stable transmission of digital television sign
13,99 £

4251805467727 CF17871 2x storage jar with lid in Easter design - ceramic biscuit 
jar for Easter and spring - candy jar with rabbit motif - c

30,99 £
4251805467734 CF3553 12x medium toothbrush - manual toothbrush with 

medium-hard bristles - dental care brush for adults - fle
13,99 £

4251805467741 CF3555 16x medium toothbrush - manual toothbrush with 
medium-hard bristles - dental care brush for adults - ge

15,99 £
4251805467758 CF3569 8x children&#39;s toothbrush in dolphin design - 

manual toothbrush with soft bristles - dental care brush 
13,99 £

4251805467765 CF6724 4x children's toothbrush in bright colors - manual 
toothbrush, extra soft bristles - dental care brush for chi

13,99 £
4251805467772 CF17782 80x decorative spiders - table decoration for horror 

parties on Halloween - plastic spiders as scatter decorati
13,99 £

4251805467789 CF17393 silicone baking mat - sustainable alternative to baking 
paper - perfect for baking biscuits, bread and pizza - no

17,99 £
4251805467796 CF3347 8x children's toothbrushes with brush head attachments 

- travel manual toothbrush for children from 2 years - s
17,99 £

4251805467802 CF17393 silicone baking mat - sustainable alternative to baking 
paper - perfect for baking biscuits, bread and pizza - no

15,99 £
4251805467819 CF12959 St. Patrick's Day Costume Set - Green Hat with Beard 

and Whistle - Perfect for Irish Celebrations - Adults' Sain
26,99 £

4251805467826 CF6112 120-piece SCOUBIDOU braided bracelet set - great 
glitter colors for bracelets, ankle bracelets and chains - f

13,99 £
4251805467833 CF17802 16-piece cutlery set for 4 people - stainless steel cutlery 

- dark cutlery with knife, fork, spoon, teaspoon - matt m
30,99 £

4251805467840 CF17381 3x organizer with lid - storage of small items - storage 
boxes for jewellery, cosmetics, sewing kit - round plastic

26,99 £
4251805467857 CF11389 10x egg colors marble effect - liquid egg colors for 

white and brown eggs - with special gloves for great ma
13,99 £

4251805467864 CF11389 25x egg colors marble effect - liquid egg colors for 
white and brown eggs - with special gloves for great ma

17,99 £
4251805467871 CF17858 4x placemat Mandala - modern placemat in vintage 

design - jute placemat - round placemats for kitchen, di
26,99 £

4251805467888 CF17866 cake stand rotatable Ø 30 cm - cake stand with glass 
top - cake stand for modeling and serving cakes and tar

30,99 £
4251805467895 CF3908 8x medium toothbrush - manual toothbrush with 

medium-hard bristles - dental care brush for adults - ge
15,99 £

4251805467901 CF17857 solar light with motion sensor - garden or patio light for 
outdoor use - light with motion sensor, ground spike an

43,99 £
4251805467918 CF8809 18x Easter eggs for hanging - speckled Easter 

decorations in great colors - decorative Easter eggs - siz
26,99 £

4251805467925 CF17879 8x wooden coasters - mini pallets with "Favorite Drink" 
lettering as glass coasters for drinks - wooden coasters 

26,99 £
4251805467932 CF17878 8x plastic bowls - plastic snack bowls - reusable 

containers - unbreakable cereal bowls - camping crocker
17,99 £
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4251805467949 CF17879 4x wooden coasters - mini pallets with "Favorite Drink" 
lettering as coasters for drinks - wooden coasters - kitch

15,99 £
4251805467956 CF17859 2-piece tray set made of metal and glass - mirror tray 

for jewelery and decorative items - decorated serving di
35,99 £

4251805467963 CF17880 cold frame fleece - garden fleece for plant protection in 
winter - winter fleece as frost protection to cover plants

17,99 £
4251805467987 CF17324 2x LED candle in stone - flickering LED candle for inside 

and outside - mood light for romantic evenings
30,99 £

4251805467994 CF17270 2-part LED candle set - flickering LED candles for inside 
and outside - mood lights for romantic evenings

30,99 £
4251805468007 CF9902 2x draft stopper for the door - microfibre door bottom 

seal - draft stopper with double seal - protection against
26,99 £

4251805468014 CF17884 Easter sticker set with 7 sticker sheets - Easter egg 
sticker set with colorful designs for an unusual Easter ta

13,99 £
4251805468021 CF17881 3x padlock with solid metal keys - security lock with 

hardened shackle - basement lock 25mm - shackle lock 
15,99 £

4251805468038 CF11395 72x shrink film for Easter eggs - ideal for packaging and 
stylish storage of self-designed eggs [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251805468045 CF17882 Easter sticker set with 8 sticker sheets - Easter egg 

sticker set with colorful faces for an unusual Easter egg 
13,99 £

4251805468052 CF17883 18x shrink film for Easter eggs - ideal for packaging and 
stylish storage of self-designed eggs [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251805468069 CF12540 2 pairs of skeleton gloves in black for children - creepy 

bone gloves in one size for carnival, Halloween, cosplay 
13,99 £

4251805468076 CF17722 3-piece set of mixing bowls - non-slip dough bowls with 
rubber base, spout and non-slip handle - baking bowls i

35,99 £
4251805468083 CF17887 Hexagon wall shelf made of metal and wood with 3 

shelves - Black floating shelf in industrial design - Hexag
30,99 £

4251805468090 CF17888 storage box for tea bags - tea box made of bamboo 
wood with 8 compartments and viewing window - tea b

30,99 £
4251805468106 CF17889 LED pool lighting with color change function - energy-

efficient and battery-operated light for an oasis of relax
15,99 £

4251805468113 CF17886 4x glass ashtrays - black glass ashtrays for cigarettes 
and cigarillos - ashtrays for private use and gastronomy 

17,99 £
4251805468120 CF17889 2x LED pool lighting with color change function - 

Energy-efficient and battery-operated light for an oasis 
26,99 £

4251805468137 CF10415 10x dishwashing brush - universal dishwashing brush 
with hanging hook - bottle cleaner - glass sponge - kitch

26,99 £
4251805468144 CF17885 4x metal bowl - bowl for salad, dips and snacks - light 

bowl set - spice bowl - stackable metal bowl - snack bo
15,99 £

4251805468151 CF9279 3x ashtrays made of stainless steel - minimalistic 
ashtray - durable ashtray for stylish and hygienic ash dis

11,99 £
4251805468168 CF9279 6x ashtrays made of stainless steel - minimalistic 

ashtray - durable ashtray for stylish and hygienic ash dis
15,99 £

4251805468175 CF9279 9x ashtrays made of stainless steel - minimalistic 
ashtray - durable ashtray for stylish and hygienic ash dis

26,99 £
4251805468182 CF17903 10x fragrant oils à 10ml in a set - natural room 

fragrance - fragrance oil for aroma diffusers, air freshen
17,99 £

4251805468199 CF17891 decorative lettering made of metal with a base made of 
mango wood - Easter display for spring decoration - dis

30,99 £
4251805468205 CF17895 pair of decorative metal bunnies with mango wood base 

- Easter bunnies for spring decoration - Easter stand - S
35,99 £

4251805468212 CF17892 metal decorative bunny with mango wood base - Easter 
bunny for spring decoration - Easter stand - decorative 

15,99 £
4251805468229 CF17896 decorative bunnies mother with child - two metal 

bunnies on a base made of mango wood - Easter bunni
26,99 £

4251805468236 CF17898 decorative flower stand - premium metal flower on a 
mango wood base - decorative flower made of metal to 

17,99 £
4251805468243 CF17815 3x Easter egg to fill - colorful filling eggs for Easter - 

large cardboard eggs - Easter decoration gift box - East
30,99 £

4251805468250 CF17900 handmade lettering "Relax" - Elegant decoration made 
of wood and natural jute for a relaxed atmosphere

15,99 £
4251805468267 CF17897 decorative flower stand - premium metal flower on a 

mango wood base - decorative flower made of metal to 
26,99 £

4251805468274 CF17894 decorative display Home - lettering made of metal on a 
mango wood base - decorative lettering to put down

15,99 £
4251805468298 CF17916 2x decorative flower stands - premium metal flowers on 

mango wood bases - metal decorative flowers to put up
26,99 £

4251805468304 CF12396 3x planter with removable saucer - flower pot for room, 
balcony and garden - plant pot for flowers and herbs

26,99 £
4251805468311 CF17899 premium stand-up compass rose - decorative compass 

rose made of metal on a mango wood base - maritime 
35,99 £
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4251805468328 CF17899 premium stand-up anchor - decorative metal anchor on 
mango wood base - maritime anchor to put up

35,99 £
4251805468359 CF12560 47-piece party case for the birth of a girl - decoration 

for a gender reveal party - party accessory set with ball
17,99 £

4251805468366 CF12559 47-piece party case for the birth of a boy - decoration 
for a gender reveal party - party accessory set with ball

26,99 £
4251805468380 CF3631 39-piece universal hook set - hooks made of stainless 

steel for attaching different household items and food
15,99 £

4251805468397 CF8208 4x medication dispenser - medication box for 7 days - 
pill box - tablet box - tablet box - weekly dispenser for s

26,99 £
4251805468410 CF17919 4x metal ice cubes - dishwasher-safe premium metal ice 

cubes for spirits - stainless steel cooling stones for whis
15,99 £

4251805468427 CF17919 8x metal ice cubes - dishwasher-safe premium metal ice 
cubes for spirits - stainless steel cooling stones for whis

26,99 £
4251805468434 CF17922 4x grill cleaning stone - pumice stone for cleaning 

various surfaces - reusable pot scraper - cleaning stone
13,99 £

4251805468458 CF17926 4x coffee mugs in a modern design - small coffee mugs 
with imprint "coffee" - mugs for hot and cold drinks [sel

17,99 £
4251805468465 CF17923 2x glass opener for opening the lid of various vessels - 

bottle opener for vessels with a lid diameter of 2 cm to 
13,99 £

4251805468472 CF17924 kitchen utensil holder - metal cooking spoon stand - 
metal box as cutlery holder - cutlery basket in industrial 

17,99 £
4251805468489 CF17937 2-piece beret set - for everyday use, carnival, carnival, 

Halloween and theme parties - beret in one size - great 
13,99 £

4251805468496 CF17611 2-piece set fruit basket with cover - metal bowl and fly 
hood - food screen - vegetable basket - decorative fruit 

17,99 £
4251805468502 CF17927 sewing set - 36 individual sewing machine spools with 

storage box - sewing thread on the spool in 36 colors - 
13,99 £

4251805468519 CF17936 3-piece clown set for dressing up like a clown - costume 
set with dotted bow tie, braces and clown nose - access

26,99 £
4251805468526 CF17921 28x reusable ice cubes with storage box - party ice 

cubes for cooling drinks - ice cubes in fruit design
17,99 £

4251805468526 CF17921 28x reusable ice cubes with storage box - party ice 
cubes for cooling drinks - ice cubes in fruit design

17,99 £
4251805468533 CF17925 6x soap bubble wand - soap bubble sword - large soap 

bubbles for birthdays and weddings [selection varies]
26,99 £

4251805468557 CF17931 2-piece St. Patrick's Day set - braces and bow tie in 
Leprechaun look - costume accessories - costume outfit 

15,99 £
4251805468564 CF17116 2x decorative bunnies for Easter decorations - Easter 

bunnies with a pattern made of felt to put down - Felt b
26,99 £

4251805468632 CF15389 2x decorative displays for Easter - wooden Easter 
bunnies - wooden figures to put up as Easter decoration

30,99 £
4251805468649 CF13050 3x decorative egg with LED lighting - Illuminated Easter 

egg for decoration - Timeless illuminated Easter egg in c
17,99 £

4251805468656 CF12927 5x egg cups in chicken design - Yellow cup for Easter 
eggs or normal eggs - Egg holder made of glazed ceram

17,99 £
4251805468670 CF17180 2-part bunny set with glasses - ceramic bunnies in pink 

and white - Easter bunny with plush collar and glasses -
15,99 £

4251805468687 CF17942 4-piece serving set - bowl set with wooden board for 
serving tapas, mezze or antipasti - 3 bowls in 3 sizes wit

30,99 £
4251805468717 CF17253 2x coasters - steel coasters - coasters for pots, pans 

and casserole dishes - with rubber feet - cooking and kit
17,99 £

4251805468724 CF17252 2x round coasters - steel coasters - coasters for pots, 
pans and casserole dishes - with rubber feet - cooking a

17,99 £
4251805468731 CF17946 8x slate coasters - heart-shaped glass coasters with 

non-slip rubber feet - slate with a broken edge
26,99 £

4251805468748 CF17934 2x clown bow tie - colorful dotted bow in clown look - 
costume accessory in neon style - neck bow in one size

15,99 £
4251805468755 CF17932 2x clown bow tie - colorful patterned bow in clown look 

- costume accessory - colorful neck bow in one size
15,99 £

4251805468762 CF17840 4000x wooden toothpicks - toothpicks 8 cm - wooden 
cocktail skewers - wooden sticks for DIY projects, handi

15,99 £
4251805468779 CF17842 2000x wooden toothpicks with cello case - toothpicks 

6.5 cm - wooden cocktail picks - hygienically packed wo
13,99 £

4251805468786 CF8811 5x decorative hangers - Easter decorations made of 
wood in owl design - decorative hangers for windows, d

11,99 £
4251805468793 CF17850 500x wooden fries fork - fruit fork wooden cutlery - 

sturdy wooden pick with wide handle - party pick for fri
13,99 £

4251805468809 CF17934 2x clown bow tie - colorful dotted bow in clown look - 
costume accessory - neck bow in one size

15,99 £
4251805468816 CF17845 500x finger food skewers made of bamboo - long 

wooden skewers for skewering meat and vegetables - b
13,99 £
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4251805468823 CF17846 500x bamboo shashlik skewers - long wooden skewers 
for skewering meat and fruit - grill skewers for gastrono

13,99 £
4251805468830 CF17904 250x paper drinking straw - paper straws for parties, 

birthdays, weddings and graduations - sustainable drink
15,99 £

4251805468847 CF17930 XXL clown bow tie - large colorful dotted bow in clown 
look - costume accessory neck bow in one size

15,99 £
4251805468854 CF17906 500x wooden finger food skewers - long wooden 

skewers for skewering meat, vegetables and fruits - bar
8,99 £

4251805468861 CF17905 250x paper flexi drinking straw - paper straws for 
parties, birthdays, weddings and graduations - sustaina

15,99 £
4251805468878 CF9303 2x bicycle multifunction tool 13 in 1 - foldable repair 

tool - versatile bicycle tool
15,99 £

4251805468885 CF17910 32x popcorn bags - paper bags for picnics, birthdays, 
weddings or as a small Easter nest - snack bag

13,99 £
4251805468892 CF7603 5x pill container - medication box with key ring - 

waterproof key fob with O-ring - geocaching - address t
13,99 £

4251805468908 CF17910 16x popcorn bags - paper bags for picnics, birthdays, 
weddings or as a small Easter nest - snack bag [selectio

13,99 £
4251805468915 CF17849 250x wooden finger food skewers - long wooden 

skewers for skewering meat, vegetables and fruits - bar
15,99 £

4251805468922 CF17847 1000x wooden finger food skewers - long wooden 
skewers for skewering meat and vegetables - barbecue 

15,99 £
4251805468939 CF17848 1000x wooden kebab skewers - long wooden skewers 

for skewering meat, vegetables and fruits - grill skewers
15,99 £

4251805468946 CF17945 3x coffee mugs in vintage design - ceramic coffee mug 
with enamel look - handle mug for camping and hiking [

26,99 £
4251805469066 CF9158 cake container for storing and transporting baked goods 

- transport box - cake container and food box with hand
26,99 £

4251805469097 CF17954 3x spice jars - storage jar with wooden lid and sealing 
ring - glass jar for tea, herbs and spices - container for t

17,99 £
4251805469103 CF17953 3x spice jars - storage jar with wooden lid and sealing 

ring - glass jar for tea, herbs and spices - container for t
17,99 £

4251805469110 CF17958 4x sink insert - square sink mat - insert for sink - mat 
made of flexible plastic to protect surfaces - pad

17,99 £
4251805469127 CF17960 4x sink insert - square sink mat - insert for sink - mat 

made of flexible plastic to protect surfaces - pad
17,99 £

4251805469134 CF17963 2-piece storage jar set with bamboo lid - metal storage 
box for food - organizer for the kitchen - metal containe

26,99 £
4251805469141 CF17957 150-piece blackboard sticker set - versatile label set 

with chalk stickers, chalk pens and wipe-off sponges
17,99 £

4251805469158 CF9035 4-piece placemat Maritime - place mats with maritime 
photo prints - table mat with beach motifs [selection var

13,99 £
4251805469165 CF17941 2x wall coat rack made of wood - coat hooks for 

children's rooms and hallways - cute suspension with cu
26,99 £

4251805469172 CF17915 12x party hat - black cone hats in metallic colors - shiny 
New Year's hats - headgear for theme parties, New Yea

13,99 £
4251805469189 CF17907 2x foil balloon "Happy New Year" - New Year's garland 

made of inflatable balloons - balloons that can be filled f
13,99 £

4251805469196 CF17907 13-piece party set for New Year's Eve - party 
accessories to decorate and enhance New Year's Eve lo

13,99 £
4251805469417 CF17909 4-part foil balloon set - Wintery foil balloons as reindeer 

and candy cane - Balloons that can be filled with helium
11,99 £

4251805469424 CF17948 160x incense sticks in 8 fragrances - Scented wood 
sticks to smoke out a room - Thin incense sticks for me

17,99 £
4251805469431 CF11932 3X spray bottle with scale - chemical-resistant pump 

sprayer with 28/400 thread for household, garden, work
26,99 £

4251805469448 CF11932 3x spray bottle with scale - chemical-resistant pump 
sprayer for acids, hydrocarbons and solvents - atomizer 

26,99 £
4251805469455 CF11932 3x spray bottle with scale - water pump sprayer with 

28/400 thread for household, garden, workshop, car - a
17,99 £

4251805469523 CF17949 2x serving trays - Round serving boards with rim - 
Waiter&#39;s trays with non-slip material on top - Reus

26,99 £
4251805469530 CF13613 camping shower - compact solar shower with 15 L - 

mobile outdoor shower for camping, garden, beach and 
17,99 £

4251805469578 CF17983 24x plastic egg spoons - reusable dessert spoons - BPA-
free plastic spoons - dishwasher-safe reusable cutlery

15,99 £
4251805469585 CF17987 2x cool bag - classic foldable thermal cool box - small 

insulating bag for picnics, camping, outdoors, sports [se
15,99 £

4251805469592 CF17982 BBQ gloves - heat-resistant leather grilling gloves - oven 
gloves for baking, grilling, cooking in XL - protection ag

26,99 £
4251805469608 CF17989 tea box with 9 compartments - black wooden storage 

box for packed tea bags - tea bag box with plant patter
30,99 £
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4251805469646 CF17988 2-piece tray set made of wood - wooden tray - serving 
tray with handles in a rustic look - white lacquered deco

30,99 £
4251805469653 CF17991 3-part serving set - small, white serving bowls - coarsely 

ribbed ceramic bowls for starters and desserts
17,99 £

4251805469660 CF15169 ceramic tealight holder - decorative candlestick - silver-
colored candlestick - room decoration

13,99 £
4250847195681 CF7045 1x ceramic lantern - colorful tealight holder for a cozy 

ambience - candle holder with colorful flower motifs
13,99 £

4251805469905 CF17227 waste bin with swing lid - table waste bin made of 
bamboo with stainless steel lid - compact cosmetic bin f

26,99 £
4251805469929 CF17991 3-piece serving set - small, white serving bowls - finely 

ribbed ceramic bowls for starters and desserts
17,99 £

4251805469936 CF17991 3-piece serving set - small, white, heart-shaped serving 
bowls - porcelain bowls for starters and desserts

17,99 £
4251805469943 CF17991 3-piece serving set - small, white serving bowls - finely 

ribbed ceramic bowls for starters and desserts
17,99 £

4251805469950 CF17893 decorative bunny made of mango wood - large wooden 
Easter bunny with metal detail for spring decoration - di

35,99 £
4251805469967 CF17241 flexible spiral garden hose with spray nozzle - water 

hose - kink-resistant and stretchable - blue, made of rob
26,99 £

4022257758578 CF15966 angel hair, finely curled gold-colored tinsel for the 
Christmas tree, Christmas decoration - 40 g

13,99 £
4251805470147 CF17990 4-piece bathroom shelf set - hanging storage for the 

bathroom - practical hanging organizer - storage for cup
26,99 £

4251805470154 CF17990 4-piece bathroom shelf set - hanging storage for the 
bathroom - practical hanging organizer - storage for cup

26,99 £
4251805470208 CF17986 3x bottle cooler - champagne cooler with closure - 

cooling sleeve for soft drinks and spirits [selection varies
17,99 £

4251805470239 CF18027 bathing poncho with hood - beach towel with pirate 
motif - hooded throw for the beach, swimming pool and

26,99 £
4251805470246 CF18030 bath towel with pirate motif - colorful beach towel - 

bath blanket for the beach, swimming pool and bathroo
26,99 £

4251805470253 CF18030 bath towel with shark motif - cool beach towel - bath 
blanket for the beach, swimming pool and bathroom - s

26,99 £
4251805470284 CF18027 bathing poncho with hood - beach towel with shark 

motif - hooded throw for the beach, swimming pool and
26,99 £

4251805470291 CF18027 bathing poncho with hood - beach towel with unicorn 
motif - hooded throw for the beach, swimming pool and

26,99 £
4251805470307 CF18030 bath towel with anchor motif - maritime beach towel - 

bath blanket for the beach, swimming pool and bathroo
30,99 £

4251805470451 CF7010 10x raffia basket in natural color for decoration - Easter 
decoration - Easter nest - basket for Easter eggs, rolls a

26,99 £
4251805470475 CF15200 10x raffia basket in natural color for decoration - Easter 

decoration - Easter nest - basket for Easter eggs, rolls a
30,99 £

4251805470482 CF17668 10x raffia basket in natural color for decoration - Easter 
decoration - Easter nest - basket for Easter eggs, rolls a

26,99 £
4251805470499 CF17668 9-piece Easter basket set with Easter grass and egg 

colors in glossy marble look - raffia basket with Easter g
26,99 £

4251805470505 CF18035 4x skipping rope for children - 230 cm length - 
adjustable skipping rope - skipping rope in 4 colors with

26,99 £
4251805470512 CF18034 6x tennis balls - neon-yellow play balls for leisure sports 

- felt balls as dog toys, for dryers, for juggling - squash 
15,99 £

4251805470529 CF18044 20x freezer bags 3 liters for sealing - resealable fresh 
storage bags with a capacity of 3 liters - all-purpose bag

15,99 £
4251805470536 CF18026 6-piece beach toy set in pirate design - bucket with 

handle, shovel, rake, molds and boat - sand toys for the
26,99 £

4251805470543 CF18043 40x freezer bags 1 liter for sealing - resealable fresh 
storage bags with a capacity of 3 liters - all-purpose bag

13,99 £
4251805470550 CF18037 2-piece snorkel set for children from 3 to 6 years old - 

Snorkeling set for small children - Diving goggles and sn
26,99 £

4251805470567 CF18036 2x rubber twist band for children - thin rubber skipping 
ropes - jumping rubber for children in bright rainbow col

15,99 £
4251805470574 CF10325 500x ziplock bags - transparent bags with ziplock - 

small resealable zip bags - polybags with closure - 125 x
17,99 £

4251805470581 CF10326 500x ziplock bags - transparent bags with ziplock - 
small resealable zip bags - polybags with closure - 225 x

26,99 £
4251805470598 CF10327 500x zip lock bags - transparent bags with zip lock - 

resealable zip bag - poly bag with lock - 305 x 150 mm
35,99 £

4251805470604 CF15737 500x zip lock bags - transparent bags with zip lock - 
resealable zip bag - poly bag with lock - 400 x 150 mm

35,99 £
4251805470611 CF10325 1000x ziplock bags - transparent bags with ziplock - 

small resealable zip bags - polybags with closure - 125 x
30,99 £
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4251805470628 CF10326 1000x ziplock bags - transparent bags with ziplock - 
small resealable zip bags - polybags with closure - 225 x

39,99 £
4251805470635 CF10327 1000x zip lock bags - transparent bags with zip locks - 

resealable zip bags - poly bags with locks - 305 x 150 m
43,99 £

4251805470642 CF15737 1000x zip lock bags - transparent bags with zip lock - 
resealable zip bag - poly bag with lock - 400 x 150 mm

48,99 £
4251805470673 CF18033 2x swimming tires for swimming - swimming ring for 

bathing fun - water ring inflatable - swimming aid
15,99 £

4251805470987 CF18054 paddling pool for children - inflatable, round baby pool - 
2-ring mini swimming pool for balcony, terrace and gard

15,99 £
4251805470994 CF18054 paddling pool for children - inflatable, round baby pool - 

2-ring mini swimming pool for balcony, terrace and gard
15,99 £

4251805471007 CF18057 swimming ring - large blue swimming ring for bathing 
fun - inflatable water ring for children and young people

26,99 £
4251805471014 CF18057 swimming ring - large purple swimming ring for bathing 

fun - inflatable water ring for children and young people
26,99 £

4251805471021 CF18057 swimming ring - large red swimming ring for bathing 
fun - inflatable water ring for children and young people

26,99 £
4251805471038 CF18053 swimming ring inflatable for children from 3 to 6 years - 

swimming ring in animal design - swimming aid ideal for
13,99 £

4251805471045 CF18064 8x drinking cups made of plastic - colorful reusable cups 
- unbreakable cups for camping, picnics and birthday pa

15,99 £
4251805471052 CF18060 32-piece sticker set for garbage cans - adhesive 

numbers for house numbers - marking of garbage cans,
15,99 £

4251805471069 CF18059 8x placemat - wipeable placemat with flower and leaf 
design - dining table mat - 2-sided placemat - reversible

15,99 £
4251805471083 CF18062 2x dinosaurs - prehistoric toy figures made of plastic - 

toys for children - robust dinosaurs to play with [selectio
17,99 £

4251805471106 CF18058 3-piece tray set made of wood - wooden tray in three 
different sizes - large decorative bowls with a rustic look

43,99 £
4251805471113 CF18061 folding shovel with long handle - mini folding shovel 

with extended handle for better leverage - shovel with b
17,99 £

4251805471120 CF18068 3x kitchen strainer made of plastic - colander for 
washing fruit and vegetables - colander for pasta - roun

26,99 £
4251805471137 CF17114 5x wooden Easter standees - rabbit with Easter eggs - 

Easter decoration - wooden decoration for Easter to put 
26,99 £

4251805471144 CF18070 2x measuring cups made of plastic - measuring jug with 
scale in milliliters, OZ and cups - non-slip measuring jug

17,99 £
4251805471144 CF18070 2x measuring cups made of plastic - measuring jug with 

scale in milliliters, OZ and cups - non-slip measuring jug
17,99 £

4251805471151 CF18066 7-piece dart set - classic dartboard with metal darts in 2 
colors - dartboard and arrows - with rear target

26,99 £
4251805471175 CF18067 2x cutlery draining basket - plastic kitchen utensil holder 

- cutlery basket with removable partition - wooden spoo
26,99 £

4251805471182 CF18067 2x cutlery draining basket - plastic kitchen utensil holder 
- cutlery basket with removable partition - wooden spoo

26,99 £
4251805471199 CF18052 9x bird deterrent hanger - bird repellent in colorful 

spiral shape - creates light reflections against birds - sca
26,99 £

4251805471205 CF18069 2x draining basket - draining rack for the sink - green 
draining aid for dishes and other household items - han

26,99 £
4251805471212 CF18069 2x draining basket - draining rack for the sink - white 

draining aid for dishes and other household items - han
26,99 £

4251805471229 CF18069 2x draining basket - draining rack for the sink - gray 
draining aid for dishes and other household items - han

26,99 £
4251805471236 CF18065 8-piece snack bowl set - small, colored snack bowls - 

gray and red dip bowls for the main course - serving bo
30,99 £

4251805471243 CF18065 8-piece snack bowl set - small, colored snack bowls - 
green and blue dip bowls for the main course - serving 

30,99 £
4251805471250 CF18063 camping table made of aluminum - flexible folding table 

- folding table with handle - light, portable side table for
35,99 £

4251805471274 CF13499 garland with snowflakes - decorative garland for 
Christmas - snowflake garland - Christmas garland for C

13,99 £
4251805471281 CF12238 9x Christmas balls, Christmas tree balls made of 

unbreakable plastic for Christmas, tree decorations for t
15,99 £

4251805471298 CF14596 thigh trainer - handy arm and leg trainer with soft grip - 
ideal for strength training, workout and fitness, yoga

17,99 £
4251805471359 CF11108 2-piece luminous balloon set with LED - transparent air 

bubbles with support rods - balloons that can be filled w
26,99 £

4251805471366 CF7714 4x telescopic fly swatter - insect repellent with flexibly 
extendable handle - pest control [selection varies]

13,99 £
4251805471380 CF18103 6-piece cosmetic set - cosmetic brush and make-up 

sponge in egg shape - beauty blender - make-up egg fo
15,99 £
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4251805471397 CF0562 camping match, everlasting matches, permanent 
matches, survival lighter with flint as a key ring

8,99 £
4251805471403 CF12225 4x Christmas tree decorations made of metal - 

Christmas decoration snowflake - pendant for Christmas
13,99 £

4251805471533 CF11991 3x classic bicycle bell in several colors - "ring-ring" 
sound - bicycle bell for handlebars with Ø 22 - 30 mm [

15,99 £
4251805471557 CF11636 inflatable swimming ring in a cool design - swimming 

ring for children and adults [selection varies]
15,99 £

4251805471557 CF11636 inflatable swimming ring in a cool design - swimming 
ring for children and adults [selection varies]

15,99 £
4251805471595 CF12991 retro costumes 1920s women's disguise and various 

extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fringe seq
17,99 £

4251805471601 CF17366 12-piece bowl set - reusable plastic crockery - bowl for 
soup, fruit or snacks - outdoor crockery for barbecues a

26,99 £
4251805471618 CF17366 12-piece bowl set - reusable plastic crockery - bowl for 

soup, fruit or snacks - outdoor crockery for barbecues a
26,99 £

4251805471625 CF17366 12-piece bowl set - reusable plastic crockery - bowl for 
soup, fruit or snacks - outdoor crockery for barbecues a

26,99 £
4251805471632 CF12954 Retro costumes 1920s women&#39;s disguise and 

various extensions - Charleston look - vintage flapper fri
15,99 £

4251805471649 CF18055 pool cover round - lightproof heat tarpaulin - tarpaulin 
for round pool - cover as dirt protection for water basins

26,99 £
4251805471656 CF18056 pool cover round - lightproof heat tarpaulin - tarpaulin 

for round pool - cover as dirt protection for water basins
30,99 £

4251805471663 CF18107 snorkel set for children - colorful diving accessories - 
diving goggles and snorkel - swimming goggles with adj

30,99 £
4251805471670 CF18105 snorkel set for teenagers from 14 years and adults - 

snorkel and diving goggles - swimming goggles with tint
30,99 £

4251805471687 CF18107 snorkel set for children - colorful diving accessories - 
diving goggles and snorkel - swimming goggles with adj

30,99 £
4251805471694 CF18105 snorkel set for teenagers from 14 years and adults - 

snorkel and diving goggles - swimming goggles with tint
30,99 £

4251805471700 CF18104 3x extendable net for children - insect net with 
telescopic rod - fishing net for children - colorful childre

26,99 £
4251805471731 CF14105 26-piece tent accessory set - utensil case with pegs and 

peg puller - tools for fastening the tent - tent accessorie
17,99 £

4251805471748 CF14103 Potato press - hand press for potatoes, fruit and 
vegetables with removable sieve insert - ideal for mashe

17,99 £
4251805471946 CF10536 3x automatic watering for indoor plants - water 

dispenser for plants - watering ball for flower watering -
17,99 £

4251805471953 CF18127 decorative teak bowl - handmade wooden tray for room 
decoration - teak bowl for fruit and snacks - home acces

30,99 £
4251805471977 CF18141 decorative bowl made of dark mango wood - fruit bowl 

made of natural wood - home accessory for food and as
30,99 £

4251805471984 CF18128 butter dish made of porcelain - White porcelain dish 
with handle - Dishwasher-safe butter dish in glossy whit

26,99 £
4251805472134 CF15469 32x watering cones, clay cones with hose as a drip 

system water dispenser on vacation, automatic watering
52,99 £

4251285529793 CF8793 glass jug with stainless steel spout - glass water carafe - 
1 liter glass carafe for water, milk, juice and lemonade

30,99 £
4250847192222 CF6735 3 in 1 overcooking protection cover - Protects against 

overcooking & splashing, steaming function
15,99 £

4251285558663 CF7357 Waterproof Protective Case - Dust-proof case for tablet 
and e-book reader - Protective case in blue - 8,2"

8,99 £
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